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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been
attempted ;

and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute
a convenient book of general reference.
About 200,000 words will be denned. The

Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-
cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and
phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotestknown origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
by small superior figures (!,

2
,

3
, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same
homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary, Thus a
verb and a noun of the same origin and the
same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established usage, and, however ac-

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and haye not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which
usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in

this country or Great Britain, er in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with <s or oe (as hemorrhage, hemorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be
accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-

crimination of sounds, and being designed to
be readily understood and used. (See Key to

Pronunciation on back cover. )

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of
non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in
the order in which the senses defined have en-
tered the language, hag been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics
of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less
famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collected by an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and
many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-
sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, 'or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-
sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological
sciences, an equally broad method has been
adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of
the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining
legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader

;
and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in- concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-
tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this direction than these con-
ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information ofa kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

pal difference that the information given is

for the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few

general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical,'are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-
pedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly
helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.

To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The
price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in_
part a condensation), which accompanies tho'

first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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Halving.

'
, halve

| Q ,

2. To join, as two pieces of timber, by cutting
away one half or an equal portion in depth of
m en, so as to let them
into each other. This is

done to produce either a lap-
joint, a dovetail, a scarf, or a
notched joint or common
halving. The upper figure
represents the simple lap-

joint, and the lower one the
common halving.

halvet, and . An ob-
solete variant of half.
Chan<<>.

halved (havd), a. In

bot., with one half, or nearly so, of a nominally
bilateral organ wanting, as in the leaves of
some begonias; dimidiate.

halye-net, haave-net (hav'net), . [< Icel.

luifi', a kind of not for herring-fishing, + E.
wet1 , .] A standing net placed within water-
mark to prevent the fishes from returning with
the tide. [Scotch.]
halves (havz), . Plural of half.

halving-belt (lia'ving-belt), n. A belt crossed
between two pulleys to make them revolve in

opposite directions.

halwet. " and v. A Middle English form of
IKI/IOW*.

haly (ha'li), a. An obsolete (Middle English)
or dialectal (Scotch) form of holy.

halyard, halliard (hal'yard), n. [Also writ-
ten haliard, haiilyard; commonly regarded as <

hale1 + yard1
,

" because they hale or draw the

yards into their places" (Skeat), but more prob-
ably a perversion, accommodated to this notion

(or to lanyard, laniard, q. v.), of an earlier hal-

lier or *halier, equiv. to holer or hauler, < hale1 +
-ier1 . Hallier does occur in other senses: see
Arc/Mer2.] Naut., a rope or purchase used to
hoist or lower yards or sails on their respective
masts or stays. All yards have halyards except
the lower yards and lower topsail-yards.

Each mast has only two shrouds of twisted rattan, which
are often both shifted to the weather-side ;

and the hal-

yard, when the yard is up, serves instead of a third shroud.

Anton, Voyages, ii. 10.

Crowfoot-halyards, lines running through a block on a

stay, used for tightening the backbone of an awning.
Peak-halyards, the ropes or tackles by which the outer
end of a gaff is hoisted. Signal-halyards, light lines

running through sheaves at the gaff-ends or mastheads,
used for hoisting nags.

My attention was now directed by one of the men to the
"
Waldershare," who was trying to signal us by means of

a lantern made fast to the peak signal halyard* and run
up and down. W. C. Kussell, Sailor's Sweetheart, iii.

Throat-halyard, the rope or purchase by which the end
"f a gatf nearest the mast is hoisted.

halyard-rack (hal'yard-rak), n. Naut., a wood-
en framework in which the running part of any
halyard is kept coiled, so that it may always be
clear for running.
Halymeda, Halymedidae. See Halimeda, Hali-
meilidtv.

Halymenia (hal-i-me'ni-a), n. [Nit. (Agardh,
1842), appar. irreg. < Gr. aif, the sea, + fajv,

month, or moon.] A genus of marine algee be-

longing to the natural order Cryptonemea?, tribe

Gastrocarpeie, characterized by the cylindra-
ceous or compressed, gelatinous, membrana-
ceous fronds, which are dichotomous, pinnate,
or variously branched, and by the simple cor-
tical layer formed of small oblong cells, its me-
dullary portion being formed of large cells and
internal articulated branching filaments. The
species are natives of the warmer seas.

Halymenieae (hal"i-me-m'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Ilalymcnia + -ere.] One of the families of algaa
established by Kutzing in 1843, coming under
his order Periblastcie of the class Heterocarpea;.
Halymenites (hal''i-me-ni'tez), n. [NL., <

Halymeiiia + -itcs."] A genus of fossil algre,
so named by Sternberg in 1838 from its sup-
posed affinity with Halymeiiia. AS emended by
Schimper in 1869, it embraces forms with coriaceous or

membranaceous, flattened or terete and nstulous fronds,
and tubercled or punctiform sporangia immersed in the
lamina of the frond. These forms are found in the Cre-
taceous and Tertiary formations of Europe and America,
being specially abundant in the passage-beds between
these two systems of rocks. //. major is a large branch-
ing species with cylindrical, hollow warty fronds, very
abundant in the Upper Cretaceous of the Rocky Mountain
region, and called by the settlers petrified corn-cobs.

halymotet, Same as hallmote.

Halysereae (hal-i-se're-e), .;>/. [NL., < Iliily-
xcrix + -e<p.] In Lindley's system of classifica-

tion of plants, a suborder of the /'<<<, hav-

ing the fronds polysiphonous, barked, jointed,
or continuous, and the vesicles scattered over
the surface of the frond or collected into heaps.

170
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It embraces the Sphai-rlin-ini; Ijiiniiinrii-n; und

H/ioroclutideu'.

Halyseridese (hal"i-se-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

lliilij.ti-rix (-riil-) + -fir.'] Endlicher's name
(1843) for the Halynerete.

Halyseris (ha-lis'e-ris), . [NL., appar. irreg.
< Gr. (i/r, the sea,"-t- aepif, endive, chicory.] A
genus of marine algaa, named by Targioni, but
first described by Agardh in 1817, belonging to

the natural order lUctyotea?, and type of the
suborder Halyserea;. The frond is flat, dichotomous,
and membranaceous, with a median nerve. The spores
are naked, and united in sori longitudinally arranged
along each side of the costa. About a dozen species are

known, inhabiting the warmer seas. A fossil form has
been found in the Oolite of Yorkshire, which has been re-

ferred to this genus (H. erecta).

Halyserites (haFi-se-ri'tez), . [NL., < Haly-
seris + -ites.] A genus of fossil algse named by
Sternberg in 1838 and emended by Schimper
in 1869, having the slender fronds many times

dichotomously divided, the branches being pro-
vided with a thick costa acuminate at the apex.
They occur chiefly in the Devonian and in the Upper Cre-

taceous of Europe, but also sparingly in the intermediate
strata.

Halysidota (hal"i-si-do'ta), . [NL., < Gr. d'/.v-

moWdf, wrought in chain fashion, < alivaif, a

chain.] A genus of American arctiid moths.
H. caryo! is the common hickory tussock-moth
of North America. Originally Halesidota. Hiib-

ner, 1816.

Halysites (hal-i-sl'tez), n. [NL. (Fischer), < Gr.

iihvaif, a chain.] The typical genus of chain-
corals of the family Halysitida; : same as Ca-

tenipora.

Halysitidse (hal-i-sit'i-de), . ill. [NL. , < Haly-
sites + -ida:.] A family of paleozoic tabulate

corals, taking name from the genus Halysites;
the chain-corals.

Halysitinae (hal'i-si-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Haly-
sites + -4MB.J A subfamily of chain-corals, re-

ferred to t'avositidte. Edwards andHaime, 1849.

Halytherium, . See Halitherium.

ham1 (ham), n. [< ME. hamme, homme, < AS.
hatnni = D. ham = MLG. ham, hamme = OHG.
hamma, MHG. hamme, G. dial, hamme, the ham,
= Icel. horn, the ham or haunch of a horse, =
Sw. dial, ham, the hind part of the knee ; prob.
lit. the 'crook' or 'bend' of the leg (cf. OF. F.

jambe = Sp. Pg. It. gamba, ML. gamba, leg (see

gamb, jamb), ult. of Celtic origin) ;
cf. W. Ir.

Gael, cam, crooked, L. camur, crooked
;
L. ca-

mera, camara, < Gr. Ka/idpa, a vault, chamber,
etc. : see cam2 , camera, camber1

, chamber, etc.]
1. The back of the thigh ;

the thigh as a whole
;

in the plural, the gluteal region ;
the buttocks.

They [old men] have a plentiful lack of wit, together
with most weak hatns. Shale., Hamlet* ii. 2.

Hark ye, pupil ;

Go as I taught you, hang more upon your hams,
And put your knees out bent.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, ii. 4.

At the caia's those who attended the consul kneeled on
the sopha, resting behind on their hain#, which is a very
humble posture.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 102.

2. In anat., specifically, the back of the knee
;

the lozenge-shaped area behind the knee,
bounded by the hamstrings and heads of the

calf-muscles, technically called the popliteal

space. 3. The thigh of an animal slaughtered
for food

; particularly, the thigh of a hog salted
and cured or dried in smoke.

Thy truffles, Perigord! thy Aawt, Bayonne!
Pope, Dunciad, Iv. 558.

ham2 (ham), w. If. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish and Anglo-Saxon) form of home1

. 2. In
historical use, with reference to the Anglo-
Saxon period, a village or town

;
more specifi-

cally, a manor or private estate with a commu-
nity of serfs upon it : much used in compound
local names, as in Birmingham, Nottingham.
Their homes, indeed, must have been scantily sprinkled

over the wild and half-reclaimed country ; but scant as

they were, these "hams" and "tons" told as plainly as in
other districts the tale of English colonization.

J. R. Oreen, Making of Eng., p. 70.

ham ;; (ham), n. [< ME. ham, hamme (in comp.
names), < AS. ham (hamm-), an inclosure, fold,

dwelling, chiefly in comp., in local names, in

which it became confused with ham 2
, similarly

used (see /<; 2
, 2). Cf.hem1,hemble.~\ Astinted

common pasture for cows. Grose. [Prov. Eug.]
haina (ha'ma), n. Same as ama.
Hamacantha (ham-a-kan'tha), . [NL., < Gr.

ii/m, together, + &Kav6a, thorn.] The typical
genus of Haiiiiinnilliiinf. ./. K. (Srutj.

Hamacanthinae (ham"a-kan-thi'ne), . pi.

[NL., < Hamacantha + -i.] A subfamily of

hamartite

Heterorhnphiilir, typified by the genus ftanm-

cuiitha, havingmegascleres asoxeaor styli, and
mieroscleres as diancistne.

hamadryad (ham'a-dii-ad), n.
; pi. hnm<ni,-i

ads, lttini<i<lry<iiles(-a.dz, ham-a-dri'a-dez). [< L.

hamadryas, pi. hamadryailcn, <. Gr. ifiaipvAf, pi.

apaipvaAcs (also afipvdf, pi. dSpvafitf), < dfia, toge-
ther with (= E. same, q. v.) (or a- copulative),
+ opiif, a tree, esp. the oak-tree, = E. trpcf see

dryad.] 1. In Gr. myth., a wood-nymph be-
lieved to live and die with the tree to which
she was attached.

They were called Dryades and Hainadryadex, because

they begin to live with oakes, and perish together.
Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii., notes.

The common opinion concerning the nymphs whom the
ancients called hamadryads is more to the honour of trees
than anything yet mentioned. It was thought that the
fate of these nymphs had so near a dependence on some
trees, more especially oaks, that they lived and died to-

gether. Spectator, No. 589.

I am not sure that the tree was a gainer when the hama-
dryad flitted and left it nothing but ship-timber.

Lutrrll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 166.

2. In entom. : (a) A dryad or wood-nymph, a

butterfly of the old genus Hamadryas. (b) pi.
A group of lepidopterous insects. 3. In her-

pet.,a, large, hooded, venomous Indian serpent,
Xoja hamadryas orHamadryas elaps, now Ophio-
phagus elaps. It is related to the cobra. 4.

In mammal., a large Abyssinian baboon, Cyno-
cephalus hamadryas, with long mane and whis-
kers and tufted tail. Also called hebe.

Hamadryas (ha-mad'ri-as),. [NL. : eeehamd-
dryad.] 1. A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Buhner, 1816. 2. A genus of venomous ser-

pents, of the family Elapida;. See Ophiophagua.
J. E. Gray, 1840. 3. A genus of mollusks.
4. [?. c.] The specific name of a baboon, Cyno-
cephalus hamadryas.
hamal (ham'al), . [Turk, hammal, < Ar. kam-
mdl, a porter, earner, < liamala, carry, bear.]
A porter in Constantinople. Two hamals carry im-
mense weights between them, suspended from poles sup-
ported on their shoulders.

Hamamelaceae (ham'si-me-la'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hamamelis + -acea\] See H'amamelidece.

Hamamelese (ham-a-me'le-e), w. pi. [NL., <

Hamamelis + -cffi.J In the classification of
De Candolle, Gray, and others, a tribe or subor-
der of plants, of the natural order Hamamelidea>,
embracing the genera Hamamelis, Fothergilla,

etc., and distinguished from the Balsamiflita;
to which Liquidambar belongs, by their one-
ovuled cells and more apparent floral envelops.
Hamamelidaceae (ham-a-me-li-da'se-e), w. pi.

[NL., < Hamamelis (-lid-) + -acea'.~\ Same as
Hamamelideie. Lindley, 1846.

Hamamelidese (hanVa-me-lid'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hamamelis (-lid-) + -e(e'.~] A 'natural order of

dicotyledonous polypetalous or sometimes apet-
alous trees or shrubs, chiefly characterized by
the inferior or half-inferior ovary and the soli-

tary ovule pendent from the apex of the cell,

embracing about 30 species belonging to half
as many small genera, of which Hamamelis (the
wych-hazel) and Liquidambar (the sweet-gum)
are the most important. Proposed by Robert
Brown in 1818. Also Hamamelaceai and Hama-
meUdacea!.

Hamamelis (ham-a-me'lis), u. [NL., < Gr. dfia-

/aiMf, a tree with fruit like the pear, a kind of
medlar or service-tree, < a/ia, together with, +
[tijAov, apple or other tree-fruit.] The typical
genus of the natural order Hamamelidea', found-
ed by Linnseus in 1753, embracing 2 species
of shrubs or small trees, and distinguished
from related genera by the 4-parted flowers,

deeply lobed calyx, blunt anthers, and decidu-
ous leaves. One of the species is the wych-hazel of
North America ; the other is a native of Japan. The flowers
are polygamous, the staminate (male) ones having elon-

gated, linear petals, which expand in autumn after the
leaves have fallen. The leaves are large, crenate, and un-

equal at the base. The fruit is a dry, woody capsule. See
irych-hazel.

hamarthritis (ham-ar-thri'tis), ii. [NL., <
_Gr.

A/iap6piTif, gout in all the joints at once, < afia,

together, 4- dpffptTtc, gout: see arthritis.] In

/mthnl., arthritis, or more specifically gout, in

all the joints.

hamartialogy (ha-mar-ti-al'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

dfiapTia. error, sin. + -)oyia, < )^civ, speak: see

-ology.] 1. That part of theology which treats

of the origin, nature, operations, and effects

of sin; the doctrine of sin: a subdivision of

anthropology. 2. A treatise or dissertation
on sin.

hamartite (bam'ar-tlt), . Beefinocrrifr.



hamate

hamate (ha'inat), a.
_ [< L. hamatits, furnished

2696 hamlet

with a hook, hooked," < hamm, a hook.]

Hooked; entangled. [Bare.]
To explain cohesion by hamate atoms is accounted igno- ],amel (ham), n. [< ME. hame, home, < AS.

.11 7?^*.I-^7,in Kii-iu R 9">7 *"**** *- , . nr, . /~vl^ *

given them in the classification adopted at the early Bir-

mingham shows, are chiefly breeds of English origin.

Kncyc. Bnt., XIX. 645.

turn per ignotius. Berkeley, Siris, 227.

2. InzooL, hooked; uncinate: same as hamii-

late. [Rare.] 3. In bo t., curved like a hook;
hooked at the tip : said of hairs, spines, etc.

hamated (ha'ma-ted), a. Hooked, or set with

hooks. [Rare.]
Nothing less than a violent heat can disentangle these

creatures from their hamated station of life.

Smft, Mechanical Operations of the Spirit.

ham-beetle (ham'be"tl), . Abeetle, Coryneies

(or Necrobia) ntfipes, the larva of which often

does great damage to cured hams in the United

States. More fully called red-legged ham-beetle.

The Hamburghs, erroneously so called from a name Hamiltonia (ham-il-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named
' -'- "'-

after F. Buchanan (1762-1829), who took in his

later years the name of Hamilton, author of va-

rious works, some relating to India.] A genus
of shrubs, founded by Roxburgh in 1814, be-

longing to the natural order Rubiaceai, tribe

Pederietr, distinguished by the 5-celled ovary,

5-parted style, and reticulate seed-coat, and

embracing 3 or 4 species, natives of India,

China, and the Indian archipelago. They have

showy flowers with long tubular corollas, arranged in ter.

minal panicles. Two of the species, //. suaveolenn and //.

scabra, have fragrant white flowers, and are well known to

florists.

Samiltonian (ham-il-to man), a. and >i. 1. a.

1. Pertaining to James Hamilton (1769-1831),
and especially to a system of teaching lan-

guages which he advocated, and which was

based upon the two principles that language is

to be presented to the scholar as a living or-

ganism, and that its laws are to be learned by

hama, homa, a cover, skin, = OS. hamo= OFries.

homa, hama, a cover, = D. /mam, a hame (def. 2),

=MLG. ham = OHG. hamo, MHG. hame, ham, G.

hamen = Icel. hamr = Dan. ham = Goth, 'hama,
a cover, covering C>ga-hamdn, cover). In sense

2 the word is perhaps of D. origin.] If. A cov-

ering ;
a skin ;

a membrane.
Of he caste his dragouns hame.

King Alinaunder (ed. Skeat), 1. 391.

Hame, thyn skynne of an eye or other lyke, membra-

nuia. Prompt. Pan., p. 416.

2. One of two curved pieces of wood or metal

in the harness of a draft-horse, to which the

traces are fastened, and which lie upon the

collar or have pads attached to them fitting the

Red-legged Hani-beetle ( Corynetes rufipes).

,d the larder-beetle, Dermestes lardarius, also occasion.
BUi,trOpic

'

ai American shrubs, founded by Jac- Federalist' party and the first Secretary of the
lyinjurehams.andthenamemaybeasoappliedtothern. KiMB.li immur to the natural order Trfifl,snrv.

a, larva (line shows natural size); *, pupa (line shows natural T. _,l-x. epB l,nm jftl
size)- c cocoon; rf, beetle, enlarged; f, beetle, natural size;/, leg flamelett, DW lamifl.
of larva; f, mandible; It, labium ; I, maxilla;/, antenna of larva. Jamelia (na"mg

'li'lj)>_
"' P^Xl., named after

the French botanist Du Hamel (Duhamel-Du-
Two other beetles, the bacon-beetle, Silpha anericana, monceau, 1700-82).] A genus of tropical or
and the larder-beetle, Dermestes lardarius, also occasion.

guttropical American shrubs, founded by Jac-
allyinjurehanis.andthenam^ernaybealsoappHe^tothejn. ^P 1763, belonging to the natural order

Jlubiacew, and type of the tribe Hameliea:, hav-

ing a 5-lobed calyx, 5-ribbed corolla with sta-

mens inserted at the base of its tube, a fusiform

stigma, and the flowers arranged in scorpioid

cymes. The genus embraces 6 or 8 species, several of

which, especially H. patens, have handsome flowers, and

are in cultivation as stove-plants. //. ventricoea, a native

of Jamaica, is there called Spanish elm.

Hameliaceae (ha-me-li-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.

Richard, 1834), < Hameliu'+ -acece."] A group
of genera of rubiaceous plants, of which Ha-
melia is the type, equal to the tribe Hameliea!

of De Candolle.

[NL., < Hame-
,
a suborder of

>

; having the genus Hamelia as the

type, and substantially the same as the tribe

Hameliea! of De Candolle.

*~ j , IZtLll J9LLI* UiiiV*. liUOiU uo *** TI u wi v*. - -
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horse's neck. See cut under harness.-B&me- Observation and not by rules. 2. Pertaining
to Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856), an influ-

ential philosopher and logician of the Scottish

school.

The general principle of the Hamiltonian logic.
R. Adamson, Encyc. Brit, XIV. 799.

3. Pertaining to Sir William Rowan Hamilton

(1805-65), an Irish mathematician. 4. Per-

taining to or holding the political doctrines of

Alexander Hamilton (1757-1804), an American

statesman, who was one of the leaders of the

straps or name-strings, the straps or strings which

bind together the endsof the hames. See cut under har-

ness.

hame2 (ham), n. An obsolete or dialectal form

of halm1
.

hame3 (ham), n. A Scotch form of home1
.

hamel (ham'el), v. See hamble.

But bothThe latter chiefly affect tainted or" spoiled hams,
while the true ham-beetle attacks well-cured hams. See

also cut under bacon-beetle.

hamble (ham'bl), .; pret. and pp. humbled,

ppr. hambling. [Also dial, hammel, hamel;
< ME. hamelen, mutilate, < AS. hamelian (only

once), mutilate (= OFries. homelia (also in ver-

bal n. homeJenga, hamelinga, hemelenga, hemi-

linge, mutilation, as of the beard) = OHG. ham-

aWn, MHG. hameln, mutilate, maim, G. 7mm-

meln, hammeln, geld (lambs), = Icel. lutmla =
ODan. hamle, mutilate, maim), < "hamol (found
in only one passage, in def. form as noun, homo-

la, homela, used to designate a person with his of De Candolle.

head shaved (as a mark of disgrace) ;
cf. OSc. Hamelldae (ha-mel i-de) n. pi. [

liomtill, liommel, mod. hummel, hummle, having / + -*.] In Lmdley's system,
f ' ^ i 7 _T_ . n_j _ / 'iflmini'0rr> hflVlTltr r,tlA (TPT111S H

no horns (of a cow), liumlock, a polled cow,
also a person whose head has been shaved
or hair cut: see further under humbles , r. t.,UI UUiLl UUUi oco ililull^i Uiiiivji ., _ ,_,_ _. , rXTT / TT T
which is ult. a doublet of hamble) = D. liamel, Hamelieae(ham-e-b'e-e),n.^. [NL ,< Hamelia

Treasury.
Laying entirely aside the general proposition that the

Hamiltonian Federalists considered a national debt as In

itself a desirable institution, and conceding that the Fed-

eralists would themselves have ultimately reduced or dis-

charged It, there still remains the fact that the Federal-

ists made the debt a subordinate, Mr. Gallatin made it a

paramount, consideration in politics.
11. Adams, Oallatin, p. 174.

Hamiltonian equation. 8ee equation. Hamilto-
nian functions, see function. Hamiltonian opera-
tor. See operator.

II. . A follower of any one of the persons
named above. See I.

Hamiltonism (ham'il-ton-izm), n. [< Hamilton

(see def.) + -ism.] The philosophy of SirWil-

liam Hamilton.
This is Kantism, but it is not Hamiltonism.

J. S. Mill, Examination of Hamilton, iii.

hamirostrate (ham-i-ros'trat), a. [< L. humus,

wether, = MLG. hamel, castrated wether, =
OHG. hamal, mutilated, cut off (> OHG. Jiamal,

n., a (castrated) wether, MHG. hamel, a wether,
also a precipitous height, a cliff, also a stick

(cut off), G. liammel, a wether, mutton, > Sw.

hammfl = ODan. hammel, a wether). Cf. OHG.
ham (hamm-), mutilated, crippled, lame, para-

lytic, MHG. hamen, G. hammen, maim, curtail,

A tribe' of plants, of the natural order
a hook, + rostrum, a beak.]
beak; uncirostrate.

Having a hooked

liitbiacece, established by Bentham and Hooker Hamite 1 (ham'it), . [< Ham (see def. ) + -i

in 1783, having the corolla-lobes imbricate or

twisted in the bud, the ovary 2- to many-celled,
with many ovules in each cell, and a fleshy or

coriaceous, many-seeded, berry-like fruit, it em-
braces genera, all but one of which are natives of trop-
ical America ; one, Rertiera, is also found in tropical Africa,
and one, Gouldia, is confined to the Hawaiian islands.

and also OFries. hcmma, hamma, hinder, ob- hamely (ham'li), a. A Scotch form of homely.
struct (a limb), MHG. hamen, hemmen, G. hem-

Jjamer| . An obsolete form of hammer1
,

men, Dan. hemme, Sw. hamma, stop, hinder, fcamesucken (ham'suk-n), n. [Sc., < AS. Mm-
check: senses near that of the ult. allied E.

hamper : see hamper1
,
hem 1

, v.J I. trans. If.

To mutilate; hamstring; cutaway.
Algate a foot is hameled of thy sorwe.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 064.

To hammel, or ham-string, to cut the ham, to hough.
E. Phillips, 1706.

2. To cut out the balls of the feet of (dogs),

so as to render them unfit for hunting.
II. in trans. To walk lame; limp: in this sense

usually hammel, hammle. [Prov. Eng.]
Hambletonian (ham-bl-to'ni-an), n. [From
Black Hambleton, a race-course in Yorkshire,

England.] The name of a breed of American

trotting-horses descended from Hambletonian

an attack on a man's house, also the fine

therefor (= Icel. heimsoku; cf. OFries. 7mm-,
hemsekenge, hemsekninge, an attack on one's

house, MLG. heimsoke, an attack on one's house,
heimsokinge, visit, attack, Dan. hjemsogelse, Sw.

hemsokande, hemsokelse, hemsokning, visitation,

infliction, MHG. heimesuoche, heimsuoche, G.

heimsuchnng, visitation, punishment, MLG.
lieimsoken, visit, attack a house, MHG. heimesuo-

chen, heimsuochen, G. heimsuchen, visit, punish,
Dan. hjemsoge = Sw. hemsoka, visit upon, in-

fest), < ham, home, + socn, a seeking: see home1

and soken.} In Scots law, the offense of felo-

niously beating or assaulting a person in his

own house or dwelling-place. Also homesocken.

1. A descendant of Ham, one of the sons of

Noah according to the account in Genesis; a

member of one of the races supposed to have

been derived from the four sons of Ham (Gen.

x.); specifically, one of a race speaking a so-

called Hamitic language. See Hamitic. 2.

Popularly, an African
;
a negro.

Whilst the Caucasian doubt* the humanity of the Ham-
ite, the latter repays the compliment in kind.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 207.

hamite2
(ha'mlt), n. [< L. hamns, a hook, +

' A fossil cephalopod of the genus Hami-

o _ -.
(foaled in 1849), and more remotely from Mes- hamfatter (ham 'fat" er), n. A term of con-
senger, an English thoroughbred. t t for an actor of a low g,.ade) ag a negro
hambrolme (ham bro-lin), . Naut., a sort of

min8trei. Said to be derived from an old-style
small hue used for seizings. ne song called The Ham-fat Man."
Hamburg (ham'berg), n. 1. An excellent black j^ )( |hiral of^^
yariety of the FVHs rjnf/era or European grape, namiform (ham'i-f6rm), a. [< L. hamus, a
indigenous m Tyrol, where it is called Trpl- hook + forma snape.] Hamate or hamulate
linger or Ttrolmger, and

perhaps
the favorite .

form; nncifonn; uncinate.

tez), n. [NL. (Parkinson, 1811),
a hook/4- -jL.] A genus of fossil

j j

>

ed fo A m̂otlifes having theP I

k ^ b t itself in separate
{ ^ j h } There are ^,

'.
from the Chalk
a UBa^e1 + -ic ] Of

"Lah
(Gen. x.), or to any of the races considered to

be his descendants. The Hamitic tongues are a class

of African languages, comprising the ancient Egyptian of

the hieroglyphs and the later Egyptian or ( 'optic, and the

non-Semitic languages of Abyssinia and the regions fur-

ther south, including the Oalla and the Libyan or Berber,
to which some authorities add the Hottentot. They are

believed by many to have more or less distant affinities

with the Semitic family.

Haniitid.se (ha-mit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hami-
tex + -I*F.] A family of fossil cephalopods.

typified by the genus Hamites, generally re-

ferred to the family Ammonitidte.

burg. The muscat Hamburg is a variety differing but
little from the other.

2. A variety of the domestic hen, of small size,

with rose comb and blue legs, and the plumage
of the male in general similar to that of the

female. There are black Hamburga, and gold- and sil-

of proboscis-bearing gastropods with the radu-
lar teeth in three longitudinal rows, of which the

IIACU, Yviiiio LIIO mucrw ivyvo ttic

changeable. It includes such families as the
Muriddce and Buccinidce, or the whelks and the

like.

yer-(yeUow-andwhite-)spangledandpenciledHamburgs, hamlglossate (ham-i-glos'at), a. Pertaining to
the spangling or penciling being black on a yellow or white

"
,

.
'

! . ff//M,

. ,

ground. "They are among the~prettiest of fowls, and are r having the characters of the Hamiglossa.
exceedingly prolific layers, though the eggs are small. Hamilton group, nee group 1-

pi. [NL., < L. hamkint (ham'kin), n. [Appar. < 71am 1 + dim.

tongue.] A group -kin.] A pudding made upon the bone of a

shoulder of mutton, all the flesh being first

taken off. Halliwett. [Prov. Eng.]
central row is fixed^while the lateral rows are hamlet1 (ham'lot), . [< ME. hamli-t. limnelet, a

hamlet, < OF. AF. hamlet, hamelet, m. (also lutni-

lette, f.), dim., with -et, of OF. hamel, F. hameau

(ML. hamellum), a village, dim., with -el, of

*/IMI,< OFries. ham, Nortn Fries, hamm, ahome,
dwelling, AS. ham, E. home, village : see home1

and /mm 2
.] A small village; a little cluster



hamlet

of houses in the country; especially, in Eng-
land, a village without a church, which there-

fore for its ecclesiastical service belongs to the

parish represented by another village. Com-
pare iHirixlt. The word has no technical use in the
United States, except as the legal designation of a few

villages in Michigan and Ohio.

Sometimes with secure delight
The upland hamlets will invite.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 92.

Each in his narrow cell forever laid,
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

Gray, Elegy.

To several of these towns there are small appendages be-

longing called hamlets, which are taken notice of in the
statute of Exeter. Blactstone, Com., Int., 8 4.

=Syn. See town.

hamlet2 (ham'let), . [Origin not ascertained.]
A fish of the family Serranidce, Epinephelus stri-

atiis, also called Nassau grouper, common in the
West Indies and along the Florida coast. It is

chestnut-brown or slate-colored, with vermilion

lips and throat.

hamletedt (ham'let-ed), a. [< hamlefi + -ecft.]

Established in or accustomed to a hamlet or

a country life. [Bare.]
He is properly and pitiedly to be counted alone that is

illiterate, and unactively lives hamleted in some untravel-
led village of the duller country.

Feltham, Resolves, ii. 49.

hammam, hummum(ham'am,hum'um),. [<
AT. hammam, a hot bath, < Jiaminim, heat water
for a bath.] An establishment for bathing in

the Oriental manner with sweating and manip-
ulation

;
a Turkish or other Oriental bath.

I ... got a late hackney chariot and drove to the Hum-
mums in Covent Garden.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xlv.

Sometimes ... we induce him to accompany us to the

Haminam, where he [Shaykh MohammedJ insists upon
paying the smallest sum, quarrelling with everything and
everybody. R. F. Burton, El-Medlnah, p. 70.

hammel, hammle (ham'l), . i. Dialectal forms
of liamble.

hammer1 (ham'er), . [< ME. liamer, homer, <

AS. hamor, hamer, homer = OS. hamur = OFries.

homer, hamer = D. hamer = MLG. hamer =
OHG. hamar, MHG. hamer, G. hammer = Icel.

hamarr = Sw. hammare = Dan. hammer, a ham-
mer. The Icel. hamarr means also a crag, rock,
suggesting a connection with OBulg. kameiti,
Euss. kamene, a stone, these and the Teut. forms

having (in this view) suffered a transposition
of the first two consonants:
cf. Lith. akmti (akmen-) =
Lett, akmins, a stone, = Gr.

anfiuv, an anvil, thunder-

bolt, = Skt. acinan, a stone,
thunderbolt. The first ham-
mers were of stone.] 1.

An instrument consisting
of a solid head, usually of

metal, but sometimes of
wood or of stone, set cross-
wise to the handle, used for beating metals,
driving nails or spikes, dressing or breaking
stones, etc.; hence, a machine in which a heavy

Riveting-hammer.
a, face ; *, poll ; c, eye ;

d, peen ; ?, helve.

a, Blocking-hammer; *, Head of a Peen-hammer: c. Bricklayers'
Hammer.

block of metal is used for such a purpose. See

steam-hammer, tilt-hammer, trip-hammer. The
head of the hammer is made in various forms, according
to the use to which it is to be put. Hammers of stone are
found among the remains of antiquity, and are still in use

among barbarous races. The hammer has also been used
as a weapon of attack in war. See martel-de-fer.

The hamyr bothe stern and grete,
That droffe the naylys throw hand and fote,

Lord, be myn socowr in alle myn lyffe.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 186.

Is not my word like as a fire 1 saith the Lord ; and like
a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces? Jer. xxiii. 29.

Gold itself will be sometimes so eager (as artists call it)
that it will as little endure the hammer as glass itself.

Locke, Human Understanding, iii. 6.

2. Something which resembles the common
hammer in form, action, or use. (a) The piece in
a clock which strikes upon the bell to indicate the hour ;

the striker, (b) In a bell, an independent wooden or me-
tallic lever by which it is sounded: distinguished from
a toHtfii'', which is attached to the bell, and is usually oper-
uted by swinging the bell itself, though a tongue is some-
times used as a hammer. (') A small wooden mallet with

2697
a padded end or knob, held in the hand, with which the

strings of the dulcimer and other similar instruments are

struck, (d) In the pianoforte, that part of the mechanism
or "action

"
that is thrown against the strings by the key

or digital. It consists of a slender, elastic wooden shank,
and a wooden head thickly covered with felt. Each key
has its own hammer, which strikes against the one, two,
three, or four strings belonging to that particular key.

(e) That part of the lock of a firearm which falls with a

sharp blow and causes the discharge of the piece. In the

flint-lock the piece of Hint was secured in the front of

the hammer and struck sharply against the steel cover-

ing of the pan, displacing it and throwing sparks into the

priming in the pan. In the percussion-lock the blow of

the hammer explodes the percussion-cap. Ordinarily the

]i:iiinner can be fixed at half-cock, at which point the pnll
of the trigger does not move it, and at full-cock, when the

movement of the trigger will release it. The form of the
hammer and the mode of its action in exploding the charge
differ greatly in different kinds of guns. See rebounding
luck (under tocii), and cut under gun. (/) A gavel used

by auctioneers. See to bring to the hammer, below.

Oft as the price-deciding hammer falls,

He notes it in his book. Cowyer, Task, vi. 291.

(17) A door-knocker. [Rare.]

Then nightly Knockings at your Door will cease,
Whose noiseless Hammer, then, may rust in Peace.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

(h) In anat., the malleus, (i) The head of a sphyrnid or
hammer-headed shark.

The eyes on the sides of the "hammer "; mouth crescent-

shaped, under the "hammer."
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 16,

[1883, p. 25.

3. Figuratively, an aggressive and destructive
foe : as, a hammer of heretics (Latin malleus

liaireticorum).

That renowned pillar of truth, and hammer of heresies,
St. Augustine. Hakewill, Apology.

Atmospheric hammer. See atmospheric. Cat's-head
hammer. Same as bully-head. Ceremonial hammer,
in archceoL, a small stone object resembling the head of a
hammer or hatchet, one- or two-edged, and drilled with a
fine hole, apparently intended to be hung about the person
as an amulet. It is especially common in North America,
but amber beads resembling it in form are found in north-
ern Europe. Compare ceremonial hatchet, under hatchet.

Dead-stroke hammer. See drop-press. Dental
hammer or plugger, an apparatus used in filling teeth
with gold, consisting of a plugging instrument fitted to a
loose sleeve carrying a spring and a tapping device. When
the instrument is pressed against the filling of the teeth,
the sleeve or tool-stock moves back till a detent is passed,
when the sleeve is released and under the influence of a

spring strikes a blow upon the plugger. Also called auto-
viatic mallet. Double hammer, a forging device for

operating upon a bloom or puddlers' ball, striking it on
opposite sides simultaneously. Farrow. Electric ham-
mer, an electrical apparatus for working a rock-drill.

It is constructed on the principle of the dental hammer.
Enlargmg-hammer, the hammer used by a gold-beat-

er. It weighs 14 or 15 pounds, and is shaped like a trun-
cated hexagonal pyramid, with a slightly convex face.

Fairy hammer. Seefairy. Hammerand tongs, with

great noise, vigor, or violence; violently; vigorously.
[Colloq.]

Mr. Malone . . . dashed out of a doorway close by, and
before they had time to form line of battle, fell upon them
hammer and tongs. H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, Ix.

Horseman's hammer. Same as martel-de-fer. Lu-
cerne hammer, a name given to the war-hammer or
marteau d'armes when fitted with a long handle for the
use of foot-soldiers : so called because a favorite wea-

pon with Swiss mercenaries from Lucerne. Millstone
hammer. Same as mill-pick. Nasmyth hammer, a
steam-hammer used in forging large masses of metal,
especially iron, and having its head attached to the pis-
ton-rod of the steam-engine by which it is worked.
Patent hammer, in *fone-drexrring, a hammer having
knife-like ridges on its face, numbering 6, 8, or 10 to the
inch. Thor's hammer, (a) In Norse myth.,tt\e ham-
mer of the god Thor, by the wielding or throwing of which
thunder and lightning were supposed to be caused, (ft)

Same as fylfot, (c) A pendent ornament, usually of silver,
found among relics of the prehistoric iron age in the north
of Europe. It has somewhat the shape of a mallet, and is

undoubtedly intended to represent a hammer as weapon
or utensil. To bring or come to the hammer, to sell

or be sold at auction : from the use by auctioneers of a
gavel or small hammer to indicate by a rap the sale of an
article to the highest bidder, called knocking it down.

Old Sir Robert's pride,
His books the more the pity, so I said
Came to the hammer here in March.

Tennyson, Audley Court.

Veueerlng-hammer. a flat square of hard wood or iron
with a handle projecting at right angles. (See also tun-

ing-hammer, water-hammer.')
hammer 1 (ham'er), . [< ME. hameren, homer-
en = D. hameren = MHG. hemeren, G. hdmmern
= Dan. liamre = Sw. hamra, hammer; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To beat or drive with or
as if with a hammer; pound; beat: as, to hfim-

mer iron or steel
;
to hammer one with the fist.

Hammer into their noddles who was who
And what was what.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 151.

Jael, as Altdorfer has shown her in his romantic print,

neatly hammering the nail into the head of the sprawling,
snoring Sisera. Contemporary Rev., LI. 523.

A clever blacksmith can heat a large nail red-hot by sim-

ply hammering it upon his anvil.
W. L. Carjienter, Energy in Nature, p. 32.

hammer-beam

2. Tp fasten with a hammer by nailing or oth-

erwise ;
construct by the use of the hammer.

He was hammered to the gibbet.
Hrrcey, Meditations, I. 138.

Here upon the flat

All that long morn the lists were hammer'd up.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

3. To form or forge with a hammer; shape by
beating : often with out.

They, with unwearied pains and diligence, hammered out
his bolts. Bacon, Political Fables, vi.

Some hammer helmets for the fighting field. Dryden.

4. To work upon in the mind
;
contrive by intel-

lectual labor; excogitate: usually with out: as,
to hammer out a scheme.

Hee, sommoning a parlee, hammered out such a strong
Oration in praise of Ease, that they all strucke vp their

Drums. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 32.

Thy wicked head never at rest, but hammering
And hatching hellish things.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iii. 1.

Who was hammering out a penny dialogue. Jeffrey.

Hammered gold, hammered-up gold, thin gold-plates
or gold-foil hammered into relief, intended to be sewed
upon embroidery. See beaten work, under beaten. Ham-
mered money, coins produced from a die by striking it

with a hammer : distinguished from milled money, or coins

produced by a mill or coining-press. See coining-press.

What had become of me if Virgil had taxed me with an-

other Book t I had certainly been reduced to pay the pub-
lick in hammered money, for want of milled : that is, in

the same old words which I had used before.

Dryden, Epic Poetry.

Hammered work, metal-work, especially in iron, done by
hand, the metal being heated and the tools being hammers
and anvils of different kinds, with punches, etc.

II. intrans. 1. To strike something repeat-

edly with or as if with a hammer.
We wound

About the cliffs, the copses, out and in,

Hammering and clinking, chattering stony names.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

2. To work industriously or persistently; be

very busy; labor in contrivance: as, to be ham-

mering away at an invention.

Nor need'st thou much importune me to that
Whereon this month I have been hammering.

Shall., T. G. of V., i. 3.

I forced a way
Thro' solid opposition, crabb'd and gnarl'd.
Better to clear prime forests . . .

Than hammer at this reverend gentlewoman.
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

3. To be working or in agitation; keep up an
excited action or state of feeling.

Vengeance is in my heart, death in my hand,
Blood and revenge are hammering in my head.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3.

What new design
Is hammering in his head now 1

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 1.

hammer2 (ham'er), r. i. [Appar. a var. of ham-

mel, hamble, perhaps associated with slammer.'}
To stammer. [Obsolete or provincial.]
If in thy tale thou hammering stand, or coughing twixt

thy words.
It doth betoken a liers smell, that's all that it affords.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 294.

hammer3
! (ham'er), . [Not found in mod. E.

or ME. except in the comp. yellowhammer, and

perhaps in the passage given below, where,
however, the word, if not indeed a slang use
of hammer^, may be an abbreviation of yellow-
hammer, and not the genuine simple form

;
<

AS. amere, amors= MLG. amere= OHG. amero,
MHG. amer, G. ammer, also dim. MHG. amerinc,
(imerinc, G. emmering, (immering, also G. emmer-

ling, ammerling, hammerliiig, etc. (see Emberi-

ra), a bunting, yellowhammer ; prob. connected
with G. amsel, D. amsel, > E. amzel = AS. osle,

E. ouzel: see amsel, ouzel, Emberiza, yellow-

hammer.'] A yellowhammer or bunting. As
used in the following passage the meaning of

the word is uncertain. See etymology.
Slight I euer tooke thee to be a hammer of the right

feather, but I durst have laved my life no man could euer
have . . . cramd such a gudgeon as this downe the throat e

of thee. Chapman, Motis. D'Olive, iv.

hammerable (ham'er-a-bl), a. [< hammer^ +
-able.'] Capable of beiiig hammered or shaped
by a hammer ; malleable. Sherwood.
hammer-ax (ham'er-aks), . A tool consist-

ing of a hammer and an ax combined on one
handle.
hammer-beam (ham'er-bem), n. A short beam
attached to the foot of a principal rafter in a

roof, in place of a tie-beam. Hammer-beams are
used in pairs, and project from the wall, extending less

than half-way across the apartment. The hammer-beam
is generally supported by a rib resting upon a corbel be-

low, and in its turn forms the support of another rib which
constitutes, with that springingfrom the opposite hamnier-

beam, an arch. Although occupying the place of a tie in



hammer-beam
the roofing, it does not act as a tie ; it is essentially a

lever, as is shown in the figure. Here the inner end of

Hammer-beam Roof, Westminster Hall, London.

A, A, Hammer-beams.

the hammer-beam, A , receives the weight of the upper part
of the roof, which is balanced by the pressure of the prin-
cipal at its outer end.

hammer-blow (ham'er-blo), n. The blow of a

hammer, or a blow resembling that of a ham-
mer, as the impact of an unbalanced wheel.
The so-called hammer-Wow in locomotives is the ir-

regularity of the pressure exerted between the wheel and
rail, which arises from the vertically-unbalanced action of
the counter-weights placed in the wheel to neutralize the
horizontal action of the piston and other moving parts.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXIII. 42.

hammer-cap (ham'er-kap), . A cover for the
cock of a gun.
hammer-catcher (ham'er-kach'er), M. In

pi-
anoforte-making, the padded shoulder which
catches the hammer on its return after strik-

ing the string.

hammer-cloth (ham'er-kldth), n. [The earli-

est form, hamer-cloth, is quoted from the time
of Queen Mary; said to be "so called from the
old practice of carrying a hammer, nails, etc.,
in a pocket hid by this cloth" (Webster).
Others think the orig. form was "hamper-cloth.
Skeat takes hammer- to be a corruption or an
E. adaptation of the D. word kernel, canopy, a

tester, covering, quoting "den kernel van een
koetse, the seeling [ceiling] of a coach" (Hex-
am), "the testern of a coach" (Sewel): see
under heaven.] The cloth which covers the
driver's seat in some kinds of carriage, usually
falling in plaits on all four sides. See cut un-
der coach.

Hamer-clotheg, with our arms and badges of our colours,
and all other things apperteininge unto the same wagon.

Quoted in Arckceologia, XVI. 91.

hammer-dressed (ham'er-drest), a. Dressed
or prepared with a hammer: especially applied
to a building-stone which has been dressed with
a pointed hammer or pick.
hammerer (ham'er-er), n. 1. One who works
with a hammer.
The till was for many years looked upon as a deposit

destitute of all traces of life, and only a few hammererg
continued, Micawber-like, to hope for something turning
np. Geikie, Ice Age, p. 198.

2. The three-wattled bell-bird of Costa Rica,
Chasmorhyitchus tricarunculatus.

hammer-fish (ham'er-fish), n. The hammer-
head, or hammer-headed shark. Also called

balance-fish.
hammer-harden (ham'er-har

//

dn), v. t. To
harden, as a metal, by hammering it while
cold.

hammerhead (ham'er-hed), . 1. A shark of
the family Sphyrnidce or Zygcenidce : so called
from the great lateral expansion of the head.

Hammerhead (Sfhyrna ssygaHd).

There are 3 genera and 6 species, inhabiting most seas.
The common species Is Sphyrna zyyoena, better known as
Zygaina malleus, a cosmopolitan species which attains a
length of from 12 to 15 feet. Those with the head less ham-
mer-like belong to the genus Reniceps, and are commonly
called shovelheads.

2. A catostomine fish, HypenteUum nigricans,
having a peculiarly shaped head, which is flat
above and transversely concave between, the
eyes, while the snout is abruptly turned down.
It abounds in the fresh waters of the United States, from
New York to Kansas and Alabama. It sometimes attains
a length of two feet. Other names are hogsucker, stone-
roller, and crawl-a-bottom.

3. The umber or shadow-bird, Scopus umbretta.
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hammer-headed (ham'er-hed"ed), a. Having
a head like that of a hammer. Specifically applied in

zoology (a) to the hammerhead, hammer-fish, or balance-
fish ; (ft) to an African fruit-bat, Hypeignathug wonxtrosus.

hammering (ham 'er- ing), n. [Verbal n. of

hammer1
, r."] In silversmithing, a dented ap-

pearance on silverware, each dent being made
by successive carefully directed blows of the
hammer. The dents are also sometimes gouged out
with a tool or pressed in by means of a roll. This mode of

decoration is of Japanese origin.

hammerman (ham'er-man), n.
; pi. hammer-

men (-men). A mechanic whose work involves
the use of the hammer, as a blacksmith, weapon-
smith or armorer, goldsmith, etc.

The smythe contorted the moulder, and the iron smyth
the hammerman. Bible of 1551, Isn. xli. 7.

A hard-handed and stiff ignorance worthy a trowel or a
hammerman. B. Jo-won, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

Visible Ploughmen and Hammermen there have been,
ever from Cain and Tubalcain downwards.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 118.

hammer-mark (ham'er-mark), n. A mark left

by a hammer, as in forging.
hammer-nail (ham'er-nal), . The pin secur-

ing the cock to the plate of a flint-lock. It

is frequently called the lock-nail. Farrow, Mil.

Encye.
hammer-oyster (ham'er-ois'ter), n. Same as
hammer-shell.

hammer-pick (ham'er-pik), n. A tool having
a hammer-face at one end of the head and a

pointed pick at the other; a pick-hammer.
hammer-pike (ham'er-pik), . A long-shafted
weapon resembling the war-hammer, it was
carried in the French army by the subalterns in charge of
the flag under the first empire (1804-14). Farrow, Mil.

Encyc.
hammer-scale (ham'er-skal), n. Same &sforge-
scale.

hammer-sedge (ham'er-sej), n. A common Eu-
ropean sedge, Carex hirta.

hammer-shell (ham'er-shel), n. A bivalve mol-
lusk of the pearl-oyster family, Aviculidce, and
genus Malleus: so
called from the

shape of the shell.

There are several

species, of Orien-
tal seas, the best-
known being Mal-
leus vulgaris. Al-
so called hummer-
oyster.
hammer-stone
(ham'er-ston), .

See flaking-ham-
mer.
hammer-tail (ham'er-tal), n. In clockwork, a

projection extending from the arbor of the rod
or lever that supports the hammer, on which the

pins or teeth of a wheel in the striking mecha-
nism act, as it revolves, to raise the hammer.
There are three cross bars, . . . which are utilized also

for carrying cocks for "leading off," for hammer-tail^,
winding pinions, etc.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 185.

hammer-tongs (ham'er-tongz), n. pi. Tongs
having jaws terminating in pins, used in han-
dling objects in which holes have been punched,
such as the heads of hammers and hatchets.
hammerwise (ham'er-wlz), adv. [< hammer^ +
-wise."] As if with a hammer.
One of them saucily snatched off her shoe, and cracked

them [almonds] hammerwise with the heel.

Houtellt, Their Wedding Journey, p. 282.

hammerwort (ham'er-wert), re. [Cf. AS. ham-
orwyrt, black hellebore, < hamor, hammer, +
wyrt, wort.] The plant pellitory, Parietaria.

hammer-wrought (ham'er-rat), a. Worked
into shape by means of a hammer, as iron : said
of armor and the like, and also of decorative
wrought-iron work.
hammite (ham'It), . Same as ammite.
hammle, r. i. A dialectal form of hamble.
hammock1 (ham 'ok), . [Formerly hamack
(Sir T. Herbert) or, as Sp., hamaca = P. hamac,
It. amaca, Pg. maca, OD. hammak, later accom.
hangmak, hangmat, G. hangmatte, hangmatte (as

H,mmCT.shcl , (M.Uela

Sailor's Hammock.

hamper
if 'hanging mat'), < Sp. hamaca, a hammock;
of West Indian origin. Columbus, in the nar-

rative of his first voyage, says :
" A great many

Indians in canoes came to the ship to-day for
the purpose of bartering their cotton, and hama-
cas or nets in which they sleep."] 1. A kind
of hanging bed. Hammocks used at sea, especially on
men-of-war, are made of canvas, and have a number of cords
at each end, called cluex, which are brought together and
secured to an iron ring, which is hung on a hook attached
to the deck-beams. Those used in the tropical parts of
America and in summer in the north are usually formed
of a network of Panama grass or small cords.

I ... conducted them into one of the houses, where we
did presently hang up our hammocks.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Mrs. Trunnion was out of humour when she found her-
self under the necessity of being confined with her spouse
in a hammock. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, ix.

O mother, praying God will save

Thy sailor while thy head is bow'd,
His heavy-shotted Aamj/ioejfc-shroud

Drops in his vast and wandering grave.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, vi.

2. In entom., the hammock-like sack or case
carried by the larvre of certain tineid moths, as

(Ecophora harrisiella, hence called case-hearers.

If he [P. Huber] took a caterpillar which had completed
its hammock up to, say, the sixth stage of construction,
and put it into a hammock completed up only to the third

stage, the caterpillar simply reperformed the fourth, fifth,
and sixth stages of construction.

Daririn, Origin of Species, p. 206.

To lash a hammock (num.}, to roll a hammock np
smoothly and pass a lashing round it. To sling a ham-
mock (>'aiit.\ to fasten in the clues of a hammock and
get it ready for use.

hammock2 (ham'ok), . See hummock.
hammock-batten

'

(ham'ok-bat"n), . A cleat
or strip of wood used to extend the ends of a
hammock and keep it spread out.

hammock-Cloth (ham'ok-kldth), n. Jfaut., a
canvas tarpaulin covering the hammocks when
in the nettings to protect them from the wea-
ther.

hammock-clues (ham'ok-kloz), n. pi. An ar-

rangement of small lines at each end of a ham-
mock by which it is suspended.
hammock-nettings (harn'ok-nefingz), n. pi.
Long troughs or boxes constructed on top of
the bulwarks of the spar-deck in a man-of-war,
in which the hammocks are stowed during the

daytime. In former times the hammocks were
stowed, when not in use, in rope nettings,
whence the name.
hammock-rack (ham'ok-rak), . Same as ham-
mock-nettings.
hamose, hamous (ha'mos, -mus), a. [< L. ha-

mus, a hook.] In bot., same as hamate, 3.

Hampden's case. See case ofship-money, under
ship-money.
hamper 1 (ham'per), r. t. [< ME. hamperen, ham-
pren (rare), hamper, oppress ; origin uncertain ;

supposed by Skeat to stand for "hameren (the

p excrescent), another form of ME. hamelen,
mutilate, E. hamble (where 6 is excrescent);
but excrescentp would hardly occur in such a
position ;

the reg. form would be 'hambren (cf.

ME. hamber, yar. of hamer, hammer; E. num-
ber, etc.), which could hardly change to ham-
pren; and the senses are too unlike to be im-

mediately connected. A remoter connection,
however, may exist; cf. hamble, which is con-

nected, through OHG. ham (hamm-), mutilated,
crippled, lame, paralytic, with MHO. hemmen,
G. hemmen, stop, hinder, check. With hamble,
cf. North. E. hamel, walk lame, Sc. hammle,
walk in an ungainly manner, so as to be con-

stantly in danger of stumbling, Sc. hump, halt
in walking, stutter, read with difficulty, hamp,
n., a halt in walking, stuttering; E. dial, ham-
mer, stammer. Cf . also Sc. hobble, stutter, speak
or act confusedly; OD. haperen, stutter, hesi-

tate, D. haperen, falter, hesitate.] 1. To im-

pede in motion or progress ; render motion or

progress difficult to; shackle ;, entangle; re-

strain by force.

Glad Abram, then, to God gives thanks and praise,
Vnbindes his Son, and in his room he laies
A Lamb (there strangely hampered by the head).
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Fathers.

Hem. If he resist, down with him, have no mercy.
First Boor. I warrant you, we'll hamper him.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iii. 1.

Am I over-reach'd ? If there be law, I'll hamper ye.
Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, iii. 2.

When two substances have different molecular veloci-
ties at their common surface of mutual contact, the mole-
cules hamper one another, and energy is lost ; this energy
takes the form of the energy of electrical displacement.

A. Daniell, Physics, p. 542.



hamper
Heiu',6 2. To impede in any way; embarrass;
encumber; restrain; perplex.
In lesse than an houre, he so hatnpred their insolencieg,

they brought them his two mm.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 171.

Hampered by restrictions, barred against

By set forms, blinded by forced secresies.

Browning, In a Baleouy.

Those regulations by which the French manufacturers
were hampered during the last century . . . had no small
share in producing the great revolution.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 320.

3. To derange or put out of working order, as

a piece of mechanism. [Rare.]
I hampered the lock of the library door.

Life of a Loner, vi. 264.

4. To beat. [Prov. Eng.]
hamper 1 (ham'per), n. [< hamper1

, r.] If. A
fetter or some instrument that shackles.

Shacklockes, hampers, gyves, and chains.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

2. Naut., things collectively, which, though
necessary to the equipment of a ship, are in

the way at certain times : as, to stow away the

top hamper.
hamper'2 (ham'per), M. [Formerly also hampire;
< ME. hamper, contr. of hanaper, ME. hany-
pere, the form hanajier continuing in use until

recently as a term of office : see hanaper.] 1.

A kind of basket or wickerwork receptacle,

generally of considerable size, chiefly used as

a packing-case.
You shall receive by this Carrier a great Wicker Ham-

per, with . . . three Barrels of Bologna Olives, with some
other Spanish Commodities. Howell, Letters, I. v. 15.

We found a hampire of millons sent to me also.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 27, 1661.

2. A two-bushel basket for oysters. [New
York, U. S.] 3. A measure for fish holding
about a bushel. [\

7
irginia, U. S.] 4. Same

as hanaper, 4.

hamper'2 (ham'per), '. t. [< ME. hamperen;
< hamper2 , n.] 1. To put into a hamper: as,
to hamper goods.
& pyled that precious place & pakked those godes . . .

Wyth alle the vrnmentes of that hous, he hamppred to-

geder. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1284.

2. To load with hampers.
One ass will carry at least three thousand such books,

and I am persuaded you would be able to carry as many
yourself, if you were well hampered.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 325.

hampiret, " See

Hampton Court Conference. See conference.
hamshackle (ham'shak-1), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
litiHisliackled, ppr. hamshackling. [Usually ex-

plained as ham1 + shackle, but it is the fore

leg that is shackled, and the fore leg is not and
has not a ham. Cf. equiv. hapshackle, hop-
shackle, hobshackle.~] To shackle, as a horse or

a cow, by a rope or strap attached to the head
and to one of the legs, to prevent it from run-

ning away or wandering too far; hence, to

curb; restrain.

hamster (ham'ster), n. [= D. Dan. Sw. ham-

ster, < G. hamster, MHG. hamster, hamester (ML.
homester), hamster, < OHG. hamastro, found

only in the sense of '

weevil,' = OS. hamstra,
weevil ;

an isolated word, prob. borrowed.] 1.

A murine or myomorphic rodent quadrnped, of

the family Muridte and subfamily Cricetinoe, and
of one of the genera Cricetus, Cricetomyn, and
Saccostomus. They are furnished with cheek-pouches,
which are the principal distinctive character of the group
in comparison with other Muridte. The common hamster,

Common Hamster
(
Cricftusfr\ taritts).

Cricetus frumentarius, inhabits parts of Europe and Asia.
It is a stout little animal about 10 inches long, with a short

hairy tail. It is variegated in color (black on the under
parts), burrows deeply in the ground, stores its galleries
with grain, and hibernates during the colder months. It

is very prolific, and readily breeds in confinement. The
fur is poor, short, and coarse, but is sometimes used for

the lining of cloaks. The other genera above named are
African.

2. Some other pouched rodent, as of the genus
Geomys, more or less resembling a hamster.
Georgia hamster, Raflnesque's name of the gopher of
the southern United States, Geomys tuza.
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hamstring (ham'string), . 1. In human anat.,
the tendon of a muscle which bounds the ham,
or space behind the knee on either side above
the middle of the popliteal space. The outer ham-
utring is single, and is the tendon of the biceps muscle ;

there are three inner hamstrings, the tendons of the senii-

tendinosus, semimembranosus, and gracilis muscles, with
which a fourth, that of the sartorius, may be reckoned.
These muscles Hex the leg upon the thigh, and, with the

exception of the sartorius and gracilis, extend the thigh

upon the trunk.

2. In ordinary language, the great tendon or

sinew at the back of the so-called knee or hock
of the hind leg of a quadruped. It is the tendo Achil-

lis, or tendon of the gastrocnemius muscle, corresponding
to that at the back of the human ankle, and extends the

foot or pes upon the leg or crus. See cut under hone.

hamstring (ham'string), v. t.; pret. and pp.

hamstrung or hamstringed, ppr. hamstringing.

[< hamstring, .] 1. To cut the hamstrings of
,

and thus lame or disable.

With this instrument they ride at a beast, and surround

him, when the hunter that comes behind him hamstrings
him. Anson, Voyages, i. 6.

He defended himself desperately, and would have cut
his way through them, had they not hamstringed his horse.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

2. In whaling, to cut the muscle or tendons of

the small of the whale, so as to render the flukes

useless and make the animal helpless. It is

done with the fluke-spade when a boat is hauled

up alongside a running whale.
hamular (ham'u-lar), a. [< L. hamul-us +
-ar3.] Same as hamulate.

hamulate (ham'u-lat), a. [< L. hamul-us +
-ate1 .] 1. In anat. and zool., hooked; uuci-

nate : as, the hamulate process of the sphenoid
bone. See cut under craniofacial. 2. In bot.,

having a little hook at the tip; covered with
little hooks. Also hamulose, hamulous.

hanrule (ham'ul), . [< L. hamulus, q. v.] Same
as hamulus, 1.

hamuli, n. Plural of hamulus, 1.

hamulose, hamulous (ham'u-16s, -lus), a. [<

hamule + -ose,-ous.~] In bot., same as hamulate, 2.

hamulus (ham'u-lus), n. [L., dim. of hamus, a

hook.] 1. PI. hamuli (-11). A little hook or

hooklet. Specifically (a) In anat., a hook-like process
of a bone. The hamulus lacrymalis is the hook-like pro-
cess at the lower end of the vertical ridge of the lacrymal
bone, which helps to bound the upper orifice of the lacry-
mal canal. The hamulus pterygoideus is the hook-like

process of the pterygoid portion of the sphenoid bone,
over which runs the tendon of the tensor palati muscle.

(See cut under craniofacial.) The hamulus lamince ttpi-

ralis is the hook-like process in which the osseous spiral
lamina ends at the apex of the cochlea, ft) In bot., ap-

plied specifically by some authors to the rudimentary axis

of the spikelets in the genus Uncinia, which is exserted
from the apex of the utricle, and produced into a long awn
that is recurved or hooked at the tip, this being the char-

acter which chiefly distinguishes that genus from Carex,
and especially from Schcenoxiphium, which last has the
awn without the hook. See Uncinia. (c) In ornith., the
hooklet of a feather; a hooked barbicel

;
the hooked fringe

of a barbule. (d) In entom,, one of the minute hooks,

forming a row on the anterior margin of the lower wing,
found in hymenopterous insects. They can he applied to

the hinder margin of the anterior wing, thus binding the
two together, and forming a continuous surface during
flight. Also called spinula. (e) In obstet., a hook for ex-

tracting the fetus ; a crotchet. Also called hamule.

2. leap.'] [NL.] In zool., a genus of inollusks.

Morton, 1834.

hamus (ha'mus), w.
; pi. hami (-mi). [L.] A

hook ; a hamulus. Specifically, in entom., a small
hooked process or loop on the lower side of each anterior

wing, near the base, found in many Lepidoptera. A bris-

tle called the tendo, on the lower wing, passes through
this loop, and aids in keeping the wings together during
flight. The hamus, though not the tendo, is said to be

peculiar to male insects, and it is found only in strong-

flying species.

hant. An old present indicative plural and in-

finitive of have, contracted from haven. Chaucer.

Hanaflte (han'a-fit), n. [Ar. Hanafiyah, < Abu
Hanifah: see def.] A member of the oldest

and most important of the four orthodox sects

of Sunnite Mohammedans, founded by Abu
Hanifah of Kufah (about A. D. 700-770), a puri-
tan in doctrine and the author of a system of

jurisprudence. Also Hanifite.
He was a Sunnite, probably according to the Hanafite

rite. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 237.

hanapt (han'ap), n. [ME., < OF. hanap, hanep,

henap, henep, hennap, enap, chenap, etc., = Pr.

enap = It. anappo, nappo (ML. hanapus), a

drinldng-cup, < OHG. hnapf, MHG. G. *ajff =
MLG. nap = D. nap = AS. linaepp, a cup, bowl,
basin.] 1. A large drinking-goblet, especial-

ly the vessel from which the chief guest at an
entertainment or the presiding dignitary was
served.
Handled mugs of silver and wood (hanaps), curtains,

cloths, and other things necessary for a tavern.

RUey, London Memorials, quoted in N. and Q.,

[7th ser., I. 467.

hand

Hence 2. A vessel of precious material, as sil-

ver or silver gilt, fitted with a cover, from which
the taster drank a little wine taken from the

hanap. 3. In the fifteenth century, a measure,
especially for wine, ale, and the like. It is for-

bidden, on the ground that it is not a fixed mea-

sure, by a regulation of Henry IV.

hauaper (han'a-p6r), n. [< ME. hanypere, <

OF. hanapier, hanaper, hanepicr, hannepier,

hcncpier, chanapier,eto. (ML. AL. hanaperiitm),
a case for a hanap or drinking-cup, or for other

vessels, also the skull, also a helmet or casque,
also in AF. and AL. use a case for documents,
etc., < hanap, hanep, etc., a drinking-cup : see

hanap. Hence, later, by contraction and as-

similation, hamper2 , q. v.] If. Same as ham-

per2 ,
I. Holland. 2f. Same as hanap, 1. 3.

A receptacle for documents or valuable arti-

Hanaper.

cles, formerly used in England. It was often

made of wickerwork, and sometimes covered
with leather. 4. [cap.] An office (in full, the

Hanaper Office) of the English Court of Chan-

cery, from which various writs were formerly
sent out. So called because all writs regarding the pub-
lic were once kept in a hanaper (in hanaperio), and those

concerning the crown in a little sack or bag. Also called

Hamper. Clerk of the Hanaper. See clerk.

Hanbalite (han'bal-it), n. [< Hanbal (see

def.) + -ite2.] A member of the last of the

four orthodox sects of the Sunnite Mohamme-
dans, founded by the imam Ahmad Ibn Han-
bal of Bagdad (A. D. 780-855). The Hanbal-
ites were fanatical, and are supposed to be
now chiefly represented by the Wahhabees of

Arabia.
hance1

!, *> t- [< ME. hancen, haitnsen, raise, in-

crease: see enhance.'] To raise; elevate; in-

crease; enhance.

Thou heistest holichurche to haunsen hire strengthe.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

hance2 (hans), w. [Also written hanse, early
mod. E. also haunce, haitnse; var. hanch, haunch,

q. v.] 1. In arch., same as haunch, 6: by older

writers more especially applied (a) to the low-

er part, above the springing, of three- and four-

centered arches
; (ft) to a small arch by which a

straight lintel is sometimes united to its jamb
or impost. 2. pi. Naut., falls of the fife-rails

placed on balusters on the poop and quarter-
deck down to the gangway.
hance3

t, See hanse.

hanch (hanch), n. In arch., same as haunch, 6.

hanchet (han'chet), . In her., a bugle-horn
used as a bearing.
hanchinol (han'chi-nol), n. [Mex.] A shrub-

by Mexican plant, Nesaia salicifolia, belonging
to the natural order Lythrarieie, haying lanceo-

late, often ternate leaves, and solitary yellow
flowers. It is said to be sudorific, diuretic, and

antisyphilitic. See Nestea. Also written han-

chinal.

Hancornia (han-k6r'ni-a), n. [NL. (Gomes,
1812).] A genus of Brazilian shrubs, belong-
ing to the natural order Apocynacea', tribe Ca-

rissece, having the stamens included below the

apex of the corolla-tube, opposite leaves, and
few-flowered terminal cymes. It consists of a sin-

gle species, H. speciom, with drooping branches, small
,
ob-

long, pointed leaves, and milky juice. The fruit is about
as large as a plum, and Is said to be delicious when thor-

oughly ripe. It is called by the Brazilians mangava or

mangaba. The juice, when exposed to the air, hardens
into a kind of caoutchouc.

hand (hand), n. [< ME. hand, hand, < AS. hand,
hand = OS. OFries. D. hand = MLG. hant, LG.
hand = OHG. MHG. hant, G. hand = Icel.

hand, hand = Sw. hand = Dan. hound = Goth.

haiidus, hand. Boot uncertain ; usually asso-

ciated with Goth, "hinthan (pret. "hanth, ppr.

'hunthans), take, only in comp. fra-hinthan and

us-hinthan, take captive, AS. hentan, ge-henttui,

take, seize, huntian, hunt; of.hent, hinft, hunt,
and see hend, which is a derivative of hand.

Cf. finger, in a (supposed) similar relation to

fang, take, seize.] 1. The end of the arm or

fore limb from the wrist outward, consisting



hand
of the palm, fingers, and thumb, and fitted

for grasping objects. The perfect development of
the hand is found only
in man : but other

animals, as monkeys,
mice, squirrels, opos-
sums, and other mam-
mals, possess prehen-
Bile paws, or hands in
a broad sense of the
word. In man the
fore limb is entirely
withdrawn from the
offices of support and
locomotion, at least
jn adult life, and is

devoted to the func-
tion of prehension,
for which it is per-
fectly adapted by the

mobility of all the

digits, as well as by
their respective dif-

ference in total

length and in the

length of their joints,
and especially by the

great freedom Of the Bones of Right Human Hand, palmar
thumb, which can be surface, being the third segment of the

perfectly apposed to
^VhaVa^es"'

c"pus' "lcta""
the fingers collec-
Hvplvnr tn anvnnp nf sc- scapno'd' '. sennlunar; c, cunei-
tivelyor to any one Of forra

. i
pisiform

.

,_ trapezium; t,, tra-
them. Anotherimpor- nezoid; m. magnum; .unciform; these
tant point in the per- being the carpal bones, in two series,

faction of a hand is its F'Sl^iSS'
1 a 'stal : m

',
u> '" *= first

ptinahilitvnf nnninlpto to the fifth 'netacarpals, constituting
CapaDlllly 01 complete ,,. metacarpus; Pi to f,. the 14 pha-
pronation and supina- langes.

tion, a movement of
rotation following the motion of the radius about the ulna,
by which the palm may be brought uppermost, when the
hand is supine, or turned downward, when the hand is

prone. None of the pronator or supinator muscles actually
reach the hand, which simply carries out the movement
of the radius. In the human hand there are 27 bones,
namely, 8 carpals or wrist-bones proper, 5 metacarpals,
and 14 phalanges, 3 to each of the four fingers and 2 to the
thumb. The muscles which actuate the hand are numer-
ous : they consist of several carpal extensors and flexors ;

several "long" common and special extensors and flexors
of the digits, those of the thumb being most numerous
and highly specialized ; and certain "short" muscles con-
fined to the palm, as those of the base of the thumb. (See
cut under imuoit.) In most mammals which have hands
in this sense the structure and composition of parts are
similar, the anatomical differences being slight in com-
parison with the degrees of physiological adaptation to

prehension, or functional efficiency.

In his lin:i he baar a myghty bowe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 108.

The fyngres fourmen a ful hande to purtreye or peynten
Keruynge and compassynge as crafte of the fyngres.

Piers Plowman (B), xvil. 169.

In colour like the fingers of a hand
Before a burning taper. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

The Gorilla's hand is clumsier, heavier, and has a thumb
somewhat shorter in proportion than that of man; but
no one has ever doubted its being a true hand.

Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 108.

2. In anat., technically, the terminal segment
of the fore limb of any vertebrate above fishes,

consisting of three divisions, the carpus, meta-
carpus, and phalanges; the manus: the cor-
relative of the pes of the hind limb. In this
sense the term Jiand isused irrespective of modi-
fications in structure or function. See manus,
and cut under pinion. 3. The end of any limb
which grasps, holds, or clings, as the hind foot
of a monkey, a bat, an opossum, etc.

Specifi-
cally (a) In falconry, the foot of a hawk. (6) In the
manage, a horse's fore foot, (c) In entom., the tarsus of
the anterior leg : a term used by old writers, and corre-

sponding to the manus of Kirby. (d) In crustaceans, the
chelate claw, or chela, technically called manus. See cut
under chela.

4. A measure of four inches; a palm: used
chiefly in measuring the height of horses : as,
a.horse 14 hands high. 5. Side; part; direc-

tion, to either right or left: used both literally
and figuratively: as, on the one hand or the
other.

He with a graceful pride.
While his rider every hand survey'd,
Sprung loose.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, i. 1.

The ambassador walked on foot, with two country Chris-
tians on one hand, and Gentil his French servant on the
other. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 608.

6. The mode of using the hand; touch; hence,
skill in doing something with the hands, as con-
trolling a horse by drawing upon the bit with
the reins.

Many will flsh for the Gudgeon by hand, with a running
line upon the ground, without a cork, as a Trout is fished
for : and it is an excellent way, if you have a gentle rod,
and as gentle a hand. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 171.

A friend of mine has a very fine hand on the violin.

Addison.
Her hair was cut and dressed by the best hand, her

clothes put on with care.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, i.

The hand for crust which is denied to many cooks and
cannot be learned. Encyc. Brit., XII. 197.
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A jockey must therefore, more than any other civilian

rider, have a hand for all sorts of horses, and in the case
of two or three year olds a very good hand it must be.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 199.

Riding with very severe bits, the cow-boy has necessarily
a very lighthand. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 35.

7. Performance; handiwork; workmanship.
Bessus, the king has made a fair hand on 't ; he has ended

the wars at a blow. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i. 1.

Arborets and flowers
Imborder'd on each bank, the hand of Eve.

Milton, P. L., Ix. 438.

8. Manner of acting or performance ;
mode of

action.

As her majesty hath received great profit, so may she,

by a moderate hand, from time to time reap the like.

Kacon.

9. Agency; part in performing or executing;
active cooperation in doing something.
The word of the Lord, which he spake by the hand of

his servant Ahijah the prophet. 1 Kl. xiv. 18.

Speak all good you can devise of Caesar, . . .

Else shall you not have any hand at all

About his funeral. Shak., J. C., Ill 1.

It costs you no effort, while you are about it, to have a
hand in a dozen different reigns.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 191.

Of his [Dunstan's] political work indeed we know little,
but we can hardly mistake his hand in the solemn procla-
mation which announced the king's crowning at Kingston.

J. R. Omen, Conq. of Eng., p. 275.

10. Possession; power; rule; control; au-

thority : commonly in the plural.
This Contree and Lond of Jerusalem hathe ben in many

dyverse Naciounes Hondes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 74.

Sacraments serve as the moral instruments of God, ...
the use whereof is in our hand*, the effect in his.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The theatre, in proper hands, might certainly be made
the school of morality ; but now, I am sorry to say it, peo-
ple seem to go there principally for their entertainment 1

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

No difference existed, or indeed could exist, between
the position of the various classes of persons under the
//and of a House Father.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 91.

11. In card-playing : (a) The cards held by a

single player.
I must complain the cards are ill shuffled till I have a

good hand. Sur(ft, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

An Ace of Hearts steps forth ; the King unseen
Lurk'd in her hand. Pope, R. of the L., III. 98.

I have a difficult hand to play in this affair.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 3.

(6) A single round at a game, in which all the
cards dealt at one time are played.
The odd trick at the conclusion of a hand. Dickens.

A saint in heaven would grieve to see such hand
Cut up by one who will not understand.

Craobe, The Borough.
(c) One of the players. In whist the eldest hand or
elder hand is the player sitting next the dealer in the or-
der in which the cards are dealt ; the second hand is the
one playing next after the leader in any trick ; the third
hand is the one after him ; and thefourth hand is the last
of all.

(<j) A game at cards. 12. In her., the

representation of a human hand, usually couped
at the wrist. The blazon always specifies dexter or
sinister, appaumee or reversed. Compare badge uf Ulster,
under badgei, and see cut under appaumee.
13. Something resembling the hand in shape or

appearance, as in having five or more divisions

(fingers), or in use, as in pointing, etc. Specifi-
cally (a) A palmate form of ginger. See the quotation.

Ginger is known in commerce in two distinct forms,
termed respectively coated and uncoated ginger, as having
or wanting the epidermis. For the first, the pieces, which
are called "races

"
or hand*, from their irregular palmate

form, are washed and simply dried in the sun.

Encyc. Brit., X. 60a

(b) One of the groups, formed of one or two rows of the
fruit arranged athwart the main stem of the bunch, into
which a bunch of bananas or plantains naturally divides.
A hand may contain from 8 to 20 separate fruits.

From the top and center of the plant [banana] the fruit

appears, and consists of a stock on which are from four
to twelve clusters called hands.

U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixv. (1886), p. 216.

(c) A bundle or head of tobacco-leaves tied together, with-
out being stripped from the stem.

Hands or small bundles of from six to twelve leaves [of
tobacco]. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 425.

(d) Five things sold together, as five oranges or five her-
rings, (e) A figure like a hand used on sign-posts, etc., to
indicate direction, or in print (as 5T) to call attention to a
particular sentence or paragraph ; an index. (/) An in-
dex of a clock, watch, or dial of any kind, pointing out its

divisions ; a pointer : as, the hour- and nmmta-hands of a
clock.

Half-way up the stairs it stands,
And points and beckons with its hands
From its case of massive oak.

Longfellow, Old Clock on the Stairs.

14. One who is engaged in some particular
manual employment, as in a factory or on a
ship; a workman or workwoman.

hand
In going round the island I saw only two iron mines

which are not now worked, because in Cyprus they want
hand* to cultivate the ground.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 229.

I am sure that he is the last man in England who would
desire that the working men in England should continue
to remain in reality what they are in name the mere
hands of workshops, without having their heads full of
trained intelligence to guide their work.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 333.

15. A person as acting in any way or doing
any specified thing: as, a good hand at a bar-

gain; all hands gave assistance.
At Parma the theatre is esteemed the finest in the world ;

and in Palazzo del Glardino are fine paintings by many
great hands. Pocucke, Description-of the East, II. ii. 209.

The whole design
And enterprise is lost by it : all hands quit it

Upon his fail. B. Jonsm, Catiline, iii. 1.

By all hands I have been informed that he was every
way the finest gentleman in the world.

Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

16. Style of penmanship; handwriting; chi-

rography.
Here is the indictment of the good lord Hastings ;

Which in a set hand fairly is engross'd.
Shak., Eich. III., iii. 6.

The envelope contained a sheet of elegant, little hot-

pressed paper, well covered with a lady's fair, flowing hand.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 100.

17t. A sign-manual ;
a signature.

Aut. The ballad is very pitiful. . . .

Dor. Is it true too, think you 1

Aut. Five justices' hands at it. Shak., W. T., Iv. 3.

They sent their agents up and down the country to get
hamis to this petition.

Winthrop, Hist, New England, II. 358.

18f. Terms; conditions; rate; price.
Time is the measure of business, as money ls of wares ;

and business is bought at a dear hand where there is small
dispatch. Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

They [farmers at the Cape of Good Hope] have not an
opportunity of buying things at the best hand, but must
buy of those that live at the Harbour.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 635.

19. A round of applause: as, he did not get a
hand to-night. [Theatrical cant.] 20. Pledge
of marriage made by or for a woman; betrothal
or bestowment in marriage.
Jerome. But, Louisa, are you really married to this mod-

est gentleman ';

Louisa. Sir, in obedience to your commands, I gave him
my hand within this hour. Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 7.

At the Burgundian court Siegfried wins the hand of
Kriemhild. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 475.

21. In some uses, a handle. See handle. 22.
A shoulder of pork. [Eng.]

Flitches of bacon and hands (i. e., shoulders of cured
pork, the legs or hams being sold, as fetching a better

price) abounded. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

23. In Anglo-Saxon hist., protection conferred

by one in power or by the general community.
Every man of the folk lay in "the folk's hand"; and,

wrong-doer as he might be, it was only when the hand was
opened, and its protection withdrawn, that the folk could
suffer him to be maimed or slain.

J. B. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 22.

[Hand Is much used in composition, in reference to some-
thing made or done or to be managed or worked by hand, as

/iand-barrow, hand-bell, hand-loom, hand-sstw, etc.. or to
that which is at hand, as Aandmaid, etc.] A cool hand,
a person not easily abashed or daunted ; one who performs
some difficult or audacious action coolly and deliberately.

Aff bands. See a/. A heavy hand, severity or op-
pression. A helping hand, ready and cheerful assis-

tance or cooperation.

Captain Heath, to encourage his Men to their labour,
kept his watch as constantly as any Man, tno' sickly him-
self, and lent an helping Hand on all occasions.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 626.

A high hand. See high. A light hand, gentleness;
moderation. All hands. See all. Asidehand t, aside-
hand t, at or to one side.

In to the feld he goth among them all,
And founde hyiii ther aside hand of the prese,
And furth with all told hym the hoole processe.

Generydet (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2825.

A slack hand, idleness; carelessness. A Strict hand,
severe discipline; rigorous government. At or In any
handt

,
on any account ; at any rate ; at all events ; by any

means; at all hazards.

O, for the love of laughter, hinder not the humour of his

design : let him fetch off his drum in any hand.
Shak., All's Well, iii. 6.

Hear for your health then, but, at any hand,
Before you judge, vouchsafe to understand.

B. Jonson, New Inn, Prol.

At first hand, from the producer, or new ; directly from
the source: as, goods were bought at first hand. At
hand, (a) Within reach

; near by ; present.

Signior, the gallants and ladies are at hand.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

(b) Near in time ; not distant.

The day of Christ is at hand. 2 Thes. ii. 2.

The Westerly Monsoon was at hand, which would oblige
us to shelter somewhere in a short time.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 308.



hand
At no handt, by no means ;

not on any account.

Corb. Give it me again.
Mas. At no hand; pardon me. B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

With simplicity admire and accept the mystery ; but at

ni> hand by pride, ignorance, interest, or vanity, wrest it

to ignoble uses. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

Many of the roomes above had the chimnies in y angles
and corners, a mode now introduc'd by his Ma'y w>* I do

at no hand approve of. Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1870.

At second band, not directly from the source or flrst

owner ; not in the first place, or by or from the first ; by
transmission ;

not primarily ; not originally : as, a report
received at second hand. The at is sometimes omitted :

as, a book obtained second hand.

In imitation of preachers at second hand, I shall tran-

scribe from Bruyere a piece of raillery. Taller.

At the hand or hands of, from the action or agency
of ; as a duty or obligation of.

Your blood of your lives will I require ; at the hand of

every beast will I require it, and at the hand of man.
Gen. ix. 5.

Let it therefore be required . . . at the hands of the

clergy, to be in meanness of estate like the apostles.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Baronet's hand. See baronet. Behind the handt, be-

hindhand.
Our master to accompts
Hath just occasion found;

And I am caught behind the hand
Above two hundred pound.

George Barnwell (Child's Ballads, VIII. 220).

Black Hand. See Mack. Blood-red hand. See badge
uf Ulster, under badge*. Bloody hand. See bloody.

By hand, by the use of the hands, or of something held

in the hand, as opposed to any other means, natural or

artificial : as, to make something by hand instead of by
machinery ; to rear a child by hand.

My sister, Mrs. Joe Gargery, was more than twenty years
older than I, and had established a great reputation with
herself and the neighbours because she had brought me
up by hand. Dickens, Great Expectations, ii.

By the strong hand, by force.

They said they would take the bride again,

By the strong hand, if they may.
Katharine Jan/arie (Child's Ballads, IV. 32).

Clean hands. See clean. Elder hand, eldest hand.
See def. 11 (c). First hand. See/rx'. For one's own
handt, on one's own account ;

for one's self ; without re-

gard to others.

"I fought for my own hand," said the smith, sullenly.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxlv.

For each
But sought to rule for his own self and hand.

Tennyson, Coining of Arthur.

From hand to hand, from one person to another. From
hand to mouth, by consuming at once whatever one

gets ;
without forethought or economy ; in general, with

attention to or provision for immediate wants only.

Some seldome eate or drinke, and some not at all ;

others, butfrom hand to mouth.
Pmchas, Pilgrimage, p.-307.

Full hand, in poker. See full, n., 3. Give me your
hands, support me with your applause ; clap your hands
in approval.

So, good night unto you all.

Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Robin shall restore amends.

Shale., M. N. D., v. 2, Epil.

Quldonlan hand. See Quidonian. Hand and glove,
hand In glove, very intimate or familiar.

Men . . . prate and preach about what others prove,
As if the world and they were hand and glove.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 173.

Hand and thight. See the extract.

Ultimately, however, daughters appear to have become
entitled to inherit all if there were no sons. . . . The
land thus given to a daughter was called "an inheritance
of hand and thigh." It appears that women could in-

herit such land afterwards as well as men.
IT. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. clxxli.

Hand In and OUtt, an old game prohibited by a statute

of Edward IV. Hand In hand, with hands mutually
clasped ; hence, in union

; conjointly ; unitedly.

Thou shalt go hand in hand with me, and share
As well in my ability as love.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, li. 3.

Great Acts and great Eloquence most commonly go hand
in hand. Hilton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Hand Of glory. [Tr. F. main de gloire, a charm made
from the root of mandrake, also from a hand, a perver-
sion of mandragore, in earlier forms mandegloire, mandre-

gloire, mandragora, mandrake : see mandrake. The man-
drake figures in many superstitions. ] A charm or talisman

supposed to open locks and reveal hidden treasure. It con-
sisted of the hand of a corpse, usually of an executed mur-
derer, prepared in a certain way, and sometimes holding a
candle of especial magical composition.

De hand of glory ... is hand cut off from a dead man,
as have been hanged for murther, and dried very nice in

de shmoke of juniper wood. Scott, Antiquary, xvii.

Hand over hand, hand over fist, bypassing the hands
alternately one before or above the other : as, to climb hand
over hand ; also, rapidly : as, to come up with a chase at
sea hand over hand.

The sky was all heavy with passing clouds from the ho-
rizon to the zenith, and what looked to be a heavy squall
was coming up hand over fist along with the wind.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, xi.

Hand over head, negligently ; rashly ;
without seeing

what one does. [Rare.]
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Hemp is said to be dressed hand over head when the

coarse is not separated from the fine. Uattiwell.

Hand running. See hand-runniny. Hands off ! keep

off; forbear; refrain from blows or touching.

Hand off, rude ranger ! B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. '2.

Hands of ! thou tithe-fat plunderer ! play
No trick of priestcraft here ! Whittier, Elliott.

Hand to hand, in close contact, as in fighting with

swords ; in close combat.

But up, and arm thee, young Musgrave,
We'll try it han' to han'.

Lord Barnaby (Child's Ballads, II. 310).

Harmonic hand. Same as Omdonian hand (which see,

under Guidonian). Heavy on or in hand, difficult to

manage : an expression properly belonging to the manege.

Poor Bella, how heavy on hand she will find him.

Lawrence, Guy Livingston.

Heel of the hand. See heel*. Hot at handt. same
as heavy an hand (which see, above).

But hollow men, like horses hot at hand,
Make gallant show and promise of their mettle.

Shak., J. C., Iv. 2.

Imposition of hands. Same as laying on of hands. In
hand, (a) In the hand; hence, in immediate or actual

possession.
A Byrd is better in thy hande
Then in Wood two or three.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

It is counted uncivil to visit In this Country without an

offering in hand, ilaundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 26.

Most Men are unwilling to trust God too long upon his

bare Word ; they would have something in hand, and the

remainder hereafter. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. vii.

(o) In the state of preparation or execution ; under ex-

amination, attention, etc.

What wol ye do whil that it is in honde I

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 115.

Master Page, will you go with us? we have sport in

hand. Shak., M. W. of W., li. 1.

He never considered his education as finished ;
he had

always some object in hand to investigate.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, vi.

Large hand. See small hand. Laying on of hands,
the act of placing the hands on the head of another in

order to confer and as a sign of conferring a spiritual

benefit, gift, power, or authority, as in ordaining to some
ministerial office, or in confirmation, in New Testament
times in the healing of the sick, and from very early times
in exorcisms, the admission of catechumens, visitation of

the sick, reconciling schismatics and heretics, etc.

Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given
thee by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the

presbytery. 1 Tim. iv. 14.

Light in hand, easy to manage. Near handt, nigh
handt, nearly ; about.

In one hundred and sixty years there was near hand
fifty popes. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 274.

ffayne wold I wete if he were here nye hande.

GenerydfS (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2273.

Of all haudst, in any event.

We cannot cross the cause why we are born
;

Therefore, of all hands must we be forsworn.

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 3.

Off one's hands, done ; ended; out of the way, as a task, a

responsibility, etc. Of his hands, (at) As to his hands
that is, as to his manual dexterity and military skill :

as, a tall man of his hands ; a proper fellow of his hands.

Omer . . . oft-tymes openly writis

Of that buerne in thi boke, as best of his hondes,
Or wegh that is worshipful], * wight of his dedis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10313.

He is as tall a man of his hands as any is between this

and this head ; he hath fought with a warrener.

Shak., M. W. of W., I. 4.

(b) Accustomed to use the hands, especially in boxing or

fighting.
A man of his handes with hastynesse
Should at no tyme be fylde.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Being a man of his hands, . . . [Bill) can't help stop-

ping to look on for a bit and see Tom Brown, their pet

craftsman, fight a round.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.

On all hands, (a) On all sides ; in every direction.

The Britaine lost fifteen e men . . . besides divers were

hurt> the rest went to worke on all hands.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 6.

(6) By every one.

The subject of aerostation is admitted on all hands to

be one of extreme difficulty. Encyc. Brit., IX. 308.

On hand, (a) Present ; ready ; available ; in immediate

presence or possession ; subject to disposal : as, he was on
hand at an early hour ; he has a supply of goods on hand ;

to have spare time on hand, (b) Under consideration ; in

intention ;
on foot.

Fader, what harm es the on hand,
That thou es in thi bed ligand,
And wharto hastou cald vs heder?

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

On or upon one's hands, under one's care, management,
or responsibility; as a burden or responsibility.

Jupiter had a farm . . . upon his hands.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

His wife came upon my hands.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews, II. lii.

On the mending hand, improving, especially in health
;

convalescent ; recovering.

Our wounded men, some die still, and some on the mend-

ing hand.
W. Bradford, in App. to New England's Memorial, p. 435.

hand
Mr. Harley still continues on the mending hand.

Swift, Journal to Stella, xvii.

Out Of hand. () At once ; directly ; without delay or

hesitation.
O pay me now, Lord Wearie ;

Come, pay me out o' hand.
Lamkin (Child's Ballads, III. 95).

Gather we our forces out of hand.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. >.

And what do I care for Jane, let her speak of you well or

ill;

Hut marry me out of hand: we two shall be happy still.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

((/) Off one's hands ; done ;
ended.

Were these inward wars once out of hand,
We would, dear lords, unto the Holy Land.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Pat hand, in poker, a satisfactory hand, so that the player
does not desire to draw. Red hand, in her., originally
the arms of the province of Ulster, but granted to the
baronets of Great Britain and Ireland as their distinguish-

ing badge on their institution in 1611. It consists of a sin-

ister hand, open, erect, couped at the wrist, gules, gener-

ally borne upon a small escutcheon of pretense, argent.

Right hand, the most efficient help or resource.

Good mistress, leave your grief, and see your danger,
And let that wise and noble gentleman
With whom you are be your right hand in all things.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 6.

Mr. Robert Cushman . . . was as their right hand with
their friends the adventurers, and for divers years had
done and agitated all their business with them.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 127.

Right hand of fellowship. See fellowship. Small
hand, the handwriting used in ordinary correspondence,
as distinguished from text or large hand. To bear a
hand, to bear in handt. See bear*, v. . To bind or

tie hand and foot, to bind or fetter both the hands and
the feet; bind or clog completely; hinder in every way.

He thought of the dreadful nature of his existence,
bound hand and foot to a dead woman, and tormented by
a demon in her shape. Dickens, Hard Times, xii.

Ancient wrong binds the nation hand and foot, and its

outcome must be awaited as we await the gathering of

tempests powerless to avert, and trembling over the

steady approach. The Century, XXXV. 793.

To change hand. See to change a horse, under change.
To change hands, to change sides ; especially, to

change owners. To clap hands. See clap*. To come
to hand, to be received ; come within one's reach. To
cross one's hand. See cross*. To force one's hand.
See forced. To get handt, to gain influence.

Flattery, the dang'rous nurse of.vice,
dot hand upon his youth.

'

Daniel.

To give one's hand, to offer one's hand to be grasped, as

in greeting.
She gave him her hand frankly, and wished him a good

journey. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 22.

To have a hand in, to be concerned in ; have a part or

concern in doing.
I do find evidently that there is some one scrivener in

this town that has a great haiul in writing of challenges,
for they are all of a cut, and six of 'em in a hand.

Beau, and FL, King and No King, iii. 2.

To have in hand, (a) To have in one's power or control.

(b) TO be occupied with. To have one's hand in. (a)
To be engaged or embarked in a matter or project.

But I'le love on,
Since I begun,
To th' purpose, now my hand is in.

J. Cotgrace, Wits Interpreter (1671), p. 107.

(b) To be in practice or skilled in any matter : as, he will

doit well as soon as his hand is in. To have one's hand
on one's halfpennyt. See halfpenny. To have one's
hand out, to be awkward or out of practice at anything ;

as, it is so long since I have done it that my hand is out.

To have one's hands full, to be fully occupied ;
have

a great deal to do.

About this time the testy little governor of the New
Netherlands appears to have had his hands full, and with
one annoyance and the other to have been kept continu-

ally on the bounce. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 250.

To have on (or upon) hand, to have to do with ; be oc-

cupied with or engaged in. To have the higher handt,
to have the advantage, superiority, or control.

He . . . made grete slaughter of his peple, , . . that he

myghte haue the hier honde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.)> i. 124.

To have (or get) the upper hand, to have or get control

or precedence.
I have seen fools and fighters chain'd together,
And the fighters had the upper hand, and whipp'd flrst.

Beau, and FL, Little French Lawyer, i. 1.

When the Greeks got the upper hand, it is said they
treated them with great rigour.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 177.

To hold hands togethert, to be united. Nares.

Curtesie and charitie doe commonly hold hands toge-

ther; for though an enemie have beene malicious, yet by
a curteous man hee shall be remitted upon the least sub-

mission. Rich Cabinet (1616).

To hold hand Witht, to hold one's own with ;
vie with ;

equal.
She in beauty, education, blood,

Holds hand with any princess of the world.

SAo*.,K. John, ii. 2.

To hold in hand, (a) To keep control of. (b) To keep
in a state of uncertainty ; toy with ; keep in expectation ;

amuse with the view of gaining some advantage.

Holden hym in honde
she nolde noght, ne make hirselven bonde
In love. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1222.

fie ! to receive favours, return falsehoods,
And hold a lady in hand. Beau, and Fl.



hand
To hold one's hand or hands, to stop doing something ;

refrain from proceeding, especially in a course inimical
or injurious to another or others.

They fought until they both did sweat,
Till he cried, "Pedlar, pray hold your hand."

Bold Pedlar and Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 260).

TO hold UP one's hands, to raise one's hands in token of

submission or non-resistance ; hence, to yield ; give in.

I yield vnto you this noble victorie, and hold vp my
handes. Traberon, Answere to a Privie Papiste, sig. B, iii.

To hold up the hands Of, to aid or encourage the efforts

of ; sustain ; brace up : from the staying of Moses's hands
by Aaron and Hur (Kx. xvii. 12). To lay hands on. (a)
To touch or take with the hand or hands for any purpose ;

especially, to seize.

He leyde homle on the horse, and ledde it to Bretell be
the reyne, that ther-of hadde grete nede.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 158.

But we finde not that euer he leyde honde on eny man
for to do harme. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 406.

If we know him to be a thief, shall we not lay hands on
him 1 Shak.

,
Much Ado, 111. 3.

(b) To bless, heal, ordain, etc., by the imposition of hands.
To lend a hand, to give aid ; especially, to join in per-

forming some manual labor.

Hee is the young Students ioy and expectation, and the
most accepted guest, to whom they lend a willing hand
to discharge him of his burthen.

Bp. Earle, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Carryer.

We have not to build a new house on a sand patch of
our own reclaiming, but to lend a hand to the workmen
upon a public edifice. Mind, XLI. 78.

To live by one's hands, to live by manual labor; toil

for bread with one's hands.

They liv'd by their hands, without any lands.
Robin Uood and Maid Marian (Child's Ballads, V. 875).

To make a handt, to profit ; gain an advantage.

The French king, supposing to make his hand by those
rude ravages in England, broke off his treaty of peace, and
proclaimed hostility. Sir J. Haytvard.

To one's hand, in readiness
; already prepared ; ready to

be received.

His Plots were generally modell'd, and his Characters

ready drawn to hi* hand.

Congreve, Way of the World, Ded.

There are yet divers considerable papers and pieces
which I want, . . . that so I may not be impos'd on by such
memoires and transactions of state as I find to my hand.

Evelyn, To Lord Clifford.

The work is made to his hands. Locke.

To pour water on the hands, in Scrip., to serve or min-
ister to.

One of the king of Israel's servants answered and said,
Here is Elisha the son of Shaphat, which poured water mi
the hands of Elijah. 2 Ki. iii. 11.

To put forth one's hand against, in Scrip., to use vio-
lence against ; kill.

Though I should receive a thousand shekels of silver In
mine hand, yet would I nut put forth mine hand against
the king's son. 2 Sam. xviii. 12.

To put one's hand to. (a) In Scrip., to meddle with ;

hence, to steal.

Then the master of the house shall be brought unto the

judges, to see whether he haveput his hand unlo his neigh-
bour's goods. Ex. xxii. 8.

(b) To assist with
;
lend a hand to.

Mrs. Catherine always putting her hand to the principal
piece of the dinner. Thackeray, Catherine, ii.

To put the last or finishing hand to, to complete ;

perfect ;
make the last corrections or give the final polish

to. To set hand to flstt, to do anything heartily or con-

tinuously. Davids.

His landlord did once persuade him to drink his ague
away ;

and thereupon, going to the ale-house an hour or
two before it was come, they set hand to fist, and drunk
very desperatly. Life of A. Wood, March 4, 1652.

To set the hand to, to engage in
;
undertake.

That the Lord thy God may bless thee in all thou settest

thine hand to. Deut. xxiii. 20.

TO Shake hands, to clasp the right hand mutually, as a
greeting or in token of friendship, agreement, or recon-
ciliation. To show one's hand, to expose one's purpose
or intention ; make known or betray one's resources, or
the like : from exposure of a hand at cards to an adver-
sary. To strike hands, (a) To conclude an agreement;
engage with another, as in a contract or an enterprise :

from the customary mutual clasping of hands on such
occasions : often followed by upon or with : as, to strike
hands upon a bargain ; to ttnke hands with one's former
enemies.

A man void of understanding striketh hands, and be-
eometh surety in the presence of his friend.

Prov. xvii. 18.

(b) To make another's cause one's own
; join interests.

To take by the hand, to take under one's protection.
To take In hand, (a) To attempt ; undertake.

The x" batayll kynft Balam take on hand,
With iij thowsand knyghtez I vnderstonde.

Qenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2090.

Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to set forth in
order a declaration of those things which are most surely
believed among us. Luke i. 1.

(6) To seize or consider and deal with : as, to take one's
case in hand. To try one's hand, to undertake a thing
as an experiment ; make a tentative effort,

I however cannot help wishing that he had tried his
hand in Parliament. Boswell, Johnson.

To wash one's hands of, to have nothing more to do
with ; renounce all connection with or interest in. Un-
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der one's hand, with the proper writing ur signature
of the name : chiefly used at the end of a legal instru-

ment, as a deed or contract : as, done under my hand and
seal, or our hands and seals. Upon one's hands. See
on one's hands. Within one's hand, in pianoforte- or

organ-playing, within the technical or manual skill of the

player.

hand (hand), i: [< hand, n. The older verbs
from the noun hand are hend1 and handle.} I.

trans. 1. To give or transmit by means of the
hand.

She hands the coffee and butter and honey and biscuit.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 69.

2. To lead, guide, or help with the hand; con-
duct: as, to hand a lady to a carriage.

Angels did hand her up, who next God dwell. Donne.

3. To manage with the hand or hands; ma-
nipulate ;

handle.

I bless my chain : I hand my oar.
Nor think on all I left on shoar.

Prior, Lady's Looking-Glass.

4f. To seize; lay hands on.

Let him that makes but trifles of his eyes
First hand me ; on my own accord, I'll off.

Shak., W. T., ii 3.

5. Naut., to furl, as a sail.

His men going up upon the main yard to liana in the

sail, the main tie brake, and the yard falling down shook
off five men into the sea,

Winthrop, Hist. New England, IL 180.

6f. To pledge by the hand
;
handfast.

If any two be but once handed in the church, and have
tasted in any sort the nuptial bed. Milton, Divorce.

To hand down, to transmit from the higher to the lower,
in space or time.

You will be handed dmtm to posterity, like Petrarch's

Laura, or Waller's Sacharissa.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Il.t intrans. 1. To go hand in hand; coop-
erate.

Let but my power and means hand with my will.

Massinger, Renegado, iv. 1.

2. Naut., to ship as one of a crew; be or be-

come a hand before the mast,

hand-axt, . [< ME. Imndax, hantlaxe."] A bat-
tle-ax.

Or any other wepne here,
Handax, sythe, gisarm or spere.

Havelok, 1. 2549.

hand-bag (hand'bag), n. A bag for small arti-

cles, carried in the hand in traveling or shop-
ping.
Small enough to carry in a hand-bag.

The Engineer, LXV. 235.

hand-baggage (hand'bag'aj), n. Baggage car-
ried in the hand.

The three mariners, who insisted upon carrying all the
hand-baggage, brought up the rear.

The Century, XXXV. 622.

hand-ball (hand'bal), . [< ME. handballe; <

hand + tall1
.'] 1. The sport of throwing and

catching a ball : the common game of ball be-
fore the use of bats.

The most ancient amusement of this kind [field-games]
is distinguished with us by the name of hand-ball, and is,

if Homer may be accredited, coeval at least with the de-
struction of Troy. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 158.

For Bellthus, a Ritualist of those Times tells us, That
it was customary in some Churches, for the Bishops and
Arch-Bishops themselves to play with the inferior Clergyi
even at Hand-ball ; and this also, as Durandus witnesseth,
even on Easter-Day it self.

Bourne's Pop. Antig. (1777), p. 250.

2. A game in which a small ball is batted or
struck by one of two players with his hand
against a wall, and, on rebounding, is struck
in like manner by the other. This continues
until one player fails to strike and return the
ball on the fly or first bound. 3. A bulb or
hollow punctured ball of india-rubber designed
to be compressed by the hand.

It is a matter of little importance whether the spray be
given with a handball spray apparatus or with a small
steam vaporizer. Medical News, LII. 639.

hand-barrow (hand'bar'6), n. [< ME. hand-

barow, handbarwe; < hand + fenmnc2 .] 1. A
kind of litter or stretcher, sometimes flat, some-
times trough-shaped, with handles at each end,
carried between two persons. 2. In gun., a
frame used to carry shot and shell. 3. A wheel-
barrow.
hand-bell (hand'bel), n. [< ME. (not found),
< AS. handbelle, < hand + belle, bell.] A small
bell rung by the hand, as distinguished from
one rung by some mechanical means, as a bell-

rope.
He has designed a few playful subjects ; among them a

hand-bell which has been a great favorite, as it is both
useful and pretty. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 283.

hand-cloth

hand-bill (hand'bil), n. [< hand + tilft.'] 1.

An instrument for pruning trees. 2. A chop-
ping-implement ;

a bill-hook.

handbill (hand'bil), M. [< fcmd+ WB.] A bill

or loose printed paper or sheet circulated for

the purpose of making some public announce-
ment.

handbinderst, l>l- Fetters. A'aren.

Manicls, or handbindert. .\i>mfnclator.

handbook (hand'buk), n. [Recent (and not <

AS. hand-hoc, a manual, service-book), in imi-

tation of G. liandbuch = D. handbock = Dan.

haandbog = Sw. handbok.'] ^ small book
pi-

treatise, properly
such as may easily be held in

the hand; specifically, a manual or compen-
dium, or a guide-book for travelers: as, hand-
books of science

;
a handbook of Italy.

The famous treatise " De Regimlne Principum
"

; a book

which, owing to the great reputation of its author, and
the deflniteness of the principles which it enunciates, be-

came a handbook of the relations of Church and State in

the middle ages.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. ITS.

hand-borrow (hand'bor'6), . In law, a sure-

ty; a manual pledge ;
one of the frank-pledges

inferior to the head-borough. Cowel.

hand-bow (hand'bo), n. A bow held in the
hand

;
a longbow, as distinguished from a cross-

bow. See cut under bowman.
Their souldiers also must be furnished with strong hand-

bowea & cros-bowes. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 62.

hand-brace (hand'bras), n. See brace1
, n., 14.

handbreadth (hand'bredth), n. A space equal
to the breadth of the hand; a palm: a unit of

length in many metrical systems; especially,
in books of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, one fourth of a philosophical foot, equal
to about 2.45 English inches. Also called
hand's-brcadth.

And thou shalt make unto it a border of an hand breadth
round about Ex. xxv. 25.

The Eastern people determined their hand-breadth by
the breadth of barleycorns, six making a digit, and twen-

ty-four a hand's breadth. Arbuthnot.

handbredet, _ [ME. handebrede, handibreede,
< AS. handbraid (= OFries. handbrede, hond-
brede = D. handbrecdte = Dan. haandbred

;_cf.
G. adj. handbreit), < hand, hand, + briedu,
breadth: see bread2

, .] A handbreadth.

Of goth the sky 1 1 an handebrede aboute.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 623.

hand-bridge (hand'brij), . A small bridge
with a hand-rail.

A little rude handbridge led over the hurrying, chatter-

ing stream. R. Broughton, Cometh up as a Flower, vL

hand-buckler (hand'buk"ler), n. Asmallshield
held in the left hand to parry blows or thrusts
of an adversary's sword, in use especially dur-

ing the second half of the sixteenth century.
These bucklers were sometimes of irregular shape, trape-
zoidal or the like, but commonly round

; they were fre-

quently of a diameter not exceeding nine inches. Com-
pare rondache and glove-shield.

hand-cannon (hand'kan"on), . 1. A portable
firearm of the
earliest pattern,
having the bar-
rel mounted on
a straight stock,
which was held
under the arm or

pressed against
the breast. The
piece was fired

by a match.
2f. A musket.
Hall.

hand-car (hand'-
kar), n. A light

portable car
used on rail-

roads in the inspection and repair of the tracks.
It has four wheels (sometimes, for special uses, three, two
running on one rail and the third on the other), and is

propelled by means of cranks or levers geared to the
wheels and worked by hand or by treadles.

hand-cart (hand'kiirt), n. A cart drawn or

pushed by hand.
hand-claw (hand'kla), n. A clawed instrument
used by hand in gathering clams, scallops, etc.

[New Eng. coast.]
hand-clotht (hand'kloth), . [< ME. handcloth,
< AS. handcldth (= Icel. handldn'thi = Dan.
Jtaandklwde), a towel, < hand, hand, + cldth,

cloth.] A hand-towel
;
a handkerchief.

Hire handclothes and hire bord clothes make wite and
lustliche on to siene [see].

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), II. 163.

Hand-cannon,
( From Viollet-le-Duc's

francais.")

of i5th century.
1 Diet, du Mobilier



haudcops

handcopst, [ME. ,
also hnndcops; < AS. hand-

cops, a shackle for the hand, a manacle, < Inutil,

hand, + cops, pi. eopsas, also written cosp (==

OS. kosp, in comp. litho-kosp, limb-shackle), a

fetter, shackle, also in comp. Jot-cops, foot-

shackle, su-nr-cops, neck-shackle.] A shackle

for the hand; a manacle; a handcuff.

handcraftt (hand'kraft), n. [< ME. handcraft,
< AS. hantlcraft, a manual occupation (= OS.

handcraft, strength of hand, = Dan. haandkraft
= Sw. handicraft, hand-power), < hand, hand, +
craft, strength, power, skill, trade: see hand
and craft

1
. Hence later handicraft.] Skilled

labor with the hands
;
manual occupation. See

handicraft.

handcraftsmant (hand 'krafts* man), n. A
handicraftsman. Swift.
handcuff (hand'kuf), 'n. [Usually in pi. hand-

cuffs, a mod. adaptation of ME. handcops, sub-

stituting cuffs (cf. liaiidicuffs, fisticuffs) for obs.

cops: see handcops.] A shackle or fastening
for the hand,
consisting of a
divided metal

ring placed
about and lock-
ed upon the
wrist

;
a mana-

cle. Handcuffs
are used in pairs, Handcuffs
one for each wrist,
the two being connected by a short chain or jointed bar.

handcuff (hand'kuf), v. t. [< handcuff, .] To
manacle

;
restrain by or as if by placing hand-

cuffs upon the wrists.

If he cannot carry an ox, like Milo, he will not, like Milo,
be handcuffed in the oak by attempting to rend it

W. Hay, On Deformity, p. 26.

hand-director (hand'di-rek"tor), n. Same as

hand-guide.
hand-drop (hand'drop), n. A popular name for

paralysis of the extensor muscles of the hand,
such as is produced by lead-poisoning ;

wrist-

drop.
handed (han'ded), a. [< hand + -ed?.] 1. Hav-

ing hands ; provided with hands.

I ne'er saw two maids handed more alike.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, L 1.

An other [strange creature) there is with a naturall

purse vnder her belly, wherein she putteth her young : it

hath the body of a Fox, handed and footed like a Monkie.
Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 816.

2. Having a hand characterized in some speci-
fiedmanner: used especially in composition: as,

right-handed, left-handed, empty-handed, full-

handsd, etc.
What false Italian

(As poisonous tongued as handed) hath prevail'd
On thy too ready hearing? Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 2.

Nor those ham-handed breakers of the glebe.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. Having the hands joined. [Bare.]
Into their inmost bower

Handed they went. Milton, P. L., iv. 739.

4. Done by hand in a specified way ; also, done,
used, played, etc., by a specified number of

hands : as, cross-handed or open-handed rowing ;

a doable-handed game ;
a two-handed sword ;

a
four-handed piece of music.

But that two-handed engine at the door
Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 130.

Handelian (han-del'i-an), a. l< Handel, the

common E. form of Handel (see def.), + -ia.]
Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the Ger-
man musical composer George Frederick Han-
del (Handel) (1685-1759).

Crotch's Palestine emulated Handelian precedent, and
stood for long alone as a native production.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 100.

hander (hau'der), . 1. One who hands or

transmits
;
one who conveys.
They would assume, with wondrous art,

Themselves to be the whole, who are but part,
Of that vast frame the church ; yet grant they were
The hanilfrx down, can they from thence infer

A right f interpret? Di-yden, Religio Laici, 1. 361.

2. One who seconds a pugilist. [Prov. Eng.]
3. In composition, something pertaining to

or performed with the hand specified: as, a

vight- or lett-hander (a blow with the right or

left hand). 4f. A handle. Nares.

One seeing a jugge without a hander, and willing to

breake a jeast on it, said that the jugge had beene in the

pillary. Qratice Ludentes (1638), p. 156.

handfastt (hand'fast), v. t. [< ME. handfasten,
-fi-sten, pledge, betroth, < Icel. handfesto, con-
clude a bargain by shaking hands, pledge, be-

2703 hand-grip

troth, < Icel. huutl, hand (= AS. and E. hand), +
I'i'slii, fasten, confirm, pledge, betroth, = ME.

fatten, fasten, K. /</../',. AS. only in dcriv.

handfcestnung : sec kantffcutmg.'] 1. To take

or hold with the hand
;
hold securely or firmly ;

grasp.
Learne thou

To handfast honesty.
Babees Hook (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Then hand-fast hand, and I will to my book.

Greene, 1'riar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

shaped or claw-shaped column of stamens in the flowers.

These are large and monochlamydeous, witli the calyx
colored bright red within. The tree is an object of su-

perstitious veneration to the inhabitants of Mexico, who
long supposed that a single tree near Tolnca, mentioned
in early Mexican history, was the only one in existence.

It is now cultivated from slips. Also called hand-tree,

hand-plant, and manita.

hand-fly (hand'fli), . The fly on a casting-line
which is nearest the angler's hand.

hand-footed (hand'fut"ed), a. Having feet like

, ,- hands; chiropod.

2. To join together by or as if by the clasping hand-fork (hand'fork) n. A gardeners' three-

of hands; make fast; bind; specifically, to be- tined fork with a short handle.

tl
,oth hand-frame (hand'fram), n. A kind of hand-

If a damsel that is a virgin be handfasted [authorized
barrow used in iron fdries, etc.

version, "betrothed "J to any man. A monster cup supported on an iron hand-frame.
Deut. xxii. 23 (Coverdale's trans.). Hew York Tnbune, Dec. 2, 18,9.

Auspices were those that handfasted the married con- handful (hand'ful), n. [< ME. handful, handful,
pie ; that wished them good luck ; that took care for the < ^8. handfull (= G. haudvoll = Icel. handfullr =
dowry. B. Jonson, Notes on his Masques of Court.

We list not to handfast ourselves to God Almighty, to

make ourselves over to him by present deed of gift ;
but

would fain, forsooth, bequeath ourselves to him a legacy
in our last will and testament.

Abp. Bancroft, Sermon on the Fire of London, 1666.

3. In some partsof Scotland, formerly, tomany
provisionally by the ceremony of joining hands,
ilandfasting was a simple contract or agreement under
which cohabitation was permitted for a year, at the end of

which time the contract could either be dissolved or made
permanent by formal marriage. Such marriages, at first

probably not intended to be temporary, are supposed to

have originated in Scotland from a scarcity of clergy, and
have existed at times in other countries.

We Border-men are more wary than your inland clowns
of Fife and Lothian ; ... we take our wives, like our

horses, upon trial. When we are handfasted, as we term

it, we are man and wife for a year and a day that space
gone by, each may choose another mate, or, at their plea-

sure, may call the priest to marry them for life and this

we call handfaiting. Scott, Monastery, xxv.

handfastt (hand'fast), a. [Cf. Sw. handfast =
Dan. haandfast, a., strong, stout. In defs. 2 and

3, short for handfasted.] 1. Having a close

hand; close-fisted. Davies.

Some will say women are covetous: are not men as

handfast f Breton, Praise of Vertuous Ladies, p. 57.

2. Bound by pledge, promise, or contract ; espe-

cially, betrothed, or united as if by betrothal.

A vyrgine made htmdfatt to Christ

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, i. fol. 63 b.

3. In Scotland, formerly, joined in provisional
wedlock.

. haandfuld), < hand, hand, + full, full: see

-//.] 1. As much as the hand can grasp or

contain.
I hail rather have a handful or two of dried peas.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

Two lianilfuls of white dust, shut in an urn of brass !

Tennyson, Lotos Eaters (Choric Song).

2f. A unit of length equal to four inches; a

hand.
Goliah, nam'd of Oath, . . .

This huge Colossus, than six cubits height
More by a handful. Drayton, David and Goliah.

Here stalks me by a proud and spangled sir,

That looks three liandfuls higher than his foretop.
B. Joneon, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 4.

3. A small quantity or number; a little.

He that hath a handful of devotion at home shall have
his devotion multiplied to a gomer here.

Donne, Sermons, iv.

Set me to lead a handful of my men
Against an hundred thousand barbarous slaves.

Fletcher, Bonduca, ii. 1.

All that tread
The globe are but a handful to the tribes

That slumber in its bosom. Bryant, Thanatopsis.

4. As much as one can hold or manage ;
full

employment. [Colloq.]

Being in possession of the town, they had their handful
to defend themselves from firing. Raleigh.

With her prodigious energy, quickness, and intelligence
she could never be idle ; but, let her mistress have been
what she might, Doris must have been a "handful."

Nineteenth Century, XXH. 834.

This Isobelwas but hand-fast with him, and deceased hand-gallop (hand' gal "up), M. A slow, jog-
before the marriage. Pitscotlie, Chron. of Scotland, p. '2(i. ging gallop, in which the bridle-hand holds the

handfastt (hand'fast;, n. [< hand + fasft,
.

in torse m check.

lit. sense. In def. 3, < handfast, t'.] 1. Grip;
grasp ; hold.

But the ground underfoot being slipperie.with the snow
on the side of the hill, theyr handfast fayled.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 04.

And can it be that this most perfect creature,
This image of his Maker, well-squar'd man,
Should leave the handfast that he had of grace,
To fall into a woman's easy arms?

Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

2. Custody; power of confining or keeping; a

holding on security or bail.

If that shepherd be not in hand-fast, let him fly.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

3. A pledge, promise, or contract
; especially,

betrothal.

Here, In Heaven's eye and all Love's sacred powers,
I knit this holy handfast, and with this hand
The heart that owes this hand.

Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 1.

handfastingt (hand 'fas-ting), n. [Verbal n. of

handfast, v. Cf. AS. handfasstnung (= Icel.

handfestning, the act of striking hands in pledge
or confirmation, = Sw. handfastning = Dan.

Ovid, with all his sweetness, has as little variety of

numbers and sound as he ; he is always upon a hand-gal-

lop, and his verse runs upon carpet ground. Dryden.

And, sure enough, Mrs. Mayfleld was seen in her hat

and habit, riding her bay mare up at a hand-gallop on the

grass by the roadside.
C. Reade, Clouds and Sunshine, p. 5.

hand-gear (hand'ger), n. In a steam-engine,
the mechanism used for working the valves by
hand; the starting-gear.

used for covering, protecting, and forwarding
plants. 2. A small mirror that may be con-

veniently held in the hand. 3. Naut., a half-

minute or quarter-minute sand-glass used to

measure time in running out the log-line.

hand-gout (hand'gout), n. Gout in the hands;
chiragra. In the extract the word is used in

humorous allusion to "greasing the palm"with
money.

But now, sir,

My learned counsel, they must have a feeling ;

They 11 part, sir, with no books, without the hand-gout
Be oiled ; and I must furnish.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

haandfaistning, in early Dan. law the stipula- hand-grenade (hand'gre-nad"), n. Milit., a

tion to be given by the king at his coronation),

<hand, hand, +fcestnung, fastening.] Betrothal
small spherical or cylindrical iron shell, about
three inches in diameter, filled

or provisional marriage by joining hands. See with powder, lighted by means
t jj*,.* . o rn\~:~a~, vj.. ..,..1, T -e _ a 3 AL_^ - i*

handfast, r., 3. [Chiefly Scotch.]
handfastlyt (hand'fast-li), adv. By a pledge
or contract.
The which if the Scottes would most holilie and hand-

fastlie promise, the English would foorthwith depart with
a quiet armie. Holinshed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1546.

handfish (hand'fish), n. A pediculate fish of

the family Antennariidce.

hand-flail (hand'flal), n. Milit., a variety of

the war-flail (see flail, 2) meant to be wielded
with one hand. It was sometimes entirely of

bronze or iron.

hand-float (hand'flot), . See/oo<, 9 (c).

handflower-tree (hand'flou"er-tre), n. A large
tree of Mexico and Central America, Cheiroste-

mon platanoides, belonging to the natural or-

der BtVretMaOea. It takes its name, as does the ge-

nus, which contains only this species, from the hand-

of a" fuse, and thrown by
hand. Hand-grenades were much
used in the British naval service

throughout the eighteenth century,
especially in repelling attacks from
boats. They are notably serviceable

in the defense of works, in dealing
with an enemy at close quarters,
when he cannot be covered by the

guns or by musketry on the ban-

quettes. Ketchum's hand-grenade
is a small oblong percussion-shell which is exploded by
means of a plunger on striking the object against which
it is thrown.

hand-grip (hand'grip), n. [< ME. hand-gripe, <

AS. lifind-f/ripe = D. handgreep, grasp, =OHG.
hantgrif, G. handgriff, grasp, handle, hilt, =
Dan.' haandgreb = Sw. handgrepp, handle, hilt.]

1. Seizure with the hand ; grip. 2. A handle;
a hilt.

Hand-grenade of the

15th century. (From
Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet,
du Mobilier francais.")



hand-grip
The handle or handgrip (of a sword] will be of white

shark's skin braided in gold.
Sew York Semi-weekly Tribune, Aug. 16, 1887.

3. Close grasp or struggle: commonly in the

plural.
To all it seems ... as if the last man of France, who

could have swayed these coming troubles, lay there at

hand-grips with the unearthly Power.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. ill. 7.

hand-gripe (hand'grip), . [< hand + gripe^.
Of. hand-grip.'} Seizure with the hand; grip.

Hee that both globes iu His own hand-gripe holds.

Sylixster, Panaretus, 1. 1258.

handgritht, [AS. handgrith, < hand, hand, +
grith, peace.] In Anglo-Saxon law, peace or pro-
tection granted by the kiug under his own hand.

hand-guard (hand'gard), . That part of any
weapon which guards or protects the hand,
especially the vamplate of a lance.

hand-guide (hand'gid), n. A mechanical con-

trivance,.invented by Kalkbrenner, for assist-

ing persons learning to play the pianoforte to

acquire a proper position for their hands. Also
called hand-director.

hand-gunt (hand'gun), . The earliest kind of

firearm, made to be carried by hand and fired

either without a rest or supported on a fork.

Compare hand-cannon.

Cannons, demicannons, hand-gung, and muskets.
Camden.

Item, twentie handguns, . . . some of them with fire

locks. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 363.

hand-gyve (hand'jiv), v. t. To shackle the
hands of; manacle; fetter. [Rare.]
A poor Legislative, so hard was fate, had let itself be

hand-gyved. Carlyle, French Rev., III. i. 1.

hand-hammer (hand'ham"er), . A single-
handed working-hammer used by blacksmiths,
machinists, and boiler-makers: in distinction
from the two-handed hammer, or sledge.
hand-harmonica (haud'har-mon"i-kii), . An
accordion.
hand-heat (hand'het), . The natural tempera-
ture of the hand.
An important feature is the temperature at which cot-

ton is dyed. In the majority of cases it is worked in the

cold, or at a hand-heat, i. e., at about 90' to 100' F.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 222.

handhold (hand'hold), n. 1. Hold or grasp
with the hand. Compare foothold, 1.

With my face to the rock I found my hand-holds and
foot-holds down uncanny places.

The Advance, July 21, 1887.

2. The handle of an anglers' rod, formed by that

part of the butt which is just above the reel : it

is often wrapped with velvet, ratan, or cord.

hand-hole (haud'hol), n. A hole into which
the hand may be inserted, as one near the bot-
tom of a steam-boiler, designed to be used in

cleaning the boiler, etc. It is closed by a plate.
In tubular boilers the hand-holes should be often opened.

Sri. Amur., N. 8., LIV. 20.

hand-hook (hand'hiik), . A tool used l>y
smiths in twisting bars of iron.

handicap (han'di-kap), . and a. [Formerly
also handycap, handycappe; appar. < hand i'

cap (hand in cap), prob. with ref. to the draw-

ing of lots.] I. . If. An old game at cards,
not unlike loo.

To the Miter Taverne in Woodstreete. . . . Here some
of us fell to handycappe, a sport that I never knew before.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 18, 1060.

2. In racing and athletics, an extraburden placed
upon, or a special requirement made of, a supe-
rior competitor iu favor of an inferior, in order
to make their chances more equal. In a horse-
race the handicap is usually an additional weight to be car-
ried by the better horse ; in a foot-race, jumping-match,
etc., a shorter time, greater distance, or the like, for the
superior contestant. The amount of the handicap is ad-

justed in accordance with the performance of the com-
petitors in previous contests ; and in horse-racing regard
is had also to the age, sex, and height of the horses. The
principle is applied in other contests of agility or skill :

thus, in draughts, a superior player is handicapped if he
plays against an unskilful or inexperienced player with
eleven men to the latter's twelve.

3. A race in which the supposed superiority of
certain competitors is counterbalanced by pen-
alties of additional weight, distance, or time
imposed on them, or the inferiority of others
is compensated by a certain amount of time or
distance granted them in starting ; any contest
or competition in which an allowance of time
or distance or other advantage is given to an in-
ferior competitor : as, the Newmarket handicap.
The race . . . showed a heavy entry ; . . . public run-

ners were heavily weighted; the nominations included
many horses that had never been out before. In one way
and another the United Service handicap had grown into
the event of the meeting. Whyte Melville, Satanella, lU.

2704

II. a. Noting a contest in which certain com-

petitors are handicapped : as, a handicap race

or game.
handicap (han'di-kap), v. t.

; pret. and pp. han-

dicapped, ppr. handicapping, [< handicap, .]

1 . To impose, as upon a competitor in a race
or other contest, some disadvantage, such as a

penalty of additional weight or distance or an
allowance of a start or other advantage to an

opponent.
The Buckskin Horse . . . was handicapped at 250 pounds

for the weight of wagon and driver.

Sew York Tribune, June 13, 1862.

2. Figuratively, to place at a disadvantage by
the imposition of any embarrassment, impedi-
ment, or disability : as, handicapped by age, by
inexperience, etc.

The tenant is so heavily handicapped that he has no
chance iu the race. The Nation, July 1, 1875, p. 7.

An abnormal power of ratiocination, and a prosaic re

gard for details, havehandicapped him from the beginning.
Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 301.

Art In the old world is handicapped more or less by its

own perfection. A. A. Ken., CXLL 284.

handicapper (han'di-kap-er), n. One who han-

dicaps ; one employed to determine the amount
of the handicaps in a contest.

Each competitor is allowed by the official handicapper
of the N. C. U. a certain number of yards start, according
to the nature of his public performances.

Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 41.

handicraft (han'di-kraft), n. and a. [Formerly
also handt/craft; a corruption, by confusion
with handiwork, of the earlier handicraft, q. v.]

I. n. 1. Manual labor; hand-work in general.
The full citizens, having become rich, only carried on

trade, whilst the handicraft was left exclusively to the

poor and the unfree.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cvii.

Specifically 2. Skilled labor with the hands;
manual skill or expertness.

I 'in Element, of Instruments the haft :

The Tool of Tools, and Hand of Handy-Craft.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

Monuments are either works of Art or works of Haruli-

craft. Art is either Constructive or Imitative ; Handi-
craft, either Useful or Decorative.

C. T. Newton, Art and Arclueol., p. 17.

3. A manual employment or calling; a me-
chanical trade.

John Speed was born at Farrington in this county, as his

own daughter hath informed me. He was first bred to a

handicraft, and, as I take it, to a taylor.

Fuller, Worthies, Cheshire.

Anatomy, which is my handicraft, is one of the most dif-

ficult kinds of mechanical labour.

Huxley, Tech. Education.

4. A handicraftsman. [Rare.]
The nurseries of children of ordinary gentlemen and

haiuticrafts are managed in the same manner. Swift.

Thou knowest . . . that we handicrafts best love the
folks we live by. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vi.

II. a. Belonging to a manual trade or me-
chanical art.

handicraftsman (han'di-krafts-man), n.; pi.

handicraftsmen (-men). A man skilled in some
special manual work; one who gets his living

by a manual trade
;
an artisan

;
a mechanic.

Geo. miserable age ! Virtue is not regarded in handi-

crafts-men.
John. The nobility think scorn to go in leather aprons.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

The Handicraftsmen have not Money to set themselves
to work. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 41.

The followers of Caxton were for nearly two centuries

principally mere handicraftsmen.
G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xx.

handicuff (han'di-kuf), n. [Usually in pi. han-

dicuffs, < hand + cuffl, a blow ;
the i is inserted,

as in fisticuffs, appar. by association with han-

dicraft.] A blow or cuff with the hand. Also

spelled handycuff.
'

Though they owed each other a spight, and had both
pretty high spirits, yet they never came to handycuffs.

Arouthnot, Misc. Works (1751), L 103.

handily (han'di-li), adv. In a handy or expert
manner.
When I see women split wood, unload coal-carts, move

wash-tubs, and roll barrels of flour and apples handily
down cellarways or up into carts, then I shall believe in
the sublime theories of the strong-minded sisters.

R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 42.

handiness (han'di-nes), n. 1. The state or
character of being handy or expert.
He had a certain tact, . . . which, in connection with

his handiness and his orderly ways, caused him at last to
become a prime favorite with her.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 252.

The boy made his own traps and small tools and carts,
and early learned that handiness and adaptability without
which he would be likely to go through life in a destitute
condition. H. E. Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 14.

handle

2. Manageableness ; convenience; suitable-

ness.
Whether improvement is to be in the direction of twin

screws, steam steerers, or other agencies, it is certain that
handiness must increase greatly in modern men-of-war,
if the ram and torpedo are to be elements in naval war-
fare. Luce, Seamanship, p. 574.

A signal of great power, handiness, and economy [is]

thus placed at the service of our mariners.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 286.

handiront, . Same as niidirtm.

handiwork (han'di-werk), . [Formerly also

liinidyirorfc; < ME. handiwerk, lumdi HV/T, lioiuli-

itt-rk, linitdiwerc, < AS. liandgeweorc (= OS. l/iu/i/-

giwerk), work of the hand, < hand, hand, + ge-

weorc, weorc, work (collectively), < ge-, a col-

lective prefix (see -t-1 ),
+ weorc, work. Cf.

hand-work.] 1. Work done by the hands, and
hence by effort of any kind; doing; perform-
ance: as, a specimen of one's handiwork; the

devil's handiwork.
Celsus . . . thought so great a vessel! was too great for

mans handyworke. Purcliax, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

The want of technical knowledge in the fisherman's

craft and in the various handiworks connected with it.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 201.

2. That which is done or made by the hands,
or by any active exertion

;
a fabrication ;

a
creation.

Vile as I am, and of myself abhorr'd,
I am thy handy-work, thy creature, Lord.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 10.

Our life is only drest
For show : mean handiwork of craftsman, cook,
Or groom ! Wordsworth, London, September, 1802.

handjar (han'jar), n. [Ar. khanjar, a dagger.]
A kind of sword. See the second extract.

Armed with all the weapons of Palikari, handjars and
yataghans. Disraeli, Lothair, Ixxiii.

A handjar, or broad-bladed, leaf-shaped sword, very
similar to the ancient Spanish weapon adopted by the
Roman soldiery, or resembling perhaps still more those
bronze weapons found upon the old battle-fields of Greece
and within early Celtic barrows. These weapons they
[Caucasian soldiers] are accustomed to use as projectiles.

O'Donoean, Merv, ii.

handkercher(hang'ker-cher),. [A corrupt ion
of handkerchief.] A handkerchief. [Obsolete
or vulgar.]
Did your brother tell you how I counterfeited to sound,

when he showed me your handkercher?
Shak., As you Like it, v. 2.

Now out comes all the tassell'd handkercher*.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, Hi. 2.

At their girdles they wear long handkerchers, some of
them admirable for value and workmanship.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 50.

handkerchief (hang'ker-chif), . [< hand +
kerchief. This compound is fused by the or-

dinary pronunciation (like its second element

kerchief) into one word, without regard to its

original elements
;
hence the compound neck-

handkerchief (as well as neckerchief), a curious
cumulation of terms for the neck, hand, and
head. ] 1 . A square piece of cloth, usually linen
or silk, carried about the person for the pur-
pose of wiping the face or nose. Silk handker-
chiefs embroidered and fringed, or laced with gold, are
mentioned as early as the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and
the modern lace handkerchief has often but a very small

center-piece of solid or plain material.

From his body were brought unto the sick handker-

chiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed from them.
Acts xix. 12.

And away he went, the King following him to a Riuer,
ouer which Dauid, stretching his hand-kerchiefe, passed
ouer. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 159.

He did complain his head did ake ;

Her handkerchief she then took out,
And tied the same his head about.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 220).

2. A neckcloth; a neckerchief. [Colloq.]
handkerchief (hang'ker-chif). v. i. f< hand-

kerchief, w.] To use a handkerchief; make
signals with a handkerchief. [Rare.]
The servants entering with the dinner, we hemmed,

handkerchiefed, twinkled, took up our knives and forks.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, II. 180.

hand-languaget (hand'lang'gwaj), n. The art

of conversing by motions or signs made with
the hands or fingers ; sign-language ; dactylol-

ogy. See deaf-mute.
hand-lathe (hand'laTH), n. 1. A small lathe,

generally portable, secured to a bench or table,
and worked by a bow or a

crank, used by watch-mak-
ers, dentists, etc. 2. A bar-
lathe with puppets sliding
on a prismatic bar.

handle (han'dl), . ; pret.
and pp. handled, ppr. bun-

dling. [< ME. handlen, < AS.

handlian, handle, feel (== D. Hand-iathe (drf. i>.



was the father at all such as handle the harp
Gen. iv. 21.

handle

handelen, handle, trade, = OHG. hantalon, han-

dle, feel, touch, manage, MHG. handeln, G.

handeln, treat, manage, deal, trade, = Icel.

hondla, handle, = Sw. handla, trade, = Dan.

handle, treat, use, trade), freq. verb, < hand,
hand: see hand, n., and cf. handle, n., to which
in def. 8 the verb is directly due. Cf. manage,
ult. < Li. manus, the hand.] I. trans. 1. To
touch or feel with the hand

;
use the hand or

hands upon.
Lorde, kepe me owt of synne and woo,
That I haue in myn lytfe doo,
With handys handyld or on fote goo.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 185.

Happy, ye leaves ! when as those lilly hands . . .

Shall handle you. Spenser, Sonnets, i.

The hardness of the winters [in Flanders] forces the

breeders there to house and handle their colts six months

every year. Temple.

2. To manage by hand; use or wield with
manual skill; ply; manipulate; act upon or

control by the hand: as, to handle one's colors;
to handle the reins.

Jubal . .

and organ.

The lesser picture is so passingly seemingly handled
that the lower corners of it seeme ... to hang loose.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 186.

These men can handle their weapon so well that, if they
design mischief, they will dexterously break a Leg or

Thigh-bone, that being the place which they commonly
strike at. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 77.

3. In general, to manage; direct; control; hold

or keep in hand: as, to handle a fish when
hooked

;
to handle a dog in the field

;
to handle

troops in battle.

She is a discreet, ingenious, pleasant, pious woman ; I

wish she had the handling of you and Mrs. Modish.
Steele, Spectator, No. 254.

Tom, with East to handle him, . . . steps out on the

turf. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, p. 246.

Learning how to handle gases led to the discovery of

oxygen, and to modern chemistry, and to the notion of

the indestructibility of matter.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 15.

4. To act upon or toward; use in some way
(with regard to conduct) ;

treat
;
deal with.

At him they cast stones, . . . and sent him away shame-

fully handled. Mark xii. 4.

You shall see how I'll handle her.

Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

It will be nothing disagreeing from Christian meeknesse
to handle such a one in a rougher accent.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst., Pref.

5. To treat of; discourse upon ; expound, as a

topic.
All things obserued by Naturall Philosophers in Greece

had beene handled before, partly by the Brachmanes
amongst the Indians, partly of those which in Syria are
called lewes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 453.

Many of his [Chaucer's] bookes be but bare translations

out of the Latin & French, yet are they wel handled.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 49.

A subject which, though often handled, has not yet in

my opinion been fully discussed.

Goldsmith, National Concord.

6. To make use of
;
be concerned with

;
have

to do with.

We hondlen no money, but menelich [meanly] faren.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 109.

They that handle the law knew me not. Jer. it 8.

Among the earliest tools of any complicacy which a mau-
of-letters gets to handle are his class-books.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 3.

7. To trade or deal in; buy and sell: as, to

handle stationery, stocks, or real estate.

He [a merchant] generally refused to handle the im-

proved implements and mechanical devices by which la-

bor and waste were to be saved. The Century, XXXV. 950.

Books are of minor importance, and but few are "kept
In stock." Indeed, bookselling is not a profitable part of

the business ;
it does not pay to handle books, or to keep

the run of new publications. Harper's Hag., LXXVI. 776.

8. [< handle, .] To furnish with a handle
or handles : as, to handle a teacup. To handle
without gloves or mittens. See glove.

II. intrans. 1. To use the hands
;
act or work

by means of the hands.

They have hands, but they handle not. Ps. cxv. 7.

2. To act or give a result of any kind when
handled.
Two guns may be made exactly alike in length, bend,

and cast-off, and yet if the balance is not the same, they
will handle as if of different bends.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 250.

handle (han'dl), . [< ME. handel, handyl,

handille, handle, hondle, < AS. handle, pi. han-

dla, a handle, = Dan. handel (perhaps from

E.), a handle; from the verb.] 1. That part
of a thing which is intended to be grasped
by the hand in using or moving it. The handles
of many things have distinctive names. Thus, the ban-
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die of a sword is the hilt; of a plow, the staff or stilt; of

an ax or hammer, the helve ; of a knife, the haft ; of a

rake, the stale; of a scythe, the snath; of a rudder, the

tiller; of a crab or winch, the crank; of a pump, the

brake or lever; of a door or lock, the knoti; of a steam-

engine, the hand-lever; of a boat-hook, lance, etc., the

shaft; of a platen printing-press, the rounce, by which the

bed is run in and out; of a kettle, the bail ; of a drill, bit,

or gun, the stock.

And for to smyte an Hors with the handille of a Whippe.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 249.

When mistress Bridget lost the handle of her fan, I

took 't upon mine honour thou hadst it not.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

A sword of King Salomons, whose handle was massie

gold. Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.

Of Bone the Handles of my Knives are made,
Yet no ill Taste from thence affects the Blade.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

2. That by means of which anything is done
;

the instrument of effecting a purpose : said of

a person or thing.

They overturned him in all his interests by the sure but
fatal handle of his own good nature. South, Sermons.

3. In l>o t., in the Characece, same as manubri-
unt A handle to one's name, a title prefixed to one's

name, as Lord, Col., Dr. [Colloq.]

Lord Highgate had turned to me : "There was no rude-

ness, you understand, intended, Mr. Pendennis ; but I am
down here on some business, and don't care to wear the
handle to my name." Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.

Embrace handle, a handle, as of a knife or dagger, repre-

senting two figures side by side embracing each other.

Such handles were common in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, carved in ivory or bone or cast in metal.

Flush handle, a handle for a lock or latch which is

placed in a recess, as of a door, sash, or berth, and does
not project beyond the surface of the object to which it is

attached. Car-Builder's Diet. To fly off the handle.
See jlyi. To give a handle, to furnish an occasion or

opportunity.

The defence of Vatinius gave a plausible handle for some
censure upon Cicero.

Quoted in W. Melmoth's tr. of Cicero, ii. 17, note 5.

He was ... a hot-tempered fellow, who would always
give you a handle against him.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 7.

handleable (han'dl-a-bl), a. [(handle, v., +
-aMe.'] Capable of being handled. Sherwood.

hand-lead (hand'led), n. Naut., the lead used
for sounding in rivers, harbors, or shoal water.
It is much smaller than the deep-sea lead, be-

ing from 5 to 9 pounds in weight. See lead.

handled (han'dld), p. a. Having a handle : as,
an iron-handled knife: used specifically in her-

aldry when the handle of a weapon or a tool is

of a different tincture from the blade : as, a
sickle or, handled gules.
handle-net (han'dl-net), n. A fishing-net with
a handle, as a dip-net ;

a kind of hoop-net or

scoop-net.
handler (hand' ler), . 1. A person employed
in the transfer or placing of things by hand,
or in some special kind of manipulation or

management: as, a freight-handler; a handler

of dogs or of game-cocks ;
a handler of fish for

propagation (used of one who selects the ripe
fish from a catch). 2. The first bath or pit
in a tannery.

After colouring, the hides pass on to the handlers or

handling pits, a round or series of which may consist of

from four to twelve according to the mode of working.
Encyc. Brit., XIV. 384.

3. In ceram., a workman who attaches to the
bodies of vessels the handles, which have pre-

viously been molded in plaster-of-Paris molds.
They are fixed by means of slip, and in most kinds of ware
adhere immediately, so that the vessel may be lifted by
them even before firing.

handless (hand'les), a. [< ME. handles (=
OFries. handlos = OHG. MHG. hantlos, G. hand-
los= Icel. handlauss) ;

< hand + -less.] 1 . With-
out a hand or hands: as, a handless clock. 2.

Unhandy; awkward. [Scotch.]
hand-letter (hand'lef'er), n. In bookbinding,
an impress on a book-cover by movable types
from a hand-stamp, in opposition to an impress
by a machine from an engraved stamp.
hand-lever (hand'lev"er), n. The lever or
handle by which a steam-engine is started,

stopped, or reversed.

hand-line (hand'lin), . A fishing-line worked

by hand without a rod. It may be a single line with
one or more hooks baited and sunk to or near the bottom,
or thrown to any desired distance by means of a weight,
and managed from the shore, or from a boat anchored or

moving slowly ; or the line may be drawn rapidly over the
surface of the water behind a sail-boat, as in the capture of

bluefish, Spanish mackerel, striped-bass, black-bass, etc.,

either with a bait or with only some shining object to

lure the fish, as in trawling or trolling.

handliner (hand'li'ner), n. One who uses a
hand-line for fishing.

handling (hand'liug), n. [< ME. handlinge,

liondlunge, < AS. handlung, a touching, han-

hand-mill

dling (= D. handeling = G. handlung= Sw. Dan.

handling, action), verbal n. of handlian, handle :

see handle, .] 1. A touching, fingering, or

using with the hand; manipulation; touch:
either literally or figuratively : as, the handling
of the bow in violin-playing; an artist's han-

dling of his subject.
Then you must learn the use

And handling of your silver fork at meals.
B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

Afterwards, his innocency appearing, he was delivered,
and escaped those severe handlings that some of the duke's
friends and retainers underwent. Strype, Sir T. Smith, iv.

If the Athenians, as some say, made their small deeds

great and renowned by their eloquent writers, England
hath had her noble atchievments made small by the un-

skilfull handling of monks and mechanicks.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii.

2. The act of supplying with a handle or han-
dles ; the operation of putting a handle on : as,

the handling of pottery, or of saws,

handlings!, adv. [ME. handlinges, with adv.

gen. suffix -esl
,
< AS. handlinga, with the hands,

< hand, hand, 4- -linga = E. -ling
2

.'] With the

hands.
In hand an angel has he [Jacob] laght
That sammen [together] handlinges [var. togeder in han-

dis, in honde] wristeled thai

Al the night. Cursor Mundi, 1. 3932. (Co.)

handlining (hand'll
//

ning), n. The use of a
hand-line

;
the act or method of catching fish

with a hand-line.

Mr. Earl . . . speaks of the importance of obtaining
and preserving bait with so large a fleet engaged wholly
in handlining and trawling.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 464.

hand-list (hand'list), n. 1. A concise list for

easy reference.

A new " Britannia Romana " we shall have long to wait

for ; but surely a hand-list might be compiled from the

book before us and the transactions of the various archce-

ological societies of all the places where undoubted Roman
remains have been found. N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 440.

2. Same as check-list, 2.

handlocked (hand'lokt), a. Handcuffed. Dek-

ker; Hattiwell.

hand-loom (hand'lom), . A weavers' loom
worked by hand, as distinguished from a power-
loom.
hand-made (hand'mad), a. Manufactured by
hand, and not by a machine : as, hand-made

paper.
handmaid (hand'mad), n. [< hand + maid.
In earlier form handmaiden, q. v.] A female
servant or personal attendant; a female as-

sistant : often used figuratively.

Laban gave unto his daughter Leah Zilpah his maid for

an handmaid. Gen. xxix. 24.

Nature, the Handmaid of God Almighty, doth nothing
but with good Advice. Howell, Letters, ii. 8.

For Jove's great Handmaid, Power, must Jove's Decrees

pursue. Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 10.

She hath no handmaid fair

To draw her curled gold hair

Through rings of gold.
Swinburne, Madonna Mia.

handmaiden (hand'ma"dn), n. [< ME. hande-

mayden; < hand +
maiden.'] An earlier

form of handmaid.
handmaid-moth
(hand'mad-moth), .

A moth, Datana mi-

nistra, of the fam-

ily Jiombycida:, of a

light-brown color,
the head and a large

spot on the thorax

dark-brown, and the
fore wings with from
3 to 5 narrow trans-

verse dark
lines, its

larva,known
as the yel-
low-necked
apple-tree
caterpillar,
is about 2

inches long,
with a large
black head,
the next seg-
ment dull-

orange, and
the rest of

the body
striped with
black and
yellow,

hand-makingt (hand'ma'king), n. The act of

pilfering;
theft. Latimer.

hand-mill (hand'mil), n. A mill for grinding
grain, pepper, coffee, etc., worked by hand,

Handmaid-moth (Datana mfnistra).

a, larva ; I', moth (both natural size) ; f, eggs,
natural size ; <f, an egg, enlarged.



hand-mill

as distinguished from those driven by steam,
water, or other power; specifically, a quern
(as in the extract).
Flour from the handinills grinding with constant sound.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 200.

hand-mirror (hand'mir"qr), . A small mir-
ror for the toilet

;
a hand-glass.

Don't expect your husband to be pleased if you give him
an ivory backed hand-mirror.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 162.

hand-mold (hand'mold), . 1. A small mold
managed with the hand.

lie mellid so the matall with the hand-malde.
Richard the Redeless, ii. 155.

Specifically 2. The mold in which hand-made
type is cast. It has a lip to receive the metal
which runs into the mold containing the matrix.
E. H. Knight.
hand-money (hand'mun"i), . Same as ear-

nest-money.
hand-mortar (hand'm6r"tar), n. A hand-fire-
arm having a very short barrel with a caliber
of from 2 to 3 inches, mounted upon a stock
fitted either for the shoulder or for holding
under the arm, and having a match-lock, a

flint-lock, or a wheel-lock, according to its

epoch. This weapon was used for throwing small hand-

grenades, but seems not to have been in very general use.

hand-orchis (hand'or'kis), . One of the com-
monest species of European orchids, Orchis ma-
culata : so called from the resemblance of the
flower to a hand. [Eng.]
hand-organ (hand'6r"gan), n. A portable bar-

rel-organ, both the barrel and the bellows of

which are worked bv a hand-crank. By shifting
the position of the barrel, different tunes may be played.
The pipes are usually of two or three sets or stops : a dia-

pason, a flute, and often a coarse-toned reed-stop.

hand-paper (haud'pa"per), )i. 1. Paper made
by hand, as distinguished from that made by
machinery. 2. A particular make of paper
well known in the English Record Office: so
called from its water-mark (jy *), which has
been used since the fifteenth century. Brewer.

hand-pegger (hand' peg *er), n. A portable
shoe-pegging machine : so called to distinguish
it from the fixed-power tools. The crank is turned
by one hand, while the machine, which is held in the
other, is moved around the edge of a shoe-sole fixed to a
bench.

hand-plant (hand'plaut), n. Same as hand-

flower-tree.

hand-planter (hand'plan"ter), n. A hand-ma-
chine for planting seeds.

hand-play (hand'pla), n. [After AS. haiul-

plega, < hand, hand, + plega, play.] Inter-

change of blows in a hand-to-hand encounter.
See sword-play.
The hard hand-play of Cattle.

Pall Mall Gazette, May 2, 1884.

hand-post (hand 'post), n. A finger-post; a
guide-post.
hand-pot (haud'pot), n. A kind of lobster-pot.
hand-press (hand'pres), n. A press worked by
hand, in distinction from one moved by steam-

power, etc.

hand-promise (hand'prorn"is), n. A solemn
form of betrothal requiring common consent
to revoke it, usual among the Irish peasantry.
When one of the parties to a hand-promise dies without
having been released, or without having released the
other, the survivor, in presence of witnesses, grasps the
hand of the deceased, repeating a special form of words
recalling the promise. Also called hand-and-word.
Few would rely on the word or oath of any man who

had been known to break a hand-promise.
Carleton, Traits and Stories, Going to Maynooth.

hand-pump (hand 'pump), n. 1. A pump
worked by hand. 2. Formerly, in locomotive
engines, a pump placed at the side of the fire-

box, worked by a hand-lever when the engine
stood with steam up. This pump has been
superseded by injectors, etc., driven by the

machinery of the locomotive.

hand-punch (hand'punch), n. A punch with a

cutting-tube for perforating leather or paper,
for the insertion of eyelets, the punching of

tickets, or for other purposes. E. H. Knight.
hand-quill (hand'kwil), . In ornith., one of
the large feathers which grow on the hand,
manus, or pinion of a bird

;
one of the primary

remiges ;
a primary.

hand-rackle (hand'rak'l), a. Rash in strik-

ing; hasty. [Scotch.]
hand-rail (hand'ral), n. A rail or railing rest-

ing on balusters or uprights, or otherwise sup-
ported and fixed, serving as a guard and sup-
port on the edge of a stair, a gallery, a plat-
form, etc.; a rail to hold by Back of a hand-
rail. See backi. Body hand-rail, an iron bar on the
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ends of passenger-cars, for the passengers to take hold of

in getting on or off.

hand-railing (haud'ra/ling), . Same as hand-
rail.

hand-rufft (hand'ruf ), n. Aruffie for the wrist.

hand-running (hand'run'ing), adv. In imme-
diate succession

;
without break

;
consecutive-

ly : as, to win ten games at cards hand-running.
[Colloq.]

hand-sail (hand'sal), n. A sail managed by
the (that is, one) hand.
The seamen will neither stand to their hand-sails, nor

suffer the pilot to steer. Sir W. Temple.

hand-sale (hand' sal), n. [< hand + sale. Cf.

liiiinlsel.'] A sale made or confirmed by mutual

shaking of hands : an ancient custom in north-
ern Europe. BlacTcstone.

hand-saw (hand'sa), n. A saw to be used with
the hand. Also called arm-saw.

My buckler cut through and through, my sword hacked
like a handsaw. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 4.

All the world to a hand-sawt, a thousand to one ; al-

most certain. Dairies.

'Tis all the world to a handsaw but these barbarous Ras-
cals would be so ill-manner d as to laugh at us as conn
dently as we do at them. Cotton, Scarronides, Pref.

To know a hawk from a hand-saw [orig., it is sup-

posed, to know a hawk from a hernshaw, hand-saw being
a humorous or blundering perversion], to be able to dis-

criminate fairly well : used numerously.
I am but mad north-north-west : when the wind is south-

erly, 1 1, i/'r a hawk from a hand-saw.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

handsaw-fish (hand'sa-fish), . A fish, Alepi-
(or Caulopns) ferox or borealis, a spe-

Handsaw-fi&h {AUpidosauritsferox'i.

cies of the family Alepidosaurida;; any alepi-

dosaurid; a lancet-fish. [Pacific coast, U. S.]
hand's-breadth (handz'bredth), n. Same as
liandbreadth.

hand-Screen (hand'skren), . A small screen
used to protect the face and head from the heat
of a fire or of the sun. In the middle ages and later
the fan in its various forms and the fly-flapper answered
this purpose. The modern hand-screen is usually shaped
like a fan of the sort not capable of being closed, and is

made of silk or paper stretched on a light frame. Those
of the eighteenth century are often very elaborate and
delicately painted.

handscrew (hand'skro), . An engine for rais-

ing heavy timbers or weights; a jack.
handseaxt, . [AS. handseax, -sex, -sees, < hand,
hand, -I- seax, a sword : see Saxon.] The small-
er war-knife of the Celtic nations.

handsel, hansel (hand'sel, han'sel), n. and a.

[< ME. hansel, hanseU, hansele, hanselle, hansale,
hansal, hansel, < AS. handseten (once), a delivery
into the hand (L. mancipatio), = Icel. handsal,
usually in pi. handsol, "the transference of a
right, duty, bargain, duty to another by joining
hands" (Cleasby and Vigfusson), = Sw. handsol
= Dan. handsel, a handsel, earnest ;

< AS. hand,
hand, + selen, sylen, a giving (equiv. to Icel. sal,
a sale, bargain, > E. sale), < sellan, syllan, give :

see sell1 . Cleasby and Vigfusson take hand to
refer to the custom of concluding a bargain by
shaking hands; but this appears to be merely
incidental, delivery into the hand being the

orig. notion.] I. n. A gift or token of good
fortune or good will

; especially, a New-Year's
gift; an earnest or earnest-penny; a sale, gift,
or delivery which is regarded as the first of a

series; the first money taken in the morning
in the way of trade; the first earnings of any
one in a new employment or place of business ;

the first money taken in a shop newly opened ;

the first present sent to a young woman on her

wedding-day, etc. [Archaic.]

handsome
luellis pricious cane y non fynde to selle

To sende you, my souerein, this newe yeres morowe.
"Wher-for lucke and good hanttseUe

Jly hert y sende you.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 38.

Bring him a sixpenny bottle of ale ; they say a fool's

liaiulsel is lucky. Ii. Jonson, Bartholomew fair, ii. 1.

'Twas my first hansel and propine to Heaven :

And as I laid my darling 'neath the sod,
Precious His comforts once an infant given,

And offered with two turtle-doves to God !

Mrs. Stuart Menteath, James Melville's Child.

Most trades-people have a particular esteem for what
they call Handsel : that is to say, the first money they re-

ceive in a morning ; they kiss it, spit upon it, and put it

in a pocket by itself.

Misson, Travels in England (trans.), p. 130.

Handsel Monday, the first Monday of the new year,
when it was formerly usual in Scotland for servants, chil-

dren, and others to ask for or receive presents or handsel.

II. . Used or employed for the first time
;

newly acquired or inherited. [Scotch.]
handsel, hansel (hand'sel, han'sel), v. t. [<
ME. handsellen (in pp. i-hondgald St. Juliana,

p. 7) (the alleged AS. *hand#yllandoe8 not exist),
after Icel. handsala (also handselja, conform-

ing to the orig. verb), make over, deliver; from
the noun : see handsel, .] To give handsel to

;

use or do for the first time
; try as for luck.

Ravished with desire to hansell her new coach.

Marstim, Jonsun, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, II. 1.

Coming home to-night, a drunken boy was carrying by
our constable to our new parr of stocks to hansel them,
being a new pair, and very handsome.

Pepys, Diary, I. 404.

Young Faith Snowe was toward to keep the old men's
cups aflow and handsel them to their liking.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xiv.

No expression was ever yet used which some one had
not to handsel. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 35.

handsellert, hansellert, . One who gives or
offers handsel.
hand-shake (hand'shak), n. A shake of the
hand: as, a cordial hand-shake. [Colloq.]

hand-shaking (hand'sha'king), n. A shaking
of hands in friendly greeting.

Hogg was received by Eliza Westbrook, who smiled

faintly upon him in silence, and by Harriet, radiant and
blooming as ever, with much cordial handshaking.

E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 310.

handsmootht(hand'smoTH),a<fo. Flatly; with-
out difficulty; completely.
His si .1. 1 i. .n i s, . . . ,-i nlainly with all their might assail-

ing the campe of then- enemies, wonne it, and beate it

downe hande ttmoothe.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 313.

The charge being giuen, certaine vnarmed Tartars <fc

Lithuanians were slaine hands-mooth.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 147.

handsome (hau'sum), a. [Early mod. E. also

handsom ; < ME. hundsom, handxum, hansum,
easy to handle or use (=D. handsaam, tractable,

serviceable, = G. dial. haiidxam, convenient,
favorable); < hand, hand, + -some. For the de-

velopment of sense from 'handy, dexterous,' to
'

beautiful,' cf . the similar development of pret-

ty from AS. pro-tig, pnettig, tricky : see pretty.']

If. Easy to handle or use
; handy; ready; con-

venient.
But in making them [engines of war] hereunto, they

have chief respect that they be both easy to be carried,
and handsome to be moved and turned about.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), U. 10.

For a thief It [the Irish cloak] is soe handsome, as it may
seeme it was first invented for him.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

He is very desyrus to serve yor Grace, and seymes to me
to be a very handsome man.

Oresham, quoted in E. Lodge's Illus., I. 178.

2. Agreeable to the eye or to correct taste;

pleasing in proportions and aspect; having
symmetry or harmony of parts ;

well formed
and well attired, equipped, or arrayed: as, a
handsome person or face

;
a handsome building ;

a handsome display.
Make yourself handsome, Montague ;

Let none wear better clothes ; 'tis for my credit.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

I can look a whole day with delight upon a handsome
picture. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 9.

It is well knowne to be a matter of lesse skill and lesse
labour to keepe a Garden handsome then it is to plant it

or contrive it. Milton, On Del of Humb. Remonat.

The church has two handsom towres & spires of stone,
and the whole fabric is very noble and venerable.

Evelyn, Diary, May 6, 1644.

3. Graceful in manner; marked by propriety
and ease; becoming; appropriate: as, a Ita nil-

some style ;
a handsome delivery or address.

Sound your pipes now merrily,
And all your handsome sports : sing 'em full welcomes.

Fletcher (and another'!), Prophetess, v. 3.

Cyrus made a handsome prayer upon the tops of the

mountains, when by a 1'untasm he was warned of his ap-
proaching death. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 9.



handsome
He has devised a very handsome Reason for the Angel's

proceeding with Adam after this manner.
Addison, Spectator, No. 369.

Easiness and handsome address In writing is hardest to

he attained by persons bred in a meaner way. Feltun.

4. Such as to suit one's convenience or desires ;

ample ; large ;
on a liberal scale : as, a hand-

Kome income or outlay.
One that hath two gowns and everything handsome

about him. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 2.

Saturday, 10. The wind at E. and by N. a handsome gale
with fair weather. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 8.

Wouldst thou, possessor of a flock, employ
(Appris'd that he is such) a careless boy,
And feed him well, and give him handsome pay?

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 907.

5. Characterized by or expressive of generos-
ity or magnanimity: as, a handsome apology;
a handsome action.

Have you consider'd
The nature of these men, and how they us'd you?
Was it fair play? did it appear to you handsome!

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

My dear, here's Doctor Strong has positively been and
made you the subject of a handsome declaration.

Dickens, David Copperfteld, xvi.

=Syn. 2. Pretty, Fair, etc. See beautiful.

handsomet (han'sum), v. t. [< handsome, a.]
To make handsome

;
render pleasing or attrac-

tive.

Him, whom I last left, all repute
For his device, in handsoming a suit,
To judge of lace . . . [he hath] the best conceit.

Donne, Satires, i.

handsomely (han'sum-li), adv. 1. In a hand-
some manner; agreeably; generously.
Coyness becomes some Beauties, if handsomely acted.

Howell, Letters, ii. 4.

An affront handsomely acknowledged becomes an obli-

gation. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

I knew that in the end I should have to pay handsomely
for the supplies offered tome which, by the way, I had
no occasion for. 0'Donovan, Merv, xxvi.

2. Naut., carefully and steadily; in shipshape
style : as, to lower handsomely. [U. S.]

Instead of ordering a sail to be furled carefully, the

captain is very apt to shout out, "Handsomely, my men,
don't hurry, handsomely for'ard there !

"

S. De Vere, Americanisms, p. 341.

handsomeness (han'sum-nes), . 1. The con-
dition or quality of being handsome.
There are many towiies and villages also, but built out

of order, and with no hansomeness.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 248.

I am friend to beauty ;

There is no handsomeness I dare be foe to.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 3.

A handsomeness of the kind that we call elegant.
The Century, XXVII. 679.

2f. Favor; approval; graciousness.
He will not look with any handsomeness
Upon a woman. Fletcher, Wit without Money, i.

hand-spear (hand'sper), n. A short spear; a
half-lance.

There was another manner of striking the bull in the
face with short spears, to the which went divers lords and
gentlemen very well mounted, their pages following them
with divers hand-spears for that purpose.
Journey of E. of Nottingham, 1605 (Hai-1. Misc.

,
III. 441).

[(Dames.)

handspike (hand'splk), n. A bar, commonly
of wood, used with the hand as a lever for va-
rious purposes, as in raising weights, moving
guns, heaving about a windlass, etc.

Nobody broke his back or his handspike by his efforts.

/{. //. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 123.

Roller handspike, a handspike having one or two lig-
num-vitso or brass rollers at the large end, for use in

moving heavy gun-carriages.

handspikeman (hand'spik-man), n. ; pi. hand-

spikemen (-men). One of a gun's crew who han-
dles a handspike during drill.

handspring (hand'spring), . A kind of som-
ersault in which the performer supports his

body upon the palms of his hands while his
feet are raised in the air.

They take the same hand-spring through the creed, and
stand teaching by your side. S. A. Rev., CXLIII. 19.

handstaff(hand'staf), n.; p\Jiandstaves(-sta,vz).
[< ME. handstaffe.] If. A javelin.
And they that dwell in the cities of Israel shall go forth,

and shall set on fire and burn the weapons, both the shields
and the bucklers, the bows and the arrows, and the hand-
staves and the spears. Ezek. xxxix. 9.

2. That part of a flail which is held in the hand.

hand-strap (hand'strap), n. One of a number
of straps attached to a rail in the roof of a pas-
senger-car, especially on American street-rail-

roads, by which persons who are standing can
steady themselves.
handstroket (hand'strok), . A stroke or blow
with the hand. Narcs.
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A hand of ten soldiours under one captaine and tent, and

are called manipiiliiB, because their hand*trokex in fighting
goe all together. Nomenclator.

To be at handstrokes, to encounter ; join battle ; be in

skirmish. Nomenclator.

hand's-turn (haudz'tern), n. A helping hand;
assistance. Halliteell. [Prov. Eng.]
handtamet, . [ME. (= OHG. hantzam) ; < hand
+ tame.] Tame, and accustomed to the hand;
mild; meek; humble.
Than gan bleiken here ble that art lowen so loude,
And to waxen al handtame that rathere weren so proude.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 341.

In Laverd mi saule be loved sal,

B.GT& handtame [Latin audiant mansueti,Vu\g.] and faine
withal. Ps. xxxiii. 3 (ME. version) [xxxiv. 2].

handtamenesst, [ME. handtamenes, -nesse;
< handtame + -ness.] Tameness; meekness;
humility.

Overcomes than handtamenesse
And we ben mended mare and letee.

Ps. Ixxxix. 10 (ME. version).

hand-target (hand'tar"get), . A small round
buckler meant to be held at arm's-length, used

especially in sword-play to parry the adversary's
thrusts.

hand-taut (hand'tat), a. Same as hand-tight.
hand-tennis (hand'ten"is), n. A game of ten-
nis in which the ball is struck by the hand. See

fives
1

,
1.

A French writer speaks of a damsel named Margot, who
resided at Paris in 1424, and played at hand-tennis with
the palm, and also with the back of her hand, better than

any man. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 162.

hand-tight (hand'tit), a. Naut., tight as may
be made by the hand

; moderately tight. Also
hand-taut.

liand-timbert (haud'tim
;

*ber), n. Underwood.
Shear sheep at the moon's increase

; fell hand-timber
from the full to the change.

Husbandman's Practice (1664).

hand-to-hand (hand'tij-hand'), a. At close

quarters ;
in personal encounter.

The old days of bow-and-arrow and hand-to-hand fight-

ing. Edinburgh Kelt., CLXVI. 323.

hand-to-mouth (hand'to-mouth'), a. Preca-
rious ; unsettled

; depending on present needs.

During the summer the beavers live in a rather hand-
to-mouth way:

almost their only systematic work being
the construction and repair of their dams.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII1. 232.

hand-vise (hand'vis), . A small portable vise
that may be held in the hand while it is used.
hand-waled (hand'wald), a. Waled or picked
out with the hand; carefully selected. [Scotch.]
hand-warmer (hand'war"mer), . A calefac-

tory of spherical form and small enough to be
held in the hands, formerly in use. It was com-
mon to have at least the cover pierced with holes in an
ornamental pattern. The heat was generally supplied by
a hot ball of iron or stone within. Some of these are of
Persian or Hindu origin.

hand-wheel (hand'hwel), . A general term
for one of many kinds of wheels or disks used
in machinery as a convenient form of circular
crank : as, the hand-wheel of a car-brake.
handwhile (hand'hwil), n. [< ME. handwhile,
hondwhile, hondqwile, etc., < AS. handhml (=
MHG. hantwile), < hand, hand, + liml, while.]
A little while; a moment. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

He . . . halit into havyn in a hond while,
Shippit hym full shortly & his sheue folke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1782.

hand-Winged (hand'wingd), a. Having hands
formed for flight by enormous development of
the digits and their webbing; chiropterous :

specifically applied to bats. See cut under
Pteropus.
handwomant, n. [ME. handwomman, handwim-
man; < hand + woman.] A handmaid.

I am mi lauerd handwimman.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 10805. (Cott.)

hand-work (hand'werk), n. [< ME. hondwerk,
< AS. Iiandweorc (= OHG. hantwerch = MHG.
hantwerk, G. handwerk = Dan. haandva>rk = Sw.
handtvcrk, profession), < hand, hand, + weorc,
work. Cf. handiwork.] Work done by hand,
as distinguished from that done by machinery.
In decorative art hand-work is much estc'emed as having
variety and life ; it may include the use of all tools and
appliances which are not merely mechanical in their ac-
tiun. Thus, a punch producing an impressed flower may
be used many times in the same design, which still re-
mains hand-work ; but the use of a single punch produ-
cing the whole design at a blow is not so termed. The en-

graving of the punch itself may, however, have been hand-
work of a high quality.

hand-worked (hand'werkt), a. Same as Itand-

icrouglit.

handyblow
hand-worker (hand'wer*ker), n. One who pro-
duces hand-work, in distinction from one who
operates machinery.
He undersells the English handworkers and makes a

profit, till the handworkers are finally beaten, and ma-
chines fight machines. Fortnightly Rev.,H. S., XLII. 638.

handworm (hand'werm), n. [< ME. litiiul-

wyrm, hondwerm, < AS. handwyrm, hondwyrm, an
insect supposed to produce disease in the hand,
< hand, hand, + wyrm, worm.] An aearid, the

itch-insect, Sarcoptesscabiei: so called from the
fact that it burrows in the hands.
handwrist (hand'rist), n. [< ME. handwrist, <

AS. 'handwrist, handwyrst (= OFries. hand-

wirst, hondritist), < hand, hand, + wrist, trans-

posed wyrst, wrist.] The wrist. [Prov. Eng.]
handwritt (hand'rit), n. [ME. handewrit; <

AS. handgewrit, handwriting, a writing, < hand,
hand, + writ,- writ, writing.] Handwriting.
Ormulum, 1. 13566.

handwrite (haud'rit), v.
; pret. handwrote, pp.

handwritten, ppr. handwriting. [< hand +
write; after handwriting.'] I. trans. To write
with one's own hand. [Rare.]
This work . . . did not enter on the question of the

authorship of the Letters [of Junius], but was devoted to

proving that, whoever was their author, they were hand,-
written by Sir Philip Francis. Temple Bar.

II. intrans. To perform the act of writing;
write. [Rare.]
Think what an accomplished man he would be who

could read well, handwrite well, talk well, speak well,
and who should have good manners. Helps.

handwriting (hand'ii"ting), n. [< Jtand + writ-

ing. Cf. handwrit. Equiv. to manuscript and
chirography.] 1. The cast or form of writing
peculiar to each hand or person ; chirography ;

penmanship. 2. That which is written by
hand; manuscript.

Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances. Col. ii. 14.

hand-wrought (hand 'rat), a. [< ME. (not
found), < AS. handicorht (= Goth, handu-

waurhty), < hand, hand, + worht, wrought, q. v.]
Made with the hands. Also hand-worked.

handy (han'di), a. [A mod. form, reverting to
the orig. vowel of hand, of the earlier hendy, q. v. ]

If. Performed by the hand
;
manual.

Often it chanceth that a handycraftsman doth so ear-

nestly bestow his vacant and spare hours in learning, and
through diligence so proflteth therein, that he is taken
from his handy occupation, and promoted to the company
of the learned.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 4.

He holdeth himselfe a gentellman, and therupon scorn-
eth eftsones to woorke, or use any handye labour.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. Skilful in using the hands ; performing with
skill or readiness ; dexterous ; adroit.

" Have I ... made a good choice of an attendant for

you in Alice Wood?" "You have, indeed. She is teach-
able and handy." Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxi.

Fact was, I was pretty handy round house ; and she
used to save up her broken things and sich till I come
round in the fall ; and then I'd mend 'em up, and put the
clock right, and split her up a lot o' kindlings, and board

up the cellar-windows, and kind o' make her sort o' com-
fortable. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 29.

3. Marked by readiness or dexterity; deft;
facile.

I am glad that they [Italians] at least work in old-world,
awkward, picturesque ways, and not in commonplace,
handy, modern fashion. Howelli, Venetian Life, xx.

Local names were originally imposed in a handy local
manner. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 169.

Used to being under fire, and handy in the use of wea-
pons. The American, XII. 214.

4. Suited to the use of the hand
; ready to the

hand; convenient; timely: as, my books are

very handy; this is a handy tool.

The instrument ... for cutting down corn in Germany
is much more handy and expeditious . . . than the sickle
used in England. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cviii.

My bandanna handkerchief one of six beauties given
to me by my lady was handy in my pocket.

W. Collins, The Moonstone, I. 34.

It might a been an accident, and then agin it might
not

;
. . . but ye see how 'mazin' handy for him it hap-

pened ! H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 50.

\Handy in composition, in some words formed in imita-
tion of handyicork, handiwork, is a variant of hand. See
following entries. ]=Syn. 2. Expert, clever,

handy-billy (han'di-bil"i), n. 1. Naut., same
as watch-tackle. 2. A portable force-pump on
trucks.

handyblowt (han'di-bl6);
n. [< hand + blow3 .

The y is inserted in imitation of handuwork,
handiwork.] A blow or stroke with the hand.
Those enemies which could not come to handyblows shot

arrows at us, with which I might have been hurt.

Hymen's Produdia (1658).

Both parties now were drawn so close
Almost to come to handyblows.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ill. 490.



handybook

handybook (han'di-buk), n. A small book for

special reference ;
a manual

;
a handbook.

Handbooks, or handybnoks, may be designed or used in

two different ways. Athenaeum, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 522.

handycuff, . See handicuff.

handy-dandy (han'di-dan'di), n. [< ME. liumi//-

dandy; a compound, varied for the rime, of hand
+ dandle.] 1. A play of children in which some-

thing, as a pebble or a coin, is shaken between
the hands of one, while another guesses which
hand it is retained in.

See how yon' justice rails upon yon' simple thief. Hark
in thine ear : Change places, and, handy-dandy, which is

the justice, which is the thief? Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

Neither cross and pile, nor ducks and drakes, are quite
so ancient as handy-dandy.
Arbuthnot, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 506.

Hence 2f. A bribe paid secretly.
Tho was Wrong a-fered Wysdome he by-souhte ;

On men of lawe Wrong lokede and largelich hem profrede.
And for to haue of here help handy-dandy payede.

Piers Plowman (C), v. 68.

handy-fightt (han'di-fit), n. [< hand + fight.
The y is inserted, as in handyblow. etc.] A
fight with the fists

;
a boxing-match ;

a hand-
to-hand fight.

Castor his horse, Pollux loves handy-fights.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

handy-framet (han'di-fram), n. [< hand +
frame. The y is inserted in imitation of handy-
work, handiwork.'] Handiwork.

Say, is your god like this, whom you ador'd,
Or is this god like to your handy-frame ?

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, xvi.

handygripet (han'di-grip), . [Var. of hand-

gripe, in imitation of handyblow, etc.] A gripe
or seizure with the hand

; also, close fighting.
The mastiffs, charging home,

To blows and handygripes were come.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 80.

handylabort (han'di-la'bor), . [< hand +
labor. The y is inserted iii imitation of handy-
work, handiwork.] Manual labor; the work of

one's hands.
Robert Abbat of Molisime . . . perswaded his owne dis-

ciples to live with their handylabour, to leave Tithes and
Oblations unto the Priests that served in the Diocese.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, ii. 110.

handy-man (han'di-man), n. A man employed
to do various kinds of work

;
a general-utility

man
; specifically, a skilled laborer who serves

as assistant to a mechanic or artisan.

It [a saying] is often heard among labourers, handy-men,
and artisans. N. and Q., 7th ser., HI. 614.

handystroket (han'di-strok), n. [< hand +
stroke. The y is inserted, as in handyblow.] A
blow or stroke with the hand

;
a handyblow.

At handie strokes (when they ioyne battell) they are ac-

counted farre better men then the Russe people.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 487.

But when we came to handy-strokes, as often
As I lent blows, so often I gave wounds,
And every wound a death.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 2.

handyworkt, . See handiwork.
hane '

(han), c. See hain.

hane2
t,

An obsolete variant of khan?.

hang (hang), v.
; pret. and pp. hung or hanged

(the latter obsolete except in sense 2), ppr.
hanging. [In mod. E. hang (dial, also hing,

heng, formerly also hank) are mixed two orig.
distinct forms: (1) Hang, weak verb (pret. and
pp. hanged), prop, intr., < ME. hangen, hongen,
hangien, hongien (pret. hanged, hangede, hong-
ede, pp. hanged, honged), prop, intr., but also

tr., < AS. hangian, hongian (pret. hangode, hong-
ode, pp. *hangod not found), only intr., hang,
be suspended, depend, = OS. hangon, intr., =
OFries. hangia, hingia, North Fries, hangen,
hingen, intr. and tr., = T>. hangen, intr. and
tr., = MLG. hangen = OHG. hangen, MHG.
hangen, intr. (of. OHG. MHG. hengen, also

henken, G. hangen, also henken, tr., hang), =
Icel. hengja, tr., = Sw. hanga, intr. and tr.,= Dan. hosnge, intr. and tr. : a secondary
verb, from the next. (2) Hang (this pres.
from the pp., or from pres. of preceding), orig.
strong verb (pret. and pp. hung, the mod. pret.
being taken from the pp., and this representing
ME. honge for hongen, hangen), prop, tr., < ME.
hangen (this pres. as in mod. pres. ; pret. heng,
hing, pi. hengen, hingen, pp. hangen, hongen,
honge, ihonge), tr. and intr., < AS. lion (pret.
heng, pi. hengon, pp. hangen), only tr., = OS.
"hdhan, only in comp. pp. bi-hangan = OFries.

hua, tr., = MLG. han = OHG. hahan, tr., MHG.
haheii, tr. and intr., G. hanyen (pret. hieng, hing,
pp. gehangen), intr., = Icel. hanga (pret. hekk,
pp. hanginn), intr., = Goth, hahan (pret. re-
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dupl. (iis-)haihan,pp. (at-)hahans), strong verb,

tr., hang, but found in the simple form only in

the sense of 'cause to hesitate, leave in doubt,'
in comp. at-hahan, let hang, let down, us-hahan,

hang (by the neck), also weak verb (pret. ha-

haida), intr., be attentive, hanker (to hear; cf.

'hang on one's words'). The AS. han, Goth.

hahan, etc., are contr. from orig.*Aow/in, which

agrees in form, as the words, esp. the Goth.,

agree partly in sense, with L. cunctari (a freq.

form), hesitate, delay, Skt. / gank, hesitate,
doubt ; but the supposed connection is doubt-

ful; the lit. and simple meaning 'hang' (intr.)

would naturally be oldest. The phonetic his-

tory of hang is similar to that of fang, q. v.] I.

trans. 1. To fasten or attach so as to be sup-

ported from above and not from below; sus-

pend.
In thy temple I wol my baner honge,
And alle the arrnes of my compainye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1552.

I must go seek some dew-drop here,
And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.

Shak., M. N. D., it 1.

All instruments belonging to the Vintage were there

[in the temple of Bacchus], some of gold, others of slluer,

hanged up, sacred to Dionysius.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 457.

The lockes of haire with their skinnes he hanged on a

line betwixt two trees. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 145.

2. To suspend by the neck or by the limbs to

a gibbet or cross : a mode of capital punish-
ment. [In this sense hanged is still used both

as preterit and as past participle, especially in

legal phraseology.]
For that Cros, that is in Cypre, is the Cros in the whiche

Dysmas the gode Theef was honged onne.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 10.

They're to be hang'd all in a row.
Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 286).

Suppose he should have hung himself. B. Jonson.

That thieves are hanged in England I thought no reason

why they should not be shot in Otaheite.

Cook, Voyages, i. 14.

[Hence used as a colloquial imprecation or minced exple-
tive : as, hang it all !

Your love's enough for me. Money ! hang money !

Let me preserve your love.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Hang business hang care; let it live and prosper
among the men. Steele, Lying Lover, L 1. 1

3. To suspend in such a manner as to allow of

free motion on the point or points of suspen-
sion: said of a door, a gate, a window-blind,
and the like.

The gates and the chambers they renewed, and hanged
doors upon them. 1 Mac. iv. 67.

4. To cover, furnish, or decorate by anything
suspended or attached : followed by with before
the object suspended or attached: as, to hang a
room with paper or lincrusta.

He is so hung with pikes, halberds, petronels, calivers.

and muskets, that he looks like a justice-of-peace's hall.

B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 2.

There's nothing that I cast mine eyes upon,
But shews both rich and admirable ; all the rooms
Are hung as if a princess were to dwell here.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 6.

The rooms [at Venice] are generally hung urith gilt lea-

ther, which they cover on extraordinary occasions with

tapestry, and hangings of greater value.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bonn), I. 388.

5. To bend or turn downward ;
hold in a droop-

ing attitude : as, to hang the head.

An ass is no great statesman in the beasts' common-
wealth, though he ... hang the lip like a cap-case half

open. Nash (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 501).

When I frown, they hang their most dejected heads,
Like fearful sheep-hounds.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

The chearful Birds no longer sing,
Each drops his Head, and hangs his wing.

Prior, To Cloe Weeping.

6. To hold in a state of suspense or inaction;
stop the movement or action of: as, to hang
a jury. See phrase below. 7. To fasten the
blade of to the handle at an angle: said of a

scythe, a hoe, etc.

Danielwasputtomowing. . . . He complained to his fa-

ther that his scythe was not hung right. Various attempts
were made to hang it better, but with no success. His
father told him at length, he might han'j it to suit him-
self ; and he therefore hung it upon a tree, and said :

"
There, that's just right."

Lanman, Daniel Webster, p. 20.

8. To get fast; catch. [Southern U. S.]
A little after, Jake hung his toe in a crack of the floor,

and nearly fell. Georgia Scenes, p. 17.

To hang a boat, in Canada, to keep a boat (as in oyster-
dredging) in place without tying by means of a pole thrust
in the mud, the pole being held in the hand or the boat

being pressed against it by the tide. To hang a Jury, to

prevent a jury from finding a verdict, as a juror may do

hang
by refusing to agree with the others : generally implying
an unreasonable or corrupt refusal. To hang down, to

let fall below the usual r proper position; bow down; de-

cline : as, to hang tlirn the head.

Drows'd, and hung their eyelids down.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

To hang, draw, and quarter, to execute (a condemned

person)by hanging himTo a gibbet, cutting him down while
still alive, disemboweling, and then cutting the body into

pieces, which were sometimes sent dispersed to the places
where the offenses were committed, in attestation of the

punishment. This savage mode of execution was com-
mon in the middle ages. In course of time execution-

ers often mercifully delayed the cutting down till the suf-

ferer was dead; and the law was finally modified by mak-

ing the sentence prescribe hanging till dead, and without
maltreatment of the corpse. To hang fire, to be slow in

communicating fire through the vent to the charge : said

of a gun or its projectile; hence, to be irresolute or slow
in acting.

Such shots which hangfire ought never to be approached
until quite a lapse of time.

Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 166.

To hang in effigy. See effigy. to bang out. (a) To
suspend In open view ; display : as, to hang out false colors.

Hang out our banners on the outer walls.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 6.

(b) To suspend in the open air, as washed clothes, to dry.

The maid was in the garden hanging out the clothes.
Mother Goose rime.

To hang out the red flag. See red flag, under ftag%.

To hang up. (a) To suspend, as to something fixed on

high.
What heathen would have dar'd

To strip Jove's statue of his oaken wreath,
And hang it up in honour of a man ?

Cowper, Task, vi. 641.

(b) To hold in suspense ; keep or suffer to remain unde-
cided : as, to hang up a question in debate. To hang up
meat, in hunting, to kill game : from thepractice of hang-
ing up game after it has been killed. [Colloq., U. 8.) To
hang up one's hat. See han.

II. in trans. 1 . To be suspended ;
be supported

or held in place, wholly or partly, by something
above, as a curtain, or at one side, as a door;

dangle; depend; droop: as, the door Jiangs

badly ; the folds of her shawl hung gracefully.
And fyry Phebus ryseth up so brighte, . . .

And with his stremes dryeth in the greves
The silver dropes, hongyng on the leeves.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 688.

In that Tabernacle ben no Wyndowes : but it is alle

made lighte with Lampes, that hangen before the Sepulcre.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 76.

His bugle-horn hung by his side,
All in a wolf-skin baldric tied.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 16.

2. To be suspended by the neck ; suffer death

by hanging.
If I hang, I'll make a fat pair of gallows : for if I hang,

old Sir John hangs with me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 1.

The hungry judges soon the sentence sign,
And wretches hang that jurymen may dine.

Pope, R, of the L., iii. 22.

3. To bend forward or downward ;
lean or in-

cline.

His neck obliquely o'er his shoulders hung,
Press'd with the weight of sleep that tames the strong !

Pope, Odyssey, ix.

Heavily hangs the broad sunflower
Over its grave i' the earth so chilly.

Tennyson, A Spirit Haunts the Last Year's Bowers.

San Francisco hangs over the edge of its chiefest bay,
like the oriole balancing on the crest of his long pocket
nest. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 4.

Hence 4. To depend; be dependent upon or

be supported by something else : with on or by :

as, his life hangs on the judge's decision.

Thereby hangs a tale. Shak., M. W. of W., L 4.

Let him retire a while ; there's more hangs by it

Than you know yet. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

5. To hold fast; cling; adhere.

What though about her speech there hung
The accents of the mountain tongue ?

Scott, L. of the L., i. 18.

The shadow still the same ;

And on my heavy eyelids
My anguish hangs like shame.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi.

6. To hover ; impend ;
be imminent.

What dangers at any time are imminent, what evils hang
over our heads, God doth know and not we.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, v. 41.

On the stream the mist still hangs.
M. Arnold, Empedocles.

A light breeze seems rather to tremble and hang poised
than to blow. G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 733.

7. To be in suspense ; rest uncertainly ;
vacil-

late; waver; hesitate; falter: as, to hang be-
tween two opinions ;

to hang in doubt, or in the
balance. See phrases below.

He hangs between, in doubt to act or rest.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 7.

8. To be held in suspense ;
suffer check or de-

lay.
The little business which you left in my hands is now

dispatched ;
if it have hung longer than you thought, it
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might serve for Just excuse, that these small things make
as many steps to their end ... as greater.

Donne, Letters, i.

I am one of them who value not a Courtesy that hang*
long betwixt the Fingers. Howell, Letters, I. v. 18.

A noble stroke he lifted high,
Which hung not. Miltiiu, I'. L., vl. 190.

She thrice essay'd to speak ; her accents hung,
And funlt'ring dy'd unflnish'd on her tongue.

Dryden.
9. To linger ;

loiter.

Leue of sone and fiyng noghte to hinge thare-appone.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 37.

I waited for the train at Coventry ;

I hung with grooms and porters on the bridge,
To watch the three tall spires. Tennyson, Godiva.

So on that eve about the church they hung,
And through the open door heard fair things sung.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 282.

10. To slope; have a steep declivity: Chang-
ing grounds.

All these, and what the woods can yield,
The hanging mountain or the field,
I freely offer. Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

11. To come to a standstill; fail to agree: as,
the jury hung, and the man got a new trial.

Bartlett, Americanisms. [U. S.] 12. To bal-

ance: as, the gun /(m/s well Hanging bridge, (a)
See bridge. (6) An inverted or suspended fire-bridge in a
steam-boiler furnace. It is sometimes hollow and con-
nected with the water-space of the boiler. Hanging
buttress, cutter, gale, garden, sleeve, wall, etc. See
the nouns. Hanging Bide. Same as hantring wall

Shich
see, under wall). Hang lagt, let the last man be

anged ; devil take the hindmost.

Culig. Fly, gentlemen, fly ! . . . haveye a mind to have

your fidles

Broke about your pates ?

Fidler. Not we ! we thank ye.

Colig. Bang lag, hang lag ! The Villain (1663).

The goose hangs high. See goose. To hang back, to

hesitate ; be reluctant to proceed.

Mrs. Meyrick wanted to lead her to a seat, but, again
hanging back gently, the poor weary thing spoke.

Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xviii.

To hang by geometry!. See geometry. To hang by
the eyelids, (ff) See ej/clid. (b) Naut., to be in a neg-
lected or dilapidated condition, as a vessel whose rigging
is uncared for, whose rope-ends are frayed, and on which
everything is untidy. To hang in doubt, to be in a
state of suspense or uncertainty.

Thy life shall hang in doubt before thee, and thou shalt

fear day and night, and shalt have none assurance of thy
life. Deut. xxviii. 66.

To hang in the balance, to be in doubt or suspense : as,

his Itiehung in the balance.

A Scepticke in Religion is one that hangs in the ballance

with all sorts of opinions, whereof not one but stirreshim

and none swayes him.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Scepticke in Religion.

To hang Off. (a) To let go : the opposite of to hang on.

Hang o/, thou cat, thou burr: vile thing, let loose;
Or I will shake thee from me, like a serpent.

Shak., M. N. D., Hi. 2.

(b) To refuse or delay compliance; hang back; hold off.

To hang on or upon. I. [On or upon, prep.] (a) To
cling fondly to: as, to hang upon one's neek. (b) To weigh
upon; oppress.

Most heavenly music !

It nips me unto listening, and thick slumber

Hangs upon mine eyes : let me rest.

ShaJc., Pericles, v. 1.

Though I have walked but four miles this morning, yet
I begin to be weary ; yesterday's hunting hangg still upon
me. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 65.

Life hangs upon me and becomes a burden.

Addition, Cato, iii. 1.

(c) To depend or rest upon ; rely upon.

On these two commandments hang all the law and the

prophets. Mat. xxii. 40.

How wretched
Is that poor man that hangs on princes' favours !

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Then thus I take my leave, kissing your hand,
And hanging on your royal word.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, v. 3.

(d) To regard with close attention or passionate admira-
tion.

What though I be not so in grace as you,
So hung upon with love, so fortunate !

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.

He would, with decent superiority, look upon himself
as orator before the throne of grace, for a crowd, who hang
upon his words. Steele, Guardian, No. 65.

II. [On, adv.] (a) To persist; be importunate; con-
tinue tediously : as, office-seekers hang on to the last ;

the lawsuit still ham/x on. (b) Want., to hold fast without
belaying. To hang out, to lodge or reside : in allusion
to the custom of hanging out a sign or "shingle" to indi-
cate one's shop and business. [Slang.]
"
I say, old boy, where do you hang out ?

"
Mr. Pickwick

replied that he was at present suspended at the George
and Vulture. Dickens, Pickwick, xxx.

I've found two rooms at Chelsea, not many hundred
yards from my mother and sisters, and I shall soon be
ready to hang out there.

George Eliot, Daniel Derouda, xxxvii.
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To hang over, to project over, as the roof of a house.
To hang together. () To hold together ; keep body
and soul together ;

be mutually sustaining.

Mrs. Page. Is she [your wife] at home?
ford. Ay ; and as idle as she may hang together, for

want of company. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 2.

As poor as he can hang together. George Eliot.

When Hancock, after the signing of the Declaration of

Independence, urged upon the signers the necessity of

union, saying,
" We must all hang together,"

"
Yes," said

Franklin,
" or we shall all hang separately."

J. S. Hart, Rhetoric, p. 204.

(6) To be consistent in details
; agree in all parts : as, the

story does not hang together.

Mark how well the sequel hangs together.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 6.

hang (hang), n. [= G. hang, declivity, slope, in-

clination, propensity, = Dan. hang, bent, bias,
inclination

;
from the verb.] 1 . A slope or de-

clivity ; degree of slope or inclination : as, the

hang of a roof or a terrace. 2. The way in

which a thing hangs : as, the hang of a skirt or
of a curtain. 3. In ship-building, the curva-
ture of a plank concave on its lower edge when
bent to the frame of a ship. If the curve is

convex on the lower edge, it is called sny. 4.

Naut., same as rake. 5. A clump of weeds
hanging together. Davies. [Eng.]

It might be a hassock of rushes ; a tuft of the great
water-dock ; a dead dog ; one of the hangs with which the
club-water was studded, torn up and stranded.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxv.

6. A crop of fruit. [Prov. Eng.] 7. General
bent or tendency: as, the hang of a discourse.

8. The mode in which one thing is connected
with another, or in which one part of a thing is

connected with another part: as, the hang of
a scythe. 9. The precise manner of doing or

using something: as, to get the hang of a new
implement; to lose the hung of it. [Colloq.]
Beset as he has been on all sides, he could not refrain

[from writing], and would only imprecate patience till he
shall again have got the hang (as he calls it) of an ac-

complishment long disused.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 6.

There's something we haven't got the hang of.

S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 173.

hangable (hang'a-bl), a. [< hang, v., + -able.]
1. Capable of being or liable to be hanged.
By Acts of Parliament and Statutes made in the reign

of Henry VIII. and his two daughters, all those people
calling themselves Bohemians or Egyptians are hangable
as felons at the age of 14 years.

Misson, Travels in England (trans.), p. 122.

2. Involving hanging as a punishment: as, a

hangable offense.

hangbird (hang'b6rd), . 1. An American
oriole of the family Icterido? and subfamily
Icterinm: so called from its pensile purse-like
nest. The Baltimore oriole, Icterus galbula, and the
orchard oriole, /. spuriun, are the best-known hangbirds.
Also called hangneit and hanging-bird. See cut under
oriole.

The hang-bird sang his ditty o'er and o'er.

Bryant, October, 1866.

2. Some other bird which builds a hanging
nest.

hangbyt (hang'bi), n. A dependent ; a hanger-
on : so called in contempt.

Enter none but the ladies and their hangbyes;
Welcome beauties and your kind shadow.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

hang-choice (hang'chois), . The position of
a person who is compelled to choose between
two evils. [Scotch.]

I hope St. Patrick sung better than Blattergowl's pre-
centor, or it would be hang-choice between the poet and
the psalmist. Scott, Antiquary, xxx.

hangdog (hang'dog), n. and a. [< hang, v., +
obj. dog.] I. n. A degraded and sneaking fel-

low, fit only to be a hangman of dogs. Con-

greve.
II. a. Of or pertaining to such a person; hav-

ing a base or sneaking appearance : as, a hang-
dog look or gait.

hanger (hang'er), n. [(= G. hanger and hanger= Dan. hanger, cable-end, pendant) ;
< hang +

-w1.] 1. One who hangs anything; one whose
occupation is to hang something: as, a bell-

hanger; a p&per-hanger. 2. One who hangs
persons, or inflicts the penalty of hanging; a
hangman.
He [Sir Miles Fleetwood] was a very severe hanger of

highwaymen. Aubrey, Anecdotes, II. 351.

3. That which hangs or is suspended ; specifi-

cally, a hanging or sloping wood or grove.
The high part to the south-west ... is divided into

a shetp down, the high wood, and a long hanging wood,
called the Hanger..

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, i.

hanging
The young larches among the hillside hangers are revel-

ling in the exquisite and tender freshness of verdure which
larches alone can exhibit.

G. Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 13.

4. A short cut-and-thrust sword, especially one
worn by seamen and travelers.

I clothed myself in my best apparel, girded on my
hanger, stuck my pistols loaded in my belt.

Smollett, Roderick Random.

5. That from which something is hung or sus-

pended.
On pulling the hanger of a bell, the great door opened.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 225.

Specifically (o) A support for a line of shafting, consisting
of a box for holding the shafting, an oiling device, etc.,
and supported by a bracket, by aims fixed to the ceiling,
or on legs which rest on the floor. The term includes the
whole apparatus, supports and all, whatever their shape.
(b) The lower part of the heddle of a loom, (c) A chain
or bent rod on which a pot or kettle is hung in the open
fireplace of old-fashioned kitchens, by means of the pot-
hook : hence used humorously in the phrase pothooks and
hangers, the characters made by children in their first at-

tempts to write.

To hang as the pots doe uppon their hangers.
Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608X p. 186.

As most of the council were but little skilled in the
mystery of combining pot-hooks and hangers, they de-
termined most judiciously not to puzzle either themselves
or posterity with voluminous records.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 136.

Hanger stood for the stroke with a double curve, as in

the last part of m and n, as well as in K. P. D. E.'s p's and
h's. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. S18.

(</) The arrangement of straps by which, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, the rapier was hung from the
belt : an appendage often made elaborate and ornamental.

Six French rapiers and poignards, with their assigns, as

girdle, hangers, and so. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Mens swords in hangers hang fast by their side,
Their stirrops hang when as they use to ride.

John Taylor, Works (1630), ii. 133.

(e) In tailoring, the loop or strap by which a coat or other
garment is hung on a peg.
6. In lace-making, one of those bobbins which
lie straight down the cushion, as distinguished
from the worker-bobbins, which are moved from
side to side. Diet, ofNeedlework. 7. The great
seaweed, Laminaria digitata. The stem is woody,
from 2 to 6 feet in length and from half an inch to nearly
2 inches in diameter. The frond is 6 or 8 feet in length
and 2 feet broad, and olivaceous brown in color. When
young the stems are sometimes eaten. It was once largely
used in the manufacture of glass, supplying the alkali, hut
has now been superseded. It is also used for making han-
dles for knives, for fuel, and for manure by the Highland-
ers. Also called tangle, sea-girdle, sea-sta/, and sea-wand.
See Laminaria. [Eng.] Ball-and-socket hanger. See
balli. Expanding hanger, a support for a steam-radia-
tor so arranged as to allow the radiator to move when ex-

panded by heat. Pothooks and hangers. See def. 5(c).

hanger-board (hang'er-bord), n. A board for

supporting electric are-lamps, by means of
which easy connection is made between the

poles of the lamp and the line-circuit.

Electrical connection between the conducting-wires
and lamps must be made through a suitable hanger-board.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XII. 8.

hanger-on (hang'er -on'), n. ; pi. hangers-on
(-erz-on'). 1. One who hangs upon a person,
company, etc.

;
one who clings to the society of

others longer than he is wanted
;
a dependent ;

a parasite.
Grief is an impudent guest,

A follower every where, a hanger^m
That words nor blows can drive away.
Fletcher (and another\ Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

He wanted to be a guide and hanger-on, and I had a
young and healthy horror of all such impedimenta.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 78.

2. In coal-mining, the man who runs the cars
or trams on to the cages and gives the signal
to hoist. [Eng.]
hanging (hang'ing), n. and a. [< ME. hang-
ynge; verbal n. of hang, v."] I. n. 1. The act
of suspending, or the state of being suspended.
Specifically 2. Suspension by the neck; par-
ticularly, capital punishment by suspension
with strangulation, by means of a rope with
a noose at one end which is placed about the

neck, the other end being attached to a beam.
Stand fast, good fate, to his hanging .' . . . If he be not

born to be hanged, our case is miserable.

Shak., Tempest, i. 1.

3. That which hangs or is pendent. Specifically
(a) A piece of textile fabric, such as tapestry, used to

cover in part the wall of a room, or as a curtain at a door
or window.

My poor wife hath been . . . fitting the new hangings
of our bed-chamber of blue, and putting the old red ones
into my dressing-room. Pepys, Diary, II. 347.

Don't look with that violent and inflexible wise Face,
like Solomon at the dividing of the Child in an old Tap-
estry Hanging. Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 5.

(b) pi. The material with which the walls of a room are

draped or covered, including even paper which is pasted
upon them, as in the term paper-hangings. See arms',
tapestry, and curtain.
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It [the dagoba] probably was originally plastered and

painted, or may have been adorned with hanging*, which
some of the sculptured representations would lead us to

suppose WAS the usual mode of ornamenting these altars.

J. Fergusmn, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 119.

(c)rf. The sloping side of a hill. Wright. [Prov. Eng.]

II. a. 1. Requiring or deserving punishment
by the halter.

It's a hanging matter to touch a penny's worth of them.
O. A. Sola, The Ship-Chandler.

2. Suggesting or forebodingdeath by the halter.

Yet, now I think on 't, 'a has a kind of dog-look
Like my brother ; a guilty hanging face.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iv. 4.

3f. Unfixed; floating.
Some of the Inhabitants are of opinion that the land

there is hollow and hanging ; yea, and that, as the waters

rise, the same also is heaved up.
Holland, tr. of Camdcn's Britain, p. 690.

hanging-bird (hang'ing-berd), ii. Same as

li(tti</l>i>'(1, 1.

hanging-guard (hang' ing -giird), n. Milit., a
defensive position with the broadsword.

hanging-moss (hang'ing-mds), n. A name
for certain lichens of the genera Vsnea and
Cladonia, particularly the former, from their

habit of hanging in long fringes from the limbs
of trees, etc. See Vsnea. The name is also some-
times given to the long moss or black moss of the south-
ern United States, Tillandxia wmeoiden, which has a sim-
ilar habit, but is a phcenogamous plant. See Titlandttia.

hanging-needle (hang'ing-ne"dl), . A spe-
cial form or size of needle, of wood or metal,
used to hang the web of a fishing-net to the
cork-line and foot-line

;
a seine-needle.

hanging-pear (hang'ing-par), . A variety of

pear that ripens about the end of September.
hanging-post (hang'ing-post), w. That post of

a door-frame to which the hinges of the door
are fixed. The other is the shutting-post.

hanging-Stile (hang'ing-stil), n. In a door,
the stile to which the hinges are secured.

hanging-tie (hang'ing-ti), n. In building, a tie

supported by a strap connected with a collar-

beam above.

hanging-tool (hang'ing-tol), n. A tool having
a bent portion which fits over the tool-rest of

a metal-turning lathe to keep it in position.
Also called finishing-tool and springing-tnol.

hangle (hang'gl), . [< hang, v., + -le (-el),

equiv. to -erl . Cf. hanger.] 1. A hook in a

chimney for slinging a pot; a hanger. [Prov.
Eng. ] 2. A form of hanger by which the scab-
bard of a sword was suspended, attached not

necessarily to the girdle, but sometimes to two

rings fastened to the cuirass at its bottom edge,
one over the left hip, the other near the middle
of the back.

hangman (haug'man), n.; pi. hangmen (-men).
[< late ME. hangeman.] One who hangs an-

other; a public executioner: sometimes used

merely as a term of reproach.
Do anything hut this thon doest. . . .

Serve by indenture to the common hangman.
Shak., Pericles, iv. fi.

He hath twice or thrice cut Cupid's bowstring, and the
little hangman dare not shoot. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 2.

The fear o' hell 's a hangman'* whip,
To haud the wretch in order.

Burns, To a Young Friend.

Hangman's day, a day appointed for executions by hang-
ing, usually Friday in the United States and Monday in

England.

hangmanship (hang'man-ship), n. [< hangman
+ -ship.] The office or character of a hang-
man.

I abominate and detest hangmanthip. Landor.

hangment (hang'ment), n. [< ME. hangment; <

/ia</ + ->nent.] Hanging; suspension. Prompt.
Parr To play the hangment, to be much enraged.
HaUiuxU. [<orth. Eng.)

hangnail (hang'nal), n. [Regarded as hang +
nail, which suits the sense given ;

but the word
is historically an accom. of angnail (AS. ang-
n<egl), corruptly agnail: see agnail.] A small

separate piece of hard, partly detached epider-
mis at the root or side of a nail. Hangnails
often persistently renew themselves after they
are cut.

hang-nest (hang'nest), n. and a. I. w. 1. A
pensile, pendulous, or hanging nest. 2. A
hangbird or hanging-bird. [In this sense bet-
ter as hangnest.]

II. a. Building a hanging nest: an epithet
applied to sundry hangbirds.
hang-net (hang'net), n. A net with a large
mesh.

hangwitet, [A legal term, quoted as AS.
in Latin documents of Edward the Confessor

(hangwite, htengewitc, once each) and William
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the Conqueror (henwite, for hengwite, as in the

AF. version), meaning in the latter instance,
and prob. in the former instances, a fine for al-

lowing a criminal to escape from prison. The
proper AS. form would be *heit<i<'iticiti- (it could
not be "kangicitc), < hengcn, prison, confinement

(prob. at first in stocks or pillory), also a cross,
a gibbet, and, abstractly, hanging (= OS. heng-

inna, hanging on the cross) (< AON, pp. liungi-n.

S.hang), -I- wife, fine, penalty. Cf. A
icitiiHng, the penalty of imprisonment, impris-

onment.] In Anglo-Saxon laic, a fine for allow-

ing a prisoner to escape from custody. [Other-
wise explained as a fine for having hanged a
thief without judgment, but this is doubtful.

See etymology.]
hang-worm (hang'werm), n. Same as drofi-

worm (Ii).

hang-worthyt (hang'wer'THi), a. Deserving
death by hanging.

Rebels, whose naughty minds could not trust so much
to the goodnesse of their prince as to lay their hang-worthy
neckes upon the constancy of his promised pardon.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

hanif (ha-nef), n. [Ar. hanif, orthodox: cf.

handfi.] One who, before the appearance of

Mohammed, was disinclined to idolatry and

expectant of a new religion : especially applied
to Abraham in the Koran

; hence, also, one
sincere in the faith of Islam.

I [Abraham] have turned my face to Him who originated
the heaven and the earth, as a hanif, and I am not of the
idolaters.

Koran, quoted in Hughes's Diet, of Islam, p. 102.

Hanifite, n. and a. Same as Hanafite.
hanifltism (han'i-ti-tizm), . [< Hanifite +
-ism.] The doctrine or beliefs held by the ha-
nifs. See hanif.

Hanifltism was remarkably widely diffused among them
[men ot Medina], and at the same time there were move-
ments of expectation of a new religion, perhaps even of
an Arabian Messiah, who should found it.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 551.

hank 1
(hangk), . [ME. only in verb hanken,

fetter
; < Icel. honk (gen. hankar), a hank, coil,

skein, hanki, the hasp of a chest, pulleys or
blocks for brailing up a sail, = Sw. hank, a

string, tie-band, rowel, = Dan. hank, handle,
ear (Norw., hank, ring), = G. dim. henkel, han-

dle, ear, ring, hook; closely connected with
Icel. hangr, a hank, coil, hang, the coil of a

snake, being from the verb hang, Icel. hanga,
etc. Cf. hanker.] 1. A skein or coil of yarn or
thread

;
more particularly, a definite length of

yarn, thread, silk, or the like bound up in one
or more skeins. A hank of cotton yarn is 840

yards; a hank of linen yarn is 3,000 yards.
2. A string; a tie

;
a clasp; a hold; a collar,

chain, ring, or other means of fastening.
An old native fisherman, however, brought up a hank

of very small anfl uninviting fishes after them.
W. II. KuMcIl, Diary in India, II. 132.

Is it known what was the fourth pendant [of a bracelet],
of which the silver hank only now remains?

JV. and Q., 7th ser., V. 153.

Specifically 3. Nant., a ring of wood or iron

(formerly of rope) fastened round a fore-and-
aft stay, and having the head of a jib or stay-
sail seized to it. Iron hanks are used on wire

stays, and wooden ones on rope stays.
A longdrawn cry and a rattling of hank* announce that

the flying-jib has come in.

S. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 410.

4. A withy or rope for fastening a gate. [Lo-
cal, Eng.] 5. A handle. [Prov. Eng.]
Hank for hank (naut.\ in the same relative position :

said of two ships which tack and make progress together :

as, the Vulture and Mercury turned up the river hank for
hank, neither being able to get to windward of the other.

To get or have a hank on or upon one, or to have
one upon the hank, to get or have one entangled.

Others had no certainty of their holds, which were wont
to be let by copy for lives, or otherwise for years ; so that
their landlords might have them upon the hank at no time,
nor in any thing, to offend them.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1549.

For if you side for love or money
With crowns that have so oft undone ye,
The dev'l will get a hank upon ye.

Iludibrag Redivivus.

hank 1
(hangk), r. t. [< ME. hanken, fetter;

from the noun.] 1. To fasten by means of a

rope or cord
;
draw or compress tightly. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.] 2. [< hanki, .] To form
into hanks, as yarn.
hank2

t (hangk), . [Var. of hang. The same
change, ng to nk, occurs in OHG. MHG. G.

lii-iiken, hang, and in Icel. liihil:, hanki, E. hank1
,

q. v.] To hang.
The same bodye that hankyd upon the crosse.

J. Boper, Declaration of Christe, viii.

Hanoverian

hank8
(hangk), '. i. [Prob. shortened from

hanker.] Same as hanker. [Prov. Eng.]
hank3

(hangk), n. [Cf. hank*, v.] A habit or

practice.
Hankel's function. See function.
hanker (hang'kor), c. *'. [= D. hunkcren (for
"houkeren, *hakeren), hanker, long; cf. OD.
hengeJeti, hanker ; a freq. verb from hank?, var.
of hang, lit. 'keep hanging on or about.' Cf.
Icel. hanga, hang, hang on to, cleave to, Goth.
liiilnin (weak verb), be attentive, 'hanker' (to

hear, i. e., 'hang on one's words'): see hang.]
1. To long or yearn keenly and with uneasi-

ness; have an uneasy craving: usually followed

by after or for.
The wife is an old coquette, that is always hankri-iii'j

after the diversions of the town. Addison.

We cannot enjoy anything for hankering to know where-
of the pleasure consists. Emerson, Misc., p. 92.

Andromeda, by Perseus saved and wed,
Hankered each day to see the Gorgon's head.

D. O. Rotsetti, Aspecta Medusa.

2. To linger with expectation; hang about.

[Now only colloq.]
It cannot but be very dangerous for you to hanker here-

abouts. D. Stoket, Twelve Minor Prophets, p. 220.

He. . . seemed to be kinder hankerin' around after that

young woman. O. W. Holmes, The Professor, iv.

hankering (hang'ker-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

hanker, r.J An uneasy craving or longing to

possess or enjoy something.
As this is the last republic that fell under the subjection

of the Duke of Florence, so is it still supposed to retain

many hankering* after its ancient liberty.

Additon, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 490.

I doubt you have a little hankering there still.

Sheridan, The Duenna, 11. 4.

hankeringly (hang'ker-ing-li), adv. In a han-

kering manner.

hankey-pankey, . See hanky-panky.
hankie (hang'kl), v. t.; pret. and pp. haiikled,

ppr. hankling. [Freq. of hank 1
,
v. (.] To twist;

entangle. [Prov. Eng.]
hanksite (hangk'sit), . [After H. G. ffatikx

of San Francisco, at one time State mineralo-

gist of California.] A mineral consisting of

the sulphate and carbonate of sodium, found
in transparent whitish hexagonal crystals at

Borax lake in California.

hankus (hang'kus), n. Same as ankits. Cat.

of Indian Exhibition.

hank-worsted (hangk'wiis'ted), n. A kind of

yarn sold in skeins, especially intended for

knitting stockings and similar articles.

hanky-panky (hang'ki-pang'ki), n. [A rim-

ing imitation of the meaningless formulas of

jugglery. Ct. hocus-pocus, hoky-poky, etc.] Jug-
glery; trickery; legerdemain. Also spelled
hankey-pankey.
hannayite (han'a-It), n. [After Prof. J. B.

Hannay of Manchester, Eng.] A hydrous phos-

phate of ammonium and magnesium, occurring
in triclinic crystals in the guano of the Skipton
caves of Victoria in Australia.

Hannibalian (han-i-bal'ian), a. [< Hannibal

(see def.) + -tan.] Pertaining to Hannibal

(about 247-183 B. c.), the Carthaginian com-
mander against the Romans in the second Pu-
nic war.
As Professor Sellar observes, it is

"
freshly colored with

all the recent experience of the Hannibalian war."
Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 26.

Hannibalic (han-i-bal'ik), a. [< Hannibal +
-ic.] Same as Hannibalian.
When, after the Hannibalic war, the Bruttians fell

finally under the dominion of Rome.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 77.

Hanoverian (han-6-ve'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Hanover + -ian. Hanover, G. Hannover, means
'

high bank,' ult. < OHG. hoh, G. hoch (def. hoheti)
= D. hoog = E. high, + MHG. uofer, G. ufer =
D. oerer = AS. ofer, bank (cf. AS. Windles ofer,
E. Windsor).] I. a. Pertaining to or connect-
ed with Hanover, formerly an electorate of

northern Germany, later a kingdom, and since
1866 a province of Prussia: as, the Hanoverian

sovereigns of England.
Charles was not, like William and the princes of the

Hanoverian line, bound by community of interests and
dangers to the Parliament.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Hanoverian bit. See Wd. Hanoverian dynasty,
the present reigning family of Great Britain, descendants
of the electoress Sophia of Hanover, granddaughter of

James I., on whom the crown was entailed in 1701 by the

act of settlement, many nearer heirs being set aside be-

cause they were Roman Catholics. The first of the line

was George I., who came to the throne on the death of

Queen Anne in 1714. He and his successors were also elec-

tors and kings of Hanover until the accession in 1837 of

Queen Victoria, who was excluded by the Salic law prevail-



Hanoverian

Ing there, so that the Hanoverian crown passed to another
branch of the family.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Hanover. 2. In

English politics in the first part of the
eigh-

teenth century, an adherent of the Hanoverian

dynasty, as opposed to a Jacobite.

hanst, n. An obsolete form of /m. '.

Hansard (han'sard), . [< Hanse 1 + -ard.~\ A
merchant of one of the Hanse towns.

hanse1 (hans), n. and a. [< OF. hanse (ML.
Hansa), < MHO. hans, hanse (G. hanse, and, as

in ML., hansa), an association or corporation of

merchants, the Hanse league, < OHG. hansa =
AS. has = Goth, hansa, a band of men.] I. it.

1. A league; a confederacy; a society or com-
bination of merchants in mercantile towns, for

the protection and facility of trade and trans-

portation. In the middle ages French gilds
were called hanses.

In the north of Scotland there was an association of Free

Burghs, called the Hanse or Ansus. Eneyc. Brit., IV. 64.

Specifically 2. [cap.] The German Hanseatic

league.
II. a. [cop.] Pertaining to the Hanse or

German Hanseatic league : as, Hanse towns.

What fauoure the citizens of Colen, of Lubek, and of all

the Han*e-townes obtained of king Edward the first.

Hakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

Laws of the Hanse towns, the maritime ordinances of

the Hanseatic towns, first published in German at LUbeck
in 1597, and revised and enlarged in May, 1614.

hanse'^t, n. See hance%.

hanseatic (han-se-at'ik), . [< hanse1 + -at-ic.]

Pertaining to a 'hanse or league ; specifically

[cop.], pertaining or relating to the league of

the Hanse towns Hanseatic league, or the German
Hanse, or Hansa, a medieval confederation of cities of

northern Germany and adjacent countries, called the
Hanse towns, at one time numbering about ninety, with
affiliated cities in nearly all parts of Europe, for the pro-
motion of commerce by sea and land, and for its protec-
tion against pirates, robbers, and hostile governments.
At the height of its prosperity it exercised sovereign pow-
ers, made treaties, and often enforced its claims by arms
in Scandinavia, England, Portugal, and elsewhere. Its

origin is commonly dated from a compact between Ham-
burg and LUbeck in 1241, although commercial unions of

German towns had existed previously. The league held
triennial general assemblies, usually at LUbeck, its chief

seat ; and after a long period of decline, and attempts at

resuscitation, the last general assembly, representing six

cities, was held in 1669. The name was retained, however,
by the union of the free cities of LUbeck, Hamburg, and
Bremen, which are now members of the German empire.

hanse-house (hans'hous), n. Formerly, in Eng-
land, a house used by a corporation of mer-
chants for the display and sale of goods.

In some places in England there were hans-houses, which
were probably used as the headquarters of these great
sales or fairs, just as very many parishes used to have a
so-called "Church House" for public purposes.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 367, note.

The men of York had their Hanse-house ; the men of

Beverley should have their Hanse-house too.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 316.

hansel, n., a., and v. See handsel.

hanselinest, haynselynst, . pi. [ME., appar.
< OF. hamselin, hamcellin, hainselin, a sort of

long robe.] A sort of breeches. Also anselines.

Thise kutted sloppes or haynselyns.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

hanse-pott, A particular kind of pot.

Six hanse pots parcel gilt.

Inventory of Sir Thomas Ramsey, Archseologia, XL. 336.

hanshmant, n. An obsolete variant of hench-
man.
hansom (han'sum), . [An abbr. of hansom-cab."]
A low-hung two-wheeled hackney-carriage or
cabriolet much used in the large towns of Great

Britain, and recently introduced in some cities
of the United States. It holds two persons besides
the driver, who is mounted on a dicky or elevated seat
behind the body of the carriage, the reins being brought
over the top. It has folding half-doors in front and a
strong high dashboard.
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She did indeed glance somewhat nervously at the han-
som into which Lavender put her.

W. Black, Princess of Thule, x.

hansom-cab (han'sum-kab), n. [An abbrevia-

tion for "Hansom's patent safety cab": so call-

ed from the name of the inventor. The proper
name Hansom was originally a nickname : see

fawdMHM.] Same as hansom.
hant (hant), v. and . ATI obsolete or dialectal

form of haunt.

ha'n't (haut). [Also written lia'nt and hant;
in the United States commonly hain't, haint

(or even ain't, by confusion with ain't for am
not, are not, is wot).] A vulgar contraction of

have not or has not : as, I ha'n't, we ha'n't, he
ha'n't.

Then belike my Aunt han't din'd yet.

Conyreve, Way of the World, iii. 14.

hantle (han'tl), n. [With irreg. prefixed aspi-

rate, < Sw. Dan. antal, number, multitude, =
D. aantal, number, a great many, =MHG. anzal,
G. anzahl, number, quantity, multitude, < an-,

orig. and-, = E. and-, an-, as in answer, etc., +
Sw. Dan. D. tal = G. zahl, number, = E. tale:

see tote1.] A considerable number; a great

many ;
a great deal. [Scotch.]

I wanted for a hantle
A fair lady could gie.

LammUnn (Child's Ballads, III. 311).

He makes a hantle rout and din,
But brings but little woo'.

Poems in Buehan Dialect, p. 55.

hanty (han'ti), a. See haunty.
hanum (ha-no'm'), n. [Turk, khanum, lady.]
A title of respect given to ladies in Turkey,
equivalent to madam or Mrs.
Hanuman (han'ij-man), n. [Ski. lianuman, lit.

having a jaw (< hanu, jaw, = Gr. yevvc, jaw,
chin, = E. chin).} 1 . In Hindu myth., the name
of a fabulous monkey-god, the friend and ally
of Rama in the Ramayana, a noted Sanskrit

epic poem recounting the adventures of Rama.
Hence 2. [l.c."\ In zool., same as entellus.

hap 1
(hap), n. [< ME. hap, ham, nappe, heppe,

hap, chance, luck, fortune, < Icel. happ, hap,
chance, good luck; cf. ODan. hap, fortunate.
The cognate AS. word appears only in derived

adjectives, gehcep, fit, gehasplic, fit, equal, and
in comp. mcegen-ncep, full of strength (see main1

,

n.), modhap, full of courage (see mood1
) ;

these
AS. forms are all rare

;
none others found. The

W. hap, luck, hap, chance, hapio, happen, are

from E. Hence happen, happy, mishap, per-
haps.'] That which happens; a fortuitous oc-

currence; chance; fortune; luck.

His grase and his good hap greueth me ful sore.

Piers Plowman (A), v. 79.

A right base nature which joys to see any hard hap hap-
pen to them they deem happy.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Had Mary had the hap to have wedded the noble earl

once destined to share her throne, she had experienced a
husband of different metal. Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

hap1
(hap), v. i.

', pret. and pp. happed, ppr.

happing. [< ME. happen (pres. ind. happe,
pret. happede, happed) (= ODan. happe), < nap,
nappe, chance, hap: see hap1, n., and cf. hap-
pen.] To happen; befall; come by chance.

Hit shall hap you to haue in a hond while

ffyfty thowsaund fell folke out of Troy,
To take you with tene & tirne you to ground.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10195.

Ofttimes it haps that sorrowes of the mynd
Find remedie unsought. Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 28.

There haps an intervening Pause.

Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

hap2
(hap), v. t.

; pret. and pp. happed, ppr.

napping. [< ME. happen, wrap, lap, cover
;

origin obscure. The ME. var. whappen ("hap-
pyn or wliappyn yn clothys" Prompt. Parv.)
appears to be due to confusion with wappen,
wrap, wlappen, lap, wrappen, wrap: see wop,
lap

1
, wrap.] To wrap; cover in order to de-

fend from cold, rain, or snow
; screen. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
And I sail happe the, myn owne dere childe,
With such clothes as we haue here.

York Plays, p. 116.

This worthi Mars, that is of knyghthode wel
The Flour of Feyrenesse, happeth (var. lappeth] in his

armes. Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 76.

The surgeon happed her up carefully.
Dr. John Brown, Kab and his Friends, p. 8.

hap2
(hap), n. [< hap2 , v.~\ A cloak or plaid;

a covering. Also called happing. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

hap3
(hap), . A dialectal form of hop1

.

Hapale (hap'a-le), n. [NL. (Geoffroy), < Gr.

oTraAof, soft to the touch, gentle.] A genus

Common Marmoset (Hapalejacckus).

haplite

of marmosets,
the type of the

family ffapali-
da;. Also called ^
Saguintis. ^R
Hapalidae (ha-

pari-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hapale
+ -idee.'} A
family of South
American pla-

tyrrhine mon-
keys, named
from the ge-
nus Hapale, in-

cluding all the

marmosets, sa-

gouins, ousti-

tis, etc. The
family is now more frequently called Midida;.

See marmoset.

Hapaloderma (hap"a-lo-der'ma), n.
_
[NL.

(Swainson, 1837, erroneously Ap-), < Gr. dira/Wf,

soft, -t- Seppa, skin.] A genus of African tro-

gons, of which H. narina is the type. Origi-

nally written Apaloderma.
HapalonotUS (nap"a-lo-n6'tus), n. Same as

Dryoscopus.
hapalote (hap'a-lot), n. [< NL. Hapalotis.] An
animal of the genus Hapalotis. P. L. Sclater.

Hapalotis (hap-a-16'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. dira?.6f,

soft, + oif (r-) = E. ear1.] 1. A genus of

noctuid moths. Hiilmer, 1816. 2. A peculiar
Australian genus of rodents, of the family
Muridte, having large tapering ears, a long
tufted tail, and enlarged hind limbs somewhat
like those of the jerboa. There are several species.
One of the best-known is H. albipes. It is as large as

a house-rat, and dark-colored above with white feet and
under parts. Liehtenstein, 1829.

hap-harlott (hap'har"lot), n. [Also hop-harlot;
< hap2 , v., + obj. harlot, fellow, knave, servant.

Cf. wrap-rascal.] A coarse coverlet.

Our fathers (yea, and we our selues also) haue lien full

oft vpon straw pallets, or rough mats, couered onlie with
a sheet, under couerlets made of dagswain, or hopharlots

(I vse their owne termes), and a good round log under their

heads instead of a bolster.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 12.

haphazard (hap'haz"ard), n. and a. [< hap1 +
hazard.] I. n. Chance ; accident.

Of discerning goodness there are but these two ways.
. . . The former of these is the most sure and infallible

way, but so hard that all shun it, and had rather walk as

men do in the dark by haphazard than tread so long and
intricate mazes for knowledge's sake.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 8.

One who knew him not so well as I do would suspect
this was done to serve a purpose. No such matter ; 'twas

pure hap-hazard. Warburton, Divine Legation, vi., notes.

At or by haphazard, by chance; as may happen; with-
out determining cause, principle, or intention.

With these fine fancies at hap-hazard writ
I could make verses without art or wit.

Butler, Satire : To a Bad Poet.

II. a. Chance; accidental; random: as, a

haphazard statement.

I try Rutebeuf in the same haphazard way, and chance

brings me upon his "Pharisian."

Loivell, Study Windows, p. 273.

haphazardly (hap'haz"ard-li), adv. In a hap-
hazard manner. [Rare.]

Beyond the art of bowlines and the science of carronades,

knowledge had to be picked up hap-hazardly, mainly by
unguided observation. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 165.

haphtarah (haf-ta'ra), n.
; pi. haphtaroth

(-roth). [Heb.] The portion from a prophet-
ical book read after a corresponding portion

(parashah) of the Pentateuch in the Jewish

synagogues each sabbath. Each such portion
is called the haphtarah of the corresponding
parashah. .

hapless (hap'les), a. [< hap1 + -less.] With-
out hap or luck

;
luckless

;
unfortunate

;
un-

lucky; unhappy.
Such happes which happen in such haplesse warres
Make me to tearme them broyles and beastly iarres.

Gascoigne, Fruits of War.

Ah, hapless Diedrich I born in a degenerate age, aban-
doned to the buffetings of fortune.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 146.

= Syn. Ill-starred, ill-fated, forlorn.

haplessly (hap'les-li), adv. In a hapless man-
ner.

haplessness (hap'les-nes), H. The state of be-

ing hapless.
haplite (hap'lit), n. [< Gr. dirAof, late form of

off/loof, single (see haplome), + -tie2.] A crys-

talline-granular mixture of quartz and ortho-

clase. It differs from felsite in that the latter is a very
compact and flint-like rock. It is closely analogous to the



haplite
Swedish hiilleflinta, and also to the rock of the Cornish i-l-

vans. Also written, erroneously, aplite. [Rarely used by
geologists writing in English.]

Haplocardia (hap-lo-kiir'di-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. aTTAoof, single, + napfiia = E. heart.] Same
as Brachiopoda.
haplocardiac (hap-16-kiir'di-ak), a. [As Ha-
plocardia + -ac.] Same as brachiopoaotie.

haplocerine (hap-los'e-rin), a. [< Haplocenis +
-ine*.] Of, pertaining to, or having the charac-
ters of the genus Haploccrus: as, a haplocerine

antelope. H. Smith.

Haplocenis (hap-los'e-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

airAuof, simple, + nepaf, horn.] A genus of au-

tilopine ruminant quadrupeds, characterized by
small and short curved horns like those of the

chamois, and a very long and abundant fleecy

pelage. It is represented only by the Rocky Mountain
goat, Haplocerus montanut, which inhabits the mountains
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guisheil hy their green or whitish abdomen with con-

spicuous white or reddish spots, and by their angled hind

wings. The larvse bear strong spines, upon which they
fasten the debris ol the plants upon which they feed. H.
rubivora (Riley) subsists in the larval state on the leaves
and fruit of the raspberry.

Haplodinotus (hap''lo-di-no'tus), n. [NL. (Ka-
fiuesque, 1819), < Gr! aTr'Aoof, simple, + c!<f, in

sense of '

second,' + vdrof, back, i. e., dorsal fin.]

A genus of scisenoid fishes peculiar to the great
fresh-water lakes and the Mississippi valley,

typical of the subfamily Haploilinotiiiti', repre-
sented by H. grunniens, the fresh-water drum,

sheepshead, or thunder-pumper. Also called

Amotodoii.

Haplodon (hap'lo-don), n. [NL., written in

various forms (se'e def. 1), but prop, only Ha-
ploodon OTHapludon, Haploodm or Hapludus, <

f, aiMw sincrlp -4- nfinfr InAnvr 1 K tnnth 1r -

ojrAoof, Single, J-
oOovf (OOOVT-) I!,. (OOM.J

1. The typical and only genus of rodents of

the family Haplodontidat. a. ru/tu or Aplodmtia
leporina is the sewellel or Rooky Mountain beaver. Also

haplotomy
a stone.] A tribe of frondose liverworts (He-
ixitica'), of the division JtmgfmumnlaeetB, pro-
posed by Nees von Esenbeck in 1838, and char-
acterized by a one-leafed involucre without

any true perianth, a spherical capsule, and di-

chotomous-ribbed fronds. It comprises some
of the finest of the frondose liverworts.

haploma (hap-16'ma), n. [< Gr. a-/".<j//a, a cloth
or coverlet: see liaplome.~\ Same as epi-mlii-

tes (b).

haplome (hap'lom), n. [Orig., but less prop.,

iifiliime (Hatty, 1801) ; < Gr. airhufia, that which

Rocky Mountain Goat (Haplocerttj montantts).

of the northwestern United States and some parts of Brit-

ish America. The animal is, in fact, a kind of chamois, but
has a fleecy coat, which gives it some resemblance to the

Angora or Cashmere goat. Usually, but improperly, Aplo~
eerui. H. Smith, 1S27.

Haplochiton (hap-lok'i-ton), n. [NL., < Gr.

dnAoof, simple, + x l v
> tunic.] The typical ge-

nus of Haplocliitonidce, having a scaleless body,
whence the name. The species inhabit Tierra
del Fuego and the Falkland islands. Also writ-

ten Aplochiton. Jenyns, 1842.

Haplochitonidae (hap'lok-i-ton'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Haplochiton + -wte.] A family of phy-
sostomous fishes, resembling the Salmonidee,
but having the whole margin of the upper jaw
formed by the premaxillary bone. The opercular
apparatus is complete, the gill-membranes wide, the

psendobranchiae well developed, and the air-bladder sim-

ple ;
the pyloric appendages are wanting, and there is no

oviduct, the eggs falling into the abdominal cavity. There
are but two genera, Haplochiton, which is peculiar to the
fresh waters of temperate South America, and Prototroc-

tes, which is confined to New Zealand and Australia.

haplocyemate (hap'lo-si-e'mat), a. [< Gr.

a7r/i/5of, single, -f- ttiiiLta, an embryo, < KVEIV, con-

ceive.] In embryol., developed directly from
a more or less elongated gastrula: applied to

the mode of development characteristic of the
lancelet and of many worms. J. A. Ryder.
Haplodes (hap-16'dez), n. [NL., orig. improp.
Aplodes (Guenee, 1857), < Gr. *dirAuori<;, contr.
of a7r/loeii7f, simple, single, < anvlotif, simple, +
cWof," form.] A genus of moths, of the family
GeometrirJa!. Its species are small, and are distiii-

Raspberry-Geometer (Haplodes rubivera],

a, larva (natural size) on a berry ; t>, abdominal segment of larva,
lateral view, h
wings of moth,

, , ,

lateral view, highly magnified ; c, moth, natural size ; rf, outline of
h, enlarged.

Sewellel (Haplodon ru/its).

llaploudon, llaploudon, Uapludon, Haplodui, Haploodtif,

Havioudutj Hapludus, and in extended form Aplodontia,
Avloudontia, AptuodoiUia, Aplvdontia, Haplouduntia.
I'hr original form in mammalogy, Aplodontia (Richard-
son, 1829), was emended to Haplodon by Wagler (1830).

2. A genus of elasmobranchiate fishes. Miin-

ster, 1840.

haplodont (hap'16-dont), a. and H. [< NL. lia-

plodon(t-) (see Haplodon), < Gr. djr/.oof, single,
+ Moif (bdovr-) = E. tooth."] I. a. 1. In odon-

tog., having the crowns of the molar teeth sim-

ple or single that is, not divided into ridges,

tubercles, etc. 2. In zool. : (a) Pertaining to

the Haplodontidce. (ft) Pertaining to the Ha-
plodontia; edentate.

II. n. One of the Haplodontidce.

Haplodontia1
(hap-16-don'ti-a), n. [NL., fern,

sing. : see Haplodon.*] Same as Haplodon.
Haplodontia2 (hap-lo-don'ti-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of haplodon(t-) : see haplodont.] An
order of placental Mammalia, consisting of the
Edentata of Cuvier with the omission of the
Monotremata ; one of two orders constituting
Blyth's phytophagous mammals. [Not in use.]

Haplodontidas (hap-lo-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Haplodon(t-) + -irfoB.] A family of rodents,

typified by the genus Haplodon and nearly re-

lated to the Castoridai or beavers
;
the sewellels.

They have 1 incisor on each side above and below, no ca-

nines, 2 premolars in each upper and 1 in each lower half-

jaw, and 3 molars on both sides above and below, the mo-
lars being rootless, prismatic in section, and with simple
crowns. The clavicles are perfect ; the tibia and fibula

are not ankylosed ; there are 9 carpal and 9 tarsal bones ;

the skull is massive, greatly depressed, broad behind, and
with flaring zygomata and no postorbital processes ; the
mandible is massive, with a twisted, laminar, descending
raruus and a high coronoid process ; there is a large hyoid
bone : the salivary glands are enormous ; the stomach has
a cardiac prolongation ; the intestine is about eleven times

longer than the body ; the ccecum is large ; the outlets of
the genital and urinary organs are separate ;

the testes
are abdominal ; and the large penis-bone is cleft at the
end. They are peculiar to North America. See sewellel,
and cut under Haplodon.

haplogonidium (hap"16-g6-nid'i-um), n.
; pi.

hajilogonidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. dirZdof, simple,
+ NL. gonidium.] See gonidium, 3.

haplogonimium (hap"lo-g6-nim'i-um), n.
; pi.

haplogonimia (-a). [NL., < Gr. aw'Aoof, simple,
+ NL. gonimium.] See gonidium, 3, and yoni-
mium. Crombie.

haplography (hap-log'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. <J7r/toof,

single, + -ypaijiia, < ypai^eiv, write.] In paleogra-
phy and textual criticism : (a) A copyist's me-
chanical or inadvertent omission of a letter, or
of a series of letters or words, repeated in im-
mediate succession in the passage of the ori-

ginal manuscript copied. Errors of this kind were
frequently made by ancient copyists, owing to non-separa-
tion of words in manuscripts. An example in English
would be, if in copying ANDISSENTTOYOU ('and is sent
to you '), one s should be dropped, so as to read,

' and I

sent to you.' (fc) A reading originating in such an
omission. See dittography.

Haplplsenese (hap-lo-le'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. aTr'/.6of, single, -f- (?) Aaivof, of stone, < /'.oof,

is unfolded, an expanse, also a table-cloth or

coverlet, < anAovv, unfold, make single, < ax/.6of,

contr. dir).ovf, simple, singlet < a- copulative +
-TrXoof, -fold: see diploe, diploma, etc.] A rare

variety of garnet, found in dodecahedrons with
rhombic faces.

Haplomorpha (hap-16-mor'fa), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of haplomorphus : see haplpmorphons.]
1. In some systems of classification, a group
of true craspedote medusans, typical acalephs,
or ordinary jelly-fishes, corresponding nearly
or exactly with Hydrophora of some and Tra-

chymedusa; of other writers. See Trachymedu-
sae. 2. A division of opisthobranchiate gas-
tropods, of small size and simple form, hav-

ing no ctenidia, cerata, or other processes
of the body-wall. The families Phyllirhoidce
and Elysiida' represent this division: same as
Abranchia (b).

haplomorphic (hap-lo-mor'fik), a. [< Haplo-
iitor/iha + -ic.] Same as haplomorphous.
haplomorphous (hap-lo-mor'fus), a. [< NL.
haplomorphus, < Gr. aTr/.oof, simple, + fiopfi/,

form.] Being of simple form; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the

Haplomorpha.
Haplomycetes (hap"16-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. OTr/loof, single, 4- /iviaj; (//woyr-), a mush-
room.] A name given by Fries to certain of the

simplest forms of fungi in which the whole thal-

lus consists of a single hypha, usually very much
branched. They are now mostly regarded as represent-
ing certain immature stages in the life-history of other

higher forms, particularly the Ascotnycetes.

haplomycetous (hap"lo-mi-se'tus), a. Having
the structure or appearance of the Haplomy-
cetex.

Haploophonse (liap*lo-o-fo'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. OTr/.iiof, single, + <jxjvti, voice, sound.] 1.

In J. Mailer's system of classification, a group
of passerine birds having a simple bronchotra-
cheal syrinx, as the tyrant-flycatchers : it cor-

responds to Clama tores or Oligomyodi and is con-
trasted with TracJteophona;. 2. InGarrod and
Forbes's arrangement, a division of Passeres,

consisting of the family Tyrannidce and the ge-
nus Bupicola of South America, together with
the old-world I'ittidte,Philepittida!, e,ndXenicidce

(or Acanthisittida;) : opposed to Traclieophones.

haploophonous (hap"lo-o-f6'nus), a. [As
HaploophoncE + -OMS.] Having the characters
of the HaploophontE ; oligomyodian.
Haplopappus (hap-lo-pap'us), n. [NL., also
less prop. Aplopappiis, < Gr. dn-^oof, single, +
TrdTTTrof, seed-down (pappus): see pappus.] A
large genus of Composite, chiefly of western
North America and Chili, with yellow flowers.
It is allied to Solidago, buthas larger many-flowered heads.
and is of very different habits. There are about 50 spe-
cies in the 1'ntted States, of which only 2 are found east of

the Mississippi. They are of no known economic value.
A Mexican species, .1. discoideut, furnishes a kind of

damiana, a pretended aphrodisiac. Caseini, 1820.

haplopetalous (hap-lo-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

oir/oof, single, + jrcra'/.ov, leaf (petal).] In bot.,

having only one row or circle of petals.

haplosiphoniate (liap"lo-si-fo'ni-at), a. [< NL.
haploriphonia (see def.), < Gr. dnvloof, single, +
ai<jxjv, siphon.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of that series of batrachians known
as Aglossa haplosiphonia. See Aglossa.

Haplostemmae (hap-lo-stem'e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. drr/oof, simple, + ore/ipa, wreath, crown.]
A division of the natural order of plants As-

depiadeae, having the crown of stamens simple
and consisting of five entire or slightly bifid

pieces inserted on the base of the gynostegium.
Decaisne, 1844.

haplostemonous (hap-lo-stem'6-nus), a. [<

Gr. d-/.6of, single, + art/ftuv, a thread: see sta-

men.] In bot., having a single series or circle

of stamens. Also aplostemonous.

haplotomy (hap-lot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. dirAoro-

uia, < d-AoTopelv, cut by a simple incision, <

djrP.dof, simple, + riuvtiv, cut. Cf . anatomy.'} In

sitrg., a simple cutting or incision.



haply

haply (hap'li), a*-. [< An;)
1

, n., + -','/
2
-] By

hup, accident, or chance; perhaps; perchance.
Lest haply ye be found even to flght against God.

Acts v. 39.

I believed him, and turned out of that way into this, if

haply I might be soon eased of my burden.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 95.

=Syn. See happily.

hap orth (ha'perth), n. [Contr. of halfpenny-
viorth.] A halfpenny-worth; hence, a very
small quantity. [Colloq., Eng.]
Ha'porth of treacle, three farthings' worth of bread.

Thackeray, Curate's Walk.

happet, v. t. A Middle English form of hapV.

happen1
(hap'n), v. i. [< ME. happenen, hapnen,

an extension, with verb-formative -n (see -en1
,

3), of the more common ME. happen (pres. ind.

happe), E. hap: see hap 1
, i\] 1. To occur by

chance
;
occur unexpectedly or unaccountably ;

in general, to occur ;
take place.

Governinge yo" so, yow male remaine in that good es-

tate yow be, or els male easilie happen you to remember
what yow were.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 74.

There shall no evil happen to the just. Prov. xil. 21.

All that happens is only transference of matter from one

place to another. W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 180.

How happens it that, Instead of being dependent on con-
tinental skill and enterprise, our skill and enterprise are
at a premium on the continent?

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 429.

2. To chance ;
be by chance or unexpectedly :

as, he happened to be at home.
The young Man hapning to be gaming at Dice.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus, note.

As for coals, it is not likely they should ever be used
there in anything but forges and great towns, if ever they
happen to have any. Beverley, Virginia, ii. 1[ 8.

To happen in or Into, to enter or come in casually ; es-

pecially, to make a chance call.

It was the Spanyards good hap to happen in those parts
where were infinite numbers of people.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 220.

To happen on, to meet with ; fall or light upon.
I deny not but that these men . . . may some time hap-

pen on something that is good and great.
B. Joneon, Alchemist, To the Reader.

happen1
(hap'n), adv. [E. dial.; sometimes hap-

pens; abbr. of it may happen. Cf. E. dial, map-
pen, a contr. of the same, and cf. colloq. may-
hap, maybe, abbr. of it may hap, it may be.]

Possibly; perhaps.
Happen I have not getten things as they mout be yet.

... A man as has been misforchnit is loike to be slow.
F. II. Burnetl, Haworth's, xviii.

happen2
!,

a. [ME., < Icel. happinn, fortunate,

happy: see hap 1
,
and ef. happy.] Fortunate;

happy; blessed.

Thay arn happen that han in hert pouerte.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 13.

The hapnest vnder heuen kyng hyjest mon of wylle.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 56.

happening (hap'ning), n. [Verbal n. of hap-
pen1

, v.] An occurrence.

happer1
(hap'er), . A Scotch form of hopper1

.

These four-and-twenty mills complete
Sail gang for thee throw all the yeir ;

And as mekle of gude reid wheit
As all thair happen dow to bear.

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 47).
"
Miller," said he to me,

" an thou wilt turn thy back on
the mill, and wend with me, I will make a man of thee."
But I chose rather to abide by clap and happer, and the
better luck was mine. fit-oil, Monastery, xiii.

happer2
t, v. i. [Appar. for Chopper, v. i., freq.

of hop 1
.'] To skip about

; hop.
Which are, within these forty years, crawled out of the

bottomless pit, to happer and swarm throughout the
world. Harmar, tr. of Beza's Sermons, p. 242.

happify (hap'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. happified,

ppr. happifying. [< happy + -fy.] To make
happy. [Bare except as cant.]

This Prince, unpeerd for Clemency and Courage,
Justly surnam'd the Great, the Good, the Wise,
Mirour of Future, Miracle of Fore- Age,
One short mishap for ever happifies.

Sylvester, tr. of P. Mathieu's Henry the Great, 1. 642.

llappifij is a barbarism which I have never met with but
in the dialect of the Methodist pulpit. Even "diction-
aries unabridged

"
do not contain it.

A. Phelps, English Style, p. 368.

The hopeless loss of one half of our brothers and sisters,
and the "happified selflshness

"
of the other half !

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 482.

happily (hap'i-li), adv. [< ME. happiliche; <

linjipy + -lyt.] 1. By good fortune; fortunate-

ly; luckily.
Neuertheles it pleased God to bring the wind more west-

erly,* so, in the moneth of May. 1592. we happily doubled
Cape Comori without sight of the coast of India.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. ii. 105.
Who's this? . . .

The person I was bound to seek. Fair sir,
You are happily met. B. Joneon, Volpone, iii. 1.

in

2713
A man who is lost, as we say, to a sense of right and

wrong (happily not a very common case) can only be kept
straight by the prospect of reward or punishment.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 147.

2. In a happy or pleasing way or state; in

pleasant or fortunate circumstances; with hap-
piness or joy.

He writes
How happily ho lives, how well-belov'd,
And daily graced by the emperor.

Shak.,T. G. of V.,i. 3.

This is a day of triumph ;
all contentions

Are happily accorded.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

3. With address, skill, dexterity, or aptness;
dexterously; felicitously; aptly; gracefully.

Formed by thy converse happily to steer

From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 379.

The happily descriptive remark of Emerson, though it

accentuates the crepuscular habit of mind, equally ex-

plains two other mental traits of Hawthorne.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 614.

4f. By chance
; peradventure ; haply.

If any thyng shall happily channce vnto vs in this mat-
ter otherwise than well, thou shalt percase heare of it.

Udall, Flowers for Latine Speakinge, fol. 138.

Besides, old Gremio is heark'ning still ;

And happily we might be interrupted.
Shak., T. of theS., iv. 4.

One thing more I shall wish you to desire of them who
happily may peruse these two treatises. Sir K. Digoy.

=Syn. 1. Haply, Happily. Haply, now rarely used in

prose, means by chance ; happily, by a happy chance. 2.

Prosperously, successfully, contentedly,

happiness (hap'i-nes), n. [< happy + -ness.]

The state or quality of being happy, (a) Good
luck ; good fortune.

Might we but have that happiness, ray lord, that you
would once use our hearts, whereby we might express
some part of our zeals, we should think ourselves for ever

perfect. Shak., T. of A., i. 2.

'&) Any state of being, having considerable permanence,
In which pleasure decidedly predominates over pain.

Dead and inglorious,
Like beast whose breath but in his nostrels is,

And hath no hope of happinesse or blis.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 358.

happiness, our being's end and aim !

Good, pleasure, ease, content, whate'er thy name ;

That something still which prompts the eternal sigh,
For which we bear to live, or dare to die !

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 1.

Happiness, ... in its full extent, is the utmost plea-
sure we are capable of.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 42.

The word happy is a relative term ; in strictness, any
condition may be denominated happy in which the amount
or aggregate of pleasure exceeds that of pain ; and the

degree of happiness depends upon the quantity of this
excess. Paley, Moral Philos., i. 6.

Every man speaks of happiness as his end of ends : he
wishes to live well or to do well, which he considers to be
the same as being happy. But men disagree exceedingly
in their opinions as to that which constitutes happiness:
nay, the same man sometimes places it in one thing, some-
times in another in health or in riches, according as he
happens to be sick or poor. . Grote, Aristotle,

(c) Fortuitous aptness or fitness ; an unstudied grace or

beauty ; felicitousness.

How pregnant sometimes his replies are ! a happiness
that often madness hits on. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Certain graces and happinesses peculiar to every lan-

guage give life and energy to the words. Sir J. Denham.
Ye powers who rule the tongue, if such there are,
And make colloquial happiness your care.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 82.

Both show a wide knowledge of human nature, and a
great happiness in sketching the details of individual
manners. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 77.

=Syn. Happiness, Felicity, Blessedness, Bliss; well-being,
prosperity, welfare, enjoyment, comfort, security. Hap-
piness, the generic word, is expressive of nearly every
general state of pleasure. It is so far from its derivation
that it is often expressive of that state of mind that tri-

umphs over circumstances, finding material for content-
ment or even joy in that which might naturally produce
deep unhappiness. Felicity is primarily a matter of fa-

vorable circumstances, which may be mere exemption
from disaster or disagreeable experiences, or may be of
a higher type, as domestic felicity depends not merely
upon the comfort of the home, nor upon freedom from
anxiety, but especially upon a high degree of mutual love.
Blessedness is a state of the most refined happiness, aris-

ing from the purest and warmest benevolent and religious
feeling. The type of its meaning is furnished by the use
of the word blessed in the beatitudes, Mat. v. 3-11. Bliss
is consummate happiness. See animation, mirth, hilar-

ity, gladness.

happing (hap'ing), . [Verbal n. of hap2, .]

Same as hap%.
happit1

(hap'it). A Scotch preterit and past
participle of hap1 .

happit2 (hap'it). A Scotch preterit and past
participle of hap2 .

happy (hap'i), a.; compar. happier, superl. hap-
piest. [< ME. happy; < hap1

, n., + -y
1
.] 1.

Manifesting or marked by good hap or fortune
;

lucky; fortuitously fortunate, favorable, or suc-
cessful: as, a happy contingency or omen; a

li"l>l>i/ thought or discovery.

happy
Imagining how to purchase
Grace of the quene there to bide
Till good fortune some happy guide
Me send might. Isle oj' Ladies, L 280.

I shall have share in this most happy wrack.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

A proclaim'd prize ! Most happy ! Shale., Lear, iv. 6.

Chemists have been more happy in finding experiments
than the causes of them. /;//(.

In happy time behold our pilot-star !

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. Conscious that one's general condition of

feeling is a highly satisfactory one
;
conscious

that one feels, in general, decidedly more
pleasure than pain ; having a general feeling
of pleasure ;

satisfied
; pleased.

He may make us both happy in an hour ;

Win some five thousand pound, and send us two on 't,

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

Make such a one thy friend, in whom princes may be

happy, and great counsels successful.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 18.

How happy could I be with either.
Were t'other dear charmer away !

Gay, Beggar's Opera, ii. 2.

"0 happy world," thought Pelleas, "all, meseems,
Are happy ; I the happiest of them all."

Nor slept that night for pleasure in his blood.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

3. Being in a favorable condition or in advan-

tageous circumstances; fortunate; secure of

good; blessed.

And this Pamphilus saith also ; If thou be right happy,
that is to sayn, If thou be right riche, thou shalte flnde a
gret nomber of felawes and frendes.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

His knowledge standeth so vpon the abstract and gen-
eral), that happie is that man who may vnderstande him.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Happy is that people whose God is the Lord.
Ps. cxliv. 15.

Calling him happy who had Homer to blaze abroad his

praises to the world. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 328.

4. Affording pleasure or enjoyment ; bringing
or attended with good fortune, luck, or plea-
sure

; agreeable : as, happy thoughts ;
a happy

condition; happier times.

For thee I longde to liue, for thee nowe welcome death :

And welcome be that happie pang that stops my gasping
breath. Gascoigne, In Trust is Treason.

All places that the eye of heaven visits

Are to a wise man ports and happy havens.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

This happy place, our sweet
Recess, and only consolation left

Familiar to our eyes. Milton, P. L., xi. 303.

A sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier things.
Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

5. Indicative or expressive of happiness ; joy-
ful : as, the happy shouts of children

; happy
smiles or tears.

The delight of happy laughter,
The delight of low replies.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi.

6. Apt; fitting the purpose, occasion, or cir-

cumstances
; opportune ; felicitous : as, a hap-

py expedient ;
a happy retort.

Saint Dennis bless this happy stratagem !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

This fell out strangely happy.
Middlfton (and others), The Widow, ii. 2.

With twisted quirks and happy hits,
From misty men of letters.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

The same expression, so refined, so softly imaginative,
which Malbone venturing a happy touch, with suspend-
ed breath had imparted to the miniature.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

7. Dexterous; ready; able.

She is a woman of an excellent assurance, and an extra-

ordinary happy wit and tongue.
B. Jonton, Epicoene, iii. 2.

I have known men happy enough at ridicule, who upon
grave subjects were perfectly stupid.

Swift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

One gentleman is happy at a reply, another excels in a

rejoinder. Swift.

Happy despatch, family, hunting-ground, etc. See
the nouns. Happyman be his dolet. Seedoiei.=Syn.
Happy, Felicitous, Fortunate, Lucky. Felicitous is now
rarely used except in the sense of apt and pleasing, a sense
in which happy also is used : as, a felicitous or happy com-
bination, answer, speech. Fortunate and lucky, by their

derivations, are a higher and a lower term for the prosper-
ous turns of chance or the lot in life. Hapjry, though es-

sentially the same by derivation, has a broader applica-
tion ; it is never altogether separated from the idea of en-

joyment. See happiness.

happyt (hap'i), v. t. [< happy, a.] To make
happy.

By th' one hee happied his own Soule with Rest ;

By th' other also, hee his People blest.

Sylvester, St. Lewis (trans.), 1. 75.

That use Is not forbidden usury,
Which happies those that pay the willing loan.

Shak., Sonnets, vi.



happy-go-lucky

happy-go-lucky (hap'i-go-luk'i), a. Easy-
going; taking things as they come, or hap-
hazard.

The first thing was to make Carter think and talk, which
he did in the hai>py-rjii-lucky way of his class, uttering nine

mighty simple remarks, and then a bit of superlative wis-

dom, or something that sounded like it.

C. Reade, Never too Late to Mend, xv.

happy-go-lucky (hap'i-go-luk'i), adv. In any
way one pleases; just as may happen; every
man for himself.

The Eed-coats cried, "Shall we fall on in order, or hap-

py-go-lucky?" The Major-General said, "In the name of

God ! at it, happy-go-lucky !
"

Sir T. Morgan's Progress (Arber's Eng. GarnerX Iv - 6*1.

If I get into Mrs. Martha's quarters, you have a hundred
more ; if into the widow's fifty ; happy-go-lucky.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, i. 1.

hap-warm (hap'warm), a. and . [< hap2 +
warm.} I. a. Covering so as to warm. [Scotch.]

Thinking it best to be o'erlald in

A suit o' sonsy hap-warm plaidin.
Tarras, Poems, p. 22.

II. n. Any wrapping to protect from cold.

[Scotch.]
Whan fock [folk], the nipping cauld to bang,

Their winter hapwarms wear.

Fergusson, Hallow-Fair.

haquet, An abbreviated form of haquebut.

haquebutt, A form of hackbut.

haquetont, . A form of acton.

har1
(har), . [Early mod. E. also harre; < ME.

har, harre, herre, < AS. hear, heorr, hior, also

heorra (in pi. heorran), a hinge, a cardinal

point, = MD. herre, harre, D. har, her = Icel.

hjarri, a hinge.] A hinge. [Prov. Eng.]
The herres, ether heenges, of the doris . . . weren of gold.

WycHf, 3 [1] Ki. viL 60 (Purv.).

Out Of hart, off the hinges ; out of gear ;
out of order.

The londe, the see, the firmament,
They nxeu also juggement
A3en the man, and make him werre.
Therwhile himselfe stante oute of herre. Oower.

All is out of harre. Stelton, Magnyflcence, 1. 921.

har2
t, a. An early Middle English form of

hoar.

har3
(har), . An obsolete or dialectal form of

harageoust, harrageoust, a. [ME., appar. of

OF. origin, but no OF. form appears. Cf. OF.
harache, liarace, pursuit; cf. also harry. ] Bold;
violent.

The hethene harageous kynge appone the hethe lyggez,
And of his hertly hurte helyde he never !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1834.

hara-kiri (har'a-kir'e), n. [Jap., < hara, belly,
+ kiri, cutting, cut. 'Erroneously written hari-

kari, harri-karri, in riming conformation.] 1.

Suicide by disembpwelment, formerly practised
in Japan by daimios and members of the mili-

tary class when unwilling to survive some per-
sonal or family disgrace, or in order to avoid
the headsman's sword after having received
sentence of death. In the latter case the act was
performed in the presence of witnesses, and was ac-

companied by elaborate formalities. At the moment
the suicide ripped open his abdomen with his dirk his
head was struck off by the sword of his second, who was
usually a kinsman or an intimate friend.

According to one authority, capital punishment may be
divided into two kinds beheading and strangulation.
The ceremony of hara-kiri was added afterwards in the
case of persons belonging to the military class being con-
demned to death. This was first instituted in the days
of the Ashikaga dynasty (1336-1568 A. DA

A. B. Mitford, Old Japan, p. 330.

2. Hence, suicide; self-destruction.

On July 8 the Criminal Law Amendment (Ireland) Bill
was passed in a House of Commons in which there was
not a single Liberal or Irishman, and the method of ob-
struction by abstention, or the policy of political hari-

kari, was inaugurated. Westminster Rev., CXXVI1I. 666.

Haralda (ha-ral'da), n. Same as Harelda.

haram, . Same as harem.

harangue (ha-rang'), n. [< OF. harangue, F.

harangue = Pr. arengua = Sp. Pg. arenga = It.

aringa, arringa (ML. harenga), a public ad-

dress, a harangue ;
cf . It. aringo, arringo, arena,

lists, combat, pulpit, chair, harangue (the sense
'arena,' hence a public platform, etc., being
nearest the orig. ) ; < OHG. hring, MHG. rinc, a
ring, a ring of people, an arena, circus, lists, G.
ring = OS. hring = AS. hring, E. ring1 : see ring.
The syllable ha-, a-, is due to the OHG. h-. Cf.
rank2

, range, arrange, from the same source.]A set oration
; a public address

;
a formal, vehe-

ment, or passionate address
; also, any formal

or pompous speech ;
a declamation; a tirade.

Anon
Gray-headed men and grave, with warriours mix'd,
Assemble, and harangues are heard.

Milton, P. L., xi. 663.
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Then his bhaird, or poet : then his bladier, or orator, to

make harangues to the great folks whom he visits.

*>-tt, VVaverley, xvi.

The even tenor of the session of Parliament was ruffled

only by an occasional harangue from Lord Egmont on the

army estimates. Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

= Syn. Address, Oration, etc. See speech.

harangue(ha-rang'), r; pret.andpp./ragrerf,
ppr. haranguing. [< F. haranguer= Pr. arengar
= Sp. Pg.arengar= It. aringare, arriiigare, make
a harangue; from the noun.] I. trans. To ad-

dress in a harangue; make a speech to: as,
the general harangued the troops.

The worm, aware of his intent,

Harangu'd him thus, right eloquent.
Cowper, Nightingale and Glow-worm.

General Jackson, upon being harangued in Latin, found
himself in a position of immense perplexity.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 364.

II. intrans. To make a formal address or

speech ;
deliver a harangue ;

declaim.

A Spaniard harangued in his native tongue at the pil-
lar of reproach, and a French sermon was preached at the

place where Christ was nailed to the cross.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. L 18.

For he at any time would hang
For th' opportunity t' harangue.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 438.

The talent of haranguing is, of all others, most insup-
portable. Swift, Conversation.

haranguer (ha-rang'er), n. One who harangues
or isfond of haranguing; a noisy declaimer.

With them join'd all th' haranyuers of the throng,
That thought to get preferment by the tongue.

Dryden, Aba. and Achit, i. 609.

We are not to think every clamorous haranguer, or

every splenetic repiner against a court, is therefore a pa-
triot Bp. Berkeley, Maxims, $ 23.

hara-nut (ha'ra-nut), 11. The drupe of an In-

dian plant, TerminaliA citrina. Also called

citrine or Indian myrobalan.
harast, harrast, [< ME. haras, hares, harace,
< OF. haras, hara:, F. haras (ML. haracium), a

stud, < L. hara, a pen, coop, sty.] 1. A stud
of horses.

A harrai of horses. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

2. A place or establishment for breeding
horses

;
a stud-farm

;
a stable.

3ondys is a nous of haras that stand by the wey,
Among the bestys herboryd ye be.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 147.

Than lopen about hem the Lombars,
As wicked coltes out of haras.

Oy of WarwOce, p. 205. (Halliwell.)

From this haras have come some of the best French-bred
horses that have been seen in recent years.

Philadelphia Times, May 17, 1886.

harass (har'as), v. t. [Formerly also luirras,

harrass; < OF. harasser, tire out, vex. Origin
uncertain

;
cf. OF. harier, harry : see harry.}

1. To fatigue or tire out, as with annoying
labor, care, importunity, enforced watchful-

ness, misfortune, etc.; distress by perplexity;
wear out, as with toil.

Being unwilling to refuse any public service, though
my men were already very much harrasied, I marched
thither. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 102.

Nature, oppress'd and harast'd out with care,
Sinks down to rest Addieon, Cato, v. 1.

To go on at that rate would harrass a regiment all to

pieces. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

Vext with lawyers and harass'd with debt
Tennyson, Maud, xix. 3.

2. Milit.: (a) To annoy by repeated attacks
;

keep constantly on the defensive.

They had before been miserably harassed by the inroads
of the Philistines. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

(6) To lay waste or desolate ;
raid. 3. To rub

or scrape. [A trade use.]
To soften the skins after dyeing, they are harassed by a

knife, the point of which is curved upwards.
Vre, Diet, III. 93.

=8yn. Distress, etc. (see afflict); to jade, disturb, ex-

haust* fag. See trouble.

harass (har'as), n. [< harass, .] Harassment.
[Bare.]

Meanwhile the men of Judah, to prevent
The harass of their land, beset me round.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 267.

Cares and the harass of daily life have sharpened the
round cheek. Robert Ord's Atonement, p. 58.

harasser (har'as-er), n. One who harasses or
teases ;

a spoiler.
Unnumbered harasxers
Of the Fleet and Scots
There to flee made were.

Athelstan's Victory (Ellis s Early Eng. Poets, I. 23).

harassment (har'as-ment), M. [< harass +
-ment.~\ The act of harassing, or the state of

being harassed; vexation; that which harasses
or vexes.

harbor

I have known little else fhan privation, disappointment,
u n kindness, and harassment.

L. E. Landon, in Blanchard, I. 61.

Little haratinments ... do occasionally molest the most
fortunate. Bulwer, Pelham, Ixiii.

A soul that has come, from excessive harassment*, in-

trospections, self-analysis, into that morbid state of half-

sceptical despondency. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 466.

harateen, See harrateen.

harawdt, . An obsolete form of herald.

harbegiert, harbeshert, . See harbinger.

harbergaget, '< See harborage.

harberoust, a. See harborous. Tyndale.

harbin, harbine (har'bin), . A young coal-

fish. [Local, Eng.]
harbinger (har'bin-jer), n. [Early mod. E. also

harbenger (the n inserted as in passenger, mes-

senger, porringer, etc.), earlier harbegier, har-

besher (in which an orig. r has been lost from
the second syllable), < (a) ME. lierbergeour,

herberjour, herbarjour, etc., < OF. herbergeor,

herbergeour, albergeur (= Sp. Pg. albergador =
It. albergatore), one who provides or secures

lodging or harborage ; (b) ME. also herberger,

herborgere,<.OF. herbegier, in same sense; < lier-

bergier, harbor, lodge : see harborough, harbor1
,

p.] If. One who provides or secures lodging
for another; specifically, a royal officer who
rode a day's journey in advance of the court
when traveling, to provide lodgings and other
accommodations.

Thane come the herbarjours, harageous knyghtez,
The hale batelles one hye harrawnte ther-aftyre.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2448.

There was a harbinger who had lodged a gentleman in a

very ill room. Bacon, Apothegms.

Bishop Ken's house . . . was marked by the harbinger
for the use of Mrs. Eleanor Gwyn. Hawkins, Bp. Ken.

2. One who or that which precedes and gives
notice of the coming of some other person or

thing ; a forerunner ; a precursor.

Another, past all hope, doth pre-auerr
The birth of lohn, Christ's holy Harbentter.

Sylvester, it. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 1.

I'll be myself the harbinger, and make Joyful
The hearing of my wife with your approach.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 4.

Except there be great familiarity, hee which will salute

a friend must send a letter before for his harbenger, to sig-
nifle Us affection towards him.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 437.

Luxurious ease is the surest harbinger of pain.
De Quincey, 1'hilos. of Rom. Hist.

harbinger (har'bin-jer), v. t. [< harbinger, n.]
To precede ;

act as a harbinger to
;
serve as

an omen or indication of
; presage ;

announce.

One majority often harbingers another.
Remarks on the State of Parties (1809), p. 24.

To that chamber came the fair Queen soon,
Well harbingered by flutes.

William Morns, Earthly Paradise, III. 108.

harbinger-of-spring (har'bin-jer-ov-spring' ),

n. A small North American umbelliferous

herb, Eriqenia bulbosa, which flowers in March
in the latitude of Washington. It is produced from

binger-of-spring (Krigfnia bnlbosa}. a, flower ; It, fruit.

a deep globular tuber, larger than a pea, at the end of a

slender root, and has twice-ternately divided leaves and
small white flowers. It is the only species of the genus,
and ranges from New York to Virginia and from Wiscon-
sin to Kentucky.
harbor1

, harbour1
(har'bor), . [The spelling

harbour conforms to the analogy of labour, etc.;

as in harbour^ = arbour, arbor?, it is without



harbor

etymological justification. Early mod. E. har-

bor, harbour, herbour, etc., < ME. harbor, har-

ber, harbar, harbore, herbore, herber, etc., later

forms, abbreviated appar. by confusion with
harbor^ = arbor2

,
of herborwe, etc., lodging,

shelter, harbor, whence mod. E. harborough,
etc.: see harborough.'] 1. A place of shelter

;

a lodging ;
an inn.

Mo camen to him in to the hoost or harbore [Latin hos-

pitium, Vulgate). Wydif, Acts xviii. 23 (Oxf.).

That lad that thou callys lorde in lede,
He had never harbor, house, ne halle.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 247.

Specifically 2f. The covert of the hart or hind.

Hattiwell. 3. Accommodation; lodging; shel-

ter; refuge.
Woldez thou go myn ernde

To the lies lorde of this hous, herber to craue?
Sir Ga.wa.yne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 811.

For harbour at a thousand doors they knocked.
Dryden.

I still the renegade carest,
And gave it harbour in my breast.

Walsh, Loving One I never Saw.

4. A port or haven for ships ;
a sheltered re-

cess in the coast-line of a sea, gulf, bay, or lake,
most frequently at the mouth of a river. Har-
bors are often formed artificially, either in whole or in

part, by the building of moles, breakwaters, or piers, and
sometimes by large floating masses of timber, which rise

and fall with the tide.

Then went foorth our Pinnesse to seeke harborow, &
found many good harbours. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 235.

We left behind the painted buoy
That tosses at the harbour-mouth.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

5. In glass-making, a chest 6 or 7 feet long
which holds the mixed ingredients before they
are put into the pot for fusion. Floating harbor,
a harbor formed by floating breakwaters. ^Harbor OI

refuge, a harbor, often artificially constructed or pro-
tected, to which vessels near the coast resort for safety
from a tempest ; hence, any shelter or protection for one
in distress or difficulty. Open harbor or roadstead, a
harbor or roadstead which is unsheltered and exposed to
the sea.

harbor1
, harbour1

(har'bor), v. [<ME. herberen,
later abbr. form of herberwen, herborwen, etc.,
whence mod. E. harborough; from the noun. See

harborough, v.] I. trans. If. To provide a lodg-
ing or lodging-place for

; lodge.
In bedde yf then falle herberet to be,
With felawe, maystur, or her degre,
Thou schalt enquere be curtasye
In what par[t] of the bedde he wylle lye.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 307.

2. To give shelter to; protect; secure; se-

crete : as, to harbor a thief.

And, coasting homeward, came to Ephesus,
Hopeless to find, yet loth to leave unsought
Or that, or any place that harbours men.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1.

Methinks these woody thickets should harbour knaves.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, ii. 2.

A rueful deed thou'st done this day,
In harboring banished Quakers.

Whittier, The Exiles.

Whosoever relieves the enemy with money, victuals, or

ammunition, or knowingly harbors or protects an enemy,
shall suffer death, or such other punishment as a court-
martial may direct.

Articles of War of the U. S. Army, art. 45.

Hence 3. To entertain; cherish; indulge:
as, to harbor malice or revenge.

I cannot utter it. Why should I keep
A breast to harbour thoughts I dare not speak ?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 3.

4f. To trace home, as a deer to its covert
;
earth.

I have in this short time made a great progress
Towards your redress ; I come from harbouring
The villains who have done you this affront.

Tuke, Adventures of Five Hours, iii.

= Syn. 3. Foster, etc. See cherish.

II. intrans. 1. To lodge; dwell. [Obsolete
or archaic.]

To herber in that hostel, whyl halyday tested aninant.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 806.

This night let's harbour here in York.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

Since first he harbor'd in
That purple-lined palace of sweet sin.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

2. To receive shelter or protection ;
be enter-

tained; be secreted.
No great guilt of any kind can well be thought to har-

bour in that breast where true Charity dwells.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

3. To find a harbor
;
anchor in a harbor, as a

ship.
There were many commodious havens and fair baies for

ships to harbour, and ride in with safety.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 802.

The wind was so strong as the shallop could not keep
the water, but was forced to harbour there that night.

Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New England's
[Memorial, p. 349.
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harbor2!,
An obsolete form of arbor?, a gar-

den, etc.

harborage, harbourage (har'bor-iij), n. [Modi-
fied (as if directly < harbor*, harbour1 ,

+ -age)
from ME. harbergage, herberge, herbigage, < OF.

hrrben/atje, herbegage, harbegage, etc., lodgings,

shelter, harbor, < herbergier, etc., lodge, shel-

ter: see harborough, harbor*, t>.] Lodging;
shelter; dwelling; abode.

Hyes to the harbergage thare the kyng hovys.
Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 79. (HalliweU,)

Let us in, your king ; whose labour'd spirits,

Forwearied in this action of swift speed,
Crave harbourage within your city walls.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

How could a dream so vain find harbourage
In thy fantastic brain 1 J. Haillie.

Where can I get me harbourage for the night?
Tennyson, Geraint.

harbor-dues (har'bor-duz), n. pi. Certain

charges to which a ship or its cargo is subject-
ed for the use of a harbor, moorings, etc.

harbored, harboured (har'bord), p. a. 1 . En-

tertained; sheltered. 2. In her., same as

lodged : said of a hart, buck, or the like.

harborer, harbourer (hiir'bor-er),n. [<ME.7jer-

bergere, herborgere, harburger, etc., < herberen,

etc., harbor : see harbor*, .] 1. One who har-

bors, entertains, or shelters.

Oftentimes have I sitten at dinner and supper with him,
in the house of that godly harbourer of many preachers
and servants of the Lord Jesus, I mean Master Elsyng.
Quoted in Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works (ParkepSoc.,

[1853), II. xxix.

Geneva was famous for its religion and a great nurse of

pious men, and harbourer of exiles for religion.

Strype, Abp. Grindal, an. 1582.

2f. One whose duty it was to trace a hart or

hind to its covert.

harbor-gasket (har'bor-gas"ket), n. Naut.,
one of a series of broad but short and well-

blacked gaskets placed at equal distances on
the yard of a ship, for showing off a well-furled

sail in port.

hard

He hath nede of fode, of clothing, and of herberwe.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Leave me those hilles where harbrough nis to see,
Nor holy-bush, nor brere, nor winding witche.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

3f. In astrol., the house or mansion of a heav-

enly body.
Apollo, god and governour

Of every plaunte, herbe, tree and Hour,
That gevest after thy declinacioun
To ech of hem his tyme and his sesoun,
As thyn herberwe chaungeth lowe or heighe.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 307.

harborought (har'bur-6), v. [Early mod. E. also

harborow, harborrow; < ME. herboroven, here-

burgen, herbergen, etc., = D. herbergen = MLG.
herbergen = OHG. heribergon, herebergon, her-

birgon, MHO. G. herbergen = Icel. herbergja =
ODan. herberge (cf. It. albergare = Sp. Pg. al-

bergar = Pr. alberguar = OF. herbergier, her-

bregier, haubergier), shelter, harbor; from the
noun : see harborough, n. Hence, by abbrevia-

tion, harbor*, v., the now usual form.] I. trans.

1. To provide a lodging-place for; lodge.

To herbourgh vs with his blissed saintes

In heuen where and is no complaintes.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6523.

2. To give shelter to; entertain; protect.
Al-so charge Charyte a churche to make
In thyn hole herte to herberghwen alle treuthe.

Piers Plowman (C), viii. 258.

Thys Symon leprosus that harboro-wed our lorde and
suche of hys Disciplis as war Cristeyned, was aftyr warde
made Bushoppe. Torkington, Diary of Eng. Travell, p. 64.

3. To find the harbor or refuge of; trace home,
as a deer to its covert.

If they wolde vse but a fewe nombre of houndes, onely
to harborowe or rouse the game.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, L 18.

II. intrans. To have a lodging; lodge; dwell.

Sauyng al wey y ye marchauntis of Gascoyne and other

alyens may dwelle and harborough together in ye said cite

as they were wont to doo here before.

Charter of London (Rich. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p. 26.

f-- , ,, harboroust, harbouroust (har'bor-us), a.

harborless, harbourless (har'bor-les), a. [<
*

mo
T

d _ E _ heroourovs \erberous; <har-
ME. herboreles, herberles; < harbor*, harbour*,

fcori iiar&OMri + .OMS.] Affording harbor or
+ -tew.] 1. Destitute of shelter or lodging; Bhel[er .

hospitable,
shelterless.

For I was hungry, and yee gave me meate, thirsty, and

yee gave me drinke ; naked, and yee cloathed me ; harbour-

lesse, and ye lodged me.
Homilies, Against Peril of Idolatry, iii.

2. Having no harbor or haven.

On the left hand the haven-lesse and harbourlesse coasts
of Italic. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 352.

Toward the south [of Asia] he [Buckle] shows us the In-
dian Peninsula, with its harborless coasts.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 259.

harbor-light (har'bor-llt), n. A light or light-
house to guide ships in entering a harbor.

harbor-log (har'bor-log), n. Naut., that part of

the log-bookwhich belongs to the period during
which a ship is in port.
harbor-master (har'bor-mas"ter), n. An offi-

cer who has charge of the mooring and berth-

ing of ships, and enforces the regulations re-

specting harbors.

harborought (har'bur-6), n. [Earlymod. E. also

harborow, harborrow, harbrough, harbrow ; <ME.
harbrough, herboroghe, harborowe, herberewe, har-

borwe, herberwe, herberga, herberge, herberge,

hereberge, etc.
;
not in AS. (the form hereberga,

often cited as AS., being in fact OHG.), but
of LG. or Scand. origin : OFries. herberge (in

comp.) = MD. herberge, herberghe, D. herberg =
MLG. herberge, LG. harbarge = OHG. heriberge,

hereberga, herberga, herebirga, MHG. herberge.

herbiirge, herbrige, G. herberge = Icel. herbergi
= Sw. herberge = Dan. herberg, herberge (after
D.) (whence, from MHG., It. albergo = Sp. Pg.
albergwe = Pr. alberc = OF. herberge, helberge,

alberge, auberge, F. auberge), a lodging, an inn,

orig., as in OHG. and OF., a military station, a

camp, < OHG. heri, hart, MHG. here, G. heer =
AS. here, etc., an army (see harry, herring, her-

ald, heriot, etc.), + OHG. bergan, MHG.G. bergeu
= D. bergen = AS. beorgan, etc., cover, shelter,

protect : see bury*, borough*, burrow*. Hence,
by abbreviation, the now usual form harbor*,

q. v.
;
also harbinger.] 1. A place of lodging,

originally for an army; a camp; in a more gen-
eral use, a lodging ; a shelter

;
an inn.

I saugh nought this yeer so mery a companye
At oones in this herbergh as is now.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 765.

The German lord, when he went out of Newgate into
the cart* tooke order to have his armes set up in his last

herborovgh, B. Johnson, Discoveries.

2. Shelter; refuge; asylum.

Whether she haue to her smal power ben herberous to

the sainctes, lodged them and washen their fete.

J. Udall, On 1 Tim. v.

An other sorte promyseth their howse to be herbour-

ouse to the household of fayth, and a great vowe do they
make. Bp. Bate, Apology, fol. 38.

harborowt, and v. See harborough.
harbor-reach (har'bor-rech), n. Naut., the
reach or stretch of a winding river which leads
direct to a harbor.

harborrowt, and v. See harborough.
harbor-seal (har'bpr-sel), . The common
seal, Phoca vitulina.

harbor-watch (har'bor-woch), n. Naut., same
as anchor-watch.

harboryt, n. [< ME. herbery, herberie, in fuller

form herbergery, herbergeri, herborgerie, harbur-

gerye, etc., < OF. herbergerie, lodging, < herber-

gier, lodge: see harborough, harbor*, v.~\ A
lodging; an inn.

War innes al bifor thaim nomen,
Sua that there was no herberie
To losep and his spouse Marie.

Metr. Homilies (ed. Small), p. 63.

Where is the herborgerie where I schal etc pask?
Wycli/, Luke xxii. 11 (Oxf.).

harbour1
,
n. and v. See harbor*.

harbour2
t,

n. An obsolete form of arbor2 .

harbrought, harbrowt, n. See harborough.
hard (hard), a. and n. [< ME. hard, < AS. heard,
hard, firm, strong, brave, stubborn, harsh, se-

vere, etc., = OS. hard = OFries. herd = D. LG.
hard = OHG. hart, harti, and herti, MHG. hart
and herte, G. hart = Icel. hardhr = Sw. hard
= Dan. hoard = Goth, hardus, hard, severe,
= Gr. xportf, strong, mighty; cf. uparof, nap-

rof, strength, might, power, victory, Kparepof,

Kaprep6f, strong, stout, mighty, Kparelv, have

power, rule (see aristocracy, democracy, etc.,

aristocrat, democrat, etc.), = Skt. Tcratu,

strength, power ; prob. < ^ kar, do, the earliest

use in Teut. and Gr. having reference to bod-

ily strength. Hence (through F.) hardy* and

(through Scand.) harsh.] I. a. 1 . Solid and firm

to the touch ;
firm in substance and texture, so

as notto be readily altered in shape, penetrated,
or divided

;
so constituted as to resist compress-

ing, penetrating, dividing, or abrading action:

opposed to soft.

The deuel dragouns hide
Was hard so ani flint.

Sir Tristrem, ii. 30.



hard
As steele is hardest in his kinde
Aboue all other that men linde
Of metalles. Goicer, Conf. Amant, Prol.

The diamond, why, 'twas beautiful and hard.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 211.

Hard and soft are names that we give to things only in
relation to the constitutions of our own bodies ; that be-

ing generally called hard by us which will put us to pain,
sooner than change figure by the pressure of any part of
our bodies ; and that on the contrary soft, which changes
the situation of its parts upon an easy and uupainful
touch. Locke.

A body is said to be harder than another when it can
be used to scratch the latter, but cannot be scratched by it.

A. Daniell, Physics, p. 230.

2. Not loose, or not easily loosened; firmly
formed

; tight ;
fast : as, a hard knot

; hence,
binding ; obligatory : as, a hard and fast prom-
ise. 3. Hardy; tough; enduring; resistant;
sound.

They be of an hard nature, able to abide and sustain

heat, cold, and labour ; abhorring from all delicate dain-

ties, occupying no husbandry nor tillage of the ground.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), it 10.

They [the horses] are both in hard condition, so it la
race] can come off in ten days.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, p. 65.

4. Difficult.

Is anything too hard for the Lord? Gen. xviii. 14.

(a) Difficult to overcome : strong ; powerful.
I am this day weak, though anointed king ; and these

men the sons of Zeruiah be too hard for me. 2 Sam. iii. 39.

But what will not Gold do? It will make a Pigmy too
hard for a Giant Howell, Letters, I. it 9.

(ft) Difficult of solution, comprehension, decision, etc. ; dif-

ficult to master, understand, determine, etc. ; perplexing :

as, a hard question or problem ; a hard language to study ;

hard words (that is, big words, difficult to pronounce).
Some clerklike serving-man,

Who scarce can spell th' hard names.
B. Joraon, Epigrams, iii.

For men to tell how human life began
Is hard ; for who himself beginning knew ?

Milton, P. L., vill. 261.

In that Arcadian light when roof and tree,
Hard prose by daylight, dream in Italy.

Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 1.

(c) Difficult to accomplish or effect ; necessitating or in-

volving considerable effort or labor ; arduous ; laborious ;

fatiguing : as, hard work ; a hard task.

When Duncan is asleep
(Whereto the rather shall his day's hard journey
Soundly invite him). Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

It es an harde thyng for to saye,
Of doghety dedis that hase bene done

;

Of felle feghtyngs and batells sere.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 97).

The gods are hard to reconcile :

"1'is hard to settle order once again.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song), vi.

So hard 's the task for sinful flesh and blood
To lend the smallest step to what is good.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 8.

(d) Difficult to endure or bear
; oppressive ; harsh ; cruel :

as, a hard fate
; a hard blow ; hard treatment ; a hard

case.

Hard is the choice when the valiant must eat their
arms, or clem.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

A soul supreme, in each hard instance tried,
Above all pain, all passion, and all pride.

Pope, Epistle to Earl of Oxford, 1. 23.

5. Carried on, executed, or accomplished with
great exertion or energy: as, a hard fight; a
hard struggle ;

hard labor or study.
In this world is hard anenture.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

ffull harde and felon was the bateile ther.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 446.

To keep some command on our direction required hard
and diligent plying of the paddle.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 122.

6. Close, persevering, or unremitting in appli-
cation or effort; earnest; industrious: as, a
hard student.

Hard thinking and fleet talking do not run together.
Tyndall, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 335.

7. Strenuous; violent; vehement: as, a hard
rain

; a hard trot or run
;
hard drinking.

Hot, faint, and weary, with her hard embracing.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 559.

8. Intellectually sturdy; practical; not vision-

ary.
The hard sense of Johnson was not calculated to enter

into the visionary and ecstatic enthusiasm of the knight
of Norwich. Bulwer, Misc. Works, 1. 189.

9. Severe in action or effect; rigorous: as, a
hard frost

;
a hard winter.

Being cast on land, much bruised and beaten both with
the sea's hard farewell and the shore's rude welcome

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

A cold, hard winter's storms arrive
And threaten death or famine to their hive.

Addition, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.
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10. Harsh, (o) Presenting a harsh, austere, or repul-
sive appearance : as, hard features.

When we're us'd
To a hard face, it is not so unpleasing.

Middleton and Rotiicy, changeling, ii. 2.

(/>) Harsh in style, outline, or execution ; stiff
;
conven-

tional
; unnatural. A picture is said to be hard when the

lights and shades are too strongly marked and too close
to each other.

Others . . . make the figures harder than the marble
itself. Dryden.
His diction is hard, his figures too bold. Dryden.

Ice . . . bristles all the brakes and thorns
To yon hard crescent, as she hangs
Above the wood. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

(c) Of a harsh nature or character
;
obdurate ; depraved :

as, a hard heart; hence, merciless; characterized by the
absence of kindliness or affection ; unfeeling ; unfriendly ;

harsh in manner : as, a hard look ; to cherish hard feel-

ings toward one.

"Come, Paul !

"
she reiterated, her eye grazing me with

its hard ray like a steel stylet
Charlotte Bronte, Vttlette, xll.

They will take her, they will make her hard,
And she will pass me by in after-life

With some cold reverence worse than were she dead.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

Without imagination, social intercourse grows dry and
hard, and human life is despoiled of charm.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 180.

Electra's voice sounded a little Imnl as she said these

words, and her smile was more bitter than sweet
The Century, XXXVII. 51.

(d) Austere ; exacting ; oppressive : as, to he hard upon
one : a hard master.

So Is meny man ymorthred for hus money and goodes,
And tho that duden the dede ydampned ther-fore after,
And he for hus harde holdynge in helle.

Piers Plowman (C\ xiii. 244.

Think not my judgment leads me to comply
With laws unjust, but hard necessity :

Imperious need, which cannot be withstood,
Makes ill authentic, for a greater good.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ill. 836.

There are none who suffer more under the grievances of
a Imnl government than the subjects of little principali-
ties. Adduon.

(e) Strict in money matters ; close in dealing ; grasping ;

avaricious.

Lord, I knew thee that thou art an hard man, reaping
where thou hast not sown. Mat. xxv. 24.

(.O Vexatious ; galling : as, hard words or dealings ; to call

one hard names .

Have you given him any hard words of late?

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1.

(g) Wicked ; bad ; reprobate ; profane : as, a hard charac-
ter

;
a hard case. [Colloq.J

11. Coarse, unpalatable, or scanty: as, hard
fare. 12. Having a refractory quality ; resis-

tant in some use or application : said of fluids

affected by or treated with lime, etc. : as, hard
water. See hardness, 2 (o), and hard water, un-
der water.

Put in one quart of quicklime. . . . When the liquor is

hard, it is of an orange colour, which may be seen by
blowing. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 38.

For excessively large designs the pieces are dipped first

in lime to fix the lead and copper ; but usually an extra

dip in the entering vat suffices, especially if the vats are

strong in lime, or, as the dyers technically term it, very
hard. O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 286.

13. Strong; spirituous; intoxicating; ferment-
ed: as, hard liquors; hard drinks; hard cider.

Miles Porter was before the court this morning for sell-

ing hard liquor, when he had only a licence for selling ale.

Boston Traveller, Sept 20, 1879.

14. In silk-manuf., retaining the natural gum :

distinguished from soft : said of silk.

Before the gum has been boiled off the silk it is said to
be /in nl silk, but when boiled off it becomes soft silk

terms very expressive of the actual condition of the fibres.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 395.

15. In phonetics : (a) Uttered without sonant

quality; surd or breathed, as distinguished
from sonant or voiced. (6) Having a guttural
as distinguished from a sibilant sound : said of
c and g as in corn and get, as distinguished from
c and g as in cite and gee. [In both uses inexact,
and little used by phoneticians.] At nard edge,
in fencing, with naked weapons, or in serious conflict.

Davies.

By all that's good, I must myself sing small in her com-
pany ; I will never meet at hard edge with her ; If I did
... I should be confoundedly gapped.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, I. 120.

Hard and fast, strongly binding; strictly obligatory;
not to be violated or set aside: as, shard and /outbargain;
hard and fast rules Hard carbonates. See carbonate! .

Hard cash. See cash'*. Hard cider. See cider.

Hard-cider campaign, in U. S. polit. hist., the presi-
dential canvass of 1840, in which much use was made
of hard cider as an emblem by the supporters of General
Harrison, from a slur relating to his use of it cast upon
him by his opponents. See log-cabin. Hard clam, one
of the large rounded clams with a thick heavy shell used
for food in the United States ; a round clam, as the qua-
hog, Venus menenv.no, : so called in distinction from the

hard .

soft or long clams of the genup Mya, etc. Hard coal.
See coal, 2. Hard crab, a hard-shelled edible crab: in
contradistinction to noj't crab. Hard fish, knot, etc. See
the nouns. Hard lines. See liiuX.- Hard maple. See
mnpie. Hard money. See money. Hard muffle-col-
ors, colors which require the greater heat of the muffle-
furnace that is to say, about :X>" of the silver pyrometer,
or nearly 1000 centigrade. Hard Of hearing, hearing
with difficulty ; partly deaf.

Child! I am rather hard of hearing
Yes, truly ; one must scream and bawl :

I tell you, you can't hear at all !

Cowper, Mutual Forbearance.

Hard paste, in ceram. See porcelain. Hard pine, pot-
tery, pulse, water, wood, etc. See the nouns. In hard
condition, see contltiwn. = Syn. 3. Vnyielding, tough.
4 (6). Perplexing, puzzling, knotty. *4 and 5. Difficult, etc.

See arduous. 10. Severe, Harxh, etc. (see austere)', insensi-

ble, callous, obdurate, inflexible.

II. n. 1 . Something that is hard, in distinc-
tion from something similar or related that is

soft
; especially, the hard part of a thing that

is partly soft, as the shell or rind.

Of squylles white alle rawe take of the hardes,
And al the rynde is for this nothing fyne.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 169.

2. A small marble. [Prov. Eng.] 3. A firm,
solid path or way; a paved street or roadway;
a gravelly passage, as over a fen or marsh.
[Local, Eng.]
Two small rooms ... at a tobacconist's shop on the

Common Hard, a dirty street leading down to the dock-
yard |at Plymouth, England].

Die/cent, Nicholas Nickleby, xxi&

4. A kind of pier or landing-place for boats on a
river. Marryat. 5. leap.] In U.S. hist.: (a) A
member of the more conservative of the two fac-

tions into which, in 1852 and the years imme-
diately following, the Democratic party in the
State of New York was divided, corresponding
in general to the earlier faction called Hunkers.
The extreme members were called the Adaman-
tine Hards. Originally called Hard-shells.

The Hards had by their own course forfeited the right
to base their complaints about Pierce's behavior on the
fact that they alone represented the true national Democ-
racy, in the decisive question of slavery.

H. von Hoist, Const Hist (trans.), IV. 272.

(i) In Missouri, about 1850, one of the support-
ers of Senator Benton: so called from their ad-

vocacy of " hard money," but differing from the

Softs mainly in that they were opposed to se-

cession doctrines and to the nationalization of

slavery. 6. pi. A mixture of alum and salt

used by bakers to whiten bread. Dunglison.
hard (hard), adv. [< ME. harde, < AS. hearde,
hard, severely, sorely, very, = OS. hardo =
OHG. harto, strongly, extremely, very,= Gr. /cdo-

ra, extremely, very, much, etc.
;
from the adj.]

1. With force, effort, or energy; with urgency;
forcibly; vehemently; vigorously; energeti-
cally: as, toworkAardforaliving; torunhard;
to hold hard; it rains hard.

Bi that the wyae in the wod wendez his brydel,
Hit the hors with the helez, as harde as he mygt.

Sir Gaimyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2155.

Lie soft, sleep hard, drink wine, and eat good cheer.

Middlelm, Chaste Maid, L 2.

But it rained so hard all the night, that I did not much
fear being attacked. Dumpier, Voyages, II. L 176.

The wolves scampered away as hard as they could drive.

Sir B. L'Eitrange.

And pray'd so hard for mercy from the prince. Dryden.

He stoop'd and gather'd one
From out a bed of thick forget-me-nots,
Look'd hard and sweet at me, and gave it me.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 5.

2. Securely; firmly; tightly; so as to be fast.

Corn. Bind him, I say.
Reg. Hard, hard. Shak., Lear, iii. 7.

3. With difficulty.

Solid bodies foreshow rain, as boxes and pegs of wood
when they draw and wind hard. Bacon.

He thought his horse was 'neath him shot,
And he himself got litrrd away.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VI. 102).

He . . . spoke such scurvy and provoking terms, . . .

I did full lard forbear him. Shale., Othello, i. 2.

The whole party was put under a proscription, so gen-
eral and severe as to take their Aard-earned bread from
the lowest offices. Burke, Present Discontents (1770).

4. Disagreeably; unpleasantly; grievously;
vexatiously ; gallingly.

Paul Primus fheremita] put vs him-selue

Awey into wildernes the werlde to dispisen ;

And there we leng[e]den full longe & lyueden full harde.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. .), 1. 310.

When a man's servant shall play the cur with him, look

you, it goes hard. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4.

5. So as to be difficult.

The question is hard set Sir T. Browne.



6. Roughly

hard

heavily. hard-cured
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(hard
'

kurd), a.

hardhead

Cured, as fish, ished pottery is exposed to a low heat to drive

lie [Time] trots hard with a young maid, between the very thoroughly by drying in the sun after salt- away superfhious oil.

ing, until all the moisture is evaporated. Cod hardening-machine (hard ning-ma-shen"), .

especially are thus prepared for the markets of warm coun- A machine in which the bodies of hats are
tries, as the West ludies, Spain, and Italy.

contract of her marriage and the day it is solemnised.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

7. Close ;
near.

My soul followeth hard after thee. Ps. Ixili. 8. hard-drawn (hiird'dran), a.

The chirch of the priorie was hard joyned to the eat end

of the paroeh chirch. Le.land, Monasticon, iv. 55.

Then the dragon, like a coward, began to fly

Unto his den, that was hard by.
Sir Eglanwre (Child s Ballads, VIII. 197).

[He) weighed hard upon eighteen stone.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 79.

rubbed and pressed to felt the materials and
render them more dense, and to diminish the

as wire through a disk. size of t iie hat.

All wire for outside work should be hard-drawn, if for hardening-skin (hard' ning-skin), n. In hat-
long spaces. Greer, Diet, of Electricity, p. 59.

makillg i
a pje(.e of partially tanned leather

The present company has employed hard-drawn copper piaeed over a bat of felting-hair while the work-
wlre8- Sci- A r" N ' s" Lv ' 89" man compresses it with his hands.
hard-dried (hard'dnd), a. Hard-cured, as fish. Harderian (har-de'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining

Drawn when cold,

JLailUGllctii ^uur-ue ii-aii,;, w. wi vi yvL m^g
Fish prepared for the Spanish market should be very to the Swiss anatomist'J. J. Harder (1656-1711).

8. Fully; closely; to the full extent: especial- hard-dried. Perley, Canada, p. 280. Harderian gland. See gland.

ly
in nautical use, in the commands for putting nar(}elvt, adv. A variant of hardly. Chaucer, hard-faced (hard'fast), a. Having a hard or

the helm hard alee, hard aport, hard up, etc. - - .... . *,

that is, as far as it will go in the direction indi-

cated.

Some of the monsters [ships] they commanded carried

weather helms with wheels hard over.

Sri. Amer., N. S., LVII. 161.

9. So as to be hard in consistence: chiefly
in composition: as, 7Kzr<J-burned, AarcZ-baked,
Aard-boiled.

If the clay be Aord-burned, it will be of a red color.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 149.

Hard alee ! See alee. Hard all, with the greatest exer-

tions of all engaged : used chiefly of boating.

Pulling hard all from Sandford to Iffley, and then again
from Iffley over the regular course. Macmillan's Mag.

Hard and fast, closely ; firmly.

So than held thei here way harde & faste,
Til thei to Palerne prestili with al that pres come.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4878.

Rab slips out, and jinks about
Behint the muckle thorn:

He grippet Nelly hard an' fast.
Burns, Halloween.

'(har'dn), v. [< ME. hardnen, an ex- stern face; hard-featured. Campbell.

tension, with verb-formative -
(cf. happen), hard-favored(hard'fa"vord),. Having coarse

of ME. harden (pres. ind. harde), make hard :

see hard, v. and a.] I. trans. 1. To make
hard or more hard in substance or texture

;

make firm or compact ;
indurate : as, to har-

den steel, clay, or tallow ;
to harden the hands

or muscles by toil.

The Ouaymares haue hard skins, and beat their children

features; harsh of countenance; repellent in

aspect.
Is that hard-favoured gentleman a poet too ?

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

He handsome outwardly, but of odd Conditions; she

excellently qualified, but hard-favoured.
Howell, Letters, it 1.

with thistles to harden them.
Punhas, Pilgrimage, p. 842.

He spends not night on beds of down or feathers,
Nor day in tents, but hardens to all weathers
His youthful! limbs.

The brother a very lovely youth, and the sister hard-

favoured. Sir R. L'Estrange.

hard-favoredness (hard'fa
4
vord-nes), .

Coarseness of features.
y
Ssii)e"",*tr

U
of'Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon, hard-featured (hard'te'turd), a. Havingcoarse

It is a well-known fact among those who are in the hab- features,

it of hardening, that the hardening of steel increases its hard-fern (hard fern), n.

Hard aport ! See aport. Hard by, near ; close. Hard
hit. See Ati, . Hard run. Same as Aard up (a).

Hard up, ill-provided, (a) In want of money ; needy ;

without resources : used absolutely. [Colloq.]

He returned, and being hard up, as we say, took it into

his head to break a shop-window at Liverpool, and take
out some trumpery trinket stuff.

T. Hook, The Sutherlands.

Often he was "hard up," and had to work as a dock la-

bourer. Westminster Ren., CXXVI1I. 907.

(6) Ill-provided with : followed by for : as, hard up for
amusement. [Colloq.] (c) Naut., pushed close up or as

far as possible : said of the helm when put completely over
to one side so as to turn the ship's head away from the

wind. Hold hard ! See AoZdi. It shall go hard but.
See go. to bear one hard*. See beari. To be hard
put to It, to be in great perplexity or difficulty.

The figures and letters were so mingled together that
one would think the coiner was hard put to it on what
part of the money to bestow the several words of his in-

scription. Addition, Ancient Medals, iii.

To die hard. See .rffei. To go hard with. See go.

hardt, v. t. [ME. harden (pres. ind. harde), <

AS. heardian, become hard, make hard, = D.
harden, make hard, = OHG. "hartjan, hartan,

liertanj MHG. herten, G. harten = Dan. harrde

= Sw. harda, make hard; from the adj. Cf.

harden1
.'] To make hard

;
harden.

They speke of sondry harding of metal,
And speke of medicyues therwithal,
And how and whan it sholde 'yharded be.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 237.

hard-a-keepingt, a. Hard to keep or observe.

[Bare.]
Having sworn too hard-a-keeping oath,

Study to break it and not break my troth. harden2
!, a. and re.

o/t'tK.
,
L. L. Li., LI. ._'. . i

dimensions.
0. Ede, in Campin's Mechanical Engineering, p. 363.

Born
To labour and the mattock-Aantoi'd hand.

Tennyson, Maud, xviii.

2. To dry (clothes) by airing. [Prov. Eng.]
3. To make hard or harder in feeling ; strength-

A fern of the genus
Lomaria, particularly L. Spicant. In Austra-

lia, where the genus is abundant, the name is

given to all the species of Lomaria. See Lo-

maria.

.

en or confirm with respect to any element of
j d t th d th of aboutonePen or conrm wi respec o any eemen o . Mh f ineh and well troweled .

had-fish (hfish) ,, Salted and dried cod,
indifferent, unfeeling, obstinate, wicked, etc.

She is hardened against her young ones, as though they
were not hers. Job xxxix. IB.

Some had in courts been great, and, thrown from thence,
Like fiends, were harden'd in impenitence.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, i. 145.

ling, etc. [Scotch.]
hard-fisted (hard'fis"ted), a. 1. Having hard
or strong hands, as a laborer. 2. Close-fisted ;

covetous.

None are so gripple and hard-fisted as the childless.

Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead.
Though he became so far hardened in profligacy that he

could "take pleasure in the vileness of his companions," hard-foucht (hard'fat), a. Vigorously con-
yet the sense of right and wrong was not extinguished in TT* lL

, .
T,nrri fnunht battle

him. Southey, Buuyan, p. 12.
ea as

i
a n<

Hardened glass. See glass. To harden the neck. Hard-fought field. Fanthawe, Lord Stratford's TriaL

Seen*.=Syn. To accustom, discipline, train, toughen, nar(j_got (hard'got), a. Obtained with diffl-
habitnate, steel, brace, nerve. ^SS B

culty.
With a tedious war, and almost endless toils,

Throughout his troubled reign here held his hard-got

spoils. Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 114.

hard-grained (hard'grand), a. 1. Having a

close, firm grain. 2. Unattractive; not amia-
ble or inviting.

II. intrans. 1. To become hard or more hard;

acquire solidity or compactness: as, mortar
hardens in drying.

That we might . . . watch
The sandy footprint harden into stone.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Old instincts hardening to new beliefs.

Lowell, Villa Franca.

2. To become inured or toughened ; especially,
to become unfeeling.

And now his heart

Distends with pride, and, hardening in his strength,
Glories. Milton, P. L., i. 672.

3. To rise in price; grow dear: as, the market
hardens.

The precious metals had again hardened in value.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 410.

hard-bake (hard'bak), re. A sweetmeat made of

boiled brown sugar or treacle with blanched

almonds, and flavored with the juice of lemons,
oranges, or the like : a kind of taffy.

The commodities chiefly exposed for sale in the public

[Also harden; < ME. *her-

den, < hardes, herdes, hards : see liards and -ere2.]

I. a. Of hards or inferior flax.

II. n. Hards or inferior flax. Dames.

A shirt he had made of coarse harden,
A collar-band not worth a farthing.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 235.

hardbeam (liard'bem), n. Same as hornbeam.

hardbill (hard'bil), n. A grosbeak; a bird of

Swainson's subfamily Coccothraustina.

hard-bitted, hard-bitten (hard'bit'ed, -bit"n),
a. [Prop. ,

in this sense, only hard-bitted; (.hard

+ bifl, n., + -ed2.] Hard to control by the bit,

as a horse; hard-mouthed; hence, obstinate;

heady; unyielding.

berg, sister of Baron Hiigel, an eminent Ger-

man traveler.] A genus of Australian herbs
or woody climbers, belonging to the natural or-

der Leguminosai, tribe Phaseoleoe, distinguished

botanically by the strophiolate seeds, small vio-

let flowers, very short calyx-teeth, and a corol-

la the keel of which is shorter than its wings.
The genus consists of 3 species, which, from the profusion

The hard-grain'd Muses of the cube and square.
Tennyton, Princess, Prol.

hard-grass (hard'gras), n. A coarse dry grass of

some one of several genera, as Ophiurvs, Rott-

beellia, and Schlerochloa, and one of some species
of Triticum; also, occasionally, the orchard-

grass, Dactylis glomerata.
hardhack (hard'hak), n. A low shrub, Spira-a

tomentosa, with woolly leaves and pods, and
dense terminal panicles of rose-colored or white
flowers. Also called steeplebtish. It is common in

the northeastern United States, especially in New England,
and is said to have considerable medicinal value as an as-

tringent.

Our narrow New England lanes, . . . where no better

flowers are to be gathered than golden-rod and hardhack.

Lowell, quoted in De Vere's Americanisms, p. 405.

hard-handed(hard'han"ded),o. [=Dan. haard-
haindet = Sw. hdrdhand.'] 1. Having hands
hardened by toil.

Hard-handed men, that work in Athens here,
Which never labour'd in their minds till now.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

2. Practising severity; ruling with a strong
hand.

The easy or hard-handed monarchies, the domestic or

foreign tyrannies. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

They looked such hard-bitten, wiry, whiskered fellows,
of theh- flowers make excellent greenhouse-plants. As

hardly (hard'ha), II. The plant Hypericiim
lat their vounff adversaries felt rather desoondine as to such, H. nwnophyUa, a hardy evergreen twiner, is tne

fat- ,.(,,,., ~T,~ rtf 4-v,~ Cf .TAhn's-wnrts. withthat their young adversaries felt rather desponding as to

the result of the morrow's match.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 8.

Boiled so long ashard-boiled (hiird'boild), a.

to be hard : said of eggs.
hard-bound (hard'bound), a. 1. Fast or tight; hardener (hard'ner),n. One who or that which
stiff and slow in action; costive. makes hard or more firm and compact ; specifi-

Just writes to make his barrenness appear, cally, one who brings cutting instruments or

And strains from hard-bound brains eight lines a year. tools up to the required temper ;
a temperer.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 182. hardening-kiln (hard'niug-kil), . A kiln in

2. Constipated : said of the bowels. [Colloq.] which, in the transfer printing process, unfin-

tetrapterum, one of the St. John's-worts, with

flowers in racemes. The spindle-shaped root of these hard and tough wing-angled stems. [Eng.]
plants is called by the inhabitants sarsaparilla, and used hardhead (hard'hed), w. It. Clash or collision
by the gold-miners as a substitute for it : hence the other "fffi UTiri onntost
common name of spurious sarsaparilla.

-st>

I have been at hardhead with your butting citizens ; I

have routed your herd, I have dispersed them.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

2. A small billon or copper coin of Scotland,

officially known as the lion. It was current in the

sixteenth century under Mary and James VI., and was
worth Ijd. or 2d. English. See cut on following page.
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guests of dyvers factions, someoutlaws of hardily 1
!, adv. A variant of liardly. Chaucer.

tor aifsome eSri^SSSdSlSSi^' hardilyS (har'di-li), adv. [< ME. hardily, hardi-
.ui uie, some 10 DUCKB ana narwmae. j^^t,^ . s i. 7.. _j_ T..O n i T_ _ \ j_ .!

I found many guests of d;

England, some <

"

at cards, some fi

Letter da.

3. The menha-
den, Brevoortia

tyrannus. See
cut under Bre-
voortia. [New
Eng.] 4. The
California gray
whale, Khachia-

nectesglaucus: so
calledby whalers
because it has a
habit of butting
boats. 5. The gray gurnard. Trivia gurnar- .

dus.-Q. The ruddy duck, ErlsmaturaruUda,
** (

nn. 12, 1570. (Ifam.) hche ;< hardy + -1y2.] I . In a hardy manner ;

boldly; with hardiness ;
with confidence.

At the first the Gaules and Spanyards, equal! to their
enemies both In force and courage, malnteined the con-
flict right hardily, and kept their order and arraies.

Holland, it. of Livy, p. 461.

My lords, I assert, confidently and hardily I make the
assertion, and I challenge confutation.

Bp. Hartley, Speech, July, 1799.

2f. Surely; certainly; of course; indeed.
A wyf Is Goddes gifte verraily ;

Alle othere nianere giftes hardily,
As londes, rentes, pasture or coniune,
Or moebles, alle been giftes of Fortune.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 68.

[Cf . Ar. hurdaun, the Li-

Hardhead of lames VI., British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

more fully called hard-headed dipper. Also Aard-
1lzard-] A common agamoid lizard, Stel-""j v.v**w mpi i* njin it MVBJWW . jrviov7 rtu-r (4^ - i .. ,. 11- ,1 !

tack, toughhead. [Atlantic coast, U.S.] 7. A :J^""S> of
countries^ bordejing

the Med-
kind of commercial sponge, Spongia dura. A.
Hyatt. 8. The knapweed, Centaurea nigra: so
called from its resemblance to the loggerhead.

lterranean. Also spelled haardtm.

*TS!*'7
i* ""

"J*
an,Ue green color shaded with

,

. and below a pale yellow. Start. Nat. Srt., IlL 414.

a ball of iron on a long handle. See knapweed, hardiment (har'di-ment), n. [< ME. hardiment,
9. An alloy of iron, tin, and arsenic remain- <

-F
- ltardi"wnt

> < *h hardy: see hardy*.]*" i^A* oni^j" \jt. uvii, 1111, uuu niaciiiu icmaui- ^ ^r jf ' J

ing on the bottom, after liquation, in the pro-
* Courage; daring; hardihood. [Obsolete or

cess of refining tin in the reverberatory fur- archaic.]
nace. It is nearly identical in composition with

*rt w ln Tro>'e and.hast non hardimente

the dross removed from the surface during the
operation. 10. Alarge, smooth, rounded stone
found especially in coarse gravel.

hard-headed (hard'hed"ed), a. [< hard + head
+ -ed%. Cf. D. hardhoofdig, stupid, hardhoofd, a
dolt, blockhead. ] Shrewd

; intelligent or clear-

m; not easily deceived or hum-headed and firm;
bugged: as, a hard-headed politician.
Mrs. D. is, in Mrs. Thrale s phrase, a sensible hard-head-

ed woman. Mine. d'Arblay, Dtary, I. 281.

To take a woman which that loveth thee?

Chaucer, Troilus, Iv. 533.

But, full of fire and greedy hardiment,
The youthfull Knight could not for ought be staide.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 14.

Vanguard of Liberty, ye men of Kent, . . .

Now is the time to prove your hardiment !

Wordsworth, To the Men of Kent, October, 180a

2f. A bold exploit.
Like hardiment Posthnmns hath
To Cymbellne perfonn'd.

S'Ao*-., Cymbeline, v. 4.Bard-headed
physicists, however, regard such instru. . ..

ments [Lippman's electrometers] with considerable doubt hardiness (har'di-nes), n. [< ME. hardynesse;when quantitative measurements are to be made.
Science, in. 280.

Hard-headed dipper. Same as hardhead, 6.

hard-hearted (hard'har"ted), a. [Early mod.
E. also hardharted, hardherted; < ME. herdi-

heorted, luerdiheorted (= Dan. haardhjertet= 8w.
hdrdhjertad), with -ed?, < AS. heardheort (= G.
hartherz-ig),< heard, hard, + heorte, heart.] Un-
feeling; cruel; pitiless; inhuman; inexorable.
But exhorte one an other daylye, whyle it is called to

daye, least any of you waxe hard-herted thorow the deceit-
fulnesse of synne. Bible of 1551, Heb. ill. 13.

She to Intrigues was even hard-hearted.

Prior, Paulo Purganti.
=Syn. See list under cruel.

hard-heartedly (hard'har'ted-li), adv. In a
hard-hearted manner. Imp. Diet.

hard-heartedness (hard'har*ted-nes),w. The
character of being hard-hearted

;
want of feel-

ing or tenderness ; cruelty ; inhumanity.
hardiesset, n. [ME., < OF. hardiesse, hardiesce,
F. hardiesse (= Pr. ardideza = It. arditezza).
< hardi, hardy : see hardy*.] Hardiness; bold-
ness.

That of knygtliode the prowesse
Is grounded upon hardiesse
Of him that dare wel undertake.

Bower, Coal. Amant.
,
II. 87.

hardiheadt (har'di-hed), n. Same as hardi-
hood.

Enflam'd with fury and flers hardy hed.
~. Q., I. Iv. 88.

< hardy* + -ness.'}

physical vigor.

1. Capability of endurance
;

He that berethe the Diamand upon him, it ztvethe him
hardynesse and manhode, and it kepethe the Lemes of his
Body hole. Mandeoille, Travels, p. 159.

2. Hardihood; audacity; effrontery,
lete or archaic.]

[Obso-

Who work themselves such bitter care
That they may live when they are dead ;

Her mother's stern cold hardihead
Shall make this sweet but dead-alive.

By the Imprudent and foolish hardinei of that French
Earle the Frenchmen were discomfited.

Halcluyt's Voyages, II. 35.

It is wholly to this dreadful practice [flogging at schools]
that we may attribute a certain hardiness and ferocity
which some men, though liberally educated, carry about
them In all their behaviour. Steele, Spectator, No. 157.

Criminal as you are, you avenge yourself against the
hardiness of one that should tell yon of it. Spectator.

3f. Hardness.
Ac to be conquerour called that cometh of special grace,
And of hardynesse of herte and of hendenesse [gentleness]

bothe. Piers Plowman (B), xix. 31.

4f. Hardship; suffering.

They hold an opinion that oxen will abide and suffer
much more labour, pain, and hardiness than horses will.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), ii. 1.

They are valiant and hardy ; great endurers of cold, hun-
ger, and all hardiness. Spenser, State of Ireland.

hardingt, . [< ME. hardyng; verbal n. of hard,
f.] Hardening.

They speeken of sondry hardyng of metal.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 235.

hardlaiket, . [ME., < Icel. hardhleikr, hard-
ness, < hardhr = E. han'
ship; harshness; wrong.

With hardlayke & harme, that happyn shall after,
Ye dowtles mun degh for dedes of tho two.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3476.
188-

bardlet, n. An obsolete form of hurdle.
,
n, [< hardy^

+ -hood, hardly (hard'li), adv. [< ME. hardely, hardliche,
hardigheid, hardness, callosity, G. hartig- hardeliche, herdeliche, < AS. henrdlice (= OS.

hardness (m a moral sense) . ] 1 . Unyield- hardliko = G. Mrttich = Icel. hardhliga, hardhla
mg boldness; firmness in doing something that = ODan. haardelig), hardly, hard, sorely, se-
exposes to difficulty, danger, or contumely; in-

verely, < heard, hard: see hard, a.] 1 Not
trepidity; also, and commonly, too great bold- softly or tenderly; roughly; severely; unfa-

: looliah riflTincr! nffnnanro MU^IIV, ,,,.,.

vorably inimicatly
Sarai dealt hardly with her. Gen. xvt 8.

The griev'd commons
Hardly conceive of me.

5Ao*., Hen. VIII., L 2.

We house i' the rock, yet use thee not so hardly
As prouder livers do. Shak., Cymbellne, ill 3.

Heaven was her canopy ; bare earth her bed ;

So hardly lodged. Drydcn.

2. By hard work
;
with difficulty.

There is no sin which God doth so seldom, nor so hardly
forgive, as this sin of falling away from the truth.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Believe me, she is constant ; not the sands
Can be so hardly number'd as she won.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 1.

There Is a keen relish about small pleasures hardly

tCf.

, ,

ness; loolish daring; offensive assurance.
It is the society of numbers which gives hardihood to

Iniquity. Buckminxter.
It is a proof of audacity to venture to an entertainment

uninvited, and of hardihood to endure with apparent un-
consciousness the astonished looks of the host and hostess.

C. J. Smith, Synonymes, p. 115.

2. Physical power of endurance; toughness.
[Rare.]
The pilgrims had the preparation of an armed mind,

better than any hardihood of body.
Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

= Sra. Courage, resolution, pluck, stoutness, fortitude
;

audacity, effrontery, assurance, impudence. The unfavor-
able meanings of hardihood seem to be prevailing over the
good ones, so that there is a tendency to look to other
words for the expression of courage and endurance The
issue of this tendency is not yet decided ; it is less marked
in the case of hardy. earned. J. H. Swing, Madam Liberality.

hardness

3. Not quite or completely ; only approximate-
ly; scarcely: as, it is hardly strong enough;
that is hardly true.

You may be louder yet ; a culverin

Discharged in his ear would hardly bore it.

B. Jonson, Volpone, 1. 1.

However wise, ye hardly know me yet
Tennyson, Merlin and VivUn.

4. Barely; narrowly; almost not at all: as,

hardly any; hardly ever.

The Earl of Gloucester in a Sickness suddenly lost his

Hair, his Teeth, his Nails, and his Brother hardly escaped
Death. Baker, Chronicles, p. 88.

Hardly any faculty is more important for the intellec-
tual progress of man than the power of Attention.

Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 43.

The country was then Impoverished, intercourse with
Great Britain was interrupted, school-books were scarce
and hardly attainable, and there was no certain prospect
of peace. N. Webster, In Scudder, p. 33.

5. Not probably; with little likelihood: as, he
will hardly come to-day.

Hardly shall you find any one so bad but he desires the
credit ofbeing thought good. South, Sermons.

There was that across his throat
Which you had hardly cared to see.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

hard-metal (hard'met'al), n. An alloy of about
two parts of copper with one of tin, prepared in
the process of making gun-metal. To this alloy
the proper addition of copper is afterward made, the ob-
ject oeing to secure a more thorough mixture of the two
metals than would be possible if they were melted together
in the proper proportions without this preliminary opera-
tion.

hardmouth (hard'mouth), n. A cyprinoid fish,
Acrochilus alutaceits, distinguished by the in-
casement of the jaws in a well-defined broad
horny plate having a straight edge. It reaches a
length of about a foot, and represents in the United States
the Chondnmtomintf of Europe. [Columbia river, U. 8.J

hard-mouthed (hard'moutht), a. Having a
hard mouth; not sensitive to or easily con-
trolled by the bit: as, a hard-mouthed horse.

I is time my hard-mouth'd coursers to contronl,
Apt to run riot, and transgress the goal. Dryden.

I myself, the author of these momentous truths, am a

person whose imaginations are hard-mouthed, and exceed-
ingly disposed to run away with his reason.

Sw\ft, Tale of a Tub, ix.

hardness (hard'nes), . [< ME. hardnesse, herd-

nesse, < AS. heardnes (= OHG. hartnissa), <

heard, hard: sea hard, a.] 1. The state or qual-
ity of being hard, in any of the senses of that
word; solidity; density; difficulty of compre-
hension, accomplishment, control, or endur-
ance; obduracy; harshness; severity; inclem-
ency; adversity; roughness; uncomeliness ;

want of sensibility.
If one, by qnlcknes of witte, take his lesson readelie, an

other, by hardnet of witte, taketh it not so speedelie.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 32.

And eke that age despysed nicenesse vaine,
Enur'd to hardnesse and to homely fare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vill. 27.

Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. 2 Tim. U. 3.

I do confess my hardness broke his heart.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. S.

But the Labourers are few, and their haruest nothing
so plentiful] as in other places, which they impute to the
liardnem of learning the Chinian language.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 449.

By their virtuous behaviour they compensate the hard-
ness of their favour. Ray.
With respect to hardness, we know nothing of it by

sense farther than that the parts of hard bodies resist the
motion of our hands on coming into contact with them.

Descartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veitch), it 4.

Specifically 2. That quality in fountain-wa-
ter which is imparted by the presence in excess
of earthy salts, especially calcium sulphate.

It is possible to improve . . . hard water ... by sim-
ply adding lime-water to water the hardness of which is
to be corrected. Huxley, Physiography, p. 119.

The hardness shown by unboiled water is called total
hardness. Thawing, Beer (trans.), p. 135.

3. In med., that quality of the pulse which is
due to tension of the artery, which in this con-
dition does not readily yield to the pressure of
the finger.

Hardness of the pulse is usually said to be an Indica-
tion for bleeding, . . . but it is necessary to discriminate
carefully between the hardness due to tension of the sound
artery . . . and that due to arterial degeneration with
more or less hard deposit in the walls of the vessels.

Quain, Med. Diet.

4. In art and music, harshness or coldness of

execution; unsympathetic treatment, as of a
tone or the details of a picture ;

want of feel-

ing in performance. 5. In mineral., the com-
parative capacity of a substance to scratch
another or be scratched by another

;
the qual-



hardness

ity of boflies which enables them to resist abra-

sion of their surfaces. Scales have been constructed
in which a set of standard bodies lira arranged and num-
bered, and other bodies are referred to this scale in re-

spect of hardness. The diamond is the hardestbody known,
and in the scale of Mobs its hardness is indicated by the

number 10. The scale is as follows : Talc, 1 ; rock-salt,
I ; calcite, 3

; fluor-spar, 4 ; apatite, 5 ; feldspar, 6 ;
rock-

crystal, 7 ; topaz, 8
; corundum, 9 ; diamond, 10.

hard-nosed (hard'nozd), a. In hunting, having
little or 110 sense of smell : said of dogs.
hardock (har'dok), n. [ME. or AS. form not
found

; appar.< early ME. har, AS. Mr, E. hoar,
-h dock1

, q. v.] A name applied by old English
authors to some uncertain plant, probably a
dock with whitish leaves, being a corruption of

hoardoek; perhaps the burdock, ArctiumLappa.
It is thought by some to be the same as hat-lock, which is

a corruption at charlock, Brassica Sinapistrum.

hard-pan (hard'pan), w. 1. The more or less

firmly consolidated detrital material which
sometimes underlies a superficial covering of

soil. Any bed of mingled clay and sand or pebbles, if

firmly compacted, is called hard-pan. The use of this

word appears to be much more common in tbe United
States than in England.
Hence 2. (a) Hard,unbroken ground. [U.S.]
The new [world] is for the most part yet raw, undigested

hard-pan. The Century, XXVII. 118.

(6) The lowest level
;
lowest foundation; a firm

footing for effort or upward progress : as, prices
have reached hard-pan. [U. S.]

The practical hard-pan of business.
Elect. Rev. (Amer.), II. 4.

It didn't appear to reach hard-van, or take a firm grip
on life. The Century, XXVI. 285.

A community where, to use the local dialect,
"
they got

the color and struck hard-pan
" more frequently than any

other mining camp.
Bret Harte, Tales of the Argonauts, p. 172.

hard-pear (hard
'

par), n. A South African
shrub or small tree, Olinia cymosa, belonging
to the natural order Lytlirariece, having square
stems, opposite coriaceous leaves, cymes of

small white flowers, and red drupes. The wood
is hard and compact, and is used in making
musical instruments.

hard-port (hard'port), . Placed hard aport.
See aport.
As we were under full headway, and swiftly rounding

her with a hard-port helm, we delivered a broadside at

her consort, the Bombshell, each shot hulling her.

The Century, XXXVI. 428.

hards (hardz), . [Also hurds, formerly hirdes;
< ME. hardes, herdes, hyrdes, a pi. (though ap-
pearing as a sing, in the ME. gloss "hec stupa,
a hardes"), < AS. pi. heordan, hards; connec-
tions unknown.] The refuse or coarse part of

flax, hemp, or wool.

Ilir clathes biliue bigan to brin
Als herdes that had bene right dry.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

She hadde on a sukkenye
That not of hempe ne heerdes was.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 1233.

What seems to you so easy and certain is to me as diffi-

cult as it would be to work a steel hauberk out of hards
of flax. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, v.

hard-set (hard' set'), a. Rigid; inflexible; ob-
stinate.

hard-shell (hard'shel), a. and n. I. a. 1. In

zoiil., having a hard shell. Specifically applied (a)
to the hard clam, round clam, or quahog, Venus merce-

naria; (b) to the common edible crab, Callinectes hag-
tat us, when its shell is grown hard : distinguished from
soft-shell.

2. Rigidly and narrowly orthodox: conserva-

tive; uncompromising. [Colloq., U. S.]

She recognized the drawl of an old hard-shell preacher
who at long intervals came to hold forth in the neighbor-
hood. The Century, XXXVI. 897.

Hard-shell Baptists. See baptist, 2.

II. n. 1. A hard-shelled crab or clam. 2.

See Hard, n., 5 (a).
hard-shelled (hard'sheld), a. Same as hard-
shell.

Oh, you hard-shelled, unplastic, insulated Englishmen!
You introduce towels and fresh water, and tea, and beef-

steak, wherever you go, it is true ; but you teach high
prices, and swindling, and insolence likewise !

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 266.

hardship (hard'shiip), n. [< ME. herdschipe,
also hardischipe; < hard + -ship.] 1. Severe
labor or want

; suffering or excessive toil, phys-
ical or mental; adversity; affliction; also, any-
thing that exacts physical or mental endurance.

They admitted of bondage, with danger of conscience,
rather then to indure these hardships.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 23.

Heroes are always drawn bearing sorrows, struggling
with adversities, undergoing all kinds of hardships, and
having in the service of mankind a kind of appetite to

difficulties and dangers. Spectator, No. 312.
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Still hardying more and more in his triumphs over our

simplicity. Lamb, Elia, p. 299.

hardy'2 (har'di), n.
; pi. hardies (-din). [Origin

obscure.] In Macksmithing, a chisel or fuller

haviugasquareshankforiusertion intoa square
DVIL. X. iriltl. UUI'UUII, i^rii'vaiiuc, HIMIIM'-. [loll 1 in an UllVll,

hardtack (hard'tak), n. 1. Large, coarse, hard hardyheadt, . See hardihead.

biscuit baked without salt and kiln-dried, much hardy-shrew (har'di-shro), n. [Formerly also

luintishrew.] The shrew.

2. Hard treatment
; injury; oppression; injus-

tice.

They arc ripe for a peace, to enjoy what we have con-

quered for them
;
and so are we, to recover the effects of

their hardships upon us. Swift.

=Syn. 1. Trial, burden, grievance, trouble.

used by sailors and soldiers; ship-biscuit. 2.

Same as hardhead, 6. [Georgia, U. S.]

hardtail (hard'tal), n. A carangoid fish, the

yellow mackerel, Caranx pisquetus.
hard-visaged (hard'viz'ajd), a. Having harsh

features; ill-favored.

hardware (hard'war), n. 1. Small metal arti-

cles, such as house- or carriage-trimmings, fit-

tings, parts of machines, domestic and kitchen

utensils and appliances, and small tools. For
more convenient classification, such material is called

builders' hardware, domestic hardware, carriage-hard-

ware, etc.

2. Alcoholic liquors. [Colloq., Newfoundland.]
hardwareman (hard'war-man), n.

; pi. hard-
waremen (-men). A maker or seller of hard-
ware.
Work for silversmiths, watch-makers, and hardware-

men. The Century, XXIV. 653.

Hardwickia (hard-wik'i-a), n. [NL. (Roxburgh,
1795), named after Major-General Thomas
Hardwick of the British army.] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Leguminosai, subor-

der Catsalpiniece, tribe Cfynoei!raE,characterized
by slender paniculate racemes of flowers having
5 strongly imbricated sepals and 10 stamens,
1 to 3 of which are sometimes reduced to stami-

nodia. The genus embraces 4 species, natives of tropical
Asia and Africa. They are thornless trees with abruptly-

pinnate 2- to 6-foliolate leaves. Two Asiatic species, H.
binata and H. pinnata, are tolerably well known. The
former is a deciduous tree attaining a maximum height
of 120 feet, and inhabiting southern and central India.

The heart-wood is dark reddish-brown or nearly black,

fine-grained, very hard, and durable. It is perhaps the

heaviest wood in India, splits easily, and does not warp.
It is very valuable for posts, railroad-ties, and under-

ground work. The bark furnishes a valuable fiber for

cordage. The other species named has similar but less-

marked properties. It grows in the western Ghats from
South Kanara to Travancore. Both species exude a bal-

sam similar to copaiba. That of H. pinnata hardens into

a resin, or forms an oleo-resin.

hardwood-tree (hard' wud-tre), n. A hand-
some West Indian shrub or small tree, Ixora

ferrea, belonging to the natural order Rubiacece,
having oblong, pointed leaves and axillary

corymbs of rose-colored flowers. See Ixora.

hardy1 (har'di), a.; compar. hardier, superl.
hardiest. [< ME. hardy, hardi, < OF. Jiardi (F.

hardi). hardy, daring, stout, bold, usually re-

garded as the pp. of hardir, ardir (= Pr. ardir
= It. ardire), be bold, make bold, < OHG. "iiart-

jan = E. hard, v.) (cf. OF. enhardi, emboldened,
pp. of enhardir, embolden), but perhaps direct-

ly < OHG. harti, herti, MHG. herti, another form
ofOHG. MHG. hart= E. hard: cf . MLG. herdich,

persevering, = ODan. luerdig= Norw. herdig =
Sw. hardig, vigorous, courageous (Dan. ihwrdig
= Sw. ihardig, persevering). Hardy is thus a
doublet of hard: see hard.'] 1. Bold; intrepid;

daring; confident; audacious.

But there is no man in the World so hardy, Cristene man
ne other, but that he wolde ben adrad for to beholde it.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 282.

That you be never so hardy to come again in his affairs.

Shak., T. N., ii. 2.

Tbe Indians were so hardy as they came close up to

them, notwithstanding their pieces.

Winthrop, Hist, New England, I. 254.

Be not so hardy, scullion, as to slay
One nobler than thyself.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. Requiring or imparting courage, vigor, and
endurance; that must be done boldly or ener-

getically: as, a hardy exploit; hardy occupa-
tions.

He turned with impatience from his literary tutors to

military exercises and the hardiest sports.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 368.

3. Strong; enduring; capable of resisting fa-

tigue, hardship, or exposure: as, a hardy peas-
ant ;

a hardy plant.
Lone flower, hemmed in with snows and white as they,
But hardier far. Wordsworth, Sonnets, U. 16.

And every hardy plant could bear
Loch Katrine's keen and searching air.

Scott, L. of the L., i 26.

The emigrant's children have grown up, the hardy off-

spring of the new clime. Everett, Orations, I. 201.

= Syn. 1. Stout-hearted, courageous, valiant, daring. See
note under hardihood. 3. Hale, robust, sturdy, tough.

hardy1
(har'di), v. i.; pret. and pp. hardied, ppr.

hardying. [<.hardy, a.~\ To become hardy, dar-

ing, or audacious. [Rare.]

hare 1
(har)~ . [< ME. hare, < AS. hara =

OFries. hase = MD. haese, D. haas = MLG. hase

= OHG. haso, MHG. G. hase = Icel. hen (for

heri) = Sw. Dan. hare (< Teut. stem *liasan-)
= W. ceinach = OPruss. savins = Skt. faya
(for *casa), a hare.] 1. A rodent quadruped
of the family Leporidce and genus Lepus. It has
four upper front teeth instead of only two as usual in

Rodentia (the extra pair placed behind the others), long
mobile ears, short cocked-up tail, lengthened hind limbs,

furry soles, and cleft upper lip. The species are nu-

merous, and are found in most countries, especially of the

northern hemisphere ; they are much alike, all nearly re-

sembling thecommon hare of Europe, Lepus timidus. This

animal in northerly and alpine countries turns more or less

completely white in winter, and is then known as the va-

rying hare. The polar hare, Lepus limidus, var. arclicut

OTglacialis, is the extreme phase of the same species ;
the

American representative is L. americanun. The western

American Varying Hare (tefus americanus).

United States harbor several very large, long-eared, long-
limbed hares, such as L. campestris (which whitens in

winter), L. callotis, and others, commonly known as jack-
rabbits or jackass-rabbits. (See cut under jack-rabbit.)
Some hares are partly aquatic, as L. aquaticux of the south-

ern United States. The hare is proverbial for its timidity
and fleetness, and for its instinctive ingenuity in eluding
enemies. The pursuit of it with hounds is called cour-

sing, and has been a favorite sport from remote times. The
rabbit, belonging to the same genus, is often included un-

der the general term hare, and differs from it chiefly in its

smaller size, and in its habit of burrowing instead of con-

structing forms in the grass as the hare does. See rabbit.

He is so gode a knyght that alle other be but as heres as

in comparison to hym, saf only his brother.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 162.

The melancholy hare is fomi'd in brakes and briers.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 204.

The tim'rous hare . . . scarce shuns me.

Cowper, Task, vi. 305.

2. [cop.] In astron., one of the forty-eight an-

cient constellations of Ptolemy, situated in the

southern hemisphere. First catch your hare.
See catch*. Hare and hounds, (a) An outdoor game
modeled after the hunting of hares with hounds. Two
players known as hares start off on a long run or ride,

scattering behind them small pieces of paper called the

scent; the others, known as the hounds, following the
trail so marked, try to catch the hares before they reach
home again.

"Well, my little fellows,"began the Doctor, . . . "what
makes you so late 1

" "
Please, sir, we've been out Big-side

Hare-and-hounds, and lost our way."
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

(6t) Everybody ; people generally.

But Antenor, he shal come horn to tonne,
And she shal out thus seyde here and houne.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 210.

Little chief hare. See Lagomys and pika. Mad as a
March hare, acting wildly or senselessly ; strangely freak-

ish : in allusion to the wild actions of the hare during the

breeding-season in spring. To hunt for hares With a
tabort, to engage in a hopeless task. Davies.

Men my^tten as well haue huntyd an hare with a tabre,
As aske ony mendis ffor that the! mysdede.

Richard the Redelfss, i. 58.

The poore man that gives but his bare fee, or perhaps
pleads in forma pauperis, he hunteth for hares with a taber,
and gropeth in the darke to find a needle in abotle of hay.

Qreene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier (Harl. Misc., V. 407).

To make a hare of, to hoax or befool ; ridicule ; expose
or show up to derision. (See also calling-hare.)

hare2t (har), r. t. [= E. dial, harr, < ME. ha-

rien, harren, drag by force, ill-treat ;
either the

same as harien for herien, hergien, E. harry, q. v.,

or < OF. harier, harry, hurry, trouble, disturb,

importune, annoy; perhaps also confused with
OF. harer (un chien), set (a dog) on, encourage;
cf. haro, harrow, an exclamation; crier haro,

cry harrow: see Aarrow3.] To harass; worry;
frighten.

I' the name of men or beasts, what do you do?
Hare the poor fellow out of his five wits
And seven senses. B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. L



hare3
t,

Harebell, or Bluebell

ipanula rotundjfo-

hare

But the poor creature was so ttared by the council of
officers that he presently caused a proclamation to be Is-

sued out, by which he did declare the parliament to be dis-

solved. Clarendon, Civil Wars, III. 660.

To hare and rate them thus at every turn is not to teach

them, but to vex and torment them to no purpose.
Locke, Education, 67.

See ftel, I., D (6).

harebell (har'bel),w. [<ME.
harebelle, glossing L. bursa

pastoris, shepherd's-purse
(not in AS.) ;

< hare1 +
bell1 . Many plants take
their popular names from
familiar animals without ob-
vious reason; cf. harefoot,

hare's-foot, hare-mint, hare's-

ear, etc.] 1. A species of

bell-flower, Campanula ro-

tundifolia, the well-known
bluebell of Scotland, it is a
low herb with delicate, drooping,
blue, bell-shaped flowers, and lin-

ear-lanceolate stem -leaves, those
near the root being round-heart-

shaped or ovate, but early disap-
pearing, so as rarely to be seen
with the flowers. It is common
to both Europe and North Ameri-
ca. The name is sometimes erro-

neously written hairbell; Lindley
endeavored to restrict that spell-

ing to this plant, reserving the

spelling harebell for the Scillanu-
taiis (def. 2).

The azur'd hare-bell, like thy veins.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

E'en the slight hare-bell raised its head,
Elastic, from her airy tread.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 18.

An Alpine harebell hung with tears

By some cold morning glacier.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

2. The wild hyacinth, Scilla nutans, orHyacin-
thus non-scriptus. [Scotch; rarely so used in

English works.]
harebrain (har'bran), a. and n. [< hare1 +
bra in. Also written, incorrectly, hairbrain, as if

< hair1 + brain.] I. a. Same as harebrained.

I meane it (saith the king) by that same haire-braine
wild fellow, my subject, the Earle of Suffolke, who is

protected in your countrie, and begins to play the foole,
when all others are wearie of it .

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 223.

It certainly will not put him in a position to carry out
any of the hairbrain schemes of economic policy.

The American, XII. 309.

II. . A giddy or reckless person.
Ah foolish harebraine,

This is not she. Udall, Roister Bolster, i. 4.

Look into our histories, and you shall almost meet with
no other subject, but what a company of hare-brains have
done in their rage. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 169.

harebrained (har'brand), a. [< hare1 + brain
+ -ed2. Also written, incorrectly, hairbrained.]

Haying or indicating, as it were, no more
brain than a hare

; giddy; heedless; reckless;
wild.

O painted fooles, whose hairbrainde heades must haue
More clothes attones than might become a king.

Oaecoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 70.

Grave and wise persons . . . are extremely less affected
with lust and loves than the hare-brained boy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 718.

The hare-brained chatter of a few
political babblers.

C. ttarmn. Gates of Herat, v.

harebrainedly (har'brand-li), adv. In a giddy,
wild, or heedless manner.
Fansie (quoth he) farewell, whose badge I long did beare,
And in my hat full harebrayndly thy flowers did I weare.

dlascoigne, Fruit of Fetters.

harebur (har'ber), n. The burdock, Arctium
Zappa. See burdock.

harecopt, n. See horecop.
hareem, n. Same as harem.

hare-eyed (har'ld), a. Watchful
;
fearful.

Relentless Rigor, and Confusion faint,
Frantic Distemper, and hare-eyed Unrest,
And short-breathed Thirst, with ever-burning breast.

Chapman, Death of Prince Henry.

harefoot (har'fut), n. [< ME. harefot (defs. 1
and 5 ()) (= Sw. harefot = Dan. harefod,
harefoot); < hare1 + foot. Cf. hare's-foot.']
1. The foot of a hare; a foot resembling a
hare's foot.

And hence a third proverb, Betty, since you are an ad-
mirer of proverbs : Better a hare-foot than none at all ;

that is to say, than not to be able to walk.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 118.

2f. A swift-footed person.
Harald, Godwyne sone

He was cleped Harefot, for he was urnare god (a good run-
nerl- Chronicle ofEng., 1. 897.
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3. The ptarmigan, or any species of the genus
Lagopus: so called because the densely feather-
ed feet resemble those of the hare. See first

cut under grouse. 4f. A long, narrow foot, car-
ried forward, such as is found in some dogs.
V. Shaw, Book of the Dog. 6. In hot. : (n)
Same as areus. (b) Same as hare's-foot, 1.

hare-footed (har'fut"ed), a. Having densely
furry or feathery feet, like those of a hare : an
epithet of the ptarmigan.
hare-hearted (har'har'ted), a. Timorous, like
a hare

; easily frightened.
harehound (har'hound), . A hound for hunt-

ing hares ; a greyhound. Chalmers. [Rare.]
hare-kangaroo (har'kang-ga-rB'"), . A small

kangaroo of the genus Lagbrchestes, so called
from its resemblance to a hare in size and color,

Hare-kangaroo ( Lagorckestes ftirsutus).

and to some extent in habits. These animals
live on open plains and construct forms in the

herbage. There are several species.
hareld (har'eld), n. [< Harelda.'] A duck of
the genus Harelda, more fully called northern
hareld.

Harelda (ha-rel'da), . [NL. (Leach, 1816) ;
also

Haratda ; a miswriting or misprint for Havelda,
< Icel. hdvella (so given by Haldorsen, but
rather Norw.) = Norw. havella, dial, also haval,
liavold (Aasen) = ODan. havelde (other Scand.
forms are cited: haella, 7m07d, etc., a sea-duck
(see def.)); appar. < Icel. Sw. haf, Dan. Norw.
hav, the sea (see haaf, haff, haven) ;

the second
element is perhaps a corruption of Icel. ond
(and-) = Dan. and, etc., duck : see drake1

.] A
genus of sea-ducks, of the family Anatidai and

Male Oitiwitc ^Hartldn glacidlis).

Left-hand figure shows summer plumage, and right-hand figure
winter plumage.

subfamily Fuligulinai, having in the male a cu-
neate tail with the central rectrices long-ex-
serted. The only species is //. glacialis, the long-tailed
duck, a very common bird of the northern hemisphere,
also called oldinfe, old-squaw, and smith-southerly. The
genus has also been named Pagonetta, Crymonessa, and
Melonetta.

harelip (har'lip'), n. 1. A congenital fissure or
vertical division of the upper lip: so called from
its supposed resemblance to the lip of a hare.
The cleft is occasionally double, therebeing a little lobe or
portion of the lip situated between the two fissures. It
is surgically treated by smoothly paring the opposite
edges of the fissure, and maintaining them in accurate
apposition by a twisted suture until they have united.

This is the foul fiend Flibbertigibbet. He begins at
curfew, and walks till the first cock. He ... squints
the eye and makes the hare-lip. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

2. The hare-lipped sucker, Quassilabia lacera,
a catostomid fish remarkable for the conforma-
tion of the mouth, which suggests a harelip. The
upper lip is not protractile, but is greatly enlarged, and
the lower lip is divided into two separate lobes. It is

abundant in the Scioto and a few other rivers in the Ohio
valley and southward.

harelipped (har'lipt), a. Having a harelip.
harem (ha'rem or ha'rem), n. [Also haram; <
Turk, harem, < Ar. haram, anything forbidden,
a sacred place or thing, in particular women's
apartments, women, allied to Ar. harma, a

harestane

lady (pi. harim; el Imrim, the female sex,
whence the occasional E. form harim, hareem),
< harama, prohibit, forbid.] 1. In Turkey,
Egypt, Syria, etc., the part of a dwelling-house,
including an inclosed courtyard, appropriated
to the female members of a Mohammedan fam-
ily, and so constructed as to secure the utmost
seclusion and privacy. In India the correspond-
ing chambers, offices, and inclosure are called
the zenana.

This Duke here, and in other seralios (or Haranu, as
the Persians term them) has above 300 concubines.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 139.

2. Collectively, the occupants of a harem, con-

sisting in a Mohammedan family of the wife,
or wives (usually to the number or four), female
relatives of the husband, female slaves or con-

cubines, and sometimes eunuchs as guardians
and attendants.

Seraglios sing, and harems dance for Joy.

Cowper, Anti-Thelypthora, 1. 108.

3. A sacred place; either of the holy cities

Mecca and Medina, called the two harems, as

places prohibited to infidels. [Bare.]
hare-madt (har'mad), a. Mad as a March hare.
See hare1

.

O, here's a day of toil well pass'd over,
Able to make a citizen hare-mad t

Middleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

harengiform (ha-ren'ji-form), a. [< NL. ha-

rengus, herring, -I- L. forma, shape.] Shaped
like a herring: a term now more restricted in

meaning than clupeiform.

harengus (ha-reng'gus), . [ML. and NL., <

OF. hareng, < OHGK harinc, herine = AS. ha;-

ring, E. herring, q. v.] 1. A herring. 2. [cap.]
An Aldrovandine genus of herrings. See Clu-

pea.
hare-pipet (har'pip), n. [ME. harepype, > AF.
harepipe.] A snare for catching hares. Halli-
well.

The next tyme thou shal be take ;

I have a hare pype in my purse.
That shall be set, Watte, for thi sake.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, t. 110.

hare's-bane (haiz'ban), n. Same as wolfs-bane.
hare's-beard (harz'berd), . The great mul-
len, Terbascnm Thapsus. See mullen.

hare's-colewort (harz'kol'wert), n. Same as
hare's-lettuce.

hare's-ear (harz'er), . 1. A European um-
belliferous plant, Bupleurum rotundifolium,
having alternate perfoliate leaves, the auricled
base closing round the stem. Also called

thoroughwax. 2. A plant of the cruciferous

genus Conringia, of either of the species C. Aus-
triacum and C. orientale, having similar auric-
ulate leaves Bastard hare's-ear, Phyllis nobla, a
native of the Canary Islands, belonging to the Kubiacea.

hare's-foot (harz'fut), n. 1. The hare's-foot

trefoil, or rabbit-foot clover, Trifolium arvense.
Also called harefoot. 2. A tree, Ochroma La-
gopus, belonging to the natural order Malvacea,
a native of tropical America, the wood of
which is very light, and therefore well adapted
for rafts, boats, etc. It derives its name from the
silk-cotton of the seeds, which protrudes from the open-
ings in the large fruit after dehiscence, and resembles the
foot of a hare. This cotton is used in stuffing cushions and

pillows. Hare'8-fOOt fern, a fern (Damllia Canarietisis)
inhabiting the Canary and Madeira islands, and also found
on the adjacent mainland of both Africa and Europe. The
name is said to refer to its scaly, creeping rhizomes. The
fronds are broadly triangular, from 8 to 15 inches in length,
twice- orthrice-pinnate, the pinnules cut into narrow lobes.
The indusium is whitish, and deeply half cup-shaped. In
Australia this name is given to D. pyxidata. See liumllia.

Hare's-foot trefoil or clover. See clover, i.

hare's-lettuce (harz'let"is), n. A composite
plant, Sonchus oleraceus, better known as sow-

thistle, a favorite food of hares. Also called

hare's-colewort, hare's-palace, and hare-thistle.

See Sonchus and sow-thistle.

hare's-palace (harz'pal"as), . Same as hare's-

lettuce.

hare's-parsley (harz'pars"li), . An umbel-
liferous plant, Anthriseus sylvestris, common
in Europe.

hare's-tail (harz'tal), . 1. A species of cot-

ton-grass, Eriophorum vaglnattim, common in

Europe and North America. It belongs to the natu-
ral order Cyperacece, and is related to the club-rushes and
bulrushes ;

but the bristles of the perianth are numerous,
and become elongated in the mature fruit into fibers like

those of cotton, which in this species are white, and form
a ball or dense tuft which has been compared to the tail

of a hare. See cotton-grass and Eriophorum. Also called

hare's-tail rugh.

2. The hare's-tail grass (which see, under grass).
Hare's-tail rush. See def. 1, above.

harestane (har'stan), . A memorial stone,
or a stone marking a boundary; a hoarstone:
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Haricot (PhaseoluS'l'ulgnris'l.

a, flower ; b, ovule.

harestane

as, the harestane on the Borough Muir of Edin-

burgh. [Scotch.]
hare-thistle (har'this"!), . Same as hare's-

lettu.ee.

harfang (hiir'fang), n. [< Sw. harfang, lit,
' hare-catcher' (also called haruggla, 'hare-owl')
(cf. ODan. hare/any, hare-catching), < hare, =
E. hare 1

,
+ J'anga, catch, seize, = E. fang. The

AS. herefoug (L. ossifniiiits), an osprey, appar.
involves here, army.] The snowy owl, Nyctea
nivca or N. seancliaca : so called from its habit
of preying upon hares.

hargulatiert, . Same as argolet.
haricot (har'i-ko), . [< F. haricot, a ragout of

mutton, etc., also (in mod. use) the kidney-
bean (appar. because used in such ragouts),
< OF. lierigote.
Cf. OF. Imrli-

gote, a piece,
morsel. Origin
unknown.] 1.

A kind of ra-

gout of meat
and vegeta-
bles. 2. The
kidney-bean or
Frenchbean.
3. In eeram., a
red used for the
whole surface of a piece, or forming a back-

ground to other decoration. It is produced
from an oxid of copper.
haricot-bean (har'i-ko-ben), n. Same as hari-

cot,^
2.

hariet, A Middle English form of harry.

harier, . See harrier*.

harift, n. See hairif.

hari-kari, n. See hara-kiri.

hariolationt (har"i-o-la'shon), . [< Ii.hariola-

tio(n-), < hariolari, foretell, divine, < hariolua,
a soothsayer, prophet ;

cf. haruspex."] A sooth-

saying ;
a foretelling. Also ariolation.

Ariolation, soothsaying, and such oblique idolatries.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

hariott, n. An obsolete spelling of heriot.

harish (har'ish), a. [< hare1 + -isft1 .] Re-

sembling a hare in some respect; somewhat
like a hare.

hark (hark), v. [Formerly also heark; < ME.
herken, < AS. *hercian, *hyrcian (not found, the

only recorded form being that extended with
verb-formative -n, namely, hercnian, hyrcnian,
heorcnian (ME. herknen, E. harken, q. v.), =
MD. horken, horcken, harcken = OFries. herkia,

harkia, North Fries, harke = MLG. horken =
OHG. horechen, MHG. horchen, horchen, G. hor-

chen), hark, listen; a derivative, with formative

-c, -k (cf. smir-k, stal-k, tal-k, dal-k, etc.), of AS.
hyran, hieran, heran = D. hooren = OHG. hor-

jan, MHG. G. horen, etc., hear: see hear. Cf.

harken, the same word with additional suffix.]

I.t trans. To hear; listen to.

This king sit thus in his nobleye,
Herkiny his minstralles hir thinges pleye
Biforn him at the bord deliciously.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 70.

To hark back, to call back to the original point. See
hark back, under II.

There is but one that harks me bade.
Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., i. 9.

II. intrans. To listen; harken: now chiefly
used in the imperative, as an incitement to at-

tention or action, as in hunting. See phrases
below.

These learned wonders witty Phalee marks,
And needfully to euery Eule he harks.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

Hark, hark, my lord, what bells are these?

Heywood, If you Know not Me, i

We flnde a certain singular pleasure in hearking to such
as be returned from some long voyage, and do report
things which they have seen in strange countries.

North, tr. of Plutarch, Amiot to the Headers.

Pricking up his ears to hark
If he could hear too in the dark.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

Hark'ee, Premium, you'll prepare lodgings for these gen-
tlemen. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

Hark away! hark forward! hunting cries intended
to urge the hounds and the chase onward. Hark back !

in hunting, a cry to the hounds, when they have lost the
scent, directing them to return upon their course and
recover it. Hence To hark back, to return to some
previous point, as of a subject, and start fi-om that afresh.

To hark back to our 2nd question, ..." Who was Sir
William C'ummyn of Inverellochy?"

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),

[Forewords, p. xxi.

He ... harks back to matters he has already discussed.

, Eng. Statesmen, p. 252.
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hark-away (hark'a-wa"), n. A hunting cry.
See hark, v. i.

Then horse and hound fierce joy display,
Exulting at the hark-away.

M. Green, The Spleen.

harken, hearken (har'kn), v. [< ME. inn-i.-t m .

herknen, < AS. hercnian, hyr&rian, licnrt-iiiaii,

harken, with verb-formative -n (as in listen,

fasten 1
, etc.), < AS. "hei-cian (ME. herken, E.

hark), \ hyran, hieran, heran, hear: see hark
and hear.'] I. intrans. To listen; lend the ear;
attend or give heed to what is uttered; hear
with attention, obedience, or compliance.

The kyng of kynggez harkenyd of that case,
He taryd not nor lenger wold abide.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2949.

Hearken, Israel, unto the statutes and unto the judg-
ments which I teach you. Deut. iv. 1.

Orpheus assembled the wild beasts to come in heards
to harken to his musicke, and by that meanes made them
tame. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 4.

We at length hearkened to the terms of peace.
Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

Dear mother Ida, harken ere I die.

Tennyson, (Enone.

II. trans. 1. To hear by listening. [Poetical.]
Whan thei that serued herde the noyse of the peple,

thei ronne to the wyndowes to herkene what it myght be.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 422.

But here she comes : I fairly step aside,
And hearken, if I may, her business here.

Milton, Comus, 1. 169.

Where sat the blackbird-hen in spring,
Hearkening her bright-billed husband sing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 188.

2. To hear with attention ; regard.
You, proud judges, hearken what God saith in his holy

book. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

This king of Naples, being an enemy
To me inveterate, hearkens my brother's suit.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

He sat, with eager face hearkening each word,
Nor speaking aught.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 275.

To harken OUtt, to hunt out; run down
;
find by search.

He has employed a fellow this half-year all over Eng-
land to hearken him out a dumb woman.

B. Joneon, Epiccene, i. 1.

Come, reverend doctor, let us harken out
Where the young prince remains.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, v. 1.

harkener, hearkener (hark'ner), n. [< ME.
herknere; < harken + -cr1 .] One who harkens;
a listener.

Hearkeners of rumours and tales. Bant, Alvearie.

harl (harl), v. [Also haurl; < ME. harlen, drag,
pull.] I. trans. 1. To drag upon the ground;
drag along with force or violence

;
trail. [Ob-

solete or Scotch.]
The hasel & the haj-thorne were harled al samen,
With roge raged mosse rayled ay-where.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 744.

And harleden heom out of the londe,
And with tormens manie buy slowe.

MS. Laud. 108, f. 166. (Halliwett.)

2. To entangle; confuse. [Prov. Eng.] 3.
To cut a slit in one of the hind legs of (a dead
animal), in order to suspend it. [Prov. Eng.]
4. To rough-cast (a wall) with lime. [Scotch.]

Built of stone and rough-cast, harled they called it there.
G. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock.

We have in Scotland far fewer ancient buildings, above
all in country places ; and those that we have are all of
hewn or harled masonry.

R. L. Stevenson, The Foreigner at Home.

II. intrans. 1. To be dragged or pulled.
[Scotch.]

He ... drew a stroke,
Till skin in blypes cam haurlin'

Afl 's nieves that night.
Burns, Halloween.

2. To trail
; drag one's self. [Scotch.]

A pretty enjoyment for me to go away harling here and
harling there out o'er the country when I cae scarcely put
my foot to the ground to cross the room.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vil.

harl (harl), n. [< harl, v.] 1. The act of drag-
ging. [Scotch.] 2. Flax, hemp, wool, hair, or
other filaments as drawn out or hackled. 3.
A barb of a feather from a peacock's tail, used
as a hackle in dressing fly-hooks. Also herl,
hurl.

Herl, or harl, as some persons call it the little plume-
lets or fibres growing on each side of the tail feathers of
the peacock. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 589.

4. Property obtained by means not accounted
honorable. 5. A considerable but indefinite

quantity. [Scotch.]
- Ony harl of health he has is aye about meal-time.

Gait, Sir Andrew Wylie, II. 244.

6. A leash (three) of hounds, [Prov. Eng.]

harlequin

harlan (hiir'lan), n. 1. Same as harle. 2.

The pintail-duck, Diifiln nt'iitit. Rev. C. Swain-

son, 1885. [Wexford, Ireland.]
harle (harl), re. A merganser; specifically, the
red-breasted merganser, Menjus serrator. Also
harlan, herald. [Orkney Islands.]
Harleian (har'le-an), a. [< Barley (see def.)
4- -aw.] Pertaining or relating to Robert Har-

ley, Earl of Oxford, an English politician (1661-
1724), and his son Edward: as, the Harleian col-

lection (of several thousand manuscripts, now
in the British Museum); the Harleian Miscel-

lany (reprints from their collection of rare

pamphlets, tracts, etc.).

Among the Harleian MSS. in the British Museum is a

Chartulary of Heading Abbey.
English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 297.

harlequin (har'le-kin or -kwin), n. and a. [For-
merly also harlekin, harlaken ; = D. harlekijn =
G. Dan. Sw. harlekin, < OF. harlequin (15th cen-

tury), F. arlequin (> prob. Sp. arlequin, arnequin
= Pg. arlequim = It.

arlecchinp),
a harlequin;

prob. a laterform (associated with a popular ety-
mology which connected the word with Charles

Qttiret, Charles V.)of OF. herlequin, herlekin, hele-

quin, halequin, hellekin, hierlekin, hellequin (13th

century), a demon, Satan, earlier and usually
occurring in the phrase la mesnie hellekin (la
maisnie hierlekin, etc., ML. harlequini familia,
ME. Hurlewaynes kynne, or Hurlewaynes meyne),
in popular superstition a troop of yelling de-
mons that haunted lonely places or appeared
in tempests, the OF. mesnie (maisnie, maisnee,
meisnee, ME. mainee, meinee, meyne, etc., E. obs.

many2
), a family, company, troop, in this phrase

being appar. orig. an explanatory addition, giv-

ing hellekin the appearance of a quasi-genitive
of a personal name, as reflected in the ML. and
ME. expressions; hellekin, hellequin, etc., itself

meaning orig. 'troop of hell' (lit. 'hell's kin,'<
OLG. "helle kin = AS. helle cynn (einn): see hell1

and kin1
). Hell and its devils were very promi-

nent features of the medieval stage. The de-
mon Alichino in Dante (Inf., xxi. 118) prob.
owes his name to the same OLG. source.] I. .

1 . In early Italian and later in French comedy,
the buffoon or clown, one of the regular charac-

ter-types. Ho was noted for his gluttonous buffoonery,
afterward modified by something of intriguing malice. On
the modern stage he generally appears in pantomime as
the lover of Columbine, masked, dressed in tight party-
colored clothes covered with spangles, armed with a magic
wand or wooden sword, and plays amusing tricks on the
other performers.

I, like a harlakene in an Italian comoedy, stand making
faces at both their follies. lie of Gulls (1633).

He who play'd the Harlequin,
After the Jest still loads the Scene,
Unwilling to retire, tho' weary.

Prior, Written in Mezeray s Hist. France.

Hence 2. A buffoon in general; a fantastic

fellow; a droll. 3. In entom., the magpie-
moth, Abraxas grossulariata. 4. The Oriental
or noble opal.=Syn. See jester.

II. a. 1. Party-colored; extremely or fantas-

tically variegated in color : specifically applied
in zoology to sundry animals. 2. Differing in

color or decoration
; fancifully varied, as a set

of dishes. See harlequin service, below.
She had six lovely little harlequin cups on a side-shelf

in her china-closet, . . . rose, and brown, and gray, and
vermilion, and green, and blue.

Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney, Real Folks, xiii.

Harlequin bat, an Indian chiropter, Scotophilus ornalus,
of variegated coloration.-. Harlequin beetle, a longicorn
coleopter of South America, Acrocinus longimanus. with
red, gray, and black elytra. Harlequin brant, the Amer-
ican white-fronted goose, Anser albifrons gainbeli. Also
called pied brant, prairie-brant, speckled brant, and speckle-
belly. Harlequin cabbage-bug. See cabbage-bug.
Harlequin duck, a sea-duck of the subfamily Fuliguli-
na;, formerly known as Anas or Fuliijula hittnonica, now
Hiatrionicus minutus or H. torquatux (Coues); the male
is of a blackish color, fantastically spotted with white

Harlequin Duck (Histrionictis



harlequin
and reddish. It inhabits the arctic regions of both hemi-
spheres, migrating south in winter. Harlequin moth.
Same as harlequin, 3. Harlequin service, narlequin
set, in ceram., n number of pieces or utensils sufficiently
alike to form a service or set> but not identical in decora-
tion : as, for instance, a number of cups and saucers of the
same or nearly the same form and size, but differing in
color. Such a set may sometimes be made up of pieces
bought separately; but more commonly harlequin sets

from the variegation of black with red or orange,

harlequin (har'le-kin or -kwin), v. [< harle-

quin, n.] I. intrans. To play the droll; make
sport by playing ludicrous tricks.

II. trans. To remove as if by a harlequin's
trick

; conjure away.
Tin: kitten, if the humour hit,
Has harlequin'd away the fit.

M. Green, The Spleen.

harlequinade (har*le-ki-nad'), n. [< F. harle-

quinade; as harlequin + -ade%.] A kind of pan-
tomime

;
that part of a pantomime which fol-

lows the transformation of characters, and in

which the harlequin and clown play the prin-
cipal parts; hence, buffoonery; a fantastic pro-
cedure.
No unity of plan, no decent propriety of character and

costume, could be found in that wild and monstrous har-

lequinade [the reign of Charles II.].

Maraulay, Hallam's Const Hist.

harlequineryt (har' le-kin-er-i ) ,
n. [< harlequin

+ -ery.] Pantomime; buffoonery.
The French taste is comedy and harlequinery.

Richardson, Pamela, IV. 89.

harlequin-flower (har'le-kin-flou'er), n. A
name given to species of Sparaxis, an iridaceous

plant from South Africa, handsome in cultiva-

tion, with many varieties of different colors.

[Bare.]
harlequinize (har'le-kin-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. harlequinized, ppr. harlequinizing. [< harle-

quin + -ize.] To dress up in fantastic style.

They lunch in the small dining-room. ... It is traves-

tied, indeed, and harlequinized, like the rest of the house.
R. Broughton, Joan, U. 8.

harlockt, . The name of some plant referred to

by Shakspere and Drayton; perhaps an error for
charlock (Brassica Sinapistrum), or for hardock,
supposed to be the burdock (Arctium Lappa).
Crown'd with rank fuinlter, and furrow weeds,
With harlocks [in some editions hordocks], hemlock, net-

tles, cuckoo-flowers. Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

The honey-suckle, the harlocke,
The lilly, and the lady-smocke.

Drayton, Eclogues, iv.

harlot (har'lot), n. and a. [< ME. Mrlot, a fel-

low, varlet, knave, buffoon, vagabond, < OF.
*harlot, arlot, herlot, a vagabond, thief, = Pr.

arlot, a vagabond, = It. arlotto, a glutton, slov-
en (formerly applied also to a hedge-priest),
fern, arlotta, harlot, in mod. E. sense; ML. ar-

lotus, a glutton. Cf. W. herlod, a stripling, lad,
Corn, harlot, a rogue (from the E.). The ap-
par. orig. sense, 'a fellow,' gives some color
to Skeat's proposed derivation, < OHG. karl

(= AS. ceorl, E. churl = Icel. karl, E. carl, q. v.)
+ F. dim. -ot; but this is very unlikely; OHG.
initial k does not change to 7* or fall off in OF.
words.] I. n. If. A fellow; a varlet; a male
servant: often used opprobriously. Compare
varlet.

(fore harlottez and hausemene salle helpe hot t littille.

Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2744.

He was a gentil harlot and a kynde ;

A bettre felawe shulde men noght fynde.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 647.

No man, but he and thou and such other false harlots,
praiseth any such preaching. Foxe, Martyrs, W. Thorpe.

2. A woman who prostitutes her body for hire
;

a prostitute ;
a common woman.

Jesus saith unto them [the chief priests and elders],
Verily I say unto you, That the publicans and the harlots
go into the kingdom of God before you. Mat. xxi. 81.

He believed
This filthy marriage-hindering Mammon made
The harlot of the cities. Tennyson, Aylmer'a Field.

II. a. Pertaining to or like a harlot; wanton;
lewd; low; base.

The harlot king
Is quite beyond mine arm. Shak., W. T., U. 3.

harlot (har'lot), v. i. [< harlot, n.] To prac-
tise lewdness with harlots or as a harlot.

They . . . spend their youth in loitering, bezzling, and
harlotting, their studies in unprofitable questions and bar-
barous sophistry. Milton, On Del. of Humb. Eemonst , 1.

harlotize (har'lot-iz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. har-

lotized, ppr. harl'otizing. [< harlot + -ize.] To
play the harlot. Warner, Albion's England,
vi. 30.
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harlotry (liar'lot-ri), M. [< ME. harlotrie, < har-
lot +-rie, -ry.] If. Clownishness

; buffoonery.
I visited neuere fieble men, ne fettered folke in puttes ;

I haue leuere [rather] here an harlotrie, or a somer-game
of souteres,

Or lesynges to laughe at. Piers Plowman (B), v. 413.

2. Eibaldry ; .profligacy ; profligate practice.
To trlli- his harlotrye I wol not spare.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, L 30.

3. The trade or practice of prostitution; ha-
bitual or customary lewdness. 4f. A name of

contempt or opprobrium for a woman.
A peevish self-willed harlotry,

One that no persuasion can do good upon.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., lil 1.

5f. False show
;
meretriciousness.

The harlotry of the ornaments.
T. Matthias, Pursuits of Literature.

harm (harm), n. [< ME. harm, herm, < AS.
hearm = OS. harm = OFries. herm (in comp.)
= MLG. harm, herm = OHG. haram, insult,

mortification, MHG. harm (not used), G. harm,
grief, sorrow, = Icel. harmr, grief, = Sw. harm,
anger, grief, pity, = Dan. harme, resentment,
wrath; prob. = OBulg. sramu = Russ. srame,
shame ; perhaps = Skt. crama, weariness, toil,

< y gram, be weary.] 1. Physical or material

injury; hurt; damage; detriment.

Felre sone Gawein, be stille and wepe no more, for I

hane not the harme that I sholde dye fore, but hurte I am
right sore. Merlin (E. K T. 8.), U. SOU.

Do thyself no harm. Acts xvi. 28.

It was to admiration, that In such a tempest (than which
I never observed a greater) so little harm was done, and
no person hurt. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 430.

2. Moral injury; evil; mischief; wrong; wrong-
fulness.

For who that loketh all totore,
And woll not see what is behynde,
He male full ofte his harmei flnde.

Qower, Conf. Amant., v.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted ;

A little harm done to a great Rood end
For lawful policy remains enacted.

Shak., Lncrece, 1. 528.

What good should follow this, if this were done?
What harm, undone? Deep harm to disobey,
Seeing obedience is the bond of rule.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Grievous bodily harm, in law. See grievou*. =Syn.
1. Damage, Hurt, etc. (see injury); prejudice, disadvan-

tage.

harm (harm), v. t. [< ME. hartnen, hermen, har-

mien, < AS. hearmian, hurt, injure. = OHG. har-
iiiiin. MHG. hermen, insult, calumniate, G. har-

men, afflict, grieve, = Icel. harma, bewail,
refl. harmask = Sw. harmas = Dan. harmes, be
vexed

; from the noun.] To injure ; damage ;

inflict injury upon in any way ;
be detrimen-

tal to.
Adders that harmen alle hende bestis.

Richard the Redeless, lit 17.

We may yet prove successless in our endeavours to live

peaceably, and may be hated, harmed, and disquieted in
our course of life. Barrow, Works, I. ID.

Such extremes, I told her, well might harm
The woman's cause. Tennyson, Princess, iii.

harmala (har'ma-la), n. [NL. : see harmei.'}
Same as harmei.

"

harmala-red (har'ma-lii-red), n. A dye made
from harmaline.
harmaline (har'ma-lin), n. [< harmala + -ine^.]
A vegetable alkaloid derived from the husks
of the seeds of the harmei, Peganum Harmala.
Its chemical formula is C^H^NgO. It makes
a valuable dye, the harmala-red of commerce,
harman (har'man), n. [See harman-beak, beck-

harman.] 1. pi. The stocks. Hattiwell.

To put our stamps [legs] In the Harmans.
Dekker, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 230.

2. A constable. [Cant.]
The worst have an awe of the harman's claw,
And the best will avoid the trap.

Bulwer, The Disowned, ii.

harman-beakt, hannan-beckt (har'man-bek,
-bek), . Same&sbeck-harman. Scott. [Thieves'
cant.]
harmattan (har-mat'an), n. [Ar. name.] An
intensely dry land-wind felt on the coast of
Africa between Cape Verd and Cape Lopez.
It prevails at intervals during December, January, and
February, and is charged with a thick dust which obscures
the sun : it withers vegetation and dries up the skin of the
human body. During the prevalence of the harmattan
the middle of the day is characterized by great heat, while
the nights are unusually cool. Also spelled hermitan.

The hot Hannattan wind had raged itself out ; its howl
went silent within me ; and the long deafened soul could
now hear. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus.

The harmattan is known to raise clouds of dust high
into the atmosphere. flonoin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 6.

harmonic

harmei (hiir'mel), . [< NL. harmala, < Ar. har-

mal.] The Syrian or African rue, Peganum
Harmala, from the husks of the seeds of which
harmaline is extracted. It is a strong-scented branch-
ing herb, with sessile entire or divided leaves provided
with filiform stipules, and white flowers with green stripes.
The species is widely distributed throughout the Mediter-
ranean region and southern Asia. The seeds are also used
medicinally as a vermifuge.

harmful (harni'ful), a. [< ME. harmful, < AS.
'hearmful (in comp. hearmfullic) (= G. harm-

vott, full of grief, = Dan. harmfuld = Sw. harm-

full, indignant), < hearm, harm, + ful, full : see

-ful.] Full of harm; hurtful; injurious; nox-

ious; detrimental; mischievons.
What monsters muster here,

With Angels face, and hariiit/ull hel[l]ish harts !

Oatcuigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 82.

These, while they are afraid of every thing, bring them-
selves and the churches in the greatest and most harmful
hazards. Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1572.

Let . . . me and my harmful love go by.

Tennyson, Maud, \xiv.

= Syn. Pernicious, baneful, deleterious, prejudicial,

harmfully (harm'ful-i), adv. In a harmful
manner.
A scholer ... Is better occupied in playing or sleping

than in spending tyme, not onlie vainlie, but also harm-
fullie, in such a kinde of exercise.

AncJiam, The Scholemaster, 11.

harmfulness (harm'ful-nes), n. The quality or
state of being harmful.

harmin, harmine (har'min), n. [< harm(ala)
+ -JN a,-tea . Cf. harmaline.] A substance (Cjs
HjoNgO) derived from harmaline by oxidation,
or directly from the seeds of Peganum Harmala.
harmless (harm'les), a. [< ME. harmles (= G.
harmlos = Dan. Sw. harmlos); < harm + -less.]

1. Free from physical harm ; unhurt; undam-
aged ; uninjured : as, he escaped harmless.

And was savyd hannlense by myracle, for the fyer
chaunged in to rosis.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 47.

2. Free from loss
; free from liability to pay

for loss or damage: as, to hold or save one
harmless.

The shipwright will be careful to gain by his labour, or
at least to save himself harmless. Raleigh.

3. Free from power or disposition to harm;
not hurtful or injurious ;

innocent: as, & harm-
less snake ; harmless play.

By our suffering its [sin's] continual approaches, it be-

gins to appear to us in a more harmless shape.
Up. Atterbunj, Sermons, II. xxiii.

Amidst his harmless easy joys
No anxious care invades his health.

Hi ii'ii n, tr. of Horace's Epistles, U.

The rabbit fondles his own harmles* face.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

To bear one harmless*, to warrant one's safety. =Syn.
1. Unharmed. 3. Inoffensive, unoffending, innocuous, in-

noxious.

harmlessly (harm'les-li), adv. In a harmless
manner

; without inflicting or receiving injury.

Religion does not censure or exclude
Unnumbered pleasures harmlessly pursued.

Cowper, Retirement, L 784.

harmlessness (harm'les-nes), . The charac-
ter or state of being harmless.

But I dare, sir, avow that the harmlessness of our prin-
ciples is not more legible in our profession than in our
practices and sufferings. lioylt. Works, V. 285.

To cut off all occasion of suspicion as touching the harm-
lessness of his doctrines, he would willingly give any one
the notes of all his sermons. Southey, Bunyan, p. 49.

harmonia (har-mo'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr. dp/jovia,

harmony. The genera so called are named af-

ter Harmonia in Gr. myth., daughter of Ares
(Mars) and Aphrodite (Venus),and wife of Cad-
mus : see harmony.] 1 . In anat.

,
a kind of suture

between two immovable bones which are ap-
posed and fitted to each other by a border or
narrow surface plane and smooth or nearly so,
as that between opposite maxillary or palatal
bones. The name is applicable both to the
mode of suturing and to the suture thus made.
Also called harmony.
The outer and lower edge of which [the basisphenoid]

joins, by a sort of harmonia, with the inner and lower
edge of the tympanic. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 376.

2. [cap.] Inentoi.,agenusof ladybirds, of the

family Coccinellidfe, containing such as H. picta.

Mulsant, 1846. 3. [cop.] A genus of crusta-
ceans. Haswell, 1879.

harmonic (har-mon'ik), a. and n. [= F. har-

moniqiie = Pr. armonic = Pg. harmonica = Sp.
armonico = It. armonico (cf. D. G. harmonised
= Dan. Sw. harmonisk), < L. hrirmonicits, < Gr.

apfiavutof, harmonic, musical, suitable (ra dpfio-
VIKO or ij dpfun-inq, the theory of sounds, music),
< dpuovia, harmony : see harmony.] I. a. 1. Per-



harmonic

taining or relating to harmony of sounds
;
of or

pertaining to music
;

in general, concordant
;

consonant; in music, specifically, pertaining to

harmony, as distinguished from melody and
rhythm.

With heavenly touch of instrumental sounds,
In full harmonic number join d, their SOURS
Divide the night, and lift our thoughts to heaven.

Milton, P. L., iv. 687.

Forever seeking out and rescuing from dim dispersion
the rarities of melodic and harmonic form.

Nineteenth Century, XIII. 441.

2. In acoustics, noting the secondary tones
which accompany the primary tone in a com-
plex musical tone. See II., 1.

The sounds of the Eolian harp are produced by the di-

vision of suitably stretched strings into a greater or less

number of harmonic parts by a current of air passing over
them. Tyndall, Sound, iii.

3. In math., involving or of the nature of the
harmonic mean; similar to or constructed upon
the principle of the harmonic curve. The first ap-
plication of the adjective harmonic (in Greek) to mathe-
matics was in the phrase harmonic proportion, said to
have been used by Archytas, a contemporary of Plato.
Three numbers are said to be in harmonic proportion
when the first divided by the third is equal to the quo-
tient of the excess of the first over the second divided by
the excess of the second over the third ; or, otherwise
stated, when the reciprocal of the second is the arith-
metical mean of the reciprocals of the first and third,
the second number is said to be the harmonic mean of
the first and third. Pythagoras first discovered that a
vibrating string stopped at half its length gave the oc-
tave of the original note, and stopped at two thirds of
its length gave the fifth. Now, as 1, JJ,

and 4 are in har-
monic proportion, and as this phrase arose among the

Pythagoreans, the word harmonic has always been held to
have reference here to this fact (although Nicomachus ex-

plains it otherwise, from the properties of the cube, as

ap^oi'La, or norm). The harmonic proportion or ratio, as
thus denned, plays a considerable part in modern geom-
etry as an important case of the anharmonic ratio, and
has given rise to the phrases harmonic axis, center, pencil,
etc. (See below.) A harmonic curve is the figure of a vi-

brating string. It can assume many forms, but all may
be regarded as derived, by summation of displacements,
from simple harmonic curves, or curves of sines. The
development of this idea has given rise to the theory of

harmonics, which is one of the great engines of mathe-
matical analysis. This gives the phrases harmonic analy-
sis, Junction, motion, etc.

4. In anat., forming or formed by a harmonia:
as, a harmonic articulation or suture.
Also harmonical.

Center of the harmonic mean of a number of points
A, B, C, etc., in a line with reference to another point, O,
in that line a point M, such that

MA MB MC

Harmonic analysis, (a) In math., the calculus of har-
monic functions ; especially, the calculation of the con-
stants involved in the expression of a phenomenon as a
sum of harmonic functions. ('<) In music, the analysis of
the harmonic structure of a piece. Harmonic arith-
metic, the arithmetic of musical intervals. Harmonic
articulation. See def. 4, above. Harmonic axis, a ray
the intersection of which with any curve is the harmonic
center of the Intersections with the same curve of all the

rays of a plane pencil. This term was introduced by
Maclanrin. Harmonic center of the nth order, of a
number of points lying in one line, a point such that, if

the reciprocal of its distance from a fixed pole be subtract-
ed from the distances of the points of which it is the har-
monic center, and if all products of n of these differences
be added, the sum is zero. Harmonic conies, two con-

ies, (a, b, c, f, g, hVu, v, w)3 and (A, B, C, F. 3, HYx, y,

z)2, such that aA + bB + cC + fF + gG + hH = 0. Har-
monic conjugates. See conjugate. Harmonic curve.
See curve. Harmonic division of a line, the division
of a line by four points forming two pairs of harmonic
conjugates. Harmonic engine. See engine. Har-
monic figuration, in music: (a) A melodic figuration
produced oy using in succession the tones that constitute
the harmonies or chords of a piece : as,

(b) The amplification of a harmonic passage by the intro-
duction of passing-notes, etc. Harmonic flute. See
harmonic stop. Harmonic function, a series composed
of terms each the product of a function into the sine
of a variable angle, these angles being in arithmetical

progression; the general formula being % cos (ni( c).^0

Also, an analogous function of two or three indepen-
dent variables. Harmonic mark, in musical notation
for the harp and instruments of the viol family, a small
circle () placed over a note that is to be played so as to
produce a harmonic tone. Harmonic mean, the recip-
rocal of the arithmetical mean of the reciprocals of the
quantities concerned. Harmonic modulation. See
modulation. Harmonic note. See harmonic tone.
Harmonic pencil, four rays lying in a plane and meeting
in a point so as to divide harmonically every fourth line
lying in the same plane. Harmonic progression, in
math., a series of numbers the reciprocals of which are in
arithmetical progression : so called because they are pro-
portional to the lengths of a string vibrating to the har-
monics of one musical tone. Also called musical progres-
Hon. Harmonic proportion, the proportion existing
between three numbers which form successive terms of a
harmonic progression. Harmonic reed. See harmonic
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stop. Harmonic row, four points forming two pairs of
harmonic conjugates. Harmonic scale, in music, the
scale or tone-series formed by the harmonics of a tone.
See II., and the illustration there given. Harmonic
stop, in organ-building, a stop having pipes of twice
the usual length, with a small hole at the mid-point,
so that the halves of the air-column vibrate synchro-
nously. The tone is sonorous and brilliant, and is not
readily disturbed by overblowing, so that such stops may
safely be subjected to an extra pressure of wind, and
thus be utilized for striking solo effects. A harmonic flute
is a flute thus constructed, and a harmonic reed a reed stop
thus constructed, as, for example, a tuba mirabilis. Har-
monic suture. See def. 4, above. Harmonic tele-
graph. See telegraph. Harmonic tone, in playing the

harp or instruments of the viol family, a tone produced by
lightly touchingone of the nodes of a vibrating string, or by
changing the place of the contact of the bow, so as to sup-
press the fundamental tone, leaving certain sets of its har-
monics unaffected. The result is a tone much higher than
the fundamental, and very clear and pure in quality. To
produce the first harmonic, the string must be touched at
its half-way point ; to produce the second harmonic, at a
point one third of its length ; etc. Harmonic tones made

on an open string are called
natural (see fig. IX those on a

stopped string artificial (see
fig. 2) ; only those of the for-

mer variety are possibleon the
harp. The white notes rep-

resent the tone of the string,

open or stopped ; and the
black notes, the harmonic

Artificial (4th string).

tones actually produced.
Also called flageolet

- tones.

Harmonic tones are not
strictly harmonics of the

fundamental tones with which they are related, because
they are themselves complex. Harmonic triad, in mu-
sic, a major triad. See triad. Harmonic triads, in math.,
two triads of points, a b c, A B C, taken on the same line,
such that aA. bB. cC + aB. bC. cA + aC. bA. cB + aC. bB.
cA + aB. bA. cC + aA. be. cB = 0. Simple harmonic
function, a harmonic function consisting of a single term.
Simple harmonic motion, a motion expressible as a

simple harmonic function of the time. Also called a har-
monic motion or harmonic vibration.

II. n. 1. In acoustics: (a) A secondary or
collateral tone involved in a primary or fun-
damental tone, and produced by the partial vi-
bration of the body of which the complete vi-
bration gives the primary tone. Nearly every tone
contains several distinct harmonics, which are always
taken from a typical series of tones the vibration-numbers
of which, beginning with that of the fundamental tone, are

proportional to the series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc. The inter-
val from the fundamental tone to the first harmonic is,

therefore, an octave ; to the second, an octave and a fifth;
to the third, two octaves ; to the fourth, two octaves and a
major third ; to the fifth, two octaves and a fifth ; to the
sixth, two octaves and somewhat less than a minor sev-
enth

; to the seventh, three oc- 7th
taves; etc. (See illustration.)
Harmonics result from the
elasticity of the tone-produ-
cing body, which leads it to vi-

brate, not only entire, but in its

aliquot parts ; thus, a violin-

string tends to vibrate through-
out its whole length, and also
at the same time in each of its

halves, thirds, quarters, etc.

The vibration of the whole, be-

ing much the greater, gives the
Fundamental.

primary or fundamental tone ; while the several partial vi-

brations, which diminish rapidly in force as they rise in

pitch, give the harmonics. In a given tone the harmon-
ics may usually be roughly detected by the unaided ear ;

but for precise and minute analysis specially construct-
ed resonators are necessary. Tuning forks and large
stopped organ-pipes give only insignificant harmonics;
certain reed-instruments, like the clarinet* give only se-

lected sets of harmonics, ad the second, fourth, sixth, etc. ;

while the human voice is capable of the greatest richness
of harmonics. What is technically known as quality or
timbre in a tone is due to the number and the relative

strength of the harmonics contained in it. Different in-

struments and voices are thus distinguished from each
other, and different uses of the same instrument or voice.
In the voice, in particular, the essential difference between
different vowel-sounds is a matter of harmonics. In any
tone the lower harmonics are strictly consonant both with
the primary tone and with each other : hence the use in the
organ of mutation- and mixture-stops, whereby the conso-
nant harmonics of a given tone are much emphasized.
Many of the higher harmonics, on the other hand, are
strongly dissonant both with the primary tone and with
each other: hence the discordant quality of such instru-
ments as cymbals, and the peculiar construction of the
pianoforte, whereby dissonant harmonics are suppressed.
In instruments of the viol and harp classes very beauti-
ful effects are produced by suppressing the primary tone,
leaving one set of its harmonics to sound alone. Such
tones are called harmonic tones, or simply harmonics
(though they are themselves compounded of a primary
tone and its harmonics). In instruments of the trumpet
class, like the horn, all the tones ordinarily used are
really harmonics of the natural tone of the tube, and are
produced by varying the pressure of the breath and the
method of blowing. The same is true to a less degree of
instruments of the wood-wind group. Harmonics are also
called oaertones. All the tones, primary and secondary, en-

tering into the constitution of an actual tone are often call-
ed partial tones, or partials, the fundamental tone being
the /rat partial, and the harmonics the upper partials.

(b) A harmonic tone. 2. In math., a function

expressing the Newtonian potential of a point
in terms of its coordinates Artificial harmonic,
natural harmonic. See harmonic tone, under I.

Grave harmonic, the low tone generated by the simul-
taneous sounding of two concordant tones. See combina-

harmonics
tional tone, under tone. Sectorial harmonic, a spherical
surface-harmonic the axes of which lie equidistant in the
plane of the equator. Solid harmonic, any homogeneous
function of x, y, and z which satisfies Laplace's equation.
A solid harmonic usually expresses the potential due to

pairs of equally ami infinitely attracting and repelling
points placed infinitely near to one another. Spherical
harmonic. See Laplace's function, under function.
Spherical surface-harmonic, or Laplace's coefficient, an
expression of the variation of the potential over the sur-
face of a sphere. Every such harmonic supposes the ex-
istence of a certain number of fixed axes through the

sphere. It is obtained by taking the product of the cosines
of the angular distances of the variable point from some
of these axes, together with the cosines of the angular dis-

tances of pairs of the other axes, until each axis has been
used once, and once only, in forming the product, and then
summing all possible products of this sort. Zonal har-
monic, a spherical surface-harmonic which has all its

axes coincident.

harmonica (har-mon'i-ka), n. [NL., fern, of L.

liartnonicus, musical: see harmonic.] 1. Same
as musical glasses (which see, under glass). 2.
A musical toy consisting of a set of small me-
tallic reeds so mounted in a case that theymay
be played by the breath, certain tones being
produced by expiration, others by inhalation.
Also called harmonicon Somzee's harmonica, a
device for preventing accidents from fire-damp in a mine.
The draft upon a flame burning in a glass chimney is

so regulated that while the air remains pure the flame is

silent, but when its density is altered by the mixture of a
certain proportion of fire-damp it gives a musical tone, as
in the chemical harmonicon.

harmonical (har-mon'i-kal), a. [< harmonic +
-?.] Same as harmonic.

"

It were but a phantasticall deuise and to no purpose at
all more then to make them harmonicall to the rude eares
of those barbarous ages.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 11.

After every three whole notes, nature requireth, for all

harmonical use, one half note to be interposed. Bacon.

harmonically (hiir-mon'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In a
harmonic manner; harmoniously; specifically,
in music, in a manner suitable to the rules of

harmony, as distinguished from melodically or

rhythmically.
Plato therefore intending to declare harmonically the

harmony of the four elements of the soul, ... in each
intervall hath put down two medieties of the soul, and
that according to musicall proportion.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1022.

2. In acoustics, by or in harmonics. See har-

monic, n., 1.

They may heat absorbent gases, such as ammonia, and
cause them to do mechanical work, or to produce sound,
if the incident beam be intermittent or harmonically vari-
able. A. Darnell, Physics, p. 612.

3. In math., in a harmonic relation. Thus, two
segments, AB, MN, of the same straight line are said to
be harmonically situated when AM. BN + AN. BM = 0.

The three diagonals of a four-side cut each other har-
monically. Encyc. Brit., X. 392.

4. In anat., so as to make a harmonia.
harmonichord (har-mon'i-kord), n. [< Gr. ap-
fiavia, harmony, + xpfy, a chord. ] A musical
instrument having a keyboard and strings like
a pianoforte, in which the tone is produced by
the pressure against the strings of small revolv-

ingwooden wheels covered with resined leather.
The tone resembles that of a violin. The principle of the
tone-production is the same as that of the hurdy-gurdy.
Also called piano-violin, violin-piano, tetrachordon, xan-
orphica, etc.

harmonic! (har-mon'i-si), n. pi. In one. music,
theorists who reached harmonic rules by in-
duction from subjective aural effects, as op-
posed to canonici, or those who deduced rules
from a mathematical theory of intervals. Also
called harmonists, and, from their leader (Aris-
toxenus, a Greek peripatetic philosopher, a
disciple of Aristotle), Aristoxenians.

harmonicism (har-mon'i-sizm), n. The state
of being in harmonic proportion.
harmonicon (har-mon'i-kon), ;.; pi. harmonica
(-ka). [NL., < Gr.

dpfiovwov,
neut. of dpftovtuof,

musical: see harmonic."] 1. See harmonica, 2.

2. An orchestrion. 3. An acoustical ap-
paratus consisting of a flame of hydrogen burn-

ing in a glass tube so as to produce a mu-
sical tone. See Singing-flame. The principle has
been used in a musical instrument, sometimes called chem-
ical harmonicon, but better pifrophone (which see).

harmonics (har-mon'iks), re. [PI. of harmonic,
after Gr. ap^ovin&, the theory of sounds, music,
neut. pi. of apfiovticof: see harmonic.'] 1. The
science of musical sounds: a department of
acoustics. [Bare.]

During the era in which mathematics and astronomy
were . . . advancing, rational mechanics made its second
step; and something was done towards giving a quanti-
tative form to hydrostatics, optics, and harmonics.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 175.

2. The mathematical theory of harmonics (see

harmonic, n., 2), or the development of expres-
sions for the Newtonian potentials.
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harmonious (hiir-mo'ni-us), . [= F. nariiio-

nicax = Pg. harmonioso = Sp. It. armonioso, < L.

harmonia, harmony: see harmony.] 1. Exhibit-

ing harmony or being inharmony ; having parts,

forms, relations, or proportions properly ac-

cordant each with the others, so that all taken

together constitute a consistent or an estheti-

cally pleasing whole ; also, being in harmony
or concord with something else

; congruous.
What is harmonious and proportionable is true.

Shaflesbury, Misc. Reflections, iii. 2.

God hath made the intellectual world harmonious and
beautiful without us. Locke.

2. Specifically, in music, concordant; conso-
nant ; symphonious; agreeable to the ear. See

harmony.
Thoughts, that voluntary move

Harmonious numbers. Milton, P. L., iii. 38.

The Samian's great Kolmn lyre, . . .

Its wondrous and harmonious strings
In sweet vibration, sphere by sphere.

Longfellow, Occupation of Orion.

3. Marked by harmony in action or feeling;

acting or living in concord
; peaceable; friend-

ly: as, harmonious government ;
a harmonious

family.
And in the long harmonious years . . .

May some dim touch of earthly things
Surprise thee ranging with thy peers.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xliv.

Harmonious motion, the motion of a vibrating body.

For harmonious motion the cars were made.
Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1570)i

= Syn. 2. Melodious, dulcet, tuneful. 3. Amicable, bro-

therly, neighborly, cordial.

harmoniously (har-rno'ni-us-li), adv. In a
harmonious manner; with harmony; with ac-

cord or concord.
harmoniousness (har-mo'ni-us-nes), . The
character or condition of being harmonious.

harmoniphon (hiir-mon'i-fon), n. [< Gr. dpuo-

via, harmony, +
<JKjvr/, sound.] A musical in-

strument consisting of a series of free metallic

reeds inserted in a tube like that of a clarinet,
the wind being supplied by the breath through a

mouthpiece, and its admission to the reeds be-

ing controlled by a keyboard like that of the

pianoforte.

harmonisation, harmonise, etc. See harmo-
nization, etc.

harmonist (har'mo-nist), n. [< harmon-y +
-is*.] 1. One skilled in the principles of mu-
sical harmony ; also, a musical composer.

The towering headlands, crowned with mist,
Their feet among the billows, know
That Ocean is a mighty harmonist.

Wordsworth, Power of Sound, xii.

A musician may be a very skilful harmonist and yet be
deficient in the talents of melody, air, and expression.

Adam Smith, The Imitative Arts, ii.

2. pi. Same as harmonici. 3. One who shows
the agreement or harmony between correspond-
ing passages of different authors

; specifically,
a writer of a harmony of the four gospels.
Out of a dread to admit the slightest inaccuracies in the

Gospels, the Harmonist* convert the evangelical history
into a grotesque piece of mosaic.

G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 40.

4. [cap.'] A member of a communistic reli-

gious body organized by George Rapp in Wur-
temberg on the model of the primitive church,
and conducted by him to Pennsylvania in 1803 :

their settlement there was called Harmony
(whence their name). They removed to New Har-
mony in Indiana in 1815, but returned to Pennsylvania in

1825, and formed the township of Economy on the Ohio
near Pittsburgh, and later anew villageof Harmony. They
are communistic, holding all property in common ; they
discourage strongly marriage and sexual intercourse, hold
that the second coming of Christ and the millennium are
near at hand, and that ultimately the whole human race
will be saved. Also called Rappist and Economite.

harmonistic (har-mo-nis'tik), a. [< harmonist
+ -ic.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of

harmony. Specifically 2. Pertaining to a
harmony or reconciliation of apparently con-

flicting passages, as in different literary works,
systems of law, etc.

The effect of the harmonistic assumption . . . is to lead
to a mechanical combination of two or more relations.

G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 405.

The systematization of the law, by means of a harmo-
nistic exegesis, which sought to gather up every prophetic
image in one grand panorama of the issues of Israel's and
the world's history. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 54.

harmonium (har-mo'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

appAviav, neut. of dp/iovtof, harmonious, < apuovia,
harmony: see harmony.] One of the forms of
the reed-organ (which see). The essential differ-
ence between the harmonium and the so called American
organ lies in the fact that in the former the air is com-
pressed by the bellows and thence driven out through the
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reeds, while in the latter the bellows produce a vacuum
into which the outside air is drawn through the reeds.
Harmonium is the usual term in England and France for
all reed-organs.

harmonization (har"mo-ni-za'shon), n. [< har-
monize + -ation.] The act of harmonizing, or

the state of being harmonized. Also spelled
harmonisation.

The life of the social organism must, as an end, rank
above the lives of its units. These two ends are not har-
monious at the outset; and though the tendency is towards
harmonization of them, they are still partially conflicting.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 184.

harmonize (har'mo-nlz), v.
; pret. and pp. har-

monized, ppr. harmonizing. [= F. harmoniser =
Sp. armonizar = Pg. harmonisar = It. armoniz-

zare; as harmony + -ize.] I. intrans. To be
in harmony, (a) In music, to form a concord ; agree
in sounds or musical effect. (6) To agree iu action, adap-
tation, or effect.

Magnificent versification and ingenious combinations
rarely harmonise with the expression of deep feeling.

Macaulay, Dryden.
At Sebenico we see side by side a bit in one style and a

bit in the other [Gothic and Renaissance], and yet the two
contrive to harmonise. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 94.

(c) To agree in sense or purport, (a) To agree In senti-

ment or feeling ;
be at peace one with another. =Syn. To

agree, accord, correspond, tally, square, chime, comport.
II. trans. 1. To make harmonious; adjust

in fit proportions; cause to agree; show the

harmony or agreement of; reconcile contradic-
tions between.

Various attempts to harmonize the views of the parties
proved abortive.

Woohey, Introd. to Inter, taw, App. 11., p. 429.

2. To make musically harmonious
;
combine

according to the laws of counterpoint ; also, to
set accompanying parts to, as an air or melody :

as, a harmonized song.
A music harmonizing our wild cries.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.
Also spelled harmonise.

harmonizer (har'mo-m-zer), n. One who har-

monizes; a harmonist. Also spelled harmo-
niser.

harmonometer (har-mo-nom'e-ter), n. [Irreg.
< Gr. apuovia, harmony, + uirpov, a measure.]
An instrument or monochord for measuring
the harmonic relations of sounds. It often con-
sists of a single string stretched over movable
bridges.

harmony (har'mo-ni), n.
; pi. harmonies (-niz).

[< ME. harmonie, armony, < OF. harmonie, F.
harmonic = Pr. armonia = Sp. armonia = Pg.
harmonia = It. armonia = D. harmony = G. har-
monie = Sw. Dan. harmoni, < L. harmonia, < Gr.

apuovia, a concord of sounds, music, a system
of music, esp. the octave-system; personified,
Harmonia, Music, companion of Hebe (Youth),
the Graces and the Hours, daughter of Ares and
Aphrodite, and wife of Cadmus (see harmonia) ;

a particular use of dp/iovia, a joining, joint, pro-
portion, order, rule, pattern, cf . dpuof, a fitting,

joining, dp/i6(ttv, fit together, join, set in order,
< "dpetv, fut. dpelv, join : see arm1

,
arm 2

, article,

etc.] 1 . A combination of tones that is pleas-
ing to the ear

;
concord of sounds or tones.

He [the angler] herein the melodyous armony of fowles,
Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 2.

Grit pitie was to heir and se
The noys and dulesum hertnonie.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 182).

O mighty-mouth'd inventor of harmonies, . . .

God-gifted organ-voice of England.
Tennyson, Milton.

2. Especially, in music: (a) Music in general,
regarded as an agreeable combination of tones,

(i) Any simultaneous combination of consonant
or related tones ; a concord, (c) Specifically,
a common chord or triad. See triad, it is tonic
when based directly on the tonic or key-note, dominant
when based on the dominant or fifth tone of the key.

(d) The entire chordal structure of a piece, as

distinguished from its melody or its rhythm.
Harmony is two-part, three-part, four-part, etc., according
to the number of the voice-parts employed. It is ttrict or

false, according to its observance of established rules of

chord-formation and voice-progression. It is simple when
not more than one of the essential tones of the chords is

doubled, compound when two or more of those tones are

doubled; compound harmony requires more than four

voice-parts. It is close when the voice-parts lie as close to-

gether as the structure of the chords wfll allow ; dispersed,
extended, open, or spread, when they are so separated that
by transposition of an octave any one would fall between
two others. It is plain when only essential tones are used
and when derived chords are but sparingly introduced ;

figured, when suspensions, anticipations, passing-notes,
etc., are used for melodic and rhythmic variety, or when
foreign tones are frequently introduced. It is diatonic
when only the tones of a given key are used, chromatic
when other tones also appear. It is pure when performed
in pure intonation, tempered when performed in tempered
intonation.

(c ) The science of the structure,

harmony
relations, and practical combination of chords :

the fundamental branch of the science of musi-
cal composition. It regards composition rather ver-

tically than horizontally, noting especially the chords in-

volved, and studying the voice-parts only so far as their
nature or relations atfect the value and interrelation of

the successive chords. It treats of the following topics :

intervals, consonant or dissonant, typical or derived, per-
fect, major, minor, diminished, or augmented; chords,
both triads and seventh-chords, typical and derived (with
their inversions), major, minor, diminished, and aug-
mented, with their esthetic value both independently and
comparatively ; voice-progression, from chord to chord,
direct, oblique or opposite, pure or false, including the

preparation and resolution of discords ; suspensions, an-

ticipations, passing-notes, and all other melodic interfer-

ences with regular chords, including figuration ; tonality
or keyship, with special regard to the relations of the
tonic and dominant chords, to the use of derived chords,
and to the formation of cadences ; modulation, or the
alteration of tonality by the use of tones foreign to the

original key, with the classification of key-relationships ;

thorouyh-bass, the science of indicating harmonic facts

by figures and signs appended to the notes of a given
bass. Harmony la now technically distinguished from

counterpoint, and regarded as the more elementary branch
of composition ;

but historically counterpoint preceded it

by some centuries. Harmony in the modern sense did
not become possible until between 1550 and KiOO, when
the esthetic value of chords as such was recognized for

the first time in scientific music. Its development since
that time has been steady and radically important to
musical history. Its rules have been modified more or
less so as to admit to usage, under certain conditions,
many chord-formations and voice-progressions at first

regarded as entirely impermissible. The growth of in-

strumental music, especially of that for the organ and
pianoforte, has considerably influenced the conception of
Inn mimic- canons, leading them away from the simplicity
originally derived from a purely vocal standard. Acous-
tical researches have also, from time to time, led to rear-

rangements of harmonic material. The great body of

harmonic principles is now substantially accepted by all

theorists, in nearly identical form, as the only sound basis

for a thorough science of composition or a just method of

criticism. Numerous efforts have been made by the pro-
founder musical theorists to discover more comprehen-
sive principles of composition from which the ordinary
rules of harmony may be deduced, but with as yet but
uncertain practical result.

3. Any arrangement or combination of related

parts or elements that is consistent or is es-

thetically pleasing; agreement of particulars
according to some standard of consistency or
of the esthetic judgment ;

an accordant, agree-
able, or suitable conjunction or assemblage of

details ; concord ; congruity. Harmony is to be

distinguished from symmetry: thus, in a symmetrical
building, two opposite wings are exactly identical, though
usually with the architectural members in inverse order,
while in a harmonious building the two wings need not be
identical in a single detail, if they balance each other so as
to form, taken together, a pleasing and consistent whole.

All men in shape I did so far excel

(The parts in me such harmony did bear),
As in my model Nature seem'd to tell

That her perfection she had placed here.

Drayton, Pierce Gaveston.

The qualities of the active and the contemplative
statesman appear to have been blended in the mind of

the writer into a rare and exquisite harmony.
Macaulay, Macliiavelli.

What we call the progress of knowledge is the bringing
of Thoughts into harmony with Things ; and it implies
that the first Thoughts are either wholly out of harmony
with Things, or in very incomplete harmony with them.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 110.

4. Accord, as in action or feeling; agreement,
as in sentiment or interests

; concurrence; good
understanding ; peace and friendship.

Harmony to behold in wedded pair
More grateful than harmonious sound to the ear.

Milton, P. L., viii. 605.

Thus harmony and family accord
Were driven from Paradise.

Cowper, Task, vi. 379.

No States cherished greater harmony, both of principle
and feeling, than Massachusetts and South Carolina.

D. Webster, Reply to Hayne.

5. A collation of parallel passages from differ-

ent works treating of the same subject, for the

purpose of showing their agreement and of ex-

plaining their apparent discrepancies. Specifi-

cally (a) A consecutive account of all the facts of the
life and ministry of Jesus Christ, presented in the lan-

guage of the gospel narratives, so brought together as to

present as nearly as possible the true chronological order,
with the different accounts of the same transactions placed
side by side to supplement one another, (o) A table in

which references to the different gospel narratives are

printed in parallel columns.

6. In anat., same as harmonia, 1. Constablished
harmony. See constablinh. Essential harmony, in

music : (a) The harmony of a composition when reduced
to its simplest form by the omission of all decorative mat-
ter. (I) The tonic, dominant, and subdominant triads of a

major key. Harmony or music of the spheres, ac-

cording to the fancy of Pythagoras and his school, a mu-
sic, imperceptible to human ears, produced by the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies. Pythagoras supposed these

motions to conform to certain fixed laws which could be

expressed in numbers, corresponding to the numbers
which give the harmony of sounds. The seven planets
produced severally the seven notes of the gamut.



harmony
And after shewede he liym the nyne sperix (spheres] ;

And after that the melodye herde he,
That coineth o/thilke spa-is thryes thre,
That welle is of m usik and melodye
111 this world here, and cause of armonye.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 63.

Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid witli patines of bright gold.
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st

But in his motion like an angel sings,
Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubins :

Such harmony is in immortal souls ;

But. whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it iu, we cannot hear it.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

Harmony Society. See Harmonist, 4. Preestab-
lished harmony, the doctrine of Leibnitz by which he

explained the relation between mind and matter, as dis-

tinct substances, and the facts of our knowledge of the

material world. He supposed the universe to consist of

monads, or self-contained beings, which cannot act one

upon another, each state of every monad being determined

solely by its preceding states ;
but at the same time he as-

sumed that each monad is a mirror of the universe. To

explain the fact that the succession of states ol any one

monad, as a human mind, actually corresponds to the suc-

cession of states in other monads, and that thus the men-
tal picture of the events of the external world is a true

one, he assumed that a certain harmony (the preestab-
lished harmony) was established in the beginning by God
among the monads. = Syn. 2. Melody, Rhythm, etc. See

euphony. 4. Correspondence, consistency, congruity;

amity.
harmost (har'most), . [< Gr. oppxm/c, gover-

nor, < dpfiofciv, set in order, regulate : see har-

mony.] In Gr. antiq., the title of the governors
appointed by the Lacedaemonians, during their

supremacy after the Peloponnesian war, over

subject or conquered towns ; hence, in general,
a military governor of a colony or province.
When Sparta conquered another Greek city, she sent a

harmost to govern it like a tyrant ;
in other words, she vir-

tually enslaved the subject city.
J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 75.

harmotonie (har'mo-tdm), n. [< Gr. dp/j6f, a

joint, + TCftvetv, -raiuiv, cut.] A mineral belong-

ing to the zeolite group, commonly occurring in

cruciform twin crystals whichvary in colorfrom
white to yellow, red, or brown. It is a hydrous
silicate of aluminium and barium. Sometimes
called cross-stone and andreolite.

harn (harn), a. and . [A dial, contr. of hard-

e 2
.] I. a. Made of coarse linen.

II. n. A very coarse kind of linen.

Her cutty sark o' Paisley harn,
That while a lassie she had worn.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

harness (har'nes), . [< ME. harneis, harneys,

herneys, etc., < OF. harnas, harnois, hernois, F.

harnais (> Pr. arnes = Sp. arnes= Pg. arnez= It.

arnese= D. harnas= G. harnisch= Sw. harnesk=
Dan. harnisk), armor, < Bret, liarmz, armor, old

iron, < Bret, houarn, pi. hern, iron, = W. haiarn
= Ir. iaran = Gael, iarunn, iron, = AS. isen, E.
iron : see iron. The W. harnais, harness, trap-

pings, is from E.] 1. The defensive armor and

weapons of a soldier, especially of a knight ;
in

general, and especially in modern poetical use,
a suit of armor. The trappings of the war-horse are
also sometimes included in the term. Harness was the

early name for body-armor of all kinds. Modern writers

have tried to discriminate between harness as the armor
of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, and
armor as confined to the plate suits of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries; but armor is the modern English word
for defensive garments of all sorts, and harness in this

sense is a poetical archaism.

Whan thei were alle come to the londe thei were right
gladde, and trussed theire harneys, and lepe on theire

horse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 259.

I can remember that I buckled his harnes when he went
to Blackheath flelde. Latimer, 1st Sermon bet. Edw. VI.

Ring the alarum-bell : Blow wind ! come wrack !

At least we'll die with harness on our back.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

They quitted not their harness bright,
Neither by day, nor yet by night.

Scott, L. of L. M., L 4.

2. Clothing; dress; garments. [Rare.] 3. The
working-gear or tackle of a horse, mule, ass,

goat, dog, or other animal (except the ox) used
for draft; the straps, collar, bridle, lines, traces,
etc., put upon a draft-animal to enable it to

work and to guide its actions. See cut in next
column.
Another of these disguised peasants cuts the hairness of

the horse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 21.

Hence 4. Figuratively, working-tackle of any
kind ; an equipment for any kind of labor; also,
that which fits or makes ready for labor: as, his

duties keep him constantly in the harness.

It [the soul] arouses itself at last from these endear-

ments, as toys, and puts on the harness, and aspires to vast
and universal aims. Emerson, Love.

5. The apparatus in a loom by which the sets

of warp-threads are shifted alternately to form

harp

[He] hittes hym on the hcde, that the helnic bristis ;

Hurttes his herne-pane an haunde-brede large !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2228.

Be he dead, be he living, wi' my brand
I'll clash his hams frae his ham-pan!

Child Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 250).

Horse's Harness.

I, ciown ; 2, cheek-piece ; 3.
front ; 4, 4, blinds ; 5, nose-band ; 6, bit

;

7, curb ; 8, check ; 9. throat-latch ; 10, rein ; n, collar ; 12, hame ; 13,

name-link ; 14, hame-strap ; 15, pole-strap ; 16. martingale ; 17, trace-

tug ; 18, trace ; 10, saddle ; 20, terret ; 21, belly-band ; 22, turn-back ;

23. crupper ; 24, breeching ; 25, hip-strap ; 26, trace-bearer.

the shed. It consists of the heddles and their

means of support and motion. Also called

mounting. 6. The mechanism by which a large
bell is suspended and tolled. 7. Temper; hu-

mor: alluding to the behavior of a horse in

harness. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]_ Harness of

arms', a complete suit of armor. To die in harness.
See dfol.

harness (har'nes), v. t. [< ME. herneysen, her-

neschen, < OF. harnascher, harness; from the

noun.] 1. To dress in armor; equip with ar-

mor for war, as a man or horse. [Archaic.]
Few of them were harnessed, and for the most part all

vnexpert and vnskilfull in the feates of warre.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 24.

Full fifty years, harness'd in rugged steel,
I have endur'd the biting winter's blast Mowe.

Harness the horses ; and get up, ye horsemen, and stand
forth with your helmets. Jer. xlvi. 4.

2f. To fit out; equip; dress.

A gay daggere
Harneysed wel, and scharp as poynt of spere.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 114.

Ryse on morwe up erly
Out of thy bedde, and harneyse thee
Er evere dawnyng thou maist se.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2847.

His clothinge was . . . girde with a girdell harnesshed,
and he was longe and broun and a blakke berde, and his

heed bare with-oute coyfe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 279.

3f. To equip or furnish for defense.

They saw the camp of the heathen, that it was strong,
and well harnessed, and compassed round aboutwith horse-

men. 1 Mac. iv. 7.

4. To put harness or working-tackle on, as a

horse. 5. To fit up or put together with metal

mountings. [Rare.]

They [wooden drinking-cups] were hooped and mounted
or harnessed in silver. Archaeol. Inst. Jour., XXXIV. 300.

6. To fasten to a boat by the toggle-iron and
tow-line, as a whale.
harness-board (har'nes-bord), n. The com-

pass-board of a loom.
harness-cask (har'nes-kask), TJ. A cask, usu-

ally in the form of the frustum of a cone, fas-

tened on the deck of a vessel to receive the salt

beef and pork for daily consumption. Also
called harness-tub.

Some thieves went aboard the smack, . . . and break-

ing open a harness cask on deck, stole about one cwt. of

beef. Aberdeen Journal, Dec. 2, 1818.

harness-clamp (har'nes-klamp), n. A saddlers'

vise for holding leather while it is stitched.

harnessed (har'nest), p. a. Markedwith streaks
of color, as if wearing a harness : as, the har-

nessed antelope, Tragelaphus scriptus. P. L.

Sclater.

hamesser (har'nes-er), n. One who harnesses.

harness-maker(har'nes-ma"ker), n. Onewhose
trade is the making of harness.

harnessmentt (har'nes-ment), n. [< harness +
-ment.] Equipment. Dames.
To every knight he allowed or gave 100 shillings for his

harnessetnents. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 174.

harness-plate (har'nes-plat),
. The electro-

plated metal-work used in fine harness, as bits,

rings, buckles, etc.

harness-tub (har'nes-tub), n. Same as harness-
cask.

harness-weaver (har'nes-we"ver), . A wea-
ver employed in the manufacture of the more
complicated patterns of shawls, etc. [Scotch.]
harn-pan (harn'pan), n. [< ME. hernpanne,
hernepanne (= MLG. hernepanne ; cf. MLG.

Cnne
= Dan. pande = Sw. panna, the fore-

id); < harn-s + pan.'] The brainpan; the
skull. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

hjarni = Sw. hjerna = Dan. hjerne, the brain
;

cf. Icel. lijarsi, pron. hjassi, = Sw. hjesse = Dan.

isse, the crown of the head ;
= Skt. girsan, the

head; allied to L. cerebrum,the brain, Gr. napa,

Kapqvov, the head, Kpaviov, the skull, cranium,
Skt. ciras, head.] Brains. [Old Eng. and

Scotch.]
And of hys hede he brake the bone,
The harnes lay uppon the stone.

MS. Burl., 1701, f. 34. (Halliwell.)

liarnser, harnsey (harn'ser, -si), . Dialectal

corruptions of heronsew.

harowt, interj. See harrow3 .

harp (harp), n. [< ME. harpe, < AS. hearpe =
D. harp = MLG. harpe, herpe = OHG. harpha,
MHG. harpfe, G. harfe = Icel. harpa = Sw.

harpa = Dan. hurpe = Goth, "harpo (not re-

corded, but inferred from the derived LL. har-

pa, >It. arpa, arpe, Sp. Pg. Pr. arpa, F..harpe),
a harp ;

root unknown. Not connected with
Gr. apjn/, a sickle.] 1. A musical instru-

ment with strings which are played by being
plucked with the fin-

gers. The modern orchestral

harp consists of a wooden
frame somewhat triangular in

shape, on which are strung
nearly fifty strings of varying
length. The frame comprises
the pedestal, supporting the
whole and containing the ped-
als; the large hollow back,with
the soundboard, in which are

inserted the lower ends of the

strings; the neck, with the

wrestpins to which the upper
ends of the strings are attach-

ed, and bearing the mecha-
nism operated by the pedals ;

and the pillar, supporting the

outer end of the neck, and con-

taining the pedal-rods. The
strings are of catgut, colored
so as to be readily distin-

guished from each other ; the
lowest eight are wound with

light wire. They are tuned
diatonically in the scale of$
beginning two octaves below

Modem Harp

restpins ; o, pillar. middle C, and extending up-
ah*ward about six and a hah*

octaves. The pedal-action is so contrived that a slight
movement raises the pitch of all the strings of the same
letter-name a semitone ; while a greater movement short-

ens them two semitones. Seven pedals are used, one for

each tone of the scale, all of which may be held by notches
in either position, so that the entire instrument may be
tuned in Cb, CJ\, or

Cfl, or in any de-
sired combination
of sharps and flats.

Thus music in any
key is possible, with
somewhat extreme
modulations. The
modern harp has
been evolved from
types found among
the Egyptians, As-

syrians, Hebrews,
and various Celtic

nations. All antique
varieties are defi-

cient in compass, in

precision of pitch,
and in sonority.
Most of the Oriental

Egyptian Harps-

a, from a painting at Thebes; b, from ;

painting at Dendera.

forms lack that important part of the frame, the pillar.
The medieval harps could be played only in one key, with
such slight chromatic alterations as could be effected by
stopping a string with the finger. Chromatic tuning has
been unsuccessfully attempted. Pedals for making chro-

matic changes were introduced early in the eighteenth
century. Single-action harps are

those in which each pedal pro-
duces only one such change;
double-action, those in which
each pedal may be used to pro-
duce two such changes. The
modern double-action harp was

perfected In 1810 by Sebastian
Erard. A double harp Is one
with two sets or rows of strings,

differently tuned ; a triple harp,
one with three such sets or rows.
The technique of the harp is

notable, because the fingering
remains the same in all keys;
while its mechanism is exactly
modeled on the principles of

French Harp of the rath the staff-notation. The harp is

century. (From Vioiiet-ie-
capl,bie of very beautiful and

"anrai,"' ied mU8ic Wi*W" Certain
limits of power and quality.

Although solid chords are feasible, more characteristic
effects are produced by playing the tones of the harmony



harp
in rapid succession (see arpeggio). Such effects are much
employed in modern orchestration. Harmonic tones

(which see, under harmonic) are also much used.

As harporez harpen in her karpe
That new souge thay sougen ful cler.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 880.

The cherubic host, in thousand quires,
Touch their immortal harps of golden wires.

Milton, Solemn Musick.

2. [cap.~\ A constellation, otherwise called Lyra
or the Lyre. 3. Same as harper, 2.

A plain harp shilling. Greene, James IF., iii.

It was ordered [in 1637] that the title or name of Irish

money or harps should be abolished.

Simon, Essay on Irish Coins, p. 47.

4. An oblong implement, consisting of a frame
filled up with parallel wires resembling the

strings of a harp, used as a screen; a grain-
sieve. [Scotch.] 5. A sparred shovel for fill-

ing coal. [Eng.] 6. In a scutching-machine,
a grating through which the refuse falls as the

revolving beater drives the fibers forward. 7.
A figure, likened to a harp or saddle, on the
back of the adult harp-seal.
The harp or saddle-shaped mark does not become fully

developed until the fifth year. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 476.

Hence 8. The harp-seal, or harper JEolian
harp. See jEolian\. Couched harp, the spinet. Dltal
harp. See dital. Double-action pedal harp. See
above. Double harp. Seeabove. Negroharp. Same
as manga. Welsh harp, a triple harp originally used in
Wales.

harp (harp), v. [< ME. harpen, < AS. hearpian,

flay
on the harp, < hearpe, harp : see harp, n.~\

. intrans. 1. To play on the harp; play as
on a harp.

Tech him to harpe
With his nayles scharpe.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. v.

I heard the voice of harpers harping with their harps.
Rev. xiv. 2.

The helmed Cherubim, . . .

Harping in loud and solemn quire,
With unexpressive notes, to Heaven's new-born Heir.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 115.

2. To speak often of something, especially so
often as to be tiresome or vexing; speak with
reiteration

; especially, to speak or write with
monotonous repetition: usually with on or

upon.
The sweete smacke that Yarmouth nudes in it ... ab-

breviatly and meetely according to my old Sarum plaine-
song I have harpt upon.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 162).

He seems
Proud and disdainful ; harping on what I am,
Not what he knew I was. Shak., A. and C., iii. 11.

Neither do I care to wrincle the Smoothness of History
with rugged names of places unknown, better harp'd at
in Camden, and other Chorographers.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

To harp on one string, to dwell too exclusively upon
one subject, so as to weary or annoy.

You harp a little too much upon one string. Collier.

II. trans. If. To give forth as a harp gives
forth sound

; give expression to, or utter.

Thou hast harp'd my fear aright. Shak. , Macbeth, Iv. 1.

2. To produce some specified effect upon by
playing on the harp. [Rare.]

He's taen a harp into his hand,
He's harped them all asleep.

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, 1. 198).

He'd harpit a flsh out o' saut water,
Or water out o' a stane.

Glenkindie (Child's Ballads, II. 8).

3. To sift or separate by means of a harp or
screen : as, to harp grain ; to harp sand. See
harp, n., 4 and 5. [Scotch.]
Harpa1

(har'pii), n. [NL., < LL. harpa, a harp :

see harp.~\ A genus of mollusks, representa-
tive of the family Harpidte, having a compara-
tively wide aperture and ventricose cross-ribbed
whorls

;
the harp-shells. There are several spe-

cies, of most tropical seas. Lamarck, Jour. Soc.
Hist. Nat., 1799. See cut under harp-shell.
harpa2 ,

. See harpe.
Harpactor (har-pak'tor), n. [NL., < Gr. dpva-

KTUp,\&T.ofdpira-
icrf/p, a robber, <

dpird&iv, snatch,
seize, steal.] A
genus of preda-
tory heteropter-
ous insects, of
the family Bedu-
Viidce. The head is

convex behind the
eyes, the ocelli are
distant and knob-
bed, and the first an-
tennal joint is as

Harpactor cinctus (line shows natural long as and stouter
size), and beak of same enlarged. than the two follow-

2726

ing. Harpactor cinctus, about 10 millimeters long, and
easily recognized by its yellowish-brown color and banded
legs, is abundant in the eastern parts of North America.

Harpactorides (har-pak-tor'i-dez),w.j>;. [NL.,
< Harpactor + -ides."} A group of heteropterous
insects, named from the genus Harpactor.
Harpagidae (har-paj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Har-
pax (Harpag-), 2, 4- -idee.] A family of orthop-
terous insects regarded by Burmeister as a sub-

family of Mantida!, having two projections on
the vertex and spurs on the four hinder tibias.

It includes several genera besides Harpax, the

typical genus.

Harpagifer (har-paj'i-fer), . [NL., < Gr. dpird-

-,TI,
a hook, H- "L.ferre = E. bear1 .] The typical

genus of Harpagiferido! : so called from the
hook-like spine which arises from the opercu-
lum. J. Richardson, 1848.

Harpagiferidae (har-paj-i-fer'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Harpagifer + -idee.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Harpagi-
fer. The body is naked, the snout rounded, the dorsal
fins are two in number (the first short and the second
oblong), and the anal fin is shorter than the second dorsal.

Only two species, inhabitants of the antarctic seas, are
known.

Harpago (har'pa-go), n. [NL. , < L. "harpago(n-),
a hook, grapple: see harpagon.] 1. A genus
of mollusks. Klein, 1753. 2. [?. c.

; pi. harpa-
gones (har-pa-go'nez).] In entom., one of the

clasps of the genital armature of a lepidopter-
ous insect.

harpagont, n. [< L. harpago(n-), < Gr. dpirdyq,
a hook, a rake, < dpird&tv, snatch, seize: see

harpoon, harpy.] A grappling-iron.
At last the enemies from out the Carthaginian ships

began to cast out certain loggets, with yron hookes at the
end (which the souldiers call harpagones), ... for to take
hold upon the Roman ships. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 746.

harpagones, . Plural of harpago, 2.

Harpagophytum (har-pa-gof'i-tum), n. [< Gr.

dpirayr/, a hook (see harpagon), + <J>VTOV, a plant.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous
plants founded by Meisner in 1836, belonging
to the natural order Pedalinew, distinguished
botanically from Pedalium and other related

genera by having numerous ovules instead of

only two in each cell. It embraces five species, natives
of South Africa and Madagascar. It derives its name from
its peculiar fruit, which is armed with long and strong
hooked spines, adhering firmly to the mouth or nose of
animals which touch them while grazing, a circumstance
from which the principal species, H. procumbens, has ac-

quired the name of grapple-plant. The plants are pro-
cumbent perennial herbs of whitish aspect, with incised

leaves, and solitary short-pedicelled flowers in their
axils.

Harpagornis (har-pa-gdr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

apTraf (dpTray-), robbing,rapacious (see Harpax),
+ opvif, a bird.] 1. A genus of subfossil rap-
torial birds of New Zealand, of size andstrength
sufficiently great to enable them to prey upon
themoas. Julius Haast, 1872. 2. [I.e.] A bird
of this genus.
HarpagUS (har'pa-gus), n. [NL., < Gr. dpird-yr/,

a hook: see harpagon.] 1. A notable genus
of South American falcons with bidentate or

doubly toothed beak, such as H. bidentatus or
H. diodon. Also called Bideny (Spix, 1824),
Diodon (Lesson, 1831), and Diplodon (Nitzsch,
1840). N. A. Vigors, 1824. 2. A genus of
tineid moths. Stephens, 1834.

Harpalidae (har-pal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Har-
palus + -idee.] The Harpalina rated as a sepa-
rate family. The same or a similar group is also called

Harpalidfi, Harpalidea, Harpalides, and Harpalini.

Harpalinae (har-pa-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Har-
palus + -ina!.] A subfamily of beetles, of the

family Carabidw, typified by the genus Har-
palus. It includes adephagous beetles with the middle
coxal cavities closed by the sterna, the epimera not reach-

a. Murky Ground-beetle (Harpalui caliginosus}, natural sire. *,

Pennsylvania Ground-beetle (Harfalus fennsylvanicus). (Line
shows natural size.)

ing the coxse, no antenna! grooves on the head, the supra-
orbital setce distinct, and the ambulatorial abdominal
sete usually well developed. They are generally found
under stones.

harping

harpaline (har'pa-lin), a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Harpalina; or Har-
palidte.

Harpalus (hiir'pa-lus), 11. [NL., < Gr. dpirateof,

greedy, < dpird&iv, snatch, seize.] The typical
genus of Harpalina;, containing many large
flattened black beetles, as H. caliginosns (Say),
a species about an inch long, found in the
United States. Latreille, 1802.

Harpax (har'paks), n. [NL., < Gr. apvaS,, rapa-
cious, < dpirdletv, snatch, seize: see harpagon,
harpoon, harpy] 1 . A genus of fossil shells, of
the group Ostracea, oblong and somewhat tri-

angular in shape, the hinge being formed by
two projecting teeth. It is now included in
the genus Plicatula. Parkinson, 1811. 2. The
typical genus of Harpagida!. Serville, 1831.

harpe, harpa
2
(har'po, -pa), n. [NL., < Gr. apvr/,

a sickle, simitar, hook.]
'

1. In classical myth.,
the peculiarly shaped sword of Hermes, lent

by him to Perseus, who with it cut off the head
of Medusa. It is represented sometimes as curved like
a sickle, and sometimes with a straight blade from which
projects a curved point or tooth.

2. In entom., the inwardly projecting armature
of the interior of the valves of the genital or-

gans of lepidopterous insects. Gosse. 3. [cap.]
In ichth., a genus of fishes. T. N. Gill, 1863.

Harpephyllum (har-pe-firum), n. [NL. (Bern-
hardi, 1844), < Gr. ap^n, a simitar, + QiiMov, a
leaf.] A genus of South African evergreen
trees, belonging to the natural order Anacar-
diacece and tribe Spondieae, distinguished from
related genera by its dioacious flowers (the male
flowers having 8 or 9 stamens), and by its

obovate, two-celled drupe. It has alternate odd-
pinnate leaves crowded at the ends of the branches ; the
leaflets are falcate or sword-shaped. Only one species, H.
Ca/rum, is known, which is called Kajir'e simitar-tree by
the English and Eschenhout by the Dutch colonists. The
fruit, which is edible, is called zuurebesges.

harper (har'per), n. [< ME. harpere, herper,
harpour, < AS. hearpere (= MHG. harpfcere, G.

harfner), a harper, < hearpian, harp : see harp,
v.] 1. One who plays on the harp.

Mury is the twynkelyng of the harpour.
King Alisaunder, I 2672 (Weber's Metr. Rom.).

"
I am a bold harper," quoth Eobin Hood,

"And the best in the north country."
Robin Hood and Allin A Dale (Child's Ballads, V. 281).

2. One of various Irish coins (for example, the

'shilling' and the 'groat') current in the six-
teenth and seven-
teenth centuries :

popularly so called
from the harp which
formed their reverse

type. Also harp.
A mill sixpence of my

mother's . . . and a two-

pence I had to spend, . . .

besides the harper that
was gathered amongst us
to pay the piper.
B. Jonson, Gipsies Meta-

Imorphosed.

3. The harp-seal.
harperess (har'per-
es), n. [Also har-

press; < harper +
-ess.] A female

player on the harp.
The rustling leaves of

an aspen . . . overhung
the seat of the fair har-

press.

Scott, Waverley, xxii.

harpers-cord, n. See

harpsichord.
Harpia (har'pi-a), n.

Same as Harpyia.
Harpidae(har'pi-de),
n. pi. [NL. , < Harpa
+ -idee. ] A family Of seum. ( Size of the original.)

rhachiglossate gas-
tropods, typified Iby the genus Harpa. They have
the head exposed, conspicuous eyes, a wide foot, and no
operculum. The shell is ventricose, with a low spire, and
longitudinal ribs cross the whorls. Nine species are known,
inhabitants of the tropical seas.

harping (har'ping), . [< ME. harping ; verbal
n. of harp, t'.] 1 . The act of playing on the

harp ;
notes or strains performed on the harp.
Come into my hall, thou silly blind Harper,
And of thy harping let me hear !

Lochmauen Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 8).

2. Naut.: (a) The fore parts of the wales, which
encompass the bow and are fastened to the
Stem. Their use is to strengthen the ship in the place
where she sustains the greatest shock in plunging into the
sea -

(ft) In ship-biiilding, the continuations of
the ribands at both extremities of a ship, fixed

Harpe:
scum.

Reverse,

of Elizabeth, British Mu-



harping

Harpings.

A, after-hody : F, fore-body ; //. H, harpings.

to keep the cant-frames, etc., in position till

the outside planking is worked,

harping-iront (har'ping-i"ern), n. [A pervert-
ed form of "harpoon-iron.} A harpoon.
Harping-ironn, speares, cordes, axes, hatchets, kniues,

and other implements for the flshiug.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 413.

A great beast come pat of the Eiuer (a Crocodile or some
other monster), hailing on the hack great scales, vgly
clawes, and a long taile, which thrust out a tongue like a

harping-iron. Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 839.

The boat which on the first assault did go
Struck with a harping-iron the younger foe. .

Waller, Battle of the Summer Islands.

harpist (har'pist), . [= F. harpiste= Pg. har-

pista, arpista = Sp. It. arpista; as harp + -ist.

The proper E. word is harper.} One who plays
on the harp ;

a harper.
That jEagrian harpist, for whose lay

Tigers with hunger pinde and left their pray.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, 1. 5.

harp-lute (hiirp'lut), n. A variety of guitar in-

vented earlyin the nineteenth century, in which,
by pressing a dital orthumb-key, the pitch of the

strings may be chromatically raised. See dital

Tiarp, under dital.

harpoon (har-pon'), n. [= G. harpune = Dan.
Sw. harpun, < D. harpoen (pron. as E. harpoon),
< F. harpon, orig. a cramp-iron, hence a grap-
pling-iron, a harpoon, = Sp. arpon = Pg. ar-

p&o, a harpoon ; connected with OF. harpe, a

dog's claw or paw, harper, grapple, grasp, Sp.

Pg. arpar, tear to pieces, rend, claw ;
these per-

haps being shortened forms from the root of L.

liarpago(n-), a grappling-iron, hook, drag (> It.

arpagone, a harpoon : see harpagon), < Or. dpvd-
yn, a hook, a rake, < dpnd&tv, snatch, seize, the
snorter base appearing in O/JTTJ?, a bird of prey:
see harpy.} A missile weapon used in cap-
turing whales and large fish, and either thrown

by hand or fired from a gun. See harpoon-gun.
In the older form of this weapon the head is a heavy, flat,

triangular piece of iron with strong barbs, sharpened on
the outer edges to enable it to penetrate deeply, and fas-

tened to a handle or shank, 2J or 3 feet long, to which is

attached a long cord or rope. In a later form the head
has but one barb. The common non-explosive harpoon
is not employed by whalemen to kill the whale, but merely
to fasten it to the boat, in order that the latter may be
hauled up alongside the animal, which is then killed by a
lance. (See exploding harpoon, below.) The harpoons
that are tobe first used are carried at the head of the whale-

boat, six being included in the outfit of a boat. The first

two are known as the first and second irons ; the rest as
the spare harpoons, one of which is the drag-iryn. The
first harpoon is darted into the whale by hand, and the
second follows if there is time ; if not, it is thrown over-
board to prevent fouling with the outgoing line. See
toggle-iron.

The line is joined to the harpoon by the "foregoer," a
piece of rope somewhat lighter and more pliable than
whale-line. The foregoer being the only part of the line

drawn out by the harpoon while in flight, its length, usu-

ally from 10 to 12 fathoms, regulates the distance the har-

poon may be flred. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 526.

Bomb-harpoon, an explosive harpoon that may be thrust
by hand or discharged from a swivel-gun ; also, a bomb-
lance, Conch harpoon, a barbed spear with fixed head
and single point, used in the capture of large fish. [Ba-
hamas, and Florida, U. S. J Electric harpoon, a bomb-
lance in which the charge is fired by means of an electric

fuse, the connection being made by means of a wire in the

harpoon-line. See bamlt-lance. Exploding or explosive
harpoon, a harpoon the head of which is filled with an
explosive; also, improperly, a bomb-lance. Toggle-har-
poon, the ordinary toggle-iron.

harpoon (har-pon'), v. t. [< harpoon, n.} To
strike, catch, or kill with a harpoon.
The beluga is usually caught in nets, but Is sometimes

harpooned. Pennant.

harpoon-arrow (har-pon'ar"6), n. An arrow
propelled by a spring consisting of a bent rod
or bow, used in fishing by the Eskimos of
Alaska.

harpooneerf, . [Also harpoonier, harponier; <

harpoon + -eer.} Same as harpoontr,
172
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When they espy him (the whale] on the top of the water,
. . . they row toward him in a shallop, in which the

riarponier stands ready with both his hands to dart his

Harping-iron. Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 742.

harpooner (har-po'ner), n. [< harpoon + -er 1 .}

One who throws a harpoon.
Each sail is set to catch the favouring gale,
While on the yard-arm the ftarnooner sits.

Grainger, The Sugar Cane, ii.

harpoon-fork (hiir-pon'fork), . A hay-fork
consisting of two barbed points like harpoons,
forming a tool shaped like an inverted U.

harpoon-gun (har-pOn'gun), w. A gun from
which a harpoon or toggle-iron may be dis-

charged. It may be either a gun fired from the shoul-

der or a swivel-gun. The projectile may be an explo-
sive harpoon or lance (see bomb-lance), or simply a toggle-

iron, without the pole, having an eye in the after end of

the shank into which is bent one end of the tow-line, the
latter being either on the outside of the barrel of the gun
or doubled up in the bore.

harpoon-shuttle (har-po'n'shut'l), w. A long
shuttle or needle used in weaving large brush
mats which are employed in building dikes
and levees, and in other hydraulic construc-

tions.

Harporhynchus (har-pp-ring'kus), . [NL.,
< Gr. apirri, a sickle, + pVYXPt, bill.] A notable

genus of mocking-thrushes, of the subfamily
Mimince; the bow-billed mockers, or thrash-

ers : so called from the arcuation of the bill.

The common thrasher or brown thrush of the United
States is //. rufus; there are numerous other species in

the southwestern United States and Mexico, as the Cali-

fornian thrasher (//. rtdimmt), the Yuma thrasher (//.

leeontei), etc. This name was given by Cabanis in 1848 ; the

genus had before been called Ifarpes and Toxostoma,
names both preoccupied in other connections ; the name
Methriopterus was given to the genus by Reichenbach In

1850.

harp-pedal (harp'ped
//

al), n. One of the foot-

levers by which the strings of a harp are tem-

porarily shortened and their pitch raised. See

harp, 1. Also called harp-treadle.

harp-seal (harp'sel), . The Greenland seal,
Phoca groenlandica or Pagopliilus grcenlandicus,
a large hair-seal of a whitish color with a cres-

centic black band on each side meeting its

Harpullieae

which the tone was produced by the plucking or

snapping of the strings by leather or quill points,
which were set in jacks connected by levers with
the keys. In form it usually resembled a modern grand
pianoforte, though both square and upright varieties were
also made. The length of the keyboard was from four to
six and a half octaves. The number of separate strings to
a key varied from one to four, sometimes including one
tuned an octave alx>ve the others ; the latter variety was
called a double harpsichord. The tone was weak and tink-

ling, and gradation of force was impossible. Two key-

Harp-seal Phoca grtxnlandica\.

fellow over the back, forming a figure likened
to a harp. It is common from Newfoundland north-

ward, and is of gregarious and roving habits, congre-
gating in vast numbers on ice-floes, where many thou-
sands are annually killed. The Newfoundland sealers

call them harpers or harps; the female is known as Jen-
nie harp; the young in the second year, hopper-harp or

bedlamer; in the third year, when assuming adult charac-

ters, turner-harp.

harpsecolt, See harpsicol.

harp-shell (harp'shel), n. A shell of the genus
Harpa. Species such as the East Indian //. ventricosa are

very common in collec-

tions. The shell is large
and inflated, yet not ca-

pacious enough to hold
the whole animal.

harp-shilling
(harp'shiVing), n.

See harper, 2.

harpsichont,". See

harpsichord.
harpsichord
(harp'si-k6rd), n.

[Formerly also

arpsichord; a cor-

rupt form, other-

wise perverted
harpsichon, liarp-

sicon, harpsicol,

harpsecol, and even
harpers-cord (the
letter s being in- ******>.
trusive) ; < OF. harpe-chorde (= It. arpicordo),
< harpe, harp, + chorde, corde, chord, cord.] A
stringed musical instrument in use in the six-

teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries,
which in its form and in the arrangement of the

keyboard and strings resembled a piano, but in

Harpsichord in the Washington Mansion, Mount Vernon, Virginia.

boards were sometimes combined, one for soft effects,
the other for loud. Numerous devices, usually connected
with the jacks, were introduced at different times to se-

cure variety in force, and especially in quality. These

mechanisms, which often aimed to simulate the tone-

qualities of various orchestral instruments, were usually
controlled by stop-knobs near the keyboard. The harp-
sichord, though essentially different from the pianoforte,
was its immediate predecessor. Before 1800 it was regu-

larly used in all dramatic music, especially in accompany-
ing recitatives, and in orchestral music. The conductor

usually directed from his seat at a harpsichord placed
amid the other instruments.

If he the tinkling harpsichord regards
As inoffensive, what offence in cards?

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 148.

Vis-a-Vis harpsichord, a harpsichord with keyboards
for two performers.

harpsichprd-graces (harp'si-k6rd-gra'
/
sez), n.

pi. Various melodic embellishments, such as

turns, trills, etc., introduced freely into music
for the harpsichord, mainly to compensate for

its unsustainable tone. See embellishment, 3,

and grace, 6.

harpsichordist (harp'si-k6r-dist), n. [< harp-
sichord + -ist.} A performer upon the harpsi-
chord.

harpsicolt, harpsecolt (harp'si-kol), n. A
harpsichord.
harpstert (hiirp'ster), . [ME. not found

;
< AS.

hearpestre, a female harper, < hearpian, harp:
see harp and -ster."] A female performer on
the harp.

harpstring (harp'string), n. [< ME. harpstryiig,

harpestring, < AS. hearpestreng (= Icel. horpu-

strengr), < hearpe, harp, + streng, a string.]
One of the strings or cords of a harp.

Of the schepe is cast away no thynge, ... for karpe-
stryngis his ropys seruythe ichoone.

Political Peemg, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 17.

As harpstrings are broken asunder

By music they throb to express.
Longfellow, Sandalphon.

harp-style (harp'stll), n. In music, a style or

method of composition or of performance like

that best suited to the harp ; especially, a style

abounding in arpeggio effects.

harp-treadle (harp'tred"!), n. Same as harp-
penal.
harpula (har'pu-la), n. A valuable tree, Har-

pullia cupanioides: so called at Chittagong in

Bengal. See Harpullia.

Harpulia (har-pu'li-a), re. [< harpula.} Same
as Harpullia.
Harpullia (har-pul'i-a), n. [NL. (Roxburgh,
1820), < harpula.} A genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalous trees, belonging to the natural or-

der Sapindaceai and type of the tribe Harpullieai
of Eadlkofer, distinguished from related genera
by its two-valved capsule with loculicidal dehis-

cence. It embraces 6 species, natives of tropical Asia,

Australia, and Madagascar. They are erect trees with alter-

nate, odd-pinnate leaves, green flowers in racemes or pani-
cles, and large red or orange-colored fruit. The Australian

species have an economic importance, either as hardy ever-

green shade-trees or for the quality of their wood. H.
Hillii attains a height of 80 feet, and furnishes the tulip-
wood of Queensland, which is valuable for fine cabinet-

work. The Moreton bay tulip-wood, H. pendula, is equally
valuable. H. cupanioidetr, the harpula of India, has long
been in cultivation.

Harpullieae (har-pu-li'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Har-

pullia + -ea;.} A tribe of plants, of the natural
order Sapindaceai, suborder Sapindew, recently
established by Radlkofer, embracing the gen-
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era HarptMia, Conchopetalum, Jtfagoniti, X<nt-

thoceras, and Ungnadia. See

harpy (har'pi), .; pi. harpies (-piz). [Early
mod. E. karpie, < OF. harpie, harpye, < L. har-

pyia, usually in pi. harpyia; < Gr. apirvtai, pi., the

harpies, lit. 'the snatchers,' in Homer a personi-
fication of whirlwinds or hurricanes, in later

myth, hideous winged creatures (see def . 1) ;
cf.

&pm/, a certain bird of prey ;
< dpir-df-f<v, snatch,

seize, = L. rapere, snatch, seize : see I'/i/i-, r<i\>-

ture.~\ 1. InGr.myth., a winged monster, raven-
ous and filthy, having the face and body of a wo-
man and the wings of a bird of prey, with the
feet and fingers armed with sharp claws and the
face pale with hunger, serving as a minister of

divine vengeance, and defiling everything it

touched. The harpies were commonly regarded either as
two (Ae'Uo and Ocypete) or three in number, but occasion-

ally several others are mentioned. They were originally
conceived ofsimply as storm-windssentby the gods to cany
off offenders, and were later personified as fair-haired wing-
ed maidens, their features and characteristics being more
or less repulsive at different times and places. The harpies
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2. In ornith., either a generic or a specific
name of the great harpy-eagle of South Amer-

Harpies, from a Greek black -figured Vase. (From " Monument!
dell' Institute.")

have been to some extent confounded by modern scholars
with the sirens, which, though of kindred origin, were god-
desses of

melody, even if of a sweetness that was harmful
to mankind, and were represented as women in the upper
parts of their bodies and as birds below.

For having caught her Joseph all alone.
She Harpie like clap'd one bold tallon fast.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 227.

These prodigies [visions] . . . unspeakable,
Abominable, strangers at my hearth
Not welcome, harpies miring every dish.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

Hence 2. A rapacious, grasping person ;
one

who is repulsively greedy and unfeeling.
I will . . . do you any cmbassage . . . rather than hold

three words' conference with this harpy.
Shale., Much Ado, 11. 1.

A company of irreligiousAarptea, scraping, griping catch-

poles. Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Eeader, p. 64.

3. In ornith. : (a) The harpy-eagle, (b) An Eng-
lish book-name
of the marsh -

harrier or
moor -buzzard,
Circus arruyino-
stis. Also called
white - headed

harpy. 4. In

mammal., a
fruit-bat of the

genus Harpyia,
Harpy monu-

ment, a sculp-
tured funeral mon-
ument from Xan-
thus in Lycia.
Among the reliefs

upon it are four fig-
ures of birds with
women's heads

Winged Genius, from the Harpy Tomb. a
,

n<1 >>S, each
clasping tenderly

a small human form evidently representing a soul. These
bird-figures were at first held to be harpies, whence the
name of the monument. It is now in the British Museum.
Harpya (har'pi-a), . Same as Harpyia.
harpy-eagle (ha'r'pi-e<'gl), n. A very large
South American crested eagle, somewhat longer
than the golden eagle, and one of the most pow-
erful birds of prey, with enormous beak and
talons, crested head, long fan-shaped tail, and
rounded wings. See Harpyia and Thrasyae-
tus.

harpy-footed (har'pi-fufed), a. Having feet
like those of a harpy.

Thither by harpy-footed furies haled,
At certain revolutions all the damn'd
Are brought. Hilton, P. L., il. 696.

Harpyia (har-pi'i-a), n. [NL., < L. harpyia, <
Gr. apwvia, a harpy: see harpy."] 1. In mam-
mal., a genus of fruit-bats, of the family Ptero-

podidai. The body and limbs are as in Cynopterus, the
nostrils tubular, the premaxillary bones united in front,
1 incisor and 1 canine in each upper and lower half-jaw,
2 premolars above, 8 below on each side, and 2 molars in
each upper and lower half-jaw. There are two species, of
the Austromalayan subreglon. Illiger, 1811.

Harpy-eagle (ffarfyia abstractor or Thrasyattus harpyia).

ica, Harpyia destructor or Thrasyaetus harpyia.
G. Cuvier, 1817. 3. In entom., a genus of puss-
moths, containing such as the European H. vi-

nuli : synonymous in part with Centra, in part
with Stauropus. Ochsenheiaier, 1810.

Also Harpia, Harpya.
harquebust, arquebust (har'-, ar'ke-bus), .

[Also harquebuss, harquebuse, arquebus, Itarque-

buze, harcubuse, archibuze (after It.), harque-
bush, hargiibush, etc., in many unstable forms;
< F. harquebuse, arquebuse, dial, harkibiise, after
It. arcobugio, arcobuso, now archibunio, archibuso
= Sp. Pg. arcabuz, corrupt forms of a form near-
er the orig., namely, OF. hacquebuche, hacque-
bute, etc., represented by E. hackbut: see hack-
but. The word, in all forms, became obsolete
with the thing; but the form harquebus, with

many minor variations of spelling, is the one
now commonly used by archaeologists and his-

torians.] 1. An old form of hand-firearm.
The earliest hand-guns having been mere tubes fired by a

burning match applied to the touch-hole, the \\KmeharqMe-
bux was given to a gun fitted with a match-holder which
came down upon the priming-pan when a trigger was
pulled. Later, when the wheel-lock was introduced, a
piece fitted with it was still called a harquebus. After the
musket had been introduced into the French army (about
1575), the harqnebus remained the favorite weapon of

private persons, because it was lighter and was supposed
to have greater precision. It was not a heavy arm, and
was rarely fired from a rest, except by horsemen, who had
a light rest secured to the saddle-bow. But during the
sixteenth century many experiments were made with
firearms throwing balls of six or even four to the pound,
mounted on swivels, for rampart-defense, and these, when
fitted with a match-lock, were called great harquebuses ;

in like manner arquebuse d croc, or 'with a rest,
' was a name

given to a heavy but still portable weapon, which was
superseded by the musket.

They [the Janizaries] serve with harquebushes, armed
besides with cymiters and hatchets.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 38.

A chance-medley combat ensued, with lances, arque-
buses, cross-bows, and scimetars. Irving, Granada, p. 452.

Such fine results had been obtained by the English long-
bow men that, although in the time of Henry VIII. the
arquebus had been brought to a far more perfect state
than when first introduced, it was forbidden by Act of Par-
liament to be used, or even to be possessed, by any of the
king's subjects. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 11.

2. A harquebusier.
He marcheth in the middle, guarded about
With full five hundred harquebuze on foot.

Peele, Battle of Alcazar, iv. 1.

Double harquebus, a harquebus with two locks, either
both of the same mechanism and merely as a precaution
against the Inferior workmanship of the day, or one a
match-lock and the other a flint- or wheel-lock.

harquebusadet, arquebusadet (har*-, ar'ke-

bus-ad'), n. [F. arquebusade, shot of a harque-
bus (eau d?arguebusade, a remedy for gunshot
wounds), < arquebuse, a harquebus: see har-

quebus.'] 1. The firing of a harquebus ;
a dis-

charge of harquebuses.
The soldiers discharged a salve of harqubusaides on the

poor people.
Roger Williams, Brief Discourse of War (1590).

2. A distilled aromatic spirituous liquor ap-
plied to sprains or bruises.

You will find a letter from my sister to thank you for
the arquebusade water which you sent her. Chesterfield.

harquebusiert, arquebusiert (har*-, ar'ke-bus-

er'), n. [Also harquebttssier, arquebuseer, harcu-

harringtonite

etc.; < F. arquebmier (ML. arcubusari-

us), < iirqui-biixe, harquebuse, harquebus: see

harquebus. Cf. hackbutter.] A soldier armed
with a harquebus.
He glueth to his Harcubuiiers certaine allowance for

powder and shot. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 239.

\\\-ll fare an old haryue-buzier yet,
Could prime his powder, and give fire, and hit,
All in a twinkling ! B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 3.

The Spanish arquebusiers, screened by their defences,
poured a galling fire into the dense masses of the enemy.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

harrH (har), . Same as fiarl.

harr2 (har), c. /. [A var. of hurr, or an aspi-
rated form of arr3.] To snarl like a dog. Grose.

[North. Eng.]
harr3 (har), n. Same as hai-%.

harra (har'a), n. Seehara-nut.

harraget (har'aj), r. t. A corrupt form of

harass, perhaps confused with harry.
Of late the Danes . . . had harraged all this countrey.

Fuller, Hist. Camb. Univ., L

harrageoust, a. See liarageous.

harraldt, An old form of heraJd.

harrast, See haras.

harrasst, c. *. An obsolete spelling of harass.

harrateent, harateent (har-a-ten'), n. [Origin
not ascertained.] A coarse woolen cloth, men-
tioned as late as 1739. Draper's Diet.

Mean time, thus silver'd with meanders gay,
In mimic pride the snail-wrought tissue shines,
Perchance of tabby or of harrateen
Not ill expressive. Shenstone, Economy, iii.

You never saw such a wretched hovel, lean, unpainted,
and half its nakedness barely shaded with haratecn
stretched till it cracks. Walpole, Letters, II. 4.

harridan (har'i-dan), n. [Origin uncertain ;

supposed by Skeat to be a variant of OF. ari-

delle, haridelle, a worn-out horse, a lean, ill-fa-

vored jade, F. a jade, a thin scraggy woman (cf .

jade*, similarly used); appar. dim. < aride, dry,
withered: see arid.] An odious old woman; a

hag; a vixenish woman.
I have a scheme to see you shortly with the old harri-

dan's consent, and even to make her a go between in our
interview. Sheridan, The Kivals, HL 3.

Such a weak, watery, wicked old harridan substituted
for the pretty creature I had been used to see.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

harrier1
(har'i-er), n. [< hare1 + -!.] A

small kind of hound employed in hunting the
hare. There are particular breeds of the hairier, as the

large slow-hunting harrier and the little fox-beagle, and a
cross-breed between these. In all the scent is extremely
keen, which enables them to follow all the doublings of
the hare. Also spelled harier.

harrier'2 (har'i-er), w. [< harry + -er1 . Cf.

harroicer'2 .] 1. One who harries. See harry, v.

She [Grandeur] hides her mountains and her sea
From the harriers of scenery,
Who hunt down sunsets, and huddle and bay,
Mouthing and mumbling the dying day.

Lowell, Appledore.

2. A bird of prey of the family Falconida;, sub-

family Circince. and genus Circus. There are
about 12 species, of most parts of the world, of light build,
small-bodied in proportion to the length of wing and tail,

with a rather long and slender scaly shank, untoothed
bill, large external ear-parts, and a ruff or disk somewhat
like an owl's. The besMinown species is the European
hen-harrier or ringtail, Circus cyaneus, from which the
common marsh-hawk of America, C. hudsonius, scarcely
differs. (See cut under Circinte.) The European marsh-
harrier is C.ceruginosus. (Seeharpy, 3(6).) Montagu's har-
rier is another species, C. cinemscens. The males of the
harriers differ much from the females, being bluish above
instead of dark-brown, and are often called blue-hawks.

It [a pheasant] was immediately pursued by the blue
hawk, known by the name of the Ren-harrier.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, Obs. on Birds.

harriment (har'i-ment), n. [Sc. also herri-

ment; < harry + -meni.] Harrying; vexation;
trouble.

Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry,
The herryment and ruin of the country.

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

[So called be-Harrington (har'ing-ton), n.

cause the patent
for issuing it was
first granted (in

1613) to Lord Har-

rington.] A copper
farthing-token cur-
rent in England
Under JameS I. and Obverse. Reverse,

r^rlflrlfts T Harrington of James I., British Muse-8 1 -
urn. (Size of the original.)

I have lost four or
five friends, and not gotten the value of one Harrington.

Sir H. Wotlon, Letters, p. 558.

I will not bate a Harrington of the sum.
B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

harringtonite (har'ing-ton-It), n. [< Harring-
ton (a proper name) + -ite2.] In mineral., same
as mesolite.



Harrington knot

Harrington knot. See knot*.

harrisht a. An obsolete form of harsh.

harrisite (har'is-it), . [< Harris (a proper

name) + -itc*.] A mineral having the com-

position of chalcocite and the cleavage of ga-

lena, probably a pseudomorph, found at the

Canton mine in the State of Georgia.

Harris's finch. See iin,-h*.

harrott, [< ME. harrot: see herald.] An
obsolete variant of herald.

Ryght sone were thay reddy on every sydc,

For the harrotes betwyxte thame fast dyde ryde.

MS. Lansdoime, 208, f. 20. (Halhmll.)

The flrst red herring that was broiled in Adam and

Eve's kitchen do I fetch my pedigree from, by the harrot s

book. B. Jonmn, Every Man in his Humour, i. 3.

harrow1 (har'6), . [< ME. harow, haroice,

hunt, Itarwe, < AS. (gloss) hearge, a harrow, =
D. hark = MLG. harke, herke, LG. hark, a rake

(> G. harke, a rake), = Icel. herfl, a harrow, =
Sw. harf, a harrow (Sw. harka, a rake, from

LG.), = Dan. hare, a harrow. Root unknown ;

the forms are somewhat discordant. The F.

herse, & harrow, is different: see hearse*.] An

implement, usu-

ally formed of

pieces of timber
or bars of metal

crossing one an-

other and set

With iron teeth "common Harrow.

(also called

tines), drawn (usually by one corner) over plow-
ed land to level it and break the clods, and to

cover seed when sown. A similar implement is drawn

by a boat or vessel over oyster-beds to clear them of ma-

rine plants and objectionable substances.

He cut them with saws, and with harrows of iron,

and with axes. 1 Chron. xx. 3.

that a pot of siluer once would cracke

Beneath my harroiv, by Alcides sent.

Beaumont, tr. of Persius's Satires, ii.

Chain harrow, an implement consisting of a congeries

of iron rings, used for covering grass-seeds, and especial-

ly for separating weeds from the earth or clods in which

they are enveloped. Revolving harrow, a harrow the

teeth of which are arranged on radiating arms in a frame

pivoted to the draft-gear so that it can rotate in a horizon-

tal plane in order to assist the tearing or raking action of

the teeth. Under the harrow, In a state of uneasiness

or misery.

Folks work harder to enjoy themselves than at anything

else I know. Half of them spend more money than they

can afford to, and keep under the harrow all the time, just

because they see others spend money.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 186.

harrow 1
(har'6), v. t. [< ME. harowen, harewen,

harwen = Sw. harfva = Dan. harve, harrow, =
D. G. harken, rake; from the noun.] 1. To

draw a harrow over ;
break or tear with a har-

row : as, to harrow land or ground.
Let the Volsces

Plough Rome, and harrow Italy. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

And ye maun harrow 't wi' a thorn,
And hae your wark done ere the morn.

The Elfin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 129).

2. To tear or lacerate as if by a harrow ;
tor-

ment; harass.

Bern. Looks it not like the king? mark it, Horatio.

Hor Most like : it harrows me with fear and wonder.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

Imagine you behold me bound and scourg'd,

My aged muscles harrow'd up with whips. Howe.

harrow'2t (har'6), r. t. [< ME. harwen, herwen

(as mod. E. harry, < ME. herien), < AS. hergian,

harry, ravage: seeharry.] To ravage; despoil;

vex: same as harry.
Thus Ihesus Crist harewide belle,

And ledde hise loners to paradijs.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 53.

The king, . . meaning thereby to harrow his people,

did accumulate them the rather. Bacon, Hist, Henry VII.

harroW3t (har'6), interj. [Also written harow,

early mod. E. also haroll; < ME. harrow, har-

rowe, haro, < OF. haro, harott, harau, harol, an

exclamation, perhaps a call for help, < OS. her-

od, OHG. herot, here, hither, < OS. her, OHG.

her, hera = E. here. Cf. OHG. harm, MHG.
haren, harn, call out, shout.] Help! hallo!

hello! an exclamation of sudden distress, of

lamentation, or of indignation or surprise:

used by heralds to attract attention.

Owte ! owte ! harrouv ! helples, slyke hote at es here,

This es a dongon of dole that I am todyghte.
York Plays, p. 5.

Thev criden, "Out! harrow and weylaway."
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 560.

" Harrow ! the flames which me consume," said hee,

"Ne can be quencht, within my secret bowelles bee.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 49.

haiTOW3t, [ME., also harrowe; < harnxr*,

intcrj.] Disturbance; cry; uproar.
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Helpe ! Belsabub ! to bynde ther boyes,

Such harrom was neuer are herd* in belle.

York Play, p. 377.

harrower 1 (har'o-er), n. [< harrow*, v., + -er1 .]

One who harrows.

harrower2 (har'o-er), . [< ME. *harovre,

harwere; < harrow? + -er*; = harrier^, q. v.]

1. One who harrows or despoils.

We xulle telle

Be dale and hylle
How harwere of helle

Was born this nyght.
Coventry Plays, p. 159.

2. A species of hawk; a harrier.

harrowing1 (har'o-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of harrow*,

v. t.] Heart-rending; excruciating; distress-

ful; tragic: as, the harrowing details of a

murder.
My soul with harrourinr/ anguish torn,

This for my Chieftain have I borne !
.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 6.

harrowing2t (har'o-ing), n. [< ME. harrowiitge,

harowinge, earlier hergung, etc.: see harrying.)

Same as harrying.

harrowingly (har'o-ing-li), adv. In a harrow-

ing manner; excruciatingly.

harry (har'i), v.; pret. and pp. harried, ppr. har-

rying. [(1) < ME. haryen, harien, herien (as mod.

harrow*, < ME. harwen, herwen), earlier hergien,

< AS. hergian (= OHG. harjon, herjon, fir-herjon,

MHG. hern, ver-hergen, ver-hern, G. ver-heeren=
Icel. herja - Sw. hdrja = Dan. hverje, hmrge),

lay waste, ravage, harry, lit. overrun with an

army, < here, an army, in particular the enemy,
= OS. heri = OFries. hiri, here = D. heer, heir =
MLG (incomp.) here-, her- (here-strate, her-ge-

toch) = OHG. heri, hari, MHG. here, G. heer =
Icel. here (for heri) = Sw. heir = Dan. h(er =
Goth, harjis, a host, army, = OBulg. kara,

strife, = Lith. karas, war, = 'Lett.-karsch, war,

tumult, = OPruss. karjis, army ;
cf. Zend kara,

army. The AS. here, an army, host, is lost in

E., but is represented by various derivatives

and compounds, namely, harry and its doublet

harrow*, heriot, herring, and, indirectly, har-

bor*, herald, the proper name Harold, etc. (2)

With this verb of AS. origin is mixed another

of F. origin, of similar form and related mean-

ing, namely, ME. haryen, harien (mod. E. also

hare2 ), < OF. haricr, harer, draw, drag.] I.

trans. 1. To make a hostile incursion upon;

ravage by war or invasion ;
make forced exac-

tions upon; harass by rapacity or violent de-

mands; despoil; strip; rob.

They [the Clans] will admit of no Sheriff into their Coun-

try nor appear before the English Courts of Justice ; and

thereupon harried all the Country with Fire and Sword.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 365.

Our souldiors in manner of a tempestuous whirlewind,

carrying and harrying the riches of the barbarians, wasted

whatsoever stood in their way.
Holland, tr. of Ammianus (1609).

Mony a kittywake's and lungie's nest hae I harried up

amang thae very black rocks. Scott, Antiquary, TO.

During the past twenty years every shire in Wessex had

been harried [by pirates] again and again.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p.

"01

harshen

the spoliation of hell - that is, the delivery by Christ, upon

his descent into hell after his cnu-itlxi of the souls of

the righteous who had been there held captive by hataii :

a favorite subject of homily and allusion in the middle

Harry-long-legS (har'i-long'leg/), . Same as

daddy-lonff-bgt, L [Eng.]
That the males of some Diptera right together is certain;

for Prof. Westwood has several times seen this with some

species of Tipula or Harry-long-legs.
Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 339.

harry-ruffiant, . [Cf. harry-gad.] Same as

harry-gad.
Ould Harry-ruflaiu, bankerupts, southsayers,

And youth whose cousenage is as old as theirs.

Bp. Corbet, Elegy on Bp. Ravis.

harrysoph (har-i-sof), n. [A familiar reduc-

tion of Uenry-sophister (NL. pi. Sophishe Hen-

riciani Ray, Proverbs, 2d ed., 1678, p. 299) ;
<

Harry (King Henry VIII.) + nophister, in ret.

to some foundation by that king. Usually re-

garded as a humorous perversion of an alleged

Gr.*fpJo0of, very wise, < >-, an intensive pre-

fix, + 0-006?, wise.] In the University of Cam-

bridge, England, a student who, having at-

tained sufficient standing to take the degree of

B. A.
,
declares himself a candidate for a degree

in law or medicine.

harsh (harsh), a. [Formerly sometimes harnsli,

E. dial, also hash, < ME. Mrtk, also hask, rough

(" harske or haske, as sundry frutys" Prompt.

Parv.), < OSw. harsk, Sw. harsk, harsken, rank,

rancid, rusty, = Dan. harsk, rancid, = G. harsch,

harsh, rough ;
not found in AS., OHG., or Icel.

;

prob. connected with hard, q. v., the d being

early lost, and the term, being ult. the same as

-ish*. Cf. rash*.] 1. Rough to the touch or to

any of the senses; sharp or sour to the taste,

discordant to the ear, inharmonious to the eye,

etc.; grating; rasping; acrid; irritating: as,

a harsh surface; harsh fruit; a harsh voice; a

harsh combination of colors.

Sorbum, an harrysshe pear. Sir T. Elyot.

They [plums] that ar Htle ones, and harde, and harrish

taste, ar sterk noughts. Turner, Herbal (1562).

Black feels as if you were feeling needles' points, or some

harsh sand ;
and red feels very smooth.

I met my lady once ;

A woman like a butt, and harsh as crabs.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

The haze of the October afternoon . . . blended in all

and sundry of the local colors, harsh and harmonious, into

one pleasant bit of gleaming tone.

G. H. Boughton, Artist Strolls in Holland, vi.

2 Hard or severe in effect ; of such a nature

as to be repellent from any physical point of

view.
The valleyes and sides of the hills very fertile, but the

mountaines harsh, and of a sulphurous composition.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths Works, II. 272.

He who writes honestly is no more an enemy to the of-

fender than the physician to the patient, when he pre-

scribes harsh remedies to an inveterate disease.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., To the Reader.

3 Repugnant to the mind or the sensibilities ;

mentally or morally forbidding; hard to bear,

endure, resolve upon, etc.

His agent, while he harried the tenants to supply his

master's demands, plundered Illustrissimo frightfully.

Howells, Venetian Life, xxL

2t. To trouble; vex; harass; agitate; tease;

harrow.
I repent me much

That so I harried him. Shak., A. and C., ill 3.

3f. To draw or drag violently.

Haried forth by arme, foot, and too.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1868.

II. intrans. To make harassing incursions.

What made your rogueships,

Harrying for victuals here?
Fletcher, Bonduca, it 3.

Harry Dutchman. See Dutchman.

harry-gad, harry-gaud (har'i -gad, -gad), n.

[Appar. < Harry, used, as also in harry-niffian,

somewhat like Jack (implying a wild or reckless

person), + gaffi, gaud.] A wild or reckless per-

son. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

Harry-groatt, A groat coined in the reign

of Henry VIII. There were several kinds.

Spurroyals, Harry-groats, or such odde coine.

Jasper Mayne, City Match, ii. 3.

A piece of antiquity, sir ; 'tis English coin ; and if you
will needs know, tis an old Harry groat.

Mannwn, Antiquary.

harrying (har'i-ing), n. [< ME. heriunge, her-

gung (also harrowinge, haroioing, mod. harrow-

ing), < AS. hergung (= OHG. heruinga, herunga,

MHG. henmge, G. ver-heerung), ravaging, < her-

gian, ravage, despoil, harry: see hurry.] Rav-

aging; spoliation Harryingorharrowingofhellt,

,

The very shining force of excellent virtue, thougli in a

very harnsh subject, had wrought a kind of reverence in

them Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

How charming is divine philosophy !

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose.
477.Milton, ComiiB, 1

Bear patiently the hareh words of thy enemies.
Jer. Taylor.

But, like all compulsory legislation, that of Nature is

harsh and wasteful in its operation.
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 34.

4. Austere in character or severe in action;

stern; hard; unkind.

He was a wise man and an eloquent, but in his charac-

ter harsh and haughty.

Absent thee from felicity awhile,

And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

A harsh Mother may bring forth sometimes a mild

Daughter. Howett, Letters, iL 53.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Severe, Rigorous, etc. (see austere)-, ac-

rimonious, ill-natured, ill-tempered, uncivil, ungracious,

churlish, brutal.

harsht, v. [< harsh, a.] To sound harshly ;

crack. Danes.
At length with rounsefal from stock vntruncked yt harssh-

etfc Stanihurst, jEneid, ii. 656.

harshen (har'shn), v. t. [< harsh + -ew 1 (3).]

1 . To render harsh ; make hard and rough.

His brow was wrinkled now, his features harshened.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xi.

2. To render peevish, morose, or austere.

Three years of prison might be some excuse for a soured

and harshened spirit. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxxn.

[Rare in both uses.]



harshly

harshly (hiirsh'li), adv. In a harsh

roughly; austerely; unkindly.
He plied his ear with truths,

Not harshly thunder'd forth, or rudely press'd,
But like his purpose, gracious, kind, and sweet.
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manner; or perhaps hartwort, < hcorot, hart, + crop,
crop.] Same as Itartberry.

hartet, An obsolete spelling of heart.

hartebeest, w. See hartbeest.

hartent, t. An obsolete spelling of hearten.
'

Hartford fern. SamerZZ^n"
(harsh'nes), n. [Early mod. E. also hartin (hiir'tin), . [< (Ober)hart (see def. ) +

: ; < harsh + -ness.] The quality or _jw2.] A fossil resin (C1QH17O) resembling bar-
~)T iifliicr nfiTSn. 4.^4-n .nni_A V.-.4- . ,.*.iii_/ i_ *i

harshness
ha rriyhness

condition of being harsh.

Dates, if they be eaten, they are good for the harrishe-
nes or roughnes of the throte. Turner, Herbal (1562).

tite, massive, but crystallizing from rock-oil in
needles belonging to the trimetric system. It

is found in the lignite of Oberhart, Austria.
If they differ from the verses of others, they differ for hartite (har'tit), n. [< (Ober)hart (see def.) +
""'mhnl' f

they *" to ften di8tln
S
U
A*

d
n
b
siuto

1 " ~ite^ 3 A fos
.

sil resin (C3H5) resembling hartin,^ and found like it in the lignite of Oberhart,Tis not enough no harshness give offence, Anatrip
The sound must seem an echo to the sense. Tr.li /I_-_L/I- \

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 364. Hartleian (hart le-an), o. Pertaining or relat-

Syn. Asperity, etc. (see acrimony) ; austerity, churlish- j

n
? to David Hartley, M. D. (1705-57), an Eng-

lish metaphysician generally regarded as the
founder of the associationist school. His ' ' Ob-
servations on Man " was published in 1749.

Their mode of thinking [that of the Philosophic Radi-
cals] was ... a combination of Bentham's point of view
with . . . the Hartleian metaphysics.

J. S. Mill, Autobiog., p. 105.

ness, rigor, roughness, bluntness, hardness, sternness, cru-

elty, rudeness ; discordance, dissonance,

harskt, a. See harsh.

harslet, n. See haslet.

harst (harst), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
harvest.

harstigite (hare 'ti- git), n. [< Harstig (see
def.) + -ite%.] A silicate of aluminium, man- Hartogia (har-to'ji-a), n. [NL., named after
ganese, calcium, and magnesium, occurring in John Hartog, an early traveler.] A genus of
yellow to brown orthorhombic crystals at the plants, of the natural order Celastrinece, distin-
Harstig mine, Paysberg, Sweden. guished from related genera by having the sta-

harstrongt (har'strdng), n. [Also horestrang, mens located between the lobes of the disk, and
horestrong (with same initial element as hore- by its ovoid fruit and serrate leaves. It includes
hound, hoarhound) ;

< D. harstrang, < G. Itarn- only a single species, B. Canensis, a South African shrub

strenge, strangury, < harn, urine, + strana, a or low tree, the wood of which is remarkably hard, tough,
string (vtranairren straTio-lfll p <ttrnnalr~\ flne-grained, and susceptible of polish. The Dutch colo-

ig (kirangieren, strangle; . see strangle.] nUU call it iadle .wood f,.om the chief use to which theyPeucedanum officinale, a common umbelliferous put it. it is also used for veneering,
plant of Europe, formerly used in medicine. See hartroyal (hart'roi'al), . If. Same as hart
Peucedanum. An extract called peucedanin was ob- royal (which see, uncler harfl), 2. A plant, a
tained from the root, which has been found to be iden-

species of plantain.

rortj hart's-ballst (harts'balz), . Same as hart's-

-^-.*-o- truffles.

hart 1
(hart), n. [< ME. hart, hert, heart, < AS. hart's-clover (harts

'
klo '

ver), n. [Cf. hart-

heort,heorot= D.hert=OliOr.hiruz,hirz,'MS.Q. clover.] A plant, Mclilotus offidnalis, the yel-
hirz, Gr. hirss, now hirsch = Icel. hjortr = Sw. 1 melilot: so called, it is said, because deer
Dan. hjort, a hart

;
with formative -t, = L. cer- delight to feed on it. Also called hart's-trefoil.

vus = W.carw, a hart, stag; lit. 'horned,' = Gr. hart s-eyet, Wild dittany. Topsell.

; horned, < ncpaf (itepaT-), a horn, akin to E. hartshorn (harts'hdrn), n. [= D. hartshoorn;
as hart's, poss., + horn; cf. G. hirschhorn = Sw.
hjorthorn = Dan. hjortehorn.] 1. The antler
of the hart or stag, Cervus elaphus. The constit-
uent elements of deciduous antlers differ materially from
those of persistent horns, as of the ox, and are identical,
or nearly so, with those of bone. These antlers were for-

merly much used as a source of ammonia, and the products
of their distillation were employed in medicine under the
name of the volatile salt of hartshorn, or spirit of harts-
horn; but they have now been superseded by simpler
preparations of ammonia and ammonium carbonate, often
called by the same name. See ammonia, 1.

Hartshorn has been usually imported into this country
from Germany, in the form of shavings. These are with-
out smell and taste, pliable, and of an ivory yellow color.

U. S. JXspensatory, p. 1659.

2. Spirit of hartshorn; ammonia. 3. In bot.
See hartshorn-plantain Jelly of hartshorn, a nu-
tritive jelly formerly obtained from shavings of the horns
of harts, now procured from shavings of the bones of
calves.

horn: see horn.] 1. The male of the red deer,
Cervus elaphus, the female of which is called
hind; a stag, especially an adult stag or male
red deer after its fifth year, when the sur-royal
or crown-antler has appeared. The term belongs
properly to the species named, but is extended to related
kinds of deer. See antler, hindl, stag.

The werwolf an huge hert hadde hunted.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), I. 2569.

There are wild Bores & wild Hard in that Forrest
(Veronne). Coryat, Crudities, I. 13.

A creature that was current then
In these wild woods, the hart with golden horns.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

My blood leaped as nimbly and joyously as a young
hart on the mountains of Bether.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 62.

2. In her., a stag used as a bearing. It is taken
as a stag in its sixth year or older, but the word ,

ca 'v
.

e8
^

stag is not used in blazon.- Hart of grease See hartshorn-plantain (narts'h6rn-plan'tan), n.

grease, 2. Hart Of ten, a hart with ten tines or branches A species of plantain, Plantago Coronopus, corn-
on his horns. mon in Europe : so called from its furcated

Scar. A great, large deer! leaves. See bucWs-horn.

John^A^hartoft^ hart's-thorn (harts'th&rn), n. Same as buck-
ft

'"""'Tjonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.
'*> Bhamnuscatharticus.

Hart royal. "A hart that escapes after having been pur-^^^Q
.
(harts'tung), n. [< ME. hertes

sued by royalty was ever afterward termed a hart royal;
tun9e, liertys tonge, hertes tounge; not found in

and if the king or queen made proclamation for his safe re- AS.
;
= MHG. hirzes zunge, G. hirschzunge.] A

turnL'hewas then
.called a hart royal proclaimed." (Hal- fern, Scolopendrium vulgare, with long simpleblack, s

fronds; also, rarely, Polypodium Singaporiamtm
and Acrostichum cervinum. See Scolopendrium.

(harts 'tre 'foil), n. Same as
(har'tal), w.

heart.

[Hind, hartal.] Orpiment.. , . .

hartbeest, hartebeest (hart-best), rc. [South-
African D. hartebeest, < harte, appar. a modi-

' D " = K * 1

+ beest = E. i

Alcelaphus caama.
I have seen, at break of day, hartebeeste, wildebeest*,

A large African antelope,
Also called caama.

'"Iz), n. A
v , supposed to

aphrodisiac, now sold under the name of lyco-
perdon nuts. Formerly also called hart's-balls
and deer-balls., , , ,

eland, and sassabi within easy rifle range:ot my position. hartWOFt (hart'wert), . One of several um-

hart* tv,-^^ K\
Pop

;7'
Jf -' XXIX- 618- belliferous plants of the genera Tordylium, Se-

hartberry (hart ber''i), n.
; pi. hartberries (-iz). seli, and Bupleurum, especially Tordylium maxi-

L-MJii. not tound
; AS. heort-, heorot-, heorut- mum, native of southern Europe and northern

berge, berry of the buckthorn, < heort, heorot, Africa, and sparingly found in England. See
hart, + berie, berge, berry.] The bilberry of Tordylium.
Europe or blueberry of Scotland, Vaecinium hartun-scarum (har'um-skar'um), a. and n.
MyrMlus. See bilberry. Also called hart-crop. [Also formerly harem-scarem ; a riming com-

hart-clovert, n. [ME. herteclover, hartelaver pound of uncertain elements, now appar. ac-
(gtossmg L. tnfohum), < AS. heort-claifre, heorot- com. to hare*, as a type of unreasoning haste
cte/re glossing cynocephaleon and camedris, < and instability, and to scare, in allusion to its
heart, heorot, hart, + cla>fre, clover.] A plant, timidity. Cf. E. dial, liavey-scavey, helter-skel-
Medicago maculata. Also heart-clover. ter (in Cumberland), also wavering, doubtful
hart-crop (hart krop), n [ME. not found ; AS. (Grose).] I. a. Harebrained; flighty; giddy;
heorot-crop (once), a plant, appar. buckthorn, rash

harvest
He seemed a mighty rattling harem-scarcm gentleman.

Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 358.

She was one of the first who brought what I call harum-
scarum manners into fashion.

Miss Edgeworth, Belinda, iii.

Don't take these flights
Upon moon-shiny nights,

With gay harum-scarum young men.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 162.

They had a quarrel with Sir Thomas Newcome's own
son, a harum-scarum lad, who ran away, and then was
sent to India. Thackeray, Newcomes, v.

II. n. A giddy, harebrained, or rash person.
When I married I was a girl like you, only ten times

wilder, the greatest harum-scarum in the county !

Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, xiL

haruspex (ha-rus'peks), n.
; pi. luiruspices (-pi-

sez). [L., also written, less correctly, anspex,
lit. inspector of entrails, < *haru- = Skt. hira,
entrails (akin to ^o/lddfc, entrails, xopdq, gut (>
ult. E. cord1

, chord, q. v. ), and to E. yarn, q. v. ),+ specere, view, inspect: see species, spectacle,
etc. Cf. L. hariolus, a soothsayer, a word con-

taining the same element haru-: see hariola-

tion.] One of a class of minor priests or sooth-

sayers in ancient Rome, of Etrurian origin,
whose function it was to inspect the entrails
of victims killed in sacrifice, and by them, as
well as by certain natural phenomena, to in-

terpret the will of the gods. Their duties were
thus similar to those of the augurs, who, however, occu-
pied a much higher position in the state.

A little after the civil war between Ctcsar and Pompey,
the hartispices ordered the temples of the deities to be
demolished. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

"Am I to be frightened," he said, in answer to some
report of the haruspicee, "because a sheep is without a
heart?" Froude, Ctesar, p. 610.

haruspication(ha-rus-pi-ka'shon), n. [< harus-

pex (-spic-) + -ation.~] The act or practice of

prognosticating by the inspection of the en-
trails of animals slain in sacrifice; divination.

Baruspication belongs, among the lower races, espe-
cially to the Malays and Polynesians, and to various Asiatic
tribes. . . . Captain Burton's account from Central Africa
perhaps fairly displays its symbolic principle. He de-
scribes the mganga or sorcerer taking an ordeal by kill-

ing and splitting a fowl and inspecting its inside; if

blackness or blemish appears about the wings, it denotes
the treachery of children and kinsmen ; the backbone
convict* the mother and grandmother; the tail shows
that the criminal is the wife, etc.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 111.

haruspice (ha-rus'pis), n. [< L. haruspex, pi.

haruspices: see liaruspex.'] Same as harus-

pex.

haruspices, n. Plural of haruspex.
haruspicy (ha-rus'pi-si), . [< L. haruspicium,
the inspection of victims, < haruspex, harus-

pex: see haruspex.~] Same as haruspication.
Also aruspicy. See haruspex.
harvest (har'vest), . [E. dial, and Sc. contr.

harrest, harst, hairst, < ME. harvest, harvest, her-

fest, harvest, autumn, < AS. licerfest, autumn (as
one of the four seasons lencten, sumor, h&rfest,
winter, without reference, except by implica-
tion, to the gathering of crops), = D. herfst,
OD. also harvest, autumn,=OHG. herbist, MHG.
herbest, autumn, harvest, G. herbst, autumn,
dial, harvest, vintage. The Scand. forms are
contracted (in such a way as to suggest a con-
formation to OF. Aoust, August, also harvest-

time, Bret, east = D. oogst, harvest, < L. Augus-
tus, August): Icel. haust = Sw. Dan. host, au-
tumn. The fact that harvest in its earliest use
(AS.) had no direct reference to the gathering
of crops (see above) is against the current as-
sociation of the word with L. carpers, pluck,
Gr. xapirof, fruit.] If. The third season of the

year; autumn; fall.

Herueet with the heite * the high sun
Was comyn into colde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12465.

2. The season of gathering the ripened crops ;

specifically, the time of reaping and gathering
grain.
He that sleepeth in liarntt is a son that canseth shame.

Prov. x. 6.

Clar. 0, do not slander him, for he is kind.
1 Murd. Bight, as snow in harvest.

Shak., Kich. III., i. 4.

3. A crop or crops gathered or ready to be
gathered; specifically, ripe grain reaped, and
stored in stacks or barns; hence, a supply of

anything gathered at maturity and stored up :

as, a harvest of nuts, or of ice.

To glean the broken ears after the man
That the main harvest reaps.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

Heavy harvests nod beneath the snow.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 78.



harvest

No more shall . . . Peace

Pipe on her pastoral hillock a languid note,
And watch her han-esl ripen.

Tennyson, Maud, xxviii.

Hence 4. The product of any labor, or the

result of any course of action
; gain ;

result
;

effect; consequence.
What is that to him that reaps not harvest of his youthful

joysY Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

5. The act or process of harvesting.
Look on the fields ; for they are white already to har-

vest, John iv. 35.

The peasants urge their harvest, ply the fork.

Cwvper, Table Talk, 1. 214.

To owe one a day In harvest, to owe a good deed
when it shall be most needed, in return for a favor re-

ceived.

Heark thee, man, I owe thee a day inharst; . . . I'll pay
. up your thousan pund Scots. Scott, Rob Roy, xxih.

harvest (har'vest), v. t. [< ME. hervesten =
OD. herfsten = G. herbnten, draw near autumn,
dial, harvest, = Icel. haustti, draw near autumn,
= Sw. ho'sta = Dan. hosts, harvest

;
from the

noun.] To reap or gather, as corn and other

crops, for the use of man and beast : often used

figuratively.
Men hervesten the corn twyes a geer.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 300.

I have seen a stock of reeds harvested and stacked, worth
two or three hundred pounds. Pennant, Tour in Scotland.

harvest-apple (har'vest-ap"l), . A small early

variety of apple ripening in August.
harvest-bells (har'vest-belz), n. A beauti-
ful gentian, Gentiana Pneumonanthe, found in

nearly all parts of Europe, but rare in England.
It is a perennial herb nearly a foot high, with linear leaves,
and bright-blue corolla an inch and a half long, striate

with ftuegreenish lines. It blooms in harvest-time, whence
the name.

harvest-bug (har' vest-bug), n. 1. Same as
harvest-tick.

This animal (which we call a harvest buff) is very minute,
. . . of a bright scarlet colour, and of the genus of Acarus.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xxxiv.

2. Same as harvest-fly. [New Eng.]
harvest-doll (har'vest-dol), n. Same as har-

vest-queen.
harvester (har'ves-ter), re. 1. One who har-

vests.
Would she were mine, and I to-day,
Like her, a harvester of hay.

WhMier, Maud Muller.

2. A machine for gathering field-crops, such
as grain, beans, flax, potatoes, etc.; specifically,
a reaping-machine. Any machine for gathering field-

crops is called a harvester, except the grass cutting ma-
chines, which are called mowers or molting-machines ;

any grain-harvesting machine also, except the heading-
machine, is called a reaper. See mower and reaper.
3. A harvest-spider or harvestman.
harvest-feast (har'vest-fest), . A feast made
at the ingathering of the harvest,

harvest-field (hiir'vest-feld), re. A field from
which a harvest is gathered.
The country people bring home from the harvest field

... a figure made with corn, round which the men and
the women were promiscuously singing, and preceded by
a piper or a drum. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 468.

My brother James is in the har nest-field.

Tennyson, The Brook.

harvest-fish (har'vest-fish), n. 1. The butter-

fish, dollar-fish, or lafayette, Stromateus triacan-

thus. [New Jersey, U. S.] 2. Another species
of Stromateidai, Stromateus paru, distinguished
by the production of the anterior dorsal and
anal rays and the suborbicular body. It visits

the North American coast in the autumn, at

harvest-time.

harvest-fly (har'yest-fli),
TO. A homopterous

insect of the family Cicadidce; a lyerman. ci-
cada tibicen is known as the dog-day harvest-Jly in the
United States ; it is a near relative of the seventeen-year
cicada, and, like it, is often called locust. Sometimes
called harvest-bug.

harvest-goose (har'vest-gos), n. Same as stub-

ble-goose.
harvest-home (har'vest-horn' ), n. 1 . The time
of gathering the harvest

;
the bringing home of

the harvest; hence, any opportunity for mak-
ing advantage or gain.

And his chin, new reap'd,
Show'd like a stubble-land at harvest-home.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3.

2. A festival held by the English peasantry in

August in honor of the homing of the harvest.
It was formerly observed by farm-laborers, servants, and
the whole rural community, with universal merrymak-
ing, feasting, songs and dances, and processions of oxen
and horses with decorated carts and implements of hus-

bandry. At present little remains of this custom but a

supper.

As we were returning to our inn [in or near Windsor),
we happened to meet some country people celebrating
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their harvest-home : their last load of corn they crown with
flowers, having besides an image richly dressed, by which
perhaps they signify Ceres; this they keep moving about,
while the men and women, and men and maid servants,

riding through the streets in the cart, shout as loud as

they can till they arrive at the barn.
Hentzner (end of 16th century), quoted in Strutt's Sports

[and Pastimes, p. 467.

3. The song sung at this festival.

Crown'd with the eares of corne, now come
And, to the pipe, sing harvest-home. Herrick.

We have ploughed, we have sowed,
We have reaped, we have mowed,
We have brought home every load,

Hip, hip, hip, Harvest home !

Hone's Every-Day Book, II. 1164.

harvesting-machine (har'ves-ting-ma-sheu"),
n. A harvester. See harvester, 2.

harvest-lady (har'vest-la"di), w. The second

reaper in a row. [Prov. Eng.]
harvestless (hiir'vest-les), a. Without harvest.

These judgments on the land
Harvestless autumns, horrible agues, plague.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

harvest-lord (har 'vest -lord), n. The head

reaper at the harvest, or the first reaper in a row.

[Prov. Eng.]
harvest-louse (har'vest-lous), re. Same as har-

vest-tick.

harvestman (har'vest-man), n.; pi. harvestmen

(-men). 1 . A laborer in harvest.

Like to a harvest-man, that's task'd to mow
Or all, or lose his hire. Shak., Cor., i. 3.

2. A harvester, shepherd-spider, gray-bear, or

daddy-long-legs ;
an arachnidan, such as those

of the genus Phalangium, having a very small

globose body with long slim legs. Also harvest-

spider.
harvest-mite (har'vest-mit), n. Same as har-

vest-tick; especially, a mite of the genus Trom-
bidium or family Trombidiidcc.

harvest-month (har'vest-munth), n. [< ME.
hervestmoneth, < AS. hcerfestm6nath(= D. herfst-

maand, September, = OHG. herbistmdnoth,
MHG. herbestmdnot, autumnal month, der erste

herbistmdnoth, the first harvest-month, Septem-
ber, G. herbstmonat = Dan. hostmaaned = Sw.
hostm&nad), September, < hcerfest, autumn, +
monath, month.] The month when the prin-
cipal harvests are gathered; specifically, in

Great Britain, the month of September.
harvest-moon (har'vest-mon), n. The full moon
nearest to the autumnal equinox. At that season
the moon, when nearly full, rises for several consecutive

nights at about the same hour, so that there is an unusual

proportion of moonlight evenings. The phenomenon is

more striking in higher latitudes than in the United States
and disappears entirely in the tropics. It is most marked
when the ascending node of the moon's orbit is at or near
the vernal equinox, as it will be in 1894. The phenomenon
is due to the fact that at the time of the autumnal equinox
the full moon (necessarily opposite to the sun) is in that

part of its orbit which makes the least possible angle with
the eastern horizon at the point where the moon rises.

The full moon which happens on or nearest to the 21st
of September is called the harvest-moon.

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy, 428 b.

Preserving distinct statements of certain color facts
as that the harvest-moon at rising was of such and such a
red. Ruakin, Elements of Drawing, iii.

harvest-mouse (har'vest-mous), re. A very
small muriue rodent or mouse, Mus minutus,
abundant in Europe, nesting in grain, and there-

hash

the last day of harvest. Also called kern-baby
and hancst-iloll.

harvestry (har'vest-ri), n. [< harvest + -ry.]
The act or industry of harvesting ; also, that

which is harvested. Swinburne.

harvest-spider (hiir'vest-spi"der), n. Same as

harrcstman, 2.

harvest-tick (har'vest-tik), . One of several
different mites or acarids which are abundant
and troublesome late in the summer and in au-

tumn. They attach themselves like ticks to the skin, be-

come gorged with blood, and occasion much inconve-
nience. They are also called harvest-lice harvest-mites,

harvest-bugs, and red lice, and were formerly all placed
in a spurious genus Leptus, which is composed of the

Harvest-mouse (Mus minutus or messorius') and its Nest.

fore specially observable in harvest-time. It is

one of the very smallest of mice, being about 2J
inches in length, with a tail nearly as long,
harvest-queen (har'vest-kwen), re. An image
representing Ceres, formerly carried about on

Harvest-ticks, much magnified.

Leptus" irritant. Trombidium americanutn.

six legged immature forms of various mites, mainly har-

vest-mites or trombldiids, but also includes certain spin-

ning-mites or tetranychids. Thus, in England, the com-
mon harvest-bug is Tetranychus (formerly "Leptus") au-
tumnalis. In the United States the same name is given
to the six-legged or Leptus stage of a mite called "Leptus"
irritans, the adult of which is unknown, but is probably a

species of Tetranychus; and also to a true harvest-mite
with eight legs, Trombidium americanum. See Leptus,
Trombidium.

Harvey's vine. See vine.

harwe', . A Middle English form of harrow^.

harwe'2t, v- t. A Middle English form of har-

row2 .

has1
(haz). The third person singular present

indicative of have.

has'-'t, a. An early Middle English form of

hoarse.

hasardt, An obsolete spelling of hazard.

hasardourt, TO. An obsolete spelling of hazarder.

hasardriet, n. Same as hazardry.
has-been (naz'ben or -bin), n. A person, thing,

belief, etc., that belongs exclusively to the past ;

something out of date or past use.

There are so many relics of ancient superstition linger-

ing in the land, and worshipped under the deluding and
endearing names of "Gude auld has-beens."

Blackwood'i Mag.

hase 1
!,

An obsolete spelling of haze1 .

hase2t, . t. An obsolete spelling of haze2 .

hasel, re. See hazel.

hash1
(hash),fl. t. [Ult. < F.hacher, chop, mince;

but the E. verb is duo rather to the noun hash,
which is from a deriv. of the F. verb; of earlier

introduction, from the same F. verb, is E.

hatch3 . See hatch3 and hack1
,
which are dou-

blets of /ios/i1 .] To chop; especially, to chop
into small pieces ;

mince
; hence, to mangle.

There was such hashing, and broad swords a-clashing,
Brave Forfar himsel got a claw.

Battle of Sheriff-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 159).

One slip . . . would topple the stumbler and his bur-
den down to be hashed against jutting points, and tossed,
fragmentary food for fishes, in the lucid pool below.

T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle, ix.

hash 1
(hash), n. [Abbr. of older hachey or hachee,

<OF. hachis, mincedmeat (cf. haggis), < hacher,

hack, shred, slice, hew, chop, cut in pieces, <

G. hacken = E. hack1
: see hack1 and hatch3.}

1 . That which is hashed or chopped; especially,
mincedmeat. 2. Specifically, a dish of meat
and potatoes, previously cooked, chopped up
together and cooked again.
The cook should be reminded that, if the meat In a hash

or mince be allowed toJboil, it will immediately be hard.
Miss Acton, Modern Cookery.

Hence 3. Any mixture and second prepara-
tion of old material; a repetition; a reexhibi-
tion.

I cannot bear elections, and still less the hash of them
over again in a first session. //. Walpole.

Old pieces are revived, and scarcely any new ones ad-
mitted ; the public are again obliged to ruminate over
those hashes of absurdity which were disgusting to our
ancestors even in an age of ignorance.

Ooldsmith, Polite Learning.

4. A sloven
;
a country clown

;
a stupid or silly

fellow. [Scotch.]
A set o' dull, conceited hashes,
Confuse their brains in college classes !

They gang in stirks, and come out asses.

Burns, first Epistle to Lapraik.



hash
I canna thole the clash . . .

Of this impertinent auld hanh.

Ramsay, Poems, II. 455.

5. Low raillery ; ribaldry. [Colloq.] TO make
a hash of, to cut or knock to pieces ; make a mess of ;

destroy or rnin completely. [Colloq.]

He comes, bold Drake, the chief who made a
Fine hash of all the powers of Spain.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 349.

To settle one's bash, to subdue or silence one ; put an
end to one. [.Slang, j

Brave Prudhoe triumphant shall skim the wide main,
The hash of the Yankees he'll nettle.

Sony, quoted in Brockett's Glossary.

hash2
(hash), a. A dialectal variant of harsh.

hashish, hasheesh (hash'esh), . [< Ar. Pers.

hashish, herbage, hay, an intoxicating prepara-
tion of Cannabis sativa, var. Indica, or Indian

hemp.] 1. The tops and tender parts of In-
dian henip (Ciiiniabis satien, var. Indica), called
in India ganjah (which see), together with a res-
inous exudation upon them, gathered after flow-

ering. See he/up, and Indian hemp (under hemp).
2. An intoxicating preparation of this plant,

which is either smoked or drunk as an infusion:
called in India bhang (which see).

The use of Hasheesh which is a preparation of the dried
leaves of the Cannabis indica has been familiar to the
East for many centuries.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 133.

hask1
(hask), a. An obsolete or dialectal form

of hur.th.

After dyeing, wool should still feel soft, and not harsh
or hatsk. Eenedikt, C'oal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 42.

hask'2t, . [W. hcsg, sedge, rushes: see 7<a-

socA'l.J A ease made of rushes or flags; a
wicker basket for carrying fish.

And Phcebus, weary of his yerely taske,
Ystabled hath his steedes in lowlye laye,
And taken up his ynne in Fishes haske.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

haskardt, . [< hank* + -ard.] Coarse
; unpol-

ished.

Homer declarying a very folysshe and a hazard felowe
(ignavum) under the person of Thersyte, sayth that he was
streyte in the shulders, and copheeded lyke a gygge.

Hurnian.

hasknesst, n. Harshness; huskiness; asthma.

He hath a great hasknesi. Barman.

haskwort (hask'wert), n. A broad-leafed bell-

flower, Campanula latifolia, found throughout
northern and central Europe. It is a perennial
herb with broad, doubly serrate leaves (the radical ones
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A curious hasp

The manteau 'bout her neck to clasp.
Ecelyn, Voyage to Marry-land.

Vpon landing two little trunks, . . . four [fellows] got
under each trunk, the rest surrounded and held the hasps.

Goldsmith, To Sir Joshua Reynolds.

2. A spindle to wind yarn, thread, or silk on.

[Local.] 3. A thread, string, or skein.

Parys was pure faire, and a pert knighte ;

Here [hair] huet on his hede as haspis of silke,
And in sighkyng it shone as the shyre golde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3899.

4. A quantity of yarn, the fourth part of a spin-
dle. 5. An instrument for cutting the surface
of grass-land. In this sense also called a scari-

fier Seizin by hasp (or hesp) and staple, in Scots

law, an old form of giving investiture in burghs, in which
the heir or purchaser took hold of the hasp and staple as
a symbol of possession, and then entered the house and
bolted himself in, the transaction being noted and regis-
tered by the proper officer.

hasp (hasp), v. t. [< ME. haspen, < AS. hcepsian
(transposed from *

hantjrian) (= MLG. haspen =
Dan. haspe, reel, wind; cf. D. haspelen = MLG.
haspeln = MHG. haspeln, G. haspeln = Sw.
haspla, reel, wind, hasp, fasten with a bolt);
from the noun: see hasp, .] 1. To shut or
fasten with a hasp.
A dore hong ing ther-on, hasvet ful taste.

Joseph ofAnwathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 206.

To speak indiscreetly what we are obliged to hear, by
being hasped up with thee in this public vehicle, is in

some degree assaulting on the high road.

Steele, Spectator, No. 132.

2f. To clasp ;
inclose ;

fasten as if with a hasp.
And encombred with couetyse the! conne nat out crape,
So harde hath aueryce hasped hem to-gederes.

Piert Plowman (C\ ii. 193.

When he watz hasped in armes, his harnays watz ryche.
Sir Gauvyne and the Green Kniyht (E. E. T. S.X 1. 590.

hasp-lock (hasp'lok), n. A lock the hasp of
which is attached to a lid and carries the lock-

cordate) and large bell-shaped or funnel-shaped flowers.
The name is also given to a related species, C. Trachelium,
the tnroatwort.

haslet (has'let), n. [Also improp. harslet; <
ME. hastelete, hastlet, < OF. hastelet (F. dial, hate-

let), F. hdtellettes, flesh to be roasted, cf. hastille,
the inwards of a beast, dim. haste, a spit, < L.
hasta, a spear : see hastate. Cf. haste2

, haster.']

Originally, a piece of flesh to be roasted, es-

pecially part of the entrails of the wild boar;
now, the entrails of a beast, especially of a hog,
as the heart, liver, etc., used for human food.

Sy then he britnez out the brawen in bryjt brode [sjcheldez,
& hatz out the haslletlez, as hijtly bisemez.
Sir Gateayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1612.

To dinner with my wife, to a good hog's harslet, a piece
of meat I love, but have not eat of I think these seven
years. Peiiys, Diary, II. 106.

haslock (has'lok), . [Sc., appar. < hass = E.

liaise, the throat, + loctf.] The lock of wool
that grows on the halse or throat of a sheep;
hence, the finest quality of wool. Also called
hassock.

A tartan plaid, spun of good haslock woo.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, i. 1.

hasp (hasp), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) ht-sp, and trans-

posed haps; < ME. haspe,< AS. htepse (transposed
from "hcespe), a hasp, bolt, or bar for a door, =
OHG. haspa, a reel of yarn, MHG. haspe, hespe,
a hasp, a reel, G. haspe, hiispe, a hasp, clamp,
hinge, = Icel. hespa, a hasp, a wisp or skein of

wool, = Sw. haspa, a hasp, = Dan. haspe, a hasp,
reel

;
cf. dim. D. haspel, reel, winder, windle, =

MLG. haspel, haspe, a spindle, = OHG. haspil,
MHG. haspel, G. haspel, the hook on which a
hinge turns, a staple, a reel, windlass. Cf. It.

aspo, OF. asple, a reel, winder, of G. origin.
Boot unknown; it is not quite certain that the
two senses 'clasp' and 'reel' are from the same
source.] 1. A clasp; especially, a clasp that
passes over a staple and is fastened by a pin or
a padlock ; also, a metal hook for fastening a
door.

Undernethe is an hasp
Schet with a stapyl and a clasp,
And in that hatp a pyn is pylt.

Jiichard Coer de Lion, 1. 4083.

ing device.

hass (has), n. [An assimilated form of halse1
,

q. v.] 1. The throat. 2. A narrow pass; a
defile: used also in place-names. [Scotch in
both senses.]

hassagay, hassagay-wood. Same as assagai,
assagai-toood.
hassell 1

1, n. [Prob. ult. a var. of hasel, hazel.']
An instrument formerly used for breaking flax

and hemp. Halliwell.

hassing (has'ing), n. [Also hasson; < hass +
-ing

1
.'} In mining, a vertical gutter between

water-rings in a shaft. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI.
264. [Scotch.]
hassock1

(has'ok), n. [< ME. hassok, coarse

grass, < AS. hasstic (once), a place where coarse

grass grows, appar. (with term, accom. to dim.

-uc, -ok, -ock) equiv. to the later (E.) hask%,<
W. hesg, pi., sedge, rushes, hesgoy, a., sedgy, =
Corn, hescen, sedge, bulrush, = Ir. seasg, seisg,

sedge, perhaps = AS. secg, E. sedge, q. v.] 1.

Coarse grass which grows in rank tufts on bog-
gy ground ; especially, the large sedge, Carex

paniculata, the dried tufts of which were used
in churches for footstools. Forby. [Prov. Eng.]
After digging out the hassocks [from a swamp] and burn-

ing them. J. R. Nitholi, Fireside Science, p. 111.

2. A besom
; anything bushy ; also, a large

round turf used as a seat. [Scotch.] 3. A
thick hard cushion used as a footstool or in

place of a kneeling-bench.
Buy a mat for a bed, buy a mat,
A hassock for your feet

Fletcher and Shirley, Night Walker, v.

At his coming to his estate he found his parishioners
very irregular ; and that, in order to make them kneel and
join in the responses, he gave every one of them a hassoc
and a Common Prayer Book.

Addison, Sir Roger at Church.

And knees and hassocks are well nigh divorced.

Camper, Task, i. 748.

4. Kentish ragstone. Also written hassack.

[Prov. Eng.]
hassock'2 (has'ok), n. Same as haslock.

hassock-grass '(has'ok-gras), n. A species of

hair-grass, Deschampsia (Aira) cmpitosa. See
hair-t/rass.

hast1 (hast). The second person singular pres-
ent indicative of hare, contracted from havest.

hast'-'t, . A Middle English form of haste1 .

hastate (has'tat), a. [< NL. hastatus, spear-
shaped, < L. hasta, a spear: see goad1 . Cf.
haste2

, haslet, etc., from the same source.] 1.

Furnished with a sharp point or head for thrust-

ing or cutting : said of a weapon, such as the

spear, pike, partizan, or battle-ax.

The fourth [book] is devoted to the hastate weapons.
Ktferton Castle, p. 44.

haste

2. Shaped like the head of a spear ; specifically,
in bot., triangular nearly down to the base, and
then abruptly widened into
two lateral lobes at right an-

gles to the principal axis : said

chiefly of leaves. Polygonum ari-

folium, the tear-thumb, Atriplex pa-
tula, the orache. and Rumex Acetosel-

la, the sheep-sorrel, furnish typical
examples.
Also haxtiform.

Hastate abdomen, in entom., an
abdomen with a large angular horn-
like projection on the lower surface.

hastately (has'tat-li), adv. In
a hastate form.
haSte1

(hast), W. [<ME. haste, Hastate Lead

haste (this sense being late,
and prob^inE.^of OF. origin ), < AS. hoist, hast, _

violence (cf. hoist, a., violent, vehement, hcest-'

lice, adv., violently; all the AS. forms being
rare and poet.), = OFries. hcest (not "hast),
NFries. hosste, haste (cf. OFries. hcest, hast

(hast), violent, hasty) = MD. haest, D. haast,
haste (> OF. haste, F. hate, haste), = MLG.
LG. hast, haste, = MHG. hest, heyst, a., violent,
= OHG. heist, hoist, violent, G. hast (from LG. t),

haste, = Sw. OSw. hast, haste, = Dan. hast,
haste, = Icel. hastr, haste (Haldorsen ; not in

Cleasby and Vigfusson. where, however, the
derivs. hastarligr, hasty, hastarliga, hastily). Cf .

Icel. hastr, harsh, hostugr, harsh. The earliest
notion is that of ' violence ' or '

vehemence,
'

but two words may here be merged. The early
records are scant.] 1. Celerity, primarily of

voluntary motion ; speed in general ;
swiftness

in doing something; despatch; expedition.
And sone vppon ordenaunce ganne they make,
In all the hast poslble.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 244.

Up they sterte all in hast.

LyteU Geste of Sobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 113).

The king's business required haute. 1 Sam. \ \ i. 3.

I did not look for you these two hours, lady ;

Beshrew your haute .' Fletcher, Mad Lover, T. 1.

2. Too great celerity of action
; unwise, unne-

cessary, or unseemly quickness ; precipitancy.
I said in my haste, All men are liars. Ps. cxvL 11.

The more haste the less speed. Old proverb.

Haste and choler are Enemies to all great Actions.

ll,iu;-ll, Letters, it 17.

Friends, not adopted with a schoolboy's liaate,
But chosen with a nice discerning taste.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 725.

3. The state of being pressed for time, or of

having little time to spare ; hurry; eager desire
to accomplish something in a limited time : as,
to be in great haste to finish a letter.

And up he got, in haste to ride,
But soon came down again.

Cowper, John Gilpin.

The haxtr to get rich, and the intense struggles of busi-
ness rivalry, probably destroy as many lives in America
every year as are lost in a great battle.

J. F. Clarke, Sell-Culture, p. 58.

To make haste, to hasten ; act quickly.

I thank thee. Yarrius
;
thou hast made good haste.

Come, we will walk. Shak., M. for M., iv. 5.

Made haste to do what he must do.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 169.

= Syn. 1. Haste, hurry (see hasten) ; nimbleness, rapidity.

haste1
(hast), v. i. and t.

; pret. and pp. hasted,

ppr. hasting. [< ME. hasten (pres. ind. haste)
= MD. haesten, D. haasten = G. hasten = OSw.
Sw. hasta = Dan. haste, haste, hurry ;

OF. has-

ter, F. hdter, tr. haste, despatch, press, refl.

haste, go speedily; from the noun. Hasten is

but a mod. extension of haste1
,
after the anal-

ogy offasfl, v., fasten, lists, v., listen, etc.'] Same
as hasten : now chiefly in poetical use.

Ye myght alle oure enmyes haue slain and distroied,
and sailed youre frendes, yef ye hadde a litill hasted.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 276.

Therefore, let's hence,
And with our fair entreaties haste them on.

Shak., Cor., v. 1.

He hasted him to yon greenwood tree,
For to relieve his gay ladye.

Leesome Brand (Child s Ballads, II. 346).

I look and long, then haste me home,
Still master of my secret rare.

Lowell, Foot-Path.

haste2
(hast), t'. t.

; pret. and pp. hasted, ppr.
hasting. [Not found in ME. (except as in de-

riv.), but ult. < OF. *haster, in pp. haste, roast-

ed, as a noun a roast, < haste, a spit, < L. hastn,
a spear, pike, ML. also a spit, haslet : see IIIIK-

tate. Cf. haslet, hasteler, hastier, htixteiier'*, hax-

ter.~\ To roast. [Prov. Eng.]
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Go not forth hastily to strive, lest thou know not what
to do in the end thereof. Prov. xxv. 8.

[< ME. hastinesse; <

Inixi i/
+ -ness.] The state or character of be-

ing nasty, in any sense of that word; quick-
ness; promptitude; rashness; irritability.

The vndiscrete hastiness of the emperor Claudius caused

hasteler

hastelert, . [ME., equiv. to OF. hasteor, 1ms-

teui; F. lidtetir (as defined); < haste, a spit;

cf. hastier, linstnti-r^.'] An officer of the kitch- hastiness (has_ti-nes),
M.

en, in charge of the roast meats.

This hasteler, pasteler and potagere.
Litter Cure Cocorum, p. 1.

hasten (ha'sn), r. [A mod. extension of haste1
,

be rapid, speedy, or quick; make haste: ap-

plied primarily to voluntary action.

Prometheus therefore, hastened to the invention of flre.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,

So do our minutes hasten to their end.

Shale., Sonnets, Ix.

I hastened to the spot whence the noise came.

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

Ooldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 51.

=Syn Hasten, Hurry. To hasten is to work, move, etc.,

quickly, but properly not too quickly ;
to hurry is to go

too fast for dignity, comfort, or thoroughness : as, to has-

ten to tell a piece of good news ; to hasten the erection of

a building; to hurry through a lesson; to look hurried.

While hasten has come to be thus used only in a good
sense, haste, n., hasty, and hastiness retain a bad meaning
as well as a good : as, the book was evidently written in

haste : he had a hasty temper ;
he had occasion to regret

Sir T. Hlyot, The Governour, ii. (i.

These men's hastiness the warier sort of you doth not

commend. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., viii.

But Epiphanius was made up of hastiness and credulity,

and is never to be trusted.where he speaks of a miracle.

Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

hat

2. Specifically, in the United States, a batter

made of Indian meal stirred into boiling water,
boiled till thick enough to be palatable, and
eaten with milk, or sometimes with butter or

syrup; mush.

Thy name is Hasty Pudding! thus our sires

Were wont to greet thee fuming from their fires ; . . .

In haste the boiling caldron o er the blaze

Receives and cooks the ready-powdered maize.

In haste 'tis serv'd; and then in equal Tiaste,

With cooling milk, we make the sweet repast.
J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, i.

hasty-witted (has'ti-wif'ed), a. Rash
;
incon-

siderate.

hasting (has'ting), a. and . [Ppr. of haste, v.

Cf. OF. Iiastivel, later hastiveau, a hasting-ap-

fle

or -pear, dim. of hastif, hasty: see hastive.]

. a. Maturing early: said chiefly of fruits

and vegetables, and only in composition : as,

hastiug-a,pp\e, etc.

II. n. An early fruit or vegetable : applied,
in the plural, especially to early peas.

Ficusprcecox [L.]. Figue hastice [F.]. A rathe flg ripen-

ed before the time : an hasting. Nomenclator.

Poires mi pommes hastivet [F.J, hustings, such as are

soonest ripe. Cotgrace.

1), n. An apple

The

A pear that

ve
8

ctMure"'
Indeed ' **"" and Ao*""es' usually con"

hasting-apple (has' ting -ap
vey

censure^ TQ cauge to m(m) or ac(
. with celer_ that matures early.

ity; cause to make haste; drive or urge for- hastmg-harnesst (has tmg-har'nes), n

wnvrl Bvnpflitfi harness used in the tilt or just.
VV J M ! . t?A Uc til LO. _ A . xl_ /i. 1 '"\

Yet for all that theimyght hem hasten,tU*e other were hastmg-pear (has ting-par), .

vpon hem er thei inyght be half a-raied of her harneyse. matures early.
Merlin (E. E. T. s.), ii. 153. hastitet, [ME., < OF. hastete, contr. of lias-

Sorrowe ne neede be hastened on, tirete : see hastieite.] Haste
; rapidity. Hal-

For he will come, without calling, anone. litoell

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May. Then coom a doom in lautiu

I would hasten my escape from the windy storm. To hem that longe had spared be.

Ps. Iv. S. Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. CantaK f. 19. (Halhwell.)

The British . . . werejoined by two companies of gren- ftastivet, . [< ME. hastive, hastif, < OF. hastif

Er n
,
Hist. Discourse at Concord. em

^
<*

>

1,'ns te, 'i&rte : see haste1 .]
hastener 1 (ha'sn-er), M. [< hasten + -er1 .] One

jjasty _

-
1.

who or that which hastens or urges forward.

Pride and indigence, the two great haxteners of modern

poems. Johnson, Eambler, No. 169.

hastener2
(ha'sn-er). n. [An accom. (as if

'that which hastens' the cooking) of hastier

or haster, q. v.] Same as haster. [Prov. Eng.]
haster (has'ter), n. [A contr. of hastier (cf.

2. Hasting; forward; early, as fruit.

hastivelyt, a-dv. [ME. hastifly, hastifliche ; <

hastive + -ly
2
.] Hastily. Chaucer.

hastivitet, [ME., also hastyvyte; < OF. has-

tivcte, hastivite, < hastif, hasty : see hastive.]

Haste; hastiness; rashness. Halliwell.

Vengeaunce and wrathe in an hastyvyte,
,... v ,, L > Wyth an unstedefast speryte of indyscrecioun.

hastened), or ult. < OF. hastier, haster, a spit, MS. Cantab. Ft. i. 6, f. 137. (Halliwell.)

the rack on which the
or rack to hold a number
spit: see haste^.] A metal stand for keeping gpit turn's: see tester.] Same as haster.

in the heat upon a joint while it is roasting hasty (has'ti), a. [< ME. hasty (= OFries. has-

before the fire. tin = OD. haestigh, D. hoastig = MLG. hastich

hasteryt. _[ME., also hastere; cf. hasteler,

spit turns, a frame
Jjagtlert, . [< ME. hastlere, hastiler (ML. has-

er of spits, < haste, a
talarius), < OF. hastier, the rack on which the

UOIDVCfJ. J I,
?'

hastened.] Roast meat.

Fyrst to jow I wylle schawe
Tho poyntes of cure, al by rawe,
Of potage, hastery, and bakun mete.

Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 1.

liastift, a. See hastive.

hastiflyt, adv. See hastively.

hastifolious (has-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. hasta,

spear, + folium, leaf.] In but., having hastate

leaves. See hastate.

hastiform (has'ti -form), a. [< L. hasta, a

spear, + forma, form.] Same as hastate.

hastiheadt, n. [ME. hastihede; < hasty +
-head.] Haste.

For eche of hem in hastihede
Shal other slea with deathes wounde.

Oower, Conf. Amant., v.

hastile (has'til), o. [Improp. as adj., < L. hos-

tile, n., the shaft of a spear, a spear, < hasta, a

spear: see hastate.] In hot., same as hastate, 2.

hastiludet (has'ti-lud), n. [< L. hasta, a spear,
+ liulus, play.] Spear-play: a name given to

justs or tilts, and less accurately to tourneys
or tournaments. See these words.

Such a circumstance . . . would naturally have been

commemorated ... by its conversion into a device and
motto for the dresses at an approachinr

l - '-'

= G. hastig = Sw. Dan. hastig); < haste, n., +
-y

1
. Cf. hastive.] I. Moving or acting with

haste; quick; speedy: opposed to slow.

Be not hasty to go out of his sight. Eccles. viii. 3.

2. Eager; precipitate; rash; inconsiderate;

acting or arising from heedless impulse or pas-
sion: opposed to deliberate.

I found a sayinge of Socrates to be most trewe, "that

ill men be more hastie, than good men be forwarde, to

prosecute their purposes." Aschaw, The Scholemaster, i.

Seest thou a man that is hasty in his words? there is

more hope of a fool than of him. Prov. \\i\. 20.

Take no unkindness of his hasty words.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3.

Mr. Carlyle's method is accordingly altogether pictorial,

his hasty temper making narrative wearisome to him.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 135.

3. Requiring haste or immediate action.

This axeth hast, and of an hasty thing
Men may nought preche or make tarying.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 359.

This Tuesday morning your man brought me a letter,

which (if he had not found me at London) I see he had a

hasty commandment to have brought to Micham.
Donne, Letters, vi.

4. Early ripe ;
forward ; hasting.

The hasty fruit before the summer. Isa. xxviii. 4.

.

hasty-footed (h,s'ti-fut
;
ed),. Nimble; swift

,
hasti- of foot: as, "hasty-footed time, Shak., M..N. D.,

(hat), n. [< ME. hat, hatte, < AS. hat, pi.

hatttas, a hat (variously glossed by L. pileus,

galerus, mitra,
tiara), = Icel.

hottr, hattr, a -jj ETilfi v \C
hood or cowl, = /*
Sw. hatt = Dan.

I/at, a hat; per-

haps = L. cassis

(for *cadtis%), a

helmet, akin to

cosa,ahut, >ult.

E. cassock and
chasuble, q. v.

Cf.Skt.-v/c/iAad,

cover, cover
over. Not found
in HG.

;
the G.

luil. a hat, is

different, = E.

hood; but there
is prob. a re-

mote connec-
tion: see hood
and heed.] 1.

A covering for
the head; spe-
cifically, ahead-
dress worn in

the open air,

having a crown,
sides, and a
brim. Hats are
made of various

materials, as felt,

silk, wool, straw,

etc., and vary great-
ly in form and style; and they are worn, with charac-

teristic differences of shape, hy both men and women.
Bonnets are sometimes loosely called hats.

Thei hadden hattes of nn steill a-bove theire coiffes of

Iren vpon theire heedes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 260.

I want to finish trimming my hat (bonnet she meant).
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vii.

"Hullo tho'," says East, . . . "this'll never do haven't

you got a hat ? we never wear caps here."
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

Near me sat

Hypatia in her new spring hat.

T. B. Aldrich, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 38.

2. The layer of tan-bark spread over hides in

a tan-pit. 3. In a smelting-furnace, a de-

pressed place in the tunnel-head designed to

detain gases. 4. In some soap-coppers and
the like, a depressed chamber in the bottom,

provided with a tap for drawing off the con-

tents : designed to collect impurities that settle.

The copper, provided with a hat to receive impurities
that subside, and to enable spent lye to be removed com-

pletely by the draw-off.
JT. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 156.

Cardinal's hat. (o)
See cardinal. (6) In her., a repre-

sentation of the red hat, having the tassels on each side

arranged as described under cordon. Chimney-pot hat,
a hat with a high, nearly cylindrical crown ana a rela-

tively narrow brim : a common head-dress of men in the

nineteenth century. Also called pot-hat, plug-hat, and

stovepipe hut or stovepipe. Cocked hat. See cock?.

Copataln hat. See copatain. Crush hat. SeecnwA-
hat. Gainsborough hat, a hat with a broad brim, sini-

Forms of Hats worn in England in the i6th,

I7th, and i8th centuries.

2. time of Henry VIII.; 3. time of Mary ;

me of Elizabeth ; 5, 6, time of James and
Charles I. ; 7,8, time of the Commonwealth;

ime of William HI.; ri-i6, i8th cen-

tury.

hastily (has'ti-li), adv. [< ME.
liche (cf. AS. haistlice, violently ;

= D. haaste- _.

'ijk, haastiglijk = MLG. hastelike = MHG. has- hasty-pudding (has'ti-pud'ing), n. 1. A thick S^J**^^'L2^,&I
*! )?_>-_ -i __j__i_-_i.- *. . _j.-i-_i _ T__I i. (../:... -L_J_J.__ jj; A f :ii,' n si dAM>ul<kH open, an opeid-imi. uipsy imu o

century. GlbUS hat [named from the inventor, a hatter

in London], a hat the crown of which collapses and can be

licateliehen = Icel. hastarliga
= Dan. hastelig); < hasty + -fy

2
.] 1. In a hasty

manner; quickly; speedily.
And yf me lacketh to lyue by the lawe wol that ich take

Ther ich may haue hit hastelokest for ich am hefd of lawe.
Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 471.

The Mone envyrounethc the Erthe more hastyly than

ony othere Planete. Mancteville, Travels, p. 162.

Half clothed, half naked, hastily retire. Dryden.

2. Precipitately; rashly; from sudden impulse
or excitement.

batter or pudding made of milk and flour boiled

quickly together; also, oatmeal and water boil-

ed together; porridge.
This country produces a good deal of meliza or Turkish

wheat, which is what we call Indian corn. . . . The meal
of this grain goes by the name of polenta, and makes ex-

cellent haxtii-pudding, being very nourishing, and counted

an admirable pectoral. Smollett, Travels, xvii.

The Hot Hasty-pudding Eaters . . . contend for su-

periority by swallowing the greatest quantity of hot hasty-

puddiny in the shortest time.

Strutt, Sports and 1'astimes, p. 476.

estate. Same as cap of maintmanM (which see, under

maintenance'). Hat of Mont Alban or Montalban.
Same as chapeau Montaubyn (which see, under chapeau).

Ironhat, in mining, same as gossan. [ U. S. ] Panama
hat, a fine plaited hat made of the young leaves (before ex-

pansion) of a stemless screw-pine (Carludavica palmata)
by the natives of Central America. They are commonly
worn in the West Indies and frequently on the American
continent. Red hat, a cardinal s hat. See cardinal.

It may buy the red hat yet, C. Kingsley, Westward Ho.

To give one a (one's) halt, to lift the hat to one, or to

take it off in his presence ; salute by lifting the hat.



hat
I said nothing to you, but gave you my hat as I passed

you. History of Col. Jack (1723).

To hang up one's hat in a house, to make one's self at
home ; be continually in another's house, especially if not
very welcome.
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heck1
), < ME. hatehe, hacche, hetche, hccche, also

unassibilated heke ("hekke), hek, hee, a half-

door, wicket, gate, in pi. hacches, hatches (of
a ship), < AS. hose (luecc-), fern, (in dat. hcecce,

The merchants of Calcutta are celebrated for a frank hecce, hacee), appar. meaning a gate or wicket
and liberal hospitality, which dates from the time when (also in comp. h<ec-wer, a weir for catching fish:

every European huny up his hat in his banker's or his see def. 7), = MD. heck, hecke, a bar, a rail, the
agent's house on his arriving in the country. baror holt of a donr aerating a flnrxl cratn prp

W. H. Xusiell, Diary in India, I. 107.
)OT

'
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D. hek, a rail, fence, gate, = MLG. heck, LG. hek,
a lattice, a gate or turnstile (kese-hek, a rack for

cheese), = Sw. hack, a rack, = Dan. hoik, haikke,
a rack; prop., it seems, anything made with
bars or cross-bars, being closely connected
with AS. hcec (h&ce-), fern, (in dat. hcecce), hcecce,
neut. nom., a crosier, < haca (only in glosses,
where sometimes less prop. nom. haxa), a bar,
the bar or bolt of a door, prob. orig. a hook, as
in mod. E. dial, hake, a hook: see hake1 and
hake2.] 1 . A half-door, or a door with an open-
ing over it

;
a grated or latticed door or gate ;

a wicket.

To have a brick in one's hat. See bricw. TO pass
round the hat, to present a hat or any other convenient
receptacle to receive contributions, as at a public meet-
ing ; hence, to ask for money for charitable use or some
purpose of common interest.

Lamartine, after passing round the hat in Europe and
America, takes to his bed from wounded pride when the
French Senate votes him a subsidy, and sheds tears of
humiliation. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 870.

To thumb the hat, to determine the order or succession
of the watches on board a fishing-schooner. Five or more
men, each representing a dory, form a circle about the
captain, placing each a thumb on the inside of the rim
of a hat. The skipper, beginning at random, counts on
the thumbs until he reaches the seventh. This seventh
man has the first watch, the process being repeated for
the other watches.

hat1
(hat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. hatted, ppr. hat-

ting. [< hat1
, n.J 1. To provide with a hat :

used chiefly in composition: as, straw-hatted

girls.

That was a spurred heel which had rung on the pave-
ment, and that was a hatted head which now passed under
the arched porte-cochere of the hotel.

Charlotte Brontii, Jane Eyre, xv.

The bonneting of some unhappy wretch who has had
the audacity to wear ... a high beaver hat . . . Woe
be to the hatted one should he attempt to resent their
actions. The Century, XXVI. 875.

2. To place a hat upon the head of.

Cardinals hatted at Kome.
New York Semi-weekly Tribune, March 22, 1887.

3. To secure, as a seat, by placing one's hat

upon it, as is done in the British House of Com-
mons. [Colloq.]
At 2 o'clock all was quiet in and about the House.

Twenty seats had, however, been hatted before noon to
secure them for the debate.

Philadelphia Times, April 10, 1886.

hat2t, a. A Middle English form of hot*.

hat3t,
n. An obsolete form of hate1

.

hat* (hat), n. See linft.

hatable, hateable (ha'ta-bl), a. [< hate? +
-able.] Capable or worthy of being hated;
odious.

Really a most notable, questionable, hateable, loveable
old Marquis. Carlyle, Mirabeau.

hatamoto (ha'tii-mo'to), . [Jap., < hata, flag,+ moto, under.] A feudatory vassal of the

Tokugawa shoguns of Japan.
hatband (hat'band), w. 1. A band or ribbon
placed about a hat just above the brim. A broad-
er band of some black material, such as crape, is often
worn as mourning. In Great Britain a broad band of

"Were ich with hym, by Crist," quath ich, "ich wolde
neuere fro hym,

Thanh ich my by-lyue sholde begge a-boute at menne
hacches." Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 335.

With throwing thus my head,
Dogs leap the hatch, and all are fled.

Shak., Lear, Hi. 6.

If by the dairy's hatch I chance to hie,
I shall her goodly countenance espy.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, 1. 55.

Hatch. The lower half of a door. . . . Sometimes ap-

plied also to a gate. The gate which formerly divided

Whittlebury forest from the Brackley road was designated
Brackley Hatch, or Syresham Hatch, from its contiguity
to those places.

A. IS. Baker, Northamptonshire Words and Phrases.

2. A grate or frame of cross-bars laid over an
opening in a ship's deck

; hence, any cover of
an opening in a ship's deck. A hatch accidentally
turned upside down, or dropped in the hold of the vessel,
is superstitious])' regarded as an omen of bad luck.

Whan the schipmen with the wolf were wel passed,
The hert & the hinde than hoped wel to schape,
& busked hem bothe sone a-bouc the hacches.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2770.

He poureth pesen upon the hacches slidre.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 648.

We hoysed out our boat, and took up some of them ; as
also a small hatch, or scuttle rather, belonging to some
bark. Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1688.

3. An opening, generally rectangular, in a
ship's deck, for taking in or discharging the

cargo, or for a.ffording a passage into the inte-
rior of the ship ;

a hatchway. The fore-hatch is

generally just forward of the foremast, the main-hatch
forward of the mainmast, and the after-hatch between the
main- and mizzenmasts. See cut under hatchway,

The briny seas, which saw the ship infold thee,
Would vault up to the hatches to behold thee.

Drayton, De la Poole to Queen Mary.

Hence 4. Any similar opening, as in the floor

for some time thereafter.

I became conscious of the servile Pumblechook in a
black cloak and several yards of hat-band. . . . We were
all going to "follow." Dickens, Great Expectations, xxxv.

2. In her., a bearing representing a ribbon, or
sometimes a sort of braid ending in tassels.
Dick's hatband, a

phrase used satirically in prover-
bial comparisons, such as as queer, as fine, or a* tight
as Dick's hatband. The allusion is to the authority (as-
sumed to be typified by the royal crown) conferred upon
Richard (Dick) Cromwell as Lord Protector of England,
in succession to his father Oliver Cromwell, for which
he was notoriously unfit. He held it from September

'
. fcatbandt;

Hay hertely he had in hachcs on bight
ITIIIIVII and Golograi, II. 9.

7. A frame or weir in a river, for catching fish.

8. A bedstead. [Scotch.]
Curst thirst of gold ! how thou causest care !

My bed of Doun I change for hatches bare ;

Rather than rest, this stormy war I chose ;

T
1

enlarge my fields, both land and life I lose.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

A rude wooden stool, and still ruder hatch or bedframe.
Scott.

9. A hollow trap to catch weasels and other

His companion is ordinarily some stale fellow that has
beene notorious for an ingle to gold hatbands, whom hee
admires at first, afterwards scornes.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, Young Gentleman of
[the Universitie.

hat-block (hat'blok), n. The block ormold on
which a hat is formed. It consists of several
pieces fastened together.

ly shaped piece of felt from which a hat is to
be formed.
hat-box (hat'boks), n. 1. A box in which a
hat is kept or carried, often of stout leather and
approximately of the shape of the hat. 2. A
small light trunk, nearly cubical in shape, con-
taining a tray or compartment for a hat or
bonnet.
hat-brush (hat'brush), . A soft brush for

brushing hats.

hat-case (hat'kas), n.

low deck ; off duty : said of a naval officer or sailor, often

implying that he is under arrest or suspended from duty.

To the king's ship, invisible as thou art :

There shall thou find the mariners asleep
Under the hatches. Shak., Tempest, v. L

(6) Under close confinement ; in servitude.

He assures us how this fatherhood continued its course
till the captivity In Egypt, and then the poor fatherhood
was under hatches. Locke, Government, i. 2.

hatch1
(hach), v. t. [< hatch1

, n.] To close with
or as with a hatch.

If in our youths we could pick up some pretty estate,
'twere not amiss to keep our door hatched.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 3.

Sleep begins with heavy wings
To hatch mine eyes.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 522).

hatch2 (haeh), . [< ME. hacchen (pret. hagte,
haihte, pp. ihaht) (not in AS.) = MHG. G. hecken
= Sw. hacka = Dan. hcekke, hatch, produce

- , ,, ... Same as hat-box.
hatch1

(hach), . [= E. dial, and Sc. unassibi- r _,. 6 . ,66 ,
^,

lated hack, heck, a half-door, wicket, also a pairing and nesting ;
in common language it is

rack or frame (for various purposes: see7iacfc2
, not applied to domestic fowls). Cf. hatch^, n.

young from eggs by incubation (G. hecken com-
prehends the laying of the eggs, and even the

hatch

The asserted derivation trornhatclt 1 ("to hatch
birds is to produce them under a hatch or coop

"

Skeat) is improbable, because the notion is a
more general one ;

the earliest instances (ME. )

refer to the owl and other non-domestic birds,
which do not hatch under a coop; moreover,
hatch 1 does not mean in E. a coop or breeding-
cage, and the Sw. Dan. G. nouns with this sense
are prop, derivatives of the verb, though easily
confused (in Sw. Dan.) with the other noun
meaning

'

rack,' = E. hatch1
. Wedgwood's as-

sertion that hatch'* is identical with hack1
(cf.

hatch3
,
ult. = hack1

), because "the young bird
is supposed to peck its way ut of the shell"

(G. hacken, hack, also peck or strike with the

bill), is negatived by the difference in the ME.
forms (pres. and pret.). The word is prob. an

independent verb, of which early record is lost.]

1. trans. 1. To cause to develop in and emerge
from (an egg) by incubation or other natural

process, or by artificial heat; cause the devel-

oped young to emerge from (an egg).
As the partridge sitteth on eggs, and halcheth them not

Jer. xvii. 11.

That you should hatch gold in a furnace, sir,
Aa they do eggs in Egypt 1

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Insects which do not sit upon their eggs deposit them
in those particular situations in which the young, when
hatched, find their appropriate food.

Paley, Nat. Theol., xvlil.

2. To contrive or plot, especially secretly;
form by meditation, and bring into being ;

ori-

ginate and produce : as, to hatch mischief ;
to

hatch heresy.
The whole Senate of lewish, Saracenicall, and Christian

Astrologers together hatching a lie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 18.

Thine are fancies hateh'd
In silken-folded idleness.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Hatching apparatus, an artificial incubator for bring-
ing forth chickens from eggs by the agency of heat. See
incubator. To count one's chickens before they are
hatched. See chickenl.

II. intrans. 1. To be hatched, as the eggs of

birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, etc.: as, the eggs
hatch in two weeks, in the water, underground,
etc. 2. To come forth from or out of the egg:
as, the chicks hatch naked in ten days.

Open your bee-hives, for now they hatch.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, April.

hatch2
(hach), n. [Cf. G. hecke (not in MHG.),

a hatching, a hatch, brood, breed, also breed-

ing- or hatching-time, breeding-cage, aviary, =
Sw. hack, a coop, = Dan. hcek, hatching, breed-

ing (cf. ha/kkebur, breeding-cage (see bou'er1 ),

hcekketid, hatching- or nesting-time) ;
from the

verb: see hatch'*, v.] 1. A brood; as many
young birds as are produced at one time, or by
one incubation. 2. The number of eggs in-

cubated at one time; a clutch. 3. The act of

hatching; also, that which is hatched, in either
sense of that word.

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood ;

And, I do doubt, the hatch, and the disclose,
Will be some danger. .-/, / , Hamlet, iii. 1.

hatch3 (hach), v. t. [Early mod. E.; < OP.
hacher, hack, shred, slice, hew, chop, cut in

pieces, also hatch (a hilt), F. hacher, < MHG.
G. hacken, cut: see hack1

. Cf. hash1
.] If. To

chase
; engrave ;

mark with cuts or lines.

Who first shall wound, through others' arms, his blood ap-

pearing fresh,
Shall win this sword, silver'd and hatcht. Chapman.

And such again,
As venerable Nestor['s], hateh'd in silver,
Should . . . knit all Greeks' ears
To his experienc'd tongue. Shak., T. and C., i. 8.

Why should not I

Doat on my horse well trapt, my sword well hatcht f

Fletcher, Bonduca, U.

A rymer is a fellow whose face is hatcht all over with
impudence, and should hee bee hang'd or pilloried 'tis

armed for it. Sir T. Overbury, Characters.

Thy hair is fine as gold, thy chin is hateh'd
With silver. Shirley, Love in a Maze, U. 2.

2. Specifically, in drawing, engraving, etc., to
shade by means of lines

; especially, to shade
with lines crossing one another. See hatching
and cross-hatching.
Those hatching strokes of the pencil. Dryden.

Though very rich and varied in effect, the tapestry of the
best period usually is woven with not more than twenty
different tints of wool half tints and gradations being
got by hatching one colour into another.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 212.

3. To lay in small and numerous bands upon a

ground of different material : as, laces of silver

hatched on a satin ground.



hatch

hatch3 (haeh), n. [<. hatch
3

, r.] A shading line

in drawing or engraving.
To discern an original print from a copy print ... is a

knack very easily attain'u ;
because 'tis almost impossible

to imitate every hatch, and to make the stroaks of exact

and equal dimensions. Evelyn, Sculpture, v.

hatch-bar (hach'bar), n. One of the iron bars

with which the hatches of a ship are secured.

hatch-boat (hach'bot), n. A kind of half-decked

fishing-boat ;
a boat that has a hatch or well

for holding fish. SiniiHiiiulx.

hatchel (haoh'el), n. [An assibilated form of

2735

fusion. It is also called adipocrrc mineral and mineral
tallow. (See adipocere.) It consists of 88 per cent, of car-

bon and 14 of hydrogen. Also hatchettite.

2. A soft mineral containing 80 per cent, of

carbon and 20 of hydrogen, found in cavities

of carboniferous rocks in Saxony. Also called

clti'itonatiii. chrixHiiitine.

hatchettolite (hach'et-o-lit), . [< Hatehett

(see hatchettin) + Gr. AiBo;.} Amineral related

to pyrochlore. It is found with samarskite in North
Carolina. It occurs in octahedral crystals, and is essen-

tially a tantaloniobate of uranium and calcium. It con-

tains a little water, which may be due to partial alteration.

Am7.7r', itiTkle, q. v.] An instrument consisting hatchet-vetch (hach'et-vech), it. A plant, <Se-

of long iron teeth set in a board, used in cleans- euriaera Emcriis, the pods of which are falcate

ing flax or hemp from the tow and hards, or and thin-edged. Also called scorpion senna.

coarse part ; a hackle or heckle. Also hetehel. See Securigera.! part
And yet the same must bee better kembed with hetchell-

teethof yron, . . . untill it be cleansed from all the grosse
barke and rind among. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1.

hatchel (hach'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hatcheled

The Grecians name this, whether it be a Pulse, or an
inflrmitie among corn, ri&v<rapov : the Latines, of the forme
of the seed, Securidaca, and Hedysarum : in English, Ax-

seed, Axwort, Ax-litch, and hatchet Fitch.

Gerarde, Herball (1636), p. 1236." ' *
, ,,- r * BWrWmW. liclutu

orhatchfllcd, ppr. ItatchcliiH/orltHtclielltiig. [An .

assibilated form of hackle*, heckle, v.} 1. To hatching (hach'mg), . [Verbaln.

draw, as flax or hemp, through the teeth of a V Drawing en
fl
irat)n

flr,etc.,thearl

hatchel, to separate the fiber from the hard or 1""*, especially parallel lines, whether curve
. , , , 1. 1 1 ctiairrht r,T* TO017T7 flA o.a T.A cnVP Thft PTTF>P.r,

coarse parts of the plant ;
hackle or heckle.

The Russians do spin and hachell it [hemp], and the

English tarre it in threed and lay the cable.

Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 364.

Hence 2. To tease or vex by sarcasms or re-

proaches; heckle.
Also hetehel.

hatcheler, hatcheller (hach'el-er), n. [< hatch-

el + -er1 . Cf. hackter, heckler.} One who hatch-
els or hackles flax or hemp.
hatcher (hach'er), n. [<ftateA

2 + -erl.] 1. One
who hatches

;
a contriver ;

a plotter.

A man ever in haste, a great hatcher and breeder of

business. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

2. A bird that hatches
; also, any apparatus for

straight, or wavy, so as to give the effect of

shading, according to the shape and character

of the object represented. In cross-hatching the

lines form lozenges or squares. If the hatchings are

double or triple, the lines which indicate form predomi-
nate over the rest

2. A line made for this purpose, or such lines

collectively.
As for the graving, so the contours and outlines be well

designed, I am not solicitous for the hatching (as they call

It). Evelyn, To Mr. Benjamin Tooke (Printer).

Also hacJiure. hatchure.

hatching-box (hach'ing-boks), n. A device for

holding the eggs of fish in artificial fish-culture.

Hatching-boxes are made in a great variety of forms, ac-

cording to the habits of the flsh from which the eggs are

hate

white one. When a person is the last of his race, a skull

is put above the shield or lozenge in the place of the crest.

In the case of a member of the Order of the Garter who is

a married man, or of his wife, two shields are displayed
side by side, that on the dexter side having the knight's
arms alone surrounded by the motto of the order, that on
the sinister having the coats of husband and wife.

Houses where funeral hatchment* for murdered inmates
had been perpetually suspended were decked with gar-

lands. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 265.

Hence 2. Any distinguishing mark, badge of

honor, symbol, or the like, as the sword of a

soldier.
Receive these pledges,

These hatchments of our griefs, and grace us so much
To place 'em on his hearse. Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 1.

For, as I am condemned, my naked sword
st amis but a hatchment by me ; only held
To show I was a soldier.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

Let there be deducted, out of our main potation,
Five marks in hatchments to adorn this thigh.

limn, and Ft., Scornful Lady, U.

hatchure (hach'or), n. [See hachurc.} Same
as hatching.

hatchway (hach'wa), n. [< hatch 1 + way.'}
1 . A square or oblong opening in the deck of

a ship, affording a passage from one deck to

taken and the location.

hatching eggs, as a hatching-box or -trough; an hatching-jar (liach'ing-jar), n. A conical re-
incubator, ceptacle placed with the apex downward, and
hatchery (hach'er-i), .; pi. hatcheries (-iz). [< containing fish-eggs for hatching. Encyc.Srit.,
hatcht, v., + -ery.} A place for hatching eggs ; XIX. 128.
an arrangement for promoting the hatching of hatching-trough (hach'ing-trof), n. A trough
eggs, especially those of fish, by artificial ap- for artificially hatching fish-eggs. It is a rec-

pliances. tangular wooden trough of convenient length (generally

Rv the rpniinst (,f thp fnminiviinner such fish were kerjt fro 10 to 12 feet)> and U8ually 8 or 8 inches deep by 12 to

alive untUThey couU be puUtato 1,15ve bo Tat & M taehe. *M. The trough fs sometimes provided with

l' .*,,''' Science III 54 a transverse screen at the head or upper end, to dispersebaaue, 111. 54. ^ generallze the innowing current of water, and such a

hatchet (hach'et), n. [< ME. hachet (also in- screen is always placed at the lower end of the trough, to

geniously accom. liakcliyt) (Prompt. Parv.), prevent the escape of the flsh. The eggs are hatched

mod. as if "hack-chip), < OF. hacliettc, a hatchet ei.*er on "ire-cloth trays or on gravel spread on the floor

ment, a contraction, through a form atcheament,
of achievement, formerly also spelled atchieve-

ment. See achievement, 3.] 1. In Ace.: (a) An
escutcheon or armorial shield granted in recog-
nition of some distinguished achievement

;
an

achievement (in sense 3). Especially (ft) A
funeral achievement

;
a square tablet set diago-

nally and bearing the arms of a deceased person,
placed over a tomb or upon the exterior of the
house in which the person dwelt. The surround-

ings of the shield of arms are so distinguished that the
sex and condition of the deceased can be known : thus,
an unmarried man hits his shield and crest upon a black

ground ; an unmarried woman, a lozenge bearing her arms
with a knot instead of a crest, also on a black ground.

hacke,,
an ax a hoe, D. hak a hoe: see IMCK-, hatchinent(hach'ment),i, [Formerly also atch-

.] A small ax with a short handle, designed ment aclnl^,, t aa>e
~
ment early mod. E. hache-

to be used with one hand Ceremonial hatchet,
an object resembling an ax or a hatchet, sometimes made
with a stone head and with the handle elaborately sculp-
tured, but more commonly a mere imitation of a hatchet
in thin wood or the like. Such imitative or emblematic
weapons are in use in several of the South Sea islands in

religious ceremonies. To take or dig up the hatchet,
to make war; to bury the hatchet, to make peace:
phrases derived from the customs of the North American
Indians. See tomahawk.

Spain, Portugal, and France, have not yet shut their

doors against us : it will be time enough when they do,
to take up the commercial hatchet.

Jeferson, Correspondence, I. 362.

Shingis, sachem of the Delawares, . . . took up the

hatchet at various times against the English.
Irving, Washington, I. 78.

Buried was the bloody hatchet, . . .

There was peace among the nations.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xiii.

To throw the helve after the hatchet. See helve.

hatchet-face (hach'et-fas), n. A face with

sharp and prominent features; a face like a
hatchet.

An ape his own dear image will embrace ;

An ugly beau adores a hatchet-face. Dryden.

hatchet-faced (hach'et -fast), a. Having a
hatchet-face ; having a thin face with promi-
nent features.

hatchet-shaped (haeh'et-shapt), a. Having
the shape of a hatchet; dolabnform.
hatchet-stake (hach'et-stak), . A small anvil
from 2 to 10 inches wide, used in bending thin
metals.

hatchettin, hatchettiue (hach'et-in), n. [Af-
ter the English chemist Charles Hatchett (1765-
1847), the discoverer of columbium and tanta-

lum.] 1. A fatty substance occurring in thin

flaky veins in the argillaceous ironstone of Mer-

1hyr-Tydvil in Wales and in other localities.
It is like wax or spermaceti in consistence, of a yellowish-
white or greenish-yellow color, and inodorous when cold,
but of a slightly bituminous odor when heated, or after

Hatchment of an Esquire his arms impaled with those of his wife,
the wife surviving.

For married persons the shield is impaled (see impale-
ment) ; and in case a widow or widower survives, that half

of the shield or lozenge which bears the arms of the sur-

vivor carries them upon a white background, the half ap-

propriated to the deceased having a black background. A
bishop's arms, being impaled with those of his see, are
relieved on a black background, those of the see having a

Hatchway.

S, S, beams ; C, coaming ; C', C', carlines; D, D, deck ; Ht hatch-

way ; H' t head-ledge.

another, or into the hold or lower apartments.
See hatch 1

, n., 3. 2. The opening of any trap-
door, as in a floor, ceiling, or roof.

hat-die (hat'dl), . A block upon which a hat-

body is molded to the desired shape of the hat.

Also called hat-mold.

hate1
(hat), .

; pret. and pp. hated, ppr. hating.

[< ME. haten, hatien, < AS. hatian, hatigian =
OS. haton, hatan = OFries. hatia = D. haten =
MLG. LG. haten = OHG. hazzen, hazzon, MHG.
hazzen, G. hassen = Icel. hata = Sw. hata =
Dan. hade = Goth, hatjan and hatan, hate. A
secondary form appears in AS. *hettan (only in

ppr. as a noun, hettend, an enemy) = OHG. hez-

zen, MHG. G. hetzen, bait, hunt, set on, incite.

The orig. meaning involves the notion of pursu-
ing with hatred. See the noun. Hence, through
OF., heinous, q. v.] I. trans. 1 . To regard with
a strong and passionate dislike or aversion ;

re-

gard with extreme ill-will.

His euell speche made hym to be hatid of a-monge his

felowes, and also of straungers that herden of hym speke,
that after refuseden to go in his felisshep to seche a-uen-

tures. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 185.

Pride has made a Lady swear she hated such a Man,
tho' she was dying for the sight of him.

Mrs. Centlivre, the Man's Bewitch'd, L

Some minds by nature are averse to noise,
And hate the tumult half the world enjoys.

Coieper, Retirement, 1. 176.

2. In a weakened sense, to dislike
;
be averse

;

be unwilling: commonly with an infinitive.

I hate to leave my friend in his extremities.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, & 1.

3. To have little regard for, or less than for

some other ; despise in comparison with some-

thing else regarded as more worthy : a use of

the word in Scripture.
If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and

mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters,

... he cannot be my disciple. Luke xiv. 26.

=Syn. 1. Hate, Abhor, Detest, Abominate, Loathe. These
words express the strongest forms of dislike and aversion
of either persons or things. Hate may include the oth-

ers ; it is more permanent and includes more ill-will to-

ward that which is hated. To abhor, literally to start from
with horror, is to have all the better feelings excited

against that which is abhorred : as, we abhor cruelty. To
detest, literally to bear witness against, is to condemn with

indignation. Abominate, by derivation and the Biblical use
of its congeners, has generally reference to what is offen-

sive to moral and religious sentiment. To loathe is prima-
rily to have great aversion to food, and hence to have
like disgust toward that which is offensive to the moral
nature or the feelings.

Do good to them which hate you. Luke vi. 27.

I abhor this dilatory sloth. Shak., Hen. VIII., 11. 4.

I do detest false perjur'd Proteus.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4.

We do abhor, abominate, and loathe this cruelty.
Southern.



hate

II. intrans. To feel hatred: as, one who nei-

ther loves nor lutliv.

hate1
(hat), n. [< ilE. hate (with vowel of the

verb), reg. licit; < AS. hete, m., = OS. hcti = D.
haat = MLG. hat = OHG. liaz (hags-), m., also

neut., MHG. liaz (hazz-), G. hass = Icel. hair
= Sw. hat = Dan. had = Goth. Jiatis (gen. hati-

zis, once gen. liatis), hate, anger (> Goth, hati-

:on, be angry): see hate1
, .] 1. An emotion

of extreme or passionate dislike or aversion;
inveterate ill-will

;
hatred.

Haughty Junu's unreleirihig hate. Dryden, ^Eneid, i. 2.

What a fine definition of hate Is that which Chaucer
rives in the Persones Tale, "Hate is old wrathe." It is,

however, borrowed from Cicero "Odium ira inveterata."

Tusc. Disp. iv. 9. G. P. Marsh.
Till hate,

The Beed of ill lies, told and hearkened to,

The knot of luving memories shall undo.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 295.

2f. Vengeance ; punishment.
Thenne arged [became terrified] Abraham & alle his mod

chaunge[dj,
For hope I in expectation] of the harde hate that hyjt

[threatened] hatz oure lorde.

Alliterative Poeua (ed. MorrisX ii. 713.

= Syn. ni-toill, Enmity, etc. See animosity. (See also

hatred.)

hate2t, . See hightf.

hateable, a. See hatable.

hateful (hat'ful), a. [< ME. hateful (= Sw. hat-

full = Bail, hadefuld); < hate* + -ful. Cf. hat-

tie, kettle.'] 1. Causing hate; exciting intense
dislike or aversion

;
odious.

To ben a nmrdrer is an hateful name.
Chaucer, Clerk s Tale, 1. 676.

Still grew my bosom then,
Still as a stagnant fen ;

Hateful to me were men,
The sunlight hateful.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.

2. Full of hate ; feeling hatred
; malignant ;

malevolent.

Then cast a languishing regard around,
And saw, with hateful eyes, the temples crown 'd

With golden spires, and all the hostile ground.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 214.

= Syn. 1. Detestable, abominable, execrable, loathsome,
horrid, foul, repulsive, revolting, abhorrent, repugnant,

hatefully (hat'ful-i), adc. 1. In such a manner
as to excite hate

; odiously.
The ceremony was hatefully tedious.

Drumuiond, Travels, p. 75.

2. In a manner exhibiting hate
; malignantly;

maliciously ; spitefully.
And they shall deal with thee hatefully, and shall take

away all thy labour, and shall leave thee naked and bare.
Ezek. xxiil. 29.

hatefulness (hat'ful-nes), M. The character of

being hateful, in any sense,

hatelt, a. and n. See hattle.

hateless(hat'les),a. [<.hate
l + -tes.] Having

no feeling of hate.

Phalantus of Corinth, to Amphialus of Arcadia, sendeth
the greeting of a hateletts enemy.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, Hi.

hater1 (ha'ter), n. [< ME. liatere (= D. hater
= MHG. hazzwre, hezzer, G. hasser, hdsser =
Icel. hatari = Dan. hader= Sw. luitare) ; < hate1

+ -er1.] One who hates.

An enemy to God, and a hater of all good.
Sir T. Browne.

To be a good hater one needs only to be Irascible by
nature, and to be placed in some relationship of frequent
encounter with the authors of offence.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 139.

hater2t, hateret, [ME., also hatter, hetter,

heater, hatreii, < AS. hater u, garments.] Cloth-

ing.
She dide of al hire hatere,
& wisch hire bodi w1 clene watere.

King Horn(E. E. T. S.X p. 121.

hateral, n. See liatteral.

hateringt, n. [ME. haterynge; < hater2 + -ing
1

.']

Clothing; dress,

hatesomet, a. [ME. hatesum, haatsum (=
Icel. hatrsamr); < hate1 + -some.'] Hateful;
hated.

For thi that hatesum thei hadden disciplyne, and the
drede of the Lord thei vndertoken not.

Wyclif, Prov. i. 29 (Oxf.).

hath (hath). Third person singular present in-
dicative of have : now archaic or poetical.
hather, n. An obsolete or dialectal variant of
heather.

hathock (haTH'ok), n. A Scotch form of had-
dock.

hat-honor (hat'hon'or), n. Respect shown by
taking off the hat: a term used by the early
Friends or Quakers, who refused to pay this
token of respect. Also called hat-worship.
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The hat-honour was an honour which in relation to the

outward ceremony, viz., the putting off the hat, was the
same which was given to God ; so that in the outward

sign of reverence no distinction or difference was made
betwixt the Creator and the creature.

Qeorae Fox. in Sewel's History of the Quakers (1774X
[1.22.

hathorn (hath'orn), n. Same as hawthorn.

hatless (hat'les), a. [< hat1 + -less.] Having
no hat.

So much for shoeless, hatless Masaniello !

Leigh Hunt, High and Low.

hat-measure (hafmezh''^), n. A metallic

tape or measure used to ascertain the size of

the head in order to fit a hat to it.

hat-mold (hat'mold), . Same as hat-die.

hat-money (hat'mun"i), n. Same as primage.
hat-piece (hat'pes), n. A hat or cap of defense
other than a heavy helmet of war ; especially,
a secret or iron skull-cap worn under the hat.

I saw him try on his buff coat and hat-piece covered
with black velvet. Pepys, Diary, II. 216.

hat-plant (hat'plant), n. A papilionaceous
plant, jSSxchynomene aspera, growing in India,
with odd-pinnate leaves and jointed pods: so

called in commerce. In marshy places about Cal-

cutta it attains a large size, and the thick stem is filled

with a light tough pith of which are made hats, bottle-

cases, swimming-jackets, floato, and even fishing-nets. The
natives call this pith solah.

hat-press (hat'pres), n. A machine for mold-

ing hats and pressing them into form. It con-
sists essentially of a brass mold, which is heated, and in

which the hat is placed and submitted to pressure from a

plunger that enters from above, forcing the hat to the

shape of the mold.

hat-rack (hat'rak), . A rack furnished with

pegs on which hats, coats, etc., may be hung.
hat-rail (hat'ral), n. A hat-rack made to be

hung on the wall : often a frame inclosing a
small mirror.

hatred (ha'tred), n. [< ME. hatred, hatreden,
< hate, hate, + -red, -reden (as in kindred,^ME.
kindrede), < AS. -raiden (as in freAndrSden,
friendship), a suffix signifying condition, state:

see -red.] The emotion or feeling of hate;
hate. See hate1

, n., 1.

Sir Anna, this aunswere allow I no thyng,
I holde it but hatereden, this artlkill hale,
And therfore, sir fiusshoppe, at my biddyng,
Do telle me nowe trewly the texte of this tale.

York Plays, p. 209.

The thought of the pain which any thing present or ab-

sent is apt to produce in us ... we call hatred.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 5.

Hatred is another name for malevolent emotion. We
recognize under this title a permanent affection grounded
on the irascible, as love is on tenderness.

.1 . Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 139.

= Syn. IU-irill, Enmity, etc. (see animosity); Hatred, Dis-

like, Antipathy, etc. (see antipathy) ; Disgrace, Disfavor,
Dishonor (see odium) ; detestation, loathing, abhorrence.

hatrel, . See hatteral.

hat-roller (hat'ro'ler), n. In mining, a roller

of cast-iron or steel, shaped like a hat, and

revolving on a vertical pin, serving to guide
around a curve the rope used for hauling in an
incline.

hat-stand (hat'stand), . A hat-rack made to

stand on the floor : often combined with a small

table or an umbrella-stand, or both.

The hat-stand (with a whip or two standing up in it be-

longing to bagmen who are still snug in bed).
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

hat-sweat (hat'swet), n. That part of the

lining of a hat which comes in contact with the

head
;
a sweat-band. It is usually of leather.

hattet, . BeefcWM*.
hatted-kit, hattit-kit (hat'ed-, hat'it-kit), n.

[Sc., < hatted, hattit, appar. curdled (cf. D. hot-

ten, curdle, hot, curds, connected with Se. hat,

hot, a confused heap: see hatter), + kit.'] A
bowlful of sour cream

; also, a mixture of but-

termilk and milk warm from the cow.

He has spilt the hatted-kit that was for the Master's

dinner. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xi.

Hattemist (hat'em-ist), n. [< Hattem (see def.)
+ -is*.] A member of a sect in the Nether-
lands founded about 1683 by the deposed
clergyman Pontianus van Hattem, a Spinozist,
who denied the expiatory sacrifice of Christ
and the freedom of the will, and affirmed that
sin exists only in the imagination, and is itself

its only punishment. The sect disappeared in

a few years.
hatter1

(hat'er), n. [< ME. hattere; < hat1 +
-erl.] 1. A maker or seller of hats. 2. In

mining, a miner who works alone, or "under
his own hat." He differs from a fossicker, who rifles

old workings, or spends his time in trying abandoned
wash-dirt. The hatter nearly always holds a claim under
the by-laws. B. Brough Smyth. [Australia.]

haubergeon
Some, however, prefer to travel, and even to work, when

they can get it, quite alone, and these are known to the
rest as hatters. Chambers's Journal, 5th ser., II. 28U.

Mad as a hatter. [A humorous simile, in which hatter
was probably originally a substitute for some other more
appropriate term (perhaps "hatter for alter, for attercop,
a spider, in which sense Ualliwell doubtfully cites hatter

from Palsgrave).] (a) Violently crazy or insane. (6) Vio-

lently angry,

hatter- (hat'er), v. [Also hotter; a freq. form,
< hat*, hot2 , a heap.] I. trans. 1. To gather
in a heap ;

collect in a crowd. 2. To entangle.
3. To expose to danger; harass; trouble;

weary ;
wear out.

Religion shows a rosy-colour'd face,
Not natter'd out with drudging works of grace.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 371.

4. To shatter; batter.

Where hattering bullets are fine sugred plums,
No feare of roaring guns, or thundriug drums.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

II. intrans. To speak with thick and con-
fused utterance.

[Now only prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
hatter2 (hat'er), . [Also hotter; < hatter*, v.~]

1. A state of confusion. 2. A confused heap.
[Now only prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hatteral (hat'er-al), M. [Also /lateral, hatrel;
< hatter2.] A confused heap. Gait. [Scotch.]
Hatteria (ha-te'ri-ii), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray);
formation not ascertained.] 1. A genus of

**
iljat'S* ,

Hatteria punctata or Sphenodon punciatus.

rhynchocephalous reptiles containing peculiar
lizards of New Zealand, the only living repre-
sentatives of the order Shynchocephala, and
the type of the family Hatteriidw. H. punctata
is known as the tuatera. Also called Spheno-
don. 2. [1. c.] A member of this genus.
Hatteriidae (hat-e-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hat-
teria + -id(e.~\ A family of reptiles, of the order

Rhynchocephala, typified by the genus Hatteria.
It is characterized by amphicrelous vertebrae, fixed quad-
rate bones, maxillary and palatine teeth, and by having
some of the ribs in three joints and with uncinate pro-
cesses. The tail is compressed and crested, and the gen-
eral aspect is that of an iguana Also called Spheno-
dontidce.

hatti-humayun (hat'i-hu-ma'yun), . [Turk.
khatti-humdyun, < khatt (< Ar. khatt), a line, writ-

ing, command, + humdyun, auspicious, august,

royal, imperial.] Same as hatti-sherif.

hatting (hat'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hat1 , .]

1. The trade of a hatter. 2. Material for hats,

hatti-sherif (hat'i-she-ref), n. [Turk, khatti-

sherif, < khatt (< Ar. khatt), a line, writing,

command, + sherif (< Ar. sherif, sharif), lofty,

noble.] An irrevocable order or decree of the
Sultan of Turkey, written with special formal-

ity and bearing his personal sign-manual or
nourish. See extract underfirman. Also called

hatti-humayun.
hattit-kit, . See hatted-kit.

hattle, hettle (hat'l, het'l), a. and n. [< ME.
hotel, hetel, < AS. hetol, hostile, malignant, hate-

ful (= OD. hotel), < hatian, hate, hete, hate, hos-

tility: see hate1 . Cf. hateful] I. a. It. Hos-

tile; malignant; hateful. 2. Irritable; fiery.

[Scotch.] 3. Hasty; eager; skittish.

II. . An enemy.
Nowe schall no hatyll do vs harme,
I haue oure helpe here in myn arme.

York Plays, p. 145.

hattock (hat'ok), n. [Dim. of hat1
, q. v.] 1.

A hat. [Scotch.]

Away with you, sirs, get your boots and your beasts
horse and hattock, I say and let us meet at the East
Port. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vii.

2. A shock or stack of corn. [Scotch.]
hat-tree (hat'tre), n. A hat-rack. [U. S.]

A people [those of Cape Cod] . . . who hang Calcutta
hats upon their hat-trees. The Century, XXVL 644.

hat-worship (hat'wer'ship), . Same as hat-

honor.

haubergeon (ha'ber-jon), . [Also haubergion,

habergeon, early mod. E. also haberjeon, haber-

jon; < ME. hauberjoun, hauberjon, haberjoim,

habergeoun, etc., < OF. haubergeon, hatiberjun,

etc., prop. dim. of hauberc, a hauberk: see

hauberk.'] A short hauberk, reaching only to



haubergeon

the middle of the thighs : also used indiscrim-

inately for any coat of linked mail.

A gepoun
Al bysniotered with his habt'woun.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 76.

This lesus of his gentrice wole luste in Piers armes,
In his helme and in his habrrimtn humana nature.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 23.

First hadde Arthur the kynge put on hym an habergon
vndir his robes er he yede oute of the tour.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 110.

The scaly beetles, with their habergeons,
That make a humming murmur as they fly !

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

hauberk (ha'berk), 'ii. [Early mod. E. also haw-

berk, liaubeiyh; < ME. IIIIH-

berk, hawberk, haubergh,
also haubert, < OF. hauberc,
older halberc, also haubert,
F. haubert = Pr. ausberc,

ausberg = It. usbergo, <

OHG. MHG. halsberc, hals-

berge (= MLG. halsberch

= AS. healsbeor = Icel.

Norw. lialsbjiirg
= ODan.

halsbjerg), hauberk, gor-

get, protection for the

neck, < hals(= AS. heals, E.

halse1 ), the neck, + bergan
(= AS. beorgan), protect,
save: see halse1 and bury1 ,

etc. Hence dim. hauber-

geon, q. v.] 1. (a) A part
of mail armor intended

originally for the protec-
tion of the neck and shoul-

ders, but as generally used
a long coat of mail com-

c
-<

^viont
ing below the knees and le-Duc's-oict. duMobiiicr

even nearly to the ankles,
franc;ais-" )

slit up the sides, and sometimes in front and

behind, to allow the wearer to mount a horse.

Than he a-valed the coyf of his hauberke benethe his

shuldres, and seide that he was but deed, but yef he

wolde yelde hym to prison. MerlinfE. E. T. S.), iii. 476.

On the haubergh stroke the Prince so sore,
That quite disparted all the linked frame.

Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 44.

(6) In the fourteenth century and later, a piece
of defensive armor, probably an outer garment
of splint armor. See splint, jesserant, and cre-

risse.

Godfrey arose ; that day he laid aside

His hawberk strong, he wont to combat in,

And donn'd a breast-plate fair, of proof untried,
Such one as loot-men use, light, easy, thin.
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But bootlesse on a ruthles god

I see my prayers spent ;

As hawjhtely doest thou reuenge,
As humbly I repent.

Warner, Albion's England, iii. 16.

haughtiness (ha'ti-nes), . [Prop., as former-

tfihauttoiess (the git being erroneously inserted

asm ha ugh til), < ME. hautenesse, contr. of "hau-

teinnesse, < "hautein, haughty, T -nesse, -ness.]

If. Highness; loftiness.

haulser

All the same night wee hailed Southeast.

Halduyt's Voyages, I. 445.

He hailed into the Harbour, close to the Island, and un-

rigg'd his Ship. Dainpier, Voyages, I. ill.

I immediately hauled up for it, and found it to be an

island. Cook, First Voyage, i. 7.

3. To shift, veer, or change, as the wind.

The morning looked wild and threatening, but the

clouds gradually hauled off to the eastward, leaving us

the promise of a fine day.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 265.

the East was conquered. Qolding, tr. of Justine, fol. 77.

2. The quality or character of being haughty,

proud, or arrogant; supercilious bearing; ar-

rogance.
I ... will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible.

Isa. xiii. 11.

'Tis pride, rank pride and haughtiness of soul ;

I think the Romans call it Stoicism.

Addison, Cato, i. 4.

=Syn. Pride, Presumption, etc. (see arrogance); con-

temptuousness, hauteur, lordliness, rudeness,

haughtonite (ha'ton-it), n. [After Prof. Sam-
uel Haughton of Dublin.] A kind of mica (bi-

otite) occurring in the granite of Scotland, char-

acterized by its large amount of iron and rela-

tively small amount of magnesium,
haughty (ha'ti), a.

; compar. haughtier, superl.

haughtiest. [Prop., as formerly, hauty (the gh
having been erroneously inserted in this word
and haught after the supposed analogy of

naughty, etc., perhaps particularly in imitation

of high, hight, etc.) ; formerly hauty, haultic,

< ME. hautein, hautain (the suffix -ein, -ain, be-

coming -y through the form hautenesse, standing
for *hauteinnesse : see haughtiness), < OF. hau-

tain, later spelled haultain, F. hautain, haughty,

lofty, stately, proud, < OF. Jiaut, hault, halt,

high: see haut1 ."] If. High; elevated: same
as haut1

,
1.

At his haughty helmet making mark,
So hugely stroke that it the steele did rive,

And cleft his head. Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 19.

2f. Lofty; bold; adventurous.

Who now s.hall give unto me words and sound
Equall unto this haughty enterprise?

Spenter, F. Q., II. x. 1.

Till his sonne Anchurus (esteeming man to be most

precious) leaped in, and the reconciled Element receiued

an Altar in witnesse of his haughtie courage.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 326.

The Warder view'd it blazing strong,
And blew his war-note loud and long,
Till at the high and haughty sound
Hock, wood, and river rung around.

Scott, L. of L. M., Iii. 26.

of a ship so as to get further off from an object. (6) To
draw off or away; withdraw, as from a movement or

scheme. To haul round (to), to veer or shift to another

point of the compass: said of the wind when it gradually

goes round with the sun, or in the same way as the hands
of a watch. To haul up, to come up or to a rest by a

hauling or drawing action : as, seals haul up on land to

breed ; the boat hauled up at the wharf.

haul (hal), n. [< haul, v. Cf. hale1
, .] 1. A

pulling with force; a pull; a tug.

On October 5th [1869], it happens that both the sun and
the moon will give a particularly vigorous haul upon the

earth's waters. B. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 156.

2. In fishing: (a) The draft of a net: as, to

catch so many fish at a haul, (b) The place
where a seine is hauled. 3. That which is

taken or obtained by hauling ; specifically, the

number or quantity of fish taken in one haul of

a seine
;
a catch.

And the bulging nets swept shoreward,
With their silver-sided haul.

Whittier, The Sycamores.

Hence 4. Any valuable acquisition; a"find."

[Colloq.]
An old forest fence . . . was a great haul for me. I

sacrificed it to Vulcan, for it was past serving the god
Terminus. Thoreau, Walden, p. 268.

Haul Of yarn, in rope-making, a bundle of about 400

threads, with a slight turn in it, to be tarred, the tarring

being done by first dipping the bundle of yarn in a tar-

kettle, and then hauling it through nippers to press out

the superfluous tar.

haulage (ha'laj),. [< haul + -age.} 1. The act

or labor of hauling or drawing. In coal-mining

haulage is the drawing or conveying, in cars or otherwise,

of the produce of the mine from the place where the coal

is got to the place where it is raised to the surface. It is

done by men or boys, by horses or mules drawing the

cars or trams on a railway, or by hauling-ropes worked by
stationary engines, which are driven by compressed air,

by steam, or by water-power. This last method is chiefly

used in England. When hauling-ropes are used, the cars

or trams are attached to or detached from them at plea-
sure by means of the haulage-clip.

The company so arranges its work that the wire rope

tugs do the haulage up the rapid portion of the Khine.
Set. Amer. Supp., p. 446.

The border land of old romance,
Where glitter hauberk, helm, and lance.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Prel.

2. Among actors, a short tunic forming a part
of medieval dress Grand hauberk, the long hau-

berk, reaching to the knees or below, as distinguished
from the haubergeon. White hauberk, an early name
for the hauberk of ring-mail or chain-mail, to distinguish
it from coats of fence which were not composed entirely
or chiefly of bright iron, such as the broigne and the dif-

ferent stuffed and quilted garments.
haud (had), v. A Scotch form of hold1 .

hauerite (hou'er-it), . [After F. von Hauer, an
Austrian geologist (born 1822).] Native man-

ganese disulphid occurring in reddish-brown
isometric crystals, isomorphous with pyrite.

haugh (ha; Sc. pron. hach), n. [Sc. haugh, hawch,
a particular form and use of haw1

,
an mclosure,

etc., due perhaps to the Icel. form hagi, a

pasture, S\v. hage, a pasture : see haw1
.']

Low-

lying flat ground, properly on the border of a

river, and such as is sometimes overflowed.

[Prov. Eug. and Scotch.]

They were buried by Dornoch haugh,
On the bent before the sun.

Bessie Bell and Mary Gray (Child's Ballads, III. 127).

On a haurih, or level plain, close to a royal borough.
Scott, Old Mortality, ii.

haught (hat), a. [An erroneous spelling of haut,

conformed, as in haughty, to height, etc.: see

haut 1
.'] If. High; elevated: same as haut1

,
1.

Pompey, that second Mars, whose haught renown
And noble deeds were greater than his fortunes.

Kyd, tr. of Garuier's Cornelia, iv.

Hence 2. Proud; insolent; haughty. [Ar-
chaic.]

No lord of thine, thou haught, insulting man,
No, nor no man's lord. Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

The portraits of my noble ancestry, . . .

Haught peers and princes centuries ago.
R. H. Stoddard, Castle in the Air.

haughtily (ha'ti-li), adt. If. Highly; loftily.

Her heavenly form too haughtily she prized. Dryden.

2. In a haughty manner; proudly; arrogantly.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 26.

The lower thir Minds debas'd with Court-opinions, con-

trary to all Vertue and Reformation, the haughtier will

be thir Pride and Profuseness
? Commonwealth.

Perhaps it was diffidence rather than pride which made
her appear so haughty. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

4. Proceeding from excessive pride, or pride

mingled with contempt; manifesting a sense
of superiority: as, a haughty air or walk; a

haughty tone.

haul (hal), v. [Early mod. E. also hall; < ME.
haulen, a rare form, due appar. to OF. influence,

of ME. halen, > reg. E. hale, the now less com-
mon but historically more correct form of the

verb: see hale1 .'] I. trans. To pull or draw
with force; move or transport by drawing;
drag: as, to haul down the sails ;

to haul in the

boom ; to haul a load of wood.
I never was so pulled and hauled in my whole life."-"

"ft, To the Printer.

Bravest of all in Fredericktown,
She took up the flag the men hauled down.

Whittier, Barbara Frietchie.

To haul over the coals. See coal. To haul the wind,
to haul up (naut.), to turn the head of the ship nearer to

the point from which the wind blows, by arranging the

sails more obliquely, bracing the yards more forward,

hauling the sheets more aft, etc.

A man on the forecastle called out "Land ho!
" We

Immediately took in studding-sails and hauled our ^rind,

running in for the land.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 23.

= Syn. Drag, Draw, etc. See draw.

II. iiitrans. 1. To pull or tug; endeavor to

drag something: as, to haul at a heavy load.

The skipper hauled at the heavy sail.

Whittier, Wreck of Rivermouth.

2. Naut., to alter a ship's course ; change the

direction of sailing; move on a new course;

hence, to sail, in general.

haulage-clirj (ha'laj-klip), n. In coal-mining,
the mechanical arrangement by which a car is

connected with the haulage-rope. There are

several ingenious contrivances for this.

haul-bowlinest, haul-bowlingst, An able

seaman on a man-of-war.
hauld (hald), n. [A Scotch form of hold1

.'] 1.

Hold
;
habitation ; place of resort.

In the Cyclopes huge caue tynt me,
Ane gousty hold, within laithlie to se.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 89.

2. A clutch or grasp By haulds, orby the haulds,
by holding on: said of a child unable to walk without a

hold.
Now leave we Robin . . .

[To] learn himself to stand and gang
/.'/; haulds, for all his eild.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 195).

Out Of house and hauld, ejected from home ; destitute.

The Laird never throve after that day, but was just care-

less of everything, ... so now they're out of house and
hauld. Scott, Guy Manuering, xii.

hauler (ha'ler), n. [< haul + -er1 . Cf. haler,
who pul...One-

Prouydid alweys that the woddesillers leve not the bak
all destitute and bare of wodde, ne sofflr not the halyers
to hale it all awey. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.X p. 425.

The crowd of haulers fastened on the cable, [and] ran

off frantically with it. Harper's Mag., LXV. 658.

2. A device for catching fish, consisting of

several hooks connected together and hauled

through the water by a line ;
a jigger ;

a scrod-

gill ;
a pull-devil : as, a hauler for bluefish.

haulm1
,

. See halm.

haulm2
t (ham), n. An improper form of hame1

.

haulset (hals), n. Naut., same as halse? for

lutirsc1 .

haul-seine (hal'sen), n. A large seine, so called

in distinction from a purse-seine ;
a drag-seine,

haulsert, An obsolete form of hawser.

His vessel moored, and made with haulsers fast

Dryden, Iliad, 1. 599.



. /
, -l. Haunches of an Aich.

hault

haultt, haultyt, a. See hauft, haught, haughty.
haulyard, . Same as halyard.
haum 1

(ham), w. Same as halm.
haum- (ham), n. A variant of /mine1 ,

haunce't, . Same as haunch.

haunce-t, v. t. Same as hance1
.

haunch (hanch or hauch), n. [Formerly also

liaintce, hauitse, and in arch. hanch, hance, hanse;
< ME. hanche, haunche,< OF. hanche, hance, anche,
and without assibilation hanke (> appar. Fries.

hancke, hencke, haunch, G. hanke, haunch (of a

horse)), F. hanche =Pr. Sp. Pg. It. anca, haunch,
ML. hancha, < OHG. anchd, enchd, einkd, the

leg, lit. joint or bend, allied to OHG. anchila,
enchila, ankle, =E. ankle: see ankle.'] 1. The
fleshy part of the body, in men and quadru-
peds, above the thigh, pertaining to each hip-
joint and wing of the pelvis; the hip: as, a
haunch of venison

;
the haunches of a horse.

Bi he hade belted the bronde vpon his balje haunchez.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Kmght (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2032.

The manner in which he sliced the venison, too, from
the haunch suspended in the chimney corner, and pro
ceeded to broil it, indicated a preoccupied and troubled
mind. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 298.

2. The coxa or basal joint of the legs in insects
and spiders. 3f. The rear; the hind part.

Thou art a summer bird,
Which ever in the haunch of winter sings
The lifting up of day. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

4f. The jamb or upright post of a door. See
Jamb1 .

He ordeyned the annual vse or ceremonie to eate the
Faschall Lambe, with whose blonde they sprynkeled the
thrasholde and haunxe of the dore. J. Uiiall, On Heb. xi.

5. In arch., <

the middle

part between
the vertex or
crown and
the springing
of an arch

sometimes
used to include the spandrel or part of it; the
flank. Also hauiichiiig.
haunch (hanch or hanch), >. t. [Also dial.

hainch, hench; < haunch, n.] To throw, as a

stone, from the hand by jerking it against the
haunch. Brockett. [Prov. Eug.]
Launched (hancht or haneht), a. Having
haunches.

haunching (hii,n'- or han'ching), n. [< haunch
+ -4ny

1
.] Same as haunch, 5.

The arch was of brick, while the haunchi 1.7 ... was of
rubble. Jour. Franklin Inst., OXXI. 433.

haunt (hiiut or hant), v. [Also dial, nant ; <
ME. haunten, hanten, frequent, use, employ, <

OF. hantcr, F. hanter, haunt, frequent, resort

unto, to be familiar with
; origin unknown, and

variously guessed at: (1) < ML. "ambitare, go
about, freq. of L. ambire, go about (see ambient,
ambition); (2) < L. habitare, dwell (see habit.

v., inhabit); (3) < Bret, henti, frequent, which,
if not itself from the F., appears to be derived
from Bret, hent, a way, road, path; (4) < Icel.

heinita, draw, pull, claim, crave, lit. fetch home,
< heim, home. None of these guesses is satis-

factory; the 4th is certainly wrong.] I. trans.
1. To frequent or visit; resort to much or of-

ten, or be much about
;
visit customarily.

A man who for his hospitality is so much haunted that
no news stir but come to his ears.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

You wrong me, sir, thus still to haunt my house.

Shale., M. W. of W., ill. 4.

I haunt the pine dark solitudes,
With soft brown silence carpeted.

Lowell, To the Muse.

2. To come or recur to persistently, so as not
to be prevented or driven away ;

attend or ac-

company so constantly as to be annoying or of-
fensive

;
intrude upon continually.

And [beasts] are utter strangers to all those anxious and
tormenting thoughts which perpetually haunt and dis-

quiet mankind. Bp. Atteroury, Sermons, I. xi.

Haunted by the new-found face
Of his old foe.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 106.

You at once associate true songs with music, and if no
tunes have been set to them, they haunt the mind and
"beat time to nothing" in the brain.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 101.

3. Specifically, to reappear frequently to after
death

;
visit habitually in a disembodied state,

as a supposed spirit, ghost, or specter.
If thou be'st slain, and with no stroke of mine,
My wife and children's ghosts will haunt me still.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

Foul spirits haunt my resting-place. Fairfax.
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4f. To devote one's self to
; practise ; pursue ;

use.

Yonge folk that hattnteden folye.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 2.

"What manere mynstralcie my dere trend," quath Con-
science,

"Hast thow vsed other haunted al thy lyf-tyme?"
Piers Plomnan (C), xvi. 197.

I do not meene, by all this my taulke, that yong gentle-
men should alwaies be poring on a booke, . . . and haunt
no good pastime. Ascham, The Scholemaster, i.

II. intrans. 1. To be much about; be pres-
ent often or persistently; go or visit often

;
re-

sort. [Now rare.]
All fowles in ffether fell there vppon,
tl'ur to reckon by right that to ryuer haunttes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 344.

I have charg'd thee not to haunt about my doors.

Shak., Othello, i. 1.

Seals that haunted on that coast have been known to

speak to man in his own tongue, presaging great disasters.

/.'. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

2. To reappear, as a disembodied spirit.

Haunts he, my house's ghost, still at my door ?

B. Jonsttn, Case Is Altered, ill. 1.

haunt (hant or hant), n. [Also dial, hant; <

haunt,v.] 1. A place of frequent resort or visi-

tation
;
a place in which any being, or, figura-

tively, some quality or characteristic, is com-
monly manifested or seen.

Void of haunt and harbour
Now am I like Plato's city,
Whose fame flieth the world through.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson).
Ye who love the haunts of Nature, . . .

Listen to these wild traditions.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, Int.

Those large eyes, the haunts of scorn.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

The region of the Fens, in the earliest times a haunt of

marauders, . . . became, at the time of the Conquest, the
last refuge of the still-resisting English.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 1 17.

2f. A limited region assigned to or owned by
one for his habitation or the practice of his pro-
fession ; a district.

But, if thou prike out of myn haunt,
Anon I sle thy stede.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 100.

3f. The act, habit, or custom of resorting to a

place.
This our life, exempt from public haunt.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

The haunt you have got about the courts will, one day
or another, bring your family to beggary. Arbuthnot.

4f. Custom; practice; skill.

Of cloth-makyng she hadde such an haunt,
She passede hem of Ypres and of Gaunt.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 447.

And ache [parsley] also is sowen come denaunt,
Bete and radisshe excerciseth thair haunt.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 160.

5. A disembodied spirit supposed to haunt a
certain place ;

a ghost. [Local, U. S.]
haunted (han'- or han'ted), p. a. Frequently
visited or resorted to by apparitions or the
shades of the dead; visited by a ghost: as, a
haunted house.

Where'er we tread, 'tis haunted, holy ground.
Byron, Childe Harold, U. 88.

The bedroom of Henry IV. [at Cheverny], where a le-

gendary-looking bed, draped in folds long unaltered, de-
fined itself in the haunted dusk.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 43.

haunter (han'- or han'ter), . [Cf. OF. han-

teur.] One who haunts or frequents a partic-
ular place or is often about it.

goddess, haunter of the woodland green,
To whom both heaven and earth and seas are seen.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 215.

The vulgar sort, such as were haunters of theatres, took

pleasure in the conceits of Aristophanes.
Sir B. Wotton, Reliquiffi, p. 84.

haunting (han'- or han'ting), n. [Verbal n.
of hajin t, v. ] The appearance or visitation of
disembodied spirits.
The object of the Committee on Haunted Houses was to

investigate the phenomenaof alleged hauntings whenever
a suitable opportunity and an adequate prima facie case
for inquiry might be presented.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, 1. 101.

A sufficient amount of evidence to connect clearly the
commencement of hauntings with the death of particular
persona. Mind in Nature, I. 86.

hauntyt, a. [E. dial, hanty; origin obscure.]
Kestless; impatient.
Abner, Ishbosheths servant, grew so haughty and haunty

that he might not be spoken unto. 2 Sam. 3, 8.

5. Clarke, Examples (1671), p. 631.

Hauranitic (ha-ran-it'ik), a. [< Hauran (see
def.) + -ite2 + -ic.] Pertaining to Hauran, a

region in Syria east of the Jordan.
The Eastern or Hauranitic Druses.

Encyc. Brit., VTI. 483.

haustellum

haurient (ha'ri-ent), a. [< L. haurien(t-)s. ppr.
of haurire, draw"(water, etc.), drain, drink up:
see hausfi, exhaust.] In her.,

palewise with the head upper-
most : applied to a fish used as
a bearing, as if represented
with the head above the water
to draw or suck in the air.

hause (has), n. A Scotch form
of hulxel.

hausen (ha'zn), n. [< G. haugen,
a fish of the sturgeon kind, = ODan. hus (in

comp. husblas) = D. Ituizen (in comp. huizen-

blas, > E. isinglass, q. v.) : see huso.] The huso
or great Russian sturgeon, Acipenser huso.
hausmannite (hous'man-it), n. [After J. F.
L. Hausmann, a German metallurgist (1782-
1859).] Pyramidal manganese ore. It occurs
in porphyry, in veins, in Germany and else-

where.
hausse (hos), n. [F., a lift, rise, < hausser, lift,

raise: see/ia>e2 .] I.ln</u;i.,abrass8caleused
in aiming, attached to the barrel of a gun, near
the breech, just behind the breech-ring, and
giving the series of quarter-angles for a radius

equal to the distance from the muzzle-sight to
the axis about which the scale turns. The pen-
dulum-hausse is so constructed as to retain a vertical

position when the wheels of the gun-carriage are not on a
level.

2. The nut of a violin-bow.

hausse-COl (hos'kol), n. [F., < hausser, raise,
+ col, neck. ] 1 . A gorget or standard.of chain-

mail, sometimes forming part of the camail.
See cut under gorget. 2. A small gorget of

plate-armor.
The little metal gorget worn until quite recently by

French officers when on duty . . . preserved the name of
haujtse-col.

W. Burgess, Archteol. Inst. Jour., XXXVII. 477.

hausse-pouch (hos'pouch), n. A small leather

pouch employed to carry the pendulum-hausse
when not in use. It is usually worn by the

gunner of a field-piece, and is slung over the
shoulder by means of a strap.
haust1

,
n. Same as hoast. [Scotch.]

haust'2t (hast), . [< L. haustus, a draught,
drinking, swallow, < haurire, pp. hauatus, draw
(water,etc.): see haurient, exhaust.] Adraught;
as much as a man can swallow.

haustella, . Plural of haustellum.
Haustellata (has-te-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of NL. haustella tus : see haustellate.] 1.
Haustellate or suctorial insects; a subclass or

superorder of Insecta, containing those which
suck instead of bite, having a haustellum of
some form instead of manducatory mandibles
or biting-jaws: opposed to Mandibulata. The
Haustellata include the orders Lepidoptera, THptera, and
Heniiptera, or butterflies and moths, flies proper, and
bugs. Clairrille, and others. See haustellum.

2. A suborder of Anoplwa, including haustel-
late or true lice. 3. A division of Diptera.
4. A subclass of Crustacea, including haustel-

late, suctorial, or siphonostomous forms, as
fish-lice. Also called Suctoria and Epizoa.
haustellate (has'te-lat), a. and . [< NL. haus-

tellatus, < haustellum, q. v.] I. a. 1. Fitted for

sucking ;
suctorial

; siphonostomous, as an in-
sect or a crustacean, or the mouth-parts of such
creatures.

That which prevails among the . . . Butterfly-tribe . . .

is termed the haustellate mouth.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 630.

2. Provided with a haustellum or suctorial pro-
boscis

;
of or pertaining to the Haustellata.

Speculations . . . with reference to the mutual rela-
tions of flowers and haustellate insects.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. 364.

II. w. One. of the Haustellata.

haustellous (has-tel'us), a. Same as haustel-
late.

haustellum (has-tel'um), .; pi. haustella (-a).

[NL., dim. of L. haustrum, a machine for draw-

ing water, < haurire, pp. haustus, draw (water,
etc.): see /iaiw<2.] The sucking-organ of an
insect or a crustacean

;
a suctorial proboscis.

Haustellum of Protofarce Carolina.

a, haustellum coiled in position (eye and right palpus cut away) ; b,
section of base of haustellum, seen from above ; c , section of tip of
haustellum, seen from above; J, haustellum extended, side view.
(a, *, t, enlarged; rf, one half natural size.)
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Haustella present many modifications; the proboscis of hautboyist (ho'boi-ist), n.

the house-fiy, the sting of the mosquito, and the
snout^of game as oboixt.

[< hautboy + -ist.] tirely replacing any essential ingredient of the

rock. The lava most commonly designated by the name
LIIC iiuusc-n v, i(iiG ovuig r/ vuv **<*- -

nil'll l< <i^ ""'"' i II i, it* -\/i * \r, 1 1 ,, *

the bedbug are familiar examples. The most highly de- , , * hardp (hot'de-bard) n. TF.! Inhorse- hauynophyre is a nepheline-basalt from ilonte Vultu

veloned luVustellum is the antliaof lepidopterous insects,
&aute -a ??;?A, . 'X'

'

1 >t,' , Melft near Naples. The phouolitic lavas of the Elfel are
veloped haustellum is the antliaof lepidopteroi

as butterflies and moths, where it becomes a very long,

spirally coiled, tubular organ or spirignath. The sucto-

rial or siphonostomous crustaceans present another mod-

ification of mouth-parts to the same end. Also haustel- ^'burs or leg-shields of the saddle.

hStorium (has,t6'ri-urnV,; ^. haustoria hauteint, hautamt, a. [ME, also.;f ^,

Jlelfi near" Naples. The phouolitic lavas of the Eifel are

a,so remal .kabfe for the amount of haiiyne and other re-

atea minerals which they contain.

(-a). [NL., < L. haustor, a drawer, < haurirc,

pp. haustus, draw : see

haustf.] 1. One of the

small roots or suckers of

parasitic plants, which at-

tach themselves to and

penetrate the host plant,
and establish a direct con-

portion of the Mycelium of

nectlOn With itS Sap, UpOn Grape-mildew (Peronospora

which the parasite wholly ^f^'fT?, t&
Or partly Subsists. 2. which have penetrated into

pi. In fungi, specialized JSfied."1 Aft
t

er
S

Far'S.v.

1

j
ma

branches or organs of

mycelia, serving either as a means of attach-

ment or to bring the fungus into organic con-

nection with its host.

hausturet (has'tur), n. [< L. as if "haustura,
< haurire, pp. haustus, draw: see hausft.} A
draught.

armor, a poitrinal made large and surrounding
the fore part of the horse's body, having wings _
which protect the legs of the rider and replace Havana (ha -van' a), n. [Short for Havana

cigar: Havana, formerly written in E. books

Havannah, Sp. Habana (formerly spelled Ha-

vana), the capital of Cuba. Its full name is

San Cristobal de la Habana, i. e., St. Christopher
of the Haven (ML. havana, accom. of Teut.

haven): see haven.'] A kind of cigar: so called

from Havana, the capital of Cuba, where cigars
are extensively manufactured.
Havana cigars are such only as are made in the island ;

and the cigars made in Europe and elsewhere from genu-
ine Cuban tobacco are classed as Havana*.

Encye. Brit., XXIII. 426.

Havana brown. See brown.

havance, n. [< have + -ance. Cf. havior, be-

havior.] Behavior; good behavior; manners.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
Havanese (hav-a-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<

Havana + -ese: see Havana.} I. a. Of or be-

longing to the city of Havana in Cuba.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or an inhabitant

of Havana ; the people of Havana.

hawtayne, howteyne, etc., < OF. hautein, hau-

tain, high, etc.: see hauty, haughty."] 1. High;

lofty; of lofty flight.
Ne gentil hawteyn faukone heroneer.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1120.

2. High of voice ;
loud.

Prestly than putte him out in peril of dethe,

Bi-fore tho herty houndes hauteyn of cryes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2187.

In chirches whan I preche,
I peyne me to han an hauteyn speche,
And ringe it outi as round as goth a bell.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 44.

3. Haughty; proud.
I was so hawtayne of herte, whilles I at home lengede,

I helde nane my hippe heghte, undire hevene ryche.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2613.

The erle's sonues wer hauteyn, did many folie dede.

Robert of Brunne, p. 219.

Some tyme detraccioun makith an hawteyn man be the

more humble.. D_.. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.
jjave (hav), v.; pret. and pp. had, ppr. having;

It is just matter of lamentation when souls . . . fall to hauteinlyt, hautainlyt, adv. [ME., < hautein ind. pres. 1 have, 2 hast, 3 has, pi. have. [Also
* " "

1. In a high or shrill voice; loudly; dial, contr. ha, ha', Sc. hae; < ME. haven, inf.

prop, habben (pres. ind. 1 have, habbe, 2 havest,

hafest, hast, has, 3 haveth, hafeth, hath, also

haves, habbes, has, pi. haveth, habbeth, hare, han ;

pret. hadde, hafde, havede, etc., pp. had, haved,

heved, i-haved, i-heved), < AS. habban (pres. ind.

1 luebbe, also (ONorth.) hafa, hafo, hafu, 2 haf-

such apostacy as with Demas to embrace the dunghill of

this world, and with an hausture to lick up the mud of

corruption. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 199.

haustus (has'tus), n.
; pi. haustus. [L., a

draught: see liausft."] 1. In med., a draught;
a potion. 2. In civil law, the right of drawing

water, and of access to the place of drawing.

+
-?y2.]

shrilly.
When better remembred hys diffaute, lo !

With shill voce cried that time hautaynly,

"Alas, caitife !" saide, "don haste folily."

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3317

2. Proudly; haughtily.VTevuv*) uiuu v- mvviw v*. -^^ ^-,~ ..___. _ ^ , ,-, v ^ j^ /((^yyp OiloU V \S* Ul Uli. ) **/**) ""./ J ""at W
hautH (hat), a. [Early mod. E. also hault (with haute-lisse (hot-les ),a. [P., high warp,<ftate, agf ; ., 3 hafat], h(efth, pret. luefde, rarely
silent I), and still more erroneously haught fern, of haut, high, + lisse, warp: see haut1 and .>. '-- '.~a - ...,...** ,.^.^

(q. v. ) ;
< ME. *haut, < OF. haut, halt, later hault, lisse, and cf . basse-lisse.} In tapestry-weaving,

prop, and orig. without the aspirate, alt, F. wrought with the warp in a perpendicular posi-

haut, = Sp. Pg. It. alto, high, < L. altus, high, tion: distinguished from basse-lisse.

deep, lit. grown, increased (= Gothic alths = hautepacet, n. [Also written halpace, appar.

OHG. MHG. G. alt = AS. eald, E. old, q. v.), accom. to hall; < OF. haut, high, + pas, a step,

(later)";o;(7de, pi. hasfdon, pp. geha-fd, h(efed)

= OS. hebbian = OFries. hebba, habba = D. heb-

ben = MLG. hebben = OHG. haben, MHG. G.

habeit = Icel. hafa = Sw. hafva = Dan. have =
Goth, haban (pret. habaida, stem habai-), have,

hold; Teut. stem "habai- = L. habe-re ( > It. mere
= Pg. haver = Sp. haber = Pr. aver = F. avoir),

have. The remarkable agreement of the Teut.

and L. forms in respect to their consonants,
which throws doubt upon their etymological

identity, is explained by referring them to a

common root "khabh (cf. L. hie, this, he, of com-
mon origin with E. he1

,
here1 , etc.). The L. ca-

pere, sometimes equated with E. have, is rather

= E. heave (see capable and heave). Hence, in

comp., behave, etc., and, from the L. habere, E.

habit, etc.] I. trans. 1. To hold, own, or pos-
sess as an appurtenance, property, attribute,

or quality ;
hold in possession : as, to have and

to hold.

The folk of that Contree han a dyvers Lawe.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 164.

Unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall

have abundance. Mat. xxv. 29.

I M. take thee N. to my wedded wife, to have and to

hold from this day forward.
Boo* of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

2. To hold by accepting, receiving, obtaining,

gaining, or acquiring in any way; become pos-
sessed of or endowed with; be in receipt of;

get: as, he 7ms high wages; they have had ten

children.

By his first [wife] had he Suane. Robert of Brunne.

Zee schulle undirstonde that cure Lady hadde Child

whan sche was 15 Zeere old. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 113.

Wilt thou have me [as a husband] 1 Shale., Hen. V., v. 2.

I shall but languish for the want of that,

The hating which would kill me.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ill. 1.

If these trifles were rated only by art and artfulness, we
should have them much cheaper. Collier.

'Tis only God may be had for the asking.
Lowell, Sir Lannfal.

3. To contain or comprise as an adjunct or
~

-^ i"ft** v~^ .v j, .
,

.. , j component part : as, the work has an index; his

high, + bois, wood: see haut1 and
Epiiepsy . wit L* a spice of malice.

. 1. A wind-instrument of wood, sound-
Hautvillers(F.pron.6-ve-lya'), n. Awinepro-

ed through a double reed: in recent use more <juced at Hautvillers in Champagne, France:

one of the best of the still Champagne wines,

hautyt, a - The earlier form of haughty.

(ha'win), n. [< Hauy (the French ruin-

It. J. Hauy, 1743-4822) + -*ne2.] A
sually occurring in rounded crystal-

s, rarely in distinct isometric crystals.
Its co'lor is blue of various shades. It is found embedded

orig. pp. of alere, nourish: see alt, alto', alti- pace.] A raised floor in a bay-window. Hall

tuSe. aliment, all.'} 1. High; lofty; elevated. Hen. VIII., f. 65. (Halliwell.)

2. High in sound; shrill. Bailey. 3. Proud; haute-piece (hot'pes), n. [F. /MTOte-pto, nigh

haughty. piece,< haute, fern, of haut, high, + piece, piece.]

She began to look very hault and stout, having all man- In armor, the large beaver, mentonnitee, or buff

ner of jewels or rich apparel that might be gotten with that is, any face-protector fixed to the breast-

money. Bauees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. x., note.
plate or gorget.
hautesset, n. [ME., also hawtesse, < OF. hau-

tesse, autesse, altesse, highness; < haut, high:
see haut1

, haught.} Haughtiness.
Morgne the goddes,
Therfore hit is hir name ;

Weldez non so hyje hawtesse,
That ho ne con make ful tame.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2454.

hauteur (ho-ter'), n. [F., < haut, high, proud,

haughty: see haut1
, haught.} Haughty feeling

or bearing; arrogant manner or spirit.

The ill-judging zeal and hauteur of this king.

Bp. Ellys, On Temporal Liberty (1765), p. 185.

In his several addresses recently delivered in America,
we note most suggestive examples of this parade of parts,

this literary hauteur. New Princeton Rev., V. 361.

Stanihurst, JSneid.1. 193. haut-gOUt (to-gO'), . [Formerly also hault-

gust, hogoe ; < F. haut gout: haut, high; gout,

taste, relish : see haut1 and gouft, gust*.} Any-
thing with a strong relish or a strong scent

; high

Thy father was as brave a Spaniard
As ever spake the haut Castilian tongue.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

O Lord, I hinder my vocation and other men's through

my self-wilfulness and the haut proud stoutness of my
wretched sinful heart.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 260.

A vine from Egypt thou hast brought,
Thy free love made it thine ;

And drov'st out nations, proud and haut,
To plant this lovely vine. Milton, Ps. Ixxx., 1. 35.

haut !
t (hat), v. t. [< ME. hauten; < haut1

, a.}

To make high ;
raise

;
exalt

;
elevate.

He daunted the proude, & hawted the poure.
Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 113.

Chiefe stays vpbearing croches high from the antlier

hauled
On trees stronglye fraying.

haut2
(hat), n. [< Hind, hat, late Skt. hatta, a

market, a fair.] In Bengal, a market.

haut3
(hat), n. [< Hind, hath, the forearm, the

hand.] In Bengal, a measure of length equal
to the distance from the elbow to the tip of the

middle finger ;
a cubit.

hautaint, hautainlyt. See hautein, hauteinly.

hautboy (ho'boi), n. [A partly restored form,
after the F. hautbois, which is also sometimes
used in E., of the earlier hoboy, hoeboy, hobois,

rarely hawboy (= It. oboe, a form now used in

flavor or seasoning.
Sure I am, our palate-people are much pleased there-

with [garlick], as giving a delicious hault-yust to most
meats they eat, as tasted and smelt in their sauce, though
not seen therein. Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall.

To give the Sawce a hogoe, let the dish ... be rubed

with it [garlick].
/. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1653), p. 159.

The French by soups and haut-gouts glory raise,

And their desires all terminate in praise.
W. King, Art of Cookery.E.), < OF. hautbois, hanltbois, F. hautbois, a

hautboy, lit. 'high wood' (referring, in the case haut mal (ho mal). [F., great disease: haut,
high notes), j^g^ (gee haut1

); mal, < L. malum, disease.]of the musical instrument, to its

< haut,

commonly in the Italian form oboe.

Marrying all their [Israelites') voices

To Timbrels Hawboys, and loud Cornets noises.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

Then put they on him a white Turbant ; and so, return-

ing with drums and hoboys, is with great solemnity con-

ducted to the Mosque. Sandys, Travailes, p. 44.

A boxen hautboy, loud and sweet of sound,

^^^SveWithbraZen
|St^als,vi. 1~ *' With ^dUm SUlphate-

2. In bot., a kind of strawberry, Fragaria ela- haiiynophyre (ha-win'o-fir), n. [< hauyne_
tior, growing in Europe at moderate altitudes. Gr. (7rop)c4i'pfof, purple : see porphyry.]

j _u L i ti. c....:. \, nn r_i i ; 1 ;

Every humour hath his adjunct pleasure.
Shak., Sonnets, xci.

Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide,

Look, what a horse should have he did not lack.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 299.

The earth hath bubbles, as the water has,

And these are of them. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

4. To hold for use or disposal, actually or po-

tentially ;
hold the control over or right to : as,

Its color is blue of'various sliailes. it. is lonna emuei *j ~ -- -- -

,
"

tv n j__i
in volcanic rocks, basalt, phonolite, etc., and is a silicate to have the floor (in debate) ;

to have the deal
Also

+
The

(in card-playing) ; to have authority.

Let me have men aboutme that are fat. Shale., J. C., i. 2

They [the people of Brazil] entertaine and welcome

Strangers at first with weeping and deepe sighes, pitying
The 'leaves are rugose and plicate, and the fruit has a name given to various volcanic rocks in which their tedious iourney, and presently dry their eyes, hauing

musky flavor. In France the term iMittbou is also ap- .,
.^p,,.,! haiivne occurs in such auantitv as teares at command. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

plied to the elder, Sambucus nigra. Hautboy d'amour.
See oboe d'amour, under oboe.

the mineral haiiyne occurs in such quantity as

to be conspicuous, although rarely, if ever, en-
teares

Obey them that have the rule over you. Heb. xiii. 17.



have

5. To hold in exercise or consideration ; enter-
tain

;
maintain: as, to have a wish, opinion, or

objection ;
to luire a discussion.

All this processyon and informaclon had, we retourned
vnto ye sayd Hospytall, or lodgynge.

Sir R. Guylfurde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

After long consultation hail, it was finally concluded
and determined amongest theyra. //"//, Hen. 1\., an. 0.

Shortly after a Parliament i- called at London, wherein
the King complains of the great contempt was had of him
by the Barons. Baker, Chronicles, p. 109.

Captain Swan endeavoured to perswade them to have a
little Patience

; yet nothing but an augmentation of their

daily allowance would appease them.
Dampier, Voyages, I. 281.

6. To possess knowledge of; be acquainted
with; take the meaning of : understand.

He hath neither Latin, French, nor Italian.

Shalt., M. of V., 1. 2.

Then begone; be provident;
Send to the judge a secret way you have me?
And let him understand the heart.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iiL 1.

All we have of those places is only their names, with-
out any sufficient distinctions by which to discover their

situation. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 17.

7. To experience; enjoy or suffer; be affected
with: as, to have hospitable entertainment; to
have a headache ; to have one's wish.

As y deserue, so schal y have;
Weel bittirli y schal a-ble.

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 98.

And if I se some ham their most desired sight,
Alas ! thinke I, eche man hath weale, save 1

, most woful

wight. Surrey, Faithful Lover.

He had a fever when he was in Spain. Shalt., J. C., i. 2.

8. To hold in estimation; maintain; regard:
followed by in or a clause.

Of the maidservants which thou hast spoken of, of them
shall I be haA in honour. 2 Sam. vi. 22.

The Lord shall ham them in derision. Ps. ii. 4.

At last I began to consider, that that which is highly
esteemed among men is had in abomination with God.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 141.

They will have it that nature teaches them to love the
whole species. Sicift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 8.

9. To hold in one's power or at a disadvantage.
His spirit must be bow'd; and now we have him,
Have him at that we hop'd for.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 1.

O, I have her ; I have nettled and put her into the right

Temper to be wrought upon. Stcele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

10. To move or remove; cause or compel to

move : often reflexive, with the subject or ob-

ject, or both, unexpressed: as, have it out of

sight. [Archaic in most uses.]
Now telle me how this erthe may be hadde a-wey. And

Merlin seide, "In cartes and on inclines nekkes."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 37.

The gentlemen that were landlords would needs have
away much lands from their tenants.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Ham me away ;
fur I am sore wounded.

2 Chron. xxxv. 23.

The Interpreter took him by the hand, and had him into
a little room. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 103.

I shall be had to a Justice, and put to Bridewell to beat

Hemp. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 2.

11. To hold or acknowledge as a duty or ne-

cessary thing to do
;
be under physical or moral

compulsion, constraint, necessity, or obligation
to do

;
be obliged : followed by an infinitive

with to, with or without a noun or pronoun as

object: as, I have a great deal to do; I hare to

go ;
he luis to refund the money.

We ham to strive with heavy prejudice deeply rooted
in the hearts of men. Hooker.

12. To bring into possession or use; procure;
provide; take.

He was glad to think that it was time to go and lunch
at the club, where he meant to have a lobster salad.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xlviii.

13. To procure or permit to be or to be done
;

cause, let, allow, etc. : as, to have one's horse
shod

;
I will not have such conduct.

I pray thee have me excused. Luke xiv. 18.

But hark you, Kate,
I must not have you henceforth question me
Whither I go, nor reason whereabout.

Shah., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

I'll kiss his foot since you will have it so.

Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 4.

To have a care, to take care ; be on guard ; beware.

But all this while they must have a care of deceiving
themselves, though God did restore them to their own
land with abundance of joy and peace.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. x.

To have as good. Same as to have as lief, but often im-
plying a preference. See to have liefer. [Colloq.]

You had as good make a point of first giving way your-
self. Goldimith.

2740

To have as lief, to hold, regard, or consider as equally
good : implying an objection to one course without ex-

pressing a preference for the other : chiefly with the pret-
erit had, as in to ham liefer and in the later equivalent
phrase to have as good. See to have liefer.

Here wonieth an old rebekke
That hatlde almost an lii'f to lese hire nekke
As for to geve a peny of hire good.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. -J70.

If you mouth it, as many of your players do, I had an

lief the town-crier spoke my lines. Shalt., Hamlet, iii. 2.

TO have better (or best), to hold, regard, or consider as
better or more expedient (or best or most expedient): fol-

lowed by an infinitive with or (as now usually) without
/". or used absolutely (the alternative being implied in
the context): a phrase arising from the idiom explained
in to have liefer, to have rather. The form with the super-
lative is less common. See to have liefer.

You had better leave your folly. Marlowe.

You had best to use your sword better, lest I beswinge
you. Greene, Orlando Furioso, p. 110 (ed. Dyce, 1883).

He ft">i better to doe so ten times than suffer her to love
the well-nos'd poet, Ovid.

B. Jonson, Poetaster (fol. 1016 a), iv. 7.

[Modern editions omit to in this passage.]

And he that would cool and refresh himself had better

goe up to the top of the next Hill then remove into a far
more Northern country.

K. Broun, Brief Account of some Travels (1673).

To have It out, to come to a final understanding or set-

tlement by discussion or personal encounter.

"I never in my life seed a quire go into a study to have
it out about the playing and singing," pleaded Leaf.

T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, iv.

To have liefer or llever. to hold, regard, or consider
as preferable ; prefer : an idiom appearing also in the

positive form to have as lief (which seeX and in the simi-
lar phrases of later origin to have rather, to have better,
etc. : followed by an infinitive with or (as now usually)
without t", and often, now usually, with the preterit had,
which is properly the subjunctive or optative preterit
with indefinite present force : / had liefer, I should hold
or regard it as preferable, etc. See lief.

But natheless yet have I levere to lese

My lif than of my body have a shame.
Chaucer, Franklin s Tale, 1. 632.

Yet have I levere maken hym goode chere
In honour, than myn ernes lyf to lese.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 471.

Levere ich hadde to dyen on a knyf
Than thee offende, trewe, deere wyf.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 919.

Far liever by his dear hand had I die.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The phrase was also used impersonally, a dative taking
the place of the nominative of the person :

Him had lever [var. him were lever] than all the world a

lond,
So hunted him the tempest to and fro.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2413.

To have on, to wear
;
be clothed with.

Styf botes our kynge had on.

Lytell Gene of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, VII. 77).

He saw there a man which had not on a wedding gar-
ment. Mat. xxii. 11.

Many a rustic Venus . . . wondered what Mary would
have on when she was married.

H. B. Stom, Minister's Wooing, xxix.

To have one's eye on, to have in mind.

I am very well satisfied the poet must have had his eye
on the figure of this bird in ancient sculpture and paint-
ing, as indeed it was impossible to take it from the life.

Addiion, Ancient Medals, ii.

To have rather, to hold, regard, or consider as prefer-
able : a phrase equivalent to, and used like, to have liefer,
and of much later origin, not being found, apparently, be-
fore the sixteenth century : followed by an infinitive with
or (as now usually) without (o, and now only with the pret-
erit had. See to have liefer.

Poesie, which like Venus (but to better purpose), hath
rather be troubled in the net with Mars, than enjoy the
homelie quiet of Vvlcan.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 61.

I had rather to be married to a death's head with a bone
in his mouth than to either of these. Shak., M. of V., i. 2.

I had much rather have my body hackt with wounds
Than t' have a hangman fillip me.
Dekker, Match me in London (Works, ed. 1873, IV. 106).

I had much rather be myself the slave,
And wear the bonds, than fasten them on him.

Cowper, Task, ii. 35.

This phrase, like the antecedent phrase to have liefer, was
also sometimes used impersonally, with a dative instead
of a nominative of the person.

Me rather had my heart might feel your love,
Than my unpleas'd eye see your courtesy.

Shale., Rich. II., ill. 3.

To have to do with. See doi, c.=Syn. 1. Hold, Own,
etc. See possess.

II. in trans. To be: used indefinitely in cer-

tain idiomatic expressions and phrases, men-
tioned below Had like, was likely ; came near ; was
on the point : followed by an infinitive.

Where they should have made head with the whole army
upon the Parthians, they sent him aid by small compa-
nies ; and when they were slain, they sent him others also.

So that by their beastliness and lack of consideration they
had like to have made all the army fly.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 769.

haven
Have after! t follow ! let us pursue !

Hor. He waxes desperate with imagination.
Mar. Let's follow ; 'tis not fit thus to obey him.
Hor. Have after: To what issue will this come?

Khak., llumlet, i. 4.

Have at, here's a blow for ; here's a challenge for.

He that will caper with me for a thousand marks, let

him lend me the money, and have at him.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

If you will needs fight, gentlemen,
And think to raise new riches by your valours,
Have at ye'. I have little else to do now.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 3.

Have at allt, a desperate risk : a phrase taken from the

practice of gamblers, Nares.

Her dearest knight, whom she sovjust may call,
What with his debts, and what with have at all,

Lay hidden like a savage in his den,
For feare of bayliffes, sergeants, marshals men.

Good Sewes and Bad Sewes (1622).

Have done. See dot, D. Have with you, I will go
along with you.

Stan. What, shall we toward the Tower? the day is spent.
//'*'. Come, come, have with you. Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2.

Charles S. Stay, Careless, we want you : egad, you shall

be auctioneer ; so come along with us.

Careless. Oh, have with you, if that's the case.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, Hi. 3.

To have done with. See dot, v . I._TO have toward
Onet, to pledge one in drinking.

Str. Here's to thee, Leocrates.
Leoc. Have towards thee, Philotas.

Phil. To thee, Archippus.
W. Cartwright, Koyal Slave (1651).

III. aux. An auxiliary forming, with the past
participle of the principal verb, the compound
tenses of verbs (including have), both transitive
and intransitive, sometimes with another auxil-

iary: as, I have or And done it; he mil have de-

parted by that time
; you should not have gone.

In such cases the word have originally had its proper mean-
ing as a transitive verb, and was so used at first only with
another transitive verb, as denoting the possession of the

object in the state indicated by the past participle of the
latter verb ; thus, / have received a letter means literally I

possess a letter received. The construction was afterward
extended to cases in which the possessor of the object and
the performer of the action are not necessarily the same,
as in / have written a letter, and to intransitive verbs. In
the same way the Latin hakere, to have, has come to be
used as an auxiliary or merely a formative element in the

conjugation of the verb in the Romance languages.

havekt, . A Middle English form of liawk^.

haveld (ha'veld), n. [= ODan. havelde= Norw.
haretla, a sea-duck: see Harelda.~\ The Ice-

landic name of the long-tailed duck. See Ha-
relda.

havelesst (hav'les), a. [ME. haveles, contr. of

havenles, poor, < AS. hafenleds, lia-fenleds ( OD.
haveloos = G. habelos, hablos), poor, destitute,
< hafen (= Icel. hiifn), having, property, + -leas,

-less.] Having little or nothing; destitute.

And eke he set an ordinaunce
Upon a lawe of Moyses,
That though a man be haueles,
Yet shall he not by theft stele.

Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

Now god defende but he be haueles
Of alle worship or good that may befalle,
That to the werste turneth by his leudenesse
A yifte of grace.

Political Poem*, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 74.

havelock (hav'lok), .

[After the British East
Indian general Henry
Harelock (1795-1857).] A
white cap-cover of light
washable material, with
a flap hanging behind to

protect the neck, some-
times worn by soldiers

when exposed to the sun
in hot climates.

haven (ha'vn), n. [<ME.
haven, havene, < late AS.

hatfen (gen. h(efene), haifene (gen. ktefenaii) =
D. haven = MLG. harene, havende, have, LG.
haven = OHG. hafan, havan, haven, MHG. hafen.

htiren, habene, G. hafen = Icel. hofn = Sw. hanni
= Dan. havn (hence, from LG., OF, havene,
hable, havle, F. havre, ML. also havana (see Ha-
vana), accom. habulum), a haven, harbor; allied

to AS. ha>f, earliest form hab, pi. heafu, the sea,
= OFries. kef = MLG. haf, liaff, the sea, LG.
haf, naff, shoal water, tide-flats, = MHG. lin/i

(liab-), also habe, the sea, a bay, harbor, G. IttifT

(after LG. ), a bay, gulf,= Icel. Sw. haf = Dan.

hav, the open sea: see lia<if, Itaff."] 1. A har-

bor; a port; any place which affords good an-

chorage and a safe station for ships, or in

which ships can be sheltered by the land from
wind and sea.

It was wont to ben a gret lie, and a gret Havene. and a

good ; but the See bathe gretly wasted it and over comen
it. Mandeville, Travels, p. 164.

i

Havelock used in the United
States Army.



haven

Joppa is a City of Palestine that was built before the

Flood, and hath belonging to it a Uamn of great Conve-

nlenci. Baker, Chronicles, p. (>:).

And the stately ships go on
To their haven under the hill.

Tennyson, Break, Break, Break.

Hence 2. A shelter; an asylum; a place of

safety.
Where I sought hauen, there found I hap,

From danger unto death. The Loner Discerned.

Carlos, happy in the attachment of a brave and power-

ful people, appeared at length to have reached a hacen of

pernianent security. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.

haven (ha'vn), v. t. [< haven, .] To shelter

as in a haven.

Blissfully havened both from joy and pain. Keats.

havenage (ha'vn-aj), n. [< haven, n., + -age.]

Harbor-dues.
havener! (ha'vn-er), n. [< haven, n., + -er^.J

The overseer of a port ;
a harbor-master.

These earls and dukes appoynted to this end their spe-

cial officers as receyuer, hauener, and customer, etc.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 79.

havenett (ha'vn-et), n. [< haven, n., + -eft.'] A
small haven.

From Langunda to Fischard at the Gwerne mouth foure

miles, and here is a portlet or hauenet also for ships.

Holimhed, Descrip. of Britain, xiv.

haven-master (ha'vn-mas"ter), n. [= D.

havenmeester = Dan. havnemester = Sw. luimn-

mastare.} A harbor-master.

The Haven Matter is an officer appointed under the

charter of James I., by which the admiralty rights were

acquired Ills duty is to superintend the harbour, at-

tend to the mooring of the ships, prevent all annoyances

to the shipping, and see that the bye-laws are observed.

Municipal Corporation Report (1835X p. 2399.

haven-townt, A seaport.

Having now found a haven-town, the soldiers were de-

sirous to take shipping, and change their tedious land-

journeys into an easy navigation.
Raleigh, Hist. World, III. x. 13.

haver1 (hav'er), . [< have + -ri.] 1. One

who has or possesses ;
a possessor. [Rare.]

Valour is the chiefest virtue, and

Most dignifies the haver. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

A princes favour Is a precious thing,

Yet it doth many unto ruine bring ;

Because the havers of it proudly use it,

And (to their owne ambitious ends) abuse it

John Taylor, Works (1630).

We are in thus holding or thus spending ... not only

covetous, but wrongful!, or havers of more than our own,

against the will of the right owners.
Barrow, Works, I. xxxi.

2. In Scots law, the holder of a deed or writing,

who is called upon to produce it judicially, in

modum probationis, or for inspection in the

course of a process.
haver2

(hav'er), )?. [< ME. haver (rare) =
Icel. (mod.) hafr = Sw. liafre = Dan. Havre, all

prob. of LG. origin, < OLG. haboro, havoro,

MLG. haver, LG. hawer = D. harcr = OHG. 7m-

baro, MHG. habere, haber, G. haber (and hafcr,

after LG.), oats. The orig. E. word is oats.}

Oats ;
the oat, Avena sativa. [North. Eng. and

Scotch.]
haver3

(ha'ver), v. i. [Origin uncertain.] To
talk foolishly or at random. Also haiver.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]

He just haver'd on about it to make the mair o' Sir Ar-

thur. Scott, Antiquary, xllv.

haverbread (hav'er-bred), . [< ME. haver-

bred (= D. hacerbrood = G. haferbrod = Dan.

havrebrod = Sw. hafrebrod); < haver? + bread^.}

Bread made of oatmeal. See haver?. [Prov.

Eng.]
She gloried in her skill ... in making Jenny go short

to save to-day's baking of havreljread. Cornhitt Magazine.

havercake (hav'er-kak), n. [< ME. harercake;

< /Mirer2 + cake.] Same as haverbread. Also

avercake.

Tak a hate havyre-cake, and lay it downe, and lay thyne
ere therone als hate als thou thole it, and if ther be schepe
louse or any other qwik thynge in it, it salle sone crepe
owte. MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 283. (HaUiwett.)

haverdepoiset, n. An old form of avoirdupois.

haverel (hav'rel), H. and a. [< fctfWT8 + -el,

equiv. to -er1 .] I. n. One who talks foolishly

or idly; a silly chattering person.
II. a. Silly; half-witted.

Poor hav'rel Will fell aft the drift,

An' wandered thro' the bow-kail.

Burns, Halloween.

Also spelled havrel, haveril.

haverel (hav'rel), v. i.; pret. and pp. havereled

Some of the ne'er-do-weel clerks of the town were seen

guffawing and hacerelliny wi' Jeanie.

Gait, Provost, p. 2/9.

haver-grass (hav'er-gras), n. The wild oat,

ACI-IIH fatua. [Prov. Eng.]
havermeal (hav'er-mel), . [= D. havermeel

= G. hafermehl = Dan. havremel.} Oatmeal.

[Scotch.]
Owhar got ye that haver-meal bannock?

Bonny Dundee.

havers1
(ha'verz), n. pi. [A dial, form of ha-

v lor, behavior. ] Manners; behavior.

havers2 (ha'verz), n. pi. [< haverf, c.l Fool-

ish or idle talk. A.lso haivers. [Scotch.]

Your fable instantlie repeat us,

And dinna deave us wi' your havers.
Rev. J. Nicol, Poems.

haversack (hav'er-sak), n. [Formerly also

havresaek; < F. havresac, < Gt. habersack, hafer-

sack, prop, a sack for oats. < haber, hafer, oats,

+ sack, sack: see haver? and sack1
.] 1. A

sack for oats or oatmeal. [Prov. Eng.] 2.

A bag used for holding the food that a soldier

carries on his person, as one or more days' ra-

tions. It is usually carried by a belt slung over

the shoulder.

A long sword lay by him on the grass, with an havre-

saek, of which he had unloaded his shoulders.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, ii. 8.

3. In artillery, a leather bag used to carry car-

tridges from the ammunition-chest to the piece

in loading.
Haversian (ha-ver'zian), . [< Havers (see

def.) + -tan.] Pertaining to or discovered by

Clopton Havers, a London anatomist (about

1690), who investigated the blood-vascular sys-

tem of bone Haversian canal. See canafl. Ha-
versian folds, fringes of synovial membrane found in

most of the bursal and vaginal as well as in the articu-

lar synovial membranes, described by Clopton Havers as

mucilaginous glands, and as the source of the synovial

secretion. H. Gray. Anat. Haversian or Havers s

glands. See gland. Haversian lamellse. See inmrf-

Frt, Haversian spaces. See Hnversian canal, under

canali.

haverstraw (hav'er-stra), n. [< ME. haver-

straa; < haver? + straw.} The straw of oats.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

Take and make lee of havyre-straa, and wasche the hede

therwith ofte, and sail do hare awaye.
MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 282. (Halliwell.)

haw

haviort, haviourt, [Early mod. K. also

haveoiir; by apheresis from behavior, q. v.]

Same as behavior.

The men of 'haviour and honest citizens walked in the

market place in their long gowns.
North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 129.

Her heavenly haoeour, her princely grace,

Can you well compare? Spenser, Shep. Cal., Apnl.

With the same haviour that your passion bears,

Go on my master's griefs. Shak., T. N., ill. 4.

havoc, havock (hav'ok), . [Early mod. E.

luu-ock, havocke; < ME. havok, harck, havec, <

AS. hafoc, hafuc, a hawk: see /lairfci, of which

havoc is the native (AS.) form, as hawk^ ;s

the Scand. form, haoock, commonly havoc (ME.

havok), remaining only in the deflected use

(def. 2), which arises out of the phrase to

cry havoc, that is, to cry "havoc!" 'to cry

"hawk!"' appar. orig. a cry of encouragement
to a hawk when loosed upon his prey, or a mere

cry of excitement or warning at the beginning
of the sport. Cf. the exclamation ware the

hawk! (Skelton, etc.)] If. An early Middle

English form of hawk\ surviving till later times

in the phrase to cry havoc. 2. General and

relentless destruction.

Gin they had to hurkle down on a heap of haver straw.

Blackwood's Mag., Nov., 1820, p. 146.

havil (hav'il), n. [Origin obscure.] A small

'Ene.1

or litirerelled, ppr. havereling or harerelling. [<

harerel, ,] To talk idly or foolishly,

spelled havrel, hacril. [Scotch.]

Also

1C* J i \"" "/ J
"'

L. O

species of crab. [Eng.]
havildar (hav'il-dar), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hmd.
hawdlddr, < hawdlu, charge, custody, care, +

-ddr, having, possessing, keeper.] The high-

est non-commissioned officer in a native regi-

ment in India
;
a sepoy sergeant. The term is

adopted in the British Indian army for a native

sergeant.
Curreem Musseeh was, I believe, a havildar in the Com-

pany's army, and his sword and sash were still hung up,

with a not unpleasing vanity, over the desk where he now

presided as catechist.
Bu. Ueber. Journey through the Upper Provinces

[of India, i. 149.

havill, . See havil.

having (hav'ing), n. [< ME. havyno; verbal n.

of have. .] 1. The act or state of possessing.

And, having that, do choke their service up
Even with the having. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3.

2. That which is had or owned ; possessions ;

goods ;
estate.

But I pardon you for that
; for, simply, your hairing in

beard is a vouncer brother's revenue.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

Conversation is our account of ourselves. All we have,

all we can, all we know, is brought into play, and as the

reproduction, in finer form, of all our havings.
Emerson, Woman.

3 (ha'ving). Behavior; conduct; especially,

good behavior; good manners; good breed-

ing: now usually in the plural. [Scotch.]

My poor toop-lamb, my son and heir,

Oh, bid him breed him up wi' care ;

An' if he live to be a beast,
To pit some havins in his breast !

Burns, Death of Poor Mailie.

She is may be four or five years younger than the like o'

me bye and attour her gentle havings.
Scott, Eedgauntlet, letter xn.

having (hav'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of have, v.} Cov-

etous ; grasping. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The apostles that wanted money are not so havinfl:

Judas hath the bag, and yet he must have more, or he will

filch it. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 249.

Martha, more lax on the subject of primogeniture, was

sorry to think that Jane was so having.
George Eliot, Mlddlemarch, xxxv.

To geue skope to all raskall and forlorne persones to

make general! hauock and spoyle of your goodes.
Grafton, Queen Mary, an. 1.

And neuer yet did Insurrection want
Such water-colours, to impaint his cause :

Nor moody Beggars, staruing for a time,

Of pell-mell hauocke and confusion.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1 (folio 1623).

Ye gods ! What havock does ambition make

Among your works! Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

To cry havoc or havock. (at) See the etymology. (&)

To shout for the beginning or the continuation of a work

of indiscriminate destruction or rapine.

And Caesar's spirit, ranging for revenge,
With AW by his side, come hot from hell,

Shall in these confines, with a monarch's voice,

Cry Havock, and let slip the dogs of war.

havoc, havock (hav'ok), v. t.; pret, and pp. hao-

ocked, ppr. havocking. [< havoc, havock, ., 2.]

To work general destruction upon ;
devastate ;

destroy; lay waste.

Whatsoever they leave unspent, the soldiour, when he

cometh there, he havocketh and spoyleth likewise.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The Weazell, . . .

Playing the Mouse in absence of the Cat,

To tame and hauocke more than she can eate.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2 (folio 1623).

To waste and havoc yonder world.

Milton, P. L., x. 617.

havoirt, havoiirt, " Middle English forms of

aver?.
Havoire withoute possessioun.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4720.

havrel (hav'rel), ., a., and v. See haverel.

havril (hav'ril), v. i. See haverel.

haw1
(ha), . [< ME. Jiaice, earlier hage, < AS.

haga, an inclosure, a yard, small field, = MD.

hage, haeghe, a hedge, an inclosure, D. haag, a

hedge ( > F. haie, a hedge) (cf . den Haag, J Hage,
in full tP Gravenhage, in E. called The Hague,
in F. La Haye, lit. the grave's or count's gar-

den: see grave^); = Icel. hagi = Sw. hage, a

hedged field, a pasture, = ODan. hage, a hedged

field, a pasture, Dan. have, a garden ;
also with-

out suffix, OHG. hag, hoc, an inclosure, MHG.
hac, a thorn-bush, bush, hedge, inclosure, park.

G. hag, a bush, hedge, coppice, grove, wood,

fence, inclosure, = ODan. hag, a hedge ;
whence

OHG. hagan, a bush, hedge, MHG. hagen, and

contr. 7mm, G. hain, a grove, wood. Cf . L. cin-

gere, gird (> E. ceint, cincture, surcingle, etc.),

coxa, thigh, hip ;
Skt. katikana, a ring-shaped

ornament, bracelet, kaTcsha, region of the girth,

girdle, cincture, a circular wall, inclosed court.

Closely connected with AS. haga, E. hatc\ are

E. dial, hag?, a haw, hedge, AS. hege, E. hay,
a hedge, and AS.*hecg, E. hedge: see hag?, hay'

2
,

andhedge, also hag1 , haw?, and haitf/h.] 1. An
inclosed piece of land; a hedged inclosure; a

small field; a yard.
Ther was a polcat in his hawe,

That, as he seyde, his capouns hadde yslawe.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 393.

St. Mary Bothaw hath the addition of Boathhaw, or

Boathaw, of neare adjoining to an haw or yarde, wherein

of old time boates were made. Stowe, London, p. 181.

Specifically 2. A churchyard. Chaucer. 3.

A green plot in a valley. Halliwell.

To the highlands I was Down,
To view the haws of Cromdale.

The Haws of Cromdale (Child's Ballads, VII. 235).

haw2
(ha), n. [< ME. hawe, < AS. haga, only in

pi. iKKjan, haws, also appar. as a synonym for



haw

things of no value ; equiv. to hawbcrri/ or haie-

thorn-berry (cf. MD. haeghbesie) ;
no AS. *ha?g-

berie occurs. See haw1
.] 1. The fruit of the

hawthorn, Crata-giis Oxyacantha.
In somer he lyveth by haitn/s,
That on hauthorne growth by schawys.

Sir Orpheo (Ritson's Metr. Rom., II.).

2. The fruit of any of the species of Cratcegus.
A lane noted for wild roses in summer, for nuts and

blackberries in autumn, and even now possessing a few
coral treasures in hips and haws.

Charlotte JSronte, Jane Eyre, xii.

3. The plant which bears such fruit: usually
with some qualifying word denoting, for the
most part, the character of the fruit. Thus, in

America, the apple-haw is Cratcrgus cestivalis; the hogs-
haw, C.brachyacantha; the parsley-haw, C.apiifolia; the

pear-haw, C. tomentosa; the red or scarlet haw, C. coc-

cinea ; the summer haw or yellow haw, C. flava, etc.

4. The Viburnum prunifolium, the black haw of
the United States. See Viburnum. 5f. Any
berry.
Behold the plants and trees ; they produce flowers,

haws, and fruit. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 357.

6f. Proverbially, a thing of no value.

Al nas [ne was, was not] wurth an ham.
ob. of Gloucester, p. 534.

But al for noght ;
I sette noght an hawe

Of his proverbes, ne of his olde sawe.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath s Tale, 1. 669.

haw3
(ha), . [< ME. haw, an excrescence in

the eye; perhaps a particular use of haw%, a

berry.] 1. An excrescence in the eye; spe-
cifically, in farriery, a diseased or disordered
condition of the third eyelid of a horse: gener-
ally in the plural, haws. 2. The third eyelid,
nictitating membrane, or winker of a horse.

haw4
(ha), v. i. [< ME. hawen, found only in

comp. behawen, bihowen, observe, < AS. hdwian

(or hawian f), intr., look, in comp. ge-hawian,
be-hdwiaii, tr., look at, observe.] To look: used

especially in the imperative, haw ! or look haw !

to call attention. [Prov. Eng.]
haw5

(ha), interj. [Appar. orig. the same as

haw*, as used in the imperative to call atten-

tion, but in use a var. of ho, whoa, etc., with a

specialized meaning.] An exclamation used

by a driver to his horses or oxen, to command
them to turn to the left. See haw5

, v.

haw5
(ha), v. [< hawS, interj. Cf. haw*.] I.

intrans. To turn to the left: the opposite of gee :

said of horses and cattle.

II. trans. To turn or cause to come to the
near side : as, to haw oxen.
haw6

t (ha), a. [< ME. hawe, < AS. hcewen, blue.]
Blue; azure.

Thro' and thro' the bonny ship's side,
He saw the green haw sea.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 841).

haw7 (ha), interj. [The same as ha as a hesitat-

ing utterance
;
a drawling syllable, much used

by unfluent speakers, but usually ignored in

writing and print, except in novels, plays, and
other writings aiming at verisimilitude of

speech ;
also written, if written at all, huh, and

without aspiration aw, ah, uh, ur, er, etc.] An
unmeaning syllable marking the pauses of hesi-

tating speech. It takes various vocal forms,
variously indicated in writing. See the ety-
mology.
haw7

(ha), n. [< hawl, interj.'] An intermission
or hesitation of speech marked by the unmean-
ing syllable haw.

For if through any hums and haws
There haps an intervening pause. Congreve.

haw7 (ha), v. i. [< hawl, interj.']
To speak

with hesitation and the interruption of drawling
and unmeaning sounds : as, to hum and haw.
The skill of lying . . . were to be obtained by industry
You must not hum, nor haw, nor blush for 't.

Steele, Lying Lover, 11. 1.

Hawaiian (ha-wi'yan), a. and n. [< Hawaii
(see def.), a native name, + -an.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the island or kingdom of Hawaii or
the Sandwich Islands, a group of islands in the
North Pacific about 2,100 miles west-southwest
of San Francisco.

II. n. 1. A native or citizen of Hawaii.
2. The language of Hawaii.

hawane, . The fruit of the palm Pritchardia
Gaudichaudii.
hawbuck (ha'buk), n. [Appar. < haw1

, hedge,+ buck?.] An unmannerly lout; a clown.
[Prov. Eng.]
Bless my heart ! excuse me, Sir Richard to sit down

and leave you standing ! 'Slife, sir, sorrow is making a
hawbuck of me. Kingsley, Westward Ho, v.

hawcubitet (ha'ku-bit), n. [A slang name,
combining the equiv. mohawk, q. v., with Jaco-

2742

bite, another term exciting public interest at the
time mentioned in the def.] One of a band of

dissolute young men in London who swaggered
about the streets at night during the closing
years of the seventeenth century, insulting pass-
ers, breaking windows, etc.

;
a mohawk.

hawebaket, n. [ME. : see def.] A word of un-
certain meaning, found only in the following
passage. From its apparent form, it is supposed to

signify the baked berry of the hawthorn that is, coarse
fare. It appears in the manuscripts sometimes as one
word, sometimes as two words.

I recche noght a bene,
Though I come after him with hawebake ;

I speke in prose, and lete him rymes make.
Chaucer, 1'rol. to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 95.

hawfinch (ha'finch), n. [< haw1 + finch
1

.'] The
hawthorn-grosbeak, Coccothraustes vulgaris, a
common Eu-
ropean frin-

gilline bird,
about 6
inches long,
with a very
stout, turgid
bill, the ends
of the in-

ner seconda-
ries oblique-
ly curved and
truncated,
and the plu-

.

variegated.
See also cut under Coccothraustes. The name is ex-
tended to sundry related American grosbeaks, as the even-

ing grosbeak, tiesperophona mspertina, the rose-breasted

grosbeak, Zamelodia or Habia fudoviciana, etc.

haw-haw 1
(ha'ha'), interj. [A heavier form of

ha-ha 1
, q. v.] An utterance accompanying

loud, coarse laughter.
haw-haw 1

(ha'ha'), ''' [< haw-haw1
, inter}.]

To laugh loudly and heavily; guffaw.

Hawfinch (Cocfotkrattstcs

I sat down in front of the General, and we haw-haufd,
I tell you, for more than half an hour.

Seba Smith, Major Downing's Letters, p. 189.

haw-haw1
(ha'ha'), . [< haw-haw 1

, interj.] A
guffaw ; loud, coarse laughter.
He laughed not very often, and when he did, with a sud-

den, loud haw-haw, hearty, but somehow joyless, like an
echo from a rock. S. L. Stevenson, PastoraL

haw-haw2 (ha-ha'), . Same as ha-hd*.

hawk1 (hak), n. [< ME. haul; a contraction

(due to Scand. or LG.) of reg. ME. havek, havec,
havok (see havoc, havock), < AS. hafoc, hafuc,

haafoc = OS. habhoc (in comp. proper names) =
Pries, hauk = D. havik = MLG. havek, LG. ha-

wck, hai'k = OHG. habuch, habich, MHG. habich,
habech, hebech, G. habich t = Icel. haukr = Sw.
hok = Dan. hog, a hawk; perhaps, with suffix

as in Goth, ahaks, a dove, OHG. kranuh, G.

kranich, a crane, from the root *7i/of AS. heb-

ban, E. heave, in its early sense of '

take,'
'

seize,'
as in L. capere (cf. L. accipiter, a hawk, usually
derived from capere ; but see accipiter).] 1. A
diurnal bird of prey which does not habitually
feed upon carrion: contrastedwith owl and with
vulture, (a) In a strict technical sense, any species of
the subfamily Accipitrince or either of the genera Accipi-
ter and Astur, having rounded wings which extend, when
folded, about two thirds the length of the tail ; the tail

long and square or little rounded ; the shank compara-
tively long and naked or little feathered ;

and the beak not
toothed. Such are the sparrow-hawk, Accipiter niiut of

Europe, the European goshawk, Astur palutnbarius, and
many others, found in all parts of the world. They are of
medium and small size, the goshawks being among the

largest, and prey for the most part on humble quarry,
which they capture by chasing or raking after it, not

by pouncing upon it. In this sense hawk is contrasted
with falcon, eagle, kite, buzzard, etc. See Accipitrinct',
and cut under Astur. (b) Any diurnal bird of prey of the

family Falconidce, including eagles, buzzards, kites, etc.

(c) Any bird used in falconry : as, a noble or ignoble ha irk.

See/otcon.
He went on haukynge by the ryver syde
And let his haukes flee.

Lytell Geste of Bobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 101).

Between two hawks, which flies the higher pitch ;

Between two dogs, which hath the deeper mouth ; . . .

1 have perhaps some shallow spirit of judgment.
Skak., 1 Hen. VI., it 4.

' ' What colour were his hawks ?
"
she says," What colour were his hounds?

"

Young Johnstone (Child's Ballads, II. 295).

The wild hawk stood with the down on his beak,
And stared, with his foot on the prey.

Tennyson, The Poet's Song.

2. With a specifying term, some bird that
hawks for its prey on the wing. Thus, in the
United States, the goatsuckers of the genus Chordeilen
are commonly called niyht-hateks, The night-jar, Cap-
rimulgus europceus, is locally called dor-, gnat-, moth-,
night-, and screech-hawk; and the swift is sometimes

hawkbill

called hawk-swallow. See cut under goatsucker. Black
hawk, the American rough-legged hawk or black buz-

zard, Archibnteo layoputt nancti-juhannis, in its melanis-
tic phase. See cut under Archibuteo. Hawk's glove.
See glare. Hawk's lure, in her. See lure. IgnoDle
hawks, those hawks which have no tooth and rake after
the quarry. They are Accipitrimi

1
. Make-hawk, a tr;iiri-

ed and steady hawk flown with young birds to teach them
to take the quarry. Noble hawks, those hawks which
have a toothed beak and plunge down upon or stoop to the

quarry, as any falcon ; the Falaminir. Passage hawk,
a hawk captured when on its migration. See peregrine.
Red hawk, in falconry, a hawk of the first year, in its

young plumage. Sharp-shinned hawk, the Ameri-
can Accipiter fuscus, a small true hawk with extremely
slender shanks, corresponding to that which is called

sparrow-hawk in England. [U. S.] TO know a hawk
from a hand-Saw. See Iiaml-xaii'. (See also fish-hawk,
hen-hawk, inarxh-haiftt, fiytnin-hinri,; xin<jitifi-hau'k, spar-
row-hawk, squirrel-hawk.) = Syn. Hmrk, Falcon. Haick
is the most general and indefinite name of a bird of prey.
It seems to have at first distinguished the birds so desig-
nated from carrion-feeding kinds and from those that prey
by night (vultures and owl*), and then to have been applied
to those which could be trained that is, used in the sport
of hawking or falconry. Its nearest synonym is falcon ;

and since all hawks were formerly placed in one genus,
Falco, hawk and falcon became interchangeable book-
names for most members of the family Falconidce. But,
again, the hawks used in falconry were of two series, re-

spectively designated noble and ignoble, corresponding to

two technical subfamilies of Falconidce. The name/afcon
became, therefore, technically restricted to the former of

these series, the subfamily Falconinct, while hawk was
coinctdently applied to the other, Accipitrince, alone.

hawk1 (hak), v. i. [< hawk1
, n.] 1. To hunt

birds or small animals by means of hawks or
falcons trained for the purpose ; practise hawk-

ing; engage in falconry.
A little river . . . much frequented by fowle, and rigor-

ously preserved for the Grand Signiors pleasure ; who or-

dinarily hawks thereon. Sandyx, Travailes, p. 29.

An a man have not skill in the hawking and hunting
languages now a dayes, I'll not give a rush for him.

JJ. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

2. To fly in the manner of the hawk; soar;
take prey in the air.

Now liairkg aloft, now skims along the flood.

Dryden.
When the swallows are seen hawking very high, it is a

good indication ;
the insects upon which they feed venture

up there only in the most auspicious weather.
J. Burroughs, The Century, XXV. 675.

To hawk at, to fly at ; attack on the wing.

Lord L. 'Tis my wonder
Two animals should hawk at all discourse thus.

B. Jonson, New Inn, 11. 2.

I had rather see a wren hawk at a fly,

Than this decision.
Fletcher and another, Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3.

hawk2 (hak), v. t. [Due to the older noun,
hawker^, q. v.

; so peddle, from peddler. Cf.

ftwcfc2.] To offer for sale J>y outcry in a street
or other public place, or from door to door;
convey through town or country for sale : as,
to hawk brooms or ballads.

His works were hawked in every street. Sw\ft.

Thou goest still amongst them, seeing if, peradventnre,
thou can'st hawk a volume or two. Lamb, All Fools' Day.

I hear thee not at all, or hoarse
As when a hawker hawks his wares.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

I come not of the race
That hawk their sorrows in the market-place.

Lowell, To my Fire.

hawk3 (hak), v. [Formerly also hauk; imita-

tive, like Dan. harke, Sw. harka, W. hochi, hawk.
Cf. also cough, and words there cited.] I. in-

trans. To make an effort to raise phlegm from
the throat.

Touch. Come, sit, sit, and a song. . . .

1 Page. Shall we clap into 't roundly, without hawking,
or spitting, or saying we are hoarse?

Shak., As you Like it, v. 3.

If he shou'd come before I wou'd have him, I'll come be-

fore him, and cough and hauk soundly, that you may not
be surpriz*d. Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, v. 1.

II. trans. To raise by hawking: as, to hawk

up phlegm.
hawk3 (hak), . [< hawkS, v.] An effort to

raise phlegm from the throat.

hawk* (hak), . [Origin uncertain
; perhaps a

particular use of hawk1
(?).] In building, a small

quadrangular board with a handle underneath,
used by plasterers to hold the mortar.

hawk-bell (hak'bel), n. A small bell made to

be attached to the leg of a hawk : used in fal-

conry. These bells are of the form of a sleigh-

bell, and are fastened on the hawk by the var-

vels or rings.
hawkbill (hak'bil), n. 1. The caret, or hawk-
billed sea-turtle, Eretmochelys imtnicata. It is

from this turtle that tortoise-shell is obtained.
Also called hawk's-bill. See cut under Eretmo-

chelys. 2. A pair of pliers with curved nose,
used to hold pieces in soldering them with a

blowpipe.



hawk-billed

hawk-billed (hak'bild), a. Having a bill or

beak like or likened to a hawk's: as, a Innrl,--

billcd turtle.

hawk-bit (hak'bit), n. A plant of the genus
LeontnilnH, natural order Compositw, related to

the hawkweed and dandelion. The best-known spe-
cies is L. autumnale, called the fall dandelion,which has
become naturalized in the United States from Europe. (See

Leontodon.) The name has also been improperly applied to

the species of Hieracium, in place of hawkweed.

hawk-boy (hak'boi), n. An assistant to a plas-

terer, who supplies him with plaster or mortar,

placing it upon the hawk.

hawk-eagle (h&k'e'gl), n. A bird of the genus
Spizaetus ; one of certain crested hawks. There
are numerous species, the most typical of which are South

American, as S. ornatus, S. bellieosus, etc.

hawkedt (hakt), a. Crooked; curving like a
hawk's bill.

Flat noses seem comely unto the Moor, an aquiline or
hawked one unto the Persians.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

hawker1
(ha'ker), n. [< ME. *hawkere, < AS.

hafecere (once) (= MLG. heveker), a hawker,
falconer, < /to/be, hafec, hawk: see hawk1 and
-er1.] 1. One who hawks, or pursues the sport
of hawking ;

a falconer.

Hankers and hunters, dronkards, . . . having no other

god but their belly. Hannar, tr. of Beza's Sermons, p. 334.

2. [Of. yacht, lit. a chaser, hunter (strictly a

chase, hunt).] A sloop-rigged vessel.

hawker2
(ha'ker), n. [Also dial, liocker; < D.

heuker = G. liocker, liocker, a retailer, = Dan.
lioker. a huckster, chandler, = Sw. hokare, a

chandler, cheesemonger : see further under
huckster.] One who offers goods for sale by out-

cry in the street ; one who travels about selling
small wares; a peddler; a packman.
We must be teased with perpetual hawkers of strange

and wonderful things. Swift, Bickerstaff Papers.

The hau-kerx who cried Tory pamphlets and broadsides

through the streets were at once sent to the House of Cor-
rection. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., ii.

hawker'2 (ha
'

ker), v. t. [< hawker^, .] To
play the hawker; peddle. [Rare.]

But was implacable and awkward
To all that interloped and hawkered.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 620.

hawkey1
(ha'ki), . Same as hockey1 .

hawkey2
(ha'ki), n. Same as hockey

2
.

hawkey3
, hawkie (ha'ki), n. [Sc. (cf. hawkit,

white-faced, as a cow, also stupid) ; origin ob-

scure.] 1. A cow; specifically, a black and
white cow

; more especially, a cow of a dark
color with a white stripe on the face.

The soupe their only hawkie does afford,
That 'yont the hallan snugly chows her cud.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. A stupid fellow ;
a clown.

Hawkeye (hak'I), n. An inhabitant or a na-
tive of the State of Iowa, which is popularly
called the "Hawkeye State": said to be so

called from the name of an Indian chief who
once lived in that region. [Colloq., U. S.]

hawk-eyed (hak'Id), a. Having acute vision,
like that of a hawk

; having bold, piercing eyes.
He entered through a dim door-way, and saw a hawk-

eyed woman, rough-headed and unwashed, cheapening a

hungry girl's last bit of ftnery.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xix.

hawk-fly (hak'fll), n. A dipterous insect of

the family Asilidce; one of numerous hornet-
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peds by means of trained birds of the falcon

kind, generically called hawks; falconry.
Dost thou love haii-kiny! thou hast hawks will soar
Above the morning lark. Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii.

hawking-glove (ha'king-gluv), n. A glove
used in falconry, especially that worn on the
left hand, upon which the hawk is earned, and
which protects the hand from the claws of the
bird.

hawking-polet (ha'king-pol), . A staff used
in falconry.
Now during that ninth yeare . . . these canes prove

so bigge and strong withall that they serve for hawking-
poles, and fowlers pearches. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvl. 36.

hawking-poucht (ha'klng-pouch), re. A bag
or almoner worn by a falconer, or by a man
or woman engaged in the sport of hawking.
They were large enough to serve upon occasion as game-
bags, but much of their space was taken up with little

pockets to contain the bells, jesses, lure, and other requi-
sites for hawking.
hawkish (ha'kish),a. [< hawk1 + -ish1 .'] Per-

taining to or resembling a hawk; rapacious;
fierce.

My learned friends ! most swift and sharp are you ; of

temper most accipitral. hawkish, aquiline.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 245.

She must have been very beautiful as a young girl, but
was now too fierce and hawkish looking.

H. Kingsley, Oeoffry Hamlyn, vi.

hawkit (ha/kit), a. [Sc. : see hawkeyS,] 1.

Having a white face : applied to cattle.

He maid a hundreth nolt [cattle] all hawkit.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22.

2. Foolish; silly.

hawk-moth (hak'mSth), n. A nocturnal lepi-

dopterous or heterocerous insect of the fam-

ily Sphingidw, in a broad sense
;
a sphinx-moth

Hawk-moth (.Sphinx c. a), one half natural size.

or sphinx: so called from the mode of flight,
which is likened to the hovering or "wind-

hovering" of a hawk. The species are numer-

ous, and are referred to several modern fami-
lies andmany genera Death's-head hawk-moth.
See death's-heail. Elephant hawk-moth, a name of the

Metopsilus elpenor. Humming-bird hawk-moth, Ma-
crofftossa stellalarum, one of the most beautiful of the di-

urnal species of hawk-moths, and remarkable for the loud-

ness of the sound which its wings produce. When feed-

ing it inserts its long proboscis into the cups of even the
narrowest tubular flowers. Small elephant hawk-
moth, Metopsilus procellus.

hawk-nosed (hak'nozd), a. Having a nose re-

sembling the beak of a hawk.
hawknut (hak'nut), n. A tuber of an umbel-
liferous plant, Conopodium denudatum (Bunium
flexuosum), a native of western Europe and the
British isles; also, the plant itself. The tubers
are aromatic and sweetish, though somewhat acrid when
raw; when boiled or roasted they become quite palata-
ble, and resemble chestnuts in taste, whence they are
called earth-chestnuts. Several other names are applied
to them, such as earthnut, hognut, pignut, and kippernut.
See Bunium.
hawk-owl (hak'oul), n. 1. The day-owl, Sur-
nia ulula or Ulula funerea : so called from its

diurnal habits and notable rapacity. It is a rather
small owl, without plumicorns, with the facial disk very

Hawle-fly, or Missouri Bee-killer {Proctacanthus milffrtf),
natural size.

flies or robber-flies : so called from their preda-
ceous habits and swiftness of flight. The adults

prey on other insects and are on the whole beneficial, but
some species destroy honey-bees. The larva; live under
ground and are probably phytophagous. Proctacanthus
milberti is the Missouri bee-killer ; it also preys on the

Rocky Mountain locust and the cotton-worm.

hawkie, . See hawkey*.
hawking (ha'kiug), n. [Verbal n. of hawk*, v.~\

The sport of capturing birds and small quadru-
173

Hawk-owl (Surnia ulula}.

hawse

imperfect, the tail long anil frraduated, and the plumage
I throughout. It inhabits the northern parts of

Europe, Asia, and America.

2. The short-eared owl. Strix braehyotus or Asia

aceipitriinis. 3. The harfang or great snowy
owl, Nyctea nivea.

hawk-parrot (hak'par"pt), n. A parrot of the

genus Deroptyus, as I), coronattts or accipitrimis,
the crested hawk-parrot of the Amazon. See
cut under Deropti/nx.
hawk's-beard (haks'berd), . A plant of the

genus Crepis, allied to the hawkweeds and the

dandelion. A few species, as Crepis rubra, are

cultivated. See Crepis.
hawk's-bill (haks'bil), . 1. Same as hawk-

bill, 1. 2. The catch or detent controlling the

striking-movement of a clock.

hawk's-eye (haks'I), n. A kind of plover, (a)
The golden plover. O. Edwards, 1750. (6) The black-
bellied plover. Alex. Wilson.

hawk-swallow (hak'swol"6), n. The common
black swift of Europe, Cypselus apus : so called

from its hawking for insects on the wing. See
cut under Cypselus. [Local, Eng.]
hawkweed (hak'wed), n. [< hawk1 + weed. Cf.

AS. hafoc-wyrt, E. as if *hawkwort, supposed to

be hawkweed.] 1. A plant of the genus Hiera-

cium, natural order Composite, suborder Ligti-

liflora; (Cichoriacea;), or lettuce family, a very
large genus, especially numerous on the con-
tinent of Europe. 2. A species of Senecio,
S. hieracifolivs.' See Senecio.

haWin1 (ham), . Same as halm.

hawm2 (ham), v. i. [E. dial., also written haum;
origin obscure.] To lounge; loiter; loaf.

Guzzlin' an' soakin' an' smoiikin' an' hauiniri about i' the
laanes. Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

hawmedt, ft* [< hawm 1
,
= halm, + -ed"2; so call-

ed in allusion to the frequently crooked stalks

of jointed plants, as the cereals.] Bandy.
Dories.

The Devils of Crowland with their crimp shoulders, side
and gor-bellies, crooked and hawmed legges.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 530.

hawm-leggedt, a. Bandy-legged. Nares.

That is haume-leaaed, legges turned outward, as some
say. that hath a paire of left legges, [L.] valgus.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 286.

hawse1 (haz), . [Earlier spelling liaise : see
halse2 .'] 1. That part of a vessel's bow where
the holes for her cables to pass through are
cut : now used chiefly in phrases describing the
condition of a vessel's chains when she is

moored with both starboard and port anchors
down. Thus, the hawse is dear when both chains lead
direct to their respective anchors ; when the ship brings
a strain on both chains, one on each bow, the hawse is said

to be open, and if the chains are crossed or twisted to-

gether, the hawse is said to befoul.

2. The space between the ship and her an-
chors: as, he was anchored in our hawse; the

brig fell foul of our hawse, etc.

"There are mischief-makers behind." "Ay? just you
tell me who they are ; I'll teach them to come across my
hawse." C. lieade, Love me Little, ix.

"Sail ho 1

"
was cried again, and we made another sail,

broad on our weather bow, and steering athwart our
hawse. It. H. Dana, Jr.

,
Before the Mast, p. 18.

Athwart hawse. See athwart. Cross In the hawse.
See crossi, n. Elbow in the hawse. See etbow.To
freshen the hawse, to veer out or heave in a short

length of cable (a few feet) in order that a new portion
may receive the chafe of the hawse-pipe : an expression
formerly employed when hemp cables were in use. To
moor with an open hawse, to lay out the anchors in a
line at right angles with the prevailing wind.

hawse2
t,

' * [Early mod. E., also written

halse; < OF. liaulser, hausser, raise, heave up,
lift up, advance, earlier OF. haueer, haucier,

hauchier, F. hausser, raise, lift, = Pr. ausar, al-

sar = Sp. alzar, raise, lift, etc. (alzar velas, set

the sails), = It. alzare, raise, lift, etc. (alzare
le vele, set the sails), < L. as if "altiare, < altus,

high : see limit1
, alt, altitude, etc.

;
and cf. hausse.

In the naut. sense (in quot. from Grafton), re-

ferred by some to Icel. halsa (segl), 'clue up' (a

sail) (see halse2 ), but this is a different thing
from 'hoisting' sail, for which the Icel. terms
are vinda. draga, setja upp (segl), etc. Not con-
nected with hoisc or hoist, q. v.] To raise.

Euery thing was hawsed aboue the mesure ; amerceu-
ietes were turned into fines, fines into ransomes.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 62.

He wayed vp his ancors, and halsed vp his sayles.

Orafton, Chron. Rich. III., an. 3.

hawse2
t, [ME.; cf. hawse"2

, r.] Exaltation.
Alwais to labour that iournay,

Puttyng my hole hert, strength, mynde, and thought ay
To your honour, hawse, and encrese also.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 498.

hawse3
(haz), n. A Scotch form of halse1 .



hawse-bag

hawse-bag (haz'bag), n. Naut., a conical can-
vas bag filled with oakum, used in a head sea
to stop the hawse-holes when the cables are
bent. Also called jackass.
hawse-block (haz'blok), n. Same as hawse-

hawse-bolster (haz'bol'ster), . Naut., a
curved oak timber, usually ironed, placed un-
der a hawse-hole as a protection from chafing
by the cable.

hawse-boxt (haz'boks),n. The hawse-hole.
hawse-buckler (haz'buk"ler), . A hinged
shutter, generally of iron, placed on the out-

side of a hawse-hole to close it when the cable
is not bent.

hawse-hole (haz'hol), n. A cylindrical hole in

the bow of a ship through which a cable is

Hawse-hole with Anchor in Place on Vessel-rail.

passed. TO come through the hawse-holes, to com-
mence a seaman's life as a common sailor: used in con-

tradistinction to to come through, the cabin-window that

is, to begin as an officer.

hawse-hook (haz'huk), n. Naut., a breast-hook
which crosses the hawse-timber above the up-
per deck.

hawse-piece (haz'pes), . One of the foremost
timbers of a ship through which a hawse-hole

passes.

hawse-pipe (haz'pip), . An iron pipe fitted

into a hawse-hole to prevent the wood from be-

ing abraded Hawse-pipe bottom, a sea-bottom of

clay or soft rock perforated by worms or other marine
animals. Also called honeycomb bottom.

hawse-plug (hAz'plug), n. A block of wood
driven into a ship's hawse-pipe at sea, to pre-
vent the ingress of water. Also called hawse-
block.

hawser (ha'zer), . [Formerly written halser,

haitlser, halsier (as also halse); < OF. haulse-

ree, < haulser, hausser, raise, lift, the E. hawser

being practically from the corresponding E.
verb hawse1

, q. v. The sense suggests a con-
nection with E. haul, hale 1

;
but this cannot be

made out.] Naut., a cable ; especially, a small

cable, or a large rope in size between a cable
and a tow-line, used in warping, etc.

Within, the waves in softer murmurs glide,
And ships secure without their haters ride.

Pop?, Odyssey, xiii.

The anchor, slipp'd at need
With haulser huge, abates their fearful speed.

Hoole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, xix.

The friction of the hawsers was so great as nearly to
cut through the bittheads, and, ultimately, to set them on
flre. Parry, Admiral Parry, p. 148.

hawser-laid (ha'zer-lad), a. Made of three
small ropes laid up into one, as, formerly, small

running rigging, shrouds, etc., or, now, cables
and tow-lines.

hawse-timber (haz'tim'ber), n. Naut., one of
the upright timbers in the bow, bolted on each
side of the stem, in which the hawse-holes are
cut.

hawse-WOOd (haz'wud), n. Naut., a general
name for the hawse-timbers.

hawsing-iron (ha'zing-I"ern), n. A chisel used
in calking.
hawsing-mallet(ha'zing-mal'

/

et), n. A mallet
or beetle used with chisels, called irons, in calk-

ing.

hawsomt, n. [G. hausen, sturgeon : see hausen.']
A sturgeon.

They say that
the kaivsom fish

in the Danube
has been taken
twenty-one feet
in length.

Pocpdfe, Descrip-
tion of the

[East, II. ii.

[251.

hawthorn
(ha'thorn), n.

[< ME. hawe-
thorn, hag-
thorn, < AS.

Hawthorn (Crafa&ts Oxyacantha).
* 2 - branches with flowers and fruit; a, *,

flower and fruit on larger scale i c, leaf.
fc/>/i p

Itaga-
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thorn (= D. haagdoorn = MHO. hagedorn, G.

hagedorn, hagdorn, hagendorn = Icel. hagthorn
= Sw. Norw. hagtorn), (. AS. haga, E. haw, a

hedged inclosure, + thorn, thorn: see feajc 1 and
thorn. Cf. haythorn. Hence the proper name
Hawthorn, Hawthorne, Hathorn.] A thorny
shrub or small tree, Crata'gus Orynrantha, much
used in hedges. It is found in the wild state through-
out most of Europe, in northern Africa, and western Asia.
It has been introduced into the United .States: a hedge
was planted with it by George Washington at Mount Ver-
non. It has stiff branches bearing strong thorns and deep-
ly lobed or cut leaves. The fruit is the haw. The name
is also applied to the genus Cratayus in general. See

Crat<Kgus. Also hathorn, haythorn, and hedge-thorn.

The hawthorn whitens; and the juicy groves
Put forth their buds. Thomson, Spring, 1. 90.

The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age and whisp'ring lovers made.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 13.

Hawthorn china, a kind of Oriental porcelain usually
classed as Chinese, though asserted by some to be from
Japan. The decoration represents the flowering branches
of a plum-tree without the leaves, reserved in white, the

ground of dark blue being tilled in around it. Haw-
thorn pattern, (a) A common decoration of Bow por-
celain. (6) A decorative pattern used in some Oriental
wares. See Hawthorn china.

hawthorn-grosbeak (ha' thorn -gros'bek), n.

The hawfinch.
hawthorn-tree (ha'th6rn-tre), n. Same as
hawthorn.

It was a maide of my countre,
As she came by a hathorne-tre,
As full of flowers as might be seen,
She merveld to se the tree so grene.
The Hawthorn Tree (Child's Ballads, I. 312).

hay 1
(ha), n. [< ME. hay, hey, heig, hay, also

growing grass, < AS. hig, ONorth. heg, heig,
hoeg, hay, also growing grass, = D. hooi= OHG.
hewL houwe, MHG. hdu,nou, houwe. G. heu (hau,
obs.) = Icel. hey = Sw. Dan. ho, hay, = Goth.

hawi, hay, grass; prob. orig. grass cut or to be

cut, < AS. hedwan, E. hew, etc., cut: see AeiC1 .]
Grass that has been cut; especially, grass cut
and dried for use as fodder.

He smote the stede, and rode in a-monge hem, and made
of hem soche martire that the! lay vpon hepes in the

feilde, as hey in a medowe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ ii. 199.

Make us a bed o* green rushes,
And cover it o'er wi

1

green hay.
Lizzie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 71).

When merry milkmaids click the latch,
And rarely smells the new-mown hay.

Tennyson, The Owl.

Between hay and grass, too late for one thing or
source of supply, and too soon for another. [Colloq,,
U. S.J Camel's hay. Same as camel-grass. Neither
hay nor grass, not exactly one thing or the other. [Col-

loq., U. S.] Tame hay, hay made usually from foreign
grasses, such as timothy, or from other forage-plants, as

clover, lucerne, etc., which have been specially sown in
meadows for the purpose. [Western U. S.] To look
for a needle In a bottle of hay. See bottle^. To make
hay. (a) To cut and cure grass for fodder.

He assisted the farmers occasionally in the lighter labors
of their farms; helped to make hay; mended the fences ;

took the horses to water. Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

(6) To throw things into confusion ; scatter everything
about in disorder.

O, father, how you are making hay of my things !

Miss Edgeworth, Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock, i. 2.

Furniture, crockery, fender, fire-irons lay in one vast

heap of broken confusion in the corner of the room. . . .

The fellows were mad with fighting too. I wish they
hadn't come here and made hay afterwards.

H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, vii.

To make hay while the sun shines, to seize the favor-
able opportunity, as must be done with reference to sun-
shine in hay-making. Wild hay, hay made from the na-
tive or indigenous grasses of any country. [Western U. 8.]

hay1
(ha), v. [< hayi, .] I. trans. 1. To

make hay of
;
convert into hay.

The bunch-grass matures in the field, and is hayed uncut.
Amer. Commonwealths, Oregon, p. 300.

2. To feed with hay ; give hay to.

After some hours the postillion stopped before a house
on the Swedish bank to hay his horses.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 168.

II. intrans. To cut and dry or cure grass for
use as fodder.

hay2
t (ha), n. [< ME. haye, heye, < AS. hege, a

hedge, fence, < haga, a hedge, > E. haw 1
: see

ftaroi and hedge."] 1. A hedge.
As fast I bisiede and wolde fayne
Have passed the hay, if I myght
Have geten ynne. Rom. of the Rose, L 2971.

Thise holtis and thise hayis,
That ban in wynter dede ben and drye,
Revesten hem in greene, when that May is.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 351.

2. A net set round the haunt of an animal.
It were not meet to send a huntsman out
Into the woods with net, with gin or hay.

John Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 164).

haydegye
Subsequently, in 1503, a penalty of the same amount

was imposed upon any person keeping deer hay*, or buck-

stalls, unless he had a park, chase, or forest.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 271.

3. An inclosure; a haw. 4. [Cf. heyrieguy.]
A round country-dance ;

a dance in a ring.

Hayes, jigges, and roundelayes.
Martin's Month's Minde (15S9). (BalliwM.)

With their winding ham,
Active and antic dances, to delight
Your frolic eyes.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, iv. 1.

To dance the hay, to dance in a ring ; hence, to move
about briskly.

Shall we goe daunce the hay?
Never pipe could ever play
Better shepheard's roundelay.

England's Helicon, p. 228. (Halliwell.)

I will play on the tabor to the worthies, and let them
dance the hay. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.

Mary is busied about many things, is dancing the hays
between three houses. Walpole, Letters, II. 122.

hay2
t (ha), v. i. [< hay2, n., 2.] To lay snares

for rabbits.
Prithee, content thyself.

We shall scout here, as though we went A-haying.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, I. 3.

hay3 (ha), interj. Same as hey
1

.

hay4
t (ha). [It. hat, you have it, 2d pers. sing,

pres. ind. of avere, < L. habere, have : see habit,
have. Cf. L. habet, he has it, an exclamation
used when a gladiator was wounded.] In fen-
cing : (a) An exclamation used when one's op-

ponent is hit.

0, it must be done like lightning, hay !

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 5.

(6) A home thrust.

He fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time, distance,
and proportion. ... Ah, the immortal passado ! the punc-
to reversu ! the hay! Shak., R. and .1. . ii. 4.

haya (ha'ya), n. [African.] An arrow-poison
used on the western coast of Africa, it seems to

have a local analgetic effect, somewhat like that of cocaine,
when absorbed from a mucous surface or injected hypo-
dermically. There Is evidence that its action depends at

least in part upon the presence in it of the bark or other

parts of Erythrophloeum Quineense.

hay-asthma (ha'asf'ma), . Same as haij-

fever.
I escaped from the hay-asthma with a visit of one month.

Southey, Letters.

hay-bacillus (ha'ba-siKus), n. Bacillus sub-

tilis: so called because it is abundantly ob-
tained from infusions of hay. See Bacillus, 3.

hay-band (ha'band), . A band with which a
bundle of hay is bound.

hay-bird (ha'berd), n. 1. A small bird, as a
warbler or flycatcher, which uses hay in build-

ing its nest. The name is variously applied, as to the
whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea, the European blackcap, S.

atricapilla, and other species of the same genus in its

most restricted sense ;
to the willow-warbler, Phyllogco-

pus trochilus, the wood-warbler, P. sibUatrix, and chiff-

chaff, P. rufvs; to the spotted flycatcher, Muscicapa gri-

sola, etc. [Eng.]
2. The pectoral sandpiper, or grass-snipe, Trin-

ga maculata. [New Jersey, U. S.]

tiaybote (ha'bot), n. [< hau%, hedge, + bootl,
ME. bate, fine, reparation.] In Eng. law: (a)
A fine for damaging or breaking fences. (6)

Formerly, an allowance of wood to a tenant for

repairing hedges or fences ; hedgebote.
hay-cap (ha'kap), n. A canvas cover or hood
placed over a cock of hay to protect it from
rain.

hay-car (ha'kar), n. On American railroads, a
box-car for carrying baled hay. Car-Builder's

Diet.

hay-cart (ha'kart), n. A hay-wagon or -wain.

We met, however, with great numbers of travellers,

mostly farmers with laden hay-carts.
Ii. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 412.

haycock (ha'kok), . A small conical pile or

heap of hay thrown up in a hay-field while the

hay is being cured or is awaiting removal to a
barn.

If the earlier season lead
To the tann'd haycock in the mead.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 90.

As they rake the green-appearing ground,
And drive the dusky wave along the mead,
The russet hay-cock rises thick behind,
In order gay. Thomson, Summer, 1. 367.

hay-cold (ha'kold), n. Same as hay-fever.

hay-cromet, A hay-rake. Davies.

They fell downe on their mary-bones, and lift up their

hay-cromes unto him.
Sashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 166).

hay-cutter (ha'kuf'er), n. A machine for cut-

ting hay into small pieces for use as food for

cattle.

haydegyet, haydegeet, etc., w. See heyday-
guise.



haydenite

haydenite (ha'dn-It), n. [Named after Dr. H.
H. Hitytlfii (1709-1844), a dentist, who discov-

ered it near Baltimore in Maryland.] A variety
of the zeolite chabazite.

hay-elevator (ha'el"e-va-tor), . A mechani-
cal hay-fork or hay-lifting and -conveying ap-

paratus, used to lift a quantity of hay from a

wagon and place it in a loft.

hayesin (ha'nin), . [Named after A. A. Hayes
(1806-82), an American chemist.] A hydrous
calcium borate related to ulexite.

hay-fever (ha'fe"ver), . A feverish attack,

coming on in the summer, with inflammation of

the mucous membrane of the nose and eyes,
or conjunctivitis, bronchitis, and asthma, and
caused by the pollen of various plants, especial-

ly of the ragweed. Also called summer fever, summer
catarrh, hay-cold, hay-asthma, autumnal catarrh, pollen-

fever, pollen-catarrh, and (early forms) rose-cold and June
cold.

hay-field (ha'feld), n. A field where grass de-

signed to be made into hay is grown; a field

where grass is being made into hay.
There from the sun-hurnt hayfield homeward creeps
The loaded wain. Camper, Task, i. 295.

hay-fork (ha'fork), . A fork used for turning
over hay to dry, or in lifting it, as into a cart,
on to a rick, etc.

hay-hook (ha'huk), n. 1. A hand-tool for pull-

ing hay from the side of a stack or mow. 2.

In her., a rare bearing representing a large
hook with a sort of square socket at the upper
end. The point is sometimes finished with a

head, as of a dog.
having (ha'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hay1

, v.~\ The
process of making hay; the work of cutting,

curing, and storing grass.

hay-jack (ha'jak), . A name of several war-

blers, as of species of Sylvia and Phylloscopus,
which build nests of hay; a hay-bird. [Local,

Bug.]
This style of nest-building [with the sides and bottom

like open basketwork] seems to be common to all the spe-
cies of the genus Sylvia, as now restricted, and in many
districts has obtained for the builders the name of Hay-
Jack, quite without reference to the kind of bird which
puts the nests together. Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 553.

Black-headed hay-jack, Sylvia, atricapilla, the black-

cap.

hay-knife (ha'mf), . A long knife with the
blade set at right angles to the handle, or a

spade-like cutting-tool with a blade, foot-rest,
and curved handle, used to cut hay from the
side of a haystack or haymow.
hay-loader (ha'16"der), n. A device attached
to a hay-rack or hay-wagon, for gathering up
the hay from windrows or from haycocks and
loading it upon the wagon. The most simple form
is a crane fastened to the body of a wagon, and having a

large hay-fork suspended from its arm. A more compli-
cated machine includes a hay-rake trailing behind the

wagon, and an elevator for raising the hay gathered by the
rake and depositing it upon the wagon.

hay-loft (ha'loft), . In a stable or barn, a

storing-place for hay.
hay-maiden, hay-maids (ha'ma"dn, -madz), n.

[In poet, allusion to girls in the hay-field. ] The
ground-ivy, Nepeta Glechoma. [Eng.]
haymaker (ha'ma"ker), n. 1. One who cuts
and dries grass for use as fodder; specifically,
in England, one who follows the mowers and
tosses the grass over to dry it.

The conversation turned commonly on the incidents of
the summer ; how the hay-makers overtook the mowers,
or how the rain kept the labour back.

Hone's Year Book, Oct. 8.

2. An apparatus for drying and curing hay.
It consists of a long inclined shoot, through which fresh-
cut grass is passed by means of a conveyer, and in which
It meets a volume of hot air from a coke-furnace. It re-

sembles the more simple fruit-driers.

3. pi. A kind of country-dance. Also called

haymakers' jig.

hay-market (ha'mar'
!

'ket), n. A place for the
sale of hay.
haymow (ha'mou), . A mow or mass of hay
stored in a barn.

haynselynst, n. pi. See hanselines.

hay-plant (ha 'plant), n. An umbelliferous

plant, Prangos pabularia, which grows in Tibet
and adjacent mountainous countries, and is

there highly valued as a forage-plant, its value
was first made known to Europeans Dy Moorcroft, and at-

tempts have been made to introduce it into Europe, but
generally without success. It has been thought to be the
"Sitphium" mentioned by Arrian in his account of the
wars of Alexander the Great.

hay-press (ha'pres), n. A press for making
loose hay into bales for convenience of storage
and transportation; a baling-press.
hay-rack (ha'rak), . A light framework of
wood placed on an open wagon for the purpose
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of carrying bulky material, such as hay or

straw.

The deputy sheriff and then his prisoner had to climb
over a hayrack and thence down to the ground.

E. Effffleston, The Graysons, xvi.

hay-rake (ha'rak), . 1. A hand-rake used
in raking hay. 2. A machine for raking hay
into windrows

;
a horse-rake,

hayrick (ha'rik), n. A haystack.
The stable, sheds, and other outbuildings, with the hay-

ricks and the pens for such cattle as we bring in during
winter, are near the house.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 665.

hayrift, . See hairif.

hay-scent (ha'sent), n. A fern, Neplirodium ore-

opteris: so called on account of the fragrance
of its fronds. It is common in northern Europe,
and ranges from Norway to Spain. See Ne-

phrodium.
hay-seed (ha'sed), n. 1. Grass-seed. [Col-

loq.] 2. The redseed, brit, etc., upon which
mackerel, menhaden, and other fish largely
feed. [New Eng.] 3. A countryman; a rus-

tic. [Slang, U. 8.]

haysoget, An obsolete variant of haysuck.
hay-spreader (ha'spred"er), n. An apparatus
for spreading out hay to expose it to the sun
and the air.

haystack (ha'stak), n. [= Dan. hostak = Sw.
hdstack.~\ A large stack or pile of hay, made
in the open air as a means of storing or pre-

serving the hay. It is finished above in conical form,
or in the form of a ridged roof, and the sides are generally
made to project somewhat for better protection from rain.

Set fire on barns and haystacks in the night.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 1.

Haystack boiler, an old form of steam-boiler, somewhat
resembling a haystack in form. To look for a needle
In a haystack, to seek for what it is almost impossible
to find.

How in the world will we manage to find you after-

wards? After we get into the thick of the bresh, it'll be
like lookin'for a needle in the biggest sort of a haystack.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 200.

haysuck (ha'suk), n. [E. dial, also hazock, ha-

zeck, hay-jack, isaac, etc. (and haysucker), < ME.
haisugge,heisugge, heysoge,<. AS. hegesugge (men-
tioned once, in a list of birds, next to the wren,
glossed "cicada, vicetula": see below), < liege,
E. hay2 , hedge, -r "sugge, sugga, a certain bird,

glossed "ficetula," "ficitula," i. e., L. ficedula,
the fig-pecker, beccafico, garden-warbler. The

"
with sugan, siican, ,

i hedge-sparrow, Accen-
connection of AS. sugga with sugan, sucan, suck,
is not obvious.] 1. The hedge-sps
tor modularis.

Thou [the cuckoo] mortherere of the heysoge on the

braunche,
That broughte the forth.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 612.

2. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea.

haysucker (ha'suk'er), n. Same as haysuck.
haytt, interj. See hait.

hay-tea (ha'te), n. The juice of hay extracted

by boiling, and used as food for cattle.

hay-tedder (ha
' ted "

er), n. A machine for

scattering hay so as to expose it to the sun

Hay-tedder (an English form).

and air. It consists of a pair of wheels supporting a

reel, which carries bars set with curved tines pointing
outward. The reel is rotated by a pinion connected with
a spur-wheel in the hub of one of the wheels.

haythorn (ha'thorn), . [< AS. htegthorn; same
as hawthorn, which prop, represents ONorth.
hagathorn: see hawthorn."] Same as hawthorn.

Haytian (ha'ti-an), a. and . [< Hayti (see
def.) + -an.} 'I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Hayti or San Domingo, a large island of the
West Indies lying east of Cuba. 2. Pertaining
to the republic of Hayti, comprising the western

part of this island.

H. n. A native or citizen of Hayti.
hay-tit (ha'tit), n. 1. The whitethroat, Sylvia
cinerea : so called from the hay used in its nest.

[Oxfordshire, Eng.] 2. The sedge-warbler,
Acrocephalus phragmitis: so called from the
materials of its nest. [Oxfordshire, Eng.]
haytorite (ha'tor-It), n. [< Haytor (see def.)
+ -ite2 .] A pseudomorphous mineral occurring

hazard

in crystals having the form of datolite but con-

sisting of chalcedony. It is from the Haytor
iron-mines in Devonshire, England.
haywardt (ha'ward), . [Early mod. E. also

heyward; < ME. Iiryward, heyeward, heiward,
also, through OF. influence, haward, < AS. hceig-
weard (rare), for "haigweard, < haga (in comp.
hceg-, of. hawthorn, haythorn), haw, hedge, in-

closure, + weard, keeper. Hence the proper
names Hayward, Heyward, Haward, and also

Howard (ME. Howard, var. of Haward), which
is not, as often said, a contraction of "hogicard
(cf. Hoggart, which represents hogherd, equiv.
to swineherd).] An official whose duty was to

guard the common herd or cattle of a town and
to prevent them from breaking the hedges or

fences of inclosed grounds; in New England,
a similar official whose special duty was to im-

pound strays.
Haue an home and be hayu'arde, and liggen oute a

nyghtes,
And kepe my corn in my croft fro pykers and theeues.

Piers Plowman (C), vL 16.

The meanest sort of men, as shepheards, heywards and
such like. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 20.

The hayuard in England was the watcher of bounds,
but his office in Massachusetts resembled that of the im-

pounder and common driver more than it did that of the

hedge warden of the mother country. E. Channing.
The hay-ward, who watched over the common pasture

when enclosed for grass-growing, was paid by a piece of

cornland at its side. J. R. Green, Couq. of Eng., p. 316.

hayz (ha'iz), . [Ar.] In astrol.
,
an accidental

fortitude, consisting in the situation of a mas-
culine diurnal planet in a masculine sign above
the horizon in the daytime, or of a feminine noc-
turnal planet in a feminine sign below the hori-

zon in the night-time. The planet is properly
said to be in its own hayz or running-place.
hazard (haz'ard), . [Formerly also hasard ;

< ME. hasard, hazard, a game of chance, < OF.

hasard, hazard, a game at dice, the six at dice,

adventure, F. hasard, hazard, = Olt. zara, a

game at dice, also a hazard or a nick at dice,
It. (after F.) azzardo, hazard, risk, danger, <

Sp. azar, an unforeseen disaster, unexpected
accident, an unfortunate card or throw at dice,

hazard, formerly also the ace at dice, = Pg.
azar, ill luck, a cast at dice losing all; orig.
a die, < Ar. al-zar, the die, < al, the, + zar

(in vulgar speech), a die (Devic), < Pers. zar,
die (Zenker). Mahn, in Webster, gives Ar.

sehar, sar, a die, < Sahara, be white, shine (cf.

Ar. sehar, dawn of day?).] 1. The leading
game at dice. The instruments are a box and two
dice. The players are a caster and any number of setters.

The setter stakes his money upon the table ; the caster

accepts the bet if he chooses, and must cover the setter's

money if required. The setter can bar any throw. The
caster first calls a main that is, he calls any of the
numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. He then throws his chance. If

this is 2, 3, li, or 12, it is called crabs and he loses, unless
the main were 7 and he throws 11, or the main were 6 or

8 and he throws 12. In these cases, and also if he throws
the main, his throw is called nick, and he wins. If he
throws neither crabs nor nick, he must continue to throw
until he again throws the main or his chance ; if he throws
the former first, the setter wins, if the latter the caster

wins. Owing to the complicated chances, a good player
at hazard has a great advantage over a novice.

In Flaundres whylom was a companye
Of yonge folk that haunteden folye,
As ryot, hasard, stewes and tavernes.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 3.

Early at business, and at hazard late ;

Mad at a fox-chase, wise at a debate.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 73.

2. A fortuitous event
; chance; accident.

I will stand the hazard of the die.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 4.

Fortune
(The blind foe to all beauty that is good)
Bandied you from one hazard to another.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, v. 1.

Two plants taken by hazard were protected under sep-
arate nets. Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 339.

3. Bisk; peril; exposure to danger; liability
to do or to receive harm : as, the hazards of the

sea; he did it at the hazard of his reputation.
But Fame said, take heed how you loose me, for if you

do, you will run a great hazard never to meet me again,
there's no retrieving of me. Howell, Letters, ii. 14.

The tragedies of former times,
Hazards and strange escapes.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viil.

4f. One of the holes in the sides of a billiard-

table. Bailey, 1731. Hence 5. A stroke in bil-

liards : known as losing hazard when the player
pockets his own ball off another, and as winning
hazard when he pockets the object-ball. [Eng.]
The object of the player . . . is to drive one or other of

the balls in one or other of the pockets. . . . [This stroke]
is known as a hazard. Encyc. Brit., III. 675.

6. Something risked or staked.



hazard
I do not doubt . . .

To ... bring your latter hazard back again.
Shalt., SI. of V., i. 1.

7. In tennis and some similar games, that side

of the court into which the ball is served. See
tennis.

Another when at the racket court he had a ball struck
Into his hazard, he would ever and anon cry out, Estes
vous la avec vos ours? Howell, ForraineTravell(1642),8.

When we have match'd our rackets to these balls,
We will in France, by God's grace, play a set

Shall strike his father's crown into the hazard.

Shak., Hen. V., L 2.

Chicken hazard, a game of chance with very
small

stakes. To run the hazard, to do something when the

consequences are not foreseen and not within the powers
of calculation; risk; take the chance. =Syn. Venture,
etc. See risk, n.

hazard (haz'ard), v. [= F. hasarder, venture
;

from the noun.] I, trans. 1. To take the
chance of

;
venture to do, undertake, etc.

A cunning thief . . . would hazard the winning both of

first and last. Shot., Cymbeline, i. 5.

Mr. Darcy would never have hazarded such a proposal,
If he had not been well assured of his cousin's corrobora-
tion. Jane Auaten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 177.

2. To take the risk or danger of; run the risk

of incurring or bringing to pass : as, to hazard
the loss of reputation or of a battle.

Nor is the benefit proposed to be obtained by it in any
manner equal to the evil hazarded. Clarke, Works, 1. 1L

I know that by telling it I hazard a mortal enmity.
Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

3. To imperil; expose to danger or loss: as, to

hazard life for a friend ; to hazard an estate

recklessly.
Who chooseth me must give and hazard all he hath.

SAaJt.,11. of V., it 7.

I hold it better far

To keep the course we run, than, seeking change,
Hazard our lives, our heirs, and the realms.

Webster and Dekker, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 18.

4. To incur the danger involved in
;
venture.

I must hazard the production of the bald fact, . . .

though it should prove an Egyptian skull at our banquet.
Emerson, Friendship.

6. To expose to the risk of; put in danger of:

with to. [Rare.]
He hazards his neck to the halter. Fuller.

= Syn. To jeopard, peril, imperil, endanger. See danger,
and rink, n.

II. intrans. To try the chance; adventure;
run the risk or danger.
Yet you may scape to the camp ; we'll hazard with you.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

Pause a day or two
Before you hazard. Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.

hazardable (haz'ar-da-bl), a. [< hazard +
-able.} 1. Liable to hazard or chance; ex-

posed to danger.
How to keep the corps seven dayes from corruption by

anointing and washing, without exenteration, were an
hazardable peece of art, in our choisest practise.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-Burial, ill.

For Cooper's Dictionary, I will send it you as soon as I

can ; but it is so difficult and hazardable ... as I cannot
tell how to convey that, or anything else to thee.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 410.

2. Capable of being hazarded or risked.

hazarder (haz'ar-der), n. [Early mod. E. also

hasardour; < ME. hasardour, < OF. hasardour,

hasardeor, < hasard, hazard : see hazard, .] A
player at dice or cards ; a gamester.

It is repreve and contrarie of honour
For to ben holde a commune hasardour.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 134.

Trist nout to ys wonder world that lastit bot a wile :

For it is not bot [only] wiles of wo, a hasardour that wil
the [thee] gile.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 234.

hazardizet, [< hazard + -ize, -ise, as in gor-
mandise, n., cowardice, etc.] A hazardous situ-

ation or enterprise ; danger.
Her selfe had ronne into that hazardize.

Spenser, F. Q., n. xii. 18.

hazardous (haz'ar-dus), a. [< OF. hasardeux
= It. azzardoso, Hazardous; as hazard + -mis.]
1 . Full of or exposing to hazard or peril, or dan-

ger of loss or evil
; dangerous ; risky.

I understand you have been in sundry hot and hazard-
ous Encounters, because of those many Scars and Cuts you
wear about you. Homell, Letters, iv. 40.

Perhaps them [Christ] linger'st, in deep thought detain'd
Of the enterprise so hazardous and high.

Milton, P. E., iii. 228.

E'en daylight has its dangers ; and the walk
Through pathless wastes . . .

Is hazardous and bold. Cowper, Task, iv. 575.

2f. Reckless
; daring ;

inclined to run risks.

Lycurgus was in his nature hazardous, and, by the lucky
passing through many dangers, grown confident in him-
self. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.
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Hazardous Insurance, an insurance effected at a high
premium on buildings or goods more than ordinarily lia-

ble to catch fire, as on wooden houses, theaters, oil- or

varnish-works, petroleum, etc. When the risk is con-
sidered to be very great, such insurances are called extra-

hazardous. = Syn. Perilous, unsafe, precarious, uncertain,
bold, daring.

hazardously (haz'iir-dus-li), adv. In a hazard-
ous manner. Bailey, 1727, Supp.
hazardousness (haz'iir-dus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being hazardous. Bailey, 1727.

hazardryt (haz'ard-ri), n. [< ME. hasardrie,

hasardrye, < hasard, a game of chance : see haz-

ard.] 1 . The playing of the game of hazard
;

dicing; gaming.
O glotonie, luxurie and hntnrdri/e.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 435.

Take a Toppe, yif thou wolt pleye.
And not at the hasardrye.

Vernon MS., fol. 310, col. 1.

Some fell to daunce ; some fel to hazardry.
Spenser, F. Q., III. L 67.

2. Rashness; temerity.
Hasty wroth, and heedlesse hazardry,
Doe breede repentaunce late, and lasting infamy.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 18.

hazard-table (haz'ard-ta'bl), . A table at

which games of chance are played, especially
with dice.

haze1
(baz), n. [Formerly also hose; the earli-

est instances (namely, of haze, v., and hazy, a. :

see quot.) are of the latter part of the 17th

century. Origin unknown ;
there is nothing to

connect the word with AS. hasu, haso, gray (ap-

plied to the dove, eagle, wolf, to smoke, to

garments, etc., but not to the weather), = Icel.

/toss, gray (applied to the eagle, wolf, the hair

of the head, etc., but not to the weather).]
The aggregation of a countless multitude of

extremely minute and even ultra-microscopic

particles in the air, individually invisible, but

producing in the aggregate an opaqueness of

the atmosphere. Unlike fog, haze is commonly ob-

served when the lower air is in a state of unusual dryness,
sometimes appearing in horizontal strata at an average al-

titude of about 1,500 feet, and again often diffused through
the air up to a much greater height and having no defi-

nite locus. In the common form that occurs when the

upper air is in a state of incipient cloudiness, the parti-
cles are very minute droplets of water with or without an
admixture of smoke or dust ; in other cases, the particles
consist of organic or inorganic matter carried to high alti-

tudes by convertive and other ascending currents. The
former has been termed water-haze, and usually appears
gray or bluish in reflected light, and yellow, orange, or red
in transmitted light ;

the latter is called dust-haze, and may
be distinguished by its bulf tint. =Syn. Mint, Fog, etc.

See rain, n.

haze 1
(haz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. hazed, ppr. haz-

ing. [< hazel, .] If. To drizzle.

It hazes, it misles, or rains small rain.

Kay, Collection of North. Eng. Words (ed. 1691).

2. To be orjjecome foggy or hazy. [Rare.]
haze2 (haz), v. ; pret. and pp. hazed, ppr. haz-

ing. [Formerly also hase; < OF. hascr, irri-

tate, vex, annoy, insult (Godefroy).] I. trans.

1. To harass with labor ; punish with unneces-

sary work, as a seaman.

Every shifting of the studding-sails was only to haze the
crew. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 50.

2. To play mischievous or abusive tricks on
;

try the pluck or temper of, especially by physi-
cal persecution, as lower-class students in a

college or new-comers in an establishment of

any kind.

'Tis the Sophomores rushing the Freshmen to haze.

Poem before ladma, quoted in College Words, p. 251.

II. intrans. To frolic; lark. [Colloq., U. S.]
Hazin' round with Charity Bunker and the rest of the

gals. Wise, Tales for the Marines.

hazeck (ha'zek), n. Same as haysuck. [Prov.
Eng.]
hazel (ha'zl), n. and a. [Also haste, early mod.
E. hasel, hasil, < ME. hasel, hesil, < AS. hassel = D.

hazel(aar) = OHG. liasala, f., hasal, m., MHG.
G. hasel, f., = Icel. hasl, m., hesli, n., = Sw.

hazelnut

Dan. hassel = L. corulus, corylus (for "c
= W. coll, hazel. The form suggests a con-
nection with harcl, OHG. haso, G. hase; but
this is uncertain.] I. . A plant of the ge-
nus Coryltts, shrubs or small trees belonging to
the natural order Cupuliferai, or oak family, and
giving name to the tribe Coryliir, to which the
hornbeams also belong. The European ha/el, Cory-
lus Avellana, may become a small tree, and its wood has
valuable qualities. The American hazel, C. Americana, is

a bush, usually growing in dense thickets from which it

excludes nearly all other vegetation. The beaked hazel is

C. rostrata, the more northern of the American species.
Impressions of leaves have been found in a fossil state

( a) Fossil and (*) Recent Leaf of Hazel {Coryltts Americana).

Hazel (Corylus Americana),

a, female catkin : f>. female flower ; f, male catkin ; d, male flower.

which cannot be distinguished from the leaves of C.

Americana aud C. rostrata. These impressions occur in
what is known to geologists as the Fort Union group, of

Upper Cretaceous or Lower Tertiary age, in the lower
Yellowstone valley in Montana. The type is therefore

very ancient. See Corylug.

Their bowes are of tough nasill, the strings of Leather,
arrowes of Canes or Hasill, headed with stones or homes,
and artificially feathered. Pmchas, Pilgrimage, p. 762.

The younger people making holiday . . .

Went nutting to the hazels.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

II. a. [Attrib. use of the noun. The older

adj. is hazelen.] 1. Made of or belonging to

the hazel.

They hung me up by the heels, and beat me with hazel-

sticks, as if they would have baked me, and have cozened

somebody with me for venison.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 2.

2. Of a light-brown color, like the hazelnut.

Thou wilt quarrel with a man for cracking nuts, having
DO other reason but because thou hast hazel eyes.

Shak., B. and J., lit 1.

hazel-crottles (ha'zl-krot'lz), n. A species of

lichen, Sticta pulmonaria, used in dyeing yarn
and woolen goods. It is also a tonic and an astringent,
and has been used for flavoring beer, for making dietr

drinks or Jellies for invalids, and by the Swedish peasants
for epidemic catarrh in cattle and sheep. Also called hazel-

ray or hazel-raw. See Sticta. [North. Eng.]

hazel-earth (ha'zl-erth), . Soil suitable for

the hazel; fertile loam. [Eng.]
hazelent, a. [< ME. *haslen, heslyn, < AS. haislen,

< ha:sel, hazel: see hazel and -en2.] Pertaining
to or composed of hazel.

Holtis and hare woddes, with hesljine schawes.
Morte Arthwre (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2504.

hazeless (haz'les), a. [< haze1 + -less.'} With-
out haze

;
free from haze.

hazel-grouse (ha'zl-grous), n. A name of the

European ruffed grouse, Bonasa betulina, from
its frequenting thickets of hazel.

hazel-hen (ha'zl-hen), n. Same as hazel-grouse.

Si. Beanus protected the cranes and hazel-hens which
built their nests upon the Ulster mountains.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 298.

hazelly (ha'zl-i), a. [< hazel + -fy
1 or -yl.] Of

the color of the hazelnut; of a light brown.

[Rare.]
hazelnut (ha'zl -nut), n. [< ME. haselnote, <

AS. hceselhnutu (= D. hazelnoot = MLG. hasel-

note= OHG. hasalnitz, G. haselnuss = Dan. has-

selnod), < hasel, hazel, + hnutu, nut.] 1. The
nut of the hazel. It consists of a hard globose or ovoid

pericarp inclosing a single pendulous seed composed of two

equal, thick, fleshy hemispherical cotyledons with a very
short superior radicle surrounded by a membranaceous
testa, the whole inclosed in two large and more or less

fleshy coherent bracts with foliaceous summits, in Corylus
rostrata prolonged into a beak. The nuts are sometimes

solitary, but usually more or less clustered. The nutri-

tious and edible part, or "meat," of the nut is the fleshy

cotyledons, which are very agreeably flavored. Hazelnut-
uil is used in mixing paints and perfumes. It is also

taken for coughs.



hazelnut

Tiler ben summe of Ihe grelnesse of a Bene, and summe
als grele as un Haselte Note. Mandeville, Travels, p. 158.

2. The plant which bears the hazelnut. See
hazel.

hazel-oil (ha/zl-oil), . A severe beating, as

with hazel rods. [Prov. Eng.]
hazel-rag, hazel-raw (ha'zl-rag, -ra), . Same
as hazel-erottles.

hazel-tree (ha'zl-tre), n. 1. Same as hagel.

2. A tree, Guevina Avellaiia, of the natural

order Proteacea;. It is found in Chili and the Chonos

archipelago west of Patagonia. It is a very ornamental

tree, 30 feet in height, with snow-white flowers and coral-

red fruit, the latter ripening at the same time with the

opening of the former. It is an evergreen tree, with tough
elastic wood, which is used in the construction of boats.

hazelwort (ha'zl-wert), . Asarum Europ<eum,
the asarabacca. See Asarum. [Eng.]
hazer (ha'z6r), n. One who hazes.

The hazers in college are the men who have been bred

upon dime novels and the prize-ring in spirit, at least,

if not in fact to whom the training and instlncls of the

gentleman are unknown.
ft W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 636.

haziness (ha'zi-nes), n. The state of being
hazy.
hazing (ha 'zing), n. [Verbal n. of haze%, v.~\

The act or practice of harassing or abusing a

new-comer, as a student at college or a sailor

at sea, by practical jokes or tricks.

The petty bullying of hazing, and the whole system of

college tyranny, is a most contemptible denial of fair play.
. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVL 635.

hazle 1
,
n. and a. See hazel.

hazle2t (ha'zl), v. t. [< OF. hosier, haler, sun-

burn, F. hdler, sunburn, < OF. hasle, F. hdle,

sunburning, the scorching heat of a summer
sun.] To make dry; parch up.
That happy wind . . . did hazle and dry up the forlorn

dregs and slime of Noah's deluge. D. Rogers, Naaman.

hazle3
(ha'zl), n. [Perhaps named from its

color, < hazlel, hazel. Cf. hasel-gebirge, an im-

portant group in Austria.] In coal-mining, a

tough mixture of sandstone and shale. Gresley.

[North. Eng.]
hazock (ha'zok), n. Same as haysuck.

hazy (ha'zi), a. [< hazel + -yl.] 1. Opaque
with haze; obscured by light fog or smoke;
dull

; misty : used with reference to the state
of the atmosphere, or to atmospheric effects,

as in a picture: as, a hazy morning; a hazy
landscape.
Indeed the sky was, in general, so cloudy, and the wea-

ther so thick and hazy, that he had very little benefit of
sun or moon. Cook, Voyages, III. i. 4.

Like hidden poets lie the hazy streams.
T. B. Bead, Indian Summer.

2. Lacking distinctness
;
obscure ; vague ;

con-
fused : applied to thought and expression : as,
a hazy reasoner

;
a hazy proposition.

He was as hazy about the Hypostatic Union as are many
laymen about the Pragmatic Sanction.

Scribner's Mag., III. 739.

H. B. M. An abbreviation of His (or Her)
Britannic Majesty.
H-branch (ach'branch), n. A double-branch

pipe or T-joint united with a four-way joint,
used to connect two parallel

pipes with a pipe at right an-

gles.
H. 0. An abbreviation of

House of Commons.
hdkf. A commercial contrac-
tion of handkerchief.
H-drill (ach'dril), n. A spe-
cial form of rock-drill having
an end the section of which
resembles the letter H. See
cut under drill.

he1
(he), pron. and .; now only in the masc.,

nom. he, poss. his, obj. (dat. and ace.-) him, pi.

(from another source) nom. they, poss. their, obj.

(dat. and ace.) them. [The pron. of the 3d per-
son, now commonly recognized only in the masc.

sing., the pi. being supplied by another word,
and the associated fem. (poss. and obj.) her and
the ueut. it being commonly treated as sepa-
rate words; but orig. complete in all genders
and cases, presenting a typical form, and re-

taining still the most numerous characteristics
of the ancient pronominal inflection, and for
that reason, and in order to explain its involved
forms clearly, exhibited here with some full-

ness. The native and other Teut. forms are

given in detail below in separate divisions; the

typical form is the nom. sing. masc. he, < ME.
he, < AS. he = OS. lie, hi, hie = OFries. hi =
MLG. he, LG. he, hei = D. hij = Goth. *hix

(found only in the masc. dat. himma, ace. himi,
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neut. ace. hita) = Scand. (with a suffixed de-

monstrative particle),Icel. 7wH=Sw. Dan. him,
he (Icel. hiini, Sw. Dan. hinn, hiu, that, the other)

(for other Teut. forms, see below); Teut. *///,

perhaps allied to L. hie (< t/ "hi + -c, -ce, a de-

monstrative suffix), this, this one, and to Gr.

K(i>of, f/crivof, that one, CKCI, there. A different

root, not found in AS. and E. (being appar.

merged at an early period in that of he), ap-

pears in OS. masc. gen. is, etc., neut. nom. it

(gen. is) = OHG. MHG.G. masc. nom. er, OHG.
MHG. neut. ez, Gr. es, it, = Goth. masc. is (gen. is,

dat. imma, ace. ina), fenu gen. izos, etc., neut.

ita (gen. is, etc.) = L. is, fem. ea, neut. id, he,

she, it, that, = Skt. i, this, that: an Indo-Eur.
demonstrative pronominal root appearing also

in various inflectional and deriv. suffixes.

From the same Teut. pronominal root "hi are

derived here1
,
hen2 (obs.), hence, hethen2 (obs.),

hither. The fem. and pi. forms of he began to

fall away in the early part of the ME. period,

being replaced in part by forms from other

stems : see she and they. The aspirate in he,

her, him is commonly suppressed in ordinary
pronunciation after an accented monosyllable
or dissyllable, a suppression which prevails

throughout in the case of it. orig. hit, but is

not generally acknowledged in regard to the
other forms except in intentional representa-
tions of colloquial or dialectal speech, as, I

told 'im so, see if Vs in, take 'em away, etc.

In formal speech the aspirate is more care-

fully given.] I. personal pron. A personal
pronoun of the third person, the form he be-

ing nominative singular masculine. It stands
for a noun or another pronoun previously expressed, or
in place of such a word not expressed when pointed out

by the situation. The various forms of he, including those
of Middle English with their Anglo-Saxon originals and
their cognates, are here given according to gender and
case, with quotations. Idiomatic uses applicable to all

forms are then treated without regard to case.

A. Masc. sing, (a) Nom. he. [Colloq. or dial, also c, also

ha, a (see 06), < ME. he, heo, ha, ho, a, e, < AS. he = OS. he,

hi', hie = OFries. hi, he' = MLG. he, LG. he,'hei = D.' Ay
= Goth, "his (= Icel. harm = Sw. Dan. Aon): see further
in etym. above.]

Ac wel worth Pouerte ! for he may walke vnrobbed
Among pilours in pees, yf pacience hym folwe.

Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 1.

Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he

fall. 1 Cor. x. 12.

If thou beest he But, 0, how fallen ! how changed
From him who in the happy realms of light,
Clothed with transcendent brightness, didst outshine

Myriads, though bright! Milton, P. L., 1. 84.

He who from zone to zone
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight.

Bryant, To a Waterfowl.

(M Poss. (gen.) Ms (hiz). [Colloq. or dial, also is, < ME.
his, hys, is, ys, < AS. his = OFries. his<= OS., etc., t,from
another root: see etym. above).] Of him: now always
merely possessive, and preceding the noun, but originally
also used objectively with certain verbs. By a confusion
of the genitive suffix -es, -is with this possessive form of

the personal pronoun, the suffix came in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries to be often written separately as
his: as, Artaxerxes his crown, etc. For this use, see under
Ai2. For the neuter his, see C (6).

Nys hele nane in God his [Latin in deo ejus, Vulgate].
Ps. iii. 2 (ME. version).

He . . . became is man. Havelok, 1. 2254.

When y thenke on Jesu blod that ran doun bi ys syde.

Specimens of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright), p. 83.

For no wickede dede
That the sire hym-self doth, by hus owene wil,
The sone for the syres synne sholde not be the werse.

Piers Plowman (C), xi. 237.

(c) Obj. (dat.) him. [Colloq. or dial, also im, < ME. him,
hym, < AS. him, hym = OFVies. him = D. hern (= MLG.
im, em, LG. em = OHG. imo, MHG. ime, im, G. ihm =
Goth, imma, from another root : see etym. above).] This

form, originally only dative, is also used as accusative,
having displaced the original form for the accusative.
See (d). For the neuter him, see C (c).

Deth delt him [dat.] a dent, and drof him [ace.] to the erthe.
Piers Plowman (A), xii. 104.

Whosoever hath, to him shall be given. Mat. xiii. 12.

They gave him to drink vinegar mingled with gall.
Mat. xxvii. 34.

They had no such lawe, but they had another, that the

King of Persia might doe what him liked.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 354.

The story I had of him is literally true, and well known
to be so in the country wherein the circumstances were
transacted. Steele, Taller, No. 94.

[For the proper objective him is often incorrectly used
he in certain constructions where a familiar sequence
seems, at the moment, to require that form.

I cannot think of any character below the flatterer, ex-

cept he that envies him. Steele, Taller, No. 208.

Conversely, him is often used, colloquially, for he in the

predicate: as, it is ftt'wi ; like "it is me" for "it is /." See
72.] (d) Obj. (ace.) him. [A substitution of the dalive form
him, or an acconi. to Aim of the earlier form, ME. hin,

hine, < AS. hine = OFries. Atnf, hine (also him, hem) (cf.

OS. ina = OHG. ina, MHG. ine, G. in, G. ihn = Goth, ina,
from another root : see etym. above).] See (c) above.

(c) Obj.
here, hit

he
A palmere he than mette
And faire hine grette.

Kin'j Horn, I. 1027.

Sore he longed hum for to se. and he liym also.

Merlin (E. K. T. .), iii. 635.

B. Fern, sing, (a) Norn, he, ho, hoo (now only dialectal,
the form she, of different origin, being used in literary

English). [E. dial, also e, a; < ME. he, hi, hie, heo, ha,

hoe, ho, hue, a (also geo, jAo, goe, ge, these forms afford-

ing a transition to the use of scheo, echo, sche, *he, whence
mod. E. she, q. v.), < AS. hed, hid, hie, hi = OFries. hio,
hiu (for other Teul. forms, see she).] She.

The maiden turned oyaln anon,
And tok the waye he [she] hadde er gon.

Lai le Freine (Weber's Metr. Rom., I.).

He [Mary] chaungede cher & seide hou scholde I gon with
childe

"Without felauschupe of mon?
Joseph o/Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 83.

Wolt thow wedde this maide, yf ich wol assente,
For hue ys fayne of thy felauship, and for to be thy make

[mate]? Piers Plowman (C), tv. 155.

(6) Poss. (gen.) her. [E. dial, also er; < ME. her, hir,

here, hire, hur, Hun, ir, < AS. hire, hyre = OFries. hiri =
D. harer (of. MLO. er. ir, LG. er = OHG. ira, iro, MHO.
ire, G. ihr = Goth, teas, from another root: see etym.

above).]

Er ich wedde suche a wif, wo me by-tyde !

For hue ys free! of hure faith and flkel of hure speche.
Piers Plowman (C), Iv. 158.

With more than admiration he admired
Her azure veins, her alabaster skin,
Her coral lips, her snow-white dimpled chin.

Shak., Lucrece, L 419.

_-J. (dat.) her. [E. dial, also er; < ME. her, hir, hyr,

here, hire, hure, hur, < AS. hire, hyre = OFries. hiri = D.

haar (cf. OS. iru = MLG. er, ir, LG. er = OHG. iru, MHG.
ire, ir, G. ihr = Goth, iza, from another root : see etym.
above).]

Gawein drough hym to the damesell, and asked hir of

whens she was. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 543.

Give me strength
Kot to tell her, never to let her know.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(d) Obj. (ace.) her. [E. dial, also er; < ME. her, hir, hyr,
substituted (as also the masc. dat. for ace.) for the orig.

ace., ME. heo, hi (also hise, his, is), < AS. hie, hi = OFries.

hia (for other Teut. forms, see she).]

Anima she hatte [is named], ac Enuye hir hateth.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 7.

That thou hast her, it is not all my grief,
And yet it may be said I loved her dearly.

Shak., Sonnets, xlii.

C. Neut. sing, (a) Nom. it. [E. dial, also hit (rather as a

corrupt aspiration of the prevalent it than a survival of

the orig. form hit), early mod. E. also yt, < ME. it, yt, et,

hit, hyt, < AS. hit, hyt = OFries. hit = D. het (cf. OS. it =
MLG. it, et, LG. et = OHG. iz, ez, MHG. ez, G. es = Goth.
ita = L. id, etc., from another root: see etym. above).]

Some of vs went to the lande to the vyllage, whiche is

right lytel worthe ;
hit is vnder the Venysians.
Sir Ji. Quylforde, Pylgi ymage, p. 10.

Wealth may be an excellent thing, for it means power,
it means leisure, it means liberty.

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

(6) Poss. its, formerly his. [The poss. form it* is first re-

corded in print in 1598. It is formed from ft by the ad-

dition of the common possessive (genitive) suffix -s, of

nouns, the nom. and obj. form it being also used for a

time in the possessive without a suffix. The substitution

arose when the orig. neut. poss. his, which had the same
form as the masc. poss. his, began to be regarded as masc.

only, thus giving it, when used properly as ueut., the ap-

pearance of a personification. Earlier mod. E. his, hys, <
ME. his, hys, < AS. his, in form like the masc. his : see A(6).]

Of beaten work shall the candlestick be made : his shaft,

and his branches, his bowls, his knops, and his flowers,
shall be of the same. Ex. xxv. 31.

It Is lust so high as it is, and mooues with it owne or-

gans. Shak., A. and C. (tolio 1623), U. 7.

Doe childe, goe to yt grandame, childe,
Giue grandame kingdome, and it grandame will

Glue yt a plum, a cherry, and a flgge.

Shak., K. John (folio 1623X L 2.

The hardest knife ill used doth lose his edge.
Shak., Sonnets, xcv.

The conscious water saw its God and blushed.

Crashaw, Epigram (trans.) (1634).

(c) Obj. (dat.) it. [This is a substitution for the orig. him,
the nom. and ace. it being so frequent (by reason of the

numerous idiomatic uses of the word) that the dative

gave way to the accusative, while in the masc. and fern,

the accusative gave way to the dative. Early mod. E. him,
< ME. him, hym, < AS. Mm, etc., in forms like the masc. :

see A (c).]

We haue no lymes to labore with ; vr lord we hit thonken.
Piers Plowman (A), vii. 117.

Thou art inclined to sleep ; 'tis a good dulness,
And give it way. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

(<T) Obj. (ace.) it. [< ME. it, hit, et, < AS. hit, etc., in forms
like the nom. See (a) above.]

He [God] is thre persones departable ; ich proue hit by
mankynde. Piers Plowman (C), xix. 216.

But vnto him that brouhte yt yee hit take
Whenne yee haue done.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 6.

Ah, my liege Lord ! forgive it unto mee,
If ought against thine honour I have tolde.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 102.

[This neuter it is now generally treated as a separate word,
having many idiomatic uses of its own. See t*.]



he

D. Mate., fern,, and nent. pi. (Obsolete or colloquial (see
(c), (d) below), the form they, of different origin, being used
in literary English.] (a) Nom. het, Ait. (ME. he, heo, hlo,

M, hie, ha, hue, etc., < AS. hi, hie, hiy, heu, hio = OFries.
hia (in other Teut. forms from a different root, repre-
sented by she). ] They : displaced in modern English by
they (which see).

Alle beon fie blithe
That to my song lythe.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1.

And nuste wat folk it was, to hem he sende hys sonde,
To wyte, wether he [they] wolde pes, other heo nolde lion.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 16.

Toward Mantrible ridden At.

Sir Ferumbras (ed. Ellis), ii. 394.

(Ii)
Poss. (gen.) her, herel. [Now only dial. ; < ME. here,

hire, hure, huere, hare, hare, heore, < AS. hira, hyra, heora
= OFries. hiara.] Their: displaced in modern English by
their (which see, under they).

Thenne cam Pilatus with muche peuple . . .

To seo hou douhtiliche Deth sholde do and deme here

beyer [of both of them] ryght.
Piers Plowman (CX xxi. 36.

(c) Obj. (d:it. ) hemi, em\, 'em. [Common in early mod. E.,
in which it came to be regarded as a contr. of the equiv.
them, and was therefore in the 17th century often printed
'hem, 'em ; in present use only colloq., written 'em (see
'em) ; < ME. hem, ham, horn, heom, tiemen, < AS. Aim, heom
-- OFries. hiam, him, himmen, etc. (cf. Goth, im, from an-
other root: see etym. above).] Them. See they.

And [he] precheth to the poeple seynt Poules wordes, . . .

And with gladde wille doth hem gode.
Piers Plowman (B), viii. 93.

That ys to
say,

alle thynges that ye wylle that men do
to gow, do ge the same to hemen.

MS. Rawl. Poet. 145. (Hallimll.)

(d) Obj. (ace.) Aemt, em], 'em. [< ME. hem, horn, etc.;
a substitution for the orig. he, hi, etc. (same form as the
nom.), the dative having displaced the accusative here as
In the singular (see A (d)). See (c) above.] Them. See
they.

He could coin or counterfeit
New words, with little or no wit ; . . .

And when with hasty noise he spoke 'em,
The ignorant for current took 'em.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 118.

His friends as Angels I received 'em,
His foes the Devil had suborn'd 'em.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 5.

In early use and in modern dialectal speech he is often
found with reference to inanimate objects where present
regular usage requires it. In early use this is generally
due to the agreement required by the grammatical gen-
der

; in modern use it is due rather to personification or
to mere mixture. An actual change of hit or it to he is

not to be supposed.

From South to North he [England] ys long eigte hondred
myle. Rob. of Gloucester, p. 2.

A staffe of sixe verses is very pleasant to the eare, and
also serveth for a greater complement then the inferiour

staves, which maketh him more commonly to be used.

Pttttenliam, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 55.

The possessive may be used without a noun following,
the feminine her, like our and your, then taking, in mod-
em use, an additional genitive suttix -, as in ftig, namely,
hers.

This was his desir and hire also.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 221.

And what his fortune wanted, hen could mend.
Drydcn.

A thing always becomes his at last who says it best, and
thus makes it his own.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 41.

For the reflexive and emphatic form of he, see himself.

II. demonstr, pron. This one
;
that one.

Manye a man that may nat stonde a pul,
It

likyth
him at wrastelyng for to be,

And demen yit, wher [whether] he do bet or he.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 166.

III. n. 1. A male person; a man: correla-
tive to she, a woman. [Now only humorous.]

Here I stand to answer thee,
Or any he the proudest of thy sort.

SAo*., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

One that dares step as far to gain my freedom
As any he that breathes.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, i. 1.

2. A male animal; a beast, bird, or fish of the
male sex : correlative to she, a female animal.
Hence much used attributively or as an adjective prefix,
signifying 'male,' with names of animals, he and she thus
prefixed supplying the place in English of the distinctive
suffixes common ill other tongues and used to some extent
in Anglo-Saxon (compare fox, fixen, vixen) : as, a Ae-bear,
he-cat, he-goat, correlative to sAe-bear, etc. The use occurs
first in Middle English, when the regular suffixes of gender,
distinct in Anglo-Saxon, fell away or became confused.
These prefixes are sometimes also used contemptuously
with reference to persons.

They haue many hee and sAee-Saints, in great venera-
tion, with long legends of their liues.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 444.

All the he and she scoundrels of the capital, writhed
and twisted together, rush by you.

Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, On Some Fashionable
[French Novels.

he2 (he), interj. A sound made in calling,
laughing, etc.: as, He! he! an archers' word
of call.
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head (hed), . and o. [The spelling ea indicates
the orig. long vowel

; early mod. E. also heed,
hed; < ME. hed (i. e., hed), hede, heed, contr. of
earlier hered, heuid, heaved, havcd, < AS. hedfod
(gen. heafdes), the head (lit. and fig.), = OS.
hobliid = OFries. /tared, hdfd, had = D. hoofd
= MLG. hocet, LG. hoi-et, hoofd = OHG. liouUt,
MHG. houbet, houpt, also houbet, G. haupt (dial.

haid, had, heed, after LG.) = Icel. hofudh =
Sw. hufvud = Ban. hoved = Goth, haubith, the
head (prob. connected with AS. hufe, ME.
houve, howe, Sc. how, a hood, = MLG. LG.
huve = OHG. huba, MHG. hube, G. haube, a

cap, coif, hood, = Icel. hufa = Dan. A&e = Sw.

hufva, a cap, hood, bonnet) ; prob. = L. caput,
head (> ult. E. chief, capital

1
, cape2 , etc.). The

Gr. Kc<j>a^, the head, agrees with the rare and
poet. AS. hafala, hafela, also written heafela,

heafola, the head; but this is appar. not con-
nected with hedfod, head: cf. Skt. kapala, a

cup, the skull.] I. n. 1. The upper part or
division of the human body, consisting of the
more or less rounded skull and its integuments
and contents, the organs of sight, hearing,
taste, etc., with the mouth and its parts, and
joined to the trunk by the neck

;
in an extended

sense, the corresponding part of any animal's

body; the front, fore, or top part or oral end
of an animal, in any way distinguished from
the rest of the body, as by being borne upon
a neck

;
the end opposite the tail. In all verte-

brates except the lancelets, which have no skull or brain,
the head is a prominent part. In arthropods, as insects and
crustaceans, the head is an anterior part of the body in some
way distinguished from the thorax, as by the coalescence
of a number of the primitively distinct somites of the body
into one segment, and the conversion of the appendages of
these confluent somites into mouth-parts and organs of

special sense ; though the outward separation between head
and thorax is often obscure or null. (See cephalothorax.)
In the great group of worms, or anarthropodous auneloid
animals, the head is simply the oral as opposed to the
aboral end of the body. In molluscous animals a head
is frequently recognizable by its mouth, tentacles, etc. ;

but in many there is no such distinction, these being
called in consequence acephalous or headless. Still lower
in the scale, the term head can be applied only, if at ail,
to the oral end of an animal. (See cranium and skull.)
In certain Venues the head is the whole mature indi-
vidual excepting its generative buds, joints, or strobila :

as, the headot a tapeworm.
Hou longe ssolle hor luther [lither] heued above hor

ssoldren be? Hob. of Gloucester, 1. 126.

Both wife and barnes opon him fell

And lay opon the cors criand,
Heuid to heuid and hand to hand.

Holy Kood (E. E. T. S.), p. 71.

There was wont to ben the heed of seynt John Bap-
tist, enclosed in the Walle.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 107.

It was one of those heads which Guido has often painted
mild, pale, penetrating.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 8.

2. Mental faculty regarded as seated in the

head; intelligence; understanding; will or res-

olution; inclination; mind.
For what thorw werre and wrake and wycked hyfdes,
May no preiour pees make in no place, hit semeth.

Piers Plowman (CX xviii. 85.

Would Chloe know if you're alive or dead ?

She bids her footman put it in her head.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 178.

When in ordinary discourse we say a man has a fine

head, a long head, or a good head, we express ourselves

metaphorically, and speak in relation to his understand-
ing. AMixun, The Hood.
Of this siege M. Viollet-le-Duc gives a long and minute

account, which the visitor who has a head for such things
may follow, with the brochure in hand, on the fortifica-
tions themselves. II. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 149.

3. An individual animal or person ; especial-
ly, an animal or a person considered as merely
one of a number : as, to charge so much a head.

[In this use after a number the plural is head.]
A company of giddy heads will take upon them to define

how many shall be saved. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 626.

Thirty thousand head of swine. Addison.

The red deer, which toward the beginning of this cen-
tury amounted to about five hundred head.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, vL

4. One who has the first rank or place, and to
whom others are subordinate

;
a principal per-

son; a leader; a chief: as, the head of an army :

the head of a sect or party.
Sitthen ich am goure alre hefd [the head of you all] ich

am goure alre hele. Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 473.

The husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is

the head of the church. Eph. v. 23.

The Master of the College, or "Head of the House," is
a D. D., who has been a Fellow. He is the supreme ruler
within the college walls.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 31.

5. A conspicuous external covering or prom-
inence on the head, (a) The covering of hair : as, a
beautiful head of hair, (b) A head-dress.

head
I will bring down new heads for my sisters.

Steele, Spectator, No. 263.

Sails with In |i]i,'i A. in/ and mincing airs

Duly at chink of bell to morning pray'rs.

Coii'per, Truth, 1. 139.

(c) The antlers of a deer.

But, sir, I assure ye, it was a buck of the first head [that

is, of the fifth year). Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2.

0. A part of a thing regarded as in some de-

gree resembling the human head in position,
form, or importance, (o) The top, especially wheu
distinguished in some way from the rest of the thing : as,
the head of a pin, of a spear, of a nail, of a mast.

He hied him to the head of the house,
To the house top of Fyie.

. i ,ii/i'. .- Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 196).

As much as the full moon doth [overshine] the cinders
of the element, which show like pins' heads to her.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., iv. S.

(6) The top or upper part of a plant the leaves of which
form a single more or less compact mass : as, a head of

grain or of lettuce.

The wheat and barley which they sowed last winter are

already in full head.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 49.

(c) In lot., a more or less globular cluster of sessile or

nearly sessile flowers centripetal in development, as in
the plane-tree, button-bush, clover, etc. By the shorten-

ing of the rays the umbel becomes a head, as in Eryngium,
Sanicula, etc. In the Compoxitce the flowers are always
collected into a head, but they are then situated on a con-

ical, flat, or even concave receptacle. Gray calls such a
head the anthodium, from the resemblance of the whole
head to a single flower. In the Characece Sachs applies
the term head (kopfchen) to a peculiar hyaline cell situ-

ated at the central end of each of the eight manubria. See

head-cell, and cut under anthocliniurn. (d) The main point
or part ; that which constitutes the most conspicuous or
most important feature.

True, I have married her ;

The very head, and front of my offending
Hath this extent, no more. Shale., Othello, 1. S.

(e) The fore part ; hence, the foremost place ; the most
prominent or honorable position: as, the head of a ship
(which includes the bows on both sides) ; the head of a

procession, of a column of troops, or of a class ;
the head

of the table ; the head of a profession.

After 7 miles riding, passing thro' a wood heretofore
sacred to Juno, we came to Monteflascone, the head of
the Falisci. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 4, 1644.

Where Macgregor site, there is the head of the table.

Highland proverb.

Gorizia has been for ages the head of a principality.
B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 9.

(/) That end of a thing which is regarded as the upper
end : as, the head of a bed ; the head of a street

At the tothcr hede of the halle was, hegh vppolofte,
A wonderfull werke weghes to beholde.

Dettruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1672.

He put his hand at her bed head,
And there he found a gude grey horn.

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 346).

The sheets thus produced receive their first fold (in the
heads) in the direction of the axis of the cylinders which
carry them ; the second fold (down the " back ") is given
by a bar. Ure, Diet., IV. 682.

(g) Of a barrel or the like, either end when closed ; hence,
the material with which either end is closed : as, to knock
out both heads of a cask. (A) That which rises to the top,
as the froth on a pot of beer.

I add to the residual partially purified goods a ley of
moderate strength only (instead of the finishing ley for

curd soap), and boil, taking care that no head is formed.
Watt, Soap-making, p. 73.

(i) That part of an abscess or a boil where it breaks or
seems likely to break: often used figuratively. (J) The
principal source, or one of the sources, as of a stream; the
remotest point from the mouth or opening into a sea or

lake, as of a creek, bay, or gulf ; a source or spring in

general.
Now I see

The mystery of your loneliness, and find

Your salt tears' head. Shot.
,
All's Well, i. S.

Those bless'd flowers that dwell
At the rough stream's calm head, thrive and do well.

Donne, Satires (ed. 1819).

Whence should this flood of passion, trow, take head}
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

(k) The accumulation of oil in oil-tubes when the pumps
are idle. (I) A reliquaty in the shape of a human head.
See chef, 3. (w) A headland or promontory, as in the
names Gay Head, Flamborough Head.

Our
overplus

of
shipping

will we burn ;

And, with the rest full-mann'd, from the head of Actium
Beat the approaching Csar. Shak., A. and C., iii. 7.

At a head of land a little short they beheaded two sa-

chems. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 278.

(n) A special part of a tool, instrument, etc., having some
analogy with the human head, as the upper or steel part
of an anvil ; the riser, sprue, or sullage-piece of a casting ;

the obverse of a coin ; the capital of a column ; the striking
part of a hammer, in contradistinction to the helve, and the

pole as distinguished from the claw or peen ; the poppet
of a lathe ; the lathe-stock in which is the live spindle,
as distinguished from the tail-stock, which contains the
dead spindle ; the top edge of a book ; the top of a door,
etc. (o) A bundle of flax measuring probably 2 feet in

length, and weighing a few pounds. In Dorsetshire a head
of hemp weighs 4 pound?. According to the statute of Ed-
ward I. called Tractatustleponderilnis et menmris, a head
of linen is 10 yards :

" Cheef de fustiano constat ex tre-

decimulnis: caput flndonis ex decem ulnis." (p) In whal-

ing : (1) The upper end of a piece of blubber in boarding ;
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the square end cut off from the main piece, and separately

hauled in. (2) That part of a whale which includes the

white horse, junk, and case, as of a sperm-whale, or the

whalebone and some blubber of a baleen-whale. (}) i

torloi:e-luU manuf., the larger plates, taken collective y,

of the upper shell of the caret or hawk's-bill turtle, usually

thirteeiiTn "number, "(r) In musical notation, the princi-

pal part of a note- that is, that part which indicates by

its position on the staff the pitch of the tone : as, -^&^_:

f : distinguished from the stem or tail. (See note.)

Heads~are either open, as in semibreves and minims, or

solid as in crotchets, quavers, etc. () In various stringed

musical instruments of the lute and viol families, that part

of the instrument above the neck where the tuning-pegs

are inserted It is usually carved ornamentally, especially

in the older instruments. See lute, viol, guitar, etc. (f

musical instruments of the drum family, the stretched

membrane covering one or both of the ends by striking

which the tone is produced. The tension of the head and

thus the pitch of the tone are governed by a ring around

the edge, which may be raised or lowered, relaxing or

tightening the membrane. See drum, tambourine.

7. Iii hi/ilnm., the height of water above a given

level, as in a pond or reservoir, considered as

a measure of its quantity or force of fall : also

reckoned in terms of the pressure of the water

per square inch at the given level : as, a reser-

voir with forty feet head of water. See fall.

A mill driven by a fall of water, whose virtual head is

ten feet. Grier, Mechanics Diet.

8. In tiiifiimittics, the difference of pressure
on a unit of base existing between two fluid

columns of different densities communicating
at their bases: estimated as the height of a

column of the denser fluid whose pressure on

a unit of its base is equal to the difference:

as, the head which determines the velocity of

flow in a chimney. 9. In steam- and gas-

engin., the pressure of a confined volume of

steam or gas upon a unit of the interior surface

of a confining vessel, estimated in terms either

of weight or of the height of a column of water

ormercury which would exert the same pressure

upon a unit of area of its base,: as, a full head

of steam. 10. A culmination or crisis; height;

force; strength; pitch. Compare def. 6 (t).

Foul sin, gathering head,
Shall break into corruption.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 1.

Now does my project gather to a head.

Shale., Tempest, v. 1.

The indisposition which has long hung upon me is at

last grown to such a head that it must quickly make an

end of me, or of itself. Addwon.

11. Power; armed force.

And 'tis no little reason bids us speed,
To save our heads by raising of a head.

Shak., IHen. IV., i. 3.

Before I drew this gallant head of war,
And cull'd these fiery spirits from the world.

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

Ten thousand Cornish,

Grudging to pay your subsidies, have gather'd
A head. ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 3.

Gin we meet a' together in a head the morn,
We'll be merry men.

Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VI. 117).

12. A chief point or subject ;
one of a number

of successive topics of discourse, or a summary
thereof: as, the heads of a discourse or treatise.

If I would study the Cannon-Law as it is used in Eng-

land, I must study the Heads here in use.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 31.

The whole circle of travellers may be reduced to the

following heads. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 13.

I shall say no more on this head, where wishes are so

barren as mine. Walpole, Letters, II. 420.

13. A printed or written title; a heading. In

printing a chapter-head is the word chapter with its num-
ber in large type ;

a running head, the title of a book or

a chapter continuously repeated at the top of the pages ;

a side-head, a title inserted in the first line of a paragraph

(as for example, the title-words in this dictionary); a sub-

head a second title following the main one, or the title of

a minor division of a chapter or other general division.

14. In coal-mining : (a) A level or road driven

into the solid coal for proving or working a

mine, (b) The part of a face or breast nearest

the roof. See heading, 10. 15. In angling, a

feather or herl wound closely on the body of an

artificial fly, both for ornament and to hide the

butt-end of the wing where it is clipped off.

-AccollcS heads, affronte heads. See the adjectives.

By the head (jurat.). See fn/i. Cockatrice's head,
cornute head, discoid head. See the qualifying words.

Dragon's head and tall. See dragon. -Dynamic
head, the head which reckoned statically would account

for the pressure of a moving fluid. It is generally less

than the actual head. Exserted head. See exxcrted.

For my head. See for. - Hand over head. See hand.

Head and shoulders, (a) By force ; violently : as, he

was dragged head anil shoulders into the controversy.

They bring in every figure of speech, head and shoul-

ders. Felton.
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shoulders above his fellows. Head first, head fore-

most with the head in front, as in diving or falling, or

with the head bent forward, as in running; hence*, Inn

riedly rashly, or precipitately. Head Of Lent, Ash Wed-

nesday: same as Caput Jcjunii, the head of the Fast, in a

homily on Ash Wednesday.

Now good frendys, that je schalle cum to cherche for

s hol fastne
ow goo reny,

hit ys the Heil & the begynnyuge of alle this holy fastynge

of Lent. UainpsMt, Jledii vEvi Kalendarium (llarl. MS.,

Head of the pitches, in angling, the place where swift,

smooth water breaks into ripples or rapids. Head on

(naut.\ with the head directly or in a right line toward

some object : as, the ship struck head, on.

.

(b) By the height of the head and shoulders ; hence, by a

great deal ; by much ; by far ; greatly : as, he is head and

The two vessels stood head on, bowing and curveting

at each other. R. E. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 10.

Head or tail, that part of a coin bearing a head or other

principal figure or the reverse : a phrase used in throw-

ing up a coin to determine a stake or chance. Compare
cross and pile, under crossi . Head over heels. Same

as heels over head. See heell. Heads and points, with

the head of one opposite the feet of anotherlying by the

side.

On these [hurdles of reeds] round about the house they

lie heads and points one by th' other against the fire, some

covered with Mats, some with skins.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 131.

Head to wind (naut.l in the situation of a ship or boat

when her head is turned in the direction of the wind. -

Neither head nor foot*. Same as neither head nor tail.

Is it possible that this gear appertain anything to my
cause? I find neither head nor foot in it.

Oascoigne, Supposes, ii. 1.

Neither head nor tail, neither one thing nor another;

neither this thing nor that ; nothing distinct or definite.

[Colloq.] Off one's head, crazy. [Colloq.]

At present he is of his head; he does not know what

he says or rather he is incapable of controlling his utter-

ances W. Black, Phaeton, xm.

Of one's own head, spontaneously ; without external in-

fluence; upon one's own responsibility; of one's own pro-

duction. See def. 2, above.

It [the pistol] may go off of its own head. Sheridan.

As the Church is settled, no man may make a Prayer in

Publick ofhiioim head. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 90.

The child's discretion in coming to me of his own head,

and the tenderness he showed for his parents, . . . have

quite overpowered me. Steele, Tatler, No. 114.

Out of one's head, demented ; delirious. Out of one's

own head, by one's own idea or invention.

It ought to be left to children to suppose that nothing is

original but that which we make up, as the childish phrase

is,?i< ofour own heads. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, ii.

Over head and ears. See eori. Sinking-head, in

foumling, same as dead-head, 1 (a). This term is the one

usually employed in the United States. Surface of

equal head, an imaginary surface over which the dy-

namical head is everywhere the same. To be by the

head (naut.), to draw more water forward than aft : said

of a ship. To blow heads and points, to run in all di-

rections hither and thither, spouting and blowing, in great

confusion: said of whales when attacked. To break
one's head, to break Prisclan's head, to come into

one's head See the verbs. To come to a head, (a)

To suppurate, as a boil. (I>) To come to a crisis or consum-

mation. Also to draw to a head. To eat one's head

off, to fling the head, to gather to a head. See the

verbs. To get a glass In one's head. See glass. To
give head, see gm^.Ho go by the head (naut.),

to plunge or sink head foremost ; begin to sink at the

head: said of a foundering ship. To have a bee In

one's head. See 4wi. To heap coals of fire on one s

head. See coal. To hit the nail on the head. See run*.

To lose one's head, to fail to preserve one's presence
of mind or self-control ;

become confused or distracted.

But yonder, whiff ! there comes a sudden heat,

The gravest citizen seems to lose his head,

The king is scared, the soldier will not fight.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

To make head against, (a) To withstand effectively ;

act or advance in spite of.

Then made he head against his enimies.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 38.

He was unable to make head against any of his sensa-

tions or desires. Goldsmith, Richard Nash.

(b) To resist with an opposing force ;
combine against.

At length the Devonshire men made head against a

new host of Danes who landed on their coast.

Dickens, Child's Hist. Eng., m.

Most of these

Made head against him, crying, "Who is he

That he should rule us?"
Tennyson, Coining of Arthur.

To moor head and stern. See moor. To one's headt,
to or before one's face.

Revile him to his head. Jer. Taylor.

To turn head, to turn one's head. See <.-To win
by a head, in horse-racing, to reach the winning-post the

length of the head in advance of another horse. Upon
one's own headt. Same as of one's own head.

This year M'. Allerton brought over a yonge man for a

minister to y people hear, wheather upon his oime head,

or at yc motion of some freinds ther, I well know not.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 243.

Let no man, upon his own head, reprove the religion that

is established by law. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 128.

Virtual head, the pressure at any point of a liquid di-

vided by its (uniform) specific gravity that is, by the

product of its density into the acceleration of gravity.

= Syn 4 Commander, Leader, etc. See chief.

II. a. 1. Being at the head; first or fore-

most ;
chief ; principal : as, the head waters of a

head

river; the head man of a village ;
a head work-

man.
It's the head court of them all.

For in it rides the Queen.
Tom, Linn (Child's Ballads, I. 270).

And here comes in the stout head waiter, puffing under

a tray of hot viands.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

The head man of Karagul, a tall old man whose long

beard was dyed with henna to the colour of a fox's back,

became very friendly with me. 0'Donovan, Merv, xi.

2. Coming from in front
; bearing toward the

head, as of a ship : as, a head wind ;
a head sea.

We had a head wind and rough sea.

JJ. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 18.

[In many instances usage varies between writing head

separately as an adjective and joining it by a hyphen with

a noun to make a compound.]
Head boy, in England, the senior pupil in a public school

or other grammar-school ;
the captain of the school.

A superannuated head-boy, whose mathematical profi-

ciency had put more than one bepuzzled usher to the

blush Mrs. Gore, Two Aristocracies, I. 2.

Almost every gentleman who does me the honour to

hear me will remember that ... the person to whom he

has looked up with the greatest honour and reverence,

was the head-boy at his school. The school-master him-

self hardly inspires such an awe. . . . Joseph Addison was

always his [Steele's] head-boy.
Thackeray, Eng. Humourists, Steele.

Head center. See center^, 10. Head reach. See reach.

Head wall, the wall in the same plane as the face of

an arched bridge.

head (hed), v. [< ME. heden, heveden, behead,

more commonly beheden : see behead. In other

uses the verb is modern ; from the noun.] I.

trans. 1. To take off the head of ; behead; de-

capitate : now rare or obsolete, except with ref-

erence to plants, fish, etc. : as, to head back a

tree (that is, to prune it at the top, so as to pro-

mote lateral instead of upward growth); tohead

thistles; to head a fish.

A bowt ij myle from Rama ys the Towne of Lydia, wher

Seynt George suffered martyrdom and was hedyd.

Torlcington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 24.

If you head and hang all that offend that way.
Shak., M. for M., ii. 1.

In heading down a young tree, we cut away one-third or

one-half of the length of the stem.
P. Barry, Fruit Garden, p. 108.

2. To be or put one's self at the head of; lead;

direct ;
act as leader of.

Nor is what has been said of princes less true of all other

governours, from him that heads an army to him that is

master of a family. South, Sermons.

And see the Soldier plead the Monarch's Right,

Heading his Troops, and foremost in the Fight.

Prior, Presented to the King.

3. To form a head to
;
fit or furnish with a head :

as, to head a nail or a cask.

And I will eat these broths with spoons of amber,
Headed with diamond and carbuncle.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, u. 1.

Their arrowes are made some of straight young sprigs,

which they head with bone, some 2 or 3 ynches long.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 132.

The viewless arrows of his thoughts were headed

And wing'd with fiame.

Tennyson, The Poet.

4. To make a beginning for; begin: as, to head

a subscription-list.
Heaven heads the count of crimes

With that wild oath. Tennyson, Fair Women.

5. To go in front of, so as to keep back or from

advancing; get in front of : as, to head a drove

of cattle.

One of the outriders had succeeded in heading the equi-

page and checking the horses. Disraeli, Coningsby, vi. 5.

6. To turn or direct in advancing; give a for-

ward direction to: as, to head a boat toward

the shore. 7. To oppose, check, or restrain:

as, the wind heads the ship (that is, the wind

has so changed that the ship can no longer go
on her course). 8. To go round the head or

source of.

They . . . headed a great creake, < so left the sands, &
turned an other way into y woods.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 81.

It is shorter to cross a stream than to head it.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 11.

To head off (a) To stop the progress of by getting in

front : as, to head of a running horse. <b) To prevent by

some counter action : as, to head of si scheme.

II. intrant. 1. To come to or form a head,

literally or figuratively.
Check

Your appetite and passions to our daughter,

Before it head. Marston, The Fawne, ii. 1.

No partial favor dropped the rain :

Alike the righteous and profane

Rejoiced above their heading grain.
Whittier, Trimtas.

2. Tooriginate; spring; have its head or source,
as a river. 3. To direct one's motion; also,
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to have direction in a course
;
tend : as, how

does the ship head f

About the center of the bay lies Harbor Island. We
headed for it. The Century, XXVIIL 106.

4. To go head foremost; drive at something
with the head, or head-and-head: used espe-
cially in whaling,

-head. A variant of -hood.

headache (hed'ak), n. [Formerly head-ach,
hcad-ake, liedake, Jiedache, < ME. hedake, heaved-

eche, < AS. hedfodece, < hedfod, head, + ece, ache:
see achei.] 1. A pain in the cranial part of the - _

,-,

head,apparentlysomewhatdeep-seatedascom- o ,

&
T^tor,

Northern Travel, p. 388.

pared with the sensation produced by a super- ? * N<*u *-> the berthing or close boarding be-
^-_i A_JJ__ -a j.t- - tweeu the head-rails.

headboom (hed'bom), n. A jib-boom or a fly-

ing-jib boom.

"lorough, headborrow (bed 'bur "6), n.
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ring of the fifth wheel of a carriage, and con-
nected with the spring and the perches Head-
block plate, an iron on which the head-block of a vehicle

rests, and which is supported by the fore axle. Ithasone
or two projecting plates, to which the perch-bars are at-
tached.

headboard (hed'bord), . 1. A board forming
or placed at the head of anything, as of a cart,
a grave, etc.

; especially, the board which forms
the head of a bedstead.
The upper rooms were all supplied with beds, one of

which displayed remarkable portraits of the Crown Prince
of Denmark and his spouse upon the head-board.

ficial irritation of the scalp. Apart from trauma,
headaches may be produced in various ways, and they are
classified mainly by their causes. The following groups
may be distinguished : (a) Headaches depending on ao-

of the excretory organs, as in Bright's disease
; or when

the lungs, through pulmonary or cardiac fault or the close-
ness of rooms, fail to replace carbon dioxid with oxygen and
to remove the other impurities which they should remove ;

or when poisons are taken into the system, as in coal-gas

poisoning;
or when there is absorption of poisons formed

In the alimentary tract (as in constipation), or unusual fer-
mentative processes go on in that tract ; or when poisons
are formed in the blood or solid tissues, as in zymotic dis-
eases or in Iii hi-imc- states, (b) Headaches dependent on
exhaustion, such as those from overwork or excess of any
kind, forming a part of a general neurasthenia, or after

epileptic attacks. Hysterical headaches may perhaps be
included here, (c) Headaches dependent on peripheral
irritation, as from the alimentary canal, from the nose or
pharynx, from the sexual apparatus, or from eye-strain
incident to errors in refraction or insufficiencies of the

aches dependent on hyperemia or ischemia of the brain
and its envelops. The effect of change of posture on the
intensity of most headaches seems to indicate that con-
gestion or the reverse has a capacity for provoking pain
in the head. But this class is one of uncertain limits, (e)
Headaches from overheating, as from exposure to the sun.
The headache of zymotic fevers seems to be due in part to
the fever (pyrexia). (/) Megrim, (g) Headaches from
gross lesions, as tumor, meningitis, or hemorrhage.
2. The corn-poppy, Paparer Bhoeas, the odor of
which is said to cause headache. Also called
head-wark. [Eng.] Blind-headache, a headache in
which there is hyperasthesia of the retina of the eye, or
amblyopia, or hemiauopsia, the last occurring in megrim.
Sick-headache, any headache accompanied with nau-

i. plegius capitalis), < heed, head, + boron;
\ AS. borh, a pledge, security, surety : see bor-

roMjl.] In England, formerly, the head of a bor-

ough; the chief of a frank-pledge, tithing, or

decennary. His duties were similar to those of the offi-

cers now called petty constables. See constable, 2. Called
in some counties borsholder (that is, borough's elder), and
sometimes tithing-man.

Each borough [of Attica] . . . had its demarchus, like
a constable or head-borough. J. Adams, Works, IV. 178.

head-boundt, a. Turbaned.
A valiant gentleman, a noble Dane
As e'er the country bred, endanger'd now
By fresh supply of head-bound infidels.

Beau, and /'/., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

head-case (hed'kas), n. In entom., that part of
the integument of a pupa that covers the head.

head-cell (hed'sel), n. In bot., the small round-
ish hyaline cell borne upon each of the eight
mauubria in the antheridium of the Characece.
Also called capitulum.

back,

headcheese (hed'chez'), . In cookery, por-
tions of the head and feet of swine cut into
fine pieces, seasoned, and, after being boiled,
pressed into the form of a cheese. Also called
brawn.

shrub, Pi-emna integrifolia, native of the East
Indies and Madagascar, the leaves of which
have astringent properties and are used as a
remedy for headache. The root is also said to
furnish a cordial.

headache-weed (hed'ak -wed), n. In Jamai-
ca, a dicotyledonous monochlamydeous shrub,
Hedyosmum nutans, belonging to the natural
order CMoranthacecB.

headachy (hed'a-ki), a. [< headache + -yi.]
Afflicted with a headache

; having pain in the
head

; subject to attacks of headache.
Next morning he awoke headachy and feverish. Farrar.

.delicate headachy
woman. (feorge Jlliot, in Cross, II. xii.

head-and-head (hed'and-hed'), adv. Head on;
head to head : a whalers' term.

water's edge, for the purpose of conveying ref-
use matter overboard.
head-cloth (hed'kloth), . 1. A canvas screen
for the head of a ship. 2. A piece of stuff,
broader than a fillet, used to cover the head
wholly or in part, or to wind around a cap.
Compare turban.

What's herey all sorts of dresses painted to the life;
ha ! ha ! ha ! head-deaths to shorten the face, favourites to
raise the forehead. Mrs. Centlivre, Platonic Lady, iii. 1.

3. In upholstery, that one of the bed-curtains
which hangs behind the head of the bed from
the tester.

head-coal (hed'kol), n. The upper part of a
seam of coal so thick that it has to be worked
in two or more lifts or heads. [Eng.]~" J -*

(hed'kort), n. A court, of which

for the head.
The bonnets, and the ornaments of the legs, and the

headbands. Isa. iii. 20.

2. In printing: (a) A thin slip of iron on the
tympan of a printing-press, (fe) A band of

decoration, usually engraved, at the head of a
chapter or at the top of a page. When made, as
was usual in the eighteenth century, of a combination of
typographic ornaments, it was called by printers a/oc.
3. In bookbinding, a sewed cord placed at the
head and tail of the inner back of a well-bound
book as a decoration and to make the inner
back as long as the outer. A worked head-band is
made by the book-sewer when sewing the book with thread
and needle. The ordinary head-band is a cord of brurht-
colored silk attached to the inner back.
head-band (hed'band), v. t. [< head-band, .]
To attach a head-band to (the inner back of a
book) in the process of binding.

After headbanding the book should receive a hollow
Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 390.

head-bay (hed'ba), . The water-space imme-
diately above the lock in a canal.

head-betony (hed'bet"o-ni), n. A plant, Pedi-
cularis Canadensis, better known as the wood-
betony or louscwort.

head-block (hed'blok), n. 1. In a saw-mill,
the device which supports or holds the log and
carries it to the saw

; specifically, the forward
carriage, on which the head of the log rests.
2. A block of wood placed under the upper

head-hunting
Are we to believe that the Morlacchi used the turban as

their head-dress before the Ottoman came '!

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 184.

Butterfly head-dress, a head-dress worn about 1475
consisting of a large veil of light material, stiffened, and
probably supported by a light wire frame. See cut in

preceding column.

head-earing (hed'er'ing), . See earing^.
headed (hed'ed), p. a. Furnished with a head

;

capitate ; having a top : used chiefly in compo-
sition: as, }oug-headed; thick-headed.

The Attican Poets did call him [Pericles] Schinocepha-
los, as much as to say, headed like an onion.

tforth, it. of Plutarch, p. 133.
"
He's headed like a buck," she said,

"And backed like a bear."
'

Queen Eleanor's Confession (Child's Ballads, VL 216).

There musing sat the hcauy-headed Karl.

Tennyson, Geraint.

header (hed'er), re. 1. One who or that which
removes the head from something; one who
beheads or decapitates: obsolete except in cer-
tain special uses,

(a) One who heads flsh in the opera-
tion of dressing them, (b) The knife used in the operation
of heading flsh. (c) A form of reaping-machine which
cuts off and gathers only the heads of the grain, (d) An
implement for gathering clover-heads for the sake of the
seed.

2. One who places a head on something, as on
a nail or a pin ; specifically, a cooper who puts
in the heads of casks. 3. One who or that
which stands at the head of something, as one
who leads a mob or party. 4. In masonry:
(a) A heavy stone extending over the thickness
of a wall. (6) A brick laid lengthwise across
the thickness of a wall and acting as a bond.
See cut under inbond. 5 . A plunge or dive head
foremost, as into the water, or, involuntarily,
from a horse or a bicycles
No time to go down and bathe ; 111 getmy header some-

where up the stream. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xviii.

6. One who dives head foremost. [Rare.]
There they bathed) of course, and Arthur, the Glory of

headers,
Leapt from the ledges with Hope, he twenty feet, he thirty.

Clough, Bothle of Tober-na-Vuolich, ifl.

7. In the manufacture of needles, a person
whose duty it is to turn the needles all one
way, preparatory to drilling. 8. A sod, brick,
or stone placed with the end toward the inte-
rior in building revetments. 9. A ship's mate
or other officer in charge of a whale-boat; a
boat-header.
head-fast (hed'fast), . Naut., a rope at the
bows of a ship, used to fasten it to a wharf or
other object.
The Ships ride here so close, as it were, keeping up one

another with their Head-fasts on shore.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 64.

head-fish (hed'fish), . A sunfish of the family
Molidce.

head-frame (hed'fram), n. In mining, the
structure erected over the shaft to support the

head-gear. Called in.England gallows-frame.
headful (hed'ful). n. [< head + -ful.] As much
as the head can hold.

I'll undertake, with a handful of silver, to buy a headful
of wit at any time. r "

were fined in default of attendance. The head-
courts were afterward reduced to one, and by the act of
20 George II. fines for non-attendance were abolished
Michaelmas head-court, in Scotland, the annual meet-
ing of the freeholders and commissioners of supply of a
county, held at Michaelmas, for various county purposes
head-cracker (hed'krak"er), . Same as head-
upade.

head-cringle
(hed'kring"gl),
n. See cringle.
head-dress
(hed'dres), n.

A covering or
decoration for
the head, as a
hat, cap, coif,

kerchief, or

veil, or any ar-

rangement of
the hair with or
without such a

covering.
A lady's head-

dress a most airy
sort of blue and
silver turban, with
a streamer of

plumage on one /

C Rrnnte VflWrj* Butterfly Head-dress, middle of i<th cen-C. Bronte, Vlllette, tury . (From viollet-le-Duc's
" DictTdu Mo-

[XX. biher francais.")

of a canal-lock. 2. Any water-'or flood-gate
of a race or sluice.

head-gear (hed'ger), n. 1 . Any covering for the
head, as a hat, or an ornament for the head

;
a

head-dress. 2. All the parts of a harness about
the head, as the head-stall, bits, etc. 3. In min-
ing, that part of the winding-machinery which
is attached to the head-frame, and of which the
most important part is formed by the sheaves
or pullevs over which the hoisting-rope passes.
head-guide (hed'gid), n. See guide

1
.

head-house (hed'hous), n. In coal-mining, the
house or structure in which the head-frame
stands, and by which it is protected and shield-
ed from the weather.

head-hung t (hed'hung), a. Despondent; hum-
ble.

Yon must not be so head-hung: why dost peep
Under thy cloak as thou didst fear a serjeanty

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iv. 2.

head-hunter (hed'hun'ter), n. A savage who
practises head-hunting.
head-hunting (hed'hun

//

ting), n. Among cer-
tain savage tribes, the practice of making in-

cursions for the purpose of procuring human
heads as trophies or for use in religious cere-
monies.

Head-hunting is not so much a religious ceremony
among the Pakatans, Borneo, as merely to show their bra-

very and manliness.
St. John, quoted in Spencer's Prin. of Sociol., 350.



headily

headily (hed'i-li), ade. [< ME. Iiedi/liche; <

lii-ady + -ty
2
.] lu a heady or rash manner;

hastily; rashly.
Antor hasted hym to kynge Carados, and met hjin so

hedylyfhe with a grete spere that bothe the tyiubir and
Btelen heede shewed thourgh his shuldre.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119.

Had they not been headily carried on by passion and

prejudice, they would never have passed this rash sen-

tence. Tillotson, xii. 135. (Latham.)

headiness (hed'i-nes), n. The condition or

quality of being heady, in any sense of that
word.
As for their headiness, see whether they be not prone,

bold, and run headlong into all mischief.

Tyndale, Aus. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X
[p. 106.

heading (hed'ing), . [Verbal n. of head, v."]

1 . The act or process of providing with a head :

as, the heading of a pin or of a barrel. 2. That
which stands at the nead

; especially, a title
;
a

caption: as, the heading of a paper. 3. Mate-
rial to form a head, as timber for forming the
heads of casks. 4. The foam on liquor. 5. A
preparation of equal parts of alum and green
vitriol, used in brewing. 6. In dressmaking:
(a) The upper edge of a flounce or ruffle which
projects above the line stitched on the dress,
etc. (6) Any narrow braid or trimming placed
at the head of a flounce, ruffle, fringe, or other

trimming. 7. In lace-making, the edge of the
lace on the side sewed to the dress, whether as
a part of the design or in the form of a sepa-
rate braid. 8. In fireworks, the particular de-
vice of a rocket, especially when used as a sig-
nal: as, a star-heading. 9. A driftway or pas-
sage excavated in the line of an intended tun-

nel, forming a gullet in which the men work.
10. In coal-mining : (a) In England, often used
as synonymous with liead. (b) In Pennsylva-
nia, a cross-heading, a continuous passage for

air, or for use as a manway; the place where
work is being done in driving any horizontal

passage. Penn. Geol. Surv. Gloss. 11. pi. In

placer-mining, the mass of gravel above the
head of the sluice. 12. In brickwork, a row
or course of headers; a heading-course. 13.
The molding above a door or a window; a
head-mold. 14. Homespun cloth. C. Sallock.

[Southern IT. S.] 15. See the extract.

Tan-liquor is then run into the vat, and when the inter-
stices are filled, the whole is crowned with a layer of bark,
which tanners call a heading.

C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 36.

heading-chisel (hed'ing-chiz"el), n. A chisel

for cutting down the head of a mortise. E. H.
Knight.
heading-circler (hed'ing-sfer"kler), n. A ma-
chine for cutting and dressing the pieces used
to form the head of a cask. The stuff is

clamped between two disks, shaped by a saw,
and finally dressed by revolving cutters.

heading-course (hed'ing-kors), n. In masonry,
a course which consists entirely of headers, or
of stones or bricks laid lengthwise across the
thickness of the wall. See English bond, under
bond1

.

heading-Milt, . A place of execution by be-

heading.
Huntly's gallant stalwart son
Wis heidit on thi keidin hill.

Battle of Corichie (Child's Ballads, VII. 214).

They brought him to the heading-kill,
His horse, hot and his saddle.

Young Waters (Child's Ballads, III. 804).

heading-joint (hed'ing-joint), . 1. In arch.,
a joint between two or more boards made at

right angles to the fibers. 2. In masonry, a

joint between two voussoirs in the same course.
E. H. Knight.

heading-knife (hed'ing-nif), n. A knife used
for heading, (a) A knife used by coopers in making the
chamfer on the head of a cask. (!>) A saddlers' knife used
for making holes too large to be made by a punch, (c) A
curriers' scraping-knife, (d) A fishermen's knife for cut-

ting oil the heads of fish.

heading-machine (hed'ing-ma-shen
/
'), n. 1. In

agri., a form of harvester by which the heads
are torn off from the standing grain. See reap-
ing-machine. 2. An apparatus for swaging up
the heads of bolts or pins. 3. A kind of lathe
for forming and trimming the heads of casks.

4. A press in which the heads of cartridges
are shaped. 5. A machine for making the
heads of pins.

heading-tool (hed'ing-tol), n. A hand-clamp
for holding the rod of metal used in forming
the heads of bolts, rivets, nails, etc.

headish (hed'ish), . [< head + -ish 1
.] Head-

strong; testy; flighty. [Prov. Eng.]

2751

head-kerchief (hed'ker'chif), n. A kerchief
worn on the head, usually as a turban.

Those who had ante-emancipation costumes of flowered
mousseline-de-laine gowns, black-silk aprons, and real

bandanna head-kerchiefs, put them on for volunteer ser-

vice in the dressing-room. New Princeton Ren., IV. 3B3.

head-kidney (hed'kid"'ni), n. The anterior
one of three parts of the segmental organ or

rudimentary kidney of a vertebrate embryo,
situated in the region of the heart, and tech-

nically called the pronephros.
Termed the head-kidney or pronephros ; and its duct is

the Mullerian duct. H. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 133.

head-knee (hed'ne), . Naut., a piece of mold-
ed knee-timber situated beneath the head-rails,
and fayed edgewise to the cutwater and stem,
for steadying the cutwater.

head-knot (hed'not), n. A knot of ribbon or

some similar thing worn as part of a head-dress.

headland (hed'land), n. [In def. 1, also E.
dial, headlands, ddlands; < ME. hevedlond, < AS.

*hedfodland (once spelled hafudland, glossed
L. limites), a boundary, headland (= G. haupt-
land, the mainland, the mother country), <

hedfod head, + land, land. For the sense
'

cape;

' cf . head, 6 (m), and cape
1

.'] 1. A ridge
or strip of unplowed land at the ends of fur-

rows or near a fence.

Now down with the grass upon headlands about.

Tuner, Five Hundred Points.

Access was given ... by the headland, at right angles
to the strips, on which there was a right to turn the

ploughs ;
the owner of the headland must, therefore, wait

to till his land till all the strips are ploughed.
Nineteenth Century, XIX. 904.

2. A cape ;
a promontory ;

a point of land pro-
jecting from the shore into the sea or other ex-

pause of water.

Flags, flutter out upon turrets and towers 1

Flames, on the windy headland flare !

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

The bracing air of the headland gives a terrible appe-
tite to those of us who, like me, have been sea-sick and
fasting for forty-eight hours.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

headle (hed'l), n. See heddle.

headledge (hed'lej), n. Naut., a thwartship
piece used in framing the hatchways or ladder-

ways. See cut under hatchway.
headless (hed'les), a. [< ME. heedless, hevedles,
< AS. hedfodleas (= D. hoofdeloos = G. hauptlos
= Dan. hovedlos=Sw. hufvudlos),<.hedfod, head,
+ -leas, -less.] 1. Having no head; acepha-
lous; acranial: as. the headless mollusks; head-
less vertebrates.

Ichabod was horror-stricken at perceiving that he [the
horseman] was headless! but his horror was still more
increased on observing that the head, which should have
rested on his shoulders, was carried before him on the

pommel of the saddle. Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

2. Destitute of a chief or leader.

They . . . made the empire stand headiest!. Raleigh.

3f. Destitute of understanding or prudence;
foolish.

It may more justly be numbered among those headless
old-wives' tales which Plutarch so justly derideth.

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 62.

headlesshoodt, . A variant of heedlesshood.

headlight (hed'llt), n. 1. A large lamp or lan-
tern and reflector carried on the front of a lo-

comotive and serving to illuminate the track

by night. On locomotives of European make two head-

lights are carried, one over each rail of the track, and they
are set much lower than the headlight of an American
locomotive.

2. A white light carried at a steamer's mast-
head when under way. [Rare.] .

head-line (hed'lin), . 1. A line or rope at-
tached to the head of an animal, as a bullock.

2. In printing, the line at the top of the page,
which contains the folio or number of the page,
with the title of the book (technically known as
the running head), or the subject of the chapter
or of the page.

headlingt, headlings (hed'ling, -lingz), adv.

[< ME. hedling, heedling, hevedlynge, and with
adv. gen. -s, -es, hedlings, hedlynges (= MHG.
houbetlingen); < head + -HngV,] Same as head-

long.
Al the droue wente hedlynge in to the sea.

Wycl(f, Mat. viii. 32 (Oxf.).

The foolish multitude everywhere . . . as a raging flood

(the banks broken down) runneth headlines into all blas-

phemy and devilishness. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 508.

head-lining (hed'15"mng), n. A painted can-
vas sometimes used to form the ceiling of pas-
senger-cars.
headlong (hed'16ng), adv. [< ME. Jiedlonge ;

var. of headling, q. v.j 1. With the head fore-

most : as, to fall headlong.

head-mold

[She] hit hym so hcturly with a hert wille,
That he hurlit down hedlongeitto the hard erthe.

Destruction uf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10980.

He flung her headlong into the mote.
Northern Lord and Cruel Jew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 281).

2. Kashly; precipitately; without deliberation.

Some ask for envy'd pow'r, which public hate

Pursues, and hurries headlong to their fate.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal s Satires, x. 86.

3. Hastily; without delay or respite ;
tumultu-

ously.
We are carried away headlong with the torrent of our

affections. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 596.

The rapid charge, the rallying shout,
Retreat borne headlong into rout.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 17.

headlong (hed'long), a. [< headlong, adv.] 1.

Steep; precipitous.
Like a tower upon a headlong rock.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 41.

To take the bit between his teeth, and fly

To the next headlong steep of anarchy.
Dryden, The Medal, 1. 122.

2. Rash; precipitate: as, headlong folly.

The headlong course that madd'ning heroes run,
How soon triumphant, and how soon undone !

Crabbe, Works, I. 158.

3. Rushing precipitately ; precipitate ; hasty.
The descent of Somerset had been a gradual and almost

imperceptible lapse. It now became a headlong fall.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

The young men think nothing of a headlong journey
from Bath to London and back again.

Mrs. Oliphant, Sheridan, p. 26.

headlongt, v. t. [< headlong, adv.] To precipi-
tate. Davies.
We . . . forget the course of our own sinful ignorance

that headlongs us to confusion.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 93.

headlonglyt (hed'16ng-li), adv. In a headlong
manner; precipitately.
So snatchingly or headlongly driven, flew Juno.

Chapman, Iliad, xv., Commentary.

headlongwiset (hed'long-wiz), adv. In a head-

long manner.
Now they began much more to take stomacke and indig-

nation, in case that after Tarquinius the kingdome should
not returne to them and their line, but should still run
on end, and headlong-wise fall unto such base varlets.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 29.

head-louse (hed'lous), n. The common louse,
Pediculus capitis, which infests the hair of the
human head. Compare body-louse, crab-louse.

head-luggedt (hed'lugd), a. Lugged or drag-
ged by the head.
A father, and a gracious aged man.
Whose reverence even the head-lvgg'd bear would lick
Most barbarous, most degenerate ! Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

headlyt (hed'li), a. [< ME. hedly, havedlich, <

AS. hedfwdlic, capital, < hedfod, head : see head.']
1. Principal; capital.
This weddyng is broken by iche hedly synne.

Wyclif, Select Works, III. 162.

2. [In this sense foxind only in Shakspere, in

the following passage in the folio of 1623, where
it is prob. a misprint for heady, as in all other

editions.] Same as heady, 3.

Eeadly murther, spoil, and villainy. Shalt., Hen. V., iii. 3.

head-man (hed'man'), n. [< early ME. hefd-
inan, hevedmon, < AS. hedfodman, a chief, leader

(= MHG. houbetman, houptman, G. hauptmann
(> ult. hetnian and ataman, q. v.) = Dan. hovcds-
mand= Sw. hofv its-man, captain), < hedfod, head,
+ man, man. Cf . headsman.] A chief; a leader.

[Now usually written as two words.]
head-mark (hed'mark), n. The natural char-
acteristics of each individual of a species.

Head-mark, or, in other words, that characteristic in-

dividuality stamped by the hand of Nature upon every
individual of her numerous progeny.

Agric. Surv., Peebles. (Jamieson.)

Galloway and Buchan, Lothian and Lochaber, are like

foreign parts ; yet you may choose a man from any of

them, and, ten to one, he shall prove to have the head-
mark of a Scot. R. L. Stevenson, The Foreigner at Home.

head-master (hed'mas'ter), M. The principal
master of a school or seminary.
Mr. Thring claims that three hundred boys is the limit

of numbers that a head-master can know personally.
The Century, XXXVI. 653.

head-mold (hed'mold), . 1. The skull proper,
or cranium; the brain-pan. 2. In arch., a

molding carried around or over the head of a
door or a window

;
a hood-mold or hood-mold-

ing. Head-mold Shott, a morbid condition of a new-
born child in which the sutures of the skull, usually the
coronal suture, have their edges shot over one another.

In the old London Bills of Mortality the term head-
mould shot long stood as the vernacular for a form of hy-
drocephalus, or water on the brain.

jV. and Q., Cth ser., IX. 18.



head-molding

head-molding (hed'mol'ding), n. Sameasfcead-

mold, 2.

head-money (lied'mun-'i), >i. 1. A capitation-

tax; a tax of so much per head.

To be taxed by the poll, to be sconced our head-money.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2. A reward by the head or number for per-
sons captured in war, especially at sea ; also,
a reward for the production of the head of an
outlaw or enemy.
The laws of some states hold out special rewards to en-

courage the capture of vessels, especially of commissioned
vessels, of their enemies. Such is the head-money of five

pounds, due under a section of the British prize act, to
all on board an armed vessel acting under public author-

ity, for every man on board of a similar captured vessel
who was living at the beginning of the engagement.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 144.

Head-money cases, three cases decided by the United
States Supreme Court in 1884 (112 U. 8., 580), which held
that an act of Congress (August 3d, 1882) imposing upon
owners of vessels a duty for immigrants entering the
United States was valid.

headmost (bed 'most), a. sttperl. [< head +
-most.'] Most advanced; most forward; first

in a line or order of progression : as, the head-
most ship in a fleet.

One steam torpedo-boat . . . managed to run the gaunt-
let of the guard-boats, and came through them bravely at

the headmost Turkish ship. If. A. He.*., CXXVII. 884.

head-netting (hed'net'ing), n. An ornamental

netting used in merchant ships
instead of the

fayed planking of the head-rails.

head-note (hed'not), n. A note or remark

placed at the head, as of a chapter or page;
specifically, a brief and condensed statement

introductory to a report of a legal decision,

stating the principles of law to be deduced
from the decision to which it is prefixed, or
the facts and circumstances which bring the
case in hand within the principle or rule of

law or of practice which the court applied; a

syllabus.
head-pant (hed'pan), n. [ME. not found, < AS.

hedfodpanne (= D. hoofdpan = ODan. hoved-

pande), the skull, < hedfod, head, + panne, a

pan.] The brain-pan.
head-penny (hed'pen*'i), . [ME. luefed-pen-

ing.~\ A poll-tax: usually in the plural, head-

pence. Also called head-silver.

head-piece (hed'pes), n. [Formerly also head-

peece, headpeace; < head + piece.'} 1. A hel-

met; specifically, an open helmet such as was
worn after the abandonment of the armet;
also, a hat; head-gear. See morion, cabasset,

burganet.
One dark little man stood, sat, walked, lectured, under

the head-piece of a bandit bonnet-grec.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxxv.

2. The head; especially, the head as the seat

of the understanding ; hence, intelligence ; judg-
ment. [Colloq.]

A Biggen he had got about his brayne,
For in his headpeace he felt a sore payne.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.
Pride comfort your poor head-piece, lady ! 'tis a weak

one, and had need of a night-cap.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, 1. 1.

3. A decorative engraving placed at the top of

the first page of a book, or at the beginning of

a chapter, etc.
;
a head-band.

head-plate (hed'plat), n. 1. A metal strip or

guard covering the joint of the top of a landau.
2. A reinforcing piece on the cantle of a

saddletree. 3. In entom., a horny plate on the

cephalic extremity of the larvaj of certain in-

sects.

Many larvse are destitute of eyes namely, all maggots
with an undeveloped head, as well as many larva- with a

distinct corneous head-plate. Shuckard.

4. In gun., a plate which covers the breast of

the cheeks of a gun-carriage.
head-post (hed'post), n. 1. One of the posts
at the head of a four-post bedstead. 2. In the

stall-partition of a stable, the post nearest the

manger.
head-pump (hed'pump), n. Naut., a small

pump placed at the bow of a vessel, with the
lower end communicating with the sea, used

chiefly for washing decks.

headquarters (hed'kwar'terz), n. pi. 1. The
quarters or place of residence, permanent or

temporary, of the commander-in-chief of an
army. 2. The residence of any military chief,
or the place from which his orders are issued.
Hence 3. The place where one chiefly resides
or carries on business.

headrace (hed'ras), . 1. The race or flume
which leads water to a water-wheel. 2. See
the extract.
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The channel of supply, or head race, whereby water is

brought to the engine. llaitkine, Steam Boiler, 95.

head-rail1
(hed'ral), n. [< head + wi/'.] 1.

In ship-building, one of the elliptical rails at the
head of a ship. 2. The upper horizontal mem-
ber of a door-frame.

head-rail-t (hed'ral), . [< head + rail*."} A
kerchief or other garment of linen for the head,
worn especially by women.
head-reach (hed'rech), t>. t. Naut., to shoot
ahead, as a sailing vessel during the evolution
of tacking.
head-rest (hed'rest), . A rest or support of

any kind for the head; specifically, inphotog.,
an adjustable apparatus, generally a metallic
skeleton frame, placed behind the sitter to

steady and support his head during the taking
of his portrait.

head-ring (hed'ring), n. A decoration worn by
the men of the Kafirs after marriage, consisting
of a leaflet of palm secured permanently to the

woolly hair, and covered with vegetable wax or
other material used for dressing the hair.

head-rope (hed'rop), . [< ME. hederap."] If.

Naut., a rope to support the head of a mast.

Thane was hede-rapys hewene [cut] that helde upe the
mantes. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), I. 36S9.

2. That part of a bolt-rope which terminates

any sail on its upper edge, and to which the sail

is sewed.
head-sails (hed'salz), . pi. Naut., sails set

forward of the foremast,
headshake (hed'shak), . A significant shake
of the head.

That you, at such times seeing me, never shall,
With arms encumber'd thus, or thus head shake, . . . note
That you know aught of me. Shak., Hamlet, t 5.

head-sheets (hed'shets), n.pl. Naut.,the sheets
of the head-sails; the jib-sheets.
head-shield (hed'sheld), n. In herpet., a cephal-
ic plate ; one of the usually definite and sym-
metrical plates on the top of the head of a snake
or lizard.

headship (hed'ship), n. [< head + -ship."] The
state or position of being a head or chief; head
or chief place ; hence, authority ;

rule
; govern-

ment.
As an estate of the realm the spiritualty recognises the

headship of the king, as a member of the Church Catholic
it recognises, according to the medieval idea, the headship
of the pope. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 376.

There seems no reason to doubt that Rome, in the days
of her kings, had won a federal headship over all Latinm,
and that she lost that headship through her change from
kings to consuls. E. A. Freeman, Auier. Lects., p. 316.

Federal headship. See federal.

head-sill (hed'sil), w. In a saw-pit, one of the
transverse pieces at each end, on which the
ends of the timber rest.

head-silver (hed'sil'ver), . Same as head-

penny.
head-skin (hed'skin), . A thick, tough, elas-

tic substance, proof against the harpoon, pro-
tecting the case of the sperm-whale. C. M.
Scammon.
headsman (hedz'man), .; pi. headsmen (-men).
[< ME. heddysman (def. 1) ; < head's, poss. of

head, + man."] 1. A chief person; a head man.

The! . . . Hyngede of thelre heddys-mene by hundrethes
at ones. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 281.

2. One who cuts off the heads of condemned
persons ; a public executioner.

Come, heaflsinan, off with his head.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

3. A laborer in a colliery who conveys the
coal from the workings to the horseway.
head-spade (hed'spad), n. A long-handled in-

strument with iron shank and cast-steel blade,

belonging to the cutting-gear used by whalers
in cutting in a whale. It Is heavier than the cutting-

spade, and is employed in cutting the bone which con-
nects the whale's head to the body. Also called head-
cracker.

headspring (hed'spring), . Origin; source;
fountainhead.

head-Stall (hed'stal), . 1. That part of a bri-

dle which encompasses the head. 2. Same
as capistrum, 1.

head-station (hed'sta'shpn), . The dwelling-
house and offices on an Australian sheep- or
cattle-station. [Australia.]
Soon they passed a headxtation, as the homestead and

main buildings of a station are invariably called.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 42.

head-stick (hed'stik), n. 1. Naut., a short
round stick with a hole at each end, through
which the head-rope of some triangular sails is

thrust before being sewed on. 2. In printing.

headway
a straight piece of furniture placed at the head
of a form, between the chase and the type.
head-Stock (hed'stok), n. In much.: (a) The
framing used to support the gudgeons of a
wheel, (b) In a lathe, the frame which supports
the live spindle, to which the work is chucked
or dogged, as distinguished from the tail-stock,
which supports the dead spindle ; the live head,

(c) The transverse member which forms the end
of the under frame of an American railroad-car,

headstone (hed'ston), n. 1. The principal
stone in a foundation ; the chief stone, as the
corner-stone of a building, or the keystone of
an arch. See cut under arch*. 2. A stone,

usually inscribed, set at the head of a grave.
Where Claribel low-lleth . . .

At noon the wild bee hummeth
About the moss'd headstone.

Tennyson, Claribel.

head-Stool (hed'stdl), . A small narrow kind
of pillow used to rest the neck or cheek upon
during repose, and leave the hair undisturbed.
Such appliances were used when large and
elaborate coiffures were in vogue.
headstrong (hed'strdng), a. 1. Wilful; un-

governable; obstinate; bent on pursuing one's

own ends.

Peace, headstrong Warwick ! Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 8.

She's as headstrong as an allegory on the banks of the
Nile. Sheridan, The Rivals, Hi. 8.

In all his dealings he was headstrong, perhaps, but open
aud above board. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 293.

2. Directed by or proceeding from obstinate
wilfulness : as, a headstrong course.

Thus 111 curb her mad and headstrong humour.
Shak., T. of the 8., IT. 1.

= Syn. Intractable, unruly, stubborn, dogged.

headstrongness (hed'strong-nes), n. Obsti-
nate wilfulness. [Rare.]

Rosinante's headstrongiuss . . . shews that a beast
knows when he is weary, or hungry, better than his rider.

Qayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 6.

head-SWord (hed'sord), n. Water running
through an adit-level : a Cornish mining term.

head-tabling (hed'ta'bling), n. See tabling.
head-timber (hed'tim'ber), n. Naut., one of

the upright pieces of timber which are inserted

between the upper knee and the curved rail, to

support the frame of the head-rails.

head-tire (hed'tlr), n. Dress or attire for the

head.

A chariot with bridles of gold, and an headtire of flne

linen. 1 Esd. 111. 6.

Their head-tires of flowers, mixed with silver and gold,
with some sprigs of icgrets among. B. Jonson, Chloridia.

head-tone (hed'ton), n. In singing, a tone so

produced as to bring the cavities of the nose
and head into sympathetic vibration, thus giv-

ing an impression of being made there.

head-turner (hed'ter"ner), n. A machine for

shaping and leveling the heads of barrels.

head-valve (hed'valv), n. In a steam-engine,
the delivery-valve. E. H. Knight.
head-veil (hed'val), n. A veil used to cover the

head and usually falling behind it, as distin-

guished from the face-veil: such a veil is an

important part of the costume of the wealthier
Moslem women.
head-voice (hed'vois), . In singing, thatmeth-
od of using the voice, or that portion of the

singer's compass, which tends to produce head-
tones.

headward, headwards (bed 'ward, -w&rdz),
adv. [< head + -ward, -wards."] Toward the
head. Packard.
head-wark (hed'wark), n. [< ME. heedwarke,
hedewarke, < AS. hedfodwasre (= Iee}.hofudhverkr
= Sw. hufvudvark = Dan. hovedvark), < hedfod,

head,+ wcerc, ache, pain.] Same as headache, 2.

headway (hed'wa), w. 1. Motion ahead or for-

ward
;
force or amount of such motion ;

rate of

progress: said specifically of a ship, but ap-

plied to all kinds of progress, literally or fig-

uratively.
The engines (of a steamer] are first "slowed," then

stopped, and finally backed, if necessary ; when the head-

way ceases, the anchor is let go.
Hamersly, Naval Encyc., p. 85.

My Lord Derby and his friends seem to think Democracy
has made, and is making, dangerous headway.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 104.

2. In arch., clear space in height, as from a

floor to a ceiling, or from the ground to the

crown of an arch; specifically, the perpen-
dicular distance from any step or landing of

a stair to the ceiling. 3. In coal-mining, a

cross-heading. [North. Eng.] TO fetch head-
way. See/efcAl.
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head-word (hed' werd), . A word put as a title heal1
* (hel), n. [Also dial, hale ; < ME. hele, <

"-"- *- -* AS. hSlu, halo, health, safety, salvation, < hal,

whole: see heal1
, v., and of. health.] Health;

well-being.
In our chapitre praye we day and night
To Christ that he the sende hele.

(and printed usually in a distinctive type) at

the head of a paragraph, as the words in full-

face at the beginning of the several articles in

this dictionary ;
a title-word; a word constitut-

ing a heading or a side-head,

head-work (hed'werk), H. 1. Mental or intel-

lectual labor.

He had the perseverance, the capability for head-work

Well are they fed, well are they clad,

And live in heal and weal.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 387).

health

2. Cure ;
the means of making whole.

Unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteous-
ness arise with healiny in his wings. Mai. ir. 2.

A light of healing glanced about the couch.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

healing 1 (he'ling), p. . Curing; curative; re-

ive
; soothing.

Everv virtuous plant and healing herb.

Milton, Comus, 1. 621.

and calculation, the steadiness and general forethought, 12 /, an , rAlsn Aw/fsfiR def 2C61V<ME
which might have made him a great merchant if he had heal-1

(hel), V. t. LAlso heel seei Her.
^ WJj^

lived in a large city. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxi. helen, Inlen, < AS. helan (pret. htel, pi. nailon, pp.

To this ideational adjustment may be referred most of

the strain and " head splitting
" connected with recollect-

ine reflecting, and all that people call head-work.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 59.

holen) = OS. helan = OFries. hela = D. helen =
MLG. helen = OHG. helan, MHG. heln, G. fahtet,

cover, conceal, = L. celare, cover, conceal (in

comp. concelare, > ult. E. conceal, q. v.), akin to

2. In arch., the heads and other ornaments on

the keystone of an arch.

head-worker (hed
' wer "

ker), n. 1 . One who
works with his head or brain, as distinguished are ^ nof(j neu^ lulw, -, n~, uie-, /..-,

from one who does physical
labor,

^Specifically jloiiowl
!
helm2

, etc.] If. To hide; conceal; keep _ [Prov. Eng.]

secret.
Mordre is so wlatsom and abhominable
To God, that is so just and respnable,
That he ne wol nought snore it hiled be.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 235.

Eve,
As one who loves, and some unkindness meets,
With sweet austere composure thus replied : . . .

To whom with healing words Adam replied.
Milton, P. L., ix. 290.

Much, however, must still have been left to the healiny

influence of time. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

The healing art, the art of medicine..
,

occulere, hide (> ult. E. occult, q. v.), to cella, a healing2 (he'ling), n. [< ME. helinge, hilinge,

hut, cell (> ult. E. cell, q. v.), to Gr. KaMirTetv, covering; verbal n. of heal2
,
v. Cf. equiv. hill-

cover, conceal, etc. From the same Teut. root
ing.'] A covering. Specifically (a) The covering

are E. hall, hell1 ,
hell'2

,
hill2

,
hull1

,
hole1

,
hold2

, of the roof of a buildiug. [Prov. Eng.] (f>) pi. Bed-covers.

I can nae langer heal frae thee,
Thou art my youngest brither.

Rosmer Hafmand (Child's Ballads, I. 254).

2. To cover, as for protection, (a) To cover or over-

lay, as a roof with tiles, slates, tin, etc. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]

Alle the houses beth heled halles and chambres,
With no lede, bote with Loue and with Leel-speche.

Piers Plowman (C), viii. 237.

Water with of rayne or of the welle,
Then hele it feire, or se that it be soo.

Palladins, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

(4) [In this use also spelled heel, being partly confused

with heel?, orig. healdl, heeld, incline.] To cover (the

roots of trees and plants), usually in an inclined or slanting

position, with soil, after they have been taken out of the

ground, and before setting them permanently : generally
used with in.

2. One who assists in planning a robbery
or burglary, by finding out where money or

valuables are. kept and informing the gang,
for an interest in the proceeds of the plunder.

[Thieves' cant.]

heady (hed'i), a. [< head + -y
1

.'} 1. Head-

strong; rash; precipitate; hurried on by ob-

stinacy or passion.
Let the immortal! soule lift her eies vpwards, not down-

wards into this darke world, which is vnstable, madde,
headie, crooked, alway encompassing a blinde depth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 367.

A man of astrong heady temperament, like Villon, is very

differently tempted. His eyes lay hold on all provocations

greedily, and his heart flames up at a look into imperious
desire. -R. L. Stevenson, Francois Villon.

2. Apt to affect the head; intoxicating.

A sort of wine which was very heady.

This towne much consists of brewers of a certaine heady
ale. Evelyn, Diary, May 19, 1672.

They [moles] are driven from their haunts by garlick for

a time, and other heady smells buried in their passages.
Evelyn, Sylva, xxvi.

New honours are as heady as new wine.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxxii.

3. Violent
; impetuous. [Rare.]

Never came reformation in a flood,

With such a heady currance, scouring faults.

A cliffe

Against whose base the headie Neptune dasht

His high-curlde browes.
Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 3.

head-yard (hed'yard), n. Naut.,,
one of the dMa rogeo> the roserootj and Scrophularia nodosa, the fig

yards on the foremast: as, to haul around and W0rt. High heal-all, a common North American herb

brace up the head-yards. Pedimlans Canadenxis, the lousewort. See Pedieularis

heal1
(hel), v. [< ME. helen, < AS. hcelan (= heald1

!, v. and n. See heeld.

OS. he/ian = OFries. hela = D. heelen = MLG. heald2 (held), n. Same as heddle.

helen, heilen, LG. helen = OHG. heilan, MHG. heal-dog (hel'dog), n. [< heal1
, v., + obj. dog.]

G. heilen = Icel. heila = Sw. hela = Dan. hele = See madwort.
healer1

(he'ler), n. [< ME. helere (= OHG.
heilari), < helen, heal: see heal1 , v. The AS.

noun hcelend (prop, ppr.) (= OS. heljand =
= OHG ' "

VII bushels [of seed] on an acre londe bestowe
When all the dewe is off, in houres warme,
And hele hem lest the nyghtes weete hem harme. .. .

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 45. healsome (hel sum), a

(hel), . A variant spelling
"* >">-'2 variant of * ote*o '-

healing-herb (he'ling-erb), . A plant, Sym-

phytum officinale, generally called comfrey.

healing-pyx (he'ling-piks), n. Eccles., the pyx
or box which contains the sacred oil for anoint-

ing the sick.

healing-stonet, n. A roofing-slate or -tile.

For the covering of houses there are three sorts of slate,

which from that use take the name of Healing-stones.
. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 6.

heallesst, . [ME. heleles; < heal1
, n., + -less.]

Incapable of being made whole or well.

How myght a wight in tormente and in drede
And heleles, yow sende as yet gladnesse ?

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1593.

healm, n. See halm.

healsfangt, [AS., lit. 'neck-taking.' < heals,

the neck, E. halse1
, q. v., + fang, n., <fon (pp.

fangcn), take : see fang. Cf . Icel. halsfang, em-

bracing, Mlsfengja, embrace.] In Anglo-Saxon

law, a fine or mulct of uncertain character;
"the sum every man sentenced to the pillory
would have had to pay to save him from that

punishment, had it been in use." Thorpe.
A dialectal (Scotch)

-all (hel'al), n.

sess great healing virtues, especially Brmiella

vulgaris, more commonly called self-heal. Among
the other plants sometimes called by this name are Col

linsonia Canadensis, the horse-balm or stone-root, Kho
oseroot, and Serophularia nodosa, the fir

Goth, hailjan), heal, make whole, < hal, whole: healer1
(he'ler), n.

see whole, and cf . holy, hale2
,
hail2

, health, etc.]

I. trans. 1. To make whole or sound ;
restore

to health or soundness ;
cure : as, to heal the

sick.

The! that were hurt and wounded a-bode at theire hos-

telles for to hele theire woundes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 499.

The rarest Simples that our fields present-vs
Heale but one hurt, and healing too torment-vs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed.
Mat. viii. 8.

2. To restore to wholesome conditions; re-

MLG. heilant = OHG. heilanto, heilant, MHG.
heilant, G. heiland), lit. healer, was applied only
to Jesus, being a translation of the name Jesus

or of its Latin equivalent salvator.~] One who
or that which heals, cures, restores, or repairs.

This name Ihesu es noghte ells for to say one Ynglische
hot heler or hele.

Hamjmle, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 43.

O Time ! . . . comforter,
And only healer when the heart hath bled.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 130.

move something evil or noxious from
; purify; healer2 (he'ler), . [<ftea(2 + -er1 .] One whose

cleanse ; strengthen. business it is to cover houses with tiles, slates,

Also hellier, hillier.I . . . will heal their land. 2 Chron. vii. 14.

Thy gifts, thy love, may scarce now heal my heart

Look not so kind God keep us well apart !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 324.

3. To remedy; remove, repair, or counteract

by salutary or beneficial means : as, to heal a

quarrel or a breach.

I will heal their backsliding. Hos. riv. 4.

We took order that he should be dealt with by Mr. Cot-

ton, Mr. Hooker, and Mr. Welde, to be brought to see his

errour, and to heal it by some public explanation of his

meaning. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 179.

Time and tale a long-past woe will heal,
And make a melody of grief.

etc. Also hellier, hillier. Ray, South and East

Country Words. [Prov. Eng.]
healfult (hel'ful), a. [< ME. heeleful, heleftd;

< heal1
, n., + -ful.~] 1. Tending to heal or cure

;

healing. 2. Full of health or safety.

It schalle syue drynke to hym with watir of heelful

wisdom. Wyclif, Ecclus. xv. 3(Purv.).

He made the Gospelles, in the whiche is gode Doctryne
and helffulle, fulle of Charitee and Sothefastnesse, and

trewe prechinge to hem that beleeven in God.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 133.

Vertues to knowe, thaym forto haue and vse,

Is thing moste heelfulle in this worlde trevly.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, n. 23. healingl (he'ling), n. [< ME. heelinge, < AS.

H. intrans. To grow whole or sound; return to hieling (= D.
heeling_

= OHG. heilunga, G. hei-

st sound state : with reference to a wound, some- lung), verbal n. of hailan, heal : see heal1 , c.] 1 .

The act or process of making or becoming
whole, sound, or well.

The first stage of healing, or the discharge of matter, is

by surgeons called digestion. Sharp, Surgery.

Ourself, foreseeing casualty, . . . learnt,

For many weary moons before we came,
This craft of healing. Tennyson, Princess, iii.

times with np or over.

Withinne a fewe dayes he schal so haul that he schal

fele him silf of the statt and the strenkthe of xl seer.
Book ofQuinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 15.

While Geraint lay healing of his hurt.
The blameless King went forth. Tennyson, Geraint.

Healing tissue. See tissue.

(more commonly hcelu, ,

vatioii: see heal1
, n.), < hal, whole, hale: see

whole, hale2
,
hail2

,
heal1 . The word is thus an

abstract noun from whole, not from heal.'] 1.

Soundness of body; that condition of a living

organism and of its various parts and func-

tions which conduces to efficient and prolonged

life; a normal bodily condition. Health implies

also, physiologically, the ability to produce offspring fit-

ted to live long and to perform efficiently the ordinary
functions of their species.

It is as " the outward sign of freedom, the realisation of

the universal will," that health may be set at once as sign

and as goal of the harmonious operation of the whole sys-

tem as sign and as goal of a realisation of life.

J. H. Stirling, Secret of Hegel, II. 554.

2. In an extended use, the general condition of

the body with reference to the degree of sound-

ness and vigor, whether normal or impaired:

as, good health; ill health ; how is your health f

That health of the body is best which is ablest to endure

all alterations and extremities.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 270.

3. Natural vigor of the faculties
;
moral or in-

tellectual soundness.
We have left undone those things which we ought to have

done ; And we have done those things which we ought not

to have done : And there is no health in us.

Book of Common Prayer, General Confession.

The beautiful solemn words of the ritual had done him

good, and restored much of his health.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

4. Power of healing, or giving health
; capa-

city for restoring, strengthening, enlightening,

purifying, etc. : chiefly in Scripture.

That thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health

among all nations. Ps. Ixvii. 2.

The tongue of the wise is health. Prov. xii. 18.

5. A salutation or a toast; an invocation of

health and happiness for another: as, to drink

a health to one.
Thou worthy lord

Of that unworthy wife that greeteth thee,

Health to thy person ! Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1305.

Lady Margerle was the first ladye
That drank to him the wine O ;

And aye as the healths gaed round and round,

"Laddy, your love is mine O."

Sweet Willie and Lady Margerie (Child's Ballads, II. 53).

Well come, give us a bottle of good wine, and we'll

drink the lads' health. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 3.

Bill Of health. See bills. Board of health, a board of

commissioners appointed by the government of the United



health
States or of any State, city, or town, to make regulations
for preventing the spread of contagious or infectious dis-

eases, to promote or regulate sanitary conditions in par-
ticular cases, and in other ways to care for the public
health. The National Board of Health consists of several
members appointed by the Resident, one medical officer
of the army, one of the navy, one of the marine hospital
service, and one officer of the department of justice. It
cooperates with State and municipal hoards, and reports
upon and endeavors to increase their efficiency. Figure
Of health. See fiijure. Health laws, statutes regulat-
ing the general sanitary conditions by the organization of
boards of health.

healthful (helth'ful), a. [< health + -ful] 1.
Pull of or in the enjoyment of health; free
from disease; healthy: as, a healthful body or
a healthful condition. [In this sense healthy is

more common.]
The virtue which the world wants is a healthful virtue,

not a valetudinarian virtue. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

2. Serving to promote health; salubrious;
wholesome

; salutary : as, a healthful air or cli-

mate
; a healthful diet.

Send down . . . the healthful spirit of thy grace.
Book of Common Prayer, Prayer for Clergy and People.

In books, or work, or healthful play,
Let my first years be past.

Watts, How doth the Little Busy Bee.

A few cheerful companions in our walks will render
them abundantly more healtliful. V. Knux, Essays, c.

3. Well disposed ;
cheerful. [Rare.]

Gave health/ul welcome to their ship-wrack'd guests.
Shale., C. of ., i. 1.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Wholesome, etc. See healthy.

healthfully (helth'fiil-i), adv. In a healthful
manner; wholesomely.
healthfulness (helth'ful-nes), n. The state
of being healthful or healthy; wholesomeness;
salubrity.
This verse sets forth the healthfulness and vigour of the

inhabitants of that fertile country.
Up. Patrick, Paraphrases and Com., Gen. xllx. 12.

health-guard (helth'gard), . In Great Brit-

ain, officers appointed to enforce the quaran-
tine regulations.
healthily (hel'thi-li), adv. In a healthy con-
dition; so as to be healthy or to promote
health.

healthiness (hel'thi-nes), . The state of being
healthy ;

soundness
;
freedom from disease : as,

the healthiness of an animal or a plant.
healthless (helth'les), . [< health + -less.]
1. Infirm; sickly.
O wisdom, with how sweet an art doth thy wine and

oil restore health to my healthless soul !

St. Gregory, Pastoral, quoted in Quarles's Emblems, ill. 3.

2. Unwholesome; unhealthy. [Rare.]
He that spends his time in sports, and calls it recreation,

is like him whose garment is all made of fringes, and his
meat nothing but sauces

; they are healthless, chargeable,
and useless. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, 1. 1.

healthlessness (helth'les-nes), n. The state
of being healthless, sickly, or unwholesome/.
A merry meeting, or a looser feast, calls upon the man

to act a scene of folly and madness, and healthleisness
and dishonour. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 704.

health-lift (helth'lift), H. An apparatus for

exercising the muscles by raising a weight by a
direct upward lift. It is sometimes so arranged, by
means of levers, that the body of the person lifting serves
as the weight lifted.

health-officer (helth'of "i-ser), n. An officer

charged with the administration of the health
laws and the enforcement of sanitary regula-
tions.

healthsomet(helth'sum), a. [< health + -some.']
Wholesome.
healthsomenesst (helth'sum-nes), . Whole-
someuess.
He [Csesar] himself made so many iorneyes as he thought

sufficient for chaunge of the places for healthsotnenesse.

Golding, tr. of Csesar, fol. 271.

healthy (hel'thi), a. [< health + -yi.] 1. Be-
ing in a sound state

; possessing health of body
or mind; hale; sound.

Asks what thou lackest, thought resign'd,A healthy frame, a quiet mind.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

If a healthy body contributes to the health of the mind,
so also a healthy mind keeps the body well.

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 58.

2. Conducive to health; wholesome; salubri-
ous

; healthful. [In this sense healthful is gen-
erally preferred.]

Gardening or husbandry, and working in wood, are fit
and healthy recreations for a man of study or business.

Locke.

And therefore that love of action which would put death
out of sight is to be counted good, as a holy and healthy
thing (one word, whose meanings have become unduly
severed). W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 237.
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3. Safe; prudent. [Slang. ] = syn. 1. Vigorous,
hearty, robust, strong; Healthy, Healthful, Wholesome,
Salubrious, Salutary. A distinction between healthy said

healthful is nearly established. Healthy is applicable to
the condition of body or mind

; healthful to that which
produces health. Wholesome is sometimes preferred to

healthful on the ground of euphony, but commonly applies
chiefly to food, as salubrious applies chiefly to air, climate,
and the like. Salutary has mainly a moral significance :

as, a salutary effect ; salutary influence. Healthy and
wholesome are often used figuratively ; the others are not.

heam (hem), n. A dialectal form of /iamt-1.

heap (hep), n. [< ME. heep, a heap, crowd,
multitude, < AS. heap, a band, troop, crowd,
multitude (of persons), rarely a pile (of things),= OS. hop =OFries. hdp= D. hoop = MLG. hop,
LG. hoop, hope, also hupe, hiipe = OHG. houf
and Mfo, MHG. houf, houfe, and huf, hufe, G.

haufe = Icel. hopr = Sw. hop = Dan. hob (the
vowel in the Scand. words being conformed to
that of the LG.), a troop, crowd, multitude.
Cf. OBulg. kupu, Russ. Pol. kupa, Lith. kaupas,
a crowd, heap (Slav, and LG. p do not reg. cor-

respond). Doublet hope, in the phrase forlorn
hope : see forlorn.] 1 . A great number of per-
sons or animals ; a troop; a crowd; a multitude.
[In this (the original) sense now rare except col-

loquially.]
Now is not that of God a ful fair grace,
That swich a lewed mannes wit shall pace
The wisdom of an hepe of learned men ?

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 575.

They haue hills consecrated to Idols, whither they re-
sort in heapes on pilgrimage. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 445.

2. A great number of things; a large accu-

mulation, stock, or store of any kind
;
a large

quantity ;
a great deal : as, a heap of money ;

the frost destroyed a heap of fruit. [Now chief-

ly colloquial.]
Touch. Yet was not the knight forsworn.
Cel. How prove you that, in the great heapol your know-

ledge ? Shale.
,
As you lake it, i. 2.

Thou now one heap of beauty art.

Cou-ley, The Mistress, Clad all in White.

Heapi of comment have recently been written about
Wordsworth s way of dealing with nature.

J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 110.

3. A collection of things laid in a body so as
to form an elevation; a pile or raised mass:
as, a heap of earth or stones. In some places a

heap of limestone was formerly 4} cubic yards.
There is an heep of Stones aboute the place, where the

Body of hire was put of the Angles.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 62.

They doe . . . raise certalne heaps of sand, mudde, clay,
or some other such matter to repell the water.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 206.

There is seene a ruinous shape of a shapelesse heape and
building. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 58.

It was a crumbling heap,
whose portal dark

With blooming ivy-trails was overgrown.
Shelley, Revolt of Islam, iv. 1.

4. In math., a collection of objects all related
in the same way one to another A heap, used
adverbially, a great deal ; very much : exceedingly : as,
he goes a heap too often ; to like one a heap. Also, by ab-

breviation, heap, a locution commonly ascribed to Amer-
ican Indians speaking English. [Colloq.J

To go to church in New York in any kind of tolerable

style costs o heap a year. Dow't Patent Sermons.

He is a big man, heap big man.
Speech of Hole-in-the-Sky at Washington, 1868.

In a heap, close together. Chaucer. To strike all of
a heap, to throw into bewilderment or confusion

;
aston-

ish or confound. See aheap. [Colloq.J

Now was I again struck all of a heap. However, soon
recollecting myself, "Sir," said I, "I have not the pre-
sumption to hope such an honor."

Richardson, Pamela, I. 297.

heap (hep), v. t. [< ME. hcpcn, < AS. hedpian
(= D. hoopen = OHG. houfoii, MHG. houfen, G.
haufen = Sw. hopa = Dan. (op-)hobe), heap, <

hedp, aheap: see heap, n.] 1. To cast, lay, or

gather in a heap ; pile ; accumulate ; amass : as,
to heap stones or ore : often with up or on : as,
to heap up treasures

;
to heap on wood or coal.

Eke heep uppe everie root* of feme and brieres,
And everie weed, as used everi where is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Though he heap up silver as the dust. Job xxvii. 16.

"One, two, three, four," said Mr. lacker, heaping that
number of black cloaks upon his left arm.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xix.

Her brother ran in his rage to the gate,
He came with the babe-faced lord

;

Heap'd on her terms of disgrace.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiii. 1.

2. To round or form into a heap, as in mea-
suring ; give or fill with overflowing measure.

Nay, strew, with free and joyous sweep,
The seed upon the expecting soil:

For hence the plenteous year shall heap
The garners of the men who toil.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

hear

3. To bestow a heap or large quantity upon.
Never had man more joyfull day then this,Whom heaven would heape with blis.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 247.

Heaped measure, a quantity overfilling the measuring.
vessel, a cone of the commodity being formed above the
top of the vessel. Such measure is used for coal, pota-
toes, fruit, or other articles of merchandise which do not
lie compactly in the measuring-vessel. To heap coals
of fire on one's head. See coal.

heap-cloud (hep'kloud), n. Same as cumulus, 1.

I will take the case of the common cumulus or heap-
cloud. Nature, XXXIX. 226.

heaper (he'per), n. One who heaps, piles, or
amasses.

heap-flood! (hep'flud), n. A heavy sea.

One ship that Lycius dyd shrowd with faithful Orontes
In sight of captayne was swasht wyth a roysterus heape-

fiud. Stanihurtt, MneiA, L 124.

heap-keeper (hep'ke'per), n. A miner who
attends to the cleaning of coal on the surface.

heapmealt, adv. In heaps: also, as if a noun,
in the phrase by heapmeal.
They got together spices and odours of all sorts, . . .

and thereon pour the same forth by heape-meal.
Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 71.

heapy (he'pi), . [< heap + -yl.] Gathered in

heaps.
The weaker banks opprest retreat*

And sink beneath the heapy water's weight.
Rowe, tr. of Lucan, vi.

Where a dim gleam the paly lanthorn throws
O'er the mid pavement, heapy rubbish grows.

Gay, Trivia, ill. 386.

hear (her), v.; pret. and pp. heard, ppr. hearing.
[< ME. heren, heeren (pret. herde, pp. herd),< AS.
hieran, heran, hyran (pret. hyrde, pp. hyred)=OS.
horian = OFries. hera, liora = D. hooren = MLG.
horen, LG. horen, hiiren = OHG. horen, MHG. G.
horen = Icel. hcura = Sw. hora = Dan. hore (all
these forms with r for orig. s) = Goth, hausjan,
hear. It is hard to see the suggested connection
with Gr. anoveiv (tOT*aKovojetv, orig. *Kovajeiv1
of. Koav for anoveiv in Hesychius), hear. Some
take Teut. h-, Gr. an-, K-, as a reduced pre-
fix, and connect the verb with L. audire (orig.
"ausdire ?), hear, auscultare, listen, Goth, auso,
etc., = E. ear=z Gr. ovf (UT-, orig. *ovaar-), ear:
see acoustic, audience, audit, etc.. auscultation,
ear1 . Hence ult. hark, harken.] I. trans. 1. To
perceive by the ear; receive an impression of

through the auditory sense; take cognizance
of by barkening.

Not knowing whether nose, or ears, or eyes,
Smelt, hard, or saw, more sauours, sounds, or Dies.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

O friends ! I hear the tread of nimble feet.

Milton, P. L., iv. 866.

Where you stand you cannot hear
From the groves within
The wild-bird's din.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

2. To pay regard to by listening ; give ear to ;

give audience to; mark and consider what is

said by ;
listen to for the purpose of learning,

awarding, judging, determining, etc. : as, to
hear prayer; to hear a lesson or an argument;
to hear an advocate or a cause, as a judge.
There is the Awtier, where oure Lady herde the Aungeles

synge Messe. Ifandeville, Travels, p. 91.

Hear my cry, O God
; attend unto my prayer.

Ps. Ixi. 1.

He sent for Paul, and heard him concerning the faith in
Christ. Acts xxiv. 24.

Hear, all ye Trojans, all ye Grecian bands,
What Paris, author of the war, demands.

Pope, Iliad, Hi.

3. To listen to understandingly ; learn or com-
prehend by harkening ; hence, to learn by ver-
bal statement or report.

Sir, do rede this letter that my lorde hath the sente, and
than shalt thou heren his wille and his corage.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 620.

He began with right a mery chere
His tale anon, and saide as ye shul

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 860.

This is an hard saying ; who can hear it? John vi. 60.

Toward the evening, a relation of the sheik's came from
Bayreut, where, he said, he had heard that I walked about
the city, and had observed every thing very curiously,
which had alarmed the people.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 97.

4. To be a hearer of
;
attend usually the min-

istrations of : as, what minister do you hear f

[Colloq.] 5f. To be called. [A Latinism.]
Bright effluence of bright essence increate,
Or hear'st thou rather [wouldst thou rather hear thyself

called] pure ethereal stream,
Whose fountain who shall tell? Milton, P. L., iii. 7.

To hear a bird sing. See Wrrfi. To hear a bookt.
See book. To hear say, to hear a person say ; learn by
general report. [Obsolete or colloquial.]
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Dere frende Merlin, I haue herdf my that ye loved
well my fader,Vterpendragon. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 114.

Painting, sir, I have heard say, is a mystery [craft].

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

I have heard say (again to take a trilling matter) that
at the beginning of this century it was a subject of serious,

nay, of angry controversy, whether it began with January
1800, or January 1801.

J. H. Mewiiian, Grain, of Assent, p. 363.

To hear tell Of, to hear some or any one talk about ;
lis-

ten to what is said about. [Obsolete or colloquial.)

She cannot endure to hear tell of a husband.

Shak., Much Ado, 11. 1.

II. intrans. 1. To possess the sense of hear-

ing; have that form of sense-perception which
is dependent on the ear.

The hearing ear, and the seeing eye, the Lord hath made
even both of them. Prov. xx. 12.

You are so sadly deaf, my dear,
What shall I do to make you hear ?

Cowper, Mutual Forbearance.

2. To listen
;
barken

; give heed.

Bear ye now, O house of David. Isa. vil. IS.

Dost thou hear? gav'st thou my letter to Julia?

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

When themes like these employ the poet's tongue,
I hear as mute as if a syren sung.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 199.

3. To be told; learn by report: as, so I hear.

When the Queen heard of the King's Proclamation, she
knew there was no returning for her into England with-
out some good Assistance. Baker, Chronicles, p. 111.

Charm'd with the sight, the world, I cried,
Shall hear of this thy deed.

Cowper, Dog and Water-Lily.

4f. To be heard, or heard of
;
be reported.

I will no more of these superfluous excesses. They are
these make me hear BO ill both In town and country.

B. Jonson, Love Restored.

Our King and Parliament have been at great strife who
should obtaine most Justice ; If they would now strive
who should shew most Mercy, it would heare well through-
out the world. Jv. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 70.

Hear, hear ! an exclamation used to call attention to the
words of a speaker, and usually to express approbation.
I(ne, etc.) will not hear of, I (he, etc.) will not enter-
tain the Idea of ; I (he, etc.) will not have to do with.

Be will not hear of drugs. B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

TO hear to, to yield or consent to ; heed ; regard : as, to
hear to reason ; he refused to hear to the arrangement.

He will not hear to the suggestion that they may be
giving account of different battles.

Stove, Origin of Books of the Bible, p. 304.

heard1 (herd). Preterit and past participle of
hear.

heard2
t, An obsolete spelling of herd?.

heardgroomet, See herdgroom.
beared. An obsolete or dialectal form of heard1

.

hearer (her'er), re. [< ME. herer, herere (= G.

horer), < heren, hear.] One who hears; one
who listens to what is orally delivered by an-
other

;
an auditor

;
one of an audience.

Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only.
Jas. 1. 22.

They thought they must have died, they were so bad ;

Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 324.

hearing (her'ing), . [< ME. heringe, herunge
(= OHG. horunga); verbal n. of hear, v.~] 1.

Perception of sound; the act of perceiving
sound

;
the faculty or sense by which sound is

perceived; audition: one of the five external
senses. See earl.

But their loud instruments doe rather affright then de-
light the hearing. Sandys, Travailes, p. 66.

Yet in these ears, till hearing dies,
One set slow bell will seem to toll.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ivil.

2. Audience; opportunity to be heard.

I come with gracious offers from the king,
If you vouchsafe me hearing and respect

Shak,, 1 Hen. IV., iv. S.

The excitement of the House was such that no other

speaker could obtain a hearing; and the debate was ad-

journed. Macattlay, Warren Hastings.

3. A judicial investigation of a suit at law; at-

tention to and consideration of the testimony
and arguments in a cause between parties, with
a view to a just decision: especially used of
trial without a jury.

I have a couple of brawling neighbours, that, I'll assure
you, will not agree, and you shall have the hearing of their
matter. Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, v. 3.

His last offences to us
Shall have judicious hearing. Shak., Cor., v. 5.

4. Distance within which sound may be heard
;

ear-shot : as, he was not within hearing.
Thou hast spoken In mine hearing. Job xxxiii. 8.

Where stood that renowned City of Corinth, in hearing
of both seas, and having a port unto either.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 7.
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For I never whisper'd a private affair

Within the hearing of cat or mouse . . .

But I heard it shouted at once from the top of the house.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvii.

5. A scolding; a lecture. [Colloq. or Scotch.]

She aye ordered a dram, or a sowp kale, or something to

us, after she had gi'en us a hearing on our duties.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

6. Something heard; something to hear; re-

port; news. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
In trueth this which you tell is a most shameful! hear-

ing. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Fran. Lady, I've lov'd you long.
Ric. 'Tis a good hearing, sir.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, i. 2.

It was, in the Scotch phrase, a good hearing, and put
me in good-humor with the world.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 115.

7. Attendance on preaching. [Prov. Eng.]
I have learned since, that he ... has a mother, be-

tween seventy and eighty, who walks, every Sunday, eight
miles to hearing, as they call it, and back again.

Cowper, Works, VII. 38.

Hard of hearing. See hard. Hearing In presence,
in the Court of Session of Scotland, a formal hearing of
counsel before all the judges. Organs of hearing, the

auditory apparatus; the ear and associate structures,
adapted to receive vibrations of the air, called sound-
waves. These organs consist, in the higher animals, es-

sentially of the end-organs of a special nerve, bathed in a
fluid usually containing some hard body or otolith, and
receivingand being excited tomolecularmotionby impacts
of sound-waves conducted to the nervous parts through
special passages closed by a membrane, furnished in many
cases with a special set of auditory ossicles, and usually
communicating with the pharynx through a vestige of the
first postoral visceral cleft. See earl.

hearingless (her'ing-les), a. [< hearing + -less.']

Deaf.

hearken, hearkener. See harken, harkener.
.

hearont, n. An obsolete spelling of heron.

hearsalt, [By apheresis for rehearsal.'] Re-
hearsal. Spenser.

hearsay (her'sa), . and a. [= D. (het) hooren

zeggen = MLG. hor-seggen = G. horensagen; <

hear + inf. say1
. The verb phrase, chiefly in

the pret., occurs in ME. (herd sain) and AS.
(hyrde secgan)."] I. n. Information communi-
cated by another; report; common talk; ru-

mor; gossip.
Not having had, as yet, an opportunity of looking at the

Salisbury codex, I can judge of it only from hearsay.
Rock, Church of our Fathers i. 6.

Sometimes a rumor, a hearsay, an inarticulate whisper,
Came with its airy hand to point and beckon her forward.

Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 1.

Let a prejudice be bequeathed, carried in the air, adopt-
ed by hearsay, . . . however it may come, these minds
will give it habitation.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 12.

II. a. Of or pertaining to or depending upon
hearsay, or the talk of others

;
told or given at

second hand.
Liable to be imposed upon by the hearsay relations of

credulity. Goldsmith, Pref. to Brookes's Nat. Hist.

She blamed herself for telling hearsay tales.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Hearsay evidence, evidence at second hand ; testimony
the relevancy of which does not consist in what the wit-
ness giving it himself perceived, but in what he derived
by information from another person. It is generally ex-
cluded as objectionable, because its credibility cannot be
estimated from the credit to be given to the witness, but
depends on the veracity or competency of the third per-
son, not before the court. Thus, if a witness testifies that
a bystander told him that the prisoner struck the deceased,
this is hearsay, for its credibility depends on the bystand-
er, and he should be produced; but if he testifies that the
accused admitted to him that he had struck the deceased,
or, before the blow, told him he intended to strike it, or
testifies that he heard the outcry of the deceased on be-
ing struck, it is not hearsay. Exceptions to the rule are
made in respect to some forms of tradition as to facts of

family history, and boundaries, and dying declarations
(which see, under declaration).

In some cases (as in proof of any general customs, or
matters of common tradition or repute), the courts admit
of hearsay evidence, or an account of what persons de-
ceased have declared in their life-time.

Blackstone, Com., III. xxiii.

hearse1
(hers), n. [As a historical term, refer-

ring to obsolete senses, and as a term of forti-

fication (< F. herse), spelled herse (see herse1 ) ;

early mod. E. only herse, < ME. herse, hers, herce,
a frame for lights in a church service or at a
funeral, a funeral pageant, a bier, a pall, also a
dead body (the sense of 'carriage for conveying
the dead' being more modern), the frame being
so called from its likeness to a harrow, < OF.
herce, a harrow, also a grated portcullis (ML.
hercia, hersia), F. herse, a harrow, a portcullis
(herse^, 1), triangular candlestick, = It. erpice,
a harrow, < L. hirpex (hirpic-), also spelled ir-

pex, a harrow: a rustic word, perhaps a cor-

ruption of Gr. dpiraf, a kind of grappling-iron
(also a rake ?), akin to apTrayri, a rake : see Har-

heart

pax.] If. A canopy, usually of openwork or

trellis, set over a bier, or more rarely over a

permanent tomb, and used especially to support
candles which were lighted at times of cere-

mony. A medieval iron hearse, said to be unique, stands
in the aisle of Tanfleld church, Durham, England, over a
tomb of the Marmion family.

In the Vestrye ther ys an herse that stonde full of

Chalys . . . wher in ys closyd many grett Reliquies.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 9.

2. A bier; a bier with a coffin.

Set down your honourable load,
If honour may be shrouded in a hearse.

Shak., Rich. III., 1. 2.

Hugh Bishop of Lincoln lying very sick, he not only
went to visit him ; but being dead, was one of the three

Kings . . . that carried his Herse upon their Shoulders.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 74.

Decked with flowers, a simple hearse
To the churchyard forth they bear.

Longfellow, Blind Girl of Castel-Cuille, ill.

3. A carriage for conveying a dead person to

the grave. The usual modern form has an oblong-
roofed body, often with glass sides, and a door at the
back for the insertion of the coffin.

4f. Atemporary monument erected over a grave.
5t. A dirge or threnody, or a solemn recital

or chant.
For the faire Damzel from the holy herse
Her love-sicke hart to other thoughts did steale.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 48.

6. In her., a charge resembling a portcullis or
a harrow.
hearse 1

(hers), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hearsed, ppr.

hearsing. [< hearse*, .] To put on or in a
hearse.

Would she were hearsed at my foot, and the ducats in
her coffin. Shale., M. of V., iii. 1.

0, answer me.
Let me not burst in ignorance ! but tell,

Why thy canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death,
Have burst their cerements ! Shak., Hamlet, L 4.

hearse2
(hers), a. A Scotch form of hoarse.

hearse-cloth (hers'kloth), n. [< ME. herse-

eloth, < herse, hearse, + cloth."] A pall ;
a cloth

to cover a corpse when laid upon a bier.

The grave, meanwhile, was shrouded with a funeral pall
or hearse-cloth; and wax tapers, more or less in number,
were set lighted all about it.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 100.

Suitable to a hearse,hearse-like (hers'lik), a.

and hence to a funeral.

If you listen to David's harp, you shall hear as many
hearse-lilce airs as carols. Bacon, Adversity (ed. 1887).

heart (hart), . [Early mod. E. also hart, harte;
< ME. hart, harte, herte, < AS. heorte (gen. hem-
tan), f

.,
= OS. herta= OFries. herte, hirte= OD.

herte, hert, D. hart = MLG. herte, LG. hert =
OHG. herza, MHG. herze, G. here (gen. herzens),
neut., = Icel. hjarta = Sw. hjerta = Dan. hjerte= Goth, hairto (gen. hairtons), f., = Ir. cridhe
= Gael, cridhe, cri, heart, = W. craidd, center,
3= Corn, kreiz = Bret, kreizen = L. cor (cord-),
neut., = Gr. Kapdia, also Kpa6ta, f ., also tiijp, neut.,= OBulg. sriiattse, Bulg. sriidtse = Slov. Serv.
srdtse = Bohem. srdtce = Pol. serce (sertee) =
Buss. serdtse, heart; possibly = Skt. qrad, trust,
connected with L. credere, trust (see under
credit) ;

the Skt. hrid, hridaya, heart, shows a
discordant initial. From the L. form cor (cord-)
are ult. E. cordate, Corel, courage, etc., accord,
concord, discord, record, etc., and from the Gr.

Kap6ia ult. E. cardiac, cardialgia, etc., pericar-
dium, etc.] 1. The principal organ of the cir-

culation of the blood in man and other ani-

mals; the physiological center of the blood-
vascular sys-
tem. It is a hoi-
low muscular or
otherwise contrac-
tile organ which
receives blood in

its interior, and
by contractions or
pulsations drives
it out again, and
thus keeps up thu
circulation of this
fluid. In its sim-

plestform, as in the

early embryo of a
vertebrate and in

many invertebrate

animals, it is sim-

ply an expanded
part or expansion
In the course of a

blood-vessel, ca-

pable of beating,
pulsating, or alter-

nately dilating and
contracting, and so

acting upon the
contained fluid

Heart ofDugong (Halicore dugong}, show-
ing cleft apex ; dorsal view, the cavities laid

open. ST. rightventricle; Lv, left ventricle :

Vcss, left superior vena cava; ycsd, right
superior vena cava ; I^ct, vena cava inferior ;

/Vr', inner end of a cascal diverticulum of the
riyht .iiiriile, into which a style is introduced
and which represents the foramen ovalc

; O,
auricular septum.
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mechanically. (See cuts under Astaci&x and Balanof/los-

BUS.) In the process of development one or both orifices

of this bulb are furnished with a valve permitting the flow

of blood in one direction and preventing it in the other ;

and the bulb is partly divided by a constriction across it,

one of the resulting parts being specially devoted to the

reception of blood, as from a vein, and its transmission

only into the other part, which then by contraction urges
it onward, as into an artery. This is the structure of the
two-chambered or bilocular heart of the lower vertebrates,
in which the receiving-chamber is the auricle, the distrib-

uting-chamber is the ventricle, and the communication
between them is the auriculoventricular opening. In a
more complex form the bilocular heart is partly divided
into right and left halves by a constriction or partition
which separates the single auricle into two, the result

being the three chambered or trilocular heart, in which
one auricle, the right, receives venous blood from the

body at large, the left auricle receives aerated or arterial

blood from gills or lungs, and each auricle pours its

blood through its own auriculoventricular orifice into

a common and single ventricle, which then sends a cur-

rent of mixed venous and arterial blood to all parts of

the body. Such is the type of the reptilian heart ; though
the right and left auricles are in fact incompletely sep-
arated from each other, retaining an interauricular open-
ing, which in the embryos of birds and mammals is

known as the foramen ovale. Finally, the entire sepa-
ration of the auricles, and complete division of a com-
mon ventricular cavity into a right and a left ventricle

by an interventricular septum or partition, result in the

perfectly four-chambered or quadrilocular heart of all

adult vertebrates above reptiles. Here the right and left

sides of the heart, each consisting of an auricle and a

ventricle, are entirely separate, so that no mixture of ve-

nous and arterial currents Is possible. (See circulation of
the blood, under circulation.) The ventricles are larger and
more muscular than the auricles, since the former have to

drive the blood through the body, while the auricles have

only to inject it into the ventricles. All the orifices of the
heart are more or less completely guarded by sets of valves.

The right auriculoventricular valves are called tricuspid;
the left, mitral : in both cases from their form in the hu-

man heart* in which three membranous valves on the right
side and two on the left are operated by delicate fibrous

cords (the chordae tendinece) and certain muscular pro-
cesses from the ventricular walls (the columnce carnece).
The orifices of the aorta and of the pulmonary artery are
alike guarded by three crescentic valves, called, from their

shape, the semilunar valves. The orifices by which veins en-
ter either auricle either are or are not provided with valves,
in different cases, or in different animals. The contraction
of the muscular walls
of the heart as a

whole, or of any one
of its chambers, is the

systole ; the corre-

sponding and alter-

nating dilatation of

its cavities, or any one
of them, is the dias-

tole ; the two move-
ments together are a

pulsation or heart-

beat. In vertebrates
the heart is situated in

the thorax, between
the lungs, and envel-

oped in a serous mem-
brane, the pericardi-
um, which is gener-
ally a closed sac with
one layer, the visceral

or cardiac pericardi-
um, orepicardium, in-

vesting the whole sur-

face of the organ and
the roots of the great
vessels which spring
from it, and the other,
the parietal layer, re-

flected over the sur-

face of adjacent struc-

tures. The primitive
position of the heart is

always median ; but
in the course of its

development from the

embryo it generally
becomes tilted over to
one side, the left, as is

usual in the higher
vertebrates, where the

point or apex of the

organ lies consider-

ably to the left, and
the whole organ be-
comes unsymmetri-
cal both in its own
shape and in its rela-

tive position. In

general the form of

the heart is conoidal,
With the base (the I. Left side, left auricle and ventricle

auricles) upward Or laid pen: LA, left auricle; Z.K, left

forward nn<1 trip a^pv ventricle; at>, a style passed through left
lorward, ana tne^apt x.

ventricle into aortai J^. cd> style J^g^
from left ventricle into left auricle,
through left auriculoventricular open-
:

~ig, guarded by Afy, the mitral valve ;

. P", Py, four pulmonary veins entering
left auricle from the lungs ; PA, pul-

, monary artery issuing from right ventri-

ill greatest width, and cle, not opened, RV
'

; RA, right auricle,

2 inches in greatest scarcely seen. II. Right side, right au-

Hpnfh n weiehs 10 or
ncl? and ventncle lai(i ?PenJ ?cs> su -

1
perior vena cava ; VCI, inferior vena

IS m the male, Cava, these both entering right auricle,
as shown by styles fe, cd; Rl7, right
ventricle, with PA, pulmonary artery,
issuing from RV in course of the style
gh, guarded by SL, the semilunar
valves, at base of the artery; ab, style
passed from Xt^into RA, through right
.uriculoventricular opening, guarded by
K, tricuspid valve ; LA, LI/, left auri-

II.
nan Heart Dissected.

(the ventricles) down-
ward or backward
and sinistral. In man
the heart is about 5

inches long, 3 inches

i ; it !

12 ounces
and 8 or 10 in the
female. It lies ob-

liquely in the chest,
with its broad fixed
base uppermost, a lit-

tle backward and to

right ; its

apex downward, for- aorta.

> , ,

cle and left ventricle, scarcely seen; ,<,
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ward, and to the left, so that its beating may be seen or
felt at a point an inch or less to the inner side of, and
about an inch and a half below, the left nipple, between
the tilth and sixth ribs. All the cavities of the heart are
lined with a thin smooth membrane, the endocardium,
which also invests the valves and is directly continuous
with the lining of all the vessels which enter or leave the
heart. Its substance, the myocardium, is almost entirely
muscular; the muscle is a peculiar striated one, of a

deep-red color ; its libers are intricately disposed in two
sets, auricular and ventricular, separated by fibrous rings
which surround the auriculoventricular orifices. It is sup-
plied with blood for its own nourishment by the right and
left coronary arteries, the first branches of the aorta ; they
are accompanied by cardiac veins. Its nerves are derived
from the cardiac plexuses, formed by the pneumogastric
and sympathetic nerves. Its action is involuntary. In
all other mammals, and in birds, the heart is substantially
the same as in man, with differences in relative size, in

shape, and in the detail of its openings and valves ; but
in the acranial vertebrates, the lancelets, it is rudimentary.
See also cuts under circulation, embryo, lung, and thorax.

At his herte he saw a knif
For to reuen him hise lif. Havelok, 1. 479.

Why do I yield to that suggestion
Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair,
And make my seated heart knock at my ribs,

Against the use of nature? Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

2. The human heart or breast considered as the
seat of all or of some of the mental faculties ;

hence, in common figurative use, these facul-

ties themselves, (a) The emotions and affections, es-

pecially moral capacity or disposition, as for love or hatred,
benevolence or malevolence, pity or scorn, courage or fear,

faith or distrust, etc.

Men clepen it Mount Joye ; for it zevethe joye to Pil-

grymes hertes, be cause that there men seen first Jerusa-
lem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 94.

The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint.

Isa.L 5.

All offences, my lord, come from the heart; never came
any from mine that might offend your majesty.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8.

Kind hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

(&) The intellectual faculties ; especially, inmost or most

private thought ; innermost opinions or convictions ; gen-
uine or intense desire or sentiment: as, she despised him
in her heart; the heart of a man is unsearchable; the
devices of the heart; to set one's heart upon something.

Merlin thought wele in his herte that so sholde it not

go. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 609.

What his heart thinks his tongue speaks.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 2.

(c) Good feeling ; love ; kindness ; sensibility : as, she is

all heart; he is all head and no heart; to gain one's heart;
to give the heart to God.

Miss Carolina Wilhelmina Amelia Skeggs has my warm
heart. Goldsmith, Vicar, xii.

That vivacious versatility
Which many people take for want of heart.

Byron, Don Juan, xvi. 97.

Evil is wrought by want of thought,
As well as want of heart.

Hood, The Lady's Dream.

(rf) Courage ; spirit ; determination ; firmness of will ; ca-

pacity for perseverance or endurance: as, to take heart;
his heart failed him.

ffor no man of lowe berthe durst not vmlirtake no soche

dedes, but yef it come of high herte.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 222.

A faint heart ne'er wan a fair ladle.

Jock o' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 85).
"
Sir," said the least, "I am almost beat out of heart."

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii., The Hill Difficulty.

Being so clouded with his grief and love,
Small heart was his after the Holy Quest.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(e) The breast, as covering the heart, considered as the
seat of affection.

Then let me hold thee to my heart,
And ev'ry care resign.

Goldsmith, Hermit, 1. 39.

Hound my true heart thine arms entwine.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

3. The inner part of anything; the middle or
center: as, the heart of a country or a town.
For it is the Herte and the myddes of all the World.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 2.

A goodly apple rotten at the heart.

Shak., M. of V., i. 3.

Ye mr durst not put to sea, till he saw his men begine
to recover, and ye hart of winter over.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 100.

The year 1740, still grim with cold into the heart of

summer, bids fair to have a late poor harvest.

Carlyle, Frederick the Great, HI. 7.

4. The chief, vital, or most essential part ;
the

vigorous or efficacious part; the core.

The very heart of kindness. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

Veracity is the heart of morality. Huxley, Universities.

5. A person, especially a brave or affection-

ate person : used as a term of encouragement,
praise, or endearment.

Ah, dear heart, that I were now but one half hour with
you. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 110.

Cheerly, my hearts. Shak., R. and J., i 5.

heart

6. Strength; power of producing; vigor; fer-

tility : as, to keep the land in heart. [Obsoles-
cent.]
That the spent earth may gather heart again. Dryden.
Care must be taken not to plough ground out of heart,

because if 'tis in heart, it may be improved by marl again.
Mortimer.

7. Something that has the shape or form of a
heart

; especially, a roundish or an oval figure
or object having an obtuse point at one end
and a corresponding indentation or depression
at the other, regarded as representing the fig-
ure of a heart; especially, such a figure on a

playing-card.
"This token, which I have worn o long," said Faith,

laying her tremulous finger on the Heart, "is the assur-

ance that you may." Hawthorne.

8. One of a suit of playing-cards marked with
such a figure.

Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, in wild disorder seen,
With throngs promiscuous strow the level green.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 79.

9. pi. A game of cards played with the full

pack by four persons. The rules are the same as in

whist, except that there are no partners and no trump,
and that the tricks count nothing, but at the end of the
hand the player who has taken the fewest heart* receives
a counter from each of the others for each heart that other
has taken. The game is also played with variations from
these rules.

10. Naut., a block of hard wood in the shape
of a heart for the lanyards of stays to reeve

through. 11. In bot., the core of a tree; the
solid central part without sap or albumen. See
heart-wood At heart, in real character or disposition ;

at bottom ; substantially ; really : as, he is good at heart.

The Pharisee the dupe of his own art,

Self-idolized, and yet a knave at heart.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 94.

Branchial heart. See branchial. Brokenness of
heart. See brokenness. By heart, by rote ; inthemem-
ory : as, to have, getj or learn by heart.

Major Matchlock . . . served in the last civil wars, and
has all the battles by heart. Steele, Tatler, No. 132.

Shall I, in London, act this idle part ?

Composing songs, for fools to get by heart ?

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 126.

Cockles of the heart. See cockle?. Douglas heart,
a jewel having the form of a heart, made more or less in

imitation of the celebrated case in which Douglas inclosed
the heart of Bruce for transport to the Holy Land. A
number of such jewels of great richness have been pre-
served ; they generally bear the arms of Bruce mingled
with the arms or devices of the house of Douglas. Feast
of the Sacred Heart, a Roman Catholic feast celebrated
on the Friday after the octave of Corpus Christi. For
one's heart, for one's life

;
if one's life were at stake.

I bade the rascal knock upon your gate,
And could not get him for my heart to do it.

Shak.,T. of the S., i. 2.

'Heartt, 'sheartt, a minced oath or asseveration, con-
tracted from by God's heart.

Lady P. Not mine, in good sooth.
Hot. Not yours, in good sooth ! 'Heart, you swear like

a comfit-maker's wife! Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Ui. 1.

'Heart ! stand you away, an you love me.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

Heart alive ! an exclamation of surprise or impatience.
[Colloq.]

Why, what's this round box? Heart alive, John, it's a

wedding-cake ! Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, p. 20.

Heart Of hearts, inmost heart
;
warmest affections.

Give me that man
That is not passion's elave, and I will wear him
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of heart,
As I do thee. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Like most parents, in my heart of hearts I have a fa-

vourite child. That child is David Copperfleld. Dickens.

Heart of Mary. See Immaculate Heart, below. Heart
Of oak, a brave heart ;

a courageous person.

But here is a doozen of yonkers that have hearts of oake
at fourescore yeares.

Old Meg of Herefordshire (1609). (Sares. )

Heart of oak are our ships, heart of oak are our men,
We always are ready, steady boys, steady,
Well fight, and we'll conquer again and again.

Hearts of Oak, Universal Mag., March, 1760, p. 152.

Heart's content. See content!. Immaculate Heart,
in the Bom. Cath. Ch., the physical heart of the Virgin
Mary, to which religious veneration is paid, as being united
to her personality and a symbol of her charity and virtues.

This veneration in its present form dates from the latter

part of the seventeenth century. Sacred Heart, in the
Rom. Cath. Ch., the physical heart of Christ, to which
special devotion is offered as being not mere flesh, but
united to and inseparable from the divinity of Christ, and
as a symbol of his love and spiritual life. This devotion
in its present form dates from the latter part of the seven-
teenth century, and is approved by papal decrees. A num-
ber of orders, congregations, etc., have been established
in dedication to the Sacred Heart their constitutions and

principles being in the main those ofthe Jesuits. Sisters
of the Sacred Heart of Mary. See sisterhood. Smok-
er's heart, a morbid condition of the heart produced by
the continued and excessive use of tobacco, manifesting
itself by disordered and inefficient action. Also called

tobacco-heart.

The frequent existence of what is known as smoker's

heart in men whose health is in no other respect disturbed

is due to this fact [the depressing action of tobacco on the

heart]. Science, XII. 223.
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To break the heart of. See break, >. t. To eat one's
heart. See eat. To find In one's heart, to be willing
or disposed.

For my breaking the laws of friendship with you, I

could jind in my heart to ask your pardon for it, but that

your now handling of me gives me reason to confirm my
former dealing. Sir P. Sidney.

To get by heart. See by heart, above. To have at
heart, to seek or desire earnestly.

Friends . . . who, plac'd apart
From vulgar minds, have honor much at heart.

Courier, Retirement, 1. 728.

To have In one's heart, to purpose ;
have design or in-

tention. To have one's heart In one's mouth, to be
terrified or excited with alarm. [Colloq.J To lay to
heart. Same as to take to heart.

I wish your ladyships would lay this matter to heart in

your next birthday suits. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 28.

To set one's heart at rest, to make one's self quiet ; be-

come tranquil or easy in mind. To set one's heart on,
to fix one's desires on

;
be very desirous of obtaining or

keeping ; desire, and strive to obtain.

If riches increase, set not your heart upon them.
Ps. Ixii. 10.

To speak to one's heart, in Scrip., to speak kindly to ;

comfort ; encourage. To take heart, to be encouraged.

But I had heard a cuckoo that very afternoon, and I took

heart from the fact.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXVII. 774.

To take heart of grace. See grace. To take to
heart, to be much affected by ;

be solicitous about ; have
concern for.

Sir, be not wroth for nothinge that he doth to me, for

he is fell and proude, and therefore taketh [imperative]
nothinge to herte that he doth to me ne seith.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 537.

Her [Semele's] myth ought to be taken to heart amongst
the Tyburnians, the Belgravians.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, li.

To wear one's heart upon one's sleeve, to expose
one's disposition, feelings, or intentions to every one.

'Tis not long after

But I will wear my heart upon my sleeve

For daws to peck at Shak., Othello, i. 1.

heart (hart), v. [< ME. herten; < heart, n. Cf.

hearten. Cf. courage, v., encourage, ult. < L. cor

= E. heart.
"\ I. trans. 1. To give heart to;

encourage ; hearten. [Obsolescent.]
Thoche tarying ouer tyme turnys horn [them] to toy,
And hertijt horn highly to hold [consider] you for faint.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4597.

I will be treble-sinew'd, hearted, breathed,
And fight maliciously. Shak., A. and C., iii. 11.

2. In masonry, to build, as the interior of a
rubble wall, solidly with stone and mortar.

Imp. Diet.

II. intrans. To form a close, compact head,
as a plant ; especially, to have the central part
of the head close and compact : as, some varie-

ties of cabbage heart well.

heartache (hart'ak), . [ME. not found; cf.

AS. heort-ece, hiorot-ece, in lit. sense, (. Iteorte,

heart, + ece, pain, ache.] 1. Pain in or of the
heart. [Rare.] 2. Sorrow; anguish of the
mind.

By a sleepe, to say we end
The Heart-ake, and the thousand Naturall shockes
That Flesh is heyre too.

Shak., Hamlet (folio 1623), ii. 2.

If ever I felt the full force of an honest heart-ache, it

was the moment I saw her.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

heart-beat (hart'bet), n. 1. A pulsation of
the heart, including one complete systole and
diastole, corresponding to that motion in the
arteries called the pulse.
The heart-beats became more rapid.

Medical News, LII. 267.

Hence 2. Figuratively, a thought; an emo-
tion, especially one that is tender or sad; a

pang ;
a throb or throe of feeling.

All the land was full of people, . . .

Speaking many tongues, yet feeling
But one heart-beat in their bosoms.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xxi.

heart-bird (hart'berd), n. [Prob. so called from
the large black area on the breast.] The turn-

stone, Strepsilas interpres : a gunners' name.
J. E. DeKay, 1844. [New York.]
heart-block (hart'blok), . Naut., a large dead-

eye formerly used for setting up the fore and
aft stays of the lower masts.
heart-blood (hart'blud), n. [< ME. herteblood,
herteblod (= D. hartebloed = MHG. herzebluot,
G. herzblut = Dan. hjerteblod = Sw. hjertablod);
< heart + blood."] 1. Blood contained in the

cavity of the heart, as distinguished from that
in the vessels.

And my harte bloode for the I bled.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 162.

Hence 2. Life; essence; something very dear,
precious, or vital to one's happiness: in this
sense generally heart's blood.
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Her wretched kinsman,

That set this plot, shall with his heart-blood satisfy
Her injur'd life and honour.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night -Walker, iii. 2.

heart-bond (hart'bond), re. In masonry, a bond
in a stone wall in which two headers meet in

the middle of a wall and another header covers
the joint between them.

heart-boundt, . Hard-hearted; stingy. Da-
vies.

The most laxative prodigals, that are lavish and letting

fly to their lusts, are yet heart-bound to the poor.
Rea. T. Adams, Works, I. 169.

heartbreak (hart'brak), re. Overwhelming sor-

row or grief. Also heartbreaking.
Enforced hee was to put her away ; and foorthwith to

wed Julia, the daughter of Augustus: not without much
griefe and heart-breake. Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 91.

A man of genius [Dante] who could hold heartbreak at

bay for twenty years, and would not let himself die till he
had done his task. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 20.

heartbreak (hart'brak), v. t. To break the

heart of. [Rare.]
I'll cross him, an' wrack him. until I heart-break him.

Burns, What Can a Young Lassie?

heartbreaker (hart'bra/ker), n. 1. One who
or that which breaks hearts. 2. A curl; a

love-lock. [Humorous.]
Like Samson's heart-breakers, it grew
In time to make a nation rue.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 253.

heartbreaking (hart 'bra "king), re. Same as
heartbreak.

O the heartbreakings
Of miserable maids, where love's enforc'd !

Middleton, Women Beware Women, i. 2.

heartbreaking (hart'bra"king), p. a. Causing
great grief or anguish ; very distressing or piti-
ful.

A powerful mind in ruins is the most heart-breaking
thing which it is possible to conceive.

ilacaulay, Life and Letters, I. 248.

On reading this heartbreaking account I hurried to M.
Clemenceau's house. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 12.

heartbroken (hart'br6'
!

'kn), a. Deeply afflicted

or grieved.
Day by day he pass'd his father's gate,

Heart-broken, and his father help'd him not.

Tennyson, Dora.

heartbrokenly (hart'bro"kn-li), adr. With
deep grief.

She arose with a smile from the ruins of her life, amidst
which she had heart-brokenly sat down.

Howells, Their Wedding Journey, viii.

heartburn (hart'bern), n. An uneasy burning
sensation rising into the esophagus from the

stomach, due to acidity and regurgitation ; car-

dialgia.
Heartburn exists in a very marked degree in dilatation

of the stomach, being produced by the decomposition of

Indigestible food retained in this organ.
Quain, Med. Diet.

heartburning (hart'ber"ning), n. 1. Heart-
burn. 2. Discontent ; especially, envy or jeal-

ousy; enmity.
Betweene . . . [the Dutch] and the Spaniards there is

an implacable hartburning. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 613.

Things of no moment, yet they cause many distempers,
much heart-burning amongst us.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 225.

To this unlucky agreement may be traced a world of

bickerings and heart-burnings between the parties, about
fancied or pretended infringements of treaty stipulations.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 290.

heartburning (hart'ber"ning), a. Causing dis-

content
; especially, causing envy or jealousy.

Jealousies, strifes, and heart-burning disagreements.
Middleton, The Witch.

heartburnt (hart'bernt), a. Discontented.

[Rare.]
I am so melancholy and so heart-burnt !

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

heart-cam (hart'kam), . In mech., a form
of cam-wheel used for converting uniform ro-

tary motion into uniform reciprocating motion.
It usually assumes the form of a heart-shaped channel on
the face of a disk, in which travels a guide-wheel at the
end of the reciprocating arm. See cam-wheel, and cut un-
der cam. Also called heart-wheel.

heart-clot (hart'klot), re. A thrombus in the

cavity of the heart.

heart-clover (hart'kl6"ver), . Same as heart-

trefoil. See also hart-clover.

heart-cockle (hart'kok"!), n. Same as heart-

shell.

heart-disease (harfdi-zeV), . [The AS.
term was heort-cothn, < heorte, heart, + cothu,
disease.] Any morbid condition of the heart,
either nervous or organic. To the latter class belong
valvular lesions, endocarditis, pericarditis, myocarditis,

hearth

disease of the coronary arteries, and degeneration of the
heart-muscle. Any of these may produce disturbance of
the heart's action. Such disturbance independent of visi-

ble morbid changes is called functional or nervous.

He suddenly dropt dead of heart-disease.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

heart-ease (hart'ez), n. Same as heart's-ease, 1.

heart-easing (hart'e"zing), a. Giving quiet to

the mind.
Mad that sorrow should his use control,

Or keep him from heart-easing words so long.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1782.

Come, thou goddess fair and free,
In Heaven yclep'd Euphrosyne,
And by men. heart-easing Mirth.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 13.

heart-eating (hart'e'ting), a. Preying on the
heart

; distressing to the mind or affections :

as, heart-eating cares or sorrows.

hearted (har'ted), a. [< heart + -ed?.] 1.

Having a heart of a specified kind : generally
used in figurative senses, and in composition :

as, hard-hearted, faint-hearted, etc.

It may suffice us to be taught by S. Paull that there
must be sects for the manifesting of those that are sound
hearted. Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

2t. Taken to heart; laid up or seated in the

heart.

I have told thee often, and I re-tell thee again and again,
I hate the Moor : my cause is hearted ; thine hath no less

reason. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Yield up, O love, thy crown, and hearted throne,
To tyrannous hate ! Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

3t. Composed of hearts. 4. Having the shape
of a heart; cordate. [Rare.]
With hearted spear-head. Landor.

heartedness (hiir'ted-nes), . The state of

being hearted : used in composition : as, hard-
heartedness.

hearten (har'tn), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

harten; < heart + -en1
,
3. Cf. heart, r.] 1. To

give heart or courage to
;
incite or stimulate the

courage of
; encourage; animate.

My royal father, cheer these noble lords,
And hearten those that fight in your defence.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

They would thus harten and harden themselues against
God and Man. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

Rise therefore with all speed, and come along,
Where I will see thee hearten'd, and fresh clad,
To appear, as fits, before the illustrious lords.

Mtiton, S. A., 1. 1317.

2. To impart strength or fertility to ; reinforce :

as, to hearten land. [Rare.]
And seuen yeares together did the people of the Gen-

tiles fatten and hearten their Vines, only with the bloud
of the lewes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 157.

It [arrack] makes most delicate Punch ; but it must
have a dash of Brandy to hearten it.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 293.

heartener (hart'ner), . [Formerly also heart-

ner, hartner; < hearten + -er1.] One who or

that which heartens or encourages.
Sound,

Sterne Partners unto wounds and blood sound loud. . . .

(Cornets a flourish.) Marston, Sophonisba, v. 2.

A coward's hart'ner in warre,
The stirring drumme.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 1.

heartfelt (hart'felt), a. Felt in or prompted by
the heart ; profoundly felt

; deeply sincere : as,

heartfelt joy or grief; heartfelt congratulations
or cheers.

The vote was received by the spectators with three

heartfelt cheers. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 241.

heart-free (hart'fre), a. Having the heart or

affections disengaged ;
heart-whole.

A cold and clear-cut face, . . .

From which I escaped heart-free, with the least little

touch of spleen. Tennyson, Maud, it.

heartfullyt (hart'ful-i), adv. [< ME. hartefully ;

< 'heartful (< heart + -ful) + -Jj/2.] Heartily;
kind-heartedly.

Whanne I was wikke and werieste

3e herbered me full hartefully.
York Plays, p. 509.

hearth (harth or herth), re. [Early mod. E. also

harth; < ME. harth, herth, herthe, < AS. hearth,

hearth, fireplace, fire, hence also home or house,
= OS. herth = OFries. herth, hirth, herd, hird =
D. hoard = MLG. hert, LG. heert, heerd, hearth,
= OHG. herd, m., herda, f., MHG. hert, hearth,
G. herd, hearth, crater of a volcano, = Sw. hard

(from LG. ?), the hearth of a forge, a forge ; prob.
connected with Goth, hauri, a burning coal, pi.

haurja, burning coals, afire, = Icel. liyrr, a fire.

Cf . Lith. kurti, heat an oven. The OHG. herd,
MHG. hert, ground, earth, G. herth, a place where
fowlers catch birds, is prob. of different origin,

perhaps imported from OHG. erda, earth.] 1.



hearth

That part of the floor of a room on which the
fire is made, or upon or above which a recep-
tacle for the fire rests: generally a pavement
or floor of brick or stone below an opening in

the chimney, as in a fireplace. That part of the
hearth of a fireplace which is within the limits of the

chimney i called the inner hearth ; its continuation be-

yond these limits, as by a slab of stone, is the outer hearth.

Baking their bread in cakes on the harth.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 80.

Where glowing embers through the room
Teach light to counterfeit a gloom ;

Far from all resort of mirth,
Save the cricket on the hearth.

Milton, II Peneeroso, 1. 82.

The fire on the hearth has almost gone out in New Eng-
land ; the hearth has gone out ; the family has lost its

center. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 1.

Thus the worship of the Lares was the foundation and
the support of the adoration of the hearth, which was in
effect its altar, and the holy fire which forever burned
there. IF. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 64.

2. The fireside
;
the domestic circle

;
the home.

Now, this extremity
Hath brought me to thy hearth.

Shak., Cor., iv. 5.

And Lamb, the frolic and the gentle,
Has vanished from his lonely hearth.

Wordsworth, Death of James Hogg.

Household talk, and phrases of the hearth.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. In metal. : (a) The floor in a reverberatory
furnace on which the ore is exposed to the
flame. See furnace, (b) The lowest part of

a blast-furnace, through which the metal de-

scends to the crucible. See furnace, (c) A
bloomery. 4. Naut., the grate and apparatus
for cooking on board ship. 5. In soldering:
(a) An ordinary brazier or chafing-dish con-

taining charcoal. (6) An iron box, about 2

feet by 1 foot 6 inches deep, sunk in the mid-
dle of a flat iron plate or table, measuring
about 4 feet by 3 feet. It is provided with an air-

blast, and has a hood above, to gather smoke and gases
and carry them to the chimney.
6. Inglass-niannf. See flattening-lieartli Open-
hearth furnace. 'See open-hearth.

hearth-cinder (harth' sin "der), . Slag pro-
duced in the finery process.
hearth-cricket (harth'krik''et), n. The com-
mon house-cricket, Achcta domestica or Gryllus
domesticus. See cut under cricket1 .

heart-heaviness (hart'hev"i-nes), n. Depres-
sion of spirits.

By so much the more shall I to-morrow be at the height
of heart-heaviness. Shak., As you Like it, v. 2.

heart-heavy (hart'hev"i), a. Sad-hearted; de-

pressed in spirits.
hearth-ends (harth'endz), n. pi. Impure ref-

use from a lead-smelting furnace.

Ore is mixed with a portion of the fuel and lime made
use of in smelting, all of which are deposited upon the

top of the Bmelting-hearth, and are called hearth-ends.

Ure, Diet., III. 60.

hearth-money (harth 'mun"i), n. Same as
hearth-tax.

W. R. His Majesty having been informed that the rev-
enue of the hearth-money is very grievous to the people,
is therefore willing to agree to a regulation of it, or to the

taking of it wholly away, as this house shall think most
convenient.

Parliamentary Hist., William and Mary, an. 1688-89.

hearth-penny (harth'pen"i), . [ME. 'herth-

peny,<.A.S. heorthpenig, -pening,<. hearth, hearth,
-t- penig, pening, penny.] Same as hearth-tax.

hearth-plate (harth'plat), n. A plate of cast-
iron which forms the sole of the hearth of a

forge or refining-furnace.

hearth-rug (harth'rug), . A rug used or made
to be used in front of a fireplace as a protec-
tion for the floor or for a carpet.
hearthstead (hiirth'sted), n. The place of the
hearth. [Bare.]
The most sacred spot upon earth to him was his father's

hearth-stead. Southey, Doctor, xxxiv.

hearthstone (hiirth'ston), w. [< ME. *harth-
stone (once written hartetone); < hearth +
stone."] 1. A stone forming a hearth. Hence

2. The fireside.

The denominational relations of a household will shape
the future political positions of the young men growing
around the hearth-stone, just as they did those of their
fathers. .R. J. Hinton, Eng. Bad. Leaders, p. 65.

I am going to my own hearth-stone,
Bosomed in yon green hills alone.

Emerson, Good-Bye.

3. A soft kind of stone used to whiten door-

steps, scour floors, etc.

Lastly, there is the hearth-stone barrow, piled up with
hearth-stone, Bath-brick, and lumps of whiting.

Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor, I. 29.
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hearthstone (harth'ston), v. t.; pret. and pp.
heartlmtoned, ppr. hearthstoning. [< hearthstone,

n., 3.] To scour, as a floor, with hearthstone.

We've a woman come in twice a week to scrub, and red-

brick, and hearthstone, and black-lead, and the rest we
manage ourselves.

Hallberger's Illustrated Mag. (1876), p. 202.

hearth-tazt (harth'taks), n. A tax on hearths
or chimneys: same as chimney-money. It existed
in England from 1662 to 1689, and was after-

ward reimposed for a time.

In the mean time, to gratify the people, the hearth-tax
was remitted for ever. Evelyn, Memoirs, March 8, 1689.

heartily (har'ti-li), adv. [< ME. hertily, a var.

of hertely, mod. E. (obs.) heartly (q. v.); now
regarded as < hearty + -ly

2
.] In a hearty man-

ner; from or with the heart; cordially; zeal-

ously; eagerly.
But I have heard that people eat most heartily of an-

other man's meat that is, what they do not pay for.

Wycherley, Country Wife, v. 1.

No man ever prayed heartily without teaming some-
thing. Emerson, Nature, p. 89.

heartiness (har'ti-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being hearty.

This entertainment
May a free face put on ; derive a liberty
From heartiness, from bounty. Shak., W. T., 1. 2.

heartingt, . [< ME. herting, hartyng; verbal
n. of heart, v."\ Encouragement.

God graunte vs or we come agayne
Som gode hartyng ther-of to here.

York Plays, p. 128.

Certis, such hartyng haue we hadde,
We schall nojt seys or we come thore.

York Plays, p. 130.

heart-leaf (hart'lef), . Same as heart-trefoil.
heartless (hart'les), a. [< ME. herteles (= D.
harteloos = MHO. herzelos, Or. herzlos = Dan.
hiertelos = Sw. hjertlos), < herte, heart, + -les,

-less.] 1. Without a heart.

I, like a heartless ghost,
Without the living body of my love,
Will here walk and attend her.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, Iv. 6.

2. Destitute of feeling or affection
;
cruel : as,

to treat one in a heartless manner.
But Leolin cried out the more upon them
Insolent, brainless, heartless .'

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Destitute of courage ; spiritless; faint-heart-

ed; cowardly.

Fye on you, herteles. Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 88.

He seemed breathlesse, hartlesse, faint, and wan.

Spenser, . Q., II. vl. 41.

The girl with pallid hands
Was busy knitting in a heartless mood
Of solitude. Wordsworth, Prelude, ix.

= Syn. 2. See cruel.

heartlessly (hart'les-li), adv. In a heartless
manner,
heartlessness (hart'les-nes), n. The state or

quality of being heartless; want of affection
or of courage.

heartlet (hart'let), . [< heart + -let.'] A. little

heart. Imp. Diet.

heartlingt (hart'ling), n. [< heart + -lingl.~]
A little heart : used in a minced oath.

My will ? 'od's heartlings, that's a pretty jest Indeed ! I

ne'er made my will yet, I thank heaven.

Shak., M. W. of W., ill. 4.

heart-liverleaf (hart'liv"er-lef), . See liver-

leaf.

hea'rtlyt, a. [< ME. hertely (= D. hartelijk =
MLG. hertelik = MHG. herzelich, herzlich, G.
herzlich = Dan. hjertelig = Sw. hjertlig), < herte,
heart: see heart and -fy

1
.] 1. Of the heart,

in the literal sense.

The hethene harageous kynge appone the hethe lyggez,
And of his hertly hurte helyde he never.

Marie. Arthurs, MS. Lincoln, fol. 72. (Halliwell.)

2. Of or from the heart
; hearty.

I wol seye as I can
With hertly wille.

Chaucer, Prol. to Squire's Tale, 1. 27.

heartlyt, adv. [< ME. hertely, hertelicht (= D.

hartelijk = MLG. herteliken = MHG. herzelichen,
G. herzlich = Dan. hjertelig = Sw. hjertlig), <

hertely, adj.: see heartly, a.] Heartily.
To these kynges he come & his cause tolde,
And to haue of hor helpe hertely dissyred.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1020.

The kynge be-heilde Vlfln, and saugh hym laugh herte-

ly, and than he required hym to telle why he dide laugh
so sore. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 169.

heart-net (hart'net), n. The heart-shaped net
or pound of a heart-seine.

heart-shake

heart-of-the-earth (hiirt'ov-the-erth'), . The
plant self-heal, lirunclla nili/ni-ix.

heart-pea (hart'pe), . Same as heartseed.

heart-quake (hiirt'kwak), n. Trembling of the

heart; tearfulness.

It did the Grecians good to see
;
but heart-quakes shook

the joints
Of all the Trojans. Chajiman, Iliad, vii. 187.

He had been the safety of his subordinates in many an
hour of danger and heart-quake.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 12.

heartrending (hart'ren'ding), a. Overpower-
ing with anguish; deeply afflictive; very dis-

tressing.

heart-robbing (hart'roVing}, a. 1. Depriv-
ing of heart or thought ;

ecstatic.

A melting pleasance ran through every part,
And me revived with heart-robbing gladness.

Spenser.

2. Stealing the heart or affections
; winning.

Drawn with the power of a heart-robbing eye. Spenser.

heart-roott, [Early mod. E. also hartroote,
< ME. heorterote (= Dan. hjerterod = Sw. hjert-

rotj
innermost heart); < heart + root.] The

object of one's deepest love
;
a sweetheart.

Ever alacke, and woe is mee t

Here lyes my sweete hart-roote.
Old Robin of Portingale (Child's Ballads, III. 39).

Pray for me, mine own heart-root in the Lord.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1S53X II. 178.

heart-rot (hiirt'rot), . A disease which pro-
duces a decay in the center or heart of trees,
caused by the penetration of the mycelia of va-
rious fungi which attack the tree either at the
root or above ground. As the decay is at the center
of the tree, the work of destruction may go on for years
before the tree shows any outward sign of disease. It usu-
ally attacks old trees, and may be produced by injudi-
cious pruning which allows the entrance of the fungi.

heart-scald (hart'skald), n. Heartburn
; figura-

tively, a feeling of shame or aversion. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Tho' cholic or the heart-scad tease us, ...
It masters a' sic fell diseases.

Fergusson, Caller Water.

I put on a look, my lord, . . . that suld give her a heart-

scald of walking on such errands.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xiv.

heart's-ease, heartsease (harts'ez), n. [< ME.
hertes ese (two words), in def. 1.] 1. Ease of

heart
; tranquillity of mind. Also heart-ease.

I myght neuer be In hertes e*e till I hadde yow seyn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 478.

What infinite heart's ease must kings neglect,
That private men enjoy ! Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

2. In bot. : (a) A popular and poetic name of

plants of the genus Viola, especially V. trico-

lor, the pansy, and V. lutea, the common yel-
low violet of Europe. See pansy and violet.
The name appears to have been transferred to these plants
from the wallflower, Cheiranthus Cheiri, originally classed
with the violets, being first used in the sense of "cordial

"

for a medicine prepared from violets, supposed to be
good for troubles of the heart,

(ft) In some parts of
the United States, the common persicary, peach-
wort, lady's-thumb, or smartweed, Polygonum
Persicaria.

heartseed (hart'sed), . A general name of

plants of the genus Cardiospernnim (of which
name it is a translation), but more especially
of C. Halicacabum, a beautiful vine well known
in cultivation, which in the United States has
received the appropriate name of balloon-vine,
from the large, triangular, inflated fruit. See
balloon-vine. The genus takes its name from the white
heart-shaped scar which marks the attachment of the
seed. It belongs to the natural order Sapindacea>, or soap-
wort family. There are about 15 species, chiefly natives of

tropical America ; but the C. Halicacabum and two other
species have a wider distribution. The names heart-pea
and ipinter-cherry are also given to these plants. In the
Moluccas the seeds are cooked and eaten as a vegetable.
They are also used in some countries as a remedy for lum-
bago. The mucilaginous root is a laxative and diuretic,
and is used in cases of rheumatism.

heart-seine (hart'sen), n. A weir with a heart-

shaped inclosure or pound, which will fish

however the tide may run. [Narragansett
Bay.]
heart-service (hart'ser"vis), . Service prompt-
ed by the heart; especially, zealous service to

God; sincere devotion.
We should be slow ... to deny the truth, force, and

value of the heart-service which they fDissenters] may and
do render, and render with affectionate humility, to their
Father and their God. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 57.

heart-shake (hiirt'shak), n. A defect in tim-
ber consisting in cracks extending from the

pith outward.
In timber having much heart-shake, there is certain to

be considerable waste in its conversion, especially if we
wish to reduce the log Into plank and board.

laslett, Timber, p. 26.



heart-shaped

heart-shaped (hart'shapt), a. Shaped like the

human heart; especially, having the conven-

tional figure of a heart that is,

an oval figure obtusely pointed at

one end, with a corresponding in-

dentation in the other ;
cordate

;

cordiform: applied in botany to

leaves, fruits, etc. In the case of

leaves the base is often alone considered,
lanceolate or linear leaves being often called heart-shaped.
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Through proud ambition and heart-swelling hate.

Spenser.

heart-trefoil (hiirt'tre"foil), . The spotted

medic, Medicago maculata : so called both from
its obcordate leaflets and from the somewhat

heart-shaped purple or flesh-colored spot on
each leaflet. Also called heart-clover, heart-leaf.

heart-Urchin (hart'er
//

ehin), . A heart-shaped
sea-urchin; any spatangoid. Also called mer-

maid's-head.
Sstmea,8heart-cam.See cm-date. heart-wheel (hiirt'hweT), 7i.

heart-Shell (hart'shel), n. A bivalve mollusk ot
fceart.-^,^ (hart'hol), a. 1. Not in love, or

-

'

the familyIsoeardiidte or Glossidce, Isocardia cor

so called from the heart-shaped contour of the

valves when viewed from the front. The surface

is covered with dark reddish-brown epidermis ;
there are

not deeply affected by that passion.

Cupid hath clapped him o' the shoulder ;
but I'll war-

rant him heart-whole. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

la COVclUu \Vllll Uiiln. rcuuiii-uiww u vyj.uv*<u ,
mv/i

f
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two parallel primary teeth in the right valve, and in the left 2. Having unbroken spirits or good courage.,

the large outer tooth is indented and the others are thin

and laminar ;
there is a well-developed lateral tooth. The

heart-shell inhabits European seas, and is locally abun-

dant, chiefly on sandy bottoms. By means of the foot it

can fix itself firmly in the sand. It is used to some ex- heart-WOOd (hart'wud), n.

[Prov. Eng.]
Ay, he is weak ;

but yet he's heart-whole.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, 111. 5.

The central wood
tent for food. Also adleAfoolscap, heart-cockle, and heart-

in the trunk of an exogenous tree
;
duramen.

.'ItfL. ,-!, /i.a.f'aitl . rnf AS lienrtsenr. The innermost layers of heart-wood containill pel:cei
heart-sick (harf'sik), . [Cf. AS. heortseoc

(= Dan. hjertesyg), in lit. sense (L. cardiacus), <

hcorte, heart, + seo'c, sick.] 1. Sick at heart;

deeply afflicted or depressed.
I am sick still; heart-sick. Pisanio,
I'll now taste of thy drug.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

Chatham heart-sick of his country's shame !

Cowper, Task, ii. 244.

2. Indicating or expressive of heart-sickness.

The breath of heart-sick groans. Shak., R. and J., iii. 3.

heart-Sickening (hart'sik"niug), . Tending
to make the heart sick or depressed.
heart-sickness (hart'sik"nes), n. Sadness of

heart; depression of spirits.

heart-Sinking (hart 'sing "king), n. Despon-
dency; discouragement. Moore.

heart-snakeroot (hart'snak"rot), n. The wild

ginger, Asarum Canadense. Also called Canada
snakeroot.

heartsome (hart'sum), a. [< heart + -some.]

1. Inspiring with heart or courage ;
exhilarat-

ing.
Ye heartsome Choristers [redbreasts], ye and I will be

Associates, and, unscared by blustering winds,
Will chant together. Wordsworth, Prelude, vii.

2. Merry; cheerful; lively.

At fifty-one she was a bright-eyed, handsome, heartsome
soul to look upon, with a maternal manner and the laugh
of a girl. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 127.

heartsore (hart'sor), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. hartsore; < ME. hertesor, earlier heortesar;

< heart + sore.] I. a. 1. Sore or grieved at

heart. 2. Proceeding from a sore or grieved
heart.

To be in love, where scorn is bought with groans,

Coy looks with heart-sore sighs. Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

Il.t n. Soreness of the heart
; grief.

His onely hart-sore and his onely foe.

Spenser, F. Q., II. L 2.

heart-spoon (hart/spoil), n. [< ME. hertespon;
< heart + spoon.] It. The depression in the

breast-bone ; also, the breast-bone.

Ther shyveren shaftes upon sheeldes thikke ;

He feeleth thurgh the herte-spoon the prikke.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1748.

I will whet my dagger on his heart-spone that refuses

to pledge me ! Scott, Kenilworth, xx.

2. The navel. [Prov. Eng.]
heart-steel (hart'stel), n. Same as

hearts-shell.

heart-stirring (hart'st6r"ing), a. Arousing or

moving the heart
; inspiriting ; exhilarating,

heartstrings (hart'stringz), n. pi. Nerves or

tendons supposed to brace and sustain the

heart; hence, strongest affections; most in-

tense feelings of any kind.

If I do prove her haggard,
Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings,
I'd whistle her off, and let her down the wind.

innermost laye
ofpitch Pop. Sci. Jfo., xx

J per
vm.

ent,

eso.

heartly: see heartly, a.] I. a. 1. Influenced

by or proceeding from the heart; heartfelt;
sincere ;

zealous : as, to be hearty in support of

a project; a hearty welcome ;
a hearty laugh.

I shal aske theym forgevnes in as herty wyse as I can.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 415.

David was a "man after God's own heart" so termed
because his affection was hearty towards God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

Our salutations were very hearty on both sides.

Addison, Spectator, No. 269.

2. Full of health
; exhibiting strength ; sound;

strong; healthy: as, a hearty man.

Oak, and the like true hearty timber, being strong in

all positions, may be better trusted in cross and trans-

verse work. Sir H. Walton, Elem. of Architecture.

I'm devilish glad to see you, my lad ; why, my prince of

charioteers, you look as hearty ! Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

"How is Bessie? You are married to Bessie?" "Yes,
miss ; my wife is very hearty, thank you."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

3. Adapted for, affording, using, or requiring

strong or abundant nourishment: as, hearty
food

;
a hearty dinner; a hearty eater or appe-

tite.

The journey and the sermon enabled them ... to do

ample justice to Rachel's cold fowl, ham, pasty, and cake ;

and again and again she pressed them to be hearty.
Glenfergus, I. 335. (Jamieson.)

So Philomede . . . stoops at once,
And makes her hearty meal upon a dunce.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 86.

4f. Bold
; courageous.

Withoutyn the helpe and the hondes of herty Achilles.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8854.

Esay, that hearty prophet, conflrmeth the same.

Latlmer, Works (Parker Soc.), I. 356.

As the old Roman Soldiers were forbidden marriage
while they received pay, lest their domestick interests

should abate their courage, so the Celibate of the Clergy
was strictly enjoyned to make them more usefull and
hearty for this design. StUUngfleet, Sermons, II. ii.

= Syn. 1. Hearty, Cordial, Sincere; real, unfeigned, un-

affected, heartfelt, earnest, ardent, eager. Hearty means
having the heart in a thing, warmly interested in favor of

something, and acting so as to show this feeling ; proceed-
ing straight from the heart, and manifested outwardly.
Cordial is rather applied to feelings cherished or felt in the

heart, heartfelt, or the outward expression of such feel-

ings : as, cordial love ; cordial hatred ; cordial desires.

Sincere means devoid of deceit or pretense, implying that
the sentiments and the outward expression of them are

in consonance.

How many a message would he send,
With hearty prayers that I should mend. Swift.

He, . . . with looks of cordial love,

Hung over her enamour'd. Milton, P. L., v. 12.

Weak persons cannot be sincere.

La Rochefoucauld (trans.).

2. Active, vigorous, robust, hale.

II. n. A seaman's familiar form of address :

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. as, come here, my hearties.

So may thy heart-strings hold thy heart, as thou heart-yarn (hart'yarn), n. A soft yarn in the
This more than heart of mine. center of a rope.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 77.
hearty-halet (bar

'
ti -hal), , Good for the

To break the heartstrings of. See break. heart
heart-struck (hart'struk), a. 1. Struck to the
heart

;
shocked with fear or grief ; dismayed.

Adam at the news
Heart-struck, with chilling gripe of sorrow stood.

Milton, P. L., xi. 264.

2. Fixed in the heart; ineradicable.

Kent. But who is with him?
Qent. None but the fool

; who labours to out-jest
His heart-struck injuries. Shak., Lear, iii. 1.

heart-swelling (hart'swel"ing), a. Causing the
heart to swell

; rankling in the heart.
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Sound Savorie, and Bazil hartie-hale.

Spemer, Muiopotmos, 1. 198.

heat (het), n. [< ME. heete, hete, < AS. licetu,

hi&to, also haite (= OS. het = OFries. hete =
OHG. heizi = Sw. heta = Dan. hede), heat, < hat,
hot : see hot*. The D. LG. hitte = OHG. hizsa,
MHG. Gr. hitze = Icel. hiti, heat, and Goth, heito,

fever, are from the same ult. root.] 1 . A sensa-
tion of the kind produced by close proximity to

fire . The sensation of heat is commonly described as op-

posite in character to that of cold
; but, strictly considered,

heat

this opposition lies not so much in these sensations them-
selves as in their causes and associations. Like cold, the
sensation of heat probably resides only in special points of

the skin, the points sensitive to heat being different in lo-

cation from those which are sensitive to cold.

2. That condition of a material body which
is capable of producing the sensation of heat

;

in physics, the corresponding specific form of

energy, consisting in an agitatiqn of the mole-
cules of matter, and measured by the total

kinetic energy of such agitation. See energy, 7.

Heat is of two kinds heat proper, resident in a body,
and radiant heat, which, from the physical point of view,
is not properly heat at all, but, like light, a form of wave-

motion projected by the vibrations of the luminiferous

ether. Heat was formerly believed to be caused by an

indestructible material fluid, called caloric. It is now
known to be not a substance, but the energy of molecu-

lar motion, consisting, in the case of a gas, of near-

ly uniform rectilinear motions, with sudden changes of

direction and velocity when the molecules come near

enough to one another ; in the case of a liquid, of irreg-

ular wanderings of its molecules ; and in the case of a

solid, of orbital or oscillatory motions. This motion en-

tirely ceases only at the absolute zero point. The temper-
ature is in fact nothing but the amount of heat per mole-
cule. The effects of absorbed heat upon a body are : (1)

Increase of temperature that is, increase of the heat

of each molecule. To a limited extent this can be mea-
sured by the senses, but more accurately by thermome-
ters (see thermometer), the thermopile, etc. (2) Expan-
sion, or increase of volume (see expansion). (3) Change
of state, as of a solid to a liquid (see fusion and lique-

faction), or of a liquid to a gas (see vaporization).
'

Thus,
to transform ice at 0' C. into water (melt it), or water at

100 C. into vapor or steam, a large amount of heat is re-

quired. This heat disappears as sensible heat, and is said

to become latent. Latent heat, however, is a misleading
term, for it is not true that heat is latent as such, but

only that so much heat-energy has been expended in

changing the position of the molecules and overcoming
their mutual attractions. If the process is reversed, this

latent heat becomes sensible, as, for example, when steam
is condensed in a steam-radiator. Heat also produces
electrical effects (see electricity), and is instrumental in

initiating chemical changes. Heat may be transmitted
from one place to another (1) By convection (see convec-

tion), when the hot body is itself moved, as in heating by
hot air conveyed in flues, or by hot water carried in pipes.

(2) By conduction (see conduction), where the heat travels

slowly through the mass of the body, as when one end of

an iron bar is thrust into the fire and the other end grad-

ually becomes heated. In this case it is the molecular
motion of the iron which is propagated. (3) By radiation

(see radiation). When heat was believed to be a sub-

stance, the radiation of heat was explained, in a manner
analogous to the abandoned emission theory of light (see

light), as the actual transfer of the heat-fluid itself ; now,
however, radiant heat is known to be the energy of heat
transferred to the luminiferous ether (see etheri), which
fills all space and also pervades all bodies. The hot body
sets the ether-particles in vibration, and this vibratory

motion, in the form of waves, travels in all directions

and with a velocity of about lf-6,000 miles per second. If

this radiant heat impinges upon a body, part of it may be

absorbed, or, in other words, the molecules of the body
may themselves be set in motion by the ether-waves.

There is no essential difference between radiant heat and

light, both being forms of radiant energy (see energy),
the ether-waves differing intrinsically among themselves
in wave-length only, and thus producing different effects,

heating, luminous, and chemical, in the bodies upon which
they impinge, according to the nature of these bodies.

The rays whose heating effect is generally the greatest
are of greater wave-length than those which most affect

the eye (light-rays), and have longer periods of vibration.

Like light-rays, theymay be reflected, refracted, diffracted,
and polarized. The quantity of heat of a body, or the
amount of heat-energy which a body gains or loses in pass-

ing through a given range of temperature, is measured in

thermal units (see heat-unit) that is, by the quantity of

water which it would raise through 1 C. (or 1 F.) ; it is

given by the product of its weight into the number ex-

pressing the range in temperature multiplied by the spe-
cific heat. In ordinary speech heat and temperature are

not distinguished. See temperature.

Heat is a very brisk agitation of the insensible parts
of the object, which produces in us that sensation from
whence we denominate the object hot : so what in our
sensation is heat, in the object is nothing but motion.

Locke, Elem. of Nat. Phil., xi.

Since heat can be produced, it cannot be a substance ;

and since whenever mechanical energy is lost by friction

there is a production of heat, ... we conclude that heat
is a form of energy.

Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, xciiL

In the strictest modern scientific language . . . the
word heat is used to denote something communicable from
one body or piece of matter to another.

Sir William Thomson, Encyc. Brit., XI. 555.

3. In ordinary use, a sensibly high tempera-
ture, as the warmth of the sun, or of the body.
Men of Nubye ben Cristene : but thei ben blake as the

Mowres, for grete Hete of the Sonne.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 46.

Thei were sette vnder the hawethorn in the shadowe

by the broke, and let theire horse pasture down the

medowes while the heete was so grete, for It was a-boute

mydday. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 522.

When she walketh apace for her pleasure, or to catch
her a heate in the colde mornings.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 248.

4. A heating, as of a piece of iron to be wrought
by a blacksmith, or of a mass of metal to be
melted in a furnace; an exposure to intense

heat.



heat

A heat, it may be noted, is the time occupied between
charging the pig-iron and drawing the last ball of malle-
able iron from the furnace, and is generally of about H
hour in duration. W. H, Qreenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 266.

The forging of a tool should be formed in as few heats
as poasible, for steel deteriorates by repeated heating.

J. Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 220.

A field bakery of this kind can deliver 17,928 loaves of
bread for nine heats, each loaf forming two rations.

Sci. Amer., N. S., I/VTII. 246.

Hence 5. Violent action ; high activity; in-

tense and uninterrupted effort: as, to do a thing
at a heat.

With many a cruel hete

Is helm to beti

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1761.

Gan Troylus upon his helm to bete.

(fell was the fight, foynyng of speires,
Miche harme, in that hete, happit to falle.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 10287.

Dryden, I suspect, was not much given to correction,
and indeed one of the great charms of hia best writing ia

that everything seems struck off at a heat, as by a superior
man in the beat mood of his talk.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 64.

Especially (o) A single course in a horse-race or other
contest.

On the ninth of October next will be run for upon Coles-
hill Heath, in Warwickshire, a plate of six guineas value,
3 heats, by any horse, mare, or gelding, that hath not won
above the value of 6. Ado. quoted in Spectator, No. 173.

Many causes are required for refreshment betwixt the
heati. Dryden.

As for "Manfred," the two first acts are the beat
;
the

third so so
;
but I was blown with the first and second

lirni . Byron, To Murray.

(b) A division of a race or contest when the contestants
are too numerous to run at once, the race being finally
decided by the winners (or winners and seconds) of each
division running a final race or heat.

6. Indication of high temperature, as the con-
dition or color of the body or part of the body ;

redness; high color; flush.

It has raised animosities in their hearts, and Inwi* in

their faces. Addison.
A sudden flush of wrathful heat

Fired all the pale face of the Queen.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

7. Vehemence; rage; violence; excitement;
animation; fervency; ardor; zeal: as, theheat
of battle or of argument ;

the heat of passion
or of eloquence.

'Tis strange
That yon ahould deal so peevishly : beshrew you,
You have put me in a heat.

Fletcher, Humoroua Lieutenant, 111. 2.

Theae Indiana of Guam did speak of her [an Acapulco
ship] being in sight of the Island while we lay there,
which put our Men in a great heat to go out after her.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 803.

8. Sexual desire or excitement in animals, es-

pecially in the female, corresponding to rut
in the male

;
the period or duration of such ex-

citement : as, to be in heat Absorption of heat.
See absorption. ATiim^l heat. See animal. Atomic
or molecular heats of bodies. See atomic. Black
heat, the condition of metal heated, but not enough to
affect its color. Black-red heat, the condition of metal
heated so as to begin to be luminous by daylight. Blood-
red heat. See blood-red. Bottom heat, heat at or ris-

ing from the bottom
; specifically, in hurt., heat commu-

nicated beneath the roots of plants, as by fermenting and
decomposing substances placed under them, or by running
flues or pipes under them. Capacity for heat. See ca-

pacity. Dark heat. See def. 2 and dark* . Dead heat,
in racing, a heat in which the contestants croaa the line
at exactly the aarae time, neither one winning. Diffu-
sion Of heat. See diffusion. Distribution of heat.
See distribution. Evection of heatt. See evection.

Heat of combination, the heat evolved or produced by
the chemical combination of two bodies, divided by the
amount of heat required to heat one degree a mass of
water whose ratio to the mass of the compound is equal
to that of the molecular weight of water to the molecular
weight of the compound. Latent heat. See def. 2.

Mechanical or dynamic equivalent of heat. See
equivalent. Prickly heat, an eruption of minute papules
attended with a prickly itching ; lichen tropicus ; loosely,
any papular eruption. Ked heat,white heat. (a)States
of metals and, to a limited extent.of some non-metallic sub-

stances, as carbon, at high but not definitely ascertained

temperatures, in which they radiate a reddish or (when
heated still higher) a much whiter light. These are espe-
cially noticeable in practice in the case of iron, which
at a "full red heat" becomea thoroughly malleable, and
at a white heat aaaumes a more or lesa paaty condition
(which continuea through a large range of temperature),
and can be welded. Hence (6) A state of strong and one of

overpowering feeling ; states of strong and of most intense

passion, eagerness, or other emotion. Sensible heat.
See def. 2. Specific heat, the number of heat-units re-

quired to raise the unit of mass of a given substance
through 1 of temperature. For solids and liquids water is

taken as the standard that is, its specific heat is unity.
For gases either water or air is taken. The specific heat
measures the heat-capacity of different bodies, or the
amount of heat they absorb or give out in passing through
a certain range of temperature. (See calorimetry.) The
product of the specific heats of the different elements
into their atomic weights is found to be nearly a con-
stant quantity (about 6) ; this product is called the atomic
heat.

The Speci/ic Heat of a body is the ratio of the quantity
of heat required to raise that body one degree to the quan-
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tity required to raise an equal weight of water one de-

gree. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 6.

The heat Of the day, the period of highest temperature
of the day ; the part of the day when the temperature is

oppressive. Welding heat, in metal., that heat at which
iron begins to burn with vivid sparks. White heat. See
red heat, above.

heat (het), v.
; pret. and pp. heated, formerlyand

still dial, heat (het) or het. [< ME. heten (pret.

hette, pp. Tiet, hwt, that), < AS. hUtan (pret.

hcette, pp. halted, *hiett), make hot (= D. hn-ti-n

= OHG. heizen, MHG. G. heizen = Icel. heita =
Sw. heta = Dan. fade) (cf. AS. hdtian, intr., be
or become hot), < hat, hot: see ho ft, and cf.

heat, n.] I. trans. 1. To cause to grow warm ;

communicate heat to
;
make hot: as, to heat an

oven or a furnace
;
to heat iron. See heat, n., 2.

And wher the watir was hett to wasah the ffete of
Cristis Dlscipulis.

Torkington, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 36.

.\,th. la, by my troth, the instrument is cold,
And would not harm me.
Hub. I can heat it, boy. Shak., K. John, iv. 1.

Nebuchadnezzar . . . commanded that they should hi-ni

the furnace seven times more than it was wont to be heat.
l)an. ill. 18 (ed. 1611).

2. To make feverish
;
stimulate

;
excite : as, to

lieat the blood.

2 I, a i-il. Thou art going to Lord Tlmon'a feast

Apem. Ay ; to see meat fill knaves, and wine heat fools.

Shak., T. of A., L 1.

Where bright Sol, that heat
Their bloods, doth never rise or set.

B. Jonson, Masque of Blackness.

3. To warm with emotion, passion, or desire ;

rouse into action
; animate; encourage.

That on me hette, that othir dede me colde.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 145.

A noble emulation heat* your breast. Dryden.

Milton had heated his imagination with the Fight of the
Gods in Homer, before he entered upon this Engagement
of the Angels. Addition, Spectator, No. 338.

4f. To run a heat over, as in a race.

You may ride us,
With one soft kiss, a thousand furlongs, ere
With spur we heat an acre. Shak., W. T., L 2.

II. in trans. To grow warm or hot; come to

a heated condition, from the effect either of

something external or of chemical action, as
in fermentation or decomposition.
The first machines constructed heated too much.

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 113.

heat-apoplexy (het'ap"o-plek-si), . Sun-
stroke.

heat-economizer (het'e-kon"o-mi-zer), n. A
device by which the steam in a steam-engine
or the hot air in an air-engine is cooled, causing
it to impart its heat to a metallic body, which
stores up the heat and imparts it in turn to the
next charge of steam or air, thus materially re-

ducing the waste of heat ;
a regenerator.

heat-engine (het'en'jin), n. An engine which
transforms heat into mechanical work.
heater (he'ter), . One who or that which
heats.

Camphire swallowed is, in the dose of a very few grains,
a great heater of the blood. Boyle, Works, V. 104.

Specifically (a) A furnace, stove, or other device for

heating, drying, or warming buildings, rooms, drying-
houses, fruit-evaporators, or parts of machines, as the

calendering-rolls of a paper-mill, (b) A small mass of

cast-Iron designed to be heated and then placed in a hol-

low flat-iron or in a coffee-pot, to heat the iron or keep
the coffee hot. (c) In a sugar-making plant, a pan used
for the first heating of the cane-Juice or syrup ; a heating-
pan.
heater-car (he'ter-kar), n. A railroad-car con-
structed for the transportation in winter of

fruits, vegetables, and other perishable pro-
ducts. Car-Builder's Diet.

heater-plate (he'ter-plat), n. In an oil-lamp
exposed to cold, a device to conduct the heat
of the flame down to the oil-reservoir, in order
to keep the oil from congealing. Car-Builder's
Diet.

heater-shaped (he'ter-shapt), a. Shaped like

the heater of a smoothing-iron; triangular;
having one of the sides straight and the two
others, which are equal and the counterparts
of each other, curved. See Tteater (b).

The small heater-shaped shield. Encyc. Brit., XI. 692.

heat-factor (het'fak'tor), n. The thermody-
namic function

;
the integral of the reciprocal

of the temperature relatively to the heat ex-

pended.
heat-fever (het'fe"ver), n. Fever (pyrexia)
caused by too great exposure to heat

;
thermic

fever.

heat-focus (het'fo
//

kus), n. See/ocs.
heath (heth), n. [< ME. hethe, heeth, heth, <

AS. hceth = OD. hcyde = MLG. heide, hede =

heathen

OHG. heida, MHG. G. heide, a heath, also, as ex-

clusively in D. heide, the plant so called, = Icel.

heidr = Sw. hed = Dan. hede, a heath, = Goth.

haithi, a heath, waste, = W. coed, a wood, = L.
-cetum in bucetum, a pasture for cows (bos, a

cow). The orig. sense is 'open, uncultivated
land '

; the plant is so named from growing on
such land; cf. heather. Hence heathen, q. v.]
1. Open, uncultivated land; a desert tract of

laud; specifically, in Great Britain, an uncul-
tivated tract of heathy or shrubby land, usually
of a desolate character.

Some woods of oranges, and heaths of rosemary, will

smell a great way in the sea. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 834.

Their stately growUi, though bare,
Stands on the blasted heath. Milton, P. L., 1. 615.

Caledonia ! stern and wild,
Meet nurse for a poetic child !

Land of brown ln'utli and shaggy wood.
Scott, L. of L. M., vL 2.

Comes a vapour from the margin, blackening over heath
and holt. Tennyson, Lockaley Hall.

2. A plant of the genus Erica, or, by extension,
of the genus Calluna; any plant of the family
Ericaeeai, called by Lindley heathworts. The
speciea of Erica are widely distributed throughout Eu-
rope and the Mediterranean region, but are most abundant
in South Africa, where they cover thousands of acres and
constitute one of the principal forms of vegetation. The
two best-known European speciea are E. cinerea, Scotch
heather or fine-leafed heath, and E. Tetralix, the cross-

leafed heath. (See cut under Ericaceae.) The nearly allied

genua Calluna, having only a single species, C. vulgaris, is

more commonly called heather or ting. (See cut under Cal-

luna.) In Great Britain heath or heather covers large tracts
of waste land, and is used to thatch houses and to make
brooms, and in some places for making beds. Sheep, goats,
and cattle feed upon it, and bees extract a finely flavored

honey from the flowers. The young shoots and flowers are
said to have been formerly employed in the manufacture
of beer. The speciea of southern Europe, Erica arborea,
attains considerable size, and is called the tree-heath.

From the wood of this species, and especially from that of
another speciea of aouthern Europe, E. Mediterranea, are
made most of the so-called brier-wood pipes, or brier to-

bacco-pipes. The moor-heaths belong to a section of the
enns Erica called Oypsocallis by Don, and have somewhat
ifferent flowers and a different aspect. They are very

beautiful plants, and inhabit moors and calcareous dis-

tricts. The Cnntabrian, Irish, or Saint Dabeoc's heath is

a plant of a different genus of the heath family, Dabeocia

polifolia. It is chiefly a native of Ireland, but ia also found
in western France, northern Spain, and the Azores. It is

a dwarf, bushy, evergreen shrub, grows in dense tufts, and
has racemes of purple flowers. It is also called Irish-

ichorts. The sea-heath, Frankenia Icevis, is a low, heath-
like maritime shrub inhabiting the European coasts. See
Frankenia.

3. One of several small butterflies of different

genera. The large heath is Erinephilc tithomts ;

the small, Cwnonympha j>ampilus.
heath-bell (heth'bel), n. The flower of the

heath, especially of Erica Tetralix or E. cinerea.

Also called heather-bell.

For heath-bell, with her purple bloom,
Supplied the bonnet and the plume.

Scott, L. of the L., ill. 5.

heathberry (heth'ber'i), n.
; pi. heathberries

(-iz). [ME. not found; AS. haithberige, bilberry
(?),< haith, heath, + berige, berie, berry.] Same
as crowberry.
heath-bird (heth'berd), n. Same as heath-

cock or heath-hen.

heath-clad (heth'klad), a. Clothed or crowned
with heath.

Sleeping on the heath-clad hill.

J. Cunningham, Day, A Pastoral.

heath-cock (heth'kok), n. The male black

grouse. See blackcock Black and spotted heath-
cock. Same as Canada grotue (which see, under grouse).
Ruffed heath-COCk. Same as ru/ed grouse (which

see, under grouse).

heath-corn (heth'k6rn), . The buckwheat,
Polygonum Fagopyrum.
heathcup (heth'kup), n. The plant Artanema
finibriatum, natural order Scrophulariacea;, an
erect herb with opposite leaves, native of the
East Indies and Australia, and cultivated for

its large blue flowers, which are disposed in

racemes at the ends of the branches.

heath-cypress (heth'si'pres), n. An alpine and
subalpine species of club-moss, Lycopodium al-

pinum, found in suitable situations throughout
Europe : so called from its resembling a min-
iature cypress-tree, and growing on heathy
ground.
heath-egger (heth'eg'er), n. A bombycid moth,
Lasiocampa callimce.

heathen (he'THen or -THn), n. and a. [< ME.
liethen, < AS. hceihen, n. (= OS. hedhin= OFriee.
hethen = OD. heyden, D. heiden = MLG. heidene,
heiden = OHG. heidan, MHG. heiden, G. heiden,
licidc = Icel. heidhinn = Sw. Dan. heden, a

heathen, r Goth, "haitheins, m., haithno, f.),

a heathen; orig. and prop, an adj., 'of the



heathen

heath or open country
'

(but not found in this

sense), < hieth, E. heath (= Goth, haithi, etc.),

open country, being equiv. to LL. paganus,
heathen, lit. 'of the

country^':
see pagan. The

resemblance to Gr. Ifhea, cfhr/, gentiles, 'hea-

then,' pi. of effvoc, a nation, is slight and acci-

dental.] I. n. sing, and j)/. 1. One of a race,

nation, or people that does not acknowledge the

God of the Bible, or such races, nations, or peo-
ples collectively, especially when uncivilized
or uncultured

; one who is not a Jew, Christian,
or Mohammedan ; a pagan.
So many were deed and wounded of cristin and hethen

that the felde was all couered, so that oon myght not come
to a-nother but ouer deed cors.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 596.

The Russian Ambassador still at Court behav'd himselfe
like a clowne, compar'd to this civil heathen.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 24, 1682.

He [Geraint] . . . fell

Against the heathen of the Northern Sea,
In battle, fighting for the blameless King.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In Scrip., with the definite article, the gen-
tiles; those nations or peoples that did not

acknowledge Jehovah, the God of the Jews, as
the true God

; hence, idolaters, from the preva-
lence of idolatry among them.

Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine
inheritance. Ps. ii. 8.

Go, and the Holy One
Of Israel be thy guide
To what may serve his glory best, and spread his name
Great among the heathen round. Milton, S. A., 1. 1430.

3. Any irreligious, rude, barbarous, or unthink-

ing person or class : as, the heathen at home.
[The plural, in all senses, is usually heathen;
but in many instances, especially with refer-

ence to individuals, the regular plural form,
heathens, is used.]

II. a. Pagan; gentile: as, heathen supersti-
tions or customs.

Til It [a child] be crystened in Crystes name, and con-
fermed of the bisshop,

It is hethene as to heueneward, and helpelees to the soule,
Hethene is to mene after heth and vntiled erthe.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 460.

The heathen emperor thinks it absurd that Christian

baptism should be able to cleanse from gross gins, while it

cannot remove a wart, or gout, or any bodily evil.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, III. 9.

=Syn. See gentile, n.

heathendom (he'THen-dum), n. [< ME. hie-

thendom, < AS. heathendom (= D. Jieidendom =
MLG. heidendom = OHG. heidantuom, MHG.
heidentuom, G. lieidentmn = Sw. Dan. heden-

dom), < haithen, heathen, + -dom, E. -dom.~\ 1.
The state or condition of a heathen

;
heathen-

ism.

Degradation, pestilence, heathendom, and despair.
Kingsley, Cheap Clothes and Nasty.

2. Those parts of the world in which heathen-
ism prevails: opposed to Christendom, 3. Hea-
then nations or peoples regarded collectively.

heathenesset, . See heathenness.

heathenhoodt, [ME. hethenehod, haithen-

hede; < heathen + -hood.'} Heathendom.
Al thes world is biheled mid hethenhode.

Old. Eng. Misc., p. 91.

heathenise, . t. See heathenize.

heathenish (he'THen-ish), a. [< ME. *hethen-

ish, < AS. hcethenisc (= D. heidensch = MLG.
heidens, heidensch = OHG. heidanisc, MHG. hei-

denisch, heidensch, G. heidenisch = Sw. hednisk=
ODan. heydensk, hedninsk, Dan. hedensk), < hie-

then, heathen, + -isc, E. -w/t1 .] 1. Of or per-
taining to gentiles or pagans; characteristic
of or practised by the heathen : as, heathenish
rites.

When the apostles of our Lord and Saviour were or-
dained to alter the laws of heathenish religion, chosen
they were, St. Paul excepted ; the rest unschooled alto-

gether, and unlettered men. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Under whatever disguise it [the classical drama] ap-
peared, it was essentially heathenish; for, from first to
last, it was mythological, both in tone and in substance.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 228.

Hence 2. Uncivilized; uncultured; rude;
savage; degraded; cruel.

Lod. Here is a letter . . . imports
The death of Cassio to be undertook
By Roderlgo. . . .

Cas. Most heathenish aud most gross !

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

That execrable Cromwell made a heathenish or rather
Inhuman edict against the Episcopal clergy.

South, Sermons.

heathenishly (he'THen-ish-li), adv. In a hea-
thenish manner.

'Tis heatheniihly done of 'em in my conscience, thoti
deserv'st it not. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i.
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heathenishness (he'THen-ish-nes), . The
state or character of being heathenish.

The . . . heathenishness and profaneness of most play
books. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, p. 913.

heathenism (he'THen-izm), n. [< heathen +
-ism.] 1. Heathen systems of religion or mor-
als; pagan practice or belief

; paganism.
Julian attempted to set up preachers of heathenism, in

opposition to those of Christianity. Seeker, Works, I. xxi.

Heathenism partially, if not wholly, merged God in na-
ture. O. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 26.

2. Heathenish manners or condition; the de-

graded or uncultured state of those who are
uninfluenced by Christianity; barbarism; ig-

norance; irreligion: as, the heathenism of the
slums.
heathenize (he'5Hen-iz), . *.

; pret. and pp.
heathenized, ppr. heathenizing. [< heathen +
-ize.~\ To render heathen or heathenish. Also

spelled heathenise.

The continuance of these unscriptural terms, without
an exact application of them in sermons and catechisms,
heathenizes all the common people, nay, and great num-
bers of not unlearned persons.

Account of Mr. Finnin'i Religion (1698X p. 63.

heathenlyt, a. [< heathen + -ly
1
.] Heathenish.

An heathenly Pagan.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 176.

heathenness (he'THen-nes), n. [Archaically
heathenesse (prob. regarded as analogous to
noblesse and other abstract nouns with F. term.

-esse) ;
< ME. hethenesse, haithenesse (for "hethen-

nesse : cf . forgiveness for *forgivenness), < AS.
hcetltennes, < hcethen, heathen, + -nes, E. -ness."]
1. The state of being heathen. 2. The coun-
tries inhabited by heathens

;
heathendom. [Ar-

chaic.]
Therto hadde he riden, no man ferre.

As wel in Cristendom as in hethenesse.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 49.

jef ony brother or sister deye in straunge cuntre, in
cristendom or in hethenesse, the bretheren sshollen . . .

doun a messe of requiem for the soule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

Neither in Christendome, nor yet in heathennest,
None hath soe much gold as he.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 234).

heathenry (he'SHen-ri), n. [< heathen + -ry.]
1. Heathenish rites and practices; heathen
systems of religion or morals

;
heathenism.

Are you so besotted with your philosophy, and your
heathenry, and your laziness, and your contempt for God
and man, that you will see your nation given up for a
prey, and your wealth plundered by heathen dogs?

Kingiley, Hypatia, vi.

In most places, even in the heart of Meccah, I met with
debris of heathenry, proscribed by Mohammed.

JR. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 20.

2. The heathen
;
heathendom.

heatheushipt (he'THen-ship), n. [< heathen
+ -ship. Cf. MLG. heidenschop = OHG. hei-

dinscaft, MHG. G. heidenschaft = Dan. heden-

skab.~\ Heathenism.
But a higher importance attaches to a clause in the

Northumbrian Priests' Laws, by which a person accused
of the practice of any heathenship was bound to clear
himself by the oath of compurgators, partly his kinsmen
and partly native strangers. N. and Q., 7th aer., VI. 53.

heather (heTH'er), n. [Formerly also nether,

hather, and (dial.) hadder; < heath, open coun-

try, + -er; equiv. to heath, used, without term.,
as the name of the plant.] 1 . Heath : especial-
ly applied to Calluna vulgaris, the commonhea-
ther. It differs from the other true heaths in possessing
astringent properties, and is employed by both fullers and
dyers. See cut under Calluna.

Heath Is the generall or common name, whereof there
is owne kind called hather, the other ling.

Norden, Surveiors Dialogue (1610).

They [Indian Brachmanni] lay upon the ground covered
with skins, as the Redshanks doe on hadder, and dieted
themselves sparingly. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 642.

Come o'er the heather, come round him gather.
Wha'll be King but Charlie?

Patches bright of bracken green,
And heather black, that waved so high,
It held the copse in rivalry.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 8.

2. The crowberry, Empetrum nigrum. [Rare.]
3. A tweed or similar fabric, usually 56

inches wide, woven of heather-wool, and pre-
senting a color-effect like that of heather. Also
called heather mixture. saver heather, a moss,
Polytrichum commune. See Polytrichum.To set tne
heather on fire, to kindle disturbance

; bring smolder-
ing disaffection to a blaze.

It's partly that whilk has set the heather on fire e'en
now. Scott, Rob Roy, xxxv.

heather-alet (heTH'er-al), n. A traditional
drink said to have been brewed in North Brit-
ain from the bells of heather.

heathy

heather-bell (heTH'er-bel), n. Same as heath-
bell.

'Tis sweet beneath the heather-bell
To live in autumn brown. Leyden, Keeldar.

heather-bleat, heather-bleater (heTH'er-blet,
-ble'ter), n. [Sc. also (obs.) hetherbhitter,
hedderbluter; < heather (&ppar.) + bleat, bleater,
in allusion to its cry. But the first element is

an accom. of a different original, the word be-

ing variously otherwise manipulated as Sc.
heron-bluter (as if involving heron), ern-bleater,

earnbliter, yern-bliter, -bluter (as if involving
earn3

, eagle), E. dial, hammer-bleat (as if in al-

lusion to hammering) ; the ME. forms not found
;

all ult. < AS. haiferUaste, hteferblceta, early AS.
(Kentish) heebreblete, once erroneously liiefen-

blwte, the name of a bird, glossing ML. bicoca
and tiugium (both words obscure: for bugimn,
see under fieldfare), lit.

'

goat-bleater,' < AS.
hcefer, a he-goat, buck (= L. caper: see co-

per1), + blcetan, bleat: see bleat.'] Same as
ern-bleater.

heather-claw (heTH'er-kla), n. A dew-claw.

heather-grass (heTH'er-gras), H. A species of

grass, Triodia decumbens, common throughout
Europe, growing on spongy, wet, cold soils,
and of little economic importance. See Triodia.
Also called heath-grass.
heather-Untie (heTH'er-lin"ti), . The mea-
dow-pipit, Anthus pratensis. [Local, Eng.]
heather-peeper (heTH'er-pe"per), n. Thepeet-
weet or common sandpiper of Europe, Tringoi-
des hypoleucus. [Local, Scotland.]
heather-wool (heTH'er-wul), . Wool or worst-
ed yarn made for knitting and other fancy work,
party-colored or mottled in various shades, and
producing work of a mixed or speckled color

thought to be like that of heather.

heathery1
(he'ther-i), n.

; pi. heatheries (-iz). [<
heath + -ery.~\ A place where heaths grow;
a house in which valuable heaths are culti-

vated.

heathery2 (heTH'er-i), a. Of
; pertaining to, or

resembling heather
; abounding with heather;

heathy.
The antler'd monarch of the waste
Sprang from his heathery couch in haste.

Scott, L. of the L., L 2,

I found the house amid desolate heathery hills.

Emerson, English Traits, i.

heath-fowl (heth'foul), n. The moor-fowl, La-
gopus scoticus. Montagu.
heath-grass (heth'gras), n. Same as heather-

grass.
heath-hen (heth'hen), n. 1. The female heath-
bird

;
the hen of the black grouse.

O'er the trackless waste
The heath-hen flutters, pious fraud ! to lead
The hot pursuing spaniel far away.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 700.

2. One of several American grouse, as the pin-
nated, ruffed, or Canada grouse. Also heath-
cock. W. Wood, 1634; D. Denton, 1670. [Rare
or archaic.]

heath-honeysuckle (heth'hun'i-suk-1), n. The
name in Australia of a flowering shrub, Bank-
sia serrata, from the large amount of honey its

flowers secrete.

heath-pea (heth'pe), . A tuber-bearing legu-
minous plant, Lathyrus macrorhizus (Orobiis tu-

berosvs). The tubers resemble peas, and are eaten boiled
or baked. The plant is widely diffused throughout Europe.
The name is said sometimes to be applied also to another
vetch, Vioia sicula (Orobus atropurpureus).

heath-peat (heth'pet), n. Peat from the sur-
face-soil of places abounding in heather.

heath-poult (heth'polt), n. The pullet or young
of the heath-bird.

heath-pout (heth 'pout), . Same as heath-

poult.
heath-snail (heth'snal), . A kind of snail
common in Great Britain, Helix ericetorum,
ranging to the north of Scotland.
heath-throstle (heth'thros'l), . The ring-
ouzel, Turdus torguatus. [Local, Eng.]
heathwort (heth wert), n. In Lindley's sys-
tem, any plant of the heath family, Ericacea:
used chiefly in the plural. See cut under Eri-

cacew.

heathy (he'thi), a. [< heath + -/!.] Of, per-
taining to, or characteristic of heath

;
covered or

abounding with heath; adapted to the growth
of heath: as, heathy land.

From its hill of heathy brown
The muirland streamlet hastens down.

J. Baillie.

O happy pleasure ! here to dwell
Beside thee in some heathy dell.

Wordficorth, To a Highland Ctrl.



heating

heating (he'ting), p. a. Promoting warmth or
heat

; naving the quality of imparting heat
;

stimulating : as, a heating medicine or diet,

heating-back (he'ting-bak), . A chamber at

the back of a forge in which the air-blast is

heated.

heatingly (he'ting-li), adv. In a heating man-
ner

;
so as to make or become hot or heated.

heating-pan (he 'ting -pan), . 1. A pan for

heating flaxseed and other seed from which oil

is expressed. 2. The first pan in which sugar-
cane juice or sugar-maple sap is heated, pre-
paratory to dipping or evaporating.
heating-surface (he'ting-ser''fas), n. Same as

fire-surface.

heating-tube (he 'ting-tub), n. In a steam-

boiler, a water-tube connecting at each end with
a water-space, and directly exposed to the flame,
heatless (het'les), a. [< heat + -less.'] Des-
titute of heat; cold.

My blood lost, and limbs stiff ; my embraces
Like the cold stubborn bark, noarie, and heatless.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, lit

Where Mars is seen his ruddy rays to throw
Thro' heatless skies, that round him seem to glow.

Hughes, Ecstasy, st 8.

heat-potential (het'po-ten
//

shal), n. The work
performed by the disappearance of heat.

heat-regulatpr (het'reg'u-la-tor), n. A ther-

mostat combined with some device for control-

ling the draft of a furnace and regulating the
fire.

heat-spectrum (het'spek'trum), n. A spec-
trum of a thermal radiation, considered not with
reference to its effect upon the eye, but with
reference to its intrinsic energy or heating
power. Wherever there is a visible spectrum there is

a heat-spectrum, and these two are really one and the
same: only, when we speak of the visible spectrum we
mean that part of the whole spectrum which affects the

eye, considering each part to nave an intensity propor-
tional to that effect ; while the heat-spectrum is the real

spectrum in its whole extent, including both the lumi-
nous and non-luminous rays, its intensity being everywhere
proportional to its heating power.

heat-spot (het'spot), n. 1. A freckle. 2. A
spot on the surface of the body at which the
sensation of heat can be produced.
The relative number and arrangement of heat-spots and

cold-spots is different for different areas of the skin.
G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 413.

heat-unit (het'u"nit), n. The unit quantity of
heat

;
the amount of heat required to raise 1

pound of water (also 1 kilogram, or 1 gram:
see calory) through 1 degree of temperature.
Thus, 1 pound of coal, upon combustion, yields
about 13,500 heat-units that is, heat enough to

raise 13,500 pounds of water through 1 F.

Beat-units per hour abstracted In ice-making.
Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8780.

heaumet (horn), re. [OF., a helm: see JieZw2.] In
medieval armor, a helm or helmet; specifically,
a large helmet worn during the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, usually over an inner defense,
such as the coif of mail, or the basinet. It rested

a, Heaume with ailettes, end of i3th century ; b, Heaume, end of i4th
century. (From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilier francais.")

upon the shoulders, the head in some cases being free to
move within it, and was worn only in battle. Its great
weight led to the adoption of the armet, which adapted
itself to the form of the head, and allowed of movement
in all directions.

heautomprphism (he-a-to-mor'fizm), n. [<
Or. eavroii, m., iavri/f, f., iavrov, n., a gen. form,
of himself, herself, itself (contr. of eo avroi',
etc. : &, later oil = L. sui, of himself, etc. (see
sui generis); avrov, gen. of ainif, self (see auto-)),+

i*op<jai, form.] Automorphism.
Heautomorphism, in default of science, is ever the first

resource of explanation ; i. e., we judge of others by our-
selves. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 257.

heave (hev), v.
; pret. heaved or hove, pp. heaved,

hove, formerly Jtoven, ppr. hearing. [< ME.
heven, earlier hebben (pret. hof, hef, liaif, pi.

hoven, heven, also weak pret. hevede, hefde, pp.
hoven, heven, ihoven, also weak pp. hewed), < AS.
hebban (pres. hebbe, ha;bbe, impv. hef, hefe, pret.
hof, pi. hdfeii, pp. liafen, hwfen), raise, lift, =
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05. hebbian = OFries. heva = D. heffen = MLG.
heven = OHG. heffan, hevan, MHG. heven, heben,
G. heben (pret. hob, pp. gehoben) = Icel. hefja
= Sw. Mfva = Dan. hieve = Goth, hafjan (pret.

hof, pi., in comp., hofum, pp. hafans), raise, lift;

a common Teut. strong verb, x/ *haf, with pres.
formative -ja (-ia), the sense 'lift' being de-

veloped from the orig. sense '

take, take hold
of '

(a sense appearing in the derivs. haft
1

, heft
1

,

behoof, q. v., and in the L. cognate), = L. ca-

pere (pres. ind. capio, perf. cepi, pp. captus),

take, take hold of, seize (> ult. E. captive, cai-

tiff, capture, etc., capacious, capable, etc., ac-

cept, etc., receive, etc. : see capable, captive, etc.).

Derivs. heavy1
, haft

1
, heft

1
, behoof, and perhaps

haven: see these words.] I. trans. 1. To raise;

lift; hoist.

They are the model of those men whose honours
We heave our hands at when we hear recited.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 3.

Rise, rise, and heave thy rosy head
From thy coral-paven bed.

Milton, Comns, I. 885.

The curious custom known as heaving : on Easter Mon-
day the men heaved the women, i. e., lifted them off the
ground and kissed them. Bickerdyke, p. 241.

Especially 2. To lift with obvious effort;
raise with exertion, as something heavy or re-

sistant.

This shoulder was ordain 'd so thick to heave ;

And heave it shall some weight, or break my back.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., T. 7.

3+. To lift (a child) at baptism; baptize; also,
to be sponsor for.

Bot no sawle may thithen pas,
Untyle it be als cleene als it fyrst was,
When he was hofen at fount-stane,
And hys crystendom thare had tune.

Hampole, Handlyng Synne.

4. To weigh; heft. [Prov. Eng.] 5. To cause
to swell or bulge upward; raise above the
former or the surrounding level: often with

up.
The glittering finny swarms

That heave our friths and crowd upon our shores.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 923.

Great gray hills heaved up round the horizon.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

6. To elevate or elate in condition or feeling,
as by the operation of some potent agency or
some moving influence

;
exalt

; promote ; raise

suddenly or forcibly to a higher state.

Therfore hefe vp your hertis ; hast you to saile
;

Sette furthe to the se ; sitte no lengur.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4603.

Cicero's book, where Cato was heaved up
Equal with heaven. E. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Tradition they say hath taught them that for the pre-
vention of growing schisme the Bishop was heart! above
the Presbyter. Milton, Church-Government, i. 6.

Strong political excitement . . . heaves a whole nation
on to a higher platform of intellect and morality.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 28.

7t. To increase.

Qua folus lang wit uten turn,
Oft his fote sal find a spurn ;

Keu his res than sal he Bare,
Or heuen his harme with foli mare.

Quoted in Alliterative Poems, ed. Morris (Gloss.).

8. To bring up or forth with effort
;
raise from

the breast or utter with the voice laboriously
or painfully: as, to heave a sigh or a groan.

She heav'd the name of father

Pantingly forth. Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

Heaves abroad his cares in one good sigh.

Browning, King and Book, I. 45.

9. To throw upward and outward; cast or toss
with force or effort

;
hurl or pitch, as with aim

or purpose : as, to heave a stone ; to heave the
lead. [Chiefly uaut. and colloq.j

I escaped upon a butt of sack, which the sailors heaved
overboard. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

The ships at first grounded two or three miles from the
shore, yet (through the Lord's great mercy) they were
lieaved by the seas near to the dry land.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 293.

10. In geol., to throw or lift out of its place:
said of the intersection of two veins, or of that
of a cross-course with another vein. When a dis-

placement of one or the other is caused by the intersection,
one vein is said to heave the other out of its regular posi-
tion.

A vein may be thrown out on meeting another vein, in
a line which approaches either towards its inclination or
its direction. The Cornish miners use two different terms
to denote these two modes of rejection ; for the first case

they say the vein Is heaved, for the second it is started.

Ure, Diet., III. 300.

11. Naut., to draw or pull in any direction,
as by means of a windlass or capstan: as, to
heave a ship ahead (that is, to bring her for-

heave

ward, when not under sail, by means of a cable
or other appliance) ;

to heave up an anchor

(to raise it from the bottom of the sea or else-

where ) Hove apeak. See apeak. To heave aback,
to get (a ship) in such a position, by putting the helm down
or hauling in the weather-braces, or both, that the wind
acts on the forward surface of the sails. To heave a
Cable short, to haul it in until the ship lies nearly over
the anchor. To heave a strain, to turn the capstan or
windlass till the rope hove upon bears a strain with full

force at the windlass. To heave a vessel about, to

put her on the other tack. To heave a vessel down,
to careen her for repairs by means of tackles from her
masthead to the shore or to a hulk.

The ship also was so leaky that I doubted it would be
necessary to heave her down at Batavia, which was another
reason for making the best of our way to that place.

Cook, Voyages, II. iii. 7.

To heave in Stays, in tacking, to bring (a ship's head) to
the wind. To heave out, to raise (the keel) out of the
water by careening, in order to repair or clean it. To
heave the gorge. See gorge. To heave the lead. See
lead. To heave the log, to ascertain a ship's rate of

sailing by the log and glass. See log. To heave taut,
to turn a capstan, etc., till the rope or chain becomes
strained. To heave to, to bring the head of (a vessel) to
the wind ; stop the headway of.

We passed through a large fleet of merchantmen have-
to under shelter of Cape de Gat.

Lady Braxsey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxviii.

=Bvn. 1 and 2. Hoist, Lift, etc. See raise.

fl. intrans. 1. To be raised, thrown, or forced

up ; rise
;
swell up ; bulge out.

Where ground beares naturally store of chamocks, the
cheese that is made off from such ground the dayry-women
cannot keep from heaving.

Aubrey's Wilts, MS. Royal Soc., p. 300. (Halliwell.)

So high as heaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep.

Milton, P. L., vii. 288.

It is of little use to expect clover as a permanent crop
in wet soils, or those subject to heave by the annual winter
frosts. New Amer. Farm Book, p. 132.

2. To rise and fall with alternate motions, as
the waves of the sea, the lungs in difficult or

painful breathing, the earth in an earthquake,
etc.

Dead calm in that noble breast
Which heaves but with the heaving deep.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xi.

The minister's . . . mind was . . . tossed to and fro
on that stormy deep of thought, heaving forever beneath
the conflict of windy dogmas.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, xvii.

On the fourth [day] the wind fell, leaving the ship dis-
masted and heaving on vast billows.

R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, it

3. To pant, as after severe exertion
;
labor.

He heaves for breath, which, from his lungs supply'd,
And fetch'd from far, distends his lab'ring side.

Dryden.
The Church of England had struggled and heaved at a

reformation ever since Wickliffe's day. Atterbury.

4. To make an effort to vomit; retch. 5f. To
mount. 6f. To labor heavily ;

toil.

But theron was to heven and to doone.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1289.

Heave ho ! an exclamation used by sailors when heaving
anchor, etc. Hence With heave and ho, with slow
steady exertion.

They seem in punishing but slow,
Yet pay they home at last with heave and how.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso,
[xxxvii. 89.

To heave att, to aim at
; regard with hostile intent.

They did not wish government quite taken away ; only
the king's person they heaved at: him, for some purpose,
they must needs have out of the way.

Bp. Andrews, Sermons, IV. 12.

In vain have some heaved at this office, which is fastned
to the state with so considerable a revenue.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., V. iv. 8.

To heave at the capstan. See capstan. To heave
In sight, to rise into the plane of vision ; become visible
while approaching or being approached, as a ship or other

object at sea; come into view.

A dark line seemed to cross the western sky
Afar and faint, and with the growing light
Another land began to heave in sight.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 180.

I was, no doubt, known for a landsman by eveiy one on
board as soon as I hove in sight.

E. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 2.

To heave to, to bring a vessel to a standstill ; make her
lie to. See under I. To heave together, to make a

fishing-trip in partnership; be partners. [Fishermen's
slang.]

heave (hev), re. [< Jieave, i\] 1. An act of

heaving; a lifting, throwing, tossing, or retch-

ing exertion.

But after many strains and heaves,
He got upon the saddle eaves.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 411.

2. An upward movement or expansion ;
swell

or distention, as of the waves of the sea, of the

lungs in difficult or painful breathing, of the
earth in an earthquake, etc.

;
a forcible uplift-

ing.



heave
There's raattei1 in these sighs, these profound heaves ;

You must translate. Shak., Humlet, iv. 1.

'Mongst Forests, Hills, and Floods, was ne'er such heave

and shove
Since Albion wielded arms against the son of Jove.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 65.

There was no motion save the never-resting heave of

the ocean swell. Froude, Sketches, p. 67.

3. A rise of land ;
a knoll. [Scotch.]

Crossing a certain hfave of grass.
<feo. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock.

4. In milling, a dislocation or displacement of

a part of a vein, in consequence of its intersec-

tion by another vein or cross-course, or by a

simple slide, fracture, or jointing of the coun-

try-rock. But it occasionally happens that a vein is

"hove" when there is no sign of a cross-vein or joint at

the place where the continuity of the vein is broken.

Surface displacement has been termed the heave of a

fault. Qeikie, Encyc. Brit, X. 303.

5. pi. A disease of horses. See heaves. Heave
Of the sea, the power exerted by the swell of the sea in

advancing, retarding, or changing the course of a vessel.

heaven (hev'n), n. [Early mod. K. also heven;
< ME. heven, < AS. heofon, heofen, hefon, earlier

heben = OS. hebhan = MLG. heven = Icel. hi-

finn, heaven. The Icel. form is more com-

monly himiiin, mod. himin = Goth, himins, hea-

ven, the same, but with different suffix -in, as
OS. himil = OFries. hinml = D. hemel = OHG.
MHG. himel, G. himmel = Sw. Dan. himmel,
heaven, also in OHG., D., Icel., etc., ceiling,

canopy (so early AS. heben-hus, glossed by L.

lacunar, ceiling), pointing to a prob. orig. mean-

ing
'

covering," represented by E. hame1
, q. v.

The forms with/or 6 and those withm are prob.

orig. identical, but the reason of the change is

not clear. The word heaven is often erroneously
explained as orig. the pp. of heave, the sky being
regarded as that which is

' heaved '

up ;
but the

AS. hafen, htefen, pp. of hebban, heave, is very
different phonetically from heofon, heaven, and
the two words must be of different origin. This

supposed relation of heaven to heave appears
reversed and modified in the actual relation of

lift, the air, the sky, with lift, raise.] 1. The
expanse of space surrounding the earth, and
appearing above and around us as a great arch
or vault, in which the sun, moon, and stars

seem to be set
;
the sky ;

the firmament
;
the

celestial regions: often used in the plural.
Hit was neuer herd, as I hope, sith heuyn was o loft

[aloft],
In any coste where ye come but ye were clone victorius.

Destruction of fray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1101.

I never saw
The heavens so dim by day.

Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

Deepening thro' the silent spheres,
Heaven over Heaven rose the night.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

'Tis very sweet to look into the fair

And open face of heaven, to breathe a prayer
Full in the smile of the blue firmament.

Keats, Sonnet.

2. Sky as typical of climate ;
a zone or region.

From vases in the hall

Flowers of all heavens, and lovelier than their names,
Grew side by side. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

3. The celestial abode of immortal beings;
the place or state of existence of blessed spirits

beyond the sphere of or after departure from
the earthly life. In Christian theology heaven is

regarded as the region or state of endless happiness en-

joyed by angels and faithful departed spirits in the im-
mediate presence of God. The Hebrews supposed three
heavens the air, the starry firmament, and the abode of
God. The Cabalists described seven heavens, each rising
in happiness above the other, the highest being the abode
of God and the most exalted angels. Hence, to be in the

seventh heaven is to be supremely happy. The heaven
of the Mohammedans is remarkable for the sensual de-

lights it has in store for the faithful. The ancient Greeks
and Latins regarded heaven as the abode of the greater
gods ; and the spirits of the great and good were supposed
to find their place of blisa in the Elysian Fields (which see,
under Elysian).

But zit there is a place that men clepen the Scole of

God, where he was wont to teche his Disciples, and tolde
hem the Prevytees of Uevene.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 114.

And in the myddys of the Tower ys the place wher our
blyssyd Savyor Crist Jim ascendid vnto hevyn.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 30.

I knew a man in Christ . . . caught up to the third
heaven. 2 Cor. xil. 2.

Above
Live the great gods in heaven and see
What things shall be. Swinburne, Felise.

4. [cap.'} The Supreme Being; God; Provi-
dence.

He cannot thrive,
Unless her prayers, whom Heaven delights to hear,
And loves to grant, reprieve him from the wrath
Of greatest justice. Shak., All's Well, iii. 4.
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Dear Couz, said Hermes in a Fright,
For Heav'n sake keep your Darts : Good Night.

Prior, Mercury and Cupid.

Heaven is very kind in its way of putting questions to

mortals. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 15.

5f. pi. The celestial powers ; heavenly beings.
In love, the heavens themselves do guide the state.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. B.

6. Supreme exaltation or felicity; consum-
mate happiness ;

a state of bliss.

For if hfiiene be on this erthe and ese to any soule,
It is in cloistere or in scole be many skilles I fynde.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 300.

It is a heaeen upon earth to have a man's mind move in

charity, rest in Providence, and turn on the poles of truth.
Bacon.

Stand up, and give me but a gentle look
And two kind words, and I shall be in heaven.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

Balm of heaven. See balm. Crystalline heavens.
See crystalline. Good heavens! an exclamation of as-

tonishment, remonstrance, or censure. [Colloq.] Hea-
ven of heavens, the highest heaven ;

the abode and seat

of divinity.

Behold, heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot con-

tain thee ; how much less this house which I have built I

2 Chron. vi. 18.

Host of heaven. See Aosti. Queen of heaven. See

queen.

heaven (hev'n), v. t. [< heaven, n.] To place
in or as if in heaven

;
make supremely happy

or blessed; beatify. [Rare.]
He heavens himself on earth, and for a little pelf cozens

himself of bliss. Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 194.

We are happy as the bird whose nest
Is heavened in the hush of purple hills. G. Massey.

heaven-born (hev'n-b6rn), a. Born of or sent

by heaven.
Oh heaven-born sisters [the Muses] ! source of art !

Who charm the sense or mend the heart.

Pope, Chorus in Tragedy of Brutus.

Hail, ye heroes ! heaven-born band !

J. Hopkinson, Hail, Columbia.

heaven-bred (hev'u-bred), a. Produced or cul-

tivated in heaven.
Much is the force of heaven-bred poesy.

Shak.,1. G. ofV., iii. 2.

heaven-bright (hev'n-brit), a. [Cf. AS. heo-

fon-beorht, < heofon, heaven, + beorht, bright.]

Bright as heaven
; gloriously bright. [Poeti-

cal.]
heaven-built (hev'n-bilt), a. Built by the

agency or favor of the gods.
His arms had wrought the destin'd fall

Of sacred Troy, and raz'd her heav'n-buUt wall.

Pope, Odyssey, i. 3.

heaven-directed (hev'n-di-rek'ted), . 1.

Pointing to the sky.
Who taught that heaven-directed spire to rise.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 281.

2. Guided or directed by celestial powers : as,
heaven-directed efforts.

To heirs unknown descends th' unguarded store,
Or wanders, heaven-directed, to the poor.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 149.

heaven-fallen (hev'n-fa''ln), a. Fallen from
heaven

; having revolted from God.
All yet left of that revolted rout,

Heaven-fallen, in station stood.

Milton, P. L., x. 585.

heaven-gifted (hev'n-gif*ted), a. Bestowed by
heaven.

To grind in brazen fetters under task
With this heaven-gifted strength.

Milton, S. A., L 36.

heavenhood (hev'n-hud), . [< heaven + -hood.']

Heavenly character
;
fitness for heaven

;
sanc-

tification. [Rare.]
We may not expect to see . . . the ripe, rich fruits of

hmeenhood clustered around the subterranean root of

faith. 0. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 63.

heavenisht (hev'n-ish), a. [< ME. hevenish; <

heaven + -tsA 1 .] 1. Pertaining to or character-

istic of the sidereal heavens.

By hevenyth revolucioun.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 30.

2. Pertaining to the celestial abodes; heavenly.
So aungellyke was hir natif beaute,
That lyke a thyng immortal semede she,
As doth an hevenyssh parflt creature,
That doun was sent in scornyng of Nature.

Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 104.

heavenizet (hev'n-iz), v. t. [< heaven + -ize.]

To bring to a heavenly condition or disposition.
If thou be once soundly heavenized in thy thoughts.

Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, 80.

heaven-kissing (hev'n-kis"ing), a. Touching
or seeming to touch the sky.

A station like the herald Mercury,
New-lighted on a heaven-kissiny hill.

Shale., Hamlet, ill. 4.

heaver

heavenliket (hev'n-lik), . Heavenly.
Being menne favre aboue the common sorte, or, as you

woulde saye, heauenlyke felowes. J. Udall, On Mark viii.

heavenliness (hev'n-li-nes), n. The condition

or quality of being heavenly.
Goddess of women, sith your heavenliness
Hath now vouchsafe! itself to represent
To our dim eyes. Sir J. Davief, Dancing.

heavenly (hev'n-li), a. [< ME. hevenly, heofon-

lich, < AS. heofonlic, < heofon, heaven : see hea-

ven and -ly
1
.] 1. Of or pertaining to heaven,

in either the physical or the spiritual sense;
celestial : as, heavenly regions ; heavenly peace ;

the heavenly throng.
The heauenly lights hid their faces from beholding It,

and cloathed themselves with blacke as bewayling the
worlds funerall. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 40.

The teachings of science, instead of rtarrowing, enlarge
the heavenly horizons. If. A. Rev., CXL. 327.

2. Fit for or characteristic of heaven; su-

premely blessed, excellent, or beautiful
;
an-

gelic: as, a heavenly voice; a heavenly temper.

The love of heaven makes one heavenly. Sir P. Sidney.

Good my lord,
You are full of heavenly stuff, . . . you have scarce time
To steal from spiritual leisure a brief span,
To keep your earthly audit. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Oft with heavenly red her cheek did glow.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 329.

=Syn. 1. Ethereal, celestial. 2. Godlike, divine, spiritual,

blissful, beatific, seraphic, cherubic.

heavenly (hev'n-li), adv. [< ME. hevenly, < AS.

heofonlice,< heofonlic, a., heavenly: see heaven-

ly, a.] 1. In a manner as of heaven.

This sayd, she turned with rose colour heauenlye be-

glittered. Stanihurst, Mveia, i. 376.

0, she was heavenly true ! Shak., Othello, v. 2.

You are so heavenly good, no man can reach you.
Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, i. 1.

2. By the influence or agency of heaven.

The hour before the Aeacenfy-harness'd team
Begins his golden progress in the east.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Our heavenly-guided soul shall climb.

Milton, Time, 1. 19.

heavenly-minded (hev'n-li-mm"ded), a. Hav-

ing the thoughts and affections fixed on hea-

venly objects.

heavenly-mindedness (hev'n-li-miu"ded-nes),
n. The state or quality of being heavenly-
minded.

Deep spirituality and heavenly-mindedness, a humble
and self-denying walk before God.

Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works (Parker Soc. , 1853), II. xi.

heaven-tree (hev'n-tre), n. A mythical tree or

vine which figures in some primitive beliefs as

affording the means of ascent from under-

ground regions to the surface, or from the sur-

face to the sky. Forms of this myth are found
in Malacca, Borneo, Celebes, New Zealand, and

Polynesia.
There was a heaven-tree, where people went up and

down, and when it fell it stretched some sixty miles.

Quoted in E. B. Tylor's Early Hist. Mankind (3d ed.),

[p. 357, note.

heavenward, heavenwards (hev
' n - ward,

-wardz), adv. [ME. heveneward; < heaven +
-ward, -wards.'] Toward heaven.

Thus heav'nward all things tend. For all were once
Perfect, and all must be at length restor'd.

So God has greatly purpos'd. Cowper, Task, vi. 818.

heave-offering (hev'of'er-ing), . In the Le-
vitical law, a voluntary offering which when
presented before the Lord was 'heaved' or ele-

vated by the priest, and became the portion of

the priests and their families. The term is also

sometimes applied to offerings received for the priests but
not actually heaved or elevated. Hence the Hebrew word

terumah, which is rendered heave-oferinff 22 times, is else-

where in the Old Testament rendered
'

offering
'

(28 times),
'oblation' (19 times), 'gifts' (once, Prov. xxix. 4), and 'is

offered' (once, Ezek. xlviii. 12). It is used of the tenths

of the tithes paid by the Levites to the priests (Num. xviii.

26-29), of offerings for the fabric, vessels, etc., of the tab-

ernacle (Ex. xxv., xxxv., xxxvl., etc.), of territory reserved

to the priests (Ezek. xlv. 1, xlviii. 8-21), of the offering of a

half-shekel or didrachma of atonement-money once a year

(Ex. xxx. 13-16 : compare Mat. xvii. 24), etc.

Thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and
the shoulder of the heave offering, which is waved, and
which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, even

of that which is for Aaron, and of that which is for his

sons. Ex. xxix. 27.

heaver (he'ver), n. One who or that which
heaves or lifts. Specifically (a) One of a class of

men employed about docks to take goods from vessels :

generally used in composition : as, coal-heaver, (b) Naut.,
a smooth round wooden staff, generally from two to three

feet long, used for twisting or heaving tight a rope or

strap.



heaves

heaves (hevz), n. pi. [PI. of heave, n.] A dis-

ease of horses, characterized by difficult and
laborious respiration.

heave-shoulder(hev'sk61"der),H. IntheLeviti-
cal law, the portion (the right shoulder) of an
animal presented as a thank- or peace-offering
that fell to the priests : so called because offered
with a gesture of heaving or elevation. The heave-
shoulder was the portion assigned to the officiating priest,
as the wave-breast was to other priests.

heave-shoulderedt, High-shouldered. Da-
vies.

Captaines that wore a whole antient in a scarte, which
made them goe heave-shouldered.

Nauhe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 157).

heave-thigh (hev'thi), n. In the Levitical sac-
rificial system, the thigh used as a heave-offer-

ing.

heavily (hevl-HV adv. [< ME. hevily, < AS. hefig-

lice, heavily, grievously, < hefiglic, a., heavy, <

hefig, heavy : see hMW*.] 1. In a heavy man-
ner ; with great weight or burden.

The sunless sky,

Big with clouds, hangs heavily.

Shelley, Written among the Euganean Hills.

A large, heavily sparred, handsome schooner, lying to
at the south end of Arcs. R. L. Sleventon, Merry Men.

Hence 2. With oppression or difficulty; griev-
ously ; dejectedly ; tediously.
But there weren summe that boren it hevyly withynne

hemsilf and seiden, wherto is this losse of oynement maad ?

Wyclif, Mark xiv.

Why looks your grace so heavily to-day ?

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

The evening passed off heavily.
Greville, Memoirs, Sept. 9, 1818.

3. Densely; thickly: as, heavily bearded; heavily
timbered.
heaviness (hev'i-nes), n. [< ME. hevinesse, <

AS. liefignes,<.hefig, heavy: see heavy
1 and -ness.]

1 . The state or quality of being heavy ; weight ;

burden; gravity. 2. A heavy state of mind;
grief; sorrow; despondency; sluggishness; lan-

guidness; oppression ;
tediousness.

In this manner dide Grascien hem counforte, and his
son Banyns, to a-voide [remove] the hevynesse of the two
queues. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 381.

It makith a man list, iocunde, glad, and merie, and
puttith awey heuynesse, angre, malencoly, and wraththe.

Book of Quinle Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

If any man be at heuynesse with any of his bretheryne
for any maner [of) trespas, he schal not pursewen him in
no maner of courte. English Gildi (E. E. T. S.), p. 279.

heaving (he'ving), n. [Verbal n. of heave, v.~\

Upheaval ;
swell

; rising ; panting ; palpita-
tion.

'Tis such as you
That creep like shadows by him, and do sigh
At each his needless heavings such as you
Nourish the cause of his awaking.

Shak.,W. T.,il. 3.

Wave with wave no longer strives,

Only a heaving of the deep survives,
A telltale motion !

Wordsivorth, Evening Voluntaries, iii.

heaving-days (he' ving-daz), n. pi. Easter

Monday and Tuesday : so called from the cus-
tom of lifting the women from the ground and
kissing them at that time. See quotation from
Bickerdyke under heave, v. t., 1. [Prov. Eng.]
heaving-line (he'ving-Hn), n. Naut., a small

line, generally about half an inch in diameter
and from 5 to 10 fathoms long, with a small lead

weight at one end, employed on steamships and
tow-boats to throw to the shore or to another
vessel, so that the end of a hawser may be
hauled ashore or to the other vessel by it.

heavisome (hev'i-sum), a. [< heavyl + -some.']
Dark; dull; drowsy. [Prov. Eng.]
heavityt, . [ME. hevyte ; irreg. < heavyl + -ty.]

Heaviness; sadness.

The teres ful of hevyte. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1736.

heavy1
(hev'i), a.

; compar. heavier, superl. hea-
viest. [< ME. hevy, hevig, < AS. hefig (= OS. he-

bhig = OHG. hebig, hepig, hevig, MHG. hebec =
Icel. ~hof.gr, hofugr, heavy). < hebban (impv. hef,
hefe, pp. hafen), heave, lift: see heave.] 1.
Hard to heave or lift

; having much weight or

gravity ; ponderous : as, a heavy load.

The stone was but little, yet so heavie that I was very
hardly able to lift it up with all my strength.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 173.

Never heavier man and horse
Stemmed a midnight torrent's force

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 29.

2. Having much weight in proportion to bulk;
dense in substance or texture : of high specific
gravity, absolutely or relatively : as, the heavy
metals

; a heavy silk or paper; water is heavier
than oil.
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Is not lead a metal heavy, dull, and slow ?

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1.

3. (a) Of great volume, force, intensity, etc.;
of unusual amount or bulk: used of things : as,
a, heavy tail of rain; & heavy sea.; heavy sleep; a

heavy meal; a heavy order for goods.
In cold December fragrant chaplets blow.
And heavy harvests nod beneath the snow.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 78.

A heavy snow had fallen the day previous, and the track
was completely filled. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 150.

Hark '. that heavy sound breaks in once more.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 22.

(6) Acting, operating, or affected in a large
way; doing or suffering something to a great
extent or amount : used of persons : as, a heavy
dealer in stocks

;
a heavy buyer.

The heaviest customers were the coffee planters.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 776.

4. Exceptionally dense in substance or quality,
as a fluid; specifically, not properly raised or

leavened, as bread; having much body or

strength, as wine or beer
;
thick or viscid, as

an oil
;
loaded with moisture or vapors, as the

air; oppressive or producing languor, as an
odor.

When red hath set the beamless sun,
Through heavy vapors dank and dun.

Scott, Marmion, iv., Int.

Some tastes and smells appear less extensive than com-

plex flavours, like that of roast meat or plum pudding on
the one hand, or heavy odours like musk or tuberose on
the other. W. James, Mind, XII. 2.

When what is termed "whole wheaten flour" that is,
the entire substance of the grain, excepting only the outer
bran is baked, it is known that the resulting loaf is . . .

liable to be somewhat heavy and sodden.

Encyc. Brit., III. 254.

5. Having comparatively much breadth or
thickness

;
coarse

;
thick : as, a heavy line in

drawing ;
a lieavy scar.

What a fascinating creature he was, with his little

black mustache, almost as heavy as a pencil mark.
T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 77.

6. Lacking lightness or brightness ; without
cheerfulness or interest; dull, stupid, weari-

some, or depressing: as, a heavy countenance;
a heavy book or style.

Thomas sayde than with heuy chere :

"Lufly lady, nowe late me bee."
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 107).

Then will ye curse the heavy hour
That ever your love was born.

Burd Ellen (Child's Ballads, III. 216).

A work was to be done, a heavy writer to be encouraged,
and accordingly many thousand copies were bespoke.

Swi/t.

Large women, offensively dressed, sit about the veranda,
and give a heavy and company air to the drawing-rooms.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 245.

7. Dull or sluggish ;
without animation, ac-

tivity, or briskness of movement: as, a heavy
gait ; a heavy market.
Behold the Lord's hand is not shortened, that It can-

not save
; neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear.

Isa. lix. 1.

Trembling like the treble of a lute under the heavy fin-

ger of a farmer's daughter. Middleton, The Black Book.

8. Obstructive
; clogging or hindering passage

or progress : as, a heavy road or track ; heavy
soil

;
his debts are a heavy drag upon him.

The roads were hrary, the night misty.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

It was the depth of winter. The cold was severe, and
the roads heavy with mire.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

9. Weighed or bowed down as with a burden;
oppressed, physically or mentally: as, eyes
heavy with sleep ;

a heavy heart.

My suster is so hevy and pensif of oure rays-nappes that
right seilden she maketh eny mery chere to me.

Merlin (E. E. T. S-X i. 6.

He . . . began to be sorrowful, and very heavy.
Mat xxvi. 37.

Not willing that they should find his men heavy and
laden with booty. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Each heart as heavy as a log. Cowper, Yearly Distress.

With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red.

Hood, Song of the Shirt.

10. Hard to bear or endure
; burdensome; op-

pressive; afflicting; severe: as, a heavy -pain;
a heavy reckoning; heavy penalties.

The kyng was dede, whiche was a hevy case.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1302.

My Lord, it is the heaviest News that ever was sent me.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 7.

But, O, the heavy change, now thou art gone !

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 37.

11. Difficult of accomplishment ; hard to do or

perform ;
hard to fulfil or discharge : as, a heavy

task or undertaking.

hebdomad
Curious inditing and hard sentence is ful htvy atones

for ewich a child to lern. Chaucer.

This thing is too heavy for thee ; thou art not able to

perform it thyself alone. Ex. xviii. 18.

It was a heavy task to the two girls to have to entertain
her. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxvii.

12. Sober; serious; relating or pertaining to
the representation of didactic or somber parts :

as, the heavy father; the heavy villain; the

piece has much heavy business.. [Theatrical
cant.] 13. Milit., same as henry-armed: as,

heavy cavalry(meaning cuirassiers and the like) .

A heavy hand. See hand. Heavy artillery. See
artillery. Heavy earth. Same as baryta. Heavy
glass. See glass. Heavy marching order, the con-
dition of troops fully equipped for field-service. Heavy
metaL (a) Guns or shot of large size. Hence (6) Com-
manding ability, mental or bodily ; great power or influ-

ence : as, he is a man of heavy metal. [Colloq. ] Heavy
oil. Same as dead-oil. Heavy on or In hand. See hand.
Heavy side, in a grindstone and similar objects, a pre-

ponderance in weight of one side of the stone or wheel
over the other.

This speed gives rise, with large stones, to so much mo-
mentum as to endanger their being split, if there should
be the smallest flaw in the stone, or that from neglect it

acquires a heavy side.

0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 419.

Heavy wet, a potation of strong ale or ale and porter
mixed. [Slang, Eng.] Hot and heavy. SeeAod. The
heavies. () Milit., the heavy cavalry. (6) Theat. ,

those
who play heavy parts. See def. 12. [Cant.] (c) People
who are heavy. [Colloq.]

You are one of the heavies, but I think we can outfit

you [with a strong horse]. The Century, XXXVII. 900.

heavyif (hev'i), v. [< ME. hevien, < AS. hefigian,
make heavy, become heavy, < hefig, heavy.] I.

trans. To make heavy; grieve.
And turnede agen eftsoone and foound hem slepinge,

for her yghen weren hevyed, and they knewen not what
they schulden answere to him. Wyclif, Mark xiv.

Thow seiste how it is the he-fallen, and yet thou art of
feire age, and me hevyeth sore the to sle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 368.

II. intrans. To become heavy or sad.

The kyng fro day to day he heuyed more and more,
Nerhaud his endyng sekenes greued him sore.

Sob. of Brunne, p. 65.

heavy2
(he'vi), a. [< heav-es + -y

1
.] Having

the disease called heaves : as, a heavy horse.

heavy-armed (hev'i-armd), a. Bearing heavy
arms or armor : as, heavy-armed troops.

heavy-handed (hev'i-han"ded), a. 1. Clum-
sy; awkward; not dexterous. 2. Oppressive;
downbearing: as, heavy-handed tyranny.
heavy-headed (hev'i-hed"ed), a. Having a

heavy head
;
dull

; stupid.

We are dull soldiers,
Gross heavy-headed fellows ; flght for victuals !

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

heavy-hearted (hev'i-har"ted), a. Heavy at

heart; sad; mournful.

heavy-laden (hev'i-la"dn), a. Laden with a

heavy burden.

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Mat xi. 28.

heavy-pine (hev'i-pin), . Aname of the Pinm
ponderosa. See pine1

.

heavy-spar (hev'i-spar), n. Sulphate of bari-

um; also, carbonate of barium; loosely, car-
bonate or sulphate of strontium.

heavy-Stone (hev'i-ston), n. The name origi-

nally given to cerite, from its density. Also
called heavy-stone of Bastnas.

heavy-tailed (hev'i-tald), a. Having a heavy
tail : used specifically in the phrase heavy-tailed
duck, the ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida. J.

T. Sharpless, 1833.

heavy-weight (hev'i-wat),. 1. Apersonwhose
weight exceeds the average ; specifically, a box-
er or other contestant whose weight places him
in the highest of the four grades or classes of
contestants recognized by sporting men, the
others being middle-weight, light-weight, and
feather-weight. 2. A person of weight or im-

portance; one of much influence.

Heb. An abbreviation of Hebrews.
hebdomad (heb'do-mad), n. [= Sp. hebdomada
= Pg. hebdomada = It. ebdomada, < L. hebdomas

(-mad-), < Gr. i^&ofid^ (-/tad-), a number of seven,
a week, < f/Wo/uof (= L. septimns), seventh, < rrd

= L.sep<em = E. seven.] 1. The number seven
;

the idea of seven, or the quality of being seven
in number. 2. The sum of seven things; a
collection of seven persons or things; specifi-

cally, a group of seven days; a week.

But in that tyme I Daniel was so heuey by thre hebdo-
mads of dayes that I ate no delicate meatis.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x.



hebdomad

3. In some Gnostic systems, a group of super- hebecarpous (he-be-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. /J/?)?,

human beings, angels, or divine emanations; pubescence, + mpirof, fruit.] In bot., having
in the systems of Basilides and Valentinns, the pubescent fruit. [Rare.]

sphere of the Demiurge, sublunary, and lower hebecladous (he-bek'la-dus), a. [< Gr. ty$r,

than the ogdoad, or a title of the Demiurge pubescence, + /c/arfof, branch.] In bot., hav-

himself . The Gnostic uses of the word were apparently ing pubescent branches. [Rare.]
[< Gr. ijpr/, pu-

bot. an

^ ovaries.

[Rare'.]'

hebent, and a. [Also "hebene; < L.

less correctly ebenus, ebony, > ult. ~E. ebon:

see ebon.] I. n. Ebony.
There mournfull Cypresse grew in greatest store,

And trees of bitter Gall, and Heben sad.

2765 Hebraize

^/U/Jord/ioc, opening veins : see phlebotomy.] A
genus of dipterous insects. Kondani, 1843.

hebetude (heb'e-tud), n. [= F. hebetude = It.

ebitudine, < L. liebetudo, < hebes (liebet-), blunt,
dull : see hebete.] Obtuseness ;

dullness
;
leth-

argy ; stupidity.
The pestilent seminaries, according to their grossness

or subtilty, activity or hebetude, cause more or less trucu-

lent plagues. Harvty, On the Plague.

That slight degree of hebetude which shows itself in

sluggishness and defective range of thought.
Jour. Ment. Sri., XXX. 13.

hebetudinous (heb-e-tu'di-nus), a. [< L. hebe-

tudo (-din-), hebetude, + -ous.] Characterized

, MM. ty hebetude, lethargy, or dullness.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 62. hebitert, An old term for a cuirass.

II. a. Made or consisting of ebony.
H
?k
rad.endroil (heb-ra-den

'

dron), n. [NL.,
abbr. < Gr. 'EfSpaioc, Hebrew, + 6tv6pov, tree.

The name alludes to the peculiar form, suggest-

ing circumcision, of the anther at dehiseence.]
An assumed genus of trees, now regarded as

Lay now thy deadly Heben bowe apart.

Spenser, F. Q., Prol.

ruler.

In the next lower sphere [below the Ogdoad, in the sys-

tem of Basilides], called the Hebdomad, or sphere of seven,
is the second Archon, or Ruler, who is the God of the Jews,
and who created all things below Him.

lip. Chr. Woranworth, Church History, I. 195.

hebdomadal (heb-dom'a-dal), . [< LL. heb-

domadalis, < L. hebdonias,'a week: see heb-

domad.'] Consisting of seven days, or occur-

ring or appearing every seven days ; weekly.
As for hebdomadal periods or weeks, although in regard Jiehenont . A word found only in the pas-

of their sabbaths they were observed by the Hebrews, yet ,

J.
^ ji : 011TinriaB,i tn he an error ~

it is not apparent the ancient Greeks or Romans used sage cited, where it is suppot forming a section of the genus Garcinia, hav-
any. sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 12. tor henbane. _ J._&_,. __ii_i 1 J_T,:_: i... ;.

Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole,

With Juice of cursed hebenon in a vial,

And in the porches of mine ears did pour
The leperous distilment. Shale., Hamletj i. 5. gamboge. _

By the Hebenstreitia (heb-en-stri'ti-a), . [NL., af- Hebraic (he-bra'ik), a. [= F. Ubrmque ^ Sp
ter J. E. Hebenstreit (died 177), professor at hebrdico = Pg. hebraico = It. ebraico (cf. G. he-

Leipsic.l A genus of dicotyledonous gamo- brdisch = Dan. hebraisk = Sw. hebreisk), < LL,.

petalous plants, of the natural order Selaginew, Hebraicus, < Gr. 'E/3pakof, Hebrew, < 'E/3/>a>c,

characterized by a subhyaline calyx in the form Hebrew : see Hebrew.'] Of or pertaining to the

of a spathe split down on one side, and a four- Hebrews ;
Hebrew,

lobed corolla split to the middle of the tube in Hebraical (he-bra'i-kal), a.

front. The genus embraces about 20 species, natives of Same as Hebraic.

Africa from the Cape to Abyssinia. They are herbs or

shrubs, mostly with alternate, narrow, entire or dentate

leaves, and terminal spikes of white or yellow flowers. H.
dentata is said to be scentless in the morning, strong-smell-

ing at midday, and sweet-smelling in the evening.

Hebenstreitiese (heb*en-strl-ti'e-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Hebenstreitia + -ex.] The name given
by Reichenbach in 1846 to a subdivision of the

Globularieai, now falling within the natural or- Hebraicize (he-bra i-siz), v. t.

der Selaginece. It includes the genus Heben- Hebraicized, ppr.

Hebdomadal council, in Oxford University, England, a
board of twenty-one members elected by the senate to

regulate the business of the university, and ordinarily

meeting weekly. Hebdomadal cycle. See cycled.

hebdomadally (heb-dom'a-dal-i), adv.

week; from week to week.

Did we not hear their representatives in Congress as-

sembled, for whom our chaplain hebdomadally prayed, and
we, as in duty bound, responded "Amen"?

Harper's Jfasr.,LXXVI. 778.

hebdomadary (heb-dom'a-da-ri), a. and n. [=
F. hebdomadaire = Sp. Pg. liebdomadario = It.

ebdomadario, < ML. hebdomadarius, weekly,
one who performs weekly service, < L. heb-

domas, a week: see hebdomad.] I. a. Weekly:
same as hebdomadal.

And by this bless'd hebdomadary round
(The heav'nly orb which she on earth contriv'd),
Wean'd from our worldly motions, she found
Her circled self in solid rest.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xviii. 33.

II. .
; pi. hebdomadaries (-riz). In the Bom. gtreitia as the type.

Cath. Ch., that member of a chapter or con- hebepetalous (he-be-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. ?/??,

ing distinct peltate anthers dehiscing by a cir-

cular fission. The species are East Indian

trees, and yield the valuable resins known as

See Garcinia, gamboge.

[< Hebraic + -al.]

vent whose duty it is, during a certain week, pubescence, + TreraZov, leaf (in mod. bot. a pet-
to officiate in the choir, rehearse the anthems ai).] In6o<.,havingpubescentpetals. [Rare.]
and prayers, and perform other services which hebephrenia (he-be-fre'ni-a), n. [< Gr. rjn,
f\-n nvf.fariWliTiaw rtrtsta cnifna avo roffri*mfirl Vv\7 T _ i j. '

. l-l^^^^l^A 1
"

A fr,
" '

That Hebraical school of which . . . [the] harmonic
and melodious numbers (in Gen. i.) remain a magnificent
memento. Dawson, Origin of World, p. 55.

Hebraically (he-bra'i-kal-i), adv. After the

manner of the Hebrews or the Hebrew lan-

guage: as, to write Hebraically (that is, to

write from right to left).

pret. and pp.
[< Hebraic +

-ize.] To render Hebrew; "Hebraize. Also

spelled Hebraicise.

Hebraise. See Hebraization,
Hebraize.

Hebraism (he'bra-izm), n. [= F. hebraisme =
on extraordinary occasions are performed by puberty, + cip^, the' mind.]"A form of insanity Sp. hebraismo = Pg. hebraismo = It. ebraismo,
tVio onT\n,>ir\io Alert ,..iii...i 7j/>7i/////7*>v ;j_* i~ AU~ p ~,,V*,.+,T <* NT.. JTmra/ttHUMa. ( Gr.'EftoaiCeiv. soeak He-the superiors. Also called hebdomader. incident to the age of puberty,
hebdomader (heb-dom'a-der), . Same as heb- hebephreniac (he-be-fre'ni-ak), n. and a. [<
domadary. hebephrenia + -ac.]

'

I. n. One affected by he-
hebdomaticalt (heb-do-mat'i-kal), a. [< LL.

bephrenia.
hebdomaticus, hebdomadicus, < L. hebdomas, a Jj_ a _ Pertaining to or affected by hebephre-
week: see hebdomad.] Weekly. nia.

'

Far from the conceit of deambulatory, hebdomatieal, or hebetate (heb'e-tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hebe-

peradventure, ephemeral office.
fated, ppr. hebetating. [< L. hebetatus, pp. of

Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 142. J^J^ ^ STI P(r ^e^r = F . UMtf̂ ^funt)
Hebe (he'be), . [L., < Gr. "H/?j?, a personifica-
tion of fifty, youth.] 1. In Gr. myth., the god-
dess of youth and spring; the personification

hebetare (> Sp. Pg. hebetar = F. hebeter)

dull, deaden, < hebes, blunt, dull: see hebete.]

To dull; blunt; clog. [Rare.]
Beef . . . may confer a robustness on the limbs of my

son, but will hebetate and clog his intellectuals.
Martinus Scriblerus, iv.

Desultory reading, except as conscious pastime, hebe-

tates the brain and slackens the bow-string of Will.

Lowell, Books and Libraries.

hebetate (heb'e-tat), a. [= F. UUU, < L.

hebetatus, pp. : see the verb.] 1. Obtuse; dull.

[Rare.] 2. In bot., having a dull or blunt soft

point: said of awns, scales, spines, etc.

hebetation (heb-e-ta'shon), n. [= F. liebeta-

< NL. Hebraismus, < Gr. 'E/Jpaifejv, speak He-

brew, < 'Eftxziof, Hebrew: see Hebrew.] 1. A
manner or custom peculiar to the Hebrews ;

specifically, an idiom, expression, or manner of

speaking peculiar to the Hebrew tongue.
Milton . . . has infused a greatmany Latinisms, as well

as Grecisms, and sometimes Hebraisms, into the language
of his poem. Addison, Spectator, No. 286.

2. The spirit and tendency regarded as espe-

cially characteristic of the Hebrew race, his-

torically considered.

The uppermost idea with Hebraism is conduct and obe-

dience. . . . Hebraism and here is the source of its won-
derful strength has always been severely preoccupied
with an awful sense of the impossibility of being at ease in

Zion. ... By alternations of Hebraism and Hellenism, of

a man's intellectual and moral impulses, of the effort to

see things as they really are, and the effort to win peace
by self-conquest, the human spirit proceeds. ... All

which Protestantism . . . succeeded in clearly setting
forth in words had the characters of Hebraism rather than
of Hellenism. . . . Puritanism . . . was a reaction of He-
braism against Hellenism.

SI. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, iv.

tion = It. ebetazione, < L. hebetatio(n-), < hebe- Hebraist (he'bra-ist), n. [< Hebra-ic + -ist.']

tare, blunt: see hebetate.'] The act of making
blunt or dull, or the state of being blunt or dull.

[Rare.]
hebetet (heb'et), a. [= It. ebete, < L. hebes

(htibet-), blunt, dull, obtuse, sluggish, < hebere,
be blunt, dull, etc.] Doltish; stupid.

Bridal of Hercules and Hebe.

(From a Greek vase of the 4th century B. CO

1. One versed 'in the Hebrew language and

learning. 2. One imbued with the Hebraic

spirit. See Hebraism, 2.

The tone of thought or of feeling which gives form and
colour to this splendid poetic style [that of Cyril Toumeur]
is essentially what modern criticism would define as that

Examine and try the commonalty in almost every place,
of a "atural

^tSfume, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 428.
and you must observe how hebete and dull they are, how
strangely unacquainted with what they profess to believe. Hebraistic (he-bra-is'tik), a. Pertaining to or

Ellis, Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 325. resembling the Hebrew manners, thought, or
1 exuberant youth, and, until

fcebetidentate (heb"e-ti-den'tat), a. [< NL. language,
this office by Ganymede, the

hebetidi-ntatus, < L. hebes (hebet-), blunt, dull, + Hebraistical (he-bra-is'ti-kal), a. [< Hebraistic

of eternal and
supplanted in ,....,
cup-bearer of Olympus, a daughter of Zeus and
Hera, who gave her as wife to Hercules after

his deification, as a reward of his achieve-
ments.

Wreathed smiles,
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek. .- ~- ... , r- j

llllton, L'Allegro, 1. 29. fossil genus Mesotherium : contrasted with Sim- ing Hebrew or of Hebraizing ;
a becoming J ew-

2. The sixth planetoid, discovered by Henke pliciden tati and Dvplieidentati. E.B.Alston. ish. Also spelled Hebraisation.

in Driesen, Prussia, in 1847. 3. [1. C.] In mam- Hebetominae (he-bet-o-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., The next decade will see a more extensive Hebraization

mal, same as hamadryad, 4. < Hebetomtis + -ince.] A subfamily of dipterous of the wholesale trade of New York thau_ever.

hebeanthous (he-be-an'thus), a. [< Gr. i?/3>?, insects, represented by the genus Hebetomus,

youth, puberty, pubescence, + avdof, flower.] jind of the family Psychodidte.

dentatus E. toothed: see hebete and dentate.'] + -al.'] Same as Hebraistic.

Having obtuse teeth: specifically said of the Hebraistically (he-bra-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In

Hebetidentati. Hebrew fashion
;
after the manner of Hebra-

Hebetidentati (heb"e-ti-den-ta'tl), n. pi. [NL., ism. M. Arnold.

yl.ofhebetidentatus: seehfbetidentate.'] Aprime Hebraization (he
//

bra-i-za'shon), n. [< He-

division of Glires or Bodentia, based upon the braize + -ation.'] _The act or process of mak-

New York Courier-Journal.

Hebraize (he'bra-Iz), v.
; pret. and pp. Hebra-

ln~bot.,laving the corolla or the flower tomen- Hebetomus (he-bet'6-mus), n. [NL., also writ- ized, ppr. Hebraizing. [= F. liebraiser = Sp.

tose or pubescent. [Rare.] ten Hebotoiims ; an error tot Phlebotomus, < Gr. hebraizar = It. ebraizzare, < Gr.



Hebraize

speak Hebrew, < 'E/3paiof, Hebrew: see He-

brew.] I. trans. To adapt to the Hebrew form
or manner

; express in Hebrew idioms.

II. intrans. 1. To conform to the Hebrew
rites, manners, or language. 2. To exhibit a

tendency to Hebraism; follow Hebraism as an
ideal of mind and conduct. See Hebraism, 2.

We have fostered our Hebraizing instincts, our prefer-
ence of earnestness of doing to delicacy and flexibility of

thinking, too exclusively.
M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, v.

Also spelled Hebraise.

Hebrew (he
'

bro), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also Ebrew; < ME. Hebrew, Ebreu (= D. he-

breeuw), < OF. hebreu, hebrieu, F. hebreu = Sp.
Pg. hebreo = It. ebreo (of. D. hebreer = G. he-

brder= Dan. hebrteer= Sw. hebre, n. ), < LL. He-
brceus, n., LL. and L. Hebrceus, a., < Gr. 'Eppaiof,
a. and n.,< Aramaic 'ebrdyd, < Heb. 'ibri, pi.

'ibrim, a Hebrew, referred to the eponymous
'Eber, Eber or Heber, the traditional ancestor of
the Hebrews. 'Eber means the further bank of
a river, making the Hebrews, according to Jew-
ish tradition, the men from the other side of
the Euphrates, or, according to a mod. expla-
nation, dwellers in aland of rivers.] I. n. 1.

A member of that branch of the Semitic fam-
ily of mankind descended, according to tradi-

tion, from Heber, the great-grandson of Shem.
in the line of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; an
Israelite

; a Jew.
To whom Jacob succeeded in the promised blessing:

who with his soimes and familie went downe into Egypt,
where his ppsteritie multiplied exceedingly, and were
called sometime Ebrewes of their ancient pedegree.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 108.

Of the stock of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, an He-
brew of the Hebrews. Phil. UL 6.

2. The language spoken by the Hebrews, one
of the northern or Canaanitic divisions of the
Semitic family of languages. It is the language
of the books of the Old Testament, and became extinct
as a vernacular tongue three or four centuries before the
Christian era; but it Is even now used for speaking and
writing by well-educated Hebrews all over the world, and
has an extensive modern literature.

And the Table aboven his Heved, that was a Vote and
an half long, on the whiche the Title was writen, in Ebreu,
Grece, and Latyn, that was of Olyve.

M'niiilrrH/,', Travels, p. 10.

Ezra, pressing on their hands, raised himself, and ut-
tered in Hebrew the confession of the Divine Unity, which
for long generations has been on the lips of the dying
Israelite. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Ixx.

Epistle to the Hebrews, one of the books of the New
Testament, addressed to Christians of Hebrew birth dwell-

ing in Koine, or perhaps in Palestine or Alexandria. Its

chief object is to present a parallel between the symbolism
of the Old Testament dispensation and the life-work of
Christ. The author is unknown perhaps Barnabas, or
less probably Apolios. The authorship has been often
ascribed to the apostle Paul, but this view is contrary to
the weight of authority of the early church, and is opposed
by the mass of modern scholars. A probable date of com-
position is about A. D. 65. Abbreviated Heb. Rabbinical
or modern Hebrew, the language used by the rabbins
in their writings. Ite basis or body is the Hebrew and
Chaldaic, with various alterations in the words of these
two languages. They have borrowed freely from the Ara-
bic, and the rest is composed of words chiefly from the

Greek, some from the Latin, and others from the modern
tongues.

fl. a. Of or pertaining to the Hebrews
;
He-

braic : as, the Hebrew language or rites.

The Hebrew liturgy, like others, has its transitions of

litany, lyric, proclamation, dry statements, and blessing.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxii.

Hebrew calendar. See calendar. Hebrew charac-
ter, the form of letters in which the Hebrew language is

written. Hebrew-character moth, Tceiiiocampa go-
thica, an orthosiid : so namedfrom its markings. Hebrew
manna. See manna.
Bebrewess (he'brij-es), n. [< Hebreio + -ess.]
An Israelitish woman. Jer. xxxiv. 9.

In common with every Bebrewess, she [Salome] embroi-
dered fit for that bride who was to be brought unto the
king in raiment of needlework.

E. S. Sheppard, Counterparts, xxxiv.

Hebrewist (he'br-ist), n. [< Hebrew + -ist.]
Same as Hebraist, 1.

Hebrew-marked (he'bro-markt), a. Marked
as if with Hebrew characters : applied to a
lizard, Liokemus signifer.
Hebrician (he-brish'an), n. [Irreg. < L. He-
br(ceus'), Hebrew, + -ic-ian, after Grecian.] One
skilled in the Hebrew language ;

a Hebraist.
It is fully written in meeter, as all learned Hebricians

agree, although the rules be not yet fully found.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Not to make learned Hebricians, but to teach such young
men as choose to learn it the Hebrew alphabet.

C. F. Adams, A College Fetich, p. 22.

Hebridse (heb'ri-de), n.pl. [NL. (Fieber, 1860),
< Hebrus + idee.'] A family of heteropterous
Hemiptera, containing the single genus Hebrus.
Also Hebrides.
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Hebridal (heb'ri-dal), a. Same as Hebritlcan.
Hebridal sandpiper. See sandpiper.

Hebridean, Hebridian (he-brid'e-an, -i-an), n.

and n. [< Hebrides, an alteration, said to have
arisen from an accidental misprint, of the L.
name Hebudes

(Pliny),
in Gr. "E/fov&u (Ptol-

emy).] I. a. Pertaining to the Hebrides, a

group of islands off the west coast of Scotland,
to which they belong.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of the Heb-
rides.

Hebrides (heb'ri-dez), n. pi. Same as Hebrides.

Hebridian, a. and . See Hebridean.
Hebrus (he'brus), n. [NL. (Curtis, 1833).] A
genus of true bugs, representing the family
Hebridce, common to Europe and America.
There are four United States species, as H.
americana.

he-cabbagetree (he'kab'aj-tre), n. An arbores-
centcomposite plant, SenecioLeucadendron, con-
fined to the island of Saint Helena, where it

forms a conspicuous part of the vegetation of
the central ridge at elevations of from 1,900 to

2,600 feet.

Hecate (hek'a-te), . [ME. Echate; < L. Heca-
te, < Gr. 'EKOTJI, a name identical with harr/, an
epithet of Artemis

(Diana), fern, of CKO-

rof, an epithet of

Apollo, lit.far-shoot-

ing, far-darting (in-

volving a solar allu-

sion)/ ends, far, afar,
far off.] 1. In Gr.

myth., a goddess akin
to Artemis, of Thra-
cian origin, combin-

ing the attributions
of Demeter or Ceres,
Rhea, Cybele, Arte-
mis or Diana, and
Persephone or Pros-

erpine, with whom,
as a goddess of the
infernal regions, she
was to some extent

identified, andinthis
character was rep-
resented as prac-
tising and teaching
through her emissaries sorcery and witchcraft.

Enter Hecate, meeting the three witches.
1 Witch. Why, how now, Hecate f You look angerly.

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 5.

[In every instance in Shakspere except one, and in one
instance in Milton, the rhythm requires the pronuncia-
tion to be hek'at.)

2f. The moon personified.
But let not Echate this crafte espie.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 196.

3. [NL.] In zool,, a genus of Vermes.

Hecatean (hek-a-te'an), a. Belonging or per-
taining to Hecate.

No, no, 'twas neither Hecattean spite,
Nor charm below, nor pow'r above, . . .

That thus transform'd our god of love.

Quarles, Emblems, 11. 9.

hecatomb (hek'a-tom), n. [< L. hecatombe, <
Gr. eKardfi/iij, a great public sacrifice, prop, of
one hundred oxen, but used in the earliest

records in a general sense, < cKar6v, a hundred:
see cent and hundred."] In classical antiq., a
sacrifice of a hundred oxen or other beasts of

one kind; hence, any great sacrifice of victims;
any great slaughter of persons or animals.

Thy Altars

Smoaking with Hecatombs of slaughter'd Bulls.

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

Oh, Love,
Thou proudly-blind destruction, I would send thee
Whole hecatombs of hearts, to bleed my sorrows.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

Hecatombaeon (hek'a-tom-be'on). n. [< Gr.

inarouflaiuv, the first month of the Attic year, in

which sacrifices were offered to the gods, < ena-

To/*/3>7, a sacrifice, hecatomb: see hecatomb.'] The
first month of the Attic year, containing thirty
days, and corresponding to the last half of July
and the first half of August. Also spelled Helca-

tombaion.
In Hekatoinbaion hecatombs were offered to Apollo, the

summer god. Encyc. Brit., IX. 114.

hecatompedon (hek-a-tom'pe-don). n.; pi. hec-

atompeda (-da). [< Gr. CKard/meoov, neut. of

/airo'jtre<5of, a hundred feet long, < nar6v, a

hundred, + iroif (m>ti-, in deriv. also mi-) = E.

foot, q. v.] A building 100 feet in length or

width; particularly, the cella of the great tem-

ple of Athena, the Parthenon, at Athens. See
cut under cella.

heckle

hecatonstylon (hek'a-tpn-sti'lon), n. [< Gr.

e/carov, a hundred, + nri/.of, pillar, column.] A
building having a hundred columns.

hecatontarchy (hek-a-ton'tar-ki), n. [Irreg.
(after heptarchy) < Gr! IKOTOV', hundred, + apxn,
rule.] The rule or government of a hundred.
What would come to pass if the choice of a governor or

governors were referred to the thousands and millions of

England ? Beware a Heptarchy again, beware a Hecaton-
tarchy. Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, ii. 202.

hecatontome (hek'a-ton-tom), n. [< Gr. ituntni,
a hundred, + r<i/>f,' a tome, volume.] An ag-
gregate of a hundred volumes ; any large col-

lection or pile of books. [Rare.]
The Gospell faithfully preach'd tb the poore; tire deso-

ate parishes visited and duely fed, loyterers throwne out,
wolves driven from the fold, had beene a better confuta-

The Triple Hecate. ( Relief from
vEgina, in collection of Prince Met-
temicb.)

tion of the Pope and Masse than whole Becatontomes of

controversies. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

hecatophyllous (hek'a-to-fil'us), a. [< Gr. /ca-

r6v, a hundred, + 0{'A/to, leaf.] In bot., having
the leaves composed of a hundred or more leaf-

lets. [Rare.]
heccot, n. Same as hickwall.

The sharp-neb'd hecco stabbing at his brain.

Drayton, The Owl.

hech (hech), interj. [A var. of heigh, hey
1

."]
An

exclamation of surprise or grief: also used as a
verb. [Scotch.]

There war monle a lady fair

Siching and crying,
" Och how !

"
. . .

What need ye hech ! and how ! ladies,
What need ye how ! for me.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 326).

hecht (hedht), v. A Scotch form of highft.
There was an ancient citir- hecht Cartage.

(Jacin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 13.

The Miller he hecht her a heart leal and loving.
Burns, Meg o' the Mill.

heck1 (hek), . [< ME. hek ; a var. of hack?,
the unassibilated form of hatch1

, q. v.] 1. A
door with an open or latticework panel, or

having its upper part hinged independently of

the lower part. 2. A latticed gate. 3. A rack
for holding fodder for cattle. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.] 4. A contrivance for catching fish,

made in the form of a latticework or grating:
as, a salmon-Aecfc. 5. In weaving, one of two
or more vertical frames with gratings having
eyes for receiving the warp-threads, each eye
receiving one thread of the warp, and the alter-

nate vertical motion of the gratings separating
the warp-threads to form an opening or shed
for the passage of the shuttle. [Rare.] 6. A
latch or bolt for fastening a door. [Rare.]
Living at heck and manger, a phrase used of one who
has got into quarters where everything is comfortable and
abundant. [Scotch.)

heck'2 (hek), n. [E. dial.; origin obscure.] The
bend or winding of a stream. [Prov. Eng.]
heckberry (hek

v
ber"i), .

; pi. heckberries (-iz).

Same as hagberry.
heck-box (hek'boks), n. In weaving, a box sus-

pended between the travers on which the bob-
bins of warp-yarn are mounted and the warp-
ing-frame on which the yarns are wound, and
made to slide up and down between two up-
right posts. It separates the warp-threads into two
leas or alternate sets, one set for each heald or heddle.
Also called a jack.

heckfar, heckfor, n. Obsolete or dialectal va-

riants of heifer. Huloet, 1552.

heckle (hek 1), n. [Also, with different vowel,
hackle3

, q. v., and assibilated hetehel, hatchel,

q. v.; < ME. hekele, hechele, < D. hekel = MHG.
hachel, hechel, G. hechel = Sw. hcickla = Dan.

hegle, a heckle ;
connected with and nearly a

dim. of D. haak = MHG. hake, G. hake, haken
= Sw. hake= Dan. hage = E. dial, hake, a hook :

see hake1
, hake?, hatch1

,
heck1

,
and hook."} An

instrument for cleaning, sorting, and straight-

ening raw flax and hemp : same as Jiatdiel.

Some layde to pledge
Theyr hatchet and their wedge,
Their hekell and their rele.

Skelton, Elynour Rummyng.
He was a hedge unto his friends,
A heckle to his foes, lady.

Sob oy (Child's Ballad*, VI. 206).

heckle (hek'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. heckled, ppr.

heckling. [Also, with different vowel, hackle3
,

q. v., and assibilated h etch el, earlymod. E. heck-

ell, hetchyll; from the noun.] 1. To comb, as

flax or hemp ;
hatchel.

There must be planting, cutting down, bundling, wa-

tring, rippling, braking, wingling, and heckling of hemp.
Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 14.

2. To question, especially in a severe or antag-
onistic manner, as a parliamentary candidate
in Great Britain.

Robert never felt his wits so much stretched and sharp-
ened as when after the lecture Lestrange was putting



heckle

questions and objections with an acrid subtlety and per-
sistence. . . . Robert bore his heckling, however, with
great patience and adroitness.

Mrs. H. Ward, Robert Elsmere, xli.

heckle-cell (hek'1-sel), n. A cell having minute
hard, horny projections of its cell-wall, by which
it adheres to other cells. An epidermal cell is

an example.
heckler (hek'ler), . One who heckles or uses
a heckle.

he-clam (he'klam), n. A kind of sea-worm, as

species of Nereis; a clam-worm, as N. virens,
believed by fishermen to be the male of the

long clam, Mya arenaria. [Maine, U. S.]
hectare (hek'tar), w. [< F. hectare, < Gr. arov

(contr.), a hundred, + L. area, area: see area,
are2.] In the metric system, a superficial mea-
sure equal to 100 ares, or 10,000 square meters,
or 2.4711 acres.

hectastyle (hek'ta-stil), a. An improper form
of hexustyle.

hectic (hek'tik), a. and . [Formerly hectick,

ectick, ettick; < ME. etik, etyk, < OF. etique, F.

hectique = Sp. hetico = Pg. hectico = It. etico (cf.

D. Gr. htktisch = Sw. Dan. Itektisk), < ML. *hecti-

cus, < Gr. CKTiK6f, habitual, hectic, consumptive
(Galen), < kt;if (CK.T-), a state or habit of body or
of mind, condition, < c^ftv (fut. e%eiv, / *ex),
have, hold, intr. be in a certain state, = Skt.

\/ sail, prevail, endure.] I. a. 1. Habitual;
marking a particular habit or condition of

body: applied to fever of the form presented
in phthisis, characterized by marked diurnal
remissions and exacerbations, and accompa-
nied with flushed cheeks, hot skin, and ema-
ciation.

His thin cheek assumed a deadly hue,
And all the rose to one small spot withdrew:
They call'd it hectic; 'twas a fiery flush,
More flx'd and deeper than the maiden blush.

Cralibe, Works, I. 138.

2. Pertaining to or affected with such fever;
feverish

; consumptive : as, a hectic flush.

The hectick heate
Of Oswald's blood doubled their pulses'

Sir W. Davenant,
lses' pace.

t, Gondibert, ii. 5.

Bat for some years before its author's death it dwindled
away so much, and fell into such an hectic state, that the
few friends of it feared its decease was very near.

/. D'Israeli, Calam. of Authors, I. 105.

Hectic Infantile fever. Seefeveri.
II. n. 1. A hectic fever; a wasting away,

attended by heightened color.

Do it, England ;

For like the hectic in my blood he rages,
And thou must cure me. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3.

2. A hectic flush.

The poor Franciscan made no reply ; a hectick of a mo-
ment pass'd across his cheek, but could not tarry Nature
seemed to have done with her resentments in him.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 10.

The coronal which autumn gives,
The brief, bright sign of ruin near,
The hectic of a dying year!

Whitticr, Mogg Megone, ii.

hectical (hek'ti-kal), a. [< hectic + -al."} Same
as hectic.

It grieved them nevertheless, nor was the less a fever
for being hectical. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 100.

hectically (hek'ti-kal-i), adv. In a hectic man-
ner; constitutionally; consumptively.
He was for some years hectically feverish.

Johnson, Ascham.

hectocotyle (hek'to-kot-il), , Same as heeto-

cotylus, 2.

hectOCOtylization (hek-to-kot"i-li-za'shon), .

[< liectocotyliz(ed) + -ation.~] The process or re-
sult of being hectocotylized ;

the state, quality,
or condition of a hectocotylus : applied both
to the modification of the arm of the male
cephalopod, which converts it into a repro-
ductive organ, and to the fertilization of the
female by this means. Also spelled hectocoty-
lisation.

hectocotylized (hek-to-kot'i-lizd), a. [< hec-

tocotylus + -ize + -ed2.] 1. Changed into a
hectocotylus, as an arm of certain cephalopods.
The male Cephalopods are distinguished from the fe-

males by the asymmetry of their arms, one or more of
which, on one side, are peculiarly modified, or hectocoty-
lized. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 464.

2. Affected by a hectocotylus; impregnated,
as a female cephalopod when she receives the
detached male arm.
Also spelled hectocotylised.

hectocotylus (hek-to-k'ot'i-lus), n. [NL. (Cu-
vier, def. 1), < Gr. SKarov (contr.), a hundred, +
KOTVATI, a small cup : see cotyle.] If. [cap.] In

zool., a spurious genus of parasitic organisms,
the same as the Trichoeephalits of Delle Chiaje ;
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in reality, the detached male arm of a cephalo-
pod, attached to the female, and mistaken for a

parasite. 2. In biol., the metamorphosed re-

productive arm of certain of the male cephalo-
pods, as the argonaut, which becomes detached
and is deposited within the mantle-cavity of the
female for the purpose of conveying the sperm-
cells to her. Also hectocotyle. See cut under

Argonautida:.
hectogram, hectogramme (hek'to-gram), n.

[< F. hectogramme, < Gr. enardv (contr.), a hun-

dred, + ypafi^ia, repr. F. gramme, E. gram : see

(/raw2 .] In the metric system, a weight of 100

grams, or 1,543.2349 grains.
hectograph (hek'to-graf), n. [< Gr. inarm

(contr.), a hundred, + yp&tyetv, write.] A copy-
ing process in which the writing or drawing to

be copied is made on smooth paper in aniline

ink, and is then pressed upon a slab coated with

gelatin, to which a part of the ink is thus trans-

ferred, and from which a number of duplicate
impressions can be made

; also, the special ap-
pliances, collectively, by means of which this is

done. Also spelled hektograph. [Trade-name.]
hectograph (hek'to-graf), v. t. [< hectograph,
11.] To copy by means of a hectograph.
hectographic (hek-to-graf'ik), a. [< hectograph
+ -so.] Pertaining 'to or made with the hecto-

graph.
hectoid (hek'toid), . [< hect(ic) + -oid.~\ Of
a hectic appearance ; resembling hectic fever.

The skin was red with a hectoid flush.

W. A. Hammond, Nervous System, I. xvi.

hectoliter, hectolitre (hek'to-le-ter), . [<
F. hectolitre, < Gr. eKar6v (contr.), a hundred,
+ Mrpa, a pound, > F. litre : see liter.'} In the
metric system, a unit of capacity equal to 100

liters, 22.009 imperial gallons, or 26.4 United
States gallons.
hectometer (hek'to-me-ter), n. [< F. hectome-

tre, < Gr. inarov (contr.), a hundred, + uerpov,

measure, > F. metre, E. meter, a particular mea-
sure of length: see meter2.'} In the metric sys-

tem, a unit of length equal to 100 meters, or
328 feet 1 inch.

hector (hek'tor), n. [< L. Hector, < Gr. "E/crup, in
Homer's Iliad a brave Trojan warrior, prop,
adj. eKTop, holding fast, an epithet of Zeus, of an-

chors, of a net, etc., <;', hold: seehectie."} 1.

A bully; a blustering, turbulent, noisy fellow.

Thus the hectare use to do, and to give the lye at ad-

venture, when they have a mind to try a man's courage.
Marwll, Works, II. 109.

2. One who teases or vexes.
hector (hek'tor), v. [< hector, .] I. trans.

1 . To treat with insolence
;
threaten

; bully.
Our King did openly say, the other day in the Privy

Chamber, that he would not be hectored out of his right
and preeminencys by the King of France, as great as he
was. Pepys, Diary, II. 98.

2. To find fault with; fret at; chide; scold.

An honest man, when he came home at night, found
another fellow domineering in his family, hectoring his

servants, and calling for supper. Arbuthnot, John Bull.

They had hard times when they were little, . . . and
were hectored and worried when they ought to have been
taking some comfort. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 246.

= Syn. To fret, worry, annoy, beset, provoke, irritate.

II. intrans. To play the bully; bluster; be
turbulent or insolent.

But when huffing and hectoring must be looked upon as
the only badges of gallantry and courage, what can rec-
ommend the exercise of patience against the disgrace of
it? South, Works, X. iv.

Don Carlos made her chief director,
That she might o'er the servants hector. Swift.

Hectorian, Hectorean (hek-to'ri-an, -re-an),
a. [< .Hector (see def.) +-i-an, -e-an""] Relating
or pertaining to or like Hector of Troy.

In vain I charg'd him soon to quit the plain.
And warn'd to shun Hectorean force in vain.

Pope, Iliad, xviU. 18.

hectorism (hek'tor-izm), n. [< hector + -ism."}
The disposition or practice of a hector or bully.
[Rare.]

hectorlyt (hek'tor-li), a. [< hector + -fyi.] Re-
sembling a hector

; blustering ;
insolent.

Those who seek glory from evil things, . . . from pre-
sumptuous transgression of God's law (hectorly profane-
ness and debauchery), . . . are not only vain-glorious, but
impudent. Barrow, Works, III. xxxi.

hectostere (hek'to-ster), n. [< F. hectosttre, <

Gr. inarov (contr.), a hundred, + arepeos, solid, >

F. stere, E. stere, as a measure of solidity.] In
the metric si/stem, a measure of solidity contain-

ing 100 cubic meters, and equivalent to 3,531 .4

English cubic feet.

Hecuba (hek'u-ba). n. [NL., < L. Hecuba, < Gr.

, daughter of Dymas and wife of Priam,

Hedera

king of Troy.] In zool., a genus of mollusks.

Schumacher, 1817.

hedt, An obsolete spelling of head.

he'd. A contraction of (a) he had, and of (6) lie

would.

hedage (hed'aj), H. [A var. of 'hithage, < hitlie

+ -age.] A toll or custom formerly paid at the
hithe or wharf for lauding goods, etc., from
which an exemption was granted by the king
to particular persons and societies. Cowel.

heddle (hed'l), n. [Sc. also hiddle, pbs. hedel, E.

also heald; appar. of Scand. origin. Cf. Icel.

hafald, the perpendicular thrums that hold the

weft.] In weaving, a series of leashes, twines,
cords, or wires vertically stretched, generally
in pairs, between two horizontal bars or laths,

lopped about both bars, and joined in their
middle part to form eyes for the reception of
a warp-thread or yarn. Two heddles are used for

plain weaving, their vertically opposite movements sep-
arating the warp-threads to form an opening or shed for
the passage of the shuttle. In the United States harness
is generally used for heddle, and in English works on weav-
ing leaf or set of heddles is frequently employed. Heddle
is often loosely used in the singular to denote one of the

pairs of leashes or cords. Mall of the heddle, an eyelet
or ring of glass or metal in an eye of a heddle.

heddle (hed'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. heddled,

ppr. heddling. [< heddle, .] To draw (warp-
threads) systematically through the eyes of a
heddle.

heddle-eye (hed'l-!), . The eye in a pair of
leashes or cords of a heddle for receiving a

warp-thread.
heddle-hook (hed'1-huk), n. A hook, much re-

sembling a crochet-hook, used in heddling. it
is passed through the heddle-eye to engage the end of the

warp-thread and draw the thread through the eye.

heddle-yarn (hed'1-yarn), n. Worsted yarn
twisted and singed preparatory to its use in

making heddles.

hede 1
!, and v. A Middle English form of

head.

hede2
t, v. A Middle English form of heed1 .

hedenbergite (hed'en-ber-git), n. [After L. He-
denberg, a Swedish chemist.] A lime-iron va-

riety of pyroxene, occurring in crystals and in

lamellar masses of a black or blackish-green
color at Tunaberg in Sweden, and elsewhere.
Hedeoma (he-de-6'ma), n. [NL. (Persopn,
1805), said to be altered from Hedyosmum (which
is used for another genus), < Gr. ifoip, sweet, +
oa/ir/, smell.] A genus of chiefly low, herbace-

ous, aromatic

plants, belong-
ing to the nat-
ural order La-
biatte, tribe Sa-

tnreinecB, char-

acterizedbyits
axillary clus-

ters of small
bluish flowers,
in which the
corolla is

scarcely ex-
sertedfrom the
calyx, and only
two of the sta-

mens are per-
fect. It em-
braces about a
dozen species, ex-

clusively confined
to North and
South America.
The best-known
species is H. pule-
gioides, the Amer-
ican pennyroyal,
which has the

pleasantly pun-
gent odor and
taste of the genus
specially devel-

oped, and is in

great repute as a

remedy for colds
and as an emmen-
agogue.

hedert, adv. A
Middle Eng-
lish variant of

hither.

Hedera (hed'e-ra), n. [L. (Linnseus, 1753), also

edera, ivy: see under get
1

.'} A genus of dico-

tyledonous polypetalous woody vines, climbing
by rootlets, belonging to the natural order Ara-
liacece and series Hederew. It is characterized by
having the styles connate into a cone or short column, the
leaves simple or pinnate, the umbels paniculate, and the

pedicels continuous with the flowers. The genus as thus
limited embraces only two species, one of which, H. Helix,
the common ivy, now cultivated in all lands, is indigenous

Pennyroyal (Httitoma pvtegioides ,.

a, flower ; i>. leaf.



Hedera
to most temperate and subtropical old-world regions of
the northern hemisphere, from the Canary Islands to Ja-

pan. The other species, H. Australiana, the Queensland
ivy, differs chiefly in having pinnate leaves. The West In-
dian trees that have been placed in this genus by some
authors are now referred to Sciapophyllum ; while the so-
called Hedera of the Hawaiian Islands, called C/ieiroden-
dron by Hillebrand, belongs more properly to the genus
Panax. Besides the value of a species of this genus as an
ornamental vine, it yields hederic acid, which has medi-
cinal properties, and the berries are emetic. A decoction
of the leaves dyes hair black. The genus is found in a
fossil state from the Middle Cretaceous to the Quaternary
of Europe, the arctic regions, and the United States, more
than 20 fossil species having been described. H. Helix is

common in the Quaternary deposits of Italy and France.

Hederaceae (hod-e-ra'se-e), .
pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of L. hederaceus, < hedera, ivy: see hedera-

ceos.] A term first used by Lhmams in 1751
to include the genera Hedera, ntis, etc. : made
by Bartling in 1830, and by Seeman in 1864,
equivalent to Araliaeete.

hederaceous (hed-e-ra'shius), a. [< L. hedera-

ceus, of ivy, ivy-green, < hedera, ivy: see Hede-
ra.} 1. Pertaining to, resembling, composed
of, or producing ivy. 2. Belonging to the ivy
family that is, to the suborder or series Hede-
rew.

hederal (hed'e-ral), a, [< L. hedera, ivy, +
-al.~\ Of or pertaining to ivy. Also Jiederic.

liederatet (hed'e-rat), v. t. [< L. hedera, ivy,
+ -ate2.] To adorn or crown with ivy, as a vic-

tor in the Olympian games.
He appeareth there neither laureated nor hederated

poet. Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire.

Hedereas (he-de're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hedera +
-e<e.] That subdivision of the natural order
of plants Araliacew to which the genus Hedera,
the ivy, belongs : called by Bentham and Hook-
er (1862) a series, and embracing, besides He-
dera, six other genera. The group is distinguished
from the rest of the order by having the petals valvate
and of the same number as the stamens, and the albumen
of the seed wrinkled.

hederic (he-der'ik), a. [< L. hedera, ivy, + -ic.]
Same as lifderal.

hederiferous (hed-e-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. hedera,
ivy; + ferre

= E. bear*.] Ivy-bearing; pro-
ducing ivy.
hederine (hed'e-rin), . [< L. hedera, ivy, +
-!>it2 .] An alkaloid found in the seeds of the
common ivy. It is intensely bitter, and ap-
pears to be closely allied to quinine in febrifu-

gal qualities. U. S. Dispensatory, 1883.

hederose (hed'e-ros), a. [< L. hederosiis, full

of ivy, < hedera, ivy.] Full of ivy; pertaining
to ivy.

hederwardt, adv. A Middle English form of
hitherward.

hedge (hej), n. [< ME. hedge, hegge, < AS. *hecg,
not found except in the once-occurring dat.

hegge, written for either "hecge or hege, but the

probable source of the mod. form hedge (of. E.

edge, < AS. ecu ; E. wedge, (. AS. wecg, etc.), the
common AS. form being the nearly related

hege, > ME. heye, haye, E. hay2 , q. v. ; AS.'hecg
= MD. hegglie, D. liegge, heg = MLG. hegge =
OHG. hegga, hecka, MHG. G. hecke, a hedge ;

=
Icel. heggr = Norw. hegg = Dan. hag = Sw.
hagg, a kind of tree, the bird-cherry (see heck-

berry, hedgeberry, hegberry, hagberry), appar. so
called (like the hawthorn, q. v.) because used
in hedges. Cf. Sw. hack, Dan. hcek, a hedge,
prob. after G. The AS. *hecg, E. hedge, and AS.
hege, E. hay2 ,

are both from the more primitive

form, AS. haga, E. haw: see haw 1
, hay2.~] 1. A

barrier or fence formed bybushes or small trees

growing close together, such as thorn-bushes
or beeches, and sometimes by woven twigs or

wattling; also, a closely planted row of any
kind of shrubbery, as evergreens, whether in-

tended as a fence or not. See hedge-plant. The
hedge is the prevalent kind of fence in England, but is

comparatively rare in the United States. Hedges, espe-
cially roadside hedges, are often used by vagabonds as

places of shelter or resort
; hence hedge is often used in

composition to denote something mean, low, rustic : as, a
Aedpe-priest ; a Aedye-school.

The [thee] was saide in fltches floure
The seede to keepe of brere and houndes thorne.
ffor hegges made of it shall not be torne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

But Sir, we have taken with her such Beggars, such
Rogues, such Vagabonds, and such Hed^e-birds (since you
call 'em so) as you never knew, or heard of, though now
the Countries swarm with 'em under every Hedge, as if an
innumerable army of 'em were lately disbanded without
Pay. Hedge-birds said you? Hedge Lady-birds, Hedge
Cavaliers, Hedge Souldier, Hedge Lawyer, Hedge Fidlers,
Hedge Poet, Hedge Players, and a Hedge Priest among 'em.
Such we have taken for the Principals.

Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

The cool shade of this sweet honeysuckle hedge.
1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 203.
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I was forced to go to a little hedge place for my dinner.

Swift, Journal to Stella, jtxix.

2. A structure made to lead fish into channels
across which nets are spread.

They Lthe salmon] will force themselves through flood-

gates, or over weirs, or hedges, or stops in the water.
/. Waltim, Complete Angler, p. 123.

Dead hedge. See dead. To breast up a hedge. See
breast.

hedge (hej), v. ; pret. and pp. hedged, ppr. Itcdg-

ing. [< ME. hedgen, heggen (= OD. heggehn),
hedge, inclose; < hedge, n.] I. trans. 1. To
inclose or fence with a hedge; separate by a

hedge : as, to hedge a field or garden.
There was a certain householder which planted a vine-

yard and hedged it round about. Mat xxi. 33.

2. To obstruct with a hedge or any barrier;

stop or restrain by any kind of obstruction.

I will hedge up thy way with thorns. Hos. ii. 6.

Nay, this shall not hedge us out : we'll hear you sing,

certainly. Skat., 1. and C., iii. 1.

3. To surround with something as a barrier or

a border
; compass about ; hem in.

The fflrst cours : brawne, with the borys bed, lying in

a felde, hegge about with a scriptur sayng on this wyse :

" Welcombe you bretheren godely in this hall !

"

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 375.

England hedg'd in with the main. Shak., K . John, ii. 1.

We hedge ourselves round with conventional usages.
Charming, Perfect Life, p. 78.

[In the following passages hedge is peculiarly used, appa-
rently by confusion with edge, v., in the sense of 'force or
thrust' (intr. 'force or thrust one's self), as into a place
already full :

When I was hasty, thou delay dst me longer ;

I pr'ythee, let me hedge one moment more
Into thy promise ; for thy life preserved. Dryden.

When you are sent on an errand, be sure to hedge in

some business of your own.
Swift, Advice to Servants (Directions to the Footman).]

4. In sporting, to protect by betting on both
sides. See to hedge a bet, below.

Now do I suspect
I shall lose the race. ... Ill /..-/.;, in

My money presently. Shirley, Hyde Park, iv. 3.

To hedge a bet, to bet on both sides that is, after

having bet on one side, to bet also on the other side, thus

guarding one's self against great loss, whatever the result

may be.

He [Montano] first reduced betting into an art, and made
White's the grand market for wagers. He is at length
such an adept in this art that, whatever turn things take,
he can never lose. This he has effected by what he has

taught the world to call hedging a bet.

If. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 829.

II. intrans. 1 . To hide as in a hedge ;
shift

;

skulk.

I, I, I myself sometimes, leaving the fear of heaven on
the left hand, and hiding mine honour in my necessity, am
fain to shuffle, to hedge, and to lurch.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

2. In betting, to protect one's self from loss by
cross-bets. See to hedge a bet, above.

Egremont . . . consulted his book ; he meditated anx-

iously. Should he hedge 1 Disraeli, Sibyl, p. 7.

Hence 3. To provide a means of retreat or

escape; avoid committing one's self irrevoca-

bly to anything.
Prophesy as much as you like, but always hedge. . . .

Say what you will, but don't be too peremptory and dog-
matic. 0. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 12.

4f. To make or mend hedges.

'S. Ashmole, 208. (Halliwell.)

hedge-accentor (hej'ak-sen"tor), n. Same as

hedge-sparrow, 1. See Accentor, 2 (a).

hedge-bedstraw (hej'bed'stra), . A plant,
GaMum MoHugo, growing in hedges. See bed-
straw and Galium.

hedge-bells (hej'belz), w. 1. The hedge-bind-
weed, Convolvulus septum. See cut under Con-
volvulus. Also called bell-bind. 2. The com-
mon bindweed, C. arvensis. [Rare.]
hedgeberry (hej'ber

/f

'i), .; pi. hcdgeberries
(-iz). Same as hagberry, the bird-cherry : but in

this form it seems more generally to mean the

larger sweet bird-cherry, Prunus avium, which
is merely a variety of the garden-cherry, P.

Cerasus.

hedge-bill, hedging-bill (hej'bil, -ing-bil), n.

A cutting-hook used in dressing hedges ;
a bill-

hook.
Comes Master Dametas, with a hedging-bill in his hand.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

hedge-binding (hej'bin"ding), . Something
used to bind together the bushes composing a

hedge.
He came and basted me with a hedge-binding.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 7.

hedge-bindweed (hej'bind"wed), n. A peren-
nialherbaceous vine, Convolvulus septum, abun-

hedgehog-grass

dant in both Europe and America, growing
along hedges and fences, over which it climbs.
It was formerly separated from the true bindweed, C. ar-

vensis, and placed in the genus Calystegia, on account of

the large leafy bracts that surround the calyx ;
but this is

no longer regarded as a generic distinction. See Cunvot-
vulus.

hedge-bird (hej'berd), H. A bird that seeks
food and shelter in hedges. See hayttiit-/.:

hedge-born (hej'bdrn), a. Born under a hedge ;

hence, of low birth; rustic; obscure; mean.
A h>'dye-born swain

That doth presume to boast of gentle blood.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

hedge-bote (hej'bot), n. [< hfdge + bate, ME.
form of boofl, reparation, etc. : same as hay-
bote.'] In Eng. law, an allowance of wood to a
tenant for repairing hedges.
Haye-bote or hedge-bote is wood for repairing of hays,

hedges, or fences. lilackstone, Com., III. 111.

hedge-carpenter (hej 'kar"pen-ter), n. Ahedger.
[Humorous.]
Pervading poverty and forlornness of the region in the

best of seasons serve to repel the poets and philosophers
who love to feast their eyes and rest their souls with
pleasant things ;

and the shepherds, the hedge-carpentfrst

the parish-clerks, and the ditchers, usually have it all to

themselves.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII., Literary Notes for Aug.

hedge-chafer (hej'cha
/

'fer), n. A cockchafer.

hedge-chanter (hej'chan"ter), . Same as

hedge-sparrow, 1.

hedge-chicken (hej'chik"en), n. The white-

throat, Sylvia cinerea. C. Swainson.

hedge-creepert. n. A wily, crafty vagabond
and thief. Hollyband, Diet., 1593. (Halliwell.)

hedge-fumitoryt (hej'fu'mi-to-ri), n. Prob-

ably the fumitory, Fumaria officinalis.

hedge-garlic (hej'gar"lik), . A cruciferous

plant, Sisymbrium Alliaria (Alliaria officinalis),

having an odor resembling that of garlic. It has

large, cordate, radical leaves, grows to the height of 2 feet,
and bears an abundance of erect linear pods. It is com-
mon throughout Europe, and has been Introduced into the
United States near Washington, where it is rapidly spread-
ing. Also called garlic-mustard and sauce-alone.

hedgehog (hej'hog), . [< ME. heggehogge; <

hedge + Mff*.] 1. In zob'l., an insectivorous

animal of the family Erinaceidte and genus
Erinaceus, of which there are several species.
The common European hedgehog, Erinaceus europceut,
is about 9 inches long ; the body is covered above with

spines, and the animal can roll itself into a ball bristling
in every direction. This it accomplishes by means of a

very highly developed and specialized pauniculus carno-

sus, or fleshy layer beneath the skin, which when the body
is flexed acts as a sphincter, like the string which puckers
the mouth of a bag. See cut under Erinaceus.

And whan he wenyth [thinketh] it be an hare, full oft

it is an hegge hogge.
Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 1.

Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 3 (song).

2. One of several other animals characterized

by numerous spines, (a) A Madagascan insectivo-

rous animal of the family Centetidte and any of the genera
Centetei, Ericulut, and Hemicenletes. Otherwise known
as tenrec. <b) An Australian monotrematous mammal of

the family Echidnidte ; a spiny ant-eater, as Zaglossui
bruijni. See ant-eater (a) (5), and cut under Echidnidoe.

(c) A prickly fish of the genus Diodon, as D. hystrix, the

porcupine-fish, more fully called sea-hedgehog. See cut
under Diodon. (d) A sea-urchin.

3. In bot., a plant with echinate fruits. The
name is used especially (often in the plunil ) for Medicago
Echinus (M. intertexla\ a native of Italy and Greece, the
seeds of which are armed with short spines. It has also

been given to Erinaeea pungent (Anthyllis erinacea), a

leguminous plant growing in Spain ; to Ranunculus ar-

vensis, a northern species ; to Echinaria capitata, a grass
of southern Europe ; and to Hydnum erinaeeus(&\m called

hedgehog-hydnum), a fungus with tough elastic pileus,
and very long straight hymeneal spines, growing on the

trunks of oak- and beech-trees. Also hedgehog-plant.

4. A kind of dredging-machine consisting of

a series of spades fixed to the periphery of a

cylinder, used for loosening mud, silt, etc., so

that it may be carried off by the current.

5. In Scotch mining, a broken strand or wire
of a rope torn out while in motion and drawn

up into a bundle. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 322.

Hedgehog cone-flower. See cone-flower.

hedgehog-cactus (hej'hog-kak'tus), n. A cac-

tus of the genus Eehinocactus, of which about
200 species are known and a large number cul-

tivated. They are all natives of Texas, Mexico,
and South America. See cut under Echino-
cactus.

hedgehog-fruit (hej 'hog-frot), n. The fruit of an
Australian tree, Echinocarpus Australis, which

belongs to the natural order Tiliaeea', and at-

tains the height of from 80 to 100 feet. The
name is also used for the tree.

hedgehog-grass (hej'hog-gras), n. An Amer-
ican grass, Cenchrus tribuloides, the spikelets of

which are collected into burs. It grows in sandy



hedgehog-grass

aoil, and la found from the great lakes to Florida. A more
southern species, C. echinatus, iscalledthe cockepur. There
are 10 other species of the genus Cenchrus, chiefly tropical,
to all of which the name is applicable. It has been given
to Echinaria capitata (see hedgehog, 3) and to species of
Panicutn of the section Echiitochloa. See bottle-brush

grass, under Mile-brush, and cut under bur-grass. Also
called bur-grass.

hedgehog-parsley (hej
'

hog-pars
"
li), . An

umbelliferous plant, t'aurnlis daucoides, com-
mon on the continent of Europe, and also found
iu England. The carpels are ribbed, and bear
four rows of hooked prickles on the back, form-

ing a sort of bur. Also called bur-parsley.

hedgehog-plant (hoj 'hog-plant), n. Same as

hedgehog, 3.

hedgehog-rat (hej 'hog-rat), n. [Tr. NL. Echi-

mys.] Any octodont rodent of the subfamily
Echitnyinw, which includes the spiny rats and
others : so called from the prickly pelage. See

JSehimyitue, and cut under Echimys.
hedgehog-thistle (hej'hog-this"l), n. The
prickly-pear, Opuntia: also a name of other

cacti, as of Cereus, Echinocactus, etc.

hedge-hyssop (hej 'his "op), n. 1. A plant of
the genus Gratiola, especially G. officinalis, com-
mon in nearly all of Europe except the Brit-
ish isles. It was called by the early herbalists Gratia
Dei, on account of its reputed healing virtues ; and the
generic name, as well as the name herb-of-grace, is derived
from this. It Is a bitter purgative and emetic, poisonous
in large doses. It is said to have formed the basis for the
famous nostrum for gout, the eau medicinale. It has now
nearly gone out of use. The genus Gratiola belongs to the
natural order Scrophidarinece, or flgwort family, and em-
braces about 20 species, more than half of which are found
in North America. A single specimen of G. officinalis is

reported to have been found in Georgia. The Peruvian or
Victorian hedge-hyssop is G. Peruviana, a semi-aquatic
species, remarkable for being indigenous to both South
America and Australia.

2. In England, the common name of the lesser

skullcap, Scutellaria minor, a labiate plant not
often growing in hedges.
hedge-jug (hej 'jug), n. The bottle-tit or long-
tailed titmouse, Acredula rosea: named from
the site and shape of its nest. [Local, Eng.]
hedge-knife (hej'mf), . An instrument for

trimming hedges.
hedge-laurel (hej'la"rel), . An Australian

plant of the genus Pittosporum, especially P.

eugenioides, P. rigidum, or P. tenuifolium, of
New Zealand, cultivated in the botanic gardens
of Melbourne, Brisbane, etc. They are ornamental
evergreen shrubs or small trees, with somewhat showy
white or yellowish flowers. See Pittosporum.

hedgemaids (hej
'

madz), n. The ground-ivy,
Nepeta Glechoma. See Nepeta. Also called hay-
maiden, haymaids.
hedge-marriage (hej'mar"aj), re. A secret or
clandestine marriage ;

an irregular marriage
performed by a hedge-parson or hedge-priest.
hedge-mike (hej'mlk), . Same as hedge-spar-
row, 1.

hedge-mushroom (hej'mush"r8m), . An edi-
ble mushroom, Agaricus arvensis, common in

Europe. Also called horse-mushroom.

hedge-mustard (hei'mus'tard), n. 1. A plant
of the genus Sisymbrium, especially S. officinale,
a stiff-branching European herb with sharply
incised leaves and small yellow flowers, which
was formerly much used in medicine as an
expectorant and a diuretic. It is extensively
naturalized in America. See Sisymbrium. 2.
Less correctly, a plant of the genus Erysimum,
particularly E. odoratum, common on the con-
tinent of Europe, but not found in England.
hedge-nettle (hej'nefl), n. In Great Britain,
a common labiate plant, Stachys sylvatica, grow-
ing along hedges; in America, S. palustris or
S. aspera, of similar habit

; also, one of the more
showy species in cultivation, as S. coocinea,
the scarlet hedge-nettle. See Stachys.

hedge-nptet (hej'not), . A writing of no worth
or dignity.
They left these hedge-notes for another sort of poem.

Dryden.

hedge-parsley (hej' pars 'li), n. A common
European umbelliferous plant, Caucalis Anthris-
cus (Torilis Anthriscus) ; also, any species of
Caucalis except C. daucoides, which is called

bur-parsley and hedgehog-parsley. They are un-
attractive weeds.

hedge-parson (hej'par'sn), re. A mean or il-

literate parson; one of a class of vagabond
clergymen formerly existing in England.
A hedge-parson, or buckle-beggar, as that order of priest-

hood has been irreverently termed, sate on the Duke's left.

Scott, B'ortunes of Nigel, xvii.

hedge-peak (hej'pek), n. The dogrose, Rosa
canina, the strong prickles of which adapt it for

hedges. Also hedge-speak.
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The bullesse, hetly-pcake, hips, and liawes, and sloes,
Attend his appetite where e'r he goes.

Taylor, Works (1630).

I Judge it is with men as It is with plants : take one that
blossoms too soon, 'twill starve a sloe or hfdg-peake.

Howard, Man of Newmarket.

hedgepigt (hej'pig), . A hedgehog.
1 Witch. Thrice the brinded cat hath mew'd.
2 Witch. Thrice

;
and once the hedge-pig whin'd.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

hedge-pink (hej 'pink), . The soapwort, Sapo-
naria officinalis.

hedge-plant (hej'plant), n. A plant used in or

suitable for forming hedges.
Several years ago there was much discussion as to the

use of white willow as a hedge-plant, but it is better fitted

to form a windbreak. Amer. Cyc., VIII. 604.

hedge-planter (hej'plan"ter), n. A frame for

holding young hedge-plants in position while

being set out in a furrow to form a hedge.

hedge-presst (hej'pres), . A printing-press at
which literature of a low kind was printed.
A person who, by his style and literature, seems to have

been the corrector of a
hedge-press

in Little Britain, pro-
ceeded gradually to an author. Swift.

hedge-priest (hej'prest), re. A hedge-parson;
specifically, in Ireland, formerly, a priest who
had been admitted to orders directly from a

hedge-school, without preparation in theologi-
cal studies at a regular college.
Therefore did som of them at Cambrige (whom I will

not name openlie) cause hedge pricstes sette out of the con-
trie to be made fellowes in the vniuersitie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 136.

There is five in the first show. . . .

The pedant, the braggart, the hedge-priest, the fool, and the

boy- Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

hedger (hej'er), n. [< hedge + -er1.] 1. One
who makes or repairs hedges.

What time the labour'd ox
In his loose traces from the furrow came,
And the swink'd hedger at his supper sat.

Milton, Comus, 1. 293.

2. In
sporting,

one who hedges.
hedge-rime (hej'rim), n. Vulgar doggerel.
hedge-row (hej'ro), n. A row or series of shrubs
or trees planted for inclosure, or for the separa-
tion of fields.

Some time walking, not unseen,
By hedge-row elms, on hillocks green.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 68.

The fields . . . are divided by hedge-rows of myrtle.
Bp. Berkeley, To Pope.

hedge-school (hej'skol), n. A school formerly
kept beside a hedge, or in the open air, in Ire-

land; a poor, mean school.

You talk with contempt of a hedge-school. Bid you
never hear of a nate little spot in Greece called the Groves
of Academus?

Carleton, Traits and Stories (The Hedge-School).

hedge-schoolmaster (hej'skol"mas-ter),. The
master of a hedge-school.

Hedge-schoolmaeters were as superior in literary know-
ledge and acquirements to the class of men who are now
engaged in the education of the people as they were be-
neath them in moral and religious character.

Carleton, Traits and Stories (The Hedge-School).

hedge-SClSSOrs (hej'siz"orz), n. pi. A large
crooked kind of scissors or shears for trim-

ming hedges.
hedge-shrew (hej'shro'), n. The field-mouse.

The fire-fly and hedge-shrew and lob-worm, I pray.
How fare they? Browning, Pippa Passes, Epil.

hedge-sparrow (hej 'spar' 6), . 1. A small

European warbler, Accentor modularis, resem-

bling a sparrow in coloration and frequenting
hedges. Also called hedge-accentor, hedge-chant-
er, hedge-chat, hedge-mike, hedge-spick, hedge-
spurgie, and hedge^warbler. See Accentor, 2 (a).

The hedge-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long
That it had its head bit off by its young.

Shak., Lear, L 4.

2f. An old book-name of the Jamaican guit-
guit or rufous-throated tanager, Glossiptila ru-

ficollis. G. Edwards. 3. Some other hedge-
bird, supposed to be a sparrow.
hedge-speak (hej'spek), n. Same ashedge-peak.
hedge-spick (hej'spik), n. Same as hedge-spar-
row, 1.

hedge-spurgie (hej'sper"ji), n. Same as hedge-
sparrow, 1. [Scotch.]

hedge-taper (hej 'ta" per), n. Same as hag-
taper. See mullen.

hedge-thorn (hej'thdrn), . See hawthorn.

hedge-vine (hej'vin), n. The virgin's-bower of

Europe, Clematis Vitalba.

hedge-Violet (hej'vi"o-let), . The common
European wood-violet,' Viola syh-atica.

hedge-warbler (hej 'war "bier), re. Same as

hedge-sparrow, 1.

Hedycarya

hedge-writert (hej'ri"ter), n. A Grub-street
writer or low author.

These hedge-writers . . . seldom speak a word against
any of the late ministry, but they presently fall to compli-
ment my lord treasurer and others in great places.

Swift, Remarks on Letter to the Seven Lords.

hedging (hej'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hedge, t'.]

The process or work of making or trimming
hedges.
He [the agricultural laborer] will . . . proceed to his

work direct, to the stables, or to the business of hedging
and ditching. Escott, England, xi.

hedging-bill, . See hedge-bill.

hedging-glove (hej'ing-gluv), n. A strong
leather glove worn to protect the hand in trim-

ming hedges.
hedonic (he-don'ik), a. [< Gr. ?}<5owKof, of or for

pleasure, ^ i]6ovr/, Dor. aSova, delight, < rjSeaBai,

intr., delight, enjoy oneself, connected with

avdavew, tr., please, delight, gratify, also with

(5<5t'f = Skt. svddu = L. suavis = E. sweet, q. v.]
1. Pertaining to or consisting in pleasure.

The changes above mentioned in the hedonic effects of

bitter tastes, sweet tastes, or the like, tend rather to prove
the contrary. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 68.

2. Of the nature of hedonism; regarding one's

own enjoyment as the chief good.
hedonical (he-don'i-kal), . [< hedonic + -al.~\

Same as hedonic.

hedonics (he-don'iks), . [PI. of hedonic: see

-ics.'] That branch of ethics which treats of

the doctrine of pleasure ;
the science of active

or positive pleasure or enjoyment.
hedonism (he'do-nizm), >i. [< Gr. r/davi/, delight,
enjoyment, ple'asure (see hedonic), + -ism.']

The doctrine of Aristippus and the Cyrenaic
school of Greek philosophers, that the pleasure
of the moment is the only possible end, that
one kind of pleasure is not to be preferred to

another, and that a man should in the interest
of pleasure govern his pleasures and not be

governed by them ; hence, that ethical doctrine
which regards pleasure or happiness as the

highest good. The term hedonism is regarded by some
writers as defamatory, but others apply it to their own
opinions. Egoistic hedonism considers only the pleasure
of the individual ; altruistic hedonism takes into account
that of others.

The fundamental assumption of Hedonism, clearly stat-

ed, is that all feelings considered merely as feelings can
be arranged in a certain scale of desirability, so that the

desirability or pleasantness of each bears a definite ratio
to that of all the others.

B. Sidgurick, Methods of Ethics (2d ed.), p. 115.

Hedonism I understand to abstract pleasure and pain
from life, and to make of everything else a mere external
means to the getting of one and the avoiding of the other.

Hedonism holds, in short, that every other aspect of the
world is absolutely worthless.

F. H. Bradley, Mind, XIII. 36.

hedonist (he'do-nist), n. [As hedon-ism + -ist.~]

1. One of the Cyrenaic school of ancient Greek
philosophers. 2. One who advocates or acts

upon the theory of hedonism
;
one who regards

pleasure as the chief good.
The Hedonist, understanding by the bettering of men

an addition to the pleasures enjoyed by them, present and
to come, has at any rate an obscure computation before
him. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 378.

hedonistic (he-do-nis'tik), a. [< hedonist + -ic.~\

Pertaining to he'donists or the doctrine of he-
donism

;
of the nature of hedonism.

How vague and empty then the vague discussions con-

cerning the hedonistic or altruistic primum mobile of In-

dividual conduct. Maudsley, Mind and Will, il. 167.

Any hedonistic theory might be met by the assertion
that life is essentially a painful experience, and pleasure
unattainable. W. S. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 258.

Hedriophthalma, hedriophthalmous (hed"-
ri-of-thal'mS, -mus). Same as Edriophthalma,
edriophtlialmotis.

Hedwigia (hed-wij'i-ii), n. [NL. (Ehrhart,
1781), named after Johann Hedwig.] A genus
of saxicolous mosses, characterized by a ses-

sile, globular, smooth capsule with an obtuse

operculum, without a peristome, and with a
conical laciniate calyptra, the leaves without a
costa and hyaline at the summit.

Hedwigiacese (hed-wij-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hedwigia + -acete.'] A family of mosses es-

tablished by Bruch, Schimper, and Gumbel in

1845, embracing the genera Hedwigia, Hedwi-
gidium, and Sraunia.

Hedwigieae (hed-wi-ji'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hed-
wigia + -e<K.~} A division of mosses made by
Angstro'm in 1846, embracing the genus Hed-
irii/in only.

Hedycarya (hed-i-kar'i-a), n. [NL. (Forster,
1773), < Gr. t/di'f, sweet, + Kdpvov, nut.] A ge-



Hedycarya
nus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Monimiacece, character-
ized by the 7 to 10 small conniveut lobes of the

perianth and the numerous stamens with very
short glaudless filaments. The genus embraces
about 8 species, inhabiting Australia, New Zealand, New
Caledonia, and the Fiji Islands. They are trees or shrubs
with opposite entire or dentate coriaceous leaves, and axil-

lary flowers in cymes or racemose panicles. The Austra-
lian species, H. angustifolia, is cultivated for ornament,
under the name of native mulberry or smooth holly. It at-
tains a height of 10 to 20 feet. The New Zealand species,
If. dentata, is larger, and is called by the natives puripuri-
Iripili, kaiwhiria, or porokaiichiri. Five fossil species have
been described from the Miocene of Italy and Bohemia,
the Oligocene of Styria, and the Eocene of Australia and
New Zealand.

Hedychium (he-dik'i-um), . [NL. (Koenig,
1785), prob. in allusion to the snow-white fra-

grant flowers of some species,being appar. < Gr.

?df, sweet, + xiuv, snow.] A genus of mono-
cotyledonous petaloid plants, belonging to the
natural order Scitaminece (Zingiberacece), tribe

Zingiberece, characterized by a terminal spike
or thyrse of flowers with narrow elongated fila-

ments and unappendaged connectives to the
anthers. The plants grow from a horizontal tuberous
rhizome ; the stem is erect and leafy, the leaves clasping
at the base. The flowers are generally large, showy, and
fragrant. The fruit is a 3-celled capsule. The genus em-
braces about 25 species, all natives of tropical Asia. Many
of the species are cultivated in greenhouses, sometimes
under the English name garland-flower. The common
garland-flower is H. coronarium. II. coccinemn (the scar-
let garland-flower), H. flavescens, H. coriaceum, etc., em-
bracing a great variety in color and appearance, are also
cultivated.

Hedyle (hed'i-le), n. [NL. (Guen6e, 1857), <
Gr. iJdi'Aof, dim. of tfdvf, sweet.] The only ge-
nus of Hedylinw, with one species, H. heliconia-

ria, of Guiana, specifically named from its re-
semblance to butterflies of the genus Seliconia.

Hedylinae (hed-i-H'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Guen6e,
1857), < Hedyle + -incE.~\ A subfamily of Geo-
metridce, founded on the genus Hedyle. Also
Hedylidat, with family rank.

Hedyoteae (hed-i-ot'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hedyo-
tis + -ece.~\ A subtribe of plants, of the natu-
ral order Itubiacece, established by A. P. de Can-
dolle in 1830, having the genus Hedyotis as the

type. See Hedyotidece.
Hedyotidae (hed-i-pt'i-de),

n. pi. [NL., < He-
dyotis + -idee.] Lindley's name (1845) for the

Hedyotidece.

Hedyotideae (hed"i-o-tid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hedyotis (-id-) + -ece.~\ A group of genera of
rubiaceous plants, erected by Humboldt, Bon-
pland, and Kuuth, about the year 1815, having
Hedyotis as the type. It was adopted by Bentham
and Hooker as the sixth tribe of the order, and by them
limited to genera having valvate corolla-lobes, a 2- to
4-celled ovary, the ovules numerous in the cells, and a dry
capsular or indehiscent fruit with small or minute seeds.

They are chiefly herbs with opposite stipulate leaves.

Hedyotis (hed-i-6'tis), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753),
so called from the smooth, tough, oval leaves,
likened to ears, < Gr. iidvf, sweet, + oif (ur-) =
E. ear1.] A genus of dicotyledonous gamopet-
alous plants, belonging to the natural order

Rubiacece, tribe Hedyotidece, to which it gives
its name: scarcely distinguishable botanical-

ly from Houstonia and Oldenlandia, but chiefly
old-world shrubs or suffrutescent plants. There
are about 80 species, chiefly natives of tropical Asia, with
mostly narrow opposite leaves, persistent, often dissected
setose stipules connate with the petioles in a sheath, and
small white flowers in terminal or axillary cymes. Some
botanists regard this genus as a section of Oldenlandia.

hedyphane (hed'i-fan), n. [So called in allu-
sion to its glittering, < Gr. *jj6v<fiav?ie (equiv. to

fflv&afa), sweetly shining, < $6i>c, sweet, + </>ai-

vea&ai, shine, appear.] A mineral related to
mimetite or lead arseniate, but having part of
the lead replaced by calcium.

Hedysareae (hed-i-sa're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hedy-
sarum + -ece.~] A tribe of plants, of the natu-
ral order Leguminosce, suborder Papilionacece,
established by A. P. de Candolle in 1825, and
adopted by Bentham and Hooker: type Hedy-
sarum. The plants are chiefly herbs or shrubs with odd-
pinnate leaves, the flowers with 10 stamens, either diadel-
phous (9 + 1) or monadelphous, uniform versatile anthers,
and indehiscent jointed pods, the divisions 1-seeded.

Hedysarum (he-dis'a-rum), n. [NL. (LinnKus,
1753, orig. in T"ournefort, 1717), < Gr. rfSvaapov,
a plant of the vetch kind, perhaps sainfoin,
appar. < t/Siif, = E. sweet, + adpov, a broom, a
besom.

_
Sometimes erroneously explained as <

$6vf + apu/ia, smell : see aroma.'] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Leguminosce and sub-
order Papilionacece, and type of the tribe Hedy-
sarece, having many-jointed pods, the segments
separating at maturity, and the vexillary sta-
men free. It embraces about 60 species, natives of the

,ower;,ftit.
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temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. They
are perennial herbs or suffrutescent plants, rarely true

shrubs, with odd-pin-
nate leaves, scarious

stipules, and purple,
white, or rarely yellow
flowers in peduncled
axillary racemes. The
best-known species is

//. coronarium, a na-
tive of southern Eu-
rope, and known in

England as French
honeysuckle, probably
from its resemblance to
the red clover, Trtfoli-
urn pratense, which is

often called honey-
suckle or honeysuckle-
clover in England. It
is in repute as a forage-
plant, and has been In-

troduced into Australia
under the name of soo-

la-clover. H.borealels
indigenous in the north-
eastern United States
and northward.

hee 1
t (he), pron.

An obsolete spell-

ing of he1 .

hee2
(he), a. An

obsolete or dialec-
tal variant of high.
heed 1

(bed), v. [<
ME. heden (pret.

hedde), < AS. hedan

(pret. hedde), need,
take care of, take charge of, take into posses-
sion (= OS. hddian, huodian = OFries. Jidda,
huda = D. hoeden, heed, guard, = MLG. hoden,
huden = OHG. huoten, MHG. hueten, G. hiiten,

guard, protect), < *hod, f. (not found) (= OFries.

hoda, huda, care, = D. hoede, f., = MLG. hode,
hude, hote = OHG. huota, MHG. huote, huot, G.

hut, f., heed, care) ; prob. connected with hod,
m., E. hood (= D. hoed = G. hut, a hat, hood),
and perhaps with hcet, E. hat; the orig. sense

being appar. 'cover, protect': see hood and
Jiaft. For the vowel-change, cf. bleed, breed,
feed, glecd1

."] I. trans. To give attention to;
regard with care

;
take notice of

; observe; con-
sider.

Hade thou holdyn the at home, hei.it thin astate,
And not cayret fro court there company was gedurt.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S-X 1. 2960.

With pleasure Argus the musician heeds.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 988.

Each where his tasks or pleasures call,

They pass, and heed each other not.

Bryant, The Crowded Street.

Why heed a snow-flake on the roof,
If fire within keep Age aloof?

Lowell, To a Friend.

H.t intrans. To attend; observe; pay atten-
tion.

Thou shuld hede to my harmes, herkon my wille,
Pursew to my purpos, present myn astate.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2188.

heed1
(hed), n. [< ME. hede, a later form, from

the verb, taking the place of the orig. AS.
'hod, ME. as if *hode, *hood: see heedi,v,~] 1.
Careful attention; notice; observation; regard:
usually with give or take.

I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my
tongue. Ps. xxxix. 1.

Therefore we ought to give the more earnest heed to
the things which we have heard. Heb. ii. 1.

Take heed of promises, take heed of gifts,
Of forced, feigned sorrows, sighs, take heed.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. S.

With wanton heed and giddy cunning.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 141.

2. The quality or state of attentiveness
;
the

habit of serious consideration.

He did it with a seiious mind
;
a heed

Was in his countenance.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

What good heed Nature forms in us ! She pardons no
mistakes. Emerson.

heed2
t, n. An obsolete form of head.

heedful (hed'ful), a. [< heed1 + -ful.'] Full
of heed; attentive; watchful; cautious; cir-

cumspect; wary.
Give him heedful note ;

For I mine eyes will rivet to his face.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

= Syn. Observant, mindful, careful, regardful, attentive

(to).

heedfully (hed'ful-i), adv. In a heedful man-
ner; carefully; attentively; watchfully.
heedfulness (hed'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being heedful
;
attention

;
caution

;

wariness
; circumspection.

heedilyt (he'di-li), adv, Heedfully.

heel

This part [language] in our maker or Poet must be
heedyly looked vnto, that it be natural!, pure, and the
most vsuall of all his countrey.

Puttenhatn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 120.

heedinesst (he'di-nes), . Heedfulness; atten-

tion; caution.

By Gods grace, and her good heedinesse,
She was preserved from their traytrous traine.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 34.

heedingt (he'ding), n. Care
;
attention.

One of the Library Keepers, observing this, hath reduced
it again by paging it a-new ; and with a little heeding 'tis

yet very legible. The Letter is as fair a square Capital as

any I have seen. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 108.

heedless (hed'les), a. [< heed1 + -less.'] With-
out heed; inattentive; careless; thoughtless;
regardless ; unobserving.

You heedless joltheads, and unmanner'd slaves.

Shak.,1. of the S., iv. 1.

I abruptly took my leave, and hobbling down stairs with
heedless haste, I set my foot full in a pail of water, and
down we came to the bottom together.

Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

= Syu. Remiss, etc. (see negligent") ; unmindful, inconsid-

erate, unobservant.

heedlesshoodt, " Heedlessness.

Cuddle, I wote thou kenst little good,
So vainely tadvaunce thy headlexsehood ;

For youngth is a bubble blown up with breath.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

heedlessly (hed'les-li), adv. In a heedless

manner; carelessly; negligently; inattentively.
heedlessness (hed'les-nes), . The state or
character of being heedless; inattention; care-

lessness; thoughtlessness.
heedyt (he'di), a. [< heed1 + -yl.] Heedful;
careful; cautious.

The Priest doth sometimes read unto them some part of
the Alcoran, . . . which they hearken unto with heedy at-

tention. Sandys, Travailes, p. 43.

Heedy crow. See crowz.

heehaw (he'ha), v. i. [Imitative of the bray of
the ass. Cf. haw-haw1

,
ha-ha1 ."] To bray, as an

ass.

Suppose thou art making an ass of thyself, young Harry
Warrington, of Virginia ! are there not people in England
who heehaw too? Thackeray, Virginians.

A jackass heehaws from the rick. Tennyson, Amphion.

heel1
(hel), n. [< ME. heel, heele, < AS. hela, hiela

(= OFries. hela, heila, North Fries, hael, Mile,
hajel, ha'gel = OD. hiele, D. hiel = Icel. hiell =
Sw. hcil = Dan. heel), the heel, prob. orig. *ho-

hita, dim. of. hoh, the heel, the hock, > E. hock1
,

hough. Cf. D. hak = LG. hakke, > G. hacke

(vulg.), the heel : see hock1
, hack1 ,

n. The gen-
erally asserted connection with L. calx (calc-),
the heel (see calcar1

, calk
1

, etc.), = Gr. Aaf (for
/cAdf f), is open to question.] 1. The part of

the foot which is below and behind the ankle.
Technically (a) In anat., the calcaneal part of the tar-

sus, whatever its shape or position. In man and other
plantigrade animals it rests upon the ground ; in digiti-

grades, ungulates, etc., it is elevated, and is often called
knee by a misnomer, heel being popularly applied to the
hoofs of the hind legs. Thus, the hock of a horse is an-

atomically the heel. See cuts under foot, Iwcki, and lion.

Well-apparell'd April on the heel
Of limping winter treads. Shak., K. and .1.. 1. 2.

(6) In ornilh. : (1) Properly, the calcaueum or talus, at the
proximal end of the tarsometatarsus. (2) The hind toe or
hallux of a bird : incorrect, but frequent, (c) In entom. :

(1) The terminal extremity of the tibia. Say (and others).
(2) The base of the first tarsal joint, when it is curved to

join the tibia. This is the calx of Kirby, by him limited
to the heels of four posterior tarsi. (3) A name given by
Leach to the bristles forming the strigilis.

2. A part of a thing resembling the heel in

shape or position, (o) The lower backmost part of

something, or that part upon which it rests, as the after
end of a ship's keel, the lower part of a mast, a boom, a

stern-post, or a rafter, or the larger or principal end of a
tool : used in a great variety of special applications.

At the other side is a kind of heel or knob, to break clots
with. Mortimer, Husbandry.

(!>) In odontog., a low posterior cusp of the sectorial molar
tooth of a carnivorous animal, (c) In arch., a cyma re-

versa. (d) The top of the butt of a gun-stock. () That
part of the blade of a sword which is nearest the hilt>

usually the heaviest part of the blade, and in some swords
not sharpened, but having two square edges. (/) The lat-

ter or concluding part of anything ; the end ; a part left

over ; a remainder : as, the heel of a session or a discourse ;

the heel of a loaf.

Oh wives, be mindfu' ance yoursel'
How bonnie lads ye wanted,

An' dinna, for a kebbuck-A^eZ,
Let lasses be affronted. Burns, Holy Fair.

3. The foot,without reference to its parts; also,
the hind foot of some animals, as of a horse.

Mine own familiar friend . . . hath lifted up his heel

against me. Ps. xli. 9.

So light were my heels, that I counted ten miles no bet-
ter than a leap. Kemp (Arber's Eng. Garner, VII. 27).

Laughing-stocks of Time,
Whose brains are in their hands and in their heels.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.



heel

4. The hinder and lower part of a shoe or

stocking. In a stocking it includes the lower as well as

the back part ; in a shoe it is properly restricted to the
lower or bottom part, usually formed of a series of pieces
of leather called lifts or laps, the part which covers the
hind part of the foot being called the quarters. See quar-
ter and heel-tap, and cut under boot.

His wife rustled by his side in brocade which might al-

most stand alone for stiffness, propped upon heels that

gave a majestic altitude to her tall, thin figure.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 50.

5. pi. Footsteps; course.

Where death and danger dog the heels of worth.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 4.

Let us address to tend on Hector's heels.

Khak., T. and C., iv. 4.

At one's heels, close behind ; following closely.

More true joy Marcellus exiled feels

Than Cresar with a senate at his heel*.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 258.

At the hard heelst, very close behind. Hares.

Sirrah ! Robin ! we were best look that your devil can
answer the stealing of this same cup, for the vintner's boy
follows us at the hard heels. Marlowe, Faustus.

Down at heel or heels, having the heels or back part of

the shoes turned down ; in a slipshod condition ; hence,
in a slovenly or embarrassed condition of any kind

;
used

adjectively, slipshod ; slovenly ; seedy.

Sneak into a corner, . . . down at heels and out at el-

bows. Gentleman Instructed, p. 212.

To prowl about ... in the old slipshod, purposeless,
down-at-heel way. Dickens.

Fray'd i' the knees, and out at elbow, and bald o' the

back, and bursten at the toes, and down at heels.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 1.

Heel Of the hand, the prominence formed at the inner
side of the junction of the hand with the wrist, when the
hand is strongly bent backward ; that part of the hand
which corresponds to the heel as the palm corresponds
to the sole.

The heel of the operator's hand will be used for vigor-
ous friction of the palm.

Suck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 645.

Heels O'er gowdy, heels over head. [Scotch.]

Soon heels o'er gowdy ! in he gangs. Sums, On Life.

Heels over head, somersault fashion ; hence, recklessly ;

hastily.

Ay hele oner tied, hourlande aboute.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 271.

Neck and heels. Same as neck and crop (which see, un-
der crop). Out at heels, having the stockings or shoes
worn out at the heels ; hence, in embarrassed circum-
stances : equivalent to the phrases down at heels and out
at elbows.

A good man's fortune may grow out at heels.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2.

To come to heel, to follow closely at the heel ;
to heel,

as a dog.
It will be well to teach the dog to come to heel, and to

keep there. Dogs of Great Britain and America,, p. 225.

Unless properly trained to come to heel, a dog is worse
than useless. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 166.

To cool the heels. See cool'. To have the heels of,
to outrun. To kick one's heels, to stand idly waiting.

I suppose this is a spice of foreign breeding, to let your
uncle kick his heels in your hall. Foote, The Minor, ii.

To lay by the heels, to fetter ; shackle ; confine.

If the king blame me for 't, I'll lay ye all

By the heels. Shak., Hen. VIIL, T. 3.

To pick up one's heels, (a) To lift the feet in running ;

run. (Colloq. ] (b) To take to flight ; start off : as, he picked
up his heels and ran like a deer. [Colloq.] To show the
heels, show a clean pair of heels, to flee ; run away.
Crack crack, from a couple of barrels, and they showed

me their heels, as you may believe.
The Century, XXXVI. 127.

To take to one's heels, to flee ; take to flight

But as we drew neerer unto him, he discerned we were
not those he looked for, he look to his heels, and fled from
his houses. Sir Francis Drake Revived, p. 27.

heel1
(hel), v. [<.heeP-,n.~] I. trans. 1. To per-

form by the use of the heels or feet, as a dance.

[Rare.]
I cannot sing,

Nor heel the high lavolt, nor sweeten talk.

Shak., T. and C., Iv. 4.

2. To furnish with a heel or heel-piece, as any
foot-covering ; put a heel to, as a shoe or stock-

ing.
To cobble, and heel hose for the poor friars.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

3. To catch by the heels.

I have seen them [cowboys] rope a calf too large to
handle with one rope ; one would heel him 'rope him by
the hind feet), while the other roped him about the neck.

New York Evening Post, Jan. 14, 1887.

4. To arm with a gaff or spur, as a cock. 5.
To equip or arm. See heeled, 2. [Slang, west-
ern U. S.]

II. intrans. In sporting, to come or walk be-
hind one's heels : used of a dog, and chiefly in
command.
See that he [the collie] possesses a good nose, la staunch

on point and charge, heels properly.
Sportsman's Qaietteer, p. 448.

heel2 (hel), v. [Also written (dial.) heal, hele,

lull; a corruption, due appar. to confusion of
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the orig. pres. with the pret., of the earlier

liccld, heald1
,
which remains in dial, use: see

heeld, healdl
.~\ I. trans. 1. To tilt, incline, or

cant over from a vertical position, as a ship.
I flnd it is true that the Dutch did heele " The Charles

"

to get her down, and yet run aground twice or thrice.

Pepys, Diary, III. 179.

2. To pour out. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. To turn partly over; come to a

tilted position ;
cant : as, the ship heeled over.

Eight hundred of the brave,
Whose courage well was tried,

Had made the vessel heel,
And laid her on her side.

Cowper, The Royal George.

heel2 (hel), n. [< Iteel2
, v.'] The act of inclin-

ing or canting from a vertical position ;
a cant :

as, the ship gave a heel to port. Also heeling.

hee!3t, v. and n. An obsolete spelling of heafl.

heel4 (hel), v. Same as heaft, 3.

heel-ball (hel'bal), n. 1. A preparation of

wax used by shoemakers in the form of a ball

in burnishing the heels of shoes. Also called

blackball. 2. A kind of dabber for spreading
ink or color upon anything : used in taking trial

impressions from engraved plates and the like.

heel-blank (hel'blangk), n. A small piece of

leather or a lift shaped for fitting to the heel
of a shoe.

heel-block (hel'blok), . A block used by
shoemakers when attaching the heel to a shoe ;

a last.
He was no whirligig lect'rer of the times.
That from a heel-block to a pulpit climbs.

I:n in i; On the Death of Mr. Josias Shute.

heel-bone (hel'bon), w. 1. The bone of the

heel; the os calcis or calcaneum. Seefibulare,
and cut under foot. 2. The calcar of a bat.

heel-cutter (herkuf'Sr), n. A hand-tool or

shaper for cutting out the lifts used in forming
the heels of boots and shoes.

heeldt, heald1
! (held), v. [Early mod. E. also

heild, hild, hyld; < ME. heelden, heildeii, helden,

hylden (pres. helde, pret. heldede, and contr.

helde), < AS. heldan, hyldan, tr. tilt, incline, intr.

incline, bow down (= OS. in comp. of heldian =
MD. helden =MLG. helden, halden, LG. hellen =
OHG. heldan, MHG-. helden, incline, =Icel. halla,
lean sidewise, incline, heel over (said esp. of a

ship), hella, pour, = Sw. hdlla, tilt, pour, = Dan.

hcelde, tilt, lean, slant, slope), < healde, inclined,

bent, bowed, = OHG. hald, inclined, sloping,
= Icel. hallr, leaning, sloping; cf. Dan. h(eld,

n., an incline, a slope. This verb, which is

phonetically analogous to yield, wield, field, and
would be spelled accordingly, has become cor-

rupted in common E. use to heel2
, q. v.] I.

trans. 1 . To bend
;
incline

; specifically, to tilt,

as a water-vessel or a ship: same as heel2
,
1.

Helde thin ere to me. Ps. xvi. [xvii.] 6 (ME. version).

2. To pour out
; pour.

Tak water of the flood, and heeld it out vpon the drye
lond. Wyclif, Ex. iv. 9 (Oxf.).

Tyriake is hald of sum on vynes rootes
And dooth ful wel.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

3. To throw ; cast ; put.
II. intrans. 1 . To bow

;
bend

;
incline

;
tilt

or cant over.

If ever I stope or held
I hope never to ben scheld.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom., II. X 1. 791.

2. To decline; sink; go down.
Now the sonne to the grounde helde.

King Alisaunder, 1. 2621.

Sone the teute part it was tried,
And wente awaye, as was worthye,
They heild to helle all that meyne, ther-in to bide.

York Plays, p. 86.

3. To yield ; give way ; surrender.

Than they heldede to hir heste alle holly at ones.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 8369.

heeldt, heald1
! (held), n. [Early mod. E. also

heild; = OHG. halda, MHG. G. halde, a slope ;

from the verb.] 1. An inclination
;
a cant.

2. An incline; a slope. [Prov. Eng.]
seond wudes and geond feldes

geond hulles [hills] and geonde heldee.

Layamon, II. 112.

3. A decline; decrease; wane. Nash.
heeled (held), p. a. [Pp. of heel1

, v.~\ 1. Pro-
vided with a heel or a heel-like protuberance.
The claws are heavily heeled at base. Scudder.

2. Shod: usually in the slang phrase well heeled,
well shod, conditioned, or circumstanced: ap-
plied to a player at cards who has a good hand,
to a person who possesses plenty of money, or to
a man who is well armed. [Slang, U. S.]

heel-rope

heeler (he'ler), n. [< heel1 + -er1 .] 1. A cock
that strikes well with his heels. 2. A quick
runner. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.] 3. [Cf.
LG. hakken-kiker (lit.

' heel-watcher' : see keek)

&n<lltakken-treder(lit. 'heel-treader': see tread),
a lackey (whofollows at the heels ofhismaster).]
One who follows at the heels of another; an un-

scrupulous or disreputable follower or hanger-
on of a professional politician or "boss," or of a

party. [Political slang, U. S.]

To have fine clothes, drink champagne, and pose in a
fashionable bar-room in the height of the season is not
this the apotheosis of the heeler and the ward "worker"?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 268.

What the client was to his patron at Rome, what the
vassal was to his lord in the Middle Ages, that the heelers

and workers are to their boss in these great transatlantic

cities. They render a personal feudal service, which their

suzerain repays with the gift of a livelihood.

Bryce, American Commonwealth, Izlli.

heeling (he'ling), n. Same as heel2 .

heeling-error (he'ling-er"or), n. A deviation
of the compass-needle on board ship from the

magnetic pole, caused by induced magnetism
in the transverse iron beams of the ship. This
Induction is due to the inclination of the beams in the
direction of the magnetic pole when the ship heels, or in-

clines to one side or the other.

heel-iron (heVi"ern), n. A metal plate some-
times attached to the bottom of the heel of a
boot to prevent it from wearing unevenly, or
with which to make a clattering noise in clog-

dancing. Also heel-plate.

heel-jigger (hel'jig"lr), n. A small tackle fas-

tened to the heel of a spar to assist in running
it in and out.

heel-joint (hel'joint), n. In ornith., the suffra-

go ;
the ankle-joint ;

the so-called tibiotarsal

articulation of a bird, between the leg or crus
and the tarsometatarsus or shank. See tarsus.

heel-knee (hel'ne), n. Naut., the knee con-

necting the keel with the stern-post.
heel-lift (heTlift), n. One of the pieces of sole-

leather of which the heel of a shoe is formed.
heel-machine (hel'ma-shen"), n. A general
name for a number of tools and machines em-

ployed in cutting out the lifts of which the
heels of shoes ai-e made, putting them toge-
ther, and shaping, fitting, and polishing them.

heel-pad (hel'pad), n. In ornith., the pterna ;

the posterior part of the palma, immediately
under the foot-joint, and prominent in many
birds.

But heel-pad should not be used in this connection,
since the heel (calcaneus) is at the top of the tarsus, and
not at the bottom where the heel-pad lies.

Coues, Hist. N. A. Birds, III. Gloss., p. 545.

heel-path (hel'path),tt. [Opposite the tow-path,
as if this were the toe-path.] The side of a canal

opposite the tow-path. [Local, U. S.]

heel-piece (hel'pes),
. 1. That part of a shoe

or stocking which incloses the heel of the foot

either beneath or behind, or both
;
the heel.

And then it grieved me sore to look
Just at the heelpiece of his book.

Lloyd, Cobbler of Tessington's Letter.

2. Armor for the heel, especially that part of

the solleret which covered the heel and the
back of the ankle, and to which the spur was
attached.

heelpiece (herpes), v. t. ; pret. and pp. heelpieeed,

ppr. heelpiecing. [< heel-piece, .] To furnish
with a heel-piece ;

add an additional heel-piece
to, as in repairing.
Some blamed Mrs. Bull for new heel-piecing her shoes.

Arbuthnot, John Bull.

A man . . . whose name you will probably hear usher-
ed in by a Doctissimus Doctissimorum, or heelpieeed with
a long Latin termination. Goldsmith, To R. Bryanton.

heel-plate (hel'plat), . 1. Same as heel-iron.

2. A plate on the butt-end of a gun-stock. 3.
A small square piece of iron with a hole in the
center sunk into the heel of a boot or shoe to

receive the screw or spur of a form of skate.

heel-post (heTpost), n. 1. The outer post in

the stall-partition of a stable. 2. Naut., the

post which supports, at the outer end. the pro-

pelling-screw of a steam-vessel. 3. The hang-
ing-post or hanging-stile of a door. 4. The
quoin-post of the gate of a lock.

heel-ring (hel'ring), n. 1. The ring by which
a scythe-blade is secured to the snath. 2.
The ring which secures the blade of a plow.
HiilliweH. [Prov. Eng.]
heel-rope (hel'rop), n. Naut., a rope applied
through the heel of anything, particularly that
which is rove through a sheave at the heel of

the jib-boom or of the bowsprit, for the pur-
pose of hauling it out.



heel-seat

heel-seat (hel' set), . That part of the sole of

a shoe to which the heel is fastened.

The crude heel Is pressed upon the heel-seat by a nail-

ing machine. Harper's Nag., LXX. 284.

heel-shave (hel'shav), . A tool resembling
a spoke-shave, used for trimming the lifts of
the heel of a shoe after they have been fitted

to the shoe.

heel-tap (heTtap), n. 1. A small piece of lea-

ther several of which together form the heel
of a shoe; a lift. See heel 1

,
4. 2. The small

portion of wine or liquor left in a glass when the
main portion has been drunk.

"As there was a proper objection to drinking her in

heel-tap)!," said the voice,
"
we'll give her the first glass in

the new magnum." Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, \x\ii.

Let the bottle pass freely, don't shirk it nor spare it
;

For a heel-tapl a heel-tap! I never could bear it

Peacock, Headlong Hall, v.

No heel-taps 1 a demand by a host that his guests empty
their glasses to the bottom.

heeltap (hel'tap), v. t.
; pret. and pp. heeltapped,

ppr. heeltapping. [< heel-tap, n.] To add a

piece of leather to the heel of, as a shoe or boot.

heel-tip (hel'tip), n. An iron plate or protec-
tion for the heels of boots and shoes.

heel-tool (hel'tol), . In turning, a tool with
an acute cutting edge and an angular base or

heel, used by metal-turners for roughing out a
piece of iron or turning it to somewhat near
the intended size.

heel-tree (hel'tre), . The swing-bar at the
heels of a horse drawing a harrow. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
heel-trimmer (hel'trim'er), n. A machine for

trimming the edges of the lifts forming the
heel of a boot or shoe, to bring them to the re-

quired shape.
been, . See hien.

heept, n. A variant of hip2 . Chaucer.

heerH, adv. An obsolete spelling of here1
.

heer2
t, A variant of hair1

. Chaucer.
heer3 (her), . [Origin obscure.] The length
of two cuts or leas of linen or woolen thread.
heeze (hez), v. t. A dialectal variant of Itoise.

[Scotch.]
heft. An obsolete preterit of heave. Chaucer.
heffel (hef 'el), n. A dialectal variant of hick-

wall.

heft1
(heft), . [< ME. heft, another form of

haft (> E. hafft), < AS. hteft, a handle, etc.: see

haft
1

,
and cf. heft*.] Same as haft

1
.

If the heaft belonged to Walworth, the blade, or point
thereof, at least, may be adjudged to Cavendish.

Fuller, Worthies, Suffolk.

heft2 (heft), w. [In these senses modern, the
word being formed, after heft

1
,
var. of haft

1
,
a

handle, and heft
3

,
obs. pret. and pp., from the

verb heave: see heave and haft
1

."] If. The act
of heaving or retching ;

violent strain or exer-

tion; effort.
If one . . . make known

How he hath drunk, he cracks his gorge, his sides,
With violent hefts. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

2. Weight ; heaviness. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.; colloq., U. S.]

But if a part of heaven's huge sphere
Thou chuse thy pond'rous heft to beare.

Sir A. Gorges, tr. of Lucan (1614).

Constitoounts air hendy to help a man in,
But arterwards don't weigh the heft of a pin.

Lowell, Biglow Papers.

3. The greater or weightier part of anything ;

the bulk; the gist. [Colloq., U. S.]

Throwing the heft of the Pacific trade across the conti-
nent into the port of New York.

New York Herald, Feb. 5, 1849.

As Sir. Hallowell himself has intimated, the heft of his
hook is in the appendix. The American, VI. 103.

4f. Need
; emergency. Nares.

We friendship faire and concord did despise,
And far appart from us we wisdom left,
Forsook each other at the greatest heft.

Mir. for Mags., p. 750.

5. Command; restraint. [Prov. Eng.]
heft2 (heft), t'. [< heft?, n.] I. trans. 1. To
heave up. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To try the weight
of. [Obsolete or colloq.]

He was tall, was my Jack,
And as strong as a tree ;

Thar's his gun on the rack,
Jest you heft it and see.

Bret Harte, Penelope.

II. intrans. To weigh. [Colloq., TJ. S.]
"I remember," said Mistress Ravel,

" the Great Hog, up
in Dunwich, that hefted nigh twenty score."

S. Jvdd, Margaret, ii. 6.

heft3t (heft). An early modern English preterit
and past participle of heave.

2772
Infiam'd with wrath, his raging blade he he/te.

Sffiaer, F. Q., I. xi. 39.

heft4 (heft), n. [Sc., also written haft; < Icel.

hefdh, possession, prescription,
= Sw. hafd, cul-

ture, cultivation, improvement, = Dan. hafvd,

possession, prescription (Norw.), cultivation,
manure

;
< Icel. hafa = Sw. hafva = Dan. have,

have, hold, = E. have, q. v.] A dwelling; a

place of residence. [Scotch.]
heft4 (heft), v. [= Icel. hefdha, tr., take by
prescription, = Sw. hdfda = Dan. haxde, main-
tain, assert, uphold (Norw.), cultivate; from
the noun.] I. intrans. To dwell. [Scotch.]

To Linshart, gin my hame ye speir,
Where I hae heft near fifty year. Bp. Skinner.

II. trans. To familiarize with a place or an

employment; attach or cause to become at-

tached by long usage. [Scotch.]
Master Darsie, it may be as well that Alan and you do

not meet till he is hefted, as It were, to his new calling.

Scott, Redgauntlet, letter \\.

I do believe I shall get hefted to my new situation.

Carlyle, in Froude.

heft5 (heft), H. [Or., a number of sheets of paper
sewed together and constituting a part of a

book, a blank book consisting of sheets so sewed
together.] A note-book. [A Germanism.]
The teaching is almost entirely by lectures, which the

students usually take down in coverless note-books con-

taining about twenty blank pages stitched together, mod-
elled after the hefts of the German students and called by
their German name. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 925.

hefty (hef'ti), a. [< heft* + -y
1
.] I. Hav-

ing considerable weight ;
rather heavy; hence,

weighty ; forcible : as, a hefty tool
;
a hefty ar-

gument. [Colloq., U. S.] 2. Easy to lift and
handle. [Colloq., U. S.]
To my mind the first requisite in a book is that it should

be readable, and to be readable it should be hefty, light,
and of a form that can be easily held in the band.

The American, IX. 232.

hegberry (heg'ber"i), .
; pi. hegberries (-iz).

[See hagberry.] The bird-cherry, Primus Pa-
dus or P. avium. [Prov. Eng.]
Hegelian (he-ge'lian), a. and n. [< Hegel (see
Hegelianism) + -ion.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Hegel or his system of philosophy ; propounded
by Hegel : as, the Hegelian theory of universal

history. See Hegelianism.
The Hegelian Logic is at once a Logic and a Metaphysic
i. e., it treats at once of the method and of the matter

of knowledge, of the processes by which truth is discov-

ered, and of the truth itself in its most universal aspects.
E. Caird, Hegel, p. 186.

II. . One who accepts the philosophical
opinions of Hegel ; a follower of Hegel.
Hegelianise, v. t. See Hegelianize.

Hegelianism (he-ge'lian-izm), n. [< Hegelian
+ -ism.'} The philosophical system of Georg
WOhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831), which
during the second quarter of the nineteenth

century was the leading system of metaphys-
ical thought in Germany, it purports to be a com-
plete philosophy, undertaking to explain the whole uni-
verse of thought and being in its abstractest elements and
minutest details. This it does by means of the Hegelian
dialectic, a new logic, the real law of the movement of

thought (not a mere form, like syllogistic), the scheme of
which is thesis, antithesis, synthesis, the original tendency,
the opposing tendency, and their unification in a new
movement. By this law the conceptions of logic develop
themselves in a long series. This law of the development
of thought is assumed to be necessarily the law of the
development of being, on the ground that thought and
being are absolutely identical. Hegelianism is radically
hostile to natural science, and especially to the Newtonian
philosophy that is, to all the methods and scientific re-
sults which have sprung from the "Principia." One of
the characteristics of Hegelianism is its constant readi-
ness to recognize continuity both as a fact and as accept-
able to reason, which other metaphysical systems have
often struggled to deny. Also Hegelwm.
Hegelianize (he-ge'lian-Iz), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
Hegelianized, ppr. Hegelianizing. [< Hegelian +
-ize.] To render Hegelian. Also spelled Hege-
lianise.

The Hegelianising of Kant may be best illustrated from
the section on the "Deduction of the Categories."

Mind, XII. 94.

Hegelism (ha'gel-izm), n. Same as Hegelianism.
hegemonic (he-je-mon'ik), a. [< Gr. jJ/E/aow/coV,
< 17} e/uovi'a, leadership: see hegemony.'] Ruling;
predominant ; principal.

hegemonical (he-je-mon'i-kal), a. [< 'hegemonic
+ -al.] Same as hegemonic. [Bare.]
hegemony (he'je-mo-ni), n. [< Gr. fiyefiavia,

leadership, chief command, < rjytfilnv, a leader,
guide, commander, chief, < q-yeladai, lead, < ayeiv,

lead, = L. agere, drive, do, act : see agent, act.]
Predominance

; preponderance ; leadership ;

specifically, headship or control exercised by
one state over another or others, as through con-
federation or conquest: originally applied to

heigh

such a relation often existing among the states
of ancient Greece.
A hegemony, the political ascendency of some one city

or community over a number of subject commonwealths.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 181.

That Syracuaan siege which decided the destinies of

Greece, and by the fall of Athens raised Sparta, Macedo-
nia, and finally Rome to the hegemony of the civilised
world. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 178.

hegget, A Middle English form of hedge.
Chaucer.

heggle (heg'l), v. i. A dialectal variant of

haggle*.

hegira. . See
hejira.

hegoleh, n. [Native name.] The madoqua an-

telope, Neotragus madoqua.
hegrie (heg'ri), n. [See heron.] The heron,
Ardea cinerea. Also called skip-hegrie. [Shet-
land Islands.]
hegril's-skip (heg'rilz-skip). n. The heron,
Ardea cinerea. [Shetland Islands.]
hegumen (he-gu'men), n. [< Gr. rfyoii/tevof, prop,
ppr. of rf) e'a'8<"> lead: see hegemony.] Same as

hegumenos.
The catechetical discourse of S. Chrysostom on the Splen-

dour-bearing Day is read by the Hegumen or Ecclesiarch,
the brethren standing.
Greek Officefor Eaeter Day, quoted in J. M. Neale's Eastern

[Church, 1. 887.

hegumene (he-gu'me-ne), n. [< Gr. jjyov/^v?,
fern, of fooWvof: see hegumen.'] In the Gr.

Ch., the head of a nunnery, corresponding, ac-

cording to the size and importance of the house,
to a Western abbess or prioress.
hegumeness (he-gu'me-nes), n. Same as hegu-
mene.

hegumenos (he-gu'me-nos), n. [Gr. fyov/tevoc.:
see hegumen.]' In the Gr. Ch., the head of a

monastery. The rank of hegumenos corresponds to that
of the abbot of a convent of the second class or of the

prior of one of the first class in the Western Church. The
head of a large monastery, or the superior-general of all

the monasteries of a district, is called an archimandrite.
Also heyoumenos and agoumenos.

I then dried my fingers on an embroidered towel, and
sat down with the agoumenog and another officer of the

monastery before a metal tray covered with various dainty
dishes. R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 261.

hegumeny (he-gu'me-ni), n. [< Gr. foovuevia,
< rfloi'/ievof, hegumenos: see hegumen.] In the
Gr. Ch., the rank or office of hegumenos.
Heidelberg catechism. See catechism, 2.

heifer (hef'er), H. [Early mod. E. also haifer,
and with orig. guttural heighfer, heckfer, heck-

fere, heckfar, heckfare, heckfor, heckford, hee-

forde, etc., corruptly hawgher (Caxton); E. dial,

also transposed heifker; < ME. liayfare, hek-

fere, hekefere, < AS. hedhfore, also hedhfru (gen.
hedhfore, ace. hedhfre), ONorth. pi. hehfaro, a

heifer; an isolated word, appar. a compound,
< hedh, high, + -fore, -fare, a supposed fern,

form (equiv. to D. vaars, also in comp. vaar-
koe (D. koe = E. cow 1

) = MLG. verse = MHG.
verse, G.fdrse, a heifer), < fearr, ONorth. far
= MD. varre, D. var = OHG. farro, far, MHG.
varre, var, G. farre = Icel. farri, a bullock

(Teut. stem *fars); prob. allied to Gr. xopif,

7r<Spr<f, a heifer: see farrow*, a. The prefix
hedh, 'high,' is taken to mean 'full-grown'
(Skeat), but a heifer is not full-grown. The
AS. form is generally glossed by L. altile, or
ML. altilium, a fatted calf (also applied to
other fatted animals), < L. altilis, a., fatted, <

alere, nourish, feed, suggesting that AS. hedh in

hedhfore is an awkward translation, meaning
'

high-fed,' of L. altilis, or simply of the related
L. altus, high, lit.

'

grown,' < alere, nourish, feed:
see alt, altitude, etc., and old. But this is un-
certain. The peculiar ME. forms would seem
to favor a connection with D. hokkeling, G. hock-

ling, a yearling calf, appar. < D. hok, a stall,

pen, + dim. -ling; but the change of AS. hedh
to heck- is supported by hock, in hockday, from
the same AS. hedh.] 1. A young cow.

Israel, whom God calleth Jeshurun, and compareth to
an heifer fed in large and fruitful pastures, going always
at full bit, grew fat and wanton.

Bp. Sanderson, Works, III. 194.

A Lowing Heifer, Loveliest of the Herd,
Stood feeding by.

Congreve, On the Taking of Namure.

2. A young female terrapin, Malaclemmys pa-
lustris, measuring 5 or 6 inches along the lower
shell. See cow terrapin, under terrapin. [A
trade use.]

heigh (hi), inter}. [Also written hey and hi, Sc.

hegh, hech, an aspirated syllable, variously ex-

pressive, according to tone and circumstances:
cf. ha1

,
ho1

, hoy*.] An exclamation designed
to call attention, give encouragement, etc.



heigh

Hei'jh. my hearts ! cheerly, cheerly, my hearts !

Shak., Tempest, i. 1.

heighawt, heighhawt, [Also hinh<ni-<; hi</h-

hoc, etc. : see hiekwall, hiclcway.'] Same as hick-

ii-n/l.

heighet, '' An obsolete form of hie.

heighfert, An obsolete form of heifer.

heigh-ho (Who), interj. [Also heylio, So. hech-

howc; < heigh + Iio. ] An exclamation express-

ing a degree of surprise, astonishment, or ex-

ultation, or more usually, as languidly uttered,
some weariness, marking conventionally a sigh
or a yawn: also sometimes as a verb.

We'll toss oil our ale till we cannot stand,
And heiyh-ho for the honour of old England.

Dryden.
By my troth I am exceeding ill ; hey ho !

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4.

It was just the sort of house which youthful couples
newly united by Holy Church heiyh-ho'd for as they
passed. 31. W. Savage, R. Medlicott, i. 1.

height, hight1
(hit), n. [The second form is

less common, but more correct (there is no rea-

son for the distinction of vowel between high
and height) ;

also formerly heighth, highth (early
mod. E. also heigth, hyeth, etc.), according to

a pronunciation (hith, improp. hitth) still often

heard; < ME. highte, hyghte, heghte, higte, also,
with orig. -th, heighthe, heigthe, hegthe, < AS. hed-

thu, with umlaut hehthu, hiehtho, height, high
place (= D. hoogte = OHG. hohida = Icel. hcedh

= Sw. hojd = Dan. hojde = Goth, hauhitha,

height), < hedh, E. high, etc., + -thw, -th, an ab-

stract formative as in breadth, width, warmth,
etc.: see high.] 1. Highness; elevation; alti-

tude
;
stature

;
vertical distance or angular ele-

vation from a base or a level, or any point of

reckoning: as, the height of a tree, a mountain,
or a tower.

I tok the altitude of my sonne, and fond that it was 25

degrees and 30 of minutes of heyhte.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 3.

Behold the height of the stars, how high they are !

Job xxii. 12.

I was trimm'd in madam Julia's gown : . . .

Therefore I know she is about my height.
Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4.

And e'er the sun was twa hours hight,
The boy was at Dundee.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 42).

An amphitheatre's amazing height
Here fills my eye with terror and delight.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

2. Elevation of degree or of condition; emi-
nence of quality, character, rank, etc.

By Him that rais'd me to this careful height.

Shak., Rich. III., L S.

You can never take the just height of God's Mercies to

you unless you begin at the bottom.

Stillint/Jleet, Sermons, II. vii.

No religious sects ever carried their mutual aversions
to greater heights than our state parties have done.

Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, ii.

The Church and the monarchy were the two national

powers which had been raised to a height above all others

through the strife with heathendom and the Danes.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 304.

3. The highest part; the top; hence, culmina-

tion; the highest degree ;
the highest point to

be attained or desired : as, the height of a fever
;

the height of fashion.
All my former wrongs

Were but beginnings to my miseries,
But this the height of all.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 8.

James was now at the height of power and prosperity.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. That which has highness ;
an elevation; an

eminence, especially of land
;
a hill, mountain,

or precipice : often in the plural : as, to ascend
a height; the Heights of Abraham at Quebec.

From Alpine heights the father first descends ;

His daughter's husband in the plain attends.

Dryden, JSneid.

6t. Latitude
; degree of distance from the equa-

tor, whether north or south.
Guinea lieth to the north sea, in the same height as

Peru to the south. Abp. Abbot, Descrip. of World.

6f. Haughtiness.
Stand there, I say ; and put on a sad countenance,
Mingled with height ; be cover'd and reserv'd.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Height ofan algebraic number. See number. index
Of height. See craniometry. On hlghtt. (a) Aloud.

He gan to loken up with eyen lighte,
And spak these same wordes al on highte.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 926.

(b) Upward ; aloft
;
on high.

With flouris fayr on heght to hyng,
And truth [fruit] also to fylle and fede.

York Plays, p. 10.

Ryght so sey I be fire or soun
Or smoke, or other thynges lyghte,
Alwey they seke upward on highte.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 744.
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height-board (hit'bord), . A stair-builders'

gage for the risers and treads of a stairway.

heighten, highten (hl'tn), v. [< height + -enl,

3, as in lengthen, strengthen, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To make higher; increase the vertical ele-

vation of. 2. To make higher in amount or

degree; increase; augment; intensify: as, to

heighten an effect.

Foreign states have endeavoured to heighten our contu-

sion. Addition.

3. To make high or higher in feeling or condi-

tion
;
elevate or exalt, as the mind or a person.

Being so heightened,
He water'd his new plants with dews of flattery.

Shak., Cor., v. 5.

Heighten thyself, talk to her all in gold.
. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

Beighten'd in their thoughts beyond
All doubt of victory. Milton, P. L., vi. 629.

Grotius added much to him, in whom we have either

something new, or something heightned, that was said be-

fore. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 21.

=Syn. Lift, Exalt, etc. See raise.

II. intrans. To become higher ;
increase

;

augment.
Then the Captain's colour heighten'd,

Joyful came his speech.
Tennyson, The Captain.

heightener, hightener (Mt'ner), . One who
or that which heightens. Imp. Diet.

heightht (hith), n. An obsolete variant of height.

Heimia (hi'mi-ii), n. [NL., named after Lud-

wig Heim, a German botanist.] A section of

the botanical genus Nescea, natural order

Lythrariece, named in 1821 by Link and Otto,
who considered it a distinct genus. As applied to

the Mexican hanchinol, H. salicifolia, it is still in use by
apothecaries. See hanchinol and Nescea.

Heine's function. See function.
heinous (ha'nus), a. [Formerly also hainous;
E. dial, accom. hainish; < ME. heinous, heyn-

gous, hainous, < OF. hainos, F. haineux, odious,

hateful, < hame (> E. dial, hain), hate, hatred,

malice, < hair, hate, earlier hadir, of OLG. ori-

gin, OFries. hatia = AS. hatian = Goth, hatjan,
hate: see fcafei.] 1. Hateful; odious; repre-
hensible. [Now rare.]

Hethely in my halle, wyth heyngous wordes,
In speche disspyszede me and sparede me lyttille.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 268.

It is a heinous thing, bloodshedding, and specially vol-

untary murder, and prepensed murder.
Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

How heinous had the fact been, how deserving
Contempt and scorn ! Milton, 8. A., 1. 493.

Hence 2. Reprehensibly great; enormous;
aggravated: sometimes used (in a similar

sense) of persons.
For this is an heinous crime ; yea, it is an iniquity to be

punished by the judges. Job xxxi. 11.

As for that heinous tiger, Tamora, . . .

Her life was beastly, and devoid of pity.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

=Syn. Wicked, Infamous, etc. (see atrocious) ; flagitious,

dreadful, horrible.

heinously (ha'nus-li), adv. [< ME. *heinovsly,

heneusly ; < heinous + -ty
2
.] In a heinous man-

ner; hatefully; abominably; enormously.
Euen like a theffe heneusly

Hurle je me here. York Plays, p. 253.

You have received all that you have, and your own be-

ing, from him, and why should you take it so heinously,
if he is pleased to resume something back again ?

Bp. Wilkins, Natural Religion, i. 17.

I had him wormed lately, which he took heinously.
H. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 3, 1743.

heinousness (ha'nus-nes), n.' The condition
or quality of being heinous ;

odiousness
;
enor-

mity : as, the heinousness of a vice or crime.

There are many authors who have shown wherein the

malignity of a lie consists, and set forth, in proper colours,
the heinousness of the offence. Spectator, No. 507.

heir (ar), n. [< ME. heire, heyre, also, and orig.,
without the silent h, eir, eyr, ayer, etc., < OF.
heir, eir, later hoir, oir, F. hoir = Pr. her = It.

erede, < L. heres (improp. written hares, rarely
eres) (hered-), an heir, akintoherus, erus, master,
Mr Gr. xe

'

lP> the hand, Skt. -\fhar, take, seize.

Hence (from L. heres) E. hereditary, etc., herit-

able, heritage, etc., inherit, etc.] 1. One who
inherits, or has a right of inheritance in, the

property of another
;
one who receives, or is en-

titled to receive, possession of property or a
vested right on the death of its owner, either
as his natural or as his legal successor.

West-mynster lawe, ich wot wel worcheth the contrarie ;

For thauh the fader be a frankelayne and for a felon be
hanged,

The heritage that the air sholde haue ys at the kynges
wille. Piers Plowman (C), xi. 240.

heir

The nation looked kindly on the one sound adminis-
trator left, and the more so perhaps when they saw in
him the rightful heir to the throne.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 347.

(a) Technically, in law, the person upon whom the
law casts an estate in real property immediately on the
death of the ancestor, as distinguished from one who
takes by will as a legatee or devisee, and from one who
succeeds by law to personal property as next of kin. The
same person who is heir when considered with reference
to realty is often also next of kin when considered with
reference to personalty ;

and where a testator's will dis-

poses of part only of his realty, the same person who takes
under the will as devisee may also take an undisposed-of
part as heir. In this sense the word as used at common
law does not include a widow on whom the law casts

an estate in dower, or a husband on whom the law casts

an estate by the courtesy, for these are considered new
estates, arising out of marriage and its incidents, and
carved out of the fee, not as a continuation or devolu-
tion of the fee itself. If there be dower or courtesy,
the heir is that person who takes immediate title to
the fee, subject to such life-estate. In legal phrase heir

and heir at law are commonly used in England in the

singular, because the general rule of descent there has

given the entire estate to the eldest male. The singular
is also not uncommonly used in the United States to

designate whoever may be entitled, whether one or more,
because of English usage, and because appropriate in all

cases where there is but one standing in the nearest de-

gree to the deceased.

General heirs may be in either the ascending or descend-

ing line : for example, a father or grandfather might be a

general heir to the last owner, as well as a son or a grand-
son. "Collateral heirs" are those deriving their descent

through some stock in the ascending line : for instance,
a brother as a son of the common father, or an uncle as
the son of the common grandfather, or a sister, or an aunt,
oracousin. "Heirsm tail" can only be in the descending
line. L. A. Goodeve, Modern Law of Real Property, p. 61.

It is a settled principle of law that the legal rights of

the heir or distributee to the property of deceased per-
sons cannot be defeated except by a valid devise of such

property to other persons.
Chief Justice Ruger, 105 New York Reports, 193.

(b) In a broader sense, in those jurisdictions where the
distinction between realty and personalty is disregarded,
the person entitled by law to succeed one dying in respect
of either kind of property, as distinguished from those

taking by will. In jurisdictions where the distinction is

preserved, a testamentary gift of personalty, expressed to

be to one's heirs, is commonly understood to intend his

next of kin. (e) In another extended sense, one in a series

of heirs ; any successive inheritor, including not only him
who takes immediately upon the death of the ancestor,
but also those who have inherited through several suc-

cessive descents, (d) In the most general sense, the per-
son upon whom property of any kind devolves on the
death of another, either by law or by will. Thus, the chil-

dren of a person deceased are popularly spoken of as his

heirs, irrespective of the nature of the property or the
mode in which it passed. In much this sense heres was
used in the Roman law.

2. One who inherits anything; one who re-

ceives any endowment by inheritance or trans-

mission.

I had not now been heir to heaven's just scorn
If in Earths eye my shape had been forlorn.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 143.

3. A child regarded with reference to anything
due to his parentage ;

an offspring in general.

If the first heir of my invention prove deformed I shall

be sorry it had so noble a godfather.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, Ded.

And his heirs, a phrase in a grant to a person named,
usually denoting, under technical common-law rules, that
an estate of inheritance capable of passing to heirs is con-

veyed, as distinguished from a life-estate in him only,
and as distinguished from a life-estate in him with a re-

mainder to those persons who may on his death prove to
be his heirs. Behavior as heir. See behavior. Expec-
tant heir, one having expectations founded on the prob-
ability or possibility of coming into a future property,
whether as heir or next of kin or as devisee or legatee, and
who by reason of present need or desire of ready means is

prone to be tempted to sell his expectancy. The improvi-
dent assignments and mortgages which result, called in

the law catching-bargains, are often set aside or modified
in the English Court of Chancery. Forced heir. See

forced, v. (. Heir apparent (used of a person whose
ancestor is still living), an heir whose right is indefeasi-

ble, provided he survives the ancestor, as distinguished
from an heir presumptive, whose expectation may be de-
feated by the birth of a nearer relative, as a brother of
a man who has as yet no children. According to the law
of Scotland, an heir apparent is the person to whom the
succession has actually opened, and who remains apparent
heir until his regular entry, in clare coustat. Heir at
law, an heir in sense 1 (a). Heir by custom, one whose
right as heir is determined by certain customary modes of
descent which are attached to the land, such as gavel-
kind or borough-English. Heir by limitation, a phrase
sometimes used to designate a devisee or donee who takes
not by succession as heir of the testator or grantor, but
because he answers to the description of " heir of

"
a spe-

cified person used in the will or deed. Thus, if a testator

gives property to his wife for life and at her death to the
heir of A, a child of A who should take would do so not
as heir by way of inheritance from either, but as heir by
limitation. The distinction is important in several ways,
as, for instance, if A died insolvent^ hind which his child
took as his heir by inheritance would be liable for his

debts, but land which he took as heir by limitation, under
a gift from the supposed testator, would not. Heir gen-
eral, an heir in sense 1 (a), as distinguished from an heir

special, one to whom the estate passes by virtue of an en-
tail. See tails.



heir

Heir presumptive. See heir apparent.

Warwick . . . did not scruple to show his displeasure,
and began a counter-intrigue for the marriage of one of

his daughters with the duke of Clarence, the heir presump-
tive to the throne. Stubbs, Const. Ilist, 358.

Heir special See heir general.

heir (ar), v. t. [< heir, .] To inherit; suc-

ceed to.

My younger brother will heir my land ;

Fair England again I'll never see.

Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 8).

When falls a mate in battle broil,
His comrade heirs his portioned spoil.

Scott, Kokeby, i. 21.

heir-apparency (ar-a-par'en-si), n. The state

of being heir apparent.
heirdom (ar'dum), n. [< heir + -dom.'] The
state of being an heir; succession by inheri-

tance. Burke.
heiress (ar'es), . [< heir + -ess.] A female

heir; especially, a -woman inheriting or who is

expected to inherit considerable wealth.

His only child, his Edith, whom he loved
As heiresi and not heir regretfully.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

heir-land (ar'land), n. Land passing by de-
scent. Pollock.

heirless (ar'les), . [< heir + -less.'] Desti-

tute of an heir.

The monster, dead and heirlesst who shall have
His crown and capital?

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 174.

heirloom (ar'lb'm), n. [< heir + loom1
,
in its orig.

sense of '

tool, implement,' extended to mean
'article.'] 1. In Eng. law, a personal chattel

that, contrary to the nature of chattels, by spe-
cial custom descends to an heir with the inheri-

tance, being such a thing ascannot be separated
from the estate without injury to it, as jewels
of the crown, charters, deeds, and the like. The
term is sometimes loosely applied to personal property
left by will or settled so as to descend like an heirloom

proper ; such property Is distinctively called an heirloom

by devise or a quasi-heirloom.

'T has been an heir-loom to our house four hundred years ;

And, should I leave It now, I fear good fortune
Would file from us, and follow it.

T. Tomkis (?X Albumazar, 111. 1.

Hence 2. Any personal possession that passes
from generation to generation in a family or a

community ; any article or characteristic trans-

mitted by ancestors.

Heirlooms, and ancient miracles of Art,

Chalice, and salver. Tennyson, Lover's Tale, Iv.

What practical man ever left such an heirloom to his

countrymen as the "
Faery Queen

"
?

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 16(1.

Of the many heirlooms that Venice has bequeathed, one
of the best is the doctrine of the refined and noble use of

color. C. E. Norton, Church building in Middle Ages, p. 57.

heirship (ar'ship), . [< heir + -ship.'} The
state or rights of an heir

; right of inheriting.
I shall first review the laws of heirship by proximity of

blood ; and secondly, the laws of heirship by appointment.
Sir W. Jones, Commentary on Isams.

Heirship movables, in Scots law, the best of certain
kinds of movables which the heir Is entitled to take, be-

sides the heritable estate : a distinction abolished in 1868.

heise (hez), v. t. A dialectal variant of hoise.

[Scotch.]
Heisteria (hls-te'ri-a), n. [NL., named after

Lorenz Heister (1683-1758), professor at Helm-
stedt.] A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants, founded by Linnaeus, of the natural or-

der Olacinete, characterized by a much enlarged
free fruiting calyx, and twice as many sta-

mens as petals, all bearing subglobose didy-
mous anthers. They are shrubs or trees with entire
coriaceous leaves and very small flowers fascicled in the
axils. The fruit is a white drupe. The genus embraces
upward of 20 species, natives of tropical Africa and Amer-
ica, chiefly the latter. H. coccinea, a native of the West
Indies, is very ornamental in cultivation, and is called

bois-perdrix (which may be a corruption of pois-perdrix)
by the inhabitants of Martinique.

Heisterieae (his-te-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Heis-
teria + -ece.] A tribe of plants, of the natural
order Olacinece, proposed by Dumortier in 1829,
of which the genus Heisteria was taken as the

type. They are now embraced in the tribe
Olacece.

heisugget, n. A Middle English form of hay-
suck.

heitt, interj. See hait. Chaucer.

he-jalap (he'jaFap), n. A kind of jalap made
from the plant fyomcea Mestitlanica (I. Oriza-

beiisis).

hejira (hej'i-ra), n. [Also written, less prop.,
hegira; = Turk, hejra = Pers. Hind, hijra, < Ar.

hejira, hijra, the era of Mohammed, commemo-
rating his flight from Mecca, lit. separation,
departure ;

cf . hajr, separation, absence, < haja-
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ra, quit, leave.] A departure or flight ; specif-

ically, the departure of Mohammed from Mecca
to Medina, A. D. 622, to escape the enmity of the
Meccans

; hence, the Mohammedan era, reckon-
ed by lunar years of 354 and 355 days from July
16th, 622, though the true date of the event is

supposed to be about June 19th.

hekt, . See heck1
,
hack2 .

Hekatombaion, n. See Hecatonibceon.

hekistotherm (he -kis' to -therm), n. [< Gr.

iywoTo?, least, worst (supe'rl. (with compar. ya-

auv), associated with wucdf , bad, < qua, still, low,

little), + Qeppi, heat.] One of Alphonse de
Candolle's physiological groups in the geo-
graphical distribution of plants, denoting such
as can subsist with the minimum of heat : com-
monly used in the plural. Hekistotherms are
both boreal (arctic) and austral (antarctic).

hektograph, . and v. See hectograph.
helcoid (hel'koid), o. [< Gr. e/Uoc, a wound, an
ulcer (= L. ulcus: see ulcer), + eliof, form.]
Resembling an ulcer ;

ulcerous.

helcology fhel-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Ifooc, an

ulcer, + -Xoyia, < Xtyetv, speak: see -ology.]
That branch of pathology which is concerned
with the study of ulcers.

helcoplasty (hel'ko-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. tt/cof,

an ulcer, + irtoaTAf, verbal adj. of n'Muiaeiv,

form, mold.] In surg., the operation of grafting
on an ulcer a piece of skin from another part
of the patient or from another person, in order
to further the healing process.
held 1 (held). Preterit and past participle of

hold1 .

held2t, heldet, Variants of hceld.

Helderberg limestone. See limestone.

heleH, v. and n. A Middle English form of

heal1 .

hele2t, v. t. A Middle English form of heal2 .

helelest, See healless.

Helena (hel'e-na), n. [< LGr. iHvr/ or Wdw?. a

torch, < Gr. 'Etevq, Helen, in Greek legend the
sister of Castor and Pollux and wife of Mene-
laus. ] A meteoric appearance about the masts
of ships. See corposant.
helen-flower (hel'en-flou"er), n. A plant of the

genus Helenium.
Helenieae (hel-e-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hele-
nium + -ece.~\ A subtribe of plants, of the nat-

ural order Composite, tribe Helenioideai, typified

by the genus Selenium, introduced by Gray in

1848. It is nearly equivalent to the Bariece and Euhe-
leniece of Bentham and Hooker. The involucre Is hardly
at all imbricated, the bracts are nearly equal, the disk
flowers are numerous, and the achenia have few nerves or

angles.

helenin, helenine (hel'e-nin), n. [< helen-ium
+ -in2

,
-i'ne2.] A substance (CgHgO) derived

from the root of Inula helenium, or elecampane,
by the action of alcohol. It crystallizes in white

prisms which have a bitter taste.

helenioid (he-le'ni-oid), a. [< Heleni-um + -aid.'}

In bot., resembling Helenium; belonging to the

tribe Helenioidece, of the order Composites.
Helenioidese (he-le-ni-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Helenium + -oidece.~\ A tribe of composite
plants, typified by the genus Helenium. it was
introduced by Bentham and Hooker in 1873, who limited it,

in the main, to the following characters : the heads hete-

rogamous and radiate ; the receptacle naked ; the anthers

nnappendaged ; the achenia narrow or turbinate, having
four or five angles or eight or more ribs, and provided with
chaff ;

the bracts of the involucre In one or two rows ; and
both the disk and
ray flowers yel-
low. The tribe em-
braces 63 gen-
era, mostly coarse
herbs or suffrutes-

cent plants, chiefly
American, found

especially from
California to Chili,
but most abun-
dant In Mexico.

helenium (he-
le'ni-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. O-
viov, a plant,

perhaps ele-

campane,prob.
< 'EAfru?, Helen,
wife of Mene-
laus.] 1. Ele-

campane: used
as a specif-
ic name. 2.

[cop.] A ge-
nus of com-
posite plants,
founded by

Helianthideee

Linnseus in 1753, the type of the tribe Helenioi-

dea?. It is characterized by radiate heads, narrow involu-
cral bracts in one or two series, reflexed after (lowering,
and truncate branches of the style. It comprises herbs
with alternate, often decurreut, chiefly entire leaves, and

peduncled solitary or loosely corymbose heads of yellow
flowers. There are about 18 species, natives of North and
Central America. The best-known species, 21. autum-
nale, is common in alluvial bottoms of the eastern United

States, and is called sneezeweed, from its effect on the nose.

The leaves and flowers snuffed up in the state of powder
produce violent sneezing, and have been used asan errhine.

It is also called false sunflower. H. tenui/olium of the
southern United States is said to be very poisonous, pro-

ducing spasms and loss of consciousness.

Heleocharis (hel-e-ok'a-ris), n. NL., < Gr.

ivlof (^/U-), a marsh', + xaipctv, rejoice.] A ge-
nus of monocotyledonous glumaceous plants, of

the natural order Cyperaceai and tribe Scirpew,
founded by Eobert Brown in 1810. it is charac-
terized by from 8 to 8 hypogynous bristles, the persistent
bulbous base of the style crowning the acnenium, leafless

stems, and solitary terminal spikes, the lowest bracts be-

ing glumaceous. The genus embraces about 90 species,
diffused throughout the entire globe. They are collec-

tively called spite-rushes, and are closely related to the

bulrushes and club-rushes (Scirvus), though smaller, and
like them grow in wet, marshy places. H. palustris,
common to both Europe and America, is one of the most
abundant species. //. tuberosa, a Chinese species, has
edible tubers, and is called inatai or petsi, H. sphacelata,
of Australia, New Zealand, and the South Sea islands,
also has nutritious and palatable tubers. Also Uleocharis.

helgramite, n. See hellgrammite.
heliac (he'li-ak), a. [= F. heliaque= Sp. heliaco

= Pg. heliaco = It. eliaco, < LL. heliaous, < Gr.

iJ/Ua/coCiOf the sun, < if/Uof, the sun, Doric al.iof,

akfaos, Epic syt/Uof , Cretic, Laconic d/3t/Uof, orig.

prob. *apf/t)f, *aFott.tot= Etruscan Usil, the sun-

god, whence, according to Festus, the Roman
plebeian name Auselius, Amelius; connected
with Gr. /<if, Doric dcif, Lesbian aixjf, Attic euy
= L. aurora, the dawn, = E. easier, etc., L.

mini in. gold, etc. : see aurora, aurum, east, Eas-
ter1 , Eocene, etc. L. sol, the sun, is of different

origin: see sol, solar."] Same as heliacal.

heliacal (he-li'a-kal), o. [< heliac + -<.] In
old agtron. and'c/irbnoZ., near the sun: applied
to those risings and settings of a star which
were as nearly coincident with those of the sun
as they could be observed. The stars rise and set a

little earlier each successive day. The first rising of a
star each year in time to be seen before sunrise is the
heliacal rising; its last observable setting after sunset Is

the heliacal setting. From the time of a star's heliacal

setting to that of its heliacal rising it is too near the sun
to be seen at all a period of 30 or 40 days, according to the

reckoning of the ancients.

The cosmical ascentlon of a star we term that, when it

ariseth together with the sun, or the same degree of the

ecliptick wherein the sun abideth ; and that the heliacal,
when a star which before for the vicinity of the sun was
not visible, being further removed, beginneth to appear.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 18.

heliacally (he-li'a-kal-i), adv. In a heliacal

manner.
He [Orion] is tempestuous in summer, when he rises

heliacally. Dryden, Epic Poetry.

heliaea (he-li-e'a), n. [Gr. jhaia, a public
place or hall, in which the chief court of law sat

at Athens.] In. Athenian antiq. : (a) The insti-

tution of the dicastery. (6) The chief of the
courts (called heliastic), in which cases of high

importance were tried. See dicastery.
helianthaceous (he'H-an-tha'shius), a. [< He-
lianthus + -aceous.'] In bot., related to Heli-

anihus; belonging to the Helianthece or Heli-

anthoidea!.

Helianthese (he-li-an'the-e), n. pi. [NL. (Gray,
1848), < Helianthus + -eie.'] A subtribe of the

Composite, coming under the tribe Senecio-

nidece, and embracing Helianthus and allied

genera. Baillon (" Histoire des Plantes," VIII. 71, 201)

gives this Dame to a much larger group, which he calls a

series, embracing most genera with heterogamous heads.

Helianthemum (he-li-an'the-mum), n. [NL.
(Tournefort, 1717), < Gr. Affr, the sun, +
avOe/iov, a flower, < avdof, a flower.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Cistinece, character-

ized by a three-valved capsule with three pla-
centae and a twice-plicate uncinate embryo.
The genus embraces about 35 species, natives of North and
South America. Europe, and western Asia, They are low
herbs or suflrutescent plants with flowers in terminal (or
the lower in axillary) racemes, and the very thin petals
often large, and showy. H. vulgarc, thecommon European
species, is called rock-rose, or, in some of the old herbals,

sunflower, from the fact that the flowers open only in sun-
shine. It is extensively cultivated, and is the original of

all the double varieties of rock-rose in gardens. H. Cana-

dense, the frostweed, is common in the eastern United

States, and has large yellow flowera.

Helianthideae (he"li-an-thid'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Helianthus (-id-) + -ece."] A tribe of plants,

typified by the genus Helianthus, proposed by
Dumortier in 1829. See Helianthoidece.



, [< helix (ItellC-) -r- -a(.J

pertaining to or having the form of a helix.

T helically (hel'i-kal-i), adi\ In the form of a entirely of left-hand or entirely of right-hand branches, as
I. a - ui the case inav be. It is laigely a hypothetical condition,

helianthin

helianthin (he-li-an'thin),H. [.

flower. + -in 2 .] A coal-tar color us _. .

It is the ammonia salt of dimethyl-aniline-azobenzene- helical (hel i-kal), a.

sulphonic acid. It produces a fiery orange on silk and

wool. Also called gold orange.

helianthoid (he-li-an'thoid), a. and n. x. . , ,.

Of or pertaining to the Helianthoidea; resem- H Uce Heliceaj (he-lis'e-a, -e), . .

bling a sea-anemone ;
zoantharian.

(Helix \Hclic-) + -ed, -ecel]

"
Same as Helicidai.

heliced (he'list), a. [< L. helix (helic-), helix,

+ -rf2 .] Having helices
;
decorated with heli-

ces. [Rare.]
A tholus or dome, which Is richly ornamented, and

terminates in a foliated and heliced acroterium.
... _ Encyc. Brit., II. 411.

< Helianthus + -oidea.~\ An order or some simi- neiices . Plural of helix.

lar group of malacodermatous or soft-bodied
Helichrysese (he-li-kris'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

anthozoan or zoantharian polyps,
of the class

Helichrysum + -ece.~\ In Lindley's system (1845),

Heliconiinae

minifera. Also helicoidal. H. In conch., per-

taining to or resembling the HelicidfK Helicoid

cyme, in but., same as busiryx. Hellccid dichotomy,
in hot., a term proposed by Sachs for a certain form of the

branching of stems in which the sympodium is composed

Solitary polypes hydroid or helianthoid ... do not

by locomotion subject their bodies to habitual contrasts

of condition. B. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 246.

II. n. One of the Helianthoidea.

Also hclianthoidean.

Helianthoidea (he'li-an-thoi'de-ii), n.pl. [NL.,

Actinozoa ; the sea-anemones, in a broad sense,

represented by the Actiniida; and related fami-

lies. Groups more or less exactly synonymous
are Actiniaria, Hexacoralla,&nAMalacodfrmata.
Also Helianthoida.

Helianthoideae (he"li-an-thoi'de-e), n. pi. ner "i79*l) h-reg. < Gr. pof,'the sun, + ^/)wr(if,

[NL., < Helianthin + -oidete.] A tribe of plants gol{len- ] A large genus of composite plants,
established by Bentham and Hooker, belonging

B it- i_;T__ r....7..-j _i -<.; ,? v, u a

to the natural order Composite?, distinguished

by a chaffy receptacle, anthers mostly sagittate,

Helichrysum + -
_ , . . ..

a tribe of plants, of the order Asteracece, hav-

ing Helichrysum as the type, and nearly equiv-
alent to the Inuloideai of the natural order Com-

posite.
Helichrysum (he-li-kri'sum), re.

f the tribe /^fojdea;, characterized by its

cornmoniy yellow flowers, naked receptacle,
getoge pappus, very conspicuous colored and

the case may be. It is largely a hypothetical condition,

and its actual occurrence in nature is doubtful, although
it is possibly found in the leaf of Adiantum pedatum.
Helicoid parabola, in math., the curve which aiises when
the axis of the common parabola is bent round into the

periphery of a circle, and which is a line then passing

through the extremities of the ordinates, which converge
toward the center of the circle. Helicoid spores, in hot.,

spores that are coiled more or less in the form of a helix,

as in the genus Belicoma.

II. n. In geom., anyone of several different

surfaces. See the phrases below Developa-
ble helicoid, a surface all the generators of which are

the tangents to a fixed helix. Oblique helicoid, a warped
surface every generatrix of which passes through a fixed

helix and makes a constant angle with its axis. Right
helicoid, a developable surface every generator of which

passes through a fixed helix, and is perpendicular to its

[NL. (Gart- helicoidal (hel-i-koi'dal), a. [< helicoid + -al.]

Same as helicoid, 1.

The screw consists of two helicoidal pallets covered

with varnished silk, the deformation of which is guarded
against by the action of coils of steel wire.

Science, III. 54.

,

pappus never of fine bristles, and leaves coi
petaloid involucre, and generally alternate en- helicometry (hel-i-kom'e-tri), n. [< Gr.

monly opposite. It embraces about 150 genera,
found in both hemispheres. The typical genus
is Helianthus.

Same as helianthoid.

Helianthus (he-li-an'thus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1753) (cf. L. helianthes), < Gr. ijut, the sun,

+ av6oc, flower.] A genus of plants, including

tire leaves. The genus embraces about 270 species of (t'AiK-), a spiral (see helix), + fitrpav, measure.]
herbaceous or shrubby plants, natives of Europe, Asia, The art of measuring or drawing spiral lines on

Africa, and Australasia. The parts of
the_

flower persist

iii funeral' wreaths, crosses, 'etc. Among the commoner stringed instrument, appar. the same as e?.iW.

species in cultivation are H. lucidum, B. anyustifulium, the thread spun from the distaff to the spindle
_,! IT r.Jf*fntiav*Hn*lvtl ff rtM/*W//T.//.r. flftVtrds rlRrbaffC f "1 ^ / '1 ... \ !_-.! li*l. . n**n llfll.t-v T TTand B.

South

. ,

H. apiculatum affords herbage

the common sunflower, belonging to the natural
JJjgjJ, f n

*
tne same region, is called Kafir-tea.

'

order Composite, tribe Helianthoidea;, of which
j|ejjcia (he-lis'i-a), re. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790),

so called from tne spirally revolute segments

,

The genus consists of about 50 species of annual
nial herbs, natives of America, largely of North America.

it is the type. It is characterized byyellow sterile rays

(rarely wanting), yellow or purple disk-flowers a chaffy re- ; A '"ri^t], < Gr." /jf,"a spiral: see helix.']^l,^^3~^c*.W ^*S^tyltoBoS ape
P
talous plants ,

OI

the natural order Proteacca;, distinguished by
the slender tube of the perianth, and four spat-
ulate segments, each bearing an anther. The
fruit Is hard, indehiscent, nearly globular, and contains

one or two seeds. The genus comprises about 25 species
of trees and shrubs with mostly alternate leaves, natives

of tropical Asia to Japan, and Australia. U. terntfolia of

Australia is known as the Queensland nut-tree, and is cul-

B. prtealta, also of Queensland, is

, (&.IK-), a spiral, a helix: see helix.'] In

music : (a) An ancient acoustical instrument,

consisting of

several strings
so disposed up- ~^k
on a resonance-
box that their

lengths could
be geometrical-
ly adjusted, and
tlius various
musical inter-

vals demon-
strated. (6) A
recently invent-
ed brass wind-

instrument, used in bands. It is a spiral tube of

large size, and is carried over the shoulder. Its lowest

note is two octaves below F or E flat in the liass clef.

Helicon, def. ().
tivated for ornament. _,,
a lofty tree, attaining a height of 100 feet. Impressions of

leaves belonging to this genus have been found in the

Miocene of Italy and the Oligocene of Styria; and two

fossil species, H. ainbiyua and H. Sotztoma, have been

Heii'c'idle (he-lis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Helix Helicbneae "(hel-i-ko'ne-e), n.pl. [NL., < Heli-

(Hclic-) + -idee.] A family of geophilous pul- conia + -co;.] A tribe of plants, of the uatural

monate gastropods, typified by the genus Helix, order Musaeea;, formed by Lindley in 1845, who
Tt has been usef with varying limits. Formerly it in- restricted it to the single genus Hehconia
eluded all or almost all the inoperculate shell-bearing Jjeliconia (hel-i-ko'ni-a), n.

1 JI i_ *!. .1 II ln i'. ...... . In.,' \
**\*****V****W V *

*'.
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forms, and according to some the shell-less forms (slugs).

Later it was more and more restricted, and is now gener-

ally confined to species with an entire jaw, the marginal
teeth of the radula bicuspid or tricnspid and transverse,

and a spiral shell into which the soft parts are retractile.

It is a very large assemblage of land-shells of cosmopol-
itan distribution and of considerable range of variation.

See cuts under Bulimus, Gasteropoda, and Pulnionala.

Also Belicea, Belitece, and Colimacidai.

heliciform (he-lis'i-fdrm), a. [< Gr. efa% (Mat-),
a spiral (see helix), + L. forma, shape.] Hav-

ing the form of a helix ;
helical.

helicine (hel' i- sin), a. [< Gr. lA/f (-), a

spiral (see helix), + -inel.] In anat.: (a) Coiled :

as, the helicine arteries (the small coiling arte-

rial twigs of the penis or clitoris). (6) Pertain-

to the helix of the ear: as, the helicineing

Flowering Branch, Root, and Tubers of Jerusalem Artichoke (Heli-
anthits tubfrosus). a. ray-flower ; . disk-flower ; c, fruit.

The common sunflower is now known to be indigenous in

North America and identical with B. lenticularisol Doug-
las. In the wild state its seeds have always constituted an

important part of the food of the Indians of the far west. -/"T"?' ...... . r ,
, ,.

.
,

. -,

An oil is expressed from them. The leaves serve for fod- helicmian (hel-l-sm 1-an), . [< hflicnie + -MH.J
In conch., helicine.

[< Gr. e?,(f (eAoi-), a spiral
as a

der, the flowers yield a large amount of honey as well asa
7

durable yellow dye, and the stalks furnish a textile fiber. >,~i{{+ rhpl 'i iH n
Some species are tuber-bearing, especially B. tubawnu, , ,"vT ;/,2 i A fn<
the Jerusalem artichoke, and its near-ally B. doronicaides. (see helix), + -JteA] A fossil snail-,

Helias (he'li-as), n. [NL., < Gr. i^iae, of the species of Helix or some related genus,

sun, < 7/^of, the sun : see heliac.'} Same as He- helicograph (hel' i -ko -graf), n. Gr.

liornis, 1 (6).

heliast (he'li-ast), n. [< Gr. jkarrfa, < fautia:

see heliaia.} In ancient Athens, one of the body
of qualified citizens annually chosen to sit as

judges in the courts ; a dicast.

The authority which was to be taken from the Areopa-
gus being of a political as well as a judicial character, an
oath was required from the heliastft, by which they bound
themselves, above all things, to favor neither tyranny nor

oligarchy, nor in any way to prejudice the sovereignty of
the people. Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 203.

Heliaster (he-li-as'ter), . [NL. ,
< Gr. rfku><; , sun,

+ aarr/p, star.] A genus of many-rayed star-

fishes, of the family Asteriidie, containing such

(fA<K-) asniral (see he-

lix), T ypaifieiv, write.]
A drawing-instrument
for describing a spiral
line. A small wheel carry-

ing a pencil rotates on a screw-

shaft, and revolves around a
fixed point, moving toward or from the center, according
to the direction of revolution.

Helicograph.

.,, [NL., fern, of L.

"Heliconius: see Heliconian."] 1. Same as Helico-

nius. 2. A genus of monocotyledonpus plants
founded by Linnseus in 1767, belonging to the

natural order Musaeea;, and characterized by
free sepals, short corolla-tube, and ovary-cells

having one ovule. They are nearly herbaceous, banana-

like plants with terminal inflorescence. There are about

25speci2s, nativesof tropical America, 5 of which are found
in the West Indies, where they are called bastard plan-
tain. The shoots of B. psittacorum and the fruit of H.
IKhai are edible. B. Maria-Alexandmvnce, named after

the Empress of Russia, is a native of the United States of

Colombia, attains a height of from 12 to 15 feet, and fur-

nishes a useful flber. It is very ornamental, bearing a

spike of red flowers 2J feet in length.

Heliconian (hel-i-ko'ni-an), a. [< L. Heliconius,

< Gr. '&.CKUVIOC, of Helicon, < 'EXoow, Helicon:

see def.] Pertaining to or obtained from Heli-

con, a mountain of Boeotia in Greece, from
which flowed Aganippe and Hippocrene, two
fountains sacred to the Muses. It was held
to be a favorite retreat of Apollo and the

Muses.
Shutting reasons up in rhythm,

Or Heliconian honey in living words,
To make a truth less harsh.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

The Heliconian maids, the Muses.

The Heliconian Maids in pleasant groves delight.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 223.

heliconideous (hel'i-ko-nid'e-us), a. Of or per-

taining to the Heliconiidce.

heliCOgyrate (hel'i-ko-jl'rat), a. [< Gr. /".(f Species of Heliconia mimic Mechanitis, and every spe-

(fMK-), a spiral (see helix), + yvpoc. a ring, cir- cies of Napeogenes mimics some other Beliconideou*

cle: see /Jand gyre.] In tot., surrounded by butterfly. A. R. Wallace, J,at. Select., p. 85.

an obliquely placed ring, as the spore-cases of Heliconiidse (hel"i-ko-ni'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Trichomanes. Heliconius + -ida:] The Heliconiina; rated as

species as H.kiibiniji and H. microbrarhia~at the helicoid (hel'i-koid), a. and re. [< Gr. iitKoei- a family. Also written Heliconidce.

Pacific coast of North America; the sun-stars. *?f, of winding or spiral form, < e/.if (&JK-), a Heliconiinae (hol-i-ko-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

heliastic (he-li-as'tik), a. [< heliast + -ic.] spiral (see lielix), + s!Sof, form.] I. a. 1. Per- Heliconius + -ina.] A subfamily group of

In ancient Athens, of or pertaining to the he- taining to or having the form of a helix ; screw- vanessoid butterflies, containing the American
liasts or their functions. shaped ;

coiled like a helix. See cut under fora- genera Heliconius and Eueides, with produced
175



Heliconiinae

wings, closed discoidal cellule, proportionately
long antenna and abdomen, and slender legs.
heliconine (hel-i-ko'nin), a. Same as heliconoid.

Heliconius (hel-i-ko'iii-us), n. [NL., < L. Heli-

conius, of Helicon: see Heliconian.] The typi-
cal genus of the subfamily Selieoniiute. Also
Heliconia.

heliconoid (hel-i-ko'noid), a. [< Helicon-ius +
-oid.] Resembling or related to butterflies of
the genus Heliconius; belonging to the Heli-
coniince.

The Immense variety of the Heliconoid butterflies.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XIII. 365.

helicosophyt (hel-i-kos'o-fi), n. [< Gr. e

a spiral (see helix), + aoifiia, wisdom. Cf. philos-
ophy. ] The geometry of spiral curves.

Helicosop/tie It an arte mathematicall which demon-
strateth the designing of all spirall lines in plain or cyl-
inder, cone, sphere, conoid, and sphearoid, and their prop-
erties appertaining. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1570).

helicotrema(hel"i-ko-tre'ma), n. ; pi. helicotre-

mata (-ma-ta). [NL.', < Gr. e/t<f (MM-)I a spiral
(see helix), "+ rp^/ja, a hole.] In anat., the

opening at the summit of the cochlea where
the scala vestibuli and scala tympani com-
municate.
Helictereae (hel-ik-te're-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Helicteres + -f(e.] A tribe of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, of the natural order Ster-

culiacece, distinguished by its hermaphrodite
flowers, with 5 deciduous petals, and generally
from 5 to 15 anthers on a column. The tribe em-
braces about 6 genera of trees and shrubs, natives of the

tropical regions of both hemispheres.

Helicteres (hel-ik-te'rez), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737) (so named with ref. to the twisted car-

pels), < Gr. e/.turf/p, anything twisted or spiral,
as an armlet, an ear-ring, etc., < eAiaaetv, turn
round or about, twist : see helix.] A genus of

plants, belonging to the tribe Helictereai. They
are trees and shrubs covered with branching or stellate

down, with simple heart-shaped leaves, and axillary flow-

ers, generally in clusters. The stamens are united into a

column, bearing the anthers at the top. The fruit is com-
posed of 5 carpels twisted together. The genus comprises
more than 40 species, inhabiting the warmer regions of
both hemispheres. H. Isora of India and H. Jamaicenttis
of the West Indies are the best-known species, both of
which are called screw-tree. The fruit is called twitted-

stick, twMed-horn, or twwtt/, and is supposed by the na-
tives of India to be a remedy for colic.

Helictidinse (he-lik-ti-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Helictis (-id-) + -inw.] A subfamily of car-

nivorous quadrupeds, of the family Mustelidce,

typified by the genus Helictis. The auditory bull*
are elongated and closely applied to the paroccipitals, the

palate is moderately emarginate, the back upper molar is

transverse with a narrow inner ledge, and the sectorial
tooth has two inner cusps.

Helictis (he-lik'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. (prob.) e^of,
marsh, + IKTIC, a kind of weasel.] The typical
genus of the family Hustelida, the type of a

subfamily Helictidinie, containing such species
as the Chinese H. moschata and the Indian H.

helingt, An obsolete form of healing
1

*.

Heliocarpus (he"li-o-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Lin-
nseus, 1753), < Gr. )??.;of, the sun, + Kapiros, fruit.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
belonging to the natural order Malvacete, tribe
Grewie(E. It is chiefly characterized by its compressed
2-valved capsule, which is ciliated round the margin with
a row of radiating bristles. The genus embraces some
4 or 5 species of trees or shrubs with 3-lobed serrate leaves,
and small flowers in cymules which are arranged in a ter-
minal panicle. They are natives of tropical America. The
resemblance of the fruits to little suns is expressed in the
generic name as well as in the popular name, sun-fruit,
by which these plants are known.

heliocentric (he"li-o-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. ip.ioc.,

the sun, + Kevrpw, center.] In astron., referred
to the sun as a center; appearing as if seen
from the sun's center. The heliocentric place of a

planet is the place it would occupy in the celestial sphere
if viewed from the center of the sun. The heliocentric
latitude of a planet is the inclination of a line drawn be-
tween the center of the sun and the center of the planet
to the plane of the ecliptic. The heliocentric longitude

2776
of a planet is the angle at the sun's center between the

plane of the ecliptic and the line drawn from the sun to
the planet.

Copernicus had satisfied himself of the truth of the
Heliocentric Theory, according to which the planets, and
the earth as one of them, revolve round the sun as the
centre of their motions. Wheicell.

heliocentrical (he"li-o-sen'tri-kal), a. [< helio-

centric + -al.] Same as heliocentric.

heliocentricity (he"li-o-sen-tris'i-ti), M. [< he-

liocentric + -ity.] The state or condition of

being heliocentric
;
relation to the sun as a

center.

Until the Copemicans have convinced the Ptolemaists,
our readers may as well refuse to acknowledge the Julio-

centricity of things. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 183.

heliochromic (he'li-o-kro'mik), a. [< helio-

chromy + -ic.~\ Perta'ining to, used in, or pro-
duced by heliochromy.
Yellow is found very difficult to transfer to the helio-

chromic plate at the same time with other colors.

Silver Sunbeam, p. 22.

heliochromotype (he"li-o-kr6'mo-tip), . [<
Gr. ij'Aios, the sun, + xpufia, color, + rvvof, im-

pression. ] A photograph which reproduces the
natural colors of the object. Such photographs
have not yet (1889) been obtained in permanent form by
any direct process.

heliochromy (he-li-ok'ro-mi), . [As 'helio-

chrotne (< Gr. j?/iof, the sun, + xP<->/ut.> color)
+

-y
3
.] In photog., the art of producing photo-

graphs in the natural colors.

heliochrysin (he-li-o-kri'sin), n. [< Gr. ^of,
the sun, + jpwKir, gold, + -j2.] A coal-tar
color used in dyeing. It is the sodium salt of tetra-

nitro-naphthol. It dyes fine orange shades on wool and
silk, but is not fast to light, and is of little technical im-
portance. Also called ttun-gold.

heliocomete (he*li-o-kom'et), M. [< Gr. t/?.ios,

the sun, + Ko/tifn/f, a comet: see comet.] An ap-
pearance of a tail of light attached to the sun
and visible after its setting.
heliod (he'li-6d), n. [< Gr. r/?./oc, the sun, +
E. od, q. v.] The supposed odic force of the
sun. Von Reichenbach.

helio-electric (heli-6-e-lek'trik), a. [< Gr.

///Uof, the sun, + E. electric.] Pertaining to
terrestrial electrical phenomena as caused \tf
the sun.

The helio-electric theory of the perturbations of terres-
trial magnetism. Nature, XXX. 47.

helio-engraving (he
//

li-6-en-gra'ving), n. [<
Gr. iiAtof, the sun, + E. engraving.] Same as

heliogravure.
The helio-engraving by etching was brought to a high

degree of completion by Klic, of Vienna, in 1883.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 49.

heliograph (he'li-o-graf), . [< Gr. iy/.<or, the
sun, + ypd<t>e/v, write.] 1. A heliotrope; espe-
cially, a movable mirror used in signaling,
surveying, etc., to flash a beam of light to a
distance. In signaling the flashes are caused to follow
one another in accordance with a signal-code. The mirror
is mounted on a tripod, and has a part of the silvering re-

moved from the back at the center. Two sights are pro-
vided in front with a screen. The tripod is set up, and
a distant station is sighted through the hole in the mir-
ror. The beam of light is then directed through both
sights, and is seen at the distant station. By means of the
.Morse key, which causes the mirror to move through a
limited arc, telegraphic signals can be flashed to a dis-

tance of many miles.

2. In photog.: (a) An instrument for taking
photographs of the sun. (b) A picture taken

by heliography ; a photograph.
heliograph (he'li-o-graf), v. t. [< heliograph,
n.] 1. To communicate or signal by means
of a heliograph.
There were all the means of heliographing at Korti.

Athenaeum, Jan. 7, 1888, p. 10.

2. To photograph.
When the cloth tracings have to be helwgraphed, raw

sienna is also added to the ink.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 192.

heliographer (he - li - og
'
ra -

fer), n. One who
practises heliography.
heliographic (he'li-o-graf'ik), a. [< heliograph,
heliography, + -ic.]

'

1. Of or pertaining to the

heliograph. 2. Of or pertaining to heliogra-
phy, in any sense of that word Heliographic
engraving, an early photo-engraving process invented by
.Niepce de St. Victor. A metallic plate was coated with
bitumen and placed beneath and in contact with a line-

engraving, and exposed to light. By the combined action
of light and the oxygen of the air the parts of the bitu-
men between the lines of the engraving were rendered in-

soluble to the ordinary solvent, which would, however,
act upon the unchanged parts beneath the lines, dissolv-

ing them, and laying bare the metal, which could then be
etched with acid, freed from its bituminous covering, and
used in printing. See etching, photo-engraving. Hello-
graphic latitude and longitude, coordinates of points
on the sun referred to the axis of revolution of that lumi-

nary and to the node of its equator upon the ecliptic.

Heliophila

heliographical (he''H-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< helio-

graphic + -al.] Same as heliographic.
The period of rotation seems ... to vary somewhat in

different years even for [solar] spots in the same helio-

graphical latitude. Sewconib and Holden, Astron., p. 290.

heliography (he-li-og'ra-fi), . [< Gr. rfhnc,,

the sun, + -ypafyia, < j'pdfaw, write.] 1. A
method of signaling between distant points by
means of the heliograph. 2. In general, pho-
tography ; specifically, some special photo-
graphic process ; photographic engraving. See
the extract, and heliographic engraving, under
heliographic.

Niepce, in his experiments, discarded the use of the sil-

ver salts, and substituted in their place a resinous sub-
stance denominated the "Bitumen of Judsea." He named
his process Heliography, or "Sun -drawing."

Silver Sunbeam, p. 14.

3. The description and mapping of the surface
of the sun.

heliogravure (he"li-o-gra'vur or ha"li-o-gra-
viir'), . [< F. heliogravure, ( Gr. ijZiof, the sun,
+ F. gravure, engraving.] Photo-engraving,
or a print obtained by this process ; strictly, a

photo-engraved metal plate. See heliotypy and
photo-engraving. Also called helio-engraving.

helioid (he'li-oid), a. [< Gr. #>.>%, like the

sun, < ij/tiof, the sun, + eliof, form.] Resem-

bling the sun.
heliolater (he-li-ol'a-ter), n. [< heliolat^ry +
-</!.] A worshiper' of the sun.
heliolatrous (he-li-pl'a-trus), a. [< heliolatr-y+ -ous.] Worshiping the sun.

heliolatry (he-li-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. rfhaf., the

sun, + /.arptia, worship.] The worship of the
sun. See sun-worship.

heliolite (he'li-o-lit), n. [< Gr. ij/iof, the sun,
+ ?./0of, a stone!] Same as sunttone.

heliology (he-li-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. #l>f, the

sun, + -/oji'a, < Myttv, speak: see -ology.] The
science of the sun.

It would be useful to write a paper on the evolution of

sunrayism, or perhaps of heliology, and to show how the
ideas of a sun as a fountain of light and heat and chemical
force arose. Spectator, April 24, 1888, p. 545.

heliometer (he-li-om'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fyioc.,

the sun, + fierpov, a measure.] An astronom-
ical instrument, consisting of a telescope hav-

ing its objective sawed across in a plane pass-
ing through the optical axis, and each part ar-

ranged to move by sliding past the other, its

exact position being shown by a micrometer-
screw. Each half of the objective forms its own image
of a star, this image moving with the half-objective which
forms it. Thus, the image of one star, formed by one half
of the objective, can be brought into coincidence with the
image of another, formed by the other half, and by means
of the micrometer the distance apart of the half-lenses, and
consequently the angular distance of the two stare, can
be very accurately measured, while the position-angle
is determined by the direction of the line of separation
of the semi lenses. This instrument is much employed
in investigations into the parallax of the fixed stars, as
well as for other purposes. As its name implies, it was
originally devised for measuring the diameter of the
sun.

heliometric (he"li-o-met'rik), a. [As heliome-
ter + -ic.] Pertaining to or ascertained or made
by means of the heho.meter; also, relating to

measurements of the sun.

The publication of the photographic and heliometric
results is waited for with much interest.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 25.

heliometrical (he'li-o-met'ri-kal),,a. [< hello-

metric + -al.] Same as heliometric.

heliometrically (he"li-o-met'ri-kal-i), adv. By
means of the heliometer; by the heliometric
method.

heliophag (he'li-o-fag), n. [As heliophag-ons.]
In biol., any heliophagous part or substance of
an animal, as a pigment-cell. [Bare.]

But in animals it is probable that the pigment granules
are only the receivers of energy the heliophagtt, as we
shall call them. Micron. Science, XXVIL 287.

heliophagous (he-li-of'a-gus), a. [< Gr. fpiof,

the sun. + ^aytiv, eat, devour, + -uus.] Beceiv-

ing and absorbing the energy of sunlight, or
solar heat, in some special (chemical) manner.
The chlorophyl of plants and the pigment-cells
of animals are heliophagous. [Bare.]

The concentration of light is stated to be the condition
essential for the most perfect heliophagoui organ.

Micro*. Science, XXVII. 290.

Heliophila (he-li-of'i-la), H. [NL., < Gr.
the sun, + ^j'/lof, loving.] A genus of plants, of

the natural order Crtieiferte, tribe Sisymbryea;,
founded by Linnasus and consisting of about
4 species of South African herbs or shrubs with
alternate leaves, racemes of white, pink, or blue
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flowers having the sepals equal at the base,
and pendulous or deflexed pods. This and the

closely allied genus Chatnira were erected into a tribe

(Heliophilea') by the elder De Candolle, on account of

their transversely folded cotyledons.

Heliophileae (he"li-6-fil'o-e), . pi [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1821). < Heliopliila + -co;.'] A
tribe of cruciferous plants, of which Helinjiliiln

is the typical genus.

Helipphilida (he"li-6-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Heliophila + -ida\] In Lindley's system (1845),
a tribe of plants, of the order Brassicacece, ein-

bracing the genera Heliophila and Chamira,no\v
included in the tribe Sisymoryew of the natural
order Cruvifi rn .

heliophilous (he-li-of'i-lus), a. [< Gr. rftjaf, the

sun, + (pi'Aof, loving, + -os.] Fond of the sun ;

attracted by or becoming most active in sun-

light.

heliophobic (he"li-o-fo'bik), a. [< Gr. rfrm;,

the sun, + jofklofat, fear.] Fearing or shun-

ning sunlight.
A heliophobic spore may often find enough of shade

among the rhizoids of other pre-existing weeds, ... so
that finally a round exposed protuberance may be entirely
covered with algec whose spores are negatively heliotropic.

Trans. Boy. Soc. Edinburgh, XXXII. 598.

Heliopora (he"li-o-po'ra), H. [NL., < Gr. >?/.;oc,

the sun, -f- nopof', tufa, a stalactite, etc.] The
typical genus of Helioporida;. De Blainmlle,
1830.

Heliopora seems to differ from all the other Alcyonari-
ans except Corallium. H. N. Moseley.

heliopore (he'li-o-por), a. and n. I. 17. Of or

pertaining to the Helioporidie ; helioporidian.
II. n. A sun-coral ; a member of the genus

Heliopora or family HcKoporidce.
Helioporidae (he"li-o-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Heliopora + -idte.] Afamilyof coralsof disputed
affinities; the sun-corals. By some they are placed
with the millepores (Hydrocorallinte), by others referred
to the gorgonians (Alcyoiiaria.) and placed near the com-
mon red coral of commerce.

Helioporinse (he"li-o-po-ri'ne), n. pi. The sun-
corals as a subfamily of MilleporidtB. J. I).

Dana, 1846.

Helippsidese (heli-op-sid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Heliopsis (-id-) + -ete.] A division of the nat-
ural order Composite;, made by Cassini, with

Heliopsis as the typical genus.
Heliopsis (he-li-op'sis), . [NL. (Persoon,
1807), < Gr. ifiiof, the sun, + 6ipif, likeness.] A
genus of plants, of the natural order Composite
and tribe Heliantlioide<e, distinguished by its lig-
ulate fertile rays, hermaphrodite disk-flowers,
and chaffy conical receptacle without pappus.
The plants are mostly perennial herbs, with showy yellow
flowers, pedunculate heads, and ovate, petioled, opposite
leaves. The genus comprises about 7 species, inhabiting
North and South America. H. Icems, common in the eastern
United States, resembles Helianthus, and is called oxeije.

Heliornis (he-li-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. rjhof.
the sun, + opvtf, a bird.] 1. In ornith.: (a)
A genus of lobiped birds, typical of the family
Heliornithidce ; the South American sun-birds.
There is but one species, H. sitrinnmensis or H.
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glasses blackened by smoke, or with mirrors
formed simply of surfaces of transparent glass,
which reflect but a small proportion of light.

helioscopic (he"li-o-skop'ik), a. [< helioscope
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or made by means of a

helioscope: as, helioscope observations.

heliosis (he-li-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fyiovaBai,
live in the sun, be exposed to the sun, < ij'Aiot;,

the sun.] 1. In bot., the production of burned

patches or spots on leaves by the concentration
of the rays of the sun through inequalities of

the glass of conservatories, or through drops of

water resting on the leaves. In the latter case the
destruction is not as complete as in the former, the

chlorophyl being merely altered, not destroyed. These
spots furnish a suitable habitation for many minute fungi,
which are often regarded as the cause of them.

2. In med. : (a) Treatment of disease in certain
cases by exposure to the rays of the sun. (6)
Sunstroke.

heliospherical (he"li-o-sfer'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

ij?M)f, the sun, + oftupucdf, spherical: see spheric,

spherical.] Hound as the sun.

heliostat (he'li-o-stat), n. [< Gr. tjAtof, the sun,
+ arar6f, fixed, < lardvat, set up, stand: see

static."} An instrument consisting of a mirror

Heliostat. M, mirror.

carried by clockwork in such a way as to reflect

the sun's rays in a fixed direction. The name
is also improperly applied to a porte-lumiere.

heliothid (he-li-oth'id), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Helio-
thidai.

Even Agrotis takes a distinct heliothid tendency in the
tuberculate front and heavily armed fore-tibia of the west-
ern species. Science, IV. 44.

II. n. One of the Heliothidai.

Heliqthidse (he-li-oth'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
liothis + -idee.'] A family of noctuid moths,
typified by the genus Heliothis. Also written
Heliothides and Heliothidi.

Heliothis (he-li-6'this), . [NL. (Ochsenhei-
mer, 1816), prob. for "Heliotis, < Gr. )/Uwivf,

prop, adj., fern, of tfii&Tr/s, of the sun, but used
as a noun, the moon, < i)f.ux;, the sun.] A genus
of noctuid moths, giving name to the family
Heliothidtc. The antennte are pubescent, the thorax
and abdomen smooth and not tufted, and the fore wings
slightly angulated. The best-known species is H. arini-

gera, which is widely distributed in both the old and the
new world. It is usually of a pale clay-color, with the

Sun-bird or Sun-grebe (Heliornis fitlica}.

fitlica. Bonnaterre, 1790. Porfpa (Illiger, 1811)
is the same. (6) A genus of birds, of the fam-
ily Eurypygidce ; the sun-bitterns. Also called
Helios. J. F. Boie, 1826. 2. Ineio(.,agenus
of lepidopterous insects. Dolman, 1820.

Heliornithidae (he"K-m--nith'i-de), n. pi. [NL..
< Heliornis (-ornith-) + -idce.~\ A family of birds
of uncertain position, typified by the genus He-
liornis : the sun-birds, sun-grebes, coot-grebes,
or finfoots. They are characterized by pinniped or lo-

bate feet like those of grebes or coots, a fan-shaped tail of
18 feathers, plumage not aftershafted, and a long slim neck
with a small head.

helioscope (he'li-o-skop),
. [< Gr. fft.ioaK.mLoi;,

looking to the sun, < i??.<of, the sun, + mcmtiv,
view.] A form of telescope fitted for viewing
the sun without pain or injury to the eyes, as
an instrument made with colored glasses or

Heliothis armigera.
, *, egg, side ami top views; (-.caterpillar; rf, chrysalis in earthen

cocoon ; c, f, moth with wings expanded and closed. ( All of natural
size.)

heliotropism
fore wings variegated with pale-olive and dark-rufous, a
dark spot in the middle of the wing being especially con-
spicuous. The larva, known as the boll-worm and com-
www, is very variable in color, but is always marked with
longitudinal dark and light lines and covered with black
setigerous spots. It is especially injurious to the fruit of

cotton, maize, and the tomato. H. ma.rgino.ta is known
as the bordered sallow.

heliotrope (he'li-o-trop), n. [Also heliotropion,
q. v.

;
= F. heliotrope = Sp. Pg. heliotropio = It.

eliotropio, < L. heliotropium, < Gr. qhiorpomov, a

sun-dial, also a plant, the heliotrope, turnsol

(in this sense also %'Atarp6irof, and so called be-
cause the flowers were supposed to turn toward
the sun, or because they appear at the summer
solstice), also a green stone streaked with red,
< ijl-ux;, the sun, + Tpeweiv, turn, rpmri, a turn-

ing.] If. In astron., an instrument for showing
when the sun arrives at the solstitial points.
An obelisk in a garden or park might be both an embel-

lishment and a heliotrope.
Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xliv.

2. A mirror arranged with a telescope and
sights so as to flash a reflection of the sun to

a great distance. The instrument is used in

geodetic triangulation to mark a station. See

heliograph, 1.

Luminous signals argand lamps by night and helio-

tropes by day are exclusively used in [the Great Survey
ofj India. Clarke, Geodesy, p. 33.

3. A plant of the genus Heliotropium, of the
natural order Boraginacea;. The species are herbs
or shrubs, mostly natives of the warmer parts of the
world. They have alternate leaves and small purplish or
lilac flowers usually disposed in scorpioid cymes. One
species, //. Europceum, is a common European weed. H.
ferumanum, the Peruvian heliotrope, has long been a
favorite garden-plant, on account of the fragrance of its

flowers. The name has also been given to a composite
plant Also called turnsol.

'Tis an observation of flatterers that they are like the he-

liotrope ; they open only toward the sun, but shut and con-
tract themselves ... in cloudy weather.

Government of the Tongue.
The roses, the mignonette, the heliotropes, all combined

their fragrance to refresh the air.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.

4. The bluish-purple or pinkish-lilac color of

some flowers of the heliotrope. 5. Amineral,
a subspecies of quartz, of a deep-green color,

peculiarly pleasant to the eye. It is usually varie-

gated with blood-red or yellowish dots of jasper, and is

more or less translucent. Also called blood-stone. False
heliotrope, Toumefortia heliotropoidet. See Tournefor-
tia. Indian heliotrope, Heliotropium Indiaim. Win-
ter

|
heliotrope, Petamtesfragians, a composite plant.

heliotroper (he'li-o-tro-per), n. A person em-
ployed to manipulate a heliotrope or heliograph.

Heliotropera were also employed at the observing sta-

tions to flash instructions to the signallers.

Lncyc. Brit., XXII. 698.

heliotropic (he"li-o-trop'ik), a. [As helio-

trop-y + -ie.~\ Turning or tending to turn to-

ward the sun ; specifically, of, pertaining to,
or characterized by heliotropism.
heliotropical (he"li-o-trop'i-kal), a. [< helio-

tropic + -al.'] Same' as heliotropic.

heliotropically (he"li-o-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In
a heliotropic manner ; by or with heliotropism.
Darwin.

Heliotropieae (he"li-o-tro-pl'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heliotropium + -ece.] A tribe of dicotyle-
donous gamopetalous plants, of the. natural
order Boraginacea!, distinguished mainly by the

style, which is generally entire, with the stigma
forming a complete ring round the top. The
tribe comprises about 250 species of herbs, trees, and
shrubs, comprised under a few genera, inhabiting the
warm and temperate regions of both hemispheres. It in-

cludes Heliotropium as the type, and related genera.

heliotropiont, . [< Gr. ift.impo-Kiov: see helio-

trope.] The plant heliotrope ;
the turnsol.

Apollo's heliotropion then shall stoop,
And Venus' hyacinth shall vail her top.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

heliotropism (he-li-ot'ro-pizm), n. [As helio-

trop-y + -ism.] In bot., the tendency of grow-
ing organs to bend toward or in some cases

away from the light, due in the former case to

the retarding influence exerted by the light

upon their growth on the side of the highest il-

lumination. Thus the stems of plants that are grown
in a window, or under other conditions in which light
falls laterally upon them, curve toward the light ; and if

their position is reversed, they soon turn again toward
the side of greatest illumination. The leaves arrange
themselves so that the rays of light fall as nearly as pos-
sible perpendicularly upon their upper surfaces, and the
stem curves so as to direct its apex toward the source of

light. Organs which behave in this way are said to be af-

fected by positive heliotropism or to be simply heliotropic.
On the other hand, certain organs upon which light also

falls laterally curve in an opposite direction that is, the
apex is turned away from the source of light. Organs ex-

hibiting this kind of curvature are said to be negatively
heliotropic or apheliotropic. This condition is most fre-
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quently observed in roots. A still farther condition, which
has been called transverse helifttropism by Frank and dia-

heliotropism by Darwin, is the condition under which cer-
tain organs tend to place their long axes perpendicular to
the direction of the incident rays. The precise action of

light in producing these various modifications Is not well

understood, but, as the studies of Vines have shown, it is

probably largely due to modifications of the turgescence
of the growing cells. Also heliatropy.

Heliotropium (he"li-o-tro'pi-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. yAioTpomov, heliotrope: see heliotrope.'] A
genus ofplants, of the natural order Boraginaceai
and tribe

Heliotropiea>. It is distinguished by the
form of its corolla, which is that of a salver or funnel and
generally small, and its dry fruit, which commonly sepa-
rates into 4 nutlets. The genus includes about 170 spe-
cies of herbs and shrubs, with white or lilac flowers, In-

habiting the warmer and temperate regions of both hemi-
spheres. H. Indwum, a native of nearly all tropical coun-

tries, is called wild clary In the West Indies. H. Parum-
anum is the common heliotrope of gardens. See helio-

trope.

heliotropy (he'li-o-tro-pi), n. [< Gr. fijoc, the

sun, + Tpmii, a turning. Of. heliotrope.] Same
as heliotropism.

heliotype (he'li-o-tip), . and a. [< Gr. ij/^oc,

the sun, + timof, impression: see type.] I. n.

A picture or print produced by the process of

heliotypy ; also, the orocess itself.

II. a. Of or pertaining to heliotypy or its

processes or result. Also heliotypic Hellotype
process. See heliotypy.

heliotype (he'li-o-tip), .; pret. and pp. helio-

typed,pr>T.heliotyping. [(heliotype, w.] I. trans.

To produce a heliotype picture of.

II. intrans. To practise heliotypy; produce
a picture by direct impression in printing-ink.

heliotypic (he'li-6-tip'ik), a. [As heliotype +
-ic.~] Same as heliotype.

heliotypy (he'li-o-ti-pi), n. [As heliotype + -y."]

A photographic process in which from an ordi-

nary negative is made a positive of such charac-
ter that from it a direct impression in ink can
be obtained by means of a printing-press, in
the Edwards process, as practised in the United States, a
film of gelatin sensitized with bichromate of potash, and
having chrome alum incorporated with it, is formed on
glass, stripped off when dry, and exposed to light during
a certain time under the negative. The film is then
washed to remove the sensitive principle, and is attach-
ed to a plate of metal or other solid back. Those parts
of the film which have been affected by the light during
exposure under the negative are left in such condition
that they can be made to take printing ink, while the
parts not affected, owing to the opacity of the correspond-
ing parts of the negative, resist the ink. This process de-

pends upon the fact that a gelatin film sensitized with bi-

chromate of potash becomes by the action of light insolu-
ble in water, while the parts which have been shielded
from the light, and from which the potash has been elim-
inated after the exposure, swell wnen moistened. The
films are technically called skins. In other processes a
mold of gutta-percha or other material is prepared from
the film, and copper is deposited on this by electrotypy.
The resulting plate can be printed on an ordinary print-
ing-press. See photogravure and photo-engraving.

Heliozoa (he"li-o-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ijfaot,

the sun, + fipoi', an animal.] A name proposed
by Hertwig and Lesser for the sun-animalcules,
fresh-water organisms provided with radiola-
rian skeletons, and grouped by Huxley with
the marine Badiolaria. Some divide them into
three families, Actinophryido', Acanthocystidfp,
and ClathrulinidfB. See Badiolaria.

heliozoan (he'H-6-zo'an), a. and n. [< Heliozoa
+ -an."] I. o. Staving the character of a sun-
animalcule

; pertaining to the Heliozoa.

II. n. A sun-animalcule; one of the Helin-
zoa.

hellOZOic (he"li-o-zo'ik), a. [< Hcliozon + -ic.~\

Same as heliozoan.

So does the Heliozaic type seem to culminate in the ma-
rine Radiolaria. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 499.

Heliset, . [ME., < OF. Heli.se, prop. Elise,
Elysium: see Elysium."] Elysium.

It passed joy of Helise the feld. Court of Love, I. 119.

helispheric, helispherical (hel-i-sfer'ik, -i-kal ),

a. [For *lielicospheric, "hclicospherical; < Gr.
eAtf (&M-), a spiral, + atjialpa, sphere : see helix
and spheric."] Spiral Helispherical line. Same
as lozodromw curve (which see, under loxodromie).

helium (he'li-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ftiof, the
sun: see heliac."] A hypothetical elementary
substance, known only by the lines ascribed to
it in the solar spectrum.
Frankland and Lockyer find the yellow prominences to

give a very decided bright line not far from D. but hitherto
not identified with any terrestrial flame. It seems to in-
dicate a new substance, which they propose to call helium.

Nature.

helix (he'liks), n.; pi. helixes, helices (he'lik-sez,
hel'i-sez). [< L. helix, a kind of ivy, a kind of

willow, a volute in arch., < Gr. a/f (e/U*-), any-
thing which assumes a spiral shape, as a ten-

Heticw (H. H\ as used in

Capital.
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dril, lock or curl of hair, etc., as adj. litf,

twisted, curved, < c~/.iao?iv, turn round, akin to

L. volrere, roll, and to E. vallmc : see mlntr,

involve, evolve, etc., and wallow."] 1. A spiral
line, as of wire in a coil

;
a winding, or some-

thing that is spiral ;
a circumvolution

; spe-
cifically, in geom., the curve assumed by a right
line drawn on a plane when that plane is

wrapped round a cylindrical surface of any
kind, especially a right cylinder, as the curve of
a screw-thread; also, a curve on any develop-
able surface which becomes a right line when
the surface is developed into a plane, as a
conical helix. 2. In arch., any spiral, par-
ticularly a small volute or twist under the
abacus of the
Corinthian cap-
ital

; also, a vo-
lute of the Ionic

capital. In every
Corinthian capital
of the fully devel-

oped type there are
sixteen helices, two
at each angle, and
two meeting un-
der the middle of
each face of the

abacus, branching
out of the cauliculi
or secondary stalks which rise from between the leaves.

3. In elect., a coil of wire, as that surrounding
the core of an electromagnet. 4. In anat.: (a)
The prominent curved fold which forms most
of the rim or margin of the outer ear. See sec-
ond cut under ear1

, (b) The cochlea of the in-
ner ear. 5. [cap.] [NL.] In conch., the rep-
resentative genus of Helicidce and Helicina:
Widely different limits have been assigned to It, and
more than 4,000 species have been referred to it, vary-
ing greatly in size, shape, and color. Typical species are
the common garden-snail of Europe, //. horteiixi*. and the
Roman snail, //. pomatiti. By many recent authors the
genus is more or less restricted to such as are related to
these species, or to one or the other of them. See cuts
under Gasteropoda and Pulmonata. Fossa of the he-
lix. See foisai. Osculating helix of a non-plane
curve, the common helix which passes through three
consecutive points and has its axis parallel to the recti-

fying line of the curve.

hell1
(hel), n. [In the 17th century also hcl ;

early mod. E. helle, < ME. helle, < AS. hell, hel

(fern., gen.^
dat. ace. helle), the abode of the

dead (Gr. fdtft, Hades, L. infernum), also the

place of punishment for the wicked after death
(LL. ML. infernum), = OS. hellia, hell, hel =
OFries. liille, helle = D. hel = MLG. helle =
OHG. hellia, hella, MHG. helle, G. helle (Lu-
ther), now irreg. holle = Goth, halja, hell (as in

AS.) (cf. Dan. helrede, Sw. helrete, OSw. h<rl-

jcite, hell, = AS. hellewite, hell's torment); =
Icel. hel, the abode of the dead, Hades, also

death, and personified, Hel, the ogress Hel, the

Proserpine of Scand. mythology. The personi-
fication does not appear in Goth., AS., OHG.,
etc., though prob. once existent. Prob. orig.
the 'hidden' or 'unseen' place (or goddess) (cf.

Hades, similarly explained as 'unseen'), < AS.
helan, ME. helen, E. heal? (= OHG. helan, etc.),

cover, conceal, hide : see heal2 . Cf . helf*.] 1.

The abode of the dead
;
the place of departed

spirits; the grave; the infernal regions, re-

garded as a place of existence after death:
called in Hebrew Slieol, and by the Greeks
Hade.t.

Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell ; neither wilt thou
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Ps. xvl. 10.

He descended again into Hell, that is, into the Grave,
to feteh his Body, and to rise again.

Stlden, Table-Talk, p. 53.

Then shall be said the Apostles' Creed. . . . And any
Churches may omit the words, He descended into hell, or
may, instead of them, use the words, He went into the
place of departed spirits, which are considered as words
of the same meaning in the Creed.
Book of Common Prayer, Rubric ou the Apostles' Creed.

[In the authorized version of the Bible the word hell oc-
curs 54 times, viz., 31 times in the Old Testament and
23 times in the New. In the Old Testament it translates
the Hebrew nameSheol, which is also translated the grave
(31 times) and the pit (3 times). In the revised version
hell has been retained in the prophetical books, and Slieul
substituted for it in the poetical books and passages, ex-

cept in Deut. xxxii. 22, Ps. Iv. 15, and Ixxxvi. 13, where it

Is changed to pit. In both the authorized and the rwrised
version of the Sew Testament, hell is used 12 times to
translate the Greek yecwa (transliterated gehenna in the

Vulgate), while in the authorized version It is used 10
times for the Greek 76175. and once (2 Pet. ii. 4) for rap-
Tapwtras (Tartarvs). In the revised version hell is re-

tained for Tartaru*, and Hades has been used for the
Greek Ziyi. See Gehenna, grave?, Hades, and Shrol.]

2. The abode of devils and condemned spirits ;

the place or state of punishment of the wicked
after death; the infernal regions, regarded as
a place of torment.

hell-bale

Bi-seke we nil Codes migt,
That he make ure sowles brigt,
And shilde us fro elks nigt,
And lede us to lilisse and in-to ligt.

Genesis ami Exodus (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 415T.

And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able
to kill the soul : but rather fear him which is able to de-

stroy both soul and body in hell. Mat. x. 28.

Be thou a spirit of health, or goblin damn'd,
Bring with thee airs from heaven, or blasts from hdl.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 4.

Hail, horrours ; hail,
Infernal world ! and thou, profoundest hell,
Receive thy new possessour. Milton, P. L., 1. 251.

3. The infernal powers; the powers of dark-
ness and evil. ,

Richard yet lives, hell's black intelligencer,

Only reserv'd their factor, to buy souls,
And send them thither. Shalt., Rich. III., Iv. 4.

4. Something regarded as resembling hell.

The hell of waters ! where they howl and hiss,
And boil in endless torture.

Byron, C'hilde Harold, iv. 69.

Specifically (a) Any place or condition of captivity or
torment ; any experience of great suffering : as, a hell upon
earth

;
a hell of suspense or suspicion.

The mind is its own place, and in itself

Can make a heaven of "hell, a hell of heaven.

Milton, P. L, i. 255.

But quiet to quick bosoms is a hell,
And there hath been thy bane.

Byron, Childe Harold, lit 42.

(ft) A gaming house ; a gaining room
;
a gamblers den.

Don Juan, our young diplomatic sinner,
Pursued his path, and drove past some hotels,
St. James's Palace and St. James's Helix.

Byron, Don Juan, xi. 29.

At midnight he had lost forty-eight thousand pounds.
. . . The atmosphere was hot. to be sure, but it well be-
came such a hell. Dixraeli, Young Duke, iv. 8.

00 In some games, as bailey brake, the place to which
those who are caught are carried.

Then couples three be straight allotted there,
They of both ends the middle two do fly ;

The two that, In mid place, Hell called were,
Must strive, with wailing foot and watching eye,
To catch of them, and them to Hell to bear.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

(rf) A place where things are covered up or hidden
;
a place

of concealment: specifically, a place into which a tailor
throws his shreds or his cabbaged stuff, or a printer his
broken type.
*SecrHa. [It.] . . . The name of a place in Venice where

all their secret records and ancient euidences be kept, as
hell is In Westminster Hall. Florio, 1598.

Lawyers and tailors have their several hells.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, i. 2.

All know the cellaridge under the shop-board
He calls his hell.

Middleton and Rairley, World Tost at Tennis,

(ct) Formerly, in England, a place under the exchequer
chamber where the king's debtors were confined. Jiapalje
and Lawrence. To lead apes In hellt. See ape.

helPt, r. t. [A var. of MP, or ult. of heap,
heh-2, hide: see hill?, heal2

."] To hide; cover.
Else would the waters overflow the hinds,
And flre devoure the ayre, and hell them quight.

Spenser, F. Q ,
IV. x. 35.

he'll. A colloquial contraction of he trill.

Helladian (he-la 'di-an), a. [< Gr. 'E/.?.df ('E?-

?a<i-), Hellas, Greece, + -ton.] Same as Hel-
lenic. [Rare.]
Helladic (he-lad'ik), a. [< Gr. 'E/>.af CE/^jrf-),

Hellas, Greece. + -'<.] Same as Hellenic.

[Rare.]
Zeuxis, Parrhasius and their followers, under the gen-

eral name of the Asiatic school, were opposed to the Gre-
cian (Helladif) school.

C. O. Mailer, Manual of Archasol. (trans.), $ 139.

helladothere (hel'a-do-ther), n. [< Helladothe-

rinm."] The animal upon whose remains the

genus Helladotlteriitm was founded.
Helladotheriidae (hel"a-do-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Helladotherimn +' -idir.] The family
of ruminants which the genus Helladotheriinii

represents.
Helladotherioidea (hel*a-do-the-ri-oi'de-a), w.

pi. [NL., < Helladotlierium + -oidea."] "The
Helliidotheriitlai rated as a superfamily. Gill.

Helladotherium(liel
!

'a-do-tbe'ri-um),H. [< Gr.
'!:(/( ('V.'/'AaA-), Hellas, Greece, + 8qpiov, a wild

beast.] A genus of fossil ruminant mammals
of uncertain affinities, by some referred to the

',\>y others made the type of a family
The remains occur in the Up-

per Miocene and Pliocene of Greece (whence
the name) and elsewhere. Gandry, 1860.

Hellanodic (hel-a-nod'ik), n. [< Gr.

mi, Doric form of *SUt/vadlau. pi., <
*

Doric "E?/ai<Ef, sing. 'F.//T/I-, a Greek (see Hel-

lene), + dint/, judgment.] In Gr. antiq., one of
the judges at the Olympic games, who award-
ed the prizes.

hell-balet, . [ME. hellebale, prop, two words:
helle, gen. of hell, and iofcl.] The torment of
hell.



hell-bale

God shield his soul from hell-bale,
Who made it thus in English tide.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xiv.

hellbender (hel'ben'der), . [< hell\ 2, as a
term of emphasis, + bender, 4.] 1. A pro-
tracted and reckless debauch or drunken frolic.

See bender, 4. [Slang, U. S.] 2. The meno-

porne, Mennpomu alleghanieiuis
'

Hellbender \Mtncipotnii a

horrulu), a large aquatic salamander with gill-

slits and 4 short legs, common in the Ohio val-

ley; one of several such creatures known as

mud-puppies and water-dogs. See Jlenopoma.
hell-bent (hel'benf), a. Recklessly determined,
without regard to consequences; determined
to have or do at all hazards; resolved; "dead-
set": as, he went hell-bent after it. [Slang, U. S.]

Maine went
Bell-bent
For Governor Kent.

Political sung (1840).

hell-black (hel'blak), u. Black or dark as hell.

The sea, with such a storm as his bare head
In hell-Mack night emlur d, would have buoy'd up,
And quench'd the stelled tires. Stiak., Lear, iii. 7.

hell-born (hel'boru), . Born of or in hell
;
of

hellish origin.

Retire, or taste thy folly ; and learn by proof,
Hell-born, not to contend with spirits of heaven !

Milton, P. L., U. 687.

hell-broth (hel'broth), H. A composition sup-
posed to be of magical quality prepared for

malignant purposes.
tike a hell-broth boil and bubble.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

hell-cat (hel'kat), H. A witch; a hag; a furi-

ous vixen.
"Vat vonian?" "A hell-cat, who hates me as she does

the devil." Marryat, Snarleyyow, II. i.

hell-diver (hel'di'ver), H. A grebe. [U. S.J
hell-doomed (hel'domd), a. Doomed or eon-

signed to hell.

And reckon'st thou thyself with spirits of heaven,
Hell-doomed ? Milton, P. L., ii. 697.

hell-driver (hel'dri'ver), H. The dobson or

hellgrarnmite. [Raleigh, North Carolina, U. S.]
Helleboraceae (hel'e-bo-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hellelturus + -itcea?.] The name proposed by
Spach for the tribe of plants Helleborea:

helleboraceous (hel"e-bo-ra'shius), . [< hel-

lebore + -aceous. Of. Helleboracea;.] Related
to or resembling hellebore

; belonging to the
Helleburace<e. [Little used.]

helleboraster (hel"e-bo-ras'ter), n. [< helle-

bore + cuter.'] The fetid hellebore, Helleborus

fcetidus.
hellebore (hel'e-bor), . [Formerly also elle-

bore; < ME. elebore, elebur, < OF. ellebore, F.

elUbore, helUbore = Sp. eleboro, elebor = Pg.
helleboro = It. elleboro. < L. lielleborus, elleborus,
also kelleborum, etleboruin,<. Gr. eZM/3opoi; rarely
//U/3o/x>f, hellebore (L.veratntm)', ulterior ori-

gin unknown.] 1. A plant of the genus Hel-

leborus, of the natural order Ratmncitlacea;, par-

ticularly H. niger, the black hellebore or Christ-
inas rose, a native of southwestern Europe, it

is a drastic hydragogic cathartiy, possessing emraenagogic
powers, in overdoses producing inflammation of the gastric
ami intestinal mucous membrane, with violent vomiting,
vertigo, cramp, and convulsions, which sometimes end in

death. //. i-iri<lin, the green hellebore, a native of Europe,
is naturalized in the United States. The fetid or stinking
hellebore is //. faetidus, a name also given to the skunk-

cabbage, St/inplocarpusfostidux.

It schewith sumtyme yn medicyns maad of elebore, ther
is no thing that puttith awey the craumpe as doith oure
6 essence. Book / Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 22.

Here mercury, here hellebore,
Old ulcers muiidifying.

Drayton, Muses' Elysium, v.

2. A name of similar plants of other genera.
Eranthiti hiemalis, a plant closely allied to Helleborus, is

called winter hellebore. Veratrum viride, a liliaceous plant,
is known as American, false, or ivhite hellebore, swamp-
hellebore, and Indian poke.

3. The powdered root of American hellebore,
used to destroy lice and caterpillars.
Helleborese (hel-e-bo're-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1818), < Helleborm + -e<e.] A
tribe of plants, of the natural order Ranuncn-

lacece, distinguished by the petaloid sepals,

petals mostly small or wanting, and the sev-
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eral-ovulecl carpels, which are dehiscent at

maturity, or rarely baccate. The tribe embraces
about 130 species of annual or perennial herbs, included
under about 20 genera, with leaves which are radical,

alternate, or resembling an involucre. Here belong, be-

sides the hellebore, the goldenseal, llydrastis Canailen-

gis, whose rhizomes are used in medicine, and the com-
moil columbine, Aquilegia culgaris. See cut under col-

helleborin (hel'e-bo-rin), re. [< hellebore +
-in 2.] A crystalline glucoside having poison-
ous properties, found in black hellebore.

helleborine (hel'e-bo-rin), re. [= F. elleborine

= Sp. eleboriua = Pg. helleborinha, < L. hellebo-

rine, elleborine, < Gr. e'AMfiopivi], a plant like hel-

lebore, < tt/U/iopof, hellebore : see hellebore.] 1.

A plant of the genus Epipactis, natural order
Orchidece. There are but few species, perennials with

creeping rhizomes, fibrous roots, leafy stems, and loose
racemes of dull-colored flowers. They are natives of the
northern hemisphere, three or four species being found in

Great Britain.

2. A European orchidaceous plant, Cephalan-
thera rubra.

helleborise, v. t. See helleborize.

helleborism (hel'e-bo-rizm), re. [= F. elUbo-

risme, < L. helleborismus. Gr. &.fa{lopio[i.6<;, a dos-

ing with hellebore, < eMe/3op%eiv, dose with hel-

lebore : see helleborize.] The ancient practice
of treating disease (insanity) with hellebore.

When he offered hispublic thesis, on the Helleborism of
the Ancients. J. B. Wood, Address on Hahnemann, p. 5.

helleborize (hel'e-bo-riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

helleborized, ppr. helleborizing. [= F. elldboriser,
< Gr. tv>./V/3op;'c<v, dose with hellebore, < l/lf/3o-

pof, hellebore: see hellebore.] To dose with

hellebore, as in dementia; treat for madness
with hellebore. Also spelled helleborise.

I am represented ... as singular in the paradox, nay,
as one who would be helleborised as a madman for har-

bouring the absurdity. Sir W. Hamilton.

Helleborus (he-leb'o-rus), . [NL., < L. helle-

borus, also elleborus'; < Gr. Ue/3opof, hellebore:
see hellebore.] A genus of plants belonging to

the tribe Hellebores, of the natural order JKanun-
Cltlacece. The plants are distinguished by the 5 regular
sepals, small petals, and many carpels, which are many-

Hellenist

Hellenic (he-len'ik), a. [= F. hdlenique, < Gr.

'E//ipiK(Sf, < "E/./.)/vcf, the Greeks: see Hellene.]

Pertaining to the Hellenes or Greeks ; display-

ing qualities or tendencies characteristic of the
Greek race, historically considered (compare
Hellenism, 2); Greek; Grecian.

Into the Reformation too . . . the subtle Hellenic lea-

ven of the Renascence found its way.
Jf. Arnold, Hebraism and Hellenism.

A glance at the position of Cyprus on the map explains
why it never became truly Hellenic.

C. T. Sewtm, Art and Archseol., p. 319.

Perhaps there is no other instance of so instinctive a

yearning towards the old Hellenic life as is to be seen in

Keats. J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 160.

In art, applied specifically to Greek work from the close

of the primitive epoch to the Roman supremacy in Greece,
beginning 146 B. C., or, more narrowly, until the time of

Alexander the Great and the sculptor Lysippus, about
330 B. C., the adjective Hellenistic being applied to subse-

quent work. The Hellenic epoch Includes the period of

Christmas Rose {HelUborus tt

seeded. The genus, known under the general name helle-

bore, includes about 11 species of erect perennial herbs,
with deeply cut leaves and large white, yellowish, or

greenish flowers, natives of Europe and western Asia. A
well-known species is the Christmas rose, or black helle-

bore, //. niyer, common in gardens ; it is a native of Eu-
rope, and its rootstock is used in medicine. See hellebore.

hellejay, n. See hellijay.
Hellene (hel'en), . [= F. Hellene, < Gr. 'EA-

/.ffvef, pi. form, in Homer (if the single instance
is genuine), a Thessalian tribe of which "E/U^v
(Hellen) was the reputed chief; later (earliest
record 586 B. c.) a general name for all the

Greeks; in N. T. and eccl. writers used for
'

Gentiles,' rarely in sing. "EUijv, a Greek. The
origin of the name is unknown; Hellen is no
doubt an eponyrn.] 1. An ancient Greek;
properly, a Greek of pure race: traditionally
said to be so called from Hellen, son of Deuca-
lion and Pyrrha, the legendary ancestor of the
true Greeks, consisting of the Dorians, .SSoli-

ans, lonians, and Achcuns.
From the nature of the country inhabited by the Hel-

lenes, Buckle infers the symmetry of the Hellenic mind.
Pop. Set. Xo., XIII. 262.

2. A subject of the modern kingdom of Greece,
or Hellas.

Hellenian (he-le'ni-an), a. Same as Hellenic.

Hellenic Art.

A fragment of the Parthenon frieze, British Museum.

the development and perfection of the Doric and Ionic

orders, and that during which the principles of the Corin-
thian order were worked out. In sculpture, etc., this pe-
riod comprises the works of the grand style, which suc-

ceeded the archaic. See Greek art, under Greek. Hel-
lenic dialect. See common dialect, under common.

Hellenically (he-len'i-kal-i), adv. In the Hel-
lenic manner; according to the standards of

Hellenism.
Hellenicism (he-len'i-sizm), . [< Hellenic +
-ism.] Hellenic character or quality ;

Hellenic

style.

He is drawn on to study in detail the Hellenicism., the re-

finement of knowledge and taste, the subtle convolutions
of grace, with which the painter illustrates the poet.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 37.

Hellenisation, Hellenise. See Helleniaation,
Hellenize.

Hellenism (hel'en-izm), re. [= F. hettetiisme

Sp. helenismo = Pg. hellenismo = It. ellenismo,
< Gr. 'E%%rfvia/i6(, imitation of the Greeks, use
of a pure Greek style and idiom, < ''EM.r/vi&iv,

speak Greek, make Greek : see Hellenize. ] 1 .

A peculiarity of the Greek language ;
a word,

phrase, idiom, or construction used or formed
in the Greek manner.

Virgil is full of the Greek Forms of Speech, which the
Criticks call Hellenisms. Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

We find examples of Latinisms in Byzantine Greek, and
of Hellenisms in the decay of classic Latin.

<?. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 249.

2. The spirit and tendency regarded as espe-
cially characteristic of the Greek race, histori-

cally considered, and as best exemplified in its

pursuit of intellectual and physical culture,
and its predilection for the noble, the strong,
and the beautiful in thought and action. See
extract under Hebraism, 2.

To get rid of one's ignorance, to see things as they are,
and by seeing them as they are to see them in their beau-

ty, is the simple and attractive ideal which Hellenism
holds out before human nature ; and from the simplicity
and charm of this ideal, Hellenism, and human life in the
hands of Hellenism, . . . are full of whatwe call sweetness
and light. . . . As the great movement of Christianity was
a triumph of Hebraism and man's moral impulses, so the

great movement which goes by the name of the Renas-
cence was an uprising and re-instatement of man's intel-

lectual impulses and Hellenism.
M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, iv.

3. Conformity to Greek speech and ideas; imi-

tation or adoption of Greek characteristics in

any respect.
Hellenism [among the Jews] served as the preparation

for a catholic creed. As it furnished the language of

Christianity, it supplied also that literary instinct which
counteracted the traditional reserve of the Palestinian

Jews. McClintock and Strong's Encyc., IV. 176.

Hellenist (hel'en-ist), , [= F. lielteniste = Sp.
helenista = Pg. Jtellenista = It. ellenista, < Gr.

'EA/toTwo-Tw, in N. T. one who uses the Greek

language, later eccl. sometimes for 'Gentile,'

', speak Greek, make Greek: see



Hellenist

Hellemze.l 1. One who is partly Greek; one
who has Greek affinities, or who adopts the
Greek language, manners, and customs

; specifi-

cally, a Jew who used the Greek language and
conformed more or less to Greek influence in
the early period of Christianity, both in Pales-
tine and in foreign countries, especially Egypt.
These Jews understood Greek, and used the Greek

Bible, and therefore are called Hellenists.

Hammond, On Acts vi. 1.

Luke, the physician and Hellenist.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 82.

2. One skilled in the Greek language and liter-

ature; a Greek scholar; a Grecian.
Kichard Bentley, the Master of Trinity College, and the

greatest Hellenist of his age.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 250.

3. A promoter of Greek culture; specifically,
one of the learned Greeks who, after the fall of

Constantinople in 1453, disseminated the know-
ledge of the Greek language and literature in

Italy, and were among the chief agents of the
revival of learning.
Hellenistic (hel-e-nis'tik), a. [< Hellenist +
-i'c.] 1. Resembling or partaking of Hellenic

character, but not truly Hellenic; combining
Greek and foreign characteristics or elements,
as many of the later Greeks and the Hellenized

neighboring peoples, or the modified Greek lan-

guage, thought, etc., current among them.
The civilization resulting from these political changes

[after the time of Alexander] showed a decline from the
pure Greek or Hellenic model, and is called Hellenistic.

The Century, XXV. 87, note.

The religious conceptions and philosophy of the Hel-
lenistic Jews. Bioliotheca Sacra, XLV. 173.

2. Particularly, in sculpture and painting, char-
acteristic of the school of Greek art based on the
art of Lysippus,
the court sculp-
tor of Alexander
the Great, which
may or may not
be considered to

include the work
ofLysippushim-
self. It lasted from
about 330 B. c. until
the Roman suprem-
acy in Greece, and
may be extended to
include all the work
done for the Ro-
mans by Greek ar-

tists, or in the Greek
manner and follow-

ing Greek models,
as late as the early
empire. Hellenistic
art is characterized
in general by a re-

search of effect (pos-
ing), by a decided

leaning toward the

colossal, and by
great skill and clev-
erness in design and execution ; but it lacks originality,
and seeks to copy the types and methods of the Hellenic
epoch rather than to find inspiration in original concep-
tions and contemporary aims. Hellenistic dialect, a
local dialect of ancient Greek in the period after Alex-

HELLER
Hfl NAU;
SCH-EIDE

. MUNI"/..

Obverse. Reverse.

Heller of Count William VIII. of Hanau.
British Museum. ( Size of the original.)

Hellenistic Sculpture. The Apollo Belve-
dere, Vatican Museum, Rome.

ander the Great, spoken by a population not Greek in

origin ; especially, the dialect used by Greek-speaking
Jews, and called also the Alexandrine dialect, found in
the Septuagint, and in a less marked form in the New
Testament : opposed to the common or Hellenic dialect.

The formation of a Hellenistic dialect, largely inter-
mixed with Semitic idioms. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 413.

Hellenistical (hel-e-nis'ti-kal), a. [< Hellenis-
tic + -al.] Same as Hellenistic.

Into the importance of the Hellenistteal dialect he had
made the exactest search. Bp. Fell, Hammond, 8 1.

Hellenistically (hel-e-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In the
Hellenistic manner.

It may bear the same signification helleniiticallyin this

place. J. Gregory, Notes on Passages in Scripture, p. 60.

Hellenization (hel"en-i-za'shqn), n. [< Hel-
lenize + -ation.~\ The act of" Hellenizing, or
the state of being imbued with Greek ideas or
methods. Also spelled Hellenisation.

The establishment and gradual hellenization of Christi-

anity as a system of doctrine.
BiUiotheca Sacra, XLV. 172.

The Hellenization of that country [Egypt] under the
Ptolemies. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 160.

Hellenize (hel'en-Iz), v. ; pret. and pp. Hellen-

ized, ppr. Hellenizing. [< Gr. 'ftXfapiKfiv, speak
Greek, tr. make Greek, < ''EMirvef, the Greeks,
"EUyv, a Greek: see Hellene."] I. trans. To make
Hellenic or Hellenistic; cause to conform to
Greek standards in any particular.
The only strange god to be seen is Ammon, who had

been long Hellenised already.
C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archieol. (trans.), 145.
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It is still a question whether the Macedonians should

be regarded as barbarized Hellenes, or Hellenized bar-

barians; a coalition of both elements may be inferred
from their earliest traditions.

Po Kanke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 368.

The Greeks . . . endeavored to strengthen their posi-
tion by Hellenizing . . . the Bulgarian population of Tur-
key from the source of the Greek Church.

J. Baker, Turkey, p. 73.

U. intrans. 1. To conform to Greek stan-
dards orusages. 2. To use the Greek language.
[Rare.] 3. To exhibit a tendency to Hellen-
ism

; cultivate Hellenism as an ideal of think-

ing and conduct. See Hellenism, 2.

The development of our Hellenising instincts, seeking
ardently the intelligible law of things, and makinga stream
of fresh thought play freely about our stock notions and
habits, is what is most wanted by us at present.

M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, v.

Also spelled Hellenise.

Hellenizer (hel'en-i-zer), . One who makes
Hellenic ; one who or that which exerts a Hel-
lenic or Hellenizing influence.

hellenotype (he-len'o-tip), . A picture com-

posed of two finished photographs, of which one
is very light, made translucent by means of

varnish, tinted on the back, and placed over
the second and stronger print, thus producing
a combination of effects. Also called hallo-

type. Silver Sunbeam.
heller (hel'er), n. [G., also halter, Italler (NL.
hallenaix), < Hull, a town in Swabia, where the
coin was ori-

ginally is-

sued.] A
small coin

formerly cur-
rent in Ger-

many, struck
in silver and
in copper,
and worth
about a far-

thing.

Hellespontine (hel'es-pon-tin), a.
[<

L. Hel-

lespontus, < Gr. 'E/./.iia~ovrof, i. e., "H/xj/f Trdirof,
Helle's sea : 'HWj/f, gen. of "E)./.r/, Helle, daugh-
ter of Athamas, said to have been drowned in
this strait

; TroVrof, sea.] Pertaining to the Hel-

lespont, a narrow strait between Europe and
Asia, now called the Dardanelles, connecting
the JEgean sea with the Sea of Marmora.

hell-fire (hel'fir'), n. [< ME. hellefir, hellefur, <
AS. helle-fyr, helle fyr (= OHG. hcllajiur, MHG.
helleriur, G. hollenfeuer), < hell, gen. helle, hell,+ fyr, fire.] The fire of hell

;
internal torment.

Devils were not ordained of God for hell-fire, but hell-

fire for them ; and for men, so far forth as it was foreseen
that men would be like them.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

I never see thy face but I think upon hell-fire, and Dives
that lived in purple ; lor there he is in his robes, burning,
burning. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3.

hell-gate (hel'gaf), n. [< ME. belle gate, < AS.
hellegat for "hellegeat, helle geat, < hell, gen. helle,
+ geat, gate.] The portal or entrance into hell.

I-blessed be trenthe, that so brak helle-gates,
And saued the Sarasyn Iram Sathanas and his power.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 158.

The snaky sorceress that sat
Fast by hell gate, and kept the fatal key.

Milton, P. L., ii. 725.

hellgrammite, helgramite (hel'gra-mit), n.

The larva of a sialid neuropterous insect, Cory-
dalus cornutus. It is a favorite bait for the black-bass.
Also known locally in the United States by a great variety
of popular names, suggested by its appearance or habits.

They are much sought after as flsh-bait, having a very
tough integument, so that one larva serves to catch several
fish ; and they are called by fishermen crawlers, dobsons,
and . . . hellgrammites. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 156.

hellgrammite-fly (hergra-mit-fli), n. The
adult Corydalus cornutus. J. H. Comstock.

hell-hag (hel'hag), n. A malicious, evil-minded
old woman.
A corroding disease it [envy] is ; an hel-hag that feeds

upon its own marrow, bones, and strongest parts.
Bp. Richardson, Observations on the Old Testament) p. 281.

hell-hated (hel'ha"ted), a. Abhorred as hell.

Back do I toss these treasons to thy head ;

With the hell-hated lie o'erwhelra thy heart.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

hell-haunted (hel' him* ted), a. Haunted by
evil spirits.

Fierce Osmond clos'd me in the bleeding bark,
And bid me stand expos'd to the bleak winds,
Bound to the fate of this hell-haunted grove.

Dryden.

hell-hound (hel'hound), n. [< ME. hellehound,
helkhund, < AS. hellehund, helle hmid (= D. hel-

hond = MHG. hellehunt, G. hollenhwnd), < hell,

helly

gen. helle, hell, + htind, hound.] Adogof hell;
an agent of hell; a hellish person.
Thou hadst a Clarence too, and Richard kill d him. . . .

A hell-hound, that doth hunt us all to death.

Shak., Rich. HI., iv. 4.

You fiend-apparent, you ! you declared hfll-hound!
B. Jonsoii, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

hellicat (hel'i-kat), a. and n. [Sc., also hello-

cat, accom. of hallolit, hallaclt'd, crazy, giddy,
< *hallok, a., repr. by hallik, Jialoc, a giddy girl,
+ -it= E. -ed*.] I. a. Light-headed; giddy;
half-witted

; extravagant.
I want to see what that hellicate quean Jenny Kinthe

rout's doing. Sfott, Antiquary, xxxix.

II. n. [With allusion to hell-cat.] A wicked
or cruel creature.

Let us but get puir Grace out o' that auld Hellicafs
clutches. Scott, Black Dwarf, ix.

hellier (hel'i-er), n. [Var. of hillier, ult. of

healer^.} A roofer; a tiler or slater. [Prov.
Eng.]
In the West, he that covers a house with slates is called

a heler or hellier. Ray.

hellijay (hel'i-ja), n. The razor-billed auk, Alca

(or L'tamania) torda. Montagu. Also hellejay.

[Local, Eng.]
hellish (hel'ish), a. [= D. helsch = MLG. hel-

liseh, helsch = MHG. hellisch, G. hollisch; as hell1

+ -ish 1.] Pertaining to hell; fit for or like

hell; infernal; malignant; wicked.

At length to hell, or to some hellish place, is he likelie
to go. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 74.

His nailis wes lyk ane hellis cruk,'
Thairwith fyve quarteris lang.

The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 148).

Victory and triumph to the Son of God,
Now entering his great duel, not of arms,
But to vanquish by wisdom hellish wiles !

Milton, P. R., L 175.

hellishly (hel'ish-li), adr. In a hellish or ma-
lignant manner; infernally; wickedly.
That wicked plot [the gunpowder treason] was con-

trived and managed with the greatest sworn secresy, made
hellishly sacred and firm by solemn oaths.

Bp, Barlow, Remains, p. 390.

hellishness (hel'ish-nes), n. The qualities of
hell

;
extreme wickedness or malignity.

Wounds, shrieks, and gaapings are his proud delight ;

And he by hellishness his prowess scans.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, jd. 27.

hell-kite (hel'kit), . A kite of hell ; a person
of unsparing cruelty.

All my pretty ones?
Did you say all ? O, hell-kite ! All ?

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 3.

hellnesst, . [Irreg. < hell1
, n., + -nm.] Hel-

lishness.

There's not a king among ten thousand kings . . .

But gildeth those that glorifle his folly,
That sooth and smooth, and call his Hellness holy.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii, The Captalnes.

hello (he-16'), interj. [Also written hullo, rarely
hillo; var. forms of hallo, q. v.] An exclamation
designed to attract the attention of a person
at a distance; also, a mere greeting between
persons meeting. As a greeting its use is confined to
easy colloquial or vulgar speech. As a preliminary tele-

phone call it is now (189) in very common use.

"Hullo, Brown ! what's the matter, old fellow?
'

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 9.

hell-rake (hel'rak), n. A large rake with long
iron teeth. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hell-waint (hel'wan), . A phantom wagon
seen in the sky at night.

They have so fraid us with bull-beggars, spirits, witches,
urchins, . . . the man in the oke, the hell-waine, . . .

and such other bugs, that we were afraid of our own
shadowes. R. Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft. (Dames.)

The Mare, the Man-i'-th'-oak. the Hettwain.
Middleton, The Witch, i. 2.

hellward, hellwards (hel'wiird, -wardz), adv.

[< hell1 + -ward, -icards.'] Toward hell.

We have not hastened to heaven-ward, but rather to

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 35.

Trees that aloft with proudest honours rise,
Root hell-ward, and thence flourish to the skies.

Broine, To Mr. Fenton.

hell-weedt (hel'wed), n. The dodder.

After it has fastened upon a plant, it quits the root, and
like a cohering parasite lives upon another's trencher, and
first starves, and then kills its entertainer. For which
reason irreligious clowns curse it by the name of Hell-
weed and Devil's-guts. Threlteld, Stirpes H ibernicie (1727).

hellyt (hel'i), o. [< hell1 + -y
1

. Cf. AS. hellic,

hellish, < hel, hell, hell, + -lie, E. -ly
1
.] Having

the qualities of hell
; hellish.

Such blasphemies they bray out of their helly hearts.

Anderson, Exposition, fol. 48, b.



helm

helm1
(helm), w. [< ME. helme, < AS. lielma, m.,

a helm, rudder, = D. heIm (stok), tiller, = MLG.
helm, rudder, = MHG. lie/m, lidlinc, G. helm,

helve, handle, G. also rudder, helm, steering-
oar (in naut. sense from D. ), = Icel. hjdlm, a

rudder; allied to helve and halter2
, q. v. The

word occurs, disguised, in the first element of

halberd, q. v.] If. A handle; a helve.

A great ax first she gave, that two ways cut,
In which a fail- well-polish't helm was put,
That from an olive-bough received his frame.

Chapman, Odyssey, v.

2. A'aut., the handle, lever, or instrument by
which the rudder is shifted; the tiller, or in

large ships the wheel : sometimes extended to

include the whole steering-apparatus.
Yet are they [ships] turned about with a very small helm,

whithersoever the governor listeth. Jas. ill. 4.

O where will I get a gude sailor,
To take my helm in hand?
Sir Patrick Spent (Child's Ballads, III. 154).

In gallant trim the gilded vessel goes ;

Youth on the prow, and Pleasure at the helm.

Gray, The Bard, ii. 2.

Hence 3. The place or post of direction or

management : as, to take the helm of affairs.

Men of ability and experience in great affairs, who have
been long at the helm. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

I then sat at the helm of the commonwealth, and shared
in the direction of its most important motions.

W. Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, xi.

There are not wanting persons at the helm, friends to
the progress of this spirit.

Je/ergon, Correspondence, II. 212.

Down With the helm, the order to push the helm down
to the lee side of the ship, in order to put the ship about or
to lay her to windward. Helm amidships, or right the
helm, the order to keep the rudder in a line with the keel.

Helm's alee! See alee. Port the helm, the order
to put the helm aport. Shift the helm, the order to

put the helm from starboard to port, or the reverse.-
Starboard the helm, the order to put the helm to the
starboard or right side. To ease the helm, to let the
helm come a little amidships so as to relieve the strain on
the rudder. To feel the helm. See/eeH. To put the
helm down, to put the helm alee in order to turn the ship
to windward. Up with the helm, the order to put the
helm aweather. Weather helm, the condition of the
helm when kept a little to windward, or aweather, in or-
der to prevent the ship's head from coining up in the wind
while sailing close-hauled.

helm1
(helm), v.t. [<Aefo)ji, .] To steer; guide;

direct. [Rare.]
The very stream of his life, and the business he hath

helmed, must, upon a warranted need, give him a better

proclamation. Shale., M. lor M., iii. 2.

Wherefore not
Helm the huge vessel of your state, my liege,
Here, by the side of her who loves you most?

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

helm2
(helm), n. [< ME. helm, < AS. helm, a

protection, helm, also a protector, = OS. helm
= OFries. D. MLG. helm = OHG. MHG. G. helm
(> It. elmo = Sp. yelmo, OSp. elmo = Pg. elmo =
OF. heaume, heanlme, F. heaume) = Icel. hjdlmr= Sw. Dan. hjelnt = Goth, hilms, helm; =
OBulg. shlemOs = Russ. shlcme = Lith. szalmas,
helm (the last three forms prob. of Teut. origin) ;

prob. = Skt. garman, protection, shelter, from
an assumed y gar, gal, repr. by AS. helan, ME.
helen, E. heal2

,
cover : see heal2

,
hell2

,
hill2 . Dim.

(through OF.) helmet, q. v.] 1. A defensive
cover for the head

; a helmet. See helmet, now
the more common form.

There sate a knight with helme unlaste.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 24.

(In whose defence t' appear more stern and full of dread)
Put on a helm of clouds upon his rugged head.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 454.

He wore, against his wont, upon his helm
A sleeve of scarlet.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. A dark heavy cloud that rests on the brow
of a mountain before a storm, while the rest
of the sky is clear. Also helm-cloud and helmet.

On certain occasions, when the wind is from some easter-

ly point, the helm suddenly forms.

Science, VI., No. 148, Proc. of Royal Meteorological Soc.

3. A hovel; an outhouse. [Prov. Eng.] Bar-
rel helm, a type of helmet of the thirteenth century,
partly cylindrical in form, with a flat top and the sides

slightly if at all convex. Demi-helm, one of the smaller
helmets of the middle ages, including the basinet, secret,
chapel-de-fer, etc.

helm'-* (helm), v. t. [< ME. helmcn, pp. helmed,
ihelmed; < AS. helmian (poet.), cover, < helm, a
covering, a helm, helmet : see helm?. Cf . OF.
heaumer, heaulmer, cover with a helmet.] To
furnish with a helmet; cover with a helmet, as
a knight.
As soone as he was newe helmed and hadde avented

hym-self, he saugh how his felowes blenched on alle partes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 459.
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He knew that, however a man may be helmeil and shielded

and harnessed by skill and art, there was always a spear
of truth which could pierce through.

O. S. Hillard, John A. Andrew.

helm3
(helm), n.

Same as halm.

helmage (hel'maj), . [< helm 1 + -age.] Guid-
ance. [Rare.]
helm-bar (helm'bar), . [< helm2 + &arl.] A
roll of cloud suspended in the air below the
helm-cloud. See helm2

, n., 2. [Prov. Eng.]
helm-cloud (helm'kloud), n. [< helm'-* + cloud.]
Same as helm2

,
2.

Small portions of their vaporous clouds are seen travel-

ling from the helm-cloud to the bar.

Science, VI., No. 148, Proc. of Royal Meteorological Soc.

helmet (hel'met), n. [= D. helmet, < OF. 'hel-

met, elmet, healmet, heaumet, hiaumet, dim. of

heaume, etc., E. helm = D. helm, etc.: see helm2."]

1. A defensive cover for the head. The term is

applied in general to all defensive head-coverings except
the slightest, such as the skull-cap, the secret, the wire

hat, etc., and also
the camail or coif.

Specifically (a)
ifHit.:

(1)
In an-

cient and medie-
val armor, a cap
of metal worn to
protect the head
from sword-cuts
and spear-thrusts.
Such a helmet
usually guarded
the nape of the
neck and sides of
the face by means
of hinged pieces
or sliding splints

(seecoucre-nuffue.
face-guard, cheek-

piece), and to a
certain extent the
face by means of a

nasal, either fixed
or movable, a beaver, a projecting vizor, or the like. The
only helmets which covered the head and face completely
were those worn by Roman gladiators of certain classes,
and by medieval heavy-armed horsemen between the be-

ginning of the thirteenth and the middle of the sixteenth

helmet-crab (hel'met-krab),i. Akind of king-
crab, Limulus longispinus.
helmet-crest (hel'met-krest), n. A crested

I form nf l,n?m i v 1 humming-bird of the genus Oxypogon.
""> I' V ' J helmeted (hel'met-ed), a. [< helmet + -ed2.]

Furnished with or wearing a helmet.
Oh no knees, none, widow

;

Unto the helmeted Bellona use them
And pray for me your souldier.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i.

helmet-flower (hel'met-flou'er), n. 1. The ac-

onite, wolfs-bane, or monkshood, Aconitmn an-

thora, A. Napella, etc. 2. The skullcap, Scu-
tellaria. 3. A South American orchid-epi-
phyte of the genus Coryanthes: so called from
its helmet-shaped lip.

lielmetiert, . [< helmet + -ier2 .] A soldier

wearing a helmet.
He ordeined that the helmettien or morioners should

stand upon their feet, having their shields upright before
them. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 1191.

helmet-quail (hel'met-kwal), n. A quail of the

genus Lophortyx, having an elegant recurved
crest like that of a helmet. There are two species
in the United States, L. cali/ornicus, the common valley-

Ancient Helmets.

n, b, Corinthian type : ft, as worn in fight;
i>, raised for comfort, c, Attic type (archaic),
rf, a Roman form.

Medieval Helmets.

a, conical helmet with nasal, rath century ; b, conical basinet with
camail secured to it, middle of I4th century ; c, vizored basinet,
early years of isth century ; rf, cylindrical helmet with hinged vizor,
middle of I3th century. ( From Viollet-le-Duc's

"
Diet, du Mobilier

francais.")

century ; the most completely defensive helmets were the
tilting-helmets of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
which prevented the wearer from seeing except directly
before him, and at a height on a line with his eyes. See
armet, barrel helm (under helmZ), basinet, beaverV burga-
net, cabasxet, heaume, iron-cap, lumiere, menlonniere, mo-
rion, nasal, ceillere, ombril, tilting-helmet, vizor.

I saw St. Denis his head inclosed in a wonderful rich
helmet. Coryat, Crudities, I. 48.

They drank the red wine through the helmet barred.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 4.

(2) In present use, a stiff military hat of domed or pointed
form, sometimes of metal or stiffened with bars of metal
so as to afford defense against a sword-cut, (b) A hat,
usually of leather and having a vizor and broad neck-
guard, worn by firemen, (c) A hat of similar form worn by
policemen, or by civilians for any purpose, especially in
not climates. Such hats are usually of felt or pith, so
formed as to have space for ventilation around the head
or openings for ventilation above, (d) The headpiece of
a suit of submarine armor. It is usually formed of sheet-
metal and leather, and is fitted over the head and shoul-
ders. It is provided with thick glass windows for the
eyes and with pipes for air. See submarine armor, under
armor, (e) A havelock used by anglers, with a projection
in front of the face that can be covered by a netting or
veil as a protection against insects.

2. In her., the representation of a helmet, set
above the escutcheon and seeming to support
the armorial crest. Distinctions of rank are
indicated by the metal, the number of bars in
the vizor, and the position. 3. Same as helm2

,

2. 4. In hot., same as galea, 1 (e). 5. The
upper part of a retort Beaked helmet, Corin-
thian helmet, etc. See the adjectives.

helmet-beetle (hel'met-be'tl), n. A chryso-
melid beetle of one of the group of genera
which Cassida exemplifies, sometimes made a

type of a family Cassididce : so called from their
form. Their larve are characteristic, being broadly oval
and spiny, and having attached to the anal segment a
dung-fork on which they carry their excrement. See cuts
under Cassitla and Coptocycla.

helmet-bird (hel'met-berd), n. A bird of the

genus Coryihaix; a touracou.
helmet-cockatoo (hel'met-kok-a-to'), . See
cockatoo.

Helmet-quail (l

quail of California, and L. gambeli, which abounds in Ari-
zona. Both are favorite game-birds, occupying the same
place that is filled by the bob-white in eastern parts of
the United States. Coues.

helmet-shaped (hel'met-shapt), a. Shaped
like a helmet; in lot., galeate.
helmet-Shell (hel'met-shel), n. The shell of a
mollusk of the genus Cassis; a cameo-shell.
Most of them are found In tropical seas, some in the Med-
iterranean. They are numerous, some attaining a large
size. Such species as C. rufa, C. cornuta, and C. tuberosa
furnish the material upon which shell-cameos are en-

graved. See cut under Catadidee.

helm-gliard (helm'gard), . In armor, a chain

attaching the helm to the girdle or to the mam-
meliere. See guard-chain.
helm-hoopt, n. A helmet. Halliwell.

helminth (hel'minth), n. [< Gr. lA/m-r (tt/wvfl-),
also eA/w?, a worm, particularly a maw-worm,
intestinal worm, allied to tA;f, a helix: see he-

lix.] A worm
; especially, an entozoan, ento-

parasitic, or intestinal worm, as a cestoid, tre-

matoid, or nematoid. See cut under Cestoidea.

helminthagogic (hel-min-tha-goj'ik), a. [<
helminthagog-ue + -ic.~\ Having the properties
of a helminthagogue or vermifuge ;

anthelmin-
tic; vermifugal.
helminthagogue (hel-min'tha-gog), . [< Gr.

etyuvf (e^fuvO-), a worm, + dyuy6f, leading, driv-

ing, < ayew, lead, drive.] In med., a remedy
against worms ; an anthelmintic

; a vermifuge.
Helmintherus (hel-min-the'rus), ?(. [NL.
(orig. erroneously Helmitherus), < Gr. ehfuvf
(i^fxivO-), a worm, + irreg. Brjpav, hunt, < tM/p, a
wild beast.] A genus of worm-eating warblers,
the type of which is H. rermworus, a common
bird of the eastern United States, about 5J
inches long, of an olive-green color above, and
having the head striped with a tawny color and
with black. Coues, 1882.

Helminthes (hel-min'thez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

fA/iiff, pi. e\iuvdes, a worm: see helminth.'] A
large group of worms. The term is not now in tech-
nical use, but corresponds in a general way to Cestoidea,
Trematoidea, and Nematoidea.

Helminthia (hel-min'thi-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

el.uivf (ifyivB-), a worm.] See Picris.

helminthiasis (hel-min-thi'a-sis), n. [NL.. <

Gr. etynfliav, suffer from worms, < tf.uivf (fA^jvp-),
a worm.] In pathol., a condition characterized

by the presence of worms in any part of the

body.
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helminthic (hel-min'thik), . and n. [< hel-

minth + -ic.] I. a. 1. In rod'/., pertaining to
helminths or worms. 2. In med., expelling
worms; vermifugal.

II. n. A medicine for expelling worms; a

vermifuge.
helminthimorphous (hel-min-thi-mor'fus), a.

[< Gr. tofiof (iJLUtv6-), a worm, + poptyf/, form.]
In entont., helmmthoid: specifically applied to

certain dipterous larvee which resemble worms
and live in the bodies of vertebrates.
Helminthocladia (hel-mm-tho-kla'di-a), w.

[NL., < Gr. ('/.fuvf (fA/uvd-), a worm, + /tXdo'of, a

branch.] A small genus of red algse, the type of
the order Helminthocladiece of Agardh. The fronds
are terete, much branched and decompound laterally, and
more or less gelatinous.

helminthoid (hel-min'thoid), a. [< Gr. *&/uv-
Ooeidijf. contr. e'/./uvfl<J6?i<;, like a worm, < etyivs
(i^fiLvd-), a worm, + fMof, form.] Resembling
a helminth

j
worm-like in form

;
vermiform.

helmintholitet (hel-min'tho-lit), n. [< helmin-

tholithus.] A fossil of the 'genus Helmintkoli-
tltus.

Helmintholithust (hel-min-thol'i-thus), w.

[NL., < Gr. eA/iivf (e'A/jtvB-), a worm, + Atdof, a

stone.] A Linnean genus of fossils supposed
to be helminthoid.

helminthologic (hel-min-tho-loj'ik), a. [< hel-

minthology + -ic.] Pertaining to helminthol-

ogy.
helminthological (hel-min-tho-loj'i-kal), a.

[< helminthologic + -al.] Same as helmintho-

logic.

The Introduction of helminthological experiment by
Kiichenmeister. Eneyc. Brit., XXIII. 50.

helminthologist (hel-min-thol'o-jist), n. [<

helminthology + -int.'] One who is versed in

helminthology.
helminthology (hel-min-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

etyivf (i'/.fj.iv6-), a worm, + -'Aoyia, < fa-yew, speak :

see -ology.] The science of worms, especially
of parasitic worms.

Helminthophaga (hel-min-thof'a-gS), . [NL.,
< Gr. ),utv; (tAficvf-). a worm, 4- ijtayelv, eat.]
A large and beautiful genus of American war-

blers, of the family Mniotiltidte, characterized

by a very acute unnotched bill
;
the worm-eat-

ing warblers. They are small, usually gaily colored,
and very pretty migratory birds of woodlands, especially
of the eastern United States, such as the blue-winged yel-
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Helobacterium (he"lo-bak-te'ri-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr.

ipof,
a nail, + ftaxr^ptov, a little stick: see

bacterium.] A name given by Cohn and others
to certain rod-shaped bacteria presenting a

club-shaped extremity, under the impression
that they were specifically or generically dis-

tinct. Later investigation has shown that they
are merely the fructifying stage of well-known
forms.
Helobiae (he-16'bi-e), n. pi [NL., < Gr. i><,
a marsh, + fiiof, life.] An order of monocoty-
ledonous plants, created by A. Braun in 18(M,
and still adhered to by Goebel and other bot-

anists, but regarded by most as embracing
several natural orders, such as the Lemnaceic,
Alixmncete, Xaiadacece,.and Hydrocharitlece. In
Sachs's classification it is expanded into a se-

ries embracing several orders and subordinate
families.

helobious (he-16'bi-us), a. [< Gr. /c, a marsh,
+ fliof , life.] Living in swamps or marshes

;

palustriue.
helocerous (he-los'e-rus), a. [< NL. helocerus,
< Gr. ?//of, a nail, + idpaf, horn.] Having
olavate antennae ; clavieorn

; specifically, per-
taining to or having the characters of the Cla-

vicornia.

heloderm (he'lo-derm), n. [< Heloderma.] A
lizard of the genus Heloderma, as the caltetepon
and the Gila monster.

I was present when the heloderm bit two gninea-pigs in
the hind leg. . . . The bites were viciously Inflicted, and
the lizard did not readily relinquish Its hold.

Sir J. Fayrer, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1882, p. 832.

Heloderma (he-lo-der'ma), . [NL., < Gr. ifljos,

a nail, stud, wart, + Slppa, skin.] The only
known genus of venomous lizards, typical of the

[NL., < Gr. t/.of,

A genus of syr-

Heiopkilut l

natural sire.

Gila Monster (Htlodtrrna susptftitm ,.

Golden-winced Warbler (Helmintliophaga chrysopttra).

low warbler, H. pinus; the golden-winged warbler, H.
chrysoptera ; the orange crowned warbler, H. celata ; the
Tennessee warbler, H. pereyrina ; the Nashville warbler,
H. ruHcapilla ; Bachiuan's warbler, H. uachniani ; Lucy's
warbler, H. lucia? ; Virginia's warbler, H. wryinitK. This
genus was founded in ornithology by Cabanis in 1850 ; but
the name, being preoccupied in a different connection,
has lately been changed to HelminthophUa.

Helminthosporium (hel-min-tho-spo'ri-um)", n.

[NL., < Gr. Mua>[ (e^/avO-), a worm, + mrdpof,

seed, spore.] A genus of hyphomycetons fungi,

having simple or slightly branched irregular
flocci and multiseptate spores.

helminthosporoid(hel-min-tho-spo'roid), a. [<

Helminthosporium + -old."] Having the struc-
ture or appearance of the genus Helminthospo-
rium.

helmless 1

(helm'les), . [< helm* + -less.]

Having no helm or steering-apparatus.
Your National Assembly, like a ship water-logged, helm-

lees, lies tumbling. Carlyle, French Rev., II. vL 5.

I sit within a helmlesi bark.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, iv.

helmless2 (helm'les), . [< helnft + -less.]
Without a helm or helmet,

helm-port (helm'pprt), n. Naut., the hole in
the counter of a ship through which the rudder
passes ;

the rudder-port.
helmsman (helmz'man), .; pi. helmsmen
(-men). Naut., the man at the helm or wheel,
who steers a ship.

I find a magic bark
;

I leap on board : no helmsman steers :

I float till all is dark. Tennyson. Sir Ualahad.

family Helodermatidie, having the skin studded
with tubercles like nail-heads, whence the name.
There are two species, of large size and most repulsive as-

pect, H. horriduin, the Mexican caltetepon, and H. sutspec-

tvtn, the Qila monster (which see, under monster).

Helodermatidae (he*lo-der-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hcloderma(t-) '+ -idee.] An American
family of venomous lizards, represented by the

genus Heloderma. It includes esquamate-tongued
lizards with clavicles not dilated proximally, a postorbi-
tal arch, no postfrontosquamosal arch, the pre- and post-
frontals in contact, separating the frontal from the orbit,
and furrowed teeth receiving the efferent ducts of highly
developed salivary glands. The Helodermatidce are the

only Laccrtilia known to be poisonous ; the fact of their
venomousness was established in 1882, but it had pre-
viously been suspected, whence the name H. siupectum
of the Oila monster. See Gila monster (under monster)
and heloderm. Also Helodermidat.

helodermatoid (he-lo-der'ma-toid), a. [< Helo-

derma(t-) + -oid.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Helodern/atidre.

helodermatous (he-lo-der'ma-tus), a. [As He-
loderma(t-) + -o.] Having a studded, warty,
or tuberculous skin : specifically applied to the
heloderms.
helodes (he-16'dez), . [NL., < Gr. &Mnf, of a
marsh, marshy, < t/lof, marsh, + eUof, form.]
In pathol. : (a) Marsh-fever. (6) A kind of fever
characterized by profuse perspiration.
helodont (he'lo-dont), a. [< Gr. f/'/-o(, a nail,
+ bdo'vf (bSovT-)'= E. tooth.] Shaped like a nail

or spike, as a tooth
; also, having such teeth.

A number of small helodont teeth are scattered over
some of the pieces of limestone.

J. W. Dams, Oeol. Slag., III. 151.

Helodus (he'lo-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^Xof, a

nail, + orfoif = E. tooth.] A genus of fossil sela-

chians, based upon teeth of apparently cestra-
ciont sharks which abound in Carboniferous
limestone : so called from the studded appear-
ance of their crushing crowns. L. Ayusai:,
1838.

Heloecetes (he-le'se-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. E/^C,
a marsh, + O'IKST>K, a house-slave, a menial, <

o'tKtiv, dwell in, inhabit, < otKof, a house.] A not-
able genus of aquatic tree-toads, of the family
Hylidce. H. trteeriatus is one of the common species of
the United States, whose shrilling may be heard through
the summer in swampy places. Also written Heloecetes.

Helonaea (hel-o-ne'a), n. [NL. (Audubon, 1839,
as Helinaia ; changed to Heloncea by A. New-

helosis

ton), < Gr. t'/.of ,
a marsh.] A genus of American

worm-eating warblers, of the family Miiiotil-

tidte, having a peculiar bill resembling that of
a meadow-lark. There is but one species, H. swain-

Koni, a near relative of the worm-eating warbler, Heimin
therun rrrtnivoruii, inhabiting the Southern States. It

was long regarded as one of the rarest of warblers, but
has lately been found to abound in swamps in South Caro-
lina.

Helonias (he-16'iii-as), //. [NL., < Gr. e?.of, a

marsh.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants,
founded by Linneeus in 1753, belonging to the
natural order Liliaeear, tribe Nartheeiew, with

petioled radical leaves, those of the stem few
and small, small flowers in dense racemes, the
stamens little longer than the perianth, and
three very short styles. Only one species is known,
//. Indlata, a botanical rarity of the United .states, grow-
ing in wet places in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Vir-

ginia. It is a very handsome plant.

Helophilus (he-lof'i-lus), .

a marsh, + 0</of , loving.] 1 .

phid flies, founded by Mei-

gen in 1822. They are large,

nearly naked, black or brown
with yellow spots or bands, and
usually marked by light stripes
on the back of the thorax. The
larvae have no month-hooks, and
probably live, like those of Erin-

talis, in manure and foul wa-
ter. Twenty North American and
about as many European species
are described.

2. A genus of water-beetles, of the family HJJ-
drophilidie, erected by Mulsant in 1844. It is

synonymous with the extensive genus Philhy-
dnts of Solier.

Helophoridae (he-lo-for'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Hclophonts + -idee.] A family of aquatic pal-
picorn beetles, named from the genus Helopho-
rus. See Hydrophilidce. Also written Helophori-
da, Helophnrites.
Helophorus (he-lof'o-rus), n. [NL. (Fabricius,
17761 < Gr. 7?.of, a iiail, stud, H-

-yApof,
-bear-

ing, < Qtpciv= E. bear1.] The typical genus of

Helophoridce. There are many species, mainly Euro-
pean and North American, but also some Asiatic and
North African. H. Uneatus of Say is found in the United
States.

helopsH (he'lops), n. [L. helops, also elops, some
sea-fish: see Elops.] Some sea-fish, a favorite
with the Eomans.
Salmons from Aquitaine, helops from Rhodes.

Jliddleion, Game at Chess, v. 3.

Helops2 ((he'lops), . [NL., < Gr. ip/lof, a nail,

stud, + <JV, face (appearance).] A notable ge-
nus of tenebrionine beetles with slender tarsi,
sessile abdomen, and a coriaceous band over
the labrum. H. micang is a beautifully striped bronzed
species. Nearly 200 species are known, about 30 of them
North American and the rest mainly European, though a
few are found in Asia, North Africa, the Azores, Madeira,
and Australia. Fabricius, 1775.

Helosidse (he-los'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Helosis +
-idee.] A tribe of plants, of the natural order

Balanophorett, made by Lindley in 1845 to in-

clude the genus Helosis and 4 other genera:
nearly equivalent to the tribe Helosidea: of Ben-
tham and Hooker.
Helosideae (he-16-sid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Helo-
sis (-id-) + -ece.] A tribe of dicotyledonous apet-
alous plants, belonging to the natural order Ba-
lanophoret?, typified by Helosis. It is distinguished
by its imperfect flowers, which are monoecious or dioecious.
The staminate flowers, with the stamens in a column, are
furnished with a perianth, which in the pistillate flowers
is adnate to the 2-styled ovary and has a 2-lipped limb.
The tribe consists of fleshy herbs, destitute of chlorophyl,
and parasitic on roots, with the small flowers crowded
into a rounded or oblong head. There are 4 genera, na-
tives of tropical America, India, and Java.

Helosieae (he-lo-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Helo-
sis + -e<?.] Same as Helosidew. Schott and
EmlUcher, 1832.

Helosis1
(he-16'sis), n. [NL. (so called from the

shape of the bracts, which are prominent before

anthesis), < Gr. qtof, a nail.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous apetalous plants, belonging to the
natural order Balanophorete and tribe Helosidete.
It is characterized by a branched rootstock, bearing erect,
naked scapes, and by a 3-lobed perianth of the staminate
flowers with united stamens, that of the pistillate flowers

being superior to the 1-celled ovary which in fruit be-
comes a nut. The genus comprises three, or according
to some authors only one, species of parasitic, smooth,
dark-red herbs, natives of tropical America, They are sup-
posed to possess styptic properties.

helosis2 (he-16'sis), w. [NL., also
;

written helo-

tin, appar. intended as a formation from Gr.

citieiv, turn round, roll up, akin to cAiaaciv, turn,
e/Uf, helix, L. tolrere, and E. mallow : see helix,

volute, and irallotr.] In pathol.: (a) Eversion
of the eyelids. (6) Spasm of the eye-museles.
(c) Strabismus, (d) Plica polouica. See plica.



Helostoma

Helostoma (hf-los'to-rna), . [NL., < Gr. >//.u<;,

a nail, + ar6fia, the month.] The typical genus
of Helostontida', having a peculiar small mouth.
helOStomid (he-los'to-mid). n. A fish of the

family Helostoiitiilii:

Helostomidse (hel-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Helostoma + -/,'.] A family of acauthoptery-
gian fishes, represented by the genus Helostnnin.
The mouth is very small, and the teeth are confined to the

lips and movable. In most other respects they agree with
the Anabantiihc, and are generally associated with them
in the same family. The llelovtutna tenmtincki inhabits
the fresh waters of Java.

Helot (he'lot or hel'ot), . [< L. Hefete.prop. Hi-
lota; or IlohK, < Gr. E'i/.wra< or Ei/Uinf, pi. of Ei'/ti-

rijf or Eujjf, a Helot; said to bo so named from
"EA>f, a town of Sparta, whose inhabitants were
enslaved, but more prob. from the pass, of eteiv,
-A aor. associated with pres. alpeiv, take.] 1.
One of a class of serfs among the ancient Spar-
tans who were owned by the state, were bound
to the soil under allotment to landholders, and
fulfilled all servile functions. The Helots paid
then- masters a fixed proportion of the products of the
ground cultivated by them. They served as light-armed
troops in war, and in great emergencies bodies of them
were organized as regular or heavy-aimed troops, in which
case they might be manumitted as a reward for bravery.
They were descendants of captives of war, most of them
probably of the conquered Achean aborigines of Laconia ;

and they were very cruelly treated, and often systemati-
cally massacred, to keep down their numbers and prevent
them from organized revolt.

The old Spartans had a wiser method, and went out and
hunted down their Helots, and speared and spitted them,
when they grew too numerous.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, iii. 4.

Hence 2. [cap. or 1. c.~\ A serf or slave, in

general ;
a servile person ;

one subject to the
orders and caprices of another.
Those unfortunates, the Helots of mankind, more or less

numerous in every community. /s. Taylor.

helotage (he'lot-aj or hel'ot-aj), n. [< helot +
-age.'} The state or condition of being a helot

;

serfage. Carlyle.
Helotia (he-lo'ti-a), . pi. [NL., < Helptium.]A family of discomycetous fungi, including, ac-

cording to Bond, the groups Ciboria and Heloti.
Helotici (he-lot'i-sl), u. pi. [NL., < Helotium.]
Same as Pileolares.

helotism (he'lot-izm or hel'ot-izm), n. [< He-
lot + ism.'] 1. The system of serfage main-
tained at Sparta, or one resembling it. See He-
lot, 1. 2. The condition of the Helots or Spar-
tan serfs, or of helots in the extended sense;
servile bondage.
Helotium (he-16'ti-um), n. [NL., perhaps < Gr.

?}/U>rof, nail-shaped, < rj/.oc,, a nail.] A genus of

discomycetous fungi, type of the Helotia. The
disk is always open, at first punctiform, then dilated, con-
vex or concave, and naked ; the excipulum is waxy, free,
and externally naked.

helotry (he'lot-ri or hel'ot-ri), n. [< Helot +
-ry.~\ 1. The condition "of a Helot; serfdom;
slavery. 2. Helots in a collective sense ; a
body of persons in a condition similar to that
of the ancient Helots.
The Helotry of Mammon are not, in our day, so easily

enforced to content themselves as the peasantry of that
happy period, as Mr. Southey considers it, which elapsed
between the fall of the feudal and the rise of commercial
tyranny. Macaulay, Southey's Colloquies.

help (help), c.
; pret. and pp. helped (formerly

holp and holpen), ppr. helping. [< ME. helpen
(pret. halp, pi. holpen, pp. holpen, holpe), < AS.
helpan (pret. healp, pi. hnlpon, pp. holpen) = OS.
helpan = OFries. helpa = D. MLG. LG. helpen= OHG. helfan, MHG. G. helfen = Icel. hjalpu
=. Sw. hjelpa = Dan. hjajlpe= Goth, hilpan, help.
Connection with Lith. szelpti, help, is uncer-
tain.] I. trans. 1. To furnish aid to ; contrib-
ute strength or means to

;
assist in doing, ac-

complishing, or attaining anything; assist; aid:

as, to help a man in his work; to help one out
of difficulties. See to help to, below.
But evere more God of his grace halp us.

Maiuleville, Travels, p. 284.

Treuthe tauhte me ones to louen hem vchone,
And helpen hem of alle thyng aftur that hem ueodeth.

Piers Plowman (A), vii. 198.

Help thyself, and God will help thee.
G. Herbert, Jacula Prudentum.

2. To bring succor or relief to
;
relieve

;
rescue.

This helpeth whete
From Auntes and fro myse.
Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 158.

Help me, Cassius, or I sink ! Shak., J. C., i. 2.

My son . . . hath a dumb spirit ; ... but if thou canst
do any thing, have compassion on us, and help us.

Mark ix. 22.

Help us from famine
And plague and strife !

Tennyson, The Victim.
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3. To mitigate, as pain or disease; heal, relieve,
or comfort, as a person in pain or distress.
Ande also it is ordeynede, yat if eny brother or sister

falle in pouert, thnrghe aueuture of ye werlde, his state
shal bene holpen of euery brother and sister of ye gilde.

English GiMs (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

The true calamus helps a cough. Gerarde.

Do wounds help wounds, or grief help grievous deeds?
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1822.

But the jingling of the guinea helps the hurt that Honour
feels. TennytuH, Locksley Hall.

4. To mend; repair. [Prov. Eng.] 5. To
change for the better

; remedy : as, he cannot
help his deformity.
Let them [words] have scope : though what they do impart
Help nothing else, yet do they ease the heart.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

helpful

II. intrants. 1. To lend aid; be of use; avail.

To helpe, ne hurte, my wille is not applied ;

Who trowithe me not, I lete it passe a-way.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 66.

To euery crafte of man's helpe
He had a redy witte to helpe
Through naturall experience.

Gower, Coiit. Amant., v.

2. To serve or distribute food, as at table.

The host sat behind the haunch of mutton, and helped
with zeal ; the guests took the ducks, the turkey, the hare,
and the fowls, and did their part.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 121.

A helping hand. See hand. To help out, to lend aid.

Some, wanting the talent to write, made it their care
that the actors should help out where the Muses failed.

Rymer.

If I be, either by disposition or what other cause, too in- help (help), . [< ME. help, < AS. help = OS.
quisitive, or suspitious of my self and mine own doings, helpa = OFries. lielpc = D. huh) = MLG. halve
who can help it? Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii. _ QHG. helfa, hilfu, MHG. helfe, hilfe, G. hilfe
For helping of this, it was propounded, that such as Tpcl 7/i/n Sw hirl Ttan lii/nln holn

dwelt there should pay six-pence the acre, yearly, for such Zn, ftj, '^.yTn , {''
lands as lay within a mile of the water.

Irom the verb.J 1. Assistance
;
aid given to-

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 234. ward doing, accomplishing, or attaining any-
Let nothing provoke you to fall upon an imperfection

tltmg, as labor, escape from danger or difficulty,
he cannot help. Steele, Tatler, No. 85. discharge of obligations, etc.

6. To prevent; avoid; forbear; keep or re-
frain from : with can or cannot.
A man who values a good night's rest will not lie down

with enmity in his heart, if he can help it.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 95.

True, madam ; notwithstanding his vices, one cant help
feeling for him. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Your teasing daughter, who will never let you alone ;

who, when you go into your room, cannot help running
to seek for you. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

7. To increase ; aggravate. [Rare.]
Their armour helped their harm, crush'd in and bruised
Into their substance pent. Milton, P. L., vi. 656.

8. To aid in going, removing, getting, etc.: , , ,. _ -

with ellipsis of to no, to yet, etc. : as, help me ?ublect to plentie of Snakes, which without helpe kill in
:_ "uTriT^-i fy. .",_!* t , foure and twentie houres. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 842.

Poor Corydon
Must live alone ;

Other help for him I see that there is none.

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xvili. 54.

3. A source of aid, relief, or succor; a helper.
I will make him an help meet for him. Gen. 11. 18.

God is ... a very present help in trouble. Ps. xlvi. 1.

You who now glory In the name of Believers and are
hitherto as forward as any in the profession of Christian
ity, do not think your selves to be above the need of any
helps to confirm your faith. Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. iii.

Virtue is a friend and a help to nature. South, Sermons.

The ladies [Dryden's characters] seem to have been ex-

pressly created to form helps meet for such gentlemen.
Macaulay, Dryden.

Hence 4. An assistant; a hired laborer or

servant; especially, a domestic or household

In auncion tyme of antiquite
Men called goddis to theire helpe and ayd.

Rom. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., L 22.

By the helpe and assistance of their counsels, the order
of the gouernement, and conduction of the shippes iu the
whole voyage might be the better.

Hakluyt's Voyage:;, I. 246.

Embrace, and invite helps, and advices, touching the
execution of thy place. Bacon.

2. Remedy; relief; succor; means of deliver-
ance : as, failure is inevitable, there is no help
for it.

Our help is in the name of the Lord. Ps. cxxiv. 8.

The fields, woods, houses, beds, boots [in Brazil], are

in (that is, help me to go in) ; help me off my
horse.

By foul play, as thou say'st, were we heav'd thence
;

But blessedly holp hither. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

[The verb help may have an infinitive after it without the
usual to.

William Pitt, . . . having drunk a bottle of port-wine
at his own house, would go into Bellamy's with Dundas,
and help finish a couple more.

Thackeray, Four Georges, p. 116.

I would fain stay and help thee tend him.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

Should we lend him the moral support of our agreement,
and thus help him hold his own against the forces he has
to face ?

Times (London), quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 108.]

9. To give out in portions.
She sat down at the head of the table, and began silent-

ly helping the hot milk. Vcrnon Lee, Miss Brown.
servant; collectively, servants or assistants

God help him (her, you,
thee), a phrase used to express the supply of workers. [U. S., originally and
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Now God help thee, poor monkey ! But how wilt thou
do for a father? Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2.

She says
(God help her) she was wedded to a fool.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

So help me, a minced oath : for so helpme God. [Colloq. ]

So help me God, may God help or save me as I speak
the truth : a solemn asseveration used in taking an oath.
Other formulas of similar import are found in use.

And for the! sworen bi heore soule "go God hem moste
helpe!"

Ajeyn heore clene concience heore catel to sulle.

Piers Plowman (A), viii. 24.

I say no more than truth, so help me God !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iii. 1.

To help forward, to assist in making progress.

I will hide nothing from you that I can remember, and
can think may help you forward towards a perfection in
this art. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 181.

To help Off, to aid in disposing or getting rid of.

Having never learned any laudable manual art, they have
recourse to those foolish or ill ways in use to help off their
time. Locke.

Strange ! how the frequent interjected dash
Quickens a market, and helps off the trash.

Camper, Charity, 1. 522.

To help on, to forward ; further. To help out, to aid
in delivering from trouble, In completing a task, In eking
out a supply, or the like.

The god of learning and of light
Would want a god himself to help him out. Swift.

still chiefly in New England.]
The Boston help reads Dante while she prepares the

succulent pork and beans.
New Eng. Jour, o/ Education, XVII. 54.

The fewness and dearness of servants [in the New Eng-
land colony] made it necessary to call in temporary assis-
tance lor extraordinary occasions, and hence arose the
common use of the word help.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 263.

help-ale (help'al), . A festivity among the

English peasantry marking the completion of
work done by the help of neighbors, as in hay-
making.
helper (hel'per), u. [< ME. helpere (- OFries.

helpere, hilpcre = D. helper = MLG. hulper =
OHG. helfari, helj'are, helfari, MHG. helfaire,
G. heifer = Icel. Jijdlpari= Sw. hielpare = Dan.

hjflper) ;
< help, v., + -erl.] 1. One who helps,

aids, or assists; an auxiliary; one who affords

assistance, comfort, or remedy.
Woman being created for man's sake to be his helper.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 73.

There was not any shut up, nor any left, nor any helper
for Israel. 2 Ki. xiv. 28.

Fellow-labourers in the same vineyard, not lording over
their rights, but helpers of their joy.

Burke, Economical Reform.

2. Specifically, one who is employed as assis-
tant to another in doing some kind of work: as,
a blacksmith's or a groom's helper.

T
?

hel
.

P
.

V
f
r'

t J!nable to surmount: as, to help one helpfellowt (help'fel'6), . [< help + fellow.
over a difficulty. To help to, to assist in obtaining ; sup-
ply or serve with : as, to help one to meat at table.

Is this a dinner? this a genial room? . . .

In plenty starving, tantalized in state,
And eomplaisantly help'd to all I hate.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 164.

To help up, to raise ; support.
A man is well holp up that trusts to you.

Shak., C. of E., Iv. 1.
" We shall be finely helped up here," said Michael Lam-

bourne, looking at the gateway and gate.

Scott, Kenilworth, Iii.

Cf. helpmate.'] A colleague; a partner or an
associate; a mate.
Therfore we taried still alone at Athenes, and from

thence sente Tymothe our brother, a tryed minister of

God, and an hefpeffllowe of our office.

J. Udall, On 1 Thee. iii.

helpful (help'ful), a. [< ME. helpful; < help+ -ful.] Furnishing help; serviceable; use-
ful; beneficial.

I schal be helpful, or mercyful, to the wickldnease of
hem. Wyclif, Heb. viii. 12 (Oxf.).
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A skilful chymist can as well, by separation of visible

"

[The original use in Gen. ii. 18 is correctly reproduced in
elements, draw helpful medicines out of poison. the following passage, which illustrates the transition to

Ralriijh, Hist. World.

More helpful than all wisdom is one draught of simple
human pity that will not forsake us.

Qeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 1.

helpfully (help'fiil-i), adv. In a helpful or ser-

the incorrect use :

It had therefore been much impressed upon his [White-
fleld'sj heart that he should marry, in order to have a help
meet for him in the work whereunto he was called.

Southey, Wesley (2d Amer. ed.), II. 188.]

viceable" manner. helpWOrthy(help'wer"THi),. Deserving help,
helpfulness (help'ful-nes), n. The condition Our preaching . . . is apt to be too ambitious. It fails

or characteristic of being helpful ; assistance ;
'n helpfulness to helpivmrthy people,

usefulness. Harper't Mag., LXXVIII. 213.

You saw the beginnings of civilization as it were, and helter-skelter (hel'ter-skel'ter), adv. [First
the necessity of mutual help/ulness among the settlers.

W. Black.

helping (hel'ping), H. [= MHG. helfunge; ver-
bal n. of help, v.] 1. The act of aiding or giv-
ing help.
Somme ther ben here that, while ye haue ben oute of

contrey, haue deffended youre londe as wele as it hadde
ben their owne a-gein alle youre enmyes, and have be In

helpings to alle hem that ye lefte it to kepe.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 372.

2. That which is served or offered at one time,
as food or drink

;
a portion. [Colloq.]

helpless (help'les), a. [< ME. helples (= OS.
hulpilos = OFries. helpeles = D. hulpeloos =
OHG. helfelos, MHG. G. hilflos= Icel. hjdlp-launs

in Shakspere's time ; a dial, expression, being
a riiniug formula vaguely imitative of hurry
and confusion. Cf. hurly-burly. The same
initial sequence h sk appears in harum-
scarum, dial, havey-scavey, etc.] With confused
haste or commotion; in a disorderly hurry;
confusedly.

Helter-skelter have I rode to thee.

SAat., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.

Heller skelter, hang sorrow, care 11 kill a cat.

B. Jonnon, Every Man in his Humour, i 3.

The lightning kept flashing, the rain too kept pouring,
While they, helter-skelter,
In vain sought for shelter.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 172.

= Dan. hjcelpetos = Sw. hjelplos); < help + -less.] helter-skelter (hel'ter-skel'ter), a. and H. [<
1. Incapable of acting without assistance; helter-skelter, adv.] I. a. Confused; disorderly;
needing help; incapable of self-support or self- carelessly hurried.

defense; feeble; dependent: as, a helpless babe ;

a helpless, shiftless fellow.

And let a single helples maiden pass
Uninjured in this wild surrounding waste.

Hilton, Comus, 1. 402.

Slavery is disheartening; but Nature is not so helpless
but it can rid itself at last of every wrong.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

2. Incapable of helping ; affording no help ;

unaiding. [Rare.]
The gods have been

Helpless foreseers of my plagues.
Chapman, Iliad, vi. 385.

3. Beyond help ;
irremediable.

Such helpless harms it's better hidden keep,
Than rip up grief, where it may not avail. Spenser.

The Legislature is always pressed for time during the
closing week, and the most important business is rushed
through in helter-skelter fashion.

The Nation, XLVII. 445.

II. n. Confused movement or action; dis-

orderly hurry or bustle
;
confusion.

Such a clatter of tongues in empty heads,
Such a helter-skelter of prayers and sins.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

The system of classification [of antiquities in the Vati-

can] is based on the history of their collection by the dif-

ferent popes, so that, for every other purpose but that of

securing to each pope his share of glory, it is a system of
helter-skelter. George Eliot, in Cross, II. x.

helter-skelteriness (hel'ter-skel'ter-i-nes), n.

Disorderly haste ;
heedless confusion. [Bare.]

4. Unsupplied; destitute. [Rare.]

Helpless of all that human wants require. Dryden.

helplessly (help'les-li), adv. In a helpless helve (helv). . [< ME. helve, earlier helfe, <

AS. Itelf (the dat. occurs spelled hielfe and the

While the picturesqueness of the numerous pencil-
scratches arrested my attention, their helter-skelteriness
of commentary amused me. Poe, Marginalia, Int.

manner or condition.

But if he be thus helplessly distract,
Tis requisite his office be resign'd,
And given to one of more discretion.

Spanish Tragedy, Iv.

helplessness (help'les-nes), n. The state of

being helpless.
It is the tendency of sickness to reduce our extravagant

self-estimation, by exhibiting our solitary helplensnets.
Rucktiiintiti'i:

No one can be barbarous enough to desire the continu-
ance of poor wretches in error and helphnxnesi, that he
may tyrannize over them with impunity.

Seeker, Works, V. xii.

helplyt (help'li), . [ME., = MLG. hulplik =
MHG. helfelich,helflich ; cf. G. be-Milflich = Dan.
be-hjcdpelig = Sw. be-hjelplig ; < help + -ly

1
.]

Aiding; assisting; helpful.
I swor you righte, lo, now.

To ben youre frende and helply to my myghte.
Chaueer, Troilus, v. 128.

helpmate (help'mat), . [< help + mate'1-; cf.

helpfelloiv, an equiv. compound of much older
date. Cf. helpmeet.'] An assistant; a helper;
a coadjutor ;

a partner.
God made man first, and out of him created woman ;

and declared withal, that he therefore created her that
she might be a help-mate for the man.

Abp. Sliarp, Works, IV. xii.

I was now provided with a helpmate.
Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

In Minorca the ass and the hog are common help-mates,
and are yoked together in order to turn up the land.

Pennant, Brit. Zool., The Hog.

pi. spelled hijlfa), a handle, = OD. Ittiv-e= OHG.
litilb, MHG. /(//), pi. helbe, G. (obs.) helb, a
handle. The same base appears in helm 1

, AS.
lielinii (for "helfma), and halter^, AS. lia-lfter:
see helm 1

,
halter2

, lialbenl.] 1. The handle of
an ax, adz, or hatchet.

But Gawein emote the axe helve a-sondre, and the stroke
descended on the shelde. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 534.

His hand fetcheth a stroke with the ax, ... and the
head slippeth from the helfe. Dent. xix. 5.

Let us be sure that the devil take not a helve from our
own branches to lit his axe.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 103.

2. The shank of a forge-hammer or trip-ham-
mer: also used for the whole hammer.- Belly
helve, a form of helve for a lifting-hammer in which the
cam is placed below the surface of the ground, and acts

upon the arm or lever at a point between its head and
the fulcrum. Nose or frontal helve, a form of helve
for a lifting-hammer in which the cam acts upon the lever
at one extremity, while the fulcrum is placed at the other
extremity. To put the ax In the helve. See oil. To
throw the helve after the hatchet, to give up entirely ;

abandon the last resource.

If shee should reduce the Spaniard to that desperate
passe in the Netherlands, as to make him throw the helve

after the hatchet, and to relinquish those provinces alto-

gether, it would much alter the case.

Homll, Forreine Travel], 9.

helve (helv), v . t.
; pret. and pp. helved, ppr.

helving. [< helve, .] To furnish with a helve
or handle, as an ax.

helve-hammer (helv' ham 'er), . A large,
heavy blacksmiths' hammer for manufacturing

helpmeet (help'met), n. [An absurd com- wroughWron, tilted by the helve and oscillating
pound, taken as equiv. to helpmate, the form
being

on bearings ; a trip-hammer.

JL , f--r- growing
' a help (helper) like himself (adjutorium simi- the
lent sibi, Vulg.).] A partner; a helpmate; a
consort

; specifically, a wife.

According to the latter [narrative of creation] the Lord
ted Adam, and placed him in the garden of Eden,Godcreatei

. . . and afterwards, on his finding the want of a ,...f
meet, caused him to sleep, and took one of his ribs, and
thence made a woman.
J. H. Newman, Discussions and Arguments (1872), p. 154.

The [Mormon] saints have gone on with their wholesale
marrying and sealing, and the head prophet has taken his
forty-fifth help-meet. ,-. - /i_i, i\
New York Tribune, quoted by R. G. White, Words and DelVOr (hel ver), H.

[their Uses, v. helve of a tool.

The receptacle is pileate, hanging down over the stem, con-
cave and barren below. A few of the species are edible.

2. [I. c.] A fungus belonging to this genus.
Helvellacese, Helvellacei (hel-ve-la'se-e, -I),

n. )>l. [NL., < Helvi'lla + -acea;, -acei.]
That

division of the discomycetous fungi which con-
tains the morels (Morchella) and the genera
most nearly related to them. The hymenium is

vertical, the texture soft and waxy. IHscomycetes is a
synonym. Also written Elvellacea, Elvellacei.

In mining, the handle or

hem
Helvetia green. Same as acid-green.
Helvetian (hel-ve'shan), a. andw. [< Helvetia
or Helvetii + -an."] I. a. 1. Of or belonging to
the ancient people called Helvetii. 2. Of or

pertaining to Switzerland, called in Middle
Latin and New Latin Helvetia, with reference
to the ancient Helvetii; Swiss. See Helvetic.

Helvetian plover. See plover.

II. . One of the ancient Helvetii
; hence, an

inhabitant of Switzerland; a Swiss.
Helvetic (hel-vet'ik), a. [< L. Helveticus, < Hel-

cetii, a people of Gallia Lugdunensis, in what
is modern Switzerland. The name is said to
mean 'high-hill men.'] 1. Qf or pertaining to
the Helvetii, the ancient inhabitants of the Al-

pine region now called Switzerland. 2. Of or

pertaining to the modern states and inhabitants
of Switzerland: as, the Helvetic confederacy;
Helvetic states Helvetic confessions, two confes-
sions of faith composed by Swiss theologians, represent-
ing the religious creed of the Reformed cantons of Swit-

zerland, and bearing date, the first 1536, the second 15Wi.

They are Protestant in opposition to Romanism, evan-
gelical in opposition to Pelagianism, Arianism, etc., mode-
rately Calvlnistic on the subject of election and predes-
tination and on the subject of the Lord's Supper, and
Zwinglian in opposition to Lutheranism. Helvetic Re-
public, a republic comprising the greater part of Swit-

zerland, which was formed in 1798 under French auspices,
and existed until 1814.

helvin, helvite (hel'vin, -vit), . [< L. hel-

vus. light-yellow (see helvolous), light-bay, +
-*2, -ite^.j A mineral of a yellowish color, oc-

curring in regular tetrahedrons, it is a silicate of

beryllium (glucinum), manganese, and iron, and contains
also some sulphur. It is found near Schwarzenberg in Sax-

ony, and in Virginia.

helvolous (hel'vo-lus),*!.' [< L.helrolus, helvc-

olus, pale-yellowj yellowish, dim. of helvw, yel-
low, light-yellow, light-bay (of the color of

cows, etc.), = AS. geolu, E. yellow, q. v.] Dull

grayish- or reddish-yellow ; tawny.
Helwingia (hel-win'ji-a), H. [After Dr. G. A.
Helving of Angerburg in Prussia, a clergyman
noted as a botanist. ] A genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, founded by Willdenow
in 1805, of the natural order Araliacece. series

Panacea?, remarkable in having the small sessile
and few-flowered umbelets borne on the mid-
ribs of the leaves near the center. Only two spe-
cies are known, one inhabiting Japan, the other the Hima-
layas; they are smooth shrubs with simple-serrulate leaves.
The young leaves of the Japanese species, H. ruscifolia,
are used by the inhabitants as an esculent vegetable.

Helwingiaceae (hel-win-ji-a'se-e), .pl. [NL.,
< Heltviiit/ia + -acea.] An order of plants es-
tablished by Decaisne in 1836, and adopted by
Endlicher and Lindley, for the reception of the
anomalous genus Heliciiigia, now generally re-
ferred to the Araliace<e.

helxine (helk'sin), n. [= F. Pg. helxine = It.

elsinc, < L. helxine, a prickly plant, otherwise
unknown, also a plant called perdicium, Pa-
rietaria officinalix (Pliny), < Gr. tt.i-ivti, a plant
with woolly capsules, perhaps parietaria or ur-

ceolaris, < efauv, draw, pull, trail.] 1. An old
name applied by Dioscorides and Pliny to the

pellitory, Parietaria, to a sort of thistle, Atrac-
tylis gummifcra, and to the bindweed, Convol-
vulus arrengis. 2 [cap.~\ (helk-si'ne). A genus
established by Requien for a plant confined to
Corsica and Sardinia, which differs botanical-

ly from Parietaria only by its one-flowered in-
volucre. It is regarded by many botanists as
a species of Parietaria (P. Soleiroldii).
hem1 (hem), n. [< ME. hem, pi. hemmes, < AS.
hem (once, glossing L. limbus), edge, border,= Fries, dim. hamel, North Fries, heam, ahem,
edge, border; formed with umlaut < AS. ham,
pi. hammas, a piece of land fenced in, = G.
hamm (obs. or dial.), a forest, grove (orig.

hedge), hamme, a hedge, fence: see ham?. The
same development of sense, 'fence, hedge,
grove,' appears in haw1

, q. v. W. hem, hem,
is from E.] 1. A narrow fold in the edge of
a piece of textile material, made to prevent it

from raveling. The stuff is turned over twice so as to
cover the raw edge, and the inner fold or crease is sewed
firmly down.

And launceth heije her hemmes with babelyng in stretes ;

The! ben y-sewed with whijt silk & semes full queynte.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.X I. 551.

" For thou must shape a sark to me, . . .

Without any cut orheme," quoth he.
The Elphin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 278).

My silk may bind
And broider Ottima's cloak's hem.

Browning, Pippa Passes, Epil.

2. Edge ;
border

; margin.
Over the watyre they wente by wyghtnesse of horses,
And tuke wynde as they walde by the wodde hemts.

Mart* Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1S69.



hem
They . . . brought unto him all that were diseased; and

besought him that they might only touch the hem [revised

version, "border "J of his garment. Mat. xiv. 85, 36.

Tinion is dead ;

Entomb'd upon the very hem o' the sea.

Shak., T. of A., v. 6.

3. In arch., the projecting spiral of the Ionic

capital. [Rare or obsolete.]
hem 1 (hem), v. t.

; pret. and pp. hemmed, ppr.

hemming. [< ME. Itcmmen; < kern*, n. The G.

hemmen, stop, check, hinder, = OFries. hemma,
hamma, hinder, obstruct (a limb), is not cog-
nate, but comes from the same root as E. hum-
ble and prob. hamper^: see hamule, hamper*.}
1 . To form a hem or border to

;
fold and sew

down the edge of: as, to hem an apron.
The child . . . holding in her hands a shred of a hand-

kerchief, which she was professing to hem, and at which
she bored perseveringly with a needle.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, ii.

2. To border; edge.
He goeth walkyng vp and downe in hys habite garded

or hemmed with hys brode phylacteries.
J. Udall, On Luke vi.

The snowy mountainous pass . . .

Hems in its gorges the bed
Of the new-born clear-flowing stream.

M. Arnold, The Future.

3. To inclose
;
circumscribe

;
limit or confine

by an environment of any kind: with in, about,
or around.

See, see ! he cries, where your Parthenia fair,
The flowr of all your army, hemm'd about

With thousand enemies, now fainting stands.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, xii.

So ... was it hemmed in by woody hills. Sidney.

Our habits, onr established modes of thought and ac-

tion, the manners and fashions of society, all hem us in.

Channiny, Perfect Life, p. 78.

To hem outt, to shut out.

You can not hem me out of London. Webster.

hem2 (hem), interj. [Sometimes written hum ;

a vocalized imitation of a sound more nearly
represented by hm or h'm, being orig. the sound
made in clearing the throat with a slight effort

a guttural aspiration with nasal murmur.]
An interjectional utterance, a sort of voluntary
half-cough, intended to attract the attention
of a particular person, to cover embarrassment
by feigned indifference or hesitation, etc. Also
ahem.

I would try ; if I could cry hem, and have him.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 3.

Prig. Hem, hem .'

Witty. He's dry ; he hems : on quickly !

Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, i. 2.

"Hem!" coughed Miss Lillerton. Mr. Watkins Tottle

thought the fair creature had spoken. "I beg your par-
don," said he. Dickens, Sketches, Mr. Watkins Tottle, ii.

hem2 (hem), v.
; pret. and pp. hemmed, ppr. hem-

ming. [< MM&, interj.'} I. intrans. To make
the sound expressed by the word hem; hence,
to hesitate or stammer in speaking: as, to hem
and haw.

Hacking and hemming, as though our wittes and onr
senses were a woll-gathering.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Ehetoric, p. 109.

Excellent ! 'Tis Agamemnon just,
Now play me Nestor hem, and stroke thy beard,
As he, being 'dreas'd to some oration.

Shak., 1. and C., i. 3.

Mr. Bickerstaffe stood
up, and after having cast his eyes

over the whole assembly, hemmed twice.

Addiion, Trial of Punctilios.

II. trans. To remove or otherwise affect by
coughing.

Ros. I could shake them off my coat; these burs are in

my heart.
Cel. Hem them away. Shak., As you Like It, i. 3.

hem3
t, pron. See he1

, I., D (c).

hem-, nema-. See hemato-.

hemachate, haemachate (hem'a-kat), n. [< L.

htemachdtes, < Gr. "aifiaxaTw, <.'a'ifia, blood, +
ax&T>K, agate.] A species of agate interspersed
with spots of red jasper.
hemacnrome, hsemachrome (hem'a-krom), n.

[< Gr. alfia, blood, + xp<->ua, color.] The red

coloring matter of the blood ; hemoglobin.
hemachrosis, haemachrosis (hem-a-kro'sis),
n. [NL. hcemachrosis, < Gr. alfia, blood, +
xp&oif, a coloring, tinting.] Eedness of the
blood.

hemacytometer, haemacytometer (hem
/

'a-si-

tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. alfia, blood, + xirof, 'hol-

low (cell), + fitrpov, a measure.] An apparatus
for counting the corpuscles of blood.

hemad, haeinad (he'mad), adv. [< Gr. alfia,

blood, + -ad3 .] To or toward the hemal aspect
of the body; ventrad: the opposite of neurad.

hemadromograph, haemadromograph (hem-a-
drom'o-graf), n. [< Gr. alfia, blood, + &p6/io<;,
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running, course, + ypdQeiv, write.] An instru-

ment for recording automatically changes in
the velocity of the blood dependent on the de-
viation from the perpendicular on the part of a

pendulum introduced into the blood-current.

Chauveau and Lortet first used their h&madromoqraph
in 18CO. Elicyc. Brit., XXIV. 97.

hemadromometer, haemadromometer (hem"-
a-dro-mom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. alfia, blood, + 6p6-

'fiof, running, course, + uirpav, a measure.] An
instrument for measuring the rate at which the
blood moves in the arteries and veins, by means
of the introduction of a large glass loop, when
the rate can be seen and read off.

hemadromometry, haemadromometry (hem"-
a-dro-mom'e-tri), . The art of measuring the
rate at which the blood moves in the arteries

and veins.

hemadynamics, haemadynamics (hem^a-di-
nam'iks), . [< Gr. alfia, blood, + E. dynamics.}
The hydrodynamics of the circulation.

hemadynamometer, haemadynamometer
(hem-a-di-na-mom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. alfia, blood,
+ E. dynamometer.] An instrument for measur-

ing the blood-tension; a manometer used for

determining the pressure in any blood-vessel.

hemafibrite, haemaflbrite (hem-a-fi'brit), n.

[< Gr. alfia, blood, + L. fibra, fiber, + -jte2.]

A hydrous arseniate of manganese, occurring,
in orthorhombic crystals and also in globular
forms having a fibrous structure and red color,
at Nordmark in Sweden.

hemagogue, haemagqgue (hem'a-gog), n. [<
Gr. alfia, blood, + dyuyo?, leading, drawing
forth, < ayiiv, lead.] A medicine which pro-
motes menstrual or hemorrhoidal discharges.

hemal, haemal (he'mal), a. [< Gr. ai/ia, blood,
+ -al.} 1. Having the character of blood; san-

guineous; bloody: as, the hemal fluid. Also
hemic, htemic. 2. Pertaining to or connected
with blood, blood-vessels, or blood-circulation;
vascular; circulatory: as, the hemal system.
3. Situated on the side of the body, with ref-

erence to the vertebral axis, which contains the
heart and great blood-vessels

;
ventral : the op-

posite of neural. In man the hemal aspect is the whole
front of the body, the opposite of the back. In other ver-
tebrates the under side is hemal. The epithet is chiefly
used in this technical sense. Hemal arch, that portion
of atypical vertebra which is on the hemal side of the ver-
tebral axis, forming a hoop or ring to inclose and protect
the heart and other viscera, as the neural arches inclose
the main nervous system. The ribs and breast-bone con-
stitute a series of hemal arches. See cut under eiutotkele-

ton. Hemal cavity, the body-cavity or cceloma ; the tho-
racic-abdominal cavity in general, containing the heart,
lungs, Intestines, etc.: so called because it is on the hemal
aspect of the body and formed or inclosed by hemal arches.
Hemal flexure. See Measure. Hemal space, a cav-

ity or space in which blood circulates. Hemal spine,
(a) In Owen's terminology, the median ventral or hemal
element of a hemal arch, as one of the segments or pieces
of the sternum or breast-bone, articulated on either hand
with a hemapophysis. (&) A median process of the hemal
side of the body of a vertebra ; a hypapophysis : a rare use.

In a half-wild rabbit from Sandon Park, a haemal spine
was moderately well developed on the under side of the
twelfth dorsal vertebra, and I have seen this in no other

specimen. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 127.

hemalopia, haemalopia (hem-a-16'pi-a), n.

[NL. haemalopia, < Gr. alfia, blood, + "d/laof,

blind, + ui/, eye; cf. hemeralopia.} Hemoph-
thalmia.

hemapoiesis, haemapqiesis (hem'a-poi-e'sis),
n. Same as hematopoiesis.
hemapoietic, haemapqietic (hem"a-poi-et'ik),
a. Same as hematopoietic.
hemapophyseal, haemapophyseal (hem'a-po-
fiz'e-al), a. Same as hemapophysial.
hemapophysial, haemapophysial (hem'a-po-
fiz'i-al), a. [< hemapophysis, hamapophysis, +
-al.}

"

Pertaining to or resembling a nemapo-
physis.
hemapophysis, haemapophysis (hem-a-pof'i-
sis), .

; pi. hemapophyses, ha;mapoj>hyses(-sez).
[NL. haemapophysis, < Gr. alfia, blood, + OTTO-

<t>vaif, a process, as of bone: see apophysis.}
The second element of the typical hemal arch
of a vertebra, situated between the pleurapo-
physis and the hemal spine, corresponding in

part to the neurapophysis of the neural arch.
Thus, a costal cartilage, intervening between the bony
part of a rib and a segment of the sternum, is a hemapo-
physis. See cut under endoskeleton.

hemarthrus, haemarthrus (he-mar'thrus), .

[< Gr. alfia, blood, + apdpov, joint.] In pathol.,
the presence of blood in the synovial cavity of
a joint.

hemastatic, haemastatic (hem-a-stat'ik), a.

and n. [< Gr. alfia, blood, + orarucrff. causing
to stand: see static.} I. a. 1. Relating to

hematite

hemastatics. 2. In med., serving to arrest the
escape or flow of blood

; arresting hemorrhage ;

styptic.
II. n. A remedy for stanching a flow of blood.

hemastatics, hsemastatics (hem-a-stat'iks),
n. [PI. of hemastatic, hicmastatic: see -ics.}

The hydrostatics of the blood in living bodies.

hemat-. See hemato-.

hematachometer, haematachometer (hem'a-
ta-kom'e-ter), . [< Gr. alfia, blood, + E. tacho-

meter.} An instrument for measuring the ve-

locity of the blood by making it flow through a

chamber in which a pendulum hangs.
For . . . [measuring the velocity of the blood] Vierordt

constructed the hcematachometer.

Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 97.

hematangionosus, haematangionosus (hem
//a-

tan*ji-on'6-sus), n. [NL. hamiatangionosus, <

Gr. a'i/ja(T-), blood, + ayyelov, a vessel, + v6cof,

disease.] Disease of the blood-vessels. Also

tiematangioiiosos, htematangionosos.
hematein, haematein (hem-a-te'in)j n. [< Gr.

alfia(r-), blood, + -c-in.} Ai organic principle
(CiaH12O6 + 3aq.) derived from the coloring
matter of logwood. It forms dark-violet crystalline
scales, which show by reflected light a greenish hue, and
are sometimes observable on logwood. Also hemateint,
hcemuteine.

hematemesis, hsematemesis (hem-a-tem'e-
sis), . [NL. hfematemesis, < Gr. aifia(r-), blood,
+ eftciv, vomit : see emetic.} In pathol., a vom-
iting of blood.

hematemetic, haematemetic (hema-te-met'-
ik), a. [< hematemesis,h(ematemesis, after emetic.}
Pertaining to or affected with hematemesis.

hematherm, haematherm (hem'a-therm), .

[< Mmnatotherma.} A warm-blooded animal
;

one of the Hmnatotherma.
hemathermal, haemathermal (hem-a-ther'-
mal), a. [< hematherm, lieemaiherw, + -al.} Per-

taining or relating to the hematherms
;
hemato-

thermal.

hemathermous, haemathermous (hena-a-ther'-
mus), a. [< hematherm, h&matherm, -t- -ous.}
Same as hemathermal.

hemathidrosis, haemathidrosis (hem"a-thi-
dro'sis), . [NL. hannathidrosis, < Gr. alfla(T-),
blood. + toyiMf, sweat.] In pathol., the effu-

sion on the skin of blood or blood-stained liquid
without gross or evident lesions.

hemathorax, hasmathorax (hem-a-tho'raks),
n. Same as hematothorajc.

hematic, haematic (he-mat'ik), a. and n. [<
Gr. aifiuTtKof, of the blood, < ai/j(r-), blood: see

hemato-.} I. a. 1. In anat. and physiol., of or

pertaining to, or occurring in, the blood; san-

guineous; hemal.

Again, who has not observed the effect of depressing
emotions to weaken the constitution and engender A#-
matic changes, resulting in dangerous ancemia?

Alien, and Neural., VI. 643.

2. In med., effecting a change in the condition
of the blood.

II. . A medicine which effects a change in
the condition of the blood.

hematics, haematics (hf-mat'iks), . [PI. of

hematic, haimatic: see -ics.] That branch of

physiological and medical science which is con-
cerned with the blood.

hematidrosis, haematidrosis (hem'a-ti-dro'-
sis), . Same as hemathidrosis.

hematin, haematin (hem'a-tin), n. [< NL. hai-

matina;_<.Qr. a!/ja(r-), blood, + -in2 . Cf. Gr.

aifianvof, of blood.] 1. A brown amorphous
substance associated with hemoglobin in the
blood, also forming scales of a bluish-black
color with a metallic luster.

He [Mr. Sorby] has . . . shown how It [blood] may be
detected under the most unfavourable conditions, pro-
vided that a trace of hcematin has escaped decomposition
or removal. J. N. Lockyer, Spectroscope, p. 86.

2. Same as hematoxylin.
Also spelled hematine, h&matine,

hematinic, haematinic (hem-a-tin'ik), a. [<
hematin, hcematin, + -ic.] A medicine, as a prep-
aration of iron, which tends to increase the
amount of hemoglobin in the blood.

hematinometer, haematinometer (hem'a-ti-
nom'e-ter), n. Same as hcmoglobinometer.

hematinuria,haematinuria(hem*a-ti-nu'ri-fi),
n. [Nli.ha'i/iatiiiuria, < Jitematina, hematin, +
Gr. oiipov, urine.] la pathol., the presence of
hematin in the urine : a term once used specifi-
cally to designate what is now called hemo-

globinuria.

hematite,ha3matite(hem'a-tit), n. [<L.fcja-
tites, (. Gr. a'tfiarirri^ (so. /USof , stone), red iron ore,

prop. adj. , blood-like, < 01/01(7-), blood.] Native



hematite

anhydrous iron sesquioxid, or red oxid of iron,

s. It crystallizes in the rhombohcdral system, and
occurs in iron-black crystals with brilliant metallic luster

commonly it is massive, with structure varying from com-
pact to foliated and micaceous (iron-mica or mi
iron ore), also to columnar and fibrous, and further to

earthy (red ocker) and impure argillaceous (ironstone)
kinds. All varieties have a red streak. It is one of the
most valuable ores of iron, and is mined in large quanti-
ties, as in the Marquette region of Lake Superior. It is

sometimes called bloodstone and olifiiste iron (fer oligitte);
also often red hematite, to distinguish it from the related

hydrated ore, brown hematite, or limonite, which has a
brown streak. See cut under ren\form.

hematitic, haematitic (hem-a-tit'ik), a. [<

Iwmatite, haematite, + -'c.] 1. Pertaining to or

resembling hematite. 2. Of a blood-red color;
also, dull-red with a mixture of brown.

It \Agelaiug phoeniceus] never, however, has the kosiita-
titic tint of the red in A. tricolor.

S. F. Baird, Birds of N. A. (1868X p. 627.

hemato-, haemato-, hemo-, haemo-. [Strictly
licmato-, tomato-, contr. hemo-, tomo-, and these
forms reduced to licmat-, tomat-, hem-, h<em-,
before a second element beginning with a vow-
el; so L. and NL. ha'mato-, tomo-, reduced to-
mat-, luem-, < Gr. a/'/zaro-, and contr. ai/u>-, re-
duced before a vowel to ai/iar-, alfi- ; combining
form of al/ia, blood. The form hema-, hawui-,
in E. and NL. compounds, repr. the Gr. word
before a second element beginning with a
consonant (as in hcmachrome or hawachrome,
hemastatic, etc.), is contrary to Gr. usage. The
spelling of words containing this element wa-
vers between ha-m- and hem-. Properly, it

should be torn- in L. and NL. terms, and such
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hematography, haematography (hem-a-tog'-
ra-fi), w. [< Gr. al/ui(T-), blood, + -ypatyla, <

ypdtyitv, write.] A description of the blood.

hematoid, haematoid (hem'a-toid), a. [< Gr.

aifiaToeirJi/f, contr. al/iaruit/f (see hamtatodes),

looking like blood, < a'ifta(r-), blood, + cldor,

form.] Resembling blood.

hematoidin, haematoidin (hem-a-toi'din), n.

[< hematvid, hannatoid, + -in2.] A crystalline
substance often found in extravasated blood,
resembling bilirubin closely, if not identical
with it. Also spelled hematuidine, toniuloidiin:

hematolite, haematolite (hem'a-to-lit), . [<
Gr. OI/M(T-), blood, + /u'ffof, stone.] A hydrous
arseniate of manganese, aluminium, and mag-
nesium, occurring in small rhombohedral crys-
tals of a red color at Nordmark in Sweden.
Also called diadelphite.

hematological, haematological (hem"a-to-loj'-
i-kal), n. Pertaining to hematology.

"

hematology, haematology (hem-a-tol'o-ji), .

[< NL. tomatologia, < Gr. at/z(r-), blood, + -Ao-

yia, < /jyfiv, speak: see -ology."] The branch
of biology which relates to the blood. Also

tomatoloijia.

Hemerobida

hematostibiite, haematostibiite (hem'a-t?-
stib'i-lt), n. [< Gr. aijjia(r-), blood, + L. stibium,

antimony, + -ifc2.] An antimoniate of man-
ganese and iron, occurring in black embedded
grains, appearing blood-red in thin splinters.
It is found in Sweden.
hematothermal, haematothermal (hem"a-
to-ther'mal), . [As Hannatotherma + -at.~\

\Varm-blobded
; specifically, of or pertaining to

the HcEmatoOterma.
Thus Vertebrates might be primarily divided into . . .

llatmatotheriiial, having the four-chambered heart,spongy
lungs, hot blood; and Hsematocryal, having less perfect
breathing organs, less complex heart, with cold blood.

hematothorax, haematothorax (hem "a- to -

tho'raks), . [NL. liwiuatothorax, < Gr. ai/ia(T-),

blood, 4- Bupa!-, breastplate : see thorax.] In
the presence of blood in a pleural cav-

,
ltv - Also /./ Morax, hcmotliorax.

hematoxyhn, haematoxylin (hem-a-tok'si-

'j
11

);
[< GF- <"?"(*-), Wood, + &&*, wood,

+
-"'-^

A dye obtained from the logwood-
^ee, Hmuatoirylon Cawpechianum and hav-

nematoma, naematoma (hem-a-to ma), n.
; pi.

nemutoinata, tomatomata (-ma-ta). [NL. hcewa-

touia, < Gr. a'tfia(r-), blood, + -onia.~\ Inimtliol.,
a swelling filled with extravasated Wool Also
ncmatonie, htematome.

hematomatous, haematomatOUS (hem-a-tom'-
a-tus),n. [<hematuma(t-),hcematoma(t-).

:
r--ous.']

Having or resembling hematoma.
The dura was universally adherenton both hemispheres,
"" there were hmntoMirai efflorescences in bolt dura!

s*08- Medical Newt, XLIX. 63<i.

colorless and free from bitter or astringent taste It af-

fords the fine re4 blue, and purple colors prepared from
logwood by the action of an alkali and the oxygen of

ot wttit
l
a,,d adding a few drops of an alum solution,

which acts as a mordant in fixing the color. It is one of
tn? bl;Bt staining-fluids known for the nucleus, coloring it

One

hematome,l1aematome(hem'a-t6m),,, [<NL.

hematometra. haematometra (hem"a-t6-me'-
hematobic, haematobic(hem-a-t6'bik),a. [As tra),. [NL. namiatometra,<. Gr. 01^0(7"), blood,
hematob-ious, tomatob-ious, -f- -ie.] Same as + fiyrpa, the womb (L. matrix).} Inpathol.,&
hematobious. collection of blood in the uterus.

hematobious, hasmatobious (hem-a-to'bi-us), hematope, haematope (hem'a-top), n. [< //</-

parasitic animalcule; hematobious.

hematozymotic, haematozymotic (hem'
/a-to-

zi-mot'ik), a. [< Gr. ai//a(r-), blood, + E. zyn
Pertaining to a fermentation of the bio

form-element of the blood, different from the

ordinary red or white corpuscles, being a color-
less lenticular disk smaller than red blood-disks
and without hemoglobin. Hematoblasts are identi-
fled by Hayern with the plaquettes described by Bizzozero
in 1883. Also caUed tlood-platt and Wood-platelet.

hematobranchiate, hasmatobranchiate

podidce.

hematopedesis, haematopedesis (hem^a-to-pe-
de'sis), n. [NL. haimatojiedesis, < Gr. aiftd(T-},

blood, + (6ia)Trq6i/aif, an oozing through: see

diapedesis.'] Same as diapedesis.

hematopericardium, haematopericardium
(hem'a-to-per-i-kar'ai-um), n. [NL. luemato-

pericardiitm, < Gr. alfia(r-), blood, + irepiicdp-

diov, pericardium.] The presence of blood in
*i : J: _i eavity_ Also hemopericardium,

hematocele, haematocele (hem'a-to-sel), H. [<
Gr. alfta(r-), blood, + w/?.^, turner.^ A tumor
filled with blood. Also called blood-su-elling.

hematochyluria, haematochyluria (hem*a-to-

i-a), >i. Same as hemophilia.
hematophiline, haematophiline (hem-a-tofi-

lin), a. [< H<t'iatophilina.~\ Pertaining to or

urine.

hematuric, haematuric (hem-a-tu'rik), a. [<

hetnaturia, harmaturiti, + -ic.] Pertaining to or
affected with hematuria.

A;3.] A hovel; a stable; ashed. [Prov. Eng.]
hemelytrum, hemelytron, n. See hemielytrum.
hemeralopia (hem'*e-ra-lo'pi-a), w.

[^NL.,
< Gr.

fllicpa, a day, + d?.a<if, blind, + uty (UTT-), eye.]
Inpatho!., a defect of sight in consequence of
which distinct vision is possible only in artifi-

cial or dim light ; day-blindness. The term is

also used, however, to express exactly the op-
posite defect of vision. See nyctalopia.
hemeralopic (hem'e-ra-lop'ik), a. [< hemera-

lopia + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with

.

hematolia, hasmatocoelia
(hem^-to-se'li-

+
Gr. a///a(r-),

of blood into the pertoneal cavity. Thomal
hematocryal, hsmatocryal (hem-a-tok'ri-al),
u. and H. [< Hwniatocrya + -(*/.] 1 o. Cold-

*opposed t .

II. n. A cold-blooded vertebrate
;
one of the

Hiematocrya.
hematOCrystallin, haamatOCrystallin (hem"-

?6 kris'ti inlI {< (ranwt- ! Wnn -4--'

S,^'
8
]' +', S' a m

'S 1 Th faLX(

\
usuX with espial reference fa^ the6 * e

hematopoietic, haematopoietic (hem'a-to-poi-
rik) ^ ^, aJ^aron-o^^of, < alliSrOKOUiv,
ke [ ^

vL d < a;.wr_\ hlood + iroielv m'"
p ^ -V? f'^m
Pertaining to hematopoiesis

A of foggil neuropteron8g
the ephemerids or Mamies.

PL.,
< Hemerist + -"^-l A family of fossil neu-
r Pterou8 in

l
ects

' <7Pied bv the geDU ê"'<;-

*o, from the Carboniferous rocks of Illinois.

wings twice as broad beyond the middle as at the bake,
wlth the C08tal border convex in its outer hfllf - Wne" at
rest the wings completely overlapped; they had numerous
prominent cross-veins, but no reTiculations. The type

Of or pertaining to hematogenesis.
Intense luematoyemc icterus followed, with extensive

JMtaijrMt.LII.Mt.

hematogenOUS, haematogenous (hem-a-toj'e-
nus), a. [< Gr. ai/ia(T-), blood, + -ywfc, pro-
ducmg: see -genous.'} Arising in or from the
blood.

nematoglobin, haematoglobin (hena'a-to-glo'-
bin), n. [< Gr. dtfja(T-), blood, + L. globm,
globe, + - 2

.] Same as hemogloUn.
nematoglobulin, haamatoglobulin (hem'a-to-
glob u-lin), n. [< Gr. atfta(r-), blood, +' L.

globultis, globule, + -i/t^,] Same as hemoglo-
Wn-

, haematosalpinx (hem'a-to-
sal pingks),M. [< Gr.ai/ia(T-), blood, + ad^.mfj,

? tru Pet '3 I^pa^^
the presence of bloU

m
,

a
.

Fall Plan tube. Also hemosalpmx, tomo-
xalpinx.
hematOSO, hseinatose (hem'a-tos), O. F< Gr.

;/[/a (7--), blood, + -06-6'.] Fullo'fblood. Thomas,
Med. Diet.

hematosin, haematosin (hem-a-to'sin), . [As
iiematosis,hmiiatosig, + -iii^.'\ The coloringmat-
ter of the blood, which in a dry state is used for

making Prussian blue. See hematin, 1. Also
spelled Jiematosine, heematosine.

hematosis, haematosis (hem-a-to'sis), n. [NL.
/4matom,<Gr.a(/iaTow,makebloody,<ai/io(r-),
blood.] Inphysiol. : (a) The formation of blood ;

sanguiniflcation. (6) The conversion of venous
into arterial blood

; arterialization.

an old Jewish sect which used daily ceremo-
mal ablutions, or ot an early Christian sect
which believed in daily baptism: little is known
of either.

In the Word of God ... one Baptisme is mentioned
(which place the Hemerobaptwts or daily dippers slight-^ Bp. Gacieft, Tears of the Church, p. 296.

hemerobian (hem-e-ro'bi-an), a. and H. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Hemerolriidce.

n. n. A neuropterous insect of the family
Hemerobii<1a>.

Hemerobida (hern-e-rob'i-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Hemerobiug + -ida.] A superfamily group of

neuropterous insects, of the suborder Plani-

pennia, chiefly represented by the family He-

meroUidce, but also made by 'some to include
the MyrmeleoHtida:, etc.
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Hemerobiidaj (hem"e-ro-bn-de), n. ;>/. [NL., hemianesthesic, hemiansesthesic (hem-i-an-

< Hnurroliin* + -idii.*] 'A family of net-veined es-the'sik), it. [< kemianaeiMaia + -o.J
_

Fer-

neuropterous insects having a' slender body taming to or affected with hemianfflstnesia.

with a small quadrate prothorax and gauzy hemianopsia (hem"i-a-nop si-a), . AW, V
wings: the lace-winged flies. Their lame are tor- Gr. ///-, half, + av- priv. + %f, sight.] In

rcstria). nnd very useful in destroying apllids; they are pathol., complete or partial loss ot sight, attect-

known as ctphitJtons. The VKS "re laid i" clusters, each
jng one half of the field of vision. The epithets

mounted on a footstalk. and Uemtrobiui aretalk. Cnrytopa and

leading genera. (See cut under Chrympa.) Groups more
or less exactly conterminous are named Heineralfida, He-

merobidtr, Hemerobide*, UemeroMi, Heinerolriince, Heine-

rfibitti.

Hemerobius (hem-e-ro'bi-us), n. [NL. (Lm-
ntpus), < Gr. ;/,HEp<i/3"of, living for a day, ephem-
eral, < t/fitpa, a day, + ftiof, life.] A genus of

lace-winged flies, typical of the family Hemero-

biidce. The species are numerous.

Hemerocalleae (hem''e-ro-kal'e-e), n.
,

< Hemerocallis + -ece.] A tribe of monocotyle- ^^ hemianopsia.
donous plants, of the natural order Liliacea;A\s- Hemiaster (hem-i-as'ter), n.
,- i_l. _ J 1 4-1, A 1in ,l,ml -P,Tlrtlf/-lTYl 1-1 *"^y*****""

"- \ i !

rl^'toWe^^^
retina involved. Hernia/iia refers to the same condition,

but relates to the vision which is kept rather than to that

which is lost. Corresponding, equilateral, or homimymmu
hemianoptia involves corresponding that is, right or

left parts of the fields of vision of the two eyes. Crossed

or symmetrical hemianopxia is an obscuration of symmetri-
cal halves of the fields of vision, as of the two temporal or

two nasal halves. Also ItemiaMepsia, hemianopia,

[< hemia-
rlvrr hemianoptic (hem"i-a-nop'tik), a. _

..> nopxia (-opt-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected

tinguished by the cylindrical, funnelform, or

campanulate perianth, and the numerous leaves
+
urehi nS)

[< Gr. fat-, half,

star- ] A remarkable genus of heart-

of the family Spatanffidai and sub-

Hemidactylus

compressed spikes, and the flowers all herma-

phrodite. The plants of the genus are herbs, diffuse or

cespitoRc :it the base, with long, narrow, grass-like leaves.

Only three species, natives of South Africa, are known.

Hemichlaeneae (hem-i-kle'ne-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Fenzl, 1836), < Hemiclila-na + -e(f..] A sub-

tribe of the Cypcracete, embracing the genera
Hcmirltlirna and Pleurachne.

.. _ [NL.,
< Heiiiirlilinin + -irlo!.] In Lindley's system
of botanical classification, a group or subtribe

of the Cyperace(e, embracing the genera Hemi-

chlfena, Acrolepis, and Pleurachne, the last two
of which are now referred to Ficinia, and all

are included in the tribe Scirpete.

hemichordate (hem-i-kor'dat), a. and n. [<

hemi-, half, + chordate, q. v.] I. a. Partly
chordate, as the anomalous genus Salanoglos-
KHK. The true vertebrates and the ascidians being class-

ed together as chordate animals, Balanoylossus is called

hemichordate to indicate its supposed affinity.

II. . A hemichordate animal.,

) xi . . .,..
crowded on the short rhizome or base ot the

fam iiy /?risiflE, having a brood-pouch in which hemichorea (hem"i-ko-re'a), n. [< hemi-, half,
stem. The fruit is a capsule, generally loculicidally de- the young are carried and developed. H. phi- + chorea.'] In patliol., chorea affecting one lat-

lippi inhabits Kerguelen Island. L. Agassis,hiscent. The tribe includes B genera, of which lleinero-

callis is the type ; they are perennial herbs, with large

flowers in variously shaped clusters raised on a tall, most-

Iv leafless scape, and are natives of Europe, Asia, Africa, hemiatrODhV (hem-i-at'ro-fi), n.
"

, . . .._,, _
T t . - *___._ * XT~m V. ...1 ., ,,. I I.lol^D. .

* ". * 1 V T
,

and Australia. Phormium . tenax, of New Zealand, yields
arpodiia,

[< Gr. $[U-,

atrophy

half, unyoked: see

braced in it. Reichenbach (1837) proposed to extend it to

include the Pirntederiacrte.

Hemerocallis (hem"e-ro-kal'is), n. [NL. (Lin-

nseiis, 1753), < Gr. ifoep<MaA/Uc. also fjjiepoittiXter.,

a kind of yellow lily that blooms but for a

day, < f/fikpa, a day, + naUc, beautiful, KoiUof,

val vein, as in man, whose left azygous vein is

turned into the right azygous vein, and is called

the vena azygos minor.

hemibranch (hem'i-brangk), a. and n. I. a.

Same as licmibn/nchiate.

II. n. One of the Hemibrancliii.

eral half of the body.
hemicircle (hem'i-ser-kl), n. [< hemi-, half, +
circle.] A half-circle ;

a semicircle. [Bare.]

Her browes two hemi-circle* did enclose,
Of rabies ranged in artiflciall roes.

Sir J. Dames, An Extasie, p. 89.

(hem-i-kra'ni-a), n. [= F. hemi-
. VTT, ......

o.v.)
emi-

crania, emigrania, < L. hemicrania, also hemicra-

nium, < Gr. fyuxpavta, a pain on one side of the

head or face. < r/fu-, half, + apaviov, the skull,

cranium.] In pathol., headache on one side of

the head ; especially, megrim when confined to

one side ; also, megrim in any form.
hemi-beauty.] 1. A genus of monocotyledonous hemibranchiate (hem-i-brang'ki-at), a. [< hemicranic (h'em-i-kran'ik),". [= F.

plants, of the natural order Lihaceie, tribe He- Gr- ^^ half. + ftpayxia, gills.] Half-gilled crdnique, < L. hemicranicus, < Gr.
-

merocallece, chiefly distinguished by its erect that is, having the branchial apparatus incom-
f/aiKpav'ta, hemicrania: see hemici

flowers, and by having the tube of the funnel-
piete : specifically said of the Hemibrancliii. tainin" to or afflicted with hemicrania.

shaped perianth shorter than the spreading Hemibranchii (hem-i-brang'ki-i), ii.pl. [NL., hemicycle (hem'i-si-kl), n. [= F. hemicycle =
lobes, and the 6 stamens inserted in the throat < (jr- ,'Jfu

_
t half, + (ipayxia , gills.] An order of g hemiciclo = Pg. hemiciclo = It. emiciclo, <

of the tube. The genus embraces 5 species of peren- physoclistous teleocephalous fishes, having the
nial herbs, natives of central Europe and temperate Asia, ^harvngeal bones and branchial arches reduced
with large erect flowers in a panicle at the summit of the '

leafless scape, and long, narrow, radical leaves. //. fulva,
with tawny-red flowers, is the common day-lily of the

gardens.
2. [/. c.] A plant of this genus.
The hemerofallis is the least esteemed, because one day

ends its beauty. Bp. Hall, Works, VIII. 183.

HemerodromUS (hem-e-rod'ro-mus), n. [NL., <

Gr. t/ftepa, a day, + dp'6fiof, a running.] Same
as Cursor! us.

Hemeroharpages (hem"e-ro-har'pa-jez), n. pi.

[NL.,< Gr. fatpa, a day, + dpffaf, robbing, a rob-

pharyngeal b(

or deficient in some respects, and only one
bone connecting the shoulder-girdle with the

skull. Six families are referred to this order : the Oas-

terosteidce or sticklebacks, AvlorhynclMoe, Fistulariidte

or tobacco-pipe fishes, Aulostomidce, Centrigddce or snipe-

fishes, and Amphisilidae. E. D. Cope, 1870.

hemic, haemic (he'mik), a. [< Gr. aiua, blood,
+ -ic.] Same as hemal, 1.

Puerperal mania ... is often as much an insanity of

general hcemic and neuric exhaustion, anaemia and shock,

as of reflex irritation.

Quoted In Alien, and Neural., VIII. 533.

ber: see Harpax.] In Sundevall's system of hemicardia (hem-i-kar'di-a), .; pi.
hemicardia!

classification, the diurnal birds of prey, as col- ^)_ [NL., < Gr. }/-, half,"+ Kapdia = E. heart.]

lectively distinguished from the nocturnal ones, i Either half of a four-chambered heart the

or owls, called Nyctliarpages. right, hemicardia dexlra, or the left, hemicar-

hemerologium (hem"e-ro-16'ji-um), H.; pi. he- dia ginistra.Z. leap.] A genus of mollusks.

merologia (-a). [< Gr. >//iFpoMyim>. also y/iepo/.o- Klein, 1753.

yeiov, a calendar, < f/utpa, a day, + Wjf, a count.] hemicardiac (hem-i-kar'di-ak), a. [< hemicar-
A comparative calendar. (na + -ac.] Pertaining to a hemicardia.

hemi- (hem'i). [= F. hemi- = Sp. Pg. hemi- hemicarp (hem'i-karp), n. [< Gr. iijui-, half, +
= It. emi-, < L. hemi-, < Gr. ?///;-, in cornp., half, KapK6c,, fruit.] One of the two achenium-like
= L. semi- = Skt. sdmi, half: see further under carpels which constitute the fruit of the Um-
semi-. The prefix demi-, half, is of different

bclliferoe. Also moriearp.
origin: see demi-.] Half: a prefix used in

Hemicarpide8e(hem*i-kar-pid
/

e-e),.2);. [NL.,

many compound words derived from the Greek. ^ (jr ^.^ half, + /capjrdf, fruit, + -id + -co-.]

miannpgia.
hemialbumose (hem-i-al'bu-mos),

Per-

i. Jiemicyclus, L. liemicyclium, < Gr.

>'//uKuK^.mv, a semicircle, the front seats in a the-

ater
;
a semicircular dial, neut. of adj. ij^icwcAof,

i/liiKi'K?.toc, semicircular, < ij/u-, half, + KVK'/OC, a

circle: see cycle*.] I. A half-cycle or a half-

circle
;
a semicircle.

Besides, upon the right hand of her, but with some lit-

tle descent, m a hemici/clf, was seated Esychia, or Quiet,
the first handmaid of Peace.

B. Jonstm, King's Entertainment.

2. A semicircular arena; a room or division of

a room in the form of a semicircle ; especially,
such a room with seats in semicircular rows, or

such an arrangement of seats in any room.

The collections will be displayed in the hemicycle of the

central pavilion of the palace of the Trocadero.
The Academy.

Hemicycle Of Berosus, a kind of sun-dial, said to have
been invented by the historian Berosus, and supposed to be

of semicircular form.

hemicyclic (hem-i-sik'lik), a. [As hemicycle +
-ic.] An epithet applied by Braun to spiral
flowers in which the transition from one series

of members to the succeeding series, as from

calyx to corolla or from corolla to stamens,
coincides with a cycle of the phyllotaxis. Sachs

also applies the term' to flowers that are part spiral and

part cyclic, as, for example, in Ranunculus, wliere the

calyx and corolla form two alternating whorls, followed

by the stamens and carpels arranged spirally : opposed to

acyclic.

hemicylindrical (hem"i-si-lin'dri-kal), a. [<

hemi-, half, + cylindrical.] Having the form
of half of a cylinder divided in the direction of

its axis.

These two images are by means of a hemicylindrical
lens crushed up into two dots of light.

Encye. Brit.. XVI. 162.

hemicentral (hem-i-sen'tral), a. [< liemicen-

,_ An
,,!
n"

trum + -"'] Of or pertaining to a hemicen-
termediate product of the digestion of an albu- trum; pleurocentral.
minoid by gastric juice or trypsin. It is also hemicentrum (hem-i-sen'trum), n.

; pi. hcmi-
formed by heating albumin with a mineral acid, and occurs

cen fra (-tra). [NL., < Gr. r/[u-, half, + Kcvrpm;

5o?<OTlto)^Si'tffihemto^Sie,^SIdftM*f center: see centrum.] One of the pair of lateral hemidactyl, hemidactyle (hem-i-dak'til), a.

into certain amido-compounds. It is distinguished from elements which compose the centrum of a ver-

allied proteids by its behavior on heating and with acids,
tebra; a pleurocentrum. Albrecht.

hemiambus (hem-i-am'bus), n.
; pi. liemianibi hemicerebra, n. Plural of hemicerebrvm.

(-bi). [< Gr. iJ/iwt/i/Jof, < i'//u-, half, + ia/ipoc, hemicerebrai (hem-i-ser'e-bral), a. [< hemi-

iambus.] In one. pros., an iambic dimeter cerebrum + -al.] Pertaining to either cerebral
catalectic (= - ^ -

)

- -
=>). It was originaUy hemisphere.

I.

_
f half> + e&KTiJ.ot, a finger.]

. a. In zool., having an oval disk at the base

of the toes, as some saurians ; specifically, per-

taining to or having the characters of the genus
Hemidactylus.

II. H. A gecko of the genus Hemidactylus.

[NL., < licmi

pathol., loss

body, right or left.

hemianalgesia (hem-i-an-al-je'si-ii), . _

< /low/-, half. + analgesia, q. v.] In patltol.,

insensibility to pain in one lateral half of the

body.

[NL.:isia (hem-i-an-es-the'si-a), n. brum.] Either hemisphere, ngnt o Btt, 01 me
Hemidactylus (hem-i-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL.:

-, half, +
anesthesia, q. v.'5 In brain proper; a prosencephalic lobe; a hemi- gee ;,CH) ,-^,etyl.] A genus of gecko-lizards, hav-

of sensation in one half of the sphere. jng the toes dilated as is usual in Gecconidcc,

Hemichlsena(hem-i-kle'na),. [NL. (Schrader, but COye
"

red below with transverse imbricated

[NL., 1821), < Gr. j/u-, half, + jXaivo,
a cloak.] A

plates ; two series, and the body and tail

small genus of plants, of the natural order Cy- w j t )lollt appendages. It contains some of the com-

peracew and tribe Scirpece, the type of Fenzl's mone9t species, widely distributed in the warmer parts of

subtribe Hemichkmece, having many-flowered the globe, such as H.maculatv*, an abundant Asiatic spe-



Hemidactylus
cies; B.frenatus, the cheecha of Ceylon ;

and H. ivrrw-

culatus, a warty Mediterranean species.

hemidemisemiquaver (hem - i -dem - i - sem - i -

kwa'ver), n. [< iiemi-, half, + demi-, half, +
^ m m * semi-, half, + quaver, q. v.]

g H In musical notation, a note equal^
5* a s-s in duration to one half of a

demisemiquaver or one eighth of a quaver; a

sixty-fourth note: written as shown at a.

Hemidernisemiquaver rest, in iniutical tiotation, 2

a rest equal in duration to a hemidemisemiquaver ; s ^
sixty-fourth rest : written as shown at b. t

Hernidesmeae (hem-i-des'me-e), .
pi. [NL.,

< Hemidesmus + -ece.~\ A subdivision of the

Asclepiadacea: made by Beichenbaph in 1837 to

receive the anomalous genus Hemidesmus.
Hemidesmus (hem-i-des'mus), n. [NL. (so
called in allusion to the filaments), < Gr. TI/U-,

half, + 6ca/i6f, a band.] A genus of twining
plants, natural order Asclepiadacew, having
opposite leaves and cymes of small greenish
flowers. H. Indicus yields the Indian sarsapa-
rilla, a reputed alterative, diuretic, and tome.

hemidiapente (hem-i-dl-a-pen'te), n. [< Gr.

i^-, half, + iiairevrc, a filth in music : see dia-

pente.'] In Gr. music, a diminished or imper-
fect fifth.

hemiditone (hem-i-di'tou), . [< Gr. i)/u-, half,
+ itTovof, of two tones: see ditone."] In Gr.

music, a minor third. According to the Greek

tuning, this was somewhat less than a modern
minor third, and dissonant.

hemidiploidion (hem-i-dip-lo-id'i-on), n.
; pi.

hcmidiplo'idia (-a). [Gr. riyidnrTMiSiov,
< fifu-,

half, T iircfuoiSiav: see diploidion.^ In anc. Gr.

costume, either a short form of the diploidion
or one covering* only the front of the person.
See also quotation.
A diploidion worn only in front was called a hemiiti-

ploidion. Encyc. Brit., VI. 454.

hemidomatic (hem"i-do-mat'ik), a. [< hemi-
dome + -rtfr'c2.] Resembling or pertaining to a
hemidome.
hemidome (hern'i-dom), n. [< hemi- + dome :

see dome1
, 5.] In crystal., an orthodome in the

monoclinic system: so called because only two
planes belong to any given symbol. Correspond-
ing forms are called minus or plus, according as they are

opposite the obtuse or the acute axial angle.

hemidraehm (hem'i-dram), n. [< hemi-, half,
+ drachm, q. v.] An ancient coin of the value
of half a drachma

;
a half-drachm.

hemidystrophia (hem"i-dis-tro'fi-a), . [NL.,
< Gr. )/(-, half, + rftxr-, ill, + Tpotyi], nourishment,
(. rpifyeiv, nourish.] In bot., the partial nourish-
ment of trees, due to the unequal distribution
of the roots arising from obstruction to their

growth in some directions, or from othercauses.
hemiedric (hem-i-ed'rik), a. Same as hemi-
hedral.

hemielytra. . Plural of hemielytrum.
hemielytral (hem-i-el'i-tral), a. [< hemiclytrum
+ -ah] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

hemielytrum.
hemielytrum, hemielytron (hem-i-el'i-trum,
-tron),.: pi. hemielytra-

(-trft). [NL. , < Gr. yfu-,

half, + if.vrpov, a sheath, shard: see elytrum.]
1. The fore wing of hemipterous and especially
heteropterous insects, coriaceous at the base
and membranous at the tip, whence the name.
Besides being thus divisible into two principal parts, the

hemielytrum proper, or corium, and the terminal mem-
brana, most hemielytra include two other recognizable
portions, called the clavus and the cuitewt or appendix.
The latter is often wanting. See cut under clavus.

2. In Femes, one of the large imbricated
scales which lie in double series along the back
of certain scale-bearing marine annelids, as the
sea-mice or Aphroditida:. They are borne upon the
upper parapodia, subserve the purposes of protection and
respiration, and are often very conspicuous, as in the genus
Hermione.
Also hemelytrum, hemelytron.

hemiencephala, n. Plural of hemiencephalon.
hemiencephalic (hem'i-en-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-

lik), a. [< hemierifephalon + -!C.] Pertaining
to the hemiencephalon.
hemiencephalon (hem"i-en-sef'a-lon), !.; pi.

liemiencephala (-la). [< Gr. t}fu-, half, + eyx-
oa/lof, brain: see encephalon."] Half of an en-

cephalon which has been hemisected, or longi-
tudinally bisected.

Hemigaie (he-mig'a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. %/u-,

half, + yaAij, contr. form of yater/, a kind of

weasel.] 1. A genus of carnivorous quad-
rupeds, of the family Viverridce, the type and
only representative of a subfamily Hemigalei-
iue, based upon H. zebra of Borneo. Also writ-
ten Hemigalea and Hemigaleus. 2. [I. e.] An
animal of this genus.
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Hemigaleinae (hem-i-ga-le-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hemigaie + -in<e.~] A subfamily of subplan-
tigrade Viverridce, represented by the genus
Hemigaie. They have a strong sectorial tooth with a

large tubercular ledge, the upper molars large and broad,
the soles partly hairy, and a ringed tail moderate in

length and not prehensile as in the paradoxures, to which
these animals are closely related. Usually Hemiyalince.

hemigamous (he-mig'a-mus), a. [< Gr. >//Jt-,

half, + }a/#>f, marriage.] In hot., having one
of the two florets in the same spikelet neuter,
and the other unisexual, whether male or fe-

male : said of grasses.
hemigeometer (hem"i-je-om'e-ter), . [< hemi-

-r- geometer: see geometer, 3.] In enlom., one
of certain lepidopterous larvae of the family
Noctuidce. They have six prolegs, two ventral pairs and
one anal pair, and when walking raise or loop a part of the

body, thus somewhat resembling the true geometrids or

loopworms.

hemiglottidean (hem*i-glo-tid'e-an), a. In

ornitli., specifically, of or pertaining to the

Hemigloltidcs.

Hemiglottides (hem-i-glot'i-dez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. i//u-, half, -r yAurrra, tongue, + -ides.'] A su-

perfamily of desmognathous grallatorial birds,
founded by Nitzsch upon the ibises and spoon-
bills, associated on account of the small size of

the tongue and other characters. The group forms
a part of the Pelargomorphce of Huxley, and it exactly cor-

responds to the Jbides of Coues.

I associate in this division [Pt'largoworptue] the Hero-
dite, Pelargi, and Hemiglottides of Mtzsch, the last group
including the genera Ibis and Platalea.

Huxley, Proc. ZooL Soc., 1867, p. 461.

hemiglyph (hem'i-glif), . [< Gr. j/u-, half,
+ y'.vtyii, a carving.] In arcJi., the half-groove
or -glyph at the edge of the triglyph in the Doric
entablature.

hemignathous (he-mig'na-thus), a. [< Gr. rifit-,

half, + yvadof, jaw.] In ornitli., half-beaked
that is, having either mandible much shorter
than the other; hemirhamphine.
Hemignathus (he-mig'na-thus), n. [NL. : see

Jiemif/nathous.'] A genus of sun-birds, of the

family Nectariniid<e, of the Sandwich Islands,
having a bowed bill with the lower mandible
about naif as long as the upper one (whence the

name), as H. lucida. Lichtenstein. 1838.

hemigyrust (hem-i-jl'rus), . [NL., < Gr. fifu-,

half, + yvpof, a circle.] In bot., same as fol-
licle.

hemihedral (hem-i-he'dral), a. [< hemihedron
+ -/.] 1. In mineral., exhibiting hemihe-
drism

; having, as a crystal, only half the num-
ber of planes belonging to any particular form
which the law of symmetry requires. 2. In

math., substituting negative for positive signs
in regular alternation.

Also hcmihedric, hemiedric.

hemihedrally (hem-i-he'dral-i), adv. In a hemi-
hedral manner.
hemihedric (hem-i-he'drik), a. [As hemihe-
dron + -ic.~\ Same as hemihedral.

hemihedrism (hem-i-he'drizm), n. [As hemi-
hedron + -!/.] In crystal., that property of

crystals in accordance with which they have

only half the number of planes required by
normal or holohedral symmetry. See holohe-
drism. For example, if of the eight planes of an octahe-
dron only four are present, the two opposite above and the
alternates to these below, the resulting form is a tetrahe-

dron; this, like the complementary bemihedral forms in
other similar cases, is designated as plus (+) or minus (),
according to which set of four alternate planes is present.
Both plus and minus tetrahedronsmay be present together,
and an octahedron of a hemihedral species like sphalerite is

regarded as made up of these two forms, the two sets of

planes being unlike physically (for example, as shown by
pyro-electrical phenomena^ even when not distinguished
geometrically. In the isometric system the type of hemi-
hedrism illustrated by the tetrahedron in which all the
parts belonging to half the octants are present (holohemi-
kedrul) is called inclined or tetrahedral hemihfdrism; this

yields independent forms also in the case of the two tris-

octahedrons and the hexoctahedron. In the same system
parallel or pyritohedral hemihedrism is illustrated by
the pentagonal dodecahedron or pyritohedron, the hemi-
hedral form of the tetrakishexahedron ; in this, half the

parts of all the octants are present (hemiholohedral). The
only other independent form of this type of hemihedrism
is the diploid, the heniihedral form of the hexoctahedron.
(See cut under diploid.) The other forms, however, also
show the hemihedrism : thus, a cube of pyrites has only
its alternate edges similar. There is also the rare gyroi-
dal or trapezohedral hemihedrism, which, as applied to
the hexoctahedron, yields plus and minus forms which are

enantiomorphous. Sphenoidal hemihedrism of the tetrag-
onal and orthorhombic systems is similar to the tetrahe-
dral hemihedrism of the isometric system ; this is also true
of the rhombohedral hemihedrism of the hexagonal pyra-
mid system, which yields the rhombohedron from a hexag-
onal pyramid and the scalenohedron from a 12-sided pyra-
mid. Pyramidal hemihedrism in the tetragonal and hex-

agonal systems yields a 4-sided or 6-sided pyramid respec-
tively from an 8-sided or 12-sided pyramid ; here the parts

hemiolia

present t.re not those alternate to each other above and
below, but each plane above has a corresponding one be-

low, the adjacent pair above and below being absent.
Hemihedral forms are themselves, in certain cases, sub-
ject to hemihedrism, the result being quarter- or tetarto-
hedral forms. See telartohedrism and hemitnorphism.
Also called hemihedry, hemisymmetry.
hemihedron (hem-i-he'dron), . [< Gr. $/u-,

half, + c6pa, a seat, base.] "A hemihedral solid,
as the tetrahedron.

hemihedry (hem'i-he-dri), n. [As hemihedron
+ -w.] Same as hemihedrism.

hemiholohedral (hem-i-hol-6-he'dral), a. [<
hemi-, half, + holohedral.'] fn crystal., having
half the whole number of planes in all the oc-
tants: sometimes said of the- parallel hemihe-
dral forms of the isometric system. See hemi-

Hemileia (hem-i-li'jj), n. [NL., appar. < Gr. ij//i-,

half, + /feiof, smooth.] A genus of fungi, of
which the principal species, H. vastatrix, is

very destructive to coffee-plants in Ceylon
plantations. The genus is a member of the Undineat,
and closely allied to Uromyces. It Is described as form-
ing little white patches on the under side of the leaves,
and consists of minute tufts of flexuous threads sur-
mounted by a single subreniform spore attached obliquely
at the base. The upper side of the affected leaf has the
appearance of being ournt.

Hemimetabola (hem'i-me-tab'o-la), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. fifu-, half, + //era/Jo/l#,'tran8forma-
tion. Cf.hemimetaboty.] Insects whichunder-
go incomplete or partial metamorphosis; a sub-
class or superorder of hexapod insects, includ-

ing a series intermediate between Ametabola
on the one hand and Metabola on the other
The group is sometimes used as conterminous with He
miptera in a broad sense, and is then divided into He
miptera, Heteraptera, and Thytanoptera ; or it is ex
tended to cover the three usual orders Hemiptera, Or
thoptera, and Pseudoneuroptera. Also called Hmnamor
pha.

hemimetabolic (hem - i -met - a - bol
'

ik), a. [<

hemimetaboly + -ic.] Characterized by hemi-
metaboly; pertaining to hemimetaboly, or to
the Hemimetabola; hemimetamorphic ; homo-
morphic.
hemimetaboly (hem*i-me-tab'o-li), n. [< Gr.

n/tt-, half, + iieraftoMi, transformation: see me-

taboly.'] Incomplete metamorphosis; imper-
fect transformation, as of an insect.

hemimetamorphic (hem-i-met-a-mdr'fik), a.

[< hemimctamorph-osis + -ic.] Exhibiting herni-

metamprphosis; undergoing incomplete trans-
formation ; hemimetabolic.
hemimetamorphosi s (hem-i-met-a-mdr'fo-
sis), w. [< Gr. fim-, half, -f- //fra/udp^iJovf, trans-

formation.] Incomplete metamorphosis. It in-

volves considerable although gradual changes
from the new-born young to the adult, as in some
fishes.

In some pelagic forms Hemimetamorphosis may occur,
or very considerable alterations in their growth and de-

velopment.
Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, II. xcL

hemimorph (hem'i-morf), n. [< Gr. q/u-, half,
f

/w>p^#, form.] A crystal exhibiting hemi-
morphism.
hemimorphic (hem-i-m6r'fik), a. [< hemi-

morph + -ic."] Having, as a crystal, the two
ends of the same axis modified with unlike

planes.
hemimorphism (hem-i-m6r'fizm), n. [< kemi-

morph + -ism.~\ In cryshil., the property of

having the opposite extremities unlike in their

planes or modifications. It is commonly observed
in the case of crystals of tourmalin, calamin, and some
other species. Such crystals usually show marked pyro-
electrical phenomena. See pyro-electricity.

hemimorphite (hem-i-mor'fit), n. [< hemi-

morph + -ite2.] Calamin, or hydrous silicate
of zinc : a name given in allusion to the common
hemimorphic character of the crystals.
hemina (he-mi'na), n.

; pi. heminte (-ne). [L.,
also emina', < Gr. "iiuiva, a Sicilian measure, half
the eia-cif (L. sextarius), < ij/w-. half, qfUGvc, a.,

half.] An ancient Eoman and Greek measure,
equivalent to the cotyle. It contained .271

liters, or .572 United States pints.
heminget, n. See hemming?.

hemiobplion (heml-d-bo'li-on), n.; pi. hemio-
bolia (-a). [Gr. >iiuu[l&,u>v, < fifu-, half, + o/3o?.6f,

an obol.] A coin of ancient Athens, of the
value of half an obol.

hemiolia (hem-i-6'li-a). . [< Gr. )J^io/./a, sc.

fidoraaif, an interval one half more, also a verse

consisting of a foot and a half, fern, of <?/ii/Uof,

one and a half: see hemiolic.'] In medieval mu-
sic: (a) The interval or relation of the perfect
fifth : so called because produced on the mono-
chord by shortening the string to two thirds
of its full length, (b) A group of three notes
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introduced in the midst of a piece in place of

two ; a triplet.

hemiolic (hem-i-ol'ik), a. [< L. hemiolius (< Gr.

i?/oAiof , containing one and a half,
half as much

again, < v/u-, half, + 6X0$-, whole) + -ic.] In arm.

pros., constituting the proportion
of H to l,orof

3 to 2 : as, the hemiolic ratio (of thesis and arsis) ;

characterized by such a proportion of thesis

and arsis: as, hemiolic rhythm; ahemiolic foot;

the hemiolic class of feet. The hemiolic class is

also sometimes called the Pceonic, the two other princi-

pal classes of feet being the diplasic, double, trochaic, or

iambic, and the isorrhythmic, equal, or dactylic. See

Pceonic.

hemione (hem'i-on), . [< hemionus.] The

dziggetai, half-ass, or wild ass of Asia, Equus
hemionus or Asinus hemionus. See cut under

dziggetai.
hemionus (he-mi'o-nus), H. [NL., < Gr. >

ifuovof,

a 'half-ass,' i. e. a mule, < /}//<-, half, + woe, an

ass.] The specific name of Equus or Asinus

hemionus, the hemione, half-ass, or dziggetai :

used also as the English name of this animal.

See cut under dsiggetai.

A hybrid has been figured by Dr. Gray (and he informs

me that he knows of a second case) from the ass and the

hemionut- and this hybrid, though the ass only occasion-

ally has stripes on his legs and the hemionus has none and

has not even a shoulder-stripe, nevertheless had all four

legs barred. Danrin, Origin of Species, p. 163.

Hemiophrya (hem-i-of'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ti/u-, half, + typi'S = E. brow.] A remarkable

genus of acinetans, or suctorial tentaculiferous

infusorians, having both prehensile and sucto-

rial processes. H. gemmipara is an example.

hemiopia (hem-i-6'pi-a), n. [< Gr. j/u-, half, +
ui/j (WTT-), eye.] Same as hemianopsia.

hemiopic (hem-i-op'ik), a. [< Gr. iJ/-, half, +
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Hemipodii (hem-i-po'di-i). n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Hemipodius.] An anomalous group of three-

toed birds of quail-like aspect, corresponding
to the family Turnicidte, and formerly classed

among gallinaceous birds; the ortygans, or

old-world bush-quails. They resemble the grouse-

pigeons (Pteroclidai) and tinamous in some respects, and

ill others are related to the plovers. The vertebra.- lack

the extensive ankylosis usual in birds ;
the palatal struc-

ture is somewhat githognathous ; and in some at least

there is but one carotid and no crop. The genera rurnix

(or Jlemipodius), Ortyxelos, and I'edionomus compose the

Hemipodius (hem-i-po'di-us), w. [NL. (so call-

ed from the absence of the hind toe), < Gr.

ifuMrouf (-7To<5-),
half-footed (cf. fytarUtw, a half-

foot)/ fifti-, half, + TOi'f (fforf-) = E.foot.] The

typical genus of Hemipodii: same as Turmx.

Reinhardt, 1815.

hemiprism (hem'i-prizm), n. [< hemi- +pnsm.]
In crystal, a prism in the triclinie system: so

called because it includes in a given case only

two planes which are parallel to each other.

hemiprismatic (hem'i-priz-mat'ik), a. [<

hemi- + prismatic, q. v.] Of or pertaining to a

hemiprism: as, some feldspar crystals show

hemiprismatic cleavage.

hemipter (he-mip'ter), n. One of the Hemip-

--, . . ,

> (u--), eye.] Same as nemianoptic.

opsia, hemiopsy (hem-i-op'si-a, hem'i'i-op-hemiopsla, nemiqpsy (nem-i-on si-a, nem i-op-

si), . [NL. hemiopsia, < Gr. qui-, half, + 6i/>(?,

sight.] Same as hemianopsia.

hemiorthotype (hem-i-6r'tho-tip), a. [< Gr. )}(-,

half, + opfldf, straight, + rwrof , type : see ortlM-

type.] Same as monoclinic.

hemipalmate (hem-i-pal'mat), a. [< hemi- +
palmate.] Half-webbed; semipalmate.

hemiparaplegia(hem-i-par-a-ple'ji-a),
n. [NL.,

< Gr. fjfu-, half, + irapaKliriyia, paralysis: see

paraplegia.] In pathol., paralysis of one leg.

hemiparesis (hem-i-par'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

$/u-, naif, + napeotf, a blackening: see paresis.]
Paresis of one lateral half of the body.

hemiparetic (hem-i-pa-ret'ik), a. [< hemipare-
sis (-et-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with

hemiparesis.
hemiphractid (hem-i-frak'tid), n. One of the

Hemipliractidce.

Hemiphractidse(hem-i-frak'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hemiphractus + -idle.] A family of tailless

amphibians, typifiedby the genusHemiphractus.
They have maxillary as well as peculiar mandibular teeth,

subcylindrical sacral diapophyses, coracoids and precora-

coids parallel, an omosternum, opisthocoslian vertebras,

and the coccyx attached to two condyles.

The Hemiphractidce include some forms in which the

cranial ossification is remarkably developed. This forms

a kind of helmet, which develops in some of the species

into processes and crests. Stand. Nat. Hist,, III. 339.

Hemiphractus (hem-i-frak'tus), . [NL., lit.

' half-mailed
'

(cf . cataphract), < Gr. ?//i<>po/cTOf ,

half-fenced, < y/u-, half, + ^pa/crdf, verbal adj.

of (bpdaaeiv, fence, stop up.] A genus of tailless

amphibians, typical of the family Hemiphrac-
tida;.

hemiphrase (hem'i-fraz), n. [< Gr. >/fu-, half,

+ (ppdms, phrase.] In music, a half-phrase,

usually occupying only one measure.

hemiplegia (hem-i-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. $/u-

r?4f (-TTAtfy-), also iJpjrA^yfc stricken on one

side, < Wi-, half, + ir^/tro-civ, strike.] In pathol.,

paralysis that affects one lateral half of the

body. Also hemiplegy, liemiplexia.

hemiplegic (hem-i-plej'ik), a. [< hemiplegia +
-ic.] Relating to or affected with hemiplegia.

hemiplegy (hem'i-ple-ji), n. Same as hemiple-

Hemiptera (he-mip'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of hemipterus, half-winged : see hemipterous.}
An order of the class Insecta, founded by Lin-

nteus in 1742, embracing a vast number of in-

sects of diverse forms apparently not very

closely related in structure, widely different

in mode of life, and collectively known as

buns. The metamorphosis is incomplete, except in the

male coccids and related forms. The molt is usually re-

peated four times, the stage next to the last, preceding
the imago, being called pupa. There are four, or two,

or no wings in different cases, and rarely halteres. The

thoracic segments are either free or fused. The head is

free or broadly united to the thorax, with or without

faceted eyes. The essential characters of the order are

found In the mouth-parts and associate modifications of

the head and sternum, and in the wings. The mouth-or-

gans are usually suctorial, the sucking-tube or haustellum

being composed (in the higher forms) of two lateral half-

channels or semicylindric pieces homologous with the

labium and labial palpi. Thus the mouth-parts consist

of a jointed tapering tube, arising from the front of the

under side of the head, and inclosing four stiff bristles,

which replace the mandibles and maxilla:, this whole ros-

trum being adapted both for piercing and for sucking.

There is no sucking-stomach. The modifications of the

sternum are such as fit it to support the head and charac-

teristic rostrum. In the largest group of Hemiptera
the wings are thick and leathery at the base and mem-
branous at the end. The tarsi are generally three- or two-

jointed, rarely having only one joint. Most hemipterous
insects feed on plant-juices or the blood of insects or ani-

mals including man, but a few live on the moisture which

collects under decaying bark, and certain of the higher

forms subsist indifferently upon sap or blood. The He-

miptera have more than once been separated into several

different orders, but most entomologists continue to ac-

cept the order in its original broad sense, dividing it into

several suborders. Three of these universally recognized
are Heteroptera, the true bugs ; Homoptera, the bark-lice,

plant-lice, scale-insects, leafhoppers, cicadas, etc.; and

Parasita, the true lice. About 27,000 species are cata-

logued, and it is estimated that at least 50,000 exist. The

Hemiptera thus outnumber far the Orthoptera and N<;u-

hemisphere

hemipyramidal (hem"i-pi-ram'i-dal), a. [<

hcmipyramid + -al.] Of or pertaining to a hemi-

pyramid.
Hemirhamphin* (hem"i-ram-fi ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Hemirhamphits + -in<e.] A subfamily
of syuentognathous fishes, of the family Scom-

beresocida' (or Exocuitidce), typified by the genus

Hemirhamphm ; the halfbills: so called from

the shortness of the upper jaw in comparison
with the great length of the spear-like under

jaw. These fishes are of slender, straight form, with mod-

erate dorsal and anal fins. There are numerous species, of

several genera, some of them viviparous. They are nearly

related to the flying-fishes. See cut at lutlfbeak.

hemirhamphine (hem-i-ram'fin), a. and . 1.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Hemirltamphince.
II. n. A halfbill or halfbeak; one of the Hemt-

rhamphiiue.
Hemirhamphus (hem-i-ram'tus), . [ML., <.

Gr. >//u-, half, + p&pjtt, bill, snout.] A genus
of fishes, of the family Scomberesocida;, giving
name to the subfamily Hemirhamphiiue ; the

halfbeaks. H. untfasciatus is a common representa-

tive on the Atlantic coast of the United States, of some

value as a food-fish; there are several others. Usually

written Hemiramphus. Cumer,lSi7. See cut under half-

hemisect (hem'i-sekt), v. t. [< Gr. fat-, half.

+ L. sectus, pp. otsectare, cut: see secant, sec-

tion.] To bisect; especially, to bisect longi-

tudinally, or in equal right and left parts.

A hemisected skeleton [of a vertebrate], showing the vari-

ation in size of the neural and haemal cavities.

Science, VI. 223.

hemisection (hem-i-sek'shon), K. [< hemisect

+ -ion, after section.] Bisection; especially,

section of a part into right and left halves, or

one of such halves.

A hemisection of the whole body. Science, VI. 223.

hemisepta, n. Plural of hemiseptum.

hemiseptal (hem-i-sep'tal), a. [< hemiseptum
+ -aL] Pertaining to a'hemiseptum.

hemiseptum (hem-i-sep'tum), .; pi. hemisepta

(-til). [NL., < L. hemi-, half, + septum, saip-

tuiii, a partition.] In anat., the lateral half of

a partition; the right or left part of a longitu-

dinal septum, as that in the heart and brain.

Hemiseptum auriculare, the lateral half of the parti-

tion between the auricles of the heart. Hemiseptum
cerebri, the lateral half of the septum lucidum of the

brain. Hemiseptum ventrtculare, the lateral half of

the partition between the ventricles of the heart.

hemisome (hem'i-som), . [< Gr. ijfu-, half, +
a, body. ] One half of an animal's body.

*

tiemiplexia (hem-i-plek'si-a), n. [< Gr. qumhit-

%ia, < j)pir>jfrf, stricken on 'one side: see hemi-

plegia.] Same as hemiplegia.

heiriipod (hem 'i -pod), a. and n. [As Hemi-

podius.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Hemipodii.
II. One of the Hemipodii (or TmntMda);

a bird of the genus Hemipodiits; an ortygan.
Also hemipode.
hemipodan (he-mip'o-dan), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the hemipods or Hemipodii.

hemipode (hem'i-pod), . Same as hemipod.

roptara, and possibly the Lepidoptera. Formerly also

called Rtjngota, Siphonata, and Dermaptera (in part).

hemipteral (he-mip'te-ral), a. Same as hemip-
terous.

hemipteran (he-mip'te-ran), a. and . I. a.

Pertaining to or characteristic of the Hemip-
tera: as, "the Hemipteran mouth," Huxley.

II. . One of the Hemiptera.
That terrible microscopic hemipteran, the chinch-bug.

Pop. Scf. Ho., Aug., 1878, p. 512.

hemipterist (he-mip'te-rist), n. [< Hemiptera
+ -ist.] One who studies or collects the He-

miptera.
hemipteron (he-mip'te-ron), n. [NL., sing, of

Hemiptera.] One of the Hemiptera.
I noticed a singular case of ants milking a winged He-

mipteron, which of course could not be kept in captivity,

as they do many species of the wingless aphides.
H. 0. Forbei, Eastern Archipelago, p. 251.

hemipterous (he-mip'te-rus), a. [< NL. hemip-

terus, half-winged, < Gr. r/ui-, half, + impSv,

wing.] Half-winged that is, having the fore

wings partly membranous and partly coria-

ceous or chitinous ; specifically, of or pertain-

ing to or having the characters of the Hemip-

tera; found in or characterizing the Hemiptera.
Also hemipteral.

hemipyramid (hem-i-pir'a-mid), n. [< hemi-

+ pyramid.] In crystal", a pyramid in the

monoclinic system (see pyramid): so called

because it embraces in a given case only four

planes instead of eight. Corresponding forms arc

distinguished as minus or plus, according as they lie op-

posite the obtuse or the acute axial angle.

The permanent retention of the radials in the abactlnal

hemisome of the body of Amphiura.
P. H. Carpenter, Micros. Science, XXVIII. 304.

hemispasm (hem'i-spazm), n. [< Gr. rjiu-, half.

+ mraafiof, spasm.] Spasm of one lateral half

of the body.
hemisphere (hem'i-sfer), . [ME. hemysperie,

emyspire, etc. ; in mod. E. according to the L. ;

= P. liemisphere = Sp. hemisferio = Pg. hemi-

spherio = It. hemisferio, < L. hemisphcerium, <

Gr. rjiuaijxiipiov, a hemisphere, < >?/"-> half, -4

a<t>aipa, a sphere.] 1. A half-sphere; one half

of a sphere or globe formed by a plane passing

through the center. Specifically 2. Half of

the terrestrial globe ; also, half of the celestial

globe, or of the surface of the heavens.

Night with his mantel, that is derk and rude,

Gan oversprede the hemysperie aboute.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 655.

Sterre is ther noone In alle oure emyspire:
Under whoos sight I gynne on November.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 208.

The hemisphere of earth, in clearest ken,
Stretch'd out to the amplest reach of prospect lay.

Milton, P. L., xl. 879.

3. A map or projection of half of the terrestrial

or the celestial sphere. 4. In anat. , either of the

two large convex and convoluted masses, one on

each side, which together with the fornix, cor-

pus callosum, thalamencephalon, mesencepha-
lon, and olfactory lobes make
up the cerebrum. See brain,

cerebrum, and cerebral.

Eastern and western hemi-
spheres, the eastern and western

halves of the terrestrial globe. The
former comprises the continents of

Europe, Asia, and Africa, and then-

islands, called the Old World, and
the latter the two American con-

tinents and their islands, called the

New World. Magdeburg hemi-
spheres, an instrument invented

by Otto- von Quericke, which illus-

trates the pressure of the atmo-

sphere. It consists of two hollow

brass hemispheres fitting nicely together and furnished

with stout handles and with a vent and cock. When tne



hemisphere

Fi!J. 3.

Magdeburg Hemispheres. Fig. I, separated. Fig. 2, exhausted.

air is exhausted, great force is required to separate the

hemispheres. Northern and southern hemispheres,
the halves of the globe north and south of the equator, or
corresponding divisions of the heavens or celestial globe.

hemispheric (hem-i-sfer'ik), a. [= F. ln'/ni-

spherique = It. emisferico, < NL. hemispheeri-
ciis, < L. Itemisphcerium, hemisphere: see hemi-

sphere.] Same as hemispherical.
A pyrites, placed in the cavity of another of an hemi-

spherick figure, in much the same manner as an acorn in
its cup. Woodward, Fossils.

hemispherical (hem-i-sfer'i-kal), a. [< hemi-

spheric + -al.] Having the form of a hemi-
sphere: as, a hemispherical body.
Thatwe call a fayrie stone, and is often found in gravel-

pits amongst us, being of an hemigphf.rical figure, hath
five double lines arising from the center of its basis, which,
if no accretion distract them, do commonly concur ana
meet in the pole thereof. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

I saw a pedestal of the earthy trachyte, covered by a

hemitpherical portion of a vein, like a great umbrella,
sufficiently large to shelter two persons.

Darwin, GeoL Observations, 1. 62.

hemispheroid (hem-i-sfe'roid), . [< hemi-
+ spheroid.] A solid whose figure is approxi-
mately but not exactly that of a hemisphere.
heniispheroidal (hem'i-sfe-roi'dal), a. [<

hemispheroid + -al.] Having the form of a

hemispheroid.
For the minuter examination of the corneulei, . . .

these must be separated from the hemispheroidal mass.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 027.

hemispherule (hem-i-sfer'6'1), n. [< heini- +
spherule, q. v.] A half-spherule.
hemistich (hem'i-stik), H. [< L. liemisticliiuni,
< Gr. fj/iujTixiov, a half-Hue, < qftt--, half, + ori^of,
a row, line, verse. Cf. distich, acrostic1 , etc.] In

pros. : (a) The exact or approximate half of a
line or verse

;
one of the two commata or sec-

tions of a line divided by the cesura or diere-
sis. (6) Any group of words forming part of a
line, and considered or cited by itself; an in-

complete or unfinished line.

Virgil . . . will rather break off in an hemistich, than
that the line should be lazy and languid.

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., Pref.

(c) A colon, comma, or group of feet of less
extent than the average line, or than the other
lines of the same poem or stanza, standing
metrically by itself, or so written, as, for ex-

ample, an epodic line, ephymnium, or refrain,

hemistichal (hem'i-stik-al), a. [< hemistich +
-al.] Pertaining to or constituting a hemistich
or hemistichs : as, a liemistichal colon or line;
a hemistichal division of a verse.

The reader will observe the constant return of the he-
mistichal point, which I have been careful to preserve and
to represent with exactness.

T. Warlun, Hist. Eng. Poetry, L, Additions.

hemisymmetry (hem-i-sim'e-tri), . [< Gr.

fifti-, half, + avfifierpfa, symmetry.] Same as
hemihedrism.
Hemitelia (hem-i-te'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. i/fin-f-

>j?f. half-finished, < ;///;-, half, 4- re/tof, end.] A
genus of tree-ferns, of the suborder Polypodia-
cees, with large pinnate or decompound fronds.
The sori are solitary, globose, situated below the apex of
a lateral vein or veinlet, generally near the margin. About
20 species are known, all natives of the tropics, and mostly
of South America. //. Brunoniana, of the mountainous
districts of India, is a handsome fern, often attaining a
height of 40 feet. H. Smithii, Smith's tree-fern, of New
Zealand, is a hardy species adapted to cultivation. Some-
times incorrectly written Hemithelia. Robert Brown, 1810.

Hemiteliese (hem"i-te-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hemitelia + -eai.] A division of the polypodi-
aceous ferns of the tribe Cyathece, established

by Preal in 1839, and typified by the genus He-
mitelia,.

hemitone (hem'i-ton), . [< Gr. ^novuov, a half-

tone, < fifu-, half, + rovof, a tone.] In Gr. music,
the interval of a half-tone

;
a perfect fourth

less two tones, represented by the ratio 256 : 243 :

not exactly equivalent to a modern semitone.
hemitrichous (he-mit'ri-kus), a. [< Gr. jfu-,

half, + Opi$ (TP/X-), hair.] In bot., half covered
with hairs. [Not used.]
Hemitripteridae (hem*i-trip-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hemitripterus + -<te.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, represented by-the ge-
nus Hemitripterus alone. It embraces Cottoidea with
a dorsal fln consisting of a very long acanthopterous and
short arthropterous portion, incomplete subjugular or tho-
racic ventrals with one spine and three soft rays, inflated
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head with prominent orbits, branchial apertures confluent,
but with the branchial membrane broad mid continuous
below, the trunk antrorsiform, and the vertebra? numerous
(for example, 16 abdominal + 23 caudal).

Hemitripterus (hem-i-trip'te-rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ///(-, naif ,
+ rprif (rpi-), = E. three, + irrcpov,

wing, fin, = 'E. feather.'] The typical genus of
the family Hemitripteridcc.
hemitropal (hem'i-tro-pal), a. [As hemitropo+ -al.] Same as hemitropous.
hemitrope (hem'i-trop), a. and n. [< Gr. rifu-,

half, + Tporn/, a turning.] I. a. Half-turned:
specifically applied in mineralogy to a com-
pound or twin crystal which has two similar

parts or halves, one of which is turned half
round upon the other.

II. . 1. Anything that is hemitropous in

structure. 2. A twin crystal.

hemitropic (hem-i-trop'ik), a. [As hemitrope+ -c.] Half-turned; hemitropous.
In a good deal of the felspar, however, the edges of the

hemitropic lamellae are too blurred to allow the exact angles
to be taken.

F. W. Rvdler, GeoL Mag., N. S., III., Dec. iii. 267.

hemitropous (he-mit'ro-pus), a. [As hemitrope
+ -ous.] Turned half" round

; half-inverted :

specifically applied in botany
to an ovule in which the axis
of the nucleus is more curved
than in an anatropous ovule.
Also hemitropal.

hemitropy (hem'i-tro-pi), .

[As hemitrope + -y.] Twin
composition in crystals.

hemitype (hem'i-tip), . [<
Gr. 'i/Ji-, half, + riVcc, impres-
sion

(type).]
That which is

hemitypic.
hemitypic (hem-i-tip'ik), .

[As hemitype + -ic.] In zool., only partly typi-
cal of a given group, in consequence of pur-
taking of the characters of some other group.
Thus, a heinUyjiic bird is one which, as those of the genus
Archtxopteriix, shares many characters of the reptilian
type, and by so much departs from the avian type.

hemlock (hem'lok), . [< ME. hcmlok, also
written liumlok, httmloke, liomelok, irreg. < AS.
hemlic, liymelie (gen. hemlices), also hymlice(gen.
liymlican), oldest form

hymblicaj, hemlock; ap-
par. < hem-, hym-, ofunknown origin, + -lie

, -lice.

a termination supposed to be identical with
that in AS. cerlic, E. charlock, and late AS. b&riic,
E. barley: see barley

1
.] 1. A poisonous plant,

Conium maculatum, of the natural order Vmbelli-

ferat. It is a tall, erect, branching biennial, with a smooth,
shining, hollow stem(usually marked with purplish spots),
elegant much-divided leaves, and white flowers in com-
pound umbels of ten or more rays, surrounded by a gen-
eral involucre of from three to seven leaflets. It is found

Hemitropous Seed.

A, chalaza; A.hiluin;
r, raphe ; o, orifice.

Flowering Umbels and Leaves of Hemlock \Conitim maenlatum],
a, flower ; b, fruit ; c, hetnicarp cut transversely.

throughout Europe and temperate Asia in waste places, on
banks, and under walls. It is said to be fatal to cows,
while horses, goats, and sheep may feed upon it without
danger. The poison administered to Socrates, and in com-
mon use for the execution of criminals in ancient Athens,
is supposed to have been a decoction of it, though some
think that this potion was obtained from water-hemlock
(Cicuta mrosa). Hemlock is a powerful sedative, and is

used medicinally. The extract is considered the best prep-
aration. It is often serviceable as a substitute for or an

accompaniment to opium. It has been found very useful
in chronic rheumatism and in whooping-cough, and in al-

laying the pain of irritable sores and cancerous ulcers.

hemoglobinemia
The virtues of hemlock reside in an alkaline principle
termed canine or coma, which is most abundant in the
fruit and seeds. See canine.

Round about the caldron go ;

In the poison'd entrails throw. . . .

Root of hemlock digg'd i' the dark.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

As touching hemlocke, it is also a ranke poyson, wit
nesse the publike ordinance and law of the Athenians,
whereby malefactors who have deserved to die were
forced to drinke that odious potion of hemlocke.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 13.

Beneath an emerald plane
Sits Diotima, teaching him that died
Of hemlock. Tennyson, Princess, iiL

2. The hemlock-spruce Hemlock stork's-bill,
the stork's-bill, Erodium cicutariunf : so named because
the dissected leaves resemble those of the hemlock.

hemlock-dropwort (hem'lok-drop"wert), .

See (Knaiithc.

hemlock-parsley (hem'lok-pars'li), n. An um-
belliferous plant, of two species, Conioselinum
Fischeri and C. Canadense, resembling hemlock,
but not poisonous.
hemlock-pitch (hem'lok-pich), n. A pitch ob-
tained from the hemlock-spruce, Fix Canaden-
sis of the apothecaries.
hemlock-spruce (hem'lok-spros), . An Amer-
ican fir, the Tsuga Canadensis: so called from
the resemblance of its branches in tenuity and
position to the leaves of the common hemlock,
Conium maeulatum: commonly called simply
hemlock. The bark is much used in tanning; combined
with that of oak, it is thought to make the best leather. Lea-
ther tanned with the bark of hemlock alone has a red color,
and is inferior. The California!) hemlock is Tfuga Her-
tensiana ; that of the Southern States is T. Caroliniana.
The ground-hemlock is the dwarf yew of eastern North
America (Taxu* baccata, var. Canailengiji), a straggling
bush with flat distichous leaves resembling those of the

hemlock-spruce.
hemmel (hem'l), n. A Scotch form of hemble.
hemmer (hem'er), . [< hem1

, v., + -er1 .] One
who or that which hems; specifically, an at-

tachment or adjunct to a sewing-machine by
means of which H hem is made.

hemming 1
(hem'ing), . [Verbal n. of hetl,v.]

1. The process of making a hem, as in sew-

ing a garment. 2. The stitch by which a
hem is secured; the doubled edge of a fabric
hemmed down to the fabric itself; collectively,
the hem or hems: as,the/ifimi<7wasdecorated
with embroidery. German hemming, a method of

uniting two pieces of textile material in which the raw
edges of both are turned down together, and the fold so

produced is sewed to the piece of stulf, against which it

comes as in ordinary hemming.
hemming'-', himming (hem'-, him'ing), . [<
ME. heminge, < AS. hemming (once in a gloss), a
rough shoe: cf. Icel. hemingr, hfimunar, the skin
of the shanks of a hide : see under hambk.] A
shoe or sandal made of rawhide. Simmonds.
hemo-. See hemato-.

hemocoele, haemoccele (hem'o-sel), . [< Gr.

aifia, blood. + mi/Ja, the large cavity of the

body.] The general body-cavity or vascular
tract of arthropods and mollusks, analogous to
the creloma of a vertebrate.

The main vascular tracts, therefore, are five in number,
or, to put it in another way, the htvjnoccele is divided into
live main chambers. Jour, ofMicros. Science, XXVIII. 384.

hemocyanin, haemocyanin (hem-6-sJ'a-nin), .

[< Gr. aifia, blood, + KVO.VOS, blue, + -.] The
coloring matter of the blood of various inver-
tebrates. It contains copper. It is blue when
oxidized, and colorless in the deoxidized state.

hemodrometer,h8emodrometer(hem-o-drom'-
e-ter), . [< Gr. aifia, blood, + d/io/a*;, course, +
/itrpov, a measure.] An instrument used to mea-
sure the velocity of the movement of the blood.

heniodromograph, hsemodromograph (hem-o-
drom'o-graf), n. [< Gr. a\/M, blood, + <Sp6ftof,

a running, course, + ypafyeiv, write.] A self-

registering instrument which records the ve-

locity of the blood.

hemo'dromometer, haemodromometer (hem'-
o-dro-mom'e-ter), n. Same as hcmodrometer.

hemogastrie (hem-o-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. al/M,
blood, + E. gastric.] Pertaining to the blood
and the stomaeh.-Hemqgastric fever. See/euer.

hemoglobin, haemoglobin (hem-o-glo'bin), n.

[< Gr. a'lfia, blood. + L. globiis, a ball, + -tn2 .]

The red substance which forms about nine
tenths of the dry constituents of the red blood-

corpuscles and serves as the carrier of oxygen
in the circulation. It is crystallizable, and can be
resolved into hematin and a proteid residue. It has the

property of combining loosely with oxygen, and this

compound is called uxyhemoglobin, while physiologists
reserve hemoglobin for the deoxydized substance. Also
called hemoglobulin, hematoglnbin, hematoglobulin, hema-
tocrytttallin, chromatin, and cruorin.

hemoglobinemia, haemoglobinaemia (hem-o-
glo-bi-ne'mi-a), n. [NL. hcemoglobincemia, <



, loving.] Same as

hemoglobinemia 2791

hemoglobin, q. v., + Gr. alfia, blood.] Inpathol., (yia), hemorrhage, + $&o<,
the presence of free hemoglobin in the plasma hemophilia.
of the blood. hemorrhpid

1
. haemorrhoid1 (hem'o-roid), .

hemogl9biniferous,haemoglobiniferous(hem- [In earlier E. form emerod (see MwnxP); =
o-glo-bi-nif'e-rus), a. [< hemoglobin + ii.ferre F. hemorroide = Sp. hemorroide, hemorroida =
= E. 6erl.] Containing hemoglobin.
Whether in the Hoplonemertines, where tlie blood fluid

is often provided with hxmaglobiniferous disks, the chief
function of the side organs may not rather be a sensory
one must be further investigated.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 329.

hemoglobinometer, haemoglobinometer
(hem-o-glo-bi-nom'e-ter), n. [(hemoglobin +
Gr. ficTpov, a measure.] An instrument for

measuring the amount of hemoglobin in the
blood. Also hematinometer, hcematinometer.

i . = . ,
=

Pg. hemorrhoida = It. emorroide = G. hdmor-
rhoide = Dan. Sw. hemorroide, < L. hcemorrhoida

(fern, sing.), < Gr. alftoppoif, pi. ai/ioppoitiec (sc.

0^j3ff, veins), veins liable to discharge blood,
esp. piles, < ai/ioppoos, flowing with blood, < aipa,

blood, + poof, a flow, flux, < pe'w, flow.] A tu-
mor in the anal region, either within the anus
(internal hemorrhoid) or without (external hem-
orrhoid), formed of dilated blood-vessels with
more or less hyperplastic growth of connec-
tive tissue. See piles.

ence of free hemoglobin in the urine.

1
V

i i Q -i Same as hemoglobin.
Olymph (hem'o-limf), n.

was said to make blood flow from all parts of
the body.

q. v.] The nu- temorrfioidal haemrrhoidaKhem-o-roi'dal),
bl

,

Per-
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tritive fluid, comparableVbW or lymph," ?'. L*fM!3^Sl ^ST"1* **1'Jit^i
which occupies the body-cavity of some inver- ^W to

'
affected with or caused by h^x-

tebrates, as polyzoans.
rh

i
d
?j f'

a h
.

emorrh?taal tumor or flux
; a /tern

orrhotdal patient, vein, or artery.In Eupolyzoa (excepting the Entoprocta) the coelom is hpmnqalniTiY Timnnaalniivr (Tin n HB!'
very capacious; it is occupied by a coagulable hcemo- aemosaipinx, naemOSaipinx (.nem-g-sal

-

lymph in which float cellular corpuscles. pmgks), . Same as hematosalptnx.
B. B. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., xix. 432. hemospastic, haemospastic (hem-o-spas'tik),

hemolymphatic,haemolymphatic(hem'
!ro-lim- and%z. [< Gr. al/ja, blood, + an'duv, draw.]

[< Gr. ai/ui, blood, + lympJiatic.]
Pertaining to blood and to lymph ; noting a cir-

culatory or vascular system which is not differ-
entiated into separate blood-vascular and lym-
phatic systems.
hemolytic, haemolytic (hom-o-lit'ik), a. [<
Gr. alfia, blood, + AVTIKO;, able to loose, <

\ytiv,
loosen.] Destructive of the blood, especially
of the blood-corpuscles.
hemometer. haemometer (he-mom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. alfia., blood, + ptTpov, a' measure.] Same
as hemadynamometer.
hemoperieardium, haemopericardium (hem-
o-per-i-kar'di-um), . Same as hematopericar-
dium.

hemophilia, haemophilia (hem-o-fil'i-a), n.

[NL. hemophilia, < Gr. alfia, blood', + <j>iAo$, lov-

ing.] Inpathol., a congenital morbid condition

I. a. Drawing or attracting blood to a part, as
a cupping-glass.

II. n. Something which has this property or
action.

hemostasia, haemostasia (hem-o-sta'si-a). n.

[NL. haemostasia, < Gr. alfia, blood, + araaif,
a standing.] In pathol., stagnation of blood in
a part ; also, any operation for arresting the
flow of blood, as the ligation of an artery.
hemostatic, haemostatic (hem-o-stat'ik), a.

and n. [< Gr. <zi//a, blood, + orarocdf, < laravai,
cause to stand: see static.] I. a. Stopping or

preventing hemorrhage ; styptic.
Ergot and digitalis, and probably also the acetate of lead,

exert their hcemostatic action by causing a contraction of
the arterioles. Buck's Handbook oftied. Sciences, III. 477.

hemp-palm
cannabic, camiabine, etc.] 1. A plant of the
genus Cannabis, natural order Urticacece, of
which C. sativa is the only known species, C,
Indica being only a variety, it is an annual her-
baceous plant, the fiber of which constitutes the hemp of
commerce. It is a native of western and central Asia, nut
has been long naturalized in Brazil and tropical Africa, and
is extensively cultivated in many countries. The Indian
variety, often called Cannabis Indica, is the source of the
narcotic drug bhang or hashish. (.See bhang.) A valuable
oil is expressed from the seeds.

Heer fatall Hemp, which Denmark doth afford,
Doth furnish vs with Canvass, and with Cord.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 3.

Hemp when required for cordage is generally sown in

drills, when for weaving purposes it is scattered broad-
cast. A. G. F. Eliat James, Indian Industries, p. 142.

2. The fiber of this plant, obtained from the
skin or rind by rotting the stalks under moist-

ure, and prepared by various processes for

manufacturing uses. It is tough and strong, and pecu-
liarly adapted for weaving into coarse fabrics such as sail-

cloth, and twisting into ropes and cables. As the ordinary
material of ropes used for hanging, it is the subject of hu-
morous allusion.

What, you speak of Hempet mary, you terme it with
manic pretie names. I neuer heard the like termes giuen
to any simple, as you giue to this ; you cal it neckwede.

Bobees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 240.

Let gallows gape for dog, let man go free,
And let not hemp his windpipe suffocate.

Shak., Hen. V., iit 6.

3. One of various plants of other genera yield-
ing similar fibers, distinguished by specific epi-
thets African hemp. See Sansemeria. Bastard
hemp, Datisca cannabina, a plant allied to the Cactacea,
a native of Asia Minor and Crete. Bengal, Bombay, Ma-
dras, or Sunn hemp, Crotalariajuncea, a papilionaceous
shrub, a native ^f those countries. Bowstring hemp, of
India, Calatropw gigantea, a plant belonging to the milk-
weed family (Asclepiadaceo!). Brown Indian hemp,
Hibiscus cannabimw, a plant of the mallow family. Holy
hemp. Seeiholy. Indian hemp, (a) CannaUis Indica.
See Cannabis. (6) Apocynum cannaoinum. See Apocy-
num. Jubbulpore hemp, Crotalaria temttfolia, a legu-
minous plant. Manilahemp, a fibrousmaterialobtained
from the Musa textiKs. See mantia and Musa. Ramie
hemp. Same as ramie. Sisal hemp, the fiber of species
of Agave, especially A. Ixtll. See henequen. Virginian
hemp, or water-hemp, Acnida cannabina, an amaranta-
ceous plant, a native of the eastern United States near the
coast, growing in marshes and along the banks of rivers.

hemp-agrimony (hemp'ag"ri-mo-ni), n. A
plant of the genus Eupatorium, especially E.
cannabinum, which has a wide distribution and
is often cultivated. See Eupatorium Bastard
hemp-agrimony, Ageratum conyzoides, a plant found in
most tropical and subtropical <

II. . A medicine designed to stop hemor-
rhage : a stvntic.
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characterized by a tendency to bleed immoder- hemothorax, hasmothorax (hem-o-tho'raks), most tropical and subtropical countries,

ately from any insignificant wound, or even " Same 0,6 hematothorax. hemp:brake (hemp brak), n. 1. Amachmein

spontaneously. Also called lieinatophilia, he- hemotrophyt (he-mot'.ro-fi), n. [< Gr. alfia,

morrhaphilia, and hemorrliagic diathesis. blood, + Tpoitf, nourishment.] Excessive he-

hemophilic, haemophilia (hem-6-fil'ik), a. [< matopoiesis.

hemophilia, hanitophilia, + -ic.l 'Having a ten- hemp (hemp), n. [< ME. hemp, contr. and as-

dency to spontaneous bleeding.
similated (like hamper* < hanaper) < AS. henep,dency to spontaneous bleeding,

hemophthalmia, hasmophthalmia (hem -of -

thal'mi-a),. [< Gr. alfia, blood,

= D .

- ^ ,

= MLG.*= OHG.

which the fiber is separated by beating from
rotted and subsequently dried hemp-stalks.
Also hemp-break.
The common hemp-break will clean two hundredpounds

per day. New Amer. Farm Book, p. 262.

2. In her., same as brayS, 2 (b).

anof, MHG. hanef, hanf, G. hanf = Icel. hemp-bray (hemp'bra), . In her., same as

Mmj,r = Sw. hampa = Dan. hamp (Goth, not bray&, 2 (b).

recorded) = Gr. icawafSi; (> L. cannabis, > It. ca- hemp-bush (hemp 'bush), n. A malvaceous
nape= Sp. cdflamo= Pg. canhamo, canamo = Pr. plant, Plagian thus pulchellus, native of Austra-

cambe, cambre = F. chanvre, dial, canve, chambe, lia and New Zealand, where it is also culti-
canibe = (prob.) Ir. canaib, cnaib = Bret, canib vated. See Plagianthus. Sometimes called the
= Ar. Pers. qinnab) = OBulg. konoplya = Serv. Victorian hemp-bush.
konoplje= Bohem. konope = Pol. konop = Russ. hempen (hem pn), a. [< ME. hempen (= D. hen-

konoplya, konopeU, konop = OPruss. konapios = nepen=OHG. lianafvn,"
Lith. kanapes= Lett, kanepe, hemp. The Rom.,
Ar., etc., forms are from the L., the L. from the
Gr., and the Gr., Teut., and Slav, forms are sup-
posed to be independently derived from an an-
cient "

Scythian
" or Caspian source. The Skt.

cana, hemp, appears to be connected. From
the L. cannabis come ult. E. canvas, canvass,

tnarim-a),j. KUr.ama, blood, + oMaAuoc. eye: """> 'y, iu.aj.u. u
, ,,

seeophtfialmia.] Effusion of blood into the eye.
llampr = Sw. hampa = Dan. hamp (Goth, not . brayS>,_

2 (b).

hemoptic, haemoptic (he-mop'tik), a. Same
'

as hentoptusical.

hemoptysical, haemoptysical (hem-op-tiz'i-
kal), a. [< hemopti/s-is, lUEinoptys-is, + -ic-al.~\
In pathol., affected with or pertaining to he-

moptysis,
hemoptysis, haemoptysis (he-mop 'ti-sis), n.

[NL. hcemoptysis, < Gr. ai/ia, blood, + nrvate, a
spitting, < TtTvetv, spit.] In patliol., spitting of
blood: usually restricted to the raising of blood
from the lungs. Also hcemoptoe.
hemorrhage, haemorrhage (hem'o-raj), . [z=
F. hemorragie = Sp. hemorragia = Pg. hemor-
rhagia = It. emorragia, < L. luemorrhagia, < Gr.

ai/ioppayia, a violent bleeding (esp., according
to Galen, from the nose), < atftoppa-yfc, bleeding
violently, < alfia, blood, + -payia, < pr/yvvvai,

break, burst, = L. frangere= E. break.] A dis-

charge of blood from blood-vessels : usually ap-
plied to flux, either external or internal, from
a vessel or vessels ruptured by disease or by
a wound, and constituting, when considerable
and unchecked, an immediate danger to life.
Bronchial hemorrhage. Same as bronchohemarrhagia.

hemorrhagic, haemorrhagic (hem-o-raj'ik), a.

[< hemorrhage, hcemorrhage, + -ic.] Of, per-
taining to, or exhibiting hemorrhage Hemor-
rhagic diathesis, a constitutional tendency to profuse
hemorrhage from slight causes. Hemorrhagic fever
See/eiwrl.

hemorrhagyt (hem'o-ra-ji), , [< L. haimor-

rhagia: see hemorrhage.] Hemorrhage.
That the maternal blood flows most copiously to the

placenta uterina in women, is manifest from the great
heinorrhagy that succeeds the separation thereof at the
birth. Kay, Works of Creation, i.

hemorrhaphilia, haemorrhaphilia (hem^o-ra-
fil'i-a), n. [NL. hcemorrhaphilia, < Gr. aiftoppa-
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(i) and Female (2) Plants of Hemp (C
o.maleaower; . female flower t t. embryo.

,MHG.M7i/jn,G./iaH/e);
<.hemp + -e>i2.] 1. Made of hemp; pertaining
to hemp, or (by allusion) to a rope.

About his neck an hempen rope he weares.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 22.

With hempen cord it's better
To stop each poor man's breath.

Lord Delaware (Child's Ballads, VII. S14).

So many lamentable hempen Tragedies [hangings] acted
at Tiburne. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 44.

2. Resembling hemp; fibrous. [Rare.]
The former of these are made of the bark of a pine-tree

beat into a hempen state. Coot, Voyages, IX. iv. 3.

Hempen caudlet ,
a hangman's noose : in allusion to a

caudle or warm drink taken just before going to bed.

Ye shall have a hempen caudle then, and the pap of
hatchet. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Hempen collar, the noose of the hangman's rope placed
round the neck. Hempen widow, the widow of a man
who has been hanged. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.)

hempie (hem'pi), a. and. Seehempy. [Scotch.]
hemp-nettle (hemp'net"!), n. A coarse, bristly
annual weed, Galeopsis Tetrahit, of the labiate

family, resembling hemp somewhat in appear-
ance, the stiff hairs reminding one of the nettle.
It is common throughout Europe, and introduced into the
northern United States. Also called hemp dead-nettle.

hemp-palm (hemp'pam), n. The dwarf palm
or palmetto, Chamcerops humilis, of the Medi-
terranean region ; also, the palmetto of China
and Japan, generally known as Chamterops ex-

celsa, now called Trachycarpus. Both of these

plants yield a fiber of commercial value.



hemp-resin

hemp-resin (hemp'rez"in), . The resinous
narcotic product of the hemp as it grows in

India : same as churntx.

hemp-seed (hemp'sed), n. The seed of hemp.
It is used as food for birds, and also yields an
oil suitable for various purposes.
In the same were four Turtle Doves, and many gold

Finches, with other birds which are such as our hempxeede
birds in England. Coryat, Crudities, I. 19.

[In the following passage hemp-seed is usually supposed
to be an intended blunder for homicide.

Do, do, thou rogue ! do, thou hemp-seed !

Shak.,2Hen. IV., 11. l.j

To have hemp-seed sown for one, to be destined for
the gallows. [Colloq.]

hempstringt (hemp'string), n. One who de-
serves or is likely to be hanged; a crack-

hemp.
Vau. A perfect young hempstring 1

Van. Peace, least he overheare you.
Chapman, Monsieur D'Ollve, T. 1.

hemp-tree (hemp'tre), . The chaste-tree, Fi-
tex Agnus-castus, of the Mediterranean region.
See Vitex, and agnus castus, under agnus.
hempweed (hemp'wed), . 1. The hemp-ag-
rimony, Eupatorium cannabinum. 2. Seaweed;
kelp. [Scotch.] climbing hempweed, Mikania
scandtns, a climbing vine of theUnited States and tropical
America, allied to Eupatorium.

hempwort (hemp'wert), n. Lindley's name
for a plant of the order Cannabinacece, equiva-
lent to the tribe Cannabinece of Bentham and
Hooker that is, the hemp and the hop.
hempy (hem'pi), a. and n. [< hemp + -y

1
.] I.

a. 1. Like hemp. [Rare.]
Twist the rind and the Tree [called maguais] there is a

Cotton, or hempy kind of moss, which they wear for their

Clothing. Bowelt, Letters, ii. 54.

2. Roguish; riotous; romping. [Scotch.]
I was a daft hempie lassie then, and little thought what

was to come o't. Scott, Old Mortality, xlii.

II. .; pi. hempies (-piz). 1. One for whom
the hemp grows ;

a rogue ;
a giddy young per-

son of either sex : used jocularly. [Scotch.]
When I was a hempie of nineteen or twenty, it wasna

my fault if I wasna at the merrymakings time about.

Scott, Monastery, iv.

2. The hedge-sparrow, Accentor modularis.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
hemselft. nemselvet, hemselvent, pron. pi.
[ME., < hem, obj. pi. of he, + self, setvej pi. adj.:
see he1

, I., D (a), and self, and himself. Them-
selves is a different form.] Themselves.

That yeveth hem ful ofte in many a gyse
Wei bettre than the! can A<m(^devyse?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 396.

hemstitch (hem'stich), n. The ornamental
heading for a hem in linen or cotton fabrics,

produced by drawing out a few threads run-

ning parallel to the hem and catching toge-
ther in groups those running the other way.

Charlotte Bronte was brought up in old-fashioned days
of work-bag and hem-stitch.

New York Weekly Witness, Sept. 30, 1886.

hemstitch (hem'stich), v. t. [< hemstitch, n.]
To ornament with a hemstitch.

Cousin Delight looked up ; and her white ruffling, that
she was daintily hemstitching, fell to her lap.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, i.

hemuset, heymuset, n. [Oi
tamed.] The male of the roe

year. Bailey, 1731.

The roebuck is the first year a kid, the second year a

girl, the third year a hemv.se.
Return from Parnassus (1606), ii. 5.

hemysperiet, A Middle English form of

hemisphere.
hen1

(hen), n. [Early mod. E. also henne; <

ME. hen, pi. hennes, < AS. henn, hcenn, hten

(also once Jtenna), a hen (= MD. henne, D. hen =
MLG. home, hinne = OHG. henna, MHG. G.

henne, a hen; equiv. to D. hoen = MLG. hon =
OHG. hun, huon, MHG. huon, G. huhn = Icel.

hcena (for hcena) = Sw. hona = Dan. hone, a hen
;

cf. Dan. Sw. hons, poultry) ;
fern, of masc. AS.

liana (not in E.) = OS. hano = D. haan = MLG.
hane = OHG. hano, MHG. hane, han, G. hahn=
Icel. han i = Sw. Dan. hane = Goth, hana, a cock,
lit. the 'singer' (so chanticleer, q. v.), < root of
L. canere, sing, > ult. E. chant, chanticleer, cant?,

canticle, accent, etc. This verb (L. canere), like
E. sing, had orig. a general meaning, being
often used of the cries of birds and other ani-

mals.] 1. The female of the domestic fowl:

opposed to cock.

In thys yle ys . . . Plente of lambes, Gotys, motons,
and also hennys, and capons.

Torkinglon, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 60.
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shriek'd the old king, but vainlier than a hen

To her false daughters in the pool.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Any female bird
; especially, used attribu-

tively, equivalent to female : as, hen canary,
hen sparrow, etc.

I have no pheasant, cock nor hen. Shak., \V. T., iv. 3.

3. In a general sense, the common domestic or
barn-yard fowl ( Gallus domesticus), or any speci-
men of this fowl, in all its varieties and without

regard to gender; a chicken. See Gallus1
.

Hell find you out a food
That needs no teeth nor stomach, a strange furmety
Will feed ye up as fat as hens i' the foreheads.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

4. A bivalve mollusk of the family Venerida
and genus Tapes. At Hereford in England the
name is given to two species, T. deeussata, the

purr, and T. aurea. See hen-clam Blue Hen's
Chicken. See chicken*. Our Lady of Heaven's hent,
or Our Lady's hent, the wren.

Malisons, Malisons, mair than ten.
That harry our Lady of Heaven's hen 1

Old Scotch rime.

Pharaoh's hen. See Egyptian vulture, under vulture.

Port Egmont hen, a sailors' name of the great skua
of the Falklands, Stercorarius antarcticus. Potterton
hen, the black-headed gull, Chroicocephalus ridibundus,
named from a loch near Aberdeen. Where the hen
scratches, the gist of a difficulty ;

that on which the rest

depends or turns. [Colloq. J

hen'2 (hen), adv. [Also dial, hine; < ME. henne,
heonne, hinne, abbr. of henene. heonene, and with-
out adv. suffix -e, henen,<AS. heonan, hionan, and
with adv. suffix -e, heonane, heonone, hence, =
05. hinan = OHG. hinnan, hindn, hinana, MHG.
In inn'ii, G. hinntn, hence; adverbial formations
with suffix -an, -ana, < AS. heona, in comp. hin-,
hence (= OHG. hina, MHG. hint, hin, G. hin,

there, thither, = Dan. hen, away, further, on) ;

with the suffix -na (cf. Goth, hina, AS. hine, ace.

masc., him : see he1 ), from the pronominal stem
lii-. seen in E. he, and in L. hie, this, and him-,

hence: see he1
.] Hence: the more original form.

[Now only prov. Eng.]
I was so henne in another londe,
And helde my boke In my honde,
And taujt men of my sermoun,
I ne wote how I cam to this toun.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 84.

Many a yeer as it is passed henne
Syn that my tappe of life bigan to renne.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 35.

Damysell, seyde Befyse then,
Speke on, and go hen.

MS. Cantab, ft. iL 38, f. 102. (HalliwtU.)

hen3
(hen), v. t. ; pret. and pp. henned, ppr. hen-

ning. [< hen2 , adv. (cf. hence, v.), or else a var.

of ftench1 .] To throw. [Prov. Eng.]
hen-and-chickens (hen'and-chik'enz), n. 1.

A proliferous variety of the daisy, Bellis peren-
nis. 2. A species of houseleek, Sempervivum
globiferum, native of the continent of Europe,
sometimes cultivated. 3. The ground-ivy, Ne-

peta Glechoma.
henbane (hen'ban), n. K ME. henbane, henne-

bane (> F. hanebane) (cf.Dan. h<insebane=Svt.

honsbane) ;
< hen 1 + bane1 . The AS. name was

henne-belle, hamne-belle, lit.
'

hen-bell.'] A plant
of the genus Hyoscyamus, natural order Solana-
ce<e. Common henbane is H. niger, a native of Europe
and northern Asia, and adventitious in the United States.

henceforward

action. They yield hyoscine and hyosciamine. When
taken in any considerable quantity, the herb acts as a
deadly poison to man anil most animals, and is especially
destructive to domestic fowls (whence the name). Swine
are said to eat it with impunity. Also called

nightshade and hog's-bean.

That to which old Socrates was curst,
Or henbane juice, to swell 'em till they burst.

The henbane or insane-root, which the Gauls used for
their poisoned arrows.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 260.

henbellet.M- [ME.,< AS. henne-belle, hantne-belle,
< In >in. hen, + belle, bell.] Henbane. Halliwell.

henbill (hen'bil), w. [< hen 1 + bill1 .] 1. The
hen-billed diver, or Carolina grebe or dabchick,
Podilymbus podiceps. 2. The common Ameri-
can coot, Fulica americana. [New Jersey, U. S.]
hen-billed (hen'bild), a. Having a bill like a
hen's :

specifically
said of the hen-billed diver

or Carolina grebe. See henbill.

henbit (hen'bit), n. [< MLG. hennebit(cf. G. hiih-

iss); as hen1 + bit1 .] 1. A weed, Lamium

fin not ascer-
eer in its third

Henbane (ffyescyamus a, fruit
; b, capsule, cut transversely.

It is a coarse, erect biennial herb, found in waste ground
and loose dry soil, having soft, clammy, hairy foliage of a

disagreeable odor, pale yellowish-brown flowers streaked
with purple veins, and a five-toothed calyx. The leaves

are used in medicine, and resemble belladonna in their

amplexicaule, or dead-nettle, specifically called
the greater henbit. 2. The ivy-leafed speed-
well. Veronica hederasfolia, specifically called
the lesser or small henbit.

icedwell, or small henbit.

ham, Physico-Theology.

hen-blindness (hen'blind"nes), n. Inability to

see in a dim light : same as nyctalopia.
hen-buckie(hen'buk"i),n. The whelk. [Scotch.]
hen-cavey (hen'ka"vi),. Ahen-coop. [Scotch.]
hence (hens), adv. [With false spelling -ce, as
in tltence, wltence, once, twice, thrice, and in pi.

pence, mice, etc., for orig. -s ; < ME. liens, contr.
of hennes, this, with adverbial gen. suffix -es,

for earlier henne, mod. E. dial, hen : see hetfi.]
1. From this place; from or away from here.
[By ellipsis of go, depart, or an equivalent verb, hence is

often used with the effect of a verb, especially in com-
mand or entreaty, like away.

Early to-morrow will we rise, and hence.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

I know you not : what are ye? hence, ye base besognios !

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.]

2. From this time; in the future.

He who can reason well to-day about one sort of mat-
ters cannot at all reason to-day about others, though per-
haps a year hence he may. Locke.

Their names shall give fresh offence many ages hence.

Steele, Tatler, No. 92.

3. For this cause or reason
;
as a consequence

of, or an inference or a deduction from, some-

thing just stated.

Spight and favour determin'd all : hence faction, thence

treachery, both at home and in the field.

Mi/i,,n. Hist. Eng., iii.

On different senses different objects strike ;

Hence different passions more or less inflame,
As strong or weak, the organs of the frame ;

And hence one master-passion in the breast,
Like Aaron's serpent, swallows up the rest.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 129.

Wnen the upper portion of the plane is revolved until
P coincides with f, D being fixed, PD coincides with FD,
and consequently the angle PDC with the angle PDC.
Hence the angles PDC and FDC are equal.

Chauvenet, Geometry, L 5.

4. From this source or original.

Atergate and Derceto, that notorious Syrian Goddesse,
happily borrowed the name hence.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 44.

All other faces borrowed hence
Their light and grace. Suckling.

Hence, like thence and whence, though containing in itself

the notion '

from,
'

is often pleonastically preceded byfrom.
From hence we might descerne the mayne land and very

high mountaines.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 110.

hencet (hens), v. [< hence, adv.] I. trans. To
send away ; despatch.

Go, bawling eur, thy hungry maw go fill

On yon foul flock, belonging not to me.
With that his dog he henc'd, his flock he curs'd.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

II. in tram. To go hence; go away; depart.
Herewith the Angell henc't, and bent his flight
Towards our sad Citie. Sylvester, Panaretus, L 1281.

henceforth(hens'forth'), adr. [< ME. hensforth,
hennes fnrth, earlier heonne forth, < AS. heonan

forth, also forth heonan : see 7ie 2
, hence, and

forth
1
.] From this time forth

;
from now on :

often with a pleonastic from.
Thanne scythe the Emperour, Now undirstondethe wel,

that my woord/rom hensforthe is scharp and bytynge as
a Swerd. Mandeville, Travels, p. 254.

Hitherto he [Clive] had been merely a soldier carrying
into effect . . . the plans of others. Henceforth he is to
be chiefly regarded as a statesman. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

henceforward, henceforwards (hens
'
for '-

ward, -wardz), adr. [< hence + forward1
, for-

wards.] From this time forward ;
henceforth.



henceforward

Henceforward all things shall be in common.
SAafc,2Heii. VI.,iv. 7.

She would willingly afford him [the French king] all

the assistence she conveniently could, lest the adversaries

hence-forward, as heretofore, could reap advantage by his

necessity. Camden, Elizabeth, an. 1595.

hencemeantt (hens'ment), a. Intended or plot-
ted from this place.

Henry, as if by miracle preserved by foreigns long
From hencemeant treasons, did arrive to right his natives'

wrong. Warner, Albion's England, vi. 33.

hench1
(bench), v. t. A variant of haunch.

hench2 (hench), v. i. [Cf. hench1.] To halt or

limp. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

henchboyt (hench'boi), n. [Also hinchboy; <

hench- as in henchman + boy.] A follower; a
footman

;
a page.

He said grace as prettily as any of the sheriff's hinch-

boys. B. Jonson, Masque of Christmas.

Call me your shadow's hench-boy.
Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

Sir, I will match my lord-mayor's horse, make jockeys
Of his hench-boys, and run 'em through Cheapside.

Sir W. Davenant, Wits.

hencher (hen'cher), n. One who haunches.

[Scotch.]

Being a dextrous hencher of stones, it required great
nimbleness on the part of the youthful tormentors to
avoid his aim. Dr. J. Brawn, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 336.

henchman (hench
'

man), n.
; pi. henchmen

(-men). [Early mod. E. also hencheman, hense-

man, henxman, hanshman, haunsman (as a sur-

name existing in the forms Henchman, Hens-

man, Hinchman, Hincksman, Hinxman), < late

ME. hencheman, henshman, hensman, heynceman,
henxman, a groom, a page or attendant, prob.
contr. from "hengest-man, lit.

'

horse-man,' i. e.

groom (= G. hengstmann = Icel. hestamadhr, a

groom), < ME. hengcst, a horse, recorded but

once, namely, as hcengest, in Layamon, 1. 3546

(about A. D. 1200), but prob. surviving much
later, or renewed in the compound through
Scand. influence, < AS. hengest, hengst, a horse,
steed (also in compound local names, as Hen-
gestes-broc, now Hiitjcbrook, Hengestesgeat, now
Hinxgate, Hengestesrigc (for *Hengesteshrycg),
now Henstridge), = OFries. hengst = D. hengst
= OHG. hengist, MHG. hengest, G. hengst, a
horse (in OHG. also a gelding) (> ODan. hengst,
Dan. Sw. hingst, a horse, stallion: the Scand.
forms being prop, contracted and the sense
more general), = Dan. hest = Sw. hast = Icel.

hestr, a horse (Goth, not recorded), + man.
For the sense, of. Icel. hestvordhr (lit.

' horse-

ward'), a mounted guard, Sw. hingstridare (lit.

'horse-rider'), a groom of the king's stable who
rides before his coach, a forespurrer, a jockey
(= MHG. hengestritter, a rider); so the OHG.
forms repr. by ML. hengistfuster, a groom (lit.

'horse-feeder': see foster1 ), and hengistnotm, a

groom (OHG. not, need). The usual explana-
tion of henchman as 'hatmchman,' an invented

compound defined as 'a man who stands at
one's haunch,' is erroneous.] 1. A groom; a
footman ; a male attendant

;
a follower. [Ar-

chaic.]
To John Clreyne, Squier for the Body of cure said Souv-

erain Lorde the King and Maister of his Henmnen, for

thapparaile of the saide Maister and vij of the Kinges
Henxemen ayenst the feste of Midsomer, etc.

Wardrobe Accounts of Edw. IV., quoted in N. and Q.,

[7th ser., III. 213.

And every knight had after him riding
Three hensh-men on him awaiting.

Flower and Leaf, 1. 252.

Her hlghnes [Queen Elizabeth] hath of late, whereat
some doo moche marvel, dissolved the auncient office of
the Henchemen.

E. Lodge, Illustrations, F. Alen to Earl of Shrewsbury,
[Dec. 11, 1565.

I do but beg a little changeling boy
To be my henchman. Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

Thou Shalt obey my servants when they call,
And wait upon my henchmen in the hall !

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Sicilian's Tale.

Hence 2. A mercenary adherent; a venal
follower

;
one who holds himself at the bidding

of another.

A henchman of his [Tweed's], who had a place on the

police force, . . . besought the great man's intercession
to save him from dismissal. N. A. Rev., CXX. 127.

Twenty-five years ago, if you spoke to an American of a

Henchman, he would have understood that you were mak-
ing an historical allusion. ... At this moment, however,
the term designates a very familiar figure in American poli-
tics. . . . The Henchman is, in fact, a necessity of what
is called machine politics, or, in plainer language, of the

present mode of getting and keeping high office. ... It is

the Henchman who corresponds with the chief, and goes on
to Washington or elsewhere to see him when any emer-
gency arises. The Nation, XXX. 398.
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hen-clam (hen'klam), n. [So called as being
mistaken for the hen or female of some other
kind of clam.] 1. The sea-clam, Mactra or

Spisula solidissima, of the Atlantic coast of

North America. The flesh is edible, and much used
for soups and chowders ; the large deep shells are used for

various domestic purposes, as for scoops, skimmers, etc.

Mactra solidissima and the closely allied M. ovalis are
known along our northern coasts as hen-clam, sea-clam,
and surf-clam. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 278.

2. On the Pacific coast of the United States,

Pachyderma crassatelloides.

hen-coil (hen'koil), n. Same as coil3 . [Prov.

Eng.]
hen-coop (hen'kop), n. A coop, pen, cage, or
crib of any kind for confining poultry.

hen-cotet, [ME. hen-cote; (hen1 + cote1 . Cf.

dove-cote.] A hen-coop.
hen-curlew (hen

' ker "
lu), n. The long-billed

curlew, Numenius longirostris. [Massachusetts,
U. S.]
hend1

t (hend), v. t. [< ME. henden (pret. hende),
< AS. ge-hendan (only once), take hold of, =
OFries. henda, handa, take hold of, seize,= Icel.

henda, seize, also (mod.) fling, lit. 'take hold
of with the hand,' < AS. hand = OFries. hand
= Icel. hond, etc., hand. The verb is thus a
doublet of hand, v., in which there is a rever-

sion to the orig. vowel. Cf. hendy, now handy.
A different word from hent1

, q. v.] To seize
;

lay hold on
; grasp.

They . . . toke the temple of Apolyn ;

Thei felde it down and hende Mahoun,
And al the tresore of the toun.

Richard Coer de Lion, \. 4032.

She flew at him like to an hellish feend,
And on his shield tooke hold with all her might,
As if that it she would in peeces rend,
Or reave out of the hand that did it hend.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 27.

hend2t, . and n. [< ME. Jiend, hende, heende,

hinde, heynde, hynd, hynde, < AS. gehende (=
OHG. gehende, gehente), at hand, near, < ge-, a
collective prefix (see i-1), + hand, hand: see

hand. This word, in the var. hendi, hendy, be-

came in later E. handy: see hendy, handy.] I.

a. 1. At hand; near at hand; near; nigh; con-
venient: in this sense generally in the predi-
cate, and equivalent to the adverb. See hend,
adv.

Hi fundcn hem so hende
To the lond ther his lemman is,

Him thugte he was in parais.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

They boden clerkes forth to wende
To every kyrke fer and hende.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 1205.

2. Handy; dexterous; clever; accomplished.
This clerk was cleped hende Nicolas.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 13.

3. Civil
;
courteous

; polite ; gracious ;
kind

;

gentle; noble: excellent; good: much used in

Middle English poetry as a general expression
of praise.

Oure hoost tho spak, "A, sire, ye sholde be hende
And curteys, as a man of youre estaat."

Chaucer, ProL to Friar's Tale, 1. 22.

Ihesn Crist, holl and hende,
That beerde was blessid that bare thee.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

Sir Oluf the hend has ridden sae wide,
All unto his bridal feast to bid.

Sic Olufand the Elf-King's Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[I. 299).

4. Good ; excellent : used of things.
In that mynster that ys so hende,
Fowr dores shalt thou fynde.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 126.

Come, brother Cayme, I wolde we wente, with hert ful

hende. York Plays, p. 36.

II. n. A gentle, noble, excellent person.
[Poetical.]

For sorowe my selffe I schende,
When I thynke hartely on that hende,
1 fande hym ay a faithfull frende.

York Plays, p. 452.

hend2
t, hendet, adv. [ME. ; <hend, a.] 1. At

hand; nearatnand. See hend, a. 2. Civilly;

courteously; kindly; honorably.
Of this hert & this hinde hende now listener

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2713.

To restore ajen that y took mys,
And to paie my dettis fair and hende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 185.

hendecacolic (hen-dek-a-kol'ik), a. [< LGr.
fixScjcoKuAof (Heliodorus), of eleven cola, < Gr.

cvdeica, eleven (< iv, neut. of <?, one (prob. allied

to E. same), + dtita = E. ten), + nu'Aov, a member,
colon: see colon1 .] Inpros., consisting of eleven
cola or series: as, a hendecacolic period.

hendecagon (hen-dek'a-gon), n. [< Gr. evSeita,

eleven, + yuvia, an angle.] In geom., a plane

hendy

figure of eleven sides and as many angles.
Also endecagon.
hendecagorial (heu-de-kag'o-nal), a. [< hen-

decagon + -al.'] Resembling or pertaining to

a hendecagon. Also endecagonal Hendecago-

nal number, a number of the form -
(9 n 7). Such are

1, 11, 30, 58, 95, etc.

hendecagynous (hen-de-kaj'i-nus), a. [< Gr.

zvdeKa, eleven, + yvvfj, female (mod. bot. a pis-

til).] In lot., having eleven pistils. [Rare.]
hendecahedron (hen-dek-a-he'dron),n. [NL.,
< Gr. evfeica, eleven, + eS'pa, a se'at.] A solid

having eleven plane faces.

hendecandrous (hen-de-kan'drus), a. [< Gr.

,i><!a, eleven, + avi]p (avdp-), male (mod. bot.

a stamen).] In bot., having eleven stamens.

hendecaphyllous (hen-dek-a-fil'us), a. [< Gr.

evSexa, eleven, + fvtyav, lea.] In bot., having
eleven leaflets : applied to a pinnate leaf.

hendecasemic (hen-dek-a-se'mik), a. [< LGr.
(Heliodorus), of eleven morse, < Gr.

eleven, + cr^ua, a sign, mark, ar/^elov, a

sign, mark, unit of time, mora: see disemic, dode-

casemic.] In anc. pros., containing or amount-

ing to eleven morse or semeia ; having a magni-
tude of eleven units of time or normal shorts.

hendecasyllabic (hen-dek"a-si-lab'ik), a. and
n. [< Gr. i>6cKaavMaflo(;, eleven-syllabled, < cv-

dena, eleven, + auHAa/3^, syllable.] I. a. Con-

sisting of eleven syllables: as, a hendecasyl-
labic line or verse.

The strambotto, . . . one of the three characteristic
forms of Italian popular poetry, consists of a single stro-

phe of from four to eight endecasyllabic verses with alter-

nate rhyme in the south of Italy, and rhyme in couplets
for the rest of the country, both schemes sometimes oc-

curring in the longer strambotti.
N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 517.

II. n. In pros., a line or colon (series) con-

sisting of eleven syllables. In ancient metrics the
name is especially given to certain frequent logacedic
meters, namely : the alcaic hendecaxyllabic (Q ~ - ~
w w _ w ^)y the Phalcecean hendecasyllabic (

^ w w _
~ -^ ~), and the Sapphic hendecasyllabic (

~
w w _ w ^). This last in the form ^ ^_ww_^_
- is the Pindaric hendecasyllabic. An Archilochian hen-

decasyllabic is an iambic trimeter catalectic (i w
|

o
_ w I w =). An example of Phalcecean hendecasyl-
labics in English is

6 you |
chords 6f

|
Ind6

|
lent rS

| viewers, . . .

Look,! I come to thS
| test, a

| tiny | poSm
All com

| posed In a
|
metre

|

of Ca
|
tullfls.

Tennyson, Hendecasyllabics.

hendecasyllable (hen-dek-a-sil'a-bl), n. [< Gr.

evdeKoavZAafiof, eleven-syllabled ;
accom. in term,

to E. syllable: see hendecasyllabic.'] A metri-
cal line of eleven syllables.

hendelaykt, n. [ME., < hend, hende, civil, cour-

teous, + -layk (< Icel. -leikr), equiv. to -lock in

wedlock.'} Civility; courtesy.

Your honour, your hendelayk is hendely praysed
With lordej, wyth ladyes, with alle that lyf here.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1228.

hendelyt, adv. See hendly.
hendiadys (hen-di'a-dis), n. [NL. ,

also hendia-

dis; < Gr. cv Sia Svoiv, one by two: et>, neut. of

elf, one ; fiia, prep., by, through (see dia-) ; 6voiv,

gen. dual of Siio = E. too.] In rhet., a figure
which consists in using two words connected

by a copulative conjunction to express a single

complex idea; especially, substitution of two
substantives so coordinated for a substantive
with its attributive adjective or limiting geni-
tive. Thus Virgil (Georgics ii. 192) says 'pateris Kbamus
et auro,' we pour out (wine) in libation from paterae and
gold that is, 'from golden paterse'; Cicero (II. Verr. V.
xiv. 36) speaks of 'jus imaginis ad menwriam posterita-

temque prodendce,' the right of transmitting one's portrait
to memory and posterity, for

' to the memory of posteri-

ty.' Verbs can be used in the same way: as, 'fundifu-
garique,' to be overthrown and put to flight that is, to

be utterly routed.

hendlyt, a. [ME. hendlic, hendelich; < hcnd% +
-Zyi.] Same as hend, 3 and 4. Layamon.
hendlyt, adv. [ME. hendly, hendely, hendeli,

hendlich, hendeliche, hindely,hyndly, etc.
; < hend

+ -ly
2
.] Conveniently; easily; skilfully; clev-

erly; courteously; graciously.

I knelid & pullid the brere me fro,
And redde this word ful hendeli.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 91.

hendnesst, [ME. also hendeness; < hend2
,

a., + -ness.] Civility; courtesy.
hen-drivert (hen'dri"ver), n. A kind of hawk,
perhaps the same as hen-harrier. I. Walton.

hendyt (hen'dl), a. [< ME. hendi, hendy, var.

of hende: see hend'2 . Cf. handy.] Same as

hend.
So loveth she this hendy Nicholas.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 3386.



bendy
And he is curteys and hendy,
Thi God him lete wel endy.

US. Coll. JM. Oxon., I. (Halliwett.)

henet, v. t. [ME. henen, < AS. liiuiiaii, stone, <

Mn, a stone : see /tone1 .] To stone ; throw
stories at.

Our Giwes [Jews] him ladde withthoute [the] toun, and
henede him with stones,

And to stronge [dethe] him brojte incus.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.X p. 40.

henent, adv. See lieifi.

heneqiien, henequin (hen'e-ken, -kin), n. [Also
heniquin; < Sp. jeniquen or geniquen.~\ A fiber

known as Sinai hemp, obtained principally from
Agave Ixtli of Yucatan; also, the plant itself.

Undoubtedly several species ol Agave furnish this liber,

but they have been so long in cultivation that it IB diffi-

cult or impossible to identify them. These plants yield
a return of leaves when four or five years old, and with

proper management may last as long as fifty or sixty years.
The liber is especially valuable for use in ship's cables,
since it resists dampness better than hemp.
henfaret (hen'far), n. [Appar. < ME. IH-HHI;

hence (see Aen2), + fare, fare, going. Skinner
has hinefar or heinfar, explaining it as the flight
or desertion of a servant (hind).'] A fine for

flight imposed upon one accused of murder.
hen-fish (hen'fish), n. The pomfret, Brama
rayi, a fish of the family Bramidce. [Ireland.]

hengt. Middle English present and preterit of

hang.
henget,. 1. A Middle English form of hinge.
2rThe heart, liver, and lights of an animal.
Ord. and Beg., p. 96. (Halliwell.) 3. Seethe
extract.

The present name [Stonehenge] is Saxon, though the
work is beyond all comparison older, signifying an hang-
Ing rod or pole, 1. e. a Uallows, from the hanging parts,

architraves, or rather imposts; and pendulous rocks are

still in Yorkshire called tlenyes.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 305.

hengelt, henglet, Seehingle.
hengent, [AS., prison, confinement (orig.
in stocks or pillory), also a cross, gibbet, and
abstractly hanging (= OS. hanginna, cross), <

/(OH, pp. hangen, hang: see hang. Cf. hangicite.]
Prison : au Anglo-Saxon word occurring in the

(Latin) laws ascribed to Henry I.

hengwitet, n. Same as hangwite.
hen-harm (hen'harm), n. The hen-harrier.

hen-harrier (hen'har"i-er), n. A bird of prey
of the genus Circus, especially the European
marsh-hawk, C. cijaneus : so named from their

depredations in the poultry-yard. See harrier?,

2, and cut under Cireinai.

A hen-harrier bore in his talons a chicken to his young.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 16.

hen-hawk (hen'hak), H. Any hawk that preys
upon poultry. Also called chicken-hawk. Spe-
cifically (a) The hen-harrier, (d) The goshawk, (c)

Some species of Buteu or buzzard proper, as the red-tailed

(B. borealix), the red-shouldered (B. tineatux), the broad-

winged (/.'. penntfylvanicus), and others. See cut under
Buleo. Blue hen-hawk, the adult American goshawk,
Astur atricapilltts.

hen-heartt (hen'hart), . [ME. henne-harte.]
One who has, as it were, the heart of a hen; a
chicken-hearted fellow

;
a coward; a poltroon.

Be the deuyllis nese, 36 ar doggydly diseasid,
A ! henne-harte ! ill happe mot jou hente.

York Plays, p. 326.

hen-hearted (hen'har'ted), a. Timid
;
coward-

ly; dastardly; chicken-hearted.

She is hen-hearted, shee dares not looke Truth in the
face. S. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 74.

One puling hen-hearted rogue is sometimes the ruin of
a set. Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 119.

hen-house (hen'hous), . A house, coop, or shel-

ter for fowls.

hen-huzzy (hen'huz"i), n. A man who med-
dles in women's affairs

;
a cotquean. Halliwell.

Henicuridae (hen-i-ku'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
nicurus + -ida;.'] A family of passerine birds
with booted tarsi, long, deeply forked tails,
each feather tipped with white, and 10 prima-
ries; the forktails. They have some superficial re-

semblance to the wagtails of the family MotacUlidce.
There are only three genera and less than a dozen species,
of Asia and lands further east. Also written Enicuridce.

Henicurus (hen-i-ku'rus), w. [NL., also im-

Branch of Henna (Lawsffttta fatnttis),
with cower and fruit.

genus of the family Henicuridm. 2. In entom.:

(a) A genus of beetles, of the family Malaco-

dermidce, founded by Stephens in 1830. There
are many European and a few South American
species. H. hirtus is an example. (6) A genus
of flies. Walker.

henkt, n . An obsolete form of inTc.

Henlean (hen'le-an), a. Pertaining to the Ger-
man anatomist Henle (1809-85) Henleanmem-
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brane, the fenestrated membrane of Henle, the third or
outer layer of the inner coat of an artery, consisting of
a network of elastic fiber.

hen-mold (hen 'mold), n. A kind of black

spongy soil.

henna (heu'a), n. [= P. henne, hinne, < Ar. henna,
name of the plant. Cf. alcanna, alkenna, alhen-

na, and alkanet.] 1 . The Egyptian privet or flow-
er of Paradise,
Lawsonia inermis,
of the natural or-

der Lythrariew, a
shrub bearing
opposite entire
leaves and nu-
merous small and
fragrant white
flowers. It was
called by Mohammed" chief of the flowers
of this world and the
next.

"
It is cultivated

extensively in Egypt.
The powdered leaves
form a large article of

export to Persia and
the Turkish posses-
sions, where they are
used as a dye, and in
the form of a paste as
a cosmetic. (See def.

2.) They produce a
reddish-brown color,
and in Europe are

employed in dyeing
leather. Henna is considered thebest hedge-plant in India.

2. A paste made from the leaves of this plant
by mixture with catechu, used in the East by
women to stain their nails, finger-tips, and eye-
lids, and by men to dye their beards. The red-

dish-orange color it imparts is not permanent. It is often

deepened to black by the addition of other ingredients.

hennet, adv. A Middle English form of Ae 2
.

hennery (hen'er-i), n.; pi. henneries (-iz). [<
hen 1 + -ery.~] A place where fowls are kept; a

poultry-yard.
hennest, hennesfortht. Middle English forms
of hence, henceforth.
hennin (hen'in), n. [OF.] A head-dress worn
by Frenchwomen from 1430 to 1465 or later,

high and conical in form, but differing in shape
at different times.

henny (hen'i), <i. [< hen 1 + -y
l

.~\ Of or pertain-
ing to a hen; particularly, hen-feathered, or
feathered like a female in hackle, saddle, tail,

and color: said of a cock. This condition is

characteristic of the males of some breeds of

chickens, as the Sebright bantams.
There is a tendency towards the assumption of the fe-

male plumage by the males, and distinct breeds of henny
game IfowlsJ are known. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 644.

henotheism (hen'o-the-izm), . [< Gr. tif (ev-),

one, + feof, god, H- -ism."] A name given to an
asserted characteristic of the oldest Hindu re-

ligion (of the Vedas), as ascribing supreme
power to different gods in turn: hence also

sometimes applied to similar phases of other

polytheistic religions.

Henotheiim, not the henotheism of Max Miiller, or of

Hartmann, or of Asmus, but a practical henotheism. i. e.

the adoration of one God above others as the specific tribal

god or as the lord over a particular people, a national or
relative monotheism, like that of the ancient Israelites,
the worship of an absolute sovereign who exacts passive
obedience. Jincye. Brit., XX 367.

henotheistic (hen"o-the-is'tik), a. [< henothe-
ism + -ist-ic.] Pertaining to or characterized

by henotheism. Max Miiller.

henotic (he-not'ik), a. [< Gr. evurixof, serving
to unite, < ivoirv, unite, < e!f (iv-), one.] Tend-

ing to make one
; unifying ; tending to unite or

reconcile; harmonizing: as, "henotic teaching,"
Gladstone.

hen-paidle (hen'pa'dl), n. The lump-fish, Cy-
clopterus lumpus. [Scotch.]
henpeck (hen'pek), v. t. [< henpecked.'] To
rule or keep in subjection by superior force of

will or assaults of ill temper ;
domineer over :

said of a wife who thus rules her husband.
But Oh ! ye lords of ladies intellectual,
Inform us truly, have they not hen-peck'd you all ?

Byron, Don Juan, i. 22.

henpeck (hen'pek), n. [< henpecle, *>.] The rule

or control of a husband by his wife ; henpeck-
ing. [Rare.]

Dying of heartbreak coupled with kenpeck.
Carlyle, Misc., III. 208.

henpecked (hen'pekt), p. a. [Formerly also

henpeckt; < hen 1 + pecked, pp. of peck1
. The

epithet alludes to the not uncommon submis-
sion of the domestic cock to the plucking by
his hens of his hackle-, saddle-, and even breast-

Henslowia

feathers.] Governed or controlled entirely by
one's wife

;
domineered over.

A step-dame too I have, a cursed she,
Who rules my hen-peck'd sire, and orders me.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii. 49.

Socrates, who is by all accounts the undoubted head of

the sect of the hen-pecked, owned and acknowledged that
he owed great part of his virtue to the exercise which his

useful wife constantly gave it. Steele, Spectator, No. 479.

He [Rip Van Winkle] was ... an obedient, hen-pecked
husband. . . . Those men are most apt to be obsequious
and conciliating abroad who are under the discipline of

shrews at home. Irving, Rip Van Winkle.

henpeckery(hen'pek''er-i),. [(henpeck+ -ery.~\

The condition of being henpecked. [Rare.]
He had fallen from all the height and pomp of beadle-

ship to the lowest depth of the most snubbed henpeckery.
Dicken, Oliver Twist, xxxvfi.

hen-plant (hen'plant), . The rib-grass, Plan-

tago lanceolata; also, the door-yard plantain,
P. major.
Henrician (hen-rish'an), n. and a. [< ML. Hen-

ricianus, < Henrietta, Latinized form of MHG.
Heinrih, Heimrich, OHG. Heimarih, Heimirih, G.

Seinrich, E. Henry, a proper name.] I. . 1.

One of a sect of religious reformers in Switzer-
land and southern France in the twelfth cen-

tury, followers of Henry of Lausanne. 2. A
follower or an adherent of the Emperor Henry
IV., who opposed Gregory VII. in favor of the

antipope Clement III.

IT. a. Pertaining to or effected by Henry
VIII. of England; supporting the religious
movement or laws of Henry VIII.

Already had Doctor Richard Smith, reader of Divinity
in Oxford, a versatile and unfortunate man, been compelled

by the Archbishop to retract the chief articles of the Hen-
rician settlement of religion.

S. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

Henriquezia (hen-ri-kwe'zi-a), . [NL. (Rich-
ard Spruce, 1854), < Henriquez, a proper name.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants,

belonging to the natural order Rvbiacea, and

giving name to a tribe Henriqtteziece. The 4-cleft

limb of the calyx is deciduous by a transverse section ;

there are 5 slender stamens in the throat of the corolla;
the capsule is large, woody, 2-celled, 2-valved, and shaped
like a bean ; and the cells are 4-seeded. The genus in-

cludes four species of handsome trees, natives of northern
Brazil and Venezuela, with stout branches and verticillate,

leathery, oblong or obovate, entire leaves. The rose-col-

ored flowers are in dense terminal panicles.

Henriqueziese (hen"ri-kwe-zi'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Henriquezia + -cp.] A tribe of dicotyledo-
nous gamopetalous plants, of the natural order

Rubiacea;, distinguished by having a 2-lipped
imbricate corolla and from 2 to 4 broadly wing-
ed seeds in each of the two cells of the capsule.
The tribe contains two genera, natives of tropical South

America, trees with opposite or verticillate leaves and
entire stipules.

hen-roost (hen'rost), n. A place where poul-
try rest at night.

hen's-bill (henz'bil), n. The sainfoin, Onobry-
chis satira, a papilionaceous plant common in

Europe ; also, any of the species of Oiiobrychis.

hen's-foot (henz'fut), n. [A translation of the
Latin pes pulli, the ancient name of the plant
given from the resemblance of its leaves to a
hen's claw (Theophrastus, p. 812).] An umbel-
liferous plant, Caucalis daucoides, found grow-
ing in European corn-fields in a chalky soil.

Also called bur-parsley and hedgehog-parsley.
Hensloviaceae (hen-slo-vi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Henslowia + -aceee.] An order of plants pro-

posed by Lindley in 1836 for the sole genus
Henslowia of Wallich (not of Blume), subse-

quently placed by him in the Hydrangeacece.
The genus is now referred to Crypteronia, of

the natural order Lythrarieee.
Henslovian (hen-slo'vi-an), a. [< Henslow (see

def.) + -!.] Pertaining to J. S.Henslow (1796-

1861), an English botanist. Henslovian mem-
brane, the cuticle of plants, of which Henslow was one of

the discoverers.

Henslowia (hen-slo'i-a), n. [NL., named after

J. S. Henslow : see Henslovian.~\ 1. A genus of

dicotyledonous apetalous plants, belonging to

the natural order Santalaceas, tribe Osyridea,
with monoecious or dioecious flowers, the lobes
of the perianth 5 or 6 in number and open to

the epigynous disk, an inferior ovary, the sta-

mens 5 or 6 in number and inserted at the base
of and opposite to the perianth-lobes, and dru-

paceous 1-seeded fruit. The genus includes 12 species
of shrubs, often parasitic on trees, with alternate petioled
leaves and small greenish flowers : the species are natives

of India, China, and the Malay archipelago. Blume, 1860.

2. A genus of plants, of the natural order Ly-
tltrariea1

,
referred by Bentham and Hooker to

the genus Crypteronia of the same order. Wal-

lich, 1832.



Henslowieae

Henslowiese (hen-slo-i'e-e), n. pi. [< Henslowia
+ -c.] A family of 'plants introduced by
Reichenbach in 1841 for the genus Hcnslowia
of Blume, and placed by him in the Faginece, as

related to the beech, oak, etc.

hensmant, An obsolete variant oiliaicltman.

hent 1
(hent), v. t. [< ME. hentcn (pret. hente,

pp. hent), also hinten (spelled liyntyn, Prompt.
Parv.), seize, snatch, catch, < AS. gelientan,

seize, hentan, seize (the simple form only thrice,
in legal formula implying 'pursue and seize,'
i. e. arrest), prob. akin to hunt, q. v. A different

word from AS. ge-hendan, ME. henden, E. hend,
take hold of, with which it has been confused,
but the two words may be ult. connected: see

hend1
, hand. See also hint1

, orig. a mere var. of

hent.'] If. To seize; snatch; catch; grasp; take.

fiulbes smale uppe from her moder hent,
Let putte in oth'r lande to multiplie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way,
And merrily hent the stile-a.

8t. To take; receive.
^., W. T., iv. 2.

My nece Eglentine to wile shal ye hent,
With all rewme and that to it longing.

Bam. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2411.

Then wext he wroth, and to the Duke he sent,
And complained that such harme was hent.

St. To throw.
U<Muyt'*Voyaffe*,I.l*>.

The brannches eke kitte of fro vyne or tree,
And brere, and roote, and alle impediment,
In haast is from the delver to been hent.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

4. To plow up the bottom of (a furrow). Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
hentH (hent), n. [< hent1

,
v. Of. hint1

, TO.] 1.

Grasp. 2. Opportunity or occasion seized.

hent2t. Preterit and past participle of hend1
.

hentert (hen'ter), n. [ME. hentere; < hent1 +
-er1 .] A seizer; a grasper; a pursuer.
Eavyneres and henteres of fowleste thingcs.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 3,

henting (hen'ting), n. [Verbal n. of hent1
, 4.]

The furrow with which a plowman finishes his

ridge. Crabb. [Prov. Eng.] Also hinting.
henware (hen'war), TO. A seaweed, Alaria es-

culenta. See Maria and baderlocks.

henwife (hen'wlf ), .
; pi. henwives (-wivz). A

woman who has charge of poultry.
A half-witted lad, of very small stature, who had a kind

of charge of the poultry under the old hen-urife.

Scott, Old Mortality, ii.

Pressure on the heads of hens, which the practical hen-

wife employs before any operation of minor surgery on
her restless brood. f. W. B. Myers, Proc. Soc. Psych.

[Research, Oct., 1886, p. 146.

henwoman (hen'wum"an), n.
; pi. hcnwomen

(-wim'en). Same as heiiwife.
henwoodite (hen

'

wud-it), n. [After W. J.

Henwood (1805-75), an English mining engi-
neer.] A hydrous phosphate of aluminium and
copper, occurring in spherical forms of a bright-
blue color in Cornwall, England.
henxmant, n. An obsolete variant of hench-
man. Holland.

heot, pron. See he1 .

he-oak (he'ok), re. [Cf. she-oak, a tree of the

samegenus.] A somber-looking Australian tree,
Casuarina stricta, having thread-like, jointed,

furrowed, pendent branches, without leaves,
but with small toothed sheaths at the joints.

Heopitheci (he"o-pi-the'sl),
n. pi. [NL., < Or.

<j? ,
Attic form of rjuf ,

dawn (the east : see Eos),
+ iriSriKos, an ape.] The catarrhine or old-world

monkeys and apes collectively as distinguished
from the platyrrhine : all the former belong to

the eastern hemisphere, where none of the lat-

ter are found: thus distinguished from Hespero-
pitheci.

heopithecine (he"o-pi-the'sin), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Heopitheci.
heoret, pron. See he1 .

heorotaire (he'o-ro-tar), n. [F. heorotaire (Au-
debert and Vieilldt, 1802-7), appar. a Frenchi-
fied form of some supposed native name.] One
of several small sickle-billed sun-birds of the

family Diceeidce which are peculiar to the Sand-
wich Islands, as Drepanis paciftca, and espe-
cially Vestiaria coceinea, Himaiione sanguined,
and H. virens, the plumage of which is used by
the islanders in the manufacture of articles of

clothing. See cut under Drepanis.
hep 1

, n. See hip
2

.

hep2t, n. An obsolete form of heap.
hepar (he'par), n. [NL., in LL. the liver, L.
a kind of fish, < Gr. r/irap (qnar-) = L. jecur =
Skt. yakrit, yakan, the liver.] 1. In unat.

t
the

liver. Also called jecm:2. In old cliem., one
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of various compounds of sulphur with the met-

als, having a brown-red or liver color.

hepatalgia (hep-a-tal'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr.

qnap (rfKar-), the liver, + dAyof, pain.] Neural-

gia of the liver.

hepatemphraxis (hep-a-tem-frak'sis), n. [<
Gr. f/Trap (;/irar-), the liver, + efifpa^ifj stoppage,
< ifi(j>pdaaeiv, stop up, obstruct, < iv, in, + typaa-

aetv, fence in, stop up.] In pathol., hepatic ob-

struction.

hepatic (he-pat'ik), a. and TO. [= F. hepatique
= Sp. hep'dtico = Pg. hepatico = It. epatico, <

LL. hepaticus, < Gr. ^mm/top, of the liver, < faap
(rjiraT-), the liver.] I. a. 1. Inanat. mdphysi-
ol., of or pertaining in any way to the liver.

The bile is of two sorts, the cystick, or that contained
in the gall-bladder, which is a sort of repository for the

gall, and the hepalick,or what flows immediately from the

fiver. Arbuthnot, Aliments, p. 10.

2. In zool., liver-colored; dark brownish-red;
hepatieous: as, the hepatic tanager, Pyranga
hepatica.'Sepntie alrt or gast, sulphureted hydro-
gen gas. Hepatic aloes. See aloes, i. Hepatic ar-

tery, an artery supplying the liver. It arises from the ce-

liac axis. Hepatic canal, duct. See duct. Hepatic
colic, flexure, flux, etc. See the nouns. Hepatic lobe
of the carapace of a brachyurous crustacean, a small lat-

eral division bounded behind by the cervical groove, and
internally by theprotogastric lobe. See cut under Brachy-
wro. Hepatic mercurial ore, cinnabar. Hepatic py-
rites, iron disulphid; marcasite. Hepatic tubes, the
enteric canal and liver of Crustacea. Qegenbaur, Comp.
Anat. (trans. X p. 275, flg. 143. Hepatic veins, the veins

returning the blood from the liver. In man they usually
discharge by three trunks into the inferior vena cava.

II. n. 1. A medicine acting on the liver.

2. One of the Hepaticce.

Hepatica (he-pat'i-ka), TO. [NL., lit. liver-col-

ored, fern, of LL. hepaticus, < Gr. qiraTiKdf, of

the liver: see hepatic. Cf. Gr. ?/mzrmf, liver^,
wort.] 1. The liverleaf, Anemone Hepatica

"

hepatorrhea

hepatite (hep'a-tit), . [< L. hepatites, liver-

stone, hepatitis, an unknown precious stone,
< Gr. *ijrrar/n/f, found only in fern. qnaTiTif, of

or in the liver, liver-colored, also liverwort, <

ijnap ((Jjrar-), the liver: see hepatic.] A fetid

variety of barium sulphate, or barite, occur-

ring in compact or cleavablo masses. Under
friction or the application of heat it exhales a fetid odor,
due to the presence of carbonaceous matters.

hepatitis (hep-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. f^rap

(r/TraT-), liver, -t-'-itis. Cf. hepatite.'] In pathol.,
inflammation of the liver.

Liverleaf (Anemone Hefatica], a, fruit cut longitudinally.

patica triloba). The old genus Hepatica of Dil-

lenius may be regarded as a subgenus of Ane-
mone. 2. [I.e.'] Any liverwort; acryptogamie
plant of the family Hepaticce.

Hepaticse (he-pat'i-se), TO. pi. [NL., pi. of He-

patica."] A family of small moss-like or thal-

loid plants of lax cellular texture, usually pro-
cumbent and emitting rootlets from beneath;
the liverworts. They have the capsule irregularly
dehiscent or indehiscent, with spores mixed with thin
thread-like cells and containing elaters. The sexual re-

productive organs are of two kinds, antheridia and arche-

gonia, the matured archegonium forming the capsule.
Asexual reproduction occurs under three forms : by inno-

vations, by gemnm, and by runners. The liverworts and
mosses together form the series Bryophyta. The liver-

worts differ from the mosses in having their stems bilat-

eral, leaves 2-ranked and without mid-vein, capsule never
dehiscent by a special lid, and elaters mixed with the

spores. They grow for the most part in moist places upon
the ground, upon rocks, or the bark of trees, and a few
are even aquatic. They are all chlorophyl-bearing, and
green or brownish-green in color. The family Hepaticce,
which was first proposed by Adamson in 1763, is now di-

vided into five orders : Ricciacece, Marchantiacece, Antho-
cerotacece, MonocleacecB, and Jungermanniaceix.

hepatical (he-pat'i-kal), a. [< hepatic + -al.~]

Same as hepatic, [Rare.]
hepaticell (he-pat'i-sel), TO. [< hepati(c) +
cell.'] A hepatic cell; one of the ultimate
form-elements of the liver. Coves.

hepaticologist (he-pat-i-kol'o-jist), n. [< he-

paticology + -ist.~]

'

One interested in or an au-

thority upon the Hepatica;.

hepaticology (he-pat-i-kol'o-ji), n. [< NL. He-

patica + Gr. Juoyia, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology."]
The science or study of the Hepaticce.

hepatieous (he-pat'i-kus), a. [< Gr. ijmzmof,
of the liver: see liepatic.~\ In zool., resembling
liver, as in form or color.

tissue, as of the lungs in pneumonia, resulting
in a liver-like solidification.

The changes advance unequally [in pneumonia], so that,
whilst one portion of the lung is in the stage of red hepati-
sation, another may be in the grey stage hence the mot-
tled marble appearance of the consolidation.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 875.

2t. The act of impregnating with sulphureted
hydrogen gas.
Also spelled Jiepatisation.

Gray hepatization, in pathol., the second stage of infil-

tration of the lung in pneumonia. Red hepatization,
the first stage of consolidation of the substance of the

lung in pneumonia. The change from the red color to the

gray is due to diminished congestion, and to loss of color
on the part of the extravasated red blood-corpuscles,

hepatize (hep'a-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hepa-

tized, ppr. hepatizing. [< Gr. qTrari&iv, be like

the liver or liver-colored, < r/trap (r/iraT-), the
liver : see hepatic.] 1 . To convert by engorge-
ment and effusion into a substance resembling
liver: as, a hepatized lung, in pneumonia. 2t.
To impregnate with sulphureted hydrogen.
On the right of the river were two wells of hepatised

water. Barrow.

Also spelled hepatise.

hepatocele (hep'a-to-sel), n. [NL., < Gr. f/vap

(?7mzr-),theliver,'4- K^I;, a tumor.] Inpathol.,
hernia of the liver.

hepatocystic (hep"a-t6-sis'tik), a. [< Gr. rjirap

(?;ffar-), the liver, +"Kiio-r<f, bladder.] In anat.,

pertaining jointly to the liver and the gall-
bladder.

hepato-enteric (hep
//

a-to-en-ter'ik);
a. [< Gr.

riitap (jJmzT-), the liverj + evrepa, the intestines.]
In anat., pertaining jointly to the liver and the

intestine ; passing from the liver to the intes-

tine : applied to the bile-duct.

hepatogastric (hep'a-td-gas'trik), a. [< Gr.

qirap (jjirar-), the liver, + -yacrfip, the stomach.]
In anat., relating to or connected with both the
liver and the stomach: as, the hepatogastric
omentum or epiploon.
hepatogenous (hep-a-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr.

J/TTap (yiraT-), the
liyer'J

+ -yevqg, producing: see

-genous."] Arising in or produced from the liver.

hepatography (hep-a-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. faap
(?/mzr-), the liver, + -ypa(/iia,"<. -ypd^/civ, write.] A
description of the liver.

hepatolithiasis (hep"a-to-li-thl'a-sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. rjvap (ijTrar-). the liver, + fa/iiaoif, the stone

(a disease): see lithiasis.] In pathol., the for-

mation of stone-like concretions in the liver.

hepatologist (hep-a-tol'o-jist), n. [< hepatol-
ogy + -ist.] A student of hepatology; a spe-
cialist in diseases of the liver.

Dr. Harley, the English hepatologist and nephrologist.
Sci. Amur., N. S., LVIII. 98.

hepatology (hep-a-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fyrap

(t)Ka.T-). the liver, + -/loyia, < l.tyeiv, speak : see

-ology.] The science of or a treatise on the
liver.

hepatopancreas (hep"a-t6-pang'kre-as), n.
j pi.

hepatopancreates (-pang-kre-a'tez). [< Gr. qirap

(fjTrar-), the liver, + ndynpeaf, the pancreas.] In

zool., a glandular organ of many invertebrates,
the so-called liver, supposed to have both a

hepatic and a pancreatic function.

In the Invertebrata the secretions of many glands,
which are generally called "

liver," but which would be
more appropriately termed hepalo-pancreas. exercise a

digestive action upon starch and albumen, and at the same
time secrete bye products and colouring matters similar
to those found in the bile of vertebrates.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 59.

hepatophyma (hep"a-to-fi'ma), .; pi. hepa-
tojihymata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. rjvap (forar-),

the liver. T <j>v/m, a suppurating tumor, lit. a

growth, < (jiiietv, produce, pass, tyvecdai, grow.]
inpathol., a suppurative swelling of the liver.

hepatoportal (hep'a-to-por'tal), a. [< hepat-
(ic) + portal.] In 'anat., of or pertaining to

hepatine (hep'a-tin), n. [< Gr. f/irap (f/vaT-), the the hepatic portal system ; portal, in an ordi-

liver, + -iwe2 .] Glycogenic matter. Dunglison. nary sense : distinguished from reniportal.

hepatorrhea, hepatorrhcea (hep"a-to-re'a), .

[NL. hepatorrhcea, < Gr. tjwap (^TTOT-), the liver,

hepatisatiou, hepatise. See hepatization, hep
atize.



hepatorrhea

+ poia, a flow, flux, < ptlv, flow.] A morbid flow

of bill'.

hepatOSCOpy (hep-a-tos'ko-pi), . [< LGr.

j/iraTomoma, an inspecting of the liver, < fJiraTO-

o-KoTrof, inspecting the liver, soothsaying, < Gr.

jjirap (^Trar-), the liver, + camtlv, inspect, view.]

Among the ancients, divination by inspection
of the livers of animals.

hepatotoiny (hep-a-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

(firar-), the liver, "+ ro/jt/, a cutting, <

rajitlv, cut.] In surg., an incision into the liver.

hepato-umbilical (hep"a-t6-um-bil'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. j/!rap (i/rraro-), the liver, + L. umbilicus,
the navel.] Pertaining to the liver and to the

umbilicus : applied to the fibrous cord, the so-

called round ligament of the liver, which passes
from the liver to the navel, and is the remains
of the umbilical vein.

hep-bramble (hep'bram'bl), n. [Not found in

ME.
; < AS. hedp-bremel, he6p-brymel, < hedpe,

hip, + bremel, bramble : see hip
2 and bramble.]

The dogrose, Rosa canina.

hep-brier (hep'bri'er), n. ["Hip-brier not

found; < hep, hip'
2

,
+ brier.] Same as hep-

/ii'/niible.

hepe 1
t,

" and r. A Middle English form of heap.

hepe-t, " A Middle English form of hip
2

.

Hephsestian (he-fes'ti-an), a. [< Hephaestus
+ -ian.] Of or pertaining to the god Hephses-
tus or Vulcan, or to fire or the arts of metal
or smithery; made or done by Hephsestus.
Hephaestus (he-fes'tus), . [NL., < Gr. "H0a<-

OTOC.] In Gr. 'myth., the god of fire and the
metallic arts, son of

Zeus and Hera, and
one of the great
Olympians, identi-

fied by the Eomans
with their Vulcan,
who became assimi-
lated to him. He was
the creator of all that was
beautiful and mechani-
cally wonderful in Olym-
pus. Volcanoes were held
to be his smithies, and the

Cyclopes were his jour-
neymen. In art he was
represented as a beard-
ed man, usually with the
short sleeveless or one-
sleeved tunic (fxomitt) and
the conical cap, and hold-

ing the smith's hammer
and tongs.

Hephthsenura (hef-the-nu'ra), n. [NL.] Same
as JEphthianura.
hephthemim (hef 'the-mim), . [< hephthe-
mimeres.] Same as hephthemimeres.
hephthemimeral (hef-the-mim'e-ral), a. [<

hephthemimeres + -al.] In pros., of or pertain-
ing to a group or series of seven half-feet ; per-
taining to or consisting of three feet and a half.

Hephthemimeral cesura, a cesura after the thesis or

metrically accented syllable (called by many the arsis) of

the fourth foot. This ceaura is not infrequent in the dac-

tylic hexameter, especially in combination with the tri-

themimeral cesura.

hephthemimeres(hef-the-mim'e-rez),M. [LL.,
< Gr. c<t>6t//-uftFptK, < tiTTa, = E. seven, + fifii-, half,
+ fitpof, a part.] In pros., a group or catalectic

colon consisting of seven half-feet. Also heph-
themim.

Hepialidae, Hepialus. See Epialidai, Epialtts.

hepper (hep'er), n. [Cf. hopper.] A smolt, or

young salmon of the first year. [Prov. Eng.]
hepta-. [< Gr. cTrrd, in conip. lirra-, = L. septem
= E. seven : see seven.] An element in many
compound words of Greek origin or formation,
meaning 'seven.'

heptace (hep'ta-se), .. [< Gr. ETTTO, = E. seven, +
dK>/, a point.] A summit of a polyhedron formed
by the concurrence of seven faces. Kirkman.

heptachord (hep'ta-kprd),
n. [< Gr.

dof, seven-stringed, < ETrrd, = E. seven, +
string, chord, cord.] In Gr. music: (a) A dia-
tonic series of seven tones, containing five

whole steps and one half-step (between the
third and fourth tones). (6) The interval of

the major seventh, (c) An instrument with
seven strings.

heptachronous (hep-tak'ro-nus), a. [< LL.
lieptaehronus (Marius Victorinus), < Gr. cnrd-

Xpovof(Draco), < eirrd,= E. seven, + xptvof, time.]
In anc. pros., having a magnitude of seven pri-

mary or fundamental times; heptasemic.
heptacolic (hep-ta-kol'ik), a. < Gr. CTrrdKw/i.of,

of seven verses or members, < ETTTO, = E. seven,
+ Kuhov, member: see colon1

.] In anc. pros.,

consisting of seven cola or series : as, a hepta-
colic period.

Heph;L-stus conducted back to

Olympus. ( From a Greek red-fig-
ured vase.)
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heptad (hep'tad), n. [Also written, as F., hep-
tailc: < LL. heptux (lu'jilnd-), < Gr. eirraf (firrod-),

the number seven, < f TITO = E. seven. Cf. >-

nad,dyad, etc.] 1. The sum of seven units;
the number seven. 2. In chcm.

,
an atom whose

equivalence is seven atoms of hydrogen, or

which can be combined with, substituted for,
or replaced by seven atoms of hydrogen. 3.

In music, in the duodenal system of analysis, a
scheme of seven tones, formed by uniting two
duodenal cells of four tones. A heptad based on C
would be Eb G Ab C E F A, and would contain all

the tones that can enter into consonant triads with the
tonic of the heptad, C. See dnodene.

heptadecad (hep-ta-dek'ad), n. [< Gr. tirrd, =
E. seven, + denac. (ScKai-), a decad.] In miatic,

in the duodenal system of analysis, a scheme of

twenty-four tones, formed by uniting seven
decads whose tonics are the tones of a given
heptad. See heptad and duodi->i<:

heptaglot, heptaglott (hep'ta-glot), . and a.

[< Gr. lirrd, = E. seven, + j/.urra, the tongue,
a language.] I. n. A book in seven languages.

II. a. Written in or using seven languages.

It was in connection with this polyglott [Walton's] that

E. Castle produced his famous Heptaglott Lexicon (Lon-
don, 2 vols. folio, 1681)). Encyc. Brit., XIX. 417.

heptagon (hep'ta-gon), n. [< Gr. titrdyuvof, sev-

en-cornered,
'
E7rra,= E.se-ren, + yuvia, a corner,

angle.] 1 . In geom., a closed
figure having seven

angles successively united by lines. Z.uifort.,
a place that has seven bastions for defense.

heptagonal (hep-tag'o-nal), a. [< heptagon +
-a/.] Having seven angles or sides. Heptag-
onal numbers, the series of numbers 1, 7, 18, 34, etc., of

the form 1 + J n + $ n2.

heptagyn (hep'ta-jin), n. In bot., a plant of

the Linnean order Heptagynia.
Heptagynia (hep-ta-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL.: see

heptagynous.] An order of the Linneau arti-

ficial classification of plants, characterized by
having seven styles or distinct carpels.

heptagynian (hep-ta-jin'i-au), a. [As hepta-

yynoiin + -i<m.] In bot., same as heptagynous.

tieptagynious (hep-ta-jin'i-us), a. In bot.,

same as heptagynous.
heptagynous (hep-taj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. iitrd. =
E. seven, + yvvfy, female (in mod. bot. a pistil).]

Having seven styles ; specifically, pertaining to

or having the characters of the Heptagynia.
heptahedral (hep-ta-he'dral), a. [< heptahe-
dron + -n/.] Having seven sides.

heptahedron (hep-ta-he'dron), n. [< Gr. tTrrd,

= E. seren, + etipa, seat, base, = E. settle*.] A
solid figure with seven faces.

heptahexahedral (hep-ta-hek-sa-he'dral), a.

[< Gr. fTrrd, = E. seven, + "ff, = E'.'six, + edpa, a

seat, base, = E. settle1 ."] Having or present-
ing seven ranges of faces one above another,
each range containing six faces.

heptal (hep'tal), a. [< Gr. fVrd, = E. seven, +
-a/.] Same as hebdomadal Heptal cycle. See

cycled.

heptameride (hep-tam'e-rid or -rid), n. [< Gr.

eirrd,= E. seven, 4- fiepis '(fitpiS-), a part, < fiipof ,
a

part.] Anything consisting of seven parts; spe-

cifically, that which separates into seven parts.

heptameron (hep-tam'e-rqn). n. [For "hep-
taemeron or "heptemeron, < Gr. (irTaJ//jfpov, neut.

of mrat/fiepof, Ionic contr. ivr^uepos, of seven

days, < eirrd, = E. seven, + tfpepa, a day.] A
book containing the transactions of seven days.
The "

Heptameron
"
of Margaret of Angouleme, Queen of

Navarre (1492-1549), is a collection of stories supposed to

have been related during seven days, modeled on the
" Decameron "

of Boccaccio.

heptamerous (hep-tam'e-rus), a. [< Gr. ETrrd,

= E. seven, + ptpof, a part.] In bot., consisting
of seven members or parts; having the parts
in sevens.

heptameter (hep-tam'e-ter), . [< L. heptame-
trum (Diomedes, Servius), < Gr. i^raiitTpov (He-
liodorus), a measure of seven verses, < txrd, =
E. seven, + /icrpov, measure.] In pros., a verse

consisting of seven measures. Heptameter is a
term not much used ; in books on modern versification it

is generally equivalent to heptapody.

Heptanchus (hep-tang'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

firrd = E. seven.] A genus of cow-sharks, of

the family Notidanidce or Hexanchidm, having
seven gill-sacs, whence the name. H. inilii-iis

is a widely distributed Pacific species.

heptander (hep-tan'der), n. [NL. heptandrus :

see heptandrous.] In bot., a plant of the Lin-
nean class Heptandria.
Heptandria (hep-tan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

heptandrous.] The seventh class in the Lin-

nean artificial system of plants, characterized

by seven stamens.

heptaspermous

heptandrian (hep-tan'dri-an), a. Same as hep-
tilllllrinin.

heptandrious (hep-tan'dri-us), a. Same as

heptcmdrovs.
heptandrous (hep-tan'drus), a. [< NL. liep-

titnilriiti, < Gr. i--a, = E. seven, + avrip (dvip-),
man (in mod. bot. a stamen).] In hot., having
seven stamens; specifically, belonging to the
Linneau class lleptandrin.

heptane (hep'tan), . [So called as containing
seven parts of carbon ; < Gr. rrd, = E. seven, +
-ant.] A paraffin having the formula C7Hig.
Normal heptane, a mobile colorless liquid, is contained!!]

petroleum. It is also obtained from the resin of Pinug
Sabiniana, which yields nearly pure heptane when sub-

jected to dry distillation.

Heptanesian (hep-ta-ue'si-an), a. [< Gr. 'Enrri-

vtjaof, Heptanesus ( see def . )", lit.
' seven islands,'

< E'Trrd,
= E. seven, + vijaoi;, island.] Pertaining

to the Heptanesus, a name given by the Greeks
to the Ionian Islands, a group consisting of

seven islands.

Since 1863 the whole Heptanesian territory has been in-

corporated with the kingdom of Greece.

Jincyc. Brit., XIII. 205.

heptangular (hep-tang'gu-lftr), a. [< Gr. ETrrd,

= E. seven, + L. angulus, an angle.] Having
seven angles.

heptapetalous (hep-ta-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

ETTTO, = E. seven, + mh-oAovJ a leaf (in mod.
bot. a petal).] In bot., having seven petals in

the corolla.

heptaphony (hep'ta-fo-ni), . [< Gr. ETTTdpu-

vof, seven-voiced (of a colonnade with seven

echoes), { Errrd, = E. seven, + tywit, a voice,

sound.] The union of seven sounds.

heptaphyllous (hep-ta-firus), . [< Gr. Eirrd-

6ti/./iof, seven-leafed, ( ETrrd, = E. seven, + <t>i>%-

Xov. a leaf.] Having seven leaves.

heptapodic (hep-ta-pod'ik), a. [< heptapody
+ -ic.] In pros., consisting of or containing
seven feet ; being or constituting a heptapody :

as, a heptapodic verse or period.

heptapody (hep-tap' o-di), n. [< Gr. as if *lir-

roTrodia, < ETrrd, = E. seven, + irovf (Trod-) = E.

foot.] In pros., a meter, period, or verse con-

sisting of seven feet. According to the principles of

ancient metrics, a heptapody exceeds the limits of a colon,
a single colon never containing more than sU feet. See

heptameter.

heptarch (hep'tiirk), n. [< Gr. ETrrd, = E. seven,
+ dpx^f, a ruler: see heptarchy.] A heptar-
chist.

heptarchic (hep-tar'kik), a. [< heptarchy + -ic.]

Pertaining to a sevenfold government ;
consti-

tuting or consisting of a heptarchy ; specifi-

cally, in Eng. hist., of or pertaining to the hep-
tarchy. See heptarchy.
The Saxons practised this mode of division for fixing

the several extents of their heptarchic empire.
T. Warton, Hist. Kiddington, p. 69.

heptarchist (bep'tar-kist), . [< heptarchy +
-ist.] A ruler of one division of a heptarchy ;

especially, in Eng. hist., one of the heptarchic
kings.
In 752, the Saxon heptarchists, Cuthred and Ethelbald,

fought a desperate battle at Beorgford, or Buiford.
7'. Warton, Hist. Kiddington, p. 48.

heptarchy (hep'tar-ki), n.
; pi. heptarchies (-kiz).

[< NL. heptarchia, < Gr. as if "cirrapxia, < ETrrd,

= E. seven, + dpx'i, rule, < dpxeiv, rule.] A
government by seven persons ; also, a group of

seven kingdoms or governments : in the latter

sense used only in English history, of the seven

principal Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Kent, Sus-

sex, Wessex, Essex, Northumbria, East Anglia,
and Mercia. There was no formal division into seven

kingdoms, but their number varied at different times, and

frequently a particular kingdom, as Northumbria or Mer-

cia, obtained the preponderance. The period of the hep-

tarchy is regarded as ending in 829, when Egbert, king of

Wessex, became overlord of the other kingdoms.

This Heptarchy, or Division of this Island into seven

Kingdoms, came not in all at once.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 6.

heptasemic (hep-ta-se'mik), a. [< LL. hepta-

sctnos, < Gr. EVrdoT^of, < ETrrd, = E. seven, +
artiiciov, a sign, mark, mora, < af^m, a sign, mark.
Cf. disemic, dodecasentic, etc.] In anc. pros.,

containing or amounting to seven morse or

units of time
; having a magnitude of seven

normal shorts. An epitrite (- ,

- ~
,

-

, w), or an irrational trochaic or iambic dipody of

epitritic form, is really or apparently heptasemic.

heptasepalous (hep-ta-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

ETrrd, = E. seven, + NL. sepahim, a sepal.] In

bot., having seven sepals.

heptaspermous (hep-ta-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.

ETrrd, = E. seven, + a-aip/ia, seed.] In bot., hav-

ing seven seeds. [Rare. ]
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The power of the Ueracleian stone was well known to

the undents as a matter of curiosity.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 266.

heptastich (hep'ta-stik), n. [< Gr. f~a, = E.

Heveu, + a-i^of, a line.] In pros., a line consist-

ing of Sfvon feet. .

heptastichous(hep-tas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. iirra, Heracleidan, a. and H. See Heraelidan.

= E. seven, + ffn>f, a row.] In hot., having Heracleomte (he-rak'le-o-mt), n. [< Heraeleon

the leaves arranged in seven spiral rows, the (see del.) + -e.J Ecclcs., a follower of Hera-

eighth leaf of the series being over the first, oleon, a Valentinian Gnostic of the second cen-

Tliis is a condition rarely found in nature. turv
>
noted as a commentator on the Gospel of

heptastrophic (hep-ta-strof'ik), . [< Gr. In- _J
olm'

raorpofof, < iirrd, = E. seven, + arpo^, a strophe : Heracles, n. bee Hercules.

see strophe.] In anc. pros., consisting of or Heracleum (her-a-kle 'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

containing seven strophes or stanzas: as, a W"^, a plant so called, fern, of "Hpto

keptastrophic song or poem.
'

heptasyllabic (hep"ta-si-lab'ik), a. [< LL.
heptaxyllabus, < Gr. exTaavAZapof, < ewra, = E.

seven, + avMafiij, syllable : see syllable.'] Con-
taining or consisting of seven syllables. The
second half of the elegiac pentameter is al-

ways heptasyllabic.
Heptateuch (hep'ta-tuk). . [< NL. heptateu-
chus, < Gr. euro, = E. seven, + revxof, a tool, im-

"

plement, later also a book. Cf. Pentateuch.]
The first seven books of the Old Testament.
The last two (Joshua and Judges) contain the history of
the Jews in the promised land under the theocratic gov-
ernment historically developed in the preceding five, or
the Pentateuch.

heptatomic (hep-ta-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. eirrd, =
E. seven, + drofiof, an atom.] Same as hep-
tavalent.

Fluorine (mon- and heptatomic).
Amur. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXII. 405.

Heptatrema(hep-ta-= E. seven, + Tpi//ia,

-ta-tre'ma),.

'HpaKAift, Her-
cules.] A ge-
nus of dicoty-
ledonous poly-
petalous plants
founded by
Linnaaus, be-

longing to the
natural order

Umbelliferw,
tribe Peuce-

danew, charac-
terized by its

broadly obo-

vate, strongly
compressed
wing-margined
fruit. The genus
embraces about 80

species of peren-
nial or biennialuic uini I, II. 1 ii -U., \ VJ1 . c /I I u, . . ,^^ , A

--

hole.f'ThJ; typical genus ^Vavl^d
of Heptatremidai, containing myzonts which
have generally seven pairs of branchial aper-
tures, but occasionally only six. Also called
Bdellostoma. Dumeril.

Heptatremidae (hep-ta-trem'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Heptatrema + -idee.] A family of hypero-
tretous myzonts, represented by the genus Hep-
tatrema, with seven or six pairs of lateral
branchial apertures. Also called Bdellosto-
m ifhv.

generally white
flowers in com-
pound umbels.
They are chiefly
natives of the tem-
perate regions of
the old world. H.
lanatum is the

only American spe-
cies. It is known

Branch with Umbel and Leaf of Cow-par-
snip (Hcraclfiini lanatitm). a, flower; *,
fruit ; c, fruit cut transversely.

as the cow-parsnip or hogu'eed, and is eaten by some of the
native tribes of North America. A Kamchatka!) species
yields, when properly treated, a sweet exudation which
is employed in the preparation of a distilled spirit, ff.

. - - , Sphondyliu-tn, a European species, is used for feeding pigs
power: see valid.] In diem., equivalent to seven and sometimes as a domestic remedy,
atoms of hydrogen in combining or saturating Heraclid (her'a-klid), n. [< L. Heraclides, pi.
power: applied to an atom which can be substi- Heraclidie, < Gr. 'llpaiAsiSrif. pi. 'llpditfaiStu, the
tuted for or replaced by seven atoms of hydro- descendants, as they claimed, of Hercules, <

gen. Also he/>tatomic. 'Hpa/t^f, 'Hpa/dt^f, > L. Hercules, in Gr. myth.
heptene (hep'ten), . [< Gr. CTTTa, = E. seven, the most famous of the heroes: see Hercules.]+ -ene.] Same as hepiylene. A descendant of Heracles (Hercules) ; specifi-
heptyl (hep'til), n. [< Gr. CTTO, = E. sei'en, + cally, one of the Heraelidan or Dorian aristoc-
v'Kr), matter.] The hypothetical radical (C7H15 ) racy of Sparta, who claimed descent from Her-
of heptylic alcohol and its derivatives. cules through his son Hyllus. Also Heraklid.

heptylene (hep'ti-len), n. [< heptyl + -ene.] Heraelidan, Heracleidan (her-a-kll'dan), a.
A hydrocarbon (C7H14 ), homologous and poly- and . [< Heraclid + -an.] I. a. Of or per-
meric with ethylene, existing in three iso- taining tojfhe Heracleidse, or descendants of
meric forms. That obtained by the distillation of Bog-
head coal is a colorless mobile liquid having a peculiar
alliaceous odor, and is soluble in alcohol. Also heptene.

heptylic (hep-til'ik), n. Containing heptyl, or
related to or derived from it Heptylic alcohol
C7H 15OH, a colorless liquid having an agreeable smell'
boiling at 347 F.

hepwort (hep'wert), n. [< hep + worft.] The
dogrose, Rosa canina.
her (her), pron. See under he1 .

her. An abbreviation of heraldry.
Hera, Here7

(he'rii, -re), n. [LL., < Gr. "llpa,

Heracles (Hercules).
On Suli's rock, and Farga's shore,

Exists the remnant of a line
Such as the Doric mothers bore

;

And there, perhaps, some seed is sown,
The Heracleidan blood might own.

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 86 (song, St. 18).

II. M. A Heraclid.
Also Herakleidan.

Heraclitan (her-a-kll'tan), a. and n. [< Hera-
clitus (see Heraclitean) '+ -an.] Same &B Hera-
clitean.

Ionic "H>/, Hera.] In Gr. myth., the great- Heraclitanism (her-a-kli'tan-izm),i. [< Hera-
clitan + -ism.] Same as Heracliteanim.
Heraclitean (her"a-kli-te'an), a. and n. [< L.

Heracliteus, Gr. 'HpaK^emtof, pertaining to Hera-
clitus (pi. 'Hnax/Ui'raoi, the disciples of Hera-
clitus), < 'Hpdx/lrof, L. Heraclitus.] I. a. Per-
taining to the philosopher Heraclitus ofEphesus
(who lived about 535-475 B.C.). His work, of which
fragments are preserved, was in a prose so sententious
andhis opinions were so paradoxical, that the Greeks com-
plained much of his obscurity. He placed great stress
upon the element of mediation and continuity in things,
especially in time, saying that nothing is or is not, but
that all things are in a state of flux that is, are just in
the passage between existence and non-existence, at once
going out of being and coming into a new being. The
physics of Heraclitus formed the basis of the correspond-
ing part of the Stoical doctrine. Heraclitus maintained
the relativity of knowledge in an extreme form, holding
that we know nothing of the being of things but only their
appearances. His morality was sober, earnest, and a little

misanthropical. Also Heraclitic.

II. n. A follower of Heraclitus.

est feminine divinity of

Olympus, queen of heaven,
wife and sister of Zeus,
and inferior in power to
him alone. She was the type
of virtuous womanhood, and of
the wife and mother. In art she
is represented as a majestic wo-
man, fully clad in Bowing dra-

peries, characteristically with the
stephane or crown on her brow,
and bearing a long scepter. By
the Romans Hera was early iden-
tified with their Juno, originally
a distinct divinity ; and the Latin
name is now commonly given to
the Greek goddess.

Here comes to-day,
Pallas and Aphrodite, claiming

each
This meed of fairest.

Tennyson, OEnone.

Heraclean, Heracleian
(her-a-klo 'an), a.

Hera. Statue in Museo
Nazionale, Naples.

Heraclem, < Gr. 'HpaKteto
pertaining to Heracles: see Herculex.] Per-

taining to Heracles or Hercules; Herculean. .

Also spelled HeraMean.- Heraclean stone (Latin
Heracllteamsm (her"a-kh-te'an-izm), w. [<

lapis Heracleux, Greek Aiflos 'Hpa/tAeia), the magnet: so Heracntcan + -ism.] The philosophical doc-
called from its power of attraction, trine of Heraclitus. Also Heraclitan ixm.

The extreme Heracliteans, as Cratylus, rejected the
proposition, or combination of words, as expressing a
unity and permanence not to be found in things.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 784.
Also Heraditan.

herald

Reading the Ephesian doctrine with the eyes of a Cynic,
and the Cynic ethics in the light of BfroeUteawtrm, he
[/uno] came to formulate his distinctive theory of the
universe far in advance of either. Kneyc. Brit., XXII. WA.

Heraclitic iher-a-klit'ik), .. [< Heraclitus (see
Heraclitean) + -ic.] Same as Heraclit* mi.

The Eleatic doctrine that only unity has real being, the
Heraclitic counter-doctrine that only in change, in the
many, is truth to be found. Jiacyc. lirii., .XIV. 784.

Heraeon, Heraeum (hf-re'on, -um), . [NL., <

Gr. 'Hpaiov (sc. iep6v), a place sacred to Hera, <

"Rpa, Hp>], Hera: see Hera.] In Gr. antiq., a

temple or sanctuary of Hera (Juno).
Heraion (he-ri'on), n. Same as Herteon.

Heraklean, Herakleidan. See Heraclean, He-
racliflaii.

herald (her'ald),?!. [Early mod. E. &lsolterault,
heraut, harrot,< ME. herald, hcrauld, hcrand, har-

aivd, herowd, herod, harrold, etc., = D. heraut =
late MHG. heralt, Jterolt, erhalt, G. 7ieroM(>Sw.
Mrold = Dan. herald), < OF. heralt, heraut, F.
heraut= Sp. haraldo, heraldo, alsofaraute = Pg.
aratito, also faraute = It. araldo, < ML. Inn-ni-

dus, heralds, a herald; of OHG. origin. The
word appears also as a proper name, Icel. Ha-
raldr, late AS. Harald, Harold, E. Harold (ult.
of G. origin : the reg. AS. form would have been
"Hereweald; it occurs reversed in Waldhere) =
OS. Hariolt (Diez, etc.), in ML. Charioraldus,
answering to an OHG. "Hariwalt (or *Hari-

walto), "Heriwalt (the alleged OHG. Heriold,
Hariold, Arioald, Ariovald, are later reflec-

tions) ;
< OHG. hart, heri (= AS. here, Icel. herr,

etc.), army (see harry), + -wait (= AS. -weald),
in comp., strength (OHG. -walto = AS. -wealda,
ruler), < waltan (= AS. wealdan, etc.), rule, have

power : see wield. The same firstelemeut occurs
in harbor^, harborouf/h, harbinger, heriot, etc. :

see harbori, etc. The particular sense given to
herald may have been influenced by OHG./or-
haro, a herald, < forharen, proclaim, < fora, fore,
4- haren, cry out.] 1 . An officer sent by a sover-

eign, a general, or other person of high author-

ity to another, or to an army or public assem-
bly, with a formal message or proclamation, or

employed in related duties. The specific office of
herald has existed from early historical times ; but as still

maintained, as in Great Britain, it is merely nominal or re-
stricted to subsidiary functions. In the middle ages the
herald was an important adjunct of armies and courts. His
person was inviolable. His costume was emblazoned with
the armorial bearings of his chief, and constituted an offi-

cial dress which it was a high offense for another person to
assume. As armorial bearings became a matter of careful
record, the herald was especially charged with the proper
depicting and blazoning of achievements, and with the su-

pervision of the assumption of bearings by those who were
entitled to them and their prohibition to others, and hence
with the genealogy of noble families and the descent of
titles. At times questions of precedence, and of the mar-
shaling of ceremonial processions and the like, were re-
ferred to heralds. Compare pursuivant and Iriny-at-arms.
See Herald's College, below.

An ham-awde hyes before, the beste of the lordes.
Morte Arthnre (E. E. T. S.), L 3014.

The next Day after the Battel, French Heralds came to
ask leave to bury their Dead, and had it.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 171.

As I watched the gates,
Lodged on my post, a herald is arrived
From Cresar's camp. Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

The heralds then proclaimed silence until the laws of the
tourney should be rehearsed. Scott, Ivanhoe, xii.

2. In extended modern use, any official mes-
senger, especially one charged with a message
of defiance, a proposition of peace, or the like.

3. Aproclaimer; a publisher; a crier; an an-
nouncer of important tidings. [In this sense
the word is now much used as the specific name
of various newspapers.]

Shall the loud Herald our Success relate,
Or mitred Priest appoint the solemn Day ?

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 26.

The image of the world is the herald of the divine power
and wisdom. Baam, Fable of Pan.

After my death I wish no other herald,
No other speaker of my living actions. . . .

But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

4. A forerunner; a precursor; a harbinger:
sometimes used poetically in apposition or at-

tributively.
It was the lark, the herald of the morn.

Shale., R. and J., iii. 5.

Now the herald lark
Left his ground-nest, high towering to descry
The morn's approach. Milton, P. R., ii. 279.

She with a subtle smile in her mild eyes.
The herald of her triumph, drawing nigh
Half-whisper d in his ear. Tennyson, CEnone.

5. The red-breasted merganser, Alrnjiisxi-n-ntitr,
more fully called herald-duck. See earl-tl/n-l:.

harle. liev. C. Swainson, 1885. [Shetland



herald

Isles.] 6. Anoctnid moth, Gonoptera ttbatrix :

an English collectors' name. See Gonoithrn.
Herald-at-arms, in the middle ages, the herald or pur-
suivant when acting as regulator of a just or tourney, or

when deciding upon the bearings allowed to be worn by any
person ; hence, a general term for a herald.

There was a Herald at Arms sent lately from Pails to

Flanders, who by Sound of Trumpet denounced and pro-
claimed open War against the King of Spain.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 18.

Heralds' College, or College of Arms, a royal corporation
in England, instituted in the fifteenth century. Its mem-
bers are the earl marshal, three klngs-at-arms, six heralds,
and three pursuivants ;

and its chief business is the grant-

ing of armorial bearings or coats of arms, and the tracing
and preservation of genealogies. In Scotland the corre-

sponding functions belong to the Lyon Court See Lyon
king-at-anns, under king-at-arms.

herald (her'ald), v. t. [< OF. herauder, heraulder,

herald; from the noun.] To proclaim; give

tidings of as a herald; announce.
We are sent

To give thee, from our royal master, thanks ;

Only to herald thee into his sight, not pay thee.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 8.

She smiled, but something in her smile
Was like the heralding of tears,

When lonely pain the grieved heart bears.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 62.

herald-crab (her'ald-krab), n. A species of

crab, Huenia heraidica, so called because its

carapace presents a fancied resemblance to the

heraldic shield and mantle.

heraldic (he-ral'dik), a. [< F. heraldique = Sp.
herdldico = Pg. heraldico; as herald + -ic.] 1.

Pertaining to neralds or heraldry, and especial-

ly to that branch of heraldry which deals with
armorial bearings: as, a heraldic lion; the he-

raldic representation of birds, beasts, etc.
;
he-

raldic blazonry.
As for the heraldic question, although he had not as-

sumed the arms of Clarence, he might have assumed them,
or even those of Edward III. Slubbi, Const. Hist., 354.

2. In herpet., giving warning; monitory, as a
lizard : as, the heraldic varan, Varanus or Mo-
nitor heraldicus, of India. Heraldic chapter, he-
raldic college, the Heralds' College, or College of Arms.

Heraldic French, a barbarous sort of French used in

heraldic blazonry.- Heraldic shield, a shield charged
with heraldic bearings.

heraldical (he-ral'di-kal), a. [< heraldic + -al.]

Of a heraldic character; relating to heralds or

heraldry. [Rare.]

Making a considerable progress in heraldical and anti-

quarian studies under his inspection, he published a book.

Wood, Athena; Oxon.

heraldically (he-ral'di-kal-i), adv. In a heral-

dic manner
;

in' accordance with the rules of

heraldry.
heraldize (her'al-diz), v. t.: pret. and pp. her-

aldizedfippT.heraldizing. [(.herald + -ize.] To
blazon. [Rare.]
herald-moth (her'ald-m6th), n. Same as her-

ald, 6.

heraldry (her'ald-ri), n. ; pi. heraldries (-riz).

[< OF. heraiilderie,< heralt, heraut, herald: see

herald.] 1. The office or duty of a herald ; spe-

cifically, the art and science of genealogy and

precedence; the science of honorary distinc-

tions, and especially of armorial bearings, in
modern times heraldry is reduced to the department of

armorial delineation, blazonry, and the right of certain

persons to certain bearings, except when, as in England, it

has to do with marshaling processions, and with the rare

ceremonies at which heraldic proclamations are made.

The law of heraldry in war is positive.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 16.

To woo a wench with empty hands
Is no good heraldry ; therefore let's to the gold,
And share it equally ; 'twill speak for us
More than a thousand compliments or cringes.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, iit 1.

Heraldry became a handmaid of chivalry, and the mar-

shalling of badges, crests, coat-armour, pennons, helmets
and other devices of distinction grew into an important
branch of knowledge. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 471.

Heraldry is another element by means of which archse-

ology provides trustworthy canons of criticism in rela-

tion to written and unwritten mediseval records.

Encyc. Brit., II. 848.

2. A heraldic emblazonment; a coat of arms.

[Poetical.]
And in the midst, 'rnong thousand heraldries, . . .

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens and
kings. Seats, Eve of St. Agnes, St. 24.

Heaps of living gold that daily grow,
And title-scrolls and gorgeous heraldries.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Heraldic symbolism.
He, whose sable arms,

Black as his purpose, did the night resemble, . . .

Hath now this dread and black complexion smear'd
With heraldry more dismal ; head to foot
Now is he total gules. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.
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4. Pomp; ceremony. [Poetical.]

He who with all Heaven's heraldry whilere
Enter'd the world now bleeds to give us ease.

Hilton, Circumcision, 1. 10.

herbary
Delicious is your shelter to the soul,
As to the hunted halt the sallying spring,
Or stream full-flowing, that his swelling sides

Laves, as he floats along the lierbag'd brink.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 475.

Allusive heraldry, canting heraldry. Same as allu-
jjeri,ai (her'bal), a. and n. [< OF. herbal, of~ False heraldry.
"

herbs (

'

as a noun> the
L

month of Ju
'

ne
,

also a place covered with grass, herbel, a mea-
< ML. "herbalis, < L. herba, herb: see

I.t a. Pertaining to or consisting of

s_.
heraldship (her'ald-ship), . [< herald + -ship.]
The state of being a herald; the office of a

herald.

heraldyet, [ME., < OF. heraudie, hiraudee, a

coat, frock; appar. orig. a herald's coat, < he-

ralt, heraut, herald: see herald.] Habit; figur-

atively, character.

As he which t' hath the heraldye
Of hem that usen for to lye.

(/outer, Coot. Amant, L 178.

herand t, . An obsolete variant of herald.

Chaucer.

herb (erb or herb), . [The initial h, asreg. in

words coming from L. through OF., was silent

in ME. and is prop, silent in mod. E., but is now
sometimes pronounced, in conformity to herba- gions.

dow),
herb.]
herbs.

To conclude, thou calling of me to that herball dinner
and leane repast. Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

The herbal savour gave his sense delight.

Quarles, Hist. Jonah.

II. n. 1. A book in which plants are classi-

fied and described; a treatise on the kinds,

qualities, uses, etc., of plants; a book of sys-
tematic and officinal botany. [Obsolete except
historically.]
The new Herball and such Bookes as make shew of

herbes, plants, trees, fishes, foules and beasts of these re-

Hakluyt's Vya<ie, t 441.

ceous, herbarium, and other forms in which the
h is properly pronounced, as being recently
taken from the L.

; early mod. E. also hearbe,
erbe (cf. mod. E. dial, arb, yarb), < ME. herbe,

pronounced and often spelled erbe, < OF. herbe,

ierbe, erbe, F. herbe = Pr. herba, erba = Sp.

yerba = Pg. herea, erva = It. erba, < L. herba,

grass, green stalks or blades, herbage, an herb
;

supposed, without much probability, to be con- Verbalism (her'bal-izm), n.

nected with OL. forbea, food, Or. <t>op^, pas- The knowledge of herbs.

ture, fodder, forage, < ftppetv, feed.] 1. A plant herbalist (her'bal-ist), n. [< herbal + -ist.] 1.
in which the stem does not become woody and One who is skilled in the knowledge of plants,

An ignorant physician, though possibly he may know
the shape and the colour of an herb, as it is set down in

an herbal, yet neither knows its virtue nor its operation,
nor how to prepare it for a medicine.

Batee, On the Fear of God.

2f. A herbarium.
Others made it their business to collect In voluminous

herbal* all the several leaves of some one tree.

Spectator, No. 455.

[< herbal + -ism.]

persistent, but dies annually or after flowering
down to the ground at least : thus distinguished
from a shrub or tree, which has a woody stem
or trunk.

On a thursday at even in the moneth of Aprille. in the

tyme that these erbes and trees be-gynne to florissh.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 242.

No flower was nigh, no grass, herb, leaf, or weed,
But stole his blood and seem'd with him to bleed.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1056.

It [a garden] belongeth especially to the Physitiana, and
is famoused over most places of Christendome for the sov-

eraigne vertue of mediciuable hearbei.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 183.

or makes collections of them.

He was a curious florist, an accurate herbalist, throughly
vers'd in the book of nature.

J. Mede, Works, Author's Life.

2. A dealer in medicinal plants, or one who
treats disease with botanical remedies only.

[Rare.]
herbart, [Appar. a var. of herber, an early
form of arbor2,

usedby Spenser as equiv. to herb.

Cf. OF. herbor, erbor, erbour, grass, herbage, <

herbe, grass.] An herb.

The roofe hereof was arched over head,
And deckt with flowers and herbars daintily.

Spenser, F. Q., II. it 46.
Specifically 2. A herbaceous plant used offi-

cinally. 3f. That part of a vegetable which herbaria, n. Latin plural of herbarium.

springs from the root and is terminated by the herbarian (her-ba'n-an), n. [< herb + -arian.

fructification, including the stem or stalk, the Cf. herbarium.] A herbalist,

leaves, etc. Herb mastic, a labiate plant and species herbaristti " See herborist.
of thyme, Thymus MasKchina, growing in Europe. The herbarium (her-ba'ri-um), n.

; pi. herbariums,
Syrian herb mastic is a germander, Teummn marum, of

i-,;,,,..;,. / ..I.-
;

r_ rj fi 1)071 Sw herba-
the Levant. Also called caWAj/rne.-Herb of friendship,

"erbat ' (-umz, -a). U. U. Uan. bw. her*

a species of stonecrop, Sedum Anacampaeros, of continen- mint = Sp. herbaria = Pg. hervano = It. erba-

rio, < LL. herbarium, neut . of L. herbarius, < herba,
herb: see herb. Cf. arbor2.] 1. A collection of

dried plants systematically arranged ;
a hortus

siccus. In the United States a standard herbarium-sheet
has been adopted, and all plants are prepared to fit this.

_ species of stonecrop, Sedum Anacampaei
tal Europe, not very abundant. Also called evergreen or-

pine. Herb Of Paris. Same as herb-paris. Herb of
St. Martin, a tropical plant, Sauvagesia erecta, belonging
to the natural order Violariece, ranging from Peru to the

West Indies, and found in western Africa, Madagascar, and
Java. In Brazil it is used for complaints of the eyes, in

Peru for disorders of the bowels, and in the West Indies

(where it is also called iron-shrub) as a diuretic. Herb
of the cross, the vervain, Verbena ojficinalis, which when
gathered with a certain formula is imagined to be efllcient

in curing wounds. T. F. Thistleton Dyer, Folklore of

Plants, 1889, p. 259. Herb terrible, the silvery-leafed

daphne, Thymeleea Tartonraira, a shrub of the Mediter-
ranean region and Asia Minor. Holy herb. See holy.
= Syn. 1. Plant, Shrub, etc. See vegetable, n.

herbaceous (her-ba'shius), a. [= Sp. Pg. her-

baceo = It. erbaceo, < L. herbaceus, grassy, grass-

colored, < herba, grass : see herb.] 1. Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of herbs. 2. Feed-

ing on vegetables ;
herbivorous.

Their teeth are fitted to their food ; the rapacious to

catching, holding, and tearing their prey ; the herbaceous
to gathering and comminution of vegetables. Derham.

The sheets are lej inches long and 11J inches wide, and
the paper, which is white, smooth, and stiff, weighs about
28 pounds to the ream. For many European herbariums a
smaller size was originally adopted, which it is inexpedient
to change. The plants are attached to these sheets either

by small gummed strips of paper or by gluing one side

of the specimen. The sheets are then inclosed in thick

double sheets of heavy manila paper called genus-covers.
Each genus-cover contains a single genus, unless this is too

large. Where the species of a genus are very numerous,
they are placed in thin covers, called species-covers. The
name of the genus or species -is written in the left-hand

lower corner of the cover. The specimens are kept in

cases, which consist of a series of compartments IS inches

deep, 12 inches wide, and 6 or 6 inches high, the case hav-

ing dust-tight doors.

2. A book or other contrivance for preserving
dried specimens of plants. 3. An edifice or

place in which plants are preserved for botani-

cal purposes.
Herbaceous plants, plants which perish annually down
to (sometimes including) the root; soft, succulent vege-
tables. Of herbaceous plants, some are annual, perishing herbarizeti V. See herborize.
stem and root every year; some are biennial, the roots sub- Herbartian (her-bar

'

ti-an), a. and n. I.

for many years
every year. Herbaceous stem, a soft, not woody stem,

herbage (er'- or her'baj), . [< F. herbage (=
Pr. erbatge = Sp. herbaje = Pg. hervagem = It.

erbaggio), < herbe, herb: see herb and -age.] 1.

Herbaceous growth in general; vegetation;
hence, pasturage ; pasture-plants, as grass and
clover.

The influence of true religion is mild, soft and noiseless,
and constant, as the descent of the evening dew on the
tender herbage. Buckminster.

Vines, olives, herbage, forests disappear,
And all the charms of a Sicilian year.

Cowper, Heroism, L 23.

Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776-1841), or to

his system of philosophy. The philosophy of Her-
bart is characterized by a view of formal logic which holds

the conception of continuity (as well as various other fun-

damental notions) to be self-contradictory. He main-
tained that the metaphysically real is a plurality of sim-

ple beings connected by real relationship consisting in a

sort of attraction. He sought to express the fundamental

principles of ontology and psychology by means of alge-

braical formulae, whence his philosophy is sometimes
called exact realism. The Herbartian philosophy has ex-

'

velopmenerted considerable influence upon the development of

psychology in Germany.
II. n. One who accepts the philosophical doc-

trines of Herbart.

2. In Eng. late, the liberty or right of pasture herbary (her'ba-ri), n.; pi. herbaries (-riz).

in the forest or grounds of another man. [Also lierbery; in part < herb + -ery, but nit.

herbaged (er'- or her'bajd), a. [< herbage + < LL. herbarium: see herbarium. Cf. OF. ker-

-ed?.] Covered with herbage or grass. berie, botany.] A garden of herbs.



herbary
An herbary, for furnishing domestic medicines, always

made a part of otir ancient gardens.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 231, note.

herb-bane (erb' ban), . The broom-rape, Oro-

banche major: probably so called from its in-

jurious effect upon the herbs on the roots of

which it is parasitic.
herb-barbara (erb'bar'ba-ra), . Barbarea

vulgaris, a winter cress indigenous to both Eu-

rope and America.
herVbennet (erb'ben'et), . [< ME. herbe

beneit, < OF. herbe beneite, < ML. herba benedic-

ta, lit. blessed herb : L. herba, herb ; benedicta,
fern, of benedictus, blessed : see benedict. The
ML. form is also given as herba Benedict!, i. e.

'

(St.) Benedict's (Bennet's) herb.' The plants
were supposed to be antidotes to poisons, and
to drive out serpents and vermin from houses in

which they were kept.] 1. A European plant,
Geum urbanum, also known as avens. It is aro-

matic, tonic, and astringent, and has been used in medicine
and as an ingredient in some ales. See Geum.

2f. The common valerian, VaUriana officinalis.

3t. The hemlock, Conium maculatum.

herb-carpenter (erb'kar'pen-ter), n. The self-

heal or heal-all, Bnmella vulgaris. See carpen-
ter's-lterb.

herb-christopher (erb'kris'to-fer), n. [ML.
herba Cliristophori, i. e. '(St.) Christopher's
herb.'] A name of several different plants,
(a) A species of baneberry, the Actcea spicata. (6) Osmunda
regalis, the royal flowering fern, (c) Pulicaria dysenterica,
the fleabane. (d) Spiraea ulinaria, the meadow-sweet, (e)

Filago Qermanica, the herb impious. (/) Stachys Betonica

(Betonica officinalis), the wood-betony. See betony. (g)
Vicia. Cracca or V. sepimn, two common European species
of vetch. Also called Christopher.

herb-doctor (erb'dok'tor), n. One who prac-
tises healing by means of herbs or simples.
[Colloq.]

herbelett, See herblet.

herber1
t, n. A Middle English form of harbor*.

herber2t, A Middle English form of arbor^.

In a litel herber that I have,
That benched was on turves fresh ygrave,
I bad men shulde me my couche make.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 203.

Scho lede hym in till a faire herbere,
Whare frwte was 'growyng in gret plentee.

Thomas of Ersieldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 108).

herbergaget, n. A Middle English form of har-

borage.

herberget, A Middle English form of har-

borouglt.

herbergeourt, herberjourt, . Middle English
forms of harbinger.

herberwet, n. and v. A Middle English form of

harborough.
herbery (her'ber-i), n. Same as herbary.
herbescent (her-bes'ent), a. [< L. herbes-

cen(t-)s. ppr. of herbescere, grow as grass or

herbs, < herba, grass : see herb.'] Resembling
or growing like an herb

; having the character
of an herb; becoming herbaceous; tending
from a shrubby toward a herbaceous character.

herb-eve, . See herb-ivy.
herb-frankincense (erb'frangk'in-sens), n.

The laserwort, Laserpitium latifolium, a Euro-

pean umbelliferous plant possessing an aroma
and some medicinal properties.
herb-gerard (erb'jer'ard), n. A troublesome
umbelliferous weed, 'Jfigopodium Podagraria,
common throughout Europe. Also called gout-

weed, goutwort, ashweed, and wild or English
masterwort.

herb-grace (erb'gras'), See herb-of-grace.
herbicarnivorous (her"bi-kar-niv'o-rus), a. [<
L. herba, herbage, + caro (earn-), flesh, +
vorare, eat.] Herbivorous and carnivorous;
feeding on both vegetable and animal food.

Herbicolse (her-bik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., < L.

herba, grass,+ colere, dwell.] In entom., a group
of insects which live in grass or herbage, (a) A
group of beetles. Latreille, 1807. (b) A group of flies.

Desvoidy 1830.

herbicoloUS (her-bik'o-lus), a. In mycology,
growing on herbaceous plants. Berkeley, 1860.

[Bare.]
herbid (her'bid), a. [< L. herbidiis, full of grass
or herbs, grassy, < herba, grass, herb : see herb.]
Covered with herbs. [Rare.]
herbiferoUS (her-bif'e-rus), a. [= P. herbifere
= Sp. herbifero, < Ij"herbifer, producing grass
or herbs, < herba, grass, herb, + ferre = E.
bear2 ."} Bearing herbs.

herbist (her'bist), n. [< OF. herbiste; as herb
+ -ist.~] One skilled in herbs

;
a herbalist. Cot-

grave.

herb-ive, n. See 'herb-ivy.

Herbivora (her-biv'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of herbivorus : see herbivorous.'] 1. A group of
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animals, especially mammals, which feed on

herbage. The term has no specific implication, but is

a common collective name of hoofed quadrupeds.
2. A division of Marsupialia; the herbivorous

marsupials, as the kangaroos. Also called Poe-

phaga.
herbivore (her'bi-vor), n. A herbivorous ani-

mal
;
one of the Herbivora.

herbivorous (her-biv'o-rus), a. [= F. herbi-

vore = Sp. herbivoro = Pg. herbivoro = It. erbi-

voro, < NL. herbivorus, < L. herba, grass, herb,
-I- vorare, eat.] Eating herbs ; feeding on vege-
tables: distinguished fiom carnivorous, insectiv-

orous, etc. Herbivorous cetaceans, the sirenians,
as the manatee, dugong, and halicore. Herbivorous
marsupials, the kangaroos and their allies.

herb-ivy (erb'I'vi), n. [Formerly also herb

(herbe, hearb, hearbe) ivie, also herb-ive, herb-eve;
< herb + ivy

2
. See ivy

2
.'] An umbelliferous

plant of the genus Ajuga (A. Iva or A. Chamos-

pitys), otherwise known as ground-pine, field-

cypress, and gout-ivy. The name is also sometimes

given to the hartshorn-plantain, Plantago Coronopu, or

the swine's-cress, Senebiera Coronopus.

herb-johnt (erb'jon'), n. Some tasteless pot-
herb. Davies.

Balm, with the destitution of God's blessing, doth as

much good as a branch of herb-John in our pottage.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 376.

herbless (erb'- or herb'les), a. [< herb + -less."]

Destitute of herbs or herbage.
Near some rugged herbless rock,
Where no shepherd keeps his flock.

J. Warton, Solitude.

But far remov'd in thund'ring camp is found,
His slumbers short his bed the herbless ground.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 1108.

herblet (erb'- or herb'let), n. [Formerly also

herbelet; < OF. herbelette, dim. of herbe, herb.]
A little herb.

You were as flowers, now wither'd ;
even so

These herblets shall, which we upon vou strow.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

herb-lily (erb'liFi), n. A name given by flor-

ists to species of the genus Alstrcemeria, tuber-

ous-rooted amaryllidaceous greenhouse-plants
of tropical America. A.psittacina is calledpar-
rot-flower.
herb-louisa (erb'lij-e'za), n. The lemon-ver-

bena, Lippia citriodora, a shrub from Chili with
lemon-scented leaves.

herb-margaret (erb'mar'ga-ret), n. The Eng-
lish daisy, Bellis perennis. Also called bruise-

wort and marguerite.

herb-of-grace, herb of grace (erb'ov-gras'), .

[Formerly also herb-a-grace ; also by contrac-
tion herb-grace; so called in allusion to its other

name, rue (rue
2
), associated with rue, repent

(rite
1
).] 1. The common rue, Buta graveolens.

Also called herb-of-repentance, herb-repentance.
Here, in this place,

I'll set a bank of rue, soar herb of grace.
Shak., Rich. II., Hi. 4.

2. The hedge-hyssop, Gratiola officinalis. 3.

The vervain, Verbena officinalis.

herborisation, herborise, etc. See herboriza-

tion, etc.

herborist (her'bo-rist), n. [Formerly also her-

barist; < F. herboriste (> It. erborista), < herbo-

riser, herborize: see 'herborize.'] A herbalist.

Of the Indian Plants diuers haue written, both in their

generall Herballs, as Pena and Lobel, Gerard, with other
Herbaristi. Punhas, Pilgrimage, p. 605.

The first herbarist and apothecarie, renowned for the

knowledge of simples and composition of medicines, was
Cheron, son of Saturne and Phyllira.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, vii. 56.

herborization (her"bo-ri-za'shon), n. [< F.
herborisation (> Sp. herborizacion, Pg. herbori-

zaq&o), < herboriser, herborize: see herborize."]
1 . The act of seeking plants in the field

;
bot-

anizing. 2. The impression or figuration of

plants in mineral substances.
Also spelled herborisation.

herborize (her'bo-riz), v.
; pret. and pp. herbo-

rized, ppr. herborizing. [Formerly also herba-

rise; < F. herboriser ( > Sp.Pg. herborizar), formed

appar. in imitation of arboriser, arboriste (see

arborize, arborist), < herbe, herb : see herb. ] I.

intrans. To search for plants for botanical pur-
poses; botanize.

Little mattocks, pickaxes, grubbing hooks, cabbies,

(beches) pruning knives, and other instruments requisite
for herborising. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 23.

The Apothecaries' Company very seldom miss coming to

Hampstead every spring, and here have their herbarizing
feast. Soame, Analysis of Hampstead Water (1734), p. 27.

He herborized as he travelled, and enriched the Flora
Suecica with new discoveries. Tooke.

II. trans. To form the figures of plants in,
as minerals. Also arborize.

herbwoman
Daubeuton has shown that herborized stones contain

very flue mosses. Fourcroy (trans.).

Also spelled herborise.

herborizer (her'bo-ri-zer), . One who searches
for plants for botanical purposes. Also spelled
herboriser.

herborought, herborowt, . and v. Same as

harborough.
herbose (her'bos), a. [< L. herbosus: see her-

bous.~] Same as herbmis.

Nor in December, if we reason close,
Are fields poetically call'd herbose.

Byrom, Critical Remarks on Horace, Odes, ii. 8.

herbous (her'bus), a. [= F. herbeux = Pr.

erbos = Sp. hcrboso = Pg. hervoso = It. erboso,
< L. herbosus, full of herbs, grassy, < herba, herb:
see herb."] Abounding with herbs.

herb-paris (erb'par'is), n. A liliaceous herb,
Paris quadrifolia, common in England and on
the continent, related to Trillium, the wake-
robin. It is the only species of the genus, and has sev-

eral other names, such as herb-truelove, fox-grape, leop-

ard's-bane, four-leafed grass, one-berry, etc. The roots

and berries are considered poisonous, though the latter

have been used for inflammation of the eyes. The leaves

and stems were also formerly used in medicine. Also
called herb of Paris.

herb-peter (erb'pe'ter), . The common Eu-

ropean cowslip or primrose, Primula veris : said

to be so called from its resemblance to St.

Peter's badge, a bunch of keys.

herb-repentance (erb're-pen'tans), n. Same
as herb-of-grace, 1.

herb-robert (erb'rob'ert), w. [< ME. herbe

robert, < OF. herbe Robert, < ML. herba Boberti,
Robert's herb.] An abundant species of gera-
nium. Geranium Robertianmn, of both Europe
and America : said to be so called because it

Herb-robert (Geranium Robertianum). a, fruit.

was used to cure a disease known as Robert's

plague, from Robert, Duke of Normandy, its

reddish stems have given it the names redshanks and drag-
on's-blood, while a certain unpleasant odor has earned for

it the name of stinking crane's-bill. In West Cumberland,
England, there is a superstition that if it is plucked mis-
fortune will follow, and it is there called death-come-

quickly.

herb-Sophia (erb'so-fi'a), n. The fine-leafed

hedge-mustard, flixwee'd, or fluxweed, Sisym-
brium Sophia.

herb-trinity (erb'trin'i-ti), i. 1. The pansy,
Viola tricolor: so callediu reference to the three
colors in one flower. 2. The liverleaf ,Anemone
Sepatica : so called in reference to the three
leaves or lobes in one leaf. See cut under He-

patica.
herb-truelove (erb'tro'luv), . Same as herb-

paris.
herb-twopence (erb'to'pens), n. The money-
wort, Lysimachia nummularia : so called in ref-

erence to the paired coin-shaped leaves.

herbulentt (her'bu-lent), a. [< L. herba, herb,
+ E. -ulent as in opulent, corpulent, etc. Ct'.

L. herbula, dim. of herba."] Same as herbous.

Bailey.
herb-William (erb'wil'yam), . An aromatic
umbelliferous plant, Ammi majus, common in

central and southern Europe, growing in sandy
places. The particular origin of the name is nnknown ;

it occurs in Turner's "
Botanologia

"
(1664X p. 46. Also

called bullwort tod bishop's-weed.

herbwoman (erb'wum
//

an), n. ; pi. herbwomen

(-wim'en). A woman who sells herbs.

Your herb-teaman; she that sets seeds and roots.

Shak., Pericles, IT. 6.



herby

herby (er'bi or her'bi), rt. [< herb + -#!.] Per-

taining or relating to herbs; abounding with
or affected by herbs

;
herbaceous.

No substance but earth, and the procedures of earth, as

tile and stone, yieldeth any moss or herlry substance.
Bacon.

For the cold, lean, and emaciated, such herby ingredi-
ents should be made choice of as warm and cherish the

natural heat. Evelyn, Acetaria,

The roots of hills and herby valleys then,
For food there hunting. Chapman.

The open air of the barton, laden with hay scents and the

herby breath of cows. T. Hardy, Interlopers at the Knap,iii.

Hercoceras (her-kos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr. epnof,
a fence, wall, barrier, + idpaf, horn.] The
typical genus of the family Hercoceratida;.

Hercoceratidse (her-kos-e-rat'i-de), n. id.

[NL., < Hercoceras (-rat-) -t-'-ido;.] Afamily of

nautiloid cephalopods, typified by the genus
Hercoceras. They are discoidal forms having the whorl
trapezoidal in cross section, and a row of large nodes or

spines on the outer edges of the sides ; the apertures are
more or less flattened dorsabdominally, and extended
above into two lateral sinuses. Hyatt, Proc. Bosk Soc.
Nat. Hist., XXII. 232.

hercogamous (her-kog'a-mus), a. [As )ter-

cogamy + -CMS.] Characterized by hercogamy,
as a flower.

hercogamy (her-kog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. f/wcof, a

fence, wall, barrier, -f i&uof, marriage.] The
prevention of self-fertilization in flowers by
means of specific structural peculiarities. A
term applied to those flowers in which obstructions, such
as protuberances, etc., have been developed, which pre-
vent fertilization by their own pollen without external aid,
as that of insects. The rostellum of orchids is one of the
best examples of this condition, where the natural access
of pollen is, in most species, completely blocked from the

stigmatic chamber. Also herkogamy.
Herculanean (her-ku-la'ne-au), a. [< L. Her-

culanetis, adj., < Herculaneum, Herculaneum,
(Gr. 'Hpdnfetov), prop. neut. adj., < Hercules,
Hercules: see Hercules.] Of or pertaining to

Herculaneum, an ancient Roman city near

Naples, buried at the same time with Pompeii
by the eruption of Vesuvius in A. D. 79. The site

of Herculaneum was forgotten, but it was discovered In

the early part of the eighteenth century under the town of

Kesina, and many remarkable works of art and other re-

mains have since been obtained from it by excavation.

Elevations, drawings, plans.
Models of Herculanean pots and pans.

Coipper, Progress of Error, 1. 398.

Herculanensian (her"ku-la-nen'si-an), a. [< L.

Herculanensis, < Herculaneum, Herculaneum.]
Same as Herculanean.

Herculanensian manuscripts.
G. P. Marsh, Loots, on Eng. Lang., xxi.

Herculean (her-ku'le-an), a. [< L. Herculeus,
of or pertaining to Hercules, < Hercules, Her-
cules: see Hercules.] 1 . Of or relating to Her-
cules: as, the twelve Herculean labors; the
Herculean myth. 2. [cup. or 1. c.] Resembling
Hercules in size, strength, or courage ; appro-
priate to the attributes of Hercules: as, a her-

culean athlete
;
a herculean fist.

So rose the Danite strong,
Herculean Samson, from the harlot-lap
Of Philistean Dalilah. Milton, P. L., ix. 1060.

An herculean robustness of mind, and nerves not to be
broken with labour. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

3. [cap. or I. c.] Very difficult or dangerous : in

allusion to the Herculean labors: as, a hercu-
lean task.

But what's the end of thy
Herculean labours?

B. Jonson, Masques
[at Court.

Hercules (her
' ku -

lez), n. [L. ;invoc.,
as a familiar oath,
liercules, hercitle, her-

de, mehercle; Etrus-
can Herde, aceom. of

Gr. 'KpaKAijf, earlier

'llpaKAer/f, lit. having
or showing Hera's

glory, < "Hpa, Hera,
+ KMof, glory, fame :

see glory.] 1. InGr.
and Rom. myth., a

mighty hero, origi-

nating in Greek le-

gend, but adopted by
the Romans, and

worshiped as the god
of physical strength,

The Farnese Hercules.- Statue COUTage, and related

Nazk>t1jauk?
iPI'US ' " MUSM

Qualities. According to
the mythical account, his

father, Zeus (Jupiter), destined him to the sovereignty of

Tiryns by right of his mother, Alcmene, granddaughter
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of Perseus, but was thwarted by Hera (Juno). After
Hercules had performed wonderful deeds in behalf of

Thebes, his birthplace, Hera consented to his being iu;i<li

immortal on condition of his accomplishing certain su-

perhuman feats for his rival Eurystheus of Tiryns, in

which he succeeded. These feats, called the twelve labors
of Hercules, were as follows : (1) the strangling of the Ne-
mean lion; (2) the killing of the Lerneau hydra; (3) the

capture of the Ceryneiau stag ; (4) the capture of the Ery-
manthianboar; (5) the cleaning of the Augean stables; (6)
the slaughter of the Stymphalian birds ; (7) the capture of

the Cretan bull ; (8) the capture of the man-eating mares
of Diomedes ; (9) the securing of the girdle of Hippolyta,
queen of the Amazons ; (10) the fetching of the red oxen of

Oeryones ; (11) the procuring of the golden apples of the

Hesperidcs ; (12) the bringing to the upper world of the

dog Cerberus, guardian of iludcs. The subject of thismost
famous of the Herculean legends (of comparatively late

date) Is distinguished as the Tirynthian Hercules from
other personifications of Hercules worshiped In different

places and countries (as the Cretan or the Egyptian Hercu-

les, etc.), under the same or other names, the attributes of

these various personifications being essentially the same,
but their legendary history being different. Hercules is

represented as brawny and muscular, with broad shoul-

ders, generally naked, or draped merely In the skin of the
Nemean lion, the head of the lion being often drawn over
that of the hero as a helmet. He is usually armed with a

club, sometimes with a bow and arrows.

Leave that labour to great Hercules ;

And let it be more than Alcides' twelve.

Shak., T. of the S., L 2.

My Eustace might have sat for Hercules ;

So muscular he spread, so broad of breast.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. One of the ancient constellations, between
Lyra and Corona Borealis, representing a man

The Constellation Hercules.

upon one knee, with his head toward the south,
and with uplifted arms. The ancients did not Iden-

tify the constellation with Hercules ; the moderns place
a club in one hand, and a branch of an apple-tree, with
the three heads of I'erbcrus, in the other. The constella-

tion contains one star of the second magnitude (jS), nine
of the third, and twelve of the fourth.

3. A form of drop-hammer. See the extract.

The Hercules, a ponderous mass of iron attached to a
vertical guide rod, which was lifted originally by a gang of
men with ropes, but afterwards by steam power, and al-

lowed to fall by its own weight. i'ncyc. Brit., XI. 425.

4. Same as Hercules-beetle Hercules' allheal,
a perennial umbelliferous plant, Opopanax Chironium, a
native of southern Europe. The roots and seeds are said

to be similar in flavor and quality to the parsnip. Also
called poundwort. Hercules' club, a weapon mentioned
in the seventeenth century as consisting of a heavy head
of wood with nails driven into it and furnished with a
handle : apparently a weapon extemporized for the de-

fense of a fortified place. Hercules' Pillars. See pil-
lar.

Hercules-beetle (her'ku-lez-be"tl), n. A very
large Brazilian lamellicorn beetle, Megasoma or

Dynastes hercules. A large horn projects from the
head of the male, and there is a smaller similar projection

Hercules-beetle (Dynastfs htrcules), about one third natural size.

from the thorax, so that the animal resembles a pair of

pincers with the body for the handle. This beetle is the

largest true insect known, attaining a length of about (i

inches. See Dynastes.
Hercules'-club (her'ku-lez-klub), n. Same as

angelica-tree.

Hercynian (her-sin'i-an), a. [< L. Hercynius,
< Gr. 'Ep/cfcv(of, pertaining to the region (L. Her-

cynia silva or Hercynius saltus, the Hercynian
Forest, < Gr. 'Epxtiviof Spv/ipf)

called in mod. G.

der Harz or das Harzgebirge, the Harz moun-

herd

tains.] Of or pertaining to the forest-covered

mountain-system of Germany. The word varied

unfitly in its application. Some ancient geographers
made it cover a large part of Germany, while later writers
restricted it to Bohemia, Moravia, etc.

The reindeer lingered on in the Hercynian forest that
overshadowed North Germany as late as the time of Julius
Ctesar. Edinburgh Rev.

hercynite (her 'si -nit), . [< Hereyn(ia) +
-ite'.] A. mineral of the spinel group, contain-

ing alumina and iron, found in the Bohemian
(Hercynian) Forest.

herd1
(herd), n. [Early mod. E. also heard,

In rile ; < ME. heerde, heorde, < AS. heorcl (gen.
dat. heorde, also herde, hyrde), a herd, flock

(of beasts, but also, like flock, of persons, a

family or congregation, in Biblical sense) ; also,

rarely, keeping or custody (a sense otherwise

expressed by comp. heord-rwden, hyrd-riUdc/i ) ;

= OHG. herta, MHG. hertc, hert, G. herde, heerde

(for "herte, by LG. influence) = Icel. hjordh =
bw. Dan. hjord = Goth, hairdo, a herd, flock.

Cf. Skt. yartlha, troop, OBulg. crcda, a herd.]
1. A number of animals feeding or driven to-

gether ; a drove ;
a flock : commonly used of the

larger animals, such as cows, oxen, horses,
asses (cattle), deer, camels, elephants, whales,

etc., and sometimes of small cattle, as sheep,
hogs, etc., and in falconry and fowling of birds,
as swans, cranes, and curlews.

I observed nothing but . . . sundry heards of blacke

swine, and flocks of blacke sheepe.
Coryat, Crudities, L 75.

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea.

Gray, Elegy.

An herd of swans, of cranes, and of curlews.

Slnttt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

The dwellers of the deep, in mighty herds,
Passed by us. Bryant, Bella,

2. In a disparaging sense, a company of men or

people ;
a rabble

;
a mob: as, the vulgar herd.

"When he perceived the common herd was glad he re-

fused the crown, he plucked me ope his doublet, and
offered them his throat to cut. Shak., J. C., L 2.

Survey the world, and where one Cato shines,
Count a degenerate herd of Catilines. Dryden.

You can never interest the common herd in the abstract

question. Coleridge.

herd1
(herd), t

1
. [< ME. herden, herd; from the

noun.] I. intrans. 1. Togo in a herd; congre-
gate as beasts; feed or run in droves.

If men will with Nebuchadnezzar herd with the beasta
of the field, no wonder if their reason departs from them.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. li.

2. To associate ;
unite in troops or companies :

become one of any faction, party, or set : used
in a more or less derogatory or sinister sense.

Ill herd among his friends, and seem
One of the number. Addison, Cato, iii. 4.

The sovereign people crowded Into the market-place,
herding together with the instinct of sheep, who seek

safety in each other's company.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 437.

A throng enclosed the rector of Briarfleld ; twenty or
more pressed around him. . . . The curates, herding to-

gether after their manner, made a constellation of three
lesser planets. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvi.

II. trans. To form into or as if into a herd.

The rest . . .

Are herded with the vulgar, and so kept.
B. Jonson, Catiline, 1. 1.

Wild stallions continually herded off the droves of the
Indians of the southern plains, thus thwarting any en-

deavor to improve the stock by breeding.
The Century, XXXVII. 334.

herd2 (herd), n. [Early mod. E. also heard,

herde; < ME. herde, hirde, heorde, hurde, < AS.

hirde, hierde, hyrde, sometimes heorde (= OS.
OFries. hirdi = MLG. herde =OHG. hirti, MHG.
G. hirte, hirt = Icel. hirdhir = Sw. herde =
Dan. hyrde = Goth, hairdeis), a keeper of cattle,

sheep, etc. ;
with suffix -e, orig. -ja, < heord, a

herd, flock: see herd1
.] A herdsman

;
a keeper

of cattle
;
a shepherd ; hence, a keeper of any

domestic animals: now rare in the simple form

(except in Scotland), but common in composi-
tion, as in cowherd, goatherd, gooseherd, shep-

herd, swineherd.

"Almyghty Lord, O Jesu Crist," quod he,
"Sower of chast conseil, herde of us alle."

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, I. 192.

The noble Gawein and Agravain . . . sente in theire

felowes and her pcple, and her barneys be-fore, as the

heirde driveth his bestes to pasture.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 267.

herd2 (herd), v. [< herd?, n. In this use hardly
distinguishable from herd*, .] I. trans. To
take care of or tend, as cattle. [Scotch.]

When they were able now to herd the ewes,
They yeed together thro' the heights and hows.

Ross, Helenore, p. 14.



herd

II. intraiifi. To act as a herd or shepherd;
tend cattle or take care of a flock. [Scotch.]

I had na use to gang

Ross, Helenore, p. 31.

herd'H- An obsolete spelling of heard1
, preterit

and past participle of hear.

herd*t, . An obsolete form of haired.

herd-book (herd'buk), n. A book giving the

pedigree and record of and other information

concerning cattle in important herds.

In their native country none but select cattle are ad-

mitted to the herd-books. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 370.

herdboy (herd'boi), . A man or boy having
the care of a herd of cattle. [Western U. S.]

The herd-boys men on horseback go through the

ranges and gather the cattle into "
pens."

J. Macdunald, Food from the Far West, vi.

herdent, a. An obsolete form of harden"*.

herder (her'der), . [= OFries. herdere, NFries.
herder = D. herder = MLG. herder = MHG. her-

tare, hirtere, hertaire, herter (G. as a proper name
Herter, Herder) = Icel. hirdhir, a herder; as

herd1 + -er1 .] A herdsman; in the United

States, one employed in the care of a herd of

beef-cattle or a flock of sheep.
About the first of April is the time the herds are started

from Bed River northward. . . . Two herders to a hun-
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in the northern United States, timothy grass,
1'hlciiiit jinitntse. In Pennsylvania and the Southern
States the name is also given to the redtop grass, Agrustis

See timothy and redtop. Also herd-grass.

[< herd's, _

of a herd
;

cattle.

There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,
Shelters in cool, and tends his pasturing herds
At loop-holes cut through thickest shade.

Hilton, P. L., ix. 1108.

There, fast-rooted in their bank,
Stand, never overlook d, our fav'rite elms,
That screen the herdsman's solitary hut.

Cowper, Task, L 168.

2t. The owner of a herd.

A herdsman rich, of much account was he.
Sir P. Sidney.

3. The common skua-gull, supposed to pro-
tect lambs from eagles. [Orkneys.]

hereafter

Here and there, in one place and another ; at inter-

vals ; occasionally : as, the people were scattered here and
there.

Jerome. I believe you will not see a prettier girl.

Isaac. Here and there one.

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Here and there a fragment of a column, or an inscrip
tion built into the wall, reminds us of what Aquileia once
was. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 60.

Here below, on earth ;
in this life.

Man wants hut little here below,
Nor wants that little long.

Goldsmith, Hermit.

Here goes, now I am going to do it : an exclamation an-

nouncing a particular act, especially one that seems rash

or bold. [Colloq.j Here is or here's (so-and so), (a)

An exclamatory phrase used to call special attention to or

express surprise at or delight with something suddenly
found or coming to view or notice : often used ironically :

as, here's a pretty mess.

This babble shall not henceforth trouble me.
Here is a coil with protestation !

Shak., 1. O. of V., i. 2.

herdswoman (herdz'wum"an), .; pi. herds-
ffere

'

a sweet temper now ! This is a' man, brother.
women (-wim"en). A woman who has the care Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 1.

herderite (her
'

der-It), n. [After its discover-

er, Baron von Herder (1776-1838). a mining en-

gineer, son of the philosopher of that name.]
A rare fluophosphate of beryllium and calcium,

occurring in white or yellowish transparent
crystals in Saxony, and at Stoneham in Maine,
U.S.

herdest, A Middle English form of hards.

herdesst (her'des), . [< ME. 'herdesse, hierd-

esse; < herd2 + -ess.'] A shepherdess.
An hierdesse,

Whiche that ycleped was Oenone.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 663.

As a herdesse in a summer's day,
Heat with the glorious sun's all-purging ray,
In the calme evening (leaving her faire flocke)
Betakes herself unto a froth-girt rocke.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, 11. 3.

herdewicht, [Appar. ME. ;
< herd* + -wich:

see wick2 .']
A grange or place for husbandry,

or for the grazing of cattle. Man. Aug., iii.

herd-grass (herd'gras), n. Same as hertfs-grass.

herdgroomt (herd'grom), n. [Early mod. E.

heardgroom; < ME. herdegrome; < herd1 +
groom1

."]
A keeper of a herd

;
a herdsman

;
a

shepherd.
Pipes made of grene come,

As han thise lytel herde-gromes,
That kepen bestis in the bromes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1225.

So loytring live you little heardgroomes,
Keeping your beastes in the budded broomes.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

herdic (her'dik), n. [Named after the inventor,
Peter Herdic, of Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
U. S.] Alow-set two- (sometimes four-) wheeled
cab or carriage, with the entrance in the back
and the seats at the sides : used in many cities

of the United States.

Herdics, cabs, and carriages took to cover.

Examiner, Washington letter, Feb. 11, 1886.

herding (her'ding), n. [Verbal n. of herd1
, .]

1. The occupation of a herd or herdsman.
2. In the western United States, Australia,
etc., cattle-raising Close herding, the herding of
cattle within fixed limits, and the keeping of an accurate
account of them. Loose herding, the turning loose of

cattle belonging to several owners on a range (see range),
and the guarding of them to prevent loss by stealing or

straying. The owners determine the probable increase
of each herd from the number of calves branded at the
annual rounding-up (see round-up, v.) of all the cattle on
the range in the spring, and the rounding-up of the beef-
cattle in the fall.

herding-ground (her'ding-ground), n. A place
where whales herd,

herd-maidt (h6rd'mad), n. A shepherdess.
I sit and watch a herd-maid gay.

Lyrics (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 76).

herdmant (herd'man), . [Early mod. E. also

heardman; < ME. herdeman, heerdman; (herdl
+ man.'] Same as herdsman.

There ben grete Pastures ; but fewe Coomes ; and ther-

fore, for the most partie, thei ben alle Herdemen.
Mamleville, Travels, p. 255.

The name of Turkes signifleth (saith Chitrneus) Sheep-
heards, or Heard-men: and such it seemeth was their an-
cient profession. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 278.

herd's-grass (herdz'gras), n. One of various

grasses highly esteemed for hay ; particularly,

of a herd or of cattle.

here1
(her), adv. [Early mod. E. also heere; <

ME. here, heer, her, < AS. her = OS. her= OFries.
hir = D. hier = MLG. Mr = OHG. Mar, MHG.
hier, hie, G. hier, hie = Icel. her= Sw. har= Dan.
her= Goth, her, here (cf . OHG. hera, MHG. here,

her, G. her, hither; Goth, hiri, impv. adv., here!

1. e., come hither) ;
with orig. locative suffix -r

(cf. her, of similar formation), from the pron.
repr. by he 1

, q. v. Here is related to he as there

to that, they, and where to who, what. Cf. the

series hither, thither, whither, and hence, thence,

whence. In comp. with an adv. or prep, here re-

tains some of its orig. pronominal force : here-

after, after this, etc.] 1 . In the place or region
where the person speaking is

;
on this spot or

in this locality.
I pray you hence, and leave me here alone.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 882.

Here rests his head upon the lap of earth
A youth to fortune and to fame unknown.

Gray, Elegy.
Of Arthur's hall am I, but here,
Here let me rest and die.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. At the point of space or of progress just
mentioned or attained; at or in the place or

situation now spoken of : as, here we tarried a
month

;
here the speaker paused.
Here the anthem doth commence :

Love and constancy is dead.

Shak., Phoenix and Turtle, 1. 21.

The person here mentioned is an old man.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 265.

The territories of the duke of Medina si. Ionia were par-

ticularly unguarded : here were vast plains of pasturage,
covered with nocks and herds the very country for a

hasty inroad. Irving, Granada, p. 75.

3. At the place or in the situation pointed
out, or assumed to be shown or indicated : as,

here (in a picture) we see a cottage, and here a
tree.

To live in prayer and contemplation,
Only attended by Nerissa here,
Until her husband and my lord's return.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 4.

The skin is, as it were, occupied all over with separate
feelers, that are here widely scattered, here clustered, and
here crowded together.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 10.

4. At the nearer point, or at the one first in-

dicated: opposed to there.

Line upon line ; here a little, and there a little.

Isa. xxviii. 10.

There is my dagger,
And here my naked breast. Shak., 1. C., iv. 3.

Raphael had very prudently touched divers things that
be amiss, some here and some there.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

5. To this place ;
to the situation or locality

where the speaker is. [In this sense, in cus-

tomary use, here has taken the place of hither.

See hither."]

If thou remember'st aught ere thou cam'st here,
How thou cam'st here thou may'st.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Here comes some intelligence ;
a buzz o' the court.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

Blest be Heaven
That brought thee here to this poor house of ours.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

6. In the present life or state ; on earth.

Owre lorde hath hem graunted
Here [their] penaunce and her purgatorie here on this erthe.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 105.

Here in the body pent,
Absent from Him I roam.

Montgomery, At Home in Heaven.

Brief life Is here our portion,
Brief sorrow, short-lived care.

J. U. Keale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny's Horse Novissimse.

Meanwhile Mr. Squeers tasted the milk and water.

"Ah!" said that gentleman, smacking his lips, "here's

richness I" Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, v.

(6) A phrase used in calling attention to a toast or wish :

as, here's a health to you ; here's luck to you.

Here's to the maiden of bashful fifteen,

Here's to the widow of fifty. . . .

Let the toast pass ;

Drink to the lass.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3 (song).

Here you are, here is what you want. [Colloq.]

Neither here nor there, neither in this place nor in

that ; hence, not concerning the matter In hand
;
irrele

vant ; unimportant ; of no consequence.
Mine eyes do itch;

Doth that bode weeping ? 'Tis neither here nor there.

Shak.. Othello, iv. 8.

Yes, yes, they certainly do say but that's neither here

nor there. Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

This . . . here, a colloquial pleonasm intended to em-

phasize the definitive use of (Ml before its noun, which
in illiterate speech is often transposed after here : as, this

man here (correlative to that man there) ; this here man.

here2t, [OSc. heir ; ME. here, heere, < AS.

here, an army, particularly the enemy, = OS.
heri = OFries. hiri, here, = D. heer, heir = MLG.
(in comp.) here-, her- = OHG. heri, hari, MHG.
here, G. heer = Icel. herr = Sw. heir = Dan. Jteer

= Goth, harjis, an army, host; = OBulg. kara,

strife, = Lith. karas, war, = Lett, karsch, war,

tumult, = OPruss. karjis, an army; cf. Zend

kdra, army. Hence harry = harrow2 , v., her-

ring, and in comp., variously modified, heriot,

harbor, harborough, herald, the proper name
Harold, etc.] 1. An army; a host; a hostile

host.
Til his sone mouthe bere
1 1 rim on heued and leden vt here.

Havelok, 1. 378.

Specifically 2. In Anglo-Saxon hist., an in-

vading army, either that of the enemy, as the

Danish invaders, or the national troops serving
abroad. See fyrd.

English troops serving out of England and not for any
English object are not called fyrd, but here, like the Danish
invaders of old.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 378.

3. An individual enemy.
He refte hym his riches * his renke schippis,
And wold haue honget the here vppon hegh galos.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13116.

here3t, pron. See Ae1 .

here4t, v. A Middle English form of hear.

here5t,"- AMiddleEnglishformofftair
1

. Chau-
cer.

here6
!,
" A Middle English form of hare1

. Chau-
cer.

Here7
,

. See Hera.
hereabout (her'a-bouf), adv. [< here

1 + about.]
1 . About this place ;

in this neighborhood.
I'll hover hereabout, to know what passes.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 2.

My friend should meet me somewhere hereabout.

Tennyson, Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham.

2f. Concerning this; about this business.

Go now thy wey, and speed thee heer aboute.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 376.

hereabouts (her'a-bouts'), atlv. [< hereabout,

adv., + adv. gen. 'suffix -s.] Same as hereabout.

Hereabouts her soul must hover still ;

Let's speak to that. Shirley, The Traitor, v. 1.

hereafter (her-af'ter), adi: [< ME. herafter (=
Dan. hercfter = Sw. hfircfter), < AS. hcrtvfter,

hereafter, < her, here, + cefter, after: see here^-

and after.'] After this time ;
in time to come ;

in

some future time or state.

But nowe hereafter thou shalt here
What God hath wrought in this matere.

Guitci; Conf. Amant., ii.



hereafter

And heraftir no man be heuy to me. for I here in my
bodi tbe tokenes of oare Lorde Jesu Crist.

Wyclif, Gal. vi. 17.

We . . . hope that ... [a man's] honest error, though
it cannot be pardoned here, will not be counted to him for
sin hereafter. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

hereafter (her-after), a. and . [< hereafter,

ado.'] I. a. That is to be
;
future. [Rare.]

That hereafter ages may behold
What ruin happen d In revenge of him,
Within their chiefest temple 1 11 erect
A tomb. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

H. n. A future state
;
tbe future.

Tie heaven itself that points out an hereafter.

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

Thus departed Hiawatha . . .

To the land of the Hereafter.
Longfellow, Hiawatha, xxii.

hereafterwardt, hereafterwardst, adv. [ME.
heraftirward; < here1 + afterward, afterwards.']
Hereafter.

Thou shalt herenfterwardes, my brother deere,
Come, there thee nedeth not of me to leere.

Chaucer, Frere's Tale, 1. 217.

Heraftiruiard, britheren, be ghe coumfortid in the Lord
and in the rnyght of his vertu, Wyclif, Eph. vi. 10.

hereagainstt (her'a-genst'), adv. [ME. for

ageines; < here1 + against.] Opposite this place.
This Hand is inhabited, and hath great plentie of wine

and frutes, and hereayainttt we were becalmed.
Hakluyt'i Voyages, II. 102.

hereat (her-af), adv. [< Acre1 + at.'] At or by
reason of this.

Hereat this young man sadly grieved.
The Su/olk Miracle (Child's Ballads, L, 219).

hereaway (her'a-wa"), adv. [< here1 + away.]
Hereabout; in this neighborhood, or in this di-

rection. [Collect.]
We knew before that these towns were here aicay; but

had we known that this river turned and ran in among
them, we should never have undertaken the enterprise.

R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 416>

Hereaway
The fell lycanthrope tlnds no prey.

Whittier, Against Fugitive Slave Act

hereawayst (her'a-waz*'), adv. [< hereaway +
adv. gen. suffix -s.] Same as hereaway.
Here-awaies liued a people called Dogzyn, which others

called Pagans, of no sect, nor subject to any Prince.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 162.

herebeforet, adr. [< ME. here-bifore, herbiforne:
see here1 and before.] Before this time

;
here-

tofore.

Sire, sum time here-bifor, in my gong age,
I wedded with al wele a worechipful lady.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.),!. 4072.

herebefornt, adv. [ME. heretofore, herbiforn,
< here1 + beforn, var. of before: see before."}
Same as herebefore.
Thou hast told me hercbeforne, that he nis not to blame

that chaungeth his conseil in certeyn cas, and for certeyne
and just causes. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

here-being (her-be'ing), n. [ME. herebeyng; <

here1 + being, n.] Present existence.

I segge by jow riche it semeth noujt that je shulle
Haue heuene in gowre here-beyny and heuene her-after.

Piers Plowman (S), xiv. 141.

herebodet, [Appar. repr. an AS. *herebod (not
found), < here, army, + bod, gebod. command:
see bode^.] A royal edict calling citizens or

subjects into the field : an old law term so ex-

plained by Skinner. It is also cited as herebote,
which would mean a military tax or contribu-
tion.

hereby (her-bl'), adv. [< ME. here by, herbi; <
here1 + by1.] 1. Near by; not far off.

Prin. Where is the bush
That we must stand and play the murtherer in ?

For. Hereby, upon the edge of yonder coppice.
Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

2. By this
; by means of this.

I will not reason what is meant hereby,
Because I will be guiltless of the meaning.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

Hereby we became acquainted with the nature of things.
Watte.

heredipety (her-e-dip'e-ti), n. [< L. heredipeta,
a legacy-hunter, < heredium, a hereditary estate

(< heres (hered-), an heir: see heir), + petere,
seek.] Legacy-nunting. [Rare.]

Heredipety, or legacy-hunting, is inveighed against, in
the clergy especially, as by the old Satirists.

Hitman, Latin Christianity, i. 11.

hereditability (he-red"i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< he-
reditable: see -bili'ty.] He'ritab'ility. [Rare.]

It will moreover be important, after the hereditability
of the royal office has been accepted, to establish the
principle of the uninterrupted existence of that office.

Pop. Sci. Wo., XXVI. 107.

hereditable (he-red'i-ta-bl), a. [= OP. heredi-
table = Sp. hereditable, < ML. hereditabilis, < LL.

2802

hereditare, inherit, < L. heres (hered-), an heir :

see heir and heritage.] Heritable.
James [Macpherson] was the last person executed at

Banff, previous to the abolition of hereditable jurisdiction.
Quoted in Child's Ballads, VI. 266.

hereditably (he-red'i-ta-bli), adv. Heritably ;

by inheritance. [Rare.]
hereditament (her-e-dit'a-ment), n. [< ME.
hereditament = Pi. heretamen = Sp. lurcdnini-

ento = Pg. herdamento, < ML. hereditium iilmn.

property inherited, < LL. hereditare, inherit: see

hereditable.] In law, any species of property
that may be inherited; lands, tenements, or

anything corporeal or incorporeal, real, person-
al, or mixed, that may descend to an heir in the
strict sense (see heir, 1) ;

inheritable property,
as distinguished from property which neces-

sarily terminates with the life of the owner,
and, according to some writers, as distinguished
in modern times from personal assets which go
to the executor or administrator instead of the
heir. A corporeal hereditament is visible and tangible ;

an incorporeal hereditament is a right existing in contem-
plation of law, issuing out of corporeal property, but not
itself the object of bodily senses as an easement, a fran-

chise, or a rent.

At the whlche parlyament y Duke of Alenson was
luged to lose his hede, & his hereilytamentys to be for-

fayted unto y kinge. Fabyan, Chron., 11, an. 1461.

Theyr anncestours had noe estate In any theyre landes,
signoryes, or hereditaments, longer then during theyr
owue lives. Spetwer, State of Ireland.

hereditarian (he-red-i-ta'ri-an), n. [< heredity
+ -arian.] A believer in the biological doc-
trine of heredity or atavism.
The modern hereditarian regards himself as the off-

spring mentally as well as physically of a long succession
of ancestors, going as far back as the anthropoid ape, if

not to still more rudimentary forms of life.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, L 446.

hereditarily (he-red'i-ta-ri-li), adv. By inheri-
tance.

Richard I. bestowed the lands on Richard Fitz-Anchor,
to hold them in fee, and hereditarily of the abbey.

Pennant, Journey from Chester, p. 566.

hereditariness (he-red'i-ta-ri-nes), . The
state or quality of being hereditary, or of be-

ing transmissible from parent to child.

The hereditariness of leprosy has not been proved.
Ziegler, Pathol. Auat (trans.), L 181.

hereditarioust (he-red-i-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. here-
ditaritis: see hereditary.] Hereditary.
Some sicknesses are hereditariout, and come from the

father to the sonne. Haklmjt'e Voyages, I. 219.

hereditary (he-red'i-ta-ri), a. [= P. heredi-
taire = Pr. hereditari = Sp. Pg. hereditario =
It. ereditario, < L. hereditarius, of or relating to
an inheritance, inherited, < heredita(t-)s, heir-

ship, inheritance: see heredity.] 1. In law:

(a) Descending by inheritance
;
transmitted or

transmissible in the line of descent by force of
law

; passing to or held by an heir or heirs : as,
a hereditari/ monarchy, office, or estate

;
heredi-

tary privileges', hereditary bondage.
These old fellows

Have their ingratitude in them hereditary.
Shak.,1.ot A., it 2.

The community or kingdom comes to be regarded by the

sovereign as the hereditary possession of his family.
Calhoun, Works, L 84.

At first elective, as kingships habitually are, this [of Po-
land] continued so never became hereditary.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 494.

(6) Holding by inheritance; deriving from an-
cestors by force of law, as rank, social condi-

tion, or property : as, a hereditary peer, propri-
etor, or bondman.
When ... a powerful body of hereditary nobles sur-

round the sovereign, they oppose a strong resistance to
his authority. Calhoun, Works, I. 85.

His highness the duke . . . had been married very
young, and his son, the hereditary prince, may be said to
have been the political sovereign of the state.

Thackeray, Barry Lyndon, x.

2. Pertaining to or resulting from successive

generation ; transmitted in a line of progeny ;

passing naturally from parent to offspring : as,

hereditary descent; a hereditary line; heredi-

tary features, qualities, or diseases.

Wearing that yoke
My shoulder was predestined to receive,
Born to the hereditary stoop and crease.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 206.

The peculiarity may be congenital and hereditary, as it

is when a certain stature is characteristic of the brothers,
sisters, and collateral relatives of a parent.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., L 175.

3. Native; patrimonial; ancestral: as, one's he-

reditary home or occupation ;
a hereditary opin-

ion or prejudice. 4. Acting from natal tenden-
cy or endowment; having inherited the charac-

herein

ter or qualifications of
; being by force of birth :

as, the Bachs were hereditary musicians
;
the

Rothschilds are hereditary financiers. Act of
the Hereditary Excise. See excises. Hereditary
monarchy. See monarchy.
hereditism (he-red'i-tizm), n. [< heredity +
-ism.] The principle of heredity ;

the doctrine
of hereditary transmission, as of political rule.

[Rare.]

Atlast, hereditism expired in America, . . . because the
people were determined not to have a king, and were ani-
mated by republican aspirations.

Nineteenth Century, XX 815.

heredity (hf-red'j-ti), n. [= F. hcredite = Pr.
heretat = Sp. heredad = Pg. h,trdade = It. ere-

dita, < L. heredita(t-)s, heirship, inheritance, in
concrete an inheritance, < heres (hered-), an heir:
see heir, and heritage, inherit.'] 1 . Hereditaryde-
scent or transmission, as of physical or mental
qualities ; hereditary succession or influence.

He is a monarchist by centuries of heredity.
N. A. Sev., CXLIII. 106.

Let us engage in some exciting sport, dear such as

reviewing the family portraits, with genealogical applica-
tions; perhaps we may discover something startling in
the line of heredity. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 281.

2. Specifically, in biol. : (a) The influence of

parents upon offspring; transmission of quali-
ties or characteristics, mental or physical, from
parents to offspring. See atavism.

By heredity Is meant the tendency manifested by an
organism to develop in the likeness of its progenitor.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 176.

(6) The principle or fact of inheritance, or the
transmission of physical and mental character-
istics from parent to offspring, regarded as the
conservative factor in evolution, opposing the

tendency to variation under conditions of en-
vironment.
That wheat produces wheat that existing oxen have

descended from ancestral oxen that every unfolding or-

ganism eventually takes the form of the class, order, ge-
nus, and speciesfrom which it sprang is a fact which, by
force of repetition, has acquired in our minds almost the
aspect of a necessity. It is in this, however, th^t Heredity
is principally displayed: the phenomena commonly re-
ferred to it being quite subordinate manifestations.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biology, 80.

heredium (he-re'di-um),. [L.,< heres (hered-),
an heir.] In early Bom. law, the homestead
or hereditary domain allotted as the private
property of a citizen, and which was inheritable
and alienable. It comprised space for house,
yard, and garden usually about one and a
quarter acres.

herefor (her-for' ), adv. [= G. hiervor, hierfiir =
Dan. herfor= Sw. harfor; as here1 +/or1

.] For
this. [Rare.]

hereforet (her-for'), adv. [ME. herfore, herfor;
< here1 + fore1 . Ct. herefor.] For this rea-
son

;
on this ground.

Son, yet shuld thou lett

Herfor to speke in large,
For where masters ar mett,
Chylder wordys ar not to charge.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 160.

herefrom (her-from'), adv. [< here1 + from.]
From this ; from what has been said or done :

as, herefrom we conclude
; herefrom it follows.

heregildt, [OSc . hereyeld ; AS. heregild, -gyld,

-geld, a military tribute, particularly the Dane-
geld, < here, army, esp. the enemy, + gild, geld,
a payment.] 1. In Anglo-Saxon hist., the tax
or tribute paid to the Danes

;
the Danegeld.

The formal name for a tax levied for the payment of
soldiers or sailors was Heregyld. Hereyeold, Heregeld.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 403.

2. In old Scots law, a fine payable on certain con-
ditions to a superior on the death of his tenant,
generally consisting of the best horse, ox, or
cow: correlative to the English heriot. Also

hereyeld.
herehencet (her-hens'), adv. [Early mod. E.

also heerehence; < here1 + hence.] From this
;

herefrom
;
for this reason.

Yet heere-hence may some good accrewe.

Florio, It. Diet., Ep. ded.

Heerehence it is manifest . . . that Island is not situate

beyond the arctic circle. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 554.

Here-hence it comes our Horace now stands taxed
Of impudence. B. Junton, Poetaster, v. 1.

We are herehence resolved that we are not to do any evil

that good may come of it. Up. Sanderson, Works, II. 52.

herein (her-in'), adv. [< ME. herinne (= D. G.
Jiierin = Dan. heri = Sw. hart) ',

< here1 + in1 .]

In this
;
in view of this.

More haf I of ioye & blysse here-inne . . .

Then alle the wyges of the world myst wynne.
Alliteratice Poems (ed. Morris), i. 579.

Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit.

John xv. 8.



herein

Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and Increase ;

Without this, folly, age, ancf cold decay.
Shak.

t Sonnets, xi.

hereinafter (her-in'af'ter), adv. [< herein +
after. ] Afterward in this (statement, narrative,
or document): referring to something after-

ward to be named or described.

Part of the olde Temple is yet standing, and many Monu-
ments of great antiquitie, as herein after shall be shewed.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 22.

A few favored localities hereinafter to be named.
Lathrup, Spanish Vistas, p. 203.

hereinbefore (her-in'be-f6r')> adv. [< herein +
before.] Before in this (statement, narrative,
or document) : referring to something already
named or described.

Many authors not hereinbefore reviewed come properly
within our annals. The Century, XXXIV. 906.

hereinto (her-in'tci), </). [< 7ierl + into.] Into
this. Hooker. [Bare.]
heremitt, An obsolete form of hermit, ap-

proximating eremite.

heremiticalt (her-e-mit'i-kal), a. An obsolete

form of eremitical.

The keremeticall profession was onelie allowed of In
Britaine vntill the coming of Augustine the monke.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 9.

herent, . A Middle English form of hairen.

herenacht, . Same as erenach.

bareness (her'nes), . [< here1 + -ness.'] The
quality or fact of being in this place, or of be-

ing present. [Bare.]
Its [the earth's] oppressive solidity, its obtrusive here-

ness. O. Macdonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 334.

herenlist, a. [A form occurring, with a var. here-

mus, in the following quotation. It is obvious-

ly corrupt ;
some manuscripts substitute vertu-

ouse (virtuous), and mod. editions read Itevenes

(heaven's). It probably stands for *Herynes
that is, Erinyes, the Furies : see Erinys.] See

etymology.
Have mercy on me, thou herenus queene.

Chaucer, Complaint to Pity, L 92.

hereof (her-ov'), adv. [< ME. hereof, herof(=
Dan. 7im</= Sw. Mraf) ;

< here1 + of.'] 1. Of
this; concerning this.

The kyng, vor pyte herof, bygan to wepe sore.

Robert of Gloucester, p. 178.

And so here-of spake thei day be day.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 186.

This brought to pass, the lords return with speed,
The parliament hereof to certify.

Daniell, Civil Wars, ii.

2. Prom this ; herefrom.

Hereof comes it, that Prince Harry is valiant.

Shah., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. a
hereon (her-on'), adv. [< ME. heron; < here1 +
on.'] On or upon this.

If we should strictly insist hereon, the possibility might
fall into question. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

hereonwardt, adv. [ME.; < here1 + onward."]
In addition

;
moreover. Chaucer.

hereoutt (her-out') s
afo. [<ME. herut; (.here1

+ wfc] Out of this.

The godly will gather hereout that, as God's providence
bindeth not our hands, so it hindereth not in us any good
thing. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), IL 131.

here-remaint (her're-man*), n. Stay or sojourn
here.

A most miraculous work in this good king :

Which often, since my here-remain in England,
I have seen him do. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

hereright (her'rit), adv. [< here1 + right.]

Bight here; in this place. [Prov. Eng.]
heresiarch (her'e-si-ark or he-re'si-ark), n.

[= OP. heresiarche, heresiarque, P. heresiarque
= Sp. Pg. heresiarca = It. eresiarca, < LL. ML.
haresiarcha, < Gr. aipeaiapxris, the leader of a

school, esp. of a medical school, in eccl. writers
the chief of a sect or heresy, < alpcaif, a sect,

school, heresy (see heresy). + apxeiv, rule.] A
leader in heresy; anarch-heretic.
The herettiarch commenced the error upon pride and

ambition, and his followers went after him in simplicity
of their heart. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 319.

Sermons whose writers played such dangerous tricks
Their own herestarchs called them heretics

(Strange that one term such distant poles should link,
The Priestleyan's copper and the Puseyan's zinc).

0. W. Holmes, After-Dinner Poem.

By the middle of the twelfth century other and purer
hereiiarchs had arisen. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 68.

heresiarchyt, w. [< Gr. atpemf, heresy, + apx'l,
< apxew, rule; cf. heresiarch.'] The teaching
of a heresiarch

; prime, prominent, or flagrant
heresy.
The book itself [the Alcoran] consists of heresiarchics

against our blessed Saviour.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 323.
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heresiographer (her"e-si-og'ra-fer), n. [As
lteresiograplt-y + -er1.] One who writes on
heresies.

heresiography (her"e-si-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

alptaif, neresy, + -ypaQia, < ypdtyeiv, write.] A
treatise on heresies.

heresiologist (her'e-si-ol'o-jist), n. [< heresi-

olog-y + -ist.] One versed in, or engaged in the

study of, heresiology ;
a writer on heresies.

All the Greek and Latin heresiologists have included
the Manichceans in their catalogues.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 487.

heresiology (her*e-si-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. aZ/><"f,

heresy, T -Aoy/a, < "Xiyuv, speak: see -ology.]
The study or the history of heresies.

All three classes of these writers must be consulted for

obtaining a complete acquaintance with heresiology.

Blunt, Diet, of Sects (1374), p. 184.

heresy (her'e-si), TO.
; pi. heresies (-siz). [< ME.

heresye, heresie, eresie, < OF. heresie, heregie, P.

heresie = Pr. heregia, eretgia = Sp. herejia = Pg.
heregia, heresia = It. eresia, heresy, < L. hceresis,
a school of thought (philosophical or religious),

LL., eccl., heretical religious doctrine, heresy,
< Gr. alpeaif, a taking, selection, a philosophi-
cal principle or set of principles and those who
profess such principles, a sect, school, eccl. a

religious sect or party, heresy, < aipelv, take,
mid. aipelaOai, take to oneself, choose.] 1. Any
doctrine, opinion, or set of opinions at variance
with the established standards of any system,
school of thought, or party; an opinion or a
doctrine tending to create schism or division;
an untenable or a disturbing doctrine of any
kind, as in philosophy, science, politics, moral-

ity, etc.

Such trespasses in speach (whereof there be many) as

geue dolour and disliking to the eare & mimic, by any
foule indecencie or disproportion of sound, situation, or

sence, they be called^
and not without cause, the vicious

parts or rather heresies of language.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 129.

Popes, conclaves, and religious orders rose up against
the Copernican heresy.

Macaulay, Sadler's Law of Population.

2. Specifically, in theol., an opinion or a doc-
trine rejected by the authorities of a church as

contrary to the established creed of that church
;

an interpretation or a theological view of a sa-

cred writing or other standard of religion, or of

any distinctive part of it, opposed to that au-

thoritatively
established or generally accepted :

as, the antmomian heresy. To the Roman Cath-
olic any opinion contrary to the teachings of his church,
to the Protestant any opinion contrary to the accepted
interpretation of the Scripture, is a heresy. The error
must be held by a professed believer ; pagan and infidel

doctrines are not heresies. Roman Catholic divines dis-

tinguish betweenformal heresies, or tenets contrary to the
doctrines of the church which are wilfully and pertina-
ciously held, and material heresies, or tenets that are he-
retical but are not so pertinaciously held as to involve the

guilt of heresy.

There shall be false teachers among you, who privily
shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
that bought them. 2 Pet. ii. 1.

After the way which they call heresy, so worship I the
God of my fathers. Acts xxiv. 14.

Heresie is in the Will and choice profestly against the

Scripture ; error is against the Will, in misunderstanding
the Scripture after all sincere endeavours to understand
it rightly. Milton, True Religion.

A second offence is that of heresy, which consists not in
a total denial of Christianity, but of some of its essential

doctrines, publicly and obstinately avowed.
Blaekstone, Com., IV. iv.

Antipodal heresy. See antipodal. =Syn. See compari-
son under heretic.

heretic (her'e-tik), n. and a. [Formerly heretick,

early mod. E. also eretick; < ME. heretik, eretik

(cf. AS. critic); ME. also erite (< OF. herite,

herete, erite) and erege, < OF. herege, erege = Pr.

heretge, eretge = Sp. hereje = Pg. herege, n., a

heretic; OF. also heretique, F. hfretique = Sp.
heretico = Pg. heretico. a., = It. eretico, a. and n.,
< LL. hfereticus, a., of or belonging to heresy;
as noun, a heretic, < Gr. aipm/coY ,

able to choose,
in eccl. writers heretical, < alpeiv, take, mid.

alpeladai, choose : see heresy.'] I. n. 1. One who
holds and persistently maintains an opinion or
a doctrine at variance with the accepted stan-
dards of any school or party, and rejected or
condemned by it; one who rejects a generally
accepted belief.

I am an heretic, if it be sound doctrine that pleasure
tastes best after sorrow. Donne, Letters, Ixxxiv.

Constantine easily believed that the heretics, who pre-
sumed to dispute his opinions, or to oppose his commands,
were guilty of the most absurd and criminal obstinacy.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xxi.

2. Specifically, in theol., a professed believer
who adopts and persistently maintains reli-

heretoforn

gious opinions contrary to the accepted stan-
dards of his church. See heresy, 2.

This yere [xii. Hen. VIII.] one Luther was accounted
an cretyck, and on a Sonday, that was the xij. day of Maij,
in the presence of the Lorde Legate, and many other

Byshops and Lordys of England, the sayd Luther was
openly declared an hf.rctyck at Powles Crosse, and all his

bokes burned.
Arnold's Chron. (2d ed. 1520, repr. 1811), p. lit

= Syn. Heretic, Schismatic, Sectary, Dissenter, Noncon-
formist. Heretic is an opprobrious epithet for a professed
believer who holds religious opinions contrary to the es-

tablished or dominant beliefs. A schismatic is one who
seeks to sunder or divide into different organizations or

parties those who are of essentially the same religious
faith. A sectary or sectarian is one who sets the welfare
of his own sect or denomination above that of the church
universal, often pushing its interests at the cost of the

general Christian welfare. This word has been much used

opprobriously of those who stand out against an original
or more powerful organization. A dissenter or noncon-

formist is one who dissents from an established religion,
or does not conform to it

; specifically and in actual use
these words apply almost exclusively to those Protestants
in Great Britain who worship apart from the Established
Church of England, as the Presbyterians, Baptists, and
Independents.

If a person was so unfortunate as to be a bravo, a liber-

tine, or a gambler, that was no reason for making him a
heretic too. Macaulay, Von Ranke's Hist. Popes.

Unity was Dante's leading doctrine, and therefore he
puts Mahomet among the schismatics, not because he di-

vided the Church, but the faith.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 108.

Anno 1663, divers sectaries in religion beginning to

spread themselves there [in the Virginia colonies], great
restraints were laid upon them, under severe penalties,
to prevent their increase. Beverley, Virginia, i. If 79.

James the Second was at open war with the Church,
and found it necessary to court the Dissenters.

Macaulay, John Bunyan.
The great body of non-conformists rejected the delusive

offers of the King, and stood firmly by their principles.

Macaulay, Mackintosh's Hist. Revolution.

II. a. Pertaining to heresy ; believing heresy.
Eschewe thou a man eretike aftir oon and the secounde

correccioun. Wyclif, Tit. iiL 10.

That saying of their father Cres. is still running in my
head, that they may be dispensed with in their obedience
to an heretic prince, while the necessity of the times shall

oblige them to it. Dryden, Religio Laici, Pref.

heretical (he-ret'i-kal), a. [< OP. heretical =
Sp. heretical; as heretic + -a?.] Containing or

characterized by heresy; contrary to estab-
lished opinions or principles; contrary to an

accepted standard of religious faith.

This Queen [Katharine Parr], as being an earnest Prot-

estant, had many great Adversaries, by whom she was ac-

cused to the King to have Heretical Books found in her
Closet. Baker, Chronicles, p. 291.

The law of heresy is reformed, but not made less strin-

gent, and it is no longer heretical to speak against the

pope. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 257.

heretically (he-ret'i-kal-i), adv. In a heretical

manner; with heresy.
He ignorantly and heretically held against the bishop.

Strype, Bp. Aylmer.

hereticate (he-ret'i-kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

hereticated, ppr. hereticating. [< ML. hcereti-

catus, pp. of hcereticare, make a heretic, charge
with heresy ( > Sp. hereticar, maintain a neresy),
< LL. luereticus, a heretic : see heretic.~\ To
decide to be heretical ; denounce as heresy.
[Bare.]
Let no one be minded on the score of my neoterism to

here-licttte me as threatening to abet some new-fangled
form of religious heterodoxy.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 19, note 2.

heretication (he-ret-i-ka'shon), n. [Also writ-

ten hferetication ; < ML. licereticatio(n-), < haire-

ticare, make a heretic, charge with heresy: see

hereticate.'] The act of declaring heretical.

[Rare.]
hereticide (he-ret'i-sld), n. [< LL. hcereticus, a

heretic, + -cidium, < ccedere, kill.] The act of

putting a heretic to death. Mather. [Rare.]
hereto (her-to'), adv. [< ME. herto (= D. hiertoe

= G. hiereu; cf. Dan. hertil = Sw. hartill) ; <

here1 + to1 .] To this (place, time, action, etc.) :

as, hereto he was strongly urged.
A kinder value of the people than
He hath hereto priz'd them at.

Shak., Cor., tt. 2.

Hereto the whole Church beseech him, beg of him, de-

plore him, pray for him.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

heretocht, Same as heretoga.
heretofore (her'tij-for'), adv. [< here1 + tofore.
Cf. hei-etoforn.'] Before this time; formerly;
up to this time.

We now can form no more
Long schemes of life, as heretofore. Swift.

heretofornt, adv. [< ME. heere-to-forn ; < here1

+ toforn.'] Heretofore; formerly.
Where ben these worth! that were heere-to-fom f

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.



heretoforn

O precious fleece ! which onely did adorn
The sacred loyns of Princes heerto/orn.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

heretogt, Same as hcretoga.

heretogat, . [AS. (in ME. heretoge, heretowa,
in ilL. and E. histories cited variously heretog,

heretoch, etc.) (=OS. heritogo =OFries. hertoga,
hertiga = D. hertog = MLG. hertoch, hertoge,

hertege, hertich, hartoch, hartich = OHG. heri-

zogo, MHG. herzoge, G. hcrzog, duke, = Icel.

hertogi = Dan. hertiig = Sw. hertig), lit.
'

army-
leader,' < hero, army, + -toga, in eomp., a leader,
< teon, pp. togen, draw, lead, = Goth, tiuhini =
L. ducere, lead, > dux, > ult. E. duke, the equiv.
of heretoga. The AS. teon is repr. in mod. E.

by tow1 and indirectly by tug and tuck1
,
the AS.

pp. togen in wan-ton, q. v.] In Anglo-Saxon hist.,
the leader or commander of an army, or the
commander of the militia in a district.

Among the Saxons the Latin name of dukes, duces, is

very frequent, and signified, as among the Romans, the
commanders or leaders of their armies, whom in their
own language they called Heretoga, and in the laws of

Henry I. (as translated by Lambard) we find them called
heretochii. Blaekitune, Com., I. xli.

In A. D. 449, under two heretogas, Henglst and Horsa,
the strangers came. Stubbii, Const. Hist., 32.

hereunder (her-un'der), adv. [= G. hierunter =
Dan. herunder = Sw. hdrunder; as here1 + un-

der.] Under this; under authority of or in ac-
cordance with this.

Any contract let hereunder will require the approval of
the Municipal Assembly by ordinance.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XIII. 12.

hereunto (her-un'tp or -un-to'), adv. [< here1

+ unto.] Unto this; hereto. [Archaic.]
For even hereunto were ye called. 1 Pet. ii. 21.

hereupon (her-u-pon'), adv. [< here1 +
upon.]

Upon this
; following or on account of this.

I will hereupon confess I am in love.

Shah., L. L. L., i. 2.

herewith (her-wiTH' or -with'), adv. [=Dan.
herved= Sw. lidrvid; < here1 + with1 . Cf. ME.
hermid (mid, with).] With this.

Prove me now herewith. Mai. iii. 10.

There comes herewith a large Letter to you from your
Father. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 24.

herewithalt, adv. [ME.; < here1 + withal.]
Herewith. Chaucer.

hereyeldt, . See heregild, 2.

herfestt, . A Middle English form of harvest.

Heriades (he-ri'a-dez), n. [NL. (Spinola, 1808),

irreg. < Gr. i/Kov, wool.] A genus of bees, of the

family Apid<e, having 2-jointed maxillary palpi,
and the third joint of the labial palpi inserted in
the side of the second. There are about 12 species,
equally divided between Europe and North America. H.
campanularum and II. carinatum are examples.

heriet, *> * See herryV.
heriert, . See herrier.

heriot (her'i-ot), n. [Formerly also hariot, har-
riot; < ME. heriet, i. e., *heryet, < AS. heregeatu,
military equipment, as a technical term heriot,
< here, army, -I- *geatu, only in pi. geatwa, geat-
we, equipment, equipments, arms. The term
was early extended from its lit. sense.] In Eng.
law, a feudal service, tribute, or fine, as the best
beast or other chattel, payable to the lord of the
fee on the decease of the owner, landholder, or
vassal. Originally the heriot consisted of military furni-
ture, or of horses and arms, which went to equip the vas-
sal's successor. Heriots from freeholders are now rare, but
heriots from copyholders are not so. The distinction be-
tween heriot and relief is that the former implies the im-
mediate succession of the heir, who pays the heriot in rec-
ognition of his having succeeded, and the latter is paid in

recognition of the fact that the lord has recovered his
ownership, but has consented to make, as it were, a new
concession to the heir. Compare farleu.

What stranger soever dye in the lordshipe, the lord shall
have his beast [best] beast for an harriot, or horse ifhe haue
any. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 433.
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"It was in my lease," said Bam, "to pay a mare-colt

every year over and above my rent, besides a six-year old
mare for a Harriet, whenever the new heir came in.

" " He-

riot, I suppose you mean, Sam."
T. Winthrop, Edwin Brothertoft, fv.

Heriot custom, a heriot due by a custom of the manor,
which qualifies the legal relation of its lord and his ten-
ants. Heriot service, a heriot due in respect of the par-
ticular estate held, as on a special reservation in a grant
or lease of lands.

heriotable (her'i-ot-a-bl), a. [< heriot + -able.]

Subject to the payment of a heriot.

The tenants are chiefly customary and heriotable.

Burn, Hist. Westmoreland and Cumberland, I. 174.

herisse (he-ri-sa'), a. [F. herisst, bristled,

bristly, pp. of herisser, bristle, < herisson, a

hedgehog: see herisson.] In her., set with long
sharp points like the prickles of a hedgehog.

herisson (her'i-son), n. [< OF. herisson, heriyon,
herichon (also ericon. ireyon, > ME. irchon, ur-

chon, mod. E. urchin), F. herisson = Pr. erisso,
hirisso = Sp. erizo = Pg. ourico, a hedgehog, a

canting-wheel, a herisson (defs. 2, 3) ;
ult. < L.

ericius, a hedgehog. Herisson is thus a doublet
of urchin: see urchin.] 1. In her., a hedgehog.

2. In fort., a beam armed with iron spikes
pointing outward, and turning on a pivot like a

turnstile, used to defend a passage. 3. (a) A
sort of wooden horse set with spikes or points,
formerlyused as a militarypunishment, the cul-

prit being mounted upon it. (6) The punish-
ment so inflicted.

heritability (her"i-ta-bil'i-ti), . [< heritable :

see -bility.] The state or'quality of being heri-
table. Fallows.

heritable (her'i-ta-bl), a. and n. [< OF. heri-

table, contr. of hereditable, < ML. hereditabilis :

see hereditable.] I. a. 1. Capable of being in-

herited; inheritable; in Scots law, passing by
inheritance to heirs at law: as, heritable rights
or possessions, consisting of land and all things
attached to or connectedwith it, and sometimes
of other things made descendible by succession,
in distinction from movable rights or property,
consisting of things not so attached or descend-
ible.

And the kyng, by the counsel! of the queue his mother,
did gyue hym cccc. markis sterlyngis of rent Iteritable, to
hold of hym in fee, to be payed euery yere in the towne of

Bruges. Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. xiv.

2. Capable of inheriting or taking by descent.

By the canon law this son shall be legitimate and heri-
table. Sir M. Hale, Common Law.

Hen<aWofficerswho had fought against the prince were
only suspended, not deposed, and the heirs of those slain
were by special grace admitted to their estates.

Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 496.

Heritable bond. See bondi. Heritable security, se-

curity constituted by heritable property.
II. n. In Scots law, a possession or right which

may be inherited, or which may descend by suc-
cession.

The heir or executor is liable only to the value of the
succession, except where there has been vitious intromis-
sion in movables, and in gestio pro herede and some other
cases in heritable*. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 674.

heritably (her'i-ta-bli), adv. By way of inheri-
tance

;
so as to be capable of transmission by

inheritance : as, to convey a property heritably.
The Erie of Flaunders shulde heretably haue ye sayd

profyte. ISernere, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccxlviii.

Brave Martell's sonne, great Charles, the pride of Fraunce,
To plague the Pagans heritably borne.

Stirling, Domes-day, Ninth Houre.

heritage (her'i-taj), n. [< ME. heritage, eritage,
< OF. lieritage (F. heritage = Pr. heretatge =
OSp. heredage = It. ereditaggio), an inheritance,
heritage, patrimony, < heriter, inherit, < LL.
hereditare, inherit, < L. heres (hered-), heir: see
heir, and cf . hereditable, inherit, etc.] 1. That
which is inherited as a material possession ;

an
inheritance or inherited estate ; specifically, in
Scots law, heritable estate; realty.
The whiche is the same Lond that oure Lord behighten

us in Heritage. Mandeville, Travels, p. 3.

I ... will bring them again, every man to his heritage,
and every man to his land. Jer. xii. 16.

2. That which is given or received as a perma-
nent possession or right ; that which is allotted
or appropriated; hence, portion; part: used in
the Bible for the chosen people, the body of

saints, or the church, as God's portion of man-
kind.

Proceed we cheerely in our Pilgrimage
Towards our happy promis'd Haeritage.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.
This is the portion of a wicked man with God, and the

heritage of oppressors, which they shall receive of the Al-

mighty. Job xxviL 13.

Spare thy people, O Lord, and give not thine heritage to

reproach, that the heathen should rule over them.
Joel ii. 17.

hermandad
While the hollow oak our palace is,

Our heritage the sea.

A. Cunningham, A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea.

3. That which comes from the circumstances
of birth

;
a condition or quality transmitted by

ancestors ; inherited lot or
portion

: as, a heri-

tage of luxury, poverty, suftering, or shame.

The people's charity was your heritage, and I would see
which of you deserves his birthright.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 1.

Lord of himself that heritage of woe !

Byron, Lara, i. 2.

To apprize a heritage. See apprize*.

heritancet (her'i-tans), . [Early mod. E. hery-
taunce; < OF. hcritance, heritage, < heriter, in-

herit: see heritage.] Heritage; inheritance.

And all the Countre of Troya ys the Turkes owen contre

by herytaunce. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 19.

heritert, [< OF. hcritier, < L. hereditarius, an
heir: see hereditary, heritage.] An heir.

He helde ones hys cosyn germaine, the vicount of Cha-
teau Bein, who is the heryter, eighte moneths in the toure
of Orlaise in prison.

Bernert, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xxiv.

Heritiera (he-rit-i-e'ra), n. [NL. (Aiton, 1789),
named after C. L. L''Heritier, a French botanist
of the 18th century.] A genus of dicotyledo-
nous plants, belonging to the natural order Ster-

culiacece, tribe Sterculieie. It is characterized by iU
small, reddish, imperfect, apetalous flowers, 5-toothed ca-

lyx, staminal column bearing 6 anthers, and fruit consist-

ing of 6 indehiscent 1 -seeded hard carpels. The genus con-
sists of 4 or 6 species, handsome trees of considerable

size, with entire alternate leaves, and flowers in axillary

ricles,
natives of the coasts of tropical Asia and Austra-

H. littoralii is the red mangrove or sunder tree of
India. It produces a valuable dark wood, used in India for

boats, bridges, and house-building. //. macrophylla of
Burma is the looking-glass tree, a name that is also applied
to the other species.

heritor (her'i-tpr), n. [A Latin-seeming form
of heriter, ult. < L. hereditarius, hereditary: see

heriter.] In Scots law, the proprietor of a her-
itable subject ; a proprietor or landholder in a

parish.
If ony heritor or farmer wad pay him four punds Scots

out of each hundred punds of valued rent, . . . Rob en-

gaged to keep them scaithless. Scott, Rob Roy, xxvi.

heritrix (her'i-triks), . [A Latin-seeming fern,

to heritor.] A female heritor.

herket, v. A Middle English form of hark.

herknent, v. A Middle English form of harken.

herkogamy, n. See hercogamy.
herl (herl), n. Same as harl, 3.

herling, hirling (her'ling), w. [Sc.; origin ob-
scure. Cf. herring.] The young of the sea-
trout.

Sea trout, and river trout, and bull trout, . . . and her-

lings, which frequent the Nith. Scott, Abbot, xxiv.

hermae, n. Plural of hermes, 2.

Hermaea (her-me 'a), n. [NL., < Gr. 'E

of Hermes: see

Hermes.] Agenus
of sea-slugs, gas-
tropods of the

family jEolidida:,
or giving name
to the HermaAdv, Htrmaa
having numerous
gills and broad flattened or folded tentacles, as
H. bifida. H. cruciata is a New England spe-
cies.

hermseid (her-me'id), n. A gastropod of the

family Herm(eid(K.

Hermaeidae (her-me'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Her-
mcea + -idce.~\ A family of nudibranchiate or
notobranchiate gastropods, taking name from
the genus Hermaia.
Hermaic (her-ma'ik), a. [< Gr. 'EpfiaU6f, of or
like Hermes : see Hermes.] 1 . Of or relating to
Hermes or Mercury. Cudworth. 2. Of or per-
taining to Hermes Trismegistus ; Hermetic: as,
'Hermaic subtlety," W. Mathews, Getting on
in the World, p. 124.

Hermaical (her-ma'i-kal), a. [< Hermaie +
-al.] Same as Hermaic.
hermandad (er-man-dad'), n. [Sp., a brother-

hood, < hermano, a brother, < L. germanm, kin-
dred: see german1

, germane.] In Spain, origi-
nally, a voluntary organization (the Santa Her-
mandad or Holv Brotherhood) for the main-
tenance of public order. The first herroandad was
formed in Aragon in the thirteenth century, and another
in Castile and Leon a few years later, chiefly to resist the
exactions and robberies of the nobles. They soon assumed
general police and judicial powers, under royal sanction ;

and at the end of the fifteenth century the organizations
were united and extended over the whole kingdom. The
hermandad was soon afterward reorganized as a regu-
lar national police, which has been superseded in later
times by a civic guard on the model of the French gen-
darmerie.



hermandad
There was no attempt to establish that iron bulwark of

despotism, a stamliii},' army : at least, none nearer than
that of the voluntary levies of the ktrmandad, raised and
paid by the people. Prescott, 1'erd. and Isa., ii. 26.

Hcrmannese (ker-man'e-e), -n.pl. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1847), < Hcriuniniin + -eo;.] A tribe of the

Bi/ttncriaceai: same as Hermanniete.
Hermannia (her-man'i-a), . [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), named after Paul Hermann, professor of

botany at Leyden in the 17th century. The
proper name &. Hermann, D. Herman, Barmen,
E. Herman, Harmon, etc., means 'a soldier,' be-

ing in AS. Iteremann (OHG. litirinwn, In rininii,
MHG. licnnun, etc.), < here, army, + mann, man.
See imrry, lu-ntld, etc.] A genus of dicotyle-
donous polypetalous plants, belonging to the
natural order Sterculiact'ii; tribe Hcrniiinnieii;

distinguished mainlyby its 5-cleft calyx, 5 petals
with hollowed claws, !> stamens with filaments

oblong or dilated above, many-ovuled ovary, and
5-valved capsule with reniform seeds. The ge-
nus embraces 90 species, chiefly South African shrubs
with toothed or incised alternate leaves, and yellow or
red nodding flowers in the axils of the leaves or in a
terminal cluster. Three species occur in Texas and Mex-
ico.

Hermanniese (her-ma-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hermannia + -ece.] A tribe of plants, of the
natural order Sterculiaceai, typifiedby the genus
Hermannia, characterizedbymarcescent petals,
chiefly monadelphous stamens, and capsular
fruit. They inhabit the warmer regions of both

hemispheres.
hermaphrodeity (her-maf-ro-de'i-ti), n. [Ir-

reg. < Hermaphrodite) + -eity.] Pfermaphrodit-
ism. [Rare.]

Some do believe hermaphrodeity,
That both do act and suffer.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

hermaphrodism(her-maf'ro-dizm), n. A short-
ened iorm of hermaphroditism.
Hermaphrodita (her-maf-ro-di'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of L. hermaphrodites, taken as an adj. :

see hermaphrodite.'] In De Blaiuville's classi-

fication (1825), one of three subclasses of his

Paracephalophora, contrasted with Dioica and
Monoiea, and containing the orders Cirribran-
chiata (tooth-shells), Cervicobranchiata (lim-
pets), and Scutibranchiata (sea-ears, limpets).
It corresponds somewhat to the Linnean genus
Patella.

Hermaphroditanthae (her-maf"ro-di-tan'the),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ep/iaippMiTof, hermaphrodite,
+ avdof, a flower.] 1. A general classifying
name for plants with hermaphrodite flowers.

2. A suborder of the Aracete, including Calla
and related forms. Schott, 1832.

hermaphrodite (her-maf'ro-dit), . and a. [=
F. hermaphrodite = Sp. herinafrodita, hermafro-
dito = Pg. hrrmaphroaita = It. ermafrodito, < L.

hermaphroditiis, < Gr. epiia^p66iro^, a hermaphro-
dite, so called from 'Ep/iaj>p6diTo<;, Hermaphro-
ditus, in myth, son of Hermes (Mercury) and
Aphrodite (Venus); according to the legend,
he became united in one body with the nymph
Salmacis while bathing in her fountain ;

< 'Epp/f ,

Hermes, +
'A^poSirr/, Aphrodite.] I. n. 1. A

human being in whom the sexual characteris-
tics of both sexes are to some extent, really or

apparently, combined; also, one of the higher
animals which is similarly deformed. Such mon-
strosities are really of one sex or the other, but are gener-
ally imperfectly developed with respect to either. They
are hence specifically called spurious hermaphrodites.

Nor man nor woman, scarce hermaphrodite.
Drayton, Moon Calf.

2. One of those lower animals which normally
possess the parts of generation of both the male
and the female, so that reproduction can take
place without the union of two individuals.
Such animals are called true hermaphrodites. They are
those which have both an ovary and a testis, or a female
and a male genital gland, in one and the same individual,
as is very often the case among mollusks and worms. The
essential organs of both sexes may exist simultaneously, or
the animal may be male at one time and female at another

;

but in either case it is capable of self-impregnation. A
variation of this case is seen in some animals, as earth-
worms, which are hermaphroditic yet copulate, each im-
pregnating the other. True hermaphrodites occur only
as an anomaly among vertebrates, but there are authentic
instances of the development of a testis on one side of the
body and an ovary on the other ; and embryoloRiciilly nil

sexual animals are hermaphrodites before the primitively
similar genital gland has assumed the special characters
of either sex.

3. In bot., a flower that contains both the
stamen and the pistil perfectly developed, or
the male and female organs of generation,
within the same floral envelop or on the same
receptacle. Sec jierfect.

II. n. Same as hermaphroditic Hermaphro-
dite brig, flower, gland, etc. See the nouns.
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hermaphroditic (her-maf-ro-dit'ik), a. [< hfr-

iiiii/ilii'iiilitc 4- -ic.] Affected with or pertaining
to hermaphroditism ; having the character of a

hermaphrodite ; being of both sexes.

Look on me, and with all thine eyes,
Male, female, yea, hermaphroditic eyes.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, 1. 1.

hermaphroditical (her-maf-ro-dit'i-kal), a.

[< hermaphroditic + -a/.] Same as hermaphro-
tlilic.

Cry down, or up, what they like or dislike in a brain or
a fashion, with most masculine, or rather hermaphroditi-
cal authority. B. Jonson, Epicccne, i. 1.

hermaphroditically (her-maf-ro-dit'i-kal-i),
adv. As a hermaphrodite.
hermaphroditism (her-maf'ro-dl-tizm), re. [=
Sp. hermafroditismo = Pg. hermaphroditismo ;

as hermaphrodite + -ism.'] The state of being a

hermaphrodite ; union, real or apparent, of the
two sexes in the same individual. Also her-

maphrodism.
Many Turbellarians, especially the Accela, display the

phenomenon known as " successive hermaphroditism," the
male organs of an individual attain to maturity first, and
the female organs become

ripe subsequently. During
copulation, therefore, one individual is physiologically a
male and the other a female. E-ncyc. Brit., XIX. 174.

True hermaphroditium exists only when the essential

organs of reproduction, both kinds of germ-glands, are
united in one individual. Either an ovary is then devel-

oped on the right and a testis on the left, or vice versa
;

or testes and ovaries are developed on both sides, one
more, the other less perfectly.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 423.

Dimidiate hermaphroditism, true hermaphroditism
of the kind which consists in the development of a testis
on one side of the body and an ovary on the other, in ani-
mals which are normally of opposite sexes. This condi-
tion has been not infrequently observed.

Hennas (her'mas), . [NL.] A genus of dico-

tyledonous polypetalous plants, founded by the

younger Linnaeus in 1781, belonging to the nat-
ural order Umbelliferce, tribe MuKnece, charac-
terized by its conspicuous petaloid calyx-lobes,
filiform petals, and dorsally compressed fruit.
The genus embraces 5 species of perennial cespitose herbs,
with radical undivided leaves and crowded compound um-
bels of white or dark-purple flowers, natives of the Cape
of Good Hope. The epidermis of the leaves of H. gigantea,
separated from the veins and midrib, is used by the Hot-
tentots as a tinder, and is also made into miniature socks,
gloves, etc.

hermelet, A Middle English form of hair-
meal. Chaucer.

hermelinet, n. Same as ermine.

hermeneut (her'me-nut), n. [< Gr. epfit/vevrfc
an interpreter, < tpjaivtveiv, interpret, (.

veiif, an interpreter, usually referred to',
Hermes, as the tutelary god of skill, the arts

andsciences, speech, writing, etc.: see Hermes.]
An interpreter; one who explains; an exegete ;

specifically, one of the hermeneutse. [Bare.]
hermeneutae (her-me-nu^te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

epurfvcvrai, pi. of epfiyvevrfa : seehermeneut.] In-

terpreters employed in the early church to trans-
late the service into the language of the wor-
shipers, when the language used by the minis-
trant was different from that of his hearers.
hermeneutic (her-me-mi'tik), a. [< Gr. ipuri-

veirriKvf, of or for interpreting, < ep^rivevTrjf,
an interpreter: see hermeneut.'] Of

, pertaining
to, or of the nature of interpretation or exege-
sis; explanatory; exegetical: as, hermeneutic

theology (that is, the art of expounding the

Scriptures).

hermeneutically (her-me-nu'ti-kal-i), adv. By
interpretation or exegesis; according to the
established principles of interpretation.
hermeneutics (her-me-nu'tiks), n. [PI. of her-

meneutic : see -ics. Ci. Gr. cp/frfvevrtK^ (sc. rijfyn,

art), hermeneutics.] The art or science of in-

terpretation or exegesis; also, the study of or
instruction in the principles of exegesis: as, a

professor of hermeneutics.

We have to deplore that the Held of sacred hermeneutics
has lately too often been made an arena of fierce fightings
and uncharitable disputations. Dr. C. Wordsworth.

No legend, no allegory, no nursery rhyme, is safe from
the hermeneutics of a thoroughgoing mythologic theorist.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 287.

Biblical hermeneutics, that branch of theological sci-

ence which treats of the principles of the interpretation
of Scripture.

hermeneutist (her-me-nu'tist), . [< herme-
neut-ic + -is*.] One versed in hermeneutics;
an expounder of the principles of interpreta-
tion.

Hermes (her'mez), n. [Gr. 'Ep/t'K, Doric 'T&p-

uaf, contr. of 'Kpueaf, Epic ''Ep/ieiaf, the mes-
senger of the gods ; a deity of varied attributes,
some of which connect him with the etymologi-
cally identical Skt. Sdrameya, in the dual, two

Hermetic

dogs (having, among other epithets, that of
carvara. spotted, = Gr. Kfy/?spof, L. Cerberus,
q. v.) who guarded the

way to the abode of the

dead, and also acted as

messengers of Yama,
< Sarama, a messenger
of Indra, 4- -eya, a suffix

of relation or descent.]
1. In Gr. myth., the
herald and messenger
of the gods, protector
of herdsmen, god of

science, commerce, in-

vention, and the arts
of life, and patron of
travelers and rogues,
son of Zeus (Jupiter)
and Maia, born on
Mount Cyllene in Ar-
cadia. He was the guide
(psychopompos) of the Hermes, from an Ampulian
Suatm n< Hut rlcnrl tn tVi1r crater, end of the 4th centuryshades of tne dead to their Bc (From " Monument! delf
final abode. In art he is institute," iv.)

represented as a vigorous
youth, beardless after the archaic period, and usually but
slightly draped, with caduceus. petasus, and talaria as
attributes. The Roman Mercury, a god of much more
material and sordid character, became identified with Her-
mes. See the cut of Hermes of Praxiteles, under Greek, a.

The basest horn of his hoof is more musical than the
pipe of Hermes. Shak., Hen. V., ill. 7.

That rnoly,
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave.

Milton, Comus, 1. 637.

2. [1. c. ; pi. hernias (-me).] In Gr. antiq., a
head or bust supported upon a quadrangular

base, which
corresponds
roughly inmass
to the absent

body, and often
bears in front a

phallus as an
indication of
the sex. Thebust
was often double-
faced, as if repre-
senting two indi-
viduals back to
back. These mon-
uments were so
called because the

god Hermes was
frequently so rep-
resented. Such
statues of himwere
placed at the doors
of houses in Ath-
ens, and at the cor-

ners of streets, in his character as tutelary divinity of high-
ways and boundaries, in gymnasia, and in other public
places. The hernia? were held in great reverence as guard-
ing or symbolizing many of the common interests of life.

Compare ftaine.

3. The Egyptian god Thoth, as identified with
the Greek Hermes Hermes Trismeglstus [Or.

'Ep/ivjs Tpi's neyuTTos, L. Hemnex Tritnaximus, 'thrice-

greatest Hermes'], a name of the Egyptian god Thoth,
under which many Greek works (forty-two according to
Clement of Alexandria) were ascribed to him in the second
century A. D. (See Hermetic, 2.) The Egyptians called
Thoth "twice greatest," and the Greek writers of these
books called him " thrice greatest."

Hermesian (her-me'si-an), a. [< Hermes (see
def.) + -tan.] Pertaining to Georg .Hermes.
See Hermesianism.
Hermesianism (her-me'si-an-izm), n. [< Her-
mesian + -ism.'] In Bom. Cath. theo!., a ration-

alizing theory of the relation of reason to faith,

propounded by Georg Hermes (1775-1831), a
GermanRoman Catholic theologian ,

and accept-
ed by many German Catholics, but condemned
after his death by the Holy See.
Hermetic (her-met'ik), a. [< ML. Hermeticvs,
relating to Hermes or to alchemy or chemistry,
< Hermes, Hermes, with reference to Hermes
Trismegistus, regarded as the author of occult

sciences, and esp. of alchemy (philosopliia her-

metica) : see Hermes, and Hermes Trismegistus,
under Hermes.] 1. Of or pertaining to Hermes.

2. [cap. or I. c.] Pertaining to Hermes Tris-

megistus, or to the theosophy, cosmogony, and
later alchemy and astrology associated with
his name; alchemic. Thoth, the Egyptian Hermes,
was supposed to have written certain sacred books of the
Egyptian priests, which treated of the doctrine and ritual
of religion and various natural sciences. In the second
century after Christ, these true Hermetic bookshaving been
forgotten (for they were always kept secret), other books
appeared, containing a jumble of incongruous theosophical
and philosophical ideas, bearing the name of Hermes Tris-

megistus as their author, and assumed to be the ancient
sacred books of Egypt. They were doubtless written by
Alexandrian Xeo-Platonists. To them were added al-
chemical and astrological books attributed to the same
author.

Double Hermes, in Central Museum, Athens.



Hermetic
Their seals, their characters, hermetic rings.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixii.

Among the numerous students of hermetick philosophy,
not one appears to have desisted from the task of trans-

mutation from conviction of its impossibility, but from
weariness of toil or impatience of delay, a broken body
or exhausted fortune. Rambler, No. 63.

It is well known that I have approached more nearly to

projection than any other hermetic artist who now lives.

Scott, Kenilworth, xvlii.

In solitude and utter silence did the disciples of the
Hermetic Philosophy toil from day to day, from night to

night. Longfellow, Hyperion, UL

8. [I. c.] Of or pertaining to a hermes: as, a
hermetic column Hermetic art, alchemy; chemis-

try.

The dream of the philosopher's stone induces dupes,
under the more plausible delusions of the hermetic art, to

neglect all rational means of improving their fortunes.
Burke.

Hermetic column, a column terminated by the head and
shoulders of a man ; a hermes. Hermetic medicine, an
old system of medicine, founded upon chemical doctrines ;

spagyric medicine. Hermetic seal,an alchemicorchem-
ical seal

;
an air-tight closure of a vessel effected by fusion,

soldering, or welding.
Not nature, but grace and glory, with an hermetic seal,

give us a new signature.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X II. 67.

Hermetical (her-met'i-kal), a. [< Hermetic +
-al.~\ Same as Hermetic.

And what the hermetieal philosophy saith of God is in

a sense verifiable of the thus ennobled soul, that its cen-
tre is every where, but its circumference no where.

Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, \ xiv.

hermetically (her-met'i-kal-i), adv. 1. Ac-

cording to the Hermetic books ; agreeably with
Hermetic philosophy; esoterically ; secretly.
2. In a hermetic manner ; chemically ; specifi-

cally, by means of fusion : as, a vessel hermeti-

cally sealed or closed.

This little tube was open at one end, and the other . . .

was hermetically sealed. Boyle, Works, I. 21.

hermetics (her-met'iks), n. [PI. of hermetic:

see -ics.] Hermetic philosophy; the body of

doctrine contained in the Hermetic books
;
se-

cret science; esoterism: a term popularly con-
founded with alchemy, and conceived to indi-

cate the art of manipulating salt, sulphur, and

mercury in some incomprehensible manner
whereby the philosopher's stone might be pro-
duced.
Herminia (her-min'i-a), . [NL. (Latreille,

1802), < L. Herminia, fern'. otHerminius, a Roman
name.] The typical genus of moths of the fam-

ily Herminiidce, haying slender, not pilous, pal-

pi, with the third joint much shorter than the
second. There are many species in all quarters
of the globe.
Herminiidae (her-mi-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Herminia + -idre. ] A family ofgeometrid moths,
taking name from the genus Herminia, having
the wings not angulate, and the front not promi-
nent. There are upward of 60 genera. Some
of the species are known as snout-moths. Also
written Herminida, HerminidcE.

Herminium (her-min'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753), < Gr. ep/jic; or epftiv, a bedpost, < epua, a

prop, support.] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants, belonging to the natural order Orcliidece,

tribe Oplirydece. Its distinguishing features are its

spnrless lip, very short column, erect emarginate anther,
naked glands to the pollinia, and oblong erect capsule.
The genus consists of 6 species of low slender herbs, with

few, generally narrow, leaves and small flowers, densely
racemed or spiked, growing in the temperate and moun-
tainous regions of Europe and Asia. a. Monorchit is the
musk-orchis of Europe. It has a slender stem 3 to 6 inches

high, and yellowish-green flowers in a terminal spike.

hermit (her'mit), n. [The form heremite, more
correctly eremite, as now pronounced, is directly
from the LL. eremita, ML. improp. heremita(see
eremite) ;

the form hermit is old, < ME. hermite,

heremite, eremite, < OF. hermite, ermite, termite,
F. ermite, hermite = Pr. ermita = Sp. Pg. ere-

mita = It. eremita, romito (cf. OF. hermitain =
Pr. hermitan = Sp. ermitano = Pg. ermitao, <

ML. eremitanus), < LL. eremita, ML. often im-

prop. heremita, < Gr. tprifdrrK, a hermit, prop,
adj., of the desert, < cprifiia, a solitude, desert,

wilderness, (. kprjfiof, desolate, lonely, solitary,
akin to qpe/ia, quietly, gently, softly, Goth, rimis,

rest, quiet, Skt. -J ram, stop, rest, be content.]
1. One who dwells alone, or with but few com-
panions, in a desert or other solitary place, for

religious meditation, or from a desire to avoid

society. See anchoret.

The most perfect hermits are supposed to have passed
many days without food, many nights without sleep, and
many years without speaking.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xxxvii.

2f. A beadsman; one bound to pray for an-
other.
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In thy dumb action I will be as perfect
As begging turmitt in their holy prayers.

Shale., Tit. And., UL 2.

For those of old,
And the late dignities heap'd up to them,
We rest your hermits. Shak., Macbeth, i. (!.

3. In 2067., one of sundry animals of solitary
or secluded habits. See the compounds.
The house-hunting adventures of the hermits [hermit-

crabs] have been so frequently described that a repetition
is useless. Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 894.

False hermit. See/atee.=Syn. 1. Monk (see anchoret),

ascetic, solitary.

hermitage (her'mi-taj), n. [< ME. hermitage,

heremytage, eremitage,<. OF. hermitage, ermitage,
F. ermitage, hermitage (= Pr. ermitatge = Pg.
eremitagem = It. eremitaggio, romitaggio), < her-

mite, ermite, a hermit: see hermit.'] 1. The
habitation of a hermit or of a company of her-

mits ; a hermit's cell or hut, usually in a desert

or solitary place ; hence, any secluded habita-

tion.
A litle lowly Hermitage it was,

Downe in a dale, hard by a forests side.

Spenser, F. Q., 1. 1. 34.

A court does some man no harm, when another finds

temptation in a hermitage. Donne, Sermons, xxix.

A chapel, and thereby
A holy hermit in a hermitage.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. [cop.] A French wine produced from vine-

yards on the sides of a hill rising from the river

Rhone near Valence, in the department of

Drdme : so called from a hermitage which an-

ciently existed there. The red Hermitage is the
most celebrated and most abundant; very little of the
white Hermitage is made, and still less of the straw-col-

ored or patile. Also Ermitage.
Two more [drops] of the same kind heightened it into

a perfect Languedoc ; from thence it passed into a florid

Hermitage. Additon, Tatler, No. 131.

hermitary (her'mi-ta-ri), .; pi. hermitaries

(-riz). [' hermit + -ary
1

. Ct.ML.heremitarius,

n., a hermit, < heremita, eremita, a hermit.] A
hermit's cell annexed to an abbey ;

a hermitage.
hermit-bird (her'mit-bferd), K. 1. A humming-
bird of the genus Phaethornis, as the Cayenne
hermit-bird, P. superciliosus. 2. A South
American barbet or puff-bird of the genus Mo-
nasa; a nun-bird. There are several species.
hermit-crab (her'mit-krab'), re. A crab of the

family Paguridte (which see). This crab has nei-

ther a long hard tail like a shrimp or crawfish, nor yet a
short one doubled underneath like ordinary crabs, but a
soft fleshy one requiring to be covered and protected. To
this end it takes possession of and occupies a cast-off shell

of some univalve mollusk, such as a periwinkle or a small
whelk. The crab backs into the shell, inserting the ten-
der abdomen in the spire, and filling the aperture of the
shell with his claws and other hard parts, thus guarding
his otherwise unprotected and vulnerable rear. In mov-
ing about, the crab carries his house with him, like a snail

with his shell on his back, and quits it for another only
when he outgrows it. In many cases sea-anemones grow
on the shell, the triple association furnishing an excellent

example of commensalism. (See cut under cancrisocial.)
There are several genera and numerous species of hermit-
crabs ; the commonest belong to Pagurut and Eupagu-
rus. (See cut under Eupagurus.) The Diogenes crab, a

species of Cenobita, belongs here. The most common her-
mit-crab on the Atlantic coast of the United States Is the
short-armed hermit, Eupagurus pollicaris, attaining a

large size and inhabiting the shells of such mollusks as

Pyrvla and Natica. It is called by the fishermen jack-
in-the-box, thief, and stone-lobster, and is believed by some
to turn into a lobster.

hermit-crow (her'mit-kro'), n. The chough,
Fregilus or Pyrrhocorax graculus. See cut un-
der chough.
hermitess (her'mi-tes), n. [< hermit + -tss.

Cf. equiv. OF. hermitresse."] A female hermit.

The violet is truly the hermitess of flowers.
Parthenia Sacra (1633), p. 38.

hermitical (her-mit'i-kal), a. [< hermit + -ic-

al. Cf. heremitical, eremitical.] Pertaining or
suited to a hermit or to retired life

;
eremitical

(the more common word).
You describe so well your hermitical state of life that

none of your ancient anchorites could go beyond you, for a
cave in the rock, with a fine spring, or any of the accom-
modations that befit a solitary. Pope, to E. Blount, xi.

hermit-thrush (her'mit-thrush'), n. A very
common true thrush of North America, found
in nearly all parts of the continent. It is about
7 J inches long, olive above shading into rufous on the tail,

white below tinged with pale tawny, and profusely spotted
on the breast with dark brown. It is a shy and secluded
inhabitant of woodland and undergrowth, migratory and
insectivorous, and a fine songster. It nests on the ground,
laying 4 or 5 pale-bluish eggs. There are several varieties
of the hermit-thrush, giving rise to a number of technical

names, among which Turdus pallasi, T. nanits, and T.

unalascce aremostfrequently used. See cut in nextcolumn.

hermit-warbler (her'mit-war'bler), n. The
western warbler, Dendreeca occidentalis, one of

several relatives of the common black-throated

green warbler (D. wrens) of the United States.
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Hermit-thrush (Turdta pallasfi.

It is 6 inches long, 7j in extent of wings, ashy-gray above

tinged with olive and streaked with black, the top and sides

of the head rich yellow marked with black, the throat and
breast black, ending in a convex border sharply contrasted
with the white of the other under parts. It is found from
the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific.

hermodactyl (her-mo-dak'til), n. [< LGr. {p-

fiotiditrvtos, a plant identified by some with CoZ-

chicum autumnale, by others with Iris tuberosa;
lit. 'Hermes's finger,' < 'Ep/jff, Hermes, + <5<4-

fcrt)?.of, finger.] In phar., a dried bulbous root,

probably obtained from Colchicum variegatum or

checker-flower, formerly brought from Turkey
in considerable quantities, and much esteemed
as a cathartic, but now entirely discarded.

Hermogenean (her-mo-je'ne-an), a. and n. [<
L. Hermogenes, < Gr. 'Ep/toyfviji; , Hermogenes (<

'Ep/if/f, Hermes, 4- -ynw, -bom), + -e-an.~] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Hermogenes orhis doctrines.
See II.

II. n. A follower of Hermogenes, who lived

near the close of the second century, and who
held matter to be eternal and the source of all

evil, but in other respects was an orthodox
Christian.

Hermogenian (her-mo-je'ni-an), a. and . [<
LL. Hermogenianus, a', and n.J < L. Hermogenes,
< Gr. 'Epuoyevric, Hermogenes: see Hermoge-
nean.'] I. a. 1. Same as Hermogenean. 2.

Of or pertaining to Hermogenianus, a noted
Roman jurist who lived in the fourth century,
the writer of several works on jurisprudence,
and the reputed compiler of the "Codex Her-

mogenianus," or Hermogenian code. See code.

The Gregorian and Hermogenian Codes were arranged
upon a different principle.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 367.

II. n. Same as Hermogenean.
hern 1

t (hern), n. [< ME. herne, hyrne,<.A.S. hyrne,
a corner, < horn, a horn, a projecting point. Cf.

corner, ult. < L. cornu= AS. E. horn.'] A corner.

As yonge clerkes . . .

Seken in every halke and every herne
Particuler sciences for to lerne.

Chaiiaer, Franklin's Tale, L 398.

The stone thatwos reprovyd
Of men that were biggand,

In the hede of the hirne
Is now made liggande.
MS. Cantab, ft. v. 48, f. 91. (Hattiwell.)

hern2 (htoni),j>ron. [E. dial., < her + -n, adj.
formative. Cf. hisn.~] Hers. [Prov. Eng. and
U.S.]

His heart kep' goin' pity-pat,
But hern went pity Zekle.

Lowell, The Conrtin'.

hern3 (hern), n. [< ME. hern, herne, contr. of her-

oun, heiron, heron : see heron.] Same as heron.

I come from haunts of coot and hern.

Tennyson, The Brook.

hern4t, n. An obsolete form of harn.

hern5 (hern), n. [Cornish.] The pilchard.
Also hernan.

Hernandia (her-nan'di-ii), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
1753), after Dr. Hernandez, a Spanish botanist.

The Sp. proper name Hernandez, Hernando,
formerly Fernandez, Fernando, F. Ferdinand,
G. Ferdinand, is of

OHG. origin.] A
genus of apetalous
plants, belonging to

the natural order

Laurinew, tribe Her-

nandie<f, character-
ized by its laterally
dehiscent anthers,
stamens as many as
the 6-8 segments of

the perianth and op-
posite them, and 1-

Celled OVary With Jack-ln-a-boi (Hernandia
a j_. S0rtwa).

broad stigma. The
genus includes 6 or 8 species of trees with moncecious

yellowish flowers, 3 in an involucre, the central one sessile
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and fertile, and the lateral ones staminate with short

pedicels. The leaves are alternate, entire, ovate or pel-

tate, and the drnpe is inclosed in the enlarged involucre.
The plants grow in the tropical regions of both hemi-

spheres. //. Sonora, or jack-in-a-box, is so called from the
noise made by the wind whistling through its persistent
involucels. The juice of the leaves is a powerful depila-

tory, destroying the hair without pain wherever it is ap-
plied. The wood is light ; that of II. Ouianensis takes
tire readily from a Hint and steel, and is used in the same
way as amadou.

Hernandiaceae (her-nan-di-a'se-e), . pi. [NL.,
< Hernandia + -aceee.] A natural order of

plants, typified by the geims^Hcrnandin, estab-

lished by Endlicher in 1836 : now synonymous
with Laurinece.

Hernandieae (her-uan-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hernandia + -eee.] A division of apetalous
plants, made by Lindley (1847) a tribe of the

Tliymeleacece with Hernandia as the type, and by
others a tribe of the Laurinew embracing the

single genus Hernandia.

hernant-seed8(her'nant-sedz),i. j>Z. The seeds
of Hernandia ovigerajused. in dyeing. [Trade-
name.]
hernepant, n. See harn-pan.
hernert (her'ner), n. [Early mod. E. also hear-

nnr; contr. of heroner, as hern3 of heron: see

heroner.'] Same as heroner. Cotgrave.
hernia (her'ni-a), . [= F. hernie = Pr. Sp. Pg.
hernia = It. eriiia, < L. hernia, a rupture, her-

nia.] In surg., a tumor formed by the dis-

placement and protrusion of a part which has

escaped from its natural cavity by some aper-
ture, and projects externally; rupture: as, her-

nia of the brain, of the thorax, or of the ab-
domen. Hernia of the abdomen, the most common
form, consists of the protrusion of some part of the viscera

through a natural or an accidental aperture in the inner
wall of the abdomen, the external skin generally remain-

ing unbroken. It is named specifically from its situation.

Cerebral hernia, protrusion of the brain through an
opening in the cranial walls. Crural hernia. Same as

femoral hernia. Femoral hernia, a hernia descending
beside the femoral vessels. Also called crural hernia.

Inguinal hernia, a hernia of the intestine or omentum
which descends through the inguinal canal. Lumbar
hernia, a hernia in the loins or lumbar region. Oblique
inguinal hernia, a hernia whose course is that of the

spermatic cord, through the inguinal canal : opposed to
direct inguinal hernia. Phrenic hernia, a hernia pro-
jecting through the diaphragm into one of the pleural
cavities. Strangulated hernia, a hernia so tightly
compressed in some part of the channel through which
it has been protruded as not to be reducible by ordinary
means, as by the application of pressure, and to interfere
with the circulation in the protruded part. Umbilical
hernia, hernia of the intestine at the navel ; exomphalos.
hernia! (her'ni-al), . [= OF. hernial; as her-

nia + -al.~\ Pertaining to or connected with
hernia. Also hernious.

Herniaria (her-ni-a'ri-ji), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), < L. hernia, hernia: see hernia and def.J
A genus of small prostrate plants, belonging to
the tribe Paronychieat of the natural order Ille-

cebracea:. It is chiefly distinguished by its 5-cleft peri-
anth, short style with 2 stigmas, annular embryo, and in-

ferior radicle. The genus includes 8 or 10 species of annual
or perennial herbs, with small entire leaves, scarious stip-

ules, and minute green flowers, crowded in the axils. They
are natives of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and were former-

ly supposed to be useful in the cure of hernia ; hence the

generic name and the common name rupturewort.
herniated (her'ni-a-ted), a. [< hernia + -ate\
+ -erf2.] Affected with hernia; enveloped in
a hernial sac.

In another class of cases the herniated loop becomes
fixed to the abdominal wall by adhesions after reduction.

N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 304.

hernioid (her'ni-pid),
a. [< hernia + -oid.~\

Resembling hernia.

In this place may be mentioned the curious and some-
times puzzling hernioid protrusions to be met with in
some plants. Bessey, Botany, p. 29.

herniplogy (her-ni-ol'o-ji), n. [< L. hernia,

hernia, + Gr. -/loyi'a,< Aeyeiv, speak: see -ology.]
1. That branch of surgery which treats of rup-
tures. 2. A treatise on ruptures.
herniotomy (her-ni-ot'o-mi), . [< L. hernia,
hernia, + Gr. TO/JJ/, a cutting, < TC/IVCIV, rafieiv,

cut.] In surg., the operation of cutting for her-

nia; celotomy.
hernious (her'ni-us), a. [< hernia + -OH*.]
Same as heniinl.

hernsewt (hern'su), n. [Early mod. E. also

hearnsewe, hcrnsue; a contr. of heronsew, q. v.
Cf. hernshaw2.] Same as heronsew. [Prov.
Eng.]

Leaving me to stalk here, . . .

Like a tame her'nshew for you.
It. Jonson, Staple of News, i. 1.

hernshawH (hern'sha), n. [< 7im(3 -I- shaw.]
A shaw or wood in which herons breed; a

heronry.
Haironnier [F.], a heron's nest or ayrie; a herneshaw,

or shaw or wood wherein herons breed. Cotgrave.
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hernshaw2 (hern'sha), n. [Formerly also hcni-

H/n-ir, a contr. of licrnnxhinr; a var. of liernm-ir.

lifroiisew (appar. not by association with hern-

.s7m-l, a heronry, which appears to be later):
see heronsew.^ If. A heron; a heronsew.

As when a cast of Faulcons make their tllght,
At an Herneshaw, that lyes aloft on wing.

Spenser, F. IJ., VI. vil. 9.

2. In her., the representation of a heron, crane,
or stork (all appearing alike) TO know a hawk
from a hernshaw. See under hand-saw.

hero (he'ro), ?(.
; pi. heroes (-roz). [< OF. heroe,

F. heros = Sp. heroe = Pg. heroe = It. eroe, < L.

heros, ace. heroem, < Gr. fjpuc, a hero, usually a

warrior, but in Homer a comprehensive term,
and orig. applied to any freeman, being appar.= Skt. vira, a man, a hero, = L. vir, a man, =
Goth, wair = A S. wer, a man : see wergild, wer-

wolf.'] 1. In classical myth., a superior being,
distinguished from ordinary men chiefly by
greater physical strength, courage, and abil-

ity, at the time of the Homeric poems still re-

garded as mortal, but from the time of Hesiod
(about the eighth century B. c.) regarded as in-

termediate in nature between gods and men (a

demigod), and immortal. Except in the case of Her-
cules, the Greek cult of heroes was essentially local, each
country, region, or even town holding its own in especial
honor. Thus Theseus was the national hero of Attica,
Ajax was especially honored in Salamis, Amphiaraus at
Orchomenus; while Lycurgus became a hero in Sparta,
and Hesiod himself in Bceotia. The ancient veneration of
heroes was to some extent parallel with that now paid to
the saints of Christianity.

Kings and queens, and heroes old,
Such as the wise Demodocus once told
In solemn songs at King Alcinous' feast.

Milton, Vac. Ex., 1. 47.

2. A man of distinguished valor, intrepidity,
or enterprise in danger ;

a prominent or central

personage in any remarkable action or event
;

one who exhibits extraordinary courage, firm-

ness, fortitude, or intellectual greatness in any
course of action.

Behold Achilles' promise fully paid,
Twelve Trojan heroes offer'd to thy shade.

Pope, Iliad, xxiii.

It would not do to have too many heroes and saints. An
army made up wholly of generals would win no battles.

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 38.

3. The principal male personage in a poem,
play, or story, or the person who has the chief

place and share in the transactions related, as
Achilles in the Iliad, Odysseus (Ulysses) in the

Odyssey, JDneas in the JSneid.
The shining quality of an epic hero, his magnanimity,

his constancy, his patience, his piety, . . . raises first our
admiration. Dryden, Mneid, Ded.

Why not a summer's as a winter's tale? . . .

Heroic if you will, or what you will,
Or be yourself your hero. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

4. A person regarded as heroic
;
one invested

by opinion with heroic qualities.
The war was a popular one, and as a natural conse-

quence, soldiers and sailors were heroes everywhere.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xli.

No one is a hero to his valet. Proverb.

heroa, n. Plural of heroum, heroon.

heroarchy (he'ro-ar-ki), n. ; pi. heroarchies

(-kiz). [\ Gr. >'/puf, a hero, + npxi, rule, < ap%eiv,

rule.] See the extract.

All dignities of rank, on which human association rests,
are what we may call a Heroarchy (Government of He-
roes) or a Hierarchy, for it is "sacred" enough withal !

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Worship, i.

Herodiae (he-ro'di-e), re. pi. [NL., fern, pi.]
Same as Herodii, 2. Nitzsch.

Herodian '

(he-ro'di-an), a. and n. [< LL. Hero-

dianus, < Herodes, < Gr. 'Hp<ioVf, Herod, < rjpuf,

a hero, + -oV, patronymic suffix.] I. a. Per-

taining to Herod the Great, king of the Jews,
or to the family of Herod or its partizans.
We are no advocates of that Herodian policy which pro-

fanely and sacrilegiously would subject the things of God
to the will of Caesar.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 172.

II. n. A member of a party among the Jews
in the time of Christ and the apostles, adher-
ents of the family of Herod. The Herodians con-
stituted a political party rather than a religions sect.

Some writers suppose that they were for the most part
Sadducees in religion.

The Herodians appear as supporters of the claim of the
Roman Emperors to receive tribute-money from the Jews.

H. B. Hackett, Smith's Bible Diet., p. 1054.

herodian2 (he-ro'di-an), n. One of the Herodii
or Herodiones.

Herodias (he-ro'di-as), re. [NL., also written
Herodius (LL. herodius) and prop. Erodius, <

Gr. cpu6i6(, a heron: see Ardea.] A genus of

large white herons or egrets. H. egretta is the great
white egret of North America, H. alba is the correspond-
ing European form. See cut under egret.

heroic

Herodii (he-ro'di-I), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Hero-
fliiis.] 1. In the broadest sense, same as He-
rodiones or I't'luri/o>nor)>liti'. 2. In a more re-

stricted sense, the heron series of altricial gral-
latorial birds: a suborder or superfamily ex-

cluding storks and ibises. The leading family
is Ardeida: Also Herodice.

Herodiones (he-ro-di-6'nez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of LL. herodio(n-), also herodiua, a bird, per-
haps the stork, < Gr. c/iaotof, a heron : see

Herodias."] An order of birds, the altricial

desmognathous grallatores, or herons, storks,
ibises, spoonbills, and their allies, correspond-
ing to Herodii in a broad sense, or to Pelargo-
morphce. In some uses of the name certain incongru-
ous forms have been included, but are now eliminated.
The Cultriroslren and the Grallatores of some authors are

correspondent groups. The Herodiones are divisible into
three suborders, linden, Pelargi, and Herodii.

The group here noted [Herodiones] corresponds to the
Pelargomorphse of Huxley, the Ciconiiformes of Garrod
(minus Cathartidse), the Grallatores altinares of Sunde-
vall, and includes the Herodite, Pelargi, and Hemiglot-
tides of Nitzsch respectively the Heron series, the Stork
series, and the series of Ibises and Spoonbills.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 648.

herodionine (he-ro-di-o'nin), a. [< Herodion-es
+ -inel.] Of or pertaining to the Herodiones;
heron-like

; ardeine, in a broad sense.

Herodius (he-ro'di-us), n. [NL.] Same as He-
rodias.

Herodotean (he-rod-o-te'an), a. [< Herodotus
+ -e-an.] Pertaining to, characteristic of. or
in the style of Herodotus, a Greek historian
of the fifth century B. c., called the "father
of history."

Roger of Hoveden is quite Herodotean both in the faith-
fulness of his personal relations and in the wish to incor-

porate in his chronicle all that he can gather touching
the geography and history of strange lands.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 148.

heroesst (he'ro-es), n. [< hero + -ess. Cf. Gr.

i/puiaaa, contr. 7/puaaa, fern, of ijpuc,, hero: see

hero.'] A female hero; a heroine.

But all th' heroesses in Pluto's house,
That then encounter'd me, exceeds my might
To name or number. Chairman, Odyssey, xi.

heroic (he-ro'ik), a. and re. [Formerly heroick ;
= F. heroique = Sp. heroico = Pg. heroico = It.

eroico, < L. heroicus, < Gr. ijpui/cdf, of or for a
hero, < rjpuf, a hero: see hero."] I. a. 1. Hav-
ing or displaying the character or attributes of
a hero; daring; intrepid; determined: as, a
heroic warrior or explorer.

He [Henry IV.]
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree,
Being but fourth of that heroic line.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 6.

The Heroic Sufferer for principle and generous affection
wins the love of all uncorruptea hearts.

Chanmng, Perfect Life, p. 179.

2. Of or pertaining to heroes
;
suitable to the

character of a hero
; bold, daring, noble, or

commanding in proportions, form, or quality:
as, a heroic statue or monument

;
a heroic poem

or symphony; a heroic enterprise ; specifically,
in art, larger than life: said of a statue, or a

figure in a picture. See heroic size, below.
Goe on both hand in hand, Nations, never to be dis-

united ;
be the Praise and the Heroick Song of all Posterity.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

An heroic poem, truly such, is the greatest work which
the soul of man is capable to perform.

Dryden, JSneid, Ded.

I would have every thing to be esteemed as heroic which
is great and uncommon in the circumstances of the man
who performs it. Steele, Tatler, No. 202.

While the golden lyre
Is ever sounding in heroic ears
Heroic hymns. Tennyson, Tiresias.

3. Having recourse to extreme measures;
boldly experimental ; daring ;

rash : as, heroic
treatment.
Here again an improvement on the heroic practice of

Alva and Romero. Motley, United Netherlands, III. 456.

Heroic age, in Or. hist, or myth., the age when the he-
roes are supposed to have lived, a semi-mythical period
preceding that which is truly historic. See hero, 1. He-
roic size, in the fine arts, any size larger than life : usu-

ally taken as a size intermediate between that of life and
the colossal : as, a statue of heroic size. Heroic verse,
a form of verse adapted to the treatment of heroic or ex-

alted themes : in classical poetry, the hexameter ; in Eng-
lish, as also in German and Italian, the iambic of ten syl-

lables; and in French, the Alexandrian (which see). The
following is an example of English heroic verse :

Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring
Of woes unnumbered, heavenly goddess, sing t

Pope, Iliad, i. 1.

= Syn. Gallant, Valiant, etc. (see brave), daring, fearless,
dauntless.

II. n. If. A hero.

Many other particular circumstances of his [Homer's]
gods assisting the ancient heroics might justly breed of-

fence to any serious reader. JacLton.
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2. A heroic verse : most frequently used in the

plural, sometimes sarcastically in the sense of

bombast, or extravagant expressions of admi-
ration or praise: as, to go into heroics over a

picture.
Tom Otway came next, Tom Shadwell's dear Zany,
And swears for heroics, he writes best of any.

Rochester, Trial of Poets for the Bays.

heroical (he-ro'i-kal), a. [< heroic + -/.]
Same as heroic. [Bare.]
Tho' heroual be properly understood of demi-gods, as

of Hercules and ^Eneas, whose parents were said to be,
the one celestiall, the other mortal, yet it is also trans-
ferred to them who for their greatness of mind came near
to God.

Drayton, England's Heroical Epistles, To the Reader.

Many noble gentlemen and heroical spirits were to ven-
ture their honours, lives and fortunes.

S. Peeke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 628).

heroically (he-ro'i-kal-i), adv. In a heroic
manner

;
with signal valor or fortitude

;
cou-

rageously; intrepidly; audaciously: as, the wall
was heroically defended.
He [Lord Craven] and the Duke of Albemarle (the noted

Monk) heroically stayed in town during the dreadful pesti-
lence. Pennant, London, p. 214.

The garden bloomed and faded ten times over before
Miss Manners found herself to be forty-six years old,
which she heroically acknowledged one fine day to the
census-taker. B. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 42.

heroicalness (he-ro'i-kal-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being heroic; heroism. Sir K. IHgby.
[Rare.]

heroicly (he-ro'ik-li), adv. [< heroic + -fy
2
.]

Like a hero'; heroically. [Bare.]
Samson hath quit himself

Like Samson, and heroickly hath nnish'd
A life heroick. Milton, S. A., L 1710.

heroicness (he-ro'ik-nes), n. Heroicalness.

[Rare.]
heroicomic (he"ro-i-kom'ik), a. [= F. heroi-

comique; as heroic + comic.] Blending the he-
roic and the ludicrous; consisting of lofty bur-

lesque : as, a heroicomic poem.
heroicomical (he^ro-i-kom'i-kal), a. [< heroi-
comic + -al.~] Same as heroicomic.

heroid (he-ro'id), n. [= F. lieroide, < Gr. jpuif
(ripuid-), of heroic verse, < '/puf, a hero: see hero.]
A poem in the epistolary form, expressive of
heroic sentiments : from the Heroides or heroic

epistles of Ovid.

heroify (he-ro'i-fl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. hermfied,

ppr. heroifying. [< hero + -i-fy.] To make
heroic

; give a heroic character to. [Rare.]
This act of Weston has heroijied the profession.

Brummel.

heroine (her'o-in), .. [< OF. heroine, F. hero-
ine = Sp. heroina = Pg. heroina = It. eroina, <

L. lieroina, a demigoddess, heroine, < Gr. r/puiv/i,

a heroine, prop. fern, of t/patvof, adj., of a hero,
< ijpaf, a hero: see hero.] 1. A female hero;
a heroic woman.

Heroes' and heroines' shouts confusedly rise ; . . .

Like Gods they fight, nor dread a mortal wound.
Pope, R. of the L., v. 41.

When dames and heroines of the golden year
Shall . . . rain an April of ovation round
Their statues, borne aloft. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

2. The principal female character in a poem,
play, story, or romance, or the woman who
plays the most important part.

" Take Lilia, then, for heroine," clamour'd he,
"And make her some great Princess, six feet high."

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

heroism (her'o-izm), n. [= F. heroisme = Sp.
Pg. heroismo '= It. eroismo; as hero + -ism.]
The qualities of a hero, as courage, intrepidity,
fortitude, etc. ; heroic character or action.

If the Odyssey be less noble than the Iliad, it is more
instructive

;
the Iliad abounds with more heroism, this

with more morality. W. Broome, Notes to the Odyssey.
Heroism is the self-devotion of genius manifesting it-

self in action. Hare.

Heroism, like cowardice, is contagious.
J. H. Ewing, We and the World.

= Syn. Valor, gallantry, daring, boldness, fearlessness.
See brave and heroic.

heroistic (he-ro-is'tik), .. [< hero + -ist + -ic.~]

Pertaining to or exhibiting heroism; relating
to a hero or heroine. [Rare.]

Agreeably, however, to the heroistic account of her, not
only was she not called Ursula, but, etc.

The Nation, Aug. 18, 1881, p. 141.

heroize (he'ro-Iz), . *.
; pret. and pp. heroized,

ppr. heroizing. [< hero + -ize.~] To make or

represent as heroic. [Rare.]
As in all other heroized forms of the god of the dead,

there is both a terrible and a wise and beneficent side in
the character of Minos. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 478.

heron (her'pn), n. [(1) Early mod. E. also

hearon; < ME. herotm, heyroun, heiron, < OF.
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ii, also In fan. F. lii'raii, dial. f
:

i/cw = Pr.

(lit/roii = Sp. /(< = Cat. agro = It. aghirone,
airone, a heron; with aug. suffix -on, -one, <.

OHG. heigir, MHG. lieiger, a heron, = Icel. he-

</ri = Sw. li/ii/cr = Dan. Ae/re, a heron. (2) The
Scand. forms answer better to OHG. hehara, a

magpie, a jay, MHG. kehcr, G. heher, haher, a

jay, jackdaw, = AS. higora, higera, a magpie,
or jay-woodpecker (cf. E. dial, heighaw, a wood-
pecker). (3) A third group of forms appears in
MHG. reiger, G. reiher = MLG. reiger = D. rei-

ger = OS. li reiera = AS. hrdgra, a heron. These
groups are not related, except as they may all

be ult. imitative. Cf. W. cregyr, a screamer,
a heron, <. creg, cryg, hoarse ;

L. graculus, grac-
culus, a jackdaw; and E. crake2 and crow2 .

From the same source (OHG. through OF.)
comes E. egret, q. v. Hence contr. hern3

, q. v.]
A long-legged, long-necked, long-billed, slen-
der-bodied wading bird

; any bird of the family
Ardeida;, but especially of the subfamily Arde-
inie. Herons, including egrets, bitterns, etc., have the
bill cleft below the eyes, naked lores, scaly legs bare above
the shank, long toes fitted for perching, a comb on the nail
of the middle toe, ample rounded wings, and short tail

;

the plumage is loose, and often develops graceful flowing
plumes, whence the name egret; a constant characteristic
is the presence of two or more pairs of powder-down tracts,
or patches of greasy pulviplumes. Herons are aquatic,
and feed on fish and other creatures which they stalk for
and capture by spearing with the sharp bill

; they gener-
ally nest in trees, and lay two or three greenish, whole-col-

ored, elliptical eggs. (See heronry.) They are nearly cos-

mopolitan, and include numerous species of several mod-
ern genera, such as Ardea, Herodias, Nyctiftrdea, and Bo-
taurus. The common heron of Europe is Ardea cinerea,
represented in America by the great blue heron, A. hero-

dias, 3J to 4 feet long, and nearly 6 feet in expanse. The
great white heron of Florida, A. occidentalis, is still larger ;

the goliath heron of Africa, A. goliath, is probably the
largest of alL White herons or egrets are of medium and
small size. Night-herons are smaller, and green herons
among the least of alL Bitterns are herons of the sub-

family BotaurintE. Boat-billed herons form the subfam-
ily Cancrominas. See Ardeidce, Herodionet, and cuts
under Ardea, bittern^, and egret.

Heron* seem encumbered with too much sail for their

light bodies. Gilbert White, Nat Hist, of Selborne, xlii.

And the heron, the shuh-shnh-gah,
From her nest among the pine-trees,
Gave a cry of lamentation.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, v.

herpnert, [< ME. heroner, heronere, < OF.
haironnicr, q. v., a falcon trained to fly at the

heron, < hairon, a heron: see heron. Hence
oontr. Jierner, q. v.] A falcon trained to fly at
the heron, exclusively or principally.

Ech for his vertu holden is for deere,
Both heroner and faucon for ryvere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 413.

heronry (her'on-ri), M.; pi. heronries (-riz). [<
heron + -n/.] A place where herons breed in

large numbers. Most kinds of herons congregate in

hundreds, sometimes thousands, to breed in woods or
swamps, constructing loose bulky nests of sticks, etc.,
which are placed on trees or bushes, less frequently on
the ground. The birds resort year after year to the same
places, and some of these heronries have become histori-
cal

The heronry at Cressi-hall, which is a curiosity I never
could manage to see. Fourscore nests of such a bird on
one tree is a rarity which I would ride half as many miles
to have a sight of.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xxii.

Pine Island has a heronry. The American, XIV. 238.

heron's-bill (her'onz-bil), n. A name of plants
of the genus Erodlum, natural order Geraniacea;,
particularly E. cicutariiim and E. moschatmn,
from the supposed resemblance of the long-
beaked fruit to the head and breast of a heron.
Also called stortfs-bill.

heronsew (her'on-su), . [Early mod. E. also

heronsetee, herunsew, heronseugh; < ME. heron-

sewe, < OF. *heronceau, found only in the earlier
form heroncel, AF. herouncel, a heron (with dim.
suffix -eel, -ceau, as also in F. lionceau, OF. liun-

cel, dim. of lion, lion, grifoncel, dim. of grifon,
griffin), equiv. to OF. haironneau, F. heronneau
(with dim. -eau, -el), < hairon, F. heron, a heron :

see heron. Hence by contraction hernsew, and
by variation Aerns/mw;2

, q. v.] Aheron. [Now
only prov. Eng.]

I wol nat tellen of her strange sewes,
Ne of her swaunes, ne of her heronsewes.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 60.

And the heronsewe shall be arayed in the same maner
without ony moysture, & he shulde be eten with salte and
poudre. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 278.

heronshawt (her'on-sha), n. [Also contr. hern-
shaw2

, q. v.] A variant of heronsew.
So have wee scene a hawke cast off at an hertm-xhaw,

to looke and flie a quite other way.
Bp. Hall, Quo Vadis?, p. 69.

heroogony (he-ro-og'o-ni), n. [< Gr. i?pwc, a

hero, + -yovia, generation: see -gony.~] Abe-

Herpestlnae

getting or an imaginative creation of heroes ;

a genealogy of heroes. [Rare.]
A brief and abruptly terminated heroogony or genera-

tion of heroes by immortal sires from mortal mothers.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 777.

heroologist (he-ro-ol'o-jist), H. [< heroology +
-ist.] One who writes or discourses of heroes.
Warton. [Rare.]
heroology (he-ro-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. f/ptMAoyia,
a tale of heroes, < Jjpuf, a hero, + -'/.o-yia, < At-

yuv, speak: see -ology.'] A body of legendary
or traditional lore relating to heroes

;
a history

of or a treatise on heroes. [Rare.]
From the above specimens in Tacitus we may conclude

that all the Teutonic races had a pretty fully developed
Ueroology. drimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), L 866.

heroon, . See heroum.

Herophilist (he-rof'i-list), n. [< Herojiliilii*

(see def.) + -ist."] A disciple of Herophilus,
leader of one of the earliest schools of medicine
in Alexandria (about 300 B. c.), and one of the
first exact anatomists.
The Herophilisti still reverenced thememory of Hippoc-

rates, and wrote numerous commentaries on his works.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 801.

Hero's fountain. See fountain.
heroship (he'ro-ship), . [< hero + -ship.'] The
character, condition, or career of a hero.

He, ... his three years of heroship expired,
Returns indignant to the slighted plow.

Cowper, Task, iv. 644.

If he refused to sign, his heroship was lost.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 347.

heroudt, . A Middle English form of herald.

heroum, heroon (he-ro'um, -on), n.
; pi. heroa

(-a). [L. heroum, < Gr. t/p<f>ov (sc. itp&v or erfoc),

th"e shrine or temple of a hero, neut. of r/pifov,

ypuiof, of a hero, < >jp<Jf, a hero: see hero.'] In
Gr. antiq., a temple or shrine sacred to the

memory of a hero, often erected over his re-

puted tomb.
The group [at Tegea] of Epochos supporting the wound-

ed Ankeeos, whose axe was falling from his hand, was prob-
ably rendered much as in the reliefs representing this
hunt on the heroon at Gjolbaschi in Lycia, now in Vienna.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 289.

hero-worship (he'ro-wer'ship), n. The wor-

ship of heroes, practised by ancient nations of

antiquity ; hence, reverence paid to heroes or

great men, or to their memory.
Hero-worship, heartfelt prostrate admiration, submis-

sion, burning, boundless, for a noblest godlike Form of
Man is not that the germ of Christianity itself ?

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero -Worship, i.

hero-worshiper (he'ro-wer'ship-er), n. One
who pays reverence to, or who entertains ex-

travagant admiration for, a hero or heroes.

But all women rave about him ; for women are all hero-

worshippers. Scribner's Mag., III. 632.

herp. An abbreviation of herpetology.
herpes (her'pez), n. [= F. herpes (OF. herpet,
m., herpete, f.) = Sp. hcrpe = Pg. herpes = It.

erpete, < L. herpes, < Gr. epnr/f (epwr/r-), herpes,
lit. a creeping (so called from the tendency of
the eruption to creep or spread from one part
of the skin to another), < epxeiv =. L. serpere,

creep: see serpent.} 1 . A cutaneous affection,
also occurring sometimes on mucous mem-
branes, characterized by the appearance of

patches of distinct vesicles. Several forms of

herpes are named, of which the principal are
those given below. 2. [cap.] [NL.] Inentom.,
a genus of weevils, of the family Ciirculionida,

having as type H. porcellos, of Asiatic Turkey.
Bedel, 1874 Herpes facialis or labialis, herpes on
the face, especially about the mouth, unaccompanied by
neuralgia, and occurring in many acute febrile diseases

;

cold-sores. Herpes zoster, herpes coinciding with the
distribution of a sensory nerve, and accompanied by neu-

ralgia, usually severe. The name originated in the re-

semblance to a girdle in cases of intercostal herpes zoster,
but is used for the same disease when it occurs else-

where. Also called shingles, zona, and zoster.

Herpestes (her-pes'tez), . [NL., appar. < Gr.

ep-Jicrrif, a reptile, < Epnetv, creep (see herpes),
but said to be (irreg.) < lpn(cT6v), a reptile,

serpent, + eaffieiv, eat, devour. Cf. Spermestes,
with similar termination.] The typical genus
of ichneumons or mongooses of the subfamily
Herpestince, formerly including the whole group,
now restricted to such species as the Egyptian
ichneumon or Pharaoh's rat (H. ichneumon), the

mongoose of India (H. griseus), and several oth-
ers, linger, 1811. See cut under ichneumon.

Herpestida (her-pes'ti-de), n. pi. [NL. ,
< Her-

pestes + -idee.'] The ichneumons rated as a

family. See Herpestinw.
Herpestinae (hfer-pes-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Her-

pestes + -inai.] The dog-footed or cynopodous
carnivorous quadrupeds of the old world, of the



Herpestinae

family I'irerriilif, represented by tlie ichneu-
inons and mongooses, having straight toes with
blunt non-retractile cliiws. When the group is

raised U> the rank of a family, the //cr/i//m' lierome still

more restricted by the exclusion of sueh genera as Cyiii<-li,

Ithinugalr, and Cro**archu, as respectively types of dif-

ferent subfamilies ;
but even in this narrow sense of the

term the group contains upw ard of a dozen genera besides

llerpcxtex, and the species are numerous.

Herpestis (her -pes 'tis), . [NL. (Gartner,
1 805), < Gr.ep-tin->i(,a, reptile: see Her/iestes.'] A
genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants,
of the natural order Soropkulonneas, tribe Cru-
lin/t'fe. It is distinguished by its calyx, the tipper seg-
ment of which is large, ovate, and covering the rest, the
other lobes narrow or lineal 1

, its cylindrical corolla, 4 sta-

mens, and 2- or 4-valved capsule. It embraces about 50

species of small herbs, creeping or prostrate, with opposite,
entire, or toothed leaves, and yellow, blue, or white flow-

ers, mostly in axillary clusters or solitary. They are na-

tives of the warm parts of both hemispheres. H. Mon-
nieru, a wide-spread species, is the common water-hyssop,
the expressed juice of which is used by the natives of In-

dia, when mixed with petroleum, to rub on parts atfectetl

with rheumatic pains. H. colubrina is a native of Peru,
where it is called tferba de colubra ; it is used as a remedy
for the bites of venomous animals.

herpetic (her-pet'ik), a. [= P. herpetique =
Sp. herpdtico

= Pg. herpetico = It. erpetieo, < Or.

epiriK (epjrj/r-), herpes: see herpes.] Pertaining
to or resembling herpes; partaking of the na-
ture of herpes: as, herpetic patches Herpetic
fever. Seefeoeri.

herpetical (her-pet'i-kal), a. [< herpetic + -al.J
Same as herpetic.

herpetism (her'pe-tizm), u. [< herpes (herpet-)
+ -ism.~\ A constitutional tendency to herpes
or similar affections. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Herpetodryas (her-pe-tod'ri-as), n. [NL., <

Gr. pTTer6v, a reptile, serpent (see herpetoid), +
opudf, a dryad, < dpvf, a tree: see dryad.'] A
notable genus of ordinary colubriform serpents,
usually referred to the family Colubridie, hav-

ing an elongate slender form adapted to arbo-
real life, and greenish and brownish coloration.
H. carinatus is a South American species.

herpetoid (her'pe-toid), a. [< Gr. epirerov, a

reptile, serpent (< e/meiv = L. serpcre, creep:
see serpent), + fWoc, form.] Resembling a rep-
tile; reptiliform; sauroid: as, the archeeopte-
ryx is a herpetoid bird.

herpetologic (her"pe-to-loj'ik), . [< hei-jie-

tulogy + -c.] Of or pertainingto herpetology.
herpetological (her"pe-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< her-

petologic + -a/.j Same as herpetologic.

herpetologically (her'pe-to-loj'i-kal-i), adv.
In the manner or view of a herpetologist.

Dr. Giinther considers that herpetologically Egypt must
be included in the Palsearctic region, and many of the

Egyptian snakes occur in Palestine.

Edinburgh Jtev., CLXIII. 320.

herpetologist (her-pe-tol'o-jist), n. [< herpe-
tology + -ist.] One versed in herpetology, or

engaged in the study of it.

The alleged monster does not flt into the existing classi-

fication of the herpetol.ogijttg. The American, XII. 325.

herpetology (her-pe-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. spirer6v,
a reptile, H- -/"o;/a, < 'tiyeiv, speak: see -ologyj\
1. The science of reptiles, in a broad sense
that is, of reptiles proper and batrachians

;
the

natural history of reptiles. 2. Reptiles collec-

tively: as, the herpetology of Borneo.
When we consider the serpents of New Guinea more in

detail, we shall be again struck with the resemblances
which they present to the htrpetokn of Australia.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 88.

Also, erroneously, erpetologi/.

Herpetospondylia (her"pe-to-spon-diri-a), n.

1. [NL., < Gr. ipKt-r&v. a reptile, + airdi>5u7flf,
>nic and common dial, form of Gr. a<j>6vdv/.o(,

a vertebra, joint.] One of the major groups
into which Beptilia (excepting Pteiirospondylix)
are divisible, including the orders Plesiosauri'i,
Laccrtilia, and Ophidia, in all of which the dor-
sal vertebrce have transverse processes which
are either entire or very imperfectly divided
into terminal facets. The dorsal vertebra and ribs
are movable upon one another, and there is no plastron.
The group thus denned is contrasted on the one hand with
Perotpondylia and on the other with Suchospondylia. See
these words, and also Pleuroypondylia.

Herpetotheres (her"pe-to-the'rez), . [NL.,
< Gr. EpTTfruV, a reptile, + Qnpav, hunt, < 8f/p, a
wild beast.] Agenusof SouthAmerican hawks,
the type and only species of which is H. cachin-
naiis. Viettlot, 1818.

herpetotomist (her-pe-tot'o-mist), n. [< In r/ir-

totomy + -int.] A dissector of reptiles ; a her-

petological anatomist.

herpetotomy (her-pe-tot'o-mi), w. [< Gr. epTrf-

r6v, a reptile, +
TO/JJ/,

a cutting, < T(/IVFW, rafielv,

cut.] The dissection of reptiles ; a branch of

zootomywhich treats of the anatomy of reptiles.
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herpolhode (her'pol-hod), >i. [Irreg. < Gr. ip-

irfif, creep, + -o'Aof, pole, + odi'if, way.] In

math., a plane curve described by the point
of contact with the fixed plane of an ellipsoid,
the center of which is fixed while the ellipsoid
rolls upon the plane. It is a curve (commonly, but
incorrectly said to be wavy) circumscribed between two
circles, and was invented by Poinsot.

herr (her), . [G., = D. heer = Dan. Sw. herre,

similarly used: see herre1
."} Lord; master:

used in German as a title of respectful or con-
ventional address, either prefixed to the name
like the equivalent Mister (Mr.) in English, as
Herr liraun, Mr. Brown, or without the name
and usually with the possessive pronoun

'

my,'
as main Herr, literally 'my lord,' equivalent to

English sir, or plural meiiie Herren, equivalent
to English gentlemen. The Dutch form heer is

similarly used. See mynheer.
herre 1

!, [ME. herre, h&rre, here, hery, < AS.

licrra, hierra, hearra, heorra (occurring 27 times,

only in poetry, and chiefly in a part of the po-
ems ascribed to Caedmon thought to be founded
on an OS. original, the word being in AS. and
Scand. imported from the HG. and the LG. of

the continent) = OS. herro = OFries. hem, Mr
= D. heer = MLG. here, ere, LG. heer = OHG.
herro, hero, MHG. herre, herre, here, G. herr
= Icel. harri, a lord, king, herra = Sw. Dan.
herre, lord, master, gentleman, as a title, sir,

Mr., orig. in ref. to a superior, usually with
a poss. pron. preceding (OHG. mitt, din, sin,

unsar, etc., herro, so AS. min, thin, his, etc.,

hearra), chiefly of the first person (OHG. min
herro, MHG. mein herre, G. mein herr, D. myn
heer = Dan. Sw. min herre, equiv. to E. sir in

address : see herr). The OHG. form also ap-
pears as heriro, herero, being orig. compar. of

her, eminent, distinguished, famous, MHG. her,
G. hehr, eminent, distinguished, proud, happy,
sacred, = MLG. here, high, solemn, holy, = OS.

her, high, eminent, sacred, agreeing phoneti-
cally, and it seems historically, with AS. liar,

ME. hore, E. hoar, = Icel. hdrr, gray (usually
with age).] 1. A lord; master; chief.

Heo brouhten hyne to Pylates, thet wes here herre.

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 46.

This lond ich hebbe here so fre that to none herre y
schal abuye. Hob. of Gloitcegter, p. 102.

2. A knight. [Rare and poetical.]

Mony woundis thai wroght, wete ye for sothe,
Bothe on horse <t on here harmyt full mekull.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6188.

[In both senses only in early Middle English
use.]

herre'2t, See har 1
.

herrengrundite (her-en-grun'dit), >/. [< Her-

rengnmd (see def.) + -j'fc'A] A basic copper
sulphate occurring at Herrengrund in Hungary,
in spherical groups of scale-like crystals hav-

ing a bright-green color.

Herreria (he-re'ri-a), n. [NL., named after C.
A. de Herrera, a Spanish agriculturist.] A
small genus of liliaceous plants, of the tribe

Liiguriagece, the type of Endlicher's subtribe
Herreriem. They are natives of extratropical South
America, and are undershrubs with tuberous rootstock,
climbing stems, and small scented flowers in many-flow-
ered racemes.

Herrerieae (her-e-ri'e-e), w. pi. [NL., < Her-
reria + -ea;.~\ A subtribe otSmilacea; established

by Endlicher, typified by the genus Herreria :

the Herreriacca; of Kunth, now referred to the
Liliacece.

herriert, . [ME. herier; < herry* + -er1.] One
who praises ;

a worshiper.
Hieu dydde thes aspyingly, that he distruye alle the

heryeris of Baal. Wyclif, 4 [2] Ki. x. 19 (Oxf.).

herring (her'ing), . [Early mod. E. also he-

ring; < ME. hering, < AS. hasring (= D. hariinj= MLG. harink, herinJc = OHG. harinc, herinc,
MHG. herinc, G. hering, hdring) (NL. hareuynx,
F. hareng, from the G. form), a herring; prob.
< here (= OHG. hart, heri, etc.), an army, a
host (see harry, harbor1

, etc.), + -ing, a suffix

common as a patronymic. The reference is to
the fact that herrings move in shoals; so W.
ysgadan, herrings, < cad, an army, a host.] A
clnpeoid fish, Clupea harengus, of great econom-
ic importance and commercial value. It has an
elongate form, and rather loose scales averaging about 57
transverse rows. The vomer has an ovate patch of teeth ;

the ventral serratures are weak ; the color is bluish above
and <>n the scales, varied with bright reflections. The her-

ring inhabits the North Atlantic, especially in water of
moderate depth. It is generally found not far from the

coast, and in summer it comes into shallow water in count-
less myriads for the purpose of spawning. The spawning
season varies according to temperature ; in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence it occurs in the spring, off the coast of Maine in

herring-buss

September, at t 'ape C'od in November, and oil lilouk Island
in December. In Kurope the visits of the herring to the
slim . silciu-lnl likewise on temperature, ;ini I various regions
have special varieties ililt'ering in size and slight structural
characters. It is the object of very profitable fisheries, es-

Herring (Clupea harengiis'1.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission. 1884.)

pecially on the Norwegian, Dutch, and Brit ish coasts. The
eggs are very small, and are discharged at the bottom of the

water, where they adhere to rocks and seaweed, being scat-

tered singly or in bunches over a vast extent of sea-bottom.
The number of eggs to a female varies according to size, but
averages about 10,000 in very large females many more.
A closely related species, C. iiiirabiiin, is found in equal
abundance in the North Pacific. The name is extended to

the herringfamily, including the Clupeidrz, or shad.alewife,
menhaden, pilchard, sprat, sardine, etc. Black herring,
a trade-name for a particular kind of cured fish. Branch
herring, the alewife, Clupea vernalis. See cut under ale-

wife. California herring, Clupea mirabilix, of the Pa*
ciflc coast of North America. Egyptian herring, a lo-

cal English name of the saury. Fall herring, Clupea
wediocris,withoutvomerine teeth or jaw-teeth and with the
lower jaw quite prominent, rather common along the At-
lantic coast of the United States from Florida to the P.ay of

Fundy, and of little economic value. Fresh-water her-
ring. See fresh-water. Full herring, a local English
name of the herring with fully developed roe or milt.

Garvie-herrlng. See Carrie. Green herring, a fresh

herring. [Eng.] King of the herrings. Same as ker-

rinff-kinff. Kippered herring, an English name of her-

ring split, slightly salted, and smoked. Lake-herring,
the cisco, Curegonus hoyi. See cut under Cisco. Mazy
herring, the highest brand of herring which are full of

roe. Ohio herring, the skipjack, Clupea chrysochlori*.
Bed herring, the common hen-ing of trade, having a

reddish appearance from the manner of curing. Round
herring, Eiruineun sadina. Round shore-herring, in

trade, herring salted just as they come from the water:

distinguished from split herring. Many persons prefer
them thus, as the spawn is considered a delicacy. Shot-
ten herring. () A herring which has just deposited its

ova. (b) Anerring which has been gutted and dried for

keeping. (Eng.J Split herring, gutted herring cured
and packed for the market. Toothed herring, the

mooneye, Hyodon clodalus. White herring, (a) Afresh
herring. (6) A pickled herring. [Eng.]

Hopdance cries in Tom's belly for two white herrings.
Croak not, black angel ; I have no food for thee.

Sftak., Lear, iii. 6.

White-salted herring, herring cured by the French
method called saler en Mane. The fish are gutted, and
packed in barrels in a thick brine, where they are kept
until it is convenient to give them a tlnal packing with
fresh lime and salt, when the quality is branded on the bar-

rel by the inspector. (See also glut-herring, thread-her-

ring.)

herring (her'ing), v. t. [< herring, w.] To ma-
nure with herring or other fish. [Local, U. S.]

In Maine they talk of land that has been herringed to
death. Gootle, Menhaden, p. 249.

herring-bank (her'ing-bangk), 11. A fishing-

groimd to which herrings resort in great num-
bers.

herring-bone (her'ing-bon), . and a. I. w. The
bone of a herring.

II. a. Resembling the

spine of a herring: spe-
cifically applied to courses
of stone laid at an angle,
so that the stones in each
course are placed side by
side, and obliquely to the

right and left in alternate
courses. It is a kind of
ashler common in late Ro-
man and occurring in the earliest medieval
work.
Both [churches] are rude and simple in their outline

and ornaments ; they are built with that curious herring-
bone or diagonal masonry indicative of great age.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 512.

Herring-bone bridging, in carp., the diagonal struts
fixed at intervals between the beams of a floor to increase
its stiffness and power to resist unequal strains. Her-
ring-bpne pattern, an ornamental pattern much used
in the industrial arts, consisting of one or more series of
short diagonal lines contrasting with other series turned
in the opposite direction. Herring-bone stitch, a kind
of cross-stitch used in embroidery and in making up
garments of flannel and other woolen material, and also
in mending sails. Herring-bone twill, (a) A twill in

which the diagonal lines are arranged alternately, so as to
form a continuous zigzag pattern, (b) A textile stuff made
in this way, as chudders.

herring-bone (her'ing-bon), v. t. or*. [< herring-
bone, .] To sew or embroider with the herring-
bone stitch.

There, all the while, with an air quite bewitching,
She sat herring-boning, tambouring, or stitching.

Bar/iain, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 328.

herring-buss (her'ing-bus), n. [= D. haring-
liix.~\ A boat of peculiar form, measuring 10
or 15 tons, used in the herring-fishery. [Eng.]

Herring-hone Work.



herring-buss
From the commencement of the winter fishing 1771, tu

the end of the winter fishing 1781, the tonnage bounty
upon the herring-buns fishery has been at thirty shillings
the ton. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 5.

herring-cobs (her'ing-kobz), n. Young her-

rings; hence, anything worthless. [Prov. Eng.]
The rubbish and outcast of your herrimjcobs invention.

A Pit to purge Melancholie. (Halliu'ell.)

herring-cod (her'ing-kod), n. See corf2 .

herring-curer (her'ing-kur"er), n. A gutter and
salter of herrings ;

a person engaged in the busi-

ness of catching herring and preparing them for

the market.

herring-driver (her'ing-dri'
/
ver), . A fisher-

man engaged in the capture of herring by torch-

light. [Maine, U. 8. ; Bay of Fundy.]
herringer (her'ing-er), n. [< herring + -er1 .] A
person engaged in herring-fishing.
A lot of longshore merchant skippers and herringers

who went about calling themselves captains.
Kingitley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

herring-fishery (her'ing-fish"er-i), . The busi-

ness 01 fishing for herrings.

herring-gull (her'ing-gul), . One of several

gulls of large size, having the mantle pearl-

blue, the primaries crossed with black and

tipped with white, the bill yellow with a red

Herring-gull (L,

spot on the gonys, and the feet yellow or flesh-

colored. The general plumage is white in the adult, and
the stretch of wings is about 4 feet. Gulls of this charac-
ter are found in most parts of the world, such as Larus
argentatus, of Europe, Asia, and North America, a repre-
sentative species of the group. Also called xilvery ffuu.

herring-hake (her'ing-hak), n. The hake,
Merlttoivs smiridus. [Scotch.]

herring-hog (her 'ing -hog), n. The common
porpoise, Phoctena comminiis. [Local.]
herring-king (her'ing-king), w. A fish of the

family Jtegalecida*, liegatecus glesne. Also called

king of the herrings. See Kegalecida.
herring-mountain (her'ing-moun'tan), w. A
large closely packed mass of herrings, such
as appears on the western coast of Norway
during the summer in some years. It depends
upon the occurrence in great numbers of small
crustaceans on which the fish feed. Sars.

herring-pike (her'ing-pik), . A fish of the

group Clupesoces. Sir J. Richardson.

herring-pond (her 'ing -pond), n. The ocean.

[Humorous.]
Begin elsewhere anew.

Boston's a hole, the herring-pond is wide,
V-notes are something, liberty still more.

Browning, Mr. Sludge, the Medium.
I believe that instances could be produced of this re-

generation of terms, especially if we call to aid terms
which have lived in America, and again crossed the her-

ring-pond with modern traffic. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 36.

herring-spink (her'ing-spingk), n. The golden-
crested wren, Itegulus cristatus: so called in
East Suffolk, England, because often taken in
the rigging of vessels engaged in the herring-
fishery in the North Sea. Also known as tnt-

o'er-seas, under the same circumstances. See
cut under goldcrest. \

herring-vesselt (her'ing-ves'el), . A measure
of capacity for herrings.
Some statutes did limit eel-vessels equal with herring-

vessels. Jtccvrde, Grounde of Artes.

herring-work (her'ing-werk), n. Herring-bone
work. See herring-bone.
Herrnhuter (hern'hut-er), n. [< G. Herrnhut
(see def.) + -er1.] One of the denomination
of Moravians or United Brethren: so called
in Germany from the village built by them on
the estate of Count von Zinzendorf in Saxony,
named Herrnhut, and since serving as the head-
quarters of the body. See Moravian.
herry1

(her'i), . t. Another spelling, histori-

cally more correct, of harry. [Scotch.]
herry-t (her'i), v. t. [< ME. heryen, herien, <

AB.neritm = OHG. heren= Goth, hazjan, praise,
allied to L. carmen (for "casmen), a song, Ca-
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iiii'iia, OL. casmena, amuse, Skt. j/fflwx, praise:
see charm 1

."]
To honor; praise; celebrate.

Heryed be thou and thy name,
Goddesse of renoun or fame.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1405.

And the schepardis turneden agen glorityinge and hery-
ingeQod in alle thingis that the! hadden herd and seyen :

as it was seyd to hem. Wyclif, Luke 11. 20.

Now nis the time of merimake,
Nor Pan to herye, nor with love to playe.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, November.

herryingt, >' [ME. heryenge; verbal n. of lier-

///'-', r.] Praising; a matter of praise.

herryment (her'i-ment), n. Harassment; an-

noyance. [Scotch.]
Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry.

The herryment and ruin of the country.
Bum*, Brigs of Ayr.

hers (herz), pron. See he1
.

hersalt, n. [Abbr. of rehersal, now rehearsal,

q. v.] Rehearsal; relation.

With this sad hermit of his heavy stresse
The warlike Damzell was empassiond sore.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 18.

Herschelt (her'shel), w. A name by which the

planet now called Uranus was formerly known,
from its discoverer, Sir William Herscnel. See

I'ranus, 2.

Herschelian (her-shel'i-an), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the astronomer 'Sir William Herschel

(1738-1822), or his son Sir John (1792-1871):
as, the Herschelian telescope (named from Sir
William Hersehel).
The Herschelian or front view reflector.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 145.

The current Herschelian theory of the solar constitution.
A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 91.

Herschelian rays of the spectrum, the Invisible (in-

fra-red) heat-rays, whose existence was first proved by Sir
William HerscheL See heat and spectrum.

herschelite (her'shel-it), n. [Named after John
Herschel, afterward Sir John Herschel, the as-

tronomer. The mineral was discovered in a
collection made by him in Sicily.] A mineral of
the zeolite family, closely related to chabazite.

Herschellic (her-shel'ik), a. Herschelian.

Beyond the red [rays], at the other end of the spectrum,
lie the so-called Hersctiellic rays, of least refrangibility,
which also are not visible, but arc manifested through their
thermal effects. J. Fitke, Cosmic Philos., I. 19.

herse 1
(hers), . [The same as hearse1

,
the spell-

ing lierse being either obs., as in the ordinary
senses of hearse, or else, as in the technical

senses, recent and directly after mod. F. herse:
see hearse 1

.] If. An obsolete spellingof hearse1

in variotis senses. 2. A framework, composed
of bars or rods, and used for any purpose ; a

grating.
The small manufacturers make use of hoops for this pur-

pose [stretching the skins for parchments], but the greater
employ a herte, or stout wooden frame.

Ure, Diet., III. 513.

This shallowness of the water over the bar has frequently
been the cause of damages and expenses. To obviate this

Inconvenience, the India Company some twelve years since
had caused to be constructed iron harrows (hersei\ which
were dragged over the bar, to remove the sand and mud.

Gayarre, Hist. Louisiana, I. 501.

3. In fort., specifically (n) A portcullis. (6)
A frame armed with spikes, used for chevaux-
de-frise, and laid in the way or in breaches,with
the points up, to prevent or obstruct the ad-
vance of an enemy. 4. In her., a charge re-

sembling a harrow, and blazoned herse or har-
row indifferently.
herse 1

t, '' ' An obsolete variant of hearse1 .

Herse2 (her'se),i. [NL., < Gr. "Epar/, one of the
three Attic nymphs, "Ayfavpof, "Epar/, and lidv-

(5po<rof, daughters of Ceerops.] If. A genus of

sphingid moths. Oken, 1815. 2. A genus of
birds. The common white-bellied swallow of the United
States is sometimes known as Herse bieolor. it, P. Lesson,
1837.

3. A genus of crustaceans. 4. A genus of
mollusks.
hersed (herst), a. [< herse1 + -erf2 .] Arranged
in the form of a harrow. See quotation and
note. [Rare.]

From his hersed bowmen how the arrows flew !

Southey, Joan of Arc, U.

[This passage is accompanied by the following note :

"This was the usual method of marshalling the bow-
men. At Crecy 'the archers stood in the manner of an
herse, about two hundred in front, and but forty In depth,
which is undoubtedly the best way of embatteling archers,
... for by the breadth of the front the extension of the
enemies front is matched

; and by reason of the thinness
in flank, the arrows do more certain execution, being more
likely to reach home '

(Barnes). "]

herself (her-self'), pron. [< her + self, q. v.]
An emphasized or reflexive form of the third

personal pronoun, feminine, corresponding in

all uses to himself.

hesitancy
Whan the armes of kynge Arthur were brought, Gon-

nore hym helped for to arme, . . . and Mr-self girde hym
with his swerde. Merlin (E. E. T. s.), ii. st2->.

As thus she did amuse hersell,
Below a green aik tree.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, I. 171).

Man, Woman, Nature, each is but a glass,
Where the soul sees the image of herself.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

hership (her'ship), H. [< Icel. herskapr, war-

fare, ravaging, <Cherr, = AS. here, an army, +
-skapr = AS. -scipc, E. -ship.] 1. The crime of

carrying off cattle by force
; foray. [Scotch.]

And bryngand thame to pouertie,
To hounger, hirtcheip, and rewyne ;

Tuttand the pure in poynt to tyne.

Louder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 109.

It grieved him ... to see sic hership, and waste, and
depredation to the south of the Hieland line.

Scott, Bob Roy, xxvi.

2. The cattle so carried off. [Scotch.]
But wi' some hopes he travels on while he
The way the herthip had been driven could see.

Jtuss, Helenore, p. 46.

hersillon (her'si-lon), n. [F., < herse, a port-
cullis, etc.: see herse1

, 3.] Milit., a plank or
beam armed with spikes or nails to prevent or
retard the advance of an enemy.
herst-pan (herst'pan), n. [ME. not found

;
< AS.

hyi ste-panne, a frying-pan, < hurstan, fry, roast

(= OHG. rostan (for *hrdstan), MHG. roesten,
Gr. rosten, > ult. OF. rostir, E. roast, q. v.), +
panne, pan.] A frying-pan. Simmonas.

hersumt, a. [ME., < AS. hyrsum (= OFries. har-
sum = LG. horsam, hurgam = OHG. horsam,
MHG. horsam, G. ge-horsam), obedient, < hi/ran,

hear, obey: see hear.] 1. Obedient. 2. De-
vout; pious.

Chaplayne to the chapeles chosen the gate,
Kungen ful rychely, ryjt as thay schulden,
To the hersum euensong of the hyje tyde.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 930.

hert1
t,

An obsolete form of hart1
. Chaucer.

hert2t, An obsolete form of heart.

hert3t, n. An obsolete variant of hurt?.

herteH, . A Middle English form of heart.

herte2t, t. A Middle English form of hurt 1
.

hertelest, a. A Middle English form of heartless.

hertelyt, and adv. A Middle English form of

hearty and heartily.

hertespont, n. See
Tteart-tpoo*.

hertlyt, a. and adv. A Middle English form of

heartly.

hertwortt, An obsolete form of hartwort.

Herulian (he-ro'li-an), a. [< LL. Heruli, Eruli,

rarely sing. 'Hcrulus.'] Of or pertaining to the

Heruli, one of the Teutonic peoples who over-
threw the Western Empire, A. D. 476, and made
Odoacer (a chieftain, probably of Rugian ori-

gin) ruler of Italy.
The Herulian king SinduaL Encyc. Brit., XVII. 234.

hery1
!, v. t. An obsolete form of harry.

hery2t, v. t. A variant of herry*.

hery3t, a. An obsolete form of hairy.

Heshvan, . See Hesvan.
Hesiodic (he-si-od'ik), a. [< HesioiJ (< L. Hc-

ttiodus, < Gr. 'Koioio;) (see def.) -I- -ic.] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling the style of Hesiod, a
Greek poet of about the eighth century B. c., or

to a poetical school of which he was the founder
or the chief. The Hesiodic poems are didactic.

Our earliest knowledge of Zeus is derived from the
Homeric and Hesiodic poems. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 782.

The Hesiodic bards come down to about the 40th Ol[ym-
piad). C. O. Miiller, Manual of Archreol. (trans.), | 77.

Hesione (he-si'o-ne), n. [NL., after L. Hesi-

one, Hesiona, < Gr. 'Hai6v7i, in Greek legend a

daughter of Laomedon, king of Troy.] 1. A
genus of dorsibranchiate annelids with short

stout body of few ill-defined rings, a large pro-
boscis without jaws or tentacles, and long cirri

on the parapodia. 2. A genus of dipterous
insects. Desvoidy, 1863.

HesionidiB (he-si-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
sione + -irfce.] A family of errant marine
worms of the order Chaitopoda, typified by the

genus Hesione.

hesitancy (hez'- or hes'i-tan-si), n. [< L. ha-si-

t/mtia, a stammering, < ti<esitan(t-)s, ppr. : see

hesitant.'] The state or condition of hesitating ;

indecision ; vacillation.

Some of them reasoned without doubt or hesitancy.
Bp. Atterbunj, Works, II. i.

Upon these grounds, as they professed they did without

any mincing, hesitancy, or reservation, in the most full,

clear, downright, and peremptory manner, with firm con-

fidence and alacrity, concurrently aver the fact.

Barrow, Works, II. xiix.
= Syn. See hesitation.



hesitant

hesitant (hez'- or hes'i-tant), a. [< L. luesi-

tan(t-)K, ppr. of liii'sitiirr, stick fast, stammer,

etc.: see hexitide.'] Hesitating; pausiug; ir-

resolute
;
uot ready in determining, doing, or

saying; wanting readiness of speech.

He was a man of no quick utterance, but often hesitant.

Baxter, Life and Times, 111. 47.

hesitantly (hez'- or hes'i-tant-li), ode. With

hesitancy or doubt.

B
tha

hesitate (hez'- or hes'i-tat), ?.; pret. and pp.

hesitated, ppr. hesitating. .[< L. luesitatus, pp.

of luesitare (> It. esitare = Pg. 8p. hesitar = F.

hesiter), stick fast, stammer, be uncertain, in-

tensive of hcerere, pp. hcesus, stick, cleave, ad-

here. Cf. adhere, cohere, inhere, etc.] I. in-

trans. 1. To hold back in doubt or indecision ;

refrain or delay by reason of uncertainty or dif-

ficulty of decision or choice: as, he hesitated

to believe the report; they hesitate about tak-

ing so dangerous a step.

A man who wishes to serve the cause of religion ought
to hesitate long before ho stakes the truth of religion on

the event of a controversy respecting facts in the physi-

cal world. Macavlay, Sadler's Law of Population.
If I hesitate,

It is because I need to breathe awhile,

Eest, as the human right allows.

Browning, Ring and Book, IL 176.

Nature, even if we hetri.ta.te to call it good, is infinitely

interesting, infinitely beautiful.

J, R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 20.

2. To halt or falter in speech, through inde-

cision or embarrassment; make irregular in-

voluntary pauses ;
stammer.

His [Fox's] manner was awkward ;
his delivery was hesi-

tating ; he was often at a stand for want of a word.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

=Syn. 1. Waver, etc. (see scruple) ; delay, vacillate, de-

liberate, doubt, be undetermined, demur. 2. See stam-

tner.

II. trans. To utter or express with hesitation

or reluctantly; insinuate dubiously. [Bare.]

Just hint a fault and hesitate dislike.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 204.

I choose rather to hesitate my opinion than to assert it

roundly. Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

hesitatingly (hez'- or hes'i-ta-ting-li), adv. In

a hesitating manner.
The best things done hesitatingly, and with an ill grace,

lose their effect, and produce disgust rather than satis-

faction or gratitude. A. Hamilton, Works, 1. 168.

hesitation (hez- or hes-i-ta'shon), n. [= F.

hesitation = Pr. heysitacio = Sp. hesitacion =
Pg. hesitaq&o = It. esitazione, < L. hcesitatio(n-),

< hasitare, stick fast, stammer, etc. : see hesi-

tate.] 1. The act of hesitating ;
a pausing or

delay in determining or acting; suspension of

judgment or decision from uncertainty of mind ;

a state of doubt.

With hesitation admirably slow,
He humbly hopes presumes it may be so.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 123.

It looks as if we held the fate of the fairest possessions

of mankind in our hands, to be saved by our firmness or

to be lost by hesitation. Emerson, Amer. Civilization.

It is not theory alone that can ever fully enable us to

ureserve the golden mean between faith and hesitatvm.
A. Sidgwick.

2. An irregular involuntary pausing in speech;
awkwardorembarrassed interruption of speech;

stammering.
This hesitation arose, not from the poverty, but from the

wealth of ... [his] vocabulary. Macaulay, Lord Holland.

=Syn. Hesitation, Hesitancy; wavering, suspense, uncer-

tainty doubt, vacillation ; faltering. Hesitation is per-

haps more often used for the act of hesitating, hesitancy

generally for the spirit, character, or frame of mind.

Hesitation is more common.

hesitative (hez'- or hes'i-ta-tiv), a. [< hesitate

+ -ice.] Showing hesitation. Smart.

hesitator (hez'- or hes'i-ta-tor), . [< hesitate

+ -or.] One who hesitates.

He was that apparent contradiction in terms, a bold hes-

itator in the language of the hunting field, a "daring
ftinker." Contemporary Mec., LIV. 620.

hesitatory (hez'- or hes'i-ta-to-ri), a. [< hesi-

tate + -ory.] Hesitating. [Rare.]
His being suspicious, dubious, cautelous, and not soon

determined, but hesitalory at unusual occurrences in his

office, made him pass for a person timidous, and of aflckle,

irresolute temper. Roger North, Examen, p. 596.

Voice thin, creaky, querulous hesitatory, and as if it

couldn't be troubled to speak.
Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 22.

hesp (hesp), n. 1. A dialectal variant of hasp.

2. The length of two hanks of linen thread.

E. H. Knight.
Hesper (hes'per), . [<L. Hesperus, ^.v.] Same
as Hesperus, 1. [Poetical.]
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Sad Hesper o'er the buried sun

And ready, thou, to die with him,
Thou watchest all things ever dim

Ami dimmer, and a glory done.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxi.

Hesperia (hes-pe'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. Hesperia,

the west, < Hesperus, the evening star, the west :

see Hesperus. ]

The typical ge-
nus of Hespeiii-

dte, containing
small black-and-
white species,
such as H. tcssel-

lata. Fabricius,
1793. Also writ-

ten Esperia.
Hesperian (hes-

pe'ri-an), a. and
n. [<'L. Hesperius, western, < Gr. eairepiof, west-

ern, < "Effjrepof , Hesperus : see Hesperus.] I. a.

1. Western ;
situated at the west. [Poetical.]

The parting sun,

Beyond the earth's green cape and verdant isles

Hesperian, sets. Milton, P. L., viii. 632.

Htsperia syrichtus. iljneshow
ral size.)

2. Of or pertaining to the Hesperides.

The forests shining with Hesperian fruit and with the

plumage of gorgeous birds. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

3. [I. c.] Of or pertaining to the hesperians ;

having the characters of the family Hesperiida;.

II. . 1. An inhabitant of a western coun-

try. 2. [L c.] A lepidopterous insect of the

family Hesperiida' ; a skipper. See Castnioides.

Also iiesperid.

Let us now compare the foregoing detailed characters

[of the yucca-boier] with the Castnians on the one hand

and the Hesperians on the other. C. V. Ritey.

Hesperid (hes'pe-rid), n. [< Herperid-es, n. pl.~]

1. One of the Hesperides.

Hesperus

Hesperiida (hes-pe-rl'i-de), H. pi [NL., < Hes-

pcria + -idai.] A family of rhopalocerous lepi-

dopterous insects, of which the genus Hesperia
is the type ;

the skippers or hesperians. These

small large-headed butterflies have a quick jerky flight,

whence the name skipper. Representative species are

Uesperia tyluanus and Thymele alveolus. Corresponding

groups of hesperians are named Hesperida, Heeperiaa>,

Hespsrides, and Hesperidi.

Hesperineae (hes-pe-rm'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < aes-

iieris (-in-) + -ew.} A section of the Crucijera;,

established by Eeichenbach in 1837, typified

by the genus Hesperis.

Hesperis (hes'pe-ris), . [L., the queen's gil-

lyflower, < Gr. ioiTupif, the night-scented gilly-

flower, peculiar fern, of iaireptof, western: see

Hesperian and Hesperides.] A genus of dicoty-

ledonous polypetalous plants, founded by Lm-

nteus, belonging to the natural order Crucifera-,

tribe Sisymbrieai. Its main characters are the two

erect lobes of the stigma and elongated erect sepals. The

genus includes about 22 species of biennial or perennial

herbs with mostly entire, ovate or oblong leaves, and

rather large, loosely racemed, variously colored flowers.

They grow in Europe and Asia. The common rocket or

dame's-violet is H. matronalis, a native of Europe ; other

species are also called rocket.

Hesperisphinges (hes'pe-ri-sfin'jez), . pi.

[NL., < Hesperia + sphinx.'] In Latreille's sys-

tem of classification, a division of crepuscu-
lar lepidopterous insects, corresponding nearly

with the modern families Castmidai and Aga-
ristidce: so called from being considered the

connecting-link between the sphinxes and the

diurnal Lepidoptera by means of the Hesperiidce,

a family of the latter division.

Hesperomys (hes-per'o-mis), n. [NL. (Water-

house, 1839), < Gr. eavcpoc, western, + /nif = E.

mouse.] A genus equivalent to the tribe S^g-

modontes, consisting of the American Murida;,

or murine rodents. As now restricted, the genus con-

The damsels of the land, instead of nestling in chin-

chilla or sable's fur, stand about in a rural manner, much
as did the Hesperids. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 98.

2. \l. c.] Same as hesperian, 2.

Hesperidae (hes-per'i-de), n.pl. See Hesperi-
ida.'.

Hesperidese (hes-pe-rid'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Hes-

peris (-id-) + -ea>.~\ 1 . One of the orders estab-

lished byLinneeus (1751) in his attempted nat-

ural arrangement of plants, including the gen-
era Citrus, Styrax, and Garcinia. 2. A name
sometimes used for the orange family. 3. An
order used by Sachs, including the families Au-

rantiacea;,Meliaceai, Humiriaceai,a.ii& Erythroxy-
lacea.

Hesperides (hes-per'i-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr.

E<T7repkf, < "Eairepoc, Hesperus: see Hesperus.]

1. In Gr. myth., nymphs who guarded, with the

aid of a fierce serpent, the golden apples given

by Ge (Earth) to Hera (Juno), in delightful

gardens at the western extremity of the world,

supposed to be in the region of Mount Atlas in.

Africa. Their origin and number (from three

to seven) are variously given. [Erroneously
used by Shakspere as a singular.]

Before thee stands this fair Hesperides,
With eolden fruit, hut dangerous to be touch'd.

Shall., Pericles, i. 1.

Ladies of the Hesperides, that seem'd

Fairer than feign'd of old. Hilton, P. R., ii. 357.

2. In bot., a class of plants foundedbyEndlicher,

including the orders Humiriaeece, Olacinece, Au-

rantiaeeai, Meliacece, and Cedrelacece. Same as

the Hesperidea; of Sachs. These orders, many of

which have been changed in name, are included by Ben-

tham and Hooker in their cohorts Geraniales and Olacales.

Hesperidian (hes-pe-rid'i-an), a. [< Hesperi-
des + -ian .] Of or pertaining to the Hesperides
or their garden.
A Hesperidian tree, enwreathed by a serpent (symbol of

a blessedness veiled in darkness and terrors).

C. 0. Muller, Manual of Arclueol. (trans.), 431
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sists of the vesper-mice proper, or the ordinary native

mice ef America, of medium and small size, lithe form,

with large ears and eyes, tail approximately as long as

the body fore feet small, hind feet long with scant-haired

or naked 6-tuberculate soles, and the general pelage bi-

colored, sleek, and glossy. It is divided by Coues into nu-

merous subgenera, those of North America being Vespen-

mus Calomyn, Onychomys, and Oryzomys. The abundant

white-footed deer-mouse, H. leucojnts, is a characteristic

example. See second cut under deer-mouse.

Hesperopitheci (hes'pe-ro-pi-the'si), n. pi.

[< Gr. conepof, western, the west, + mOqKoc, an

ape.] The platyrrhine or American monkeys
collectively : so called in distinction from the

catarrhine or old-world Heopitheci. The two

divisions are respectively conterminous with

Platyrrhini and Catarrhini.

hesperopithecine (hes"pe-ro-pi-the'sin), .

Pertaining to the Hesperopitheci.

Hesperornis (hes-pe-ror'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

fo-n-epof, western, the west, + 6pv<?,
a bird. J 1 ne

typical genus of fossil birds of the family Hen-

perornithidce. The best known species is H. regalis,

discovered in 1870 in the yellow chalk of the pteranodon
beds of Kansas. 0. C. Marsh, 1872.

Hesperornis may be tersely characterized as a gigantic

diver some six feet in length from the point of the bill

to the end of the toes. . . . While the general configu-

ration of the skeleton may be likened to that of a loon,

the conformation of the sternum is ratite, like that of

struthious birds, and the wings are rudimentary or abor-

tive ; . the jaws are long and furnished with sharp

recurved teeth implanted in grooves.
Covet, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 826.

hesperidin (hes-per'i-din), n. [< hesperid-ium
+ -in'2.] A crystallizable bitter principle found

in the spongy envelop of oranges and lemons.

Its nature has not yet been ascertained.

hesperidium (hes-pe-rid'i-um), n.; pi. hes-

peridia (-a). [NL.,< Hesperid-es + -ium, in allu-

sion to the golden apples of the Hesperides.]
In hot.

,
a fleshy fruit with a leathery rind ,

formed

from a free many-celled ovary : a mere variety

of the berry. The term includes the orange, lemon,

and related fruits. Morphologically, the rind is
probably

homologous with an outer whorl of barren carpels united

by their edges in the manner of a polycarpellaiy one-

celled ovary, and the elongated juice-filled cells of the

pulp are true trichomes.

A succulent fruit (known technically as a hesperidium).

Pop. Set. Mo., XXVIII. 003.

Hesperornithidse (hes"pe-r6r-nith'i-de), w. pi.

[NL., < Hesperornis (-ornith-) + -ida."] A fam-

ily of fossil birds from the Cretaceous of North

America, typified by the genus Hesperornis, and

representing a prime division of the whole class

Aves, having teeth implanted in grooves, sad-

dle-shaped or heterocoalous vertebrae, ratite

sternum, rudimentary wings, and short tail:

conterminous with the subclass Odontolca>.

Hesperus (hes'pe-rus), n. [L., the evening

star, < Gr. "EairefW, the evening star, prop,

adj. (with or without .aarf/p, star), of or at

evening (also as noun, itrxepot or fern, eampa,

evening), hence western; prig. *Fe<77re/x>c = L.

vesper, m., vespera,t., evening: see vesper.] 1.

The evening star; especially, the planet Venus

as evening star (as morning star, called by the

Greeks Phosphoros, and by the Romans Lucifer,
'

light-bringer') : in mythology, personified as a

son of Astneus and Eos(Aurora), or a son or bro-

ther of Atlas, and sometimes called the "father

of the Hesperides." Also, poetically, Hesper.

Now glowed the firmament

With living sapphires ; Hesperus, that led

The starry host, rode brightest.
Milton, P. L., iv. 605.

At evening the dewy Hesperus comes from the bosom

of the mist, and assumes his station in the sky.

LmtgfeUua, Hyperion, ill. 8.



Hesperus
2. [NL.] In en torn., a genus of Staphylinidrt or
rove-beetles. They are allied to Philonthag. but have
thoracic setse far from the margin, the lateral fold wide and
short, and the metasternum strongly projecting in front
in the form of a triangle. The European //. rujipennie
and the North American //. liultiiiutrenris are typical ex-
amples. The genus was founded by Fauvel in 1874.

Hesselbachian (hes-el-bak'i-an), a. Pertain-
F. K.
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HeMogenoui & word so vicious in formation as to be

incapable of amendment, but intended to signify those
[birds) that were hatched with a clothing of down.

A. A'etcton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 31.

Hesvan, Heshvan (lies'-, hesh'van), . [Heb.l
The second month of the Jewish civil year, and
the eighth of the sacred year, corresponding to

heterio

hetserplite (he-te'ro-Ht), . [So called because
associated with chalcophanite; <Gr. craipof, a
companion, + f.ithf, a stone.] An imperfectly
known mineral from Franklin Furnace, New
Jersey, U. 8. It is supposed to be an oxid of
zinc andjnanganese allied to hausmannite.

.irism, etc. See hctava, etc.

direct inguinal hernia, bounded below by Poupart's liga-
ment, outwardly by the epigastric artery, and Inwardly
by the border of the rectus muscle.

Hesse's equation. See equation.
Hessian1

(hesh'an), a. and n. [< Hessia, Latin-
ized form of G. Hesse, Hessen, orig. a Teut. tribe-

name, in L. Chaiii (Tacitus), Gr. Xdrroi (Stra-
bo).] I. a. Relating or

pertaining to Hesse in

Germany, or to the Hessians Hessian bit See
ml i

. Hessian boots. See 600(2. Hessian crucible,

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Hesse
in Germany. The Hessians as a race are the represen-
tatives of the ancient Teutonic people the Catti (Chatti);
they formed various minor states in Germany, of which
the chief have been Hesse-Cassel (annexed to Prussia In
1866) and the grand duchy of Hesse, called Hesse-Darm-
stadt previous to 1868.

2. In the United States, as a term of reproach,
a mercenary ;

a military or political hireling :

from the employment of Hessian troops as
mercenaries by the British government in the
American revolution. 3. pL A kind of long
boots originally worn by Hessian soldiers;
Hessian boots.

Directly the Stranger saw the young men, he acted at

< f/avxd^iv, be still or quiet: see Hesychast.}
The doctrine of the Hesychasts, a doctrine

closely akin to that of the Quietists of later
times. See Hesychtixt.
Hesychast (hes'i-kast), n. [< Gr. tfoT^aonfa,
one who leads a still, retired life, a quietist,
hermit, < yavxdfeiv, be still or quiet, < f/avx<%,

still, quiet.] One of a body of monks who
lived on Mount Athos during the fourteenth

century, and aimed to attain, by the practice of

contemplation and asceticism, entire tranquil-
lity and serenity of mind, and hence supernat-
ural insight and divine light, with knowledge of
the Deity. Also Omphalopsychos and Massalian.

hesychastic (hes-i-kas'tik), . [< Gr. ^avxaari-
n6f, quieting (as music), also like a hermit, <

VfXfyHi quiet, yavxaoTi/c ,
a quietist, hermit: see

Hesychast.} Productive or expressive of quie-
tude and serenity of mind. Hesychastic eplsyn-
theta, In one. pros., compound or episynthetic meters
the trochaic or iambic dipodies in which are epitritic in
form (- ~ for - w - w, and ~ - for w _ ^ -). Also
called dactylo-evitritei.

bet1
(het). Obsolete or provincial preterit and

past participle of heat.

Obsolete (Middle English) preterit of

Thackeray, Pendennis, iv.

nete-t, v. awMgltf.
heteracanth (het'e-ra-kanth), a. [< Gr. crcpof,
other, different, + aKavOa, spine.] In iclith.,

having asymmetrical dorsal and anal fin-spines,
alternately broader on one* side than on the
other; not homacaiith.

heteracmy (het-e-rak'mi);
n. [< Gr. erepor,

other, different, -F
d<>//#, prime, maturity.] Pro-

terandry and proterogyuy: said of flowers in
which cross-fertilization is secured by the sta-
mens and pistils maturing at different times :

opposed to suiiacmy. A. W. Bennett (1870), in
Jour. Bot, VIII. 316.

Heteractinida (het*e-rak-tin'i-da), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ueteraetis (-in-) + -Mo.1 Starfishes which have
more than five rays : distinguished from Pentac-
tiniiltt.

heteradenic (het"e-ra-den'ik), a. [< Gr. erepof,
other, different, -f a6ijv, gland.] Of glandular
structure, but abnormally located: as, hetera-
denic tissue.

Heteralocha (het-e-ral'o-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
irepof, other, different,+ d/io^oy, spouse.] A ge-
nus of New Zealand sturnoid passerine birds,
notable for the extraordinary sexual difference
in the bill, which is comparatively short and

Close textures,
^. S. Cww. ^^., No.

Hessian2
(hes'ian), . [< Hesse (see def.) +

-i.] In math., a functional determinant whose

..,, ..., f .. hetterw (-re). [NL.,
< Gr. traipa, Ionic eraipr/, Epic irapt/, a female
companion; in Attic use opposed to a lawful
wife, and so with various shades of meaning
from * concubine* to * courtezan 7

;
fem. of fra/-

pof, a companion, comrade, akin to ITJK, a
clansman, kinsman.] In ancient Greece, a

. It is the Jacobian to the differential coef- etc-. a"d m some cases rising to high con-
homogeneous function of any number of va- sideration for learning, talents, and the social

determinant
flcienU of a

Vipaoito fhea'iti , rAft^, arts ' aence coui'tezau
;
an avowed concu-

^^^^AAS^A ^'^^^^^^^^
occurring in the Altai and elsewhere. Petzite of citizens ; thus, Aspasia of Miletus, the accomplished
is a variety containing also some gold.

hessonite (hes'on-It), n. [Also, less prop., esso-

nite; < Gr. yaauv, less, compar., with superl.
r/Ktarof (see hekistotherm), going with uucpuf. lit-
A1 - ,-,,,, *>...*>. . r Like most philosophers of his age, he [Button] coquet-

ted with those final causes which have been named barren
virgins, but which might be more fitly termed the hetaivn>
of philosophy, so constantly have they led men astray.

Huia-btrds (Hettralofha atutirostris) : I

long curved bill.

ale. short bill; female.

m unuvwj lima, upuM 01 Aiueuis, me uccompnanea .. ,
. , , . ., . ,

companion of Pericles, was, as a foreigner classed as a I"1*6 straight in the male, and very long and
hettera. Also written hetaira, plural hetairai.

Girls, Hetairai, curious in their art,
Hired animalisms. Tennyton, Lucretius.

A variety oftle, or Kan6c, bad, < qua, softly.]
garnet : same as cinnamon-stone.
best (hest), n. [< ME. hest, heste (with excres-
cent

t, as in against, whilst, etc., and with con-

curved in the female. The base of the bill is

wattled in both sexes. H. acutirostris is the
huia-bird. Cubanis, 1815. Also, improperly,
Heterolocha. Also called Xeomorpliti.
leteranthera (het'e-ran-the'ra), n. [NL., <
Gr. irepof, other, different, + NL. anthem, an-..U.V .: ^ iVU III' II ,1-1 I

,1^1 ,
_ _ '7' _

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 232. ther.J A genus of monocotyledonous plants,

sequent shortening of the vowel), < AS. liiex, a hetaeria (he-te'ri-ii), it. [L., < Gr. haipia, hai- founded by Ruiz and Pavon in 1794, belonging
command, hest (cf. freASs, behest: see behest), < Peia, companionship, association, brotherhood,

to the natural order Fontedertacea:. itisdistin-

hatan, bid, order, command: see hlghft.} l.A a society, < iralpo^, a companion, comrade : see SK&*.SlSSJStS&5*K*8?2l
command; bidding; injunction; behest. [Po- ff*^*^!

An association
of^persons for a com- includes 9 species of aquatic herbs, gi-owin'g in mud or

mon end; specifically [cop.], a secret political
society of Greeks, formed about the

"
shallow water, with rounded, long-petioled or linear leaves,
and blue, whitish, or yellowish flowers from a narrow

etical or archaic.]
To the ten heestis y haue not tende
Thoruj slouthe, wraththe, & glotenie.

Hymn, to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 99. freeing Greece from the -furkish yofe.
*

mF^^sut^Vthr^d.ito^rirhi'^'irf'kld:
Mar. Wh&t have you done? heteBrio (he-te'ri-o), II. [NL., < Gr. eratpia a ney-shaped leaves and white flowers.
Scath. Obeyed j-our hests, madam; done your commands, society: see hetwria.] In bot., a collection of heterarchy(het'e-rar-ki), n. [<Gr. JTt/wf, other,

vem t T'l; K
Sbepherd ' " a distinct indehiscent carpels, either dry upon a different, + aptf,, rule.] Government by an

vortrfX^rvicfor aSay
fleshv receptacle, as the strawberry, or^ryupon en or aliens; foreign rule. Also, erroneously,

Scott, L. of the L, vL 10.
a dry receptacle, as the ranunculus, or fleshy tterarchy. [Rare.]

2f. A promise. upon a dry receptacle, as the raspberry. Also, It is'a joy to think we have a king of our owne. Our
That thai had bene cumen right improperly, heterio, etcrio. owne blood, our owne religion ; according to the motto of
To the land of hest that tham was hight. hetaerism (he-te'rizm), n IX Gr eratotauAc the

r Princes (IchDien): otherwise, next to anarchy is <(,

Holy Kood (E. E. T. S-X p. 74. -!-._. '.' . k
She nyl hire heste broken for no wight.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 855.

hesternt (hes'tern), a. [= OF. esterne, hesterne, among
< L. hesternus, of yesterday, yesterday's (= E. course

primitive races of common inter- ,

, ., _, v course between the sexes; absence of the in- heterauxesis (het"e-rak-se sis), n. [< Gr. m-
- in yesterday, etc.), <.heri, yesterday: see stitution of marriage, or of lasting union be- ''of' other, different, + oftftwc, increase: see
-, yesterday.] Jf yesterday ; yester-. tween man and woman. Also written hetairism aux ^-'} In bot., irregular or unsymmetrical

and, incorrectly, hetarism. growth. It is a condition observed in the apex of grow-

The primitive condition of man socially was one of pure
,, ... j

hetaiiism. Sir J. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilization, p. 67.

3f or pertaining to yesterday. [Rare.] hetserist (he-te'rist), n. [< Gr. iratpiarvf, one
I rose by candle-light, and consumed, in the intensest who practises hetffrism, < haipiCciv, to be a

application, the hours which every other individual of our
' '

party wasted in enervating slumbers from the heiternal
dissipation or debauch. Bvlwer, Pelham, Ivii

yenter

yester

If a chronicler should misreport exploytes that were
entorprised but hestern day. Holinshed, Hist. Ireland.

hesternal (hes-ter'nal), a. [< hestern + -a/.]

hetsera: see Itetanxm. In def. 2, < Hetairia +
-ist.~\ 1. One who practises hetaarism. 2. A

ing organs of plants, superinduced by certain irregulari-
ties in the conditions upon which growth depends, such
as variations in the osmotic properties of the cell-sap, in
the physical properties of the primordial utricle, or in
those of the cell-wall itself, giving rise to inequalities in
the rate of growth of different parts of the organ, which
in turn changes the direction of its growth.
The rate of growth is usually not uniform in all parts

.,",.. u. ui*u<iuv,ii. 0UHOVT. ruljlluil, IV11. "*. .. /-. , .... . . ^_ i lie law w ||WWU1 In UBIUU1V not UmlOIIll III all I):lrl8

>ifiHtTincror,n<,n, QO ,<'. \ rr
member of the Greek political society Hetsena. of the transverse growing zones, so that the growth in

nestnogenous (hes-ttioj e-nus), a. [In-eg. (more Also written hetairist. length of an organ rarely, if ever, takes place in a straight

hatched, as all pnecocial and some altricial
birds: opposed to gymnoyenous or psiloptcdic.

Even our poor relations, the anthropomorphous apes
are not hetteristic. Athenaum. heterio, H.

Vines, Physiol. of Plants, p. 375.

See hetcerio.



hetero-

hetero-. [NL., L., etc., liclero-, < Gr. hr/m-,

combining form of trtpof, the other (one of

two), also (put loosely for d/Xof, L. alius) an-
other (of many), also other than usual, differ-

ent; perhaps reduced from orig. *ai>-cpvr, (?) =
Skt. antanis = Goth, unthar = E. other: see
other1

.'] An element in compound words of

Greek origin or formation, meaning 'other' or

'different': often opposed to homo-, 'same.'

heteroblastic (het"e-ro-blas'tik), a. [< Gr.

crepof, other, different, + /3/aorof, bud, germ.]
Having a different histolpgical origin, as when
cartilage arises from periosteal cells : opposed
to homoblastie.

This new cartilage is either homoblastic or heteroblantic.

H. Qaiiow, Nature, XXXIX. 150.

Heterobranchia (het^e-ro-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. crtpoc, other, different, + ppdyxto,
gills.] In zool., a classificatory name used in

various senses, (a) In Lamarck's system of classifica-

tion (1801-12), the lower one of two orders of his class Cms-
tacea, containing the branchiopods, isopods, amphipods,
etc., as distinguished from the Homobranchia or decapod
crustaceans, the cirripeds being placed in a different class.

(If) A section of gastropods with the gills variously formed,
exposed or only slightly covered by afold of the mantle, or
contained in a closed lung-like cavity. The species ai'e her-

maphroditic. The term was used by Gray for the Opixtho-
branchiata, and was by Leuckart (184S) made one of six
orders of the class Gasteropoda, (c) De Elainville's name
(1825) for the tunicates or ascidians, as the fourth order of
his Acephatophora or headless mollusks, divided into two
families, Axcidiacea, or ordinary sea-squirts, and Salpacea,
or salps. [Notinuse.J Also Heterobranchiata.

heterobranchlate (het*e-ro-brang'ki-at), a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Heterobranchia, in any sense.

Heterocarpeae(het"e-ro-kar'pe-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. trcpof, other, different, -r napvof, fruit.] A
class of algee established by Kutzing in 1843, in-

cluding the tribes Trichoblasteae and Choristocar-

pece. This classification has not been followed.

heterocarpian (het'e-ro-kar'pi-an), a. Same
as heterocarpous.
heterocarpOUS (het"e-ro-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.

erepika/OTOf, bearing 'different fruit, < erepof,

other, different, + Kapir6<;, fruit.] In bot., bear-

ing fruit of two sorts or shapes.
heterocellular (het*e-ro-seru-lar), a. [< Gr.

erepof, other, different, + NL. cellula, a cell :

see cellula."] Consisting of unlike (that is, of

variously differentiated or specialized) cells, as
most animals : opposed to isocellular.

heterocephalous (het"e-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [<
Gr. erepof, other, different, + nt^aXij, head.]
In bot., having some flower-heads male and
others female in the same individual : applied
principally in the Composita;.
Heterocera (het-e-ros'e-ra), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

irepof, other, different, 4- itepac;, horn.] A subor-
der of Lepidoptera, founded by Boisduval (1840),

containing the nocturnal lepidopters or moths :

contrasted with Rhopalocera or butterflies. They
are so named from the diversity in the forms of theanten-
nee, which may be setaceous, fusiform, pectinate, or plu-
mose, but are seldom if ever rhopalocerous or clubbed like
those of butterflies. Leading forms of Hetf.rocera are the

sphingids, bombycids, arctiids, noctuids, geometrids, py-
ralids, tortricids, and tint-ills. The group corresponds to
the Linnean generaSpAi'nz and Phalcena; it includes many
families, among them those grouped as Miarotepidoptera.
See moth.

heterocerc (het'e-ro-serk), a. [< Gr. Ircpoc,

other, different, + nepnof, tail.] Same as het-

erocereal.

heterocercal(het"e-ro-ser'kal), a. [< heterocerc

Heterocercal Tail of Fish.

+
-(tl.~\ In ichth., having an unequally divided

tail or caudal fin. Contrasted with homocercal.

heterocercality (het"e-ro-ser-kari-ti), . [<
heterocercal + -ify.~\ Sarnie as heterocercy. Sci-

ence, V. 341. [Rare.]
Heterocerci (het"e-ro-ser'si), n. pi [NL. (Zit-

tel, 1887), < Gr. ertpoc, other, different, + Kcpitaf,

tail.] An order of ganoid fishes, including the
families Pala-oniscida; and Platytsomidai : same
as Lysopteri.

hetefocercy (het'e-ro-ser"si), H. [< heterocerc
+ -y.] The state' or quality of being hetero-
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cereal ; inequality of the lobes of the caudal
fin: opposed to honiorcrry.
Heteroceridae (liet"e-ro-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< HeteroceruH + -ida:.] A family of clavicom
beetles, typified by the genus Hetoroeertts. The
dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly membranous,
the first four ventral segments connate, the tarsi 4-jointed,
the antenna) short and irregular, and the legs fossorial.

MacLeay, 1826.

heterocerous (het-e-ros'e-rus), a. [< NL. Hcte-

rocerus, < Gr. erepof, other, different, + /cfyaf,

horn.] Having diversiform antenna? ; pertain-
ing to orhaving the characters of the Heterocera.
Heterocerus (het-e-ros'e-rus), n. [NL. : see

heterocerous."] The typical genus of Heteroce-
rldai: so named from the irregularity of the

11-jointedantennse, most of the joints of which
form a club. The species are aquatic, burrowing in
sand or mud along streams and in marshes by means of
their strong fossorial legs.

Heterochelae (het"o-ro-ke'le), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fTepof, other, different, + xiW, a hoof, claw.] In
Latreille's system of classification, a division of

crabs, containing those whose claws are longer
in the male than in the female : contrasted with
Homochehe. It was composed of three tribes,

Orbiculata, Irigona, and Hypophthalma. See
these words.
Heterochromeae (het'e-ro-kro'me-e), . pi.
[NL.,< Gr. Tep6xpu/ioc,"of 'different color (see
heterochromovs), + -ece."] A subtribe of Com-
posita;, characterized by having the disk her-

maphrodite and mostly fertile, the corolla yel-
low or rarely cream-color, sometimes changing
to purple, the rays not yellow, wanting in cer-

tain species,and a naked receptacle. It includes

Aster, Erigeron, Boltonia, and allied genera.
heterochromous (hefe-ro-kro'mus), a. [< Gr.

iTep6xpu/iof, of different color, < srepoc, other,

different, -r xpu/ia, color.] In bot., having dif-

ferent members unlike in color; also, having
the florets of the center or disk different in color
from those of the circumference or ray: ap-
plied to a flower-head in the Composita;.
heterochronia (het"e-ro-kro'ni-a), . [NL.]
Same as heterochrony.

Perls has suggested the use of the word heterotopia to

designate a local heterology, and heterochronia a heterol-

ogy in point of time, as when mucous tissue or cartilage
develops in a place where it should normally only appear
In the embryonic period.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heterochronic (het"e-ro-kron'ik), a. [< hctcro-
chron-ons + -ic.] Same as hcterochronous.

heterochronism (het-e-rok'ro-nizm), 11. [< het-

erochron-oits + -4sm.]
"
Same as heterochrony.

heterochronistic (het"e-ro-kro-nis'tik), a. [<
heterochron-ous + -ist + -ic.] Same as hete-

rochronoiis.

heterochronous (het-e-rok'ro-nns), a. [< Gr.

erfp6xpovoc, of different times, < erepof, other,
different, + ^poVof, time.] Appearing at dif-

ferent times; not in genetic sequence; of or

pertaining to heterochrony.
heterochrony (het-e-rok'ro-ni),?j. [< NL. hete-

rochronia, < Gr. erepoxpovof, of different times:
see Jteterochronous.] In biol., a displacement,
with reference to their order of appearance in

time, of members of a genetically connected

series, as of animal forms or organs ;
a disar-

rangement of the true ontogenetie sequence.
Entire organs which, during the serial genesis of the

type, came comparatively late, come in the evolving indi-

viduulcomparativelysoon. This, which Prof. Haeckelhas
called heterochrony, is shown us in the early marking out
of the brain in a mammalian embryo, though in the lowest
vertebrate animal no brain ever exists.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 233.

Heterocladia (het"e-ro-kla'di-a), n. [NL.,< Gr.

e-epof, other, different, + K/latJof, branch.] Amo-
notypic genus of marine algce, placed byAgardh
in the order Rhodomelea; tribe Dasyea!. H. -

tralw, the only species, is a native of New Holland. It has
flat fronds composed of three layers of loose cellular tissue.

Heterocladieae (het"e-ro-kla-di'e-e), n. pi.

[NL.. < Heterocladia + -ece."] 'A tribe of marine
algse founded by Decaisne (1842), typified by
the genus Heterocladia : placed by Agardh in
the tribe Dasyece. See Heterocladia.

heterocline (het'e-ro-klln), a. [< Gr. iTcpoc,

other, different, -f KAivr/, bed (receptacle) : see

clinic.'] In bot., producing the two kinds of
heads on separate receptacles : nearly synony-
mous with heterocephalous.
heteroclital (het'e-ro-kll-tal), a. [< heteroclite
+ -/.] Same s.s"heieroclite.

heteroclite (het'e-ro-kllt), a. and n. [= F. he-

teroclite = Sp. Pg. heteroclito = It. eteroclito, <

LL. heteroclitun, < Gr. trep6K?uTo<;, irregularly in-

flected, < erepuc, other, different, + "K/.ITUI; (in

cornp.), verbal adj. of nMveiv, bend, incline, de-

Heterodon

dine, inflect, = E. lean1
: see clinic and lean1

.]

I. . 1. In.gram. , irregular in inflection. Hence
2. Deviating from ordinary forms or rules;

irregular; anomalous. [Rare.]
Sir Toby Matthews, one of those heteroclite animals who

finds his place anywhere.
Walpo/e, Anecdotes of Painting, II. iii.

II. 11. 1. In gram., a word which is irregular
or anomalous in declension or conjugation, or
which deviates from the ordinary formsofinflec-
tion in words of a like kind. It is applied par-
ticularly to nouns having forms from different

stems. Hence 2. A person or thing that de-
viates from the regular or proper form. [Rare.]
A substantial and severe collection of the heteroclites or

irregulars of nature, well examined and described, I find

not. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 121.

There are strange heteroclites in religion nowadays.
Howell, Letters, iv. 35.

It is a just and general complaint that indexes for the
most part are heteroclites I mean either redundant in
what is needless, or defective in what is needfuL

Fuller, Worthies, Norfolk.

heteroclitic (het'e-ro-klit'ik), a. and n. [< het-

eroclite + -ic.] iSame as heteroclite.

heteroclitical (het*e-ro-klit'i-kal), a. [< hetero-

clitic + -al.] Same as heteroclite.

Of sins Tifteroclitical, and such as want either name or

precedent, there is ofttimes a sin even in their histories.
Sir T. Brouiie, Vulg. Err., viL 19.

heteroclitous (het-e-rok'li-tus), a. [< LL. hete-

roclitus : see heteroclite.] Same as heteroclite.

heterocyst (het'e-ro-sist), n. [< Gr. erepof, oth-

er, different, + nvorif, a bag, pouch.] In bot.,
one of a class of abnormal cells found in algaa
of the order Nostoeacew. in the genus Nostoc, which
may be taken as the type, the plants consist of rounded
cells, loosely joined together in filaments, and usually
embedded in a glutinous jelly. At irregular intervals in
the filaments certain larger clear cells, the heterocysts, -are

produced. These heterocysts have differently colored wa-
tery cell-contents, and seem incapable of further develop-
ment. They are probably connected iu some way with
reproduction, but their real nature is unknown. Accord-
ing to Farlow ("Marine Algae of New England," p. 180), the
term has been wrongly applied to certain of the basal cells
of some of the species of Melobesia, the organs not being
homologous.

heterodactyL heterodactyle (het'e-ro-dak'-
til), a. [< NL. heterodactylus, < Gr. erepof, other,

different, + SA/trvAof, a finger or toe.] Having
the digits irregular or peculiar in size, form, or

position. Also heterodactylous.

Heterodactylae (hefe-ro-dak'ti-le), . pi.
[NL., fern. pi. of heterodactyhts : see heterodac-

ti/l.] In oniitli., a group of picarian birds, dis-

tinguished from all other zygodactyl birds by
having the second instead of the fourth toe
reversed

;
the trogons, of the family Trogonidce,

considered as a superfamily. Sclater, 1880.

Heterodactyli(het"e-ro-dak'ti-li), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of hetcrodactylus : see heterodactyl.] 1. In

Blyth's system of classification (1849), the third
division of his Strepitores, divided into the Tro-

gonoides and Cypseloides, the former consisting
of the trogons alone, the latter of the goatsuck-
ers, swifts, and humming-birds. 2. Same as

Heterodactyla: See heteropelmom.
heterodactylous (het"e-ro-dak'ti-lus), a. [<
NL. heterodaciylus : see heterodactyl."] 1. Same
as heterodactyl. 2. In ornith., having that ar-

rangement of the digits which is peculiar to

trogons; of or pertaining to the Heterodactyli.
Heterodactylus (het"e-ro-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL. :

see heterodactyl.] 1 . A genus of reptiles. Sp-ix,
1825. 2. A genus of coleopterous insects.

Gucrin, 1841.

Heterodermea3(het //

e-ro-der'me-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. irepof, other, different, + itpfia, skin, +
-ets.~\ An order of the Myxomyeetes or slime-

molds, proposed by Rostafinski in 1873. They
are characterized by having the sporangia without capil-
litium, columella, or lime

;
the sporangium-wall delicate,

and the spores and thickenings of the inner wall in one
and the same sporangium usually of uniform color.

Heterodon (he-ter'o-don), . [NL., < Gr. Ire-

/Mf, other, different,'-!- odoi-f (ooWr-) = E. tooth.]
1. A genus of

innocuous co-
lubriform ser-

pents, having
the rostral

plate enlarged
and recurved..

There are several
North American
species, chiefly
known as Ao.7-
nosed siiakez,

'

as
H. nimus or H.
platyrhinus. They
are unsightly
blotched reptiles, Hog-nosed Snake (Httrrmbn plalyrkima}.



Heterodon
with flattened heads, strikingly similar to some venomous
serpents, as the copperhead or moccasin, but are perfectly
harmless. Palisot dc Beau vote, 1799.

2. [1. c.] A serpent of the genus Hetemdon.
Also heterodont. 3. One of several genera of

mammals and mollusks. [Not in use.]
heterodont (het'e-ro-dont), a. and . [< Gr.

erc/iof, other, different, + Moic, (O&OVT-) = E.

tooth.] I. a. Having different kinds of teeth:

having the teeth differentiated into several

distinct kinds, as incisors, canines, and molars :

opposed to homodont.

In most cases . . . animals with Heterodont dentition
are also Diphyodont. Flower, Eneyc. Brit, XV. 352.

II. >i. 1. A heterodont animal. 2. Same
as hi'terodon, 2.

Heterodonta (het'e-ro-don'ta), H. pi. [NL. :

see heterodont.'} A section or order of dimy-
ariau bivalve mollusks, with the few hinge-
teeth distinctly separated as cardinal and lat-

eral, alternating, and exactly fitting into pits
in the opposite valve. It includes a large ma-
jority of living bivalves, as Venerieke, Unioni-

dte, and many related families.

Heterodontia (het'e-ro-don'shi-S), 11. pi. [NL. :

see heterodont.] In Blyth's edition of Cuvier,
an order of implacental mammals, correspond-
ing to the marsupialians or pouched mammals.
[Not in use.]

Heterodontidae (het*e-ro-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < He.terodontus -f- -idle.'] Same as Ces-

traciontidce.

heterodontoid (het'e-ro-don'toid), a. [< Hete-
rodontus + -oid.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Heterodon tidas.

Heterodontus (hefe-ro-don'tus), . [NL.:
see Heterodon.'} 1. Same as Cestracion. 2. A
genus of nitidulid beetles. Murray.
heterodox (het'e-ro-doks), a. and H. [= F. hete'-

rodoxc = Sp. Pg. "heterodoxo = It. eterodosso, <

Gr. ercp66o^of, of another or different opinion,
hence holding opinions other than the 'right'
ones (opposed to opftirfofof, orthodox), < erepof,

other, different, + <5<ifa, opinion: see doxology.]
1. a. 1. In theol., holding opinions not in ac-

cord with some generally recognized standard
of doctrine, such as the creed of a church or the
decrees of councils

;
not orthodox ; heretical.

He asserted that I was heterodox ; I retorted to the

charge. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

Hence, in general 2. Not in accord with the
established standard of belief.

This opinion will, we fear, be considered as heterodox.

Macaulay, On History.

Il.t An opinion not in accord with that
which is generally accepted ; a peculiar view.

On Thursday morning we had another session, in which
was nothing done, but that it was reasoned whether that
last heterodox should be retained.

Hales, Golden Remains, Balcanqual's Letter from the

[Synod of Dort, etc.

Not only a simple heterodox, but a very hard paradox
it will seem, and of great absurdity, . . . if we say attrac-
tion is unjustly appropriated unto the loadstone.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

heterodoxly (het'e-ro-doks-li), adt. In a het-
erodox manner.
heterodoxness (het'e-ro-doks-nes), n. The
character of being heterodox.

heterodoxy (het'e-ro-dok-si), H. [= F. hetero-

dojcie = Sp. Pg. heterodoxia = It. eterodossia, <

Gr. hcpoAo^ia, error of opinion, < iTepodot-oc, of

another opinion: see heterodox.] 1. The qual-
ity or state of being heterodox : as, the hetero-

doxy of a doctrine, book, or person.

Heterodoxy was to a Jew but another name for disloy-
alty. Sp. Burd, Works, VI. xx.

2. A heterodox belief or doctrine
;
a departure

from an established standard or principle; a

heresy.

Felagianism and Samianism, with several other hetero-
doxies. South, Sermon to University of Oxford, Ded.

"I have heard frequent use," said the late Lord Sand-
wich, in a debate on the Test Laws, "of the words ortho-

doxy and heterodoxy ; but I confess myself at a lose to
know precisely what they mean." "Orthodoxy, my Lord,"
said Bishop Warburton, in a whisper

"
orthodoxy is my

doxy heterodoxy is another man's doxy."
Quoted in Priestley's Memoirs, I. 572.

heterodromous (het-e-rod'ro-mus), a. [< Gr.

erepof, other, different, + Spo/ioc,, a running, <

fipaueiv, run.] Running or lying in different

directions, as leaves on the stem and branches.
Heterodromous lever, a lever the fulcrum of which

is between the weight and the power.

heterodromy (het-e-rod'ro-mi), H. [As heterod-
romatts + -y*.] In hot., a difference in direction
of the genetic spiral in branch and parent axis :

same as antidromy. Ooebel.

2814 heterogonous
Courtier and patriot cannot mix
Their het'rogeneiw* politics
Without an effervescence.

Coicper, Friendship, st. 22.

Relatively speaking, a tree is said to be heteroyeneoun as

mpared with the seed from which it has sprung ;
and an

hetercecious (het-o-re'shus), a. [< Gr.

other, different, +"oor, a house.] Pertaining
to or characterized by heteroacism.

heteroecism (het-e-re'sizm), n. [As heterue-

cioun + -ism.] In mycology, the development of tu,,,j,MCU ,, .. ,m . uuul ~^ .* ..<.= =P.,,. ,
,..,

different stages of the same growth on different orange is heterogeneous as compared with a wooden ball.

host-plants ;
the production of the secidiospores

> ^ke
' Co8mic phUos- l -

or conidia of a fungus on one host, and of its

uredospores and teleutospores on another. One
of the commonest examples is that afforded by the rust

(Puce/// '" //''" "' ""' ' of wheat, oats, and some of the culti-

vated grasses. (See cut under Puccinw.) The first stage

2. Composed of parts of different kinds; having
widely unlike elements or constituents: op-
posed to homogeneous.

is passed upon the leaves of the barberry, where it consti-

tutes what is known as the barberry-clustercupg, or bar-

berry-rust, jEcidium Berberidii. Latr in the season, and

usually after the rust has disappeared from the barberry,
the uredo-stage makes its appearance upon the stem and
leaves of wheat, oats, etc. The uredospores are soon pro-

duced, and by their rapid germination spread the disease

until the whole of the host>plant may be more or less af-

fected. In the fall the teleutospores are produced, which,
lasting over the winter, germinate in the spring only upon
the barberry-leaves, and begin again the cycle of growth.

heteroecisnial (het'e-re-siz'mal), a. [< heteroe-

cism + -al.] In a heteroacious manner; pass-
ing through different stages, or producing dif-

ferent kinds of spores, on different host-plants.

heterogamous (het-e-rog'a-mus), fl. [< Gr.

erepof, other, different, + fauof, marriage.] In

bot., bearing two kinds of flowers which differ

sexually, as in most Composites and many Cy-
peraccce. In the Composites the ray-flowers of the capit-
ulnni or head may be either neuter or female, and those of
the disk male. In the Cyperacear the male and female flow-

ers are frequently borne in different spikes from the same
root, or in different parts of the same spike.

heterogamy (het-e-rog'a-mi), n. [As heterog-
am-ous + -y.~\ The state or quality of being het-

erogamous ; mediate or indirect fertilization of

plants. See extract under CJiermes.

One or more generations of sexually produced young is

now called heterogamy. Nature, XXX. 67.

Heterogangliata (het"e-ro-gang-gli-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., ueut.pl. of "heterogangliatns : seehetero-

gangliate.] A name proposed by Professor
Owen for all the Mollusca of Cuvier except
the cirripeds, in accordance with a scheme of

classification founded on the nervous system.
heterogangliate (hefe-ro-gang'gli-at), a. [<
NL. *heterocfangliattis,<.QtT. ertpof, other, differ-

ent, + fdyyMov, ganglion.] Possessing a ner-

vous system in which the ganglia are scattered
and unsymmetrical, as mollusks; specifically,
of or pertaining to the Heterogangliata.
heterogenet (het'e-ro-jen), a. [< F. hetero-

gene: see heterogeneous.'] Same as heteroge-
neous.

All the guests are so mere heterogene
And strangers, no man knows another.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, 11. 1.

heterogeneal (het"e-ro-je'ne-al), a. [As hete-

rogenc-ous + -al.~\ Heterogeneous. [Rare.]
This may be true, only in the Blood and Spirits of such

fluid Farts, not in the solid and heterogeneal Parts.

HoweU, Letters, I. i. 31.

Inanimate substances, as water, wine, flesh, also magni-
tude, motion, and time, are wholes homogeneal continual;
the bodies of animals, heterogeneal continual ; numbers,
as three, ten, are wholes homogeneal discrete ; an army,
the church, the world, heterogeneal and of the same de-
nomination. BurgerKdieius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Heterogeneal numbers, numbers having opposite signs,

heterogeneity (het'e-ro-je-ne'i-ti), n. [=F.he-
terogeneite = Sp. heierogencidad= Pg. heteroge-
neidade = It. eterogeneitcl ; as heterogene-ous +
-ity."] The character or state of being hetero-

geneous; composition from dissimilar parts;
difference in kind or quality; disparateness;
dissimilarity.

Heterogeneity of function is the correlate of heteroge-
neity of structure ;

and heterogeneity of structure is the

leading distinction between organic and inorganic aggre-
gates, fl. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, 36.

What a delightful heterogeneity pervades a book-lover's

collection, even if it results only from the difference in
size of first editions ! J. B. Been, Bookworm, p. 32.

Obviously, as it is through differentiation that an aggre-
gate increases in heterogeneity, so it is through integra-
tion that an aggregate increases in deflniteness, of struc-
ture and function. J. FMe, Cosmic Philos., I. 337.

Law of heterogeneity, the proposition that every con-

cept is susceptible of logical division that, however mi-
nute a description may be, it must always leave room for

further distinctions.

heterogeneous (het"e-ro-je'ne-us), a. [= F.

hetero<iee= Sp. heterogeneo = Pg. heterogeneo =
It. eterogeneo,< ML. heterogeneus,< Gr. irtpoyfviK,
of different kinds, in gram, of different genders,
< Irepof, other, different, + ycvof, kind, gender :

see genus.'] 1. Different in kind; widely dis-

similar; unlike; foreign; incongruous.
If there be the least settlement or heterogeneous mat-

ter in any part of it [a liquor], shake it thoroughly, and
it will be sure to show itself. South, Works, VI. vii.

By a seemingly careless arrangement of his heterogene-
ous garb, he had endeavored to conceal or abate the pecu-
liarity. Hau'thorne, Scarlet Letter, ill.

An object is said to be heterogenyrui when its parts do
not ah

1

resemble one another. All known objects are
more or less heterogeneous. J. Fike, Cosmic Philos., I. 336.

Heterogeneous attraction, (a) An attraction between
atoms, depending upon their being different in kind ;

chemical attraction. (6) The attraction between the dif-

ferent kinds of electricity and magnetism. Heteroge-
neous body, a mechanical mixture of different chemical
substances

; especially, in the theory of attractions and in

optics, a body whose parts are of unequal density. Het-
erogeneous nouns, in gram., nouns of different genders
in the singular ;unl plural: as, Latin /oru*, u place, which is

of the masculine gender in the singular, but either mascu-
line or neuter in the plural. Heterogeneous number,
a number composed of a whole number and a fraction.

Heterogeneous principle, a principle belonging to a

different science from the one under consideration ;
a het-

eronymous principle. Heterogeneous quantities, in

physic*, quantities of different dimensions, as a velocity
and an acceleration. Heterogeneous surds, in inath.,
roots whose indices are different, as a square root and a
cube root.

heterogeneously (het*e-ro-je'ne-us-li), adr. In

a heterogeneous manner; so as to be hetero-

geneous ; dissimilarly.

They [the houses] are small, and by the necessity of ac-

cumulating stores, where there are so few opportunities
of purchase, the rooms are very heterogeneously filled.

Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

heterogeneousness (het'e-ro-je'ne-us-nes), .

The character or condition of being heteroge-
neous; heterogeneity.

Dissimilitude of style, and heterogeneougness of senti-

ments, may sufficiently shew that a work does not really

belong to the reputed author.

Johnton, Note on Shakespeare's 3 Hen. VI.

heterogenesis (hefe-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. tTepof, other, different, + yeveovf, genera-
tion.] 1. Production by an external cause
that is, a cause different from the effect. Also
called heterogeny. 2. In biol.: (a) The spon-
taneous generation of animals and vegetables
low in the scale of organization from inorganic
elements; abiogenesis. (6) That kind of genera-
tion in which the parent, whether {>lant or ani-

mal, produces offspring differing in structure

and habit from itself, but in which after one or
more generations the original form reappears.
Some forms of heterogenesis are called xenogenesw, par-
thenogenesii, geneagenetit, and alternate generation. See

biogenesis, homogenesis.

By the other mode, the living parent was supposed to

give rise to offspring which passed through a totally dif-

ferent series of states from those exhibited by the parent,
and did not return into the cycle of the parent; this is

what ought to be called Heterogenesin, the offspring being
altogether and permanently unlike the parent. The term

Heterogenesis, however, has unfortunately been used in a
different sense, and M. Milne-Edwards has therefore sub-

stituted for it Xenogenesis, which means the generation
of something foreign. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 858.

heterogenetic (het*e-ro-je-net'ik), a. [< hete-

rogenesis, after genetic.]

'

Pertaining to or of

the nature of heterogenesis, in any sense.

Prof. Wundt calls his own theory of the will "the auto-

genetic theory," opposing it to the ordinary or "
hetero-

genetic theory." Mind, XII. 289.

heterogenist (het>e-roj'e-nist), n. [< heterogeny
+ -ist.] One who believes in the theory of

spontaneous generation.
heterogeny (het-e-roj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. erepo-

-jevf/f, of different kinds: see heterogeneous.']
Same as heterogenesis, 1.

Heteroglossa (het"e-ro-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. irepof, other, different,+ y\acaa, tongue : see

glossa, 2.] A prime section of scutibranchiate

gastropods. They have pellucid teeth in five to eight
longitudinal rows and variable in form, the larger ones

having opaque black tips ; the shell is symmetrical ; and
the foot has no lateral branch. The group was instituted

by J. E. Gray for the families Dentaliidae, Tecturidae, Lepe-
tutae, Patellidtf, and Chitonidce, which are distributed by
recent authors among three orders.

heterogone (het'e-ro-gon), a. Same as heterogo-
nous.

heterogonism (het-e-rog'o-nizm), n. [< hete-

rogon-fius + -ism."]

"
The state of being hete-

rogonous. Also heteroyoinj.

heterogonous (het-e-rog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. i-repo^,

other, different, + )<5w>c, generation.] In bot.,

having dissimilar reproductive organs : a term

proposed by Asa Gray, in 1877, to include such



heterogonous

flowers as are dimorphic or trirnorphic in regard
to the relative length of stamens and pistils.
These flowers were first called diaecio-diinttrphic by Torrey
and Gray, in their "Flora of North America." Darwin,
who was the first to interpret correctly the meaning, first

termed this kind of blossom simply diiorphie(Jour. Linn.

Sue. l,ond., 1862-77), but later, in 1877, in his "forms of

Flowers, "he adopted Ilildebrand's epithet heteroslyled for

It. These terms are, however, objectionable, since the

differences affect the androecium, and even the pollen, as

well as the style. Sometimes also heterogeneous, hetero-

gone. Heterogonous dimorphism, the production of

two kinds of hermaphrodite flowers by different individ-

uals of the same species, the flowers being essentially simi-

lar except in the andrfficium and gynoecium, but these re-

ciprocally ditlerentin length or height, and the adaptations
such that, by the agency of insects, the pollen from the

stamens of the one sort reciprocally fertilizes the stigma
of the other. This dimorphism has been detected in about
40 genera, belonging to 14 or 15 natural orders,widely scat-

tered through the vegetable kingdom. Gray, Struct. Bot.
,

p. 234. Heterogonous trimorpnism, a threefold het-

erogonism that is, the occurrence in flowers of three re-

ciprocally relative lengths of stamens and pistils.
" The

three forms may be conveniently called, from the unequal
length of their pistils, the long-styled, mid-styled, and

short-styled. The stamens also are of unequal length,
and these may be called the longest, mid-length, and
shortest." Darwin, Forms of Flowers, p. 138.

heterogony (het-e-rog'o-ni), n. [As heterogo-
nous + -y.] Same"as heterogonism. See heterog-
onous.

heterographic (hefe-ro-grafik), a. [< hete-

rography T -ic.] Of or pertaining to heterog-
raphy.
heterography (het-e-rog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. erepof,

other, different, + -ypafyia, < ypdfciv, write.]

Heterogeneous spelling; the use of the same
letter or letters with different powers in differ-

ent positions or in different words, as of c in call

and cell, otiyli in rough, dough, and hough, etc.

Heterogyna (het-e-roj'i-na), n. pi. [NIj.,neut.
pi. of neterogytms : see heterogynous.] 1. In
Latreille's system of classification, the first fam-

ily of aculeate hymenopterous insects, the ants :

so called from the two or three kinds of individ-

uals, as males, females, and neuters: nearly
equivalent to the modern families Formici-

dce, Dorylidce, Poneridce, Myrmicidce, Odontoma-
chidte, and Mutillida. 2. A group of fosso-
rial hymenopterous insects, or digger-wasps,
consisting of the families MntillidtK and Sco-

liidce, thus together contrasted with Fossores

proper.
heterogynal (het-e-roj'i-nal), a. [As heterogy-
nous + -al.] Same as heterogynous.

heterogynous (het-e-roj'i-nus), a. [< NL. hete-

rogynus, < Gr. erepof, other, different, + ybvn,

female.] Having the females of two different

kinds, one sexual, the other abortive or neuter,
as the ants ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Heterogyna.
hcteroideous (het-e-roi'de-us), a. [< Gr. erepo-

<%, of another form or' kind, <
ircpo^, other,

different, + el6of, form.] Diversified in form.

[Rare.]
Heterolepidffi (het'e-ro-lep'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heterolepis + -idle.] In Gunthers classifi-

cation of fishes, same as Chiridw or Hexagram-
midce.

heterologous (het-e-rol'o-gus), a. [< Gr.

other, different, +"/,dyof, proportion, relation.

Cf. heterology.] 1. Containing or consisting
of different elements or combinations

;
not ho-

mologous.
Homologous forms may occur in parallel series which

. . . can be called heterologous in their own series.

Hyatt, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 117.

Specifically 2. In med.
t consisting of a tis-

sue not normally found in that place at that

period of life : as, a heterologous tumor.

The more malignant heterologous tumors were attrib-

uted to a change in the blood.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heterology (het-e-rol'o-ji), . [As heterolo-

gous + -y.] Abnormality; want or absence of

homology or true morphological affinity ;
struc-

tural difference from a type or normal standard.

Thus, cancer-cells exhibit heterology in compar-
ison with healthy tissues.

Perls has suggested the use of the word heterotopia to

designate a local heterology, and heterochronia a heterol-

ogy in point of time, as when mucous tissue or cartilage
develops in a place where it should normally only appear
in the embryonic period.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heteromallqus (het"e-ro-marus), a. [< Gr. i-re-

pof, other, different, + /laXAdf, a lock of wool.]
In bot., having the leaves or branches turned
in different directions, like the fibers of wool :

applied to mosses. [Rare.]

heteromastigate (het"e-ro-mas'ti-gat), a. [<
Gr. ercpoc, other, different, + udoTi$ (fiaarty-), a
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whip, flagellum, + -ate1 .] Having flagella of

different kinds, a tractellum and a gubernacu-
lum, as an infusorian : distinguished from iso-

mastigate.

Heterbmastigidae (het"e-ro-mas-tij'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Heteromastix (-tiij-j + -idie.] A family
of cilioflagellateinfusorians, represented by the

genus Heteromastix. They have a short adoral fringe
of cilia, one trailing and one vibratile flagellum, and a
distinct anterior mouth close to the bases of the flagella.
These animalcules are illoricate and free-swimming, plas-
tic and changeable in form, and inhabit fresh water. The
family has also been raised to the rank of an order named
Heteroiiuustigoda.

Heteromastix (het"e-ro-mas'tiks), n. [NL., <

Gr. crcpof, other, different, + pdaTtt-, a whip,
scourge.] 1. A genus of coleopterous insects.

Boheman, 1858. 2. The typical genus of Hete-

romttstigida, having a fringe of cilia along the

ventral surface. H.proteiformis is an example.
N. James Clark, 1868.

Heteromeles (hefe-ro-me'lez), n. [NL., < Gr.

erepof, other, different, + jifi~M>v, apple.] A nion-

otypic genus of plants, belonging to the natural

order Bosacete, and allied to Pyrus and Cra tcegus.
The single species, H. arbutifolia, is a shrub or small tree,

with simple, coriaceous, dark, shining, evergreen, sharply
serrate leaves, and white flowers in terminal corymbose
panicles. It is very ornamental, from the contrast between
the abundant bright-red fruit and the dark shining foliage.
It is common in the coast ranges of California from Men-
docino county to San Diego, and east to the Sierra Nevada,
and is known as the tolon and the California holly. The
wood is dark reddish-brown in color, very heavy, hard, and
close-grained, and susceptible of a beautiful polish.

Heteromera (het-e-rom'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. erepofiepi/f, unequal: see heteromerous.] In
Latreille's system of classification, a subordinal

group of Coleoptcra. It includes those beetles which
have 6 tarsal joints of the first and second pair of legs, and

only 4 such joints of the third pair, and is divided into

Metasoma, Taxicornet, Stenelytra, and Trachelides. A la-

ter division of the Heteromera, by Westwood, is into Tra-
chelida and Atrachelia. Leading families of the former
are Meloidce, Stylopidce, and Anthicidce; most of the lat-

ter division consists of the Tenebrionidce.

heteromeran (het-e-rom'e-ran), n. One of the

Heteromera; a heteromerbus beetle.

Heteromeri (het-e-ro-me'rl), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. erepof, other, different, + /aipAf, thigh.] In

ornith., in Garrod and Forbes's arrangement, a
division of mesomyodian passeres, including
the families Cotingidie and Pipridie, in which
the femoral artery is developed contrary to the

rule in birds : opposed to Homoeomeri.
heteromeric (het"e-ro-mer'ik), a. [As Hetero-

meri + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Heteromeri;

having the disposition of the femoral artery as

in the Heteromeri.

heteromerons (het-e-rom'e-rus), a. [Cf. Hete-
romera ; < Gr. erepo/iepqf, unequal, < erepot;, other,

different, + fiepof, a part.] Diversiform; vari-

ously composed ; having a heterologous compo-
sition; consisting of heteronomous parts. Specifi-

cally (a) In entom., having a different number of joints
in the different pairs of tarsi ; pertaining to or having the
characters of the Heteromera. (b) In them., unrelated as

to chemical composition, (c) In bot. : (1) Of flowers, hav-

ing the members of adjoining cycles unequal in number.

(2) Of lichens, having the gonidia or algal cells disposed
within the thallus in one or more distinct layers, thus pro-

ducing a stratification : opposed to homceomerous.

The heteromerottR thallus occurs in the large majority
of species, and displays in fact a structure the main fea-

tures of which can be clearly defined.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 402.

Heterometabola (het"e-ro-me-tab'o-la), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. CTjjoof, other, different, +'NL. Meta-

bola, q. v.] A division of insects, including the

Hemiptera,Orthoptera, Psendoneuroptera, IVtyso-

poda, and Tliysanura, which differ in their meta-

morphoses, but none of which show complete
changes from larva to pupa and imago : in con-
tradistinction to the Metabola, which undergo
complete metamorphosis. Also called Homo-
morpha. Packard.
heterometabolous (het"e-ro-me-tab'o-lus), a.

[As Heterometabola + -otis.] Pertaining to the

Heterometabola; characterized by varying met-

amorphosis.
Heteromita (het-e-rom'i-ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

erepof, other, different, + prof, thread.] The
typical genus of infusorians of the family Hete-

romitidte, of ovate form, without ventral groove.
They are very numerous in infusions of animal or vege-
table matter in either fresh or salt water. H. Irns is one
of the longest-known animalcules, having been described
as Monatt lens by Miiller in 1786. There are many others.

Heteromitidae (het"e-ro-mit'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heteromita + -i<te.] A family of flagellate

infusorians, represented by the genus Hetero-
mita. They are naked, free or attached, with

flagella distinct or united at the base, and the

body ovate or elongate.

heteronomic

heteromorph (het'e-ro-morf), . One of the
//< tfromorplitp, as th'e hoactzin.

Heteromorpha (hefe-ro-mor'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. oilieteromorphus: seell'eteromorphous.']
A series of hexapod insects which undergo true

and complete metamorphosis ;
the Metabola, in-

cluding Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, Neu-

roptera, and Hymenoptera : opposed to Homo-
morpha.
Heteromorphse (het"e-ro-mor'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. of heteromorplius : see heteromorphous.]
1. A group of lepidopterous insects. Hubner,
1816. 2. In Huxley's classification of birds,

a superfamily group established for the recep-
tion of the hoactzin, Opisthocomus cristatus: a

synonym of Opisthoeomi.

heteromorphic (het"e-ro-m6r'fik), a. [As hete-

romorph-ous + -ic.] "l. Deviating in form from
a given type or standard; of irregular, abnor-

mal, or unusual structure or composition. 2.
In entom., undergoing entire transformation or

complete metamorphosis; metabolous; specifi-

cally, pertaining to or having the characters of

the Heteromorpha or Heteromorphce.
Also heteromorphous.

heteromorphism (het'e-ro-mor'fizm), n. [As
heteromorpn-ous + -ism.~\ The state or char-
acter of being heteromorphic ;

deviation from
a type or norm, or from congruity. Specifically

(a) In entom., existence under different forms at succes-

sive stages of development : the result of transformation
or metaboly. Thus, an insect exhibits heteromorphism
when it is a pupa or larva, before it becomes an imago.
(6) In bot., the property of having flowers differing from
one another in the nature of their reproductive organs.
See heterogonous. (c) In crystal., that property sometimes
observed in compounds of crystallizing in different forms,

though containing equal numbers of atoms similarly

grouped, as in the case of the hydrous sulphates of zinc

and ferrous iron, the former crystallizing in the ortho-

rhombic, the latter in the monoclinic system.

heteromorphite (hefe-ro-mor'fit), n. [As het-

eromorph-ous + -ite2.J A variety of the min-
eral jamesonite.
heteromorphous (het"e-ro-m6r'fus), a. [< NL.

heteromorplius, < Gr.
'

Tep6/iop(t>of, of another

form, < ercpof, other, different, + p.op$ii, form.]
Same as heteromorphic Heteromorphous palpi,
in entom.

,
those palpi in which the two intermediate joints

are much larger than the first or hist.

heteromorphy (het'e-ro-m6r-fi), . [As hetero-

morph-ous + -i/.] Heteromorphism; specifical-

ly, as used by teratologists, deformity in plants.

Heteromya (het-e-rom'i-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

trcpof, other, different, + p.vf ,
a mussel, muscle,

mouse, = E. mouse."] An order of bivalve or la-

mellibranch mollusks, in which the anterior or

pallial adductor is much smaller than the pos-
terior or pedal adductor, and in which siphons
are seldom developed: distinguished from Iso-

mya and Monomya. The mussels are a familiar

example.
Heteromyaria(het*'e-ro-mi-a'ri-a),M.i>/. [NL.,
as Heteromya + -aria.] A group of acephalous
conchiferous mollusks, including the Mytilidee,
or mussels and related forms: distinguished
from Dimyaria and Monomyaria.
heteromyarian (het"e-ro-mi-a'ri-an), a. Per-

taining to or having tile characters of the Hete-

romyarla.
Heteromyinae (het"e-ro-mi-l'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heteromi/s + -ino;.] A subfamily of Sacco-

myidce, typified by the genus Heteromys ; the

spiny pocket-mice. They are characterized by the

combination of rooted molars, broad smooth upper in-

cisors, lack of inflation of the temporal region of the skull,
and by the presence of external cheek-pouches and flat-

tened spines in the pelage. Cottes, 1877.

Heteromys (he-ter'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. ere-

pof, other, different,' + ^6f = E. mouse.] The

typical and onlygenus of Heteromyirue, contain-

ing several species of pocket-mice of the warmer
parts of America, resembling PerognaOius, but
with plain incisors and spinose pelage. H. ano-

malus of Trinidad, about the size of a common
rat, is an example. Desmarest, 1804.

Heteronemeaet (hefe-ro-ne'me-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. erepof, other, different, -f- vijfia, a thread,
+ -em.] A name applied by Fries to the higher

cryptogams, such as the ferns, which were re-

garded as having a more complicated genera-
tion than the lower cryptogams.
heteronemous (het"e-ro-ne'mus), a. [As Hete-

roncm-ece + -ous.~] Resembling or of the nature
of the Heteronemea;.

heteronomic (het"e-ro-nom'ik), a. [As heteron-

om-ous + -ic.] Of unlike or opposite polarity:

applied to contact of parts of the human body
in experiments in animal magnetism : opposed
to isonomic.



heteronomic
Heteronomic [contact] is hypersesthesic and increases it

I muscular energy]. Amer. Jour, of Psychol., I. 602.

heteronomous (het-e-rou'o-mus), a. [< Gr. m-
pof, other, different, + vouof, law.] 1 . In Trial.,

of a different kind or order in any series or set
of related things ; differentiated or special-
ized in some way from a common type, in ac-
cordance with a law of adaptive modification.
Tims, the cephalothorax of a crustacean is heteronomous
with the abdominal segments, though both are composed
of primitively similar metameres.

2. Pertaining to or characterized by heteron-

omy.
heteronomy (het-e-ron'o-mi), H. [As heteroti-

om-ous + -y.] 1. "Subordination or subjection
to a law imposed by another or from without:

opposed to autonomy.
To substitute the moral autonomy of the conscience,

which is a modern idea, for the heteronomy of the Divine
will and revelation [is] a clear forsaking of Christian

ground. Westminster lieu., CXXVI. 457.

2. Specifically, in the Kantian ethics, subjection
of the will to the control of the natural appe-
tites, passions, and desires, instead of to the
moral law of reason.

heteronym (het'e-ro-nim), . [= F. hetero-

ni/me, < (Jr.
erep^yvfid^, having a different name,

< erepof, other, different, + 6vv/ia, ovo/ja, name.]
1. A word having a different sound and mean-
ing from another, but the same spelling, as lead 1

,

conduct, and lead2
,
a metal : distinguishedfrom

homonym in a narrow sense that is, a word
having the same sound as another, but not the
same spelling. 2. A different name of the
same thing; a name in one language precise-
ly translating a name in another language ; a

linguistic synonym, having literally the same
meaning as some other word of another lan-

guage. [Rare.]
Vernacular names which are more or less precise trans-

lations of Latin names, or of names in any other language,
may be called heteronyws.

B. a. Wilder, Jour. Nerv. Diseases, xii. (1885).

heteronymic (het"e-ro-nim'ik), . [< hetero-

nym + -ic.~\ Same as lieteronymous.
heteronymous (het-e-ron'i-mus), a. [< Gr.

erepuvvfio^, having a different name : see hetero-

nym.] 1. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or

having a heteronym. 2. Of a different name:
specifically, in optics, said of the double images
of an object as seen under certain conditions.
See homonymous.
Synonymous relatives are of the same name, heterony-

rnoun of a different name. Watts, Philosophy, p. 353.

The eye (or the mind) instinctively distinguishes ho-

monymous from heteronymous images, referring the for-

mer to objects beyond, and the latter to objects this side

of, the point of sight. Le Conte, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 539.

Heteronymous principles, principles drawn from dif-

ferent sciences. Heteronymous relates, things whose
relation to one another is not reciprocal, as father and son :

opposed to synonymous relates, as cousins,

heteronymously (het-e-ron'i-mus-li), ade. In
a heterouymous manner

;
so as to be heterony-

mous.
Place one forefinger before the other in the median

plane ; . . . when we look at the farther finger, the nearer
one is doubled heteronymously. Le Conte, Sight, p. 120.

heteronymy (het-e-ron'i-mi), . [< LGr. ETE-

puvvpia, a different name, the having a different

name, < ETcpavv/^oc, having a different name : see

heteronym.'] 1. The relation between two or
more heteronyms. 2. The system according
to which heteronyms are employed. See pa-
ronymy.
heteroousia, Heteroousian, etc. See heteroit-

sia, etc.

heteropathic (het"e-ro-path'ik), a. [< heterop-
ath-y + -f'c.J Same as allopathic. [Rare.]
heteropathy (het-e-rop'a-thi), . [Formed af-

ter Gr. trepoTraBcia, counter-irritation, but taken
in a deflected sense, as in allopathy, < tTepot;,

other, different, + TrdOof, suffering.] Same as
allopathy. [Rare.]
Heteropelma (hefe-ro-pel'ma), n. [NL., fern,

of heteropelmus : see heteropelmons.] 1. In en-

torn., a genus of ichneumon-flies, of the sub-

family Ophionince, having the first joint of the
hind tarsi four times as long as the second.
There are one European and two American species. H.
flavicornis of the United States is a common parasite of
the larvae of Datana.
2. A neotropical genus of birds, of the family
Cotingidtv and subfamily Lipauginte. H. tur-

dinum of Brazil is an example. Schiff(in Bona-
/iin'te, 1853).

heteropelmous (het*e-ro-pel'mus), a. [< NL.
hcteropelmus, < Gr. ercpof, other, different, +
a-F^fia, the sole of the foot.] In ornitli., pe-
culiar in the disposition of the flexor tendons
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in the sole of the foot ; having that arrange-
ment of these which is peculiar to the trogous
or Heterodactyli, in which each of the flexors

splits into two tendons, and the flexor hallu-

cis supplies the two posterior toes (first and
second digits), while the flexor perforans sup-
plies the two anterior toes.

This structure, found nowhere else, we shall designate
as heteropelmotu. Stand. Xat. Hint., IV. 369.

Heterophagi (het-e-rof'a-ji), n. pi. [NL., pi.

oiheterophaijus: see hetero]iliii;/oiiK.] In ornitli.,

the class of birds the young of which require
to be fed by their parents; the altricial birds:

opposed to Autophagi. See Altriees.

heterophagous (het-e-rof'a-gus), a. [< NL.
hetero2>hagm, < Gr. erepof, other, different, +
tfxiyelv, eat.] Needing to be fed by others, as
the young of the Heteronhat/i; altricial.

heterophasia(het"e-ro-fa'si-a), . [< Gr. en-fiof,

other, different, + ^dmf, a saying, (Qavai, say.]
Inpathol., a form of aphasia in which the patient
constantly misapplies the terms he uses.

heterophasiac (het"e-ro-fa'si-ak), . [< Itetero-

phasia + -ac.] One who is affected with het-

erophasia.
heterophemism (het*e-ro-fe'mizm), n. [< het-

erophem-y + -ism,"] 1. Same as heterophemy.
2. An instance of heterophemy.

I have several examples in which creditor is used for

debtor perhaps the most common of all heterophemisins
in one of which a man is actually spoken of as "an ab-

sconding creditor." R. 0. White, The Galaxy, XX. 698.

heterophemist (hefe-ro-fe'mist), . [< hetero-

pliem-y + -int.] One afflicted with heterophemy .

heterophemistic (het"e-ro-fe-mis'tik), a. [<

heterophem-y + -ist-ic.]

"

Pertaining to or char-
acterized by heterophemy.
heterophemize (het'e-ro-fe'miz), v. i.; pret.
and pp. heteropltemized,' ppr. heterophemiziiig.
[< heterophem-y + -ize.] To say one thing when
another is meant.
As Saul appeared among the prophets, so Henry Ward

Beecher appears among the heterophemists ; and charac-

teristically of all that he does, he heterophemize* in a very
striking manner. R. O. White, The Galaxy, XX. 697.

heterophemy (hefe-ro-fe'mi), . [< Gr. erepoc,,

other, different, + $ij/i>i, a speech, saying (= L.

J'ama, > E. fame1
, q. v.), < <t>dvai, speak, say.]

The saying of one thing when another is meant
;

specifically, a disordered or morbid mental con-
dition which leads to the saying or writing of
one thing when another is meant; physical
incapacity to express one's ideas in language
conveying a correct impression. When hete-

rophemy becomes a pronounced disease it is

known as aphasia. Also heterophemism.
Another incident of its manifestation is that the asser-

tion made is most often not merely something that the

speaker or writer does not mean to say, but its very re-

verse, or at least something notably at variance with his

purpose. For this reason I have called it heterophemy,
which means merely the speaking otherwise, and which
has relations to and illustrations in heterodoxy, hetero-

geneous, and heteroclite.

R. Q. White, The Galaxy, XX. 693.

heterophonia (het'e-ro-fo'ni-a), n. [< Gr. ETE-

pof, other, different, + ijxjv?/, sound, voice.]
Change of voice; cracked or broken voice.

Dunglison.
heterophoria (het"e-ro-f6'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ETEpof, other, different, + -0opz, < Qepeiv = E.

bear^.] A tendency of the visual axes to fail

to meet in the fixation-point, due to weakness
of one or more of the ocular muscles or their

faulty innervation; insufficiency of the eye-
muscles ; muscular asthenopia.
heterophyadic (het'e-ro-fi-ad'ik), a. [< Gr.

erepof, other, different, + (MGr.) 0if (ifivao-), a

shoot, sucker, < <fivca6ai, grow.] In bot., char-

acterized, as species of the genus Equisetum,
by the production of two kinds of stems, one

(usually appearing early in the spring) bearing
the fructification, which soon withers entirely
or at the apex, and the other bearing the sterile

or vegetative branches. See homophyadic.
heterophyl, heterophyll (het'e-ro-fil), n. [<
NL. heterophyllus : see heterophyllous.] A spe-
cies of ammonite having two forms of foliation
or volution of the septal margins ;

one of the

Heterophylli.

Heterophylli (het"e-ro-fil'l), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

heterophyllnx : see heterophyllous.] A group of

cephalopods containing those ammonites which
have different kinds of foliation or volution of

the septal margins.
heterophyllous (het"e-ro-fil'us), a. [< NL.
licti'i'upliylliis, < Gr. fTfpof, other, different, +
dWUov, leaf.] 1. In bot., having two different

kinds of leaves on the same stem, as Potamo-

heteroptics

yctou heterophyllus, which has broad floating
leaves, with narrow leaves submerged in the
water. 2. In sool., pertaining to or havingthe
characters of the Heterophylli, as an ammonite.
heterophylly (het'e-ro-fil"i), . [As hetero-

]>/tyll-oitt> + -y.~\ In bo't., the condition of hav-

ing leaves different from the regular form.

Variability of species and heterophylly are characteristic
of the flora to quite an unusual degree.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 619.

heteroplasia (hefe-ro-pla'si-a),
. [< Gr. irepof,

other, different, + irAaait;, a forming, molding,
< nvuunrnv, form.] Inpathol., the development
of a form of tissue in a location where it does
not normally occur; abnormality of tissue, as
in tuberculosis.

heteroplastic (het"e-ro-plas'tik), a.
[<

Gr. ET-E-

pof, other, different, + irAaartufa, plastic, < Tt'f.da-

aeiv, form.] 1. Pertaining to or characterized

by heteroplasia.
The myxomata often have a heteroplattic origin.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 100.

2. Dissimilar in structure, as different tissues
of the body. Thus, nerve-tissue, muscle-tissue,
and bone-tissue are heteroplastic with reference
one to another.

heteropod (het'e-ro-pod), a. and . [< NL.
heteropus (-pod-), < Gr. Tep6irovf, with uneven
feet, < cTepor,, other, different, + mji'f (Trod-) =
E. foot.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Heteropoda. Also heteropo-
dous.

II, n. One of the Heteropoda. Also heterop-
odan,

Heteropoda (het-e-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of heteropus (-pod-) : see heteropod.] Inzodl.,
aname applied to several groups, (a) In Crustacea,
a group of amphlpods or isopods Including forms with 14

feet, some of which are fitted for swimming. Latreille,
1826. (6) A class of MMutca, or an order or a subclass of

Gasteropoda; the nucleobranchiate mollusks, having the
foot (propodium) modified into a swimming-organ or ver-

tical lin lacking epipodia, the gills when present massed
on the hinder part of the back, and the shell small or

wanting. They ait- free-swimming pelagic organisms,
of delicate, gelatinous, hyaline or transparent structure.
There are two families, Firolidce and Atlantidce. The lead-

ing genera of the former are Firola (or Pterotraehea) and
Carinaria, and of the latter Atlanta and the fossil Bel-

lerophon. Caryobranchia is a synonym, (c) A group of

echinoderms. Also written Heteropodes. Brandt, 1SS5.

heteropodan (het-e-rop'o-dau), n. Same as

heteropod.

heteropodous (het-e-rop'o-dus), a. Same as

heteropod.
heteropolar (het"e-ro-po'lar), a. [< Gr. ETEpof,

other, different, 4-' KOAO$, pole: see polar.] 1.

Having polar correspondence to something
other than itself. 2. In morphology, having
unequal or dissimilar poles : said of the figures
called staiiraxonia heteropola. See stauraxotria.

heteroproral (het'e-ro-pro'ral), a. [< Gr.

tTEpof, other, different, + NL. prora, q. v.]

Having unequal or dissimilar prorse, as a ptero-

cymba ;
not homoproral.

The prows may be similar (homoproral) or dissimilar

(heteroproral). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

heteropsychological (het"e-r6-si"ko-loj'i-kal),
a. [< Gr. e-epof, other, different, + E. psycho-
logical.] See extract under idiopsychological.

heteropter (het-e-rop'ter), . A heteropterous
insect ; one of tfie Heteroptera.
Heteroptera (het-e-rop'te-rfi), n. pi. [NL..
neut. pi. of heteropterus : see hetero/)teroiis.]
One of the two prime divisions of hemipterous
insects founded by Latreille (1817). It is a sub-
order of Hemiptera, contrasted with Homoptera, from
which it differs in the horizontal posture of the head,
which is socketed in a hollow of the prothorax, and has a

usually 4-jointed rostrum at the tip, and in the structure
and position of the wings, which lie flat on the back, and
are composed of three recognizable parts, the corium, the

clavus, and the membrana (the last being veined and over-

lapping its fellow), with sometimes a fourth piece, the cu-

neus, at the end of the corium. The Heteroptera are
those insects to which the popular term bug is specially

applicable.

heteropteran (het-e-rop'te-ran), n. One of the

Heteroptera; a heteropter or true bug.
heteropterous (het-e-rop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
Jieteropterus, < Gr. ercpof, other, different, + TTTE-

p6v, wing.] Having diversiform wings ; having
the wings composed of several distinct parts;

specifically, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Heteroptera.

heterOptlCS (het-e-rop'tiks), . [< Gr. erepof,

other, different, -F ojrn/cof, optic: see optic, op-
tics.] False vision

; perverted use of the eyes.
This irregularity in vision, together with such enormities

as tipping the wink, the circumspective roll, the side-peep
through a thin hood or fan, must be put in the class of

lle/empticx, as all wrong notions of religion are ranked
under the general name of Heterodox. Spectator, No. 250.



heteroptoton

heteroptoton (het"e-rop-to'ton), <.; pi. hetcrop-

tota (-ta). [< GT.' erepmniTof, differently de-

clined, <! erepof, other, different,-!- irruaif, inflec-

tion, case, < TrruTOf, verbal adj. of Tr/Trrov, fall.]

In gram, and rhet., enallage of case
; antiptosis.

heteropygian (het"e-ro-pij'i-au), . A fish of

the group Heteropyijii ; an amblyopsid.

Heteropygii (het"e-ro-pij'i-i), . Mi [NL., <

Gr. eri'pof, other, different, + xvyti, rump.] A
family of abdominal fishes, having the anus

jugular, or under the throat: same as Amblyop-
s/ild'. Miiller. In Oiinther's system of classification they
are characterized by having the head naked, the body cov-

ered with very small scales, the margin of the upper jaw
formed by the intermaxillaries, villifomi teeth both in the

jaws and on the palate, a dorsal fin belonging to the cau-

dal portion of the spinal column and opposite the anal,

ventral fins rudimentary or absent, and the vent situated

before the pectorals. The group includes the blind-fish of

the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky and several related spe-

cies. See cut under Amblyopsie.

Heterorhina (het*e-ro-ri'na), . [NL., < Gr.

ETcpof, other, different, + fa (pt-v-), nose.] 1.

A genus of cetonian scarabseoid beetles, hav-

ing an extremely variable structure and ar-

mature of the clypeus (whence the name), com-

prising many As'iatic and African forms. Also

written Heterorrhina. Westwood, 1842. 2. A
genus of American wrens, of the family Troglo-

dyticlce, having the bill notched at the end, oval

nostrils with incomplete septum, and tail two
thirds as long as the wings. There are several

species, of Mexico and the regions southward.

8. F. Baird, 1864.

heterorhizal (het"e-ro-ri'zal), a. [< Gr. Irepof,

other, different, + 7"'fa, root.] In bot., rooting
from no fixed point, as do most cryptogams.

[Rare.]
heteroscian (het-e-rosh'i-an), n. and a. [< Gr.

Irep6amo(;, throwing a shadow in opposite di-

rections (at noon), < erepos, other, different, +
aiud, a shadow : see antiscian, squirrel.] I. n. A
person living on one side of the equator, as con-

trasted with one living on the other side: so

called from the fact that, except in the tropics,

their shadows at noon always fall in opposite

directions, the shadow in the northern zones

toward the north, and that in the southern to-

ward the south.

II. a. Of or pertaining to portions of the

earth's surface on opposite sides of the equa-

tor, in which shadows fall in opposite direc-

tions, or to one such portion as contrasted with

another.

heterosis (het-e-ro'sis), n. [< Gr. Mpuaif, var.

of erepoitMif, < "srepoiovv, alter, make different,

< Erepof, other, different.] In gram, and rhet.,

same as enallage.

Heterosomata (het"e-ro-sd'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. erepos, other, different, + aafia, pi. ait^ara,

body.] A suborder of teleocephalous ana-

canthine fishes
;
the flatfishes : so called from

their lack of bilateral symmetry. The group is

represented by the families Pleuronectidce, which con-

tains such important food-fishes as the halibut, turbot,

plaice, flounder, etc., and Soleidae or soles. In Bona-

parte's and Cope's systems of classification, the Hetero-

somata are ranked as an order of physoclistous fishes,

with the ventral fins thoracic or jugular, and with the pos-
terior cephalic region normal, but the anterior so twisted

as to bring both orbits on one side of the head.

heterosomatous (het"e-ro-som'a-tus), a. [As
Heterosomata + -ous.] In ichth., having a

body differing from the usual type, especially
one that is bilaterally asymmetrical; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Heterosomata.

Also heterosomous.

heterosome (het'e-ro-som), n. One of the Hete-

rosomata; a flatfish.

heterosomous (het"e-ro-s6'mus), a. Same as

Heterosporese (hef'e-ro-spo're-e), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. tTEpof, other, different, + mr6pof, seed, +
-ece.] A subdivision of the ferns, Equisetacea
and Lycopodiacece, characterized by the produc-
tion of two kinds of spores, maerospores and

microspores.
heterosporous (het-e-ros'po-rus), a. [< Gr. erc-

pof, other, different, + cxopof, seed.] Having
more than one kind of asexually produced
spores: applied to the vascular cryptogams,
which have macrospores (female spores) ho-

mologous with the embryo-sac of phanerogams,
and microspores or megaspores (male spores)

homologous with the pollen-grains of phanero-

gams.
heterostatic (het"e-ro-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. erc-

pof, other, different" + (in def. 1) ararmof, caus-

ing to stand (o-rao-/f, a standing, position), or (in

def. 2) fern. OTUTIK//, the art of weighing, < iaravai,
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cause to stand, etc., weigh: see static.] 1.

Pertaining to three axes which can be drawn
at every point of every elastic body such that,

denoting them by the letters x, y, z, if a very
small cube be cut out of the body with its edges

parallel to those axes, and if the cube be twist-

ed by a given amount round x, then a normal

stress will be produced upon the faces to which

x is normal equal to the tangential stress which

would be produced round g by an equal amount
of twisting round y. 2. Applied to instru-

ments for measuring potential by electrostatic

methods in which electrification other than that

to be tested is made use of.

Instruments in which the only electrification is that

which we wish to test are called idiostatic. Those in

which there is electrification independent of that to be

tested are called heterostatic. Clerk Maxwell.

heterostaural (het'e-ro-sta'ral), a. [< Gr. ere-

por, other, different,"* 'aravpfa ,
a stake, cross.]

In morphol., having an irregular polygon as the

base of a pyramidal figure : applied to the fig-

ures called stauraxonia heteropola, and opposed
to homostatiral. See stauraxonia.

Heterostoma (het-e-ros'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

eTepoaropof, one-edged, half and half, lit. with

different mouths, < ercpof, different, + ar6/ui,

mouth.] A genus of chilopod myriapods, of

the family Scolopendridce.

heterostrophe (het-e-ros'tro-fe), . [NL., <

Gr. ercpof, other, different, + arpotf, a turning.]

Same as heterostrophy.

heterostrophiC (het'e-ro-strof'ik), a. [In def.

1, < heterostrophy + -ic. In def. 2, < Gr. cre-

p6o-rpo0of, consisting of different strophes, lit.

having different turns, < erepof, other, differ-

ent, + arpatfi, a turning, strophe.] 1. Pertain-

ing to or resulting from heterostrophy; re-

versed in direction; turned the other way; in

conch., having the spire whorled in the direc-

tion opposite to the usual one, as in Pliysa

heterostropha, for example : said of a univalve

shell. 2. In anc. pros., consisting of two sys-

tems of different metrical form : as, a hetero-

strophic song or choric passage.

heterostrophous (het-e-ros'tro-fus), a. [< het-

erostrophe + -ous.] Same as heterostrophic.

heterostrophy (het-e-ros'tro-fi), n. [As hete-

rostrophe.] A contrary or opposite turning;
the condition of being reversed in direction ;

specifically, in conch., reversal of the direction

in which spiral shells usually turn. Also hete-

rostrophe.

heterostyled (het'e-ro-stild), a. [< Gr. erepof,

other, different, +" orvAof, a pillar, style : see

style%.] Heterogonous : opposed to hvmostyled.

The essential character of plants belonging to the hete-

mtvled class is that the individuals are divided into two
or three bodies like the males and females of dioecious

plants or of the higher animals, which exist in approxi-

mately equal numbers, and are adapted for reciprocal fer-

tilization. Darwin, Different forms of Flowers, p. 244.

heterostylism (het"e-ro-sti'lizm), M. [As liet-

erostyl(ed) + -ism.] "The state of being hete-

rogonous.
There is no evidence that two sets of individuals exist

which differ slightly in function and are adapted for re-

ciprocal fertilisation ;
and this is the essence of hettro-

stylivm. Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 50.

heterotactous (het"e-ro-tak'tus), a. [As hete-

rotaxis (-tact-) + -ous.] Pertaining to or char-

acterized by heterotaxis. Specifically (o) In geol.,

irregular or not uniform in arrangement or stratification ;

heterogeneous. (6) In bot., having organs deviating in

position or arrangement from a normal type.

heterotaxic (het"e-ro-tak'sik), a. [< hete-

rotax-is + -ic; prop. *'heterotactie : see tactic.]

Characterized by or exhibiting heterotaxis ;
not

homotaxic.
heterotaxis (het"e-ro-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

erepof, other, different, + fC, arrangement
(raicTOf, ordered, arranged), < rdaaeiv, order, ar-

range.] Anomalous arrangement ; aberrant or

abnormal disposition of parts or organs: the

opposite of homotaxis.

heterotaxy (het'e-ro-tak"si), n. [As hetero-

taxis.] Same as Heterotaxis.

Heterothalameae (het"e-ro-tha-la'me-e), H. pi.

[NL. (De Candolle, 1836), < Heterothalamus +
-ece.] A subdivision of plants of the natural

order Composites, tribe Asteroidece, typified by
the genus Heterothalamus.

Heterothalamus (het"e-ro-thara-mus), n.

Gr. Erepof, other, different, + 6d/ia/iof, taken in

mod. bot. sense, thalamus.] A small genus of

asteroid composite plants, the type of De Can-

dolle's tribe Heterothalamece, and closely allied

to the genus Baccliarix. It is characterized by hav-

ing polygamo-dicecious heads. The hermaphrodite plants

heterotrophy

bear either sterile flowers in the disk, or a single row of

fertile female flowers around the edge ; the female plants
liear fertile flowers, of which the achenia are compressed
or 3-angled ; the hermaphrodite achenia are abortive ; the

pappus is in one series or more, and copious ; the leaves

are alternate, and entire or dentate; and the flowers are

corymbose or paniculate, and yellow. Only five species

are known, all natives of South America. H. brunioides,

of southern Brazil, furnishes the yellow romerillo dye from

its flowers.

Heterotheca (hef'e-ro-the'ka), n. [NL. (so

called from the unlike achenia of the ray and

disk), < Gr. errpof, other, different, + W/K>I, a

case.] A small genus of North American and
Mexican herbs, belonging to the natural or-

der Composita;, tribe Asteroidea, the type of De
Candolle's tribe Heterotheeea: It is characterized

by having the ray- and disk-flowers numerous, and both

fertile ; the style-branches of the hermaphrodite flowers

tipped with a lanceolate or ovate triangular appendage;
the achenia of the ray thlckish, often triangular, without

pappus, or rarely with a bristle or two ;
the disk com-

pressed, and with a double pappus, the inner composed
of long capillary bristles, the outer of numerous short

squamma; ;
the leaves alternate ;

the flowers yellow ; and

the pappus brownish. Aublet, 1775.

Heterotheceae (hefe-ro-the'se-e), n. pi. [NL.

(De Candolle, 1836)1' < Heterotheca + -etc.] A
subdivision of plants belonging to the natural

order Composita;, tribe Asteroidece, typified by
the genus Heterotheca.

heterotomous (het-e-rot'o-mus), a. [< Gr. ere-

pof, other, different,"* ro/4, a cutting, < refiveiv,

cut.] In mineral., haying a cleavage different

from the common variety : applied to a variety

of feldspar.
heterotopia (het"e-ro-t6'pi-a), . Same as hete-

rotopy.

heterotopic (het"e-ro-top'ik), a. [< heterotopy
+ -/c.] Same &s"lieierotopous.

heterotopism (het-e-rot'o-pizm), n. [As hete-

rotop-y + -ism.] Same as heterotopy.

heterotopous (het-e-rot'o-pus), a. [< Gr. erepof,

other, different, +" TOTTCC, place.] Misplaced;

pertaining to or characterized by heterotopy:

applied specifically in pathology to tissue oc-

curring in an abnormal situation. Also hete-

rotopic.

heterotopy (het-e-rot'o-pi), n. [< NL. hetero-

topia: see heterotopous.] Disarrangement in

position; misplacement. Specifically (a) In pa-

tnul., the occurrence of a tissue forming a neoplasm in

an abnormal position, (b) In biol., a disarrangement of

an order of development affecting the place of the result-

ing phenomena. See heterochrony. Also hetarotopism,

heterotopia.

Virchow opposed both the view that the jaw [the infant

giant jaw-bone of Stramberg] was like that of an ape and

the one that it was a child's. The case was a rare instance

of heterotopy in a man of gigantic size.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 138.

Displacement in position, or heterotoiy, especially af-

fects the cells or elementary parts which compose the or-

gans ; but it also affects the organs themselves.

Baeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 13.

Heterotricha (het-e-rot'ri-ka), n.pl. [NL.,

neut.pl. of heterotfichus : see heterotrichous.]

An order of ciliate infusorians. These animalcule.

are either free-swimming or attached, naked or loricate,

and are entirely ciliated. The cilia form two widely dis-

tinct systems, those of the general cuticular surface being

short and fine, and those of the oral region ofmuch larger

size, cirrose, and constituting a linear or more or less spiral

or circular series. The cortical layers are usually highly

differentiated, and inclose an even, parallel series of longi-

tudinally disposed muscular nbrilte. The order contains

by far the largest of the infusorians, many of its members

being visible to the naked eye, and some ranging in size

up to one sixth of an inch. There are 20 or more genera,

ranged by Kent in 7 families, BursarKdoe, Spiroitomida',

StentoridtB, Tintinnidae, Trichodenopnidce, Codonellidce,

and Calceolidte. Heterotricha is one of the four orders

established by Stein, the others being Holotrieha, Hypo-

trwha, and Peritricha.

heterotrichal (het-e-rot'ri-kal), a. Same as hel-

frolrichous. Encyc. Brit.

heterotrichous (het-e-rot'ri-kus), a. [< NL.
heterotrichus, < Gr. ercpo?, other, different, 4

0pi'f (rpt.x-'), hair.] Having unlike cilia scatter-

ed over the body; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Hetei'otricha.

Heterotrichum (het-e-rot'ri-kum), n. [NL.

(De Caudolle, 1828), <' Gr. Irepof, other, differ-

ent, + 0ptf (rpix-), hair.] A genus of shrubs

belonging to the natural order Melastomacece,

tribe Micotiiea". It is characterized by having the

calyx campanulate, and 6- to 8-lobed ; the corolla of 6 to 8

white or rose-colored obovate petals; numerous stamens,

the anthers of which at first open by a single terminal

pore later by a fissure ; and the fruit forming a tough

berry. The leaves are large, ovate-cordate or oblong, andiitiry. Aiie leavoo tuc iaigc,u>c ^ v. n*...
,

.-

entire or serrulate. Six species are known, from Guiana

and the West Indies. H. nivmrn is called the American

guoseberry in the West Indies.

heterotropal (het-e-rot'ro-pal), a. Same as

tieterofropotis.

heterotrophy (het-e-rot'ro-fi), n. [< Gr. er

other, different, + rptxta/, nourishment, <



heterotrophy

feed.] In bot., an abnormal mode of obtain-

ing nutrition, observed especially in the r/ni-
lifrrie. These plants, according to Frank, are destitute
of root-hairs, and depend for their nutrition upon a fun-

gus, the mycelium of which closely surrounds the roots
and acts in the capacity of root-hairs. In contradistinc-
tion to these are most ordinary plants, which obtain their
nourishment by autotnphy that is, by means of ordinary
root-hairs. See symbiosis.

heterotrppic (het"e-ro-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. c

other, different, + rp&trof, a turning, < Tp
turn.] Auisotropic; relotropic: opposed to iso-

tn>i>ic.

heterotropous (het-e-rot'ro-pus), o. [< Or.

erepof, other, different, + Tpfnttv, turn.] In

bot., having the embryo or ovule oblique or
transverse to the axis of the seed. Also hete-

rotropal.

heterousia, hetcroousia (het-e-ro'si-a, -ro-6'-

si-a), n. [< LGr. *ercpovaia, ercpoovaia, differ-

ence of essence or nature, < ertpovoiof, also erepo-
ovaioc, of different essence or nature: see het-

crottsjow*.] Different essence; essential dif-

ference of nature or constitution. See Heterou-
sian.

Semi-Arianlsm occupied an untenable middle ground
between the Allan hetero-ousia, or difference of essence,
and the orthodox homo-ouaia, or equality of essence.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 68.

Heterousian, Heteroousian (het-e-ro'si-an,
-ro-o'si-an). n. and a. [< heterousia, Keteroousia,+ -on.] I. n. Eccles., one who believes the
Father and the Son to be unlike in substance
or essence

;
an Arian : opposed to JSomoousian.

Also Heterousiast, Heteroousiast.
II. a. Of or pertaining to the Heterousians

or the doctrine of an essential difference be-
tween the Father and the Son : as, the Heterou-
sian heresy. See Homooiisian.

Heterousiast, Heteroousiast (het-e-ro'si-ast,
-ro-o'si-ast), . [As Hcterousi-an, Heiiroousi-an,
+ -ast.~] Same as Heterousian.

heterousious, heteroousious (het-e-ro'si-us,
-ro-6'si-us), a. [< LGr. ercpovaior, less correctly
eripoovaiof, of different essence or nature, < ere-

por,, other, different, + oiiaia, essence, < uv, fern.
ovoa (OVT-), ppr. of elvai, be: see am (under be1 )

and ens, ontology, etc.] Eccles., essentially dif-

ferent
; of unlike essence or substance : an epi-

thet much used (in the Greek form) in the an-
cient Arian controversy, the Arians maintain-
ing that the Son was created, and therefore was
not the same in substance or essence (homoou-
sious) with the Father.
heterozetesis (het"e-ro-ze-te'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. trcpof, other, different, + &/rr>oic, inquiry, <

&Tflv, inquire, ask.] In logic, the fallacy of ig-
noration of the eleuch, which consists in reply-
ing to an argument different from that which
the opponent has advanced, or in disproving
something which the opponent has not main-
tained.

hethen1
t, . and a. A Middle English form of

heathen.

hethen2t, adv. [ME., also hitken, hythen, < Icel.

liedhan = Sw. hdden = Dan. heden, hence, with
a separative suffix -than, from the pron. stem
represented by he1 . Cf. equiv. heitf, hence, from
the same ult. source.] Hence

;
from this place ;

from this time.

Alle come we hyder nakude and bare,
Whenne we hethene passe, is there no mare.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 85.

That is hythyn thre dales iornay,
The ganeste gate that i gane goo.

York Plays, p. 59.

hethenesset, . A Middle English form of
heathenness.

hethingt, n. [ME., < Icel. hcething, a scoffing,
hadhung, scorn, shame, disgrace, < hddh, scoff-

ing, mocking.] Contempt; mockery.
He hade not of horn but hethyng & skorne,
Grete wordis & gref, <fc moche grym threte ;

That doublis my dole, & to dethe bryngis.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2594.

Now are we dryve til hething and til scorn.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, L 190.

hetman (het'man), n. [= G. hetman, < Pol. het-

man, ataman = Little Russ. hetman, ataman,
otanian, vataman = Russ. atamanu, < G. haupt-
mann, chieftain, captain, = E. head-man, q. v.]
1 . In Poland, the commander of an army. The
great hetman was formerly the commander-in-
chief in the old kingdom of Poland. 2. Among
the Cossacks, formerly, the elected chief of
each of their principal communities ;

a Cossack
chief; an ataman. The hetmans received extensive
privileges from their Polish suzerains in the sixteenth cen-

tury, which were continued after the Cossacks passed un-
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der Russian rule in 1654. Their rights were greatly re-

stricted by Peter the Great, and the office of hetman of the
Ukraine Cossacks was abolished by Catharine II. A het-
man of the Don Cossacks continues to exist, but his duties
are those of a governor-general. Since 1835 the heir ap-
parent of the Russian throne is hereditary hetman of all

the Cossacks, and is represented by a '' hetman by delega-
tion

"
for each of their territorial divisions. Hetman (ata-

man) is also the common title of subordinate Cossack
chiefs.

In the middle of the seventeenth century, an attempt of
the King of Poland to enforce Popery upon the Cossacks,
and to make their prince a hetman, delegate of his power,
roused the indignation of the people.

A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Russia, ix.

hetmanate (het'man-at), . [< hetman + -ate3.']

The rule or administration of a hetman.

During the hetmanate it had fortifications of which
traces are still extant. Encyc. Brit., X. 6.

hetmanship (het'man-ship), n. [< hetman +
-ship."] The office of a hetman.

Hetmanship . . . was abolished by Catherine II.

[A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Russia, ix.

hettet. An obsolete preterit of heat.

hettert, a. eompar. An obsolete form of hotter.
Chaucer.

hettle, a. and . See hattle.

Heuchera (hu'ker-a), . [NL., named after
Prof. Heucher, a German botanist.] A genus
of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Saxafragacete, tribe

Saxafragece, and the type of Bartling's tribe
Heucherete. The calyx is bell-shaped, the tube cohering
at the base with the ovary, 5-cleft ; the petals are 5 in num-
ber, spatulate, small, and entire ; the stamens 5 in num-
ber; the styles 2, and slender; and the pod 1 -celled, with
2 parietal many-seeded placenta, and 2-beaked, opening

hewgag
We can, indeed, use the idea that the world is an organic

whole, determined in relation to an end which conscious-
ness sets for itself, as an heuristic principle to guide us in

following the connexion of things with each other.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 84.

heurteloup (her'te-lo'p), n. [After Baron
Ilriirtrloiij).'] An artificial leech; an instru-
ment for cutting and cupping a small area.

Local bleeding is better done with the heurteloup than
with leeches. Medical Newt, LIII. 78.

heurts, n. pi. See hurt*.

hevet, v. A Middle English form of heave.

Hevea (he've-a), . [NL.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous plants, of the natural order Eu-
phorbiacete, tribe Crotonece, the" type of Baillon's
tribe Hevece. It is characterized by having 3-foliolate

leaves; a lax panicle of flowers, of which the calyx is

5-toothed or with 5 short lobes, and no corolla; sta-
mens .> to 10, with the filaments united in a column ; and
3-valved capsular fruit. About 10 species are known,
natives of tropical Brazil and Guiana. This genus fur-
nishes the most valuable caoutchouc or india-rubber ex-

ported from South America. The best is obtained from
// . Brasilifnsis. The seeds of these trees are poisonous to
man and quadrupeds, but are harmless to and greedily
eaten by birds. Prolonged boiling deprives them of their

poison and renders them palatable.
Heveae (he've-e), n.pl. [NL., < Hevea + -eae.~\

A tribe of |il:i nl s of the natural order Euphor-
biacea?, proposed by Baillon in 1874, the genus
Hevea being the type.

Middle English form of head.

Alum-root (Hfuchera Americana},
a, flower; l>, c, fruit, entire and cut transversely.

between the beaks. They are perennials, with round heart-
shaped leaves, principally from the rootstock. The flow-
ers are in small clusters disposed in a prolonged and
narrow panicle, and are greenish or purplish. About 20
species are known, natives of North America and Mexico.
The root furnishes a powerful astringent, whence the name
alum-root applied to some of the species, particularly H.
Americana. H. viliosa is sometimes called the American
sanicle.

Heuchereae (hu-ke're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Heu-
cliera + -ea;."] A tribe of plants belonging to
the natural order Saxafraaacece, proposed by
Bartling (1830), typified by the genus Heuchera.

heught (huch), n. [Sc., also written lieurli, for-

merly huwe, hew, etc., = E. howl, a hill: see
7ioic2.] 1. Acrag; aprecipice; a rugged steep ;

a glen with steep overhanging sides.

A laidley worm in Spindleston-Z/e</As
Would ruin the North Country.

The Laidley Worm of Spindleston-Heugh (Child's Ballads,
[I. 283).

2. A coal-mine
;
a pit.

heuk1 (huk), n. A Scotch form of hook. Burns.
heuk2

t (huk), n. See htike.

heulandite (hu'lan-dit), n. [After H. Heu-
land, an English dealer in minerals.] A mineral

belonging to the zeolite group. It occurs in white
to red or gray monoclinic crystals, with pearly luster on
the surface of perfect cleavage. It is a hydrous silicate
of aluminium and calcium.

heuretic (hu-ret'ik), n. [< Gr. eipennAf, in-

ventive (cf. evperr/r,, an inventor, discoverer),
< evpirjKctv (eiipe-), invent, find out. Cf. eureka.'}
The art of discovery or invention: a branch
of logic.

heuristic (hu-ris'tik), a. [< Gr. evpianeiv (dps-),
find out (see heuretic), + -ixt-ic.] Serving to
find or discover.

hevedt, . ~A.

Chaucer.

hevent, A Middle English form of heaven.
hew 1

(hu), i:
; pret. hewed, pp. hewed or hewn,

ppr. hewing. [< ME. htwen (pret. hew, heow, pp.
heicen), < AS. tiedwan (pret. heow, pp. hedwen)
= OS. hdwan = OFries. hdwa, howa = D. hou-
wen = MLG. houwen, howen, hoggen = OHG. hou-

wan, MHG. houwen, G. hauen = Icel. hoggva =
Sw. hugga = Dan. hugge, cut, hew, = Goth.

"haggwan (f ), not recorded, = OBulg. Serv. ko-

vati, Russ. kovatl, etc., strike, hammer, forge
(a word widely developed in Slav.), = Lith.

kauti, strike, forge, = Lett, kaut, strike. From
the same root are hay1 and, through F., hoe1

;

also prob. hack1
,
with hatch3

, hatchet, hashl,
etc.] I. trans. 1. To cut; especially, to cut
with an ax, a hatchet, or a sword with a swing-
ing blow ; cut with a heavy blow or with re-

peated blows : as, to hew down a tree.

Er the! were alle ynne ther were many slayn and for
hewen. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.X ii. 234.

Wei coude he hewen wood, and water here,
For he was yong and mighty.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 664.

Hew them in pieces ; hack their bones asunder.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

2. To form or shape by blows with a sharp in-

strument
;
cut roughly into form

; shape out by
cutting: often with out: as, to hew timber; to
hew out a sepulcher from a rock.

A ful huge licjt hit haled vpon lofte,
Of harde hewen ston vp to the tablez.

Sir Oaimyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.\ L 789.

Lammikin was as gude a mason
As ever hewed a stane.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 307).

I now pass my days, not studious nor idle, rather polish-
ing old works than hewing out new ones. Pope, To Swift.

II. iii trans. To cut; inflict cutting blows.

Deth with his axe so faste on me doth hewe.
Court of Love, 1. 980.

Full ofte he heweth up so highe
That chippes fallen in his eye.

Qower, Conf. Amant, I. 106.

hew j
t (hu), n. [< hew'i, v.] Destruction by

cutting down.
Of whom he makes such havocke and such hew
That Bwarmes of damned soules to hell he sends.

Spenser, f. Q., VI. vlii. 49.

hew2
t,

. An obsolete spelling of hue1 .

hew3
t, n. An obsolete spelling of Awe2 .

hewet, n. [ME., < AS. hiwa, in pi. hiwan, house-

hold, servants, = OS. hiwa, f., wife, = OHG.
liiwo, m., husband, hiwa, f., wife: see hind2

.'] A
servant or retainer.

servaunt traitour, false homly hewe.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, I. 541.

hewedt, a. See hued.

hewer (hu'er), n. One who hews.
And the princes said unto them, Let them live; but let

them be hewers of wood and drawers of water unto all the
congregation. Josh. ix. 21.

Specifically (a) In coal-mining, the miner who cuts the
coiil. (b) In lumbering, one who uses a heavy broadax in

squaring timber.

hewgag (hu'gag), . [Appar. a made word,
prob. based on geicgatc, a jew's-harp.] 1. A
toy musical instrument consisting of a hollow
wooden pipe, about 4 inches long and half an



hewgag
inch in diameter, with a hole near one end and
closed with parchment at the other, producing,
when blown, a loud doleful sound. It was
in use about 1856. Hence 2. An imaginary
musical instrument feigned to be loudly sound-
ed on occasions of special jubilation. [Humor-
ous, U. S.]

To-day Hanscomh sends a letter "all about it
"
[Dawes's

flrst speech in Congress], setting it out with the accom-

panying "sound of hem-gag."
S. Bowles, In Merriam's Bowles, I. 295.

hewhole (hu'hol), n. [E. dial., regarded as hew 1
,

r.
,
+ obj. hole 1

,
iu ref . to its wood-pecking habit ;

also kighhole and highholder (in U. S.) ; formerly
huhole (Florio), liewel (Marvell); in ME. hygh-
whele (Halliwell), i.e.

'

high-wheel 'j
all these

forms being various twists given m popular
speech to the name otherwise presented in hick-

wall, It ickway, q. v. ] The green woodpecker, Ge-
C'IHUS viridi-s. [Prov. Eng.]
hewn (him). A past participle of hew1 .

hexa-. [L. hexa-, repr. Gr. if, in comp. usually
ffa-, in inscriptions also ff-, CK-, = L. sex = E.

six, q. v.] An element of Greek origin or for-

mation, meaning
'
six.'

hexacapsular (hek-sa-kap'su-lar), a. [< Gr. If,

= E. six, + E. capsule + -ar.~\ In hot., having
six capsules or seed-vessels: as, a hexacapsular
plant.
hexace (hek'sa-se), n. [< Gr. ff, = E. six, + axil,

a point.] A summit of a polyhedron formed by
the concurrence of six faces.

Hexachaetse (hek-sa-ke'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

tf, = E. six, + NL. chceta, q. v.] A division of

the brachycerous Diptera, containing those two-

winged flies which nave a proboscis composed
of six pieces, as the family Tabanida; : contrast-

ed with Tetrachtette and Dichcetce.

hcxachsetous (hek-sa-ke'tus), a. [As Sexachce-
t<B + -0s.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Hexachastas.

hexaehord (hek'sa-kord), n. [< Gr. ef, =E. six,

+ xpd'l, a string, cord, chord.] 1. In Gr.

music: (a) A diatonic series of six tones, (ft)

The interval of a major sixth, (e) An instru-

ment with six strings. 2. In medieval music,
a diatonic series of six tones, containing four
whole steps and one half-step (between the
third and fourth tones). The hexaehord was an at-

tempt to improve on the ancient tetrachord as a unit of

musical analysis. The entire series of recognized tones,
from the second G below middle C to the second E above

it, was distributed among seven hexachords, beginning on

G//, C,, F,, G,, C, F, and G, respectively. Each hexaehord
was perfect in itself, and similar to every other ; its tones
were designated in order by the syllables ut, re, mi, fa,
sol, and la. (See tolmizatwn.') Any given tone was desig-
nated both by its letter name and by its syllable name in

full
; middleC, for example,being known as Csol-fa-ut, etc.

In actual singing the solmization and the singer's concep-
tion of the tones passed from one hexaehord to another as
far as necessary, the process of changing being called muta-
tion. In contrapuntal writing the most perfect possible
imitation was considered to be that which occurred be-

tween analogous tones of two hexachords. The hexa-
ehord system is doubtfully attributed to Guido d'Arezzo,
in the eleventh century. It continued in use until, in the

eighteenth century, the octave as a unit of analysis and
the modern theory of key-relationship were recognized.

hexachronous (hek-sak'ro-nus), a. [< Gr. tfd-

xpovof, < f, = E. six, + x/>6voc, time.] In anc.

pros., having a magnitude of six primary or
fundamental times

;
hexasemic.

hexacolic (hek-sa-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. t!jdKaAo,<
ef, = E. six, + KO/.OV, a member: see colon1 ."]

In
anc. pros., consisting of six cola or series: as,
a hexacolic period.
Hexacoralla (hek"sa-ko-ral'a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. tf ,
= E. six, + KopdMiov, coral.J One of the

chief divisions of the Coralligena, in which the
fundamental number of the intermesenteric
chambers of the body-cavity, and likewise of the

tentacles, is six; the hexamerous Coralligena,
as distinguished from the Octocoralla, which
are octomerous. The common Aetiniidce, or sea-

anemones, are an example.
hexacorallan (hek"sa-ko-ral'an), n. One of
the Hexacoralla ; a hexamerous coral.

hexacoralline (hek'sa-kor'a-lin), a. and n. [<
Hexacoralla + -ine1

.'] I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Hexacoralla.
II. H. One of the Hexacoralla; a hexacoral-

lan.

hexact (hek'sakt), a. Same as hexactinal.

hexactinal (hek-sak'ti-nal), a. [< Gr. If, = E.

six, + nK-ic (OKTIV-), a ray, 4- -aZ.] Having six

rays, as a sponge-spicule.
hexactinellid (hek-sak-ti-nel'id), a. and . I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Hexactinellidfe. Also liexactinelline.

II. n. One of the Hexactinellidce.
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Hexactinellida (hek-sak-ti-nel'i-da), n. pi.

[NL., < Hcmctiiirlla + -idn."] In Von Lenden-
feld's system of classification, an order of si-

licious sponges, characterized by the triaxial

and generally hexactinal spicules, in soft me-
soglrea, the supporting skeleton being often

strengthened with silicious cement.
Hexactinellidae (hek-sak-ti-nel'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hexactinella (< Gr. f, = E. six, + auric;

(OKTIV-), a ray, + L. dim. -ella) + -idas."] The
glass-sponges rated as a family of silicious

sponges.
hexactinelline (hek-sak-ti-nel'in), a. Same as
l/cxactinellid.

Hexactiniae (hek-sak-tin'i-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. If, = E. six, + OKTif (CIKTIV-), a ray.] A group
of Actiniaria with paired septa. The number of the

pairs of septa is at least six, usually more, and in that case

increasing in multiples of six. The mouth is fissure

shaped, and the esophagus has two esophageal grooves
and two esophageal lappets.

hexad (hek'sad), n. [< LL. hexas (hexad-), <

Gr. tf<2f (efrfi-), the number six, < rf = E. six.']

1. The sum of six units; the number six; also,
a series of six numbers. 2. In chem., an ele-

ment the atoms of which have six times the

saturating power or equivalence of the hydro-
gen atom, as sulphur in certain conditions.

Also spelled hexade.

hexadactylism (hek - sa - dak '
ti - lizm ), n. [<

hexadactyl(ous) + -ism.\ The condition of be-

ing hexadactylous.
hexadactylous (hek-sa-dak'ti-lus), a. [< Gr.

ef, = E. six, + Sax.Tv'Aof, a finger.] Having six

fingers or toes.

hexade, n. See hexad.

hexadic(hek-sad'ik), a. [< hexad +--ic.~\ Per-

taining to six as a base of numeration.
hexaedron (hek-sa-e'dron), n. See hexahe-
dron.

hexaemeron (hek-sa-em'e-ron), n. [LL. hexa-

emeron, the six days of the creation, < LGr.

ffooy/iepof ,
the six days' work (the title of a book

by Basil on the six days of the creation), prop,
adj., of or in six days, < Gr. If, = E. six, +
rj/^spa, day.] 1. A term of six days. 2. A his-

tory of the six days' work of creation, as con-
tained in the first chapter of Genesis.

The older account of the creation in Gen. ii. . . . does
not recognize the hexaemeron, and it is even doubtful
whether the original sketch of Gen. i. distributed crea-

tion over six days. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 125.

The first volume is occupied with the Mosaic Hexaeme-
ron and the Deluge. Contemporary Rev., L. 752.

hexafoil (hek'sa-foil), a. [< Gr. If, = E. six, +
E. foil

1
, q. v.] Having six foils or lobes

;
six-

lobed.

A vertical stem, rising from a wide Aza/b(-shaped base.
5. K. Cat. Spec. Ex., 1862, No. 1018.

hexagon (hek'sa-gon), n. [< L. hcxagonum, < Gr.

it;dyui>ov, neut. of ffdyuwf, six-cornered, hexag-
onal, < If, = E. six, + yiwia, a corner, angle.]
In geom., a figure of six sides and six angles.
If it be plane and the sides and angles are

equal, it is a regular hexagon.
hexagonal (hek-sag'o-nal), a. [< hexagon + -al.~\

1 . Having six sides and six angles ; having the
form of a hexagon. The hexagonal system in crystal-
lography includes such forms as the hexagonal prism, pyra-
mid, etc., which are referred to three equal lateral axes in-

clined at angles of 60 and a vertical axis of different length
at right angles to them. (See crystallography.) Therhom-
bohedral system is a division of the hexagonal in which the
forms are referred, sometimes to three equal inclined axes

parallel to the faces of the fundamental rhombohedron,
but more commonly to the same axes as the hexagonal
forms ; in the latter view the rhombohedron is regarded
as the hemihedral form of a hexagonal pyramid, and simi-

larly of the other forms. Hexagonal and rhombohedral
forms have the same optical characters, both being uni-
axial.

2. Divided into hexagons: as, a surface with a

hexagonal structure.

hexagonally (hek-sag'o-nal-i), adv. In the
form of a hexagon.
hexagonienchymat (hek-sa-go-ni-eng'ki-ma),
n. [NL.,< Gr. ffayuvor, six-cornered, hexagonal,
+ iyxv/*a ,

an infusion: see enchymatous, and cf.

parenchyma.] In T>ot., cellular tissue exhibit-

ing hexagonal forms in section.

hexagonous (hek-sag'o-nus), a. Same as hex-

agonal. [Rare.]
An hexagonoits plate embossed with angles.

(mar. Jour. ofGeol. Soe., XLV. 172.

hexagonyt (hek-sag'o-ni), u. [Directly < Gr.

f, = E. six, + yavia, angle. Cf. hexagon."] A
hexagon.
When I read in St. Ambrose of hexagonies, or sexangn-

lar cellars of bees, did I, therefore, conclude that they were
mathematicians? Abp. Bramhall, Against Hobbes.

hexakisoctahedron

[< Gr.

,
of six

Pascal's Hexagram.
AB, BC, CD, DK, EF. FA are the

successive lines
;^AB

and DE intersect

m /, KC and EF intersect in//. CD ,u . . .

andV.4 intersect in G; C. H, and / This 18 a hexagram in-

are collinear.

hexagram (hek'sa-gram), n.

,uarof, of six letter's (cf. LGr.

rms
of weight),

ef, = E. nix,

+ ypdfi/ia, & line,

letter, etc. : see

</rat2.] l.Afigure
formed of two equi-
lateral triangles

placed concentri-

cally with their
sides parallel and
on opposite sides of

the center. This
was the seal or sym-
bol of the Pytha-
gorean school. 2.

In geom., a figure of

six lilies. The name
Is particularly applied
to the mystic hexagram
invented by Pascal.

exa
scribed in a conic. It

has the property that
the Intersections of the first and fourth, the second and

fifth, and the third and sixth lines lie on one straight
line. This is a case of the elementary proposition that

three cubic curves
which have eight points
in common also have a
ninth in common. Bri-
anchon's hexagram is

circumscribed about a
conic ; and the chief

property of it is that
the three lines joining
opposite angles inter-

sect in one point.
3. In Chinese lit.,

one of the 64 fig-
ures which form
the basis of theYih-

king or ''book of

changes," one of
the oldest Chinese
books. Each of
these figures is

made up of six par-
allel lines, of which some are whole and some
divided. See took of changes, under change.
Hexagrammidae (hek-sa-gram'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hexagrammus -f -idce.~\ A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, represented by the

genus Hexagrammus. It is characterized by enlarged
suborbitals connected with the preoperculum, an elongated
dorsal fln with its spinous and articulated portions sub-

equal, an elongated anal fin, and perfect ventrals, each with
a spine and five rays. The species are confined to the
northern Pacific ocean, and are mostly found along the
western coast of North America, especially California,
where the typical species are improperly called rock-trout.
The family is also called CJmidae, and by Giinther Hetero-

lepidtz.

HexagrammilS (hek-sa-gram'us), n. [NL., <

Gr. ft;, = E. six, + ypa[i/ui, a line.] The typi-
cal genus of Hcxagraminidai: so called from

Brianchon's Hexagram.
ABCDEI- is the hexagram. AD.BF..

and CF meet in one point, G.

Steller's Rock-trout (Hfxagrammus asptr).

the six more or less developed lateral lines,
three on each side, of which one is median, one
dorsal, and one abdominal. Steller's rock-

trout, H. asper, is an example.
hexagyn (hek'sa-jin), n. [< Gr. rf, = E. six, +
-ywr/, female (in mod. bot. a pistil, style).] In
the Linnean system, a plant having six styles.

Hexagynia (hek-sa-jin'i-a), n.pl. [NL. : see

hexagyn."] In the Liunean system, an order of

plants, such as the sun-dew, having six styles.

hexagynian (hek-sa-jin'i-an), a. [As lieiagyn
+ -MM.] In bot., having six styles.

hexagynous (hek-saj'i-nus), a. [As hexagyn
+ -OMS.] Same as hexagynian.

hexahedral (hek-sa-he'dral), a. [< hexahe-

dr(on) + -aL] 1. Having ttie figure of a hexa-

hedron; having six equal superficial sides or

faces; cubic. 2. In entom., having six dis-

tinct and more or less parallel sides
;
six-sided :

said of long bodies, as joints of the antennse,
etc.

hexahedron (hek-sa-he'dron), H. [< Gr. ef, =
E. six, + edpa, seat, base, = E. settle1

, n."\ A
solid body having six faces; especially, the reg-
ular hexahedron or cube. Also hexaedron.

hexakisoctahedron (hek
" sa - kis -ok - ta - he ' -

dron), n. [< Gr. tf<k<f, six times (< ff = E. six),



hexakisoctahedron

+ OKTU, = E. ciijht, + iA/Mi, seat, base.] Same
as liexoctahedron.

hexameral (hek-sam'e-ral), a. [As /K./V/W-

rroiix + -a/.] Consisting of six parts ;
hex-

amerous: as, a hexameral arrangement of the

septa.
hexamerous (hek-sam'e-rus), a. [<Gr. ei-a/tf-

!>>/<;,
of six parts, < tf, = E. six, + /Jtpof, a part.]

Divided into six segments; consisting of six

parts. Specifically (a) In but. , having the parts of the
flower six in number, or a multiple of six.

(ft)
In zoo?.,

having a hexameral arrangement of the radiating parts or
organs, as the Hexacoralta or Hexactincai.

The finally hexattu'rous Anthozoon passes through a te-

tramerous and an octomerous stage.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 143.

hexameter (hek-sam'e-ter). a. and . [Early
mod. E. also exameter; ME. exametron (n.); <

L. hexameter, also hexametrus, < Gr. et-dfterpof,
of six measures or feet (neut. iS-dfierpov, L. Itex-

ametrum, a verse of six feet), < ff, = E. six, +
fierpov, measure.] I. a. In pros., containing
or consisting of six measures

; having a length
of six feet or six dipodies; especially, com-
posed of six feet, of which the first four are

dactyls or spondees, the fifth ordinarily a dac-

tyl, sometimes a spondee, and the last a spon-
dee or trochee : as, a hexameter line, verse, or

period.
The Poets [style] was by verse exameter for his grauitie

and statelinesse most allowable.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 83.

II. w. In pros., a period, line, or verse con-

sisting of six measures. In books on modern versi-

fication, the "measure" and "foot" being ordinarily as-

sumed to be identical, the word hexameter is used as pre-
cisely equivalent to hexajtody ; but according to the no-
menclature of classical metrics, a hexameter is a group of
six feet only in those classes of feet which are measured
by single feet (monopodies). Since iambi, trochees, and
anapests are measured by dipodies, an iambic, trochaic,
or anapestic hexameter would be a group of twelve feet,
a group of six such feet being a trimeter. The name hex-
a meter is given by preeminence to the dactylic hexameter,
also called the heroic or epic hexameter, or heroic or epic
verse, from its use in Greek and Roman epic poetry from
the earliest to the latest period. It is a compound verse

consisting of two cola or members, either both of three
feet or one of two feet and one of four feet. The heroic
hexameter never consists of six dactyls, the last foot being
always a spondee ( ), or, as the last syllable of a period
may always be either long or short, a trochee (- ~) as a
substitute for a spondee. Some authorities have regarded
this meter as catalectic, so that the last foot would be a
trochee by omission of the last syllable of the dactyl, or a

spondee for the trochee. The fifth foot is rarely a spondee,
but a spondee can always be used instead of a dactyl in any
of the first four places. The ordinary form of the hex-
ameter is accordingly - = o| w=>|_Oi|_wO|-w
>*

I

~. A verse with a spondee as fifth foot is said to be
spondaic-, one consisting entirely of spondees holospon-
daic, and one entirely (except the last foot) of dactyls halo-

dactylic. The principal cesuras are the trochaic of the
third foot, the penthemimeral, and the hephthcmimeral ;

besides which the bucolic cesura or dieresis and the trithe-
mimeral cesura are to be noted. See cesura.

They ben versifyed comounly
Of six feet, which men clepe exametron.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1 91.

The English verse which we call heroick consists of no
more than ten syllables ; the Latin hexameter sometimes
rises to seventeen. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column,
In the pentameter aye falling in melody back.

Coleridge, tr. of Schiller's Ovidian Elegiac Meter.

Fancy, borne perhaps upon the rise
And long roll of the Hexameter.

Tennytion, Lucretius.

Perlssosyllablc hexameter, in anc. pros., a verse con-
sisting of a dactylic tetrameter and an ithyphallic (- ~w

|

w w
I ^w|_ww]|_w_^_w);a greater Archi-

lochian. It was regarded by some ancient writers as a va-
riation from the heroic hexameter made by inserting a re-
dundant syllable (whence the epithet perissosyllabic) be-
fore the last syllable of the filth foot in its dactylic form :

thUS, -w~|-~w|-~w|_w~|_w(_)w|_w.
hexametral (hek-sam'e-tral), a. [< hexameter
+ -al.] Hexametric. Hobhouse.
hexametric (hek-sa-met'rik), a. [< hexameter
+ -ic.] Consisting of or written in six metri-
cal feet.

hexametrical (hek-sa-met'ri-kal), a. [< hex-
ametric + -al.] Same as hexametric.

Several hexametrical versions of the Iliad have already
been mentioned. Jf. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 254.

hexametrist (hek-sam'e-trist), n. [< hexameter
+ -ist.] One who writes hexameters.

Claudian, and even the few lines of Merobaudes, stand
higher in purity, as in the life of poetry, than all the Chris-
tian hexatnetrists. Milman.

Hexanchidas (hek-sang'ki-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Hexanchus + -id(e.] A small family of selachi-

ans, of the order Opistharthri, having 6 or 7 gill-
sacs, a spiracle, a well-defined lateral line, only
1 dorsal fin, no nictitating membrane, and di-

versiform teeth ; the cow-sharks. It contains a
few species. Also called Notidanidas.
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Hexanchus (hek-sang'kus), H. [NL., orig.
llfj-ii HI-US (Rafinesque, 1810): so called in ref.

to the contracted gill-slits; irreg. < Gr. ef, = E.

Cow-shark ( Htxanchtti

six, + a-j Xclv
j choke, constrict.] The typical ge-

nus of the family Hexanchidce.

hexander (hek-san'der), w.
[<
ML. Itexandrus:

see hexandrous.] In the Linnean system of

classification, a plant having six stamens.
Hexandria (hek-san'dri-a), n. pi. [NL.: see

Itexaitdronx.] In the Liunean system of botany,
a class of plants having six stamens, which are
all of equal or nearly equal length. It is thus dis-

tinguished from the class Tetradi/namia, which has also
six stamens, but of these four are longer than the other two.
hexandrian (hek-san'dri-an), a. Same as hex-

hexandrous (hek-san'drusj, . [< NL. hexan-

drus, < Gr. ef, = E. six, + avr;p (dv6p-), male (in
mod. bot. a stamen).] Having six stamens.
Also hexandrious, hexandrian.
hexane (hek'san), . [< Gr. if, = E. six, +
-.] The sixth member (CgH^^) of the paraf-
fin series of hydrocarbons. It is a liquid, boil-

ing at about 60 C., found in various natural
oils.

hexangular (hek-sang'gu-lar), a. [< Gr. if, =
E. six, + L. angultis, an angle.] Having six

angles.
The base was hexangular, finely ornamented with Gothic

sculpture. Pennant, Tour, p. 217.

hexapartite (hek-sa-par'tit), a. [< Gr. f,
c

,
= E.

six, + L. partitus, divided, < partire, divide,
part.] 1. In arch., divided into six parts: ap-
plied to a vault divided by its system of arching
into six parts. 2. In zoiil., having six parts;
hexamerous.

hexapetaloid (hek-sa-pet'a-loid), a. [< Gr. ef,= E. six, + TrfTa/Mv, a leaf (in mod. bot. a pet-
al), + n'rfoc, resemblance.] Having six colored

;>arts like petals. [Rare.]
Hexapetaloidese (hek-sa-pet-a-loi'de-e), n. pi.

[NL., as hexapetaloid
-

-ea:] A division of

petaloid monocotyledonous plants, proposed by
Lindley in 1830, in which the number of petals
or lobes of the perianth is six.

hexapetalous (hek-sa-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. rf, =
E. xix, + KCTatov, a leaf (in mod. bot. a petal).]
In hot., having six petals or flower-leaves.

hexaphyllous (hek-sa-fil'us), a. [< Gr. ff ,
= E.

xix, + Jr/t/xw,
a leaf.] In bot., having six leaves.

Hexapla (hek'sa-plii), . [Gr. rd ci'oTrAa, neut.

pi. of fj'djr/xiof, contr. EfowrAoiif, sixfold, < f ,
=

E. six, + --n/Mif = L,. -pli(s, akin to E.
-fold, q. v.]

An edition of the Bible in six versions. The
name is especially given to a collection of texts of the
Old Testament collated by Origen. It contained in six

parallel columns the Hebrew text in Hebrew characters and
in (ireek characters, the Septuagint with critical emen-
dations, and versions by Symmachus, Aquila, and Theodo-
tion. There were also fragments of several other versions.

hexaplar (hek'sa-plar), a. [< Hexapla + -r.]
Sextuple; containing six columns; specifically
(with a capital initial letter), of or pertaining
to the Hexapla.
hexaplaric (hek-sa-plar'ik), a. [< hexaplar +
-ic.] Same as hexaplar.
The old unrevised text [of the Septuagint], as it existed

before Origen, has been usually called . . . the Vulgate ;

that of Origen, the Hexaplaric.
T. a. Hurne, Introd. to Study of Holy Script, II. 62.

hexaplex (hek'sa-pleks), a. [< Gr. ef, = L. sex
= E. six, T L. -plex, as in duplex, etc. : see du-

plex. The proper form from the Gr. would be
*hexaple.~] Sixfold; sextuple. [Rare.]

hexapod (hek'sa-pod), a. and n. [< NL. hexa-

pas (-pod-), < Gr. tfdirouf (-7ro<5-), having six feet

(used with ref. to meter: see hexapody), < ef, =
E. six, + TToi'f (TTO(!-) = E. foot.] I. a. Having
six feet, as any adult true insect ; specifically,
pertaining to or having the characters of the

Hexapoda ; hexapodous.
H. n. One of the Hexapoda; a true six-

footed insect.

Also hexapode, hexapodan.
Hexapoda (hek-sap'o-da), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of hexapus (-pod-) : see hexapod.] 1. The true

insects; the arthropods which have six feet.

Probably more than three fourths of the animal kingdom
belong to this group. They form the class Insecta (which
see), having three pairs of legs when adult, distinct head,
thorax, and abdomen, two antennee, trachea! respiration,
and distinction of sex.

hexastyle
In all \Uexiij,u:<t] there are never more nor less than

six legs, bnt theforelegs are sometimes rudimentary. The
leg consists of five parts, coxa, trouhanter, femur, tibia, and
tarsus. Patent, 7ool. Class., p. 103.

2. A division of butterflies containing those
which have all six legs fitted for walking: op-
posed to Tetrapoda.
hexapodan (hek-sap'o-dan), ii. and H. Same
as hexapod.
hexapode (hek'sa-pod), a. and . Same as

heiapod. This is the common orthography in

the older authors.

hexapodous (hek-sap'o-dus), a. [As hexapod
+ -mix.] Having six feet

; hexapod: as, a hex-

apodous insect. ,

hexapody (hek-sap'o-di), . [< Gr. "i^airofiin,

a hexapody, < ei-dirovf, having six feet : see hex-

aj}od. Ct.dipody.] Inpros., a group, series, or
verse consisting of six feet. According to the prin-
ciples of classical metrics, only a trochaic, iambic, or logaoe-
die hexapody can form a single series or colon, a succession
of feet of other classes, as of dactyls, anapests, Cretics,
Ionics, etc., being divisible into more than one colon. A
trochaic or iambic hexapody is a trimeter. A hexapody of
feet of other classes, united to form a single period or line,
is a hexameter. See hexameter.

hexaprostyle (hek'sa-pro-stil), a. [< Gr. ff, =
E. six, + TiyjooruAof ,

with pillars in front : see

prostyle. Cf. hexastyle. ] In arch .
, having a por-

tico of six columns in front : said of a building.
[Rare.]

hexapsalmus, hexapsalmos (hek-sap-sal'mus,
-mos), n. [LGr. e^dtfia'A/^of, consisting of six

psalms, < Gr. tf, = E. six, + ^a'A/jof, a song sung
to the harp, a psalm: see psalm.] In the Gr.

Ch., a group of six invariable psalms (Ps. iii.,

xxxviii., Ixiii., Ixxxviii., ciii., cxliii., according
to the numbering in English Bibles) said daily
at lauds (orthron), in the earlier part of that
office.

hexapterous (hek-sap'te-rus), a. [< Gr. ff, =
E. six, + jrTfpov, a wing, j Having six wings or

wing-like parts, as an animal or a plant.
hexasemic (hek-sa-se'mik), . [< LL. hexase-

mus, < Gr. f^datifiof, having six more?, < tf, = E.

six, +
aiijia,

a sign, mark, aj/ficiov, a sign, mark,
unit of time, mora ;

cf. disemic.] In anc. pros. :

(a) Containing or amounting to six semeia or
units of time

; having or constituting a magni-
tude of six moree or normal shorts: as, a Iiexa-

semic foot or dipody ;
hexasemic magnitude. (6)

Consisting of or comprising feet of six semeia
or times: as, the hexasemic class or epiploce.
hexastemonous (hek-sa-stem'o-nus), a. [< Gr.
ff ,
= E. six, + arr/fujv, warp, taken as ' stamen '

:

see stamen."] In bot., having six stamens.
hexaster (hek-sas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. ej, = E.

six, + dari/p = E. star: see aster1 and star.] In

sponges, a star or stellate spicule with six gen-
erally equal rays. Varieties of the hexaster, accord-
ing to the character of the ends of the rays, are known as
the oxyhexaster, discohexaster.graphiohexaster, floricome,
and plumicome.

Hexasterophora (hek-sas-te-rof'o-ra), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of hexasterophorm : see hex-

asterophorous.] A tribe of silicious sponges
containing the glass-sponges. See Hexactinel-
lid<t.

hexasterophorous (hek-sas-te-rof'o-rus), a.

[< NL. hexasterophorns, < hexaxter -t- L. ferre =
E. bear1

.] Provided with hexasters; specifi-

cally, pertaining to the Hexasterophora, or hav-

ing their characters.

hexastich (hek'sa-stik), n. [Also hexastichon

(q. y.); formerly liexastick; < L. hexastichus, <
Gr. ffdo-n^of, of six rows, lines, or verses, < ff,= E. six, + arixof, row, line, verse.] In pros.,
a strophe, stanza, or poem consisting of six

lines.

Dryden . . . furnished Tonson with a well-known hex-

astick, which has ever since generally accompanied the

engraved portraits of Milton. Malone, Dryden.

hexastichon (hek-sas'ti-kon), H. [< Gr. <ffd<rn-

X<n>, neut. of e^danxof, of six lines: see hex-

astich.] Same as hexastich.

Julius Ceesar Scaliger hath written this hextistichon in

praise of Paris. Coryat, Crudities, I. 27.

hexastichous (hek-sas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. <?fd-

arixof, of six rows: see hexastich.] In bot.,

having the parts arranged in six vertical ranks
or rows.

hexastylar (hek'sa-stl-lar), a. [< hexustyle +
-ac3.] In arch., having six columns in front.

hexastyle (hek'sa-stll), a. [< L. hexastylus, <

Gr. ffdffrtviof, witt six columns in front,
'

ff, =
E. six, + orivtof, column: see style

2
.] In arch.,

having six columns: said of a portico or a

temple having that number of columns in the
front. The epithet implies nothing as to the presence



hexastyle

oriilisenceof other columns on the sides of the edifice, or at hoy 1 (ha), interj.
-,co. These character. p /,,- = ,; /.,- =its opposite end, or within the portici . .

istics must be expressed, in the description of a build-

ing, by the adjunc-
tion of other epi-
thets or terms.

Thus, the Roman
temple called the
Maison Carree, at

Nimes, is a pro-
style hexastyle

pseudo-peripteros;
the Theseum at

Athens is an atii-

phiprotttyle hexa-

style peripteral
temple, with pro-
naos and opistho-
dotnos or epinaos,

umns in antis.

hexasyllabic

Hexastyle Front of the ancient :

temple called the Maison Carree, at Nl

France.
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[Also hay; < ME. licy, hay = Hiantes (hi-sui'tez), w. til. [NL., pi. of L.

Dan. Sw. hej, interj. Cf. heigh, liinn(t-)s, ppr. of hiare, gape : see hiatus.} 1.

Same as Finnimxh-/s. A. E. Brelim. 2. In

Sundevall's classification of birds, a synonym
of Ampligulares.

hiationt (hi-a'shon), n. [< L. as if *hiatio(n-),

< hiare, pp. hiatus, gape: see hiatus.] The act

of gaping.
The continual hiationoi holding open of its [the chame-

leon's] mouth. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 21.

hiatus (hl-a'tus), .; pi. hiatuses, hiatus (-tm-ez,

-tus). [L., a gap, aperture, chasm, hiatus, <

hiare, pp. hiatus, gape, yawn, allied to E. yawn,
q. v.] 1. An opening; an aperture; a gap; a
chasm.

/to 1
.] An exclamation expressing plea-

sure, surprise, etc. : also used as a call to at-

tract attention and as an interrogative.

Hey, .Tohny Coup, are ye waking yet?
Jiitson, Scottish Songs.

Well, and you were astonished at her beauty, hey !

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Bachelor Bluff, Bachelor Bluff,

Hey for a heart that's rugged and tough !

Old sony, in Scott's Chronicles of the Canongate, xx.

hey'-H,

(hek"sa-si-lab'ik),
a. [<'LL.hexasyllabus,<Gr.

-

An obsolete form of liigli.

Chaucer.

hey'^t, v. and n. An obsolete form of hie. Chaucer.

hey4 t,
An obsolete form of hay*.

heyday1
(ha'da), inter/. [Formerly heyda, ac-

com. of D. heidaar = G. heida = Dan. heida, hey
ho there: see hey"

1- and there.] An ex-." fl -i_l * i f T1 1 ) UllCACij UV VUUAU uvy^ nwy ' " J

,
of six syllables, < tf, = Kssx,+ -

ciamatiou of cheerfulness, surprise, wonder,
1), syllable : see syllable.] Containing or con-

etc,

sisting of six syllables : as, irreconcilable is a

hexasyllabic word; the hexasyllabic form of a
choriambus (^ ^ w ^ -^ ^ for ^ ^ ).

hexatetrahedron (hek-sa-tet-ra-he'dron), .
;

pi. hexatetrahedra (-drii)." [< Gr. ef, = E. sir,

+ E. tetrahedron, q. v.] In crystal., a solid heyday2
(ha'da), n.

bounded by twenty-four scalene triangles; the ....
inclined hemihedral form of the hexoctahedron.
The diamond sometimes has this form.

Hexateuch (hek'sa-tuk), n. [< Gr. ef, = E. nix,

+ Tfii^oc, a tool, implement, later also a book.

Cf. Pentateuch, Heptateuch.] The first six books

of the Old Testament. The sixth book, Joshua, re-

lating the final settlement of the Jews in the promised
land, is a continuation of the Pentateuch, and apparently
forms with it a complete work, homogeneous in both style

and purpose.

Having relegated the whole of the Hexateuch into a late

period, Prof. Slade naturally finds no reliable historical

record before the days of the Judges.
The Independent Hov.llSK

Bey-da! what Hans Flutterkin is this ? what Dutchman
doe's build or frame castles in the aire?

B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

Hey day ! what's the matter now !

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

[Confused with heyday 1
;

v.] Highest vigor; full

iiudii/i/es, etc., and prob. orig. hey-day guise,
^v&tor clavicuire.

e. holiday fashion: see heyday* and guise.] Hlbbertia (lu-ber ti-a), [NL. I

. kind of dance
;
a country-dance or round. 1797), named after George Hibbert.]

as if sing.,but usually heyday-guise, heyedeguyes,

heidegyes, hey-de-guize, hy-day-gies, hydagies,

haydigyes, etc., and prob. orig. hey-day guise,

A kind of

But frendly Faeries, met with many Graces, . . .

And light-foote Nymphes can chace the lingering Sight
With Heydeguyes and trimly trodden traces.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

By wells and rills, in meadowes greene,
We nightly dance our hey-day guise.

Robin Good-fellow (Percy's Beliques, p. 387).

Brave Don, cast your eyes
On our gipsy fashions ;

In our antic hey-de-guize
We go beyond all nations.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 1.

An obsolete variant of hie.

An obsolete variant of high.

prop, high-day, q.

strength; acme.
At your age,

The hey-day in the blood is tame, it's humble,
And waits upon the judgment.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

A merry peal puts my spirits quite in a hey-day.
Burgoyne, Lord of the Manor, 1. 1.

The natural association of the sentiment of love with

the heyday of the blood seems to require that in order to

portray it in vivid tints . . . one must not be too old.

Emerson, Love.

The heyday of life is over with him, but his old age is

sunny and chirping. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 2.

""'*"*' y7 heyday-guiset, heydeguyt (ha'da-giz, ha'de-
Hexateuchal (hek'sa-tu-kal), a. [< Hexateuch Jf. H pEarly mod. E. also haydequ, haydigce,
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the Hexateuch.
hexatomic (hek-sa-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. ff, = E.

six, + aro/jof, an atom.] In chem., consisting of

six atoms : also applied to atoms which are

hexavaleut and to alcohols or other compounds
having six replaceable hydrogen atoms.

hexavalent (hek-sav'a-lent), a. [< Gr. ef, = E.

six, + L. valen(t-)s, ppr.'of valere, have power:
see valid.] In chem., having the same saturat-

ing or combining power as six hydrogen atoms,
or a valence of six.

hexaxon (hek-sak'son), a. [< Gr. ef, =E. six, +
a$wv, an axle: see ax2

,
axe2

,
and axle.] Hav-

ing six axes of growth, as a sponge-spicule.

hexicology (hek-si-kol'o-ji), n. An erroneous
form for hexiology.

hexiolOgical(hek'"si-o-loj'i-kal),rt. [<.hexiology heyet, v. and n.

+ -ic-al.] Pertaining to hexiology. Chaucer.

hexiology (hek-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. i^ic,
a state heyght, a. and adv

or habit (< ^wf, have, hold
;

intr.
,
be in a given Chaucer.

state or condition: see hectic), + -t.oyia, < Xt- hey-gO-mad (ha'go-mad). [< hey1 + go + mad.]
yeiv, speak: see -ology.] The history of the de- A colloquial expression implying an intense or

velopment and behavior of living beings as af- extreme degree, boundlessness, absence of re-

fected by their environment. This term was
originally proposed by Mivart in the erroneous
form hexicology.
hexiradiate (hek-si-ra'di-at), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

ff, = L. sex= E.six, + L. radiatns, rayed: see

radiate, a.] Having six rays, as the spicules of

a glass-sponge ;
sexradiate.

Hence the group is distinguished as hexiradiate.

W.B. Carpenter, Micros., 511.

hexoctahedron (hek-sok-ta-he'drpn), . [< Gr.

ff, = E. six, + E. octahedron, q. v.'] A crystal-
line form belonging to the iso-

metric system and contained
under forty-eight equal tri-

angular faces. Also called

adamantoid, because it is a
common form of the diamond.
Also hexakisoctahedron.

hextt, a. superl. [ME. hexte,

liecst, etc.,<fAS. hehsta, superl.
of hedh, high: see high. Cf.

nest, superl. of nigh.] Highest.
Than he glode thurgh the greues & the gray thornes,
To the hed of the hole on the hext gre [step].

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13604.

The first apple and the hext
Which groweth vnto you next.

Isle of Ladies, 1. 345.

Wlien bale is hext,
Boot is next. Old ,

hexyl (hek'sil), n. [< Gr. ef, = E. six, + -yl.'\

The hypothetical radical (C6Hj3 ) of the sixth

member of the monovalent series of alcohols.

Those hiatwes are at the bottom of the sea, whereby
the abyss below opens into and communicates with it.

Woodward.

2. In anat., a foramen. 3. In gram, and

pros., the coming together of two vowels
without intervening consonant in successive

words or syllables of one word. 4. A space
from which something requisite to complete-
ness is absent, as a missing link in a gene-
alogy, an interval of unknown history, a lost

or erased part of a manuscript, etc. ;
a lacuna ;

a break.

I shall endeavour to fill this hiatus by producing an al-

most entire chronologic series of paintings from the time

to Hen. VII., when Mr. Vertue's notes recommence.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

A lamentable hiatus occurs in his greatest work.

Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

Even the hiatus between the Vertebrata and the In-

vertebrata is partly, if not wholly, bridged over.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 50.

5. Specifically, in logic, a fault of demonstra-

tion, consisting in the omission to prove some

premise made use of, and not self-evident or

admitted Hiatus Fallopil, the opening of Fallopius,
an aperture in the petrous portion of the temporal bone
for the passage of the petrosal branch of the Vidian nerve.

Hiatus trapezli, the elongated lozenge-shaped inter-

val between the fore border of the acromiotrapezius mus-
cle and the margins of the clavotrapezius muscle and the

levator claviculee.

rNL. (Andrews,~ A genus
of polypotalous dicotyledonous plants, belong-

ing to the natural order DMeniacece and the

tribe Hibbertiece. They are small heath-like shrubs

with slender trailing or climbing stems, and showy yel-

low flowers in solitary terminal or axillary clusters. The

flowers, which are strong-scented, have 5 thick sepals,

straint, or the like. [Eng.]

Away they go, cluttering like hey-go-mad.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 2.

'Tisn't Mr. Bounderby, 'tis his wife ; yo'r not fearfo' o'

her ; yo was heu-go-inad about her an hour sin.

Dickem, Hard Times, xxii.

hey-passt (ha 'pas'). [< hey, interj., + pass,

impv.] An interjectional expression used by
jugglers during the performance of their feats, Bpecies are known, chiefly confined to Australasia. They
onH aniiiirolant. tn " PrpRrn f-llHTKre!"

' '-' - ' '

amfequivalent to "
Presto, change!

Ha' you forgotten me? you think to carry it away with

your hey-passe and repasse. Marlowe, Faustus, v. 1.

You wanted but Hey-passe to have made your transi-

tion like a mysticall man of Sturbridge. But for all your

Flowering Branch of Hibbertia vohtbilis.

5 fugacious petals, numerous stamens, and 1 to 15 car-

pels, each containing one or more shining seeds. About 70

species are known, chiefly confined to Australasia. The
are the Australian rock-roses, and a number of species
are cultivated for their showy flowers. Beautifully pre-
served impressions of the leaves of three species of this

genus have been described by Conwentz from fragments
of amber from the celebrated amber-beds of northern

Prussia.

heyront,
Hey's ligament. See ligament.

heysoget, heysugget, Obsolete forms of hay-

Hexoctahedron.

proposedbyReichenbach in 1828,andtypifiedby
the genus Hibbertia. It differs from the other tribes of

the Dilleniacccf by having the apex of the filaments never

or rarely dilated, by the anthers being often oblong, and

by having small one-nerved or rarely reticulate-nerved

leaves. Same as Hibbertinece of Spoch.

Hg. In chem., the symbol for mercury (New
Latin hydrargyrum).
H. H. An abbreviation of (a) His Holiness r ,

that is, the Pope-or of ( b) His (or Her) High- "Jflft****^* J*Hft
inclosed, = Sp. ineernaculo, a greenhouse, <

L. hibernaculum, winter residence, pi. hiberna-

cula, winter tents, winter quarters, < hibernare,

pass the winter: see hibernate.] 1. That which
serves for shelter or protection in winter;

hhd. A contraction of hogshead.
hi (hi), interj. [Also hy ; a mere exclamation,
like hey

1
, lit-if/h. lift 1

, etc.] An exclamation of

surprise, admiration, etc.: often used ironi-

cally and in derision.

Ready money worth twelve per cent, a month, too, and
he with twelve banks in monte and faro. Hi, hi, hi f

J. W. Palmer, Sew and Old, p. 172.

winter quarters. 2. In hort., a covering or

protection for young buds during winter. 3.

Same as hibcniacidiiiii, 2.



hibernaculum

hibernaculum(hi-ber-nak'u-lum), n.
; pi. hilx-i--

nacula (-la). [L.: sec hihm'iurle.] 1. Same as
// i li<'rnacle, 1.

As a neighbour was lately ploughing in a dry chalky
field far removed from any water, he turned out a water-
rat that was curiously laid up in an hybernaculum artifi-

cially formed of grass and leaves.

Gilbert White, Nat Hist, of Selborne, xxviii.

There sat a frog ... in a little excavation in the sur-

face of the leaf-mould. As it sat there, the top of its back
was level with the surface of the ground. This, then, was
its hibernaculum ; here it was prepared to pass the winter.

J. Burroughs, Signs and Seasons, p. 16.

2. In lot., any part of a plant which protects
an embryonic organ during the winter, as a bud
or bulb. Also hibernacle. [Now rare.] 3. In
zool. : (a) One of the winter buds of a polyzoan ;

an arrested and encysted polyzoon-bud capable
of surviving the winter and germinating in the

following spring.
The only approach to a differentiation of the polypides

in Paludicella is in the arrest of growth of some of the buds
of a colony in autumn, which, instead of advancing to ma-
turity, become conical and invested with a dark-colored
cuticle. They are termed hybernacula.

E. R. Lanlcetter, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 433.

(6) The false opercule or pseudoperculum of a
snail.

It is no uncommon thing to find, during the warm sea-

son, individuals [snails] to the exterior of whose shells
there adhere one or more (often a great number) of ...
hybernacula, cast off by their fellows on emerging from
the dormant state.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 273.

hibernal (hi-ber'nal), a. [= F. hibernal, hirer-

nal = Sp. Pg. invernal, < L. hibernalis, < hiber-

nus, of winter: see hibernate.] Belonging or

relating to winter
; wintry.

hibernate (hi'ber-nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

hibernated, ppr. hibernating. [Formerly also

written hybernate; < L. hibernatus,pp. of hiber-

nare (> It. invernare, vernare = Sp. Pg. inver-

nar = Pr. ivernar = F. hiverner). pass the win-

ter, < hibernus, of or belonging to winter, win-

try (> It. inverno, verno = Sp. invierno = Pg.
inverno = Pr. ivern = F. hiver, winter), prob.
orig. *himernus (= Gr. xeifiepivlx;, of or belong-
ing to winter, wintry), < hiems, winter: see

/items.] 1. To winter; pass the season of

winter in close quarters or in seclusion, and
generally in a torpid condition, as some ani-

mals.

Other causes than cold may induce an animal to hiber-

nate; as when deprived of the supply of food gathered
during the previous season. Science, III. 538.

2. Figuratively, to remain in seclusion; pass
the time torpidly or apathetically.

1 want to hibernate for three months, and not see a soul,

exceptyou with my meals. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

hibernation (hi-ber-na'shon), 11. [Formerly
also Cybernation; = F. hibernation, hibernation,
< L. as if *hibernatio(ti-), < hibernare, hibernate :

see hibernate, v.] The act or period of hiber-

nating.
The several plants that were to pass their hybemation in

the green-house.
Ecelyn, Calendarium Hortense, A New Conservatory.

Naturalists have not sufficiently discriminated between
torpidity and hybemation.

E. Blyth, Note on Gilbert White's Nat. Hist, of Sel-

[borne, xxxviii.

Hibernian (hl-ber'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Hi-

hernia, sometimes written Iverna, Juverna, also

lerna, lerne, Gr. 'lovcpvia, 'Itpvr/, regarded as va-
rious forms of the name which appears later
as IT. Erin, gen. Erinn, Erin, Ireland.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Hibernia, now Ireland, or to its

inhabitants; characteristic of Ireland or the

Irish; Irish.

Hibernian politics, Swift ! thy fate.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 331.

Hibernian embroidery, an embroidery done in button-
hole-stitch and satin-stitch with colored silk, floss, etc.

Diet, of Needlework.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Ireland
;

a member of the Irish race.

Hibernianism (hl-ber'ni-an-ism), . [< Hiber-
nian + -ism.] Same as Hibernicism.
Hibernicism (hl-ber'ni-sizm), n. [< Hibernia
+ -ie + -ism.] An idiom or a mode of speech
peculiar to the Irish

; especially, an Irish bull.

Though it is not true that here "Ireland stops the way,"
a most choice Hibernicism does.

Athenaeum, March 10, 1888, p. 811.

Hibernicize (hl-ber'ni-slz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

Hibernicized, ppr. Hibernicizing. [< Hibernia
+ -ic + -ize.] To make Irish; give an Irish
character to

;
render into the language or idiom

of the Irish.
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Many of the English nobles were Hibernicized and few
of the Irish were Anglicized.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 141.

hibernization (hl-ber-ni-za'shon), n. Same as
hibernation. Imp, Diet.

Hiberno-Celtic (hi-ber'no-sel'tik), a. and n.

1. a. Of or pertaining to the Irish branch of the
Celtic race

;
native Irish : as, the Hiberno-Celtic

language.
II. . The native Irish language.

Hibernologist (hi-ber-uol'o-jist), n. [< Hiber-

nology + -ist.] A student of Hibernology.
We may fairly contrast his Hibernology with that of the

Hibernoloyists of the present generation.
Lord Strangford, Letters and Papers, p. 231.

Hibernology (hl-ber-nol'o-ji), . [< Hibernia
+ Gr. -t-joyia, < teyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The
study or knowledge of Irish antiquities and
history.
Hibisceae (hl-bis'e-e), . pi. [NL., < Hibiscus +
-co;.] A tribe of plants ofthe natural order Mal-
rin-i'ii', typified by the genus Hibiscus. Itischar-
acterized by having the column of stamens anther-bearing
for a considerable part of its length, naked and truncate or
5-toothed at the apex, and a mostly 5-celled loculicidal pod.

Hibiscus (hi-bis'kus), n. [NL., < L. hibiscus,
also hibiscum, < Gr. ifiianof, mallow.] 1. A large
genus of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants
(herbs, shrubs, or trees), of the natural order

Malraceie, and the type of the tribe Hibisceas.

They are characterized by having a 5-cleft calyx, supple-
mented by 3 to 5 narrow bracts ; by the long column of sta-

mens, which is frequently anther-bearing for much of its

length ; and by the 5-valved loculicidal pod, with numer-
ous seeds. About 150 species are known, mostly from
tropical countries, but a few are natives of temperate re-

gions. The species are remarkable for abounding in mu-
cilage and for the tenacity of the fiber of t heir bark, whence
several are employed for many economical purposes in
their nativecoun-
tries. The petals
of H. rosasinen-
rit (a plant with
large, handsome,
usually red flow-

en, frequent in

greenhouses) are

astringent, and
are used in China
as a black dye for
the hair and eyes.
The handsome
fiowering shrub
known in gar-
dens as Althoza

frutfx, or rose of
Sharon, is a spe-
cies of Hibiscus

(U. Syriacus).
The root of H.
Manihot yields
a mucilage used
as size and to

give a proper con-
sistence to pa-
per. The leaves
of H. cannabinus
are edible, and an
oil is extracted
from its seeds ;

it is cultivated
in India for its

fiber, being known as Indian hemp. The plants of this

genus are commonly known as rose-mallows. The great
rose-mallow of the Carolina coast is H. coccineus. H. Mas-
cheutos, of the United States, with rose-colored or white
flowers 6 inches in diameter, is the swamp rose-mallow.
//. Trionum, of Europe, with a sulphur-yellow corolla,
is the bladder-ketmia or flower-of-an-nour. H. (formerly
Abelmoschus) e.Kculentus, of the West Indies and Central

America, furnishes the okra or gumbo. H. Manihot Is

the Australian manioc. H. splendetis, a native of Queens-
land and New South Wales, is the hollyhock-tree. H.
Sobdarijf'a, of tropical Asia and Africa, yields the rosella-

flber. H. tiliaceus is the Tahitian poeron.

2. [1. c.] A plant of this genus.
hie (hik), interj, [See hie, hick^, n.] A syllable
used to express the sound of a hiccup, particu-
larly in representing the speech of a drunken
person as interrupted by this sound.

hie, hick3 (hik), n. [Cf. D. hik= LG. hick= Dan.
hikkt = Sw. hicka = W. ig = Bret, hik, a hiccup ;

MD. hicken, D. hikken, MD. also hicksen = G.

hicken, hicksen, hichsen,v., = Dan. hikke = Sw.
hicka, hiccup; cf. also the various other E. forms,
hiccup, liickup, hiccough, hicket, hickot, hickock,
also kink2

, chink*, chin-cough ; F. hoquet, for-

merly hocquet, Pers. hikuk, hukkuk, Hind, hichki,
huchki, hukchi, a hiccup: all imitative of the
sound of a hiccup.] A hiccup.

hie, hick3 (hik), . [< hie, hick*, n.] To hiccup.
hicatee,hiccatee (hik-a-te

'

) ,
w. [Central Amer. ]

A fresh-water tortoise of Central America, es-

teemed for its liver and feet, which are gelati-
nous when dressed.

hiccius doctiust (hik'shius dok'shius). [A non-
sense formula, appar. founded on L. hie est doc-

tus, 'here is a learned man.' Cf. hocus-pocus.]
A juggler. [Cant.]

Flowering Branch of Hibiscus Moicheutos.
a, flower cut longitudinally ; b, stamen ; c,

fruit ; d, embryo.

hick-joint

And hiccius doctius played in all.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 580.

hiccoryt, ' ^pe hickory.

hiccup, hiccough (hik'up), n. [The spelling
hiccough is recent, being a forced conforma-
tion with cough, which is not related; the pro-
nunciation is still that of the older form hiccup,
earlier written hickup (cf. mod. dial, hickup-
snickup), hickhop, with equiv. forms hickock,

hickcock, hichcock, and hicket, with quasi-dim,
suffixes -ock, -et, <! hie (hick), a syllable imita-
tive of the spasmodic sound concerned: see

hie, interj.] A quick, involuntary, inspiratory
movement of the diaphragm brought suddenly
to a stop by an involuntary clbsing of the glot-

tis; the affection of havingsuch spasms: in the
latter sense generally in the plural : as, to have
the hiccups.
He shall be a knight, a baron ; or by some false accusa-

tion, as they do to such as have the hickhop, to make them
forget it. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 549.

Some are freed from the hiccough by being told of some
feigned ill news, or even of some other things, that but ex-

cites a great attention of mind. ;;.,,//,, Works, I. 83.

hiccup, hiccough (hik'up), v. [Formerly also

liickup; < hiccup, hiccough, n. Cf. D. hikken, etc.,

hiccup ;
from the noun : see hie, hick3 , n.] I.

intrans. To be affected with the hiccups; make
the sound of a hiccup.

My beard to grow, my ears to prick up,
Or (when I'm in a fit) to hickup.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 346.

II. trans. To say, pronounce, or call out with
an utterance interrupted by hiccups, as one
who is intoxicated.

Hiccoughing out the same strain he'd begun," Jol Jolly companions every one!
"

Barham, Ingoldshy Legends, I. 172.

They abhorred Popery . . . and idolatries in general ;

and hiccuped Church and State with fervor.

Thackeray, Four Georges, p. 155.

hich (hech), a. A Scotch form of high.
hichcock 1

1, . and v. A variant of hiccup.
hichcock'-'t, . [< hich, var. of hick1

,
+ cock,

used as a dim. suffix.] A fool.

Among whom this hichcocke missed his rapier; at which
all the company were in a maze ; he besides his wits, for
he had borrowed it of a special! friend of his, and swore
he had rather spend 20 nobles. Jests of George Peel.

hichelt, " See hetchel.

hie jacet (hik ja'set). [L. : hie, adv., here,
orig. a case (locative) of hie, this, akin to E.
he1

, q. v. ; jacet, 3d pers. sing. ind. pres. of ja-
cere, lie : see jacent.J Here lies : words often

beginning Latin (and later sometimes English)
epitaphs on tombstones. Abbreviated H. J.

It is sometimes used as a noun, as in the extract.

Among the knightly brasses of the graves,
And by the cold Hie Jacets of the dead.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

hick 1 (hik), v. i. [Prob. a var. of hip.] To
hop; spring. [Prov. Eng.]
hick2 (nik), n. [A particular use of Hick, <

ME. Hikke, a popular variation of Rick, also

Dick, as an abbr. of Richard (see dicky
1
, etc.),

and partly merged with Ike, a contr. of Isaac.
Hence hickscorner. Hick appears variously in

the surnames Hicks, Hickes, Hickson, Hixon,
Higgins, Higginson, Hitchins, etc., parallel with

Dick, Dix, Dickson, Dixon, Dickens, etc.] A
countryman: used like hodge.
Richard Bumpkin : Ha! A perfect Country Hick how

came you, Friend, to be a Soldier ?

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, iv. 1.

hick3 ,
n. and v. See hie.

hickery (hik'er-i), a. [Origin obscure.] Ill-

natured. [North. Eng.]

hickery-pickery (hik'6r-i-pik'er-i), n. A pop-
ular version of hiera-picra.

The leddy cured me wl' some hickery'-pickery.
Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

Mckett (hik'et), n. [Also hickot ; imitative, like

hiccup, hickock, F. hoquet, etc. : see hiccup.]
Same as hiccup.
Le hocguet ousanglot [P.], the Hickot, or yexing.

Nomenclator.

It is also of good signality, according to that of Hip-
pocrates, that sneezing cureth the hicket.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 9.

hickett (hik'et), r. . [< hicket, n.] To hiccup.
hickhallt, n. Same as hickwall.

hickinglyt, adv. In a hicking or hacking man-
ner : applied to a cough. 2'opsetl.

hick-joint (hik'joint), a. In masonry, an epithet
applied to a kind of pointing in which mortar
is inserted between the courses and joints of a
wall and made smooth or level with the sur-

face.
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hickock

hickockt (hik'ok), n. [Also hickcock, hichcock;
a varied redupl. of kic, hiek& (cf. Pers. hikuk,

hukkuk) : see

hie, InckS, hic-

cup.] Same as

hiccup.
The voice is lost

in hickocks, and the
breath is stilled

with sighs.

Howell, Parly of

[Beasts, p. S).

hickol (hik'ol),
n. See hickwall.

hickory (hik'q-
ri), .; pi. hick-

ories (-riz).

[Formerly also

hiccory, and in

earlier form

pohickery; an
Amer. Ind.

name. Another
Ind.nameisfcfs-

katom, q. v.] 1.

A North Amer-
ican tree be-

longing to the genus Carya, of the natural or-

der Juglandete. It has alternate pinnate leaves, no

stipules, and monoecious flowers, the sterile in catkins, the

fertile solitary or in small clusters or spikes. The fruit

is a dry drupe with a bony nut-shell, containing a large
4-lobed' orthotropous seed. See Carya.

Popler, Plum, Crab, Oake, and Apple tree,

Yea, Cherry, and tree called Pohickery.
J. Ferrar, Reformed Virginia Silk Worm (1663).

Loud the black-eyed Indian maidens laugh,
That gather, from the nestling heaps of leaves,
The hickory's white nuts. Bryant, The Fountain.

3. The wood of this tree. It is heavy, strong, and
flexible, and very valuable, being used for a great variety
of purposes. That of the shagbark or shellbark is the
most valuable.

hickory-acacia (hik'o-ri-a-ka'shia), n. A tall

shrub or small tree, Acacia leprosa,
of the nat-

ural order Leguminosie, a native of New South
Wales. The heart-wood is reddish-brown in

color, takes a good polish, and is used for fur-

niture.

hickory-elm (hik'o-ri-elm), n. See elm.

hickory-eucalyptiis (hik'o-ri-u-ka-lip'tus), n.

Eucalyptus punctata, a native of New South

Wales, a beautiful tree attaining a height of

100 feet or more. The wood is of a light-brown color,

hard, tough, and very durable, and is used for wheel-

wrights' work, ship-building, etc.

hickory-girdler (hik'o-ri-ger"dler), n. A longi-
corn beetle, Oncideres cingulatus, which girdles
the twigs of hickories and some other trees in

the United States. See girdler, 3, and cut un-
der twig-girdler.

hickory-head (hik'o-ri-hed), n. The ruddy
duck, hardhead, or toughhead, Erismatura ru-

bida. G. Trmnbull. [New Jersey, U. S.]

hickory-nut (hik'o-ri-nut), . The nut of the

hickory. The hickory-nut is inclosed in a thick firm

husk, which at maturity opens spontaneously by four
seams. The meat of the better kinds is delicately flavored,
and yields a large amount of fine oil.

Year after year hundreds and thousands of bushels of
the shell-barks, the hickory-nuts par excellence, have been
gathered in various parts of the country.

Pop. Sn. Mo., XXX. 71.

hickory-pine (hik'o-ri-pin), . On the Pacific

coast, Pinus Balfouriana, variety aristata; in the
eastern United States, P. pnngens. See Pinus.

hickory-shad (hik'o-ri-shad), n. Same as giz-
zard-shad.

hickory-shirt (hik'o-ri-shert), n. A coarse and
durable shirt worn by laborers, made of heavy
twilled cotton with a narrow blue stripe or a
check. [U. S.]

hickott, n. See hicket.

hickscornert (hik'skor-ner), n. [Also written

hicscorner; so called from a character in an in-

terlude under this title printed by Wynken de

Worde, represented as a libertine who scoffs at

religion. See hick2
."}

A scoffer, especially at

religious things.
What is more common in our days than, when such h ick-

scorners will be merry at their drunken banquets, to fall

in talk of some one minister or other'.' PiVdngton.

Hicksite (hik'sit), . [< Hicks (see def.) +
-ite2.] A member of a seceding body of Friends
or Quakers, followers of Elias Hicks, formed in
the United States in 1827, and holding Socinian
doctrines. See Society of Friends, under friend.
hickupt, and r. See hiccup.
hickwall (hik'wal), n. [Also in numerous oth-
er forms, as kickwal, hickwell, hickhall, hickol,

hickle, equal, eaqual, ecall, ecle, eccle, eikle, ickle,
178
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icwell, yuckel, yockel, and, with an intermediate
form hickway, hicway, hecco, in another type
lifii/lunr, /lif/litnre, liighhaw, highhoe, heyhoe, as

well as in the accom. forms hen-hole, formerly
liit/iole, hewel, etc. (see hewhole), highhole, high-
Imlder. The syllable hick- is perhaps orig. due
to hack1

,
and -wall to -wall in woodwall, vitwall,

the bird being also known as wood-hacker and
ipoodicall. Cf . Florio's definition of It. picchio :

"a knocke, a pecke, a clap, a iob, a snap, a

thumpe or great stroke, also a bird called a

wood nacker, a wood wall, a wood pecker, a tree

iobber, a hickway, a iobber, spight, a snapper."
The form heighaw (heyhoe, etc.) appears to be
imitative of the woodpecker's harsh laughing
cry (cf. ha-ha^, haw-haw^, heehaw, heigh-ho).

Popular bird-names are subject to imitative

variation.] 1. A woodpecker: now applied es-

pecially to the little spotted woodpecker, Picus

minor, and to the green woodpecker or popin-
jay, Gecinus viridis, both of Europe.
Those carpenter fowls, the hickwalls,
Who with their beaks did hack the gates out workmanly :

And of their hacking the like sound arose
As in a dockyard. Cory, tr. of Aristophanes' Birds, p. 109.

2. The little blue titmouse, Parus cceruleus.

[Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

hickwayt (hik'wa), n. Same as hickwall.

hid, p. a. See hidden.

hidage (hi'daj), n. [= OF. (Law F.) hidage,
< ML. hidagium ; as hide3 + -age."] 1. A tax

formerly paid to the kings of England for every
hide of land.

All the king's supplies, made from the very beginning of

his raigne, are particularly againe and opprobriously re-

hersed, as ... Carucage, Hydage, Escuage, Escheates,
Amercements, and such like. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 136.

The cities and towns not within the scope of the hidage
paid by way of auxilium or aid.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, 1. 41.

2. The assessed value or measurement of an
estate for this purpose.
hidalgism (hi-dal'jizm), n. [< hidalgo + -ism.']

The spirit and conduct characteristic of the
class of hidalgos in Spain. See hidalgo. [Bare.]
His [Cervantes's] main purpose was ... to show by an

example pushed to absurdity the danger of hidalgism.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 358.

hidalgo (hi-dal'go), n. [Sp., generally ex-

plained, according to a popular etymology, as

standing for hijo de algo,
' son of something

'

(hijo, sou; de, of; algo, something, anything, <

L. aliquid, aliquod, something) ;
but this is

wrong, OSp. Pg. fidalgo standing for Jijo dal-

go, < L. filius Italicus, lit. 'Italian son,' i. e.

adopted Roman citizen, one upon whom the

jusltalicum, or right of Roman citizenship, was
conferred; Sp. hijo, OSp. fijo, < L. filius, son:
see filial.] In Spain, a man belonging to the

lower nobility; a gentleman by birth. The spe-
cial privileges formerly possessed by the hidalgos (among
which was the exclusive right to the appellative Don)
made them as a class self-important, haughty, and domi-
neering, though many of them were not otherwise distin-

guished from the class below them. These privileges were
abrogated on the establishment of constitutional govern-
ment.
The knights and hidalgos are an intermediate order be-

tween the great nobility and the people.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

hidden, hid (hid'n, hid), p. a. [< ME. hid, hidd,
Ited, hud, yhid, ihud, pp. of hiden, hide : see hide1 .

The pp. is prop, hid, like chid, contr. weak pp.,
the appar. strong forms hidden, chidden, being
conformed to orig. strong pp. forms like ridden,
bidden. See hide1 .] 1. Concealed; placed in

secrecy.
If thou scekest her [wisdom) as silver, and searchest for

her as for hid treasures. Prov. ii. 4.

Hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 368.

2. Secret; unseen; mysterious.
Commaunde $e that dineris and sopers priuely in hid

plase be not had. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 331.

To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden
manna. Rev. ii. 17.

The melting voice through mazes running,
Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 144.

Hidden antenna, in entom., antennee which in repose
are concealed in hollows under the head or thorax, as in

many Coleuptera. Hidden consecutives. Same AS cov-
ered conmcutives (which see, under consecutive). Hid-
den fifths. See fifth. Hidden octave. See octave.

=8yn. Covert, occult, recondite, profound, abstruse, ob-

scure, latent, private, dormant, clandestine, close, un-
known.

hidden-eyed (hid'n-Id), a. In zool., having
the eyes covered by a hood: the opposite of

naked-eyed: as, the hidden-eyed medusans.
hiddeni'te (hid'n-It), H. [Named after W. E.

Bidden.] A transparent emerald-green or yel-

hide

lowish-green variety of spodumene, found in

North Carolina in small crystals of prismatic
habit. It is highly esteemed as a gem. Also
called lithia emerald, in allusion to its compo-
sition and color.

hiddenly (hid'n-li),adr. In a hidden or secret

manner.
These things have I hiddenly spoke, and yet not so se-

cretly but that they might very well take notice of it.

u'ell, The Schisme, vi.

hiddenness (hid'n-nes), . The state of being
hidden or concealed. [Rare.]
There is, in every man, the flre, and light, and love of

God, though lodged in " a state of hiddenness and inac-

tivity," till something human or Divine discover its life

within us. Chalmers, Int. to Imitation of Christ, p. 36.

hidden-veined (hid'n-vand), a. In bot., having
invisible veins, as the leaves of pinks and
houseleeks. See hyphodrome.
hide 1

(hid), v.
; pret. hid, pp. hidden, hid, ppr.

hiding. [< ME. hiden, hyden, huden (pret. hidde,

hydde, hudde, pp. hid, hud, etc.), < AS. hydan
(pret. hydde, pp. hyded, pi. coiitr. hydde), laiAe,

conceal, = MLG. hoden, huden, LG. hiiden, Men,
ver-huden, ver-hiien, hide, cover, conceal (also

keep, heed, being partly merged in hiiden,

hoden = AS. hedan, E. heed1
, q. v. ) ; prob. .= Gr.

KevOeiv, hide, = W. cuddio, hide, conceal. Cf.

L. custos (for *cudtos1), a guard, protector: see

custody. Connected ult. with hide2
, q. v.] I.

trans. 1. To conceal from sight; prevent from

being seen; cover up: as, to hide one's face;
to hide a stain or a scar.

The Sunne for shame did hide himselfe from so mon-
strous sight of a cowardly calamity.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 27.

Till love, victorious o'er alarms,
Hid fears and blushes in his arms.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 16.

A huge town, continuous and compact,
Hiding the face of earth for leagues.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

2. To conceal from discovery; secrete; put in

a place of security or safety : as, to hide money.
He is a flying enemye, hiding himselfe in woodes and

bogges. Spenser, State of Ireland.

In the time of trouble he shall hide me in his pavilion.
Ps. xxvii. 5.

There is a field, through which I often pass, . . .

Where oft the bitch-fox hidex her hapless brood.

Cowper, Needless Alarm.

3. To conceal from knowledge or cognizance ;

keep secret
;
hold back from avowal or disclo-

sure
; suppress : as, to hide one's feelings.

Tell me now what thou hast done ; hide it not from me.
Josh. vii. 19.

With much of Pain, and all the Art I knew,
Have I eudeavour'd hitherto

To hide my Love, and yet all will not do.

Cotvley, The Mistress, Love's Invisibility.

No man ever hid his vice with greater caution than he
does his virtue. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

4. To withdraw ;
withhold

;
turn aside or away.

Hide not thine ear at my breathing, at my cry.
Lam. iii. 56.

When ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes
from you. Isa. i. 15.

Thou didst hide thy face, and I was troubled.
Ps. xxx. 7.

Hide thy face from my sins. Ps. U. 9.

=Syn. Secrete, etc. (see conceal); screen, cover, cloak, veil,

shroud, mask, disguise, suppress, dissemble.

II. intrans. To withdraw from sight ;
lie con-

cealed ; keep one's self out of view.

Ryght as a serpent hit [hideth] under floures.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 504.

Bred to disguise, in public 'tis you hide.

Pope, Moral Essays, a 208.

To his friends

A sweeter secret hides behind his fame.

Lowell, To H. W. L.

hide2 (hid), n. [< ME. hide, hyde, hude, < AS.

hyd = OS. hud = OFries. hud, hfde = D. huid =
MLG. hut = OHG. hut, MHG. hut, G. haut =
Icel. hudh = Sw. Dan. hud, skin, hide, = L.

ciitis, skin (see cutis, cuticle), = Gr. irf/rof, skin:

prob. with orig. initial s, as in Gr. OKiirof, skin,

hide, L. scutum, a shield, the root "sku, cover,

being seen also in Gr. mW-of, the hide of a

beast, AS. scua, shade, sciir, E. shower, E. sky,

scum, etc.] 1. The skin of an animal, espe-

cially of one of the larger animals: as, the hide

of a calf; the thick hide of a rhinoceros.

O whan he slew his berry-brown steed, . . .

She ate him a' up, flesh and bane,
Left haething but hide and hair.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 148).

The firmness of hides is for the armour of the body
against extremities of heat and cold.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 169.
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2. An animal's skin stripped from its body and
used as a material for leather or in other ways :

as, a raw hide; a dressed hide ; in the leather

trade, specifically, the skin of a large animal,
as an ox or a horse, as distinguished from kips,
which are the skins of small or yearling cattle,
and skins, which are those of smaller animals,
as calves, sheep, goats, seals, etc.

Of the hidi'S of beasts, being tanned, they vse to shape
for themselues light, but impenetrable armour.

Hakluyl s Vinjages, I. 21.

Thou wear a lion's hide ! doff it for shame,
And hang a calfs-skin on those recreant limbs.

Shitk., K. John, iii. 1.

3. The human skin : now in a derogatory sense.

A vengeance on your crafty wither'd hide !

Shall., T. of the S., ii. 1.

He found thee savage, and he left thee tame,
Taught thee to clothe thy pink'd and painted hide.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 481.

Bullocks' hides. See bullocki. Flint hides, sun-dried
hides. Green hide, a raw untanned hide with the hair
still on. Hide-working machine. Same as hide-mill.
Raw hide. Same as green hide. See rawhide. Wild

hides, hides from wild cattle.

For so-called wild hides, coming particularly from South
America, Hamburg is the chief market in Germany.

U. S. Cuia. Rrp., No. LIX. (1885), p. 394.

= Syn. Pelt, etc. See skin, n.

hide'2 (hid), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hided, ppr. hid-

ing. [< ME. liydcn, cover as with a hide; =
Icel. hiidha, nog; cf. G. freq. hauteln, skin; from
the noun hide2

,
skin. The E. verb in def. 2 com-

bines the notion of beating or 'tanning' one's
'hide' with that of whipping with a rawhide
or cowhide.] If. To cover with or as with
hide.

He has a kyrtille one, kepide forhyme selvene, . . .

That ea hydede alle with hare hally [wholly] al overe.
Mvrte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1001.

2. To beat; flog; thrash. [Colloq.]
hide3 (hid), n. [Only as a historical term ; ME.
hide, < ML. hida, < AS. hid, twice uncontr. higed,
Jiigid, a certain portion of laud

; prob. (like the

equiv. hiwisc, a hide of land, prop, a family, a

household) < hiioan, ONorth. liiyait, pi., mem-
bers of a household, a family: see heiee, hind2 .

The orig. meaning would then be ' as much land
as will support one family,' the actual number
of acres being appar. different at different times
and places.] In old Eng. law, a holding of land,
the allotment of one tenant

;
a portion of land

considered to be sufficient for the support of
one family, but varying in extent in every dis-

trict according to local custom and the quality
of the soil, hence variously estimated at 60, 80,
and 100 acres, or more. It might also include house,
wood, meadow, and pasture necessary tor the mainte-
nance of the plowman and oxen. See villeinage.

The whole country was divided into military districts,
each five hile* sending an armed man at the king's sum-
mons, and providing him with victuals and pay.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. ISO.

He fKing Alfred] made a law that all Freemen of the
Kingdom possessing two Hides of Land should bring up
their Sons in Learning. Baker, Chronicles, p. 9.

A Hide is so much land as one Plow can sufficiently till.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

hide-and-seek (hid'and-sek'), n. Achild'sgame
in which one or more hide, and the others try to
find them. Formerly called hide-and-find.

Egad, you seem all to have been diverting yourselves
here at hide and seek, and I don't see who is out of the se-

cret. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

hidebind (hid'blnd), v. t. [< hide2 + bindl, with
ref . to the earlier adj. hidebound.] To constrict

;

confine. [Rare.]
A dire monotony of bookish idiom has encrusted and

stiffened all native freedom of expression, like some scaly
leprosy or elephantiasis barking and hide-binding the flue
natural pulses of the elastic flesh. De Quince;/, Style, i.

hide-blown (hid'blon), a. Bloated; swelled.

[Rare.]
Ye slothful, hide-blown, gormandizing niggards!

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., i. S.

hidebound (hid'bound), a. [< hide2 + bound*.]
1. Bound tightly by the hide, as an animal,
or by the bark, as a tree: said of a horse, etc.,

when, from emaciation or other cause, the
hide on its back or ribs cannot be loosened or
raised in folds with the fingers ;

of a tree or a
root, when the bark is so close or unyielding as
to impede its growth.

Their horses, no other than lame jades and poore hide-
bound hildings. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 415.

He hath wealth, . . . but starves his poor hide-bound
carcass. Sta/ord, Niobe, i. 91.

Stunted hide-bound trees, that, just have got
Sufficient sap at once to bear and rot.

Pope, Macer ; a Character.
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Hence 2. Obstinately set in opinion or pur-
pose ;

naiTow-minded
; bigoted; stubborn; un-

yielding: as, a hidebound partizan.
The hidebound humour which he calls his judgement.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

The minds of men, long hide-bound in scholastic logic
and theology, sprang forward . . . into a fresh world of

light. Shairp, Culture and Religion, p. 47.

3f. Shut tightly; closed fast;
fisted; stingy.
Hath my purse been hidebound to my hungry brother?

Quarles, Judgement and Mercy, The Swearer.

hidegildt, . [Repr. AS. hidgild, a tax paid on a Keade
- Never

"

to I*te to Mend
> <

every hide of land, < hid, a hide of land, + gild, hiding-place (hi'ding-plas), n% A place of con-

payment.] In Anglo-Saxon law, a tax paid on ">i-">"*

to smooth it out and remove wrinkles
;
a hide-

stretching frame.

hiding 1
(hi'ding), . [< ME. hydiiige, hudiiif/r,

ln'ilinijc, verbal u. of hyden, hiden, liidel.] The
act of concealing; concealment: as, to remain
in hiding.

There was the hidiny of his power. Hab. iii. 4.

hence, close- hiding2 (hi'ding), n. [Verbal n. of hide*, v.]
A flogging or thrashing. [Colloq.]

I wasn't going to shed the beggar's blood ; I was only
going to give him a hiding for his impudence.

cealment.

every hide of land,

hidel'ing (hld'ling), a. [< hide* + -ling
2
.] Given

to hiding; secretive; furtive; clandestine.

[Rare.]
So hireling are its [the nightingale's] habits that one

seldom obtains a glimpse of it.

A man shall be as an hiding place from the wind.
Isa. xxxii. _'.

Forth from his dark and lonely hiding place . . .

Sailing on obscure wings.
Coleridge, Fears in Solitude.

hidioust, a. See hideous.
JUac&Mvray, Brit. Birds (1839), II. 334. hidlingS, hidlins (hid'lingz, -linz), adv. and a.

hide-mill (hid'mil), n. A machine for soften- [Sc., also written hiddlins; var. of hideling,

ing dried hides, as a preliminary process in

tanning. It is made in various forms, consisting some-
times of a series of rollers, sometimes of a drum or tum-
bling.box, sometimes of a pounding or kneading appa-
ratus. The hides are first soaked, and are kept moist
during treatment in the mill. Also called hide-working
machine.

It is usual to soften dry hides and skins in the hi*If-

mill after they come from the soaks.
C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 280.

q. v.] I. adv. In a clandestine manner; se-

cretly; furtively.
An' she's to come to you here, hidlings, as it war.

J. Baillie.

II. a. Clandestine; furtive; hideling.
He ne'er kept up a hidlim plack
To spend ahint a comrade's back.

Tannahitl, Poems, p. 115.

thing of hideosity (I invent a vile word s'ee sireat ~\ \nnathnl npmniifiHnn PBTuwinllv
for a fact that is viler)- flats, warranted fireproof, have

'al
'i

., perspiration, especially
been run up adjacently within the last few weeks. when profuse or artificially produced ; a sweat-

If. and Q., 7th ser., V. 344. ing condition, or the state of being in a sweat.
That place of monstrosities and hideoritiet. Also idrosis.

llluitr. London Hewn, XXIX. 359. hidrotic (hi-drot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. idpuTinAf,

hideous (hid'e-us), a. [Early mod. E. also hidi- sudorific ; of persons, apt to p_erspire ; < idpovy,

ous; < ME. hi'dyoits, usually hidous, < OF. hidos,
hidus, hideus, F. hideujc, earliest OF. hisdos, hid-

eous, pejhaps < ML. "hispidosus, an intensive
form of L. hispidus, rough, shaggy, bristly. Cf.

sweat, perspire: see hidrosis'.] I. a. Inmed.,
causing sweat

;
sudorific.

II. n. A medicine that promotes perspira-
tion; a sudorific.

the equiv. horrid, < L. liorridus" rough, shaggy, hidrotopathic (hi-dro-to-path'ik), a. [< Gr.

bristly. In this view, OF. hide, hisde, fear, dread. 5*f (MpuriKof), sudorific, + 0of, suffering,

terror, is from the adj.] Frightful in appear- affection.] Pertaining to or affected with mor-

ance, sound, or character; very dreadful
;
hor- Did conditions of perspiration,

rible; detestable
; revolting: as, a hideous mon- ?,S?>1 *! Pret - and PP- '"<"*> PPr - Meing.

ster; a hideous uproar; hideous debauchery. L< MK Inen, hyen, heigen,higen,< AS. higian, has-
ten, strive, = MD. hygJien,J). hijgen, intr., pant,
long (for), = Dan. hige, intr., hanker (after),
crave, covet. Cf . Gr. KICIV, go (whence the causal

Ktvctv, tr., move), = L. tiere, tire, tr., move, stir,

summon, pp. titus as adj., quick, swift: see
cite1 .] I. intrans. To hasten

; go in haste: often
with a reciprocal pronoun.

Hye the faste, with myghte and mayne ;

I sail the brynge till Eldone tree.

Thomas oj Ersseldoune (Child s Ballads, I. 107).

It was some grief vnto me to see him hie so hastlie to
God. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 90.

Wee ought to kie us from evill like a torrent.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

The youth, returning to his mistress, hies. Dryden.

II. trans. To incite to action or haste
;
insti-

gate; urge: with on.

The cowboy, . . . fearing it [the buffalo] might escape,
hied on the hound, which dashed in.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 273.

[< ME. hie, hye, hyge, haste; from the

Haste; speed.
hiet, n.

verb.]

This world (he said) in lesse than in an houre
Shal al be dreint, so hidous is the shoure :

Thus shal inankinde drenche, and lese her lit.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 3520.

Grete and hidymise was the bateile, and the slaughter
grete on bothe side*. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 594.

Methought, a legion of foul fiends
Environ'd me, and howled in mine ears
Such hideoun cries that, with the very noise,
I trembling wak'd. Shalt., Rich. III., i. 4.

=Syn. Grim, Grisly, etc. (see ghastly) ; horrid, terrible,

appalling.

hideously (hid'e-us-li), adv. [< ME. hidyously,
usually hidously; as hideous -r -ly

2
.] In a hid-

eous manner or degree.
The brighte swerdes wenten to and fro
So hidously that with the leste strook
It semede as it wolde felle an ook.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 843.

And the tempest arose so idyouly that we were fayne
to recoyle bak ayen to seke vs some sure herborough.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 61.

Yet still he bet and bonnst uppon the dore,
And thundred strokes thereon so hideouslie
That all the peece he shaked from the (lore.

Spenser, Jf. Q., V. U. 21.

hidepusness (hid'e-us-nes), 71. The state or

quality of being hideous.
The faithful copy of my hideousnes*.

J. Beaumont, Psyche.

They generally differ from the common sort of men,
both in stature, bignesse, and strength of body, as also in
the hideouynesse of their voice.

Sir F. Drake, World Encompassed, p. 2&

hider1
(hl'der), n. [< ME. hider; < hidel + -er*.]

One who hides or conceals.

If the hider of the gold ne had hid the gold in that place,
the gold ne had not been found. Chaucer, Boethius, v.

hider2t (hl'der), adv. A Middle English form of
hither.

hide-rope (hid'rop), n. [< hide2 + rope.] A
tough and durable rope made of twisted strips
of cowhide, used for wheel-ropes, traces, etc.

hide-scraper (hid'skra"per), n. In leather- hiemate (hi 'e -mat), v. i.; pret. and pp. hie-

manuf., a machine for scraping the flesh side mated, ppr. hiemating. [< L. hiematus, pp. of
of hides. hiemare, pass the winter, < hiems, hiemps, win-

hide-stretcher (hld'strecb/er). n. In leather- ter: see hiems.] To hibernate; pass the win-
manuf., a frame on which a hide is stretched ter. B. S. Barton, 1799,

Up she roos, and by the bond in hye
She took him faste. Chaucer, Troilus, it 88.

hieland, hielander, etc. See highland, etc.

hieldtj v. A variant of heeld. Chaucer.
hielmite (hyel'mit), n. [Named after P. J.

Hjelm (1746-1813), a Swedish chemist.] A
black massive mineral found in pegmatite near
Falun, Sweden. It contains tantalum, tin,

yttrium, uranium, iron, and other elements in
small amount.
hiemal (hl'e-mal), . [Also written, improp..
hyemal; = F. hiemal = Sp. Pg. hiemal, < L. hie-

malis, of winter, wintry, < hiems, hiemps, win-
ter: see hiems.] Belonging to winter; occur-

ring in winter: as, the hiemal solstice.

Beside vernal, estival, autumnal [garlands] made of

flowers, the ancients had also hyemal garlands.
Sir T. Browne, Miscellanies, p. 92.
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hiemation (hi-e-ma'shon), w. [= F. hiemation,
< L. hiematio(n-), wintering, < hicinare, pass
the winter: see hiemate.] 1. The passing oi1

spending of a winter in a particular place or

state ; hibernation.

The American yucca is a harder plant than we take it

to be : for it will suffer our sharpest winter . . . without
that trouble and care of setting it in cases in our conserva-
tories for hyemation. Evelyn, Sylva, xx.

2f. The act or condition of affording shelter

during winter.

hiems (hi'emz), . [L. ;
also written Mentis,

and improp. hyems, winter
;
= Gr. %iuv (x">v-,

orig. xiop- ?), snow; cf. %ei/ui and ;/iv, winter,
= Skt. hima = Zend zima = Pers. zim (> Hind.

him, hem), cold, frost, snow: see Chionis, chi-

meral, Himalayan.] Winter.
On old Ht/erns' thin and icy crown,
An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds
Is, as in mockery, set. Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

hien (hyen), re.; pi. hien. [Chinese.] 1. In

China, a subordinate division of a fu or de-

partment, or of an independent chow; an ad-
ministrative district under the control of an
official styled chih-hien. In the 18 provinces
of China proper there are about 1,285 hien.

2. The seat of government of such a district.

Also written heen and hsien.

hiera, . Plural of hieron.

Hieraceae (hi-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hiera-
cium + -ea;.] A subtribe of plants belonging to

the natural order Composites, tribe Cichoriacece.

adopted byBentham and Hooker (1876) , typified

by the genus Hieracium. It was first proposed as a
tribe by Don in 1829. It is the same as the Hieraciece of

Cassini, and nearly the same as the Hieracia, of Kueling.
Hieracite (hi'e-ra-s3t), n. [< Hierax (see def.)
+ -ite2.] A follower of Hierax, an Egyptian
ascetic (about A. D. 300), who denied the resur-
rection of the body and the existence of a visi-

ble paradise, and taught that only the celibate
could enter the kingdom of heaven.
Hieracium (hl-e-ra'si-um), n. [NL. (cf. L. hiera-

cia,hawkweed, 'hieracium, a kind of eye-salve), <

Gr. lepdiaov, also lepaicia, a plant, hawkweed, but
not the mod. hieracium, < iepa$, a hawk or fal-

con : see Hierax.'] A large genus of plants, be-

longing to the order Composites and tribe Ci-

choriaceai, and type of the subtribe Hieracew.
They are perennial or rarely annual herbs, with the recep-
tacle naked or short-flmbrillate, and a fuscous pappus of

rigid, fragile bristles
;
corollas all ligulate, 5-dentate, yel-

low or rarely white or red ; achenia oblong or columnar,
smooth and glabrous, mostly 10-ribbed or striate ; leaves

I.ower Portion and Panicle of ffteracitttn venosum.
a, flower ; b, fruit.

often toothed, but never lobed. Nearly 300 species have
been described, widely distributed throughout the tem-
perate regions of both hemispheres. About 25 species are
North American. Hawkweed is the name generally given
to them. H. wnosuin., a native of the eastern United
States, is called rattlesnake-weed. H. aurantiacum, a
common European species, is known in England as grim-
the-collier, on account of the black hairs which clothe the
flower-stalk and involucre. H. prcealtum, also a European
species, has become naturalized in restricted localities in
northern New York, where it is known as the king-devil.
H. pilosella, of Europe is there called mouse-ear.

hieracosphinx (hi-e-ra'ko-sfingks), n. [< Gr.

iepai;, a hawk, + o^x'yf, sphinx.] The hawk-
headed sphinx of Egypt, as distinguished from
the androsphinx and criosphinx.

hiera-picra (hi''e-ra-pik'rii), n. [= F. hierepiere
= Pg. hierapiera (cf . It. jera) = Sp. geropigia,
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jeropiijin, and E. accom. hickery-pickery, q. v.,
< ML. hiera-picra, < Gr. iepa, a name for many
medicines in the Greek pharmacopoeia (fern, of

ttpof , sacred),+ mnpd, fern, of Troc/xif, sharp, pun-
gent, bitter.] A warm cathartic composed of

aloes and canella made into a powder, with

honey. Popularly called hickery-pickery.
hierarch (hi'e-rark), n. [= F. liierarque = Sp.

liierarca, gerarca = Pg. hicrarcha = It. gerarca, <

ML. hierarcha, < Gr. lepdpx'K, a steward or presi-
dent of sacred rites, a high priest, < isptii;, sacred

(see liiero-), + ap%oi;, a leader, ruler, < ap%eiv,

rule.] 1. One who rules or has authority in

sacred things.
Angels, by imperial summons call'd, . . .

Forthwith, from all the ends of heaven, appear'd,
Under their hierarcha in orders bright.

Milton, P. L, v. 587.

2. Specifically, in Gr. antiq., one of a body of

officials or minor priests attached to some tem-

ples, as the sanctuary of Amphiaraus at Oropus,
who had charge of the offerings of all kinds con-
secrated to the god by his votaries, and of the

inscribing and setting up of the records relat-

ing to them.
hierarchal (hi'e-rar-kal), a. [< hierarch + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a hierarch or a hierarchy.
Now ere dim night had disincumber'd heaven,
The great hierarchal standard was to move.

Milton, P. L., v. 701.

hierarchic (hi-e-rar'kik), a. [= F. hierarchique
= Sp. gerdrquico = Pg. jcrarchico = It. gerar-
chico, jerarchico (cf . D. G. hierarchisch = Dan.
Sw. hierarkislc), < Gr. lepapxtnof, < lepap%ia, hie-

rarchy: see hierarchy.] Of or pertaining to a

hierarchy.
hierarchical (hl-e-riir'ki-kal), a. [< hierarchic
+ -al.] Same as hierarchic.

They declared "That that hierarchical government was
evil and justly offensive, and burdensome to the king-
dom." Clarendon, Civil War, II. 69.

The Ignatian and pseudo-Clementine bishops, who are
set up as living oracles and hierarchical idols.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 99.

Hierarchical classification. See dasirijication.

hierarchically (hl-e-rar'ki-kal-i), adv. In a hi-

erarchic manner; in conformity to ecclesiasti-

cal authority, influence, or interests; bya system
of government resembling that of the church.

The society of this country [England] is hierarchically
constituted. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 44.

The control of all elective offices by a sect hierarchically
organized. The American, XIII. 291.

hierarchism (hi'e-rar-kizm), n. [< hierarch +
-ism.] Hierarchical principles or power; hie-

rarchal character or influence
;
belief in or de-

votion to hierarchical rule.

After a few centuries, the more dominant hierarchisiii

of the West is manifest in the oppugnancy between Greek
and Latin church architecture.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 7.

hierarchy (hi'e-rar-ki), n.
; pi. hierarchies (-kiz).

[Early mod. E. yerarcliy (Skelton), late ME.
gerarchie, etc., < OF. gerarchie, F. hierarchic =
Pr. ierarchia, gerarchia = Sp. gerarquia = Pg.
jerarchia = It. gerarchia, jerarchia = D. hierar-

chy = G. hierarchic = Dan. Sw. hierarki, < ML.
hierarchia, < Gr. iepapx'ia, the power or rule of
a hierarch, < lepapxif, hierarch: see hierarch.]
1. The power or dominion of a hierarch; hal-
lowed or consecrated authorityinwhat concerns

religious order or government.
Consider what I have written from regard for the church

established under the hierarchy of bishops. Sivift.

2. Government by ecclesiastical rulers
;
an ec-

clesiastical or priestly form of government.
3. An order of holy beings regarded as em-
ployed in divine government.

That Musike, with his heauenly harmonie.
Do not allure a heauenly mind from heauen,
Nor set mens thoughts in worldly melodic,
Til heauenly Hierarchies be quite forgot.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 77.

Whom the supreme King
Exalted to such power, and gave to rule,
Each in his hierarchy, the orders bright.

Milton, P. L., i. 735.

4. A body of persons organized in ranks and
orders for the exercise of rule over sacred things ;

hence, an organized body of ecclesiastics in-

trusted with government of either church or
state ; also, a similarly organized body of offi-

cials in other systems of government : as, the
Roman Catholic hierarchy.

If any one shall say that there is not in the Catholic
Church a hierarchy established by the divine ordination,
consisting of bishops, presbyters, and ministers, let him
be anathema. Council of Trent (trans.), xxiii. 6.

We may regard . . . the clergy or clerical estate as a

body completely organised, with a minutely constituted
and regulated hierarchy. Stulibx, Const. Hist., 376.

hierocracy

5. In science, a series of successive terms of

different rank. The terms kingdom, order, sub-

order, family, genus, and species constitute a

hierarchy in zoology.
As we ascend in the hierarchy of the organisms, we meet

with ... an increasing differentiation of parts.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 53.

Celestial hierarchy, the collective body of angels, re-

garded as forming a gradation of nine orders, differing In

power and glory. The general belief in the church that

the number of angelic orders is nine, and the assignment
of a definite name and rank to each order, date from the

sixth century. The first to fix the number, names, and

sequence of these orders was the writer calling himself

Dionysius the Areopagite, who seems to have lived about
A. D. 500. The nine orders, beginning with the highest,
are arranged, as follows, in three triads : I. 1, seraphim ;

2, cherubim ; 3, thrones. II. 4, dominations or domin-
ions (Ki>pioTi)Tes) ; 6, virtues (iurnn<is, the singular trans-

lated 'might' in the authorized version, Eph. i. 21); 8,

powers ('Eou<nai). III. 7, principalities or princedoms
('Apx<") ; 8, archangels ; 9, angels.

hieratic (hi-e-rat'ik), a. [= F. hifratique, < L.

hieraticus, < Gr. Icparwdf, of or for the priest's

office, sacerdotal, also devoted to sacred uses, <

ifpof, sacred: see hierarch.] 1. Pertaining to

priests or to the priesthood; priestly; sacer-

dotal. [Bare.]
It [education in the East] was administered by the hie-

ratic class. This was due to the fact that the priests were
the only men of learning.

Payne's Compayre's Hist, of Pedagogy, p. 15.

2. Of sacred or priestly origin; due to or de-
rived from religious use or influence: specifi-

cally used of a kind of ancient Egyptian letters

or writing, and of certain styles in art. Hieratic

writing consists of abridged forms of hieroglyphics adopt-
ed by the Egyptian priests for convenience and expedition
in their records. Hieratic art is that which adheres to

types or methods fixed and, as it were, consecrated by re-

ligious tradition, as in some Egyptian art, and in much
modern Greek or Byzantine religious painting, which is

still medieval in character.

Before the year 1840 our knowledge of archaic sculpture
was almost limited to a few specimens in Italian museums,
most of which are rather hieratic than archaic ;

that is to

say, conventional reproductions of the archaic, executed
at a much later period.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 74.

hieratical (hl-e-rat'i-kal), a. [< hieratic + -al.]

Same as hieratic.

Hierax (hl'e-raks), n. [NL. , orig. lerax (Vigors,
1824), < Gr. iepa!;, a hawk, falcon. See gerfalcon.]
A genus of pygmy falcons or finch-falcons of

Asia, containing some of the smallest birds of

prey, as H. ccerulescens. Microhierax is a syn-
onym. See Bengal falcon, under falcon.

hierdet, A Middle English form of herd2 .

Chaucer.

hierdesst, n- A Middle English form of herdess.

Chaucer.

hiero-. [< L. hiero-, < Gr. lepo-, combining form
of tepof, sacred, holy, divine, mighty, glorious,

etc., prob. = Skt. ishira, vigorous, fresh, bloom-

ing.] An element in many compounds of

Greek origin, meaning
'

sacred, holy, divine.'

Hierochloe, Hierochloa (hi-e-rok'lo-e, -a), n.

[NL., < Gr. ispoc, sacred, holy, + %A6n, young
green corn or grass,
verdure.] A genus of

odoriferous grasses,

belonging to the tribe

Phalaridce. The spike-
lets bear three flowers, and
the flowers each two pa-
lets ; the two lower flow-
ers are staminate only
(having three stamens),
sessile, and often awned

;

the uppermost one is per-
fect, has a short pedicel,
two stamens, and no awns;
and the glume equals or ex-

ceeds the spikelet. There
are about 8 species. The
name holy-grotts, as well
as the generic name, al-

ludes to the practice in
some parts of northern

Europe of strewing the
common species, H. bore-

alis (the northern holy-
grass), before the doors of

churches on festival days.
The inhabitantsof Iceland
use it to scent their rooms
and clothes. It is distrib-

uted through northern Eu-

rope, Asia, and America,
occurring also in New Zea-

land. Also called vanilla-

or seneca-grast.

aes(-siz). [< Gr. iep6c.,

sacred, holy, + -xparia, < Kpartlv, rule.] 1. Gov-
ernment by or dominant influence of ecclesias-

tics; hierarchy. Jefferson. [Rare.] 2. The
sacerdotal class; priests collectively. [Bare.]
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Hieroglyphs, from
mummy-case in the
Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, Massachu-
setts.

hierocracy
The temple was a sort of priestly citadel, the fortress

as well as the sanctuary of the hierocracy.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 167.

hierodule (hi'e-ro-dul), n. [< Gr. Iep6f, sacred,

holy, + oolvlof,' a bondman, slave.] In Gr.ait-

tiq., a slave dedicated to the service of a divin-

ity ;
a temple servant or attendant. Large num-

bers of such slaves were attached to some foundations,
and were either employed about the sanctuary or let out
for hire for the profit of the god.

Hierofalco (hi'e-ro-fal'ko), n.

[ML. : see gerfalcon.'] A genus
or subgenus of northern fal-

cons
;
the gerfalcons.

hieroglyph (hi'e-ro-glif), n. [=
D. hieroglief = G. hieroglyphr
= Dan. Sw. hieroglyf, < F.

hie'roglyphe = Pg. jeroglypho;
< Gr. lepof, sacred, + yMM, a

carving: see hieroglyphic.] 1.
The figure of any object, espe-
cially a familiar object, as an

animal, tree, weapon, staff,

etc., standing for a word, or
a syllable, or a part of a sylla-

ble, or a single sound
;
a figure

representing an idea, and in-

tended to convey a meaning,
thus forming part of a mode
of written communication. The
name was first applied to the engraved
marks and symbols found on the mon-
uments and other records of ancient

Egypt. Of these, some signified directly the objects repre-
sented by them ; others, conceptions suggested by those

objects; others, ideas having names identical with or

closely resembling the names of the objects represented ;

others, part of the sounds composing those names, or even
only their initial sounds these last being nearly a true

alphabet, and used especially in writing proper names.
The name, which had its origin in the idea that the sculp-
tured symbols were exclusively sacerdotal, is now given to

any writing of a similar character, as that of the ancient

Mexicans, Peruvians, etc.

If all the liirniglii/thi of the Egyptians had been A B C to

you, still, if you did not know the anaglyph, you would
know nothing of the true mysteries of the priest.

Bulwer, Caxtons, vii. 7.

2. Any figure, character, or mark having or

supposed to have a mysterious or enigmatical
significance.

Fair Nature's priestesses ! to whom,
In hieroglyph of bud and bloom,
Her mysteries are told. Whittier, To .

hieroglyph (hi'e-ro-glif), r. t. [< Gr. iepoyAv-

i^siv, engrave hieroglyphics, engrave hieroglyph-
ically, < JepoyAidof, a carver of hieroglyphics:
see hieroglyph, n., hieroglyphic.] To write in hi-

eroglyphs; represent by means of hieroglyphs.
Above the hieroglyphed legend runs a narrow frieze.

Harper'n Mag., LXV. 189.

hieroglyphic (hi'e-ro-glif'ik), a. and n. [= F.

hieroglyphique = Sp. geroglifico = Pg.jeroglifico
= It. geroglijico, < LL. Itieroglyphicus, < Gr. tcpo-

yfaxjHKos, hieroglyphic, neut. pi. TO. iepoy'kvtyiK.a

(so. ypa/i[La.Ta), a form of inscriptions used for

Egyptian sacred records, < ItpovMt^of, a carver
of hieroglyphs, < icpof, sacred, -r yfafelv, hollow

out, carve, engrave, write in incised charac-
ters: see glyph.] I. a. 1. Expressed in hiero-

glyphs ; written in or inscribed with symbolic
characters: as, the kieroglyj>hic language of

Egypt; hieroglyphic records; a. hieroglyphic obe-
lisk. 2. Mysteriously symbolic or emblem-
atic; hard to decipher or interpret. 3. In

entom., having distinct, irregular color-mark-

ings, suggestive of Egyptian hieroglyphs : ap-
plied to the elytra of certain Coleoptera, etc.

II. n. Same as hieroglyph.
As hieroglyphics were before letters, so parables were

before arguments.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, li. 144.

One of the most convenient hieroglyphics of God is a

circle, and a circle is endless ; whom God loves, he loves
to the end. Donne, Sermons, ii.

Hieroglyphics old,
"Which sages and keen-eyed astrologers . . .

Won from the gaze of many centuries.

Keats, Hyperion, i.

hieroglyphics! (hi'e-ro-glif'i-kal), a. [< hiero-

glyphic 4- -al.] Same as hieroglyphic.

To this challenge the Scythian returned an hieroglyphi-
cal answer ; sending a bird, amouse, a frog, and five arrows.

Raleigh, Hist. World, III. v. 4.

Heurnius (I know not by what authoritie) saith that the

Phueuicians, before the Israelites departed out of Egypt,
used Hieroglyphicall letters. Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 98.

Pages no better than blanks to common minds, to his

hieroglyphical of wisest secrets. J. Wilton.

hieroglyphically (hi"e-ro-glif'i-kal-i), adv. In
1 a hieroglyphic manner; emblematically.

Others have spoken emblematically nn&hieroglyptiicattii.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 12.
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hieroglyphist (hi-e-rog'li-fist), n. [< hieroglyph
+ -ist.\ One versed in hieroglyphics.

hieroglyphize (hi-e-rog'li-fiz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. /iiV.Tm/////i/ii-frf,'ppr. hieroglyphi:ing. [< hi-

eroglyph + -ize.] To reduce to a hieroglyphic
form

; express by means of hieroglyphics.
More admirable was that which they attest was found

in Mexico. . . . where they hieroglyphic'd both their

thoughts, histories, and inventions to posterity.

Evelyn, Sculpture, iii. 12.

hierogram (hi'e-ro-gram), n. [< Gr. Icpuf, sa-

cred, + ypd/i[ia,"& writing; at. hierography.] A
hieroglyphic symbol ;

a sacred ideograph.
Facts are engraved hierogram, for which the fewest

have the key. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 140.

hierogrammat (hi"e-ro-gram'at), n. [< Gr. ifpo-

-j pafifian i f,
a sacred scribe: see hierogramma-

teus.] A sacred scribe; specifically, a writer
of hieroglyphics.
The Hierogrammatg when they sought a more scrupu-

lous transcription of 6 used the group [hieroglyph] th,
which shows that originally the Greek

- did not lend itself

to the aspirated sound. Encyc. Brit., XL 798.

hierogrammateus (hl''e-ro-gram
/

a-tu8},
n. [<

Gr. tcpoypafifiarei-f, a sacred scribe, < tepof, sa-

cred, + ypa/t/tarevf, a secretary or clerk.] In
Gr. antiq., same as hieromnemon, 1 (a).

hierogrammatic (hi*e-ro-gra-mat'ik), a. [< hie-

rogrammat + -ic.] Written in or pertaining
to hierograms ; belonging or relating to sacred

writing.
hierogrammatical (hi'e-ro-gra-mat'i-kal), a.

[< hierogrammatic + -al'."] Same as hierogram-
matic.

The various uses of an alphabet in civil business not per-

mitting it to continue long a secret, when it ceases to be

so, they [the priests) would as naturally invent another al-

phabetic character for their sacred use : which from that

appropriation was called hierogrammatical.
Warburton, Divine Legation, iv. 4.

hierogrammatist (hl"e-ro-gram'a-tist), n. [<

hierogrammat + -ist. Cf. hierogrammateus.'] A
writer of hierograms ; a sacred writer.

The other [sort of language and character was] used only
by priests, prophets, hierogrammatistg, or holy writers.

Oreenhill, Art of Embalming, p. 291.

hierographer (hi-e-rog'ra-fer), n. fX Gr. iepo-

jpd<t>of, a writer of sacred scripture (< tep6f, holy,
+ ypayetv, write), + -er^.] A writer of, or one
versed in, hierography. Bailey, 1731.

hierographic, hierographical (hi'e-ro-graf-
ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr. iepoypcujtiKOf, for the repre-
sentation of sacred things, of sacred scripture,
< Itpoj paifiia, sacred scripture: see hierography.]

Pertaining to sacred writing.

hierography (hi-e-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. Upoypa-
<j>ia, the representation of sacred things, in pi. the
sacred scriptures, < itpoypatyo<;, a writer of sacred

scripture: see hierographer.] Sacred writing.
[Rare.]

hierolatry (hl-e-rol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. lepof, sa-

cred, holy, + %arpcia, worship, < 'fjnpcvuv, v.,

worship.] The worship of saints or sacred

things. Coleridge.

hierologic, hierological (hr'e-ro-loj'ik, -i-kal),
a. Of or pertaining to hierology.
hierologist (hi-e-rol'o-jist), . [< hierology +
-ist.] One versed in'hierology.
hierology (hi-e-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iepofoyia,
sacred or mystical language, a benediction, <

iepo/ldyof, one who gives the blessing^ lit. using
sacred language, < (fpoc, sacred, + -/oy/o, < M-
yeiv, speak : see -ology.] A discourse on sacred

things; the science which treats of the ancient

writings and inscriptions of the Egyptians, or
a treatise on that science.

hieromancy (hi'e-ro-man-si), n. [< Gr. Icp6f,

sacred, + fiavreia, divination.] Divination by
observing the objects offered in sacrifice.

hieromartyr (hi"e-ro-mar'ter), n. [< Gr. *iepo-

fiAprvp, kpofiaprvf','
< tepof, sacred, + ftaprvs, la-

ter /udprvp, a witness, a martyr.] In the calen-
dar of the Greek Church, a martyr who was a

priest or bishop.
hieromnemon (hi*e-rom-ne'mon),n.; pi. hierom-
nemones (-mo-nez). [< Gr. iepofivfiiujv, a., mind-
ful of sacred things : as a noun, one of the dele-

gates to the Amphictyonic Council at Delphi ;

a magistrate who had supervision of religious

matters, minister of religion; < Icp6(, sacred,
+ /jvrjuwv, mindful: see mnemonic.] 1. In Gr.

antiq. : (a) A sacred recorder
;
a deputy of the

more honorable class sent by an amphictyonic
state to the Delphic Amphictyonic Council. The
hieromnemones were selected by lot, and probably held
office for life, the delegates of the other class, called pj/la-

yorai, being elected for a term of office. Also called hiero-

grammateui. (ft) The title of a class of priests in

several Greek states, as Megara, Thasos, etc. In

hierurgy

certain states, as Byzantium, the hieromnemon
was one of the chief magistrates. 2. In the
Gr. Ch., one of the officials of the patriarchal
see of Constantinople. He has the guardianship of

the roll of bishops, and where there is no bishop he may
admit lectors (anagnosts) and consecrate new churches.

hieromonach (hi-e-rom'o-nak), n. [< Gr. iepo-

ftovaxof, < iepS, sacred, + /wwa^of, a monk.] In
the Gr. Ch., a monk who is also a priest.

hieron (hi'e-ron), n.; pi. liiera (-ra). [Gr. Itp6v,

ueut. of iepof, sacred: see hiero-.] In Gr. archceol.:

(a) Any sacred place or consecrated site, in-

closed or open. Hence (6) A chapel or shrine,

(c) A sanctuary : (i) A temple,/>f more or less impor-
tance. (2) A sacred inclosure or peribolos, often including
temples, works of art of all kinds, buildings for visitors,
a theater, places for assembly, a stadium, treasuries, etc. :

as, the hieron of ^Bsculapius at Epidaurus ; the hieron of

Zeus at Olympia ; the hieron of Apollo at Delphi.

Hieronyma (hi-e-ron'i-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. iep&-

w/tof, having a sacred name, < icpof, sacred, +
bwfia, ovo/ja, name.] A genus of shrubs or slen-

der trees belonging to the natural order Eu-

phorbiacece, tribe Pnyllantliece, founded by Alle-

mao in 1848, and the type of the old tribe Hie-

ronymece. It is characterized by having apetalous dioe-

cious flowers, the male flowers with companulate calyx,

cupulate or cyathiform disk, and 2 to 5 stamens, the fe-

male flowers with entire disk, 2-celled ovary, and styles 2

to 3, short, 2-parted, and reflexed ; drupe 2-celled. or often,

by abortion, 1-celled ; leaves alternate, often large, and
entire. Ten species are known, all natives of tropical
America.

Hieronymese (hi*e-ro-nim'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hierouyma + -ece.j A tribe or subtnbe of plants
of the natural order Euphorliacece, typified by
the genus Hieronyma, founded by Miiller and

employed by De Candolle in 1866.

Hieronymic (hi'e-ro-nim'ik), a. [< Hieronymus,
< Gr. 'Icpui'v/tw;, Jerome : see Hieronyma.] Of
or pertaining to St. Jerome.

Ceolfrid's Bible was to be Vulgate, Hieronymic in text,

Augustinian in canon. The Academy, Jan. 19, 1889, p. 42.

Hieronymite (In-e-ron'i-mit), n. [< ML. Hie-

ronymita, (. L. (LL.) Bieronymus, Jerome: see

Hieronymic.] A hermit of any order of St. Je-
rome (Hieronymus). The principal order was estab-

lished about 1370, by the Portuguese Vasco and the Span-
iard Peter Ferdinand Pecha. They possessed three famous
convents, Guadalupe, St. Just, to which Charles V. of Ger-

many retired after his abdication, and the Escurial. They
are now found only in America. In succeeding years there
arose independent orders of Hieronymites, as the Hermits
of St. Hieronymus of Lombardy, the Congregation of Fie-

sole, etc., all of which are comparatively unimportant.

liierophant (hi'e-ro-fant), n. [= F. hierophante
= Sp. hierofante = Pg. hierophante, < LL. hiero-

phanta, hierophantes, (. Gr. tcpo^avrjif, hiero-

phant, < ifpof, sacred, + -^aiiv/f, < <fiaiveiv, show,
explain.] In ancient Greece, a teacher of the
rites of sacrifice and worship ; hence, a demon-
strator of sacred mysteries or religious know-

ledge ;
a priest.

In 1773 Burke made a journey to France. It was almost
as though the solemn hierophant of some mystic Egyp-
tian temple should have found himself amid the brilliant

chatter of a band of reckless, keen-tongued disputants of

the garden or the porch at Athens.
J. Morley, Burke, p. 64.

The illustrious family of Enmolpidae at Eleusls, who
claimed descent from a mythic ancestor, Eumolpos, were
hereditary hierophants of the Eleusinian mysteries.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archaeol., p. IBS.

hierophantic (hFe-ro-fan'tik), a. [< Gr. iepo-

(jMvriKof, < ifpoQ&vrrif, hierophant: see hiero-

phant.] Belonging or relating to hierophants,
or to the office or duties of a hierophant.
hieroscopy (hi-e-ros'ko-pi),

w. [< Gr. itpoaKcmia,

divination, < if/joOTtoVof, inspecting victims, a di-

viner, < iepa, offerings, sacrifices, victims, neut.

pi. of Iep6f, sacred, holy, + onoxtlv, view.] Divi-

nation by inspection of the entrails of sacrifi-

cial victims.

Hierosolymitan (hr'e-ro-sol'i-mi-tan), a. [<
LL. Hierosolymitanus, of Jerusalem, < L. Hiero-

xoli/ina, < Gr. 'Iepoa6Av[ia, Jerusalem.] Of or

pertaining to Jerusalem: as, the Hierosolymi-
tan Council Hierosolymitan liturgy, Hieroso-
lymitan group or familj (of liturgies), the ancient lit-

urgy of Jerusalem, and those derived from it : namely,
that of St. James, the Greek and the Syriac, about eighty
other Syriac (Jacobite) liturgies, the Constantinopolitan
liturgies of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom, and the Arme-
nian liturgy. The Clementine liturgy is very similar to

the Greek liturgy of St. James.

hierurgyt (hl'e-rer-ji), . [Less prop, hierour-

gy (cf. theurgy, metallurgy, etc.); \ Gr. lepovpyia,

religious service, worship, or sacrifice, < lepovp-

-yelv, perform religious rites, sacrifice, < iepovp-

jof, a sacrificing priest, < Iep6f, sacred,+ "epyeiv,

work, perform: see work.] A holy work or

worship.
First our Tx>rd and Saviour himself, and then all priests

from him, among all nations, consummating the spiritual



hierurgy

hierouryy according to the laws ot the church, do repre-
sent the mysteries of his body and of his salutary blood,
in bread and wine. Waterland, Works, VIII. 333.

higgle (hig'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. higgled, ppr.

liii/glimj. [Prob. a weakened form of haggle; or

perhaps from the noun higgler, regarded as an
accom. form of "kuckler (ef. D. heukelaar), equiy.
to huckster: see huckster.] To chaffer; bargain
closely and persistently; strive for advantage
in bargaining, especially in a petty way.

I hate chaffering and higgling for a few guineas in a

dark entry. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 9.

He always stands out and higgle*, and actually tires

them till he gets a bargain. Goldsmith, Vicar, xli.

La Motte higgled very hard for more, and talked pathet-
ically of his services and his wounds.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 393.

higgledy-piggledy (hig'1-di-pig'l-di), adv.higgledy-piggledy (hig'1-di-pig'l-di), adv.

[Formerly also hiylcdy-pegledy, higledei>igle(Flo-

rio); also higglety-pigglety, hickledy-pickledy,

hidgelly-pidgelly (Booth, Analytical Diet., 1835),

hicklepy-pickleby, etc.; a riming compound of

no definite elements, but prob. in popular ap-

prehension associated with higgle and pig, im-

plying disorder and untidiness. ] In confusion ;

in a disorderly manner; topsy-turvy. [Colloq.]
I walked into Lyons my chaise being all laid Higgledy-

piggledy with my baggage in a cart.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 29.

There was a pile of short, thick masses [of iron] lying

higgledy-piggledy stuff from the neighboring mines.
T. Winthrop, Love and Skates.

higgledy-piggledy (hig'1-di-pig'l-di), a. and n.

[< higgledy-piggledy, adv.] I. a. Confused; tum-

bled; disorderly.
I have a strong faith that his farming was of the higgle-

dy-piggledy order ; I do not believe that he could have set

a plough into the sod. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days.

Old higglety-pigglety houses that have been so much
tinkered and built upon that one hardly knows the front

from the rear. Tixknor, Prescott, p. 152.

II. n. Confusion; disorder.

Men, you have all got into a sort of snarl, as I may say ;

how did you all get into such a higglety-pigglety!
Georgia Scenes, p. 149.

higglehaggle (hig'l-hag"l), '. i. [A varied re-

dupl. of higgle.] To higgle. [Colloq.]
This hitjgle-haggling was morethan Bismarck could bear,

and he lost his temper. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 633.

higgler (hig'ler), n. [See higgle.] A close or

tricky bargainer; hence, a chaffering peddler
or huckster

;
one who goes about selling things

for as much as he can get.
Where the Carriers, Waggons, Foot-posts, and Higglers

do usually come from any parts.
John Taylor (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 223).

higglery (hig'ler-i), n. [< higgler + -y3; see

-ery. ] Such goods as a higgler or hawker sells.

Round the circumference is the Buttermarket, with all

the sorts of Higglery goods.
Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 142.

higgling (hig'ling), n. [Verbal n. of higgle, v.]

Close bargaining; chaffer.

It is adjusted, however, not by an accurate measure,
but by the higgling and bargaining of the market.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 5.

Regulating the price of labour by the gradual process
of numerous successive higglings on a small scale.

Athenceum, March 24, 1888, p. 367.

high (hi), a. and n. [Early mod. E. and dial, also

hie, hye, hee, etc. ; < ME. high, heigh, heg, heh, hig,

hy, etc. (compar. hiere, heyere, hegher, heger,

herre, etc., superl. heieste, hegeste, hexte, etc., >

early mod. E. and dial, hext), < AS. heiih (com-
par. hedhra, hedrra, herra, hyrra, superl . hedhsta,

hehsta, hyhsta) = OS. hoh = OFries. hdch, hdg =
D. hoog = MLG. ho, hoch, hoge = OHG. hoh,
MHG. hoch, G. hoch (hoh-) = Icel. hdr = Sw.

hog = Dan. hdj = Goth, hauhs, high. From the
same root is E. how2

,
a hill, and also huge : see

hole2
, huge.] I. o. 1. Conspicuously elevated ;

rising or being far above a base, surface, or

object ; having great reach or extent upward ;

lofty: as, a high tower or mountain; the high

flight of the skylark; the sun is high in the
heavens.
And many strong Castylls stondyng, a wonderful! hyth

Rokke of Stone, I never saw snche in all my lyff .

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 64.

Let thy pinions soar
So high a pitch, that men may seem no more
Than pismires, crawling on the mole-hill earth.

Quarles, Emblems, i., Invoc.

The fire on the altar blazed bickering and High.

Scott, The Fire-King.

I dreamed the other night that the river was hir/hei-

than ever had been known, and was sweeping all round
the Hook. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

2. Having comparative elevation; extending
or being above (something) ;

raised upward in

extent from a base, or in position from a sur-
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face or an object, from which the upward reach

is normally measured : as, high boots
;
a dress

with high neck; the plant is three feet high.

It is a lytille hiere than the other syde of the Cyte.
Manaeville, Travels, p. 92.

There are few villages of aboue seuen houses, but those

houses are a hundred and Hftie foote long, and two fath-

oms high, without diuision into pluralitie of roomes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 849.

They mounted our sleds upon their own sledges, so that

we rode much higher than usual.

. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 95.

3. Kemote, either as regards distance north or

south of the equator, or as regards lapse of

years in chronological reckoning : used only in

the phrases high latitude and high antiquity.

This original is of very high antiquity.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

4. Elevated or advanced to the utmost extent;
at the zenith or culmination; hence, full or com-

plete; consummate: as, high noon; high tide;

high time.
Than Ihesu Christ at his resurrection
To loseph apered about Hye mydnyght.

Joseph of Arimalhie (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

And by that tyme fer passid was the day,
Mirabell seyd,

"
it is hye tyme for to goo."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 912.

It is yet high day, neither is it time that the cattle

should be gathered together. Gen. xxix. 7.

He's awa' to his mother's bower,
By the hie light o' the moon.

Fair Janet (Child's Ballads, II. 89).

The night is near its highest noon, and our great charge
is sleeping heavily. Dickens, Master Humphrey's Clock.

5. Exalted in station or estimation; elevated

above others
; holding a lofty rank or position :

as, a high dignitary of the church
;
one high in

the public esteem; high and mighty.
Alle were the! ln'igh menus sones, as kynges and Dukes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 292.

Thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eter-

nity. Isa. Ivii. 15.

That is the great happiness of life to add to our high
acquaintances. Emerson, Success.

And the high gods took in hand
Fire, and the falling of tears.

Sunnburne, Atalanta in Calydon.

Hence 6. In a title, most exalted; chief;

principal; head: as, the high priest ; high chan-
cellor

; high admiral
; high sheriff.

When I came hither I was lord high constable.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1.

James, fifth High Stewart, whose grandson founded the

royal house, which failed in the male line by the death of

King James V. in December, 1542.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 146.

7. Elevated in quality or degree ;
of great im-

portance, consequence, significance, etc.
;
ex-

alted: as, a high festival; highext', high crimes;
high courage ; high spirits ; high breeding.
The Duke sat in seynt Markes churche in ryght hyghe

estate, with all the Seygnyourye, and all the pylgrymes
were present. Sir Ji. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

That sabbath day was an high day. John xix. 31.

A cogitation of the highest rapture !

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, iii. 2.

Freedom he thought too high a word for them; and
moderation too mean a word for himself.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

Your triumphs in Italy are in high fashion.

Walpole, Letters, II. 14.

Every type that is best adapted to its conditions, which
on the average means every higher type, has a rate of

multiplication that ensures a tendency to predominate.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 364.

8. Lofty, aspiring, or self-asserting in manner,

appearance, or expression; powerful, impres-
sive, ostentatious, arrogant, boisterous, etc.

;

showing strength, earnestness, pride, resent-

ment, hilarity, etc.: as, he took a high tone;
they had high words.

I walk now with a full purse, grow high and wanton.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 4.

The Pole sent an Ambassador to her [the Queen], who
spake in a high Tone, but he was answered in a higher.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

His forces, after all the /"';/'( discourses, amounted really
but to eighteen hundred foot.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

I have left my Lady. We could not agree. My Lady is

so high ; so very high. Dickens, Bleak House, xxiii.

9. Intensified in physical quality or charac-

ter; exceeding the common degree or measure;
strong, intense, energetic, etc. : as, a high wind ;

high temperature; high flavor or color; high

speed ;
in high condition, as a horse.

With such hicih Food he shall set forth his Feasts,
That Cardinals shall wish to be his Guests.

Congrece, Imit. of Horace, II. xiv. 4.

I replied that his loss of beauty-sleep was rather im-

proving to a man of so high complexion.
/'. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixiv.

high

10. Elevated in amount or quantity; large;
of great or unusual magnitude or proportion :

as, a high price or reward; a high percentage.
Court-virtues bear, like gems, the highest rate.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 141.

N"o legislation should be allowed to bolster up unnatu-

rally high prices. N. A. Ren., CXXXIX. 288.

11. In acoustics and music, relatively acute or

shrill in pitch that is, produced by relative-

ly rapid vibrations; sharp: opposed to low or

grave: as, a high voice, key, note, etc.

Now and then the high voices of the singers escaped
into the outer vastness and melted slowly away in the

incense-thickened air.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 131.

12. In cookery, tending toward decomposition
or decay ; slightly tainted, as meat (used main-

ly when this is considered a desirable quality) ;

gamy : as, venison kept till it is high.
" I do think he's getting high, too, already," said Tom,

smelling at him (a duck] cautiously,
" so we must finish

him up soon." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, it 4.

13. Naut., near to the wind: said of a ship
when sailing by the wind, and with reference

to the point of the compass nearest to the di-

rection of the wind to which her head can be

pointed: as, how high will she lief 14. Ex-
cited with drink

;
intoxicated. [Slang.]

In the evening at Mr. Mifflin's " there was an elegant

supper, and we drank sentiments till eleven o'clock. Lee
and Harrison were very high. Lee dined with Mr. Dick-

inson, and drank Burgundy the whole afternoon."

Quoted in A'ineteenth Century, XXIII. 112.

A high hand, a high arm, the exercise of power, whether

legitimate and honorable or overweening and oppressive ;

arrogance ; audacity ; defiance : as, he carried matters with
a high hand.

From the wicked their light is withholden, and the high
arm shall be broken. Job xxxviii. 15.

Any sin committed with an high hand, as the gathering
of sticks on the Sabbath day, may be punished with death,
when a lesser punishment may serve for gathering sticks

privily. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 253.

A high time, or (for emphasis) a high Old time, a time
of great effort, difficulty, jollity, carousal, etc. ;

an excit-

ing time. [Colloq. ]

On Ascension Day they made a procession of parish func-

tionaries and parochial schools, and beat the bounds, . . .

and they banged against the boundaries all the strangers
who passed within their reach. When it came to banging
the strangers, they had a high old time.

W. Bemnt, Fifty Years Ago, p. 28.

High altar. See altar. High and dry, out of water ;

out of the tide or current, especially of events or of activ-

ity; hence, stranded; disabled.

This office is quite a different place from his quiet apart-
ment in the third story of the Seminary, so very high and
dry above the bustling world.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 149.

High and low, people of all conditions.

Besoughten hym of socour, hur Soueraine to bene,
To be Lorde of hur land, their lawes to keepe,
Thei to holden of hym, the hye and the lowe.

Aliiaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.X L 406.

Yet reverence . . . doth make distinction

Of place 'tween high and low.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

High and low, all made fun of him.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, v.

High and mighty, (a) Exalted and powerful: formerly
used in adulatory address to princes. (It) Arrogant ; over-

bearing ; demanding servile respect or submission. High
bailiff, (o) See bailiff. (V) In Vermont, an officer whose
duty it is on occasion to serve process on the sheriff.

High boat, in sporting, the boat the occupants of which,
in shooting, kill most game, or, in angling or fishing, take
most fish.

To learn who the lucky high boat is, for be it known a

great honor is attached to the gun and to the pusher of

the fortunate skiff. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 182.

High carte. See carte^. High caste. See casteZ, 1.

High celebration, in Anglican churches, a solemn cele-

bration of the holy communion with the full adjuncts of

ritual and music: opposed to low celebration. High
change, the season of greatest activity in the business of

merchants on change or the exchange ;
the exchange itself

at such a time.

I must confess I look upon high-change to be a great
council, in which all considerable nations have their rep-
resentatives. Addison, The Royal Exchange.

The Old Clothes Exchange, like other places known by
the name the Royal Exchange, for example has its

daily season of high Change.
II. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 45.

High Church, the popular designatior, of a party in the

Anglican Church. See High-churchman. High color,

constable, Council, fee the nouns. High Commis-
sion Court. See Court of High Commiaion, under court.

High Court of Admiralty. See admiralty. High
Court of Parliament. See parliament. High dawn.
Seerfatm. High day, high noon, the time when the sun
is In the meridian. High Dutch. See Dutch. Higher
algebra, arithmetic, concept, criticism, geometry,
mathematics, etc. See the nouns. Highest genus.
See genus. High explosive, furnace. German. See the
nouns. High gravels. See gravel. High Jinks, (o) A
merry old pastime in Scotland. In the usual manner of

playing, a person was chosen by lot to sustain some ficti-

tious character, or to repeat verses in a particular order,
and if he failed he incurred certain forfeits.



high
The frolicsome company had begun to practise the an-

cient and now forgotten pastime of High Jinks.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxvi.

Hence (&) Boisterous sport or jollity; romping games
or play.

There was nothing but sport
And High Jinki going on night and day at ' the court."

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 813.

He found the eleven at high jinks after supper ; Jack
Raggles shouting comic songs, and performing feats of
strength. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

(c) Tantrums ; fits of ill humor. [Colloq.] (d) The throw-
ing of dice to determine who shall empty the cup. II, ill.:

well. High license, light, etc. See the nouns. High
life, the style of living, manners, etc., in high or fashion-
able society ; hence, collectively, the people composing
such society.

They would talk of nothing but high life, and high-lived
company, with other fashionable topics.

(foldnnitli, Vicar, ix.

High living, rich or luxurious fare. High mass. See
nuuui. High Mightiness, a title of respect sometimes
used toward sovereigns, etc. The States General of the
Netherlands were styled their High Mightinesses.
The patroon of Rensselaerwick had extended his usur-

pations along the river, beyond the limits granted him by
their Hiyh Mightinesses. Jri'ing, Knickerbocker, p. 180.

High milling, operation. Seethe nouns. High place,
in Scrip., an eminence selected for worship, usually lor
idolatrous rites; hence, the idols and instruments of such
worship.
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highest for them. Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. xiv.

His heart, which has been ticking accurate seconds for
the last year, gives a bound, and begins to beat high and
irregularly in his breast.

S. L. Steemton, Virginibus Puerisque, iii.

"What does it matter to him who has the property?
it could not come to him, anyhow," cried Wat, with great
energy, coloring high. Mrs. Uliphant, Poor Gentleman, iii.

High and low, up and down ; here and there ; every-
where : as, I have looked lor it high and low. [Colloq.J

They have both come back, and have been tramping high
and low. Dickens, Bleak House, xxxi.

hight (hi), v. [Early mod. E. also hye, hie, etc.;
< ME. hit/lien, Hgeu, hegen, heien, < AS. hedn (=
OHG. hohjan, hohan, MHG. haehcn, G. er-hohen
= Goth, hauhjan), make high, raise, < hedh, high :

see high, a.] I. trans. To make high; lift up;
raise; exalt.

For he that humbelithe hym most, is more highed with
God. Boo* of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 20.

And we district! counseils and al highnesse that higheth
itsilf aghens the science of God. Wydif, 2 Cor. x. 5.

II. in trans. To rise or be at its highest point,
as the tide.

It floweth there at a Southsouthwest moone full sea, and
h;iiili two fadome and a halfe water.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 279.
He [Hezektah] removed the hi;/h places, and brake the 1,4 -,1. v-.w-j /v-/v i *\ TT i.- i_ i_

images, and cut down the groves. 2 Ki. xviii 4 HigH-baCKed (hi bakt), . Having a high back :

High priest, relief, school, etc. seB thenmin_mrt .
s

'.
a
. Mgh-backed. chair.

to high-water mark, returning with the ebb to low-water t*011 ' bender, meaning one who goes on the
mark. (2) As used to designate the area which is not sort of spree so called.] 1. A bold rovstering

gSM^dltfiS^ira tSeocea'n exfe! ^^^^ *"***
' f *

^"f "%?*
rlor to a line parallel to the general direction of the shore,

ftommlts ""*""> r,n ,<, ^m w. <*,
and distant a marine league therefrom. The distance
was flxed with reference to the fact that, at the time when
it was flxed, it was the limit of the area of coast-waters

is to be drawn with reference to headlands, so as to In- .

elude in the territorial jurisdiction those inlets and arms 2. A member of a Chinese secret society, band,
of the sea over which the nation may justly claim and ac- or cane said to exist in California and other
tually enforce its power. The application of the rule to , ".Ttu TT ,

bays and to arms of the sea bounding two countries often Par.t? 01 the United btates, associated for black-
involves great difference of opinion. The great lakes are mailing purposes, and even for assassination,
not deemed high seas. High table, in the University in the interest and pay of other societies or in-
of Oxford, the table at which the fellows and some other diviiiiiala
privileged persons dine.

luals -

Suey Gum, the Chinese woman, . . . was finally released

commits outrages on persons or property "for
fun." Highbinders, so called, were known in New York,
Baltimore, and other cities before 1849. In that year and
subsequently they became familiar in California, whereat
present the name is used only as in the next definition.
[U. S.]

Wine is not generally allowed in the public hall, except
to the high table. De Quincey, Life and Manners (Oxford).

. . . .

from the embezzlement charge brought against her by the
highbinders. Sea: YorkSemi-weekly Tribune, May 20, 1887.

high-blest (hi'blesf), a.

[Rare.]
Supremely happy.

We did not return home till near nine, and so, instead
of dining, all sat down to high tea..

V. A. Kemble, Records of a Girlhood, June 11, 1831.

High tomb, Tory, treason, water, etc. See the nouns.
High-water mark, shrub, etc. see water. High , .

wines, the strong spirit obtained by the redistillation of high-blooded (hi'blud'ed), a.

That from us aught should ascend to Heaven
So prevalent, as to concern the mind
Of God hiyh-lilest, or to incline his will,
Hard to belief may seem. Milton, P. L., xi. 145.

_ . - -_ Of high birth;
the low wines, or a strong alcoholic product obtained by of noble lineage ; of a fine strain, as an Arabian
rectification. How's thatfor high? what do you think horse
of that for a stroke of skill or luck in allusion to the card
called "the high' in the game of high low-jack. [Slang,
U.S.] In or for high and lowt, wholly; completely,
in every respect.

.For heigh and lovgh, withouten any drede,
I wol alway thine hestis alle keepe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 418.

In high feather. See feather. On high, upon high.

Satan has many great queens in his court, . . . many
high-blooded beauties in his court. J. Baillie.

high-blown (hi' blon), n. Inflated; puffed up.
My high-bloicn pride

At length broke under me.
Shak., Hen. VIII., lit 2.

*4i BMMf *cuiic*. 'J*i ^tl*lcf. vn Xll&li, UPU11 ll!gll. . , /-U-/T-4 \ r/ 1rr\
(a) In a high place or situation; at a conspicuous elevation. Hlgfl-pOni (ni born), a. [< M.L. "nigh-boi'en,

luvh-iboren = D. hooggeboren = G. hochgeboren =
Dan. hojbaaren = Sw. hogboren; as high + born.}
Of high rank by birth

;
of noble birth or extrac-

tion.
I am too high-born to be propertied,
To be a secondary at control.

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

High-born Hoel's harp, or soft Llewellyn's lay.

Gray, The Bard, I. i. 14.

high-boy (hi'boi), n. If. An extreme Tory and
High-churchman, supposed to favor Jacobitism.
Davies.

I am amaz'd to find you in the interest of the High-boys
you that are a clothier ! What, can you be for giving up
trade to France, and starving poor weavers?

Mrs. Centlivi-e, Gotham Election.

Holy heuen opon hey hollyche [wholly] he fourmede.
Fieri Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 796.

He pulleth dowue, he setteth up on hy.

apautr, F. Q., v. ii. 41.

(6) To or in heaven
; used substantively, heaven.

When he was ascended up on high, he led captivity cap-
tive. Eph. iv. 8.

We, whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high.

Bp. Helter, Missionary Hymn,
(ct) In a loud voice ; aloud.

The goos, the cokkow, and the doke also,
Socryede, "Kek kek," "kokkow,"

"
quek quek

"
on hye,

That thurh myne eres the noyse wente tho.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 499.

The goose hangs high. See goose. To be or get on the
(or one's) high ropes, to be or become greatly excited

] To have the higher handt.

See tall.

II. . 1. An elevated place; a superior re-

from
legs are called low-boys.

gion. See on high, above. 2. In card-playing, high-bred (hi'bred), a.

the ace or highest trump out.

high (hi), adv. [< ME. high, heigh, etc., < AS.
hedh, also hedge, being ace. and instr. neut. of
the adj. hedh, high: see high.'] In a high or
loftymanner; to a great height, amount, extent,
degree, etc.; eminently; powerfully; grandly;
richly; extravagantly: as, to climb high; to play
high (for high stakes) ; to live high ; to bid high.

Our lives and deaths are equal benefits,
And we make louder prayers to die nobly
Than to live high and wantonly.

Fletcher (and another), False One, Iv. 2.

Iegs
Those on shorter

[New Eng.]
1. Bred in high life

;
.

having refined manners or breeding.
But

p
you cannot learn too early this fact, that irony is to

highfalutin

High-church (hi'cherch'), (i. Exalting the au-
thority of the church; laying great stress 011

ehnrch authority and jurisdiction : used specifi-
cally of those in the Anglican Church who are
known as High-churchmen, and of their prin-
ciples. See Hiyh-ehurchmaii. [The term llinh-
church first came into use to designate those who held to
the independent authority of the spiritualty at the time
James II. put the bishops in the Tower (168s) for refusing
to read publicly the Declaration of Indulgence.]

High-churchism (hi'cherch'izm), n. [< High-
church + -ism.] The principles of High-church-
men.
High-churchman (hi'cherch'man), n. One of
those members of the Anglican Church who
maintain or attach especial importance to cer-
tain strict views of doctrine. The points upon
which they chiefly insist are the following : (1) the neces-
sity of apostolic succession, canonical jurisdiction, and
conformity to the teachings of the undivided catholic
church in order to constitute a true and lawful branch of
the church ; (2) the sacerdotal character of the Christian
priesthood ; (H) that grace is conferred in the sacraments
or sacramental rites, including continuation, absolution,
etc., on all who receive them lawfully and without oppos-
ing a moral or spiritual obstacle. Many High churchmen,
believing that the maintenance of the catholic character
and historical continuity of the Anglican Church involves
the continuance or revival of ancient ritual, give ritual
and ceremonies a prominent place in their teaching and
practice. Those who go furthest in this direction are
popularly called extreme High-churchmen and Kiluulists.

high-cockalorum (hi'kok-a-16'rum), n. [< high+ cock?, vaguely used with an unmeaning Lat-

in-seeming termination.] A game in which
one boy jumps on the back of another, crying
"high-cockalorum."
Prisoner's base, rounders, high-cock-a-lorum, cricket,

football, he was soon initiated into the delights of them
all. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

high-colledt, . High-cut.
By there came a gallant hende,

Wi' high-coll'd hose and laigh-coll'd shoon.

Cospatrick (Child s Ballads, I. 156).

high-cross (hi'kros), n. A market-cross.
I had as lief take her dowry with this condition to be

whipped at the high-cross every morning.
Shuk., 1. of the S., i. 1.

high-day (hi'da), n. and a. [Also, in variant
forms and senses, heyday and hocMay (q. v.) ;

<
ME. heigh day, hegh dai, hyegh dey, heh dai, etc.

(= D. hoog dag = G. holier tag, etc.), < AS. hedh,
high, dceg, day. Cf. Iiightide.] I. n. A feast-day,
holiday, or festival

;
a time of pleasure ; also, a

time or period of full activity, strength, etc.

Trompes, schalmuses,
He seygh be for the hyegh-deys

Stonde yn hys syghte.
Lybeaus Discoims (Kitson's Metr. Rom., II.X

The bucks of Edinburgh . . . have a certain shrewd-
ness and self-command that is not often found among
their neighbours in the high-dati of youth and exultation.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, II. 50.

Restless Brissot brings up reports, accusations, endless
thin logic ; it is the man's high-day even now.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 7.

II. a. Befitting or appropriate for a holiday.
Thou spend'st such high-day wit in praising him.

Shak., M. of V., II. 9.

high-dilutionist (hi'di-lu"shon-ist), n. In med.

highen (hi'en), v. t. [< high + -ewl. Cf. high,
v7] To make high ; heighten. [Prov. Eng!]
higher (hi'er), f . [< higher, cotnpar. of high, a.
Cf. lower1 , v.] I. trans. To make higher; ele-

vate; raise; lift; hoist. [Rare.]
They [the girls] weren't a bit nervous when I higliered

the rope in my yard.
H. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 160.

The major immediately presented a gun at his [the cap-
tain's] breast, and desired him to "higher all sails, or you
are a gone man.

"

MS. quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 57.

II. intrans. To rise
; ascend

;
soar. [Rare.]

She let me fly discaged to sweep
In ever-hiyhering eagle-circles up
To the great Sun of Glory.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

highermost (bi'er-most), frdv. superl. [< higher,
compar. of high, + -most.] At the top. [Rare.]
The purest things are placed highermost. The earth as

grossest is put in the lowest room.
Jtev. T. Adams, Works, I. 244.

ii'fa-lu'tin), n. and a. [Also, rare-
"' ifa-

2. Of a fine breed
; high-blooded.

His high-bred steed expands his nostrils wide.
Cowper, Anti-Thelypthora, 1. 163.

high-built (hi'bilt), a. Of lofty structure.

I know him by his stride
The giant Harapha of Gath, his look
Haughty, as is his pile high-bvtU and proud

Milton, S. A., 1. 1069.

in popular appre-
hension to high-flying, high-flown ; the second
element being of no definite origin or mean-
ing.] I. n. Pompous speech or writing; bom-
bast; fustian. [U. S.]

Bigk-falulin. as it is frequently written, is almost al-

ways addressed to educated or half-educated audiences
who are supposed to appreciate bombast.

De Vere, Americanisms, p. 271.



highfalutin

II. a. Pompous; high-sounding; bombastic.

I am aware that this theory of politics will seem to

many to be stilted, overstrained, and, as the Americans
would say, high-faluten. Trolloiie, Autobiog.,p. 2C5.

The verse should never soar to hi'jhj'alutin or sink to

2829 high-pitched
The Louterell Psalter supplies examples of the tight

.eggings and highlow boots. Ai-chantl. lust. Jour., X. 2(il.

Not so flushed, not so highfaluting (let me dare the

odious word) as the modern style. Lowell.

high-fed (hi'fed), a. Generously or luxurious-

ly fed; in high condition.

I have too solid a body ; and my belief is like a Puri-

tan's on Good-Friday, too high-fed with capon.
Fletcher (ant another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

A favourite mule, high-fed, and in the pride of Hesh and

mettle, would still be bragging of his family.
Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

high-finished (hi'fin"isht), a. Finely wrought ;

elaborate; refined.

Petronius ! all the muses weep for thee, . . .

Thou polish d and high-finished toe to truth.

Cuwper, Progress of Error, L 841.

high-flavored (hi'fla"vord), a. Having a pun-
gent or fine flavor.

Every where huge cover'd tables stood,
With wines high-jlaoour'd and rich viands crown'd.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 34.

high-flier (hi'fli'er), n. 1. A bird that flies to

a great height ; hence, one who is extravagant
or goes to extremes in his aims, actions, or pre-
tensions: sometimes applied in England to a

genteel beggar.
I like your high-fliers ; it is your plodders I detest.

Disraeli, Coningsby, vi. 3.

2. One of certain geometrid moths : an Eng-
lish collectors' name. The ruddy high-flier as

Ypsipetes ruberata; the July high-flier is Y. elu-

tata. Purple high-flier. Same as emperor, 3 (a) (2).

high-flown (hrflon), a. 1. Raised to a high
pitch; elevated; elated.

This stiff-neck'd pride nor art nor force can bend,
Nor high-flown hopes to Reason's lure descend.

Sir J. Deiiham, Prudence.

We that are angry and pleas'd every half Hour, having
nothing at all of all this high-flown Fury !

Steele, Grief A -la-Mode, 1L 1.

2. Enthusiastic; extravagant; bombastic.

This fable is a high-flown hyperbole upon the miseries

of marriage. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sir Plercie Shafton found leisure to amuse the time in

high-flown speeches and long anecdotes.

Scott, Monastery, xxix.

high-flying (ln'fll"ing), a. Extravagant in con-

duct, aims, or pretensions ; having lofty no-

tions
; going or carried to extremes.

That same exquisite obseruing of number and measure
in words, and that high flying liberty of conceit proper to

the Poet, did seeme to haue some dyuine force in it.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

Clip the wings
Of their high-flying arbitrary kings.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 161.

But the young man [Sheridan] was romantically mag-
nanimous and highflying in his sense of honour.

Mrs. Oliphant, Sheridan, p. 41.

highgatet, . [< ME. heie gate : see high and

gate.~\ A highway.
Then should many worthy spirits get up the kighgate

of preferment, and idle drones should not come nearer
than the Dunstable highway of obscurity.

Rev, T. Adams, Works, I. 46.

Highgate resin. See resin.

high-go (hi'go), . [< high + go.] A drink-

ing-bout ;
a spree ;

a frolic. [Vulgar.]
high-grown (lu'gron), a. 1. Grown high, as
a plant. 2. Covered with tall vegetation.

Search every acre in the high-grown field,

And bring him to our eye. Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

high-handed (hi'han*ded), a. Carried on with
a high hand; overbearing; arbitrary; violent:

as, high-handed oppression.
The decision was that it would be a high-handed pro-

ceeding to refuse the right of petition to a body of gentle-

men, many of them related to the greatest nobles in the
land. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 510.

high-hearted (hl'liar'ted), a. Courageous;
high-spirited.
Tell your hifih-hearted masters, they shall not seek us,
Nor cool i' the field in expectation of us.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

highhoe (Who), n. [Var. of hcighaw, haihov,
etc. : see hickwall, hickwaij. Cf. higlihole. high-

holder.'] The green woodpecker, yaffle, or pop-
injay, (lecinus riridis. Compare laughing-bird.

[Local, Eng.]
highholder (hi

'
hoi "

der), . [A var. of liigh-

hoe, hcighaw, etc., simulating high + holder:

see highhoe.'] Same as highholc. [Local, U. S.]

er, laptei auratus. [ocal, U. S.J

A youth . . . once induced a high-hole to lay twenty-
nine eggs, by robbing her of an egg each day.

The Century, XXXII. 277.

high-hook (hi'huk), . Same as high-line.

high-keyed (hi'ked), a. 1. High-strung; in-

tent; eager.
She sat from Sunday to Sunday under Dr. Stern's preach-

ing. With a kiyh-ki'yed, acute mind, she could not help

listening and thinking; and such thinking is unfortunate,
to say the least. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 215.

2. In music, at a high pitch,

highland (hl'land), n. and a. [Sc. hieland; =
D. hooglaiid = G. hochland = Dan. hiijland =
Sw. hogland; as high + land.] I. n. 1. An

highhole (hi'hol), . [A var. of highhoe, ult.

of hickwall, etc., simulating high + hole 1
,
as if

in ref. to its wood-pecking habits: see hick- high-low-jack (hi lo jak ), n. Agameof cards:

wall.~\ The golden-winged woodpecker or flick- same as all-fours." "
highly (\n'h),adv. [< ME. Mjqf, n|f,ww?*,
etc., < AS. heaKce (= D. hoogelijh = G. ln'ii-h-

lich = Dan. hojlig = Sw. hogligen), < hcdh, high:
see high and -ly

2
.] In a high manner; to a high

degree ; in a high state or condition.

Holy Cherche is honoured heyCliche thorus his deynge.
Piers Plouniian (B), xv. :iii4.

It was a 176 loaf, or rather a pye made in the form of

a loaf, for it inclosed some salmon highly seasoned with

pepper. Cook, Third Voyage, iv. 11.

Milton, it is well known, admired Euripides highly,
much more highly than, in our opinion, turipides de-

served. Macaulay, Milton.

Probably Mr. M'Connell's estimate would be a fair aver-

age for cows of full size high >j kept.
Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 321.

A common Euro-abrupt "elevation of land; a high promontory high-mallow (hi'mal'6), n.
or plateau: as, a jutting highland. 2. pi. An pea]1 plant, Malva sylvestris, now naturalized
elevated region broken into hills and moun- jn North America.
tains: often used as a proper name: as, the high-ment (hi'men), n. pi. False dice so loaded

Highlands of Scotland ;
the Hudson Highlands; as always to turn up high numbers: opposed

the highlands of Abyssinia. to low-men.
Farewell to the Highland*, farewell to the North,
The birth-place of valour, the countiy of worth.

Hums, My Heart's in the Highlands.

Three silver dice.

They run high, two cinques and a quater!
They're high men, fit for his purpose.

He never gave vent to his passion until he got fairly
lliddleton Your Five Gallants v. 1.

nong the highlands of the Hudson. high-mettled (hi met "
Id), o. High-spirited ;

courageous; full of fire; mettlesome: as, a high-
mettled steed.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 252.

Having thus sketched the history of earth sculpture
and summarized its results, we make examination of the

Highlands. This region is defined to include that part of

Scotland which lies to the north and west of a line drawn
from the mouth of the Clyde through Dumbartonshire,

With such loyal and high-mettled cavaliers to support
him, Mondejar could not feel doubtful of the success of

his arms. Prescott.

Stirlingshire, Perthshire, Forfarshire, to Stonehaven on high-minded (hi'min"ded), a. [< high + mind+
the Kincardine coast. Westminster Rec., CXXVIII. 762.

_<,f;2. Cf. magnanimous.] 1. Of or pertaining
to an elevated mind

; having or resulting from

high principle ; honorable; magnanimous: as,
a high-minded ruler; a high-minded act.

II. a. Pertaining or belonging to high lands

or to mountainous regions, especially (with a

capital) the Highlands of Scotland: as, high-
land scenery ; highland vegetation.

A Highland lad my love was born,
The Lawland laws he held in scorn.

Burns, Jolly Beggars (song).

I cannot sleep on Highland brae,
I cannot pray in Highland tongue.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 22 (song).

See

To a high-minded man, wealth, power, court-favor, even

personal safety, would have appeared of no account, when
opposed to friendship, gratitude, and honour.

Aiacaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Proud; arrogant: as, high-minded confidence.

A hye. mynded man thinketh no wight worthy to match
with' him. fJabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

Rom. xi. 20.Be not highminded, but fear.

He was a great Enemy to the clergy, high-minded, and

trusting to his wealth. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

= Syn. 1. Honorable, noble, generous, lofty, chivalrous,

high toned.
The

Highland fling. See fling, 3. Highland plover.
plover.

Highlander (Wlan-der), n. [Sc. hielandcr; =D.
Itooglander = G. hochttiuder = Dan. hiijlcender
= Sw. hdglandare ; as highland + -c)'1 .] Anin- ...

habitant of highlands; specifically (with a cap- high-mindedness (hi'min"ded-nes), n.

ital), an inhabitant or a member of tho Gaelic quality or state of being high-minded.
race of the Highlands of Scotland. Highmorean(hi'm6-re-an),a. [<High more (see

Behind every seat stood a gigantic Highlander, com- def
:> ViS.'

1 R^gSQ*
tO ^A?^^ 2SSf"

pletely dressed and armed after the fashion of his country, omist Nathaniel Hlghmore (1613-84) High-
Scott, Legend of Montrose, iv. morean antrum or antrum Hlghmorianum. See an-

,.,, ji i- ,,-,i j- t\ r/ i i i j _i_ trum. Hlghmorean body. See corpus Highmorianum,
hlghlandish (hi'lan-dish), a. [< highland + un(ler corjws.
-ish 1 .] Of the nature of highlands ;

character- highmostt (hi'most), a. superl. [< high + -most.]
ized by high or mountainous land. Highest.
The country round Is altogether so higldandiih that Now is the sun upon the high-moil hill

sometimes ... I really thought myself at home. Of this day's journey. Shak., R. and J., il. 5.

Drummond, Travels, p. 10. nign.nected (hi'nekt), a. In dressmaking, cut

Highlandman (hi'land-man), n.
; pi. Highland- so as to cover the shoulders and neck: said of

men (-men). [Sc. hielandman; as highland + a gown, etc.: opposed to low-necked,

man.] A Highlander. highness (Wnes), n. [<ME. hignesse,

A dirk, which is borne by the savage Highland-man.
Scott, Abbot, iv.

There's not a lad in a' the Ian'

Was match for my John Highlandman.
Burns, Jolly Beggars (song).

Highlandry (hi'land-ri), n. [< highland + -ry.]

Scotch Highlanders collectively. Smollett.

high-line, high-liner (hi'lin, -ir'ner), n. The

etc., < AS. heahiies, -nis (= OHG. hohnessa), <

7ieri/i,high: see high a,nd -ness.] 1. The state of

being high, in any of the senses of that word.

Destruction from God was a terror to me, and by reason

of his highness I could not endure. Job xxxl. 23.

2. A title of honor given to princes of the

blood ; also, in some German states, a title given,-,'.. 11 ini...J j_l_ _ __ _

most successful one of several fishermen
;
the to the reigning dukes or grand dukes and their

one who takes the most fish with his line : also

used adjectively. Also high-hook.
In a single day a high-line fisherman has caught from

ten to fifteen barrels. Stand. Xat. Hitt., III. 196.

high-lived (hi'llvd), a. Pertaining to high life.

That would be forfeiting all pretensions to high life, or
hinh-lived company.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxi.

heirs apparent: used with a possessive pro-

noun, his, her, your: as, his royal highness; her

imperial highness.
Duke F. Thou art thy father's daughter, there 's enough.
Ros. So was I when your highness took his dukedom.

Shak., As you Like it, i. S.

Three ladies of the Northern empire pray
Your Highness would enroll them with your own.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

high-lonet, adv. A peculiar corruption of alone, high-palmed (hi'pamd), a. Bearing the palms
Giveth her infant, puts it out to nurse; of the horns aloft; having lofty antlers, as a
And when It once goes high-lone, takes It back. stag of full growth.

ilarston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 4.
whenthv^A . (mMhart8 ,

the sport of bows and hounds,
I could not stand a' high lone without I held a thing. gy gripple borderers' hands were banished thy grounds.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxvi. 116.

high-low (hi'16), n. [<high + low%.] A high high-pitched (hi'picht), a. 1. High-strung;
shoe fastened with aleatherthongin front

; any aspiring; haughty.
Nor were these high-pitched expectations ill-founded.

Contemporary Rev., LIII. 7.

Envy of so rich a thing.

Braving compare, disdainfully did sting
His high-pitch'd thoughts. Shale., Lucrece, 1. 41.

2. In music, toned high.

ankle-boot. The term is also used by archteological
writers in describing the half-boots seen in medieval sculp-
tures and miniatures.

Bishop Fox . . . forbids the members of his establish-

ment "to presume to use in the university, or away from
it, red, ruby-coloured, white, green, or motley high-lows,
or peaked shoes." Hock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 245.



high-placed 2830
high-placed (hi'plast), a. Elevated in situa- hight2t (hit), ., properly pret. ; pret. also hote,
tion; high m office or rank. pp. hight, prop, hote, hoten. [An anomalous
He was noble, accomplished, high-placed, but he loved verb whose forms have been confused from

freedom of thought and act. Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 458. the ME. period. The principal parts are prop.A traditionary scourge of the vices and peccadilloes of inf. and iud. pres. hote, pret. Itiqht, pn hoten
X. ml ., 7th ser., V. ML < ME . (1) ir (tr.) hoten, witl/umlaut heten,

nign-pressure (hi pvesh'ur), a. Having a high earlier haten, iud. pres. hote, etc., erroneous-
rate of steam-pressure: as, a higli-pressure en- ly hight, etc., pret. hight, higt, hegt, heht, hct.
gine. bee high pressure, under pressure.

' ''-'
high-priesthood (hi'prest'hud), . [< high
priest + -hood.] The office or dignity of a
high priest. hoten, etc'., erroneously hight, etc., ind/pres^
Almost his first official act was to expel Kaunas from and pret. hatte, hottest, hatte, and hote, hat,

Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 79. hight, etc. (the forms being mixed), be called
or named (orig. a pres. passive, extended to

pret., etc. : see below) ;
= OS. hetan = OFries.

heta = I), heeten = MLG. listen, LG. heten, hei-
ten = OHG. heizan, heizzan, MHG. heizen, G.
heissen = Icel. heita = Sw. heta = Dan. hedde,
all used as tr., call, and intr., be called, or intr.

hilarious

Like being of superior kind,
In whose hig/i-tuiu-d impartial mind
Degrees of mortal rank and state
Seem objects of indifferent weight.

Scott, Lord of the Isles, ii. 8.

3. Stylish; fashionable; pretentious. [Colloq.,
U. S.]
The electric light company of Independence, Mo. will

put 12 lights in Eden Park, a high-toned residence part of
this Kansas City suburb. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XIII. 10.

., .

pi. highten, higten, etc., pp. hoten, hote, with
v. _. .

eousl hiht etc. in J&i'^.J-V^"^!*^11^ *.
ff'^-f -(-

-ipl.J Pertaining to a high priest: as, the high-
priestly dignity.

[< high
priest.

Hav-

Vailing her high-top lower than her ribs,
To kiss her burial. Shalt., M. of V., (. 1.

2. A kind of sweet apple.
ligh-tur

'

lodious.
versified; me-

Some high-tun'd poem
Hereafter shall deliver to posterity
The writer's glory and his subject s triumph.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.~O-~ xr****v*f***** V*" JM o-^/luy, l*. i. iinv- w*, vull, oull 1UL1., we < .1 Jl< i|, \JL ill LI , *. . . . . ,

ing high or noble principles; highly honora- only, = Goth, haitan (pret. redupl. haihait (= fllgnty-tlgnty (hi ti-ti ti), a. and inter}. Same
ble. 2t. Extravae-ant in nnHnna nf nnliHno AS. Ukt. \TK.Turt T,lvt P. hiahfi T */.v//.

' as hoity-toity.ble. 2f. Extravagant in notions of politics.
Johnson.

AS. heht, ME. hegt, higt, E. hight), pp. Jiaitans),
command, order, call, name, with pres. passive

The political creed of all the high-principled men I have htlitada (= AS. hatte, pres., used also as pret.,
iet with. Surift. from its similarity in form tn a. wanlr nm>f 1Swift.

high-proof (hi'prSf), a. 1. Highly rectified;
strongly alcoholic: as, high-proof spirits. 2

.,

from its similarity in form to a weak pret.).
This verb, the only one in AS. and E. preserving
a trace of the orig. passive inflection, has been

ity-toity.

You know very well what I mean, sir ! Don't try to
irn me off in that highty-tighty way!

Thackeray, Newcomes, xlii.

i-vicedf (hi'vist), a. Audaciously wicked.

, -ro sprs. .
,

en
Severely tested

; capable of standing any test, misunderstood and misused
;
in modern poetsi^uM-uhim. /k;/_xv,j \ ..

high-reaching (hi're'ching), . 1. Reaching
to a great height.

At last appear
Hell bounds, high reaching to the horrid roof,And thrice threefold the gates. Milton, P. L., ii. 644.

2. Ambitious; aspiring.

High-reaching Buckingham grows circumspect.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2.

highroad (hi'rod), n. 1. A road made for gen-
eral travel, usually, from the mode of its con-
struction, more or less elevated above the com-
mon level; hence, a common road; a road for
the use of all travelers and vehicles

; a high-
way.
The noblest prospect which a Scotchman ever sees is

the high-road that leads him to England.
Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1763.

Hence 2. An easy course; a way or method
offering great facility or convenience : as, the
highroad to success.
The highroad out of Christianity.

N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 829.

high-SOUled (hi'sold), n. Having a high soul;
having exalted principles or feelings.

There, with eyes reverentially fixed on Burke, appeared
the finest gentleman of the age, ... the ingenious, the
chivalrous, the high-iouled Windham.

Macautay, Warren Hastings.

high-sounding (hi'souii'ding), a. 1. Resonant.
Ah, tinkling cymbal, and high-sounding brass !

Cowper, Task, v. 681.

2. Of pompous or pretentious import ; having
an imposing sound : as, high-sounding titles.

high-spirited (hi'spir"it-ed), a. Having a high
spirit; bold; mettlesome; sensitive.
The royal army consisted in great part of gentlemen,

high-spirited, ardent, accustomed to consider dishonour
as more terrible than death. Macaulay.

high-stepper (hi'step'er), n. 1. A horse that
lifts its feet high from the ground.

He'd a hiyh-steppcr always in his stall. j /v,-/*- H. j\
Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story, "Sh-tasted ( tas'ted), a.

Hence 2. A person having a dashing or
showy walk or bearing.
[The beauty] which makes a woman be called, when

young and in good action, "showy
"
and " a high-stepper

"

Mrs. J. H. Riddell, Too Much Alone, xxix.

high-stepping (hi'step"ing), a. Having a proud
or showy action or gait.
A phaeton with high-stepping bays.

Murray, Round about France, p. 349.

high-Street (hi'stret), n. [< ME. hege strete,
etc.; < high

- "~

way.~\ In E
country town,

ally the continuation of the highway.
The dull high-street, which has the usual characteristics

of a small agricultural market town, some sombre man-
sions, a dingy inn, and a petty bourse.

Disraeli, Sibyl, p. 54.

high-strung (hl'strung), . Strung to a high oftnevear
pitch; in a state of great tension; high-spirit- . .

ed; having a sensitive or highly organized ner- *Ug-toned (hi tond), a. 1. High in pitch: as,
vous system. a high-toned instrument.

Be as a planetary plague, when Jove
Will o'er some high-vic'd city hang his poison
In the sick air. Shak., T. of A., Iv. S.

highway (hi'wa), n. [< ME. heigh weye, heig
waye, etc.

; equiv. to highroad, high-street, and
highgate; with reference to the elevation of such
roads above the adjacent surface : see highroad,
etc.] 1 . A public road or passage ; a way open
to all passengers, by either land or water.

He loked in Bemysdale,
By the hye waye.

Lytell Oette of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 81).

Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them
to come in. Luke xiv. 28.

The summer droughts rendered the Tennessee River
useless as a military highway. The Century, XXXVI. 676.

2. In law, any road or way, whether for foot-

passengers, beasts of burden, or vehicles, or all,
over which all persons, as members of the pub-
lic, have a right to pass. The word is commonly re-
stricted to a way that is at or intended for vehicles as well
as for foot-passengers and animals.
3. Figuratively, a common or easy way or
course.

So she [the falcon] makes her highway over the steepest
mountains and deepest rivers.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 25.

I could mention more trades we have lost, and are in
the highway to lose. Sir J. Child, Trade.

Men were striking away from all the proper and respec-
table highways of thought into paths no decorous person
had ever thought of.

J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica.
Commissioners of highways. See commissioner.
Dunstable highway, see dunstable. Highway rob-
bery. See robbery.

highwayman (hi'wa-man), n.
; pi. highwaymen

(-men). [< highway + man.'] A robber on the

highway; one who robs passengers in public
roads or places.
The guard whispered that he had shot a highwayman

and cudgeled a gipsy before he turned into the inn-yard
at Bolingstone. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 103.

Even a walk or drive to Kensington or Chelsea, both
country villages at that time [1780-1736], was not under-

~ taken without fear of highwaymen or footpads.
, piquant. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 379.

hlghtener. See heighten, heightens. Mgh-wrought (hi'rat), a. 1. Wrought with a
ath),. An obsolete or provincial form

hfgh^degree of art or skill; finely finished.-

What in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support ;

That to the highth of this great argument
I may assert eternal Providence.

Milton, P. L., L 24.

Even highth, which is thought peculiarly Miltonic is
common (in Hakluyt, for example), and still often heard in

it is often an imitation of Spenser.] I. trans.
1 . To command

; order
;
bid.

The damesel dude [did] ase sche higt.
Sir Ferumbras, 1. 1262.

But the sad steele seizd not, where it was hi:il,t,

Uppon the Childe. Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 8.

So the sage had hight to play his part,
That he should see her form in life and limb.

Scott, L. of L. M., vL 16.

2. To promise ; assure.

Palamon, that is thyn owne knight,
Schal ban his lady as thou hast him hight.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1614.

[In this sense Chaucer has only the preterit and past par-
ticiple, never the present.]

If the pope or ani other . . . graunt and higt to ani
man indulgence, . . . the! selle swilk thingis to hem.

WyclV, Apol., p. 10.

And, man, ofte tyme thou hast me higt
Thou woldist amende, & leue folie.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. 1'urnivall), p. 183.

3. To call; name. [Archaic in this use.]
The sevenfrmayister [master] was hoten Marcius.

Seven Sages, 1. 91.

But reade you, Sir, sith ye my name have hight,
What is your owne, that I mote you requite 1

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 4.

Childe Harold was he hight.
Byron, Childe Harold, i. 3.

4. To mention. [Rare.]
A shepheard trewe, yet not so true,
As he that earst I hate.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

II. in trans, (orig. passive). To be called; be
named; have as a name.
Thus lefte ludas the place voyde till that oure lorde set

ther a-nother, that hight Matheu.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ L 59.

Bright is her hue and Geraldine she hight.
Surrey, Geraldine.

high-taper (hi'ta"per), n. A corruption of hag-
taper, a name of the mullen.

Having a strong

tense: as, high-wrought passion.
Man. What from the cape can you discern at sea?
1 Gent. Nothing at all : it is a high-wrought flood.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

He is too scornful, too high-wrought, too bitter !

M. Arnold, Empedocles.

oort,
, ,., , uareu-ueiiru, irencii-sage, nvjiaper, or wooaai-muilem.

wedding, = Dan. hojtid = Sw. hogtid, a great Florio.

festival); < high + tide. Cf. high-day.] Agreat H. I. H. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Im-
festival. [Rare.] perial Highness.
One may hope it will be annual and perennial ; a Feast Mia., n. Plural of hilum.

of Pikes, Fete des Piques, notablest among the hightidfs hllar (hi'lar), a. [< hil-um + -Ctr3 .~\ 1. inzool.
he I**1- Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 10. and anat.", pertaining to a hilum, as of the kid-

ney. 2. In hot., belonging to the hilum or scar

produced by the attachment of a seed,

hilaratet (hil'a-rat), v. t. [< L. Mlaratus, pp.The time is now here when the Government should lift
He read the service rather with strong nervous voice &4a,

rate ' ( nl1 a-rat), " ' L< L. InlaratuS, pp.
its embargo from a great industry, and cease to regard

tnan a 8ra(=eful manner ; his voice was sharp and high- of Imarare ( > It. ilarar), cheer, gladden, < hila-
this delightful plant [tobacco], this gift of the pods to toned * tha" harmonious. rig cheerful, glad : see hilarious, and cf. exhila-
tfrfrrfru-9 humanity, as the Upas tree of agriculture '*, Swift (Lives of Poets, III. 438). mfe

,.-, To exhilarate. Cockeram.high-strung humanity, as the Upas tree of agriculture
Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 570.

hight1
,

. See height.

Johnson, Swift (Lives of Poets, m. 438). ra^ To exhilarate. Cockeram.
2. Having high principles; dignified; self-re- hilarious (hi- or hi-la'ri-us), a, [< OF. hila-

spectmg: as, a higli-toned character. rious, hilarieux, < L. as if 'hilariosus, for hilaris,



hilarious

lii/nnts (> It. Hare = OF. hilaire), < Gr. i/.ap6(,

cheerful, glad, gay (cf. j/.aof, propitious, kind).]

Gleefully gay or merry; manifesting high spir-
its

;
exhilarated

; jolly.

Aa sententious as Horace, aa hilarious as Anacreon, as

tender as Theocritus, his [Ilnliz'sj poems are as full of feli-

cities as of melodies. iY. .1 . Jteo., CXL. 335.

hilariously (In- or hi-la'ri-us-li), adi\ In a hi-

larious or jolly manner: as, hilariously happy.
hilarity (hi- or hl-lar'i-ti), . [< ME. hillaritee,

< OF. hiltnite, hilairefe, F. hilarite = It. ilarita,
< *L.hilarita(t-)s, cheerfulness, gaiety, < hilaris,
cheerful: see hilarious.] Demonstrative mirth
or merriment; gleeful exhilaration ;

social gai-

ety; jollity.

It [music] will perform all this in an instant, cheare

up the countenance, expell austerity, bring in hilarity.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 297.

With thought, with the ideal, is immortal hilarity, the
rose of joy. Round it nil the Muses sing.

Emerson, Love.

= Syn. Hilarity, Joy, Glee, Joviality; gaiety, exhilara-

tion. Joy is not often used of the excitement or overflow
of animal spirits, but is rather and almost distinctively
an affection of the mind. Glee is a strong word for an
acute or ecstatic pleasure that expresses itself in mirthful-
ness and other demonstrative signs of high spirits. Jo-

viality is that feeling or character which, being itself gay,
merry, or jolly, brings others into the same mood

;
the

word is generally used in a good sense. Hilarity is more
often, but not necessarily, used of mirth, laughter, or
other signs of exhilaration exceeding the limits of reason
or propriety. See animation, mirth, gladness, happiness.

Every morning waked us to a repetition of toil ;
but the

evening repaid it with vacant hilai-ity.

Goldsmith, Vicar, v.

And often, glad no more,
We wear a face of joy, because
We have been glad of yore.

Wordsworth, The Fountain.

Full well they laughed with counterfeited glee
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 201.

Hilarymast, (X ME. Hillarymesse; < Hilary,
LL. Hilarius,+ -mass1

. ] The feast of St. Hilary,
bishop of Poitiers in France about 353-68, emi-
nent as a church father and an opponent of the
Arians. In English calendars, in both those before the
Reformation and that of the present English Prayer- Book,
his day is January 13th, the octave of the Epiphany. In
the Roman calendar it is January 14th.

For gour note is dette things al to me
At Saynt Hillarymesse at Westmynster salle be.

Jtob. of Brunne, p. 284.

Hilary term (hil'a-ri term). See term.

hilch (hilch), v. i." [Origin obscure.] To hob-
ble. [Scotch.]

An' then hell hilch, an' stilt, an' jump,
An' rin an unco fit.

Burns, First Epistle to Davie.

hilclt. An obsolete form of held, preterit and
past participle of hold1 .

How can they all in this so narrow verse

Contayned be, and in small compasse hild*

Spemer, F. Q.,IV.xi. 17.

Hild-, -Mid (hild). [AS. MM (poet.), war,
battle, = OS. laid = OHG. hilt = Icel. hildr

(poet.), war, battle; as a proper name, alone

(AS. Hild, MHG. Hilde, Hilte, Icel. Hildr (one
of the Valkyries), ML. and mod. E. Hilda) and
in eomp. (final only in fern, names), frequent
especially in MHG., the lit. sense, as usual in

proper names, disappearing: see examples in

def.] An element in proper names of Anglo-
Saxon, German, or Scandinavian origin, as in

Hilda (AS. Hild, etc.), Hildcbert (OHG. Hilti-

braht,
'

battle-bright '), Hildebrand (OHG. Hil-

tibrant, G. Hildebrand, Icel. Hildibrandr, 'bat-

tle-sword'), Hildegund (MHG. Hiltegunt, 'bat-

tle-conflict'), Brunhild (OHG. Brunihild, MHG.
Briinhilt, Icel. Brynhildr, 'mailed battle'),
Grimhild (MHG. Grimhilt, Knmhilt, Cltrimhilt,

Chriemhilt, Kriemhilt, Icel. Grimhttdr, 'helmet-

battle'), Matilda (ML. and E., contr. Maud,
MHG. Mahthilt, MecMilt, F. Hatliilde, 'might-
battle'), etc.

Hildebrandine (hil'de-bran-din), a. [< Hilde-
brand (see def.) + -tnel.] Of or pertaining
to Hildebrand, one of the most influential of
medieval ecclesiastics, who reigned as Pope
Gregory VII. 1073-85. He is celebrated for his de-

velopment of the pretensions of the papal see both before
and after his elevation to the papacy.

They sought by Httdebrandine arts to exalt themselves
above all that is called God in civil Magistracy.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. M6.

The hearty largeness of Uildebrandine imperiousness
must not be looked for in these disintegrating days.

Andocer Ken., VII. 313.

Hildenbrandtia (hil-den-bran'ti-a), . [NL.
(Nardo, 1834), after F. E. Hildenbrandt of Vien-
na.] A genus of algaa, type of the tribe Hililcii-

brandtiai of Rabenhorst. By Agardh the genus is
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placed in the order Squamaritv of the Flondew; by others
it is placed among the Corallitirce ; but until the cystocarps
are found its systematic position must remain doubtful.
It is characterized by having a crustaceous frond, with-
out calcareous deposit, forming thin, reddish, horizontal

expansions, composed of cuboidul cells arranged in vertical

lines, and arising from a horizontal basal layer; tetraspores
lining the walls of immersed conceptacles, zonate, cruciate,
or irregularly placed ; cystocarps unknown. About half a
dozen species are known, which form thin crusts on rocks
and stones in both salt and fresh water.

Hildenbrandtiae(hil-den-bran'ti-e),tt.p(. [NL.,
pi. of hildeiibrandtia.] A family of algffi pro-
posed by Eabenhorst, typified 'by the genus
Hildenbrandtia.

hilderling (hil'der-ling), n. A dialectal variant
of hinderling, and the original of hilding.

hildingt (hil'ding), n. and a. [A contr. of hil-

derling, ult.of hinderling.'] I. n. A mean, worth-
less person ;

a wretch.
If your lordship find him not a hilding, hold me no

more in your respect. Shak., All's Well, iii. (i.

This is that scornful piece, that scurvy hilding.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5.

II. a. Cowardly ; spiritless ;
base : as, a hil-

ding fellow. .

Which when that Squire beheld, he to them stept,

Thinking to take them from that hylding hound.
Spenser, F. Q., VL v. 25.

To purge this field of such a hilding foe.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

hileH, v. t. A Middle English form of hill2 .

hile2 (hil), n. Same as hilum.

hileg, n. See Jiyleg.

hiliferous (hi-lif 'e-rus), a. [< L. hilum, hilum,
+ ferre = E. bear1

.] Bearing scars like a
hilum. See hilum.

hill1
(hil), n. [Early mod. E. also hil, hille,

hyll, Itylle, etc.; < ME. hil, hyl, hul, pi. Miles,

etc., < AS. hyll = MD. hil, hille = L. collis =
I ,i 1 1 1 . kalnas, a hill

;
with orig. suffix -na, from

a root seen also in AS. healm, E. halm, a stalk,
L. culmus, a stalk, L. culmen, columen, the top,

summit, celsus, high, etc. : see halm, culminate,
column, excel, etc. Not connected with (1)
Icel. Mil (= Norw. hoi), a hill, which is a contr.

of hvoll, for older hvdll, a hill
;
nor with (2) D.

heuvel = MHG. G. hiibel, a hill
;
nor with (3) G.

hugel, akin to E. how2
, a hill

;
nor with (4) Icel.

hilla, a shelf, hjalli, a shelf or ledge in a moun-
tain's side.] 1 . A conspicuous natural elevation
of the earth's surface

;
a natural eminence of in-

definite height, usually rounded or conical. The
name hill is usually applied to elevations smaller than a
mountain and larger than a mound; but the terms are

merely relative, elevations of the same height being called
hills in one locality and mountains in another, usually ac-

cording to the more or less mountainous character of the

region.
From thens schal he gon un to Capadose, that ys a grete

Countree, whare that ben many grete Hylles.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 127.

Ye gentle Shepheards which your flocks do feede,
Whether on hylls, or dales, or other where,
Beare witnesse all of thys so wicked deede.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, June.

Look, the morn, in russet mantle clad,
Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill.

Shak., Hamlet, L 1.

A sand-built ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea.

Tennyson, To Memory.
2. A heap; a hillock; a pile: as, a dung/n'H;
an ant-feJM; a mole-7ii(/.

The! slough so many and made soche martire that ther
was hilles of dede men and horse hem be-forn.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 288.

3. A little mound raised about a cluster of cul-

tivated plants: as, a hill of maize or potatoes.

[U. S.]
Such pumpkins and beans as could be grown intermin-

gled with the hills of corn.
E. Eggleston, The Oraysons, xii.

4. In her., the representation of a hill, usually
green when only one is used Bayle hllla. See
bole*, 2. Up hill and down dale, energetically; per-
sistently.

All this time Martin was cursing Mr. Pecksniff up hil!

and down dale. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxv.

hill1
(hil), r. [<//!, n.] I. trans. 1. To form

small hills or heaps of earth around
;
form into

hills or heaps: as,to7n'Mcorn; to hill the ground.
When it is growne middle high, they hill it about like a

hop-yard. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 128.

2. To heap; accumulate. [Bare.]
Cease, then, all you that aim at the hilling up of fatal

gold. 11,'nit. Sermons, p. 41.

II. intrans. To form into a heap ; gather.
Soon after their arrival the males begin to hill; that is,

to collect on some dry bank near a splash of water in ex-

pectation of the females who resort to them.

Pennant, Brit. Zool. (ed. 1778), II. 439.

hill'-'t (hil), (' t. [Also hile, cover over, as plants,
< ME. liillcn, hyllen, liilen, huleii, < AS. "hiilian

Hillieas

(not found), cover, hide, = OS. bi-liulljan, cover,
= D. liulleu, cap, mask, disguise, = G. rer-lriil-

len, wrap up, cover, veil, hide, = Icel. liylja,

cover, hide, = Sw. holja, cover, veil, = Dan.

hi/lie, wrap, = Goth, hiiljan, cover, hide; a cau-
sal verb, from the noun repr. by AH. liulit, E.
hull*- (see 7<Wl), and ult. from the verb repr. by
AS. helan, ME. helen, cover: see heal'- and con-

ceal,] To cover.

Thou wald fyrste lay to stykkes and oner hille the cole

[ember]. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

Als the bark hillex the tree,

Right so sal my ring do the.

Ywaine and Gautin (Ritson's Metr. Rom., I.).

And if it is foul thing toawomman tobepollid, or to be
maad ballid, hile sche hir heed, but a man schal not hile

his hede. Wydif, 1 Cor. xi. 6.

hill3 (hil), v. t. [E. dial., = heel2
, < ME. hilden,

< AS. hyldan, tilt, incline : see heeld, heel2
.']

To
pour out. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

hill-ant (hil'ant), n. An ant of the kind that
makes ant-hills, as the common Formica rufa.

hill-berry (hil'ber"i), n. The wintergreen,
Gaultheria procumbens. See wintergreen.

hill-bird (hil'berd), . 1. The Bartramian

sandpiper or upland plover, Barlramia longi-
cauda. C. J. Maynard. See cut under Bartra-
mia. [Massachusetts, U. S.] 2. The fieldfare,
Turdus pilaris. C.Swainson. [Local, Scotland.]

hill-COpt (hil'kop), n. [< ME. hyl coppe; < Mill
+ cop'.] A hilltop; a hill.

The apostel hem segh in gostly drem
Arayed to the weddyng in that hyl coppe.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), L 780.

hill-country (hil'kun-'tri), n. A region of hills :

often specifically applied to the hilly regions
in the interior of India,

hill-digger (hil'dig"er), n. One who digs into
hills or sepulchral mounds or barrows in search
of buried treasure.

Our Norfolk barrows have all been explored and rifled.

The hill-diggers of the fifteenth century did their work
most effectually : they left nothing for that rabid band of
monomaniacs of our own time.

A. Jetsopp, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 58.

hilled (hild), a. [< hitfl, n., + -ed2.] Having
hills: generally used in composition.
The Goth, the Christian, Time, War, Flood, and Fire,
Have dealt upon the seven-hill'd city's pride.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 80.

hiller (hil'er), n. [Appar. < hill2
, cover, + -er1

.]

In pottery, a dish used in the preparation of the

Observing that the hiller or dish have a sufficient access
of air allowed. Workshop Receipts, 1 st ser.

, p. 46.

hillet (hil'et), n. [< hilfl + -et.] A small hill
;

a mound. [Rare.]
Neither will I speak of the little hilleU seene in manie

places of our He, whereof though the vnskilfull people bab-
ble manie things, yet they are nothing else but Tumuli or

graues of former times.

Uolinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 24.

hill-fever (hirfe'ver), n. In India, a remittent
fever prevailing in the hill-country.

hill-folk (hil'fdk), w. pi. Persons living in the

hills; hillmen. Specifically (a) A name formerly used
for the Scotch sect of Cameronians, and sometimes also for
the Covenanters in general.

How much longer this military theologist might have
continued his invective, in which he spared nobody but
the scattered remnant of the hill-folk, as he called them,
is absolutely uncertain. Scott, Waverley, xxxvi.

(o) In Scand. myth. , a class of beings intermediate between
elves and men, inhabiting caves and hills.

hill-fort (hil'fort), n. A stronghold or fortified

place on a hill.

Whatever was the first origin of Tergeste, . . . it is plain
that it ranks among the cities which have grown up out of

hill.forts. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 75.

hill-francolin (hil'frang'ko-lin), u. An East
Indian gallinaceous bird of the genus Arboricola,
Hillia (hil'i-a), n. [NL., named after Sir John
Hill, a botanical writer of the 18th century.]
A small genus of shrubs, of the natural order

Knbiacece, tribe Cinchonea", founded by Jacquin
in 1763, and the type of the subtribe Hilliea;.
It has a bracteate involucre, obovoid or cylindrical calyx-
tube, with a foliaceous limb having 2 to 4 lobes. The
corolla is hypocrateriform, with an elongated limb hav-

ing 3 to 7 lobes. It has 4 to 7 included, adnate stamens,
and a 2-celled ovary, forming in fruit a long, pod-like,
2-valved capsule. The leaves are opposite, short-petioled,
and thick, and the ilowers large, terminal, solitary, white,
and odorous. About 5 species are known, natives of South
America and the West Indies. They are usually epiphytic.

Hillieae (hi-H'e-e), . pi. [NL., < Hillia + -ea-.]

A subtribe of plants, of the natural order Bubia-

cea; tribe ('inclt<ii(i\ typified by the genus Hil-

lia. It is distinguished from the other subtribe
of the I'iiii-liinieii- by having the corolla imbri-
cated or contorted.



hillier

hillier (hil'yer), n. [Also hillyer, < ME. hillyer;
< hilft + -ieri.] Same as healer?.

That non Tylers called hillyers of the cite, nor other man
withyn the cite dwellynge, compelle ne charge ne make
no tyler straunger, coraynge to the cite, to serve at his
rule. English GUdx (E. E. T. S.), p. 398.

hilliness (hil'i-nes), n. The state of being
hilly.

In short, the only obstacle to this being one of the finest
countries upon earth is its great hilliness.

Cook, Third Voyage, i. 8.

hillingt (hil'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hilP, v.~\ Same
as healing

2
.

hillisht (hil'ish), a. [< HUP- + -fo/i.] Hill-like
;

rather hilly : as, a hillish country.
The wounded whale casts from his hillish jawes
Bivers of waters, mixt with purple gore.

Ueywood, Troja Britannica (1609).

hillman (hil'man), n. ; pi. hillmen (-men). 1.
A man who lives in a hill-country ;

in the plural,
same as hill-folk; specifically, the Covenanters.

2. The foreman of a dust-heap. [Eng.]
On inquiry at one of the largest dust-yards, I was in-

formed by the hill-man, etc.

U. Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 321.

hill-mina (hil'mi'na), n. An Indian and Orien-
tal bird of the geniis Gracula, as the religious
grackle of India, G.or Eulabesreligiosa; amina-
or mino-bird. The mina is an imitative bird, and can
be taught to articulate words more distinctly than the
parrot. See cut under Eulabes.

hill-oat (hil'ot), . A wild oat of Europe, Arena
strigosa : perhaps the original of the cultivated
oat.

hillock (hil'ok), H. [< Mill + dim. -ocfc.] A
small hill

; a'slight elevation.

Our foot half sunk in hillocks green and soft,
ais'd by the mule, the miner of the soil.

Cowper, Task, I. 272.

On knoll or hillock rears his crest,
Lonely and huge, the giant oak.

Scott, Rokeby, II. 6.

Fairy hillocks. See.fairy. Hillock of Doyere, in anat.
Same as eminence of Doyere. See eminence.

hillock-tree (hil'ok-tre), n. A small, hardy
evergreen tree, Melaleuca hypericifolia, native
of New South Wales,

hillocky(hil'ok-i), a. [< hillock + -yi.] Full of
hillocks. Halliwell.

hilloust (hil'us), a. [< Mlfl + -ous.-] Hilly.
The way leading between the said parish church and the

Forest is very foul, painful, and hitloui.
Decree of Chancellor of Lancashire, 1550 (Maine's Hist.

[Lancashire, IL K>).

hill-partridge (hirpar'trij), . A gallinaceous
bird of the genus Galloperdix, as G. lunulatus of
India. See cut under Galloperdix.

hillside (hil'sid), n. The side or slope of a hill.

I shall . . . conduct ye to a hill-side, where I will point
ye out the right path of a virtuous and noble education.

Milton, Education.

Come from the woods that belt the gray hillside.

Tennyson, To Memory.

hill-site (hil'sit), n. Situation on a hill; an ele-

vated site.

Lo, Bethlehem's hill-site before me is seen.
Whittier, Palestine.

hill-sparrow (hil'spar'6), n. The meadow-
pipit of Europe, Anthus pratensis. See Anthus.

[Orkney and Shetland.]
hill-star (hil'star), . A humming-bird of the

genus Oreotrochilus.

hill-tit (hil'tit), n. A book-name of the Asiatic
and Oriental birds of the family Liotrichidte,
such as the red-billed hill-tit, Liothrix lutea.

hilltop (hil'top), n. The top or summit of a
hill.

Disporting, till the amorous bird of night
Sung spousal, and bid haste the evening-star
On his hill top, to light the bridal lamp.

Milton, P. L., vtii. 520.

hillwort (hil'wert), n. The European penny-
royal, Mentha pulegium.
hilly (hil'i), a. [< hilfl. + -vl.] 1. Abound-
ing in hills : as, a hilly country.

Tending my flocks hard by i' the hilly crofts
That brow this bottom-glade.

Milton, Comus, 1. 631.

Hilly countries afford the most entertaining prospects.
Addison.

2f. Like a hill
; lofty ;

elevated.

First of all vpon the east side of the hauen a great hillie

point called Downesend.
Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 12.

Better to have liv'd
Poor and obscure, and never scal'd the top
Of hilly empire, than to die with fear
To be thrown headlong down, almost as soon
As we have reach'd It.

Fletcher (and another"!), Prophetess, v.

3f. Large and rounded.

Sword-hilt.

A, grip or barrel ; />, pommel ; C C, quil-
lons, which together form the cross-guard ;

D, linger-^'Uiird or knuckle-bow; E E , pas
d'ane, one on each side of the cross-guard , pro-
joi u :L_; ..Illy, and nearly circular in shape ;

A. couiiler-cuurd ; G, heel of blade, talon, or
ricasso (ricasso only when the heel is square,
nt edged). C D K together form the guard.
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Now hilly bulbes sowe

Or sette, and wede hem that of rather growe.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

hillyer, . See Miller.

hilo-grass (he'16-gras), n. A large coarse grass,
PaspaluM coiijugatum.
hilsah (hil'sa), . [E. Ind.] A fish of the

Ganges highly esteemed for food. It is very
oily and bony.

hilt (hilt), n. [< ME. hilt, < AS. hilt = Icel.

lijalt = Dan. hjalte = OHG. helza, MHG. helze,
a hilt ; per-
haps lit. that

by which the

weapon is

held, being
prob. ult. con-
nected with
hold1

,
as anvil,

formerly an-

filt, etc., with

That part of

a sword, dag-
ger, or similar

weapon which
affords a grasp
for the hand,
and usually a

protection for

it as well. The
part grasped is

called the grip,
into which the

tang of the blade
is driven, or which
consists of two
separate pieces se-

cured to the tang
on both sides The
pommel is the pro-
jecting ball, disk,
or similar appur-
tenance, which
prevents the hand
from slipping
from the grip and (From" L'Art pour Tous.")
sometimes serves
to counterbalance the blade. The guard is a cross-guard
formed of two quillons, or a knuckle-bow, or a basket-hilt,
or a combination of these different forms

; sometimes also
there are two shells or coquilles, one on either side of the

hilt, and sometimes there is a kind of Inverted bowl or
cup of steel surrounding the heel of the blade, and called
the cup-guard. (See the above terras, and sword.) For-

merly often in the plural, with reference to its combined
parts.

Arthur toke the swerde be the hiltes, and with-oute more
taryinge yaf it to the Archebisshop.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 103.

For now sits Expectation in the ah*,
And hides a sword, from hi 'is unto the point.

Shah., Hen. VT, ii. (cho.).

He run his sword up to the hilt

In at the dragon's side.

The Seren Champions of Christendom (Child's Ballads,

The sword
That rose from out the bosom of the lake, . . .

With Jewels, elfin Urlm, on the hilt.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2;. A sword or foil.

Fetch the hilts; fellow Juniper, wilt thou play?
11. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 7.

3f. The handle of a shield. Halliwell Up to
the hilt or hilts, thoroughly ; completely ; driven home.

I was up to the hilts in joy at having so marvellously
metamorphosed an ex-governor into a viceroy.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, xi. 13.

Ah! ah! there she has nick'd her; that's up to the Biltt ;
I' gad, and you shall see Dapple resents it.

Prior, Travesty of Hind and Panther.

hilted (hil'ted), a. [<hilt + -ed2.] 1. Furnished
with a hilt : used in composition : as, a basket-
hilted sword.

Wearing neither hunting-dress
Nor weapon, save a gol&en-hilted brand.

Tennyson, Geraint

2. In her., having a hilt represented as of a
different tincture from the
blade : as, a sword hilted or.

Hilton's muscle. See epiglot-
tideus.

hilum (hi'lum), n. ; pi. liila

(-la). [NL., < L. hilum, said
to have meant orig. 'the eye
of a bean,' but used only in

sense of 'a little thing, bit,
trifle' (> the negative tiihil,

nil) ;
said to be ult. a var. of

filum, a thread : see jfite
3
.] 1.

In bot., originally, the eye of
a bean; hence, the mark or
scar on a seed produced by
separation from its placenta. Also applied to the
nucleus of starch grains, under the mistaken notion that
it was the point of attachment of the grain while growing.

himp
2. In soo'l. and anat., some part or thing like

the hilum of a seed, as a scar, pit, recess, or

opening for entrance or exit. Specifically (a) A
recess, as in the kidney or the lung, where the vessels,
nerves, and associate structures enter, together with a

quantity of connective tissue or hilum stroma. (b) The
reentrance in the edge of a Noctiluca, likened to the hilum
of a kidney-bean. (<) A little opening in the gemmule of
a sponge.
him (him), prim. See he1 .

Himalayan (him-a'la-yan or him-a-la'yan), a.

[< Himalaya (< Skt. Himalaya, < hima, snow
(see chimera^ and hiems), + dlaya, abode) +
-aw.] Of or belonging to the Himalayas, a
mountain-chain on the borders of British India
and Tibet, and extending through Cashmere,
Nepal, etc. It contains the highest known sum-
mits in the world Himalayan pine. See pine.
Himalayan rhubarb, a species of Rheum (which see).

Himanthalia (him-an-tha' li-ii), u. [NL., <

Gr. iftdf (iftavr-), a thong, + Oa/Ja, abundance,
wealth.] A monotypic genus of algw, belonging
to the Fucaccw. It has large, immensely elongated re-

ceptacles, which are strap- shaped, compressed, dichoto-

mously divided, and spring from the center of the frond.
The plant is biennial, the cup- shaped disk being produced
the second year. H. lorea, the only species, is found along
the English coast, where it is known as sea-thungs. It is

said that in the north of Scotland a kind of sauce for fish,

resembling catchup, is made from the fronds of this plant.

Himantolophinae (him-an-tol-o-li'ue), n. pi.

[NL.j < Himantolopltu* + -i)i<e.] In Gill's

classification of fishes, a subfamily of Ceratiida;,

typified by the genus Hiniantolophus.
Himantolbphus (him-au-tol'o-fus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. i/j&f (tuavr-), a thong, '+ l.fyos, a crest,

ridge.] A genus of pediculate fishes, typical
of the subfamily Himantolopliina>, having the

cephalic spine knob-like at the end and sur-
mounted by a thong-like appendage, whence
the name.

Himantopus (hi-mau'to-pus), w. [NL.(Brisson,
1760), < Gr. i/iQiTOTrotif, the stilt, v ipaf (l/javr-),
a thong, + iroi'f = E. foot."] A genus of wading
birds related to the avosets, having extremely
long slender legs, three-toed feet, and exceed-

ingly slender bill ; the stilts. H. melanopterus is

the black-winged slilt of Europe. S. niyricoilis is the
black-necked stilt of America.

Hfmatega (him-a-te'ga), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

l/juirjiyof, loaded witli apparel (taken as equiv.
to 'tunicated'), < i/'( r-) f r f

'i"
c ( T-)> dress, a

garment, clothing, apparel (see himation), +
tfteiaOai, < ayiiv, lead.] A theoretical group of

animals, representing a supposititious stage of

evolution, intermediate between Vertebrata and
Inrertebrata. The nearest actual representa-
tives of such a stage are the ascidians.
himation (hi-mat'i-on), n.

; pi. liimatia (-a).

[Gr. Ifidriov, in form a dim. of 'tfta(T-) for tiftefj-),
a dress, garment, clothing, < cwi-vat, dress,
clothe: see vest and wear'1

.'] In one. Gr. cos-

tume, a rectangular piece of woolen stuff, usu-

ally five or six feet wide and twice as long, worn

Front and Side Views of Himation, showing two usual methods of
wearing it. ( From the frieze of the Parthenon. }

wrapped about the body in different ways, ac-

cording to the taste of the wearer, either as an
outer garment over the tunic, by both sexes, or
at times, by men, as the sole garment. The hi-

mation was often made of fine stuff, and richly
embroidered.
His hiination fthat of Zeus at Olympiad, also of gold,

was enriched with a design of figures and lilies.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 123.

Himiarite (him'i-a-rit), a. Same as Himyarite.
himming, . See'hemmingV.
himpt, r. i. [Not found except in the passage
quoted and in a manuscript note referred to

by Halliwell
; prob. a mere orig. misprint for

limp.'] To limp. Dariex.

Lame of one leg, and hitupinrj all his dayes.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 203.



himpne

himpnet, n. A Middle English form of hymn.
Chaucer.

himself (hini-self'),j)ro.; pi. thcmselres (thetn-

selva'). [(, 6) < ME. himsi-lf, usually and

orig. as two words, him self, him selve, etc., <

AS. him selfum, dat. sing. masc. or neut.; (c)

ME. him self, hiniselve, him selveu, < AS. him

selfum, dat. pi., uom. sing, he self, gen. his

selfes, etc.
; being the pron. with agreeing adj.

self, as also in herself, themselves, myself (for

meself), tlii/self'(for the'eself), etc.; the dative (ob-

jective or dative of reference), being the most

frequent, has become the exclusive form: see

feel and self.] (a) An emphatic or reflexive

form of the third personal pronoun masculine,
either nominative or objective. In the nomina-
tive it is always used, for emphasis, in apposition to he or

to a noun, usually expressed, but sometimes only under-
stood

;
in the objective it is used alone or in apposition

to hint or to a noun : as, he himself did it ; it was himself
(he himself) that did it ; he did it for himself, or for the

man himself; let him do it himself; he came to himself.

Then Ector, hym owne selfe ordant belyue,
The last batell to lede of his lege pepull.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6237.

And for himself himself he must forsake ;

Then where is truth, if there be no self-trust?

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 157.

He clash'd
His iron palms together with a cry ;

Himself would tilt it out among the lads.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

(6t) The neuter similarly used. Now itself, (cf)

The dative (objective) plural, similarly used.

Now themselves.

Enuyos hert hym-selue fretys,
And of gode werky[sj hyrn-selue lettys.
Bootee of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 47.

himselvet, himselventj pron. Obsolete vari-

ants of himself. Chaucer.

Himyaric (him-yar'ik), a. [< Himyar (see def.

of Himyaritic) + -ic.] Same as Himyaritic.

Himyarite (him'ya-rit), a. [Also Himiarite; <

Himyar (see def. of Himyaritic) + -ite2.] Same
as Himyaritic.
The traveller [Charles Huber] was fortunate enough to

make the second known discovery of Himiarite inscrip-

tions, of which there were nine. Science, V. ly4.

Himyaritic (him-ya-rit'ik), a. and n. [< Him-
yarite + -ic.] I. a. Relatingto the former people
of southwestern Arabia, or Yemen (said to be
called Himyaritcs, after an ancient king Him-
yar; now more often known as Sabaians), and
to the remains of their civilization, consisting
of extensive ruins, with numerous inscriptions

(the oldest, from long before our era) ;
Sabsean.

Also Himyaric, Himyarite.
One of these intermediate alphabets, the Sabean or Hini-

yarilic, which supplies the direct ancestral type of the

Ethiopic, has been obtained from numerous inscriptions
found near Aden, and in other parts of southern Arabia.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 337.

II. n. The former language of southwestern

Arabia, especially of the inscriptions referred

to above. It was an Arabic dialect, more nearly akin
to Abyssinian than is the classical Arabic ; it has been
crowded out of existence by the latter.

hin (hin), n. [LL., < Gr. iv, civ, vv, Heb. hin,
said to be of Egyptian origin.] A liquid mea-
sure of the ancient Egyptians and Hebrews.
The Egyptian hin was certainly about 0.45 liter, or nearly
one United States pint, as is shown by the weight and by
numerous extant standards. The Hebrew hin was prob-
ably about 6 liters, or 1.6 United States gallons.

Just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and a just hin
shall ye have. Lev. xix. 86.

hinau-tree (hin'ou-tre), . An evergreen tree,

Elasocarpus dentatus, a native of New Zealand.
It attains a height of 30 or 40 feet, and the wood is said
to be valuable in the manufacture of agricultural imple-
ments.

hinch (hinch), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To be

stingy; be miserly; grudge. [Prov. Eng.]
These Romaines . . . did, lyke louing fathers to their

countrey, bring in their mony and goodes, without hinch-

iiiy or pinching, to reliefe the charges of their common
welth. Bp. Aytmer, Harborough for Faithful Subjects

[(1559), sig. O, iv.

hinchboyt, Same as henchboy.
hinchmant, n. An obsolete form of henchman.

hinch-pincht (hinch'pinch), n. A certain Christ-
mas game.
Hyiuh pynch and laugh not, coale under candlesticke,

friar Rush, and wo-penny hoc.
Declaration of Popish Impostures, 1603. (Nares.)

Pinse morille [F.], the game called Hinch pinch and
laugh not. Cotyravc.

hind 1
(hind), n, [< ME. hind, hinde, hynde, <

AS. hind = D. 7iide= MLG. hinde=OKG. hintd,
MHG. hinde, G. hinde, now with added fern,

suffix, hindin = Icel. Sw. Dan. Iiind, a hind;

perhaps from the verb repr. by Goth, hinthan,
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take, catch, of which AS. huntian, E. hunt, is

a secondary form : see hunt and hand, hend1
,

Iienti.] 1. The female of the red deer or stag in

and after its third year: correlative to hart for

the male.
As we came frae the hynd hunting,
We heard fine music ring.

Young A/cin (Child's Ballads, I. 183).

The dove pursues the griffin ; the mild kind
Makes speed to catch the tiger.

Sliak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

2. One of various fishes of the family Serranidce

and genus Epinephelus, as E. druinmond-hayi, a

grouper of the Gulf coast of the United States.

hind'-^ (hind), n. [The d is excrescent, as in

boun-d, soun-d, etc.
;
< ME. hiite, hyne, a domes-

tic, servant (man or woman), a sing, developed
< AS. hina, ONorth. June, pi., glossing L. domes-

ticus, a modified form, with added pi. suffix -e,

of AS. hiwan, ONorth. hhoai, also written higan,
ONorth. higo, higu, domestics, servants, collec-

tively household, family; gen. hiicena, contr.

hina, ONorth. higna, as in hina-ealdor, master
of a household, ONorth. fader higna, paterfa-
milias

; pi. of unused *hiwa, > ME. hewe, one
of a household or family, a servant : see hewe.~\

A laboring man attached to a household; an

agricultural laborer; a peasant; a farm-ser-

vant; a rustic. [Archaic.]
Both man and womman, child and hyne and page.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 226.

Pleased she look'd on all the smiling land,
And view'd the hinds, who wrought at her command.

Crabbe, Works, I. 104.

hind3 (hind), a. ; superl. hindmost, hinder-most.

[A mod. 'positive' from the compar. hinder, <

ME. hinders, hindre, a. (ME. hind, adv., only
once): see hinder, a."] Pertaining to, consti-

tuting, or including the rear or posterior ex-

tremity, as of a body or an object; backward;
posterior: opposed to fore: as, the hind toe of

a bird
;
the hind feet of a horse

;
the hind part

of an animal.
The stag

Hears his own feet, and thinks they sound like more,
And fears his hind legs will o'ertake his fore. Pope.

Hind. An abbreviation of Hindu, Hindustan,
and Hindustani. In the etymologies of this dic-

tionary it stands only for Hindustani.

hindberry (hind'ber"i), n.; pi. hindberries (-iz).

[< ME. *hindberie (not found), < AS. hind-berie,

-berige, -berge (= D. henncbezie = OHG. hintperi,
MHG. hintbere, assimilated himper, G. himbeere
= Dan. hindbccr = Sw. hindbdr), raspberry, <

hind, a hind, + bcrie, berry : see hind! and ber-

ry!.] A European plant of the genus Eubus

(E. Idatus), a wild variety of the raspberry.
The scarlet hypp, and the hiiid-oerry,
And the nut that hung frae the hazel-tree.

Hogg, Kilmeny.

hind-brain (hlnd'bran), n. Themetencephalon.
hind-calft (hind'kaf), . A hind of the first year.

Holinshed, Hist. Scot., p. 66. (Halliwell.)
Hinde Palmer's Act. See act.

hinder1 (hin'der), a. [< ME. hindere, hindre, a.,

< AS. "hindera (not found except as in comp.)
(= OHG. hintaro, hindero, MHG. G. hinterer =
Icel. hindri), a., hinder, < hinder, adv., back,
behind, down, = OHG. hintar, MHG. hinter, hin-

der, G. hinter = Goth, hindar, prep., behind;

orig. neut. ace. compar. in -der (= -ther, -tcr, as
in ne-ther, af-ter, etc.) from the base hin- in AS.

hcon-an, E. hen%, hen-ce, q. v., AS. superl. hin-

du-ma, hindmost (see hindmost), and in AS.
hind-an, at the back, behind, be-hindan, behind

(see behind), = OHG. hintana, MHG. hinden, G.

hinten, adv., behind, = Goth, hindana, prep.,

behind, beyond (the base hind- in these forms

being due to the compar. regarded as hind-er,

etc.): see hen2 , hence, and behind. Hence the
later positive hind3

,
and the verbs hinder!, hin-

cfer2.] Pertaining to the rear; being or com-

ing after; latter: same as hind3
,
which is a

modern form, now more common.
And zit at Constantynoble is the hyndre partye of the

Heed [of John the Baptist]. Mandeville, Travels, p. 107.

Abner with the hinder end of the spear smote him un-
der the fifth rib. 2 Sam. ii. 23.

The Beaver is as big as an ordinary water dog, but his

legs exceeding short. His fore-feete like a dogs, his hinder
feet like a Swans. Capt. Juhn Smith, Works, I. 124.

hinder1
(hin'der), v. i. [< hinder, a. Cf. hin-

der2
, v.1 To go backward. [Prov. Eng.]

hinder2 (hin'der), v. [< ME. hinderen, hindren,
< AS. hindrian (= OFries. hinderia = D. hin-

deren = OHG. hindaron, hinderen, MHG. G. hin-

dern = Icel. hindra = Sw. hindra = Dan. hindre,

hinder), < hinder, adv., back, behind: see hin-

der! and hind3 .] I. trans. To hold or keep

hindhead

back; prevent from moving or proceeding;
stop; interrupt; obstruct; check; impede; re-

tard: as, to hinder one from entering; their

march was hindered by fallen trees. It denotes
either partial or complete obstruction, accord-

ing to the context.

Mony woundit tho weghis & warpit to ground,
Mony shalke thurgh shot with there sharpe gere,
And myche hi/ndrit the hepe with there hard shot.

'Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6781.

How hard were my hert, to hold hym as trend,
That so higlily me hyndret, & my hate seruet !

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9268.

Dronkennesse hurteth thy lionestye, and hyndrcth thy

good name. bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 78.

The euill and vicious disposition of the bralne hinders the
w .n in 1, judgement and discourse of man with busie & dis-

ordered phantasies. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 14.

Them that were entering in ye hindered. Luke xi. 52.

Advance your lady ;

I dare not hinder your most high preferment.
Fletcher, W ildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

What hinders younger brothers, being fathers of fami-

lies, from having the same right'/ Locke.

My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread !

Head, Song of the Shirt.

Everything has been done that inherited depravity
could do, to hinder the promise of Heaven from .its fulfil-

ment. Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Century, p. 25.

=Syn. To delay, oppose, prevent, obstruct, embarrass.

fl. intrans. To be an obstacle or impedi-
ment

;
stand in the way.

This objection hinders not but that the heroic action of

some commander . . . may be written. Dryden.

hinderance, n. See hindrance.

hinder-end (hin'der-end'),n. 1. Extremity; ter-

mination; ludicrously, the buttocks. [Scotch.]
Ye preached us ... out o' this new city o' refuge afore

our hinder-end was well hafted in it.

Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

2. pi. Refuse of grain after it is winnowed;
chaff. [Prov. Eng.]
hinderer (hin'der-er), . [< ME. hinderer,
hindrer (= MHG. hindercere, G. ver-hinderer) ,

<

hinder2
, v., + -er1.] One who or that which hin-

ders.
The bright sonne stont aboue
Which is the hinderer of the night.
And fortherer of the dales light.

Gower, Conf. Amant., vii.

I am rather a hinderer than a furtherer of the common-
weal. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 259.

hinderestt, a. superl. [< ME. hinderest (= OHG.
hintarost, hindarost, MHG. hinderst), superl.; <

hinder* + -est1 .] Hindmost.
Thei kepte hem-self all-ther hinderest for to diffende the

other that feyntly were horsed that myght no faster go
than a paas. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 446.

Evere he rood the hyndreste of the route.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 622.

hinderlans, hinderlets, n. pi. See hinderlins.

hinderlingt (hin'der-ling), n. [< ME. hinder-

ling, < AS. hinderling, mentioned only in the

(Latin) laws of Edward the Confessor as a pro-
verbial term of angry contempt, implying a per-
son devoid of all honor, < hinder, hinder, behind,
back, + -ling: see hinder^ and -ling

1
.'] Same as

hilding.
hinderlins (hin'der-linz), . pi. [Sc.; < hind-

er! + -lins, i. e. -lings: cf. backliiis, backliiigs,
adv. Other Sc. forms, hinderlets, hinderlitlis,

appear to be adapted to lith, a joint, division:

see lith. Cf. ME. hindermore, the hinder parts.]
The hinder parts ; the buttocks ; the posteriors.
Also hinderlans, hindcrlands, hinderlets.

We downa bide the coercion of gude braidclaith about
our hinderlands. Scott. Bob Iloy, xxiii.

hindermoret (hin'der-mor), a. and . [< ME.
hindermore; < hinder1 + -more.] I. a. Hinder.

II. . The hinder parts. Wyclif.
hindermost (hin'der-most), a. superl. [< hind-

erl + -most: cf. hindmost.] Same as hindmost.

He put the handmaids and their children foremost, and
Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph hind-
ermost. Gen. xxxiii. 2.

hinder-night (hin'der-nit), n. Last night; yes-

ternight. [Scotch.]
I dream'd a dreary dream this hinder night.

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, i. 1.

hind-foremost (hind'for'most), adv. Hind side

before. [Rare.]
The tall girl snatched the bonnet and put it on her own

head hind-foremost with a grin.

George Klwt, Mill on the Floss, L IL

hind-gut (hind'gut), n. See gut.
hindhand (hind'hand), n. The hinder part of

a horse ; the part behind the head, neck, and
fore quarters.
hindhead (hind'hed), n. The back part of the

head; the occiput: opposed to forehead.



hindhead
If they [noses] are Roman, arched high and strong, they

are generally associated with a less developed forehead
and a larger hindhead. Quarterly Mee.

The eyes of man are set in his forehead, not in his hind-
head. Etneron, The American Scholar.

Hindi (hin'de), n. [Also Hindee, Hindooee, etc.;
Hind. Pers. AT., etc., Hindi, Indian, < Perg.

Hind, India. Cf. Hindu, Hindustani.] 1. A
modern dialect of northern India, differing
from Hindustani in being a purer Aryan dia-

lect. See Hindustani, Indian. 2. A native of

India.

Whatever live Hindu fell into the King's hands was
pounded into bits under the feet of elephants. The M u
Salmans who were Hindis (country-burn) had their lives

spared. Amir Khosru, in Elliot s Hist. India, III. 639.

Hindley's screw. See screw.

hindmost (hiud'most), o. superl. [< hind3 +
-most: cf. hindermost; in form as if < ME. *hin-
demest (only hinderest, q. v., is found), < AS.
"hindemest (not found) (= Goth, hindumists),

hindmost, a double superl., < hindema (= Goth.

hindunm), superl., < hind-e- (see hind*) + su-

perl. -ma. Cf. aftermost and foremost, similar-

ly formed.] Furthest at the back or rear ;
back-

most; hindermost: a superlative of Aind3 .

When their guide
Growes to be weary, and can lead no more,
He that was hinditioxt coins and swims before.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 0.

Even there the hindmot of their rear I slay.

Pope, Iliad, xi.

Hindoo, Hindooism, etc. See Hindu, etc.

hindrance, hinderance (hin'drans, -der-ans),
n. [</H(fer2 , v.,+ -ancc.~\ That which hinders
or stops progression or advance; impediment;
obstruction.

hindsight (hind
'

sit), n. Backward sight or

perception; knowledge or comprehension of

what is past; afterthought: humorously op-
posed to foresight. [Recent.]
Then, in his opinion, the country will come to its senses.

But how much wiser it would be to act on foresight instead
of hindsight! The American, VII. S19.

Hindu (hin'do or hin-do"), n. and a. [< Hind.

Pers., etc., Hindu, an inhabitant of India, <

Hind, India: see Indian.] I. n. 1. Properly,
one of that native race in India descended from
the Aryan conquerors. Their purest representatives
belong to the two great historic castes of Brahmans and
Rajputs. Many of the non-Aryan inhabitants of India
have been largely Hinduized. The Hindus speak various
dialects derived from Sanskrit, as Hindi, Hindustani, Ben-
gali, Marathi, etc. More lousely, the name includes also
the non-Aryan inhabitants of India,

2. One of the natives of India professing the
doctrines of Hinduism.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Hindus, their

languages, or Hinduism.
Also spelled Hindoo.

Hinduism (hin'do-izm), n. [< Hindu + -ism.']
The religion professed by a large part of the
inhabitants of India. It is a development of the an-
cient Brahmanism, influenced by Buddhistic and other
elements. Its forms are numerous and very various. Also
spelled Hindootem.

India, the home of a population consisting roughly of
150 millions of men professing various shades of Hindu-
win, and of 40 millions of Mahommedans.

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 189.

Hinduize (hin'do-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. Hin-
dni:ed, ppr. Hinditizing. [< Hindu + -ize.] To
render Hindu in character or institutions. Also

spelled Hindooize.

Some Hinduized nations who have retained their origi-
nal Dravidian speech. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 45.

Hindustani (hin-do-stan'e), a. and n. [< Hind.
Pers. Hindustani, lit. of or belonging to Hin-
dustan, < Hind. Pers. Hindustan, the land of
the Hindus, < Hindu, Hindu (< Hind, India: see

Indian), + stdn, place.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to the language called Hindustani : as, a Hin-
dustani word. See II.

II. . One of the languages of Hindustan, a
form of Hindi which grew up in the camps
of the Mohammedan conquerors of India, since
the eleventh century, as a medium of communi-
cation between them and the subject population
of central Hindustan. It is more corrupted in form
than Hindi, and abounds with Persian and Arabic words.
It is the official language and means of general intercourse
throughout nearly the whole peninsula. Also called Urdu.
[In the etymologies of this dictionary Hindustani words
are preceded by the abbreviation "Hind.," Hindi words
by that name unabbreviated. As a rule Hindustani words
not of Persian or Arabic origin are of the Hindi stock.]
Also spelled Hiiidoostanee.

hindward, hindwards (hind 'ward, -wiirdz),
adv. [< hinds + -ward, -wards."] Toward the

posterior extremity. [Rare.]
The thorax has two furrows, which converge slightly

hindward. Walker.
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hindward (hind'ward), a. [< hindward, adv.]

Posterior; in the rear. [Rare.]
Through those brogues, still tattered and betorn,
His hindward charms gleam an unearthly white.

Coleridge, Sonnet on the House that Jack Built.

bindweed (hind'wed), n. The bindweed, Con-
volvulus areensis.

hinet, . A Middle English form of hind2 . Chau-
cer.

hineberryt, An obsolete variant of hind-

berry.
hingi (hing), v . A dialectal variant of hang.

O Salvatour ! Jesse, floure so kynde,
Of oon for everichon that list be borne,
And for us hinge, a crowne usyng of thorne !

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 148.

His bonnet stood ance fu' fair on his browt . . .

But now he lets 't wear ony way it will /////;;.

Lady QriteU BaiUie, Were na my Heart Licht.

hing2 (hing). n. [< Hind, hing.] An East In-

dian name for asafetida.

I went from Agra to Satagam in Bengal, in the company
of 180 boats laden with salt, opium, hinge, lead, carpets,
and divers other commodities.

R. Fitch (Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 194).

hinge (hinj), w. [With reg. change of e to be-
fore ng, and with assibilation of hard g to j
("soft g"), as in singe; < ME. henge (= LG.
henge= MD. hengJte, hanglte, a hinge, hook, han-

dle), also dim. hengel, hengle (> E. dial, hingle,

q. v., = MD. henghel, a hook, D. hent/el, an an-

gling-rod, = G. dial, hangel, a joint, a hook, G.

henkel, handle, ring, ear, hook); with diff. term.,
E. dial, hingin (= MD. hcnghene), a hinge, and
MD. henghsel, D. hengsel= Dan. htengsel, a hinge,
handle; < ME. hengen (= MD. henghen = G.

hangen = Icel. hengja whence prob. the ME.
form), hang ;

a secondary form of hangen, hang :

see hang. For an older name for '

hinge,' see
/lar1.] 1. An artificial movable joint; adevice
for joining two pieces in such a manner that
one may be turned upon the other; the articu-

hinoid

I find that Matters are much off the Hinges 'twixt the
King of Denmark and his Town, llom-ll, Letters, I. vL 1.

Rising hinge, a hinge having a spiral groove winding
about the knuckle, by the action of which the door is lifted

a, hook-and-eye
hinge ; d, blind c

Hinges.

; or gate hinge ; *. strap-hinge : c. cross-garnet
self-shutting hinge ; f, butt-hinge or fast-joint butt.

latiou of a door, gate, shutter, lid, etc., to its

support, or of two equally movable parts, as of

a fire-screen, to each other. A metallic hinge for
a door or the like consists of the two leaves or *trapr>, the
knttfjfle or rounded and perforated projection in alternate

parts at their inner ends, by which they are joined, and
the pin orpintle which passes through the knuckle and on
which the hinge turns.

The gate self-open'd wide,
On golden hinges turning. Milton, P. L., v. 265.

2. A natural movable joint ;
an anatomical ar-

ticulation turning in a single plane, as that of
the knee or of a bivalve shell. See hinge-joint,
and cut under bivalve.

Let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp,
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee,
Where thrift may follow fawning.

Bhak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

3. Figuratively, that on which anything de-

pends or turns
;
a cardinal or controlling prin-

ciple, rule, or point.
We usually call reward and punishment the two hinges

upon which all government turns.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 6.

My honoured Mother, she who was the heart
And hinge of all our learnings and our loves.

Wordsworth, Prelude, v.

4f. One of the cardinal points, north, south,
east, or west.

Nor slept the winds
Within their stony caves, but msh'd abroad
From the four hinges of the world.

Milton, P. E., iv. 415.

5. In entom., the cardo or basal part of the
maxilla. See cut under Insecta Blank hinge,
a hinge which permits the door to swing open in either
direction. Car-Builder's Diet. Butt-and-strap hinge,
a hinge of which one side carries a strap and the other
a butt. Butt-hinge. Same as butts, 4. Cross-tail
hinge, cross-tailed hinge. Same as garnet-hinge.
Dovetail hinge, a hinge the attaching parts of which
spread out like a dove's tail, and are narrower at their

point of juncture than at the outer edges. Gooseneck
hinge, same as gooseneck. Off the hinges, in a state
of disorder or irregularity.

hinge (hinj), v. ; pret. and pp. hinged, ppr.
hinging. [< hinge, n.] I. trans. 1. To furnish
with hinges ; join by means of hinges, literally
or figuratively.
The soul is too nicely and keenly hinged to be wrenched

without mischief. D. O. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor.

2. To bend the hinge or hinges of. [Poetical.]
Be thou a flatterer now, and . . . hinge thy knee.

Shak., T. of A., Iv. 8.

3. Figuratively, to cause to depend : as, to hinge
one's acceptance upon some future event.

II. intrans. To stand, depend, or turn on or
as if on a hinge : chiefly figurative.
The vulgar should be particularly regarded, whose be-

haviour in civil life is totally hinged upon their hopes and
fears. Goldsmith, English Clergy.

All such objections hinge on the question whether we
really know how old the world is, and at what periods the
various forms of life first appeared.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 314.

hinge-band (hinj'band), n. The strap of a

hinge.

hinge-joint (hinj'joint), n. In anat., an articu-
lation admitting of motion in only one plane ; a

ginglymus. The elbow-joint is a good example.
hinge-line (hiuj'lin), . The margin of either
valve of a bivalve mollusk which is hinged and
bears the ligament, and also the cardinal teeth
if there are any.
hinge-pillar (hinj'pil"ar), n. That side of the
frame of the door of a carriage which supports
the hinge. It corresponds to the hinging-post
of the door of a house.

hinge-pin (hinj'pin), . A pin or pintle which
fastens together the parts of a hinge.
The distance from the face of the breech-action to the

hinge-pin has been considerably shortened.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 215.

hingert, [Var. of hanger.] A hanging; a
curtain.

Ill put gowd hingert roun' your cage,
And siller roun' your wa'.

The Karl of Mar's Laughter (Child's Ballads, I. 171).

hinge-tooth (hinj'toth), n. One of the cardinal
teeth of a bivalve mollusk, entering into the

hinge of the valves. See cut under bivalve.

hinging-post (hin'jing-post), . The swinging-
post of a gate or door.

hingle (hing'gl), n. [< ME. hengle, hengel. dim.
of henge, hinge : see hinge.] A hinge; a hook.

[Prov. Eng.]
hingra (hing'gra), n. [Hind, hing, asafetida:
see hingV.] An adulterated or impure asafeti-

da sold in the Bombay bazaars. U. S. Dispen-
satory.
hink (hingk), . [Prob. of LG. origin, < LG.
lienk, a hook, a handle, = G. ge-lienk, hook, han-

dle, belt, dim. henkel, hook, handle, etc.: see

hinge.] A hook or twibill for reaping. Loudon.
hinniatet (hin'i-at), t>. i. [Improp. < L. hinnire,

neigh: see hinny2.] To neigh. B. Jonson.
hinnible (hin'i-bl), a. [< LL. hinnibilis, that

neighs, < hinnire (> F. hennir), neigh: see hin-

ny%.] Neighing, or capable of neighing. [Rare.]
Men are rational, and horses hinnible. Mansel.

hinny1
(hin'i), .; pi. hinnies (-iz). [With dim.

term. -y%, < L. hinnus, fern, hinna, a mule from
a stallion and a she-ass, distinguished from
ginnus, < Gr. yiwof, sometimes written ylwof,
yivof, and later Jvvof (without rough breathing,
but appar. due to the L. hinnus), a stunted mule,
from a mare and an ass.] A mule got from a
she-ass by a stallion.

hinny2 (hin'i), v. i.
; pret. and pp. hinnied, ppr.

hinnying. [Appar. an alteration of whinny.
q. y.,

in simulation of the different but like

imitative word L. hinnire (pres. ind. hinnio),

neigh; cf. Hind, hinhinana, hinna, hinsna, bray,
neigh, whine.] To neigh ; whinny.
hinny3

(hiu'i), . A dialectal (Scotch) variant
of honey.

Nor Mountain-bee, wild bummin roves,
For hinny 'mang the heather.

Rev. J. Nicol, Poems, 1. 34.

O, In nn ;t. ay ;
I'se be silent or thou sail come to ill.

Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

hinoid (hin'oid), a. [Irreg. (with uuorig. as-

pirate) < Gr. If (iv-), a muscle or nerve, also

strength (orig. "f.'f = L. vis, strength: see vim
and violent), + rMof, form.] In bot., having
leaves the veins of which proceed entirely from



hinoid

the midrib, and are parallel and undivided, as
in the Muxacea' and Ziuyiberaeeas.
hinoideous (hi-noi'de-us), a. [< hinoid+ -COMS.]

Having a hinoid venation.

hint 1
(hint), r. [< ME. hiiilcn, lujnten (fief. 1),

var. of henten, lay hold of, seize, catch: see
liciifl-. The form hcnt has become obs. in E.,
while the var. hint, in a deflected sense, partly
due to the noun hint, opportunity, etc., has
assumed the appearance of another word, the

etym. of which has been sought elsewhere.
The relation of hint to hent is like that of clinch

to clench or of glint to glent.~\ I. trans. 1. To
lay hold of; seize; snatch: a dialectal variant
of hcnt1 . 2. To suggest in an indirect man-
ner

; indicate by allusion or implication ; give
a hint of.

Oft have you hinted to your brother peer
A certain truth, which many buy too dear.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 39.

Still rung these words in Wilfrid's ear,

Hinting he knew not what of fear.

Scott, Kokeby, ii. 23.

Perhaps one may venture to hint that the animal in-

stincts are those that stand in least need of stimulation.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 168.

= Syn. 2. Hint, Intimate, Suggest, Insinuate. To hint is to

convey an idea in the lightest possible manner, and espe-
cially by implication ;

to let one's thought be known in an
indirect, hesitating, or partial manner. To intimate is to

convey one's meaning more plainly than by a hint, but
still not directly or explicitly. Suggest has a somewhat
wide range, often meaning essentially the same as propone
or remind (one) of, and ranging down to the meaning of

hint^: as, to suggest a plan ; to suggest more than one says.
Insinuate is now generally used in a bad sense ; when
used in a good sense, it implies pains taken and delicacy of
skill. Hints and insinuations are always covert, intima-
tions often, suggestions rarely. An innuendo is a peculiar-
ly dark, crafty, or mean insinuation.

II. intrans. To make an indirect reference,
suggestion, or allusion To hint at, to allude to;
refer to or suggest in a vague manner.

One, in whom all evil fancies clung
Like serpent eggs together, laughingly
Would hint at worse in either.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

= Syn. Allude (to), Refer (to), etc. See advert, v. i.

hint1
(hint), . [Early mod. E. also liynt; a var.

of hent1
,
n.

; from the verb.] 1. An act of ex-

ertion; a snatch: as, in a hint, in a moment.
Jamieson. [Obsolete or Scotch.] 2. An op-
portunity; a fit time. Jamieson. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
Wherein of antres vast, and desarts idle,

Bough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch hea-

ven,
It was my hint to speak. SAafr., Othello, i. 3.

3. A suggestion made indirectly; a covert sug-
gestion or implication ;

an indirect indication,
conveyed by speech, gesture, action, or circum-
stance, whether intentional or unintentional.

I was very civilly entertained by him [the head priest
among the Jews), and gave him several hints that I was
desirous to take up my abode with him ; but he would
not seem to understand me.

Pococ/te, Description of the East, II. i. 76.

I am apt to believe that they took the first hint of their
dress from a fair sheep newly ruddled.

Lady M. W. Montagu.
I cannot greatly honor minuteness In details, so long as

there is no hint to explain the relations between things
and thoughts. Emerson, Nature, p. 81.

Sometimes he [Chaucer] describes amply by the merest
hint, as where the Friar, before setting himself softly down,
drives away the cat. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 282.

=Syn. See hint, v. t.

hint2 (hint), adv. [By apheresis from ahint."]
Behind. [Scotch.]
hinting (hin'ting), n. Same as henting.
hintingly (hin'tmg-li), adv. In a hinting man-
ner; suggestingly.
hip 1

(hip), n. [< ME. hipe, hupe, hype, < AS. hype= D. iteiipe, formerly also Impe, huppe = OHG.
huf, MHG. huf, G. hiifte (with excrescent t) =
Icel. huppr = Sw. hoft'= Dan. hofte (after G. ?) =
Goth, hups, hip; perhaps = Gr. i>/3of, the hol-
low above the hips (of cattle), appar. a particu-
lar use of !'/3or, a die, cube (see cube) . Cf . Lith.

kumpis, fore quarter of pork. Cf. hump and
heap.'] I. The projecting part of an animal
formed by the side of the pelvis and the upper
part of the femur, with the flesh covering
them ; the upper part of the thigh ; the haunch.
The most protuberant part is directly over the trochanter
of the thigh-bone. In man the hip may be said to begin
where the waist ends, with the arched upper border of the
pelvis on each side, to extend the whole length of the
pelvis, and to include the upper part of the thigh-bone,
together with the soft parts covering this and the side of
the pelvis.

The whole quire hold their hips, and loffe.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

Her elbows pinion'd close upon her hips.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 188.
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2. The hip-joint. 3. In cntom., the coxa or
first joint of an insect's leg. 4. In. arch. : (a)
The external angle at the junction of two
sloping roofs or sides of a roof. (6) The rafter
at the angle where two sloping roofs or sides
of a roof meet. See cuts under hip-roof and
jack-rafter To have or catch on the hip, to have or

get the advantage over (one) : a phrase borrowed probably
from wrestlers.

I'll /""- our Michael Cassio on //" hip.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Nay, now I know I have him on the hip,
I'll follow it.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

hip 1
(hip), v. t.

; pret. and pp. hipped, ppr. hip-

ping. [< hipl, n.] 1. To sprain, gall, or injure
the hip of. In the extract the sense is doubt-
ful.

His horse hipped i

of no kindred.
ii h an old mothy saddle, and stirrups

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

2. In arch., to furnish with a hip: as, to hip a
roof. 3. To throw (one's adversary) over the

hip. Dames.
And a prime wrestler as e'er tript,
E'er gave the Cornish hug or hipt.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 202.

hip2, hep (hip, hep), H. [Different shortenings
of reg. heep; < ME. heepe, hepe (hepe), < AS.
heope, the fruit of the dogrose, also (ONorth.
dat. heope, heape) a bramble, hedp-bremel, hip-
bramble, dogrose, = OS. liiopo = OHG. hiufo,
MHG. hiefe, a bramble-bush. Origin unknown ;

not connected with OBulg. ship&ku, Bulg. shi-

puk, rose, Buss, shipii, Bohem. ship, a thorn,
etc.] The fruit of the dogrose or wild brier,
Rosa canina or R. rubiginosa.

Sweet as is the brembre flour
That bereth the reede heepe.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 36.

The oaks bear mast, the briars scarlet hips.

Shak.,1. of A., iv. 3.

Where thou shall eat of the hips and haws,
And the roots that are BO sweet.

The West-Country Damosel's Complaint (Child's Ballads,
[II. 384).

Almost every autumn may be heard the remark that a
hard winter is coming, for that the hips and haws are
abundant. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 25.

hip3 (hip), v. i.
; pret. and pp. hipped, ppr. hip-

ping, [s ME. hippen, happen, hyppen, < AS.

"hyppan (= OD. huppen = OHG. "hupfen, MHG.
hupfen, hiipfen, G. hiipfen), hop, a secondary
form of hoppian, ME. happen, E. hop :

To hop. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Hope cam hippyng after that hadde so ybosted

How he with Moyses maundement hadde many men
y-holpe. Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 59.

And old wyves that myght evyll goo,
They hypped on theyr staves.

Lytell Oeste of Robyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 119).

hip4 , hyp (hip), n. [Abbr. of hypochondria'1 ,

q. v.] A morbid depression of spirits; melan-

choly: usually in the plural.
When his mind is serene, when he is neither in a pas-

sion, nor in the hips (solicitus), nor in liquor, then, being
in private, you may kindly advise him.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 130.

Heaven send thou hast not got the Hyps.
How ? Not a word come from thy lips ?

Swift, Cassinus and Peter.

A little while ago thou wast all fnp and vapour, and
now thou dost nothing but patronise fun.

Miss Burney, Camilla, vi. 10.

hip4 , hyp (hip), r. t.
; pret. and pp. hipped,

hypped, nipt, or hypt, ppr. hipping or hypping.
[< hip*, hyp, n.] To render hypochondriac or

melancholy : scarcely used except as in the par-
ticipial adjective hipped. See hipped?.
hip5 (hip), interj. [A mere introductory sylla-
ble.] An exclamation used in applauding or

giving the signal for applause: as, hip, hip,
hurrah !

There is no rising from it [dinner], but to toss off the
glass, and huzza after the hip ! hip ! hip I of the toast

giver. Hone's Every.Day Book, II. 12.

hip-bath (hip'bath), n. A form of portable
bath, intended for sitting in, so that only the

hips and the lower part of the trunk are sub-

merged. Also called sitz-bath.

hip-belt (hip'belt),
n. Same as hip-girdle, 2.

hipberry (hip'ber'i), .; pi. hipberries (-iz). The
hip or fruit of Rosa canina, the dogrose.
hip-bone (hip'bon), . [< ME. liepe-boon; < hip

1

+ ftone1 .] The ischium, or inferior part of the

pelvis on each side: loosely extended to the
whole innominate bone which forms each side
of the pelvis, and to the upper part of the thigh-
bone. Also called haunch-bone.

Woundyd sore and evyll he-gone,
And brokyn was hys hepe-boon.

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 38, f. 122. (HaUiwell.)

Hippeastrum

hip-brier (hip'bri"er), ii. The wild brier, Rosa
rnhii/inoKii. Also called hip-rose.

hip-girdle (hip'ger"dl), . 1. The pelvic arch
or girdle. See girdle^. 2. The sword-belt of

the latter part of the fourteenth century, which

passed diagonally from the waist on the right
side and behind to the left hip: so named to

distinguish it from the earlier sword-belt, which
fitted closely around the waist. Also called hip-
belt.

hip-gout (hip'gout), n. Sciatica.

hip-haltt (hip'halt), a. Lame; limping. Hal-
liwetl.

hip-hapet, [< hipl + hap
1

*.] A covering
for the hips: a term of contempt.
These clothes will never fadge with me : a pox o' this

filthy vardingale, this hip-hape!
Fletcher {and another), Love's Cure, ii. 2.

hip-hop (hip'hop), adv. [< hip% + hop 1
;
or a

redupl. of hop 1
,
with usual weakening of first

part.] With hopping gait. [Bare.]
Thus while he strives to please, he's forc'd to do 't

Like Volscius, hip-hop in a single boot. Congreve.

hip-joint (hip'joint), n. The articulation of the
femur or thigh-bone with the innominate bone
or haunch-bone

;
the proximal articulation of

the hind limb, corresponding to the shoulder-

joint of the fore limb. The head of the femur is re-

ceived into the acetabulum or cotyloid cavity at the junc-
tion of the ilium, ischium, and pubis, thus constituting a
ball-and-socket joint, capable of movement in every direc-

tion, and uniting to a remarkable degree mobility with
stability. Hip-Joint disease. See disease.

hip-knob (hip'nob), n. In arch., a finial or
other similar ornament placed on the top of
the hip of a roof, or on the apex of a gable.
When used upon timber gables, the lower part of the hip-
knob generally terminates in a pendant. See cut under
hip-roof.

hiplingst, adv. [< hipl + -</2.] By the hips.
It was a woman child, stillborn, about two months be-

fore the just time, having life a few hours before ; it came
hiplings till . . . [the midwife] turned it.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 314.

hip-lock (hip'lok), n. In wrestling, a close grip,
in which one of the contestants places a leg and
hip in front of the other contestant, and at-

tempts to push him over them to the ground.
The Tartar broke the sash and shoulder hold, rushed in

fiercely, caught him around the body, and, with a hip-
lock and a tremendous heave, threw him over his head.

The Century, XXXVI. 373.

hip-molding, hip-mold (hip 'mol* ding, hip'-
mold), re. In arch., a molding on the rafter that
forms the hip of a roof. By some workmen the
word is used to signify the back of a hip.
Hippa (hip'a), n. [NL.,< Gr. iirirof, a horse, a sea-
fish: see hippus.~\ The typical
genus of the family Hippida;.
The Brazilian H. emmta is an ex-

ample. The animals burrow in the
sand. //. talpoidea is called sand-
bug in the United States.

Hipparion (hi-pa'ri-on), n.

[NL., < Gr. Iwapiov, a pony,
dim. of (Trjrof, a horse : see hip-
pu$.~\ A genus of Miocene and
Pliocene fossil horses, of the

family Equidte, having three

toes, a median functional hoof *"%%&}**
with a false hoof on each side.
The species are regarded as in the direct line of descent
of the living horse ; they were of comparatively small size,
from that of a goat to that of an ass. H. gracile is an ex-

ample. Also called Hippotherium. Christol, 1834.

Hipparitherium (hi-pa-ri-the'ri-um), w. [NL.,
< Gr. imrapiov, a pony (see Hipparion), + tiijpiov,

a wild beast.] Same as Anchitherium. Christol.

Hippeastreae (hip-e-as'tre-e), n. pi. [NL.,< Hip-
peastrum + -e<K.~\ A subtribe of monocotyledo-
nous plants, of the natural order Amaryllidaceas,
tribe Amaryllece, established by Kunth in 1850,
and typified by the genus Hippeastrum.
Hippeastrum (hip-e-as'trum), n. [NL., < Gr.

iTTTrof, a horse, + acrpov, a star ; so called from
the star-like mark on the corolla, and in allu-

sion to the popular name Tcmght's-star lily.] A
genus of plants, belonging to the natural or-

der Amaryllidacece, tribe Amaryllece, and type of

Kunth's subtribe Hippeastrea: They have an in-

fundibuliform perianth with a short tube and with the
faucial membrane deficient on the lower side, and an ir-

regular limb. The stamens are unequal, declined, and un-

equally fixed ; the ovary is 3-celled ; the style 3-lobed or 3-

cleft; the leaves are 2-ranked and narrow; the stem is flstu-

lous ; the bulbs are tunicate ;
and the flowers in a 2- to many-

flowered umbel. About 50 species are known, natives of
South America and the West Indies. They are known in

cultivation as the kniyht's-star lily or equestrian star, many
of the species being large and very showy. They com-
prise most of th plants of hothouses cultivated under
the name of AtnnrijlliK. H. aulicutn, H.

equestre, and H.
regium are crimson, scarlet, or orange-red with a green



Hippeastrum
star. B. retiadatum is purplish-red, veined with deeper
red, and with a white central star., .

hipped 1
(hipt),j>. a. [Pp. of /iipi, .,!.] Having

the hip sprained or dislocated.

hipped'2 , hypped (hipt), p. a. [Pp. of a verb
liipi, hyp, scarcely used except in this form; <

f>4, hyp, n. : see hip*.] Rendered melancholy ;

melancholy; mopish. Also spelled hipt and
liypt.

It is observable that among the University men (at Cam-
bridge], that allmost half of them are Hy/tt, as they call
it : that is, disordered in their brains, sometimes mopish,
sometimes wild, the two different effects of the laziness
and debauchery.

Dr. J. Edwards [died 1716], in Rep. of Camb. Anttu.

[Soc., 1878, p. 130. (Skeat.)

I have been to the last degree hypped since I saw you.
Spectator, No. 284.

And from the hipp'd discourses gather
That politics go by the weather.

M. Qreen, The Spleen.
'

NL. Tiippelaphus,

, n. [NL., < Or. fcr-

Y, lit.
'

horse-deer,' < Imrof, horse, + ifaujaf,
a stag, deer.] The stag of India; the rusa
deer : a large animal, supposed to be that de-
scribed by Aristotle, and now known as Rusa
aristotelis or Cervus hippelaplius. See Rusa.
hippety-hoppety (hip'e-ti-hop'e-ti), adv. [A
dactylic variation of hip-hop.]

"

Hopping and
skipping: used by children: often abbreviated
hippety-hop, and in that form used substan-
tively.

Hippia(hip'i-a),H. [NL.,<Gr/nrof,ahorse (f).]A small genus of branching shrubs, belonging
to the natural order Composite and tribe An-
themidece, the type of Lessing's division Hip-
pie<e. They have heterogamous heads, with the outer
flowers pistillate, the inner staminate, sterile, and com-
pressed, and slightly winged achenia ; heads corymbose at
the ends of the branches ; flowers all yellow ; and leaves
alternate, pinnatifld or pinnatisected, rarely entire. The
whole plant is odorous. Only 4 species are known, natives
of South Africa.

hippian (hip'i-an), a. and n. [< Hippo, + -Jan.]
I. a. Pertaining to the Hippidce.

II. n. One of the Hippidce; a burrowing
crab or sand-bug.
hippiater (hip-i-a'ter), n. [< Gr. in-jrmrpof, a
farrier, veterinary surgeon, < "mirof, a horse,+ iorpdf, a physician, surgeon, < iaaOat, heal,
cure: teehippiatry,] A farrier; a horse-doctor.
Thomas, Med. Diet.

hippiatric (hip-i-at'rik), a. [< Gr. ixmaTpirif,
pertaining to farriery, < itrniaTpof, a farrier:
see hippiatry.] Pertaining or relating to far-

riery or veterinary surgery ; veterinary.
hippiatry (hip-i-a'tri), n. [Formerly also hip-
piatrie; < Gr. ivirof, a horse, + larpeta, healing,
medical treatment ; cf. hippiater.] The art of
curing diseases of the horse; veterinary sur-

gery.
The horse pulled out his foot ; and, which is a wonder-

ful thing in hippiatrir, the said horse was thoroughly
cured of a ringbone which lie had in that foot

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 30.

I mean to go myself to-morrow
Just to divert myself a little space,
Because I'm rather hippiih.

Byron, Beppo, St. 64.

hippius (hi-pi'us), n.
; pi. hippii (-i). [LL., < Gr.

OTTTfjof, of a horse, equestrian (applied in LGr.
to a meter regarded as suited to cavalry move-
ments), < tn-Trof, a horse : see hippus.] In anc.

pros. : (a) An epitrite ; a metrical foot consist-

ing of four times or syllables, one of which is

short, the other three being long, it is called first

(" X tecond (- ~ - -), third (- - w _), or fourth
( ") hipptus or epitrite, according as the short is in
the first, second, third, or fourth place respectively See
epitrite. (b) A Molossus ( ); a metrical
foot consisting of three long times or syllables.
See Molossus.

hippot, n. Same as hypo*.
When he's neither in a Passion, nor in the Hippo, nor in

Liquor. Bailey, tr. of Erasmus's Colloquies, I. 248.

Hippobosca (hip-o-bos'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. imro-
/Joo-Kiif, feeding horses (NL. taken as 'feeding
on horses'), < (TTTTOC, horse, + ftoanciv, feed.] The
typical genus of Hippoboscidce. H. equina is a
winged tick-fly of the horse: also forest- fiv.

Hippoboscidae (hip-6-bos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hippobosca + -idee.] A family of pupiparous
dipterous insects, founded by Leach in 1817,
containing both winged and wingless forms,
which are parasitic upon various birds and
quadrupeds, infesting the plumage or pelage;
the forest-flies. The species are also known as
bird-ticks, sheep-ticks, etc., and one of them is a
tick-fly of the horse.

Hippobroma (hip-o-bro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
<!r;rof , horse, + flpufia, food!] A genus of plants,
of the natural order Lobeliacece, the only species
of which is H. longiflora, an herbaceous plant,
a native of Jamaica and other West Indian is-

lands. It is one of the most poisonous of plants ;

horses are said to be violently purged after
eating it.

hippocamp (hip'o-kamp), n. [< L. hippocampus :

see hippocampus.] Same as hippocampus, 1.

Fair silver-footed Thetis that time threw
Along the ocean with a beauteous crew
Of her attending sea-nymphes (Jove's bright lamps)
Guiding from rockes her chariot's hyppucamps.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

hippocampal (hip-o-kam'pal), a. [< liippocam-
pus + -alT] Of or pertaining to the hippocam-
pus of the brain Hippocampal fissure or sulcus,one of the largest and most constant of the Assures or
sulci upon the surface of the brain, and corresponding to
the elevation known as the hippocampus. Hippocam-
pal gyrus. See yyrus.

hippocampi, n. Plural of hippocamj)us.
Hippocampldae (lup-o-kam'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hippocampus + -idee.] A family of syngna-
thous fishes, of the order Lophobranchii, typified
by the genus Hippocampus; the sea-horses.
They have a more or less pre-
hensile flnless tail, the head in

Hippidae (hip'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Hippo, +
-idee.] A family of anomurous decapod crus-
taceans, typified by the genus Hippa, contain-
ing burrowing crabs of an elongate form, with
the abdomen fitted for digging and the feet for

swimming, and long plumose antennules. The
species inhabit shallow water and burrow in sand, rapidly
disappearing in it when uncovered. See cut under Hippa.
Hippidea (hi-pid'e-a), re. pi. [NL., < Hippa +
-idea."] A group of anomurous crustaceans
constituted for the families Hippidce and Albu-
neidce. They have an ovate carapace and the abdomen
composed of six segments (the fifth and sixth fusedX the
penultimate with a prominent pair of biramous lamellar
appendages, and the terminal large.

Hippieae (M-pi'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hippia +
-ece.] A tribe or subtribe of plants of the nat-
ural order Composite, established by Lessing in
1832, and employed by Grisebach in 1839 as a
tribe of Gentianacece.

hippii, re. Plural of hippius.
hipping-hold, . [E. dial., also hipping-hawd ;
< hipping, verbal n. of liipZ, + hold\ n. ; lit. a
'

hopping-place,' i. e. 'stepping-place.'] A place
where people stay to chat when they are sent on
an errand; a loitering-place. Bailey; Grose.

hippings (hip'ingz), n. pi. [< Aipl + -4ngl.]
Cloths for infants; clouts. Carlyle. [Prov.
Eng.]
hippish, hyppish (hip'ish), a. [< Up*, hyp, +
-is/! 1 .] Hypochondriac; moping.

By cares depress'd, in pensive hippuh mood,
With slowest pace the tedious minutes roll.

Gay, Wine.

the
typical species set at an an-

gle with the trunk, the snout
tubular, and the body mailed as
in the pipe-fishes. They are re-
lated to the pipe-fishes or Syn-
gnathidte. The general aspect
is strikingly suggestive of the
common form given to the
knight in chessmen ; some spe-
cies, however, differ little in
shape from ordinary pipe-fishes.
The general attitude in swim-
ming is erect The males have
a brood-pouch in which the
eggs are developed. The sea-
horses inhabit the ocean, and
especiallythewarmerseas. The
genus Hippocampus, which
contains most species of the
family, has a wide range, but
the other genera are confined
to the Pacific ocean.

Hippocampina (hip-6-
kam'pi-na), n. pi. [NL.
(Gunther)', < Hippocam-
pus + -ina.] Same as

Hippocampidce.
Hippocampinae (hip*6-
kam-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Hippocampus +
-ince.] One of several subfamilies of the family
Hippocampidce, composed of the genera Hippo-
campus and Acentrurus.

hippocampine (hip-o-kam'pin), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Hippocampi-
dce or Hippocampince.
hippocampus (hip-o-kam'pus), .; pi. hippo-
campi (-pi). [L., a sea-horse, < Gr. mirfaa/ixoc,
a mythical sea-monster, with horse's body and
fish's tail, also in zool. the sea-horse, < iirn-of,
horse, + Ka/tirof, a sea-monster.] 1. In myth.,
a sea-horse with two fore feet and a body end-

Sea-horse {Hippocampus

of U. S. Fish Commission,
8&l.)

Hippocratic

ing in the tail of a dolphin or other fish. The car
of Neptune and those of other deities were drawn by such
sea-horses. Representations of them are seen in Pom-
peian paintings, etc. Also hippocamp.
2. leap.] In zool., the typical genus of sea-
horses of the family Hippocampida;. 3. In

anat., a raised curved trace or track on the
floor of the lateral ventricle of the brain.
Hippocampus major, or curnu Ammonix, a curved elon-
gated eminence along the whole extent of the floor of the
middle or descending horn of the lateral ventricle of the
brain. Hippocampus minor, a longitudinal crninuniT
on the floor of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle
of the brain, expressing the projection into the ventricle
of the calcarlne sulcus : wrongly supposed to be peculiar
to man. Pes hippocampi, a collateral eminence at Ihe
Junction of the two hippocampi of the" brain, expressing
collateral sulci.

Hippocastanaceae (hip-o-kas-ta-na'se-e), , pi.
[NL. (De C'andolle, 1813'), < Hippoccistanum +
-acew.] An order of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous plants, typified by the genus ^Esculus

(Hippocastanum). By Bentham and Hooker it was
placed in Lae Sapindacrce, tribe Sapindeae; by many au-
thors it is regarded as a suborder of Sapindaceai. It was
restored ! ordinal rank by Radlekofer in 1888. It com-
prises trees or shrubs, with opposite or alternate, exstip-
ulate, mostly compound leaves, and showy flowers. The
flowers have 5 sepals, usually united into a 5-toothed cam-
panulate or tubular calyx; 6 or 4 unequal, irregular, un-
guiculate, hypogynous petals ; commonly 7 unequal sta-
mens; 1 or more ovules in each cell : and thick and fleshy
cotyledons. According to Durand this order includes the
genera Msmlw and JUleia, the well known horse-chest-
nuts.

Hippocastanum (hip-o-kas'ta-num), n. [NL.,
< trr. (Trffof, a horse, +' Kdarava, chestnuts.] A
genus of dicotyledonous trees, founded by
Tournefort in 1700, and the type of the Hippo-
castanacea: This name, however, is antedated
by Linuams's name jEscultis, by which the genus
is now known. See ^Esculus.

hippocephaloid (hip-o-sef 'a-loid), n. [< Gr.
'-irof, a horse, + Kf(fa\f/, head, + ei6of, form.]A cast of certain fossil equivalve bivalves, es-

pecially Trigonia.
hippocras (hip'o-kras), re. [Formerly also hyp-
ocrass, hipocrax, ipocras; < F. hippocras, hypo-
eras, a corrupt form repr. NL. hippocraticum
(so. vinum), an artificial name given m allusion
to Hippocrates, a famous physician: see Hip-
pocratic.] An old medicinal drink composed
of wine with an infusion of spices and other
ingredients, used as a cordial. Also hippocrass.
And plaine water hath he preferred before the sweta

hipocras of the riche men, J. Udatt, On Luke vii.

P. Stay, what's best to drink a mornings?
R. Ipocras, sir, for my mistress, if I fetch it, is most

dear to her. Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whore.

Hippocratea (hip-o-kra'te-a), n. [NL., < Hip-
pocrates, a famous physician: see Hippocratic.]A large genus of polypetalous dicotyledonous
climbing shrubs, of the natural order Celastri-

necc, and type of the tribe Hippocratece. They
have a small 5-parted calyx ; 5 narrow petals; usually 3
stamens, and a 3-celled ovary which is free or confluent
with the disk, ripening into compressed, coriaceous 2-
valved or indehiscent carpels, which are slightly connate
at the base. The leaves are opposite, petioled, and entire
or serrate

; the flowers are greenish or white, and arranged
in axillary panicles or cymes. About 60 species are known
natives of tropical Asia, Africa, Australia, America, and
the Pacific islands. H. cotnosa of the West Indies pro-
duces oily seeds which are used like almonds. Well-pre-
served leaves of two species of Hippocratea have been
found in the Miocene deposits of Styria and Bohemia,
hippocratead (hip-o-kra'te-ad), n. [< Hippo-
cratea.] A plant of the' tribe Hippocrates.
Lindley.

Hippocrateae (hip-6-kra'te-e), re. pi. [NL., <

Hippocratea (< L. Hippocrates: see Hippocrat-
ic) + -ea.] A tribe of plants belonging to the
natural order Celastrineai and typified by the
genus Hippocratea. This tribe differs from the others
of the Celattrinea by having 3, rarely 2, 4, or 5, stamens
inserted on the disk, and with complanate filaments ; the
anthers extrorsely dehiscent; the seeds exalbuminous
and the leaves often opposite. It is the same as the Hip-
pocrateacea! of Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kuuth, and the
HippoeraticetK of Jussieu.

Hippocrates's sleeve. See sleeve.

Hippocratic (hip-o-krat'ik), a. [< LL. Hippo-
craticus, < L. Hipocrates, < Gr. 'ITTTTOK/JOTW (see
def.); the name means 'strong over horses,' or
'strong in horse' (cf. l-rnroKpaTdv, be superior in

cavalry), < 'nrirof, horse, + spdrof, strength.] Of
or pertaining to Hippocrates, a Greek physi-
cian, born about 460 B. c. and died in the fourth
century B. c., called the " father of medicine."
Hippocratic face (Jaciex Bippocratica), the expressionwhich the features assume immediately before death, or
in one exhausted by long sickness, great evacuations
or excessive hunger, threatening dissolution : so called
from its being vividly described by Hippocrates. The
nose is pinched, the eyes are sunken, the temples are hol-
low, the ears are cold and retracted, the skin of the fore
head is tense and dry, the complexion is livid, and the lips
are pendent, relaxed, and cold.



Hippocratic
A sighing respiration, feeble and almost imperceptible

pulse, the lines of the face hippm-fat <

L

c.

The Century, XXIII. 300.

Hippocratism (hi-pok'ra-tizm), n. [< L. Hippo-
cmtes (see Hippocratic) + -isi.~] The doctrines
or system of Hippocrates, who is regarded as

the founder of the science of medicine. He
avoided the extremes of empiricism and dogmatism, and
laid especial stress upon observation and upon attention

to regimen and diet.

Hippocrene l hip'o-kren or hip-o-kre'ue), re. [L.

Hippocrene, < Gr! ixxoKpr/vr/, a'reading, in late

manuscripts, for IXTTOU npjjfi], the horse's foun-
tain : IITTCOV, gen. of IHTOC, horse ; Kpqvr], a foun-

tain.] 1. A spring on Mount Helicon in Bceo-

tia, sacred to the muses, the waters of which
are poetically held to possess the power of

poetic inspiration.
O for a beaker full of the warm South,
Full of the true, the blushful Hippocrene.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

Nor maddening draughts of Hippocrene,
Like gleams of sunshine, flash between

Thick leaves of mistletoe.

Longfellow, Goblet of Life.

2 (hip-o-kre'ne). [NL.] In zoo'l.: (a) A genus
of gastropod mollusks. Often, 1817. (6) A ge-
nus of acalephs. Mertens, 1829.

hippocrepian (hip-o-kre'pi-an),
a. and re. [<

Gr. iTrjrof, a horse, + Kpj/ms, a boot (shoe).] I.

o. Like or likened to a horseshoe in shape ;

hippocrepiform : specifically applied to certain

ectoproctous Polyzoa which usually have the

lophophore prolonged into two lobes so as to

be horseshoe-shaped, as well as to such a loph-
ophore itself.

The lophophore resembles that of the hippocrepian Phy-
lactoUemata in being produced into two arms.

Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 396.

Some of the scars show traces of the hippocrepian mark
characteristic of Protopteris.

Damson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 94.

II. re. A polyzoan having these characteris-

tics. See Phylactolwmata.
hippocrepiform (hip-6-krep'i-form), a. [< Hip-
nocrepis + -form.} Shaped like a horseshoe.

Hippocrepis (hip-o-kre'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. IJT-

Trof, horse, + /tp^irif, a boot (shoe).] A small

genus of trailing or shrubby perennials, of the
natural order Leguminosa:, with unequally pin-
nate leaves, umbellate heads of yellow flow-

ers, which have the stamens free from the vex-
illum and the anthers uniform, and a sessile,

many-ovuled ovary with an inflexed style : na-
tives chiefly of Europe, northern Africa, and
western Asia; the horseshoe-vetches. H.comota,
the common horseshoe-vetch, is a native of England, and
is so named from the shape of its crooked pods.

hippodamet (hip'o-dam), n. [Misused in Spen-
ser; the form reflects L. Hippodamus, < Gr. 'ITT-

aa&ajiaq, the '

horse-tamer,' an epithet of Castor.

Spenser was probably thinking of hippocampus,
a sea-monster on which the sea-gods rode.] A
sea-monster; a sea-horse.

The raging billowes . . . made a long broad dyke,
That his [Neptune s| swift charet might have passage wyde
Which foure great Hippodame/i did draw in temewise tyde.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 40.

Hippodameian (hip*o-da-mi'an), a. [(1) < L.

Hippodamia or Hippodameia, also Hippodame, <

Gr. 'lirirodafieta or 'iTTTrooa//)?, a fern, name (see
def. 1), corresponding to 'Iirn-otSa/jof, Hippoda-
mus; (2) < Gr. 'Imr66a/x>f, a mase. name: see

def., and cf. hippodame."] 1. Of or pertaining
to Hippodameia, daughter of CEnomaus, and
the ancestress of the Atreidffi. She became the
wife of Pelops as the reward of his victory over her father
in a chariot-race, which he won by bribing the charioteer
of CEnomaus. There are various versions of the legend.
2. Of or pertaining to Hippodamus, a great Mi-
lesian architect and engineer of the fifth cen-

tury B. c.

hippodrome (hip'o-drom), re. [< F. hippodrome
= Sp. Itipddromo = Pg. hippodromo = It. ippo-
dromo,

*
L. hippodromos, < Gr. iinr6dpo/u>(;, a

race-course, < imros, horse, + dyxtyiof, a course,
nmning, < Spa^elv, run.] 1. In classical antiq.,
a place, more or less embellished by art, in
which horse-races and chariot-races were run
and horses were exercised: sometimes applied
to a modern circus.

In a flne lawn below my house, I have planted an hip-
podrome ; it is a circular plantation, consisting of five

walks ; the central of which is a horse-course, and three
rounds make exactly a mile.

Sunft, Account of Monument to the Memory of Dr. Swift.

2. In sporting slang, a race or other athletic
contest in which it is arranged beforehand
that a certain contestant shall win

;
a inock or

fraudulent race. [U. S.]
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hippodrome (hip'o-drom), v. i.; pret. and pp.

hippodromed.ppr.hipjpodTOVifaff. [< hippodrome,
.] To conduct races, equestrian, pedestrian,

or aquatic, or other contests, in which the re-

sult is prearranged by collusion between the

managers and the contestants, in order to make
gain through betting, etc. : in allusion to the pre-
arranged or perfunctory races in a hippodrome
or circus. [U. S.]

It is a treat to see the whole-souled energy of the young
collegians [at foot-ball I, and there never has yet been the
slur of hipjmdroming cast upon any college contest.

New York Evening Post, Nov. 4, 1886.

Hippoglossinae (hip"6-glos-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

alppogliissus + -!;.] A subfamily of pleuro-
nectoid fishes, comprising species with a large
mouth, well-developed acute teeth, and both
the ventrals lateral and nearly equally devel-

oped. It comprises the halibut and the large-
mouthed flounders of the northern seas.

HippogldSSUS (hip-o-glos'us), re. [NL., < Gr.

iTTTrof, horse, + y'f.uaaa, tongue.] A genus of

Pleuronectidai, containing the halibut. The
common halibut is H. vulgaris. Cuvier. See
cut under halibut. Also written Hypoglossus.
hippogony (hi-pog'o-ni), re. [< Gr. "ariroc,, horse,
+ -yovia, production : see -gony.] The pedigree
or origin of a horse. Davies. [Rare.]
There was nothing supernatural in Nobs. His hippog-

ony, even if it had been as the Doctor was willing to have
it supposed he thought probable, would upon his theoiy
have been in the course of nature, though not in her usual
course. Southey, The Doctor, cxliv.

hippogriff, hippogryph (hip'o-grif), . [< F.

hippogriffe = Sp. hipogrifo = Pg. hippogrifo =
It. ippogrifo, < Gr. ZjTTrof, horse, + LL. gryphus
(Gr. -ypi'ip), a griffin: see griffin."] A fabulous

creature, like a griffin, but with hoofs and other

hippophile

a philter or love-charm
; hence, a love-potion ;

a philter or charm. Also hippomanes. 2 (hi-

pom'a-ne). [cap.] [NL.] A genus of plants
of the natural order Euphoroiacete, charac-
terized by having small inconspicuous flow-

ers of separate sexes, borne on long slender

spikes. The female flowers are few, and placed singly at

the base of the spike ; the male flowers are in clusters,

occupying the upper part. 'Ihe male calyx is 2- parted,
the female 3-parted ;

the male contains 2 to 4 stamens
joined by thin filaments, the female a many-celled ovary
crowned with from 4 to 8 styles. The fruit is a fleshy yel-

lowish-green berry. H. VMncinella is the manchineel-

tree, a native of the West Indies. See manchineel.

Hippomaneae (hip-o-ma'ue-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Jlippomane + -CCE.\ A tribe of plants of the

natural order Euphorbiacece, established by
Reichenbach in 1828, and typified by the genus
Hippomanc. It was adopted by Llndley In 1847, who
gave it the following characters : ovule solitary, flowers

apetalous in spikes, and bracts 1- to many-dowered. Not
employed by Bentham and Hooker, who place the genus
Hippomane in the tribe Crotonece.

hippomanest (hi-pom'a-nez), re. Same as hippo-
mane, 1.

The shepherd knows it well, and calls by name
Hippo-manes to note the mother's flame ;

This, gather'd in the planetary hour
With noxious weeds, and spell'd with words of pow'r,
Dire stepdames in the magick bowl infuse.

Drydcn, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 446.

Hipponactean (hip"o-nak-te'an), a. and re. [<
LL. hipponacteus, < Gr. 'I^TTUVOKTCIOC: (as n. TO

'IinruvaKTeiov, so. /itTpov), pertaining to Hippo-
nax, < 'Ijrmjvaf (-VOKT-), a Greek poet, lit. 'horse-

ruler,' < OTTTOC, horse, 4-
avalj , ruler, king.] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to Hipponax of Ephesus
(sixth century B. c.), a Greek writer of iambic

poetry, who was celebrated for his invective

poems. 2. In awe. pros., an epithet noting cer-
tain meters invented or introduced into Greek
literature by Hipponax Hipponactean distich,
Hipponactean system, a distich consisting of a trochaic
dimeter and an iambic trimeter, both catalectic. Hip-
ponactean meter, Hipponactean verse, (a) A tro-

chaic tetrameter catalectic, the next to the last time or

syllable of which is long instead of short (
w w

|

w
o

|

^ c
| -), called on account of this intentional

violation of rhythm scazon (halting or limping). See
scazon. (b) An iambic trimeter acatalectic, of the kind
called scazon and choliambus (literally, lame iambus), be-
cause the next to the last time or syllable is long instead
of being short, as required by rhythm (thus, c w -

|

a
w_| --- w).

II. re. In anc. pros., a Hipponactean meter
or verse.

(hip"o-no-soro-ji), . [< Gr. "nr-

. nosology, q. v.] Hippopathol-f, horse,

Hippogriff. (After Tiepolo and Ingres.)

parts resembling a horse, apparently invented,
in imitation of Pegasus, by the romancers of the
middle ages, and furnished to their heroes as a
means of transportation through the air.

So saying, he caught him up, and, without wing
Of hippogrif, bore through the air sublime.

Milton, P. R., it. 542.

It reminded me of the Magician Atlantes on his hippo-
griff, with a knight trussed up behind him.

Scott, Redgauntlet, letter iv.

hippogriffin (hip-o-grif'in), n. Same as hippo-
ffffff-

hippogryph, n. See hippogriff.

hippolith (hip'o-lith), n. [< Gr. lirirof, horse, +
'/.itiof, stone.] A stone found in the stomach or
intestines of a horse. Smart.

hippologist (hi-pol'o-jist), n. [< hippology +
-int.'] One who studies hippology.

Bourgelat, an advocate at Lyons and a talented hippol-
ogiel, through his influence witli Bertin, prime minister
under Louis XV., was the first to induce the Government
to establish a veterinary school. JSncyc. Brit., XXIV. 198.

hippology (hi-pol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. imror,, horse,
+ -Aoyia, < "Kiyuv, speak: see -ology.~\ The sci-

entific study of the horse.

The student [in the Leavenworth Cavalry School! is ex-

pected to complete a course of llilitary Art, including
. . , field service, equitation, and hippology.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 792.

hippomanet (hip'o-man), re. [< F. hippomane
= Sp. hipomanes = Pg. hippomaiies = It. ip-

fomane, < L. hippomanes, < Gr. tTriro/javcf, an
Arcadian plant, appar. of the spurge kind, of
which horses were supposed to be madly fond,
or which made them mad ; also, a small black

fleshy substance on the forehead of a new-born
foal, or a mucous humor that flows from a mare
in heat, used as a philter; < lirtrof, horse, -I- /tavia.

madness. /talveaBai, be mad.] 1. A substance
obtained from a mare or foal, used anciently as

,gy-
hippopathological (hip-o-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Pertaining to hippopathology.
hippopathology (hip"o-pa-thol'o-ii), re. [< Gr.

iTTffof, horse, + E. pathology, q. v.] The pathol-
ogy of the horse; the science of veterinary
medicine.

Hippophae (hi-pofa-e), w . [NL., < L. hippo-
pliaes, < Gr. mirotyais, a plant, Euphorbia spinosa
(Sprengel), found also in other forms, iinroQcaf,

OTTro^ayff, and imroQvef, and (perhaps a diff.

plant) (JT7rod<KoTov
; < (Trvrof, horse, + <j>aivea6ai,

shine (or Qveiv, produce). The allusion is not

clear.] A monotypic genus of shrubby plants,
of the natural order Elceagnacea:, confined to

temperate Europe and Asia ; the sallow-thorns.
H. rhamnoides (the common sallow-thorn or sea-buck-

thorn), the only species, growing on the coasts and Alpine
rivers of Europe, is a thorny shrub, preferring a sandy soil,

but sometimes found on cliffs near the sea. It is occasion-

ally cultivated in gardens, on account of its silvery leaves,
which are linear-lanceolate. The berries, which are pro-
duced in great abundance, are yellow, contain one seed, and
have an acid flavor. A fish -sauce is sometimes prepared
from them, and the Tatars are said to make a Jelly from
them. Leaves and fruit of two extinct species of Hip-
pophae have been found in a fossil state in the Miocene
lignites of Hesse at Salzhausen.

hippophagi (hi-pof'a-ji), n.pl. [ML., pi. of hip-

pophagus: eeeliippophagous.] Eaters of horse-

flesh; specifically, a name given by Ptolemy to

certain nomads, Scythians in central Asia and
Sarmatians northeast of the Caspian sea, who
fed on horse-flesh.

hipppphagist (hi-pof'a-jist), re. [< hippophagy
+ -ixt.~\ One who eats horse-flesh.

hippophagous (hi-pof'a-gus), a. [< ML. hippo-

phagns (in pi. hippophagi, q. v.), < Gr. Jjriro^d-

yof (Ptolemy), eating horses (see hippophagi), <

Zn-TTOf, horse, + tyayelv, eat.] Feeding on horse-
flesh.

hippophagy (hi-pof'a-ji), . [= F. hippophagie ;

as hiiipopliag-ous + -?/.] The act or practice of

feeding on horse-flesh.

hippophile (hip'o-fil), n. [< Gr. "mirof, horse,
+ i/iiZof, loving.] A horse-lover; one who is

addicted to horses
;
a horse-fancier.



hippophile
Next to impossible to find aperfectly honest hippophile.

O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LIX. 634.

Hippopodiidae (hip"6-po-di'i-de), w. pi. [NL.,
< Hippopodius + -idm.] A family of oceanic
hydroids, tubular medusans, or Siphonophora,
of the order Calycophora, taking name from the
genus Hippopodius, and related to lUfilnjida;
but having more than two horseshoe-shaped
swimming-bells, no polyp-stem, and no float.
Also written Hippopodida!.
Hippopodiidee : the swimming column has two rows of

nectocalyces, and is situated on an upper lateral branch
of the stem. The male and female gonophores are grouped
in clusters ... at the base of the nutritive polype.

Claus, Zoology (trans. ), I. 250.

[ius (hip-o-po'di-us), . [NL., < Gr.

, horse, + noi; (1,06-) = E.foot.] A genus
of tubular medusans or calycophorans, giving
name to the family Hippopodiidae: same as
Glelta, 2. Quoy and Gaimard, 1827.

hippopotami, n. Latin plural of hippopotamus.
hippopotamic (hip-o-pot'a-mik), a. [< hippo-
potamus + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the hippo-
potamus; hence, figuratively, ponderous.
Even with the masters of it, English prose was then still

in the hippopotamic stage. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 477.

hippopotamid (hip-o-pot'a-mid), n. One of the
Hippopotamidfe.
Merycopotamus of the Miocene Fauna of the Sewalik

Hills appears to have been a Hippopotamid.
Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 320.

Hippopotamidae (hip*o-po-tam'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Hippopotamus + -idee.] A family of om-
nivorous mammals, of the order Ungulata, sub-
order Artiodactyla, series Omnivora, and super-
family Hipponotamoidea ; the hippopotamuses.
The technical characteristics are: the lower canines en-

larged and tusk-like, the stomach non-ruminant, only im-

hip-shot

[NL., < hippur-ie +
presence of an excessive

= .. in the urine.

lent^swimmer
and diver, and

can^
remain under water a hippuric (hi-pu 'rik), a. [< Gr. iTrirof, horse,

ovpov, urine, + -ic.] Relating to or obtained
considerable time. A much smaller and very different

hippopotamus is Charopsi* liberiensie. See Chceropsina:.
There are several extinct species, of various genera.
The same river Nilus bringeth foorth another beast

called hippopotamus, i. e., a river horse.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 25.

2. [cap.] [NL.] The typical genus of Hipp

grade, the muzzle obtuse with superolateral nostrils, and
the mamma- two in number and inguinal. The family is

intermediate between swine and deer, but IB much nearer
the former

;
it is divided into Hippopotamina! and Chae-

ropsituK.

Hippopotaminae (hip-o-pot-a-mi'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Hippopotamus + -ince.] The typical

and the prominence of the completed bony or-
bits. The only recent genus is Hippopotamus;
a fossil genus is Hexaprotodon.
hippopotamine (hip-6-pot'a-min), a. [< hip-

' 1 "I
" rt* __*_". .A * J . 1

from the urine of horses Hlppuiic acld.CgHpnu.-j,an acid found in considerable quantity in the urine of
herbivorous animals and in that of persons suffering from
diabetes. It crystallizes in long needles, is soluble in
warm water, and when heated with a strong acid breaks

...
_ _ -_ f _,_,... up into benzoic acid and glycocoll.

r,
characterized by the presence of only hippurid (hip'u-rid), n. A plant of the natural

four lower incisors. H.amj>hibiusistheon\y\iv- order Haloragea; (Hippuridea; of Link). Lind-

ing species Tailless hippopotamus, the giant cavy ^-
or capibara. Hippuridese (hip-u-rid'e-e), M. pi. [NL., < Hi)>-
Hlppopus (hip o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. ijrirof, puris (-rid-) + -ea;.] An orcle* of plants estab-
horse, + Troi'f (voA-) = E. foot.] 1. A genus lished by Link in 1821 : same as the Haloragece
of siphonate bivalve mollusks, of the family of Endlicher, 1836.

Tridacwdai, or giant clams, and very near Tri- Hippuris (hi-pu 'ris), n. [L., < Gr. "anrovpif,

horse-tailed; as noun, a plant, mare's-tail; <

iirirof, horse, + ovpd, tail.] 1. A genus of
marsh or aquatic plants, of the natural order
Haloragea; the mare's-tails. It Is characterized
by having perfect or polygamous flowers, an entire calyx,
no petals, a single stamen inserted on the edge of the
calyx, and a single thread-shaped style, stigmatic down
one side, and received in the groove between the lobes of
the anther; the fruit Is nut-like, 1-celled, and 1-seeded.
11. vulgarit, the mare's-tail or bottle-brush, grows in pools
and marshes throughout the temperate and cold regions
of the globe. It is an erect herb, with crowded whorlB
of narrow hair-like leaves (whence the name), and in-

conspicuous flowers, which are also whorled. It has as-

tringent properties, and is popularly used in diarrhea and
hemorrhage.
2. In zoiil., a genus of fishes. Klein, 1749.
3. [1. c.] In anat., the leash of nerves in which
the spinal cord ends; the cauda equina, or
horsetail.

hippurite (hip'u-rit), n. and a. [< NL. Hippu-
rites, q. v.] I. . 1. A specimen or species
of the family Hippuritida:; one of the Budistes ;
a horsetail. Hippurites were formerly classed

. _ J T A. 111 il_ 1 1 Ti _ .

Bcar's-paw Clam {Hipfoplts tnaculatHS).

dacna itself, having closed valves, two cardinal
teeth, and a small byssus. H. maculatus of the
Indian ocean is known as the bear's-paw clam.

Martini, 1773; Lamarck, 1799. 2. A genus of
_^i-_i... ii..

mjggpeiied Hippopas.
" "

,
sandal. J

by Lamarck and Latreillewithbelemmtes, etc.,
as being cephalopods. 2. A kind of fossil cup-
coral, Cyatho/ihylliim ceratitcs of Goldfuss.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Hippuritida!. 2. Same as hippu-

n. [< Gr. iJTTror,

See the extract.
There are, however, some singular articles termed hip-

po-sandali, the use of which appears doubtful, but which
were either attached to the horses' feet, or to a primitive
kind of cart without wheels.

Jour. o/Anthrup. Imt., XVIII. 202.

subfamily of Hippopotamid^ distinguished
'n r Eorse, + oTroyym. mro-yyof, a sponge : see ritic.

from Chaempsince by the depression of the skull sponge.] Tne genus of horny or fibrous sponges Hippurites (hip-u-ri'tez), n. [NL.,< Gr. lirwov-

pif, horse-tailed (see Bippuris), + -ites.] 1.
The typical genus of Hippuritida;. Lamarck,
1801. 2. In bot., a generic name given by
Lindley and Button (1833-5) to remains of a
fossil plant found in the coal-measures of Eng-
land. The name Hippurites was given to it because (as
the authors of the genus remark) it resembles Hijipurit

.........^___.___ ...

nopotamug + -tuel.] Of or pertaining to the hipposteology (hi-pos-te-ol'6-ji
hippopotamus; having the characters of the

irof, horse, + E. osteology.] 'Tl

which contains the common bath-sponge or

horse-sponge, H. equina. It Is characterized by the
thinness of its fibers and the labyrinthlc character of the
choanosome, in consequence of which the chief fibers
have no regular radiate arrangement

[< Gr. (7T-

'he osteology of
the horse.Hippopotamido!.

Hippopotamoidea (hip-o-pot-a-moi'de-a), n. pi. hippotamet, n . [ME. corruptly ipotayne; < OF.
k ^ Hippopotamus + -oidea.] Ajraperfam- hippotame = Olt. ippotamo, < L. hippopotamus,

"as much as it can be said to resemble anything now liv-

ing." In accordance with the latest Investigations, Hip-
purites is united with Calamocladm, a genus of the Equi-

ily of mammals, containing only the Hippopota- a hippopotamus: see hippopotamus.] A hip- v "f
taeea>

:. .

MtVte. T.N.GM,1872. popotamus hippuritic (hip-u-nt'ik), a. [< hippurite +
hippopotamus (hip-o-pot'a-mus), n.

; pi. hip- tn that Contree ben many Ipotayna, that dwellen som- ^ST^L to h'PP"^.?8.; abounding in, <

l>opotamuscs, hippopotami (-ez, -ml). [In ear-
lier form contr. hippotame, q. v.

;
= P. hippo-

potame = Sp. hipopotamo = Pg. hippopotamo= It. ippopotamo, < L. hippopotamus, (Gr. imro-

tyme in the Watre, and somtyme on the Lend
; and thel

ben half Man and half Hors, as I have seyd before
; and

the! eten men, whan the! may take hem.

f, a river-horse, an irreg. formation aris-

ing from the earlier phrase name

-ic.]

D ,
char-

acterized by, or containing hippurites, as cer-
tain cretaceous formations.

Hippuritic limestone had not been noticed on the east-
ern frontier. Encye. Brit., XVIII. 622.

where Trorduiofis an adj. (< KOTO^C,, river), qual-
ifying lirirof, horse. Another name was o ia-Trof
roii Nei'/W, 'the horse of the Nile.'] 1. An om-
nivorous ungulate pachydermatous mammal
of the genus Hippopotamus or family Hippopo-

f, horse, +

tamido!.

river-horse, H. amphibius. It has a thick and squ
head, a very large muzzle, small eyes and ears, thick and
heavy body, short legs terminated by four toes, a short tail

a (supposed)
tiger.]

:ind of tiger, < mirof, borse, +
/f-->, B"-j 1- A classic name of the ass,

.^XtS-T^'afhfcKd^ire <? th "trip* on the back and withers.-
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of stnped African
equids, containing the zebra, dauw, and quag-
ga. Hamilton Smith.

hippotomical (hip-o-tom'i-kal), . [< hippot-
omy + -ic-al.] Pertaining to hippotomy.
hippptomist (hi-pot'o-mist), . [< hippotomy

Hippopotamus ampkicius.

two teats, skin about two inches thick on the back and
sides, and no hair except at the extremity of the tail.
The incisors and canines of the lower jaw are of great
size and strength, the canines or tusks being long and
curved forward. These tusks sometimes reach the length
of two feet and more, and weigh upward of six pounds.,

It Is chiefly on account of the tusks and teeth that the ani-
hjpp'urate (hlp'fl-rat), w.mal is killed, they being superior in hardness to ivory and

less liable to turn yellow. This hippopotamus inhabits
nearly the whole of Africa; its flesh Is eaten by the i

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 268.

The hippotame that like an horse doth neigh.
John Denni/s (Arber s Eng. Garner, I. 166). hlppuntld (hl-pu ri-tld), . A bivalve mollusk

Hippotherium(hip-6-the'ri-um),. [NL.XGr. ".*
the

t
a
!"

ilv Bippuntida;.
'

MOV', a wild beast.] Agenusof Hlppuritldae (hip-u-nt'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

i synonym of Htpparion. Kaup. ^l>P rttes + -idw.] A family of fossil bivalve
mollusks, of the order Budistes, named from
the genus Hippurites; the hippurites or horse-
tails. As generally accepted, it includes all the species
of the order. They have shells with very unequal valves,
fixed by one valve, and composed of two layers ; the free
valve has an internal layer perforated by canals, and an
outer porous one ; the attached valve has an internal lacu-
nar layer and an outer layer grooved with vascular im-
pressions. The species are characteristic of the Creta-
ceous epoch, and exhibit considerable diversity. The
family is also limited by Borne to the genus Hippurites

_,., x x--- r /, L . ...rj,~.,,y and closely related forms.

+ -ist.] One who dissects horses, or is versed hippuntpid (hi-pu'ri-toid), a. Pertaining to or
in the anatomy of the horse. resembling the Hippuritida;.

hippotomy (hi-pot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Innac, a hippus(hip'us), n. [NL.,<Gr. OTTTOC (m. andf.),
horse, + rout/, a cutting.] The dissection of ^la^- "( = L- equus = AS. eoh, etc., a horse:

horses; the anatomy of the horse. see -Egttas.] In pathol., an affection of the

Hippotraginae (hip"o-tra-ji'ne), n.pl. [NL., < ^yes !
clonic spasm of the iris.

Hippotragus + -ina;.] A subfamily of equine hip-rafter (hip 'rafter), n. Same as angle-
antelopes, of which the genus Hippotragus is rafter. See 7iipl, 4 Back of a hip-rafter. See
the type.
Hippotragus (hi-ppt'ra-gus),
ijTTrof, horse, + rpdyof, goat.] __

telopes, typical of the subfamily Hippotragina;,
containing the African equine and sable ante-
lopes, H. equinus and H. niger: synonymous
with JEgocerus, 2. The addax is sometimes
misplaced in this genus. Sundevall.

Hipp's chronoscope. See chronoscope.

A compound formed by the union of hippuric
acid with a base.

n TNL < Gr hip-roof (hip'rof), n. A roof the ends of which

A eenus of an'
rlse immediately from the wall-plates with the
same inclination to the horizon as its other
two sides. Also called hipped roof. See cut on
following page.
hip-rose (hip'roz), . Same as hip-brier.
hip-shot (hip'shot), a. Having the hip dislo-
cated or shot out of place ; hence, figuratively,
lame ; awkward.
Why do you go nodding and waggling so like a fool, as

if you were hip-shot ! says the goose to the gosling.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

[< hippur-ic+ -ate'1 .]

the unic



hip-shot

Hip-roof. Union Theological Seminary. New York.

H, H, l{, hips; A, A, hip-knobs.

The field this hip-shot grammarian cannot set into right
frame of construction.

Mil/on, Apology for Smcctymnuus.

hip-strap (hip'strap), . The support of the

breeching of a carriage- or wagon-harness. See
cut under harness.

hipt, ^>. a. See hipped2 .

Hiptage (hip'ta-je), re. [NL., said to be so
called in allusion to the shape of the lateral

petals, which appear like wings ; being appar.
(irreg.) < (Jr. iirraoBai, var. of viraaOai, fly.] A
small genus of climbing shrubs, belonging to

the natural order Malpigltiaceo!, tribe Hirteece,

proposed by Gartner (1802), and type of the
tribe Hiptagea; of De Caudolle. It is characterized

by a 5-parted calyx, with one large gland ; unequal fringed
petals ; 10 fertile stamens, one larger than the rest ; and
a 3-lobed ovary, forming in fruit 3 carpels, each with 3

wings. The leaves are opposite, thick, and entire ; the
flowers are in racemes, and are white and fragrant. Only 4

species are known, natives of tropical Africa.

Hiptageae (hip-ta'je-e), . pi. [NL., < Hiptage
+ -ex.] A tribe of plants belonging to the natu-
ral order Malpighiacece, proposed by De Candolle

(1824), and typified by the genus Hiptage. By
Bentham and Hooker it is not retained as a

tribe, the genera it included being referred to
the tribe Hirceece.

hip-tile (hip'til), n. A saddle-shaped tile used
in covering the hips of roofs.

hip-tree (hip'tre), n. [Also written hep-tree;
< ME. hepetre, < hepe, hip2,

+ ire, tree.] The
dogrose, liosa cnnina.

hipwort (hip'wert), n. A British plant, Cotyle-
don umbilicus.

Hipwort, from the resemblance of the leaf to the acetab-
ulnin or hip-socket, whence its former name of Herba cox-

endicum, or herb of the hips.
A. Prior, Popular Names of British Plants.

hirt, pron. See he1 .

Hiraea (hl-re'ii), n. [NL., named after Jean
Nicholas de la Hier, a French physician.] A
large genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants, of the natural order Malpighiacece, the

type of the tribe Hir&ea;, founded by Jacquin,
1780. They have a 5-parted calyx with 10, 8, or no glands ;

reflexed, clawed, denticulate, or entire petals ; 10 perfect
stamens, monadelphous at base ; a 3-lobed ovary, form-
ing in fruit 1 to 3 samaras ; opposite or alternate, entire,
2-stipulate leaves ; and yellow, rose, or lilac flowers in

axillary umbels or racemes. They are mostly climbing
shrubs, about 50 species being known, all from tropical
America. The genus is known in a fossil state both by its

fruit and by its leaves, and six species are described from
the European Tertiaries, one of them occurring in the
Eocene deposits in the Isle of Wight.

Hiraeeae (hl-re'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,< Hirtea + -ea.~\
A tribe of plants of the natural order Malpighia-
eece, typified by the genus Hirtna. It Is character-
ized by Bentham and Hooker as having perfect stamens ;

3 free styles, or rarely 1 ; 1 to 3 samaras, each being 1- to

7-winged ;
stem usually climbing ; leaves often alternate ;

and stipules inconspicuous or wanting. Nearly the same
as the Hirteacefe of Grisebach and the Iliretx of Jussieu.

hiragana (he-ra-ga'na), n. [Jap.,< hira, plain,
+ kana, q. v.] The cursive form of Japanese
writing, said to have been introduced by a
Buddhist priest named Kuhai about the middle
of the ninth century. It consists of abbreviated
forms of a limited number of the more common Chinese
characters, used phonetically, and is the style of letter

commonly used in books and written documents. See
kana and katatcana.

The Japanese Hirakana Syllabary.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 14.

Iii ordinary letter-writing the cursive hand, more or less

abbreviated, is employed, being supplemented, when re-

quired, by the hiragana. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 585.

hirchent, hirchount, Obsolete forms of /-

dun, 1.

hircic (her'sik), a. [< L. hircus, a goat, + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to a goat : applied in chemistry
to a liquid fatty substance which was believed

by the discoverer to be the odorous principle of

mutton-suet, and which appeal's to be a mix-
ture of several homologous fatty acids.

hircine (her'sin), a. [= F. hircine, < L. hirci

inix, hirt/Hhiiix, of a goat, goatish, < hircus, a
goat: see 7<>cs.] Pertaining to or having the
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characteristics of a goat; like a goat; goatish;
especially, having a rank smell like that of a

goat.
Goat-like in aspect, and very hircine in many of its hab-

its, the Chamois is often supposed to belong to the Goats
rather than to the Antelopes.

J. G. Wood, Illus. Nat. Hist., p. 656.

The landlady . . . pulled a hircine man or two hither,
and pushed a hircine man or two thither, with the im-

passive countenance of a housewife moving her furniture.

C. Jleade, Cloister and Hearth, xxiv.

hircine (her'sin), H. [< L. hircus, a goat, + -i)ie2 .

Cf. hircine, a.] A fossil amorphous resin, the

composition of which has not been determined.
Hircinia (her-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. hircinus:

see hircinous.] The typical genus of Hircinii-

dw. Nardo.
Hirciniidas (her-si-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hir-
cinia + -idee.] A family of ceratose sponges,
of the order Cornacuspongia;, typified by the

genus Hircinin, having a narrow axial canal in

the fibers, and filaments in the ground-sub-
stance. It is divided by Lendenfeld into the

subfamilies Hircinina; and Hircinissinai. Also
Hireinidas.

hircinous (hfer-si'nus), a. [< L. hircinus, hir-

quinus, of a goat : see hircine.] In bot. and zoo!.,

smelling like a goat ; having a hircine odor.

hircus (her'kus), n. [L. hircus, also hircuus and
ircus, = Sabine fircus, a goat.] 1. In 2067., a

goat; the specific name of the domestic goat,
Capra hircus, by some authors made a genus
of goats. 2. [cap.] In astron., another name
for the star Capella.
hirdy-girdy (her'di-ger'di), adv. [Cf. hurdy-
gurdy^ In confusion or disorder. [Scotch.]
He ventured back into the parlour, where a' was gaun

hirdy-girdy naebody to say
" come in

"
or "

gae out.
"

Scott, Redgauutlet, letter xi.

hire1
(hir), v. t.

; pret. and pp. hired, ppr. hiring.

[< ME. hiren,hyren,huren,< AS.hyrian = OFries.
Item = D. huren = LG. hiiren = MHG. Mren,
G. heuern, dial, haudern (with epenthetic d) =
Sw. hyra = Dan. hyre, hire; root unknown.
The noun appears to be from the verb.] 1.

To engage the use of for a consideration
; agree

to pay a price or give an equivalent for the
use of: as, to hire a horse and carriage; to hire

a house for a year.
For cariage the porter hors schalle hyre.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 310.

Hire us some fair chamber for the night,
And stalling for the horses. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. To engage the services of
; employ for wages,

a salary, or other consideration: as, to hire la-

borers, a clerk, a teacher, etc.

A man that is an householder, which went out early in
the morning to hire labourers into his vineyard.

Mat. xx. 1.

The nurse sleeps sweetly, hir'd to watch the sick.

Camper, Task, i. 89.

3. To engage the interest of; agree to pay for
the desired action or conduct of; bribe; re-

ward.
I lov'd my friend, not measur'd out by time,
Nor hir'd by circumstance of place and honour.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

Thymretes first, 'tis doubtful whether hir'd, . . .

Mov'd that the ramparts might be broken down.
Dryden, MnelA, ii. 42.

4. To borrow (money). [Prov. Eng.] 5. To
grant the temporary use of for compensation ;

lend the service of for a reward; let; lease:
often with out: as, to hire out a horse or car-

riage.
A man plauntide a vyneyerd . . . and hiride it to til-

ieris. Wyelif, Mark xii. 1.

They . . . have hired out themselves for bread.
1 Sam. ii. 5.

She hired me to Queen Mary's bouer
When scarce eleven years auld.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 325).

He left his father's house,
And hired himself to work within the fields.

Tennyson, Dora.

=
Syn. Hire, Let, Rent, Lease, Charter. The verb hire

applies to both persons and property, but is appropriately
used to designate the act of an employer, tenant, or bailee
who engages some person or thing by a promise to pay
hire. Let applies only to property, and only to the act
of the owner or lessor. Rent and lease apply only to prop-
erty, but are used indifferently of the act of the owner
or lessor and that of the tenant. Charter is used only
of vessels (and colloquially of railroad-cars and -engines),
but is used appropriately of the act of the hirer, not that of
the lessor, unless so indicated by the context See employ.

hire 1
(hir), . [< ME. hirr, hyre, hure, here, < AS.

hyr (gon. hyre) = OFries. here = D. huur =
LG. hiire = G. heuer = Sw. hyra = Dan. hyre,

hirci- hire, rent, wage, service : see the verb.] 1. A
price, reward, or compensation paid or con-
tracted to be given for the use of something.

hirling

Owners of [knitting] frames who, though they did not
themselves exercise the trade, let frames out on hire.

English (Jildi (E. E. T. .\ Int., p. clxxx.

2. A reward or recompense paid for personal
service; wages.
The labourer is worthy of his hire. Luke x. 7.

{The Shekh] had offered to carry me the same journey
with all my people and baggage without hire.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 67.

The thrifty hire I sav'd under your father.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3.

3. Compensation in general ;
reward.

For to gete of Fames hire,
The temple [of Diana] sett* I al afire.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1857.

Of certain turbulent wits it is said, . . . they thought
the very disturbance of things established an hire suffi-

cient to set them on work. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 7.

On llire, for hiring.

To keep one's conscience, too, on hire, as that drunken
Isham down there at the livery-stable does a horse.

W. M. Bator, New Timothy, p. 161.

= Syn. Wages, Pay, etc. (see salary), remuneration.

hire2!, pron. See he*.

hired1
!, [ME., also bird; < AS. hired, house-

hold, < *liuva, one of a family (see hewe), + -red,

raiden, condition: see -red.] A body of re-

tainers or courtiers
;
a court.

hired3 (hird), p. a. Employed or engaged for

regular or temporary use or service for rent,
pay, or stated wages: as, a hired carriage; a
Aired girl; a hired man.
And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house.

Acts xxviii. 30.

hireless (hir'les), a. [< hire 1 + -less.] Without
hire

; not rewarded
; gratuitous.

This fam'd philosopher is Nature's spie,
And hireless gives th' intelligence to Art.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, i. 6.

hireling (hlr'ling), n. and a. [< ME. hyrling, <

AS. hyrling (= D. huurling = LG. hurlink = G.

heuerling), hireling, < hyr, hire, + -ling
1

.'] I. .

1 . One who is hired or serves for wages : now
used only in reprobation or contempt, as in
def. 2.

The hireling longs to see the shades descend,
That with the tedious day his toil might end,
And he his pay receive. Sandys, Paraphrase of Job.

2. A mercenary ; one who acts only with a view
to reward or material benefit.

The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and careth
not for the sheep. John x. 13.

So clomb this first grand thief into God's fold ;

So since into his church lewd hirelings climb.

Milton, P. L., iv. 193.

If the patriot's pulses sleep,
How vain the watch that hirelings keep.

0. W. Holmes, Qui Vive.

II. a. Serving for wages ; employed for money
or other compensation ; venal

; mercenary.
The fiery duke is pricking fast across Saint Andre's plain,
With all the hireling chivalry of Guelders and Almayne.

Macaulay, Battle of Ivry.

The slavish priest
Sets no great value on his hireling faith.

Shelley, Queen Mab, v.

= Syn, Mercenary, etc. See venal.

hireman (hir'man), n. ; pi. hiremen (-men). [<
hire1 + man.] A hired servant; a retainer.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]
He then took off the scarlet coat,
Bedeck'd wi' shinin' gold,
And has put on the hire-man's coat,
To keip him frae the cold.

The Hireman Chiel (Child's Ballads, VIII. 234).

Hirent (hi'ren), n . [A corruption of Irene, a fern,

name : see Irene.] The name of a female char-
acter in Peele's play of "The Turkish Mahomet
and the fair Hiren." used allusively by Shak-
spere and other old dramatists in the bombast
put into the mouths of various characters.

Down, down, dogs ! down, faitors ! Have we not Hiren
here? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

hirer (hir'er), n. One who hires.

hireselvet, hireselyent. pron. Middle Eng-
lish forms of herself. Chaucer.

hiring (hir'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hirel, r.] 1.
In law, a name of a class of contracts of bail-
ment for compensation, including those in
which the bailee gains the temporary use of the

thing for a compensation paid by him, and those
in which he is to bestow labor on it, or trans-

port it, for a compensation to be paid to him :

corresponding to the locatum of the civil law.
2. A fair or market for servants, at which bar-

gains for their services are made. [Prov. Eng.]
At fairs, as well as hiringe, it iscustomary for all the young

people in the neighbourhood to assemble and dance at the
inns and alehouses. Hone's Every-Day Book, II. 668.

hirling, n. See herling.



hirmologion

hirmologion (hir-mo-16'gi-on), n.
; pi. hirmolo-

f/ia (-a). [< MGr. upuohoyiav, elp/ioUytov, a col-

lection of hirmoi, < dp/i6f, hirmos, + -Xoyiov, <

Uyuv, say.] In the Gr. Ch., an office-book con-

taining the hirmoi, usually also the prayers at

the elevation of the panagia (see panagia), and
some other forms.

hirmos, hirmus (hir'mos, her'mus), n.
; pi. hir-

moi, hirmi (-moi, -mi). [LL. hirmos, < Gr. eip/i6f,

a series, connection, context, in LGr., etc., used

specifically as in def. (the exact reason being un-

certain) ;
< tlpuv = L. serere, fasten together,

join: see series and sermon, from the L. verb.]
In the hymnology of the Greek Church, the first

strophe or stanza of a standard or original ode
in a canon of odes, serving as a rhythmical and
musical model for the other stanzas (troparia),
both of its own ode and of others in the same
rhythm. In the office-books it ia inclosed in inverted
commas, and is given in full only at the head of its own
ode, the initial words alone being prefixed to other odes.
A hirmos is sometimes said at the end of its ode.

hirondelle (hir-on-del' ), n. [P., a swallow, dim.,
< L. hirundo, a swallow: see hirundo.] In her.,
a swallow used as a bearing.
The swallow, or hirondelle, forms the very early coat of

the Aruudels. Encyc. Brit., XL 701.

hirple (her' pi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. hirpled, ppr.

hirpling. [Origin obscure.] To halt
;
walK as

if lame. [Scotch.]
The hares were hirplin down the furs [furrows].

Burns, Holy Fair.

His aged grandmother was wont to hirple out to the
Lindsaylands road to meet him on his way home.

Quoted in Dr. J. Brown's Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 333.

hirse (hers), . [Also written hyrse; = Dan.
hirse = Sw. hirs, < G. hirse, hirsche, MHG. hirse,

Mrs, OHG. hirst, hirso, millet
; origin obscure.]

The broom-corn, Sorghum saccharattim or S.

campanum, sometimes called millet or Indian
millet.

hirsel1
(hir'sel), n. [Sc. ;

also written hirsle, hir-

sell, hirsale, hirdsell (the last appar. in simula-
tion of hird, herd1

); origin uncertain.] 1. A
multitude; a throng: applied to living creatures
of any kind. [Scotch.]

"Jock, man," said he,
"
ye're just telling a hireel o' een-

down lees [lies]." Hogg, Brownie, I. 160.

Specifically 2. A flock of sheep. [Scotch.]
Come from the hills where your hirseli are grazing.

Scott, March, March.

hirsel2 (her'sl), v. j.
; pret. and pp. hirseled or

hirselled, ppr. hirseling or hirselling. [Sc. ; also
written hirsle; origin obscure.] To slide or
move by pushing one's self along on the back
or haunches

; also, to move forward with a rus-

tling noise along a rough surface. [Scotch.]
So he sat himsell doun and hirselled doun into the glen,

where it wad hae been ill following him wf the beast.

Scott, Guy Mannering, rxxv.

hirselvet, pron. A Middle English form of Tier-

self. Chaucer.

hirstt (herst), n. A former spelling of hurst.

hirsute (her-suf), a. [= P. hirsute = Sp. Pg.
hirsute = It. irsuto, < L. hirsutus, rough, shaggy,
bristly: cf. hirtus, rough, hairy, shaggy; per-
haps ult. akin to horrere, bristle: see horrent,
horrid.] 1. Hairy; shaggy.
Suppose thou saw her in a base beggar's weed, or else

dressed in some old hirsute attires out of fashion.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 554.

Wearing his hair and beard unshorn, according to an-
cient Batavian custom, until the death of his relative,

Egmont, should have been expiated, . . . this hirsute and
savage corsair seemed an embodiment of vengeance.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 350.

2. Specifically, in zool. and bot., rough or bris-

tling with hairs; having a thick covering of

long and rather stiff hairs. 3f. Coarse; boor-

ish; unmannerly.
He looked elderly, was cynical and hirsute in his beha-

viour. Life ofA. Wood, p. 109.

hirsuteness (her-sut'nes), n. The state of be-

ing hirsute
;
hairiness.

Leanness, hirsuteness, broad veins, much hair on the

brow, Ac., show melancholy. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 59.

hirsuties (her-su'ti-ez), n. [NL., < L. hirsutus,

hairy : see hirsute.] In entom., a thick cover-

ing of coarse or fine hairs.

hirsutocinereous (her-su"t6-si-ne'r-us), a. [<
L. hirsutus, hairy, + ciiiereus, ashy.] In en-

torn., hirsute with cinereous hairs. This and simi-
lar compounds, as hiriuto-atrons, hirsiitocastaneous, etc.,
indicate color arising from the hairy covering, and not
from the integument.
hirtellous (her-tel'us), a. Minutely hirsute.

Hirudinacea (hi-ro-di-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL.
(Grube), < Hirudo (-din-) + -acea.] A primary
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division or " tribe " of leeches, characterized by
the non-protrusile proboscis, and comprising
most of the order Hirudinea.
Hirudinea (hir-ij-din'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Hi-
rudo (-din-) + -ea.] An order of annelids hav-

ing a sucking-disk at one or both ends
;
the

leeches or suctorial annelids. They are hermaph-
rodite and ametabolous, mostly aquatic and found in fresh

water, but sometimes marine or terrestrial, with only su-

perficial anuulation, and not cheetiferous. There are sev-
eral families, as Acanthobdellidce, MalacobdeUidce, Bran-
chiobdellidce, Gnathobdellidce. The group is also called

Hirudina, Hirudinea, Hirudinei, as well as Discophora,
Suctoria, and Bdelloidea. The Hirudinea are sometimes
raised to the rank of a class, ranged with Centoidea, Tre-

matoidea, and the turbellarians under a phylum Platy-
helmia, and divided into two orders, Kliynchubdtlta and
Giiatholtdella.

hirudinid (hi-ro'di-nid), n. A leech of the fam-
ily Hirudinidai.

Hirudinidae (hir-ij-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hirudo (-din-) + -idee.] A family of leeches,
named from the genus Hirudo. The oral sucker is

incomplete, continuous with the body, and formed by a
molding of the anterior rings ; the gullet Is short, and
the anus very small. "Cutting Into the skin, they suck
the blood of vertebrate animals, and only fall away when
gorged. The alimentary canal is deeply incised and lobed,
with the hinder pair of lobes elongated In an intestinal
manner. In these the blood will often remain for days
and weeks undigested." (O. Johnston, 1865.) Also called
Gnathobdellida!.

Hirudo (hi-ro'do), n. [L., a leech, also called

sanguisuga.] A representative genus of leech-

es, giving name to the family Hirudinid(e and
order Hirudinea. H. medicinalit or officinal is the
common medical leech, now usually referred to a family
called

Gnathobdfllidce.
See leech.

hirundine (hi-run'din), a. and n. [< L. hirun-

dineus, of the swallow, < hirundo, a swallow: see

Hirundo.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the swal-

low; swallow-like; specifically, pertaining to
the Hirundinidce.

Activity almost super-Airundin*.
Carlylf, Sartor Resartus, ii. 2.

H. n. A swallow ; one of the Hirundinidaj.
Hirundinidae (hir-un-din'i-de>, n. pi. [NL.,
< Hirundo (-din-) + -idee.'] A family of fissi-

rostral oscine passerine birds
;
the swallows.

They have 9 primaries, a short, flat, wide, deeply cleft

bill, long pointed wings, a diversiform tail, usually forked
or emarginate, small feet, and a lithe slender body. There
are about 100 species of the family, divided into numer-
ous modern genera, all insectivorous, migratory, and great
flyers. Leading genera are Hirundo, Chelidon, Petroche-

liiiiin, Cotile (or Clivicola), Stelgidopteryx, Atticora, and
Progne. See swallow, martin.

Hirundo (hi-run'do), n. [L., = Gr. jf/urfui*, a

swallow.] A genus of swallows, typical of the

family Hirundinida. The tail is deeply forflcate,
with attenuated lateral feathers about as long as the

wings ; the upper parts are glossy and dark-colored, the
lower rufous with a pectoral collar; the sexes are similar ;

and the eggs are colored. The barn-swallows now compose
this genus, such as H. rustica of Europe and U. erythro-
gastra of America ; but it was formerly more than con-
terminous with the family Hirundinidce. See cut under
barn-9icallow.

his1
(hiz), pron. The possessive (genitive) mas-

culine (and formerly also neuter) of he1 .

his2t (hiz),^)ro. [ME. his, rare in this use.] A
perverted form of the genitive inflection -s, -s,
Middle English and early modern English -es,

-is (see -es1 and -s1 ), which was confused with
the genitive pronoun his, and became common
especially after nouns whose nominatives end
in -S. This use was very frequent in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, particularly after Greek and Latin
names in -e or -ut, as Artaxerxes hit crown, Brutus hit

virtue, etc. The use came to be recognized as erroneous,
and died out in the first half of the eighteenth century.

Inne was the vormeste mon The Petere* peni bigon.
Layamon (A), iii. 285.

Ine was the forste man That Peter his peny bigan.
Layamon (B), iii. 285.

William Hollowaye by Gode is suffer'nce Prlour. . . .

Whan the saide pastures were in the lorde is handes, etc.

Document (1525), quoted in Earle's Phil. Eng. Tongue,
[p. 529.

The Cathedral Churche of Christe in Oxford of King
Henry theight [the Eighth] tii* fowndac'on.

John Haryngton, Assignment (1594), quoted in Earle's

[Phil. Eng. Tongue, p. 629.

Nor Mars his sword nor war's quick fire shall burn
The living record of your memory. Shak., Sonnets, Iv.

The statue of Hersilia, Romulus his wife, is made in
brasse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 36.

My paper is the Ulysses his bow, in which every man of
wit or learning may try his strength.

Addition, Guardian, No. 98.

By young Telemachus hi* blooming years.

Pope, Odyssey.

[The use naturally extended to the feminine gender and
the plural number :

Sarai her name is changed. Gen. xvii., Contents.

By Ronix her womanish subtlety. Drayton, Polyolbion.

About the lawfulness of the Hollanders their throwing
off the monarchy of Spain. Welwood, Memoirs.]

hispidulous

hish (hish), r. i. [< ME. hisshen, var. of hissen,

hiss; cf. hush, 'sh, etc.] To hiss; make a sibi-
lant sound by expelling the breath forcibly
through the closed teeth.

The clear truth so manifestly proved that they cannot
once hith against it. TyndaU, Works, I. 432.

Mumps [adog] knows his company he does. I might
hish at him by th' hour together before he'd fly at a real

gentlewoman like you.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

hisingerite (his'ing-ger-it), n. [Named after
W. Hisinger (1766-1852), a Swedish chemist
and mineralogist.] A hydrous iron silicate,

occurring in amorphous compact masses of a
black to brownish-black color, and conchoidal

fracture, in various localities of Scandinavia.
hisn (hizn), pron. [Also written his'n; a popular
formation, like hern, ourn, yourn, thcirn, etc.,

not, as sometimes explained, a contraction of
his oicn, etc., but in imitation of mine, thine,

etc., with formative -n.] Same as his1 in its

predicate use. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]
An' every feller felt ez though all Mexico wuz his'n.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, i. 21.

Hispa (his'pa), n. [NL., abbr. < L. hispidus,
hairy, bristly: see hispid.] The typical genus
of chrysomelid beetles of the sub-

family Hispinte. The front is indexed
;

the mouth is on the under side of the head,
which Is not covered by the thorax ; the
sides of the elytra and thorax are not ex-

panded, and their upper surface is armed
with long spines, whence the name. H.
atra, occurring over a large part of Europe,
is about 5 millimeters long, of a black color,
and has the spines of the elytra disposed
in 4 more or less regular rows.

Hispanic (his-pan'ik), a. [< L. His-

I
in n if ax. Spanish, < Hispania, Spain : see Span-

ish.] Pertaining to Spain or its people ; par-
ticularly, pertaining to ancient Spain (Hispa-
nia).

Hispanicism (his-pan'i-sizm), n. [< Hispanis
+ -ism.] A Spanish phrase or idiom.

There are likewise numerous hispanicitms. Keightley.

Temple had . . . gradually formed a style singularly
lucid and melodious, superficially deformed indeed by gal-
licisms and tti^panicisms picked up in travel or in negotia-
tion, but at the bottom pure English.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

Hispanicize (his-pan'i-siz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
Hispanidzed, ppr. Hispanieizing. [< Hispanic
+ -ize.] To render Spanish in character.

Several [tribes] have totally disappeared as separate
unities ; others have been in large measure Hispanidzed
both in language and in habits. Encyc. Brit., VI. 155.

Hispaniolate (his-pan'i-6-lat), v. t.; pret. and
p. Hispaniolated, ppr. Hispaniolating. [After
p. espanolado, pp. of espanolar, make Spanish,

< Espanol, Spanish, < EspaKa, < L. Hispania,
Spain.] Same as Hispaniolize.
The Hispaniolated counsellors of Duke John.

Motlfy, United Netherlands, III. 454.

Hispaniolize (his-pan'i-6-liz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. Hispaniolized, ppr. Hispaniolizing. [After
Sp. espanolizar, < Espanol, Spanish : see Hispan-
iolate.] To imbue with Spanish sentiments.

He had . . . become Hispaniolized under the . . . treat,

ment of the King and the Jesuits.

Motley, United Netherlands, 1. 15.

Hispano-Gallican (his-pan'6-gal'i-kan), a.

S(
L. Hispanicus, Hispanic, Spanish,

+ GaUicus,
allic, French.] Belonging in common to His-

pania, or Spain, and Gaul, or France Hispano-
Gallican group or family (of liturgies). See Gallican

liturgies, under Gallican.

hispid (his'pid), a. [= F. hispide = Sp. hispido
= Pg. hispido = It. ispido, < L. hispidus, rough,
shaggy, hairy, bristly. From the same ult.

source, E. hidous, hideous, q. v.] Hairy ; rough ;

shaggy; bristly.
John of the wilderness? the hairy child?
The hispid Thesbite ? or what satyr wild ?

More, Verses. Preface to Hall's Poems (1646).

Specifically (a) In bot., having strong hairs or bristles ;

beset with stiff bristles. (6) In entom., closely covered
with small angular prominences ; rough with minute
spines or very rigid bristles.

Hispidae (his'pi-de), . pi. [NL., < Hispa +
-ic&.] The leaf-beetles, Hisptnas, rated as a

family,
hispidating (his'pi-da-ting), a. [< hispid +
-ate2 + -ing

2
.] Bristling. Sollas.

hispidity (his-pid'i-ti), n. [< hispid + -ity.]
The state of being hispid.
The hispidity or hairiness of his skin.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, III. vl. 5.

hispidulous (his-pid'u-lus), a. [< NL. *hixj,i-

(iiilus, dim. of L. kispidia. hairy: see hispid.]
In bot., having short stiff hairs.



Hispinae

Hispinae (his-pi'ne), H. ]>l. [NL., < Hispa +
-inte.] A subfamily of Chrysoinelidw, typified
by the genus Hispa, containing numerous gen-
era and species whose larvse mine the leaves
of various plants, and are popularly known as
le-a)"-beetles. See cut under Hispa.

hiss (his), r. [< ME. hissen, hyssen, rarely hisshen

(>E.dial.//.s'7i)X AS. hysian (rare) = LG. hi.wii.

ut-ltinsen = OD. hisschen = Dan. hysse = Sw. liys-

sa, hiss: cf. hush, hisft, hizg, also fizz, sizzle (D.
sissen, G. zischen, etc.), icliizz, irhixtle, etc.

;
all

ult. imitative of sibilation.] I. intrans. 1. To
make or emit a sound like a prolonged enuncia-
tion of s, as a serpent or a goose ;

utter or send
forth a long-drawn sibilation; hence, to emit

any similar sound, as water thrown on hot met-
al, or as steam rushing through a small orifice

;

specifically (of persons), to express disappro-
bation or contempt by uttering such a sound.
The merchants among the people shall hiss at thee.

Ezek. \\vii. 86.

When roasted crabs hiss in the bowl,
Then nightly sings the staring owl.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2 (song).

I do feel the brand
Hissing already at my forehead ; now
Mine ears are boring. B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

Hiss, snake I saw him there
Let the fox bark, let the wolf yell.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. To whizz, as an arrow or other thing in rapid
flight.

Burning Balls hiss harmless by.

Conffreve, Taking of Namure.
The spear

Hiss'd and went quivering down into the sand.
Which it sent flying wide.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

II, trans. To condemn or express disapproval
of by hissing.

Mai What's the newest grief?
Rosse. That of an hour's age doth hiss the speaker ;

Each minute teems a new one. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 8.

You'll utterly spoil our play, and make it to be hissed.
Beau, and El., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 8.

Such Work by Hireling Actors shou'd be done,
Whom you may Clap or Hiss for half a C'rown.

Prior, Prol. to the Orphan.

hiss (his), n. [< hiss, v.} A continued sound
like that of s; a prolonged sibilation produced
by the organs of utterance, or any similar
sound: as, a serpent's hiss. It is a common
expression of disapprobation or contempt.

He would have spoke,
But hiss for hiss return'd with forked tongue
To forked tongue. Milton, P. L, x. 518.

Thus was the applause they meant
Turn'd to exploding hiss, triumph to shame
Cast on themselves from their own mouths.

Milton, f. L, x. 546.

The hot hiss
And bustling whistle of the youth who scour'd
His master's armour. Tennyson, Geraint.

hisser (his'er), re. One who orthat which hisses.

Begone, then, take flight, thou venomous hisser, thou
lying worm. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 442.

hissing (his'ing), n. [< ME. hissinge, hyssinge,
rarely hisshing; verbal n. of hiss, v.~\ 1 . A hiss.

Therfore the! speke not, but thei maken a maner of hiss-

ynge, as a Neddre dothe. Mandevttle, Travels, p. 205.

I heard a hissing : there are serpents here !

Goldsmith, Prol. to Zobeide.

2. An occasion of contempt ;
an object of scorn

and derision.
I will make this city desolate, and an hissing.

Jer. xix. 8.

Has he all that the world loves and admires and covets?
he must cast behind him their admiration . . . and be-

come a byword and a hissing. Emerson, Compensation.

hist1
(hist), interj. [Formerly also ist; a more

substantial form of 'st, as hish, hush, of 'sh : see

'st, 'sh, and hish, hush, whist, etc.] A sibilant
utterance used to attract attention and com-
mand or suggest silence.

Hist ! 'st, 'st, hark ! Why, there's a cadence able to rav-
ish the dullest stoic. A.. Brewer (1), Lingua, iii. 7.

Houische (an interjection whereby silence is imposed),
husht, whist, ist, not a word for your life. Cotgrave.
The knight whispered me,

"
Hist, these are lovers."

Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

hist1
(hist), v. t. [< hisft, interj. Cf. hish, v.]

To incite, as a dog, by making a sibilant sound.
Lest they should be out, or faint, or cold,

Their innocent clients hist them on with gold.
Muidleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

[In the following passage hist is apparently the imperative
of the verb, but it is peculiarly used, perhaps like whist
as used also by Milton as an apparent past participle
(" the winds with wonder whist ").

But first and chiefest with thee bring . . .

The Cherub Contemplation,
And the mute Silence hist along.

Milton, II Peuseroso, 1. 55.)
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hist- (liist), r. and n. A common dialectal form
of hoist.

hist. An abbreviation of hixiory, historical.

Hister (his'ter), n. [NL., < hister, orig. (Etrus-
can) form of L. hixtrio, a stage-player: see Itis-

trioit.'] The typical genus of the family His-
teridtv. H. helluo is an example.

Histeridae (his-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hister
+ -idin.] A family of clavieorn Coleoptera,
typified by the genus Bister, having geniculate
antennae. The larvae are long, with horny head and pro-
thorax, and no ocelli. They are small beetles, for the most
part round, hard, and seed-like in appearance. They gen-
erally live upon decaying animal or vegetable matter.
The same or similar groups are known as Histerida, His-
terini, Histeritex, and Histeroides.

histie (his'ti), a. [Origin obscure.] Dry; bar-
ren. [Scotch.]

Adorns the histie stibble-fleld.

Burns, Mountain Daisy.

histioid (his'ti-oid), a. [< Gr. 'urriav, dim. of

iorof, a web, tissue, + fMof, form.] Resem-
bling tissue ; having a superficial resemblance
to tissue.

histiology (his-ti-ol'o-ji), n. [< Or. iariov, dim.
of larof, a web, tissue (see histioid), + -hoyia, <

Myciv, speak : see -ology.] Same as histology.

Histiophoridae (his'ti-o-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Histiophorus + -id&.] A family of scombroid
acanthopterygian fishes, the sail-fishes, spear-
fishes, or bill-fishes, near relatives of the true

sword-fishes, Xiplmdas. The body is elongated and
more or less compressed ;

the snout is prolonged into an
ensiform weapon ; there is a long and sometimes very
large spinous dorsal fin, or

"
sail"; and the ventral fins are

modified into long slender spines, with at least one soft

ray. The leading genera are Histiophorus and Tetraptu-
rus. The species inhabit warm seas and are of large size,

though smaller than the sword-fish. See cuts under sail-

fish and spear-fish.

Histiophorus (his-ti-of'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

loriav, a sail, a sheet, a' web (see histioid), +
fopeiv = Ij.ferre = E. tear1

.'] 1. The typical
genus of Histio2>horidce. H. gladius is the com-
mon sail-fish, spear-fish, or bill-fish. See cut
under sail-fish. 2. A genus of mammals. J.

E. Gray, 1838. [In senses 1 and 2 also written

Istiophorus.] 3. A genus of mollusks. Pease,
I860.

Histiums (his-ti-u'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. lariov,
a sail (see histioid), + ovpd, tail.] 1. A nota-

Sail-lizard (Histturus amboinensis}.

ble genus of lizards, with a dorsal and a cau-
dal crest, the latter highly developed. The sail-

lizard of Amboyna, H. amboinensis, is an enormous tree-
lizard about 4 feet long. Also written Istiurus. Q.
Cuvier, 1829.

2. A genus of fishes. Costa, 1850.

histochemical (his-to-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

lards, a web, tissue (see histoid), -f E. chemical.]
Of or pertaining to histochemistry.
Turning now to the chemical constitution of the animal

cell, we find ourselves entering upon a field of histochein-
ical inquiry of which little is known.

Frey, II istol. and Histochem. (trans.), p. 72.

histochemistry (his-to-kem'is-tri), . [< Gr.

(o-rof, a web, tissue, + E. chemistry.] That
branch of chemistry which treats of the chemi-
cal ingredients and constitution of the struc-
tural elements or tissues of the animal body, as
well as of their decomposition products.
histodialysis (his"to-dl-ari-sis), n. [< Gr.

urr6f, a web, tissue, + iid^vatf, dissolution: see

dialysis.] A morbid dissolution of the tissues.

Ditiiglison.

histogenesis (his-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. iorof,
a web, tissue, + yevcaic, generation.] Same as

histogeny.
The development of the spinal cord in Mammals differs

in no important respects from that of the chick, and we
have nothing to add to the account we have already given
of its general development and histogenesis in that animal.

foster, Embryology, II. xii. 867.

histomorphology

histogenetic (his^to-je-uefik), a. [< histogeny :

see genetic.] Pertaining to histogeny or histo-

genesis ; relating to the formation of tissue : as,
a histogenetic process or result; a histogenetic
cell.

In certain of the lower animals, the substance of the

body is not differentiated into histogenetic elements : that

is, into cells which, by their metamorphoses, give rise to

tissues. Huxley, Eucyc. Brit., II. 50.

histogenetically (his'tp-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.
From a histogenetic point of view.

They [connective tissues] are, as Kindfleisch points out,

intimately bound up with the plasmatic circulation or the
ultimate diffusion of the juices ; they are in closest rela-

tion with the terminal nerve-plexuses . and, histogeneti-

cally, they are the remains of that "
parablastic

"
embry-

onic tissue from which the blood channels themselves were
made. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 400.

histogenic (his-to-jen'ik), a. [< histogeny +
-ic.] Productive of tissue; specifically, of or

pertaining to histogeny; histogenetic.
histogeny (his-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. iorof, a web,
tissue, + -yeveia, < -yev^c, producing: see -gen.]
The origination and development or formation
of organic tissues or textures

;
the fabrication

by cells of cells and cell-products ;
the integra-

tion, differentiation, and specialization of struc-
tural form-elements. Also histogenesis.

histographic (his-to-graf'ik), a. [< histography
+ -ic. ] Pertaining to histography.

histography (his-tog'ra-fi)
;
n. [< Gr. Ior6f, a

web, tissue, + -ypcupia, <! ypafytiv, write.] A de-

scription of organic tissues
; also, an account of

histogenetic processes.
histohematin, histohaematin (his-to-hem 'si-

tin), n. [< Gr. laruf, a web, tissue, + ai/z(r-),

blood, + -ire2 . Cf. hematin.] One of a series
of animal coloring matters or pigmentary sub-
stances found in invertebrates. See myohema-
tin.

This paper contains an account of observations made
on the spectra of the organs and tissues of invertebrates
and vertebrates, which have brought to light the presence
of a series of animal colouring matters which had not

previously been discovered. The name histoh&matins is

proposed for all these colouring matters, and that of myo-
hrematin for the intrinsic pigment occurring in striped
muscle which belongs to the same series.

Dr. C. A. MacMunn, Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXIX. 248.

histoid (his'toid), a. [< Gr. iorof, a web (in mod.
physiol. a tissue), prop, the (upright) beam of

a loom, hence the warp fixed to the beam, the

web, etc. (< "laraadat, stand, = E. stand), + eidof,

form.] Like or involving organic tissue; par-
ticularly, of the connective-tissue group. Hls-
tpld tumor, a tumor composed of tissue of the connec-
tive-tissue group, such as a sarcoma, fibroma, myxoma, or

lipoma.

histologic (his-to-loj'ik), a. [< histology + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to histology: as, histologic in-

vestigations.
Nerve-tubes with their contained protein-threads, and

nerve-cells with their contained and surrounding masses
of changing protein-substance, are the histologic elements
of which the nervous system is built up.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 10.

histological (his-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< histologic
+ -al.] Same as histologic.

histolpgically (his-to-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a his-

tological way, mode, ormanner; with reference
to histology.

histologist (his-tol'o-jist), n. [< histology +
-ist.] One who is versed in histology; a micro-

scopic anatomist.

histology (his-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ioroc, a web, tis-

sue, + -Aoyia, < "Xkytiv, speak: see -ology.] That
branch of anatomy which is concerned with the

structure, especially the microscopic structure,
of the various tissues of the body ;

histomor-

phology. Vegetable histology is that branch of histol-

ogy which is concerned with the microscopic structure of
the tissues of plants. Sometimes written histiology.

histolysis (his-tol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. lorof, a

web, tissue, + Mate, solution, < hvetv, loose, dis-

solve.] Degeneration, disintegration, or dis-

solution of organic tissue
;
destruction of his-

tologic continuity by the decay or death of
cells and cell-products.

histolytic (his-to-lit'ik), a. [< histolysis (-lyt-)
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to histolysis; charac-
terized by decay or dissolution of tissue : as,

histolytic changes in the tissues.

histomorphological (his-to-mor-fo-loj'i-kal), a.

[< histomorphology + -ic-al.] Pertaining to the

morphology of organic tissues.

But there are to be noted other histomorphological par-
ticulars which are presented, of clear significance.

Mien, and Neural., IV. 387.

histomorphology (his'to-mdr-fol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. iarof, a web, tissue, + E. morphology, q. v.]
The morphology of organic tissues

; histology,



histomorphology

with special reference to the forms assumed by
various tissues.

histonomy (his-ton'o-mi), n. [< Gr. tarof, a web,
tissue, + vouof, a law.] The laws of the for-

mation and arrangement of the organic tissues.

Histopedes, Histopodes (his-top'e-dez, -o-dez),
n, pi. [Prop. Histopodes ; < Gr. iardvat,' cause
to stand, set up (cf. iorof, anything set up, a

mast, loom, etc.), + iroi'? (Trod-), L. pes (ped-)
= E. foot.'] A name applied to the Eunomians,
who in the practice of baptism immersed the
head and breast and held the feet in the air.

histophyly (his'to-fi-li), . [NL., < Gr iorof,
a web, tissue, + $).%, a tribe.] The compara-
tive history of organic tissues within the limits

of a given phylum or tribe of animals. [Bare.]
Tribal history of the cells, hardly attempted OB yet, . . .

histophyly. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trails.), 1. 24.

histophysiological (his-t6-fiz
/l

'i-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. lorof, tissue, + E. physiological, q^. v.]
Of or pertaining to the physiology or functional

activity of the tissues of the body.
Histophysiological researches on the extension of the

nerves in the muscles.
R. Mayo, Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 885.

Histopodes, n. pi. See Histopedes.
historialt (his-td'ri-al), a. [< ME. historial,

storial, < OP. historial, tutorial, F. historial

(rare) = Sp. Pg. historial = It. istoriale, < LL.
historialis, historical, < L. historia, history : see

history.'] Historical.
This is no fable,

But knowen for historial thyng notable.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 166.

Adding within our hearts historial

High epithets past hyperbolical.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

historian (his-to'ri-an), >i. [Formerly historien ;

< OF. historien, a. aiid n., F. historien, < ML. as
if *historianus, < L. historia, history : see his-

tory."] 1. A writer, compiler, or narrator of

history.
Dubb'd historians by express command,
To enrol your triumphs o'er the seas and land.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 372.

Historian, who . . . hast . . . vouchsafed
This friendly condescension to relate

Things else by me unsearchable.

Milton, F. L., viii. 7.

2. One who is versed in history. [Bare.]
Great captains should be good historians. South.

historiated (his-to'ri-a-ted), a. [< ML. histo-

riatus, pp. of historiare, narrate, depict: see his-

tory, t'.] Decorated with figures of animals,
flowers, human beings, etc.

,
as the large illumi-

nated letters of medieval manuscripts, and in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries wood-
cut initial-letters for books, or as surface-orna-
ment in carving, etc. A distinction is sometimes
made between such ornament containing figures of men
and animals, which is distinctively called historiated, and
that made up merely of flowers, etc., which is called fa-
reated.

historic (his-tor'ik), a. [< F. historique = Sp.
historico = Pg. historico = It. istorico(cf. D. G.
historisch = Dan. Sw. historisk), < L. historians,
< Gr. ioropiKof, < ioropia, history: see history. ]

1. Of or pertaining to history or historians;
containing or conveying history.

Here, rising bold, the patriot's honest face ;

There, warriors frowning in historic brass.

Pope, Epistle to Addison, 1. 68.

The vast power and domination of the Roman empire
. . . have dazzled the historic eye.

De Quincey, Philos. of Roman Hist.

A hoard of tales that dealt with knights,
Half-legend, halt-historic.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

To be really historic, 1 should have mentioned that be-
fore going to look for the Rhone I had spent part of the
evening on the opposite side of the little place.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 193.

2. Noted or famous in history.
My first introduction to the historic scenes which have

since engaged so many years of my life must be ascribed
to an accident. Gibbon, Memoirs.

historical (his-tor'i-kal), a. [< historic + -al."]

1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with history ;

containing or of the nature or character of his-

tory: as, a historical poem; historical evidence;
a historical chart.
The best actors in the world, either for tragedy, comedy,

. . . Ai'gtorical-pastoral, ... or poem unlimited.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

In this view of a supreme divinity he [Julian] made an
approach to the Christian monotheism, but substituted an
airy myth and pantheistic fancy for the only true and liv-

ing God and the personal historical Christ.

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, III. 4.

The English Constitution ... is merely a collection
of historical precedents, and for that reason it is held in

highest reverence. Stale, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 189.
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2. Narrated or mentioned in history; belong-
ing to the past, and mentioned or used at pres-
ent only with reference to the past. In this sense
the terms of archaeology, ancient ana medieval art, law,
etc., as used in modern books with reference to the past,
are historical, and are thus distinguished from obsolete

words, such as have no present use at all.

3. Inphilos., pertaining to things learned from
the testimony of others or by our own senses.

4. In gram., used in statement of past facts or
narration of past events : as, a historical tense.
The historical present is the present tense used In vivid

narration, as in the following passage : "And, behold, there
coineth one of the rulers of the synagogue, Jairus by name ;

and when he saw him, he fell at his feet." (Mark v. 22.)
In Greek grammar the tenses purely past in meaning
that is, the imperfect, aorist (English simple preterit with-
out have), and the pluperfect indicative are called histor-

ical tenses, as distinguished from the present, future, and
perfect (English preterit with haue), the perfect not being
accounted a past tense. (See perfect.) In Latin, also,
the corresponding tenses are called historical, and, as the
Latin perfect answers in meaning both to the Greek ao-
rist and to the Greek perfect, when used as an aorlst it is

distinguished as the historical perfect. The infinitive can
be used in Latin in narration, and is then called the his-

torical infinitive. Historical cognition, credibility,
geography, etc. See the nouns. Historical method,
(a) The study of an abstract theory in the light of the

history of the object to be investigated, (b) In hydrody-
namics, the Lagrangian method, which considers the path
of each particle. Historical school, in jurisprudence,
the school of jurists who maintain that law is not to be
regarded as made by commands of the sovereign, but is,

like the language of a nation, the result of its historical
and social circumstances. The principal authors of this

school are Savigny and Puchta.

historically (his-tor'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of history; according to history; as his-

tory ; by way of narration.

The gospels ... do all historically declare something
which our Lord Jesus Christ himself either spoke, did, or
suffered. Hooter, Eccles. Polity.

historicalness (his-tor'i-kal-nes),n. Historical
character or quality.

historiciant, [\ historic + -iai.] A histo-

rian.

John de Hexam and Richard de Hexhara [were] two
notable historicians. Holinshcd, Rich. I., an. 1199.

historicity (his-to-ris'i-ti), n. [< historic +
-ity.~] The quality of being true as history;
historicalness. [Bare.]

In judging of the points of controversy connected with
Sinai we are brought face to face with the question of the

historicity of the Hebrew records involved.

Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 88.

historicize (his-tor'i-siz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

historicized, ppr. historieizing. [< historic +
-ize.~\ To record or narrate as history. [Bare.]
historied (his'to-rid), p. a. [Pp. of history, r.

Cf. storied1 .] Having a history; famous in

history; recorded in history; storied. [Bare.]
Richly historied Italy, where the magnificent past over-

shadows the present, T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvii.

historiert (his-to'ri-er), n. [< history + -er 1
.]

A historian.

Huntingdoniensis, doctor Poynet's historier, reporteth
of priests' marriages.

T. Martin, Marriage of Priests, sig. M. ii. (1554).

historiette (his-to-ri-ef), [= D. historietje,
< F. historiette (= Sp. Pg. historieta = It. istori-

etta), dim. of histoire, < L. historia, history: see

history."] A short history or story; a tale.

It is not amiss to subjoin here an historiette to shew the
value of this minister. Roger North, Lord Gnilford, II, 143.

I have met somewhere with a historiette, which, whe-
ther more or less true in its particulars, carries a general
truth. Emerson, Works, II. 244.

histprify (his-tor'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. his-

torified, ppr. historifying. [< history + -fy.~\

To relate the history of
;
record in history.

He had left off the plough to do such bloody deeds with
his sword as many ink-horns and books should be em-
ployed about the hiitorifying of them.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Who this king and queen would well historify,
Need only speak their names ; these them will glorify.

B. Jonson, Love's Triumph.
I am diffident of lending a perfect assent to that church

which you have so worthily historijied.

Lamb, The Tombs in the Abbey.

historiograph! (his-to'ri-o-graf), n. [= G. his-

toriograph = Dan. Sw. h'istoriograf = F. his-

toriographe = Sp. historidgrafo = Pg. historio-

grapho= It. istoriografo, < LL. historiographus,
< Gr. ioro/Moypd^of, a writer of history, < iaropia,

history, T ypafyeiv, write.] Same as historiogra-

pher.
The palpable ignorance of our Historiograph Royal,

where he pretends to render an accoumpt of divers an-
tient passages relating to the English Chronicle.

Evelyn, To Mr. Sprat, Oct. 31, 1664.

historiographer (his-to-ri-og'ra-fer), n. [Cf.
OF. hiatoriographeur ; as historiograph + -er1 .']

A historian
;
a writer of history ; particularly,

history

in later use, a professional or official historian :

a title often conferred by European courts,
usually as an honorary distinction, and some-
times by public bodies or institutions.

And such as be Historiographers,
Trust not to much, in euery tatlying tong,
Nor blynded be by partialitie.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arbcr), p. 77.

An Historiograph fr discourseth of affayres orderly as

they were donne, accounting as well the times as the ac-

tions. Spenser, F. Q., To the Reader.

Jean de Magnon, historiographer to the king of France,
undertook to write an encyclopaedia in French heroic
verse. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 194.

historiographic (his-to'ri-o-graf'ik), a. [< Gr.

laropiaypfujiiKOf,
< iaropioypatyia, historiography.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of histori-

ography.
A historiographic preface.

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 8 82.

historiographical (his-to'ri-o-graf'i-kal), a.

[< historiographic + -al.~\ Same as historio-

graphic.

historiography (his-to-ri-og'ra-fi), n.
jX

Gr.

icropioypatyia, history-writing, (' laroptoypaifiof, a
writer of history : see historiographer.] The art

or employment of writing history ; also, history.
Haue you not beene a little red in historioyraphie t

Breton, Wit's Trenchmour, p. 13.

The modern school of historiography.
Contemporary Rev., L. 291.

historiology (his-to-ri-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. laropia,

history, + -fjoyia. < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.]
A discourse on history ; also, the science of

history.
Part I. is a translation of the Monograph of Diesterweg

on Historiology. Jour, of Education, XIX. No. 2, p. 1.

historizet (his'to-riz), v. t. [< history + -ize,~\

To chronicle.

Towards Roma Triumphans leades a long and spacious
walk, full of fountaines, under which is historized the
whole Ovidian Metamorphosis in rarely sculptur'd mezzo
relievo. Evelyn, Diary, May 6, 1646.

history (his'to-ri), n.
; pi. histories (-riz). [<

ME. historic (abbr. stone, > E. story1 , q. v.), late

ME. also histoire, after F. : cf . OF. estoire, his-

toire, F. histoire = Pr. historia, estoria, storia =
Sp. Pg. historia = It. istoria = D. G. Dan. his-

toric = Sw. historia, < L. historia, < Gr. iaropia,
a learning or knowing by inquiry, the know-

ledge so obtained, information, a narrative,

history, < larup or larop, knowing, learned, a
wise man, a judge, for "Ifirup, < etdevat, know,
2d aor. iiflv, see, = E. wit, know: see wit, t>.]

1 . A narrative, oral or written, of past events ;

a story : as, a history of England ;
a history of

the civil war; a history of an individual.

Ther-off scripture make as an historic,
To ende that ay ther-of be memories.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 118.

I have heard a prety history concerning this mountaine.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 91.

2. The recorded events of the past; also, that
branch of science which is occupied with as-

certaining and recording the facts of the past.
History may deal with the past development of human
affairs as a whole, or with some special phase of human
activity, as in political history, ecclesiastical history, the

history of philosophy, etc. ; or with the life of animals, as
in natural history ; or with inorganic nature, as in geologi-
cal history ; but with reference to the lower animals and to
inanimate nature the term has often no special implica-
tion of past time (see natural history, below).

It is the true office of history to represent the events
themselves together with the counsels, and to leave the
observations and conclusions thereupon to the liberty and
faculty of every man's judgment.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 136.

I have read somewhere or other in Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, I think that history is philosophy teaching
by example. Bolinybroke.

Already for each
I see history preparing a statue and niche.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

It is a favorite maxim of mine that history, while it

should be scientific in its method, should pursue a prac-
tical object. That is, it should not only gratify the read-

er's curiosity about the past, but modify his view of the

present, and his forecast of the future.
J. II. Seeley, Expansion of England, Int.

We do not so much want history explained after the
manner of science as we want it portrayed and interpret-
ed after the manner of literature.

The Century, XXVII. 926.

3. Becorded or accomplished fact; also, the ag-

gregate of the events, recorded or unrecorded,
which mark a given period of past time, as in

the development of an individual or of a race,
etc. : as, a checkered history.

Per. Where were you bred ? . . .

Mar. If I should tell my history, it would seem
Like lies disdained in the reporting.
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trio(n-), a stage-player, < Etruscan histcr.
" The

orig. sense was probably
' one who makes others

laugh,' cf . Skt. 7i, laugh, hasra,a fool" (Skeat).]
A stage-player; an actor. Minaheu.

histrionic (his-tri-on'ik), a. and w. [= P. liix-

trionique = Sp. histriditico = It. intnonico, < L.

liixtrionicus.t histrio(n-), a stage-player: see

/i Istrton.'] I. a. Pertaining to actors or acting ;

history
One man in his time plays many parts.

His acts being seven ages. . . . Last scene of all,

That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

All town sprinkled lands that be,

Sailing through stars with all their history.

Emerson, Monadnoc.

The history of Europe, the history of Aryan man in

Europe, the history of man as a really civilized and politi- __ ^ ^ _ _ _

cal being, begins in the lands round the Mediterranean, Vipfittino- rhp sracrp- theatrical- hence feigned
and of them it begins in the islands and peninsulas of oentting tae stage, tneatrical, n ice, leigne

Greece. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 277. for effect; unreal.

4 An nvpiitfiil r>arppT" a nast worthv of rec- In consequence of his [Edward's] love and his knowledgeeer , a past worthy
01

of the hist?imM^ he taught the choristers over which
ord : as, a man with a history. Of. In liturgies, ne pre8ide(i to act plays.
in medieval English uses, as in the Use of Sa-

rum, the series of responsories to a set of lec-

tions from the historical or other books of Scrip-
ture. The history was named from the initial words of

the first responsory, and these were often also used as the

name of the Sunday on which the history was said, or of the

period following during which the lections continued to

be taken from the book then begun.
6. A historical play or drama.
The national history likewise continued to furnish sub-

jects ;
and the chronicle history remained a favourite spe-

cies of dramatic composition.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 146.

Ancient

.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 285.

Foppish airs

And histrionic mumm'ry, that let down
The pulpit to the level of the stage.

Cowper, Task, ii. 6C8.

I have been through as many hardships as Ulysses, in

the pursuit of my histrionic vocation.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ii.

Histrionic spasm, spasm of the facial muscles.

II. . 1. A dramatic performer; a stage-

player. [Bare.] 2. pi. The art of theatrical

representation; dramatic manner or expres-
sion: as, the histrionics of a stump-speaker.

[< histrionicicient history, the history of man from the earliest histrionical (his-tri-on'i-kal), a. [
thentic records to the destruction of the Roman empire, jf ",TH *_:
D. 476. Classical history, the history of the Greeks

~al-\ oamt____ ,

and Romans. Ecclesiastical history. See mlexiastical. Such naked and forlorn Quakers act a part much more
Medieval history, the history of the period which ex- cunning, false, and histrionical than those that least af-

tends from A. D. 476 to the beginning of the sixteenth cen- feet such pitiful simplicities.

tury. See middle ages, under age. Modern history, the Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 164.

history of the period which extends from the close of the i,4 a.f 5/v\i/iTlTT /Tii tri An'i Vnl it nrin Tn n
middle ages to the present time. Some Gei-man historians histrionically (his-tri-on i-kal-1), aav. .

subdivide modern history into later history (from 1492 to histrionic manner
; theatrically. Johnson.

the beginning of the French revolution in 1789) and latest histrionicism (his-tn-on l-sizm), n. [< hism-
Af6r!/(fromi789tothepre8enttime). Natural nlstory, OB JC + -ism.'] A stroke of histrionic art; a
a popular designation of the study and description of nat-

ui-al objects, as animals, plants, and minerals, especially
the two former, as distinguished from civil, ecclesiastical,

military, etc., history. Profane history, the history
of secular events, as distinguished from sacred history,,

Sacred history, the history recorded in the Bible.

Tribal history.

theatrical
How could this girl have taught herself, in the solitude

of a savage island, a species of histrionicism which women
in London circles strove for years to acquire?

W. Black, Princess of Thule, vi.

Same as "phytogeny: distinguished histrionism (his'tri-o-nizm), n. [= Sp. histri-

its

e

'gen

!

eral'

?

8eiise incl

l

udes chronicles'! annals, biography, stage-players; stage-playing; acting,
autobiography, and even travels: as, the history of a jour- histrionizet (his'tri-o-niz), V. t. [< histrion +
ney. In a restricted sense it is an orderly account of the _ize 1 fo represent on the stage ;

act.
principal events affecting the people of a nation or dis-

trict for a given period. It is sometimes divided into

history proper and philosophical history, the former pay-
ing attention simply to the events themselves, the latter

showing the events in connection with their causes and
effects. When the order of time is most conspicuous, the

history is a chronicle, which is generally divided into sec-

tions, each section covering a separate period of time. Histriophoca (his"ti'i-0-fo'ka), n. [
Annals are a form of chronicle in which the subdivision

/listrio (n.) a stage-player, +"nhoca, a seal.] A
into periods is by years. Chronicles and annals are, how- ~vj '' ""'a c f "J > J

LH.V oool
ever, sometimes used as names for simple and unpretend- genus of seals, represented by the ribbon-seal,

ing histories. fl"./osa'flto,characterizedby double-rooted con-

history (his'to-ri), v. t. ; pret. and pp. historied, ical molar teeth.

ppr. historyin'g. [< OF. historier, < ML. histo- hit1
(hit), v.

; pret. and pp. hit, ppr. hitting,

riare, narrate, depict, < L. historia, history: see [< ME. kitten, hytten, hutten, hit, meet with,

history, n.] To record
;
relate. [Bare.]

" * - ' 1 '"-

During the five hours space that, at the duke's desire,

the solicitation of the Court, and his own recreation, he
was pleased to histrionize it, he shewed himself so natural

a representative that any one would have thought he had
been so many several actors.

Urquhart, in Sir John Hawkins's Johnson, p. 303.

[NL., < L.

Keep no tell-tale to his memory,
That may repeat and history his loss.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., IT. 1.

late AS. hittan (once), meet with, < Icel. hitta,

hit upon, meet with, = Sw. hitta, find, discover,

light upon, invent, = Dan. hitte, hit upon.] I.

trans. I. To strike or touch with some degree

history-painting (his'to-ri-pan''ting), . The of force ; give a stroke or blow to
; especially,

art of representing historical subjects by paint- to strike intentionally,

ing; historical painting.
.... .

history-piece (his'to-ri-pes), . A pictorial

representation of a historical event.

histotrpphic (his-to-trof'ik), a. [< Gr. lorof, a

web, tissue, T Tpotyr/, rearing.] Concerned in

the formation of tissue.

Agents, hygienical or curative, which take part in the
formation of organized tissue, may be termed histotrophic
or constructive. Dunglison.

histozyme (his'to-zim), n. [< Gr. Jorof, a web,
tissue, + t'vpv, leaven: see zymic.~\ A sub-
stance or agent producing a zymotic action in

the tissues.

Schmiedeberg discovered that injections of histozyme
into the blood of dogs produced high fever.

Medical News, III. 542.

Histriobdella (his"tri-ob-dera), n. [NL., < L.

histrio, a stage-player, + Gr. p6e?Aa, a leech.]
A genus of leeches, or Hirudinea, differing from
all others of the group except Malacobdella in

being dioecious, and further characterized by
the possession of limb-like lateral appendages.
This genus has lately been taken from among the leeches
and associated with Polygordius and Protodrilus in a class

Haploannelida.
histrio (his'tri-o), n.\ pi. liistriones (his-tri-6'-

nez). [L.: see histrion.] Same as histrion.

He who was of greatest reputation, and had carried the
name longest in all theatres, for his rare gift and dexterity
that way, was called Hister ;

of whose name all other af-

terward were termed Histrionen.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 725.

They are called histriones, or rather histrices, which
play, upon scaffolds and stages, enterludes and comedies.
Xorthbrooke, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 237.

histriont (his'tri-on), n. [< F. hi,itriti = Sp.
kistriuit = Pg. histriao = It. istrione, ( L. his-

As a blynde man in bataille . . .

Hath none happ with his axe his enemye to hitte.

Piers Plowman (B), xii. 108.

Chain'd thunderbolts and hail

Of iron globes ; which, on the victor host

Levell'd, with such impetuous fury smote.
That, whom they hit, none on their feet might stand,

Though standing else as rocks. Milton, P. L., vi. 592.

Often came
Melissa, hitting all we saw with shafts

Of gentle satire. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Ay, that's about it, Muster Bolsover. You've about hit

the mark. T. A. Trollope, Garstang Grange, ii.

2. To knock; move by means of a hit, stroke,
or blow.

Everything past use was hit, as they say in Berkshire,
out into the street. H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xlii.

The next ball is a beautifully pitched ball for the outer

stump, which the reckless and unfeeling Jack catches
hold of, and hits right 1'ound to leg for five.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

3. To reach or attain to in perception or exe-

cution
;
come at

; light upon ; lay hold of so as

to reproduce or portray.
Your father's image is so hit in you,
His very air, that I should call you brother,
As I did him. Shak.

,
W. T., v. 1.

Excellent actor, how she hits this passion !

B. Jonson, New Inn, iii. 2.

It is a pleasing and airy trifle, in which its author has
sometimes happily hit the tone of Ariosto.

Ticknor, Spaii. Lit., I. 444.

4. To conform to; agree with; fit; suit: as,

this hits my fancy.
I shall perform all these things in good time, I doubt

not, they do so hit me. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

Hard task ! to hit the palate of such guests,
When Oldfleld loves what Dartineuf detests.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 86.

hit

5. In backgammon : (a) To take up (one of an

opponent's men lying single or uncovered), by
moving a man to its point. (6) To beat when
one's opponent has thrown off one or more men
from the board Hard hit, or hit hard, hurt or crip-

pled as by a stroke of adversity, as one bereaved or disap-

pointed ; seriously touched or affected, as one who is In

love. [Colloq.]

I got hit hard at the Brussels races, lost twelve hundred
at ecarte, and had some ugly misadventures arising out

of a too liberal use of my autograph.
Lever, Dodd Family Abroad, I. 174.

To hit it Off, to agree ;
be in accord. [Colloq.] To hit

Off. (a) To produce or imitate on the spur of the moment ;

take off. [Rare.]

We hit off a little Wit now and then, but no Animosity.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 13.

(ft) To represent or describe by characteristic strokes or

touches.

That genuine pleasure which a Yankee never fails to

feel in anything smartly and neatly hit off in language.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtowu, p. 365.

To hit the Wot, to hit the cushion!, etc. See the

nouns. To hit the nail on the head. See nail. To
hit the pipe, to smoke opium. [Slang.]

II. intrans. 1. To come hi forcible contact;

strike; clash.

Arthur with ane anlace egerly smyttez,
And hittez ever in the hulke up to the hiltez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1148.

If bodies be extension alone, how can they move and
hit one against another ? Locke.

2. To reach an intended point or object; ef-

fect an aim or purpose ;
succeed as by a stroke

of skill or luck.

The hauyn that he hit to was hard by the cave
There Pelleus in pouert priuely lay.

Destructum of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13495.

Oft expectation fails, . . . and oft it hits

Where hope is coldest, and despair most shifts.

Shak., All s Well, ii. 1.

A little wit
Will serve to make our play hit.

B. Jonson, Volpone, Prol.

All human race would fain be quits,
And millions miss for one that hits.

Swift, On Poetry.

3. To agree; suit; fit.

The number so exactly hits.

Waterland, Scripture Vindicated, iii. 6.

If matters hit right, we may thereby get better returns

than Cardigan silver Mines afford. Homll, Letters, ii. 33.

4f. To act in harmony ;
be of one mind.

Pray you let us hit together.
Shak., Lear, i. 1. (Steevens.)

To hit on or upon, to come upon ; fall or light upon by
chance; discover as by accident.
" Ac yf thou happe,

"
quath hue,

" that thow hitte on Clergie,
And hast vnderstondyng what he wolde mene,
Sey to hym thy -self ouer-see my bokes."

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 114.

I can never hit on 's name. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 2.

Scarcely any person who proposed to himself the same
end with Bacon could fail to hit upon the same means.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

To hit out, to strike out with the flst ; deal a blow or blows.

It was a sight to see the colonel, in his agony, hit right
out ... at that senior clerk's unoffending stomach.

Trollope, Autobiography, iii.

hit1 (hit), . [< hifl, !'.] 1. A stroke; ablow;
the collision or impact of one body against an-

other.

Some have receiv'd the knocks, some given the hiti,

And all concludes in love.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

2. In fencing, a stroke or touch with the sword
or foil.

Ham. Ill play this bout first. . . .

Come. Another hit : what say you?
Laer. A touch, a touch, I do confess.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

3. A stroke of good luck
;
a casual or surpris-

ing success; a favorable effect or outcome: as,

the play made a hit.

What late he call'd a blessing now was wit,
And God's good providence a lucky hit.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 378.

The actors crowded round her. "We'd no idea of it !

"

"Capital !

" "A great hit!
"
they exclaimed.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, xii.

4. A striking expression or turn of thought ;
a

saying that goes to the point: as, a happy hit

in a speech.
A yet more accurate representation of flne passages, or

felicitous hits in speaking. Brougham, Lord Chatham.

The passage, with its comic after-echoes, has now ex-

hausted itself, the hit has been made, and the interrupted
threads of the former dramatic action are gathered up
again as the scene moves on.

Amer. Jour. Phtiol., VIII. 33.

5. A stroke of satire or sarcasm; a touch of

censure.
No long bursts of declamation, but dramatic dialogue

and interrogation, by-hints, and unexpected hits at one
and the other most common-place soldier's failing.

Kingsley, Hypatia, xxi.



hit

6. In backgammon: (o) A move made by a play-
er which puts one of his opponent's men for a
time out of play and compels him to return to
the original starting-place. (6) A game won by
a player after his opponent has thrown off one
or more men from the board, as distinguished
from a gammon and a backgammon. 7. A good
crop. [Prov. Eng.] -Gallery hit. See gallery.

hit2 (hit), pron. The original form of the neuter
pronoun it. It is still found in dialectal use, but some-
times (as in negro speech) it is rather an accidental re-
version to than a survival of the original aspirated form.
See Ael and it. Chaucer.

Hit is in common use in Scotland for the neuter pro-
noun it. This is a survival of an old form. Scotsmen do
not make the mistake of using the aspirate where it should
not be. N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 112.

hit3t. A (Middle English) contracted form of

hideth, third person singular present indicative

hitamite (hit'a-mlt), . The dobson or hell-AliUOiUllUC lUV 0-uuuy, II. illtj UUUBUU Ul Iltjil-

grammite. [E'eading, Pennsylvania, U. S.]
hitch (hich), v. [< ME. hitchen, hytchen, hichen,
hychen; origin uncertain : (1) appar. an assib-
ilated form of the verb which remains in mod. E.
dial. hick, hop, spring, hike, swing, toss, throw,
etc. (see hick\ hike) : cf. Or. dial, hicken, Mckeln,
hicksen, equiv. to G. (nasalized) hinken (> prob.
Sw. hinka, Dan. hinke), go lame, limp, hobble

;

or (2) perhaps < OD.hutsen,D. hotsen, shake, jolt,

jog, >ult. E. (So.) hotch, move by jerks : see hatch
and hustle.] I. intrans. 1. To move by jerks or
with pauses or rests; hop; hobble; halt; limp,
literally or figuratively : as, to hitch along on
the ground ;

verse that hitches.

When the water began to ascend up to their refuged
hills, and the place of their hope became an island, lo,
now they hitch up higher to the tops of the tallest trees.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 71.

Weary of long standing, to ease themselves a little by
hitching into another place. Fuller.

Whoe'er offends, at some unlucky time
Slides into verse, and hitches in a rhyme.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 78.

Punishment this day hitches (if she still hitch) after
Crime with frightful shoes-of-swiftness.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 5.

2. To be fastened, entangled, or snarled; catch.

We are told that there was an infinite innumerable
company of little bodies, called atoms, from all eternity,
flying and roving about in a void space, which at length
hitched together and united. South, Works, IX. iii.

Set your opinion at whatever pitch,
Knots and impediments make something hitch.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 98.

3. To strike the feet together in going; inter-

fere, as a horse. [Eng.] 4. To get on with
another, as if in harness; work smoothly to-

gether. [Colloq.]
I ... have come to drive a spell for this old fellow, but

I guess we shan't hitch long.
Mrs. Clavers, Forest Life, I. 116.

To hitch up, to harness a horse or horses to a vehicle
;

make ready for driving. [Colloq.]

I was much amused at the lofty air with which the fat
driver ordered his assistants to hitch up quickly.

Letterst/roin the South, II. 117.

He would hitch up at once and drive over to Elyria.
E. E. Hale, Ten Times One, iv.

II. trans. 1. To pull up; raise by jerks.
Some special powers with which his legs were endowed

had already hitched up his glossy trousers at the ankles.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 10.

Here comes a great hulking sailor
;
his face beams with

honesty, he rolls in his gait, he hitches up his wide trou-

sers, he wears his shiny hat at the back of his head
; his

hair hangs in ringlets ;
he chews a quid.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 61.

2. To fasten, especially in a temporary or oc-
casional way; make fast; tether; tie up by
means of a hook, a ring, a bridle, a rope, etc.

"As true as you live, mother," said Aunt Lois, who had
tripped to the window, "there's Miss Asphyxia Smith
hitching her horse at our picket fence."

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 236.

Sometimes the crab hitches one of its claws into some
crack or fissure. Owen, Anat., xiv.

3. Naut., to cover with a network of twine or
small cord, worked with one end To hitch
horses, to agree ; join interests. [Colloq.]

After he poked his fist in my face, one election, we
never hitched horses together. McClintock, Tales.

hitch (hich), n. [< hitch, v.] 1. A pull or

jerk upward : as, to give one's trousers a hitch.

2. The act of catching or fastening, as on a
hook, a post, etc. 3. A halt; an impediment;
a stoppage ;

an obstruction, especially of an
unexpected and temporary nature : as, a hitch
in the proceedings ;

a hitch in one's gait.
With pert jirk forward, and little hitch in my gait like

a scholastick beau. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

I, clove-hitch ; 2, timber-hitch ; 3, Black-
wall hitch.
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I am credibly informed that there is still a considerable

hitch or hobble in your enunciation. Chesterfield, Letters.

There are many hitclies in the evolution ethic, as Dr.
Martineau shows

; and it is well for us that there are
;
for

serious consequences would result from its scientific es-

tablishment. Sew Princeton Rev., I. 188.

4. In wining, a slight fault or dislocation.
5. Temporary assistance; timely help: as,

to lend one a
hitch. [Colloq.]

6. Naut., a
knot or noose
in a rope for

making it fast
to another rope
or to a spar or
other object :

as, a clove-

hitch, a rolling
hitch, etc. 7.

pi. In whaling,
the fastening
oftheironstrap
on the socket of
a toggle-iron.
-Becket-hltch,
a sheet-bend ; a

single bend or a
weaver's hitch.

Black-wall or
Backwall hitch,
a hitch made with
a rope over a hook
so that it will jam
during a strain
on the rope, and
be easily detach-
ed when the strain is relieved. Diamond hitch, a pe-
culiar hitch or interlacing of the ropes in fastening a

pack or "packing," so arranged as to form a diamond
(=^=~.) on the top of the pack, the weight of the pack
serving to tighten the hitch.

The Missourian was an expert packer, versed in the mys-
teries of the diamond hitch, the only arrangement of the
ropes that will insure a load staying in its place.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXVI. 202.

Magnus hitch (naut.\ a peculiar way of fastening a rope
to a spar, consisting in a round turn about the spar, with
a half-hitch on the standing part. Rolling hitch (naut.),
a hitch made by passing the end of a rope twice round
another rope or a spar in such a way that the hauling
part will jam these two turns, and then securing the end
by a half-hitch.

hitchcockt, n. A variant of Itickock, for hiccup.
Baret, Alvearie, 1570.

hitchelt, v. t. An obsolete form of hatchel.

hitcher (hich'er), n. I. One who or that which
hitches, in any sense. 2. A boat-hook. E. H.
Knight.
And when they could not cause him to rise, one of them

tooke a hitcher, or long boate-hooke, and lutch'd in the
sicke mans breeches, drawing him backward.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

hitchily (hich'i-li), adv. By jerks ; unevenly.
Things go more hitchily the first year [after marriage]

than ever they do afterward.
W. D. Howells, Wedding Journey, ii.

hitchiness (hich'i-nes), n.

tion or obstruction.
You must be careful not to contradict me, or cross me

in anything. . . . The great object is not to have any
hitchiness. W. D. Howells, Wedding Journey, ii.

hitching-bar (hich'ing-bar), n. A rail or bar
set horizontally upon posts, and having rings
or holes, to which horses are tethered or hitched :

commonly fixed in front of a tavern. [U. 8.]

hitching-clamp (hich'ing-klamp), . A form
of cam used in fastening a horse to a hitching-
post. The hitching strap is passed through it in such a
way that the harder the horse pulls upon it the tighter
it binds.

hitching-post (hich'ing-post), n. A post to
which horses are hitched or tethered.

Further down were the shops, each with its row of hitch-

ing-posti across the front Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 443.

hitchy (hich'i), a. [< hitch, n., + -y.~} Charac-
terized by hitches or jerks; interrupted by tem-
porary obstructions.

hithe, n. [< ME. hithe, hythe, < AS. hyfli, a port
or haven.] A port or haven. The word is obso-
lete except as used in the names of a few English places,
as Hythe, Rotherhithe, Queenhithe, Lambeth (Anglo-Saxon
Lamuehlth, LambhUh).
When the hithe fell into the hands of King Stephen, he

bestowed it on William de Ypres.
Pennant, London, p. 473.

The hythe or port which tradition fixed in the modern
Bucklersbury. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 438.

hither (hiTH'fer), adv. [With change of d to th

(dh), as in thither, whither, father, mother, etc.
;

< ME. hider, hidere, hidre, heder, < AS. hider

(sometimes hidres, in the phrase nidres thidres,

usually hider and thider, hither and thither; the
form hither is found once, appar. miswritten)
= Icel. hedhra = Sw. hit = Dan. hid = Goth.

Frequent interrup-

hitherward

hidre, hither, = L. citra, on this side (see cis-),
< lit-, the pronominal base of he, him, here, etc.,+ -der, -dra, compar. suffix, = -mar, -ter, in whe-

ther, after, etc. Cf. thither and whither.} 1. To
this place: used with verbs signifying motion:
as, to come hither; to bring hither.

I a-bide after Merlin, that sholde come heder to speke
with me. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I. 45.

Who doth ambition shun, . . .

Come hither, come hither, come hither;
Here shall he see
No enemy

But winter and rough weather.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 5 (song).

Many doe informe me, your comming hither is not for

trade, but to invade my people.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 208.

2f. To this time
; up to the present time.

From that tyme hidre, the Sowdan clepethe him self

Calyffee. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 44.

3. To this point; to this end; to this argument
or conclusion. [Bare.]
Hither we refer whatever belongs to the highest perfec-

tion of man. Hooker.

Hither and thither, to this place and to that ; back and
forth.

The disowned of all parties, the rejected and foolishly
bedrifted hither and thither, to what corner of nature can
he now drift with advantage?

Carlyle, French Rev., III. iii. 3.

Hither and yon, here and there ; near and far. [Prov.
Eng. and U. S.)

hither (hiTH'er), a. [< hither, adv.'} On the side
or in the direction of the person speaking ;

near:
correlative of further: as, on the Waterside of
a hill.

The Prince then proceeded to send his army across the
river. . . . The rear guard . . . were alone left upon the
hither bank, in order to provoke or to tempt the enemy.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 257.

This light overhung the far-rolling landscape, . . . and
nearer still it touched to spring-like brilliancy a level,
green meadow on the hither edge of the water.

The Century, XXXV. 945.

hither (hten'er), v. i. To come hither. [Rare.]
To hither and thither, to go back and forth

; travel
about.

An old black trunk a companion to our hithering and
thithering for seven long years.

The New Mirror (New York), III. 96.

Fraser applied to me to write a word about him [Edward
Irving], which I did ; and, after much hithering and thi-

thering, I ascertain to-day that it is at last to be printed.
Carlyle, in Froude.

hithermoret, a. compar. [< hither + -more.]
Nearer in this direction.

The . . . part of the Citty that stood on the hithermore
Banke. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 472.

hithermost (hiTH'er-most), a. superl. [< hither
+ -most.] Nearest in this direction.

Ambassadors were sent to the cities of the hythermost
part of Spain vnto Acquitaine.

Golding, tr. of Ciesar, fol. 80.

The hithermost, in the changeable blue and green robe,
is the commendably-fashioned gallant, Eucosmos.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

hitherto (hiTH-er-to'), adv. [< ME. hiderto, <

hider, hither, + to, to.] 1. To this place; thus
far. [Archaic.]

Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further.
Job xxxviii. 11.

2. To this time ; until now.
Oure lorde foryeteth not his Synner; and he hath

[shewed] me yet hidyr-to that he hath me not foryeten.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 678.

Hitherto they have flourish't, now I hope they will strike.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
A journey of seventy miles, to a family that had hitherto

never been above ten from home, filled us with apprehen-
sion. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

It was a noble and gracious spectacle the meeting of
those hitherto inveterate foes, the duke of Medina Sidonia
and the marques of Cadiz. Irving, Granada, p. 57.

[Rarely used adjectively : as,

The hitherto experience of men.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 197.)

hitheruntot (hiTH-er-un'to), adv. [< hither +
unto.] IJntil this time.

Every hour he was to look for nothing but some cruel
death ; which hitherunto had only been delayed by the cap-
tain's vehement dealing for him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

hitherward, hitherwards (hiTH'er-ward,
-wardz), adv. [< ME. hiderward, hidewardjhe-
durward, hiderwardes, < AS. hiderweard, adv.
and adj., hitherward, < hider, hither, + -weard,
-ward.] 1. Toward this place ;

this way.
Herkenes now hedyrwarde, and herys this storye.

MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 25.

! turne thy rudder hitherward awhile ;

Here may thy storme-bett vessell safely ryde.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 32.

I thought I heard my father coming hitherward.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, t 2.
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hive-bee (hiv'be), . The common honey-bee,2f. To this time.
And fro that tyme hidvrwardes, the! nevere wnlden suf- A)>is mellijica.

fren man to dwelle amonges hem lenger than 7 dayes and hive-nest (hiv'nest), n. A large nest built anil

7 uyghtes. Mantlevitle, Travels, p. 1M. OCCUpie(i by several pairs of birds in common,
hit-off (hit'of) Jl. [< hit off. See liifl, *'.<.] A The most remarkable structures of this kind are made by

clever presentation, imitation, or travesty.
African birds of the family Ploceida,, or weavers ; those

hoar

2. In particular, a cry used to stop one who is

passing, or to command a stop in some action;

now, especially (also written whoa), a cry used
to stop a horse or other draft-animal

;
used im-

peratively, stop! hold!

The plaudits which would accompany a successful hit-

off oi the subject under treatment.
Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xl.

hit-or-miss (hit'or-mis'), adv. and a. I. adv.

Kecklessly; haphazard: as, he rode hi't-or-miss.

II. . Reckless; haphazard.
She talked with a hit-or-miss kind of carelessness.

Aidi, Eita, p. 80.

hitter (hit'er), . [< hit* + -cr*.] One who
hits or strikes, as in batting, boxing, etc.: as, a

hard hitter (that is, one who delivers a hard or

heavy blow).
Then the cover-point hitter, that cunning man, goes on

to bowl slow twisters.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

Hittite (hit'it), H. and . [With suffix -ite?

(equiv. to Hetean with suffix -an, < LL. He-

thwus, rarely Cetlmus, pi. Hetha-i, also Het-

thim: Vulgate), < Heb. Khittim, pi. (initial

heth), Hittites.] I. n. One of a powerful ancient

people, probably not Semitic, of northern Syria
and parts of Asia Minor. In the Old Testament the

Hittites are represented as one of the original Canaanitish

races, and as finally subjected to tribute by Solomon.
Under the names Khita and Khatti, they appear in Egyp-
tian and Assyrian history as possessing a great empire,
and as formidable antagonists during many centuries.

They were a commercial and civilizing people.

And the man went into the land of the Hittites, and built

a city, and called the name thereof Lnz. Judges i. 26.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Hittites Hit-
tite art, the art of the Hittites, barbarous but original,

and with marked reminiscences of Egyptian and notably
of Assyrian art. Its remains consist of numerous funeral

and other reliefs in Lycaonia, Phrygia, Lydia, and else-

where in Asia Minor and in Syria.

hity-tity (hi'ti-ti'ti), interj. and a. Same as

hoity-toity.
hive (hiv), n. [< ME. hive, hyvc, earlier Injfe,

< AS. hyfe, earliest form hyfi, a hive
; perhaps

radically = L. cupa, a tub, cask, tun, vat, etc.,

> ult. E. cup and coop, q. v.] 1. An artificial

Hive-nest of Republican Grosbeak {Philetarus sofius).

made by the republican grosbeak, Philetcerus sociui, are

shaped like a great umbrella or gigantic mushroom. Clus-

ters of the bottle-nosed nests built of mud by the republi-

lav up honey. Hives were for ages, and in some places _2!l
u*w"y1Ii

e
'

, , .-,
-

still are, made of thick ropes of straw, wound and fastened Hivite (hi' vit), n. One of an ancient Canaamte
in a characteristic conical form still distinctively known people in northern Palestine.

There was not a city that made peace with the children

of Israel, save the Uivites, the inhabitants of Gibeon.
Josh. xi. 19.

as the beehive form ; but they are now generally square
chests of several compartments, or with many small boxes,
for the storage and removal of the honey. The natural

harbor of wild bees is usually in a hollow tree.

Our thighs pack'd with wax, our mouths with honey, hizzt (hiz),.. [A variant of htss. ] 1 o hiss.

We bring it to the him. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. xhe Wheels and Horses Hoofs hizz'd as they past them
[Snow and Frosts] o'er. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, x. 10.

To haue a thousand with red burning spits

And bees in hiees as idly wait
The call of early Spring.

Cowper, To Mr. Newton.

2f. A bonnet or hat shaped like a beehive.

Upon her head a platted hive of straw,
Which fortified her visage from the sun.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 8.

3. A swarm of bees, orthe bees inhabitinga hive.

The commons, like an angry hive of bees
That want their leader, scatter up and down.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Audley feast

Humm'd like a hive all round the narrow quay.
Tennyson, Audley Court.

4f. The abode of any animal.

Hens, Peacocks, Geese, and Ducks, bred in and accus-

tomed to Houses, forsook their wonted Hives, and turned
,

wild. Baker, Chronicles, p. 29. h m (h m), interj.

5. Figuratively, a place swarming with busy
occupants ;

a bustling company.

hold!

But hoo ! for we han ryght ynogh of this.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1242.

I leepe, y daunce, y skippe, y synge,
I am so myrie y can not seie hoo.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 67.

I had rather thrash than be bound to kick these rascals

till they cried ho ! Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 3.

Heave ho ! See heave.

hoH (ho), . [< ME. 7io, appar. < ho, interj.; but

perhaps considered as short for hold: cf. D.

how. hold, stop, prop, houd, impv. of houden =
E. hold1 : see OM8t,\ 1. A command to keep
silence, or to cease from anything.

An heraud on a skaffold made an hoo,
Til al the noyse of the peple was ido.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1675.

2. Cessation; end; pause; intermission.

After that than gan he telle his wo,
But that was endeles, withouten ho.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1083.

Out Of all ho, without any moderation ;
out of all mea-

sure.

He loved the fair maid of Fressingfleld once out .of all ho.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

There is no ho with Mm, he is not to be restrained.

But now these courtiers there's no ho with 'em.

Beau, and Fl. CO, Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

ho1
(ho), v. i. [< ME. hoen = Icel. hoa, cry ho

;

from the interj. Cf. hoy?.] 1 . To cry out ;
call

out; hail. 2f. To stop; cease.

Whanne thou art taust that thou schuldist hoo
Of sweering, but whanne it were neede,
Thou scornest hem that sayn thee soo.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furuivall), p. 195.

can swallow, Petrochelidon lunifrons, and affixed to cliffs
Jwj2* nron A Middle English form of who.

throughout the western United States, or under the eaves {rX'u' ,,.., c,.Q ilf\
of houses in populous districts, are hive-nests, as are also npt, 1 on. B te . ...
the remarkable structures made by the anis (Crotophaga Ho. The chemical symbol ot holmiiim.

oni), inhabiting the warm parts of America.
_ hoactzin, lioaczin (ho-akt'zin, -ak'zin), n.

[S. Amer.] The Opisihocomus cristatus, a re-

markable bird
of South Amer-
ica, of uncer-
tain affinities,

so

all

other known
birds that
a superfamily
group, Opistho-
comi or Hete-

romorphee, has
been formed for

its reception.
Also hoatzin,
hoazin.

hoamingt, n. A
word not found
elsewhere than
in the passage
cited, where it

is probably an
error (for combing in the form coaming, or else

for foaming 1).

Vent. What a Sea comes in !

Hast. A hoaming Sea t We shall have foul Weather.

Dryden, Tempest, i. 1.

hoar (hor), a. [Early mod. E. also hore; < ME.
hore, hoor, < AS. har = Icel. hdrr, hoar, hoary ;

;-nest of Republican Swallow (Petrochelidon lunifrons).

(hi'ver), n. One who gathers bees into a

hive.

hives (hivz), n. [Origin uncertain.] 1. Laryn-

/ uit. *. wy a^u wj,, H . ,.j .. Oi ^v>.. gjtis.-2.
Urticaria and (loosely) other skin

shelter or cell for the habitation of a swarm of affections, bee urticaria.

honey-bees ;
a place in which bees harbor and hive-vine (hiv'vin). . The partridge-berry or

differing* . ...,,,.ii. *nnt\ Ifn+fhallsl VOYtttvto TYlllpll frnlYl

Come hizzing in vpon 'em.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6 (folio 1623).

hizzingt (hiz'ing), n. A hissing or hiss.

Lest, by the sun the organs parch'd and spill'd,

The dismal ghost uncertain hizzings yield.

May, tr. of Lucan, vi.

H. J. An abbreviation in epitaphs of the Latin

phrase hicjacet (which see).

hi-. An initial combination formerly in use in

early Middle English and Anglo-Saxon, now
reduced to I- by the omission of h. For ex-

amples, see laugh, lean1
, listen, loaf, lord, loud,

fowA, etc.

H. L. An abbreviation of House of Lords.

A form of 7iem2
,
hum1

.

Hoactzin (Opisthotomvs crtstatus).

Tt , ,
. = . , ,

- T- -
-,

'

prob. = OS. her = OHG. her, distinguished,
also used as a murmur of assent, being then "

often repeated, h'm, h'm.

H. M. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Ma-
Our public hives of puerile resort,
That are of chief and most approv'd report. i* fit r, M__I J * TT- / TT \

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 458. H. M. C. An abbreviation of His (or Her)
Majesty's customs.

H. M. S. An abbreviation of His (or Her)

uvc v"'v,, "
, *<=" "" vv ""> ft -v Majesty's ship, or steamer, or service : as, H. M.

[< hive, .l I. trans. 1. To gather into a hive; S. Bellerophon.
cause to enter a hive : as, to ftiuebees. 2. To ho1

(ho), interj. [Also written hoa, formerly hoe,

stow, as in a place of deposit ; lay up in store and, as a teamster's cry, whoa, q. v.
;
< ME. ho,

hoo = G. ho = Icel. ho = F.ho= Hind, ho, etc.;

an aspirated form of 0, oh, a sonorous syllable :

see O2
, oft, and cf. ah, and ha1

, hoo, etc.] 1. A
cry or call uttered to arrest attention ; also, an
exclamation of satisfaction or exultation.

There the hive of Roman liars worship a gluttonous em
peror-idiot. Tennyson, Boadicea.

hive (hiv),, '.j pret. and pp. hived, ppr. hiving.

for future use or enjoyment.
So hive him

In the swan-skin coverlid and cambric sheets.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

Hiving wisdom with each studious year. Byron.

This learning won by loving looks I hived
As sweeter lore than all from books derived.

Lowell, To Geo. Wm. Curtis.

II. intrans. To enter a hive
;
take to a hive,

as bees
;
take shelter or lodgings together, in

the manner of bees.
Drones hive not with me,

Therefore I part with him. Shak., M. of V., ii. 5.

At this season we get into warmer houses, and hive to-

gether in cities. Pope, Letters.

Ho ! every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters.
Isa. Iv. 1.

Ho, ho, quoth the devyll, we are well pleased.
J. Heywood, The Four P's.

Here dwells my father Jew : Ho ! who's within?

Shak., M. of V., ii. 6.

Half in dread
To hear my father's clamour at our backs
With Ho '. from some bay-window shake the night.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

venerable> (t) : see herre. Cf. Aa] 1.

White: as, hoar frost (see hoar-frost); hoar

cliffs.

And the warm breathings of the southwest passed
Over the hoar rime of the Saugus hills.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

2. Gray, as with age ; hoary : as, hoar locks.

Thanne mette I with a man, a Mydlenten Spndaye,
As hore as an hawethorne, and Abraham he hijte.

Pien Plowman (B), xvi. 173.

He toke the heed all white hnor in the foreste of Dar-

mauntes, where he mette hym in gise of a palmer.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 401.

And trembles on its arid stalk

The hoar plume of the golden-rod.
Whittier, Last Walk in Autumn.

Hence 3. Old; ancient; antique.
At length she found the troden gras,

In which the tract of peoples footing was,
Under the steepe foot of a mountaine hore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 10.

These hoar relics (flint implements] of long-vanished

generations of men. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 193.

4f. Moldy; musty.
A hare, sir, in a lenten pie, that is something stale and

hoar ere it be spent. Shak., R. and J., ii. 4.
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hoar (hot), . [< hoar, .] Hoariness; an-

tiquity. [Bare.]
His grants are engrafted on the publick law of Europe,

covered with the awful hoar of innumerable ages, lliirk?.

hoar (hor), v. [< ME. "horen, not found, < AS.
harian, become hoar or gray, < hdr, hoar: see

hoar, a.] I.t intrans. 1. To become white or
hoar. 2. To become moldy or musty.

But a hare that is hoar
Is too much for a score,
When it hoart ere it be spent.

SAai.,R.andJ.,ii. 4.

II. trans. To make white or hoary. [Rare.]
On th' one side, Hils hnar'd with eternall Snowes
And craggy Rocks Baigneres doe inclose.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

hoard1
(hord), . [< ME. hord, < AS. hord= OS.

hard = OHG. MHG. hort. Q. (revived) hort =
Icel. hodd, hoddr = Goth, huzd, a treasure;
prob. akin to L. custos, a guard, keep, custodia,
guard, watch (see custody), lit. perhaps, as the
word in comp. (esp. in AS.) indicates, a place
'hidden,' being ult. akin to AS. hydan, etc.,
hide : see hide?, and cf. hut, and house, from
the same ult. source.] 1. A treasure; a fund;
a stock or store laid by; an accumulation of

something for preservation or future use ; hence,
any mass of things preserved by being deposit-
ed together.

I have a venturous fairy that shall seek
The squirrel's hoard, and fetch thee new nuts.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

As some lone miser, visiting his store,
Bends at his treasure, counts, recounts it o'er ;

Hoards after hoards his rising raptures fill.

Yet still he sighs, for hoards are wanting still.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 53.

Up to this time [1009] the revenue of the crown had been
drawn mainly from the rents of its own demesne and the
royal dues collected in every shire from thegns who held
grants of folk-land. The hoard was made up from other
sources of wealth. J. R. Green, Conq. of ng., p. 387.

Here at Winchester we may suppose the king's hoard
was deposited. Athetuxum, No. 30S3, p. 708.

2f. A hoarding-place ;
a treasure-house or trea-

sury.
Hit shalbe I Imu ;t, if that I mow,
Hit is wel kept in horde.

MS. Cantab, ft. v. 48, f. 54. (HalKwell.)

Cups and basins of the same precious metals [silver and
gold] were stored in the hoards of the wealthier nobles.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 322.

3f. A place of retirement or concealment; a
closet or cabinet

;
a lurking-place.

He that is usaunt to this synne of glotony he ne may no
synne withstonde ; he most ben in servage of alle vices,
for it is the develes hoard ther he hideth him and iv.-t

eth. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

hoard1
(hord), v. [< ME. harden, < AS. hordian

(= OHG. gi-hurten, MHG. harden = Goth. hu:d-

jan), hoard, < hord, a hoard, treasure.] I. trans.

To treasure up ;
collect and store ; amass and

deposit for preservation or security, or for fu-
ture use

;
store

; lay up : often followed by up.
The places where the Golde is, appeare and are knowne

by the drynesse and barrennesse of the soile, as if Nature
it selfe could not hord vp Gold in her spacious chest, but
shee must needs proue bare and barren of her wonted
good workes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 689.

II. intrans. To gather and save
; lay up store.

Ere our coming, see thou shake the bags
Of hoarding abbots. Shak., K. John, iiL 3.

hoard2 (hord), n. [< AF. "horde, hurde, OF.
horde, a palisade, barrier, < OD. horde, a hurdle :

see hurdle. ] Same as hoarding?.
hoarder (hor'der), n. [< ME. (Kent) hordyei;
< AS. hordere, a treasurer, steward, < hordian,
hoard: see hoard1

, v.] 1+. A treasurer; a stew-
ard.

The King's Hoarder was as old as the King's
" hoard."

Under the Norman reigns he appears under the Latin title
of Treasurer. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 291.

2. One who hoards or accumulates ; one who
lays up a store of something ; one who gathers
and keeps a stock or fund.
Since commodities will be raised, this alteration will be

an advantage to nobody but hoarders of money. Locke.

hoard-house 1

1, n. [< ME. horde-hows; < hoard!
+ house1

.'] A treasure-house or treasury.
Ryghte above Rome yate,
An horde-hows they have let make.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 88, f. 137. (Halliwell.)

hoard-house2t, n. [Appar. < hoard? + house*.]A shed for cattle.

hoarding1 (hor'ding), n. [Verbal n. of hoard*,
v.] The act of amassing or making a hoard.

My covetous Passion did approve
The Hoarding up, not Use of Love.

Cowley, The Mistress, Vain Love.

hoarding2 (hor'ding), . [<hoard^ + -iiig*.] 1.
In medieralfort., a covered structure of timber,
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either temporary or permanent, placed on top
of the walls and towers of a fortress to afford in-

creased facilities for defense. The hoarding pro-
jected beyond the face of the wall, in order that missiles

Section of Hoarding. Castle of Coucy, France.

H, H, hoarding; W, If, wall of the donjon ; O, arched opening or
embrasure in the wall ; L, L, loopholes, foi archers, etc. ; Mt M, ma-
chicolations. (From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, de 1'Architecture." )

might be dropped through machicolations or holes in its

floor upon an enemy below
; and it was provided with nu-

merous loopholes for the convenience of the defending
marksmen.
2. A fence for inclosing a house and materials
while builders are at work

; any similar inclo-

sure of boards. [Eng.]
Here against a hoarding of decaying timber he is brought

to bay. Dickent, Bleak House, xlvi.

Wooden fences or hoarding (&pv<t>anToi) were usual at
Athens for enclosing fore-courts.

C. O. Midler, Manual of Archreol. (trans.), p. 280.

Hence 3. Abill-board; anyboarding on which
bills are posted. [Eng.]
His conscience so multiplied each bill and poster that

in twenty-four hours London seemed to him a great
hoarding. Comhill Magazine.

Also hoard.

hoaredt (hord), p. a. [Early mod. E. hored; pp.
of hoar, .] Moldy ; musty.
Thys our prouysion of bread, we toke with vs out of our

houses, whotte, the day we departed to come vnto you.
And now beholde, it is dryed up and hored.

Bible of 1651, Josh. ii. 12.

hoar-frost (hor'frost), . [< ME. horfrost, hoar-

frost, hore vrost; < hoar, a., + frost; not so com-
bined in AS., where, however, cf. "hrim and
forst, hare hildstapan,"

' rime and frost, hoar
warriors '

(Cynewuff, Andreas, 1. 1259).] White
frost. See hoar, a., and/cos^.
He scattereth the hoarfrost like ashes. Pa. cxlvii. 16.

hoarhound, horehound (hor'hound), n. [The
d is excrescent; < ME. horhowne, horone, hore-

hune, < AS. hdrhune, also hdr hune, hoarhound
(hurt hdr hune, white hoarhound): hdr, hoar,
white

;
hune (also used alone), hoarhound.] The

popular name of
several plants
of the natural
order Labiate,
(a) The common or
white hoarhound,
Marrubium mtlgare.
It grows in waste
places and by way-
sides, and is distrib-

uted throughout
Europe and north-
ern Asia, and nat-
uralized In North
America. It is an
erectbranched herb,
covered throughout
with cottony white
hairs; the flowers
are small and almost

white, crowded in
the axils of the
leaves ; the smell is

aromatic and the
flavor bitter. It is

much used as a

remedy for coughs
and asthmas.

An heved hor als

horhowne.

Reliq. Antig., ii. 9.

[(Halliwell.)

(6) The black or stinking hoarhound, Ballota nigra, a com-
mon European weed in waste places near towns and vil-

lages. The flowers are purple, and the whole plant is fetid

and unattractive, (c) The water-hoarhound, one of various

species of Lycopus, particularly L. Evroponu, a native of

Europe and America.

hoary

hoarineSS (hor'i-nes), H. [< hfiary + -ness.] 1.
The state of being hoary, whitish, or gray : as,
the hoariness of age.

My head
With care's harsh sudden hoariness o'erspread.

Donne, His Picture.

2f. Moldiness.

Hoarieneise, vinewednesse, or mouldinesse, commlng of

moisture, for lack of cleansing. Baret, Alvearie.

hparisht (hor'ish), a. [Early mod. E. also hor-

ish; < hoar + -ish*.] Hoary ; gray.
The white and horigh heeres, the messengers of age,
That shew like lines of true belief, that this life doth as-

swage. Surrey, No Age is Content.

hoarse (hors), a. [Early mod! E. also horse; <
ME. hoors, hors (with intrusive r), hoos, has,
earlier has, < AS. has. = MD. heesch, and heersch,
haersch (with intrusive r), now heesch = MLG.
hesch, heisch, LG. heesch = OHG. heis, heist,
MHG. lieis, heise, also with adj. formative -er,

heiser, G. heiser = Icel. hass (for reg. *heiss) =
Sw. hes = Dan. ha:s, hoarse, rough. The D.
term, -sch, and perhaps the intrusive r in E. and
D., may be due to confusion with harsh, q . v.

,
in

ME. harsk, often without its r, hask.] 1. Deep
and rough or harsh to the ear; discordant; rau-
cous.

Me thought I herde a hunt blowe
T' assay his great home, and for to knowe
Whether it was clere, or horse of sowne.

/ .- /' of Ladies.

The hoarse resounding shore. Dryden, Iliad, i.

Hoarse, broken sounds, like trumpets' harsh alarms,
Run through the hive, and call them to their arms.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgks, iv.

Whispering hoarse presage of oblivion.

Lowell, Memoriae Positnm.

His voice, rather hoarse in its lower notes, had a clear

sounding ring when raised.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 52.

2. Having a deep and harsh or grating voice
;

uttering low raucous sounds: as, to be hoarse
from a cold.

Warwick is hoarte with calling thee to arms.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., T. 2.

Loud thunder to its bottom shook the bog,
And the hoarse nation croak'd, God save King Log !

Pope, Dunciad, i. 330.

I hear thee not at all, or hoarse
As when a hawker hawks his wares.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

hoarse (hors), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hoarsed, ppr.
hoarsing. [< hoarse, a.] To render hoarse : as,
he was all hoarsed up. [Obsolete or colloq.]
When his [the sinner's] voice is hoarsed I mean his

acknowledgement gone his case is almost desperate.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 855.

hoarsely (hors'li), adv. In a hoarse manner;
with a rough, grating voice or sound.

With untuned tongue she hoarsely calls her maid.
Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1214.

The hounds at nearer distance hoarsely bay'd.
Dryden, Theodore and Honorla, 1. 279.

hoarsen (hor'sn), v. t. [< hoarse + -en* (3).]
To make hoarse. [Rare.]

I shall be obliged to hoarsen my voice and roughen my
character. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 79.

hoarseness (hors'nes), n. [< ME. hoorsnesse,

hoosnesse, < AS. hasnes, hdsnys, < has, hoarse :

see hoarse.] The state or quality of being
hoarse ; harshness or roughness of voice or
sound.

Soveraigne It is for the dropsie and hoarxenesse of the
throat ; for presently it scoureth the pipes, cleereth the
voice and maketh it audible.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 23.

Hoarseness of voices may arise from the glottis not en-

tirely closing during the vibrations of the vocal chords.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 154.

hoarstone (hor'ston), n. [< ME. "horstone, <

AS. liar stan, a hoarstone : hdr, hoar (frequent-
ly applied to trees, stones, cliffs, etc.); stan,
stone: see hoar and stone.] A stone marking
the bounds of an estate

;
a landmark. [Eng.]

hoary (hor'i), a. [Early mod. E. also hory,
< ME. "hory (in comp. ME. horilocket, hoary-
locked); < hoar + -y*. In sense 4 prob. mixed
with hory, q. v.] 1. White or whitish.

Hoarhound (Afamtbium vulfare").

a, flower.

Thus she rested on her arm reclin'd,
The hoary willows waving with the wind.

Addison.

At a distance the same olives look hoary and soft a
veil of woven light or luminous haze. When the wind
blows their branches all one way, they ripple like a sea of
silver. J. A. Syntonds, Italy and Greece, p. 5.

2. White or gray with age : as, hoary hairs.

Who with his bristled, hoarie bugle-beard,
Comming to kiss her, makes her lips afeard.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.



hoary
Haply some Aoary-headed swain may say,
Oft have we seen him at the peep of dawn.

Oray, Elegy.

3. Figuratively, remote iu time past: as, hoary
antiquity. 4f. Musty; moldy: as, hoary bread.

5. In hot. and entom., covered with short,

dense, grayish-white hairs
;
cauescent.

hoast (host), n. [Also haunt; < Icel. hosti =
Sw. hosta = Dan. haute = reg. E. (dial.) whoost,

q. v.
;
not connected with hoarse, but ult. with

pose**, a cough, cold in the head.] A cough.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
He [John Knox] became so feeble with a hoast that he

could not continue his ordlnar task of reading the Scrip-
tures. D. Calderwood, Hist. Ch. of Scotland, p. 60.

They were all cracking like pen-guns ;
but I gave them

a sign by a loud boost that Providence sees all.

Gait, Annals of the Parish, ii.

I'll make him a treacle-posset ; it's a famous thing for

keeping off hoasls. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiv.

hoast (host), v. i. [< hoast, n.] To cough.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hoastlert, . An obsolete spelling of hostler.

hoatzin, . Same as hoactzin.

hoax (hoks), n. [A contr. form, in altered spell-

ing (for "liokes, as coax for cokes'2 ), of hocus, q.
v. The word is recent, and has no connection,
as alleged, with ME. hux (only in Layamon,
about A. D. 1205), < AS. hues, hucx, in comp.
hux-, huse-, scorn, mockery, derision, = OLG.
OHG. hose, derision, or with ME. hoker, < AS.
Itocor (rare), scorn, mockery, derision.] 1. A
humorous or mischievous deception ;

a practi-
cal joke ; usually, a marvelous or exciting fab-
rication or fiction gravely related as a test of

credulity.
Has the modern world no hoax of its own, answering to

the Eleusinian mysteries of Grecian days ?

De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

It is difficult to believe that ... he ... would have
been scared by so silly a hoax.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng. ,
xxi.

2. One who misleads or deceives; a hoaxer; a

humbug. [Rare.]
Thus Lady Widgery had always been rushed for and con-

tended for by the other sex ; and one husband had hardly
time to be cold in his grave before the air was filled with
the rivalry of candidates to her hand ; and after all the
beautiful little hoax had nothing for it but her attractive
soul-case. R. B. Stmtie, Oldtown, p. 292.

The moon hoax, a famous account of pretended wonder-
ful discoveries in the moon by Sir John Herschel in his ob-
servations at the Cape of Good Hope, published by Richard
Adams Locke in the "New York Sun in 1835, and so plau-
sibly constructed as to deceive for atime the public at large,
and even some scientific men. It was separately pub-
lished in several editions at home and abroad. De Mor-
gan,in "A Budget of Paradoxes"(London, 1872), putsforth
the supposition that its real author was J. N. Nicollet, a
French astronomer in the United States.

hoax (hoks), v. t. [A contr. form of hocus, v. :

see hoax, n., and hocus.'] To deceive by an amus-
ing or mischievous fabrication or fiction

; play
upon the credulity of.

M. was hoaxing you surely about my engraving ; 'tis a
little sixpenny thing, too like by half. Lamb, To Barton.

hoaxer (hok'ser), . One who hoaxes.

hoazin, . Same as hoactein.

hob 1
(hob), n. [In another form hub, q. v.

;
a

dial, word of obscure origin. Not connected
with Dan. hob (= E. heap) or with W. hob, a
measure of capacity, or with W. hob, swine.]
1. A round stick, stake, or pin used as a mark
to throw at in certain games, as in quoits or the

game called hob.

To play at this game [of quoits], an iron pin, called a
hob, is driven into the ground, within a few inches of the
top. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 141.

2. A boys' game in which halfpence are set on
the end of a round stick (the hob), at which
something (as a stone) is pitched. When the hob
is knocked down, all the halfpence that fall with then-
heads upward are the pitcher's, and the rest are set up
again on the hob to be pitched at. [Eng. ]

3. A hardened threaded steel mandrel for cut-

ting a comb or chasing-tool.
Instruments known as hobs are also employed in form-

ing the cutting ends of screw-chasing tools for use iu the
lathe. C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 100.

This portion was ground, milled, or filed to an edge, and
then was chased on a hob, or master tap of flue thread.

Sri. Amer., N. 8., LIV. 145.

4. The nave of a wheel: same as hub, 7. 5.
A structure inserted in a fireplace to diminish
its width, originally introduced when broad
open fireplaces were first fitted with grates for
the burning of coal

; also, the level top of such
a structure, forming a space upon which any-
thing can be set which it is desired to keep hot.

They compounded some hot mixture in a jug . . . and
put it on the hob to simmer.

Dickens, Christmas Carol, p. 44.
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6. The shoe of a sledge. [Prov. Eng. (York-
shire ) . ] To play hob, to cause great confusion : often
used satirically : as, you'll play hob (that is, you cannot or
shall not do the thing you propose). [Slang.] To Play
hob, with, to upset, derange, or damage : as, this law will

play hob with his trade. [Slang.]

hob2
(hob), n. [A generalized use of Hob, a

familiar form of Robin, Robert, like Hodge, q.

v., for Roger. From Hob are derived the sur-

names Hobbs, Hobbins, Hobson, Hopkins, Hop-
kinson, etc. See Robin, Robin Goodfellow.] 1.

A countryman; a rustic; an awkward, clownish
fellow. [Obsolete or rare.]

Many of the country hobs, who had gotten an estate
liable to a fine, took It at first as a least.

Select Lives of Eng. Worthies.

2f. A sprite ;
an elf

;
a hobgoblin.

From elves, hobs, and fairies, . . .

Defend us, good Heaven !

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iv. 6.

Hob's pound, a difficulty ;
a scrape. Dames.

What ! are you all in Hob's pound > Well, they as will

may let you out for me. Miss Burney, Camilla, iv. 8.

hoballt, n. [Also howball, hobhold, etc.; origin
obscure. Cf . hobble and hob2.] A fool

;
a dolt.

The worst of them no howball, ne no foole.

Thynn, Debate between Pride and Lowliness.

Ye are such a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke,
Such a lilburne, such a hoball, such a lobcocke.

Udall, Koister Doister, iii. 3.

hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob (hob'a-nob', -and-

nob'), adv. Same as liobnob.

hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob (hob'a-nob', -and-

nob'), v. i. Same as hobnob.

Perchance that very hand, now pinioned flat,

Has hob-a-nobbed with Pharaoh, glass to glass !

H. Smith, To a Mummy.
Slip-shod waiter, lank and sour,
At the Dragon on the heath !

Let us have a quiet hour,
Let us hob-and-nob with Death.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

hobbedehoy, hobbedyhoy, hobbadehoy (hob'-
e-de-hoi', hob'a-de-hoi'), n. Same as hobblede-

hoy.

hobbedyhoyish (hob'e-de-hoi'ish), a. See hob-

bledehoy ish.

When Master Daw full fourteen years had told,
He grew, as it is termed, hobbedyhoyinh.

Caiman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 12.

Hobbesian (hob'zi-an), a. [< Hobbes (see Hobb-
ism) + -ian.~\ Of or pertaining to Thomas
Hobbes or his doctrines. See Hobbism.
The Hobbesian war of each against all was the normal

state of existence.

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 165.

Hobbism (hob'izm), n. [< Hobb-es (see def .) +
-ism.] The doctrines of Thomas Hobbes (1588-
1679), an English philosopher. He advocated abso-
lute monarchy as the oest form of government, and unre-
served submission on the part of the subject to the will of
the sovereign in all things, religious and moral as well as

political. His philosophical views were sensualistic and
materialistic. In logic Hobbes was an extreme nominalist.
In psychology he is remembered as having revived the
doctrine of the association of ideas.

Hobbist (hob'ist), n. One who accepts the doc-
trines of Thomas Hobbes. See Hobbism.

Many Hobbists do report that Mr. Selden was at the
heart an Infidel, and inclined to the Opinions of Hobbs.

Baxter, Sir M. Hale (ed. 1682X p. 40.

hobble (hob'l), v.
; pret. and pp. hobbled, ppr.

hobbling. [< ME. hobelen (= D. hobbelen, toss,
ride on a hobby-horse, stutter, stammer, = G.
dial, hoppeln, hop, hobble), var. of "hoppelen,
E. hopple (used in trans, sense), freq. of hop 1

,

v.: see hopple, hop1
. W. hobelu, hop, hobble, is

prob. < E. hobble.] I. intrans. I. To go with a

hop or hitch; walk with a hitch
; go on crutches

;

go lamely ; limp.
We haunten none tavernes ne hobelen abouten.

Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 106.

And dances like a town top ;
and reels, and hobble*.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, i.

The friar was hobbling the same way too. Dryden.
And there too was Abudah, the merchant, with the ter-

rible little old woman hobbling out of the box in his bed-
room. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, v.

2. To dance. [Scotch.]
Minstrels, blaw up ane brawl of France ;

Let se quha hobbits best.

Lyndtay, S. P. K., II. 201.

3. To move roughly or irregularly, as verse.

II. trans. 1 . To tie the legs of together so as
to impede or prevent free motion

; clog ; hop-
ple.

I am ready to go down to the place where your uncle
has hobbled his teams. Cooper.
The mules have strayed, being insufficiently hobbled.

Froude, Sketches, p. 212.

2f. To perplex ; embarrass.

hobbler

I could give no account of myself (that was the thing that

always hobbled me). Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxix.

hobble (hob'l), n. [< hobble, t'.] 1. An un-

equal, halting gait ;
a limp ; an awkward step.

One of his heels is higher than the other, which gives
him a hobble in his gait. Siv\ft, Gulliver's Travels, i. 4.

2. Difficulty; perplexity; scrape.
Now Captain Cleveland will get us out of this /.../,/,/, . if

any can. Scott, Pirate, xxxiv.

The army of the Spanish kings got out of a sad hobble

among the mountains at the Pass of Losa by the help of a

shepherd, who showed them the way.
Bulteer, Caxtons, xiv. 1.

3. Anything used to hamper the feet of an ani-

mal, especially a rope tied to the fore legs of a
horse to insure its being caught when wanted ;

a clog; a fetter. Hobbles are made of leather and
also of iron, in various patterns ; and the name of one
such article is then commonly in the plural, like hand-
cuffs, manacles, shackles, etc. : as, to put the hobbles on a
horse or mule.

hobble-bobble (hob'l-bob'l), . Another form
of hubble-bubble, I. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hobble-bush (hob'1-bush), . [< hobble (uncer-
tain) + tush1

.'] A low bush (Viburnum lan-

tanoidcs) found in the northern United States.

Branches of Hobble-bush (Viburnum lantanoictes) with flowers
and fruit, a, fertile flower, front view ; bt same, back view ; c , sterile

flower.

Its leaves are round-ovate, abruptly pointed, heart-shaped
at the base, and closely serrate, the veins and veinlets being
underneath ; the stalks and branchlets are very rusty and
scurfy. The (lowers are large and handsome, in broad,
flat, sessile cymes.

hobbledehoy (hob'1-de-hoi'), n. [Also hobbede-

hoy, hobbedyhoy, hobbadehoy; earliest instance

perhaps hobledehoy (Palsgrave, 1540) ; appar. of

popular origin, prop, 'hobbledyhoy, < *hobbledy,
extended from hobble (cf . higgledy-piggledy, simi-

larly extended from higgle, etc.), + hoy, appar.
an unmeaning syllable. Cf. hobbledygee, hobble-

depoise.
' ' Tusser says the third age of seven

years is to be kept
' under Sir Hobbard de Hoy ' "

(Halliwell) a humorous twist of the word.]
1. A stripling; a youth in the half-formed age
preceding manhood; a raw, awkward youth.
James, then a hobbadehoy, was now become a young

man. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxiv.

I was then a Hobble-de-Hoy, and you a pretty little tight
Girl, a favourite Hand maid of the Housekeeper.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, iil. 1.

At the epoch I speak about, I was between
A man and a boy,
A hobble-de-hoy.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 124.

There was a terrific roaring on the grass in front of the
house, occasioned by all the men, boys, and hobbledehoys
attached to the farm. Dickens.

We are in process of transformation, still in the hobble-

dehoy period, not having ceased to be a college, nor yet
having reached the full manhood of a university.

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

2. A large unmanageable top. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
hobbledehoyish (hob'1-de-hoi'ish), a. [Also
hobbedyhoyish; < hobbledehoy + -ish.] Like a
hobbledehoy.
hobbledepoise (hob'1-de-poiz'), a. [Irreg. <

hobble + poise, after hobbledygee, hobbledehoy.]
1. In unstable equilibrium ; unevenlybalanced.
Hence 2. Wavering in mind. [Prov. Eng.
in both senses.]
hobbledygee (hob'1-di-ie'), adv. [Cf. hobble-

dcpoise, hobbledehoy.] With a limping or gal-
loping movement. Halliwell.

'Long comes the country man,
Hobbledygee, hobbledygee ! Nursery rime.

hobbler 1 (hob'lr), . [< hobble + -er1 .] One
who or that which hobbles.

hobbler-', hobler (hob'ler), . [< ME. hob-
li'i: hobeler, hobiler, < OF. (AF.) hobder, hobi-

Icr, liubelier, hobler, also hobeleor, hobelmir, also



hobbler

hobbincr (ML. hobellarius, also hoberarius), a

hobbler, appar. < hobi, hobin, a small liorse : see

hobby1
.] If. One who by his tenure was to

maintain a hobby for military service
; hence,

a soldier mounted on a hobby; a light-horse-
man employed in reconnoiteriug, intercepting
convoys, etc.

Hauing with them to the number of eight hundred men
of annes, flue hundred hoblers, and ten thousand men ou
foot. Holinshed, Edw. II., an. 1321.

No man shall be constrained to find men-at-arms, hob-

lers, nor archers, others than those who hold by such ser-

vice. Quoted by Hallam.

It was from the younger brothers of the yeoman fami-
lies that the households of the great lords were recruited :

they furnished men at arms, archers, and hobelers to the

royal force at home and abroad.

Stubbs, Const Hist, of Eng., 480.

2. A man employed in towing vessels by a

rope on the land, or in a small boat with oars.

[Prov. Eiig.] 3. [Partly confused with hob-

by'
1

, n.] A horse : same as hobby1
. [An erro-

neous use.]
He . . . suffered the dismounted cavalier to rise, while

he himself remounted his hobbler.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vii.

hobbleshow (hob'1-sho), . Same as hubbte-
show.

hobblingly (hob'ling-li), adv. In a hobbling
manner; with a limping, interrupted step.
Johnson.

hobbly (hob'li), a. [< hobble1 + -0
1
.] Full of

holes
; rough ; uneven, as a road. [Prov. Eng.]CO
j
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hobby1
(hob'i), ..; pi. hobbies (-iz). [< ME

hoby, < OF. hobi, *haubi, haiibby, var. of hobin

(> It. ubino), a nag, hobby (the OF. word being
used chiefly in ref. to Scotland) ; < OF. hober,

ober, stir, move ;
of LG. or Scand. origin, < OD.

hobben, toss, move up and down, D. hobben, toss,
a weakened form of hopnen = E. hop 1

,
as E.

liobble for hopple; cf. North Fries, hoppe (a
childish word), horse, Dan. hoppe, a mare, OSw.
hoppa, a young mare, G. hopp, a word of en-

couragement to a horse, etc.: see hopl.~\ If.
A strong active horse of medium size having
an ambling gait; a pacing horse; a nag; a

garran.
They have likewise excellent good horses (we term

the[m) hobbies), which have not the same pace that other
horses [have] in their course, but a soft and round amble.

Holland, tr. of Camden s Ireland, p. 63.

Thou never saw'st my gray hobby, yet, didst thou?
D. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

2. Same as hobby-horse, 3. 3. Any favorite

object, pursuit, or topic; that which a person
persistently pursues or dwells upon with zeal
or delight, as if riding a horse.

John was not without his hobby. The fiddle relieved
his vacant hours. Lamb, South-Sea House.

Each with unwonted zeal the other scouted,
Put his spurred hubby through its every pace.

Lowell, Oriental Apologue.
"But to do that we must organize!" broke in Foley,

springing on his favorite hobby at a bound ; "organize an'

be free!
" The Century, XXXVII. 303.

hobby2 (hob'i), n.
; pi. hobbies (-iz). [Early mod.

E. also hoby; < ME. hobie, hoby, also hobe, < OF.
hobe, also hobier, houbier, aubier, oubier, also in
dim. forms hobet and hoberet, hobert, and ho-

bereau, hobreau, obereau, aubreau, appar. < OF.
hober, stir, move, > also E. hobby1

, q. v.] A
small European falcon of the genus Falco and
subgenus Hypotriorchis, H. subbuteo. It is about
12 inches long, dark-brown above with the feathers edged
with rufous, and white below with a rusty tinge and dark
streaks. It is a true falcon, though undersized, and was
formerly flown at small game, as larks. It is related to the
merlin, F. oetsalon, and to the American pigeon-hawk, //.

columbarius; there are several varieties.

As the Reverend Dr. Wren, Deane of Windesore, was
travelling in his coach over Marleborough downes, a lin-
net or finch was eagerly pursued by a hoby or sparrow-
hawke, and tooke sanctuary in the coach.

Aubrey's Wilts, MS. Royal Soc., p. 160. (Halliwell.)
Neither [can] any Hawke scare so high as the broode of

the Hobby. Lyly, Euphues, Anat of Wit, p. 87.

They do insult over and restrain them, never hoby so
dared a larke. Burton, Anat. of Mel.

, p. 609.

hobby3
(hob'i), .

; pi. hobbies (-iz). [Appar.
dim. of hob2

,
or a particular use of hobby1 or

7io&6#2(?).] 1. A goose. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.
(Durham).] 2. A stupid fellow. [Prov. Eng.]

hobby-birdt, The wryneck or cuckoo's-mate,
lynx torquilla.

hobby-hawkt, [Early mod. E. hobie-hauke ;
< hobby

2 + hawk1
.] Same as hobby2 . Levins.

hobby-headedt, a- Stupid.
Oh, you hobby-headed rascal, I'll have you flay'd.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii. 3.

hobby-horse (hob'i-hors), n. [< hobby1 +
horse: cf. equiv. D. hobbelpaard.] If. One of
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the principal performers in a morris-dance,
having a figure of a horse made of wickerwork
supported about his waist, and his feet con-
cealed by a housing. He performed antics imi-

tating the motions of a horse, and various jug-
gling tricks.

Else shall he suffer not thinking on, with the hobby-
horse ; whose epitaph is, For, O, for, O, the hobby-horse is

forgot. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

The morris rings, while hobby-horse doth foot it fea-

teously. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 5.

Here one fellow with a horse's head painted before him,
and a tail behind, and the whole covered with a long foot-

cloth, which was supposed to hide the body of the animal,
ambled, caracoled, pranced, and plunged, as he performed
the celebrated part of the hoblne-horse, so often alluded
to in our ancient drama. Scott, Abbot, x i v.

2f. A person who acts in a foolish, subservient
manner.

This is a punishment upon our own prides
Most justly laid ; we'must abuse brave gentlemen,
Make 'em tame fools and hobby-horses.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, v. 1.

That light hobby-horse, my sister, whose foul name I will
rase out with my poniard.

Middleton, Blurtt Master-Constable, v. 1.

3. A wooden figure of a horse, usually provided
with rockers, for children to ride on.

Maid, see a fine hobby-horse for your young master.
6. Joiaon, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

'Till thoughtful Father's pious Care
Provides his Brood, next Smith field Fair,
With supplemental Hobby-Horses. Prior, Alma, i.

4. A favorite pursuit or topic : now commonly
hobby. See hobby1

, n., 3.

The Hobby-Hone which my Uncle Toby always rode
upon, was, in my opinion, an nobby-Horse well worth giv-
ing a description of. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, L 24.

5. A kind of velocipede ;
the draisine.

He [Baron von Drais] at any rate introduced into Eng-
land from France the hobby horse. This machine con-
sisted of two stout equal-sized wooden wheels held in iron

forks, the rear fork being securely bolted to a stout bar of

wood, "the perch," whilst the front fork passed through
the perch, and was so arranged that it could be turned by
a handle, so as to steer the machine after the manner of a
modern bicycle. Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 55.

Hobby-horse dance. See the quotation.

Bromley Pagets was remarkable for a very singular sport
on New Year's Day and Twelfth Day, called the Hobby
Horse Dance ; a person rode upon the image of a horse,
with a bow and arrow in his hands, with which he made
a snapping noise, keeping time with the music, whilst six

others danced the hay and other country dances, with as

many rein-deer's heads on their shoulders. To this hob-

by-horse belonged a pot, which the reeves of the town kept
and filled with cakes and ale, towards which the spectators
contributed a penny, and with the remainder maintained
their poor, and repaired the church.

Mirror, xix. 228. (Halliwell.)

hobbyhorsical (hob'i-hor'si-kal), a. [< hobby-
horse + -ic-al.] Pertaining to or having a

hobby-horse; eccentric. [Humorous.]
Dr. Slop, parodying my Uncle Toby's hobby horsical re-

flection, though full as hobby-horsical himself.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 13.

He ... marched back to hide himself in the manse with
his crony, Mr. Cargill, or to engage in some hobbyhorsical
pursuit connected with his neighbours in the Aiiltmni.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xiviii.

hobbyhprsically (hob'i-hdr'si-kal-i), adv. Odd-
ly; whimsically. [Humorous.]
hobbyist (hob'i-ist),(. [< hobby1 + -int.'] One
who rides a hobby ; one who is devoted in an
enthusiastic and one-sided manner to a partic-
ular principle, pursuit, method, or "fad."

Fantastic dreamers, pig-headed hobbyists, erratic cranks
of every description. The Century, XXXIV.

Any teacher who conducts two successive recitations

exclusively by an oral method, by a text-book method,
... is a hobbyist. N. E. Jour, of Education, XIX. 291.

hobby-owl (hob'i-oul), n. The white owl or

barn-owl, Strixflammed or Alucoflammeus. See
cut under barn-owl.

hobet, n. A Middle English form of hobby2 .

hobgoblin (hob-gob'lin), . [First recorded,
perhaps, in Shakspere ;

< hob2
, 2, + goblin. Cf .

E. dial, hobgobbin, an idiot.] A mischievous

imp or sprite ;
an alarming apparition ; hence,

something that causes fear or disquiet.
Those that Hobgoblin call you, and sweet Puck,
You do then- work, and they shall have good luck.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

A doleful night was it to the shipwrecked Pavonians,
whose ears were incessantly assailed with the raging of

the elements, and the howling of the hobgoblins that in-

fested this perfidious strait.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 121.

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.

Emerson, Self-Reliance.

hobilert, See hobbler2 .

hobitt (hob'it), n. [< G. haubitze: see hoiritz,

howitzer.] A small mortar or short gun for

throwing bombs ,
a howitzer. [Rare.]

hock

hobier, . See hobbler2 .

hoblike(hob'lik),. [<7io&2,l, + -KAr.] Clown-
ish; boorish.

hoblobt (hob'lob), . [< hob2 + lob. ] A clown
;

a lout. Diirif.i.

Thee rustical hoblobs
Of Cretes, of Dryopes, and payncted clowns Agathyrsi,
Dooe fetch theyre gambalds, hopping necre consecrat al-

tars. Stanihurst, .lEneid, iv. 150.

hobnail (hob'nal), n. [< hob1 + nail.] 1. A
short thick nail with a pointed tang and a large

head, used for nailing the soles of heavy boots
and shoes.

Steel, if thou turn the edge, ... I beseech Jove on my
knees thou mayest be turned to hotnails.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10.

A good commodity for some smith to make hobnails of.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

2f. A clownish person : used in contempt.
No antick hobnail at a morris but is more handsomely

facetious. Milton, Colasterion.

Hobnail-liver. See hobnailed liver, under hobnailed.

hobnail (hob'nal), i'. t. [< hobnail, n.] 1. To
furnish or fasten with hobnails. 2. To tread

hly
[Bare.]

Your rights and charters hobnaiVd into slush.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, it. 2.

hobnailed (hob'nald), o. [< hobnail + -ed2 .]

1. Furnished with hobnails. 2. Wearing hob-
nailed shoes; hence,clumsy; countrified; rough.

Come on, clownes, forsake your dumps,
And bestirre your hob-nail'd stumps.

B. Jonson, A Particular Entertainment.

Hobnailed liver, in pathol., a liver with uneven surface

suggesting hobnails, such as may result from long-con-
tinued passive hyperemia or cirrhosis.

hobnob (hob'nob'), adv. [Var. of habnab : see

habnab, hab-or-nab.] 1. Take or not take: a
familiar invitation to drinking. 2. At ran-
dom

;
come what will.

Hob nob, is his word ; give 't, or take 't

Shak., T. N., ill. 4.

Also written hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob, hob-or-

nob.

hobnob (hob'nob'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. hob-

nobbed, ppr. hobnobbing. [< hobnob, adv.] To
drink together; hence, to talk familiarly or so-

cially. Also hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob, hob-or-nob.

O'er a jolly full bowl, sitting cheek by Jowl,
And hob-nobbing away.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 252.

A tough old bachelor of good estate, who had made him-
self necessary to the comfort of the master of Overstoke,

by hunting or fishing with him by day, and hobnobbing
with him at night. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. M.

hoboet, hoboyt (ho'boi), . Same as hautboy,
oboe.

hob-or-nob (hob'or-nob' ), r. i. Same as hobnob.

Hobson's choice. See choice.

hobthrush (hob'thrush), n. [< hob2 , 2, + thrush^.

Cf. hobgoblin.] A hobgoblin. [Prov. Eng.]
If he be no hob-thrush, nor no Eobin Goodfellow, I could

flnde with all my heart to sip up a sillybub with him.
Tuv Lancashire Lovers (1640), p. 222. (Hallitixll.)

hobthrush-louse (hob'thrush-lous), n. A mil-

leped. [Prov. Eng.]
hobyt, n. An obsolete form of hoblry

1
, hobby2 .

hoccamoret, See hockamore.

hocco (hok'o), n. [Native name in Guiana.]
A curacao-bird ; any curassow. The word is trace-

able in literature to Barrere, 1745, and became with Bris-

son, 1760, a general name for curassows (Cracido?) and
some other birds, as the hoactzin, including those called

mitu, ,/i tn. mituporanga, pauxi, etc. It is now usually
applied, in distinction from curassow or Crax proper, to

such Cracince as Pauxi galeata and Mitua mitu.

hochepott, n. An obsolete form of hotchpot.
Chaucer.

Hochheimer (hoch'hl-mer), . [G. : see hocka-

more, hock.] A Rhine wine produced at Hoch-

heim, near Mainz, in Germany. One of the finest

vineyards is the Domdechanei or Cathedral Deanery, which
gives the name Hochheimer Domdechanei to its pro-
ducts.

hock1
, hough (hok), . [Hoek is a mod. phonetic

spelling of hough(cf. shock for shougli); in another

pian.hough is spelled /ioff(dial.)(cf.co^/i
1
,pron.

as if spelled *coff) ; < ME. houg, hog, ho, < AS.

7io/i, ho, heel, in comp. AS. hohfot, heel ('hock-
foot'), hohseanca, shank ('hock-shank'), and

hohsino, pi. hohsina ( *hohsene, "hoxene, not found)
(ME. hougsenues, pi., E. dial, hucksens, huxens,

huckshins) = OFries. hoxene, hoxne= Icel. hdsin

= Dan. has, hase (for *hasen)= Sw. has, hock, lit.

'hock-sinew': cf. MHG. hahse, hehse, G. heehse,

hachse, ha'ckse, hakse, the chambrel of a horse (>
OHG. hahsinon, MHG. hehsenen, G. dial, heeh-

snen, hechsen, hessen, hock, hamstring); per-
'

haps ult. = Skt. kaksha, nook, armpit, = L. coxa,



hock

thigh: see coxa.] 1. () The joint on the hind

leg of a quadruped between the knee and the

fetlock, corresponding
to the ankle-joint in

man ; that part of the

leg between the tibia

and the cannon-bone,
consisting of the ankle-
bones more or less com-

pletely united. (6) In

man, the back part of

the knee-joint ;
the

ham. 2. In the game
of faro, the last card re-

maining in the box after

all the others have been
dealt.

hock1
, hough (hok), v. t.

[< ME. howghcn, how-

when,*hogen; from the
nOUn. Cf. the equiv. Front View of Left Hock of

Ttft^L-o Itnv 1 Tn riam Horse, corresponding to the hu-
liocks, nox.j lo nam- man ankle *^nd

*
thsr tarsal

string; disable by cut- bones.

tiTirr thA SITIPW nr tpn- I, calcaneum, forming the pro-new Or ten-
jection b<.hind corresponding to

don Of the hOCk that the human heel; 2, astragalus,

id rlio rorwln Antiillie articulating with the tibia, and
IS, me tenao ACnilllS. forming the ankle-joint proper;

They aCCOUllt Of 110 man 3, naviculare, a proximal tarsal

that hath not a battle axe Sd's, two diS'tarsa! bWs!
at his girdle to hough dogs
with, or weares not a cock's fether in a thumb hat like a
cavalier. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1592). (HalKwell.)

Thou shall hough their horses. Josh. xi. 6.

The clan, who would descend by night to burn the
houses and to hough the cattle of those who offended
them. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., v.

hock2t (hok), n. [< ME. hok, hokke, hoc, < AS.
hoc (gen. hocces), also called hoc-leaf (see hock-

leaf), mallow : cf. W. hocys, mallows. Now only
in comp. hollyhock, hock-herb, hock-leaf, q. v.]

Mallow; hollyhock.
Hock, altluea rosea, malva sylvestris, malva rotundifolia.

Eng. Dial. Soc., Plant Names.

hock3
(hok), re. A variant of hack1 . [Prov.

Eng.]
hock4t, n. [ME. hock.] A caterpillar.
Brenne her and ther the heedles garlic sceles,
The stynke of it for hockes [Latin contra cainpas} help and

hele is. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

Other als seyne, hockes for to lese,
Kest figtree aske on hem.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 35.

hocks
t, n. [Origin obscure.] An old game of

cards.

hock6
(hok), re. [Abbr. of Jtockamore, q. v.] 1.

Originally, the wine Hochheimer (which see).
2. Any white German wine.

His father, in delight at his arrival, sent the nurse a
dozen of hock more than a hundred years old.

Quarterly Bee., CXLV. 329.

hockamoret, hoccamoret (hok'a-mdr), n. [A
corrupt form of G. Hochheimer (sc. weiri), wine
of Hochheim, near the river Main, in Germany,
lit. 'high home' : see high and home1

.'] The wine
Hochheimer; hock.

Restor'd the fainting high and mighty
With brandy, wine, and aqua vitse ;

And made 'em stoutly overcome
With bachrach, hockamore, and mum.

S. Butler, Hudibras, HI. iii. 300.

hock-cart (hok'kiirt), n. [For "hockey-cart, <

hockey
2 + cart.'] The harvest-home cart

;
the

last loaded wagon. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
The harvest swaines and wenches bound
For joy, to see the hock-cart crown'd.

Herrick, The Hock Cart.

hock-dayt (hok'da), re. [< ME. hokday, hokeday
(> AF. hokkeday); prob. a dial. var. of high-day,
the first element being, as also hocktide, Hock-
Monday, Hock-, Hox-Tuesday, an altered form of

high, ME. hig, heg, etc., sometimes hoghe, < AS.
hedh (cf . hock1 for hough, where the terminal con-
sonants are similarly related, and D. hoog, G.

hoch, > ult. E. hock6 , q. v.), high-day, hightide,

etc., being used for '

festival-day,' etc. : see high-
day and Itiglitide. There is nothing to connect
the term with Icel. hoku-nott, midwinter night,
or with hogmenay, q. y.]

A day of feasting and
mirth kept formerly in England on the second
or third Tuesday after Easter. Authorities
differ as to its origin and the exact date. Also
called Hock-Tuesday, Hox-Tuesday.

Also that yerly, at the lawday holdyn at hokday, that
the grete enquest shalle provide and ordeyn whether the

pageant shuld go that yere or no.

English Gildi (E. E. T. S.), p. 385.

Bock-day was generally observed as lately as the six-

teenth century. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 453.

hockelty-card (hok'l-ti-kanl), n. Same as
hock1

, 2.
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hocker 1
, hougher (hok'er), . [< hock1

,

v., + -er1 . Of. equiv. hoclcser, hoxer.] One who
hocks or hamstrings.
hocker2 (hok'er), .i. [Cf. huck1

.] 1. To scram-
ble awkwardly; do anything clumsily; loiter.

2. To stammer or hesitate. [North. Eng. in

both senses.]

hockeryet, See huckery.
hockett (hok'et), n. [< OF. hoquet, hocquet,

houquet, a hiccup, an interruption ;
in music, as

defined. See hie, hicka
, hicket.] In music: (a)

An arbitrary interruption of a voice-part by
rests, so as to produce a broken, spasmodic ef-

fect, frequently in two voices or groups of voices

alternately. As a contrapuntal device it was mostly
used before the fifteenth century, but a similar effect oc-

curs occasionally in modern music.
(/>) A composi-

tion in which this effect is frequently employed.
hockey1

(hok'i), n. [Also written hawkey, hook-

ey; appar. < hook, in ref. to the hooked or curved

club.] 1. A game of ball played with a club
curved at one end. Also called shinny, shinty.
It is played (in the northern United States, commonly in

winter on ice) by a number of persons divided into two
parties or sides, the object of each side being to drive the
ball or block with the curved end of the club into that

part of the field marked off as the opponents' goal.

On the common were some young men playing at hockey.
That old-fashioned game, now very uncommon in Eng-
land, except at schools, was still preserved in the primi-
tive vicinity of Rood by the young yeomen and farmers.

Bulwer, My Novel, viii. 5.

2. The stick or club used in playing this game.
Also called hockey-stick, hockey-club.

hockey2
(hok'i), . [Also written hawkey, hork-

ey; origin obscure; possibly a corruption of

hock-day, q. v., which seems to have been appli-
cableto any festival day.] Harvest-home ;

the

harvest-supper. [Prov. Eng.]
hockey-cake (hok'i-kak), . A kind of cake
made for harvest-home festivals. [Prov. Eng.]

Harvest is done, therefore, wife, make
For harvest men a hoaky cake. Poor Sobin (1712).

hockey-load (hok'i-lod), . [Also hawkey-load;
< hockey? + load. ] The last load from the har-
vest. [Prov. Eng.]
hock-glass (hok'glas), re. A wineglass of col-

ored glass, often used for white wines.

hock-herbt(hok'erb),re. [< hock% + herb.] Mal-
low. Also called hock-leaf.
hockle' (hok'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. hockled, ppr.
hackling. [Freq. of hock1

, v.] To hamstring.
Skinner.

hockle2 (hok'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. hockled,r>pr.

hockling. [Prob. a var. of hackle*, like hock& for

hack1
.] To mow, as stubble. [Prov. Eng.]

hock-leaft (hok'lef), n. [Not found in ME.;
AS. hoc-leaf, mallow, < hoc, mallow, + leaf, leaf :

see hock? and leaf.~\ Same as hock-herb.

Hock-Mondayt (hok'nuin^da), re. [See hock-

day.] The second or third Monday after Eas-
ter.

hock-moneyt, [< hock(-day) + money."]

Money paid for the celebration of hock-day.
In the churchwarden's accounts for the parish of Lam-

beth for the years 1515 and 1618, are several entries of hock
ies received from the men and the women for the

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 453.

monies
church service.

hockst, v. t. See hox.

hocksert, n. See hoxer.

hocktide (hok'tid), re. [See hock-day.] The first

or second week following Easter week.

Hock-Tuesdayt (hok
'
tuz "

da), . Same as

hock-day.
The subject of the Hock-Tuesday show was the massa-

cre of the Danes, a memorable event in the English his-

tory, on St. Brice's night, November 13, 1002, which was
expressed "in action and in rhimes."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 241.

hocus (ho'kus), n. [Short for hocus-pocus, q. v.

Contr. hoax, q. v.] 1. A cheat; an impostor;
also, a conjurer.
Did you never see a little hocus by sleight of hand pop-

ping a piece several times first out of one pocket, and
then out of another?

Loyal Oltservator, 1683 (HarL Misc., VI. 67).

2. Drugged liquor given to a person to stupefy
him.
hocus (ho'kus), r. t.

; pret. and pp. hocused or

hocussed, ppr. hocusing or hoeiifiifiiig. [< hocus, n.

Contr. hoax, q. v.] 1. To impose upon; cheat.

One of the greatest pieces of legerdemain with which
these jugglers hocus the vulgar and incautelous of the

present age. Nalson.

Hence 2. To stupefy or render insensible by
means of drugged drink for the purpose of

cheating or robbing.
He was hocussed at supper, nnd lost eight hundred

pounds to Major Loder and the Honourable Mr. Deuceace.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

hodden

3. To drug, as drink, for the purpose of stupe-
fying.

"\Vhat do you mean by hocussing brandy and water?"
inquired Mr. 1'ickwick. " Puttin' laud num in it," replied
Sam. Dickens, Pickwick, xiii.

I strongly suspect the arum of deliberately hocusing its

nectar. I nave often seen dozens of ... tiny flies rolling

together in an advanced stage of apparent intoxication

upon the pollen-covered floor of an arum-chamber.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 182.

hocus-pocus (ho'kus-po'kus), n. and a. [A
sham-Latin riming formula, mere jugglers'

jargon, variously reflected in D. hokus-bokvs,
G. Dan. Sw. hokus-pokus, formerly also ockes-

bockes, ockes boles, F. hoccus-bocus, etc.; E. also

hoky-poky ; cf. hanky-panky, of similar sense and

origin. "According to Turner, in his 'History
of the Anglo-Saxons,' from Ochus Bochus, a

magician and demon of the Northern mythol-
ogy; according to Tillotson, a corruption of hoc
est corpus, uttered by Romish priests on the

elevation of the host" (Webster's Diet.); but
these are mere inventions of the fancy.] I. re.

If. A juggler; a trickster.

Dancing wenches, hocus-pocuses, and other anticks past
my remembrance.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 154.

My mother could juggle as well as any hocus-pocus in

the world.
J. Kirk, Seven Champions, quoted in Strutt's Sports

[and Pastimes, p. 290.

2. A jugglers' trick
;
a cheat used by conjurers ;

jugglery.

Convey men's interest, and right,
From Stiles's pocket into Nokes's,
As easily as hocus-pocus.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 716.

Our author is playing hocus pocus in the very similitude
he takes from that jugler, and would slip upon you, as he

phrases it, a counter for a groat.

Bentley, Free Thinking, 12.

If the doctrine is an imposture. ... it would be inter-

esting to have it pointed out by what extraordinary hocus-

pocus the scientific men of the present age have been im-

posed upon in accepting it. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 555.

II. a. Juggling; cheating.
That Burlesque is a Hocus-Pocus trick they have got,

which, by the virtue of Hictius doctius topsy turvey, they
make a wise and witty Man in the World a Fool upon the

Stage, you know not how. Wycherlcy, Country Wife, iii.

Such hocus-pocus tricks, I own,
Belong to Gallic bards alone.

Mason, tr. of Horace's Odes, iv. 8.

hocus-pOCUS (ho'kus-po'kus), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. hocus-pocused or hocus-pocussed, ppr. hocus-

pocusing or hocus-pocussing. [< hocus-pocus, re.]

To juggle ; deceive
;
cheat.

This gift of hocus-pocussing and of disguising matters
is surprizing. Sir S. L'Estrange.

hocus-pocuslyt (ho'kus-po'kus-li), adv. By jug-

glery; cheatmgly.
Many of their hearers are not only methodistically con-

vinced or alarmed, but are also hocus-pocusly converted.

Life of J. Lackington, letter vii.

hod1
(hod), i: t. and i. [A dial, var., like baud,

etc., of hold1 .] To hold. [Prov. Eng.]
hod1 (hod), re. [A dial. var., like hud, haud, etc.,
of hold1 : see hold1

,
v. andn. The E. dial, hot?,

F. hotte, a basket for carrying on the back, is a
different word.] 1. A form of portable trough
for carrying mortar and bricks to masons and
bricklayers, fixed crosswise on the end of a pole
or handle and borne on the shoulder. See cut

under hod-elevator. 2. A coal-scuttle. 3. A
form of blowpipe used by pewterers. it consists
of a cast-iron pot with a close cover, containing ignited
charcoal. A stream of air is forced through it by means of a
bellows worked by the foot, the air entering through a pipe
and nozle on one side and passing out through a npzle

on
the opposite side, which directs the current of hot air upon
the object to be soldered.

4. A tub made of half a flour-barrel to which
handles are fitted, used for carrying alewives.
It is also a measure, holding about 200 of these
fish. [Maine, U.S.] 5. A hole under the bank
of a stream, as a retreat for fish. [Prov. Eng.]
hod2 (hod), v. i.

; pret. and pp. hodded, ppr. hod-

ding. [Sc. also houd; cf. hoddle.] To bob up
and down on horseback ; jog.
hod3t, re. A Middle English form of hood.

hod-carrier (hod'kar"i-er), n. A laborer who
carries bricks and mortar in a hod.

hodden (hod'n), a. and n. [A dial, form (Sc.
also hatidi,li(tdden, etc.)of holden, pp. of hold1

,

v.] I. a. 1. [p. a.~] Kent; held; held over:

as, a hodden yow, a ewe intended to be kept
over the year ;

liaudin cawf
,
a calf not fed for

sale, but kept that it may grow to maturity.
[North. Eng. and Scotch.] 2. [Attrib. use of

hodden, n.] Wearing hodden-gray ;
rustic.

The hodden or russet individuals are uncustomary.
Carli/le, French Hev., III. L 0.



hodden

H. . [Abbr. of hodden-gray. ~\
Same as hod-

den-gray.

hirst in hodden or russet.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. 1. 6.

How true a poet is he ! And the poet, too, of poor men,
of gray hodden and the guernsey coat, and the blouse.

Emerson, Burns.

hodden-gray (hod'n-gra'), n. [That is, hodden

gray, or wool hodden or kept in its natural col-

or: see hodden, .] A coarse cloth made of un-

dyed wool of the natural color, formerly much
worn by peasants. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

But Meg, poor Meg ! maun with the shepherds stay,
And tak what God will send in hodden-grey.

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, v. 2.

hoddie (hod'i), . Same as hooded crow (which
see, under hooded). [Scotch.]
bedding-spade (hod'ing-spad), n. A sort of

spade principally used in the fens, so shaped
as to take up a considerable portion of earth
entire. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hoddie (hod'l), v. i.: pret. and pp. hoddled, ppr.
hoddling. [Appar. freq. of hod2

, q. v.] To wad-
dle; hobble. [Scotch.]
Ye shall hae that for a tune o' the pipes, Steenie. . . .

Play us up
" Weel hoddUd, Luckie."

Scott, Redgauntlet letter xi.

noddy (hod'i), .; pi. hoddies (-iz). [Sc., also
written hoddie, hoodie, hoody, and in comp. hod-

dy-craw, huddy-craw, huddit-craw, hoodit-craw,
i. e. hooded crow: see hooded and hoodie-craw.]
Same as hooded crow (which see, under hooded).
[Scotch.]

hoddy-dodt, [Cf. hodmandod.] A snail.

The running mange or tettar is a mischeefe peculiar
unto the fig-tree ; as also, to breed certaine hoddy-dods or
shell snailes sticking hard thereto and eating it.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 24.

hoddy-doddyt (hod'i-dod'i), . [A riming
compound, with various equivalents, hoddy-
peke, hoddypoll, doddypoll, doddypate (q. v. ), etc.,
all terms of contempt for a foolish, stupid fel-

low.] An awkward or foolish person.
Cob's wife and you,

That make your husband such a hoddy-doddy.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 8.

My master is a parsonable man, and not a spindle shank il

hoddy-doddy.
Swift, Mary, the Cook-maid, to Dr. Sheridan.

hoddy-peak, hoddy-peke (hod'i-pek),
. [OSc.

hud-pyke (Dunbar), a miser or skinflint; origin
obscure; cf. hoddy-doddy. ~\

A fool; a cuckold.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

What, ye brain-sicke fooles, ye hoddy-pekeg, ye doddy-
powles I Latimtr, Sermons, fol. 44, b.

hodegetics (hod-e-jet'iks), . [< Gr. b

fitted for guiding, < Adiryclv, show the way,
guide, < oo^yop, a guide, < oS6f, way, + rjyeiaOai,

ayeiv, lead.] Same as methodology.
hod-elevator (hod'el"e-va-tpr), . An appa-
ratus for raising hods filled with bricks or mor-
tar in a building
which is in process
of erection, it gener-
ally consists of endless
chains united by rigid
links or bars to which the
hods are hooked. The
chains pass over wheels
above and below, and are
moved by hand-cranks.

hoder-modert, and
a. [See hugger-mug-
ger.] Hugger-mug-
ger. Skelton.

hodful (hod'ful), n.

[<7io<Ji, n.,+ -ful, 2.]
As much as a hod
contains

; the con-
tents of a hod.

hodge (hoj), n. [A
generalized use of

Hodge, a familiar
form of Rodger,
Roger, like Rob, q.

v., for Robert, Robin.
T-.

*
-,-f -,

nou-elevator,
From Hodge are de-
rived the surnames Hodge, Hodges, Hodgeson,
Hodson, Hotehkins, Hoskins, Hodgkinson, etc.
The name Roger, P. Roger, Sp. Pg. Rogerio, It.

Ruggiero, ML. Rogerus, is of OHG. origin : OHG.
Ruodiger, Hruadger, MHG. Ruedeger, Riiediger,
Rtieger, G. Riidiger, lit.

' famous with the spear,'
< OHG. *hruodi (only in proper names, = AS.
hrotJi, glory, fame, = Icel. hrodhr, fame) + ger= AS. gar, spear: see gar\ gore2 . The first

syllable is the same as that in Roderick, Rodolph= Rudolph, Roland, Robert = Rupert."] A coun-
tryman; a rustic; a clown. [Colloq.]
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One of these somnolent grinning hodges will suddenly

display activity of body and finesse of mind.
The Century, XXVII. 183.

hodgepodge (hoj'poj), n. [A corruption of hotch-

potch, q. v., and this of hotchpot, q. v.] 1. Same
as hotchpotch.
And Lesbian floure, . . . whereof the Turks make their

Trachana and Boubort
;
a certain hodgepodge of sundry

ingredients. Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

Man's life is but vain ; for 'tis subject to pain
And sorrow, and short as a bubble ;

Tis a hodge-podge of business, and money, and care,
And care, and money, and trouble.

Quoted in Walton'i Complete Angler, p. 178.

He [a horse] treated me to a hodge-podge of all his sever-
al gaits at once. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 202.

2. In law, a commixture of lands. See hotch-

pot, 2.

hodgepokert, n. [< hodge (cf. also hob2 ) + po-
ker2

, equiv. to puck.] A hobgoblin.
Maivmwlo [It], a sprite, a hag, a hobgoblin, a robin-

goodfellow, a hodgpoker, a lar in the chimney. Florio.

hodge-pudding (hoj'pud'ing), . [< hodge-
-podge) + pudding.] A pudding made of a

medley of ingredients.
Mn. Page. Why, Sir John, do you think . . . that ever

the devil could have made you our delight?
Ford. What, a hodije pudding ! a bag of flax?

Shalt., M. W. of W., v. 5.

Hodgkin's disease. See disease.

hodiernt (ho'di-ern), a. [= OF. hodierne = It.

odierno, < L. hodiernux, of this day, < hodie, on
this day, to-day, contr. of hoc die, abl. of hie

dies : hie, this (see hie jacet) ; dies, day (see
diary, diurnal). For the term., cf. hestern, hes-

ternal.] Same as hodiernal.

I know that this is contrary to the common opinion, not

only of the schools, but even of divers hodiern mathema-
ticians. Boyle, Works, III. 754.

hodiernal (ho-di-r'nal), a. [= OF. hodiernal;
as hodiern + -al.] & this day; belonging to
the present day.

Literature is a point outside of our hodiernal circle,

through which a new one may be described. Emerson.

hodman (hod'man), n. ; pi. hodmen (-men). [<
hod1 + man.] 1. A man who carries a hod

;
a

hod-carrier.

Alas, so is it everywhere, so will it ever be; till the
Hodman is discharged, or reduced to hodbearing, and an
Architect is hired. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 73.

2. A young scholar admitted from Westminster
School to be student in Christ-church College
in Oxford. [Local cant.]
hodmandod (hod'man-dod), n. [E. dial, also

hodmondod, Ttodmedod, hoddydod ; cf. dodman,
a snail, E. dial. (Corn.) hoddymandoddy, a sim-

pleton.] A snail
;
a dodman. [Eng.]

Those that cast their shell are the lobster, the crab, the

era-fish, the hodmandod or dodman, the tortoise, etc.

Bacon, Nat Hist, 732.

I am an ant, a gnat, a worm ; a woodcock amongst birds
;

a hodmondod amongst Uies ; amongst curs a trendle tail.

Webster, Appius and Virginia, iii. 4.

So they hoisted her down just as safe and as well,
And as snug as a hodmandod rides in his shell.

The New Bath Guide (ed. 1830), p. 36. (Halliwell.)

hodograph (hpd'o-graf), n. [< Gr. orf<5f, way,
+ ypd<j>ecv, write.] A curve the radius vector
of which represents in magnitude and direc-
tion the velocity of a moving particle. It was
invented by Sir W. R. Hamilton.

hodographic (hpd-o-graf'ik), a. [< hodograph
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a hod-

ograph: as, "hodographic isochrouism," Encyc.
Brit., XII. 43.

hodographically (hod-6-graf'i-kal-i), adv. On
the principle of the hodograph.
hodometer (ho-dom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. oM/ierpov,
or M6/ierpo(, an instrument for measuring dis-

tances by land or sea, < 6d6f, way, road, + /*e-

rpov, measure.] An instrument for measuring
the distance traveled by a wheeled vehicle.
It is a clockwork arrangement which, attached to a spoke
of a wheel, records the number of revolutions of the wheel
The number of revolutions multiplied by the circumfer-
ence of the wheel gives the distance traversed. Also odom-
eter.

hodometrical (hod-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< hodom-
eter + -ic-al.] 1. Pertaining to a hodometer.

2. Serving to find the longitude at sea by
dead-reckoning. Smyth.
hodthai (hod'thi), n. [E. Ind.] A resin ob-
tained from Balsamodendron Playfairii, an East
Indian tree of the natural order Burseraceie.

See Commiphora, the name under which the ge-
nus was formerly known.
hoe1

(ho), n. [Formerly spelled how (Bay,
1691, who calls it rostrum Gallicum, a French
rake), and erroneously haugh (Evelyn); < ME.
howe, < OF. houe, hoe, F. houe, < OHG. houwa,

Hoffmannite

MHG. houwe, G. haue, a hoe, < OHG. houirttu,
MHG. houwen, G. hatteti = E. hcw^, cut: see

/!.] An imple-
ment for digging,
scraping, or loosen-

ing earth, cutting
weeds, etc., made in
various forms. The
common hoe, also called
draw-hoe and field-hoe,
consists of a blade of iron
set transversely at a con-
venient angle at the end
of a long handle. In the
Dutch hoe, push-hoe, or
scumehoe the cutting
blade is set like the blade and . Dutch hoes ; <-

, hoe and
of a Spade. rake combined ; </, common hoe.

They sege Sarzyns myne the wale
With pykoys & howes gret * smal.

Sir Ferumbras, 1. 14993.

The /"" is an ingenious instrument, calculated to call out
a great deal of strength at a great disadvantage.

C. D. Warner, Summer in a Garden, iii.

Bayonet-hoe, a form of hoe with the blade set on the
handle as in the Ueld-hoe, but narrow and pointed much
in the form of a trowel-bayonet Horse-hoe, a frame
mounted on wheels and furnished with ranges of shares

spaced so as to work in the intervals between rows of

English Horse-hoe.

plants, such as turnips, potatoes, etc. used on farms for the
same purposes as the field-hoe, and drawn by a horse ; a
cultivator. Smaller machines of the same nature are made
to be pushed by a man.
hoe1

(ho), i:
; pret. and pp. hoed, ppr. hoeing.

[Formerly also haugh; <hoel, n.] I. trans. 1.
To cut, dig, scrape, or clean with a hoe. 2.
To clear from weeds or cultivate with a hoe:
as, to hoe turnips or cabbages.
When the Bowing and first hoeing and thinning of the

crop [carrots] are got over successfully, the after culture
of the crop is very simple. Encyc. Brit., I. 369.

A hard or a long row to hoe, a difficult or tiresome
task to perform. [U. s. ] To hoe one's own row, to do
one's share of work ; attend to one's own affairs. [U. S.]

U. intrans. To use a hoe.

Begin the work of hatching as soon as ever they [weeds]
begin to peep. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, July.

hoe'- (ho), n. [< Icel. har (and corruptly hdfr)
= Norw. Dan. haa = Sw. liaj = D. haai, > G.

hai, a shark, dogfish.] The common dogfish,
Squalus acanthias or Acanthias vulgaris; also, a
name of several other kinds of sharks. See cut
under dogfish. [Shetland and Orkney islands,
and U. S.3
hoe3 (ho), M. A variant of how2 . [Local, Eng.]

TTpon that lofty place at Plymouth called the Hoe,
Those mighty wrestlers met

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 482.

hoe^t, inierj. and n. An obsolete form of Ao1
.

hoe-cake (ho'kak), n. Coarse bread, generally
in the form of a thin cake, made of Indian

meal, water, and salt: originally that cooked
on the broad, thin blade of a cotton-field hoe.

[Southern U. 8.]
Some talk of hoe-cake, fair Virginia's pride.

J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, i.

There was also a hoe, on which Mrs. Jake baked cold
water hoe-cakes when she had company to supper.

E. Eggleston, The Oraysons, xvii.

hoe-down (ho'doun), . A dance: same as
breakdown. [Southern U. S.]
hoer (ho'er), n. One who hoes.

It is very difficult to get the hoers trained to select and
leave only the stoutest plants. Encyc. Brit., I. 367.

hoff (hof), n. A dialectal variant of hock1
.

Hoffmannist (hof'man-ist), n. [< Hoffmann (see

def.) + -ist. The surname Hoffmann, Hofman,
means 'courtman, courtier,' \ G. hof, MHG.
OHG. hof (= OS. D. hof = AS. hof, house (see

hovel), = Icel. hof), courtyard, palace, royal
court, + mann = E. man.] One of a body of

Lutheran dissenters, followers of Daniel Hoff-

mann, a professor at Helmstedt in Germany
(1576-1601), who taught that reason and reve-

lation are antagonistic.
Hoffmannite (hof'man-it), n. [< Hoffmann (see

defs.) + -ite2.] 1. A member of a short-lived

German Anabaptist sect of the sixteenth cen-

tury, founded by Melchior Hoffmann. 2. A
member of a small German sect of Millenarians,



Hoffmannite

founded in 1854 by Christian Hoffmann. The
sect was also called Jerusalem Friends.

Hofmann's violet. Same as dahlia, 3.

hofult, . [< ME. hmrful, Iwliful, hogful, < AS.
hohful, hogful, careful, anxious, < Iiogu, care,

anxiety: see how and -/?.] Prudent; careful;
considerate. Richardson.

Sir Gregory, ever hofnll of his doiuga and behaviour, di-

rected especial letters unto him.

Stapleton, Fortress of Faith, an. 1566, p. 97, b.

hofullyt, adr. Carefully; prudently.
Women serving God hofully and chastely.

Stapleton, Fortress of Faith, an. 1565, p. 419, b.

hog 1
(hog), H. [< ME. hog, huge, hoggc, a gelded

hog, a young sheep (cf. in comp. hog-pig, a bar-

row-pig, hog-colt, a young colt, hogget, a sheep
or colt after it has passed its first year, and
obs. E. hoggerel, hoggrel, a young sheep, hogga-
ster, hogster, a boar in its third year, also a
lamb after its first year, hoglin, a boar) ; prob.
< hog1

, v., a var. of hags ,
which is a var. of hack1

,

cut : see kogl, v., hag*, and hack1
. The term is

applied to a 'cut' or gelded boar, to a sheep
' cut ' or shorn the first year, or just after the
first year, hence a young sheep, and hence ex-
tended to a young colt. There is no sufficient

evidence for the current etymology from W.
hwch, a sow, = Corn, hoch, a pig, hog, = Bret.

houeh, hoch, a hog, = Ir. suig, ult. = AS. sugw,
su, E. sow2 : see soir2.] If. A gelded pig; a

barrow-pig. 2. An omnivorous non-ruminant
mammal of the family Suidte, suborder Artio-

dactyla, and order Ungulata; a pig, sow, or boar;
a swine. All the varieties of the domestic hog are de-
rived from the wild boar, SMS scrofa, (See boari.) The
river-hogs are somewhat aquatic African species of the
genus Potamochcerug. The babirussa is a true hog of the
same family, Suidce. See cut under babinusga.

Shall I keep your hogs, and eat husks with them?
Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

But for one piece they thought it hard
From the whole hog to be debarr'd.

Cowper, Love of the World Reproved.

3. Some animal like or likened to a hog, not
of the family Suid(e. See wart-hog, Phacochce-

rus, peccary, and DicotyUs.l. A sheep shorn
in the first year, or just after the first year ;

a
young sheep. [Prov. Eng.] 5. A young colt.

6. A bullock a year old. [Prov. Eng.] 7.
One who has the characteristics of the hog; a

mean, stingy, grasping, gluttonous, or filthy

person. [Colloq.] 8. Naut., a sort of scrub-

bing-broom for scraping a ship's bottom under
water. 9. A stirrer or agitator in the pulp-vat
of a paper-making plant. 10f. A shilling, or

perhaps a sixpence. [Old slang.]
"It's only a tester or a hog they want your honour to give

'em, to drink your honour's health," said Paddy.
Miss Edgeworth, Ennui, vi.

Guinea hog, the river-pig of Guinea, Potamochoerus pic-
tu. Horned hog, the babirussa : so called from the pro-
trusive teeth, resembling horns. See cut under babirus-
sa. Pygmy hog, an animal of the genus Poreula, as P.
salvama, which is found in Nepal and Sikhim. To caw
one's hogs to the hill. See caw?. To go the whole
hog. See go.

hog 1
(hog), v.

; pret. and pp. hogged, ppr. hog-
ging. [In def. 1 prob. a var. of hags for hack*,
cut; the orig., and not a derivative, of hog 1

, n.,
to which, however, the later senses are due.
Cf. MLG. hoggen, a secondary form of Jiomeen
= E. hew, to which hack1 is ult. referred.]
1. trans. 1. To cut (the hair) short: as, to hog
a horse's mane. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To scrape
(a ship's bottom) under water. 3. [With
ref. to hogback, q. v. The resemblance to G.

hocteen, carry on the back, get upon one's back,
also set in heaps, < hocke, a heap or shock of

sheaves, also the back, seems to be accidental.]
To carry on the back. [Local, Eng.]

II. intrans. 1. To droop at both ends, so as
to resemble in some degree a hog's back in out-
line : said of the bottom of a ship when in this
condition either through faulty construction
or from accident.

As a result it was found that the extremities tended to

droop with reference to the midship part, and the ship
was said to break, this particular form of breakage being
termed hogging. Thearle, Naval Arch., 193.

2. In the manege, to hold or cany the head
down, like a hog.
hog2

(hog), n. [Origin obscure; by some iden-
tified with hog1

,
as "laggard stones that

manifest a pig-like indolence," or, it might be
thought, in allusion to the helplessness of a

hog on ice, there being in the United States
an ironical simile, "as independent as a hog on
ice." But neither this explanation nor that
which brings in D. hok, a pen, kennel, sty, dock,
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is supported by any evidence. Perhaps first

applied not to the stone, but to the hog-score or
line ' cut ' in the ice, < hog1

, cut, and thus in fact

connected in another way with hog1
, q. v.] In

the game of curling, a stone which does not go
over the hog-score ; also, the hog-score itself.

[Scotch.]
hog'-

3
(hog), v. t.

; pret. and pp. hogged, ppr. hog-
ging. [< hog'

2
, m.] In curling, to play, as a

stone, with so little force that it does not clear
the hog-score. [Scotch.]
hogant (ho'gan), n. [Abbr. of Hogan-Mogan (or

Hogen-Mogen) rug.] A kind of strong liquor.
Those who toast all the family royal
In bumpers of Hogan and Nog

Have hearts not more true or more loyal
Than mine to my sweet Molly Mog.

Gay, Molly Mog.
For your reputation we keep to ourselves your not hunt-

ing nor drinking hogan, either of which here would be
sufficient to lay your honour in the dust.

Gray, Letters, I. 12.

Hogan-Mogant, n. and a. See Hogcn-Mogen.
hog-ape (hog'ap), . The mandrill baboon, Cy-
nocephalus mormon. Also called hog-monkey.
hog-apple (hog'ap'l), . The May-apple, Po-
dophyllum peltatum.
Hogarth's Act. See act.

hogatt, See hogget.

hogback (hog'bak), n. 1. A back like that of
a hog ;

a back which rises in the middle.

He [the perch] has a hooked or hog back, which is armed
with sharp and stiff bristles.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 155.

2. A fish in which the back is humped some-
what like a hog's. 3. A low, sharply crested

ridge rising upon the adjacent region, and usu-

ally formed of sand or gravel with boulders
intermixed : in New England more commonly
called horseback. Compare horseback, eshar,
kame. At the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains the

conspicuously projecting upturned edges of the rocky
strata are called "hogbacks," and the region where these

outcrops are common the "
hogback country."

I pushed forward across deep gulches, over high peaks
and hog-backs. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 860.

4. In coal-mining, a sharp rise in the floor of
a coal-seam. 5. A hog-frame.
The strength of her hull and the solidity of her hog-back.

Watcrbury (Conn.) American, April 2, 1886.

hog-backed (hog'bakt), . Having a back like

a nog's : specifically applied to a monstrous va-

riety of the common trout.

hog-bean (hog'ben), . The henbane, Hyoscya-
mus niger. Also hog's-bean.

hog-bed (hog'bed), n. The ground-pine, Lyco-
podium complanatiim.

hog-brace (hog'bras), n. Same as hog-frame.
hog-caterpillar (hog'kat"er-pil-ar), . The
larva of a moth, Darapsa myron, of the family

hogger

hog-COte (hog'kot), n. A shed or house for
swine

;
a sty. [Eng.]

hog-deer (hog'der), K. 1. A small spotted deer,
Cerfus (lliji:l<ij>hii.i) porciuus, abundant in In-

dia, and related to the axis. See axis'*. 2.
The babirussa.

hogeti a. A Middle English form of huge.
Hogen-Mogent (ho 'gen -mo 'gen), n. and a.

[Sometimes written Hogan-Mogan; < D. Hoog
en Mogend, 'high and mighty,' an honorific title

of the States General : hoog = E. high ; mogend,
mighty, orig. ppr. of mogen, may, can, have
power, = E. maw1

.] I. n. The States General
of Holland

;
Holland or the Netherlands. [Old

slang.]
But I have sent him for a token
To your Low-country Hogen-Mugen.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 1440.

II. a. Dutch. [Old slang.]

Well, in short, I was drunk ; damnably drunk with Ale ;

great Hogen Mogen bloody Ale.

Dryden, Wild Gallant, i. 1.

What think you of our Hogan-Mogan Belle ?

Didn't she trick the Trickster nicely well?
Mrs. Centilitre, Artifice, Epil.

Hogen-Mogen rugt, a 'high and mighty' that is, very
strong drink : later called simply hogan. See hogan and
rug.

There was a high and mighty drink call'd Rug.
Sure since the Reigne of great King Gorbodug,
Was never such a rare infused confection,
Injection, operation, and ejection,
Are Hogen Mogen Bugs, great influences
To provoke sleep, and stupene the senses.

John Taylor, Certain Travailes (1653).

hog-fennel (hog'fen'el), n. The sulphur-weed,
Peucedanum officinale. Also hog's-fennel.

hogfish (hog'fish), n. 1. A popular name of va-
rious fishes, (a) Scorpcena scrofa, a flsh of large size
and red color, with a spiny head, inflated cheeks, sunken
crown, and cirri or tags on the head and body. The name
is also given to other species of the same genus. [Local,

Eng.] (b) A darter, Percina caprodes, of the family Per-
cid(e and subfamily Etheostoinince, inhabiting American
fresh waters. Also called hog-molly, log-perch, and rock-

Jixli. (c) A hemuloniue fish, better known as sailor's-

choice. [U.S.] (d) A labroid flsh, Lachnolatmus maximus
or L. suillus. It has 14 dorsal spines, the first 3 strong and

Hogfish (Lachnolamus maximns).
( From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

produced into long filaments or streamers in the adult;
the entire preoperculum, opercles, and cheeks are scaly.
It Is a common West Indian flsh, and also occurs along the
Florida coast.

2. The common porpoise or sea-pig, Phocama
communis.

hog-fleece (hog'fles), n. [< hog 1
, 4, + fleece.']

The fleece obtained from a sheep that is shorn
for the first time. [Prov. Eng.]
hog-frame (hog'fram), n. In steam-vessels, a
fore-and-aft frame, usually above deck, form-

ing in combination with the frame of the vessel

Hog-caterpillar (Darapsa myrtm\
natural size.

Sphingidai : so called from the swollen thoracic

joints. The large, round, yellowish-green eggs are laid

singly on the leaves of the grape, and the larva; feed sepa-
rately on the leaves.

hog-chain (hog'chan), n. Same as hog-frame.
hog-cherry (hog'cher"i), n. The bird-cherry,
Prunus Padtts.

hog-choker (hog'cho'ker), n. An American
sole, Achirug lineatus, of the family Soleidce: so
called from its worthlessness as a food-fish.
It has an oval body of a brownish color crossed with nar-
row blackish bauds. It inhabits the eastern coast of North
America. See cut under Soleidte.

hog-cholera (hog'kol"e-ra), n. See cholera.

hog-colt (hog'kolt), n" A colt a year old; a

hogget. [Eng.]
hog-constable (hog'kun"sta-bl), n. .Same as

hog-reeve.

Hog-frame as used in a light-draft river-steamer.

a truss to resist vertical flexure : used chiefly
in American river- and lake-steamers. Also
called hogging-frame, hog-brace, hog-chain.
hoggardt, Same as hogherd.

Our regent (who had in him no more humanity than a
haggard). Comical Hist, of Francion (1655).

hoggastert, . See hogster.

hogged (hogd), p. a. [Pp. of hog1
,

v. i., 1.]

Having a droop at the ends: said of a ship
when her ends are lower than her midship part,
a condition resulting from accident, as from
running aground, or from structural weakness.
A very bad world indeed in some parts hogged the

moment it was launched a number of rotten timbers.

Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 168.

hoggepott, n. Same as hotchpot.

hogger (hog'er), H. [Appar. for 'hocker, < hock1

+ -er. Cf. equiv. Sc. hoxlien, hoshin, hoeshin.']
A stocking without a foot, worn by coal-miu-



hogger
era when at work. See sinker. [North. Eng.
and Scotch.]
hoggerel (hog'e-rel), n. [Also hoggrel, hogrel;
dim. of hogl, n., 4.] A sheep of the second
year. [Eng.]

And to the temples first they hast, and seeke
By sacrifice for grace, with hogrels of two years.

Surrey, tr. of Virgil, iv. 72.

hogger-pipe (hog'er-plp), n. In mining, the up-
per terminal pipe with delivery-hose of the

mining-pump. [North. Eng.]
hoggery (hog'er-i), n.

; pi. hoggeries (-iz). [<

hog'- + -ery, q. v.] 1. A place where hogs or
swine are kept ;

a piggery. 2. A collection of

hogs or swine. [Rare.]
Crime and shame,

And all their hoggery, trample your smooth world,
Nor leave more foot-marks than Apollo's kine.

Mn. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vll.

3. Hoggishness; swinishness; brutishness.

[Kare.]
hogget (hog'et), n. [Early mod. E. hogat, hog-
atte; < hog1 + dim. -et] 1. A young boar of
the second year. [Eng.] 2. A sheep or colt
more than one year old. [Eng.]
Bidens [LA a sheepe with two teeth, or rather that is

two yeres old, called in some place hogrelles or hogattes.
Elyot, 1559.

Farther in ... we found all the rest of the poor sheep
packed. . . . Two or three of the weaklier hoggets were
dead from want of air.

If. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xlii.

hogging, hoggin (hog'ing, -in), . [Perhaps <

hog1 + -ing
1

;
"from the rounded form of the

heap "(?).] Screened or sifted gravel. [Eng.]
Filter-beds of sand and hoggin. The Engineer, LXV. 32.

hogging-frame (hog'ing-fram), n. Same as

hog-frame.
hoggish (hog'ish), a. [< hog1 + -isft1 .] Having
the characteristics of a hog; swinish; greedy;
gluttonous; filthy; mean; selfish.

Those divels so talked of, and feared, are none else but
hoggish jaylors. Sir T. Ovcrbury, Characters, A Prison.

Abaddon and Asmodeus caught at me. . . .

"With colt-like whinny and with hoggish whine
They burst my prayer.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

hoggishly (hog'ish-li), adv. In a hoggish, brut-

ish, gluttonous, or filthy manner,
hoggishness (hog'ish-nes), n. The character of

being hoggish ; brutishness; voracious greedi-
ness in eating ; beastly filthiness; mean selfish-

ness.

hoggism (hog'izm), >i. [< hog1 + 4sm.'] Same
as hoggishness.

In hoggism sunk,
I got with punch, alas ! confounded drunk.

Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 108.

hog-gum (hog'gum), n. A kind of gum of un-
certain origin. In the West Indies it is employed as
a substitute for pitch in tarring boats, ropes, etc. One
variety is collected from among the roots of old trees of

Symphonia globuli/era, a species of British Guiana, belong-
ing to the natural order Q\itt\fcrtt. Another variety is ob-
tained from Spondfas mangifera, a tree of the dry forests
of many parts of India and Burma, belonging to the nat-
ural order Anacardiacece. Other varieties are thought to
be the product of lihiis ifetopium, of the order Anacar-
diacece; of Moronobea coccinea, of the order Guttifertx; and
of Hedimgia balsamifera, of the order Burseracece. It is

probable that all yield resinous substances of similar qual-
ities. Also called hog-doctor's gum, doctor-gum. Hog-
gum tree, a large tree, Moronobea coccinea, from 90 to 100
feet high, a native of Brazil and the West Indies.

hoght, n. An obsolete form of how?.

hogherd (hog'herd), n. [< hog1 + lierd?.'] A
keeper of swine

;
a swineherd. Also hoggard.

hoghood (hog'hud), . [< hog1 + -hood.} The
nature or condition of a hog. [Rare.]
Many a Circe island with temporary enchantment, tem-

porary conversion into beasthood and hoghood.
Carlyle, French Eev., III. i. 7.

hog-in-armor (hog'in-ar'mor), n. The nine-
banded armadillo, Dasypus or Tatusia norem-
cinctus. F. A. Ober.

hoglin (hog'lin), n. [< ME. hoglin; < hog* +
-lin, equiv. to dim. -ling

1
.'] If. A boar. 2. An

apple-turnover. [Prov. Eng.]
hoglingt, a. [Appar. < hog1 + -ling?.] Hog-
gish (f).

Sir Robert Hansel being now in the Mediterranean, . . .

Marquis Spinola should in a hogling Way change his Mas-
ter for the Time, and, taking Commission from the Empe-
ror, become his Servant for invading the Palatinate with
the Forces of the King of Spain in the Netherlands.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 9.

hog-louse (hog'lous), . A terrestrial isopod
crustacean of the family Oniscidw; a wood-
louse, sow-bug, or slater.

And if the worms called wood-lice, or hog-lice, be seen
in great quantities together, it is a token that it will rain
shortly after. Husbandman's Practice (1673).
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hog-mace (hog'mas), n. 1 . The official mace of
the corporation of Sandwich in England. 2.
The officer whose badge of office it is.

It is stated that the hogmace, or sergeant of the brazen
mace, bears a stout staff with a brazen head.

Art Jour., 1881, p. 105.

hogmant, * A kind of loaf. Ord. and Regu-
lations, p. 69. (Halliwell.)

hogmanay, n. See hogmcnay.
hog-mane (hog'man), . The mane of a horse
cut short or reached so as to stand up, like the
bristles on a hog's back.

hog-maned (hog'mand), a. Having a hog-
mane; reached.

hog-meat (hog'met), n. In Jamaica, the root
of the Boerhaaria decumbens. It is emetic, and a
decoction of it is said to be used as a remedy in dysentery.
Also called hog's-bread.

hogmenay, hogmanay (hog'me-na, -ma-na), .

[Formerly also hogmena,hagmena, hogmyne, etc.
;

said to be a corruption of F. "augui menez,
' lead

on to the mistletoe,' a cry which in some parts
of France the boys that go about begging on
the last day of December are said to use "

(Imp.
Diet.), but authority for this phrase is lacking;
prob. a corruption through the Norm. F. forms
hoguinanno, hoquinano, hoguigagne', haguirenleu,
haguinelo, haguilennef, etc., perverted forms of
OF. aguilanneuf, aguillanneu, aguillanneuf, guil-

lanneuf, etc., F. dial, aiguilan, guilane, guilan-
neu, prop, au-gui-l'an-ncuf, "the voice of coun-

trey people begging small presents, or new
year's gifts, in Christmas: an ancient tearm of

rejoycing, derived from the Druides, who were
wont, the first day of January, to go into the
woods, where having sacrificed and banquetted
together, they gathered Mistletow, esteeming
it excellent to make beasts fruitful, and most
sovereign against all poyson" (Cotgrave). i. e.

'to the mistletoe! the New Year!': au, < L. ad
ilium, to the ; guy, now gui, mistletoe (= mod.
Pr. rise = Cat. tesc = Sp. visco = It. visco, vis-

chio, < L. viscum, viscus, mistletoe : see viscttm) ;

le, < L. ille, that; an, < L. annus, year; neuf, < L.

npnts= E. new. The Sp. aguinaldo, a NewYear's

gift, Christmas box, is from the F. word.] 1.
The last day of December and of the year ; also,
the month of December. 2. Entertainment or
refreshment given to a visitor on the last day of
the year, or during December; a gift bestowed
on those who apply for it, according to ancient
custom, at that time of the year. [North. Eng.
and Scotch in both senses.]

Hogmanay.
Trollolay,
Gie's o' your white bread and nane o' your gray.

Old rime.

They [Scotch youth]
T hethe!

. go about the shops seeking
.ogrnenay. Hone's Every-day Book, II. 18.

The cottar weanies, glad and gay,
Wi' pocks out owre their shouther,

Sing at the doors for hogmanay.
Ret. J. Nicol, Poems, I. 27.

hog-molly (hog'mol'
i

'i), n. 1. The hog-mullet
or hog-sucker, Hypcntelium nigricans. [Local,
U. S.] 2. Same as hngfish, 1 (b).

hog-money (hog'mun'i), n. [So called from
the hog represented on the

coins.] The coins issued
at the beginning of the sev-
enteenth century for circu-
lation in the Somers Isles

(now the Bermudas). They
are of copper, silvered, and
are of the value of 1*., 6(7.,

3d., and 2(7.

hog-monkey(hog'muug"ki),
n. Same asi hog-ape.
hog-mullet (hog'muFet), n.

The hog-sucker, Hypentelium nigricans.
hog-nosed (hog'nozd), a. Having a snout like
a hog's: specifically applied to American ser-

pents of the genus Heterodon.

hognose-snake (hog'noz-snak), . A snake of
the genus Heterodon, which flattens the head
when about to strike. It is not venomous. Also
called flaihead or flat-headed adder, blowing-vi-
per, etc. See Heterodon.

hognut (hog'nut), n. 1. The pignut or brown
hickory, Carya poreina. See hickory. [U. S.]

2. The earthnut or arnut, Conopodiitm denu~
datum (Bunium flexuosum). Also called hawk-
nut. 3. A species of Omphalea belonging to
the natural order Euphorbiacete. [Jamaica.]
hogot (ho'go), n. [Also written hogoe, hogoo;
an E. spelling of F. haut gout, high flavor : see
haut1

, goufi. Cf. hoboy for hautbois.'] High
flavor

; strong scent.

hogshead
Balshazzar's sumptuous feast was heightened by the

hogo of his delicious meats and drinks.
M. Griffith, Fear of God and the King (1660), p. 76.

hog-peanut (hog'pe'
/

uut), n. A twining plant,
Amphicarpcea monoica, of the natural order
Leguminosa?, growing in rich wood-lands in the
United States, with purplish flowers at the sum-
mit which seldom produce fruit, and others at
the base which produce pear-shaped pods usual-

ly with a single seed, ripening in the ground or
on its surface under the fallen leaves.

hog-pen (hog'pen), n. A hog-sty ; a pig-sty.
hog-plum (hog'plum), n. A plant of the genus
Spondias, natural order Anacardiacete. Some of
the species yield pleasant fruits, ffa S. purpurea and S.
lutea of the West Indies. Their fruit is a common food
for hogs. A much-esteemed Brazilian dish is prepared
from the juice of S. tuberosa, mixed with milk, curds, and
sugar. In North America the name is applied to several
different plants: Prumte angvsti/olia, the Chickasaw plum
of the eastern United States ; Khus iletovium, the poison-
wood or coral-sumac of tropical Florida; and Ximenia
Americana, the wild lime of Florida, which is perhaps
introduced from the West Indies.

hog-rat (hog'rat), n. A West Indian rodent of
the genus Capromyg, as the Cuban C. pilorides.
Also hutia-conga, hutia-carabali.

hog-reeve (hog'rev), n. An officer charged with
the prevention or appraising ofdamages by stray
swine. In England the hog-reeve was formerly a parish
officer. In New England he was elected as a town officer ;

and hog-reeves are still chosen in some places, generally
as a jest, the office being merely nominal. Also called

hog-constable.

hogrel (hog'rel), n. See hoggerel.

hog-ring (hog
'

ring), n. A metal ring, clasp,
or other device inserted in a pig's snout to pre-
vent it from rooting up the ground.
hog-ringer (hog'ring'er), n. 1. One who puts
rings in the snouts of swine. 2. A form of

pincers for inserting rings in the snouts of
swine.

hog-rubber (hog'rub'er), . A low, coarse fellow
fit only for such work as rubbing hogs. [Rare.]
The very rusticks and hog-rubbers, ... if once they last

of this Loue liquor, are Inspired in an instant.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 536.

hog's-back (hogz'bak), n. Anything shaped like

the back of a hog ;
in geol., same as hogback, 3.

hog's-bane (hogz'ban), . Same as sowbane.

hog's-bean (hogz'ben), . [Tr. of Gr. voaKraftof:
see Hyoscyamus.'] Same as hog-bean.
hog's-bread (hogz'bred), . Same as hog-meat.
hog-SCOre (hog'skor), . [< hog?, q. v.,+ score,
a line.] In the game of curling, a distance-line
drawn across the rink or course one sixth of
the way from each of the two tees.

Now he lags on Death's hog-score.
Burns, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

hog's-fennel (hogz'fen^el), n. Same as hog-
fennel.

hog's-garlic (hogz'gar
<

'lik), n. A kind of garlic,
Allium ursinum. See garlic.

hog's-haw (hogz'ha), n. A small tree, Craicegus
brachyacantha, a native of Louisiana and Texas.

hogshead (hogz'hed), . [Early mod. E. also

hoggeshed; < ME. hoggeshcd, hoggis hed, hoggys
hed, hoggeshede (1434) ;

in form < hog's, poss. of

hog1
,
+ head. But the word is prob. an adapted

form of what would reg. be oxhead (not found
in this sense), < MD. ockshoofd, oghshoofd (Kil-
ian), later okshoofd, oxhoofd (Sewel), now oks-

hoofd = LG. okshoofd, oxhoofd (Bremen Diet.),
> G. oxhoft, ochfhoft (the G. ochsenhaubt (1691)
being an accom. form); cf. Dan. oxehoved =
OSw. oxhufwud, Sw. oxhufcud, a hogshead, lit.,

as the Dan. term also signifies, an 'oxhead,'= E. oxhead, q. v. The D. and LG. forms may
be accom. from the Scand.; the reg. forms for
'oxhead' are D. ossenhoofd, LG. *ossenhoved or

-hofd. The reason why the name was applied
to a cask is not certainly known; perhaps be-
cause such casks had the figure of an ox's head
branded on them, or in allusion to a figure of
the head of Bacchus, with golden horns, sup-
posed to have adorned such casks. The 6.
tocsaid, hogshead, is from the E.] 1. A large
cask for liquors, etc.

Swallowed with yest and froth, as you'd thrust a cork
into a hogshead. Shak., W. T., lil 3.

Specifically (a) A cask having the definite capacity of 63
old wine-gallons, 54 beer-gallons, etc. See def. 2.

Now as for wine-vessels, they are seldom smaller than

hogsheads which are of 63 gallons.
JL Recorde, Grounde of Artes.

(6) A cask having a capacity of from 100 to 140 gallons : as,
a hogshead of sugar, molasses, or tobacco.

2. A liquid measure containing 63 old wine-

gallons (equal to 52^ imperial gallons), this

value havingbeen fixed by an English statute of

1423. The hogshead of molasses was made 100 gallons



hogshead

byastatuteof 22Geo. II. Formerly the London hogshead hohlspath (hol'spath), n. [Gr., < hohl, hollow,
of beer was 54 beer-gallons, the London hogshead of ale was 4. .v ,,,,f/, Rpar.l An early name given by Wer-

i$Sf^^^^^SS^^SS^ <?
* V^Wj* a?dalusite called chias-

lime, tobacco, etc., have had local acceptance. See huye- tollte or

headuvvjht. Abbreviated hhd. hollow spar.
3. [Directly</<o</'.v/xw/.] A draught, as of wine holes, hoicks (hoiks), inter/. In hunting, & cry
or ale, taken from a cup which forms the head to cheer the hounds.

Holaspideae

or cover of a jug in the shape of a hog.
Sussex pig, under pig.

hogsheadweightt, Five hundredweight.

See Groom (within, holloing). Come along, Sir Callagan

O'Brallagan! Hoics! hoics! Hark forward, my honeys !

. Hoics! hoics I What is the matter here?

Macklin, Love a la Mode, II. 1.

make ] hogt-headweight.

hog-shearing (hog'sher"ing), n. Much ado
about nothing. [Ludicrous.]

Why do I hold vou thus long in these his noisome ex-

halations, and hideous cry of hog-shearing, where, as we
used to say in England, we have a great deal of noise and

no wool? E. Martin, Letters (1662), p. 95.

Hoisted and swung (naf.), ready to be lowered into

the water at the word of command, as a boat. = Syn. Heave,
Lift, etc. See raise.

e variety of andalusite called cliias- nQ{st (hoist), n. [<hoist,i:] 1. The act of hoist-
inacle. See chiitxlnhte. Also called

ing
. a lift . 2. That by which something is

hoisted; a machine for raising ore, merchan-

dise, passengers, etc., in a mine, warehouse,

hotel, etc.; an elevator. 3. The perpendicular

height of a flag or ensign, as opposed to the fly,

or breadth from the staff to the outer edge ; also,

the extent to which a sail or yard maybe hoisted :

as, give the sail more hoist. 4. Xattt., a num-
ber of flags fastened together for hoisting as a

signal. Pneumatic hoist, a lifting apparatus consist-

ing of a platform which is raised by suspension-chains pass-

ing over drums, and thence to pistons operated by com-

pressed air in vertical tubular shafts ; an air-hoist,

hoistt (hoist). Past participle of hoise, regularly
hoised.

hoiden, hoyden (hoi'dn), . and a. [< MD. hoist-bridge (hoist'brij), n. See bridge.
hog-shouther (hog shuTH'er), . [Appar. in /,<7en now /lewfew, a heathen, gentile, a gipsy, hoister (hois'ter), n. One who or that which
allusion to the crowding and pushing of hogs vagabond, = E. heathen, q. v. The W. hoedon, hoists; an elevator or lift,

while being fed, < hogi + shouther = K.shoulder.} a coquette, a flirt, a hoiden, is from the E. The hoisting (hois'ting), n. [Verbal n. of hoist, v.]
A game in_which those

who take partjostle one D ^ ei
^
soun(js nearly as E. "long i," and this The act of raising or elevating.

was formerly commutable with oi, as in hoiden

and hoise, hoist (also from the D.), joist, joint,

point, etc., dial, or obs. hist, jist (gist), jint,

pint, etc.] I. n. If. A rude, bold man.
Shall I argue of conversation with this hoyden, to go and windlass adapted for hoisting,

practise at his opportunities in the larder? hoisting-engine (hois'ting-en"jin), n,

Milton, Colasterion. -

2. A rude, bold girl ;
a romp.

Such another slatternly ignorant hoyden I never saw.

Life of Mrs. Delamj, II. 323.

II. a. Eude; bold; inelegant; rustic.

, hoicks (hoiks), v. t. [<
fo salute or encourage with the hunting-cry
"Hoics!" Davies.

Our adventurer's speech was drowned in the acclama-
tions of the fox-hunters, who now triumphed in their

turn, and hoicksed the speaker.
Smollett, Sir L. Greaves, ix.

another with the shoulders. [Scotch.]

hog-shouther (hog'shuTH"er), v. i. [See hog-

sliouthcr, n.~\ To jostle with the shoulder.

[Scotch.]
The warly race may drudge an' drive,

Hog-shouther, jundie, stretch, an' strive.

Burns, To William Simpson.

hogskin (hog'skin), n. Leather made of the

hides of hogs, having a grained and minutely

punctured surface, used for saddles (generally
under the name pigskin) and as an ornamental
material for bookbinding and wall-hangings.
For the latter uses also called sowskin and hogs'

leather. See also Avignon leather (under lea-

ther) and corami.

There were many examples of superb binding, especially
of exquisite tooling on hog-skin.

C. D. Warner, Little Journey, vi.

It may be truly amrm'd, he was the subversion and fall

of that Monarchy which was the /uniting of him.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

hoisting-crab (hois'ting-krab), . A crab or

They throw their persons with a hoiden air

Across the room and toss into the chair.

Young, Satires, v.

hoiden, hoyden (hoi'dn), v. i.

To romp rudely.

They have been hoidening with the young apprentices.
Swift.

hog-snake (hog'snak), n. A serpent of the ge- hoidenhood, hoydenhood (hoi'dn-hud). n. [<
nus Heterodon; a hog-nosed snake. hoiden -t- -hood.] The condition of a hoiden.

hog's-pudding (hogz'pud"ing), n. The entrails Craig.
of a nog, stuffed with pudding composed of hoidenish, hoydenish (hoi'dn-ish), a.

flour, currants, and spice. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
hog-Steert (hog'ster), n. [Appar. < hogl + steer 12

;

but orig. an accom. of hogster.~\ A boar of the

[< hoi-

~dcn + -isti1 .] Having the manners of a hoiden ;

like or appropriate to a hoiden.

fan

She is very handsome, and mighty gay and giddy, half

mish and half hoydenish. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, 1. 306.

third year. hoidenism, hoydenism (hoi'dn-izm), n. [< hoi-

Hee scornes theese rascal tame games, but a sounder of fen + -ism.] The character or manners of a

Or tKrownye lion too stalck fro the mountain he wissh- .^,1;. rompi8hness; rusticity. Imp. Diet.

eth Stanihurst, MneiA, iv. 163. hOlgh1
, interj. bee hoy*.

hoigh2t (hoi), n. [Appar. a var. of Jiigh used
hogstert (hog'ster), n. [Early mod. E. hoggester,

hoggaster; appar. < hog1 + -stei:] 1. A sheep
in its second year: same as hoggerel. 2. A
boar in its third year.

hog-Sty (hog'sti), n. [< ME. hogstye; < hogl +
siy

1
.] A pen or an inclosure for hogs.

The besotted Grecians being so far from endeavouring a

recovery that they jested at the losse, and said that they
had but taken a Hogs-stie. Sandys, Travailes, p. 21.

^ v__ A spe-
cial type of steam-engine, usually double, and
either directly connected with a hoisting-drum
around which a hoisting-rope is wound, or pro-
vided with a frictional clutch to control the

hoisting-drum or let it run free at will. Such en-

gines for light work are usually portable, with an upright
boiler, and one or two cylinders placed horizontally at the

., .. base of the boiler.

hoiden n ~\
hoisting-jack (hois'ting-jak), n. A device for

applying hand-power to lift an object by means
of a screw or lever. E. H. Knight.

hoistway (hoist'wa), n. A passage through
which goods are hoisted in a warehouse; the

shaft of a freight-elevator,
hoitt (hoit), v. i. [Origin uncertain ;

cf . W. hoe-

tian, suspend, dandle.] To indulge in riotous

and noisy mirth.

Hark, my husband, he's singing and hotting, and I'm
fain to cark and care, and all little enough.

Beau, and PL, Knight of Burning Pestle, t 3.

hoity-toity (hoi'ti-toi'ti), interj. [Also written

hoighty-toighty, hity-tity, highty-tighty ; appar. a

varied redupl. of hoit, without def. meaning.]
An exclamation denoting surprise or disappro-

bation, with some degree of contempt: equiva-
lent to pshaw.

Hoity-toity! what have I to do with dreams?
Congreve, Love for Love.

hog-SUCCOry (hog'suk"o-ri), n. A species of

Syoseris, small taraxacum-like plants of the

Mediterranean region.

hog-SUCker (hog'suk"er), . A catostomoid fish hoighty-toighty, interj. and a.

of the United States, Hypentelittm nigricans, the spelling
of hoity-toity.

hog-molly or hog-mullet. It has various other hqiset (hois), v.
t^ [Early mod. E. hyse, Jiyce

local names, as crawl-a-bottom, hammerhead,

allusively, with perhaps a ref. to hoigh 1
, interj.]

High excitement; rampage: in the phrase on
or upon the hoigh, eager; excited; excitedly;

hoity.toity (hoi'ti-toi'ti), a. [Also highty-
isly-

tighty, etc.; <hoity-toity, interj.] Elated; giddy;
Young wenches now

;

are all o" the hoigh.
flighty ; petulant ; huffy : as, he is in hoity-toity

'

spirits. [Colloq.]

hokt, hoket, and v. Obsolete variants of hook.

lfeywoodWomau'k"ilied with Kindness, hokedayt, n. Same as hock-day.

There comes running upon the hoigh together to meete hokert, . [ME., < AS. hocor, scorn mockery,
me all the hucksters, fishmongers, butchers, cookes. derision: see remarks under hoax.] bcorn;

Terence in English (1614).

An occasional
derision; invective; abusive talk.

She was as digne as water in a dich,
As ful of hoker and of bisemare.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 45.

(Palsgrave )','< OD. hyssen, D. hijschen'= Dan. hokerlyt, adv. [ME., < hoker + -ly'
2
.] Scorn-

heise (> Se.heeze),hisse=Sw.hissa, hoise, hoist fully; disdainfully; abusively.
Thanne wol he be angry, and answere hokerly and an-

grily. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

stone-lugger, stone-roller, and toter.

hog-wallow (hog'wol"6), n. A peculiar kind
of irregular surface, when the clayey soil is

.,
_______ _____ *-^f- T- ,,---

broken up by a series of hillocks and hollows ly hist (hist). For the relation of hoise, hoist, to hoky-caket, n. See hockey-cake.

closely succeeding one another. [U. 8.] hyse, hisft, cf. hoiden, joist, etc.] To raise; lift
; hoky-poky_(h6'ki-p6[ki)u .

^1.
Same

elevate; hoist.

(> F. hisser, hoist a sail). Now, with excrescent

t, hoist (due prop, to pp. hoist = hoiked), vulgar-

These hog-wallowx are formations of pitfalls and eleva-

tions, hollows and hillocks of every variety, which succeed
each other like cups and saucers turned topsy-turvy.

Putnam's Mag., Feb., 1854.

hog-wardt (hog'ward), n. A hog-keeper.
The hotj-ward who drove the swine to the " denes" in

the woodland paid his lord fifteen pigs at the slaughter-

time, and was himself paid by the increase of the herd.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 317.

hogwash (hog' wosh), 11. The refuse of a kitchen here -

or brewery, etc., given to swine as food
;
swill, hoist (hoist), v. t.

hogweed (hog'wed), n. One of several plants,

a,RHeracleumSphondylium,Polygonumavicularc,
and Ambrosia artemisio'folia. The poisonous
hogweed is Arixtolocliia, grandiflora of the West
Indies,

hogwort (hog'wert), n. An annual euphor-
biaceous plant, Croton capitatus (Septalon gra-

veolens), with densely soft-woolly and some-
what glandular stems, and the fertile flowers

capitate and crowded at the base of the sterile

spike. It occurs from Illinois and Kentucky
southward.

as hocus-

pocus. [Prov. Eng.] 2. Ice-cream sold by
the pennyworth by street venders.

Hokey Pokey is of a firmer make and probably stiffer

material than the penny ice of the Italians, which it rivals

in public favour, and it is built up of variously flavoured

layers. Tuer, London Cries, p. 21.

holt, a. An obsolete form of whole.
Hoist with his own petar. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. holarctic (hol-ark'tik), a. [< Gr. 8/lof, whole, en-

I hoise up Parnell partly to spite the envious Irish folks tire,+ apKTtKof, arctic.] Entirely arctic
; wholly

subject to arctic influences : as, the holarctic

They . . . hoised up the mainsail to the wind, and made
toward shore. Acts xxvii. 40.

We descried land, which land we bare with all, hoising
out our boat to discouer what land it might be.

Hakluyt'a Voyages, I. 236.

For 'tis the sport, to have the engineer

Swift, Journal to Stella, Ivii.

[Also dial, liist ; a later form
of hoise, due prob. to the pp. hoist, vulgarly
hist: see hoise.] To raise; lift; elevate; es-

pecially, to raise by means of block and tackle

or other machinery.
I have hoisted sail to all the winds
Which should transport me farthest from your sight.

region.
The great northern or holarctic fauna.

A. Newton, Address to Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Manchester
[(1887), p. 8.

holarthritic (hol-ar-thrit'ik), a. [< Gr. o/.oc,

entire, whole, + apdpirif, gout : see arthritis.]

Having gout in all the joints. Dungllson.
Shak., Sonnets, cxvii.

Holaspidese (hol-as-pid'e-e), w. pi. [< Gr. otof,
Where other princes, hoisted to their thrones entire whole, + aairtf (aairid-), a shield, + -eai.]

si
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PoSel- v i
In "tith -> in Sundevall's classification, the first
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cohort of the series of scutelliplantar oscines,
Deposits formed originally on the floor of the sea have :*,..< Af ... 11T,natnrl nwipintion of the

been hoisted above water, and now form the bulk of our consisting Ot an unnatui

dry land. Huxley, Physiography, p. 215. larks, Alaudida;, and the hoopoes, Upuptda.



holaspidean

holaspidean (hol-as-pid'e-an), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Holaspidea; ;

specifically, having the posterior portion of the
tarsus covered by large scutella in a single se-

ries, as in the larks, Alaudidw.

holbardt holberdt."- Obsolete forms of halberd.

Holbcellia (hol-bel'i-a), n. [NL., named after F.

L. Holboll, superintendent of the Royal Botanic
Gardens at Copenhagen.] A genus of climbing
shrubs, of the natural order Berberidece (Ber-

beridacetf), tribe Lardizabalece, the type of End-
licher's tribe Holboelliea;. Its technical characters

are : monoecious flowers with 6 petaloid sepals and 6 minute
stamens ; the male flowers with 8 free stamens and rudi-

mentary ovary, the female with 6 sterile stamens and 3

oblong carpels; berry oblong, indehiscent; leaves digitate-

ly 3- to 9-foliolate ; flowers purple or greenish, in axillary
racemes. Only 2 species are known, natives of the Hima-

laya region.

Holboelliese (hol-be-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hol-
bosllia + -ere.] A tribe of plants established

by Endlicher in 1840 for the then recognized
suborder Lardizabalece, of the Menispermaceai,
transferred by later authors to the Berberidece

(Berberidacece), and employed by Bentham and
Hooker as a tribe, which includes the genus
SolbtfWa.
Holbrookia (hol-bruk'i-ii), n. [NL. (C. Girard,

1851), named after J. E.Holbrook, an American

herpetologist.] A notable genus of lizards, of

which there are several American species, re-

lated to the horned toads. The leading species
is H. maculata, found on the western plains,

especially among prairie-dogs.
holcad (nol'kad), n. [< Gr. oAicdf (6/l/cao-), a

ship which is towed, a ship of burden, < ifativ,

draw: see Holcus.] In Gr. antiq., a ship of bur-

den
;
a merchantman.

holcodont (hol'ko-dont), a. [< Gr. o/U<if, a fur-

row, track (see Holcus), + Motif (bSovr-) = E.

tooth.'] In ornith., having teeth distinctly
and separately socketed in a long continuous

groove, as the Odontolcce.

Holcus (hol'kus), . [NL., < L. holcus, < Or.

6'AKOf, a sort of grain, mouse-barley : cf . oA/if,

adj., drawing to oneself,

trailing, oAxof, a furrow, <

IXicetv, draw, draw out.] A
genus of perennial plants,
of the natural order Gra-
minece. It is characterized by
spikelets crowded in an open
panicle, 2-flowered, and Jointed
with the pedicels, and boat-

shaped glumes inclosing and
much exceeding the remotish
flowers. The lower flower is per-

fect, its papery or thin coriaceous
lower palet being awnless and

pointless; the upper flower is

similar, staminate, and bears a
stout bent awn below the apex.
The stamens are 8 in number.
About 8 species are known, ori-

ginally natives of Europe and
Africa, but some are now widely
distributed. H. lanatus, the vel-

vet-grass or meadow soft-grass,
is extensively naturalized in the
United States. It is regarded as

of little value either for pasture
or for hay. H.mollis, the creeping
soft-grass, is regarded as a trou-

blesome weed, //. saccharatus
is said to contain a large quantity
of sugar. The species are known
as soft-grass or velvet-grass.

hold1 (hold), r. ; pret. held, v h
|JElf

1*
TIT * *J f i 7 j tus). a. spikelet.

pp. held (archaic holden,

chiefly used in law), ppr. holding. [E. dial.

houd, hod, Sc. hald, hand, had (see had? and

Tioffi), < ME. holden, earlier halden (pret. held,

helde, hilde, hylde, pi. helden, etc., pp. holden,

holde), < AS. healdan (pret. hedld, pi. hedldon,

pp. healden) = OS. haldan = OFries. halda= D.

houden = MLG. halden, LG. holden= OHG. hal-

tan, MHG. G. halten = Icel. halda = Sw. h&lla

= Dan. holde, hold, keep, = Goth, haldan (pret.

haihald, pp. haldans), keep or tend cattle ; a re-

duplicating verb. The special Goth, sense sug-

gests a connection with Gr. /JotMaSAof,
a cow-herd

(see bucolic), the Teut. root being then *hal,
with present-formative -d; but this is doubt-

ful.] I. trans. 1. To keep fast or close, as in

the grasp of the hand
;
control or prevent the

movement or action of, by grasping, binding,

arresting, or other means of constraint or de-

tention; retain; keep: as, to hold a horse by
the bridle; to hold a prisoner in chains; to hold

the attention of an audience; to hold one's self

in readiness.

Youre knyf withe mete to your mouthe nat here,

And in youre hande nor holden yee yt no way.
Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.
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Whom Ood hath raised up, having loosed the pains
of

death ; because it was not possible that he should be hold-

en of it. Acts ii. 24.

'Twixt his finger and his thumb he held
A pouucet-box. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 3.

2. To keep back; detain: as, goods held for the

payment of duties.
Tis not pain

In forcing of a wound, nor after-gain
Of many days, can hold me from my will.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, Iv. 1.

Whilst I at a banquet hiM him sure,
I'll find some cunning practice out of hand
To scatter and disperse the giddy Ooths. *

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

I hoped to hold Pemberton in my front while Sherman
should get in his rear and into Vlcksburg.

U. S. Grant, 1'ersonal Memoirs, I. 431.

3. To keep back from action; restrain from
action or manifestation; withhold; restrain;
check.

The most High . . . held, still the flood till they were

passed over. 2 Esd. xiii. 44.

Hold, hold, he yields ; hold thy brave sword, he's con-

quer'd. Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, it 5.

There was silence deep as death ;

And the boldest held his breath
For a time. Campbell, Battle of the Baltic.

4. To contain, or be capable of containing;
have capacity or accommodation for: as, a bas-

ket holding two bushels
;
the church holds two

thousand people.
They have . . . hewed them out cisterns, broken cis-

terns, that can hold no water. Jer. ii. 18.

And they might enter at his open door,
E'en till his spacious hall would holtl no more.

Cowper, Hope, 1. 809.

The lower city would naturally be spread over the more
sheltered ground which holds all that is left of Durazzo
under the rule of the Turk.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 878.

5. To pursue, prosecute, or carry on; enter-

tain
; employ ; sustain : as, to hold one's course ;

to hold a court or a meeting; to hold an argu-
ment ; to hold intercourse.

Crete was the feeste that the kynge hilde on the euen of

the assumption. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ ill. 614.

There y was wonte to leepe bifore,
Fer aboute now my wei y hoolde.

Hymni to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

It draws near the season
Wherein the spirit held his wont to walk.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

About this time a Parliament was holden at Westmin-

ster, where Subsidies were willingly granted.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 386.

The Inhabitants holde trade with other Samoeds.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 433.

Seed time and harvest, heat and hoary frost,

Shall hold their course. Milton, P. L., xi. 900.

As hags hold, sabbaths, less for joy than spite,
So these their merry, miserable night.

Pope, Moral Essays, Ii. 239.

The language held by both father and daughter to the

House of Commons. Brougham.

Specifically, in music : (a) To sing or play, as one of several

parts in a harmony : as, to hold the tenor in a glee. (6) To
maintain in one part, as a tone, while the other parts pro-

gress ; dwell upon.
6. To have and retain as one's own ;

be vested

with title to; own: as, to hold a mortgage.

"Holde, Joseph," sayd Ihesu, "that couerture of my
body." Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

But he hathe lost alle but Orece ; and that Lond he
holt alle only. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 8.

I M. take thee N. to my wedded wife, to have and lo

holil from this day forward.
Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

The doctrine grew that the temporal lords alone were

peers, as alone having their blood "
ennobled," which is

the herald's way of saying that they held their seats by
hereditary right.

E. A. Freeman, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 460.

7. To have or be in possession of; occupy: as,
to hold land adversely; to hold office.

The whigs had now held office, under Grey and Mel-

bourne, with a short interruption, for ten years.
& Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 301.

8. To maintain; uphold; defend: as, to hold

one'sown ;
to hold one's right against all comers.

With what arms
We mean to hold what anciently we claim
Of deity or empire. Milton, P. L., v. 723.

His party . . . drave his kith and kin,
And all the Table Round that held the lists,

Back to the barrier.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Halleck on the same day, the 5th of December, directed

me not to attempt to hold the country south of the Talla-

hatchle. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 430.

9. To entertain in the mind; regard, or regard

as; consider, deem, esteem, or judge to be: as,

to hold an opinion or a prejudice ;
to hold one's

self free to act.

hold

This tre [of Mamre] is holde in urete veneracion amonges
the Sarrasyns. Sir R. Guylforde, 1'ylgrymage, p. 54.

The Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh his

name In vain. Ex. xx. 7.

Sixe miles from hence is a Well holden in like sacred

account, which cureth Leprosies.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 75.

Inquire how she thinks of him, how she holds him.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ill. 1.

I hold reason to be the best Arbitrator, and the Law of

Law it selfe. Milton, Kikonoklastes, v.

She took no offence at his reference to nursery gossip,
which she had learned to hold cheap.

O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, xil.

10. To decide; lay down the law: as, the
court held that the plaintiff was entitled to re-

cover. 11. To bear; endure. [Rare.]
Now humble as the ripest mulberry
That will not hold the handling.

Shak., Cor., ill. 2.

Corses now-a-days, that will scarce hold the laying in.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

12. To support; maintain; keep up; bear;
carry.

Yet cease I not to clamour and to cry,
While my stiff spine can hold my weary head.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

Some man or other must present wall; . . . U-t lihn A"M
his fingers thus. Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1.

Katie walks

By the long wash of Australasian seas

Far off, and Imlilx her head to other stars,
And breathes in converse seasons.

Tennyson, The Brook.

13. To keep or set apart as belonging to some
one; keep.

Abed
For her own flowers and favorite herbs, a space,
By sacred charter, holden for her use.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vl.

14. To bet; wager. [Archaic.]
ni hold thee any wager,

When we are both accoutred like young men,
I'll prove the prettier fellow of the two.

Shak., M. of V., ill 4.

I hold my life you have forgot your dancing.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, L 1.

Ill hold three tooth-picks to one pound of snuff, I catch
him. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxviii.

Not fit to holda candle to. See candle. To be holden,
to bo holdt, to be beholden or indebted.

And I so inoche am hold to his grace,
That for to haue his Reme myself alone,
I wold not be ontrew to his person.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 496.

To hold a candle to the devil See devil. To hold
bythebutton. See button. To hold copy. Seecopy.
To hold down a claim, to reside on a section or tract of

land long enough to establish a claim to ownership under
the homestead law. IWestern U. 8.]

It is very common to find a lone and unprotected fe-

male holding down a claim, as the Western phrase runs.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 236.

To hold forth, to put forward to view ; offer ; exhibit ;

propose.

Observe the connection of ideas in the propositions
which books hold forth and pretend to teach as truths.

Locke.

To hold hands togethert, to hold hand wltht. see
hand. To hold in, to hold with a tight rein; curb;
hence, to restrain ;

check ; repress.

Be ye not as the horse, or as the mule, . . . whose mouth
must be held in with bit and bridle, lest they come near
unto thee. Ps. xxxii. 9.

Edm. You look as you had something more to say.
Alb. If there be more, more woful, hold it in.

Shak., Lear, v. 8.

To hold in balance, in hand, in play. See the nouns.

To hold of, to possess or enjoy by grant of, or under a
title derived from: as, to hold lands of the king. TO
hold off, to keep off or aloof ; keep at a distance.

Mar. You shall not go, my lord.

Ham. Iloldo/ your hand.
Shak., Hamlet, t 4.

To hold on, to continue or proceed in : as, to hold on a
course. TO hold one's dayt, to keep one's appointment.

This knight
Seyde had buttle his day, as be hadde hight.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 168.

If there yon misse me, say
I am no Gentleman : lie hold my day.

Beyuiood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

To hold one's hand. See hand. To hold one's nose,
to compress the nose between the fingers in order to avoid

perceiving a bad smell. To hold one's nose to the
grindstone. See grindstone. 1o hold one's own, to

keep one's present condition or advantage ;
stand one's

ground.
It had always been taken forgranted . . . that ... an

active militant parson . . . was to hold his ou :n against
all comers. Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxi.

To hold one's peace, to keep silent ;
cease or refrain from

speaking.

The gentlemen held their peace and smiled at each other,

as who should say, "Well! there is no accounting for

tastes." Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xv.

To hold one's tongue, to keep one's tongue still ; be
silent.



hold

Ferd. Nay, sir, 'tis only my regard for my sister makes
me speak.
Jerome. Then pray, sir, in future, let your regard for

your father make you hold your tongue.
Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

To hold out. (tf> To extend; stretch forth; hence, to

offer ; propose.
Fortune holds out these to you as rewards. B. Jonson.

Health and virtue, gifts
That can alone make sweet the bitter draught
That life holds out to all. Cowper, Task, i. 752.

(6) To continue to resist or endure. [Rare.]

He cannot long hold out these pangs.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

To hold over, (a) To postpone ; keep for future consider-
ation or action : as, to hold over a bill or an amendment.

You haven't got the money for a deal about you ? Then
I'll tell you what I'll do with you ;

I'll hold you ocer.

Dickens, Mutual Friend, i. 7.

(&) Said of a tone in music whose duration extends over
from one measure to the next. To hold tack with.
(naut.), to keep course and speed with.

They [the States] made young Count Maurice their Gov-
ernor, who, for twenty-five Years together, held tack with
the Spaniard, and during those Traverses of War was very
fortunate. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

To hold talet, to keep account.

Of other heuene than here thei holden no tale.

Piers Plowman (C), ii. 9.

To hold the belt. See telt.lo hold the market, to
control the market by buying and holding a certain com-
modity, as stock. To hold the plow, to guide or man-
age a plow in turning up the soil. To hold to bail. See
bail'i. To hold under one's girdlet. See girdlei.To
hold up. (a) To keep in an erect position ; raise : as, to
hold up the head ; to hold up an object to be seen.

But neither bended knees, pure hands held up,
Sad sighs, deep groans, nor silver-shedding tears,
Could penetrate her uncompassionate sire.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1.

Playing, whose end ... is, to hold, as 'twere, the mir-
ror up to nature. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

(6) To sustain ; keep from falling or sinking ; hence, to

support; uphold.

When I said, My foot slippeth ; thy mercy, Lord, held
me up. Ps. xciv. 18.

Know him [the king of England] in us, that here hold

up his right. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

(c) To forcibly stop and rob on the highway : as, to hold
up a stage or a mail-carrier. [Western U. S.] To hold
water, (a) Naut., to stop the progress of a boat by hold-

ing the blades of the oars flat against the current. (6) To
be sound or consistent throughout ; not to be leaky or un-
tenable : as, the argument does not hold water. To leave
or give one the bag to hold. See bagi. =Syn. 6 and 7.

Own, Occupy, etc. See possess.

II. intraus. 1. To keep or maintain a grasp
or connection, literally or figuratively; adhere

;

cling; be or remain unbroken or undetached
;

not to give way : as, hold on by a rope ;
the an-

chor holds well
;
he holds to his agreement.

He take the swerde, and put it in the stith, and it heilde
as wele, or better, than it aide be-fore.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 101.

II one [point] break, the other will hold.

Shak., T. N., I. 5.

"There was no anchor, none,
To hold by." Francis, laughing, clapt his hand
On Everard's shoulder, with "

I hold by him."

Tennyson, The Epic.

It was . . . impossible that he [Emerson] could con-
tinue his ministrations over a congregation which held
to the ordinance he wished to give up.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, iii.

2. To maintain a position or a condition
;
stand

fast
;
remain

;
continue

;
last : as, hold still

;

the garrison held out; my promise holds good.
Our force by land

Hath nobly held. Shak., A. and C., iii. 11.

The wet season begins here [in Tonquin] the latter end
of April or the beginning of May, and holds till the latter
end of August. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 34.

See here, my child, how fresh the colours look,
How fast they hold, like colours of a shell.

Tennyson, Geraint.

She is making for the Rigolets, . . . and will tie up at
the little port of St. Jean . . . before sundown, if the
wind holds anywise as it is.

6. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 358.

3. To hold one's way; keep going on; go for-

ward; proceed.
Then on we held for Carlisle toun.

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 63).

Beneath the moon's unclouded light,
I held awa' to Annie, 0. Burns, Rigs o' Barley.

We crossed the fields, and held along the forest.

The Press (Philadelphia), April 16, 1886.

4. To be restrained; refrain; cease or pause
in doing something : commonly used in the im-

perative.
Hold ! the general speaks to you.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

Lay on, Macdufl ;

And damn'd be him that first cries, "Hold, enough."
Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

One of his fellows (that loved him well) could not hold,
but with a muskett shot Hocking.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 317.
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5. To have a possession, right, or privilege;
derive title: followed by of, from, or under:

as, to hold directly of or from the crown
;
ten-

ants holding under long leases.

They holde of noo man but of theym selfe, saffe they pay
tribute to the Turke. Sir 11. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 10.

Allodium is a Law-word contrary to Feudum, and it

signifies Land that holds of no body.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 64.

His imagination holds immediately from Nature.
Hazlitt.

In every county or Dukedom or Kingdom there were
great tenants holding directly of its head and on some sort
of parity with him.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 131.

6. Inshooting, to take aim Hold hard! stop! halt!

"Hold hard!" said the conductor; "I'mblowed if we
ha'n't forgot the gentleman.

"
Dickens, Sketches, Tales, xi.

To hold ahead, to aim in front of moving game. To
hold forth, to speak in public ; harangue ; preach ; pro-
claim.

If this virtuoso excels in one thing more than another,
it is in canes. He has spent his most select hours in the

knowledge of them ; and is arrived at that perfection, that
he is able to hold forth upon canes longer than upon any
one subject in the world. Steele, Tatler, No. 142.

He [Wordsworth] held forth on poetry, painting, poli-

tics, and metaphysics, and with a great deal of eloquence.
Greville, Personal Traits of British Authors, p. 21.

To hold in, to restrain or contain one's self.

I am full of the fury of the Lord ;
I am weary with hold-

ing in. Jer. vi. 11.

To hold Off, to keep aloof or at a distance ;
be offish.

I tell you true, I cannot hold off longer,
Nor give no more hard language.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, v. 3.

Some thought that Philip did but trifle with her ;

Some that she but held of to draw him on.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To hold on. (a) To keep fast hold ; cling.

"There are no Sailors," said Sir Anthony, "like the Eng-
lish Sailors, for Courage and for Holding on."

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 18.

(&) To continue
; keep going.

The trade held on many years. Swift.

(c) To stop ; halt : chiefly in the imperative. [Colloq.] (d)
To aim directly at moving game. To hold out, to en-
dure

;
last

;
be constant ; continue in action, resistance, etc.

If you could hold out till she saw you, she says,
It would be better for you.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

They [the Brazilians] rule themselues by the Sunne, and
goe two or three hundred leagues thorow the woods : no
horse will holde out with them.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 848.

A worse loss is apprehended, Stirling Castle, which could
hold out but ten days ; and that term expires to-morrow.

Walpole, Letters, II. 3.

To hold over, to remain in office or in possession beyond
the regular term : as, he held over until his successor was
appointed. To hold together, to be kept from falling
to pieces ; remain united.

O, it is a great matter, when brethren love and hold to-

gether. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Paul. How fares our gracious lady ?

Emtt. As well as one so great and so forlorn

May hold together. Shak., W. T., ii. 2.

Yet, sooner or later, a time must come when the origi-
nal Household can no longer hold together. Its bulk be-
comes unmanageable.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 139.

To hold up. (o) To keep up one's courage or firmness :

as, to hold up under misfortune.

The wife, who watch'd his face,
Paled at a sudden twitch of his iron mouth,
And "0 pray God that he hold up," she thought,
"Or surely I shall shame myself and him."

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

(&) To stop ;
cease

; especially, to stop raining.

We are pleased with all weathers, let it rain or hold up,
be calm or windy.

Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, ii. 1.

Though nice and dark the point appear,
Quoth Ralph, it may hold up and clear.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 404.

(c) To continue the same speed ; keep up the pace : a word
of command to hunting-dogs, (d) In sporting, to maintain
one's record, score, performance, or winnings. To hold
With, to side with ; take part with.

With ypocritis sche may not holde,
Ne consente with wrong getyng.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

I hold well with Plato, and do nothing marvel that he
would make no laws for them that refused those laws,
whereby all men should have and enjoy equal portions of
wealth and commodities.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

hold1
(hold), n. [< ME. hold, hald, hold, sup-

port, protection, power, possession, custody, a

stronghold, castle, dwelling, < AS. heald, ge-

heald, hold, protection, custody, guard ;
from

theverb: see hold1
, v.] 1. The act of holding;

a grasp, grip, or clutch; a seizure or taking
possession ; hence, controlling force : as, to take

hold; to lay hold of; to keep hold of a thing;
imagination has a strong hold upon him.

hold-beam
And at the last they kest ij grett ankers to gedyer, And

as God wold they toke hold.

Torkington, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 62.

Take fast hold of instruction. Prov. iv. 13,

When the Roman left us, and their law
Relax'd its hold upon us. Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Something which may be grasped for sup-
port ;

that which supports ; support.
Scarce had he done, when Ezechias . . .

Hies to the Temple, tears his purple weed,
And fals to Prayer, as sure hold at need.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.
He that stands upon a slippery place

Makes nice of no vile hold to stay him up.
Shak,, K. John, iii. 4.

The loose earth freshly turned up afforded no hold to
the feet. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

3. Confinement; imprisonment; keeping.
Kynge Mordrams wente vnto the pryson where that

vnhappye kynge hadde loseph and his company in holde.

Joseph of Arimalhie (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

They laid hands on them, and put them in ImM. unto
the next day. Acts iv. 3.

4. A fortified place; a place of security; a
castle

;
a stronghold.

They are also Lords of Bitlis, and some other Cities and
holds in those parts. Purchax, Pilgrimage, p. 348.

The next morning to Leedes Castle, once a famous hold,
now hired by me of my Lord Culpeper for a prison.

Evelyn, Diary, May 8, 1666.

5. A dwelling; habitation. [North. Eng. and
Scotch; also hauld, hand, etc.] 6. In law, land
in possession; holding; the estate held

;
tenure:

as, freehold, estate held in fee or for life, this be-

ing anciently the estate or tenure of a freeman ;

leasehold, a holding by lease. 7. In musical

notation, the sign /r\ or ^, placed over or under
a note or rest, indicating a pause, the duration
of which depends upon the performer's discre-

tion; a pause or fermata. It is also placed over
a bar to indicate either the end of a repeat or
a pause between two distinct sections Apron-
string hold. See apron-string. To catch hold of, to
clap hold of, to take hold of. See the verbs.

hold2t. a. [< ME. hold, holde, huld, < AS. hold
= OS. hold, OFries. hold, houd = OHG. hold,
MHG. holt, G. hold = leel. hullr = Sw. Dan.
liuld = Goth, hulths, gracious, friendly.] Gra-

cious; friendly; faithful; true.

Euer as the witty werwolf wold hem lede,
Faire thei him folwed as here trend holde.

Waiiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2833.

hold3 (hold), n. [So named, in popular appre-
hension, because it 'holds' or contains the car-

go (as if a particular use of hold1
, n.); but prop.

hole, being a particular use of hole1 in same
sense (see hole1

, n., 4), after the D. use : D. hoi,
a hole, cave, den, cavity, "het hoi van een schip,
the ship's hold or hull" (Sewel). Not found in

ME.; the entry in Prompt. Parv., p. 243, "hoole

[var. holle~\ of a schyppe, carina," refers rather
to the hull of a ship ;

cf. "hoole [var. holl, hole],
or liuslee, siUqua; hoole of pesyn or benys," etc.:

see ftwW*.] Naut., the interior of a ship or ves-
sel below the deck, or below the lower deck, in
which the stores and freight are stowed.

You have not seen a hulk better stuffed in the hold.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Captains of the hold. See captain. Depth of the
hold. See depth.

holdback (hold'bak), n. [< hold1
, v., + back1

,

adv.] 1. Check; hindrance; restraint.

The only holdback is the affection and passionate love
that we bear to our wealth. Hammond, Works, IV. 555.

2. The iron or strap on the shaft or pole of a
vehicle to which the breeching or backing-gear
is attached.

hold-beam (hold'bem), n. Naut., one of the
lowest range of beams in a merchant vessel.
In a man-of-war they support the orlop-deck.

f

Cross-section of Wooden Ship.
H

t hold-beam ; .If, main-beam ; A', keel ; K' t keelson.



holde

holdet, ade. [ME., < AS. holde, graciously, <

hold, gracious : see ltohf*.~\ Faithfully.
Helde thou it neuer so holde, & I here passed,
Founded for fere to fle, ... I were u knyght koward.
Sir Gautayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. -'!-..

holdet, a. [ME., with reversion to the vowel
of hold?, a., for "hi/lde, < AS. lii/liln, hi/ldu (=
OS. huldi = OFries. helde = OH(';. Imld'f. MHG.
hulde), graciousuess, < hold, gracious: see hold?,

.] Faithfulness.
Ac alle deden him feute,
And sworen hym holde and lewte.

King Aliaaunder (Weber's Metr. Rom.), 1. 2911.

holden, holde, pp. 1. Earlier past partici-

ples of hold. 2. Beholden; under obligation ;

bound. [Now archaic or obsolete in both

uses.]
O cruel goddes, that governe

This world with byndyng of youre word eterne, . . .

What is mankynde more unto yow holde
Than is the scheep that rouketh in the folde?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 449.

holdenlyt, adv. [ME. holdyiilyche; < holden +
-Z2.] So as to be held; firmly. Halliwell.

holder (hol'der), n. [< ME. holdere, holders (=
OFries. haldere = D. houder = MLG. holder =
OHG. haltari, MHG. haltcere, G. halter, halter =
Dan. holder (in beholder, husholder) = Sw. hdl-

lart (in behdllare, hush&llare)); < hold1
, v., +

-*)!.] 1. One who or that which holds, in any
sense of that word. Specifically (a) In common law,
any one in actual or constructive possession of a bill or

note, whether as payee, indorsee, or bearer, and entitled, or

claiming to be entitled, to recover or receive payment of it.

(l>) Something by or in which a thing is held or contained :

as, a holder for a flat-iron.

2. Naut., one who is employed in the hold.
3. pi. The fangs of a dog. [Prov. Eng.] 4.

pi. Sheaves placed as ridges on corn-stacks to
hold the corn down before the thatching takes

place. [Prov. Eng.] Clue-holder, an implement
formerly employed to support a clue or ball of thread used
by a knitter. It was a hook, usually of metal, and arranged
to be secured to the girdle or other part of the dress.

hqlder-forth (hol'der -forth'), n.
; pi. holders-

forth. One who holds forth; a haranguer; a

preacher.
The squire, observing the preciseness of their dress, be-

gan now to imagine, after all, that this was a nest of sec-
taries. ... He was confirmed in this opinion upon seeing
a conjurer, whom he guessed to be the holderforth.

Addison, Foxhunter at a Masquerade.

holdfast (hold'fast), n. and a. [< hold1
, v., +

fast1 , adv. Of. avast.'} I. n. 1. That which
is used to secure and hold something in place ;

a catch; a hook; a clamp.
The high constable is the thumb, as one would zay,
The holdfast o' the rest. E. Jomoii, Tale of a Tub, iv. 2.

2. Support; hold.

Stones, trees, and beasts, in love still firmer proove
Then man ; lie none

;
no hold-Sautes in your loves.

Marston, What you Will, v. 1.

His holdfast was gone, his footing lost.

Bp. ttountagu, Appeal to Cajsar, p. 18.

II.t a. Holding fast
;
firm

; steady. Davies.
O Goodnesse, let me (Badnesse) thee embrace
With hold-fast armes of euer-lasting loue.

Dacies, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 12.

holdfastness (hold'fast-nes), n. [< holdfast +
-ness.'] Tenacity. [Bare.]

English solidity and holdfastness. Our New West, p. 466.

hold-gang (hold'gang), n. Naut., a gang of
men working in the hold of a vessel.

holding (hol'ding), re. [< ME. holdinge, hald-

inge; verbal 11. of hold*-, v.] 1. The act of keep-
ingor retaining. 2. A tenure. 3. That which
islield. Specifically (a) Lands held byone person; es-

pecially, lauds held under a superior.
The Winslow [manor] virgates were intermixed, and each

was a holding of a messuage in the village, and between 30
and 40 modern acres of land, not contiguous, but scattered
in half-acre pieces all over the common fields.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 27.

(6) pi. Property in general, especially stocks and bonds.

Documents representing holdings in foreign government
debts, where there is nothing but a lien on certain supposed
property, held by persons unknown, in a region never vis-
ited. B. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 515.

4f. The burden or chorus of a song.
The boy shall sing ;

The holding every man shall bear as loud
As his strong sides can volley.

Shak., A. and C., it 7.

5. That which holds, binds, or influences; hold;
influence; power. [Bare.]
Everything would be drawn from its holdings in the

country to the personal favour and inclination of the
prince. Burke, On Present Discontents.

Agricultural Holdings Acts. See agricultural.

holding-ground (hol'ding-ground), n. Xaut.,
anchoring-ground; especially, good anchoring-
ground, where the anchors will not drag.
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Extreme depths of water, one hundred fathoms being

often found right up to the shore, with generally very
foul holding-ground where the depths are more moderate.

Science, X. 47.

hole 1
(hol), a. and n. [I. a. < ME. hoi (rare),

< AS. hol = OFries. hol = OD. D. hol = MLG.
hol, LG. holl = OHG. MHG. hol, G. hohl = Icel.

lioli- = Dan. hill (Sw. h&l-ig), adj., hollow (an
adj. replaced in E. by hollow, which in AS. is

exclusively a noun, AS. holh, liolg, a hole, a
hollow, appar. a derivative (with unusual form-
ative -/O of the adj. hol), from the verb rep-
resented by AS. Jtelan (pp. Jtolen), ME. helen, E.
heal'2

, hide, cover, = L. celare, hide, conceal:
see heal2

,
hell1

, helfe, hollow1
, hoik, etc., and con-

ceal, cell, etc. The Gr. Koltof, hollow (see ceelo-),

goes with L. cavus (see cave1
, cuye) ;

it is not
connected with hole1 or hollow1 . II. n. Early
mod. E. also hoole, houle, howle; < ME. hole, hool,
hol, < AS. hol, a hole, hollow, cavity, cave, den,= OFries. hol = OD. D. hol = MLG. hol, LG.
holl = OHG. MHG. hol = Icel. hol = Sw. h&l =
Dan. hul, a hole

; orig. neut. of adj. ; AS. also

hola, m., = OHG. holi, MHG. hiile, G. lifilile =
Icel. hola, t., = Dan. hule = Sw. hala, a hole, a

cave, cf. Goth, hulundi, a hollow, a cave ;
from

the adj. Seel.] I. a. 1. Hollow; deep; con-
cave. [Now only prov. Eng.]
So it felle that a knyghte of Macedoyne that hyste Ze-

phllus fand water standynge in an holle stane, that was
gadird thare of the dewe of the hevene.

MS. Lincoln, A. L 17, f. 27. (IlaHiweU.)

2. Hollow
; hungry. [Prov. Eng.]

II. n. 1. A hollow place or cavity in a solid

body ;
a perforation, orifice, aperture, pit, rent,

or crevice.

Jehoiada the priest took a chest, and bored a hole in
the lid of it. 2 Ki. xiL 9.

Then up she raise, pat on her claes,
And lookit out through the lock hole.

Lochmaben Harper (Child s Ballads, VI. 6).

All the oldest Asiatic tombs seem to have been mere
holes in the rock, wholly without architectural decora-
tions. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 351.

2. The excavated habitation of certain wild

animals, as the fox, the badger, etc.
;
a burrow.

The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests.

Mat viii. 20.

Hence 3. A narrow, dark, or obscure lodging
or place ; especially, an obscure lodging for one
in hiding, or a secret room for a prohibited or

disreputable business, as for counterfeiting, un-
licensed printing, liquor-selling, etc. : as, a rum-
hole.

At a Catholique house, he [Charles II.] was fain to lie

in the priests hole a good while in the house for his pri-
vacy. Ptpw, Diary, May 23, 1660.

The strangest hole I ever was in has been to-day at a
place called Portici, where his Sicilian Majesty has a
country-seat. Gray, Letters, I. 82.

Many Printers for Lucre of Gain have gone into Holes,
and then their chief care is to get a Hole Private, and
Workmen Trusty and Cunning to conceal the Hole and
themselves. Moxon, Mech. Exercises, p. 380.

4f. The hollow interior of a ship : now called,
by corruption, the hold. See holda .

When you let anything downe into the howle, lowering
it by degrees, they say, Amaine ; and being down, Strike.

Smith, Seaman's Gram., vii. 33. (K. E. D.)
We . . . vsed them kindly, yet got them away with all

the speede we could, that they should not be perceiued
by them in the houle.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 111.

5. An indentation in the coast; a cove, or small

harbor, as Holmes's Hole in Martha's Vineyard,
and Wood's Hole on the coast opposite ;

a nar-
row passage or waterway between two islands,
as Robinson's Hole, in the same region, in 1875
the name Wood's Bole was changed to Wood's Soil, in

conformity with the (unfounded) supposition that hole in
such local names is a corruption of a Norse word holl,
meaning

'
hill

'

(see etymology of hilll), introduced by the
Norsemen in the tenth century, and preserved from that
remote period by the American Indians.

This [flag] was to be raised at a good anchoring place
called Five-Fathom Hole.

Ellis, Voyage to Hudson's Bay (1748), p. 149.

6. A level grassy area surrounded by moun-
tains : a word formerlymuch in use and still cur-
rent in the northern parts of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Such places are also sometimes called parks, and
occasionally, in certain regions, basins. The use of the
term hole implies a more complete isolation and environ-
ment of mountains than does that of basin. Part is a more
familial1 name for localities of this kind in the southern
Rocky Mountains.
7. Apuzzlingsituation; ascrape; afix. [Colloq.]

I should take great pleasure in serving you, and get-
ting you out of this hole, but my Lord, you know, is a
great man, and can, in a manner, do what he pleases with
poor people. C. Johnston, Chrysal, I. 132.

A hole In one's coat, figuratively, a flaw in one's reputa-
tion ; a weak spot in one's character.

holethnos

I do perceive he is not the man that he would gladly
make snow to the orld he is

;
if I find a hole in his coat, I

will tell him my mind. Shak., Hen. V., ill. 6.

If there's a hole in a
1

your coats,
I rede you tent it :

A chiel's amang ye takin' notes,
An', faith, he'll prent it.

Burns, Captain Grose's Peregrinations.

Blind holes, bobstay holes, etc. See the qualifying
words. Dead holes, shallow holes in cast-iron. Fox In
the holet. See /ozi. Hole in the sky. Same as coal-

sack, 2. The holet, the name of one of the worst apart-
ments in the Counter prison in Wood street, London.

I shall never find the way out again : my debts, my
debts ! I'm like to die i' tK Hole now.

Uiddleton, The Widow, ii. 2.

He is deni'de the freedome of,the prison,
And in the hole is laide with men condemn'd.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

Toad In the hole, roast beef served with Yorkshire pud-
ding. To crawl Into one's hole, to retire defeated: used
especially of an aggressor who is worsted. [Colloq.] To
put (or get) one In a hole, to get one into a position
from which he cannot easily or honorably extricate him-
self. [Slang.] = Syn. 1. Opening, cave, cavity, excavation,
hollow. 3. Den, kennel, hovel.

hole 1
(hol), v. ; pret. and pp. holed, ppr. holing.

[< ME. holen, holien, < AS. holian, hollow out,
make hollow, dig a hole (= D. uit-liolen = G.
hohlen = Icel. hola, make hollow, = Dan. ud-
hule = Goth, us-hulon, hollow out, excavate), <

hol, a., hollow, hol, n., a hole: see hole1
,
a. and n.,

and of. toBov1!*.] I. trans. 1. To cut, dig, or
make a hole or holes in: as, to hole a post for
the insertion of rails or bars; to hole a flute.

With throwing of the holed stone, with hurling of their
darts. Chapman, Iliad, ii.

Doors still holed with the musketry.
Carlyle, in Froude, II. 191.

2. To drive into a hole. 3. In mining: (a) To
connect two workings with each other. (6) In

coal-mining, to undercut the coal, or pick away
the lower part of the seam, so that that which is

above can be thrown down by means of wedges
or by the use of powder.

II. intrans. 1. To go into a hole, as an ani-
mal into its den or burrow.

I ha' you in a purse-net,
Good master Picklocke, wi' your worming bralne,
And wrigling ingine-head of maintenance,
Which I shall see you hole with very shortly.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 2.

2. Specifically, to retire into a den or burrow
for the winter: said of a hibernating animal.
hole2t, a. The former and more correct spell-

ing of whole.

hole-and-corner (hol'and-kor'ner), a. Clan-

destine; underhand.
Such is the wretched trickery of hole-and-corner bnffery !

These are not its only artifices. Dickens, Pickwick, 11.

hole-dove (hol'duv), . [Tr. G. hohltaube.]
Same as stock-dove. [Rare.]

holefult, . Same as healful.
holer1

(ho'ler), H. [< hole1 + -er1 .] In mining,
one who undercuts the coal-seam, generally for
two or three feet inward (but sometimes for as
much as four or even five), with a light pick, and
then by driving in wedges breaks away the parts
that have been holed.

holer2t, holourt, . [ME., also holier, huler,

hullar, etc., < OF. holier, houlier, holour, holeur

(ML. hullarius), a ribald, debauchee, < hole,

houle, a place of debauch, a brothel.] A ribald
;

a rake
;
a scoundrel.

Holeraceae (hol-er-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of L. holeraceus, prop, oleraceus, herb-like, < ho-

lits, prop, olus (oler-), herbs, vegetables.] The
fifty-third order in the natural system of plants
proposed by Linnreus, containing Spinacia, Her-

niaria, CalUtriche, etc., genera that are now re-

ferred to widely separated natural orders.

hole-Stitch (hol'stich), re. A stitch used in

making pillow-lace to form small round open-
ings in the thick parts of the pattern.

holett, . [ME., < hole 1 + -ft.] A little hole.

The! entriden ... in to a litel holet that was the west
part of the tabernacle. Wyclif, Select Works, II. 281.

And he hadd grete merveylle, and asked thame if thay
hadd any other howsez, and thay ansuerde and said, nay,
bot in thir holettez duelle we alwaye, and in thir caves.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 30. (Halliwell.)

holethnic (ho-leth'nik), a. [< holethnos + -ic.~\

Pertaining or relating to a holethnos, or parent
race.

The holethnic history of the Aryans. The Academy.

holethnos (ho-leth'nos), n. [< Gr. o/of, entire,

whole, + idvof, nation.] A primitive or parent
stock or race of people not yet divided into

separate tribes or branches.

It seems hard to avoid the conclusion that the various

Aryan nations of historical times are, linguistically speak-
ing, descended from a single primitive tribe, conveniently



holethnos

termed the Aryan holefhnos, in contradistinction to its

later representatives as marked off by such lines of dis-

tinction as are found between Hindoos and Greeks, and
between the latter and Teutons or Celts. The Academy.

Holetra (ho-le'tra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Mor,
entire, whole, + i/rpov, abdomen.] A term ap-
plied by Herman (1807) to a division of trache-
ate arachnidans, including both the harvestmeii
and the mites, forming the present orders I'lia-

Iniigida and Afariila.

holewort (hol'wert), . Same as hollowwort.

holibut, holibutter. See halibut, halibutter.

holidamct, n. A form of halidom, simulating
holy dame. See halidom.

holiday (hol'i-da), H. and a. [Formerly also

holliday, holyday; < ME. holiday, haliday (=
Dan. hi'lligdag = Sw. helgdag), usually written

separately, holi day, holy day, hali day, etc. (the
vowel of holy being shortened as in halibut), <

AS. hdligda-g, 'holyday': see holy and day1 . Cf.

holinight.] I. n. 1. A consecrated day ;
a re-

ligious anniversary ;
a day set apart for com-

memorating some important event or in honor
of some person.

Every holliday through the yeere.
Changed shall thy garment be.

Robin Hood and the Curtail Fryer (Child's Ballads,
[V. 278).

The holiest of all holidays are those
Kept by ourselves in silence and apart,
The secret anniversaries of the heart.

Longfellow, Holidays.

2. An occasion of joy and gaiety.
In Heav'n, one Holy.day, you read
In wise Auacreon, Ganymede
Drew heedless Cupid in.

Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.
My approach has made a little holiday,

And every face was dress'd in smiles to meet me.
Rowc, Jane Shore, v. 1.

3. A day of exemption from labor, or of recre-
ation and amusement; a day or a number of

days during which ordinary occupations are

suspended, either by an individual or by a com-
munity.

Necessitee nath never haliday :

Take hede on that.

Palladins, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

If all the year were playing holidays,
To sport would be as tedious as to work.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 2.

4. Naut., a spot carelessly left uncoated in tar-

ring or painting a ship or its appurtenances.
Blindman's holiday. See Uindman. Legal holiday,
a secular day which the law allows, for some purposes at

least, to be treated like Sunday in reference to the suspen-
sion of business. The phrase is commonly applied to those
days which by statute are treated like Sunday, in reference
to the presentment, for payment or acceptance, and the
protest and notice of dishonor, of negotiable paper, and
for the purpose of closing public offices with this quali-
fication, however, that paper falling due on such a legal
holiday is usually to be presented on the next secular day,
instead of on the previous day, as is the case in the absence
of statute with paper bearing days of grace maturing on
Sunday. See bank-holiday.

II. a. Pertaining to a festival; befitting a
holiday ;

cheerful ; joyous ; hence, suited only
to a holiday; dainty; not fitted for serious ac-
tion or life.

It is a holyday work to visit the prisoners, for they be
kept from sermons.

Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

Now I am in a holiday humour.
Shah., As you Like it, Iv. 1.

With many holiday and lady terms
He question'd me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 8.

Courage is but a holiday kind of virtue, to be seldom ex-
ercised. Dryden.

Lack-a-day, they have never seen any service Holiday
soldiers 1 S. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

To speak holiday!, to speak choicely or daintily.

What say you to young master Fenton ? he capers, he
dances, he has eyes of youth, he writes verses, he speaks
holiday, he smells April and May.

SAa*.,M. W. of W., ill. 2.

holiday (hol'i-da), v. i. [< holiday, n.] To
make holiday; go pleasuring; waste time in

play. [Rare.]
We cannot rid ourselves of a lurking suspicion that the

holidaying fisherman is a little of a pharisee not an
obnoxious one, but pardonable, even amiable in his self-

righteousness. The Critic, V. 165.

holidayism (hol'i-da-izm), . [< holiday +
-ism.} The character of a holiday.
Under the working of the civil law as the prominent

element of authority, Sunday has tended and must tend to
holidayitm. Pop. Sci. Mo.

,
XXIX. 708.

holidomt, ". Same as halidom.

holily (ho'li-li), adv. [< ME. liolijly ; < holy +
-fy

2
. J 1 . In a holy or devout manner

; piously ;

with sanctity.
She departed and come to hir owne house, and ledde

holijly hir lit Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 13.
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2. Sacredly; inviolably; sinlessly; purely.

Friendship, a rare thing in princes, more rare between
princes, that so hotily was observed to the last of those
two excellent men. Sir P. Sidney.

3. By holy or righteous means.
What thou wouldst highly,

Thatwouldst thou holily; wouldst not play false,
And yet wouldst wrongly win. Shale., Macbeth, i. 5.

holiness (ho'li-nes), n. [< ME. liolincKse, holy-
ncsse, halinessc, halignesse, < AS. halignes, < hd-

lig, holy: see holy and -ness.~\ 1. The state
or character of being holy or sinless; purity
of moral character; perfect freedom from all

evil; sanctity.
And at medys of the Dyner the ffather Wardyn made a

ryght holy sermon, and shewyd ryght Devoutly the holy-
nesse of all the blyssyd choseyn place of the holy londe.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

Who is like unto thee, O Lord, among the gods? who is

like thee, glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing
wonders? Ex. xv. 11.

Holiness becometh thine house, Lord, for ever.
Ps. xciii. 5.

Now, as righteousness is but a heightened conduct, so
holiness is but a heightened righteousness ; a more fin-

ished, entire, and awe-filled righteousness.
M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

2. The state of anything hallowed, or conse-
crated to God or to his worship; sacredness.
His or your holiness, a title of the Pope, and of the By-
zantine emperors: also formerly used of church digni-
taries generally.

What's this "To the Pope"?
The letter, as I live, with all the business
I writ to hit holiness. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

=
S^n. 1. Saintliness, Oodlinesn, etc. See religion.

holing-ax (ho'ling-aks), . [< holing, verbal n.
of hole1

, v., + ax1
.] A narrow ax for cutting

holes in posts.

holing-pick (ho'ling-pik), n. The kind of pick
usedm under-cutting or holing coal. The form
varies considerably indifferent coal-mining dis-
tricts.

holinight (ho'li-mt), . [< holy + night, after

holiday.] A festal night. Dames. [Rare.]
When the dusk holiday or holinight

Of fragrant-curtain'd love begins to weave
The woof of darkness thick for hid delight.

Keats, The Day is Gone.

holkt, n. [Sc. also houk, howk; < ME. hoik, < AS.
hole (= LG. holke), a hollow, a hole, < hoi, hol-
low: see hole1

, hollow1
.] A hole; a hollow,

holkt, v. t. [Sc. also houk, howk; < ME. holken

(= LG. holken = Sw. h&lka), hollow out, < hoik,
a hollow : see hoik, n.] To hollow out

; dig out.

The kynges sunnes in his syjt he slow euer vchone,& holkked out his auen yxen heterly bothe.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1222.

holl (hol), n. [A dial. var. of hole1
, .] A nar-

row or dry ditch. [Prov. Eng.]
hollat (ho-la' or hol'a,), inter/. [Orig. accented
on the last syllable; cf. F. hold, ho there, an
interj. used to call attention, < ho, ho, + la,

there, < L. iliac, that way, there, abl. fern, of

illic, he, she, or it yonder, that, < ille, he, that, +
-c, -ce, a demonstrative suffix. The form holla

belongs to the same group as hallo, halloo, hello,

q. v., the forms hollo, holloa, hollow?, being pho-
netically intermediate forms : see hallo, halloo,
hollo. The D. holla, G. holla,, Dan.halloj, interj.,
so far as, being interjections, they are borrowed
at all, are from the F.] Ho there! stop! hello!
a call to some one at a distance, in order to at-
tract attention, or an answer to one who hails.

Hola ! stand there ! Shak., Othello, i. 2.

Cry Holla! to the tongue, I prithee; it curvets unsea-
sonably. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

holla (hol'a or ho-la'), v. [< holla, interj. Cf.

hollo, v.'} i. intrans. Tocall; cry; shout "Hol-
la!" See hollo.

I'll tarry till my son come ; he hollaed but even now.
Whoa, ho hoa ! Shak. , W. T.

,
iii. 3.

II. trans. To cry out
;
utter loudly.

I will find him when he lies asleep,
And in his ear I'll holla Mortimer !

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 8.

holla (hol'a or ho-la'), n. [< holla, interj. and
i'.] A shout; a cry consisting of the interjec-
tion holla.

I'll use
My wonted whoops and hollas, as I were
A hunting for 'em. Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 1.

holland (hol'and), n. and a. [Late ME. hoi-

land, holond; named from the country of its ori-

gin, Holland, D. Holland, G. Dan., etc., Holland,
prig.

Holtland (OS. Holtland Wackernagel),
i. e.

' woodland '

; < D. holt = AS. E. holt, a wood,+ land = E. land: see holt1 and land. Hence
also hollands.] I. n. If. Linen imported from
the Netherlands.

hollo

A pece [of) holland, or ony other lynnen cloth, conteyneth
Ix ellis. Anwld't Chron., 1502 (ed. 1811), p. 206.

The sark that he had on his back,
Was o' the Holland sma'.
Juhnie of Cocklesmuir (Child's Ballads, VI. 18).

Any young fellow that affects to dress and appear gen-
teelly, might with artificial management save ten pounds a
year, as instead of fine holland he might mourn in sack-
cloth. Spectator, No. 360.

2. Unbleached linen cloth, made in many
places, but especially in Scotland. There are
two kinds, glazed and unglazed. Glazed holland, made
smooth and heavy by sizing, is much used for window-
shades

; this is made of different sober colors, as buff, dark
green, or blue, gray, etc. Brown holland, a plain linen
cloth which has had little or no bleaching, but only a short
boiling in water, or in weak soda-ash solution, followed by
a weak souring. It retains, therefore, more or less closely
the natural color of the retted flax-fiber.

Bright damask does penance in drown holland.

Dickens, Bleak House, xxlx.

II. a. Made of linen from the Netherlands,
or of unbleached linen.

She turned down the blankets fine,
Likewise the Holland sheet.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 329).

Holland clotht, Holland webt. Same as holland, L
Hollander (hol'an-der), n. [= D. Hollander =
G. Hollander = Dan. Hollander = Sw. Hollan-
dare; as Holland + -er1 .] A native of Holland
or of the Netherlands.

Edward from Belgia,
With hasty Germans, and blunt Hollanders,
Hath pass'd in safety through the narrow seas.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 8.

Holland gin. Same as hollands.

Hollandish (hol'an-dish), a. [= D. Hollandsch
= G. Holldndisch"= Dan. Hollandsk = Sw. Hol-
landsk; as Holland + -ish1 .] Like Holland;
of or pertaining to Holland or the Netherlands

;

Dutch : as, a Hollandish woman.
hollands (hol'andz), n. [See holland.'] Gin
made in Holland or like that made in Holland.
See gin5 and schnapps.
An exhilarating compound, formed by mixing together,

in a pewter vessel, certain quantities of British hollands
and the fragrant essence of the clove.

Dickens, Pickwick, xvi.

hollen (hol'en), M. [Early mod. E. also hollin;
< ME. holin, holyn, < AS. holen, holegn, holly =
W. celyn = Com. celin = Bret, kelen = Ir. eui-
leann=Ga,e\. cmlioun, holly, = (with diff. term. )

D. Mist (see hulsf) = OHG. hiilis, huls, MHG.
huls, G. 7i7se (> OF. houlx, houx, F. houxj, holly.
Hollen is thus historically the more correct form
of holly'

1
, q. v. A contracted form with altered

final consonant appears in holm?, q. v.] Holly.
[Prov. Eng.]
He see a lady where she sate betwixt an oke & a greene

hollen. Percy's Folio MS., I. 109.

The flame tuik fast upon her cheik, . . .

She burn'd like Aoi-green.
Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 9).

hollen-bobbet, . [ME. holyn-bobbe; < holyn,
holen, E. hollen, + bobbe, perhaps here an error
for boge, bough : see bough1

.] A bough of holly.
In his on honde he hade a holyn bobbe,
That is grattest in grene, when greuez ar bare.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 206.

holler (hol'er), v. and n. A common vulgar
form of hollo.

hollie-point (hol'i-point), . [Said to stand for

holy-point, withref. to its use.] A needle-point
lace popular in the middle ages for church uses,
and adapted to other purposes in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Different
makes of lace have been called by this name.

hollie-Stitch (hol'i-stich), , A kind of button-
hole-stitch used in making hollie-point lace.

Holliglasst, n. See Owlglass.
hollihockt, n. See hollyhock.

hollint, n. An obsolete form of hollen.

Holling (hol'ing), n. [E. dial., appar. a contr.
var. of hallowing, confused with hollen, with ref.

to the tree ; but the tree is an ash.] The eve of
the Epiphany. It is so called at Brough in Westmore-
land, where there is an annual procession to an ash-tree
lighted at the top (on which combustible matter has been
placed), in commemoration of the star of the wise men of
the East. Jfallimll; Hampgon, Medii -&i Kalemiarium,
II. 199 (gloss.).

hollo (ho-16'), interj. [An intermediate form
between hallo, halloo, or hello, and holla : see
these forms.] Ho there! hello! an exclama-
tion to some one at a distance, in order to call

attention, or in answer to one who hails : like

halloo, holla, and hello, interj.
hollo (hol'6), v. [Also written holloa, hollow,
and, according to a common perversion, hol-
ler ; < hollo, interj., ult. < hallo, holla, interj. :

see hollo, interj., and holla, hallo, halloo, etc.]
I. in trans. To call out, cry out, or shout, in or-



hollo

der to call attention, or in answer to some one
who hails, or in play, or as an expression of

pain. [Not common in literature.]

Then he slngeth, as we use here in England to hoUoir,

whoope or shout at Uoundes. and the rest of the compa-
nie answere him. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 432.

I could have kept a hawk, and well have hollmr'il

To a deep crie of dogs.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. r..

II. trans. To urge or call by shouting.
He has hollowed the hounds upon a velvet headed knob-

bier. Scott.

hollo (hol'6), 11. [< hollo, interj. and v.~] The
cry "Hollo!"

The albatross did follow,
And every day, for food or play,

Came to the mariners' hotto.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, i.

holloa, interj. and v. Same as hotto.

liollockt, n. [Origin not ascertained.] A kind
of sweet wine, aalliwell.

The Emperours present was deliuered to a gentleman
at Vologda, and the sled did ouerthrow, and the but 1 1- of

Hottocke was lost, which made vs all very sory.

Uakluyt's Voyaget, I. 266.

hollow1
(hol'6). n. and a. [I. n. < ME. holg.

holh (the rarer hoi, hole, E. hole, being the usual

noun), < AS. holh, holg, a hollow, cavity, hole ;

appar. a derivative (with an unusual formative

-h) of hoi, a., hollow, of which in mod. E. hol-

low has taken the place: see II., and hole1 . II.

a. < ME. holow, holwe, holw, holu, holgh, hol%,

holh, hollow, taking the place of the rarer adj.

hoi, hollow, in form according to the noun holg,

holh, < AS. holh, holg, n., a hollow (not used as

an adj.): seel.] I. n. 1. A cavity; a depres-
sion or an excavation below the general level,
as of the ground, or in the substance of any-
thing; an empty space in anything; a con-

cavity.
Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his

hand? Isa. xl. 12.

I heard myself proclaim'd ;

And, by the happy hollow of a tree,

Escap'd the hunt. Shak., Lear, ii. 3.

I suppose there is some vault or hollow, or isle, behind
the wall, and some passage to it. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

A hazelwood . . . nourishes
Green in a cuplike hollow of the down.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Specifically, a concave space of ground; a

piece or tract of land lower than the general
level, or hemmed in by hills: used in many
place-names in the United States: as, Sleepy
Hollow in New York. 3. A concave plane
used in working moldings. 4. A strip of thick

paper or of pasteboard cut to the exact height
and thickness required for a book for which the

boards and cloth are intended, and which acts

as a gage for the guidance of the case-makers,
and as a stiffencr for the cloth at the back of

the book between the boards. Ure, Diet., 1. 421.
Hollows and rounds, wheel-teeth set out or described

by semicircles swept alternately without and within the

pitch-line, their centers being on the pitch-line.

II. a. 1. Having a cavity within
; having an

empty space in the interior : as, a hollow tree
;

a hollow rock; a hollow sphere.
Hollow with boards shall thou make it. Ex. xxvii. 8.

Hollow measures for wine, beer, corn, salt, &c., are called
measures of capacity. Kersey, 1708.

As o'er the hollow vaults we walk,
A hundred echoes round us talk.

Addison, Rosamond, i. 1.

But still the dingle's hollow throat

Prolonged the swelling bugle-note.
Scott, L. of the L., i. 10.

2. Having a concavity; concave; sunken: as,
a hollow way or road.

Within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king.

Shale., Rich. II., iii. 2.

A full eye will wax hollow. Shak., Hen. V., T. 2.

I love not hollow cheek or faded eye.

Tennyson, Princess, vi. (song).

3. Resembling sound reverberated from a cav-

ity, or producing such a sound
; deep ;

low.

Thence issued such a blast and hollow roar
As threaten'd from the hinge to heave the door.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 560.

The traveller

Hears from the humble valley where he rides
The hollow murmurs of the winds that blow
Amidst the boughs. Addition, .-Kin-id, iii.

4. Empty; without contents; hence, without

pith or substance; fruitless; worthless: as, a
hollow victory ; a hollow argument.
As Jealous as Ford, that searched a hollow walnut for his

wife's leman. Shak., II. W. of W., iv. 2.

The Princess Ida seemed a hollow show.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Hollow Bricks.

A, an English form ; B, C,D,
examples from NewYork build-

ings.
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5. Not sincere or faithful
; false; deceitful; not

sound : as, a hollow heart.

Upon my soul, two reverend cardinal virtues ;

But cardinal sins, and hollow hearts, I fear ye !

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1.

Trust not this hollow world ;
she's empty : hark, she

sounds. tjuarles, Emblems, ii. 10.

Talk about the weather and other well-bred topics is

apt to seem a hollow device.

George Eliot, Middleman*, I. 292.

6. Void of meaning or truth
; empty ;

baseless :

as, hollow oaths
;
a hollow mockery.

Thy dear love sworn [is] but hollow perjury.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 3.

7. Thorough; complete; out-and-out. [Slang.]
I have therefore taken a ouse in that locality, which,

, In the opinion of my friends, is a hollow bargain (taxes

ridiculous, and use of fixtures Included in the rent).

Dickens, Bleak House, Ixiv.

8. Having, as wool, the fibers torn apart, so

that it is light and open Hollow adz, blow,
fire, etc. See the nouns.
Hollow brick, in building,
a brick or tile made hollow,
or pierced with a series of

holes placed side by side, used
in vaulting or other masonry
where lightness is desirable
without appreciable sacrifice

of strength. Such bricks are

commonly molded to appro-
priate decorative or construc-
tive forms. Hollow mus-
cles. See muscle. Hollow
spar. Same as hohlspath.
Hollow square, wall, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. 1. Emp-
ty, void, cavernous. 0. Faith-

less, Insincere, treacherous, hypocritical.

hollow 1
(hol'6), v. t. [< hollow1

,
n. and a. The

older verb is hole1 ."] 1. To make hollow; ex-

cavate; make empty.
Some lonely elm,

That age or injury has hollow'd deep.
Cowper, Task, vi. 811.

We sat together and alone.
And to the want, that hollow'd all the heart,
Gave utterance by the yearning of an eye.

Tennyson, Love and Duty.

2. To bend into a curved or concave form.

Hollow your body more, sir, thus. Now stand fast o' your
left leg, note your distance, keep your due proportion of

time. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 6.

Hollowing one hand against his ear,
To list a footfall, . . . stay'd the Ausonian king.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Hollowing and backing machine, in cooperage, a ma-
chine for shaping staves, giving the required convexity to

the outer and the corresponding concavity to the inner
faces.

hollow1
(hol'6), adv. [< hollow^, a.] Beyond

doubt or question; utterly; completely; out-

and-out: often with all for emphasis: as, he
beat him hollow, or all hollow; he carried it hol-

low. [Colloq.]
Wildfire reached the post, and Squire Burton won the

match hollow. Mist Edgeworth, Patronage, iii.

He had offered to race with him for a bowl of punch,
and should have won it too, for Daredevil beat the goblin
horse all hollow, but, just as they came to the church-

bridge, the Hessian bolted, and vanished in a flash of fire.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 445.

hollow2 (hol'6), inter;', and v. Avariant of hollo.

hollow-billed (hol'6-bild), a. Having a bill

appearing inflated and as if hollowed out : used

specifically in the phrase hollow-billed coot, a
local name in the United States of the surf-

scoter, (Edemia perspicillata, and of the black

scoter, (E. americana.

hollow-eyed (hol'6-Id), a. Having sunken eyes.

A needy, hollow-eyed, sharp-looking wretch,
A living dead man. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Hollow-ey'd Abstinence and lean Despair.
Cowper, Hope, L 68.

hollowhead (hol'6-hed), . The black-bellied

plover, Squatarola helvetica. G. Trumbull. [Lo-
cal, U. 87]
hollow-hearted (hd'o-har'ted), a. Insincere ;

deceitful
;
not sound or true.

To our shores

Throng many doubtful hollow-hearted friends.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

The hollow-hearted, disaffected,
And close malignants are detected.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 653.

hollow-horn (hol'6-h6rn),. A disease of cat-

tle, resulting in loss of the internal substance
or core of the horn.

hollow-horned (hol'6-hornd), a. Having hol-

low horns, non-deciduous, borne upon a bony
core of the frontal bone

;
cavicorn : applied to

typical ruminants, as the ox, sheep, etc.

hollowly (hol'o-li), adv. [< hollow* + -ly?.] In
a hollow manner; insincerely; deceitfully.

holly
Crown what I profess with kind event

If I speak true ; if hollowly, invert
What best is boded me to mischief !

Shak., Tempest, Iii. 1.

hollow-meat (hol'6-met), n. The meat of

fowls, rabbits, and other small animals, dressed,
and sold whole, and not in pieces : opposed to

butchers' meat. Also called hollow^ware. [Prov.
Eng.]
hollowness (hol'o-nes), n. [< hollow1 + -ness.']

1. The state of being hollow; cavity; depres-
sion of surface

;
excavation.

Earth's hollotmest, which the world's lungs are,
Have no more wind than the upper vault of air.

Donne, The Calm.

2. Emptiness; insincerity; deceitfulness
;

treachery.

Machinations, hollownrss, treachery, and all ruinous

disorders, follow us disquletly to our graves !

Shak., Lear, 1. 2.

The hardness of most hearts, the holloimess of others,
and the baseness and ingratitude of almost all.

South, Sermons.

The controversies of bygone centuries ring with a strange
hollownens on the ear. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 200.

hollow-plane (hpl'6-plan),
n. [< hollow^, n., +

plane."] A molding-plane with a convex or con-
cave sole.

hollowroot (hol'6-r8t), . A plant, Adoxn
Moschatellina, of the natural order Caprifolia-
cetB.

hollow-stock (hol'6-stok), n. A name given to

the plants Leonotis nepetarfolia and Malvastrum

spicatum.
hollow-toned (hol'6-tond), a. Having,a tone
or sound like that coming from a cavity; deep-
toned.

hollow-ware (hol'6-war), n. Same as hollow-
meat.

hollowwort (hol'6-wert), n. A succulent plant
with pink flowers, Corydalis cava, related to the

fumitory. Also holewort.

holly1
(nol'i), n. [< ME. holly, holy, holie; a

var. of earlier holin, holyn, > E. hollen, now
only in dial, use: see hollen and Aofrw2.] 1. A
plant of the genus Ilex, natural order Ilicinea;.

American Holly (Ilexofaca). a, b, female and male flowers.

/. Aquifolium, the common European holly, of which
there are many varieties, grows to the height of from 20
to 30 feet ; the stem by age becomes large, and is covered
with a smooth grayish bark, and set with branches which
form a sort of cone. The leaves are oblong-oval, of a lucid

green on the upper surface, but pale on the under surface ;

the edges are indented and waved, with sharp thorns ter-

minating the points. The flowers grow in clusters, and
are succeeded by roundish berries, which turn to a beau-
tiful red about the end of September. This plant is a
handsome evergreen, and excellently adapted for hedges
and fences, since it bears clipping. The wood is hard and

white, and is much employed for turnery-work, for draw-

ing upon, for knife-handles, etc. Of the bark bird-lime is

made by maceration. Houses and churches are adorned
with the leaves and berries at Christmas. The American

holly, /. opaca, is also an evergreen tree, reaching in some
instances a height of 46 feet and a diameter of 4 feet. It

is similar to the European holly, from which it differs in

having less glossy deep-green foliage, less bright red ber-

ries, and the nutlets not so veiny. It is distributed gen-

erally from Massachusetts south, and west to the valley
of the Colorado river, attaining its greatest development
in the rich bottoms of Arkansas and eastern Texas. The
wood is of the highest class for interior finish and turnery.
The Dahoon holly, /. Dahoon, a smaller and less valuable
tree than /. opaca, is a native of the southern United States.

The California holly is Heteromeles arbutifolia.

Heigh ho ! sing heigh ho ! unto the green holly.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7 (song).

When the bare and wintry woods we see,

What then so cheerful as the holly tree?

Southey, The Holly Tree.

With trembling fingers did we weave
The holly round the Christmas hearth.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxx.

2. The holm-oak, Quercus Hex, an evergreen
oak. Often called holly-oal; Knee-holly, the

butcher's-broom, Ruscus aculeatus. Sea-holly, a plant,

Eryngium maritimum. Smooth holly. See Bedycarya.



holly

holly
2
t, adv. An obsolete spelling of

Chaucer.

holly-fern (hol'i-fern), . The plant Aspiiliiini
Lonchiti*.

hollyhock (hol'i-hok), n. [Formerly also hol-

lihock; < ME. holilioc, holihocce, holihoke, lit.

'holy hock' or mallow: see Italy and hock2 . It

was so called, it is said, because brought from
the Holy Land.] A plant, Althea rosea, of the

natural order Malvacew. It is a native of China and
of southern Europe, anil is a frequent ornament of gardens.
There are many varieties, with single and double flowers,
characterized by the tints of white, yellow, red, purple,
and dark purple approaching to black. The leaves are
said to yield a blue coloring matter not inferior to indigo.

Heavily hangs the hollyhock,

Heavily hangs the tiger-lily.

Tennyson, A Spirit Haunts the Year's Last Hours.

hollyhock-rose (hol'i-hok-roz), . The resur-

rection-plant, Selaginella lepidophylla.

hollyhock-tree (hol'i-hok-tre), n. A hardy
evergreen tree 12 to 20 feet high, Hibiscus splen-

dens, a native of Queensland and New South
Wales.

holly-laurel (hol'i-la'rel), n. The islay, Pru-
nus ilicifolia, of California.

holly-oak (hol'i-6k), . Same as holm-oak.

We saw Sir Walter where he stood,
Before a tower of crimson holly-oaks.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

hollyoakf, n. A perverted form of hollyhock.

In October . . . come . . . ros>

late, hollyoaks, and sucb like.

cut or removed to come
Bacon, Gardens.

holly-rose (hol'i-roz), n. A yellow-flowered
West Indian shrub, Turnera ulmifolia : also ap-
plied to species of the genus Cistus.

holly-tree (hol'i-tre), . Same as holly
1

.

holm1 (holm or horn), n. [Formerly sometimes
written home; < ME. holm, a small island, also

a river-meadow, also (only in Layamon) a hill,

< AS. holm, an island in a river (so in late prose,
the Chronicle, prob. by Scand. influence), usu-

ally (only in poetry) the sea, the ocean : a de-

flection, in ref. to the convex shape of the

open sea, of the orig. sense (not recorded inAS. ),
' a hill or mound' (cf . E. downs, lit. hills, similar-

ly used); = OS. holm, a hill, = OLG. LG. holm, an
island in a river, > G. holm, an island in a river,
a hill, a dockyard, wharf (senses partly from
Scand. ?), = Icel. holmr, holmr, also holnii, an
islet, esp. in a bay, creek, or river (even mea-
dows on the shore with ditches behind them be-

ing so called), = Sw. holme, a small island, =
Dan. holm, a holm, islet, dockyard; = L. colu-

men, culmen (withdiff. term.), a mountain-top,
summit, connected with collis, a hill, = E. hilP-.

Holm 1 is thus akin to hill1 : see culminate, col-

umn, hill 1
,
and halm. The Slavic forms, OBulg.

hlumu, Serv. hum, urn, Bohem. khlum, Pol. khelm

(barred 1), Buss, kholmu, etc., with Finnish leal-

ma, Hung, halom, a hill, are prob. from the
Teut. From this word are derived the sur-

names Holm, Holme, Home, Holmes, Holmer,
Salman. Holm often occurs in place-names,
as in Kteepholm, Flatholm, islands in the mouth
of the Severn, Axholm, etc.] If. A hill. Lay-
amon. 2. An islet or a river-island; in the

Orkneys, a small island off a larger one.

Most of the numerous holm* surrounding the Ris Island
are small, and only rise a few feet above the water.

Nature, XXX. 220.

3. A river-meadow
;
a low flat tract of rich land

by the side of a river.

Some call them the holmes, bicause they lie low, and
are good for nothing but grasse.

Harrison, Descrip. of England, p. 43. (Halliwell.)

Long may they [swans] float upon this flood serene ;

Theirs be these holms untrodden, still, and green.
Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

The soft wind blowing over meadowy holms.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

holm2 (holm or horn), n. [< ME. holme, a corrupt
form (appar. by some association with holm1 )

of holen, holin, holly: see hollen, holly
1
,
and

holm-oak.] 1. Holly.
The carver Holme ; the Maple seeldom inward sound.

Spenser, F. Q., I. I. 9.

Beneath an holm-tree's friendly shade
Was Reason's little cottage made.

C. Smart, Reason and Imagination.

2. The holm-oak.
holm-cock (holm'kok), n. Same as holm-thrush.

holment, a. [< ME. holmen; < holm2 + -en2.]

Pertaining to the holm
; consisting of the wood

of the holm.

Hee makes a shift to cut a holmen pole.

Sylvester, Maiden's Blush (trans.), 1. 541.
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holmium (hol'mi-um), . Chemical symbol, Ho.
A certain substance whose chemical properties
have not been investigated, but which is as-

sumed to be an elementary substance.
holm-oak (holm'ok), n. [< holm 2 + oak: see
holm2 and holly-oak.] The evergreen oak, Quer-
cus Hex. Also called holly-oak.
holm-screech (holm'skrech), u. Same as holm-
thrush.

holm-thrush (holm'thrush), n. The missel-

thrush, Turdus viacii-orus. Also called holm-
cock and holm-screech.

holo-. [NL., etc., holo-, < Gr. o/to-f, entire, com-
plete in all its parts, whole, safe and sound,
Ionic oMof, orig. *of/lof = L. sollus, entire, com-

plete (sol-idus, firm, solid), = Skt. sarva, all,

whole: see solemn, solicit, solid. It should be
noted that Gr. 6/.of has no connection with the

equiv. and similar-seeming E. word whole (for-

merly spelled hole), by which it is commonly
translated.] An element in compound words
from the Greek, meaning 'entire, whole.'

holoblast (hol'o-blast), n. [< Gr. oAof, whole,
+ /3/Wrof, germ.] In biol., a holoblastic

ovum; an ovum the protoplasm of which is

entirely germinal: distinguished from niero-

blast.

holoblastic (hol-o-blas'tik), a. [< holoblast +
-ic.] Wholly germinal : applied by Remak to

those eggs in which the whole yolk is formative
that is, undergoes segmentation in develop-

ment : opposed to meroblastic. Mammals, ex-

cepting mouotremes, have holoblastic egg).
See cut under gastrulation.
Holobranchia (hol-6-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. o/io?, whole, + fipdyxia, gills: see branchial.]
1 . A group of fishes. Dumeril, 1806. 2. In J. E.

Gray's classification (1821), one of three orders
of Saccophora or ascidians, distinguished from
Tomobranchia and from Diphyltobranchia.

holocaust (hol'o-kast), n. [< ME. holocaust, <

L. holocaustum, < Gr. 6).6nav<jTov, oX&navrov, a
whole burnt-offering, neut. of o/lomwrof, oU-

Kavrof, burnt whole, < o/lof, whole, + Kavaroc,

Kavr6f, burnt, < naiciv, burn: see caustic.] 1.

A sacrifice or offering entirely consumed by
fire, in use among the Jews and some pagan
nations.

And therefore thus must the lesuite do when an Igna-
tian Superiour commands, or else he is no Holocaust for
the Leiolan Altai-. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 171.

And she, thus left alone, might sooner prove
The perfect holocaust of generous love.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xxiv. 194.

Eumenes cut a piece from every part of the victim, and
by this he made it an holocaust, or an entire sacrifice.

W. Broome.

sacrifice

bat-
2. Figuratively, a great slaughter or sacriti

of life, as by fire or other accident, or in bi

tie.

Holocentridae (hol-o-sen'tri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Holocentrus + -idee.'] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes of the superfamily Berycoidea ;

the squirrel-fishes. The limits of the group vary with

Squirrel-fish (Holocentrtts erythrtrus}.

different writers, (a) In the old systems it was essentially
coequal with the family Berycidee. (b) In a restricted sense,
the Holocentridcn are nshes of oblong form with compressed
head, ctenoid scales, narrow suborbitals, 8 branchiostegal
rays, 2 dorsals, of which the spinous is longer than the
soft one, and ventrals of 7 rays besides the spine. There
are numerous (about 60) tropical species.

holocentroid (hol-6-sen'troid), a. and . [<
Holocentrus + -aid.] I. a. Of or relating to

the Holocentrid.ee.

II. n. One of the Holocentridce.

Holocentrus (hol-o-sen'trus), n. [NL. (Bloch,
1790), < Gr. o'Aoc, whole, + Ksvrpov, a point, the

center.] The typical genus of the family Ho-
locentridae: so called because beset all over
with spines. U. ascencimis is a Floridian species,
of bright-reddish color and great activity, and another
is the squirrel-fish, JJ. ei~ythraeus. See cut under Holo-
centridce.

holocephal (hol-o-sef'al), n. A fish of the ge-
nus Holocephulus. Also holocephale.

holograph

Holocephala (hol-o-sef'a-lii), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi.: see Itolon/ilt/ilous.] In Giinther's

system of classification, the Holocephali as an
order of chondropterygious fishes, character-
ized by the single external gill-opening on
each side.

Holocephali (hol-o-sef'a-H), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of *holoceplialus : see hoiocephalotis.] A group
of selachians to which different values have
been given, (<j) In the systems of Muller and others,
an order of selachians or of chondropterygians, character-
ized by the continuity of the hyomandibular bone with the
cranium. There is thus constituted an "entire

"
or undi-

vided cranium, with which the short lower jaw directly

articulates, whence the name. The family Chiiitffridtx con-
tains the only living species, but numerous extinct forms
are known. (I) In some systems, raised to the rank of a
subclass, but having the same limits as when used in an
ordinal sense.

holocephalous (hol-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.*Ao-
tocephalus, < Gr. W-o'f, whole, + Kefaty, headj
Having an undivided cranium; specifically, of

or pertaining to the Holocephali.
Holochlamyda (hol-o-klam'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. oAof, whole, + ,^/la/iiif, a mantle.] A sub-
order of azygobranchiate gastropods, with the

margin of the pallium or mantle simple or en-
tire and the lip of the shell unnotched. There
are many families, grouped as rhipidoglossate,
ptenoglossate, and teenioglossate.

holochlamydate (hol-o-klam'i-dat), a. [As
Holochlamyda + -ate1 .] Having the margin of

the pallium or mantle simple or entire; of or

pertaining to the Holochlamyda.
holochlamydic (hol"o-kla-mid'ik), a. Same as

holochlamydate. E. B. Lankester.

holochoanoid (hol-o-ko'a-noid), a. and . [< Gr.

oAof, whole, + x 1"?! a funnel, + eldoc, form.]
I. a. Having complete septal funnels; of or

pertaining to the Holochoanoida. Also holo-

choanoidal.

II. K. A member of the group Holochoanoida.
Holochoanoida (hol-o-ko-a-noi'da), n.pl. [NL.:
see holochoanoid.] A group of nautiloid ceph-
alopods, in which the septal funnels close the
intervals between the septa: contrasted with

Ellipochoanoida. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist., XXII. 260.

holochqanoidal (hol-o-ko-a-noi'dal), a. [< 7(0/0-

choanoid + -al.] Same as holochoanoid.

holochrone (hol'o-kron), . [< Gr. Mof, whole,
+ xpovoc, time.] In math., a curve such that if

a heavy particle be restricted to move upon it,

the times of descent through different portions
are a given function of the arcs described.

holocryptic (hol-6-krip'tik), a. [< Gr. 6^of,

whole, + KpvxToc, hidden: see crypt.] Wholly
or effectively concealing ; specifically, incapa-
ble of being read except by one who has the

key, as a cipher.

holocrystalline (hol-o-kris'ta-lin), a. [< holo-
+ crystalline.] Entirely crystalline: applied
to rocks which contain no amorphous or glassy
matter.

holodactylic (hoFo-dak-til'ik), a. [< Gr. oAo6d-

KTV/OC, all dactylic, < o/*of, whole, + (SaKruAof, a

dactyl: see dactyl, dactylic.] In pros. ,
consist-

ing, with the exception of the last foot, entire-

ly of dactyls : noting that form of the dactylic
hexameter in which, the last foot being always
a spondee or trochee, all the other feet are dac-

tyls. See hexameter.

hologastrula (hol-o-gas'tro-la), n.
; pi. hologas-

trulai (-le). [NL., < Gr. 6/.o?, whole, + gastrula,
q. v.] In embryol., the gastrula, of whatever
form, of a holoblastic egg. It is an archigastrnla W
the segmentation of the yolk is equal as well as total ; an
amphigastrula if the segmentation is unequal and total.
See gastrulation.

hologastrular (hol-o-gas'trij-lar), . [< holo-

gastrula + -a>:] Resembling 'a hologastrula.
Holognatha (ho-log'na-tha), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of *holognaihus : see holognathous.] A sec-
tion of terrestrial pulmoniferous gastropods,
having an entire jaw : contrasted with Agnatha,
Goniognatha, and Elasmognatha.

holognathous (ho-log'ua-thus), a. [< NL.
"holognathus, < Gr. uAof, whole, + yvddof, a
jaw.] In conch., having the jaw of one piece ;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Hologna-
tha.

holograph (hol'p-graf ), a. and n. [< LL. holo-

!/r<iphus, < Gr. 6'Xoypaifiof, written wholly by the
hand of the author, < 5/lof, whole, + yp&tyetv,

write.] I. a. Wholly written by the person in
whose name it appears, as a manuscript docu-
ment or letter.

A holograph letter by a man of quality is a true treasure.

Lauia, To Coleridge.



holograph

II. H. Any writing, as a letter, deed, testa-

ment, etc., wholly written by the person from
whom it purports to proceed.
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cylindrical, and prehensile in the male, and there are two
lateral dilatations of the Intestine.

Holopedium (hol-o-pe'di-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

(i/.of , whole, + irediov, the lower part of the foot.]
The typical genus of Holopediidte.
holophanerous (hol-o-fan'e-rus), a. [< Gr. oxof ,

whole, + <j>avepof, visible, ^ tyaiveiv, show, paivc-
ctiai, appear.] In zodl., wholly visible or dis-

, i w " ---.--. cernible, as the complete metamorphosis of

Relating to or of the nature of a holo- certain insects.

holqphotal (hol-o-fo'tal), a. [< lioloi>hote +

Holosteum
have numerous fissures radiating from the central mass
of vasodentine which fills up the pulp-cavity. Species

Let who says
"The soul's a clean white paper" rather say
A palimpsest, a prophet's holnyraph,
Denied, erased, and covered by a monk's.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, 1.

holographic (hol-o-graf 'ik), a. [< holograph
i -1C, J

graph.
A regularly signed, sealed, and holographic act upon the

points stated in the famous note.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 316.

[< ,10/0-

-al.] In optics, pertaining to a holophote ;
re-

flecting or refracting rays of light in the de-

us (restored).

occur in the Old Red Sandstone. H. nobilissimui is an

holographical (hol-o-graf 'i-kal), a.

graphic + -al.] Same as holographic.
holonedral (hol-o-he'dral), a. [< Gr. 6Xof,

whole, + eipa, seat, base.] In mineral., having
all the similar edges or angles similarly re- holophote (hol'o-fot),

""

holophotal reflector.

The kolophotal revolving light perhaps still remain
[Thomas Stevenson's] most elegant contrivance.

.fi. /.. Stevenson, Thomas Stevenson.

his

[< Gr. o/U>f, whole,
. . *

i Tf /, \ ! l . -i m. J * W111C11 H, Ui V1III11 illlU U I]

placed, as a crystal Holohedral isomorphism. *"
f** (

<f<JT-h light. j ihe improved form of zyOrbianv 1837
See isomorphism. optical apparatus now used in lighthouses, by holorhinai fhoi n ri

'

l/\l rtTia/^fl OY1 f"Vl/-ll _ A _ VlS '
, 1 ,.1 , i . i 1 i rX /,,./,./,,, 1C I i i ,.ll t i)-.j /.tin.llll' oil *Trt 1 !svlit f*inn\ * V. 1 .m . .

^1V1 ill III! 1 ^11U

. . . . ., [NL,,<Gr.5^f, whole,+ n-oi'f (Trod-) = E. foot.] A notable genus of
fixed living crinoids, of the family Comatulidce,
having a broad base without true stalk, 10 spi-
rally rolled arms, and a radial asymmetry in
which a bivium and a trivium are recognizable.

holohedrism (hol-o-he'drizm), n. [< holohe-
dr-al + -ism.] In crystal., the property of hav-
ing all the similar parts similarly modified, as a
crystal, or of having all the planes of each form
(see form, 2) present that are erystallographi-
cally possible that is, all that have the same
position with reference to the axes. The law of
holohedrism is one of the fundamental principles of crys-
tallography, but there are certain exceptions to it, which
are noted under hemihedritsm. Also holosymntetry.

wnich practically all the light from the lamp
or other source is made available for the de-
sired effect of illumination. It may consist of mir-
rors to reflect the light (catoptric holopkote\ of lenses
to refract it (dioptric holophote), or, better, of a combina-
tion of both reflection and refraction (catadioptric holo-

phote).

When placed within a holophote, the electric lamp has
already become a powerful auxiliary in effecting military
operations both by sea and land.

C. W. Sieinent, Pop. Set Mo., XXIL 62.

._ . _ nal), a. [< Gr. 6/lof,

whole, + pi( (piv-), the nose.] Inornith., hav-
ing the nasal bones
only slightly or not
at all cleft. A. H.

planes present in half the octants: sometimes
said of the inclined hemihedral forms of the
isometric system. See heiiiihedrisin.

Hololepta (hol-6-lep'ta), w, [NL., < Gr. a).oc,

whole, + /U;rToV, thin, fine,

delicate.] A peculiar genus
of clavicorn beetles, of the

family Histerida;, of much-
flattened form, with promi-
nent mandibles. //. foimlari*
is a shining-black species, found
beneath decaying bark in the eastern
United States. Paykull.
Holometabola (hol*o-me-
tab'o-lii), n. pi. [NL.,'< Gr.

6Aof,' whole, + E. metabola,
q. v.] The series of hexa-
pod or true insects which are

Garrod.
A bird having the [na-

salj bones . . . with
moderate forking, so
that the angle of the

fork, bounding the nos-
trils behind, does not
reach so far back as the

fronto-premaxillary su-

ture, is termed holorhi-
nal. Cot,KeytoN. A.

[Birds, p. ic...

Pmx

holo- 4~ photometer.] An instrument designed
for the measurement of light emitted in all di-

rections.

holophrasis (ho-lof 'ra-sis), n. [< Gr. bfof, . .

whole, + ^dcff/express'ion: see phrase.] Holo- holosericeous (holf-

phrastic expression ;
combination of a complex

-"
8eTP8

'?'
a
:. L'

of ideas and their signs into one word, especially
a verb.

holophrastic (hol-o-fras'tik), a. [< Gr. o/lof,

whole, + <t>paaTiKof, suited for indicating or ex-

pressing, < 0paff<v, indicate, show, tell: see

phrase.] Having the force of a whole phrase,
as a word or gesture ; expressive of a sentence,
or of a highly complex idea.

Gr. oAooT/pi{;, all of

silk, < o^of, whole,
+ aijptK6f, of silk:

see silk and seri-

ceous. Of. LL. Iwlo-

nmcus.] 1. Inbot.,
covered with mi-
nute silky hairs,

fm

Holorhinal Skull of Common Fowl,
top and side views. The bones are as
follows: Pmx, premaxilla; AVi, na-
sal; MX, maxilla; La, lacrymal ; Fr,
frontal; Pa, parietal. Qu, recurved
angle of mandible.

Hololepta fossularis.
(Line shows natural

size.)

The main classes of words [the parts of speech! . . . into
which the holophrastic ("equivalent to a whole phrase")
utterances of a primitive time have by degrees become dl-
vided. H'. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 209.

olometabolic
; theAphatiiptcra, Diptera, Lepi- holophytic (hol-6-fit'ik), a. [< Gr. 6/iof, whole,

doptera, Hymcnoptera, Ktrrpsiptera, Ncuroptera, + <t>vrov, a plant.] Resembling closely an ordi-
and Coleoptera. Also called Metabola. nary green plant in mode of nutrition: said of

hplometabolian (hol-o-met-a-bo'li-an), a. an animal, as an infusorian: correlated with
Same as holometabolic. saprojihytic, and opposed to holozoic.

holometabolic (hol-o-met-a-bol'ik), a. [As Holopida (ho-lop'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Holopus
holometabol-y + -ic.] Undergoing complete + -id&.] Same as Holopodida?.

[NL., < Gr.

v, strike:

...... ... r __ ._,.... ..j Complete or gen-
holometabolian, holometabolous. eral paralysis.
holometabolism (hoFo-me-tab'o-lizm), )l. Why are we natural everywhere but In the pulpit? ..
[As nolometabot-y + -ism.] Same as liohme- Why this holoplexia on sacred occasions alone?

taboly. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, ill.

holometabolous (hol*o-me-tab'o-lus), a. [As Holopodidae (hol-o-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
holometabol-u + -ous.] Same as\holometabolic. Holopus (-pod-) +' -idee.] A family of crinoids

hplometaboly (hol*o-me-tab'o-li), n. [< holo- or sea-lilies, named from the genus Holoptts.

holosiderite (hol-o-sid'e-rit), n. [< LL.
siderus, < Gr. ifootOitpot, all of iron, < 6Xof, wl

"t"
a
i^1Pf>

ifon : see siderite.] A meteorite

+ metaboly.] Complete or perfect metaboly ; See Encritiida;. Also written Holopida;.
entire transformation

or^ metamorphosis of an Holoptilidae (hol-op-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Holoptilus + -idat.] A family of hemipterous
insects, of the suborder Heteroptera, named
from the genus Holoptilus. The head is short and holost (nol'ost), n. [< NL. Holostei.] A fish

wide, the ocelli are remote, the second antenna! joint Is
*
the group Holostei.

curved, and the posterior tibia; are plumose in the typical holostean (no-los'te-an), a. and n. I a Of
forms. They are natives of Australia, the East Indies, or ,,ertai,iiTiP-'tn th froanri A rWno M .:.,>, ,.i t t .... ?*./, J_..
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insect. Also holometabolism.
holometer (ho-lom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. 6Xof,
whole, + fiirpov, measure.] A mathematical
instrument for taking all kinds of measures,
both on the earth and in the heavens

;
a pan-

tometer.

(hol-o-mor'fik), a. [As holomor-
_ 1. Exhibiting holohedral symme-

try. 2. In math., having the form of an entire
function Holomorphlc function, in
tion which, being uniform over the H

' '

tity, is developable by Maclaurin s th
of the variable.

holomorphy (hol'o-m6r-fi), n. [< Gr. 6/>.oc,
the genus HoloptycJtius.

whole, + fiop<t>r/, form.] The character of being Holoptychiidae (hol-op-ti-ki'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
holomorphic. < Holoptychius + -idee.] A family of polyp-
Holomyaria (hol*o-mi-a'ri-a), }. pi. [NL., < teroid fishes, of the subclass Ganoidei, named
Gr. 6/loV, whole, + /nif, muscle, + -aria.] One
of the three principal divisions of Nematoi-
dea, containing those threadworms in which
the muscles of the body-wall are not separated
into series of muscle-cells. See Polymyaria,
Meromyaria.

discovered better by the touch than by sight.
2. In entom., covered with short, fine, shin-

ing appressed hairs, giving the surface an ap-
pearance like that of satin.

holo-

whole,
.. .. A meteorite con-

sisting entirely of metallic iron.

Holosiphona (hol'o-si-fo'na), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. oXof, whole, + aityM, a tiibe, pipe : see si-

phon.] An order of Cephalopoda named from
the completely tubular siphon : opposed to

Schizosiphona, and a synonym of Dibranchi-
ata.

holosiphonate (hol-6-sI'fo-nat), a. [As Holo-
siphona + -ate1 .] Having the siphon com-
pletely tubular; of or pertaining to the Holo-
siphona.

holospondaic (hol"o-spon-da'ik), a. [< Gr.
6/loo-7r<Svfeof, all of spondees, < o/of, whole, +
oirovieiof (sc. iroif), a spondee: see spondee.]
In pros., consisting entirely of spondees: not-

ing that form of the dactylic hexameter in
which all six places are occupied by spondees
instead of dactyls. See hexameter.

II. n. One of the Holostei.
and Africa. Also written Boloptiliden.

E3^3^}^^%j& Holostei
(ho.os'tfi),,,^.

[NL. (J MUller,

genus of Holontllida. ^^ V\^holosteus : see holosteous.] A group
of ganoid fishes which have the skeleton osse-

-ida:.] A family of entomostra-

cpus crustaceans, typified by the genus Holope-
dium. The swimming-antenna; are simple, elongated,

Later writers have discarded it as being too heterogene-
ous. It embraced the orders now known as Rhoinboga-
noidta, Cycloganoidei, and Crossopterygia among recent
forms, and representatives of several extinct orders. The

---> living representatives of the group are the bony pikes orfrom the genus Holoptychius. They have thick, gars and the mudfishes (Lepulostem, Amia, etcA
sculptured or corrugated, rounded ganoid scales; the hnlnat.pnna din los't* niA n T< 1MT *J)/i7o/*,, l

head covered with large plates; thl dendrodont teeth
nolOST;eOUS

(np-u
3 te-us;;

a. ^ JNU Holosteus,

large, hard, and conical ; the dorsal fins two in number ; J
Ur- o/of> whole, + oarcav, a bone.] Entirely

and the pectorals and ventrals lobate. They flourished bony ; having an osseous skeleton : specifically
during the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, and are all applied to the fishes classed as Holostei.
extinct; the species were of large size, sometimes attain- hnlntrt-on'n CJinl f. oto,.';vi i, lo
ing a length of 12 feet. Also Uolopf/chido?

noiOStenc ( bol-o-ster ik), a. [< (rr. o/lof, whole,+
OTcpe6f, solid.] Completely solid : said of cer-

tain instruments used in barometry in which
no liquid is employed, as an aneroid.

Holosteum (ho-los'tf-um), . [NL., lit. 'allfrom the wrinkled enamel-scales. The teeth are
of two kinds, small ones in closely set rows and larger
ones distant from one another ; but all are Infolded and

bony' (so called by autiphrasis, the plant being
soft and delicate), < L. holosteoii, < Gr. o/dortw,



Holosteum

a certain plant, < o^-of, whole, all, + bareov,

bone.] A small genus of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants, of the natural order (.'aryophyl-

lacea; tribe Alsinea;, allied very closely to the ge-
nus Cerastium, the mouse-ear chickweed, from
which it differs in having dot-sally compressed
seeds fixed by their face, and umbelliform

cymes. The flowers have 5 sepals, 5 denticulate or emar-
gmate petals, 3 to 5, rarely 10, hypogynous stamens, and
a 1-celled ovary with 3, rarely 4 to 5, styles. Three species
are known, natives of temperate Europe and Asia. 11. itm-

bellatuin, the jagged chickweed, has become naturalized
in the eastern United States.

Holostomata (hol-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Fleming, 1828), n'eut. pi. of "holostomatus :

see holostomatous.] 1. A division of pectini-
branchiate gastropodous mollusks, with shells

having the mouth entire, and not notched or

prolonged into a siphon : opposed to Siphono-
utomata. It was framed to include such families as Tur-
binidte, Neritidce, Littorinidce, etc., now referred to differ-

ent orders. Some are known as sea-snails. There are up-
ward of 12 families, even after eliminating some, as the
chitons and tooth-shells, that used to be included. These
families are mostly tienioglossate, but some, as the I mil hi -

iiirfcB and Scalariidce, are ptenoglossate.

2. In Infusoria, same as Pantostomata. S. Kent,
1877.

holostomate (ho-los'to-mat), a. [< NL. "holosto-

matus: see holostomatous.] Same as holosto-

matous.

The holostomate (entire-mouthed) forms.
Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 339.

holostomatous (hol-o-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
"holostomatus, < Gr. 6/.of, wnole, + oro^a(r-),

mouth.] Having the mouth entire, (a) Having
the mouth not notched or canaliculate : specifically said of
the Holontomata : opposed to xiphonostoinatous. (fr) Hav-
ing all the usual parts of the mouth.

holostome (hol'o-stdm), n. 1. In conch., one
of the Holostomata. 2. In ichth., an apodal
fish of the group Holostomi.

Holostomi (ho-los'to-mi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

holostomus: seeholostomous.] A group of fishes

including eel-like forms which differ from true
eels in having all the bones usuallybounding the
mouth that is, well-developed intermaxillary
as well as supramaxillary bones, it includes the
families Symbranchidce and Amphipnoidce. By some ich-

thyologists it is ranked as an order and by others as a sub*
order of Apodei or Symbranchia.

holostomous(ho-los'to-mus),a. [< Nli.*holosto-

mus, < Gr. 6/lof, whole, + aro/ia, mouth.] Same
as holostomatous; specifically, in ichth., per-
taining to or having the characters of the Ho-
lostomi.

holosymmetric (hoFo-si-met'rik), . [< holo-

symmetry + -ic.] Holohedral.

holosymmetry (hol-o-sim'e-tri), . [< holo- +
symmetry.] Same as holohedrism.

holothecal (hol-o-the'kal), a. [< Gr. Mof , whole,
+ 6r/Kr/, case, + -al.~\ In ornith., having the
tarsal envelop whole or entire that is, not
divided into scutella or reticulations

;
booted

;

having greaves: opposed to schizotheeal. See
cut under booted.

Holothrix (hol'o-thriks), n. [NL., so called in

allusion to the long petals, < Gr. O'AOC, whole,
+ 6pi% (rptx-), a hair.] A genus of monocoty-
ledonous plants, of the natural order Orchi-

dece, tribe Opltrydeat, having the sepals sub-

equal, the petals and lip long and erect, and
the flowers arranged in a thin spike or dense,
and all directed to one side. They are small herbs
with the general habits of Herminium, having one or two
leaves at the base of the erect stem. Eighteen species are

known, of which two are natives of Abyssinia, all the rest

being South African. The genus is the type of Lindley's
tribe Holotrichidce.

holothure (hol'o-thur), . A holothuriau.

Holothuria1 (hol-o-thu'ri-a), n. [NL., fern.:

see holothurium.]' 1. A genus of sea-slugs,
typical of the family Holothuriidte. There are
various species, some of them edible, as // . argus or edu-
lu, known as btche-de-wer and trepang.
2. [I. c.~\ An individual of this genus.
Holothuria2 (hol-o-thu'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

holothurium, iieut., for llolothuria, fern.: see

holotJiuriuni."] The sea-cucumbers, holothuri-
ans, or Holotlntrifiidea. Thus, in Cuvier's system of

classification, the Holothuria are the third family of pedi-
cellate echinoderms.

Holothurise (hol-o-thu'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
Holothuria1

.] Same as HoloiAuria*. As thus
named in Leuckart's system, the holothurians were an
order of his Scytodermata, contrasted with Sipunculidce
or spoonworms.
holothurian (hol-6-thu'ri-an), . and a. [< Ho-
lothuriti l + -nn.] I. w. One of tY.e Holothurioidea;
a sea-cucumber, sea-slug, trepaug, or beche-de-
mer. They have been directly divided into several sec-

tions, to which the terms (derived from De Blainville, 1834)
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vermiform, ascidiform, txretilliform, cucumiform, and n-

puncuHform have been applied.

The Holothurian or " sea-cucumber
"
has a wonderful

power of changing its form. It elongates, contracts, en-

larges at each end while it is small in the middle, and thus

changes its appearance from time to time. In its power
of going to pieces it almost excels the "

brittle star
"
and

the starfish, Luidia. Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 327.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Holothurioidea.
Holotlmridea (hol"o-thu-rid'e-a), n. pi. Same
as Holothurioidea.

Holothuriidae (hoFo-thu-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Holothuria 1 + -idee'.] A restricted family of

holothurians, represented by the genus Holo-
thuria. See Holothuria1

.

Holothurioidea (hol-o-thu-ri-oi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL.,< Holothuria 1 + -oidea.~\ A class, order, or

other group of Ecliinodermata; the sea-slugs,
sea-cucumbers, or trepangs. They have an elongate,
vermiform shape, and display little tendency to radiation
in structure except at the oral end. They have a tough lea-

thery integument instead of a hard calcareous test as in

Development of Holothurians.

A, B, C, Holothuria. A, echinopasdic stage, or auricularia: z,
dorsal pore of k, ambulacra! sac. B, Later stage : c

'

, intestine ; ,

dorsal pore ;_/,/", prolongations of circular ambulacra! vessel ; i, wheel-

shaped calcareous body. C, young holothuria with circular ciliated
bands : z, madreporic canal ; /"', Polian vesicle. D, E, F, Synapta.
D, echinopaedic larva with bilateral ciliated band, and wheel-shaped
calcareous bodies, ventral view : a, mouth and gullet ; b, stomach : c,

intestine and anus ; a, sausage-shaped sacs of enterocoele ; e, rudi-
ment of ambulacral vascular system. E, pupa-stage of the same, with
obsolete oral aperture and zonary cilia : (', tentacles ; &, Polian vesi-

cle ; /, longitudinal muscles of perisoma. F, young synapta without
cilia, with fine tentacles, and several of the wheel-shaped bodies at

posterior end of body : rti, madreporic canal.

other echinoderms (though the skin may include hard spic-
ules of various shapes), an oral circlet of tentacles, and a
calcareous ring of several pieces round the mouth. There
are two types of Holothurioidea, represented respectively
by the genera Synapta- and Holothuria, and forming two
orders. The former, known as Apoda, Apodia, Apneu-
moiia, are hermaphrodite, with a reduced water-vascular

system, no special respiratory apparatus, and uo Cuvierian

organs. The latter, called Pedata, Dipneumona, or Pneu-
mmiophora, have the sexes distinct, a respiratory tree, Cu-
vierian organs, and a developed water-vascular system in-

cluding ambulacral feet. Also Holothuroidea and several
other forms.

holothurium (hol-o-thu'ri-um), .; pi. holo-

thuria (-a). [< L. holothurium, < Gr. ohodwpiov,
neut., a kind of zoophyte, appar. < 6/>.op, whole,
+ (?) Mpwf, Boiipof, rushing, raging, impetu-
ous.] 1. A kind of zoophyte mentioned by
Aristotle and Pliny. 2. A sea-cucumber; a
holothurian.

Holothuroida (hol"o-thu-roi'da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6^of, whole, + ovpomdfa, like a door, (K<pa,
= E. door, + tWof, form.] In GegenbauVs sys-
tem of classification, a class of echinoderms,
divided into the orders Eupodia and Apodia, the
latter containing Synapta and Chirodota.

Holothuroidea (hol*o-thu-roi'de-a), . pi.
Same as Holotlntrioide'a.

Holotricha (ho-lot'ri-ka), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

o/.of, whole, +' 6pi (rpix-), a hair.] An order
of free-swimming infusorians, more or less

completelyciliate throughout. The cilia differ but
slightly one from another, and are sometimes supplement-
ed by a variously modified extensile or undulating mem-
brane. The oral and anal orifices are usually conspicu-
ously developed. The cuticular layer or ectoplasm not un-

frequently contains trichocysts. The order is contrasted
with Heterotritha, Hypotricha, and Peritricha. Holot-
richa astomata, a suborder of free-swimming animal-

cules, more or less completely and evenly ciliate through-
out, and possessing no oral aperture.

holotrichous (ho-lot'ri-kus), a. [< Holotricha
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Holotricha; having similar cilia over
all the body. See Paramecium.

Hplotrocha (ho-lot'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

o/of, whole, T r/)o^df,'a wheel.] A superfamily
of Botifera or wheel-animalcules, containing

holus-bolus

such as have an anus and one entire trochal
disk. Ehrenberg, 1838.

holotrochous (ho-lot'ro-kus), a. [< Holotrocha
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Holotrocha ; having the trochal disk

entire.

holourt, See holerz .

holozoic (hol-o-zo'ik), n. [< Gr. "o'Aof, whole,
+ fo<Kof, animal, < C^ov, an animal.] Entire-

ly like an animal in mode of nutrition; not

holophytic nor saprophytic : said of some in-

fusorians.

All [ciliate infusorians] are holozoic in their nutrition,

though some are said to combine with this saprophytic
and holophytic nutrition. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 861.

holpt, holpent (holp, hol'pn). The antiquated
preterit and past participle of help.

holsomt, . An early spelling of wholesome.

Chaucer.
holster (hol'ster), n. [< D. holster, a pistol-

case, holster, also a soldiers' knapsack, = AS.

heolstor, a covering, veil, hiding-place, = Icel.

hulstr, a case, = Sw. holster, sheath, = Dan.

hyhter, a case, covering, holster, = Goth, hnli-

str, a veil; with suffix -ster, from the verb rep-
resented by AS. "hulian, ME. httlien, hulen, hy-
Icn, hyllen, hillen, E. dial, hill2 , hulU, cover, =
D. hullen = Icel. hylja = Dan. hylle = Sw. holja
= Goth, huljan, cover, from the same ult. root
as holel, hollow*, helfl, heaP, etc. The G. holf-

ter, also hulfter (sometimes halfter, by confu-
sion with halfter = E. halter2 ), a holster, takes
this particular meaning from the D.

;
MHG.

hulfter, a quiver, < hulft, a cover, case, sheath,
and perhaps Goth, hwilftrjos, pi., a coffin, are

akin.] A leathern case for a pistol. Holsters
were formerly, and are still sometimes, carried by horse-
men or cavalrymen attached to the saddle, one on each
side of the pommel ; but they are now more commonly
worn on the belt.

In th' holsters, at the saddle-bow,
Two aged pistols he did stow.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 391.

Our Greek Jerked both pistols from his holsters, and fired

them into the air. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 67.

bolstered (hol'sterd), a. [< holster 4- -ed?.]

Bearing holsters.

holster-pipe (hol'ster-pip), w. That part of a
holster which projects downward and receives
the barrel of the pistol.
holt1

(holt), n. [< ME. holt, < AS. holt, a wood,
grove, copse, rarely of wood as timber (L. lig-

num), = OS. holt = OFries. holt = D. hout =
MLG. LG. holt = OHG. MHG. G. holz = Icel.

holt = ODan. holt, a wood, grove, more com-
monly of wood as timber; prob. = Ir. caill,

coill, a wood, = OBulg. klada, Bohem. kldda =
Serv. klada = Pol. kloda (barred () = Russ.

koloda, dial, kalda = Lith. kalada = Lett, ka-

latka, a block, log (of wood).] A wood or wood-
land: a grove ; an orchard. Now seldom used ex-

cept in poetry or in provincial English, but occurring as
an element or alone in many English place-names, and
in surnames derived from them.

These briddes songen thourgh the holies full of grene
leves. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 274.

The winde in hoults and shady greaues
A murmur makes among the boughes and leaues.

Fair/air, tr. of Tasso s Godfrey of Boulogne, Ui. 6.

Comes a vapour from the margin, blackening over heath
and holt. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

The boldest shrank from the dark holts and pools that
broke the desolate moorland.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 54.

holt2 (holt), n. [E. dial., appar. for hold, and
this, as hold'**, for hotel, q.v.J A hole; a bur-

row; specifically, a deep hole in a river for the

protection of fish. [Prov. Eng.]
The otter works upwards to the surface of the earth, and

forms . . . several holt*, or lodges, that in case of high
floods it may have a retreat, for no animal affects lying
drier. Pennant, Brit. Zool., The Otter.

holt3 (holt), n. A dialectal variant of hold1
.

[U. S.]
holt4t. A contracted form of holdetli, third

person singular present indicative of hold1 .

Chaucer.
Holtz machine. See electric machine, under
electric.

holus-bolus (ho'lus-bo'lus), adv. [A varied

redupl. of u'hole, in sham-Latin form, like hocus-

pocus; prob. formed without ref. to bolus, a

large pill, as usually explained.] All at a gulp ;

altogether; all at once: as, he swallowed it

holus-bolus. [Colloq., Eng.]
She appeared to lose all command over herself, and

making a sudden snatch at the heap of silver, put it back
holus-bolus in her pocket. W. Collins, Moonstone, i. 15.



holus-bolus

holus-bolus (ho'lus-bo'lus), w. [See holus-

bolus, flrfr.] The whole; all, taken collective-

ly: as, he drove out the koAW-tehM of them.

[Colloq., Eng.]
holwet, An obsolete variant of hollow1

.

Chaucer.

holy (ho'li), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also holie;
< ME. holy, holi, halig, < AS. halig = OS. Itelag
= OFries. helich = D. heilig = OHG. heilag,
MHG. heilec, G. heilig = Icel. heilagr, contr.

lielgir = Sw. helig = Dan. heilig (not in Goth.),
holy, sacred; prob. not a mere extension of
the primitive adj., AS. hdl, ME. hole, E. whole,
but rather formed, with adj. suffix -ig, E. -y,
from AS. 1ml (orig. "halt), hcelu, hislo, f. (>
ME. hele, E. obs.

lieal\ hale?), health, safety,
salvation, happiness, heel, n., omen, auspice (=
OS. heli, f., = OHG. heili, f., heil, MHG. G.
heil, neut., health, happiness, safety, salvation,= Icel. heill, f . (= Dan. held), good luck, hap-
piness, heill, neut., omen, auspice: see heat*-,
hale2 ), < hdl, etc., whole : see whole. From the

early form of holy are derived hallow 1
, n., a

saint, and hallow^-, v., sanctify. In holiday, hol-

lyhock, halibut or halibut, and halidom, holy ex-
ists in a slightly altered or in its older form.]
1. a. 1. Consecrated; set apart for religious
use or uses; of sacred or religious character
or quality: as, the holy priesthood; the holy
sabbath

; holy oil
; holy thoughts.

Put off thy shoes from ofl thy feet, for the place where-
on thou staudest is hull/ ground. Ex. iii. 5.

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast

ye your pearls before swine. Mat. vii. 6.

And made there the precyous sacrament of his blessyd
body that we dayly vse at his hooly aulter, in memorye of
the same. Sir S. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

They whilome used duly everie day
Their service and their holie things to say.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 450.

An evil soul producing holy witness
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek.

Shak., M. of V., I S.

2. Perfect in religious character and the prac-
tices of devotion

;
sanctified

; saintly.
That holy man loseph of Armathy came vnto Pylate and

aked of hym the body of our sauyour Ihesu cryste.
Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 27.

Herod feared John, knowing that be was a just man and
an holy. Mark vi. 20.

Far be it from me, however, to condemn all those good
and holy persons who have betaken themselves to this

solitary and austere course of living.

By. A tterbury, Sermons, I. x.

3. Exhibiting, indicating, or befitting sanctity
of life; devout; righteous.

Hence a demeanour holy and unspeck'd,
And the world's hatred, as its sure effect.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 281.

The King was shaken with /",/// fear;
"The Gods," he said, "would have chosen well."

Tennyson, The Victim.

Holy Alliance, a league formed by the sovereigns of Rus-
sia, Austria, and Prussia in person after the fall of Napo-
leon, signed at Paris, September 26th, 1815, and afterward
joined by all the other European sovereigns except those
of Rome and England. Its professed object waa to unite
their respective governments in a Christian brotherhood,
but its real one was to perpetuate existing dynasties by
then- joint opposition to all attempts at change. A spe-
cial clause debarred any member of the Bonaparte family
from ascending a European throne. The league came to
an end after the French revolution of 1830. Holy bread,
(o) The bread used for the eucharist ; a piece of such bread

;

an altar-bread; in the Gr. Ch., same as holy loaf or holy
lamb, (b) A eulogia, or piece of blessed bread. Holy city,
a city regarded as particularly sacred by the adherents of
a religious faith, as Jerusalem by Jews and Christians,
Mecca and Medina by Mohammedans, Benares by Hin-
dus, Rome by Roman Catholics, etc. ; specifically {cap. ], Je-
rusalem. Holy communion. See communion. Holy
Cross. See crossi. Holy-Cross day, holy days. See
dnt/i. Holy cup, the eucharistic chalice. Holy disk,
in the Gr. Cn., the paten. Holy family.

~

lance, loaf. See the nouns. Holy League, a name given
to various European alliances, as that of 1611 formed by
the Pope against the French, or the Nuremberg League of
the Catholic powers in Germany in 15S8. For the league
of 1576 against the Huguenots, see league. Holy Office,
the Inquisition. Holy OIL Same as eArwui. Holy or-
ders. See order. Holy place, in Scrip., the sanctuary
of the tabernacle and of the temple.
The high priest entereth into the holy plate every year

with blood of others. Heb. Ix. 25.

Holy places, places in which events in the life of Jesus
Christ occurred, or where martyrs died, or where relics
are kept.

And so to visite the seyd holy plant in clennes of lyff.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

Holy quest, the search for the holy grail. See graitf.
Holy Roman Empire. See empire. Holy rood. See
rood. Holy ropet, the hemp-agrimony, Eupatorium can-
naliinmn, the leaves of which resemble those of hemp.
Holy Saturday. See Saturday. Holy see. See**".
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Holy seed, an old name for wormseed, Artemisia mari-
tima. Holy Sepulcher, spear, Spirit, sponge, stone,
synod, table, thistle, Thursday. See the nouns. Holy
tree, the tree also called the pride aflitdia, Mdia Azeda-
rach. Holy war, water. See the nouns. Holy-water
clerk, (a) A poor scholar, (b) A person who carried the

holy water. Holy-water font. See/end. Holy-water
sprinkler. (a)8&me&&aspersvrintn. (b) Same as worn-
ing-star (a weapon), (c) In hunting, the tail of a fox. Bai-

ley, 1731. Holy-water stick, a holy-water sprinkler or
aspersorium. Holy Week, wilt, etc. See the nouns.
The holy doors. See door. The Holy Land. See (and.
- The Holy One, the Supreme Being. =Syn. 1. Sacred,
dedicated, sanctified. See religion. 2 and 3. Devout, di-

vine, immaculate, saintly.

II. t n. 1. A holy man; a saint: same as hal-

low 1
.

Nether thou schalt gyue thin Aooii for to se corrupcion.
Wyclif, Acts it 17 (Oil.).

2. pi. Sacred rites; devotions.

In Pegu there is a Varelle or Temple, like to this, which
the King frequented to doe his /..,//, therein.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 468.

3. A place of worship ;
a sacred place.

The Earth was their Goddesse : to their holie they ad-
mitted nothing female, nor to their tables.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 851.

Holy Of holies. [ME. holi of halowes (halewes) ; tr. LL.
sanctum tanctorum.] (a) The inner or western division
of the Jewish tabernacle, as distinguished from the outer
part* called the /"/// place. The noly of holies was In-

closed on three sides by the walls of the tabernacle, while
on the fourth or eastern side a veil, ornamented with
figures of cherubim, and suspended from four pillars of
shlttim-wood overlaid with gold, separated it from the
holy place (Ex. xxvi. 31 ; xxxvi. 35). The holy of holies was
a perfect cube in its dimensions, the length, breadth, and
height being each ten cubits. In it stood the ark of the
testament, or ark of the covenant, of shittim-wood over-
laid with gold. Upon the ark was the capporeth or gold-
en mercy-Beat, the place of the divine presence (Ex. xxv.

22), and on the capporeth were two cherubim, also of gold,
both facing toward its center. No one but the high priest
entered the holy of holies, and he only once a year, on the
Day of Atonement (Lev. \vi.i. Also called the matt holy
place and the oracle.

The type of Christ in some one particular, as of entring
yearly into the Holy of holies, ana such like, rested upon
the High Priest only as more immediately personating
our Saviour. Milton, Church-Government, 1. 5.

(b) The sanctuary or bema of a Christian church : used
especially by the Greek and other Oriental churches, (c)

Among the Nestorians, a small recess at the east end of a
churoh, containing nothing but a cross. No one, not even
the priest, is allowed to enter it.

holyt, v. t. [< holy, a. See hallow 1
,
the older

verb.] To canonize. Davies.

Harp. I hug thee
For drilling thy quick brains in this rich plot
Of tortures 'gainst the Christians

;
on ! . . .

Theop. Both hug and Imlii me.

llassinger, Virgin-Martyr, iL 2.

holy-cruel (ho'li-kro'el), a. Cruel from excess
of holy zeal. [Poetical.]

Be not so holy-cruel ; love is holy ;

And my integrity ne'er knew the crafts
That you do charge men with.

Shale., All's Well, iv. 2.

holyday, . Formerly a common spelling of

holiday : now rare, or used chiefly as two words
in the literal sense of holy.

holydonit, n. Same as halidom.

'tin, as by thes boke.

English Gildt (E. E. T. 8.), p. 318.

Holy-Ohostt (ho'li-gosf ), n. The wild angelica
of Europe, Angelica sylvestris, formerly regard-
ed as good against poison and pestilence. See
angelica.

Holy-Ghost pear (ho'li-gosf par). [A name
due to a mistaken rendering of avocado as equiv.
to Sp. abogado, advocate, mediator: see advo-

cate/] The alligator-pear, or avocado.

Holy-Ghost plant (ho'li-gosf plant). Same as

dove-plant.

holy-hay (ho'li-ha'), n. The lucern, Medicago
sativa.

hqly-hempt (ho'li-hemp'), n. The plant Galeop-
sis Ladanum.
holy-herb (ho'li-erb'), . A European plant,
Verbena officinalis; the vervain.

holystone (ho'li-ston), . [Said to be so called
because used in cleaning the decks for Sunday.]
A soft sandstone used by seamen for scrubbing
the decks of a ship. See the extract.

The holystone is a large, soft stone, smooth on the bot-

tom, with long ropes attached to each end, by which the
crew keep it sliding fore and aft over the wet sanded decks.

11. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 208.

holystone (ho'li-ston), r. t.
; pret. and pp. holy-

stoned, ppr. holystoning. [< holystone, .] To
scrub with holystone, as the deck of a vessel.

The men are so busy Holy-stoning the quarter-deck,
while all hands are wanted to keep the ship afloat.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 109.

hom1
t, . A Middle English form of home1

.

hom'2 t, pron. A Middle English form of licm,

obsolete objective plural of he. See he1 .

Homalium

homacanth (hom'a-kauth), a. [< Gr. ouof, the
same, + <kav0o, spine.] Having the characters
of the HoiiHtrunllii.

Homacanthi (hom-a-kan'thi), n. pi. [NL.
(Kner, 1860), < Gr. o/iof, the same, + aKavOa,
spine.] A section of acanthopterous fishes in
which the dorsal spines are symmetrical and
depressible in the same line, each one directly
over the next succeeding one, exemplified by
the Labrida', fomaceittrida;, Acanthurida;, etc.

homage (horn'- or om'aj),)(. [<ME.7*oi0e,<OF.
liiiiiiuije, hommage, Ituiiiugr, houieiiage, omenage,
etc., F. hommage = Pr. luniieiiatge, homenage =
Sp. homenaje = Pg. liomenaofm = It. omaggio
(ML. reflex homagium), < ML. hominaticum, ho-

menaticum, homatioum, homage, the service of a
vassal or '

man,' < L. homo (homin-), a man, ML.
a vassal: see Homo.'] 1. Infeudal law, an admis-
sion or acknowledgment to the lord of tenure
under him; the public ceremony that bound
the vassal to the lord, whose man he thereupon
became, and of whom he held the land for
which he was to render his service.
Whan the two kyngos hadde take the oth of these two,

a-noon the! dide to kynge Arthur their homage full dcbo-
nerly as was right Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 140.

The King of France summons King Edward to come and
do his Homage for Gascoin. Baker, Chronicles, p. 111.

Lewis, in 1259, obtained from his brother-in-law a final

surrender of Normandy and homage and fealty for Gui-
enne. Stubla, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 219.

2. Respect or reverence paid by external ac-

tion; obeisance; respectful or reverential re-

gard; deferential feeling ;
reverence.

Go, go, with homage yon proud victors meet ! DrydeH.
Proud of the Homage to his Merit done.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.
The rocks proclaim the approaching Deity. . . .

With heads declined, ye cedars, homage pay.
Pope, Messiah, 1. 35.

We are not to pay lip homage to principles which our
conduct wilfully transgresses.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 518.

3. The copyholders or tenants of a manor in

attendance to do their duty in a court-baron.
It was the custom for the homage to choose one of the
tenants to collect the lord's rent for the year following.

Too few manor rolls have been published ; but in those
which have been made accessible you frequently find the
lord and the homage (that is, the assembly of free tenants)
making rules against resort to the King's Court.

Maim, Early Law and Custom, p. 315.

Homage ancestral, that form of homage instanced
where a man and his ancestors have time out of mind
held their land of the lord by homage. Liege homage,
a homage which included fealty and certain services.

Simple homage, a mere acknowledgment of tenure with-
out fealty or the services consequent upon it.

homaget (horn'- or om'aj), v. [< OF. hommager,
payhomage to,< hommage, homage : see homage,
.] I. trans. 1. To profess fealty to

; pay re-

spect to by external action ; reverence. 2. To
cause to pay homage; bring under subjection.

To her great Neptune homaged all his streams.

Coifley.

II. intrans. To pay respect ; profess fealty.
To whom Jove sometimes bends and Neptune kneels,
Mars homageth, and Phebus will submit.

Heywood, Love's Mistress, Big. D. 3.

homageablet (horn'- or om'aj-a-bl), a. [< OF.
hommageable, < hommager, pay homage to, +
-able: 8eehomage,v.,a.ji<l-able.~] Bound to pay
homage.
The Earls of Flanders and Holland were most consider-

able
;
but of them two he of Holland being homageable to

none, and having Friesland and Zealand added, was the
more potent Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

homage-jury (hom'aj-j6'
/
ri), n. A jury in an

English court-baron, consisting of tenants that
do homage, who are to inquire and make pre-
sentments of the death of tenants, surrenders,
admittances, and the like. Wharton.

homager (horn'- or om'aj-er), . One who does
or is bound to do homage ;

one who holds land
of another by homage.

And aftur kyngys xv.,
That homaaerys to hym bene.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 107. (HaUiicell.)

My Song, a fearless homager, would attend

Thy thundering battle-axe as it cleaves the press
Of war. Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, L 35.

Homalieae (hom-a-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Homo-
Hum + -ece.~\ A tribe of plants belonging to the
natural order Samydacea!, typified by the genus
Homalium. They are characterized by alternate, rarely
opposite or verticillate, leaves ; the calyx free or adnate
to the ovary ; and 4- to 15-merous flowers. The series Ho-
maliece of Baillon (1873) was referred to the Bixineos.

Homalium (ho-ma'li-um), . [NL. (orig. Oma-
lium, Gravenh'orst, 1802), < Gr. o//a/of, even, lev-

el, smooth, < ofiof, the same : see homo-."] 1 . In

zool., a genus of rove-beetles, of the family A>7-

phylinida;, of wide distribution and many spe-



Homalium

cies, which live upon plants
or under the bark of trees.

2. In bot., a large genus
of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous shrubs or trees, found-
ed by Jacques (1763), of the
natural order Samydacece,
and type of the tribe Uoma-
lieai. It is characterized by hav-
ing the ovary more or less adnate
to the calyx, and the petals as nu-
merous as the sepals, and plane.
The leaves are alternate, petioled,
ovate or lanceolate, and crenate or

serrate, rarely entire ; the flowers
are small and disposed in branch-
ing axillary panicles. About 30 (Line shows natural size.)

species are known, natives of Asia,
Africa, northern Australia, the Fiji Islands, and tropical
America.

Homalogonatae (hom'
1

'a-lo-gon'a-te), n. pi.
[NL., fern. pi. of homalogonatus: "see homalo-

gonatous.'] A division of birds proposed by
Garrod, to include all those which possess a cer-
tain muscle of the leg, the ambiens: opposed
to Anomalogonatce.
homalogonatous (hom"a-lo-gon'a-tus), a. [<
NL. homalogonatus, < Gr. 6/ia).6f, even, level,

equal, + ybm = E. knee.] In ornith., provided
with an ambiens muscle.

Passeres have no ambiens; . . . birds having it are term-
edAowa/o</ona(Guor"normally-kneed"; . . . thosewant-
ing it are called anomalogonatous.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 195.

Homalogyra (hom"a-lo-ji'ra), w. [NL., < Gr.

6fia'/.6(, even, level, equal, + yvpof, a ring, cir-

cle.] A genus of gastropods, typical of the

family Homalogyridte.
Homalogyridae (hom"a-lo-jir'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Homalogyra + -ida?.] A family of gastropods,
typified by the genus Homalogyra. The animal
has no tentacles ; it nas sessile eyes, and a very peculiar
radula, the central tooth having a quadrangular base and
triangular cusp, the lateral and marginal teeth being repre-
sented by a single oblong transverse plate; the shell is

planorbiform ;
and the operculum is corneous and has a

central nucleus. Only one small species, Homalogyra niti-

dissima, of the European seas, is known.

homaloidal
(hpm-a-loi'dal),

a. [< Gr. o/ieuof,

even, level, 4- i i8o$ ,
fonn, 4- -al.] In geom., simi-

lar to a plane ;
flat

; having real points at all

real distances, but none at imaginary distances.
Homaloidal system, a system of lines on a plane rep-

resenting another surface ; also, a system of surfaces such
that every three cut in a single point.

Homalomyia (hom"a-lo-mi'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

o/ia/of, even, level, "equal, + [tvia, a fly: see

Musca.] A genus of flies founded by Bouch6
in 1834, distinguished
from Anthomyia by the
narrower cheeks, more
rounded head, and less

hairy abdomen. The larvae

are found in moist decaying
matter, both animal and vegeta-
ble

; they breathe by lateral
branchiee. Numerous cases are
on record of the voiding of these
larvae from the intestines of hu-
man beings, but in such cases

they have probably entered the

body in over-ripe fruit or vege-
tables.

Homaloptera (hom-a-lop'-
te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of "homalopterns : see

homalopterous?] An order
of insects, corresponding . Urva of llmt.,myia
to the Suborder Pupipara (line shows natural size); t.

otlHptera, Leach, IS17. ****' ***>*

homalopterous (hom-a-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
*homalopterus, < Gr. o//aAof, even, level, + nre-

p6v, wing.] Pertaining to the Homaloptera.
homalosternal (hom"a-lo-ster'nal), a. [< Gr.

6//o/.df, even, level, + orepvov, sternum.] Flat,
as a breast-bone; having a keelless sternum;
ratite, as a bird.

Homalosternii(hom"a-lo-ster'ni-!),w.^. [NL.,
< Gr. ofiaUf, even, level, + arepvov, sternum.]
One of the primary divisions of recent birds,
including all those in which the breast-bone is

not keeled or carinate; the Struthiones orEati-
tce: opposed to Tropidosternii. [Little used.]
Homaridae (ho-mar'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Homa-
rus + -id<e.] A family of macrurous crusta-

ceans, containing the lobsters of the genera
Homarus and Nephrops.
homarine (hom'a-rin), a. and M. [< Homarus +
-iwel.] I. .. Resembling a lobster, or having
the characteristics of a lobster. Huxley.

II. n. A lobster.

A marine Astacine or a true Homarine.
Huxley, Crayfish, p. 316.
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Homarus (hom'a-rus), n. [NL., < OF.
mod. F. Jwmard,' Norm, houmar, < LG. hummer
(>G. hummrr) = S\v. Dan. hummer, OSw. hmn-
mare = Icel. human; lobster; cf. Gr. Kaufta-

pof, Kafiapui;, > L. camntarus, gammariis, a kind
of lobster.] A genus of long-tailed crusta-
ceans or lobsters, belonging to the family Ho-
nuiridai. There are three species, //. americanun, mdga-
ris, and capetisi-i, of North America, Europe, and Africa

respectively. In spite of the large size and general ap-
pearance, the species of lloinarus are related to the craw-
fish (Antaeus and Cambarus), and are usually placed in

Astaculce, but differ in being marine. Milne-Edwards.

homatqmic (horn-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. <V;?, the

same, in comp. together, + E. atomic.] Com-
posed of atoms of the same kind.

hpmatropia (hom-a-tro'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ojuof, the same, in comp. together, + NL. atro-

pia.~\ Same as Jiomatropine.

homatropine (ho-mat'ro-pin), . [< Gr. a//*:,
the same, in comp. together, + E. atrapine.]
An alkaloid (C j6

H2iNOo) crystallizing in color-
less prisms which are deliquescent, but difficult-

ly soluble in water. It is derived from atropine, an
alkaloid prepared from belladonna. Salts of homatropine
are used to some extent in medicine.

Homaxonia (hom-ak-so'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. 6ft6f, the same, + dfuvj' an axle : see ax2

,

axis1
, axle.'] In morphology, organic forms all

of whose axes are equal : correlated with I'ro-

taxonia.

homaxonial (hom-ak-so'ni-al), a. [As Homaxo-
nia + -al.] Having all ttie axes equal; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Homaxonia.

All questions of symmetry, for which Haeckel's nomen-
clature of homaxonial, homopolic, &c., is distinctly pref-
erable. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 845.

homaxonic (hom-ak-son'ik), . [As Homaxonia
+ -ic.] Same as homaxonial.
A spherical (homaxonic) or cone-shaped (monaxonic) per-

forated shell of membranous consistence known as the cen-
tral capsule, and probably homologous with the perforated
shell of a Globigerina.

E. R. Lemkester, Encyc. Brit, XIX. 849.

hombre (om'br), . Same as oiriber. [Rare.]
home (horn), n. and a. [< ME. home, hoom,
horn, ham, < AS. ham, a home, dwelling, = OS.
OFries. hem = MD. heym, home, dwelling, D.
only in comp. heimelijk, private, secret (= E.

homely), = OHG. MHG. G. lieim = Icel. heimr,
an abode, village, heima, home, = Sw. hem =
Dan. hjem, home, = Goth, haims, a village (the
sense 'home' being approached in the deriv. ad-

jectives ana-haims, present, 'at homeland af-
haims, absent, 'from home'), = Lith. kemas =
Gr. K<fy7 (for *K<J/a/y), a village (see comic, com-
edy), = Skt. ksema, abode, place of rest, security,
for "skema, < / *ski, ksi, dwell. The OTeut.
sense of '

village
'
is preserved in many place-

names in -ham, AS. -ham, G. -heim, etc., as Bir-

mingham, Cheltenham, Nottingham, G. Hochheim,
Mannheim, etc.; also in dim. hamlet1

, q. v.] I.
re. 1. A dwelling; the residence of a family
or household; a seat of domestic life and in-

terests; hence, one's abode; the house in which
one has his fixed or usual residence, or which he
regards as his definite dwelling-place.

His great love, sharp as his spur, hath holp him
To his home before us. Shak., Macbeth, L 6.

All blended into that glow of feeling which finds its
centre and hope and joy in Home.

D. Q. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor.

2. The place or region in which one lives
; one's

own locality or country.
Now powers from home, and discontents at home,
Meet in one line. Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

And the star-spangled banner, long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave !

Key, Star-spangled Banner.

3. The place or region where some specified
thing is most common, indigenous, or native ;

the seat or native habitat.

Flandria, by plenty, made the home of war.

Prior, Ode to the Queen.
Her melancholy eyes divine,
The home of woe without a tear.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

4. An institute or establishment designed to
afford the comforts of domestic life to the
homeless, sick, or destitute: as, a sailors' or
soldiers' home; a home for the aged. 5. In
games, the ultimate point to which a player
runs, or to which effort is directed

;
the goal.

The prison children . . . whooped and ran, and played
at hide and seek, and made the iron bars of the inner gate-
way Home. Dickens, Little Dorrit, L 7.

Specifically (o) In base-ball, the space or base immedi-
ately in front of the batters' position. See base-ball, (u)
In lacrosse, the position of a player who stands just in
front of his opponents' goal, and who tries to throw the

home
ball through it ; also, the player himself. At home, (a)
In or about one's own house or lodgings; at the abode of
the household to which one belongs ; hence, having a sense
of freedom and familiarity, as in one's house.

They may teach the young women to be ... discreet,
chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to their own hus-
bands. Tit. ii. 6.

And though they carry nothing forth with them, yet
in all their journey they lack nothing. For wheresoever
they come, they be At Home.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 6.

(1>) In the position of being thoroughly familiar with a sub-

ject; conversant: as, to bea< home in a science, (c) In one's
own country.

Travellers ne'er did lie,

Though fools at home condemn them.
SAot., Tempest, ill. 3.

(d) Prepared to receive social calls or visits : a conven-
tional phrase. Hence, as a noun () A time fixed for re-

ceiving callers
; a reception.

"Invitations!" cried Miss Gascolgne, "... and to
the best houses in Avonsbridge, too. This is the result
of your At Home." Mrs. Craik, Christian's Mistake, v.

Long home, the grave.

Man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about
the streets. Eccl. xii. 5.

They went all to their long home.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 564.

To eat one out of house and home. See eat. To go
home by beggar's bush. See beggar. To make one's
self at home, to conduct one's self in another's house as

unrestrainedly as if at home.
II. a. 1. Connected with one's home or place

of abode, or with one's country; domestic:
often opposed to foreign.
Let the exportation of home commodities be more in

value than the importation of foreign. Bacon.

Last from her own Aoj/ie-circle of the poor
They barr'd her. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. Close; to the point; effective; coming home
to the subject or the thing: as, a home thrust
in argument; a home blow in boxing.

Do I resolve to grieve, and not to die?
Happy had been the stroke thou gav'st, if home.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

I am sorry to give him such home thrusts. Stillingfleet.

3. In sporting: (a) Situated near or at the goal ;

final : as, the home stretch
;
the home base. (6)

Reaching, or enabling a player to reach, home
or the goal: as, a home run

;
a home hit Home

Department, that branch of a government (specifically
that of Great Britain) which supervises the administration
of internal affairs. The head of this department in Great
Britain is called the Home Secretary, and is charged with
the supervision of the prisons and the police force, the ad-
ministration of criminal justice, the inspection of factories,
etc. Home farm. See farmi. Home field, the land
on which the farm-house or homestead is built and that

immediately surrounding it, usually fenced off from the
rest of the farm.

It had the graveyard, originally Isaac Johnson's home-
field, on one side. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, ix.

Home Office, in Great Britain, the governmental office in
which the affairs of the Home Department are transacted.
Home rule, the political principle or program in ac-

cordance with which a city, province, state, or other com-
ponent part of a country enjoys self-government in its in-
ternal affairs : in British politics specifically used with
reference to the agitation in favor of self-government in
Ireland (begun under this name about 1870) through the
agency of a national parliament, and less prominently also
in Scotland and Wales. Home-Rule Bill See bills.

home (horn), adv. [< ME. home, hoom, horn, <
AS. ham, adv., prop, the ace. used adverbially,
as also in G. Dan. Sw., etc.: see home, .] 1.

To, toward, or at home, in any sense of that
word.

In discontent then home she went,
And aye the tear did blin' her e'e.

The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 320).

Thanne the Sone bryngethe hoom with him alle his Kyn,
and his Frendes, and alle the othere to his Hows, and
makethe hem a gret Feste. Mandeville, Travels, p. 309.

Here she is allowed her virgin rites,
Her maiden strewments, and the bringing //../,/,

Of bell and burial. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Curses are like young chickens,
And still come home to roost.

Bulwer, Lady of Lyons, v. 2.

An arrow Is home when drawn to the pile.
M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 53.

2. To the point; to the mark aimed at; so
as to produce an intended effect; effectively;
satisfactorily; closely: as, to strike home; to

charge home; to speak home.
In your letters you touch me home.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 30.

With his prepared sword, he charges home
My unprovided body. SAa*.,Lear, U. 1.

Speak to me home, mince not the general tongue.
Shak., A. and C., i. 2.

She speaks to the matter, and comes home to the point.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, U. 1.

To put the affront the homer, [Prince Rupert] resolv'd
that very day to march quite thorow the middle of the
Quarters.
Prince Rupert's late beating up the rebels' quarters at Post-

[comb and Chenner (1643), p. 2.



home
Joseph, tax him home.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

To bring borne to. See bring. To come home, fall

home, follow home, get home, etc. .see the verbs.
To pay hornet, to urge, press, or pay to the full

; satisfy
fully ; retaliate effectively.

Aere nif.o me lacessis, thou gevest me scoffe for scoffe,
or as we saie, thou paieet me home. Elyot, 1569.

All iy services
You have paid hoiiu, Shak., W. T., v. 8.

To Sheet home, to haul the sheets of a sail so that the
clues will be stretched apart as far as possible. To
tumble home. See twmtw.
home (horn), v.

; pret. and pp. homed, ppr. hom-
ing. [< home, >i. or atlr."] I. intrans. To dwell;
have a home; also (chiefly in the present par-
ticiple), to go home instinctively, as a carrier-

pigeon. See homing.
The arrangements [to use pigeons as message-bearers

In the yacht-races of September, 1885] were hasty, and the
material homed at several centers, some of them miles
away from the center of use. The Century, XXXII. 363.

II. trans. To bring, carry, or send home : as,
the homing of the harvest; to home a carrier-

pigeon.
home-born (h6m'b6rn), a. 1. Belonging to the

place or country by birth
; native; not foreign.

One law shall be to him that is homeoorn and unto the
stranger that sojourneth among you. Ex. xii. 49.

2. Originating at home; pertaining to one's

home; domestic.
Ann

These creatures from home-born Intrinsic harm.
Donne.

Intimate delights,
Fire-side enjoyments, homeoorn happiness.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 140.

home-bound (hom'bound), a. Same as home-
ward-bound.

For thought is tired of wandering o'er the world,
And home-bound Fancy runs her hark ashore.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., L 6.

home-bred (hom'bred), a. 1. Bred or brought
up at home

; hence, uncultivated; artless; rude.

Only to me two home-bred youths belong. Dryden.

2. Of native or innate growth; domestic; nat-

ural; inborn.

But If of daunger, which hereby doth dwell,
And homebredd evil ye desire to beare,
Of a strauiige man I can you tidings tell.

Spinier, F. Q., I. i. 81.

God hath taken care to anticipate every man, to draw
him early into his church, before other competitors, homr-
bred lusts or vicious customs of the world, should be able
to pretend to him. Hammond, Fundamentals.

Envie shall sink to hell, craft and malice be confounded,
whether it be homebred mischief or outlandish cunning.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

home-brew (hom'bro), . Beer that is brewed
at home or for home consumption. [Rare.]
Immense bumpers or vats of admittedly real Russian

home-brew which are being now consumed in every civil-

ised country. Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XLIII. 240.

home-brewed (hom'brpd), a. Brewed at home
or for home consumption: as, home-brewed ale.

The sparkling beverage home-brewed from malt of my
own making. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

homecome (hom'kum), n. [< ME. homecome,
homeome, hamcume, < AS. hdmcyme (= Icel.

heimkoma, -kvdma; cf. G. heimkunft = Dan.
hjemkomst = Sw. hemkomst), < ham, home, +
cyme, coming: see come, .] A coming home;
arrival at home. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Feire fioures schal we flnde of foulen song here,
& thurth cumfort may cacche swiche happ mai falle,
To haue the better hele at goure hom-kome.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.X 1. 807.

home-coming (h6m'kum"ing), n. [< ME. hom-
eomynge; (home + coming^] Return home or
homeward.
And zee schulle undirstonde, zif it lyke zou, that at myn

Horn comynye I cam to Rome.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. S14.

Prepare
A pathway meet for her home-coming soon.

Lowell, Bon Voyage !

home-felt (hom'felt), a. Tell in one's own
breast; inward; private: as, home-felt joys.

But such a sacred and home-felt delight,
Such sober certainty of waking bliss,
I never heard till now. Milton, Comus, 1. 262.

Happy next him who to these shades retires,
Whom Nature charms, and whom the Muse inspires,
"Whom humbler joys of home-felt quiet please.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 239.

home-keeping (hom'ke'ping), a. Staying at
home.

Home-keeping youth have ever homely wits.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 1.

homeless (hom'les), a. [ME. "homles (not
found), < AS. hamledy (= Dan. hjemlos), home-
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less, < ham, home, + -leas, -less.] Destitute
of a home.

Was the merchant charged to bring
The homeless birds a nest?

Cowper, The Bird's Nest.

homelike (hom'Hk), a. Having the qualities
that constitute a home

; suggesting or resem-
bling a home; familiar.

Here the aspect was friendly, livable, almost homelike.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 567.

homelikeness (hom'lik-nes), w. The character
of being homelike.
A delicacy, a brotherly considerateness, a homelikeness

of character and manner.
The Congregationalitl, March 3, 1887.

homelily (hom'li-li), adv. [< homely + -%2.]
In a homely manner; rudely; inelegantly.
homeliness (hom'li-nes), n. 1. The state or

quality of being homely, in any sense of that
word.

There's the rich beauty
Which this poor homeliness It not endowed with ;

There's difference enough.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii.

The force of his argument Is not at all injured by the
homeliness of his Illustrations.

0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 109.

The prospect was not rich, but it had a frank homeliness
which touched the young man's fancy.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 458.

The intense realism, the admirable homeliness and truth
of his [Hogarth'sJ pictures of English life, . . . raised them
far above the level of the mere grotesque.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

2f. Household management.
Grislldis thurgh hir wit

Coude nl the feet [feat] of wyfly homlinesse.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 373.

3f. Familiarity; intimacy.
Overgret homlineste engendreth dispreising.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

homelingt (hom'liug), n. and o. [< home +
-ling

1
. Cf. comeling.] I. n. A person or thing

belonging to a home or to a country.
So that within a whyle they began to molest the home-

lings (for so I find the word indigena to be Englished in
an old book that I have, wherein advena is translated also
a comeling). Holinshed.

A word treated as a tunneling. Abp. Trench.

II. a. Native.

Under these lyeth a little strond or shore, the homeling
inhabitants call it Achileos-dromon.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 200.

homely (hom'li), a. [< ME. homly, hoomly,
homely, domestic, familiar, plain (= OFries.
liemelik = D. heimelijk, secret, private, = OHG.
heimilih, MHG. heimelich, G. heimlich, secret, =
Icel. heimligr, worldly, = Sw. hemlig = Dan.
hemmelig, private, secret); < home + -Iy

l
.~\ 1.

Of or belonging to home or the household ;

domestic.

In this world nys worse pestilence
Than hoomly too. al day in thy presence.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 550.

"God speed," quoth he,
" thou famous flower,

Fair mistress of this homely bower."
Patient (irissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 208).

2f. Familiar; intimate.

The enemies of a man are they that are homely with
him. Wyclif, Mat. x. 36.

For Protheus, that cowde hym chaunge
In cilery shape, homely and straunge,
Cowde nevere sich gile ne tresoune.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 6323.

With all these men I was right homely, and communed
with them long time and oft.

Foxe, Martyrs, Wm. Thorpe.

3. Of domestic character or quality; hence,
simple ; plain ; rude

;
coarse

;
not fine or ele-

gant: as, a homely garment; a homely house;
homely fare.

Than had I with yow homly suffisaunce,
I am a man of litel sustlnaunce.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 135.

Homely playe it is, and a madde pastime, where men by
the course of the game go together by the eares, and many
times murdre one an other.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 21S.

A diction at once so rich and so homely as his [Emer-
son's] I know not where to match in these days of writing
by the page ; it is like homespun cloth-of-gold.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 377.

4. Plain; without particular beauty of features,
form, or color : as, a homely face.

Of Dutch and French some few are comely,
The French are light, the Dutch are homely.

Howell, Letters, L v. 21.

It is for homely features to keep home ;

They had their name thence.

Hilton, Comus, 1. 748.

It is observed by some, that there Is none so homely but
loves a looking-glass. South, Sermons.

homer

homelyt (hom'li), adv. [< ME. homely, liomJy,
hoomly, etc.; < homely, a."] Familiarly; plain-
ly; rudely; simply; coarsely.

He rode but hoomly in a medled coote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 328.

Herkne opon Hyldegare hou homliche he telleth
How her susteuaunce is synne ; & syker, as y trowe,
Weren her confessiones.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 703.

Take the spices and drynk the wyne
As homely as I did of thyne.

-I/A'. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 55. (Halliwell.)
A man well stricken in age, with a black sun-burned face,

a long beard, and a cloak cast homely about his shoulders.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), Prol., p. 26.

It Is a bashful child, homtty brought up.
In a rude hostelry. B. Jonson, New Inn.

home-made (hom'mad), a. Made at home
;
of

domestic manufacture.
Madam in her high-laced ruff,

Goody in her home-made stuff.

Whittier, To my Old Schoolmaster.

When he [Milton] makes our English search her coffers
round, it is not for any home-made ornaments.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 154.

homeoid. homoeoid (ho'mf-oid), n. [< Gr.

u/ioiof, like, similar (see homoeo- and homo-), +
eUof, form.] In math., an infinitely thin shell
bounded by two similar surfaces similarly ori-

entated. Thomson and Tait Thick homeoid, a
thick shell bounded by two similar surfaces similarly ori-
entated.

homeoidal (ho-me-oi'dal), a. [< homeoid +
-al.} Pertaining to or resembling a liomeoid.
The bulk of a homcsoid is the excess of the bulk of the

part where the thickness Is positive above that where the
thickness is negative. The bulk of a homceoidal couple is

essentially zero.

Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil., S 494 g, foot-note.

Homeomeri, homeomeric, homeomorphic,
etc. See Homceomeri, etc.

homeopath, homoeopath (ho'me-o-path), n.

[= F. homcroputhe = Sp. homeopata ; as home-
opathy, without the termination.] Same as Ito-

meopathist.

homeopathic, homoeopathic (h6"me-o-path'-
ik), a. [= F. homasopathique = Sp. homeo-
pdtico = Pg. homeopathico = It. omeopatico, <
NL. homa-opathicus, < homeeopathia, homeopa-
thy: see homeopathy."} Relating or pertain-
ing to homeopathy; according to the principles
of homeopathy : as, homeopathic remedies ;

ho-

meopathic treatment.

homeopathical, homoeopathical (ho^'me-o-
path'i-kal), a. [< homeopathic + -al."] Same
as homeopathic.

hpmeopathically, homoeopathically (h6"m-
o-path'i-kal-i), adv. In a homeopathic man-
ner; by means of homeopathy.
homeopathist, homceopathist (ho-me-op'a-
thist), w. [< homeopathy + -ist.~\ One' who 'is

versed in or practises homeopathy; one who
believes in the homeopathic treatment of dis-

eases. Also homeopath.
homeopathy, homoeopathy (ho-me-op'a-thi),
n. [= F. homceopathic = Sp. homeopatia '= Pg.
homeopathia = It. omeopatia, < NL. homoeopath ia
(taken in sense denned), < Gr. ofwtoirdtteia, lia-

bility to like affections, sympathy, likeness in

condition, < o/joumaftr/s, having like feelings or

affections, sympathetic, < o/toiof, like, similar,
+ jrdBof, feeling, suffering: see pathos.] The
medical treatment of diseased conditions of the

body by the administration of drugs which are

capable of exciting in healthy persons symp-
toms closely similar to those of the morbid con-
dition treated. This system of medicine was founded
by Dr. S. C. F. Hahnemann (1755-1843) at Leipsic. The
fundamental doctrine of homeopathy is expressed in the
Latinadage "Similiasimilibus curantur" (likes are cured
by likes). In practice homeopathy is associated with the
system of administering drugs in very small, often infini-

tesimal, doses.

homeoplastic, homoeoplastic (ho'mf-o-plas'-
tik), a. [< Gr. bpoiof, like, + irl.aoTof, formed,
< irMaoetv, form.] In pathol., resembling the
tissue from or in which the thing to which the
term is applied is formed: as, a homeoplastic
tumor.
homer1 (ho'mer), . [< home + -er1

."]
A pigeon

trained to fly home from a distance
; a homing

pigeon.
Again, comparing this homer's skull with that of a com-

mon pigeon of the same size, we found at least one fourth
more brain-room in the homer, and the excess located
more especially in the lower back portion.

The Century, XXXII. 870.

homer2
(ho'mer), n. [< Icel. hameri, Norw. liiin-

ierr, a kind of shark, lit.
'

shark-mare,' < Icel.

har, Norw. haa, a shark (> E. Aoe2), 4- Icel. men;
mod. inert, Norw. merr = E. mare1

.']
The bask-

ing-shark, Cetorhinus maximus.



homer

homer3
(ho'mi-r), ii.

_ [< Heb. khdiner, a homer,
also a mound, < iiiannir, undulate, surge up,
swell up.] A Hebrew measure, coutaiuing 75

gallons and 5 pints wine-measure. As a dry
measure it was equivalent to 10 ephahs, or 11^
bushels. Also written clionter and gamer.
An homer of barley-seed shall be valued at fifty shekels

of silver. Lev. xxvii. 10.

Homerian (ho-me'ri-au), a. [< Homer (see
Homeric) + -/.] Same as Homeric. [Bare.]
His [Homer's] figure was one of the stock types onSmyr-

niean coins, one class of which was calltd ifomerian.

Eneye. Brit., XXII. 187.

Homeric (ho-mer'ik), . [< L. Homericus, <

Gr. '0/i>iptK6f', relating to Homer, < '0/tr/pof, L.

Homerns, Homer. The name first occurs (dis-

regarding a doubtful fragment of Hesiod) in a

fragment of the poet Xenophanes (6th century
B. c.). According to the life of Homer falsely
attributed to Herodotus, o/ajpo^ in the Cumssan
dialect meant 'blind,' whence some explain the
tradition of Homer's blindness. The name has
been otherwise explained, e. g. as an eponym
of the Homeridte (Gr. "Quqplfai), a gild of poets
in Chios, or, generally, the rhapsodists who re-
cited the poems ascribed to Homer; but the

meaning of the name and the very existence
of the poet as a distinct person remain doubt-
ful.] Pertaining to Homer, the great epic poet
of ancient Greece, or to the poetry that bears
his name, and specifically to the Iliad and the

Odyssey ; resembling Homer's verse, or having
some characteristic of his works.
Homerical (ho-mer'i-kal), a. [< Homeric + -al.~\
Same as Homeric.

It has been objected by some who wish to be numbered
among the sons of learning that Pope's version of Homer
is not Homerical. Johnson, Pope.

Homerid (ho'me-rid), . One of the Homeridse.
Homeridae (ho-mer'i-de), n. pi. [< Gr. 'O/aipifat,

pi., appar. (see Homeric') < "Ofiqpof, Homer, +
-ifai, sing. -/<%, a patronymic suffix.] A hered-

itary school of rhapsodists which flourished at
an early date on the island of Chios, the mem-
bers of which were regarded as descendants of

Homer; hence, in general, rhapsodists who re-
cited the Homeric poems throughout Greece.
Homeridian (ho-me-rid'i-an), a. [< Homerid
+ -tan.'} Of or pertaining to the Homerids or
Homeridre.
The Homeridian Hymns.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 816.

Homerology (ho-me-rpl'o-ji), . [< Gr. "0/ui-

pof, Homer, + -/loyi'a, < Atyeiv, speak : see -ology.]
The study of Homer, and of whatever relates
to him; the whole body of knowledge concern-
ing Homer, his poems, and his times. W. E.
Gladstone.

Homeromastix (ho-me-ro-mas'tiks), n. [L.,
< Gr. '0/ir/pofidoTii;, scourge of Homer, < "O/tqpof,

Homer, + fidanf, a scourge.] Scourge of Ho-
mer: an appellation of the ancient gramma-
rian Zoilus, from his severe criticisms of the
Homeric poems.

If there were another Homer, there would be another
Hmneromastix. 0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LI. 67.

home-ruler (hom'ro'ler), n. A person who ad-
vocates the political doctrine of home rule

;

specifically, in British politics, one who favors
home rule for Ireland. See home rule, under
home, a.

homesick (hom'sik), a. Ill or depressed from
being absent from home

; affected with home-
sickness.
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Our Saviour, who had all gifts in him, was Lord to ex-

prusse his indoctrinating power in what sort him best
seem'd : sometimes by a milde and familiar converse,
sometimes with plaine and iuipartiall home-speaking.

Milton, Apology for Smectynmuus.

homespun (hom'spuu), a. and u. [< home +
sjii/n, pp. of spin, v.] I. a. 1. Spun or wrought
at home; of domestic manufacture .

The cloath was homespun, but for colour and make
It might a beseem 'd our queen.

Jtobin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 344).

Those youths in homespun suits and ribboned queues,
Whose hearts are beating in the high-backed pews.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Record.

Hence 2. Of domestic origin; plain; famil-

iar; commonplace.
These travellers

Shall find, before we have done, a home-spun wit,
A plain French understanding, may cope with 'em.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

We say, in our homespun English proverb, He killed
two birds with one stone. Dryden.
Mr. Potter seemed to carry about with him a certain

homespun certificate of authority which made it natural
for lesser men to accept his conclusions.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 278.

II. . 1. Cloth made at home; home-made
clothing.
The dress of the girl was a well-worn but neat-checked

homespun, and at the throat was a bit of faded ribbon.
The Century, XXXVI. 896.

2. A coarse and loosely woven woolen mate-
rial, made in imitation of actual home-made
cloth. 3. A coarse, unpolished, or rustic per-
son. [Bare.]

What hempen homespuns have we swaggering here,
So near the cradle of the fairy queen ?

Shak.,M. N. D.,iii. 1.

homestall (hom'stal), n. [< home + stall.'] 1.
A homestead

;
a dwelling-place. [Bare or lo-

cal.]
And thou [Omai] hast found again

Thy cocoas and bananas, palms and yams,
And homestall thatch'd with leaves.

Cowper, Task, 1. 640.

2. One of the small inclosures for rearing
young cattle usually placed near the center of
an ancient English village community.
homestead (hom'sted), n. [= D. heemstede =
Dan. hjemsted; as home + stead.'] 1. A family's
dwelling-place, with the inclosure or ground
immediately contiguous; an abode; a home.

The abuse of war, . . .

The smouldering homestead, and the household flower
Torn from the lintel. Tennyson, Princess, v.

We cross the prairie as of old
The pilgrim crossed the sea,
To make the West, as they the East,
The homestead of the free !

Whittier, Kansas Emigrants.
When you think of the old homestead, if you ever do,

your thoughts go straight to the wide chimney and its

burning logs. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 3.

2. In law, real property owned by the head of
a family and occupied by the family as a home.
The laws of the United States give to every citizen who

is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of

homiculture
and cultivating it for a term of years ; and meanwhile it

cannot be taken from him for any outstanding debts.
H. King, The Century, XIX. 136.

homeward (hom'wiird), adv. [< ME. homward,
Itamward, < AS. hdmweard, homeward, < ham,
home, + -iveard, E. -ward.] Toward home;
toward one's habitation; toward one's native

country. Also homeward*.
And also we passyd by the gate of the Temple of the

holy Sepulcre, and in ower wey homward we cam to the
Chirche that the Jacohyns liold.

Torldngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. S3.

homeward (hom'ward), a. [< homeward, adv.']

Being in the direction of home : as, a homeward
journey.
homeward-bound (horn'ward-bound), a. Bound
or destined for home : saicfespecially of vessels

returning from a foreign country, or of persons
returning home by sea Homeward-bound pen-
nant, a long pennant reaching from the royalmast-head
to the water, set by a man-of-war on starting for home after
a cruise.

homewardly (hom'ward-li), adv. [< homeward+ -ty
2
.] Homeward;' [Bare.]

It was eve
When homewardly I went. Southey, Hannah.

homewards .(hom'wardz), adv. [< ME. 'hom-
wardes, hamewardes, < AS. hamweardes. home-
wards, < hamweard, homeward, + -es, adverbial

gen. suffix.] Same as homeward.

Come, you look paler and paler ; pray you, draw home-
wards. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

homewort (hom'wert), n. The houseleek, Sem-
pervivum tectornm.

homey, a. See homy.
homicidal (hom'i-sl-dal), a. [< LL. homicidalis,
also homocidalis, < L. Komicida, a homicide, LL.
homiciditim, homicide: see homicide1

, homicide^.]
Characterized by homicide

; leading to, result-

ing in, or tending toward homicide ;
murderous

;

bloody: as, a homicidal act; homicidal mania.
The troop, forth issuing from the dark recess,
With homicidal rage the king oppress.

Pope, Odyssey, iv.

homicidally (hom'i-sl-dal-i), adv. In a homi-
cidal manner

;
with homicidal intent.

A severe wound in the throat, which was homicidally in-

flicted. A. S. Taylor, Med. Jour., p. 213.

homicide 1
(hom'i-sld), . [< ME. homicide, <

OF. homicide, F. homicide = Pr. homecida, omi-
cida= Sp. Pg. homicida = It. omicida, < L. homi-
cida, a inanslayer, homicide, murderer, < homo,
man, + caidere (perf. cidi), kill, slay, + -a, suffix
of agent. Cf. homicide?. The two words, alike
in F. and E., differ in other tongues and in the

orig. L. in termination. So all similar words,
fratricide, parricide, suicide, etc.] A person
who kills another; a manslayer.
He that hnteth his brother Is an homicide.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

For what is he they follow ? truly, gentlemen,
A bloody tyrant and a homicide.

Shak., Rich. III..T. 8.

The koine-sick dreamer's brow is nightly fanned
ring of his native land.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, vi.

By breezes whispering of his native lan

Homesick as death ! was ever pang like this? . . .

Too old to let my watery grief appear
And what so bitter as a swallowed tear !

0. W. Holmee, The School-Boy.

homesickness (h6m'sik"nes), n. A depressed
state of mind in persons away from home

;
nos-

talgia. It is characterized by an intense longing for
home and the society of absent friends ; it may also in-
volve profound interference with nutrition, and give rise
to further mental disturbance marked by delirium, inco-
herence, hallucination, or suicidal attempts. Generally the
word signifies only a temporary or occasional depression of
spirits from a longing for the renewal of former associa-
tions, actual or severe illness from this cause being rare.

Home-sickness is a wasting pang ;

This feel I hourly more and more ;

There's healing only in thy wings,
Thou breeze that play'st on Albion's shore !

Coleridge, Home-sick.

homesocken (hom'sok-n), n. Same as IIHIHI--

sticken.

home-speakingt (hom'spe'king), n. Forcible
and efficacious speaking.

wise unappropriated public lands, without cost, except
entry fees. Encyc. Brit., XII. 122.

3. Native seat
;
station or place of residence.

[Bare.]
We can trace them back to a homestead on the rivers

Volga and Ural. W. Tooke.

Homestead Act, a United States statute of 1862 (12 Stat. ,

392, U. S. Rev. St., 2289 et seq.), by which a citizen, or an
alien who has filed his declaration of intention to become
a citizen, may enter upon not more than 160 acres of the
unappropriated public land, and, by complying with cer-
tain requirements, may after five years acquire title to it

by patent. Homestead law. (a) In the United States,
a constitutional or statutory provision of a State exempting
from seizure or forced sale for debt a limited amount of
real estate owned and occupied by a family as a home-
stead. Provisions of this nature exist in nearly all the
States, varying widely in their terms and limitations. (i>)
Same as Homestead Act.

homestead (hom'sted), v. t. [< homestead, n.]
To acquire as one's established homestead or
residence. [Western U. S.]
An Indian who had been married Indian fashion, . . .

but who had homesteaded a farm, thought it best to be
married in a more civilized way.

American Missionary, Nov., 1879, p. 343.

The new farmers are settling into Dakota, Nebraska,
and Kansas, where promising land can be home-steaded
or preempted. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 5.

homesteader (hom'sted-er), . One who set-
tles upon the public land, or acquires a resi-
dence under the Homestead Act. [Western
U. S.]
The homesteaders ... are the pioneers of slender

means, taking advantage of the beneficent law which gives
a man (or woman if she be the head of a family) a home
upon the public domain at the simple price of occupying

tidie, homicidy, < OF. homicide, F. homicide^ Pr.

homieidi, omicidi = Sp. Pg. homicidio = It. omi-

cidio,<.l,Ij.homicidium, manslaughter, homicide,
murder, < homo, man (see Homo),+ caidere (rid-),
kill, slay, + -turn, neut. suffix. See homicide1

.']

The killing
Homicide in its largest sense is generic, embracing every
mode by which the life of one man is taken by the act of
another. Shaw, Ch. J. It includes suicide, and also death
caused by culpable neglect. In law homicide is usually
classed as justifiable, excusable, a.nd felonious : justifiable,
when itproceeds from necessity, as where the proper officer
inflicts capital punishment, where an officer of justice kills
an offender who assaults or resists him and who cannot
otherwise be captured, or where persons are killed in the
dispersion of rebellious or riotous assemblies, or for the
prevention of some atrocious crime ; excusable, when it

happens from misadventure, as where a man in doing a
lawful act, without any intention of hurt, kills another by
accident, or in self-defense, or in defense of wife, chil-

dren, parent, servant, etc. (also called homicide by misad-
venture} ; felonious, when it proceeds from malice, or is

done in the prosecution of some unlawful act, or in a sud-
den passion, or it may be by criminal neglect. Felonious
homicide comprehends murder and manslaughter. In
Scots law manslaughter is called culpable homicide.

Thou cruell didst it : therefore, Homicide,
Cowardly treason, cursed Paricide,
Vn-kinde Rebellion, ener shall remain
Thy house-hold Guests.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

homicidyt, n. An obsolete variant of homicide2 .

Chaucer.

homiculture (hom'i-kul-tur). H. [< L. homo,
man, + cultura, culture.^ The physical im-

provement of the human race by means anal-

ogous to those used in improving the breed of
the lower animals. [Bare.]



homiculture

Indirectly, then, marriages are frequently made on bases

which, if not those that the laws of Homiculture would
lay down, are at least not diametrically opposed to them.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 391.

homiformt (hom'i-form), a. [< L. homo, man, +
forma, shape.] Same &s hominiform. Cudicorth.

homilete (hom'i-let), n. [< 6r. O/U^TJK, a com-
pauion, scholar, hearer, < o/ufaiv, be in company,
consort, converse : see homiletic. The E. sense
is taken from homiletic, after the analogy of exe-

gete, exegetic.] One who composes or delivers

homilies or sermons; one versed in the art of

preaching. [Rare.]
The pulpit wants above all else enthusiastic homiletes.

Presbyterian Quarterly, January, 1875, p. 120.

homiletic (hom-i-let'ik), a. [< Gr. 6/u^r/riKof,
of conversation, affable, conversable, < buikelv,
be in company, consort or converse, < o/uhot,
an assembly, throng : see homily.'] It. Same
as homiletieal, 1. 2. In the style or of the na-
ture of a homily or a sermon; hortatory; exposi-
tory.
This [the Ormulum] is a metrical paraphrase of a part of

the New Testament, in a homiletic form, and it probably
belongs to the early part of the thirteenth century.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., v.

The ecclesiastical literature is all historical, homiletic,
or devotional. D. X. Wallace, Bussia, p. 433.

3. Of or pertaining to sermons or to homiletics
;

pertaining to preaching or the art of preaching.
Homiletic theology. Same as homiletia.

homiletieal (hoin-i-let'i-kal), a. [< homiletic +
-al.~] If. Pertaining to familiar intercourse;
conversable ; companionable.
His virtues active chiefly, and homiletieal, not those

lazy sullen ones of the cloister.

Sp. Atterbury, Character of Luther.

2. Same as homiletic, 2.

The Sermon of Pentecost is made the basis of further
homiletieal hints. ItiMiothcca Sacra, XLV. 740.

homiletics (hom-i-let'iks), )(. [PI. of homiletic:
see -ics. Cf. Gr. op&rrriidi (sc. Ttxvq), the art

of conversation.] The art of preaching; that
branch of practical theology which treats of
the composition and delivery of sermons and
other religious discourses.

homiliarium (hom"i-li-a'ri-um),M.; pi. homilia-
ria (-a). [ML., also homitiarius (sc. liber) and
homittare, \ homilia, a homily: see homily.'] A
homiliary for the use of pastors.
homiliary (hom'i-li-a-ri), n. ; pi. homiliaries

(-riz). [< ML. homiliarium, homiliarius : see

homiliarium.'] A book containing a collection
of homilies or sermons to be read on Sundays
and other days.
homilist (hom'i-list), n. [< homily + -ist.~]

One who composes homilies; one who exhorts.

Novelists have enforced moral lessons more powerful
than a wilderness of tiomiliits.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. C4.

homilisticalt (hom-i-lis'ti-kal), a. [< homilist
+ -ic-al.'] Pertaining to or characteristic of a
homilist.

These were the grand Divines in all Times and Places,
not superficially armed with light armour, onely for the

preaching or Homilisticall nourishes of a Pulpit, but with
the . . . armour of veterane and valiant souldiers.

Up. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 621.

homilite (hom'i-lit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ofufeiv, be
together (see homily), + -ite2.] A borosilicate
of iron and calcium, occurring in black orbrown-
ish-black monoclinic crystals near Brevig, Nor-

way. It is closely allied to datolite in form and
composition.
homily (hom'i-li), n. ; pi. homilies (-liz). [<
OF. homelie, F. homelie = Pr. omelia = Sp. ho-
milia = Pg. homilia = It. omelia, < ML. homilia,
a homily, sermon, < Gr. 6/uMa, intercourse, in-

struction, a lecture, eccles. a homily, sermon, <

buiAof, an assembly, < 0/16;, same, like, 6/tov, to-

gether, + "Ari, ciArj, a company, < eifaiv, press or
crowd together.] 1. In early Christian use, a

colloquial and familiar discourse in exposition
of Scripture ;

in modern use, an expository ser-

mon, or one which interprets and applies a par-
ticular passage of Scripture rather than eluci-

dates a particular doctrine or theme.
Homilies . . . were a third kind of readings usual in

former times, a most commendable institution, as well
then to supply the casual, as now the necessary defect of
sermons. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 20.

The hmnily differs from the Aoyos, or discourse, because
the homily does not, like the oration or discourse, set forth

and illustrate a single theme. It sacrifices artistic unity
and simply follows the order of subjects in the passage of

Scripture to be explained. On the other hand, a homily
is distinct from mere exegesis or exposition, because the
latter is addressed to the understanding, while the homi-

ly is meant to affect the heart also, and to persuade those
who hear to apply the lessons of Scripture for the refor-

mation of their lives. Cath. Diet.
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2. Any expository or hortatory discourse.

Unspoken homilies of peace
Her daily life is preaching.

Whittier, Among the Hills.

Book Of homilies. () A collection of religious dis-

courses; a homiliarium. Specifically (b) [cap.] In the

Ch.ofEng., one of the two series of discourses called "The
First" and "The Second Book of Homilies," the former of

which appeared in 1547 and the latter in 1563, appointed
to be read in the churches when the sermon was omitted.

=Syn. Exhortation, etc. See sermon.

homine replegiando (hom'i-ne re-ple-ji-an'do).

[Abbr. of ML. <le homine replegiando, (a writ) of

replevying a man : lie, of; replegiando, abl.ger.
of replegiare, replevy ;

L. homine, abl. of homo,
man: see Homo.'] A common-law writ, super-
seded in England by the writ of habeas corpus,
but revived by statute in some of the United

States, in the interest of liberty, to replevy a
human being out of the custody of any private

person?
as chattels distrained may be replevied,

on giving security. Also called de homine re-

plegiando.
homing (ho'ming), n. [Verbal n. of home, v."]

The act of going home.
The much discussed question of the homing of the pi-

geon, or, aa the French call it, orientation, does not seem
difficult to meet to one who has had much to do with the
birds. The Century, XXXII. 875.

homing (ho'ming), p. a. [Ppr. of home, .]

Coming home
;
characterized by an instinctive

tendency to return home on being released from
restraint : applied to the lower animals, espe-

cially to birds, such as carrier-pigeons, that
have the faculty of returning from great dis-

tances to the place where they were reared,
whence their usefulness in conveying written

messages.
It is scarcely possible to regard such an instance of what

has been called the "
homing instinct

"
as a purely physi-

ological, reflex act, nor to consider the crab a mere autom-
aton. Stand. Sat. Hut., I., Int, p. xxxv.

Cattle have extraordinary homing power ; so have horses.

Nature, XXX. 267.

hominid (hom'i-nid), n. One of the Hominidce;
a man.
Horuinidae (ho-min'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < L. homo
(homin-), man, + -idai."] Afamily of mammals,
represented by the single genus Homo, man,
of the suborder Anthropoidea and order Pri-

ma tes ; mankind. It is characterized by the complete
withdrawal of the fore limbs from the office of locomo-

tion, and consequently the habitually erect attitude ex-

cept in infancy ; the perfection of the hand as a prehen-
sile organ, and the specialization of the foot as a locomo-

tory organ ; the regular curvature of the line of the teeth,
which are of the same length and in uninterrupted series,
without diastemata; the nakedness of most of the body ;

and the large facial angle. These are the principal zoo-

logical characters by which the Hominidce are distin-

guished from the Simiidte or anthropoid apes. Physio-
logically, mankind is peculiar chiefly in the capacity of

civilization, or ability to create progressive institutions

(including the formation and use of speech). Psychologi-
cally, man is separated by a very wide interval from the
nearest Simiidce. The family is the same as Anthropidce ;

it is conterminous with its single genus, Homo, with the
order Biwana, and with the subclass Archencephala.
hominiform (ho-min'i-form), a. [< L. homo
(homin-), man, + forma, shape.] Having the
form of the family Hommidte or genus Homo ;

anthropoid, in a strict sense ; manlike ; human.
hominine (hom'i-nin), a. [< L. homo (homin-),
man, + -t'ne1 .] Pertaining to the genus Homo,
or man

;
manlike

;
hominiform. [Rare.]

The most distinctively simian, and consequently least

hominine, characteristic. The American, V. 267.

hominisection (hom'i-ni-sek'shon), . [< L.
homo (homin-), man, + sectio(n-),"& cutting: see

section.'] Dissection of man; human anatomy ;

anthropotomy. [Rare.]
If the author is correct in identifying the muscle . . .

with the myon of that name in homtniteetion.

Coues, The Auk, V. 105.

hominivorous (hom-i-niv'o-rus), a. [< L. homo
(homin-), man, + tiorare, eat, devour.] Man-
eating; anthropophagous.
There are man-eaters among the hyaenas, and thesehomi-

nivorous animals are greatly dreaded.
J. G. Wood, Illustrated Nat Hist., p. 224.

hominy (hom'i-ni), n. [Formerly also written

homony, hommony, homminey; < Amer. Ind.

auhuminea, parched corn (Webster's Diet.).]
Maize hulled and ground or broken more or less

coarsely and prepared for food by being mixed
with water and boiled.

The English beat [the corn] in a morter, and sift the
flower out of it. The remainder they call homminey.

Quoted in Trans. Amer. Antiq. Sac., IV. 187.

He was so ignorant of grain that our entertainer . . .

made him own that a dish of hominy was the best rice-

pudding he had ever tasted.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, J. Melford to Sir

[W. Phillips, June 10.

homocercy
Succotash and homony
Were smoking on the board.

O. W. Holmen, Centennial Song.

homish (ho'mish), a. [< home + -is/* 1 .] Per-

taining to home; resembling or suggesting
home; homelike. [Colloq.]
The complexion of Anna's sentiments looked rather

hmneiih. Ticknor, Prescott, p. 108.

The very look of it is homeiah.
The Advame, Dec. 2, 1886.

homlinesst, homlyt. Middle English forms of

homeliness, homely.

hommet.f. Anobsolete variant ofhum1
. Chaucer.

hommock, . Same as hummock.

hommonyt (hoin'o-ni), . Ah obsolete form of

hominy.
Homo (ho'mo), n. [< L. homo (homin-), ace.

hominem, OL. hemo (ace. hemonem, homonem, pi.

homonea), man, a human being, a person, body,
fellow, = AS. guma (guman-), a man, E. goonfi,
q. v.; usually connected with L. humun, earth,
the ground, Gr. xalJLah on the ground, xSuv, the

earth, the ground: see humus, human, hunible'3,

etc., and chameleon, chthonic, autochthon, etc.]
The typical and single genus of ffominidai;
mankind

;
the human race. It was formally insti-

tuted by Linnaeus in his "Systema Naturae "in 1758, with
//. sapiens, man, as its type and leading species; but it

also then included the chimpanzee, //. troglodytes. Natu-
ralists now restrict it to II. sa/nenx, it being generally con-
ceded that mankind constitutes one zoological genus hav-

ing one species with several geographical races or varieties.

homo-. [NL., etc., homo-, < Gr.
ofio-f,

one and
the same, common, joint, akin to a/fa, together,
= E. same, q. v.] An element in some com-

pounds of Greek origin, meaning 'the same':

opposed to hetero-.

homobaric ^ho-mo-bar'ik),
a. [< Gr. 6/uof, the

same, + flapos, weight.] Of uniform weight
or gravity.
Homoblasteae (hd-mo-blas'te-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6/i6f, the same, + /i^aarof, a bud, germ, +
-co;.'] A division of monocotyledonous plants,

proposed by A. de Jussieu, characterized by
having the radicle facing the hilum. It embraces
orders with the ovary free, as the Juncax (Juncacece),
Pontoderiaceae, Liliacex, Melanthacece, etc., and orders
with the ovary adherent* as the Dioscoreae (DiottcoriacetK\
Iridece (Iridacece), Amaryllidece(AmaryUidacece), rome-
liacecf. Mitnacete, etc.

homoblastic (ho-mo-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. 6ft6f,

the same, + [ftMSTof, a bud, germ.] Having the
same germinal origin ;

derived from like cells :

opposed to heterolilastic.

This new cartilage is either homoblastic or heteroblastic.
Dr. H. Curfew, Nature, XXXIX. 150.

Homobranchia(ho-mo-brang'ki-a),.pZ. [NL.,
< Gr. 6/i<if, the same, -h ftpayxia, gills.] In La-
treille's classification, an order or higher series

of crustaceans, containing the decapods : con-
trasted with Heterobranchia.

homocarpous (ho-mo-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. 0/161;,

the same, + xapTrof, fruit.] In bot., having all

the fruits of one kind.

homocategoric (ho-mo-kat-e-gor'ik), a. [< Gr.

ouof, the same, + Karrjyopia, category.] Belong-
ing to the same category.
We may next consider whether two organisms com-

pared are of the same category of individuality are ho-

mocateyoric. Encyc. Brit., XVL 845.

homocentric (ho-mo-sen'trik), a. [< homo- +
Gr. KtvTpav. center.] Concentric,
homocerc (ho'mo-serk), a. and .

the tail.] I.

[< Gr. ofiof,

a. Same as

[< homocerc +

the same, +
homocercal.

II. . A homoeereal fish.

homocercal (ho-mo-ser'kal), a.

-al.~] In ichth.,

having the cau-
dal fin sym-
metrical as to

its upper and
under halves :

opposed to het-

erocercal. See
heterocercal,
diphycercal, hy-

pural.
The inferior fin-

rays are now dis-

posed in such a
manner as to give
the tail an appear-
ance of symmetry
with respect to
the axis of the body, and such fishes have been called ho-

mocercal. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 21.

homocercy (ho'mo-ser-si), n. [< homocerc + y.'}

The state or character of being homocercal;
equality or symmetry in the tail or caudal fin

of a fish.

Homocercal Tail of Striped-bass.



Homochelae

Homochelae (ho-mo-ke'le), M. pi. [NL., < Gr.

opif, the same, + xn'tJi, claw/) In Latreille's

system of classification, a section of crabs hav-

ing the claws of equal size in both sexes: con-

trasted with Heterochel<e. It contained 6 tribes,

Qiuulrilatem, Arcuata, Pinnipedes, Cristimani,

Cryptopoda, and Notopoila.
Homochronia (ho-nio-kro'ma), . [NL., < Gr.

6/wf, the same, + w^pa, color.] A monotypic

genus of plants, of the natural order Composite,
tribe Asteroidete, the type of the subtribe Ho-

compressed, and the pappus plumose, in a s
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As regards hnmodynamy, another characteristic which

appears to be universal among the Multituberculates is

the fore-and-aft grinding motion between the alternating

rows of tubercles upon the upper and lower molars.

Amur. Naturalist, XXII. 233.

homoeo-. [NL. L. homoeo-, E. homco-, or as L.,

NL., E., etc., sometimes less prop, homoio-, F.

homeo-, etc., < Gr. bfioiof, or 6/ioios, like, similar

(L. similis), also the same, < bftof, the same: see

Homo.] An element in English words from
the Greek, meaning 'like, similar.' In words

thoroughly Englished, as homeopathy, etc., the

Gr.

Homogenea

homoeoprophoron (h6*me-o-prof'o-ron), n.; pi.

< Gr. 'oiiotoKpotjmfMv, alliteration, neut. of *6/iow-

irp6tyopo$, < opoiot;, like, + irpotpopa, utterance,
< irpoQtfieiv, bring to, utter.] In awe. rhel., allit-

eration, especially as a fault in composition.
Also called parlioinceon.

homoeoptoton (ho'ine-op-to'ton), n. [< LL. /io-

moeoptoton, < Gr. oftotcmTuTof, with a similar in-

flection, < ofiomf, like, + TTTuovf, case, inflection,

< TTTurrif, apt to fall, fallen, < ;r<7rmv, fall.] In

anc. rhet., the use of a series of nouns in the

- E the Clauses.

Eklmin, is a native of South Africa.

Homochromeae (ho-mo-kro'me-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Homochroma + -ece."] A subtribe of asteroid

Composite, founded by Bentham and Hooker in

1876, and typified by the genus Homochroma.
It is characterized by having the disk wholly of hermaph-
rodite flowers, of the same color as the ray when that is

present, mostly yellow ;
the corollas tubular, with more

or less ampliate throat and 4- or 5-lobed limb ; the recep-

tacle not chaffy ;
and the involucre closely imbricated in

several rows.

homochromous (ho-mo-kro'mus), a.

6//<if, the same, + xp^a
i color.] 1.

having, as a flower-head, all the florets of the

same color. 2. In zoo'l., being all of one color;

whole-colored.
homocinchonicin (ho"mo-sin-kon'i-sin), n. [<

homo- + cinchona + -ic + - 2
.] An artificial

alkaloid (C^Hoo^O) prepared from cinchona.

homocinchohiotin (ho"mo-sin-kon'i-din), re. [<

homo- + cinchona + -id1
'

+ -in'2.] A natural

alkaloid (C19H22NpO) found in cinchona.

homocinchonine (no'ino-sin'ko-nm), re. [<

homo- + cinchona + *4nA] A natural alkaloid

(C19H22N2O) found in cinchona which is le-

vogyrate.
Homoderma (ho-mo-der'ma), re. [< Gr. opdf,

the same, + otpiia, the skin.] The typical ge-

nus of Homodermidce. A species is named H.

sycandra.
homodermic (ho-mo-der'mik), a. [< Gr. Aftft,

the same, + Jep/ia, 'the skin, + -ic.'] In biol.,

homological with reference to derivation from

one of the three primary blastoderms (endo-

derm, mesoderm, and ectoderm), as any organ
or tissue of the body.
This correspondence, which is of high . . . importance

in determining limnologies, m:
'

the simply conic " Homaeodont
"

; the verti- a beak formed by the premaxillae, and without

cally plicate,
" Elasmodont

"
; and the cross-crested by uncinate processes to the ribs. The Honuieosaun-

junction of four tubercles, the "
Zygodont' dee form the principal family. Also Homomuria.

Amer. Naturalitt, XXII. 834. hom(EOgaurian (h6"me-o-sa'ri-an), a. Of or

homoeoid, n. See homeoid. pertaining to the Homceosanria.

homoeomeral (ho-me-om'e-ral), o. [< Gr. o/iot- JJomoeosaunis (ho'me-o-sa'ms), n. [NL., <

ofiepqf, consisting of like 'parts: see homceome- (jr _ b/u>io$, like, + aavpof', lizard.] The typical

rows.] In awe. pros. : (a) Containing two similar genus of Homaosauria, from the lithographic

systems or strophes. (6) Consisting of peri- slates of Solenhofen, Bavaria. V. Meyer, 1847.

<.

Gr _ lik + ^ ^ thigh -j
fn orni(h^ in

Garrod,s and Forbes's aiTangements, a division

of mesomyodian passeres, embracing those

forms Whi h have the sciatic artery well de-

vp i
or)e

j as ;g usual jn birds: opposed to He-
Y

"
are divided into

Also

mate elements

verlal adj.).] One of several words

having nearly the same meaning. [Rare.]

what we have long and loosely called synonyms are now
understood to be, with trifling exceptions, pseudo-syno-

nyms, by which are meant vocables approximating mim-
port, but not equipollent or interchangeable---- The

* **"**' i8 A
T%aU. Mod. Eng., p. 172.

, <. TC

, , ,

similar forms of life, as zones or belts of the

ocean or of the surface of the earth. These zones
bUt ""^ '"

< Homoderma + -id<e.~] __

sponges, or Calcispongm, in which the gastral

cavity forms csecal outgrowths resembling the

tubes of SyconidcE. The genera are Homoderma
and Ascaltis.

homodont (ho'mo-dont), a. [< Gr. o/tor, the same,

alike, as a dolphin: opposed to lieterodont.

The simplest dentition as a whole is that of many spe-

Kling and unmingling, but assumeu n uniuiutc cicmcun* n
f

-

f
o> -

an unlimited number of primitive, qualitatively deter- consisting in the use of a succession or words
minate substances, which were called by him seeds of or clauses concluding with the same sounds,
things, by Aristotle elements consisting of homogeneous Homeeoteleuton is a more comprehensive term than rime,

parts, and by later writers (employing a term framed from
including rime, some forms of assonance, and all other

the Aristotelian phraseology) Hoin&omeria!. cases of similarity of termination in successive words,
Uberweg, Hist. Phil. (tr. by Morris), 24.

clauseSi or iine s.

homceomeriC1 (h6''me-o-mer'ik), a. [< homce- homceozoic (ho"me-o-z6'ik), a. [<Gr.o^owf, the

ornery + -ic.'] Pertaining to or characterized same, similar, + (($ life, + -ic.\ Containing

by sameness of parts or homogeneity of struc-

ture; advocating or receiving the doctrine of

homoeomery. Also homeomeric.

hom030menc2 (ho"me-o-mer'ik), a. [As Ho-

mo2omeri + -ic.~] In o'rnith., of or pertaining to

the Homceomeri; having the sciatic artery nor-

mally developed. Also homeomeric.

homoeomerous (ho-me-om'e-rus), a. [< Gr.

bfioto/ieptji;, consisting of like parts, < b/ioio<;, like,

+ /itpof, part.] Having like parts; specifical-

ly, in lichcnol., having the gonidia and hyphse
distributed uniformly throughout the thallus,

without evidence of stratification. Compare
heteromerotis. Also homeomerous, and improp-

erly homiomerous.

homoeomery (ho-me-om'e-ri), re. [< L. homceo-

Confocl.
[< Gr. 6u6f, theL

\< Gr. buo-
[ '

< 6/j.6f, the same, + ya/iof, marriage.] In bot.,

having all the florets hermaphrodite, as cer-

tain grasses and composite plants ; bearing one

'

a-mi), , [< homogam-ous
siate of"being homogamotis fer-

in fptnfwhen fhesTaTens and p!s-

til f hermaphrodite flower mature simulta-

a course, race

meek, having, as a lever, the power an

on the same side of the fulcrum, so
'

move up or down together. See lever

leaves on me stem ana oranci meomornh
spires running in the same direction : opposed

jj0mceomoj
in liptf>rni]m>(Hlfl- T ..

m-ous + -ii.'] The state 'of

Two plexuses may be homodynanwus, although, strictly

speaking, not homologous. Nature, XXXIX. 151.

homodynamy (ho-mo-di'na-mi), . [As Tiomo-

dynam-ous + -i/.] In biol., the relation subsisting

between the segments (metameres or somites)

of the body which are arranged along its long
axis ; serial homology, in the usual sense of that

term

Thus, danburite

isomorphoug. Also homeomorphoue.

Homceomyarii (ho^me-o-mi-a'ri-I), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. b/ioiof, like, + /iif, muscle, + L. -at-ius.]

In ornith., a division of birds proposed by Alix,

founded upon the character of the flexor mus-
cles of the back of the thigh. [Scarcely used.]

homoeopath, homoaopathic, etc. See
me pans in quemion arc ujrajigw* inuus mv* IV.B ." -

ndth etc
the Cody and

denne^its ty^^^^^ p ^ iom^oplastk, . See homeoplastic.

Homodynamy is distinguished ... by the fact that

the parts in question are arranged along the long axis of

the arrangement of the wood in the form of a

series of wedges instead of in concentric circles,

as in the stems of Piperacetn,Ari!stolochiea!, Meni-

spermace(ef etc. 2. The offspring of the same
or of specifically identical parents.
We can consider the different men as forming a relative

homogen s. species, as M. de Quatrefages contends.

liomogenet (ho'mo-jen), a. [< F. homogene : see

homogeneous."] Same as homogeneous.
Know you.the sapor pontick? sapor styptick?

Or, what is hotnogenc, or heterogene?
B. Jonsm, Alchemist, ii. 5.

Homogenea (ho-mo-je'ne-a), re. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of homogeneus: see homogeneous.'] If. In



Homogenea
Cuvier's system of classification, the second or-

der of Infusoria or Aitiiuiilculti : approximately
equivalent to 1'rotozoa, though including some
Infusoria proper, as Urceolaria, with Cercariii

(Spermatozoa), Vibrio, Proteus, Monns, Toll-ox,
etc. It is thus a heterogeneous group, like the

Polygastrica of Ehrenberg. 2. [?. c.] Plural
of homogeiieum.
homogeneal (ho-mo-je'ne-al), a. [As homogene-
ous + -al.] Homogeneous.
Things simply pure are inconsistent in the masse of na-

ture, nor are the elements or humors in Mans Body exact-

ly homageneall. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

A homogeneal existence. Longfellow, Hyperion, II. vi.

Homogenei (ho-mo-je'ne-i), n. pi. [NL., masc.

pi. of homogeneity : see homogeneous."} An or-

der of lichens proposed by Acharius (1810), in-

cluding the genera Lecitlea, Opegrapha, Cali-

cium, etc., now referred to various orders.

homogeneity (ho"ino-je-ne'i-ti), n. [= F. ho-

mogeneite = Sp. homogeiieidad = Pg. iiomoyv-
ueidade = It. omogeneita; as homogene-ous +
-ity.] The state or character of being homoge-
neous; likeness or correspondence of parts or

qualities ; composition from like parts ; agree-
ment in elements or characteristics

; congruity
of constitution.

They appear, as they become more minute, to be reduced
to a homogeneity and simplicity of composition which al-

most excludes them from the domain of animal life.

Whewett.

Law of homogeneity, in /;/., the principle that only
magnitudes of the same kind can be added together.
This is laid down by Vieta, but is not admitted by mod-
em mathematicians. Principle Of homogeneity, in

logic and metaph., the proposition that no two conceiva-
ble things can be without any similarity.

The three principles of Homogeneity, of Specification,
and of Continuity or Affinity, as is now sufficiently evident,
have a peculiar position in our intellectual constitution.

/;. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 658.

homogeneous (ho-mo-je'ne-us), a. [< F. homo-
gene; = Sp. homogeneo = Pg. homogeneo = It.

omogeneo, < NL. homogeneus, < Gr. t>ftoytvrif, of

the same race, family, or kind, < ou6f, the same,
+ ytvo$, race, family, kind: seegentts.] 1. Of
the same kind

; essentially like
;
of the same na-

ture : said especially of parts of one whole : op-
posed to heterogeneous.
Every concept contains other concepts under it ; and

therefore, when divided proxlmately, we descend always
to other concepts,

but never to individuals ; in other

words, things the most homogeneous similar must in

certain respects be heterogeneous dissimilar.
Sir W. Hamilton, Logic (1874), I. 210.

2. Having parts of only one kind
; composed of

similar parts or congruous elements. See hete-

rogeneous.
If a series of rays of homogeneous light, travelling in

homogeneous isotropic media, be at any place normal U>
a wave-front, they will possess the same property after

any number of reflections and refractions.

Tail, Light, 216.

Homogeneous coordinates. See coordinate. Homo-
geneous equation, function, light, number, pro-
duct, strain, etc. See the nouns. Homogeneous steel.
Same as cant-steel. =Syn. Cognate, kindred, allied, akin,
uniform; congenial.

homogeneously (ho-mo-je'ne-us-li), adv. In a

homogeneous manner; iu the same or an ac-

cordant way ; so as to be homogeneous.
homogeneousness (ho-mo-je'ne-us-nes), n.

Same as homogeneity.

hpmogenesis (ho-mo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

6u6f, the same, + ylveaif, birth: see genesis."]
In biol., the ordinary course of generation, in

which the offspring is like the parent and runs

through the same cycle of development. It

contrasts with certain special modes of genera-
tion, as heterogenesis, xenogenesis, parthenogene-
sis, etc.

homogenetic (h6
y
m6-je-net'ik), a. [< homo-

genesis: see genetic.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or
characterized byhomogenesis; passing through
the same cycle of existence as the parent. 2.

Having a common origin; derived from the
same structure, however variously modified, as

organs or parts of any two or more animals :

synonymous with homologous in its biological
sense, and distinguished from liomoplastic.
On the use of the term homology in modern zoology

and the distinction between homogenetic and liomoplastic
agreements.

E. R. Lanlretter, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1870.

hoinogeneum (ho-mo-je'ne-um), n.
; pi. homo-

genea (-a). [NL., neut. of homogeneus: see

homogeneous.] Something homogeneous Ho-
mogeneum adfectionls, in alg., a term of an algebraic
equation containing the unknown, but not to the highest
power. Homogeneum comparationls, the negative of
the absolute term of an algebraic equation.

homogenize (ho-moj'e-mz), v . t.
; pret. and pp.

homogenized, ppr. homogenizing. [< Jiomogcne

2868

+ -ize.] To make homogeneous; mix evenly, as
several ingredients ;

reduce to an even standard.

The whole island would have become homogenized by
the action of strong centripetal forces.

Fortnightly Rer., N. 8., XL. 201.

homogenous (ho-moj'e-nus), a. [Var. of homo-

geneous,'] Having the same origin; derived
from the same source; homogenetic: distin-

guished from homoplastic.
honiogeny (ho-moj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. ouoyiveta,

community of origin, < bpnyevfjf, of the same
race or family: see homogeneous.] 1. Same-
ness of nature or kind.

The fifth [means to induce and accelerate putrefaction]
is, either by the exhaling, or by the driving back of the

principall spirits, which preserve the consistence of the
body ; so that when their government is dissolved, every
part returoeth to his nature, or homogeny.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, 333.

2. In biol., descent from a common ancestor;
blood-relationship among animals. The term is

used by Lankester in distinction from homoplasy, and as

synonymous with homology in an ordinary sense.

homogenous (ho-mog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. tuof,

similar, + jovof, offspring.] In
bpt., having sta-

mens and pistils of the same height in individ-
uals of the same species, as some hermaphro-
dite flowers : same as homostyled, and opposed
to dimorphous. Compare heterogonous. Asa
Gray, 1877.

homogony (ho-mog'o-ni), n. [< homogott-ous +
-y.] The condition or state of being homoge-
nous.

homograph (ho'mo-graf), n. [< Gr. o/i6-)paipos,

of the same letters (cf. ouoypaijieiv, write in the
same manner), < 6u6f, the same, + ypa^n, a

writing, < -)pa<f>civ, write.] In philol., a word
which has exactly the same form as another,
though of a different origin and signification :

thus, base the adjective and base the noun, fair
the adjective and/atrthe noun, are homographs.
See homonym.
homographic (ho-mo-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. 6u6f,
the same, + ypatfi, a writing (see homograph),
+ -4c.~\ 1. In geom., having the same anhar-
monic ratio or system of anharmonic ratios;

capable of being brought into coincidence by
a series of central projections upon planes ;

so

related, as two figures, that to any point in one
(without exception) only one point in the other

corresponds, and vice versa, while to points sit-

uated in a line in either figure correspond col-

linear points in the other. 2. In orthography,
relating to homography; employing the same
character at all times and in all circumstances
to represent the same sound: as, a homographic
alphabet Homographic transformation, a trans-
formation between homographic figures.

homography (ho-mog'ra-fi),. [Ashomograph-ic
+ -y7] 1. In orthography, the representation
of each sound by a distinctive character, which
is employed for that sound alone. 2. In geom.,
the relation between homographic figures.
homohedral (ho-mo-he'dral), a. [< Gr. o//oe-

rfpof, having a like seat (base), < 6/10$, the same,
+ eipa, a seat, base.] Having equal or like

sides; holohedral.
Homohedral or holohedral forms are those which, like

the cube and octohedron, possess the highest degree of

symmetry of which the system admits.
W. A. Killer, Elem. of Chem., 82.

homoiomerous (ho-moi-om'e-rus), a. See ho-
maomerous.
homoiousian (ho-moi-o'si-an), a. and n.

[Prop., according to the L. transliteration, *ho-

meeusian, but the accepted form rests directly
upon the Gr.; < LGr. 6ftoioraio(, of like nature or

substance, < ofiotof, like, similar, + ovoia, being,
< liv, fern, ovoa, being, ppr. of tlvat = L. esse,
be: see fee1

, entity, ontology. Cf. homoovsian.']
I. a. 1. Having a similar nature. 2. [o7>.]

Relating to the Homoiousians or their belief.

H. n. [cap.] One of the Semi-Arians, follow-

ers of Eusebius, who maintained that the nature
of Christ is similar to, but not the same with,
that of the Father : opposed to Homoousian.

hompiozoic (ho-moi-o-zo'ik), a. Same as homa;-
ozoic.

homolateral (ho-mo-lat'e-ral), a. [< Gr. 6/t6f,

the same, + L. latus (later-), side.] 1. Same
as homohedral. 2. Being on the same side.

homologa, . Plural of homologon.
homologal (ho-mol'o-gal), a. [As homolog-ous
+ -al.] Agreeable, or like one another. Hal-

ley, 1731.

homologate (ho-mol'o-gat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

homologated, ppr. homologating. [< ML. hoino-

logatits, pp. of homologare (> It. omologare = Sp.
Pg. homologar = F. homologuer), < Gr. &/to)j>yfiv,

homologne

agree, admit, assent, < o/w/.oyoe, agreeing: see

homologous."] To approve; allow; establish;
ratify.
Wemay take the Doctor's facts without homologating his

conclusions. Dr. J. JBroirn, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 227.

I do not, therefore, homologate everything which they
have written both on the great Pyramid subject and any-
thing else. Piazzi Smyth, Pyramid, p. 178.

homologation (ho-mol-o-ga'shou), . [= F.

homologation = Sp. homologacion = Pg. homolo-

gagao == It. omolot/azione, < ML. as if *homologa-
tio(n-), < homologare, homologate : see homolo-

gate.] The act of homologating ; approval; rat-

ification ; confirmation. Specifically, in Scot* law, a
technical expression signifying an acj by which a person
approves a deed, the effect of which approbatory act is to
render that deed, though itself defective, binding upon the

person by whom it is homologated,

homological (ho-mo-loj'i-kal), o. [< homology
+ -ic-al.] 1. Pertaining to or characterized

by homology; having a structural affinity : dis-

tinguished from analogical, and opposed to

adaptive. See homology.
1 have . . . treated the metamorphoses at greater

length than I should otherwise have done, on account of
the great importance of arriving at a correct homological
interpretation of the different parts of the mature animal.

Darurin, Cirripedia, p. 25.

2. In geom., being in homology or plane per-
spective, as two figures in one plane.
homologically (ho-mo-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a

homological manner or sense
; by means of ho-

mologies: distinguished from analogically.

homologize (ho-mol'o-jiz), v.
; pret. and pp.

homologized, ppr. homologizing. [< homolog-ous
+ -ize.] I. trans. To make homologous ; make
out or demonstrate the correspondence of. See

homologous.
In the great class of mollusks, though we can homolo-

gizf the parts of one species with those of another, we can
indicate but few serial homolpgies.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 381.

The parts of the segments of the cranium may be now
more or less completely parallelized or homulogizcd with
each other. K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 181.

II. intrans. To be homologous ; specifically,
in

biol.j
to correspond iu structural position,

either in different bodies or in parts of the
same body: as, the maxillee of insects homol-

ogize with the legs, the wings of a bird with
the arms of a man, etc.

Two ventricles occur in the cerebrum of Scylllum,
Rhina, and Acanthias which homologite with the lateral

ventricles in the cerebrum of Mammalia.
Nature, XXXIII. 333.

homologon (ho-mol'o-gon), n.
; pi. homologous,

homologa (-gonz, -ga). [< Gr. o/iotoyav, neut. of

6u6^oyof, agreeing: see homologous.] Some-
thing that corresponds to or agrees with an-
other

; a thing or an event that is essentially a

repetition of another.
One of the curious homologous of history is this repeti-

tion in Europe of the course of events in Asia.
J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 4.

homologous (ho-mol'o-gus), a. [= F. homologne
= Sp. homologo = Pg. homologo = It. omologo, (.

NL. homologus. < Gr. o//<i/o}'of, agreeing, cor-

respondent, < o[io$, the same, + '/iytiv, speak,
> ?.<i}'of, proportion, etc.] Having the same
relative position, proportion, value, or struc-

ture ; having correspondence or likeness. Spe-
cifically (o) In geom., corresponding in relative position
and proportion ; also, homological or in homology. (!>}

In alg., having the same relative proportion or value, as
the two antecedents or the two consequents of a proportion,
(cl In chem., being of the same chemical type or series;
differing by a multiple or an arithmetical ratio in certain

constituents, while the physical qualities are analogous,
with small differences, as if corresponding to a series of

parallels : as, the species in the several groups of alcohols,
fatty acids, and aromatic acids are homologous with the
others in the same group. (<l) In zool. and bat., corre-

sponding in type of structure ; having like relations to a
fundamental type. Thus, the human arm, the fore leg
of a horse, the wing of a bird, and the swimming-paddle
of a dolphin or whale, being all composed essentially of
the same structural elements, are said to be homologous,
though they are adapted for quite different functions.

All physiologists admit that the swim-bladder is homol-

ogous, or ideally similar" in position and structure, with
the lungs of the higher vertebrate animals.

Darjcin, Origin of Species, p. 183.

The tissues themselves, in some cases of dissimilar

structure, may be homologous, but they are homologous
tissues, and not homologous parts of a system of tissues.

Besxey, Botany, p. 120.

homolographic (ho-mol-o-graf'ik), a. [< Gr.

6/idf, the same, + b/'.of, whole, + ypaQeiv, write.]

Maintaining or exhibiting the true proportions
of parts; preserving true relative areas Ho-
molographic projection, a method of laying down por-
tions of the earth's surface on a map or chart so that equal
areas on the sphere are represented by equal areas on the

map.

homologue (ho'mo-log), n. [< F. homoloyuc, <

Gr. o(i6/.o-)of. see homologous.] That which is
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homologous; something having the same rela- homomorphism (ho-mo-mor'fizm), 11. [As Jio- 2. Having the same sound, but different sig-

tive position proportion, value, or structure, momorpli-oiis + -ism.] Mimicry or imitation of nifications or origins, or applied to different

Thus, the corresponding sides, etc., of similar geometrical one thing by another; adaptive or analogical things; equivocal ; ambiguous; specifically, m
figures are homologues; the members of a homologous resemblance, without true homological or mor- philol., of the character of homonyms. See ho-
series in chemistry are

''^'.''j^'^*" "?",''g^"?,,'
1

,! phological similarity ; superficial likeness with- monym, 2.

ii'mil thouffh differing in funetioir is a huiim- out structural affinity or relationship. Also ho- It is a rule in art that words which are hmnonymmu, of

logue of this corresponding organ. See analogue, 4. momorphy. rl '18 a"d ambiguous significations, ought ever in the

homologumena (ho"mo-Io-gu'me-na)..j^. [< homomorphous (ho-mo-mor'fus), a. [< Gr.

Gr. 6,uo/o)'or/in'o (sc. pipMa), neut. pi. of o/io- d[i6f, the same,,
+ pop<t>'l, form.] Analogous, not

homologous, in form or aspect; superficially
alike ; exhibiting homomorphism. Also homo-

inorphic.

Many examples occur, both among animals and among
plants, in which families widely removed from one another
as to their fundamental structure nevertheless present a

._,, '', ppr. pass, of l>fio>Mytlv, agree, admit,

acknowledge: see homologate, homologous.]
The books of the New Testament the authen-

ticity and authority of which were generally

acknowledged in the primitive church . The term

is adopted from the church historian Eusebius (about A. 1).

270-:MO), who classifies the books claiming authority as

Christian Scriptures under three heads, awarding as they
were received throughout the church, were disputed by

some, or had never been recognized, calling these three

classes homologumena, antilegomena, and spurious, re-

spectively. He enumerates as homologumena the four

Gospels, the Acts, the Epistles of Paul, the First Epistle of

John, and the First Epistle of Peter ; classes the Epistle of

James, that of Jude.the Second of Peter,the Second and homomorphy (ho mo-mor-ri),
Third of John as antilegomena ; and says that some reject m0rrjh-ous + - 1 Same as

"

the Apocalypse and the Gospel according to the Hebrews,

SSr-JSaSSSl SStfifitiRESfei ; Phy.yi*w? w<*.^^^^^on to

the Apocalypse of Peter, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the

book called the Teachings of the Apostles, as well as other

writings purporting to be apostolic. Also written homo- homonOmOUS (ho-mon 6-mus), a. [< Gr. Oftovo-

first place to be distinguished.
Abp. Bramhall, Against Hobbes, p. 19.

We can hardly doubt that it was Aristotle who first gave
this peculiar distinctive meaning to the two words ko-

monymou* and synonymous, rendered in modern phraseol-

ogy (through the Latin) equivocal and univocal.

Orote, Aristotle, p. 57.

singular, and sometimes extremely close, resemblance in

their external characters. . . . Homomorphous forms are

. . . found in different parts of the earth's surface. Thus,
the place of the Cacti of South America is taken by the

Euphorbia) of Africa ; or, to take a zoological illustration, homonymously (ho-mon i-mus-li), adv.

many of the different orders of Mammalia are represented homonymous manner,
in the single order Marsupialia in Australia.

B. A. Nicholson, Manual of Zool., Int., | 7.

[As homo-

Homonymous diplopla,diplopiain which the right-hand
image is formed by the right eye : here the visual axes

cross one another between the observer and the object.
Also called ximple diplopia, and contrasted with crossed

diploma. Homonymoua genus, hemianopsia, etc.

See the nouns.
In a

As the eyes begin to converge, the images of both ob-

jects double homonymously. Le Conte, Sight, p. 109.

homonymy (ho-mon'i-mi), 11. [= F. homony-
mie = Sp. honionomia = Pg. homonymia = It.

omonimia, < Gr. 6/jum/t!a, a having the same
nomomorphy, to which" genealogic basis is wanting. name, identity, ambiguity, < 6/j.wvv/iof : see ho-

' Brit-> xvl - ^
monym, homonymous.] Sameness of name with

logoumena. [toe, under the same laws, < o/nof, the same, +
homology (ho-moro-ji),.; pi. liomolo(iies(-j\z). V6)>f, law.] Of or pertaining to homonomy;
[< Gr. ouo/.oj, agreement, conformity, < ofto- having the quality

"

agreeing : see homologous.] The state

or character of being homologous ; correspon-
dence. Specifically (a) In Mol., that relation between

parts which results from their development from com-

ments or rings and their appendages of which the body
of a worm, a centiped, etc., is composed. Homology in

this sense implies genetic relationship, and consequently

morphological likeness or structural affinity; and it is

distinguished from analogy, which usually results from

physiological adaptation of unlike parts to like functions,
and therefore implies a merely adaptive modification,
which brings about a superficial resemblance between

things quite unlike in structure, as between the wing of

a difference of meaning ; ambiguity; equivo-
cation

; specifically, in pltilt/l. ,
the character of

homonyms.
There being in this age two Patricks, . . . and, that

the homonymy be as well in place as in name, three Ban-

gors. Fuller.

Fallacy of homonymy. See fallacy.
parts. Gegeubaur, Corny. Anat. (trans.), p. 64. homo-organ (ho'mo-or'gan), n. Same as ho-
""

""""'-mi), n. [Ashomonom-ous moryait.
logical relation or special Homoplasts or homo-organs. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 842.

between parts which are ar-
homo6usian (ho-mo-o'si-an), a. and n. [Prop.,ncnrovao QYI f\f TMA rinnu rv **v***vv "'i ** \ .,..''

of homonomy, or that kind
of special homology.
The rays of the pectoral and pelvic fins of fishes, the In-

dividual fingers audioes of the higher Vertebrata, are Ao-

MMMMU

ranged along a transverse axis of the body, or

in one segment only of its long axis. See ho-

monomovs. 2. Lack of distinction of parts,
as the absence of segmentation, or the equiva-
lence of the divisions of the body, among an-

nelids: contrasted with heteronomy. Eneyc.

Brit., II. 648. [Rare.]IflUUKB tlllll/G UlllllkC 111 OVIUW^Ulc, tlo uwl/TYlmll UMM9 ,' ".ft * ,1 f .\
-

IL T_ 1 J.

a bird and that of a butterfly. Several kinds of homology homonyt (hom'o-m), n. An obsolete form ot

are distinguished : (1) general, which is the relation of an

organism, or of any of its parts, to the general type or plan
hominy.

SO ho-

spondence of metamerically multiplied parts in any organ-

ism, as of successive ribs, legs, vertebrae, etc., with one an-

other ; (3) special, which is the correspondence of a part
or organ of one animal with the same part in another,
as the homology be-
tween a horse's fore

"knee" and the human
wrist, etc. See homolo-

gous, homologue.

In the great class of

mollusks, though it can

easily be shown that the

parts in distinct species
are homologous, but few
serial homologieg can be
indicated : that is, we
are seldom enabled to

say that one part is ho-

mologous with another

part in the same indi-

vidual.

Darwin, Origin of Spe-
[cies, p. 393.

(b) In geom., the rela-

tion between two corre-

sponding figures lying
in the same plane which
are such that corre-

sponding points are col-

linear with a fixed

point called the center homology.

of homology, while cor-

responding lines intersect on a fixed line called the axis

of homology. Axis of homology. See axisi. Center
of homology. See center^. Coefficient of homology.
See coefficient.

homomalous (ho-mom'a-lus), a. [< Gr. ofiu^,

the same, + b/idhoe, even, level, equal, < 6/i<5f,

the same.] In bot., having the leaves or

branches all bent or curved to one side: ap-

plied particularly to mosses.

homomeral (ho-mom 'e-ral), a. [< Gr. <5//of, the

(ho'mo-nim), n.
|

= F. homonyme = bp. i

Pg. "komonymo = It. omonimo, < L. homonymus,
< Gr. 6/juvvfiof, having the same name,< 6/idf, the

same, + bvvjia, bvoua, name : see onym, name.]
1. One word used to express distinct mean-

ings, or applied as a name to different things :

as, Heteropus is a homonym of eight different

genera. 2. In philol., a word which agrees
with another in sound, and perhaps in spelling,
but is not the same in meaning ;

a homophone :

as, meet, meat, and mete, or the verb bear and the

noun bear. The term is also loosely extended to include
words spelled alike but pronounced dirTerently, as fete,

]!01n0ousie (ho'mo-o-si), II.

bend, bow. a weapon ; lead, conduct, lead, a metal, etc. *J ".
designated may be akin or even ultimately

sameness of essence or of f

according to the L'. transliteration, homousiaii,

but the accepted form rests directly on the

Gr.; < LGr. bpoovaioc,, consubstantial, neut. fyo-

oiatov, sameness of essence or of substance

(prop. 6/;oi'o7of, a form found, but marked du-

bious), < Gr. epos, the same, + ovaia, being, es-

sence: cf.homoiousian.~\ I. a. 1. Having the

same nature. 2. [cap.] Pertaining to the Ho-
moousians or their doctrines.

II. n. [cap.] A member of the orthodox party
in the church during the great controversy upon
the nature of Christ in the fourth century, who
maintained that the essence of the Father and
the Son is the same, in opposition to the Ho-
moiousians or Semi-Arians, who held that their

natures are only similar, and to the Heteroou-
sians or rigid Arians, who maintained that they
are different.

The words so designated may be akin or <

On the one hand he [Origen] closely approaches the
Nicene Homoousian by bringing the Son into union with
the essence of the Father, and ascribing to him the attri-

bute of eternity. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 63.

[< Gr. Afiooi/aurv,

substance : see ho-

moousian.]
[Rare.]

Identity of substance or being.

Homology.
,les ABC and abc (where
and (7C pass through infin-

O is the center
ity)

are in homology. - _
of homology, and DF is the axis of

identical in origin, as airl, ot>2, iiotci, bow?, meeti,mmtt.
See homophone, 2, homograph, 1.

Animal is a common name to man and beast, and yet not
a homonym ; for although one is the definition of man, an-

other of beast, as they differ in names, yet convene they
in one definition which answers to the common name of

animal, and that is enough to hinder it here from being
a homonym; but if animal be referred to a living animal
and a painted, tis a homonym, because no definition is in

common to a living animal and a painted that is accom-
modated to the common name of animal.

Burgersdiciun, tr. by a Gentleman. homqOUSlOUS (ho-mo-o'si-us), a. Lccles., es-

sentially the same; of like essence or sub-
stance : in the Arian controversy, specifically

noting the doctrine of those who held that the
Son was similar in essence to the Father : op-

posed to heterousious.

homopathy (ho-mop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. <

So long (continues von Hartmann) as man considers
God to be another than himself, or a being not identical

with himself i. e., to introduce a useful phrase, so long
as he is in the stage of a heterousian religious conscious-
nesshe desires as a substitute for the absent homoourie
or identity of being with God, a union as near, confident,
and intimate as possible, through a personal relation of

love. Westminster Rev., CXiVI. 475.

Arbitrary homonym, a name arbitrarily borrowed from
one thing to be applied to another, as brougham for a kind
of coach. Casual homonym, a word accidentally hav-

ing the same sound as another. Tropical homonym, a
word used by a figure of speech in an essentially changed
meaning. Thus, the horn of a dilemma is a tropical ho-

monym of the horn of an ox.

homonymic (ho-mo-nim'ik), a. [< homonym +
-ic.] Having the same name or sound; of or

pertaining to homonymy or homonyms.
The homonymic designation of a thing by something

which called to mind the sounds of which its name was
composed. Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 454.

lUlUUlliOld/l ^uw-IAivm v-Lfnif, to. [x vii i . "f*"i, m*J - -f .- , o- * --

same, + fiipof, part, -f- -a!.] Alike in all their homonymical (ho-mo-nim'i-kal), a.

parts: applied to two or more things. nymic + -al.] Same as homonymic.
Homomorpha (ho-nio-mor'fa), n. pi. [NL., < homonymous (ho-mon'i-mus), a. [< L. homony-
Gr.6//df, the same, +'

/io/><t>r/, form.] The series mus, having the same name: see homonym.] 1.

Of the same name; expressed or characterized

by the same term. In optics, the double images of

an object produced by the eyes under certain conditions
are said to be homonymous if respectively on the same
side as the eye in which they are produced that is, when
the right-hand image is that produced in the right eye
etc. ; if the images are on opposite sides, they are called

of insects in which metamorphosis is incom-

plete, the larvffi resembling the imagos to some
extent, though wingless. The Hemiptera, Or-

thoptera, &nAPseudonciiroptera are of this series,
which is also called Hemimetabola: opposed to

Heteroiiiiii'jiliii.

homomorphic (ho-mo-mor'fik), a. [As homo-

morph-ous + -if.] 1. Same as ftoMomorpftotM,
2. In en torn., pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Homomorpha ; hemimetabolic.

hetei'onymous.
The diplopia which exists when both eyes look down is

homonymous (that is, the image formed by the affected

eye is on the same side as that eye).

1.
1 a a i n. Med. Diet., p. 518.

sameness of feelings, sympathy, < o/umafH/f, of

like feelings or affections, sympathetic, < 6/16$,

the same, + Trdftj?, feeling. Cf. homeopathy.]
Similarity of feeling; sympathy. [Rare.]
That sympathy, or homopathy, which is in all animals

to the same purpose. Cudwrth, Intellectual System.
[< homo-

jjomopetaious (h6-mo-pet'a-lus), a. [<Gr. o^iof,

the same, + ireratov, a leaf (petal).] In bot.,

having all the petals formed alike
; having all

the florets alike, as a composite flower,

lomophone (ho'mo-fon), n. [= F. homophone,
etc., < Gr. 6/i66uvof, of the same sound or tone,
< 6[i6f, the same, + <t>oi>ri, sound, voice.] 1. A
letter or character expressing a like sound with
another. 2. A word haying the same sound
as another, but differing in meaning and usu-

ally in derivation, and often in spelling ;
a ho-

monym. Examples are oirl, <nV2, <w>3, erel, eyre, heir ;

bare, bearl, bear"; floe, flow; nol, no2, tnoiol; so, *l.
sewl ; rv,/, rough; to, too, two; wait, weight.



homophone
We have in English the four homophones rite, write,

right, and wright. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 29.

3. Same as homophony.
homophonic (ko-mo-fon'ik), a. [As homopho-
nous + -ic.] Same as homoplionous.
homophonous (ho-mof'o-nus), a. [< Gr. 6/i<tyu-

vof, oi the same sound or tone : see homophone.']
1. Of tlie same pitch; of like sound, specifi-

cally (a) In anc. music, unisonous ; in unison: opposed
to antiphonic. (b) In mod. muitic, noting a passage or a

style in which one part or melody greatly predominates
in importance over all the others; monodic; monophonic:
opposed to polyphonic.
2. Inphilol.: (a) Agreeing in sound but differ-

ing in sense. See homophone, 2. (6) Expressing
the same sound or letter with another: as, a ho-

mophonous hieroglyphic Homophonous words
or syllables, words or syllables having the same sound,
although expressed in writing by various combinations of
letters.

homophony (ho-mpf'o-ni),n. [=F. liomophonie,
< Gr. ofioQwvia, unison, < o/;6^jcof, of the same
sound or tone: see homophone."] 1. Sameness
of sound. 2. In music: (a) In anc. music, uni-

son, or music in unison : opposed to antiphony.
(b) In mod. music, monody; monophony: op-
posed to polyphony.
Also homophone.

homophyadic (ho"mo-fi-ad'ik), a. [< Gr. ouof,
the same, + MGr. <t>vdf (0ua<5-), a shoot, sucker,
< ifiveaBai, grow.] In bot., characterized, as spe-
cies of Equisetum, by the production of only
one kind of stem, which bears both vegetative
and fructifying portions. See heterophyadic.
homophylic (ho-mo-fil'ik), a. [< homophyly +
-ic.] Characterized by or pertaining to homo-
phyly. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 845.

homophyly (ho'mo-fil-i), n. [< Gr. {i/UHpvtla,

sameness of race, < o/iof ,
the same, + <j>vM/, race,

family.] Identity of genetic relationships : op-
posed to homomorphi&m.
homoplasmic (ho-ino-plaz'mik), a. [< homo-

pla-smy + -ic.] Same as homoplastic.
homoplasmy (ho'mo-plaz-mi), n. [< Gr. 6fi6f,

the same, + Tr'Ado/ia, a thing molded, < irhdaaew,
mold, form.] The quality or condition of being
homoplastic; homomorphism. The term was used
by Tliiselton Dyer with reference to that mimetic resem-
blance which may exist, for example, between certain cacti
and euphorbias.

homoplast (ho'mo-plast), n. [< Gr. 6/uof, the

same, + Tr/laaroV, formed, molded, < v'/Maotiv,

form, mold.] 1. An organ or part correspond-
ing in external form to another, though of dis-

tinct nature. 2. That which is homoplastic,
as any aggregate or fusion of plastids : opposed
to alloplast. Haeckel.

homoplastic (ho-mo-plas'tik), a. [As liomo-

plast + -ic.] In biol. and bot., molded alike,
or constructed in the same manner, but not

having the same origin ; analogical or adaptive,
and not homological, in structure; homomor-
phous in texture: distinguished from homoge-
no^ls or homogenetic. Also homoplasmic.
Darwinian morphology has further rendered necessary

the introduction of the terms homoplasy and homoplastic
to express that close agreement in form which may be at-

tained in the course of evolutional changes by organs or

parts in two animals which have been subjected to simi-
lar moulding conditions of the environment, but have no
genetic community of origin, to account for their close

similarity in form and structure. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 808.

homoplasy (ho'mo-plas-i), n. [< Gr. 6fi6f, the

same, + irhdatf, a forming, molding, < irh&aoeiv,

mold, form.] The quality of being homoplas-
tic

; agreement in form and structure without

community of origin, as of organs or parts of
two different organs: opposed to homogeny :

correlated with analogy or heterology as distin-

guished from homoloqy in biological senses.
The conceptions expressed by the terms homoplasy and
homogeny are little different from those for which analogy
and homology were earlierand more widely used, as in such
a familiar instance as that of the wing of the bat being anal-

ogous to the wing of the butterfly and homologous with
the fore leg of a horse. But the conceptions now rest upon
evolutionary considerations, and are more precisely pre-
dicable, as when an organ of one animal may be similar in
form as well as function to that of another, and hence
homoplastic, though having a different origination, and
hence not homogenetic. See extract under hotnoplastic.

The existence of these thread-cells is sufficiently re-

markable, seeing that the Non-Palliate Opisthobrauchs
resemble in general form and habit the Planarian worms,
many of which also possess thread-cells. But it is not
conceivable that their presence is an indication of genetic
affinity between the two groups, rather they are instances
of homaplasy. E. R. Lankeiter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 659.

homopolar (ho-mo-po'lar), a. [< Gr. 6ft6f, the

same, + vdhof, pole, +"-nr3.] In morphology,
having equal poles : said of the figures called
stauraxonia homopola. See stauraxonia.

homopolic (ho-mo-pol'ik), a. [< Gr. o/i<Sf, the

same, + n&'fjoc, pole, + -ic.] Same as homopolar.
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See extract under homaxonial. EIICI/C. Brit..

XVI. 845.

homoproral (ho-mo-pro'ral), a. [< Gr. o/i6f, the

same, + L. prora, prora: seeproral.] Having
equal or similar proree, as a pterocymba: op-
posed to heteroproral. See prora. Sollas.

homopter (ho-mop'ter), n. A homopterous in-

sect; one of the Homoptera. Alsohomopteran,
homopteron.
Homoptera (ho-mop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. oi homopterus, having like wings: see ho-

mopterous,] 1. One of the two prime divisions
of hemipterous insects founded by Latreille in

1817; a suborder of Hemiptera, contrasted with

Heteroptera. It contains a very large number of bugs
of the greatest diversity in form, normally with large
wings, and hemielytra of like texture throughout (whence
the name), which are usually folded in a slanting direc-
tion. They have a blunt^ace with inferior rostrum, eyes
and ocelli usually present, antenna; commonly inserted in
a depression below the eyes, and legs adapted for either

walking or leaping. The group is often elevated to the
rank of an order. It is principally composed of the Cica-

dariai, of which the families are numerous, as Cicadidce,
Fulgorldoe, Membracidai, Cercovidat, etc. ; but it contains
also the aphids or plant-lice, the coccids or scale-insects,
the Aleurodidce, and Psyllidce, which are often grouped
under the name Phytophthiria.
2. A group coextensive with the preceding,
except that the Phytophthiria are excluded.

Aucheiwrhynchi is a synonym of Homoptera in

this sense.

homopteran (ho-mop'te-ran), n. Same as ho-

mopter.
homopteron (ho-mop'te-ron), n. Same as ho-

mopttr.
homopterous (ho-mop'te-rus), a. [< NL. ho-

mopterns, < Gr. 6/iorcTEpof" of or with the same
plumage (having like wings), < ofi6(, the same,
+ m-epov, wing, feather.] Having wings of the
same or like texture throughout ; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the

Homoptera.
homoquinine (ho'mo-ki-nen'), n. [< Gr. o/iof,
the same, + E. quinine, q. v.] A natural alka-
loid found in cinchona.

Homoraphidae (ho-mo-raf'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6/i6f, the same, + pa^if, a needle, < pd-

KTtiv, sew, + -idee.'] A large family of marine
sponges, of the suborder Halichondrina and
the order Cornacuspongiw. By Lendenfeld it

is divided into numerous subfamilies and even
lesser groups.
homorgan (ho'mor-gan), n. [< Gr. o/idf, the

same, + bpyavav, organ.] In morphology, a simi-

larly organized part ;
a homoplast: distinguish-

ed from alloplast. Haeckel. Also homo-organ.
homorganic (ho-mor-gan'ik), a. [< Gr. 6fi6f,
the same, + opyavov, organ, + -ic.~\ 1. Similarly
organized. 2. Produced by the same organs.

It is maintained by some ancient grammarians that the
hard aspirates are the hard letters k, t, p, together with
the corresponding winds or homorganic winds.

Max Mutter, Sci. of Lang., 2d ser., p. 161.

homoseismal (ho-mo-sls'mal), n. and a. [<
Gr. 6/iof, the same, -t- aeta[i6f, an earthquake:
see seismic.] I. n. The curve uniting points
at which an earthquake-wave synchronously
reaches the earth's surface: the equivalent of

the German homoseiste, a term introduced into

seismological science by K. von Seebach to

replace the hybrid term coseismal, used by cer-

tain seismologists writing in English.
II. a. Pertaining to or having the character

of such a curve.

homoseismic (ho-mo-sis'mik), a. Same as
homoseismal.

homosporous (ho-mos'po-rus), a. [< Gr. 6fi6f,

similar, + cjrdpof, seed.] Having only one kind
of asexually produced spores. See heterospo-
rous.

homostaura (ho-mo-sta'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

6/;<ip, the same, + aravpof, a cross.] Homostau-
ral figures, collectively considered.

The simpler group, the Homostaura, may have either an
even or an odd number of sides. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 844.

homostaural (ho-mo-sta'ral), a. [As homo-
staura + -al.] In morphology, having a regu-
lar polygon as the base of a pyramidal figure :

applied to the figures called stauraxonia homo-

pola: distinguished from Jieterostaural. See
stauraxonia.

homostyled (ho'mo-stild), a. [< Gr. t>i*6(, the

same, + <rri/lof, pillar: see style^.] In bot., hav-

ing styles of the same length and character :

opposed to heterostyled. Darwin.
homotatic (ho-mo-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. o/tdf, the

same, + rdaif (TOT-), strain, stress, < reiveiv,

stretch.] In mech., pertaining to a homogene-
ous stress Homotatic coefficients, fifteen coeffi-

homotypal
cients of the equation of a certain biquadratic surface,
upon which the axes of direct elasticity of a body depend.
homotaxeous (ho-mo-tak'se-us), a. [< homo-
taxis + -e-os.] Same as homotaxial.
homotaxial (ho-mo-tak'si-al), a. [< homotaxis
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to homotaxis; ingeol.,

similarly disposed or arranged with reference
to the order of succession ot the overlying and
underlying groups of fossiliferous strata, but
not necessarily contemporaneous. Also homo-

toxic, homotaxeous.

When . . . the [geological] formations of distant coun-
tries are compared, all that we can safely affirm regarding
them is that those containing the same or a representa-
tive assemblage of organic remains belong to the same
epoch in the history of biological "progress in each area.

They are homotaxial; but we cannot assert that they
are contemporaneous, unless we are prepared to include
within that term a vague period of perhaps thousands of

years. Oeikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 323.

homotaxially (ho-mo-tak'si-al-i), adv. In re-

gard to or by homotaxis
;
with similar arrange-

ment.
These Jurassic strata are evidently not homotaxially re-

lated to the other North American strata which have by
some authors been referred to the Jurassic.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 232.

homotazic (ho-mo-tak'sik), a. [The proper
form would be 'homotactic, < homotaxis (-tact-)
+ -ic.] Same as homotaxial. Huxley.
homotaxis (ho-mo-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Afi6f,

the same, + rafif, arrangement.] A term in-

troduced into geology by Huxley, to express
the idea of similarity of arrangement or of or-

der in the fossiliferous deposits of various

regions, while not necessarily including that
of contemporaneity in the same: opposed to

heterotaxis.

But the moment the geologist has to do with large areas
or with completely separated deposits, then the mischief
of confounding that "homotaxi*!" or "similarity of ar-

rangemenV which can be demonstrated, with "syn-
chrony" or "identity of date," for which there is not a
shadow of proof, under the one common term of "contem-
poraneity becomes incalculable.

Huxley, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., 1862, No. 24, p. xlvL

homotaxy (ho'mo-tak-si), . [< NL. homotaxis,
a. v.] Same as homotaxis.

Homothalameae (h6"mo-tha-la'me-e), n. pi.

[NL. ,
< Gr. 6[t6f ,

the same, + fla/a^of ,
abed-cham-

ber.] A division of lichens proposed by S. F.

Gray, 1821, including his orders Collematidete,

JJsneadece, and Bamalinidea;. These with others
are placed by Tuckerman in the Parmeliacei.

hpmothermous (ho-mo-ther'mus), a. [< Gr.

6/161;, the same, + Of/tiai, heat.] Having the
same bodily temperature ; preserving the same
degree of animal heat.

Such homothermous animals as whales, seals, walrus.
7. C. Rosse, Cruise of Corwin (1881), p. 12.

homothetic (ho-mo-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. 6/16$, the

same, + fcrof, verbal adj. of riBevai, put, place :

see thesis.] In geom., similar and similarly

placed ;
in homology with reference to the line

at infinity as axis of homology.
homotonous (ho-mot'o-nus), a. [< L. homoto-

nus, of the same tension, < Gr. o/torovof, of the

same tone, < 6//6f, the same, + rovof, tone.] Of
the same tenor or tone; equable: applied to

diseases which have a uniform tenor of rise,

state, or declension.

homotony (ho-mot'o-ni), n. [< Gr. as if *o,uo-

rovla, < 6/i6Toi>of, of the same tone : see homot-

onous.] The act of maintaining the same tone
;

monotony. [Rare.]
Thomson has often fallen into the honiotony of the cou-

plet. Langhorne, Effusions of Friendship.

homotropal (ho-mot'ro-pal), a. [As homotro-

pous + -al.] Same as
'

hoinotropous.

homotropOUS (ho-mot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. dfiorpo-

Trof, having the same turn, < 6/i6f, the same, +
rpfaof, turn, direction, < rpe-

KCIV, turn.] Turned in the
same direction as some other

body, or directed in the same
way as the body to which it

belongs; specifically, in bot.,
curved or turned in one di-

rection : applied also to the

embryo of an anatropous
or a campylotropous seed, in

which the radicle is next the
hilum. Gray. This term, which was early introduced

by Richard, is synonymous with vrthotropoux as used by
him : an unfortunate confusion, the ovule and the embryo
being designated by the same term. It is, moreover, super-
fluous when the ovule or seed is stated to be anatropous
or orthotropous.

homotypal (ho'mo-ti-pal), a. [< homotype +
-al.] Same as homotypic.

lotropous Seed
ho-



homotypal
It is the object of serial limnology to determine Iwnmtij-

pal parts.
Bra/id.;.

homotype (ho'mo-tip), . [< Gr. "o/iwtrwroc,
hav-

ing the same form (implied in deriv. u/ioryma,
sameness of form), < 6/i6f, the same, + wfi
impression, type, form.] In liol.: (a) That

which is constructed on the same plan or type,

as metameres of the body; that which exhibits

serial homology. See litimoloi/y. This is the ori-

ginal sense of the'term, in which a homotype is a serial

homologue, not an antitype or reversed repetition of

another part. But serial parts may also be regarded as

antitypic or symmetrical. Hence (6) An organ or

part of an organ symmetrical with or equiva-

lent to another organ or part of an organ on the

opposite side of the body,; an antitypical, cor-

relative, or reversed repetition of a part across

a given axis.

homotypic (ho-mo-tip'ik), a. [< homotype H

-ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a homo-

type ;
of the same type ; symmetrical with or

corresponding to something else on the oppo-
site part of the same axis. Thus, the right hand

is homotypic of the left; the right and left eyes

are homotypic.

homotypical (ho-mo-tip'i-kal), a. [< homotypic
+ -of.] Same as homotypic.

homotypy (ho'mo-tl-pi), n. [< Gr. yormia
sameness of form: see homotype.] lnbiol.:(a)

Serial homology ;
the structural correlation or

correspondence between any two segments of

the bodv- Thus, any vertebra compared with another,

the shoulder compared with the hip, or the elbow with the

knee, exhibits homotypy. But such parts may also be

regarded as expressing symmetry, reversed repetition, or

antitypy. Hence (6) That kind of general ho-

mology which may be observed between parts
or organs which are symmetrical, or fellows of

each other, as right and left
;
the homology of

reversed repetition of parts on opposite halves

or across a given axis.

homuncle (ho'mung-kl), . [< L. homuncuhts :

see homunculits.~] Same as homuncuhis.

homuncular (ho-mung'ku-lar), a. [< homun-

cule + -or3 .] ftesembling or characteristic of

a horaunculus.

homuncule (ho-mung'kul), n. [< L. homimrii-

lux: see homuitculus."} Same as homunculns, 2.

The giant saw the homuncnle was irascible, and played

upon him. C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, vli.

homunculus (ho-mung'ku-lus), n.
; pi. homuii-

culi (-H). [L., itlB. of homo (homin-, hoinott-), a

man : see Homo.} 1. A tiny human being that

may be produced (according to a fancy of Para-

celsus) artificially, without a natural mother.

Being produced by art. It was supposed that art was in-

carnate in it and that it had innate knowledge of secret

things.

2. A little man; a dwarf.

homy (ho'mi), a. [< home + -//!.] Pertain-

ing to or resembling home; homelike. Also

spelled homey. [Colloq.]
I saw . . . plenty of our dear English "lady's smock "in

the wet meadows near here, which looked very homy.
Kingsley, Life (1864), II. 188.

They [English drawing-rooms] have a homey look, which

ours sometimes lack. Christian Union, June 30, 1887.

Hon. An abbreviation of honorable, used as a

hondt, >i. An obsolete spelling of hand. Chau-

cer.

Honduras bark. See bark*.

hone 1 (hon), . [< ME. hone, hoonc, a hone, <

AS. lulu, a stone (the dat. hane is found twice

in charters, inref. to boundary-stones), = Icel.

hein, a hone, = Norw. hvin, hen = Sw. hen, dial.

liein, a hone; perhaps = L. ciinettg, a wedge (>

E. coin1 , coign, quoin, q. v.), =Gr. KWVO?, a wedge,
cone (> E. cone, q. v.), = Skt. yana, a grindstone,
< / fa, ft. sharpen. The L. cox (cot-), a hone, is

supposed to be from the same root.] 1 . A stone

used for sharpening instruments that require a

delicate edge, and particularly for sharpening

razors; an oilstone. A hone differs from a

whetstone in being of finer grit and more com-

pact texture. See honcstone.

A Hone, a Bason, three Razors, and a Comb-case.

Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

2. A thin piece of dry and stale bread; also,

an oil-cake. [Prov. Eng.] German hone, a soft,

smooth, yellow stone obtained from the slate mountains
near Ratisbon, and used almost exclusively for razor-set-

ting.

hone1 (hon), r. t.
; pret. and pp. honed, npi.Jioii-

ing. [ME. not found (cf . ME. hene, < AS. haman,

stone, cast stones at); = Norw. heina, whet;
from the noun.] To nib and sharpen on or as

on a hone : as, to hone a razor.

Mr. Green . . . brought out a jack-knife, an.1 r,.m

nienced honing it on his shoe.

J. T. Trim-bridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 280.
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hone'-t, ' ' [< ME. /IH-M, /(</<!.] To linger;

delay.
Good brother, let us weynd sone,

No longer here I rede we hont.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 11.

It may not helpe her for to hone, . . .

Than is iroode tyme that we begynne.
York Plain, p. 349.

hone-'t, H. [ME., < lione^, (..] Delay; lingering.

Tharfore Eraclius ful sone
Strake of his heuyd with-outen hone.

Holy flood (E. E. T. S.), p. 127.

hone" (hon), i
1

.; pret. and pp. honed, ppr. 1'oit-

iiiy. [Prob. < F. Imguer, formerly also hoii/m i '.

grumble, mutter, murmur, repine, whine, as a

child or a dog, dial. (Norm.) hotter, sing or hum
in a low tone, houiner, lament.] I. totrmu. To

pine; long; yearn; moan. [Prov. Eng. and

southern U. S.]
Some of the oxen in driving missed their fellows be-

hind and hoiiim: after them, bellowed, as their nature is.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 6.

Commending her, lamenting, honing, wishing himself

anything for her sake. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 626.

He lies pitying himself, honing and moaning over him-

8elf Lamb, The Convalescent.

Sometimes ... I git kotch wid emptiness in de pit er

de stumrauck, an' git ter fairly honin arter sump'n w at

got substance in it. J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, p. 198.

II. trans. To long for ;
crave. [Prov. Eng.

and southern U. S.]

hone4 (hon), n. A kind of swelling in the cheek.

hone5 (hon), n. A circular barrow or hill.

Districts abounding in circular barrows, or, as they are

here [in Yorkshire, England] called from the Norse name,

hones, and, redundantly, Aoiw-hills.

Archaeolngta, XLII. 170.

hone6 (hon), n. pi. A dialectal contraction of

hosen, plural of hone.

hone7 (hon), iitterj. See och hone.

honest (on'est), a. [< ME. honest, oiiext, < O* .

honeste, later honneste, F. hontie'te (> D. Dan.

honttet = Sw. honnett) = Pr. honest = Sp. Pg.
lionesto = It. imesto, < L. honestus, full of honor,

honorable, worthy, virtuous, decent, < honor,

honos, honor (see honor), + suffix -tu-s. The

initial h in honest, honor, etc., is merely etymo-

logical, the sound having already disappear-
ed when the word came into ME. use. See re-

marks under H, 1.] 1. Having a sense of honor;

having honorable feelings, motives, or princi-

ples ;
free from deceit or hypocrisy; true, can-

did, upright, or just in speech and action ;
fair

in dealing, or sincere in utterance ; worthy to

be trusted.
Be thou lowely and Annex*

To riche and pouere, in worde and dede,
And then thy name to worshyp shall sprede.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 109.

Hee chides great men with most boldnesse, and is

counted for it an honest fellow.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Blunt Man.

This it is to have to do
With honest hearts : they easily may err,

But in the main they wish well to the truth.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 01.

Specifically (a) Having the virtue of chastity; chaste;

virtuous : said of a woman.

Wives may be merry, and
******,. of W., Iv. 2.

Shee may be an honest woman, but is not beleeu'd so

in her Parish, and no man is a greater Infldel in It then

her Husband.
Bp. Earle, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Handsome Hostesse.

(6) Having no disposition to cheat, steal, or lie.

There s an honest conscionable fellow ;
he takes but ten

shillings of a bellows mender.
Middleton, The Phumix, iv. 1.

An honest treasurer, like a black-plumed swan,
Not every day our eyes may look upon.

0. W. Holmes, The School-Boy.

2. Characterized by or proceeding from honor-

able motives or principles ;
marked by truth,

justice, sincerity, fairness, etc. : as, an honest

transaction; honest opinions or motives; an

honest effort.

Therefore, whosoever maketh any promise, binding him-

self thereunto by an oath, let him foresee that the thing
which he promiseth, be good, and hornet, and not against

the commandement of God.
Homilies, Against Swearing, ii.

But yet an honest mind I bore
To helpless people that were poor.

Jam Shore (Child s Ballads, VII. 197).

Honeit labor bears a lovely face.

Chettle, Dekker, and Hauyhton, Patient Grissel, i. 1.

3. Of honorable quality; creditable; reputa-

ble; proper; becoming: as, a man of hinti'xt

report.
Glad poverte is an honeste thyng certeyn.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. :i-27.

Vpon thi trencher no
fyllthe

then see,

It is not honext, as I telle the.

BaJbeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

honesty

Therefore while we may (yea alwaies if it coulde be) to

reioyce and take our pleasures in vertuous and honest

sort, it is not only allowable, but also necessary and very
niii urnll to man. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 36.

Provide things honest in the sight of all men.
Kom. xii. 17.

4f. Excellent in quality; good.
And eke the londe is so honest

That it is plentuous and plalne ;

There is no idell ground in vaine.

Gotver, Conf. Amant., vii,

5. Of honorable appearance; fair-seeming;

having the semblance of truthfulness, fairness,

etc.
Ill devise some honest slanders

To stain my cousin with.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

Thy eye was ever chaste, thy countenance, too, honest,

And all thy wooings was like maidens' talk.

ISeau. and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 1.

Bacchus . . . shows his honest face.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

6. Open; undisguised; boldly or frankly show-

ing purpose, character, or quality, whether good
or bad: as, the honest pursuit of pleasure or

gain; an honest rogue.
But as soon as the door opened, and he beheld the hon-

e*t swindling countenance of a hotel porter, he felt se-

cure against anything but imposture.
Homlls, Venetian Life, ii.

To make an honest woman of, to marry: used in

reference to a woman whom a man marries after he has

dishonored her, especially if under promise of marriage.

[Colloq. and rustic. ]
= Syn. 1 and 2. Conscientious, trust-

worthy, trusty, frank.

honestt (on'est), i: t. [< ME. honesten, < 1>.

himtstare, honor, adorn, grace, < honestus, hon-

orable: see honest, /.] To do honor to; grace;
adorn. It'yclif.

You should please God, benetlte your countrie, and

honest your owne name, if you would take the paines to

impart to others what you learned of soch a Master.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 21.

For fear of men, for loss of life or goods, yea, some for

advantage and gain, will honest it [the mass| with their

presence, dissembling both with God and man.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Hoc., 1853), II. 48.

Sir Amorous, you have very much honested my lodging
with your presence. B. Jonson, Epicrene, i. 1.

honestatet (on'es-tat), r. t. [< L. honestatus, pp.
of hoitestare, honor: see honest, t'.] To honor.

( 'ockeram.

honestationt (on-es-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if

"honestatio(u-), < honestare, honor, adorn: see

lioiiestate, .] Adornment; grace.

By which virtuous qualities and honestatimis [prudence
and sagacityl they have been more happy than others in

their applications to move the mindes of men.
W. Montayue, Devoute Essays, I. x. (i.

honestet, . A Middle English form of honexti/.

honestetet, honesteteet, . [ME. (mod. E. as

if "honestity), < OF. honestete, honnestete, F. hon-

netete= Pr. honestete, honcstetat = Sp. honest i-

dad = Pg. honestidade, < L. as if *ltoiiestita(t-),

for which only honestu(t-)s, > ult. E. honesty:

see honesty."} Middle English variants of hon-

esty.
Wedded with fortnnat honestetee.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 466.

honest-hearted (on'est -bar 'ted), a. Of an

honest heart ;
true ;

faithful.

A verv honest-hearted fellow, and as poor as the king.

SAo*.,iear, i. 4.

honestly (oii'est-li), adv. [< ME. honestly, on-

I'titly; 'honest + -ly
2
.] It. Honorably; in a

manner to do honor to; properly.
In hir atire to the tempull tomly ho yode,
There t,nestly sho offert, honourt hir goddes
With ciftes of golde & of gode stones.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3001.

Wherefore brethren conet to prophecy, & forbid not to

speake with tongues. And let all thynges be done lion-

estlye and in order. Bible of 1551, 1 Cor. xiv. 40.

2. In an honest manner ;
with honesty.

Either society [the Bank or the Athenajum] may pay its

debts honestly, [or] either may try to defraud its creditors.

Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

honestone (hon'ston), . A compact, fine-

grained, homogeneous rock fit to be used for

hones
;
a very silicious clay slate, having a con-

choidal fracture across the grain of the rock.

Also called noraculite.

honesty (on'es-ti), . [< ME. honeste, Mtettee,

< OF. hnncste, honneste, oiiexte, onneste, honestet

= Pr. hoiicstat = Sp. hoHrstad = It. onestA, < L.

liniirsta(t-)g, honor, reputation, character, wor-

thiness, honesty, < honestus, honorable, hon-

est: see honest. Ct.honestete.'] 1. The charac-

ter or quality of being honest or honorable ; up-

right disposition or conduct ; sincerity; honor;
virtue.

Corruption wins not more than hi>ne.sty.

Shak., lien. VIII., iii. 2.



honesty
I cannot now. in hnni-st/i, but frankly tell yon. that many

of these flies I have named, at least BO made as we make
them here, will pel-adventure do you no great service in

your southern rivers. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 2tM.

A lawyer's dealings should be just and fair.

Honesty shines with great advantage there.

Coutper, Hope, 1. 402.

Specifically (a) Chastity; virtuous reputation ; honor.

And also thynketh on myn honexte
That floureth yet, how foule I sholde it shende.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 157.

she said her honesty was all her dowry.
Fletcher and Jioirley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 3.

(6) The virtue of respecting the property rights of others ;

the absence of any disposition to cheat, steal, or lie.

Villon, who had not the courage to be poor with hon-

extii, now whiningly implores our sympathy, now shows his
teeth . . . with an ugly snarl.

R. L. Stevenson, Villon, Poet and Housebreaker.

2f. Decency; good manners.
For honestee

No vtleyns word as yet to hym spak he.

Chaucer, Prol. to Friar's Tale, 1. 8.

Alas, alas !

It Is not honesty in me to speak
What 1 have seen and known.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

3t. Liberality.
A noble gentleman 'tis, if he would not keep so good a

house. . . . Every man has his fault, and honesty is his.

Shak.,T. of A,, iii. 1.

4f. Credit; reputation.
When Sir Thos. More was at the place of execution, he

said to the hangman, "1 promise thee that thou shall
never have honestie in the stryking of my head, my necke
is so short," Hall, Chron., p. 226.

I beseech you to remember me when you talk with your
good God, that he may give me the strength of his Spirit,
that I manfully yielding my life for his truth may do you
some honesty, who have put me into his service.

J. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 4Ot>.

5. In bot., a name of several plants, especially
of a small cruciferous plant, Lunnria aiinua

(L. biennis): so called from the transparency
of its dissepiments. The perennial honesty
is L. redivira; the maiden's-honesty is Clema-
tis ntalba.=Syn. 1. Honesty, Honor, Integrity, Pro-

bity. Rectitude, Uprightness ; equity, trustworthiness,
trustiness, fidelity, fairness, candor, veracity, plain-deal-
ing; frankness. The first six words apply primarily to the

spirit of the pel-son, and by extension to conduct, etc. They
may be negative or positive, expressing the spirit or the
act of refraining or of doing. Honesty belongs to the ab-
solute principle of right; honor, on the other hand, be-

longs to accepted standards of what is due to others or
to one's self. Conformity to an exalted standard of honor
is more creditable and illustrious than simple honesty. In
earlier usage honest and honesty retained much of their
Latin significance of honorable and honorableness in the ob-

jective sense. (See Rom. xii. 17.) Integrity means sound-

ness, and is used with especial reference to trusts (as, a
man of strict business integrity), but it may consider a per-
son as inspected and found whole by others or by himself.

Probity is tested honesty, tried and proved integrity. Rec-
titude and uprightness drawtheir meanings from the idea
of standing up straight, and hence matching the standard
of right, but uprightness is more manifestly connected
with this idea, and hence, as well as on account of its na-
tive origin, is much the more vigorous of the two. See
justice.

"Honesty is the best policy," but he who acts on that

principle is not an honest man. Whately.

The sense of honour is of so fine and delicate a nature
that it is only to be met with in minds which are natural-

ly noble, or in such as have been cultivated by great ex-

amples, or a refined education.

Addieon, Guardian, No. 161.

He [Savage] had not sufficient resolution to sacrifice the

pleasure of affluence to that of integrity. Johnson.

Of commercial fame, but more
Famed for thy probity from shore to shore.

Coieper, In Memory of John Thornton.

The command of the political ruler is at first obeyed,
not because of its perceived rectitude, but simply because
it is his command, which there will be a penalty for dis-

obeying. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 44.

I know also, my God, that thou . . . hast pleasure in

uprightness. 1 Chron. xxix. 17.

honewort (hon'wert), n. [< hone* + worft."] A
name applied to several umbelliferous plants,
as Sison Ainomnni, the stone-parsley, Trinia vul-

garis, and Cryptota-nitt Canadensis: so named
because formerly used to cure the swelling
called a hone.

honey (hun'i), n. and n. [Early mod. E. also

liony, hoiiie; < ME. hony, huny, hum, ftunij, < AS.
hiinig= OS.honeg, haniy = OFries. hunig= M.D.

honig, honing, D. *(</=MLG. hounich, L.G. hon-

nig = OHG. hoitag, honang, MHG. honec, htinic,
Q. honig = Icel. hunang = Sw. honung, honing=
Dan. honning, honey; root unknown. The Goth,
word is different, ntilith = Gr. /j&.t (/IC^.IT-) = L.

tnel, etc.: see mildew, mell2.] I. . 1. A sweet
viscid fluid collected from the nectaries of
flowers and elaborated for food by several
kinds of insects, especially by the honey-bee,
A+iis niflliflea. It is deposited by the honey-bee in the
cells of the honeycomb. Honey, when pure, is of a whitish

2872
color tinged with yellow, of a spicy sweetness and an agree
able smell

; it is soluble in water, and becomes vinous by
fermentation. It is essentially a solution of dextrose and
levulose with volatile oils and occasionally cane-sugar.
Bees often fill their cells with other substances than the
nectar of flowers, as molasses, honeydew, or the juices of

fruits, but the product is not true honey.

Thy mete shall be mylk, honye, & wyne ;

Now. dere soule, latt us go dyne.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 157.

The yellow-banded bees . . .

Fed thee, a child, lying alone.
With whitest honey in fairy gardens cull'd.

Tennyson, Eleanore.

2. Figuratively, sweetness or charm.

I, of ladies most deject and wretched,
That suck'd the honey of his music vows.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Come, Henley's oratory, Osborne's wit !

The honey dropping from Favonio's tongue.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, L 67.

3. Sweet one; darling: a trivial word of en-
dearment.

Mi hony. mi lint, al hoi thou me makest
With i iii kinde cumfort of alle mi kares kold.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 1666.

O she was fair. O dear ! she was bonnie,
A ship's captain courted her to be his honey.

Bonnie Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 47).

"Come to ole Candace I . . . Honey, darlin', ye a'nt

i-ight dar's a drelful mistake somewhar'."
H. B. Stom, Minister's Wooing, xxiii.

Clarified honey, honey melted in a water-bath and freed
from scum. Honey of borax, clarified honey and borax,
applied to the mouth as a remedy in aphthous affections.

Unripe honey, honey from which the water has not been
sufficiently evaporated. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 73.

Virgin honey, honey that flows spontaneously from the
conn) when the cells are uncapped. Wild honey, honey
made by wild bees, or bees not kept by man.

John was clothed with camel's hair ; . . . and he did eat
locusts and /'-.// honey. Mark i. 6.

U. (i. Having the nature of honey ; sweet
;

luscious.

I'n'ii. He speaks not like a man of God's making.
Ann. That's all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch.

Skat., L. L. L., v. 2.

honey (hun'i), r.
; pret. and pp. honeyed (also

honied), ppr. honeying. [< honey, .] I. trans.

1. To coyer with or as with honey; sweeten
;

make delicious: as, "honeyed lines of rhyme,"
Byron. 2. To talk sweetly to; coax; flatter.

Can'st thou not huney me with fluent speech,
And even adore my topless vilany?

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, iv.

II. intranx. To become sweet
;
be or become

complimentary or tender; use endearments;
talk fondly. [Rare.]

Honeying and making love. Shot., Hamlet, iii. 4.

honey-ant (hun'i-ant), . An ant of the genus
Myrmecocystus, as M. inexicanus or if. melliger,
of southwestern North America. The latter is

found at an elevation of from 6,000 to 7,500 feet. In
one form of the workers the abdomen is found in summer
distended with honey to the size of a pea or a small grape,
and appears pellucid. Later in the season, when food is

scarce, these animated stores of honey are devoured by
the other ants, and they are also dug up and eaten by the
inhabitants of the country. See honey-bearer.

The honey-antt are a nocturnal species.
R. A. Proctor, Nature Studies, p. 24.

honey-badger (hun'i-baj'er), w. The ratel,
Mellit'ora ratellus: so called from its fondness
for honey.
honey-bag (hun'i-bag), . An enlargement of

the alimentary canal of the bee in which it

carries its load of honey. This enlargement is In the

esophagus or gullet, and corresponds to the sucking-sto-
mach or crop of other Hymennptera and of Lepideptera
and Diptera. In it the bee stores the honey gathered from
flowers, which it disgorges into the cells of the honeycomb.
Also called honey-stomach.

And, good monsieur, have a care the honey-bag break

not; I would be loth to have you over-flown with a

honey-baa, signior. Shale., M. N. D., Iv. 1.

honey-balm (hun'i-bam), w. A European labi-

ate plant, MeUttis melissophyllum.
honey-basket (hun'i-bas'ket), n. In entom.,
the corbiculum or structure on the legs of bees
in which pollen mingled with honey is conveyed
to the hive. See cut under corbiculum.

honey-bear (hun'i-bar), K. 1. An East Indian

bear, Mellursus or Prochilus labiatus; the sloth-

bear or aswail. See cut under aswail. 2. The

kinkajou, Cercoleptes caiidivolvulus. See cut un-
der kinkajou.

honey-bearer (hun'i-bar"er), n. One of the

honey-ants whose office it is to receive and

carry in its abdomen the honey which has been

gathered by the workers.

The workers take it [the honey] home with them and
give it to the honey-bearers, who swallow ... it, ... keep
it in their crops ready for use, exactly as bees keep it in

cells. . . . The honey-bearers, in short, have been con-

honeycomb

Honey-ttearer (Myrmecofysttit ntflHffr}, with distended abdomen.
{ I -ine shows natural size. )

verted into living honey-jars. When the workers are

hungry they caress a honey-bearer and . . . sip it [the
honey] from her throat.

R. A. Proctor, Nature Studies, p. 24.

honey-bee (hun'i-be), n. A bee that collects
and stores honey; specifically, the hive-bee,

Apis mellifica. See cuts Tinder liff.

So work the honey-bees ;

Creatures that, by a rule in nature, teach
The art of order to a peopled kingdom.

Shot., Hen. V., i. 2.

honeyberry (hun'i-ber"i), n
; pi. honeyberries

(-iz). 1. The berry of Celtis austral i.-: '2. The
berry of Melicocca byuga.
honey-bird (hun'i-berd), n. 1. A bird which
feeds on the sweets of flowers

;
one of the A'ec-

tariniidceor Meliphagidce; a honey-sucker. 2.

Same as honey-guide. 3. A bee. Duvies. [Bare.]
The world have but one God, Heav'n but one Sun,
Quails but one Chief, the Honey-birds but One,
One Master-Bee.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

honey-blob (hun'i-blob), n. The gooseberry.
[Scotch.]
He saw out of the coach-window a woman selling the

sweet yellow gooseberries, . . . and he cried, "Gie me a
ha'porth of honeyblobs.

"

E. B. Itammy, Scottish Life and Character, p. 254.

honey-bloom (hun'i-blom), w. The spreading
dog"s-bane or Indian hemp, Apocynum andro-

nfFinifoliiim, a common American plant.
honey-bread (hun'i-bred), . A small legumi-
nous tree, Ceratonia Siliqua, a native of the
Mediterranean region. Also called St. John's
bread. See cut under Ceratonia.

honey-brown (hun'i-broun), n. In entom., a

pale-yellowish and generally somewhat trans-
lucent brown.

honey-buzzard (hun'i-buz'ard), n. A bird of

prey of the genus Pernis, subfamily fiuteanince,
and family Falconidte ; a pern . The common Euro-
pean species, P. apieorus, is also found in Africa. It does
not eat honey, but breaks into the nests of bees and wasps
to get at their larvae.

honey-cell (hun'i-sel), . A cell in a honey-
comb.
His [Emerson s] laconic phrases are the honey-cells of

thought. E. C. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 172.

honeycomb (hun'i-kom), . [< ME. honycomb,
hunycomb, hoiiycoom, huity-camb, < AS. hunig-
camb, < hunig, honey, + camb, comb. The name
is not found outside of E.

;
other words for

'honeycomb' are D. honigzeent = Icel. limianyx-

seimr, lit. 'honey-string'; Sw. honungskaka =
Dan. honningkage, lit. 'honey-cake'; G. Iwniii-

scheibe, lit.
'

honey-shive,' or honig-wabe, lit.
'

honey-cake,' bienen-wabe, lit.
'

bee-cake,' or

simply vabe
,
lit.

' cake ' or '

wafer,' or ' waffle '
:

see wafer, waffle. The L. term was farus (see

far us); the Gr., fiefa/n/pir, or /ie?uKr/ptov.'] 1. A
structure of wax of a firm texture, consisting
of hexagonal cells with concave bottoms ranged
side by side, formed by bees for the reception
of honey and of their eggs.
And they gave him a piece of a broiled flsh, and of an

honeycomb. Luke xxiv. 42.

I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey. Cant. v. 1.

And well his words became him : was he not
A full-cell'd honeycomb of eloquence
Stored from all flowers ? Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

2f. Sweet one
; darling : a trivial term of en-

dearment. Compare honey, 3.

What do ye, hony comb, sweete Alisoun?
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 512.

3. Any substance, as a casting of iron, etc.,

having cells like those of a honeycomb.
A scratch or spot of honey-comb in the grooves renders

the rifle completely useless for match-shooting.
H'. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 14.

Specifically 4. In mammal., the reticulum or

second stomach of a ruminant. See cut under
ruminant. Honeycomb bottom, same as hawse-pip?
bottom (which see, under hawse-pipe). Honeycomb dec-

oration, in ctram., a name given to the Mayflower dec-

oration, from the resemblance of the crowded blossoms
to a honeycomb. Honeycomb moth, a tineid moth of

the genus Galeria, which infests beehives, depositing its

eggs in the comb, where the larvre are developed and
undergo their transformations. G. ceranea or nttllonella.



honeycomb
about an inch long, and If. iilmtrin, about half an inch, arc

perhaps the worst enemies of the bee. See cut under '>'''-

moth. Honeycomb sponge, the [miss-sponge.- -Hon-
eycomb stitch, a stitch used in producing gathers, as in

the stiff material nsed for smock-frocks and the like, the re-

sult being a pattern of lozenges covering the whole surface,
held at their intersections by loops of thread, usually of a

different color from that of the material. Honeycomb
tripe, the part of tripe which is honeycombed or divided

into numerous small cells. It is the second stomach of

a ruminant, or second part of the cardiac division of the

whole stomach, next to the paunch proper or rumen, and
is technically called the rcticulnm. See cut under ruuit-

,/ i HI. Honeycomb work.a name given to ancient rep-
resentations of armor of a flexible character, as the hau-

berk or broigne. They show a series of open hexagons,

separated by a slender bar or ridge, or sometimes openings
more nearly approaching the form of circles. They may
be assumed to represent indifferently chain-mail or a gar-
ment of fence made by sewing rings or small plates of

metal on leather or linen.

honeycomb (hun'i-kom), r. t. [< honeycomb,
.] To fill with cells or holes, as wood or earth,

by perforation or excavation, in the manner of

a honeycomb.
The rock itself over which the fort was raised is honey-

combed with excavated passages for infantry and cavalry.
J. A. Symonds, Italy and Oreece, p. 180.

There is the insignificant-looking wonn, the "
jengen,"

which insidiously honeycombs the poles.
gleet. Kef. (Amer.), II. 7.

honeycombed (hun'i-komd), . 1. Perforated
or excavated like a honeycomb; specifically,

having little cells, as cast metal when not solid.

This geyser presents a shallow basin, with rather ill-

deflned margin, formed of thin plates of honeycombed gey-
serite. Science, IV. 22.

2. Decorated with a honeycomb pattern
either the Mayflower pattern or one of hexa-

gons.
honeycombing (hnn'i-ko-ming), n. [Verbal
n. of honeycomb, t'.] An ornamental pattern

produced in thin material by running stitches

diagonally across the fabric, and drawing up
these threads so that the lozenge-shaped spaces
between them shall be puffed and in relief;

smocking.
honey-creeper (hun'i-kre"per), n. Any bird of

the American family Ccerebkhe or Ducnididce;
a guitguit. The species are quite numerous;
one, Certhiola bahamensa, occurs in the United
States. See cut under Ccerebinat.

honey-crock (hun'i-krok), . A crock or pot of

honey.
Like foolish Hies about an hom/-crocke.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 83.

honeydew (hun'i-dii), . [= D. honigdaauw =
G. honiifthau = Dan. honniiigdiig (cf. Sw. ho-

n ungsdagg) ;
as honey + dew. Cf. honey-roro

and mildew.~\ 1. A saccharine substance found
on the leaves of trees and other plants in small

drops like dew. There are two kinds, one secreted
from the plants, and the other by plant-lice, bark-lice,
and leaf-hoppers. Bees and ants are said to be fond of

honeydew. The name is properly applied to the sugary
secretion from the leaves of plants, occurring most fre-

quently in hot weather. It usually appears as small glis-

tening drops, but if particularly abundant may drip from
the leaves in considerable quantity, when it has been
called manna. The manna-ash, Fraxiting Ornus, exhibits
this phenomenon, as does Carduus arctinides.

For he on honey-dew hath fed,
And drunk the milk of Paradise.

Coleridge, Kubla Khan.

Although further and thorough investigation is neces-

sary to establish the fact, this will be the final solution
that the honey-dew is largely the product of the Pulvina-

ria, the sap being by it extracted from the tree, and elabo-
rated by the insect organism into this sweet substance, as
is a similar or perhaps identical substance by some of the

Aphides, and honey by the honey-bee. Science, III. 737.

2. A kind of chewing-tobacco prepared with
molasses. [Trade-name.]
honeydewed (huu'i-dud), a. [< honeydeir +
-rd2. ] Covered with honeydew.
Three accounts have been published in Eastern Prussia

of white and white-spotted horses being greatly injured by
eating mildewed and hoiwifdeuvd vetches.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 331.

honey-eater (hun'i-e"ter), n. One who or that
which eats honey. Specifically (a) Any bird of the
family Meliphnyidte ; a honey-sucker. (l>) A honey-bear.

honeyed (hun'id), /). a. [Also honied; < IKIIK-I/

+ -erf2.] 1. Covered with, abounding in, or
as sweet as honey.

Fair was the day, the honeyed beanfleld's scent
The west wind bore unto him.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 879.

Hence 2. Sweet; dulcet; soothing; mollify-
ing: as, honeyed words.

When he speaks,
The air, a chartered libertine, is still,
And the mute wonder lurketh in men's ears,
To steal his sweet and honey'd sentences.

Shak., Hen. V., i. i.

The honeyed breath of praise. 0. W. llolmei, Agnes,
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honeyedneSS (hun'id-nes), H. Sweetness; al- honey-roret, lloneyd<-w. .V/rx.

lurement. He on a sudden felt loves honca-rot-i'
So;ik in, and wonted flames to heat his heart.

And to o'respread his bones and every part.
I'mir*. tr. of Virgil (1632).

honey-flower (lnm'i-flou"er), . A plant of

the genus Mi-linntliHS, ornamental shrubs from
the Cape of Good Hope, the flowers of which

yield much honey.
honey-flyt, " A honey-l

Up. up. ye princes! prince and people, rise,

And run to schoole among the hony-fliex.
Dit Barttl* (trans.).

honeyfugle (hun'i-fu'gl), v. t.; pret. and pp.

lioiicyfuylcd, ppr. lioiii'i/fii(/linf/. [< honey +
"fugle, of no appar. origin, and prob. a mere

addition.] To cajole; wheedle. [Slang, south-

ern and western U. S.]

honey-garlic (hun'i-gar'lik), . A plant of

the genus \cctaroscordum, natural order Lili-

acece, placed by Bentham and Hooker under
Allium. jr. siculum (the Allium nculum of authors) is

a native of Sicily. It has a slender flower-scape 3 or 4 feet

high, with a cluster of long, pendulous green or purplish
flowers having honey-pores.

honey-guide (huu'i-gld), n. A non-passerine
African bird of the family Indicatoridai, sup-

posed to guide the honey-hunters to their spoil ;

an indicator. Also called honey-bird.

honeyless (hun'i-les), . [< honey + -tow.]
Destitute of honey.

But for your words, they rob the Hybla bees,
And leave them honeyless. Shak., J. C., v. 1.

honey-locust (hun'i-16"kust), n. An orna-

mental North American tree, Gleditschia tria-

canthos. The water honey-locust is O. monotftrina, also

an American tree, growing from Illinois southward. The
name is sometimes given to the mesquit, Prowpin jult-

jlora, a native of the southwestern United States.

At sunset he stood under the Iwney-locmt tree on the

levee, where he was wont to find his father waiting for

him. 0. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 560.

honey-lotus (hun'i-16'tus), n. A name some-
times given to Melilotus alba, the white melilot

or sweet clover, a widely distributed European
plant thoroughly naturalized in America.

honey-mesquit (hun'i-mes-ket"), " The alga-
roba or mesquit, Prosopis juliflora, a small tree

of the southwestern United States. Also called

homy-pod and sometimes honey-locust.

honeymontht(hun'i-mnuth), n. Same as honey-
moon. [Rare.]
Sometimes the parties fly asunder even in the midst of

courtship, and sometimes grow cool in the very honey-
month. Taller, No. 192.

honeymoon (hun'i-mon), H. [< honey + moon,
month.' Cf. honeymonth.~] 1. The first month

after marriage; the interval, of whatever

length, commonly spent by a newly married

couple in traveling, visiting, or other recrea-

tion, before settling down to their ordinary oc-

cupations.
I was more than once nearly choked with gall during

the honenmoon, and had lost all comfort in life before my
friends had done wishing me joy.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. -2.

Hence 2f. A time of prosperity or enjoyment ;

an occasion of advantage.
I was there entertained as well by the great friends my

father made, as by mine owne forwardnesse, where, it be-

ing now but honey-tnoone, I endeavoured to court it.

Lyly, F.uphues.

honeymoon (hun'i-mon), v. i. [< honeymoon,
.] To keep one's honeymoon; take a wed-

ding-trip.
So do not I, dear, till I have found some decent sort

of body to hotieymoon along with me.
Trollope, Dr. Thome, iv.

As soon as I can get his discharge, and he has done

honeymooning, we shall start.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xlvii.

honey-moth (huu'i-moth), . A European
pyralid moth, Aehrtea grinellti, which lives in the

hives of tlie honey-bee.
honey-mouthed (hun'i-moutht), . Soft or

sweet in speech.
If I prove kowy-mouth'd, let my tongue blister.

Shale., W. T., ii. 2.

honey-pod (hun'i-pod), . Same as honey-mes-

quit.

honey-pot (hun'i-pot), n. A receptacle of va-

rious kinds, made of wax or other substance,
and often of considerable size, in which many
species of wild bees store their honey.
honey-pots (hun'i-pots), H. pi. A boys' game
in which the players roll themselves up and
are then pretended to be carried to market by
others as honey, the amusement consisting in

the difficulty of continuing in the required po-
sition, llii/lhci'll.

honey-ratel (hun'i-ra"tel), . Same as j

lindi/cr. J. (Jr. 11'ixnl.

honey-Stalk (hun'i-stak), n. A sweet species
of clover, upon which cattle are apt to overfeed.

With words more sweet, and yet more dangerous,
Than baits to fish, or lioitrif-xtiM* to sheep.

Shalt.. Tit. And., iv. 4.

honey-Stomach (Imn'i-stum'uk), . iSame as

honey-bag.
honeystone (hun'i-ston), . Same as ieUit< .

honey-strainer (hun'i-stra''uer), H. A machine
in which honeycomb, after a thin slice has been
cut off to open the cells, is placed, and revolved

rapidly, to extract the honey by centrifugal
force. The empty comb is replaced in the hive

to be refilled.

honey-SUCker (hun'i-suk"er), n. A bird that

sucks the sweets of flowers
;
a honey-eater or

honey-bird ;
a nectar-bird : specifically applied

Honey-sucker {Cartba taerulea).

to the Meliphagida
1

, and less technically to sun-

dry other small, chiefly slender-billed, birds, as

the Nectarinwhe, I'aerebidte, etc.

honeysuckle (hun'i-suk"l), n. [< ME. liony-

Kocle, huiiiKUCcle (the alleged AS. "hvnigsucle
is due to a mistake), a dim. form of the more
common ME. honysonke, < AS. hntiisuce, huni-

sitge, hunigsitge, < hiinig, honey, 4- sucan,siigan,
suck: see honey and suck. The name was ap-

plied to various plants, the ME. forms being
variously glossed ligiintruM (privet), locuxta

(for Kgnxtrum f ), cerifoliitin (chervil), serpillum

(wild thyme), apimjo (which elsewhere glosses
AS. beowyrt,

'

bee-wort,' and MHG. biiisnge,

bincsaug, as if 'bee-suck'); the AS. forms are

always glossed ligitstrum (privet). The name
means 'a plant from which honey is sucked.'

namely by bees, as the name apiayo (< L.

(tills, a bee) and the MHG. binsuge, above men-

tioned, indicate. Other names are E. wood-

bine, ML. caprifoliitM (glossing ME. wodebyndr,
woodbine), D. kainperfoelie, F. cltetrefeuille,

etc. (see caprifole, eaprifoliiini), G. geikublalt,

lit. 'goat-leaf,''etc.] 1. A name of upright or

climbing shrubs of the genus Lmiieera, natural

order Caprifoliaccw, natives of the temperate
parts of both hemispheres. They have entire op-

posite leaves, and axillary, often fragrant, white, red, or

yellow flowers, which are succeeded by sweetish red or

purple berries.

The common hon-

eysuckle,
L. Peri-

clytnenum, a na-

tive of central and
western Europe,
cultivated in the
fnited States, is

also known by the
name of wood-

bine, and is prob-
ably the 'twisted

eglantine
'

of Mil-
ton. L. Caprifo-
lium, which is

frequent in gar-

dens, and is char-

acterized by the

upper pairs of

leaves being unit-
ed into a cup, and
L. Xylosteum, the

fly
- honeysuckle,

are also found in

England, the lat-

ter only being
probably native.

^run^orlS c^^pSS^^rf,
honeysuckle), a
native of North America, is cultivated on account of

the beauty of its large flowers, which are red on the

outside and yellowish within. L. ciliata is the American

fly-honeysuckle; it has a honey-yellow corolla slightly

tinged with purple. L. /texiuma is the Chinese honey-
suckle, and L. Tartanca the Tatarian honeysuckle. The
bark of L. eoryuioian is used for dyeing black in Chili,

and the berries of L. coertilea are a favorite food of the

Kamtchadales.

ring Branch and Fruit of Trumpet or
'



honeysuckle
So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle
Gently entwist. Shak., SI. N. D., iv. 1.

I left this place, and saw a brother of the angle sit un-
der that honeymrklf hedge, one that will prove worth your
acquaintance. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 111.

I sat me down to watch upon a bank
With ivy canopied, and interwove
With Haunting honey-suckle.

Milton, Comus, 1. M5.

2. A plant of some other genus. The name 7n., //-

ttuckle is very generally applied in northern New England
to the genus Aquiletiia, of the natural order Ranuncula-
ceai, and particularly to the native wild columbine, A.
Canadensin. The African fly-honeysuckle is Halleria
lucida, of the natural order Scrophularinete ; the Aus-
tralian honeysuckles belong to the genus Bankttia, natural
order Proteacece, as B. terrain and B. integrtfolia. The
bush-honeysuckles, of the genus Diervttla (a near relative
of Lonicera, the true honeysuckle), are low shrubs of North
America, China, and Japan, extensively cultivated for their

profuse, mostly rose-colored flowers. The dwarf honey-
suckle is Cormit Suecica, of the natural order Cornacetf, a
native of north temperate or arctic countries ; the French
honeysuckle is Hedyxarum coronarium, of the natural
order Leguminosas; the ground-honeysuckle is Lotws
corniciUatus, of the natural order Leginnitut<v ; the New
Zealand honeysuckle is Knightia excelsa, of the natural
order Proteaceae ; the Tasmanian honeysuckle is Banicsia

australis; the West Indian honeysuckle is Teconia capen-
sis; the purple honeysuckle or azalea is Rhododendron
nudijlorum; the white honeysuckle is Rhododendron
iriscomm, of the natural order Ericacece. Various species
of Demnodium are also so called. See llanktia, Diervilla,
Lonicera, Cornug, Hedysarum, Desmodium, Halleria,
Tecoma, Rhododendron.

According to Culpepper, the white honeysuckle and red
honeysuckle were names of the white and red sorts of
meadow trefoil. In the West of England the red clover
is still called honeytuckle. Halliwell.

3. The flower of any of the above plants.
Woodbine that beareth the honeysuckle.

Baret, Alvearie, 1580.

honeysuckle-apple (hun'i-suk-l-ap*l), . A
fungus, Exobasidiitm Azalece, occurring on the
branches of Rhododendron (Azalea) nudiflorum.
It is eaten by children. Also called swamp-
apyle. [New Eng.]
honeysuckle-clover (hun'i-snk-l-klo'ver), .

The common white clover, Trifolium repens.

honeysuckled (hun'i-suk"ld), a. [< honeysuckle
+ -eri2 .] Covered with honeysuckles.

honeysuckle-tree (hun'i-suk-1-tre), . A plant
of the genus Banksia, natural order Proteacea;,
of several species, particularly B. marginata (B.
australis), B. collina, B. latifolia, and B. erici-

folia. They are large shrubs or small trees, natives of

Australia, New South Wales, and Tasmania, the flowers of
which yield an abundance of honey.

honey-sugar (hun'i-shug'ar), n. The solid

constituent of honey after granulation. It is

said to be chiefly glucose.

honey-sweet (hun'i-swet), n. The meadow-
weed, Spircea ulmaria.

honey-sweet (hun'i-swet), a. [< ME. hony-
swete = D. honigsoet, etc.] Sweet as honey.

For which this Januarie of whom I tolde,
Considered hath inwith his dayes olde,
The lusty lyf, the vertuous quyete,
That is in marriage hony-swete.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 162.

Prithee, honey-tweet husband, let me bring thee to
Staines. Shak., Hen. V., 11. 3.

honey-tongued (hun'i-tungd), a. Speaking
sweetly, softly, or winningly.

Consciences, that will not die in debt,
Pay him the due of honey-tonyued Boyet.

Shak., L. L. L..T. 2.

honey-tube (hun'i-tub), n. In entom., one of
the siphonets or small tubular projections on
the upper surface of the abdomen of an aphis :

so called because a sweet fluid called honey-
flew is extruded from them.

honeyware (hun'i-war), . Same as badder-
locks.

honeywort (hun'i-wert), H. 1. The crosswort,
Galium cruciata. 2. A plant of the genus Ce-

rinthe, of the natural order BoraginacecK. c. ma-
jor is a small European annual. The rough honeywort is

C. anpera. It grows about a foot high, and has oval, stem-
clasping, bluish-Kreen leaves, with white rough dots, and
racemes of purplish flowers, which secrete much honey.

hong1
!, . An obsolete form of hang.

hong2 (hong), n. [Chin. Jiang, in Canton hong,
a row or series.] 1. A Chinese warehouse,
consisting of a succession of rooms or store-
houses. 2. Formerly, as used by the Chinese,
one ofthe foreign factories maintainedatCanton
in the early days of trade with China; now, any
foreign mercantile establishment in China, Ja-

pan, etc. Hong merchants, n body of from eight to
twelve Chinese merchants at Canton, who once had the
sole privilege of trading with Europeans, and were re-

sponsible for the conduct of the foreigners with whom
they dealt and for their payment of customs-duties. By
the treaty of 1842 their peculiar functions ceased.

honiet, An obsolete spelling of lioney.

honied, p. a. See honeyed.
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honiset, honisht, . t. [ME. honisen, hunyschen,
< OP. lioiiis-, stem of certain parts of honir,
liinniir = Pr. aunir = It. onire, < OHG. lionjan (=
Goth, htiitnjfin = AS. liynan), disgrace, degrade,
shame.] To destroy; ruin.

He [God] fyndeth al fayre a freke with-inne
That hert honest and hoi, that hathel he honourez, . . .

And harde honysez thise other and of his erde flemez [ban-
ishes from his abode].

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), il. 596.

honi soit qui mal y pense. See Order of tlie

Garter, under garter.
Honiton lace. See lace.

honk (hongk), . [Imitative.] The cry of the
wild goose.

I heard the tread of a flock of geese, or else ducks, on
the dry leaves in the woods by a pondhole behind my
dwelling, where they had come up to feed, and the faint

hmik, or quack, of their leader as they hurried off.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 267.

honk (hongk), v. i. [< honk, .] To emit the

cry of the wild goose.
As the air grows colder, the long wedges of geese flying

south, with their commodore in advance, and honking as

they fly, are seen high up in the heavens.
O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 169.

The sound of the heavy wing strokes [of geese] and the

honking seemed directly overhead.
T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 61.

honker (hong'ker), n. That which honks, as a
goose ; specifically, the common wild goose of

America, the Canada goose, Bernicla canadensis.
See cut under Bernicla. [U. S.]

My first Honker. Well do I remember the morning on
which he measured his length on the grass and flopped
his life out in vain attempts to rise.

forest and Stream, May 22, 1884.

Pretty soon a big flock [of wild geese], led by an old

honker, comes sailin' along, sees our decoys, an' lights.
New York Evening Pott, Aug. 28, 1885.

honor, honour (on'or), n. [The second spell-

ing is still prevalent in England ; early mod. E.

honor, honour, < ME. honour, honor, honur, pro-
nounced and sometimes written without the

aspirate, onotir, onur (earliest form in -r),< AF.
honur, later honor, honour, OF. honur, hunur,
honor, hounor, hounour, onor, ounor, ounour,
even lienor, enor, unur, annor (the accent being
on the last syllable), later honeur, honneur, F.
/ioHei<r= Pr. honor, otior = Sp. Pg. honor = It.

onore, < L. honor', Itonos (honor-) (the form honos

being the older, and that which is used almost

exclusively in Cicero), honor, repute, etc.
;
root

unknown. Hence ult. honest, etc.] 1. Re-

spect blended with some degree of reverence
;

esteem due to worth or exalted merit of any
kind; deferential approbation or admiration.

For men suld hald that haly tre

In honore als it aw to be.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 123.

Thou art clothed with honour and majesty. Ps. civ. 1.

A prophet is not without honour, save in his own coun-

try. Mat xiii. 57.

But what is this honour, I mean honour indeed, and
that which ought to be so dear unto us, other than a kind
of history, or fame following actions of virtue?

Raleigh, Hist. World, V. ill. 2.

Fortune placed him (James I.] in a situation in which
his weaknesses covered him with disgrace, and in which
his accomplishments brought him no honour.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Personal title to high respect or esteem;
elevation of character; a controlling sense of
what is right, true, and due ; probity of feeling
and conduct : often applied specifically to loy-
alty and high courage in men and chastity in

Women, as virtues of the highest consideration.

To extort and take away the right of thepoor is against the
honor of the king. Latiiner, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Heaven so comfort me
As I am free from foul pollution
With any man ! my honour ta'en away,
I am no woman.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 2.

From the field of Pavia, where France suffered one of
the greatest reverses in her annals, Francis writes to his
mother: "All is lost except honor.". Sumner, Orations, 1. 60.

A man of a nice sense of honour is one who is punctil-
ious in doing things which he could not be punished for

neglecting, and whose neglect would arouse but little

disapprobation. C. Herder, Mind, X. 13.

3. A state, condition, circumstance, or charac-
ter which confers or attracts high considera-
tion and respect ; hence, a person of such con-
dition or character

;
a source or ground of es-

teem, respect, or consideration, as elevated

rank, dignity, conduct, etc.: as, a post of

honor; I have not the honor of his acquaintance;
he is an honor to his country.
He preide god yeve hem good a-uenture and grace to do

so that it inyght be savacion to theire soules, and honour
to theire soules, and honour to theire bodyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), Hi. 580.

honor

Erasmus, the honour of learning of all onre time, saide
wiselie that experience is the common scholehouae of

foles, and ill men. Aschatn, The Scholemaster, p. 62.

But a trouble weigh'd upon her.
And perplex'd her, night and morn,

With the burthen of an tionvnr
Unto which she was not born.

Tennyson, Lord of Burleigh.

Hence 4. That which attracts respect or ad-

miration; distinction; adornment.
Therefore he bids thee stand, thou proud man,
Whilst, with the whisking of my sword about,
I take thy honour* off.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

The grateful tree was pleas'd with what he said.

And shook the shady honours of her head.

Dn/den, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 769.

He spoke, and speaking in proud triumph spread
The long-contended honour* of her head.

Pope, R. of the L., iv. 140.

5. A manifestation or token of esteem
;
a mark

of respect, distinction, or high consideration :

as, to do one honor; the honor of knighthood;
the honors of war; military honors.

That it myght you please me do such honoure
That ye the Annes wold fouchesafe to here
Off Luxemttorugh.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2041.

Others . . . came, and were healed : who also honoured
us with many honours. Acts xxviii. 9, 10.

She may help you to many fair preferments, . . .

And lay these honours on your high desert.

Shak., Rich. III., L 8.

We will do him
No customary honour: since the knight
Came not to us, of us to claim the prize,
Ourselves will send it after.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. With a possessive personal pronoun, a def-
erential title of address or denotation formerly
used for men of superior condition generally,
but now (except as a mark of servility) restricted
in England to the holders of certain offices, par-
ticularly judges, including those of the county
courts, and in the United States to mayors,
judges, and magistrates: as, your honor; his

honor the judge.
Your honours shall perceive how I will work
To bring this matter to the wished end.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., til. 3.

My master (said I) . . . is come to Bath to recruit. . . .

I told Thomas that your Honour had already inlisted five

disbanded chairmen. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

"Judge your honor "said Mr. Bender, "I am en-
tered here, so to speak, as a defendant."

W. A. Butler, Mrs. Limber's Raffle, ix.

7. In Eng. law, a seigniory of several manors
held under one baron or lord paramount. Al-

though it was not a distinct organization, but an aggre-
gate of several manors, one court-baron was often held
for the whole, but regarded as the court of each several
manor. The name seems also to have been sometimes ap-
plied to a single great manor, escheating to the king, and
farmed out for him, or granted by him anew.

A Man possessed of five Earldoms, Lancaster, Leicester,
Ferrers, Lincoln and Salisbury, besides the Liberties of

Pickering, and the Honour of Cockermore.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 106.

The island of Ireland and the honour of Aumale were
distinctly territorial lordships. Stu libs, Const. Hist.

, 428.

8. In whist, one of the four highest trump-cards.
See whist.

Honours i. e. ace, king, qneen, and knave of trumps-
are thus reckoned : if a player and his partner, either sepa-
rately or conjointly, hold (i) the four honours, they score
four points ; (ii) any three honours, they score two points ;

(iii) only two honours, they do not score.

Club Code, quoted in Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 546.

9. pi. Civilities paid ; hospitalities or courtesies

rendered, as at an entertainment.

As I was introduced (to the Greek patriarch] by the

dragoman, or interpreter from the consul, I had all the
honours done me that are usual at an eastern visit

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 15.

Then hire a slave, or (if you will) a lord,
To do the honours, and to give the word.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 100.

Neither is it slight praise to say of a woman that she
does well the honors of her house in the way of hospital-
ity. Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent, p. 262.

A very old man (a fragment, like the castle itself)

emerged from some crumbling corner to do me the honors.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 189.

10. Special rank or distinction conferred by a

university, college, or school upon a student for

eminence in scholarship or success in some par-
ticular subject: usually in the plural.

I very early in the Sophomore year gave up all thoughts
of obtaining high honors.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 6.

The son, after bearing away all the best honours of Cam-
bridge, was ordained.

J. C. Jeaffreton, Live it Down, I. 155.

Act of honor. See act. An affair of honor, a duel.

Code of honor. See code, and laws of honor, below.
Court of honor, a body of persons sitting as a court to de-



honor

termine questions concerning honor or honorable conduct
asart'ectiug individuals or a community. Specifically (a)
One of a class of courts which formerly existed in Europe
for regulating and settling matters relating to the laws of

honor, and for correcting encroachments in matters of

coat-armor, precedency, etc. They were courts of chivalry.

(It) 1 n several European armies, a court composed of officers

authorized to inquire into and punish all breaches of the

principles of honor on the part of officers. Debt Of hon-
or. See dfbt. Honor bright ! a protestation of or appeal
tu honor. [Colloq.] Honors are easy. See easy. Hon-
ors of war, formal military manifestations of respect ;

specifically, the privileges granted to a capitulating force
at the discretion of a victorious commander. Permission
to march out with all the honors ofwar is the right accorded
to a surrendering garrison of marching out of their camp
or intrenchments with all their arms, and with colors fly-

ing, drums beating, etc. Last honor, usually last hon-
ors, a ceremony of respect paid to the dead ; funeral rites ;

obsequies.
As soon as the prince Facilidas had paid the last honour*

to his father, he set about composing those disorders
which had so long distracted the kingdom by reason of

the difference of religion. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 401.

Laws of honor, the laws or established rules of honorable
conduct

; especially, the regulations concerning the oc-

casions for fighting duels and the methods of conducting
them in an honorable manner. Such laws were formerly
generally recognized and rigidly enforced by public opin-
ion. Maid Of honor, a lady in the service of a queen,
whose duty it is to attend the queen when she appears in

public.
Poor soul ! I had a maid of honour once ;

She wept her true eyes blind for such a one,
A rogue of canzonets and serenades.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

On or upon my honor, words accompanying a declara-

tion, and pledging one's nonor or reputation for the truth
of it. The members of the British House of Lords, in their

judicial capacity, give their verdict on their honor.

Look, the good man weeps !

He's honest, on mine honour.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

York. Upon thine honour, is he prisoner?
Buck. Upon mine honour, he is prisoner.

SAai.,2Hen. VI., v. 1.

Point Of honor, (a) A scruple arising from sense of duty
or delicacy of feeling, which determines the action of a
man on a particular occasion : as, he hesitated on a point
of honor. (6) Under the code or laws of honor, the obliga-
tion to demand or grant satisfaction for a wrong or an

insult, especially by means of a duel.

The point of honor has been deem'd of use
To teach good manners and to curb abuse. . , .

'Tis hard, indeed, if nothing will defend
Mankind from quarrels but their fatal end.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 163.

To do honor to. (a) To treat with special or marked
respect; manifest approbation of ; confer honor upon : as,

to do honor to a man or to his actions, (b) To gain respect
for by honorable or laudable action

;
do something that

brings honor or credit to : as, to do honor to one's self, or
to one's profession or country. To make one's honorst,
to make obeisance ; do reverence.

They paced once about, in their ring, every pair making
their honours, as they came before the state.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
Caroline arose from her seat, made her curtsey awk-

wardly enough, with the air of a boarding-school miss, her
hands before her. My father let her make her honours, and
go to the door. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, II. 190.

Word Of honor, a verbal promise or engagement which
cannot be violated without disgrace. =Syn. 1. Fame, Re-

nown, etc. (see glory!, n.) ; repute, consideration, esteem,
credit, respect, homage, civility, deference, high-minded-
ness, nobleness. 2. Integrity, Probity, etc. See honesty.

honor, honour (on'or), v. t. [Early mod. E.

honor, honour; < ME. honouren, honuren, rarely
hoiioren, honren, sometimes without the aspi-

rate, onouren, < AF. honurer, OF. honurer, ho-

norer, honourer, onorer, etc., F. honorer = Pr.

honorar, lionrar, onrar = Sp. Pg. honrar = It.

onorare, < L. honorare, honor, < honor, honos,

honor, pay respect to, grace: see honor, .]

1. To hold in honor; regard with honor ;
treat

with deference ; respect; revere; when said of
the Supreme Being, to reverence

;
adore

;
wor-

ship.
That man that schal the wedde bifor god with a ryng,
Loue thou him & honoure.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

That all men should honour the Son, even as they honour
the Father. John v. 23.

Hee [Bacchus] taught them the vse of Wine, Oyle, and
Sacrificing : in memorie whereof, Posteritie honered him
for a god. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 452.

2. To bestow honor upon ; do or bring honor
to; distinguish honorably or respectfully; favor

(with) as an honor: as, to honor one with a title.

Thus shall it be done to the man whom the king de-

lighteth to honour. Esther vi. 9.

I may not evermore acknowledge thee, . . .

Nor thou with public kindness honour me.
Shak., Sonnets, xxxvi.

A custom
More honour'd in the breach than in the observance.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

To whom to nod, whom take into your coach,
Whom honour with your hand.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 103.

3. To perform some duty of respect or credit

toward : as, to honor an invitation or an iiitro-
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duction; specifically, in coin., to accept and

pay when due : as, to honor a bill of exchange.
" With great pleasure

" and Saffron honoured a chal-

lenge to wine. D. Jerrold, Men of Character, I. 69.

honorable, honourable (ou'or-a-bl), a. and n.

[< ME. honourable, onorable, < OF. honorable,

onorable, F. honorable = Sp. honorable = It.

onorabi/e, < L. honorabilis (rare), that procures
honor or esteem, < honorare, honor: see honor,
i
1

.] I. a. 1. Worthy of being honored; entitled

to deference or respect on account of character
or rank; eminent; illustrious.

Too the Courte of the Kyng till hee comme were,
Too looke on Olympias the onorable Queene.

Alisaunder of JUacedoine (E. E. T. S.X 1. 577.

Many of them believed ; also of honourable women which
were Greeks . . . not a few. Acts xvii. 12.

2. Actuated by principles of honor or a scru-

pulous regard to rectitude or reputation; act-

ing justly or in good faith.

Thou a wretch, whom, foH'wing her old plan,
The world accounts an honorable man,
Because forsooth thy courage has been tried,
And stood the test perhaps on the wrong side.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 738.

3. Conferring or suitable for honor or distinc-

tion; creditable; reputable.
Ill to the court in the morning : we must all to the wars,

and thy place shall be honourable.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Nought is more honourable to a knight,
Ne better doth beseeme brave chevalry,
Then to defend the feeble in their right.

Spenser, F. Q., V. fl. 1.

Honourable wounds from battle brought. Dryden.

4. Consistent with or conformable to honor or

reputation ;
honest

;
sincere

;
marked by pro-

bity or good faith : as, honorable intentions or

motives ; an honorable character.

If that thy bent of love be honourable,
Thy purpose marriage, send me word to-morrow.

Shak.,n. and J., ii. 2.

All great & honourable actions are accompanied with

great difficulties, and must be both enterprised and over-

come with answerable courages.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 26.

God send us an honourable Peace.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 27.

The dissensions between the Roman orders are on the
whole honourable to both parties. It is possible to un-
derstand both sides, to enter into the feelings of both
sides. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 297.

5. Held in honor
; worthy of respect; free from

shame or disgrace ; respectable : as, honorable

poverty.
I acknowledge that Marriage is an honourable condition.

Howdl, Letters, I. vi. 60.

Seven happy years of health and competence,
And mutual love and honourable toil.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

6. Performed or accompanied with marks of

honor or with testimonials of esteem : as, an
honorable burial.

An honourable conduct let him have.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

I kept my seat on the sopha, and when the person got
up at the right hand of the Cashif, the Cashif mil il to me
to take his place, and shew'd me great civility; which
was more honourable than if I had placed myself lower at

the table. Pocoeke, Description of the East, I. 57.

7. Of respectable quality or amount; adequate
to requirement ;

sufficient: as, an honorable sal-

ary. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Dined with Lord Cornebury, now made L. Chamberlaine

to the Queene ;
who kept a very honorable table.

Evelyn, Diary, May 24, 1666.

8. An epithet put before a person's name as a

conventional title of respect or distinction, in
Great Britain this title is bestowed upon the younger sons
of earls and the children of viscounts and barons, and
upon persons occupying official places of trust and honor ;

also upon the House of Commons as a body, as formerly
upon the East India Company. In the United States it is

commonly given to persons who hold or have held any
considerable office under the national or State govern-
ment, particularly to members and ex-members of Con-
gress and of State legislatures, to judges, justices, and
some other judicial officers, as well as to certain executive
officers. Abbreviated Hon. Honorable discharge. See

discharge. Honorable ordinary, in her. See ordinary.
Right Honorable, in Great Britain, a title given to all

peers and peeresses of the United Kingdom, to the eldest
sons and all the daughters of peers above the rank of vis-

count, to all privy councilors, and to some civic function-

aries, as the mayors of London and Dublin.

The Jiight Honorable gentleman is indebted to his mem-
ory for his jests and to his imagination for his facts.

Sheridan, Speech in Reply to Mr. Dundas.
= Syn. 1. Honorary, Honorable. See honorary. 2. Just,

upright, conscientious, high-minded, magnanimous. See

comparison under honesty.

II. H. 1. An honored or distinguished person.
Ector full onestly that onerable thanket :

And yet the batell on bent was breme to behold !

Destruction uf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6709.

honorific

2. One who bears the formal or official title of

honorable. [Colloq.]

honorableness, honourableness (on'or-a-bl-

nes), n. 1. The state of being honorable; dig-

nity; distinction; eminence: as, hoiiorableiietiy

of rank.
Honorablenesse is a noble ordering of weightie matters,

with a lustie heart, and a liberall vsing of his wealth, to

encrease of honour. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Ehetoric, p. 35.

2. Honorable conduct, character, or quality;

reputableness ; respectability.
The wages of labour vary with the ease or hardship, the

cleanliness or dirtiness, the honourableness or dishonour-

ableness, of the employment.
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 10.

The Fijians, believing in the honourableness of murder,
are regarded by us with astonishment.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 260.

honorably, honourably (on'or-a-bli), adv. [<

ME. honourably; < honorable + -ly
2
.] In an

honorable manner; in a manner conferring or

consistent with honor. .

When I am dead, speak honourably of me.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

honorancet, honourancet, *. [< ME. honoranee,

honuraunce, < OF. honoranee, onorance, < hono-

rer, honor: see honor, ^.] An honoring; the act

of paying homage, respect, or worship.
In ye honuraunce of ihesu crist of heuene, and of his der

woryi moder seynt marie, and of ale halowene, and special-
like of yt blisful corsant seynt Nicholaus, yis fraternite is

bygunnen. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 97.

As honour is in honourance, in him that honours rather

than him that is honoured, so disgrace is in him that casts

it, not in him that endures it. South, Works, VIII. ix.

honorarium (on-o-ra'ri-um), n.
; pi. honoraria

(-a). [< L. honorarium (sc. donum), a present
made on being admitted to a post of honor,
neut. of honorarius, honorary: see honorary.]
A fee for services rendered, especially by a

physician or other professional person, in Eng-
land, when used of the fee of a barrister, it has reference
to the fact that at common law barristers had no legal right
to recover compensation for their services. Also honorary.

Each of the directors must hold at least ten shares, and
be elected by ballot of stockholders. While fixing the
salaries of employes, they receive no honorarium them-
selves. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 930.

honorary (ou'or-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. liono-

raire = Sp. Pg. h'onorario = It. onorario, < L.

lionorarius, of or relating to honor, conferring
honor, < honor, honor: see honor.'] I. a. 1.

Done or made in token of honor
; honoring.

Beside their real tombs, many have found honora>-y and
empty sepulchres. Sir T. Browne, Urn -burial, iii.

I have near a hundred honorary letters from several

parts of Europe. Swift, Bickerstaff Papers.

2. Conferring honor, or intended merely to

confer honor, without customary requirements
or obligations: as, an honorary degree or title.

3. Holding a title or place conferred as an
honor. An honorary member of a society or an institu-

tion may or may not take an active part in its proceed-
ings or the promotion of its objects, but has no share in

its management. An honorary officer, as distinguished
from the regular officers of the same body, renders ser-

vices without compensation, or without the full power or

obligations of the office.

To the justices in active service the Russian law ad-

joins others called honorary, who are also elected, and
in the same way, but who can sit only in civil cases, and
then only when requested to do so by the parties to the

suit, or as assistants to the acting magistrates.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 924.

Honorary feud. See, feudz. Honorary service, in

Eng. law, a service incident to grand serjeanty and com-
monly annexed to some honor. = Syn. 1 and 2. Honor-

ary, Honorable. Honorary refers to that which exists or
is done for the sake of conferring honor : as, an honorary
degree, honorary membership ; honorable, to that which
is worthy of honor, confers honor, or is consistent with
the sentiment of honor: as, an honorable man (in two
senses) ;

an honorable alliance ; an honorable motive.

II. n.
; pi. honoraries (-riz). Same as hono-

rarium.

In some universities, the salary makes but a part . . .

of the emoluments of the teacher, of which the greater
part arises from honoraries or fees of his pupils.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 1.

honor-court (on'or-kort), n. In Eng. law, a

court held within an honor or seigniory.

honored, honoured (on'ord), a. In her., same
as crowned.

honorer, honourer (ou'pr-er), . [< honor, hon-

our, + -!.] One who honors.

Let us study dayly and diligently to shew our selues to

be the true honourers and lovers of God.

Homilies, Sermon against the Feare of Death, iii.

I now have cancell'd all

The thoughts of her, and offer thee myself,
Myself thy perfect honourer.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iii. 3.

honorific (on-o-rif 'ik), fl. and n. [= F. honori-

liqiif = Sp. Pg. lionoriftco = It. onorifico, < L.



honorific

hoitorijirus, that does honor, honorable, < lunim ,

honorj + -ficus, (fueere, do, make.] I. a. Con-

ferring honor
; importing respect or deference.

Mr. Freeman (in his ( 'umpurative Politics, pp. 72, 7-'i) has

Riven a long list of honorific names belonging to classes

or institutions, which indicate the value once set by ad

vancing societies on the judgment of the old.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 23.

A very eminent professor wrote a highly courteous and
honorific letter to the papers.

Fortnightly Rec., N. 8., XLIII. 51.

II. u. A word or syllable used as a mere
honorific term: as, for example, in the lan-

guages of China and Japan, kwei, honorable,
l.'ao, eminent, lao, venerable, go, imperial, o,

great or august, used for the second and third

personal pronouns when speaking to or of an-
other: as, kwei kwoh, your (honorable) coun-

try ; go set met, your (imperial) name, etc.

Bailey remarks of the Veddahs that in addressing others

"they use none of the honorific* so profusely common in

Singhalese." //. Spencer, Frin. of SocioL, 6 398.

The absolutely necessary personal references are Intro-
duced by honorific* : that is, by honorary or humble ex-

pressions. The Atlantic, LX. 517.

honorify (6-nor'i-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. honori-

fled, ppr. honorifying. [< OF. honorijier, < ML.
honorificare, < L. honorifietts, that does honor :

see honorific."] To do tonor to; confer honor

upon. [Rare.]
Making large statues to honvrify
Thy name, memorial's rites to glorify.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

honorless, honourless (ou'or-les), a. [< honor,
honour, + -few.] Without honor; not honored.
The resdue, and the hugie heape of such as there lay

slayne,
Both numbrelesse and honourlesse they burne.

Phaer, JEneid, ii.

And so, reciprocally, will an honourlens king promote the

worship of a fearless God. Wuruarlun, Works, IX. xiv.

honor-man (on'or-mau ), . One who takes hon-
ors on graduation from a college or university.
The anxious classical honour-man could not scribble

down a whole ode of Pindar without becoming aware of

what he was doing. Proc. Soe. Psych. Research, II. 223.

honoroust, honouroust, a- [< OF. lumoros,
oiioros, < L. as if *honorosus, honorable, < ho-

nor, honor : see honor."] Honorable.
The Kyng armed was with fair Ennynee,
Hys swet doughter ful maydenly to vew,
Hys honorous fader with harnois new.

Rum. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1321.

honor-point (on'or-poiut), . In her., the point
just above the center of the escutcheon or fesse-

point.

hontet, '' and ii. A Middle English form of

limit. Chaucer.

honved (hon'ved), n. [Hung., lit. 'defenders
of the fatherland.'] The landwehr of Hun-
gary, exclusive of artillery. The name was
used in 1848-9 to denote, first the volunteers,
and then the entire revolutionary army.

honyt, . An obsolete spelling of honey.
hoo* (ho), inter}. [A sonorous syllable, a var.

of ho, 7w,etc.: see/to1 . Alsoredupl.7iooAoo,q.v.]
An exclamation variously used to express ex-

citement, delight, contempt, etc., according to

the mode of utterance.

Take my cap, Jupiter, and I thank thee : Hoc .' Mar-
ri;is coming home! Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

hoo2t, " An obsolete form of how%.

hoo3 (ho), pron. A dialectal form of he1
,
A and B.

hoohuht, . An obsolete spelling of hubbub.
hood (hud), >i. [< ME. hood, hod, < AS. hod, a

hood, = OFries. hod = D. hoed = MLG. hot, LG.
hood, a hat, =
OHG. huot, hot,
MHG. huot, a

hat, hood, hel-

met, G. hut, a
hat

;
akin to heed,

>~r*v
>;n

and more re- /V.
motely to hat:
see heed1 , hat 1

.']

1. A covering
for the head, of

soft or flexi-

ble material, as

cloth, leather, or
chain-mail (in a
suit of armor),
UMiiallv ovtoiifl .-/, hood of the middle ages; 5, hood like
usually extend- A

^ but worn by fitting j,e face .op<.,lin(,

lllg Over the back around the head and twisting the cape 0?

,f 4.1.- i i the hood into a wreath; C, hawk's hood
of the neck and W

|
th ],, ,au, Or tiroire ; n, hawk's hood

sometimes the without the tail. (From Viollet-le-Duc's
.. ,

" Diet, du Mobilier francais.")
shoulders, and
often attached to a garment worn about the

body: as, the luiod of a monk; the hood of an
academic gown. (See also cut under ctniuiil.

His cote wad of a cloute that cary was y-called,
His hod was full of holes & his heer oute.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 422.

( )n bad me by a hood to cover my head ;

But for want of mony, I myght not be sped.
Lydyate, London Lackpenny.

They should be good men ; their affairs as righteous :

But all hoods make not monks. Shale., Hen.VIII., iii. 1.

2. In falconry, a covering for the entire head
of a hawk. It is usually adorned with a plume of

feathers, and sometimes with small bells. Its especial

purpose is to blind the hawk, and it is removed when
the quarry is to be pursued.
3. A cover of a carriage for the protection of

its occupants, made so that it can be folded or

turned back, or removed. 4. Something that
resembles a hood in form, position, or use, as
the upper petal or sepal of certain flowers, a

chimney-cowl, etc.; specifically, in zool., a con-
formation of parts or an arrangement of color
on or about the head, like or likened to a hood.
See phrases under hooded.

A pair of very conspicuous white, black-edged spectacle-
like marks on the expansible portion of the neck, called
the hood. Gunther, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 196.

As the quadrants or hootl dip under the water, they
close one end of a division [of a gas-meterj.

Set. Anter., N. 8., LV. 851.

5. The hooded seal, Cystophora cristata. [New-
foundland.] 6. In snip-building, the foremost
and aftermost planks of a ship's bottom, both
inside and outside French hood, a head-dress
worn by women in the sixteenth century, of which the
front band was depressed over the forehead and raised in

folds or loops over the temples.
For these loose times, when a strict sparing food
More's out of fashion then an old French hood.

Herbert, Hygiasticon.

To fly out of the hood. See *i, r. t. To glaze one's
hoodt. Seeglaze. To put a bone in any one's hoodt.
See bonei. To put an ape in one's hoodt. See ape.

hood (hud), f. t. [< ME. hooden, hoden, cover
with a hood, cover; from the noun.] 1. To
cover the head of with a hood

;
furnish with a

hood: as, to hood a falcon
;
to hood a chimney.

When he [Scipio] was at Alexandria and disbarked, as
he came first to land, he went hooded, as it were, with his
robe cast over his head. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 358.

I will assure you, he can sleep no more
Than a hooded hawk.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 2.

The friar howled, and the monarch crown'd.

/'"/" Essay on Man, iv. 198.

Some young shepherdess, in thelinen cap and long white
hooded cloak of Barbiion. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 430.

Hence 2. To cover; hide; blind.

I would to God that I were hooded, that I saw less ; or
that I could perform more. Bacon, Letters, it

While grace is saying, hood mine eyes
Thus with my hat, and sigh, and say amen.

Shalt., M. of V., ii. 2.

The Spirit of intolerance, no longer ttooded in the dark-
ness of the cloister, now stalked abroad in all his terrors.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 7.

-hood. [_(.
ME. -hode, -hod (also, with mutation

of vowel, -hed, -hefo, > E. -head), < AS. had,

prop, state, condition, quality, also a per-
son, sex; in comp., condition, quality (as in

cild-had, childhood, werhdd, manhood, preost-
hdd, priesthood, mcedenhad, ME. maidenhod,
maidenhfd, E. maidenhood, maidenhead, etc.);
= OS. hed, condition, honor, = OHG. heit, con-

dition, quality, sex, rank, MHG. heit, way, man-
ner, = Icel. heidhr = Dan. holder = Sw. heder,
honor, = Goth, haidus, way, manner ; as a suf-

fix, = OS. -hed = OFries. -hed = D. -Jteid =
MLG. -heit, LG. -hed = OHG. -heit, MHG. G.
-heit and (after adjectives in -Hch and -</)
-keit (Sw. -het, Dan. -hed, prob. after LG.);
= Skt. ketu, brightness, appearance, < T/ kit,

perceive, know.] A suffix denoting 'state,

quality, character,' as in childhood, boyhood,
manhood, maidenhood, fatherhood, brotherhood,
sisterhood, knighthood, priesthood, Godhood, etc.
Such compounds, which are properly abstract, are some-
times used concretely with a collective sense, as brother-

hood, sisterhood, priesthood, etc., meaning a body or an
association of brothers, sisters, priests, etc. It is equiv-
alent to -head, as in maidenhead, Godhead, the form
Godhead being now usual in the concrete sense. The suf-

fix, originally attachable to nouns only, is in Kiddie Eng-
lish and modern use sometimes found with adjectives, as
in falsehood, and in pseudo-archaic forms like drearihead,
ifrowsihead. luntihead (-hed\ etc., used by Spenser and his

imitators (Thomson, etc.).

hood-cap (hud'kap), . 1. The hooded or blad-
der-nosed seal, Cystophora cristata. See cut un-
der Cystophorinai. 2. A close head-dress worn
by women in the reign of Henry VIII. It was a
close caporbonnet covering the sides of the face.
The Versailles portrait of Katherine of Arragon is re-

markable for the hood-cap of five corners.
tT. Thontbury, Art Jour., N. S., XV. 137.

hood-cover (hud'kuv'
i

'er), ii. Same as hood, 3.

Hood-ends of Planks.

hoodoo

hooded (hud'ed),^j. . 1. Wearing, or covered
or furnished with, a hood. 2. Specifically, in

zool., having on the head any formation of

parts or arrangement of colors like or likened
to a hood, as in mammals, birds, etc.; cucul-

late; capistrate. 3. In lot., cucullate; hav-

ing the apex or sides curved upward or arched
over so as to resemble the point of a slipper or

a hood, as the spathe of the Indian turnip or
the lip of Cypripciliiiiu and Calypso. See cut
under ('y/iri/icditt/ii Hooded crow, Cormis comix.
See crow-. Also called hoodie-crow, Danixh crow, Kent-
ixh crow, market-Jew crow, Northern or A'oricay crw.
maid crow, Scrememton croir. Hpoded merganser, ii

anserine bird of the family Anatidtf, the Lnt>lnnt/ttencucvi-
latus. Hooded oriole, a bird of the family Icteridtr, tlh

Icterus cucullatuv. Hooded seal, the bladder-nosed seal.

Cystophora cristata. See cut under teal. Hooded snake,
a snake in which the elastic skin of the neck is distended
over elongated and very movable ribs, suggesting a houd
or cowl, as in the cobra. These serpents belong to the

family Elapidcv or Najidce, and especially to the genus
Xaja, as the Indian cobra, Jv". tripudians, or the Egyptian
asp, Saja haje. The hamadryad, Ophiophagus elapt, is also

a hoodeasnake. See cut under cobra-de-capello. Hooded
warbler, an American bird of the family Sylricolida!, the

Myiodiocte* mitratus.

hood-end, hooding-end (hud 'end, hud 'ing-
end), . In ship-building, the end of a plank
which fits into
the rebate of

thestem-postor
the stern-post.
hood-gastrula
(hud

T
gas

*
tr$-

la), 11. An am-
phigastrula.
hoodie (hud'i),
n. Same as
hoodie-crow.
[Scotch.]

hoodie-crow, hoodie-craw (hud'i-kro, -kra), H.

[Sc., also hoddy-cntic, huddit-craic, hoodit-craw,
i. e. hooded crow : also simply hoodie, hoody,
hoddy : see hoddy.] The hooded crow, Corvus
comix. [Scotch.]

They are sitting down yonder like hoodie-crates in a mist.

Scott, Antiquary, viii.

On the rabbit burrows on the shore there gathered
hundreds and hundreds of hoodiecrown, such as you see in

Cambridgeshire. Kingsley, Water-Babies, p. 237.

hooding (hud'ing), . [Verbal n. of hood, f.]
1. A covering. 2. The strip of leather that
connects the two parts of a flail.

hooding-end, n. See hood-end.

hood-jelly (hud'jel'i), . A name of the Hy-
dromedusat or acalephs proper, such as jelly-
fish and sea-nettles. Haeekel.
hoodless (hud'les), a. [< ME. hodles; < hooil

+ -tew.] Having no hood.
hoodlum (hod'lum), n. [A word of no definite

derivation, appar. originating in California in

the slang of the ruffians of whom it has become
the designation.] A young hectoring street

rowdy; one of a gang of ruffians; a lounging,
good-for-nothing, quarrelsome fellow

;
a rough.

[Slang, western U. 8.]
Yon at the East hare but little idea of the hoodlmnt of

this city [San Francisco). They compose a class of crim-
inals of both sexes, far more dangerous than are to be
found In the Eastern cities. They travel In gangs, and
are ready at any moment for the perpetration of any crime.

Boston Journal, August, 1877.

hoodmant(hud'man), n. [<hood + man.'] The
person blindfolded in the game of hoodman-
blind, now called blindman's-buff.

Re-enter Soldiers with Parolles.
Her. A plague upon him ! muffled. . . .

1 Lord. Hoodman comes. Shak., All's Well, iv. 8.

hoodman-blind (hud'man-blind'), n. A play in

which a person blinded is to catch one of the
others and tell his name ;

blindman's-buff .

What devil was 't

That thus hath cozeu'd you at hoodinan-olind?

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

Here [at Bracebridge Hull] were kept up the old games
of hoodman blind, shoe the wild mare, hot cockles, steal

the white loaf, bob apple, and snap dragon.
Irrinij, Christmas Eve.

hood-mold, hood-molding (hud'mold, -mol"-

ding), n. In arch., the projecting molding of

the arch over a medieval door or window, etc.,

whether inside or outside. Also called label,

drip, dripstone, or weather-molding. See cuts
under dripstone.
hoodock (hud'ok), it. [Origin obscure.] Mi-

serly. [Scotch.]

My hand-waled curse keep hard in chase
The harpy, lioottock, purse-proud race.

Burns, To Major Logan.

hoodoo (ho'dii), a. [An irreg. var. of roodoo, or

so regarded.] 1. Same as roodou.



hoodoo
The prospect of pleasing his party and at the same time

escaping a haodvi must be irresistibly attractive.

New York Sun, March 20, 1S89.

2. [From the verb.] A bewitchment ;
an occult

cause of bad luck; hence, a person supposed
to bring bad luck : opposed to mascot. [Colloq.]

3. A name given in the northwestern United
States to certain grotesque columns, the pro-
ducts of volcanic action and erosion, left stand-

ing on the slopes of mountains and in deep
gulches.
hoodoo (ho'do), v. t. 1. Same as voodoo. 2.

To bring or cause bad luck to, as a person or an

enterprise. [Colloq.]
hood-sheaf (hitd'shef), . A sheaf used to

cover other sheaves when set up in shocks.

hood-shy (hud'shi), n. In falconry, afraid of the

hood
; unwilling to have the hood put on : said

of a hawk.

hood-top (hiid'top), . The hood or cover of

a carriage. See hood, it., 3.

hoodwink (hud'wingk), v. t. [< hood + wink;

prob. orig. in ref . to hooding a hawk : see hood,

n.,2.] 1. To blind by covering the eyes ;
blind-

fold.

We'll have no Cupid hoodurink'd with a scarf,

Bearing a Tartar's painted bow of lath.

Shak., K. and J.,L 4.

When the hawk was not flying at her game, she was usu-

ally hood-mnked, with a cap or hood provided for that pur-

pose, and fitted to her head.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 91.

2. To cover; hide.

Had it pleased him not to hoodwink his own knowledge,
I nothing doubt but he fully saw how to answer himself.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

For the prize I'll bring thee to

Shall hoodwink this mischance.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

3. To blind mentally; deceive by disguise ;
im-

pose upon.
He, hoodvtinked with kindness, least of all men knew

who struck him. Sir P. Sidney.

Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment hood-wink'd.

Cowper, Task, vi. 102.

= Syu. 3. See deceive.

hoodwinkt, . [< hoodwink, .] Disguise ;
con-

cealment. Danes.

No more dooth she laboure too mask her Phansye with
hudwinck. Stanihuret, ^Eneid, iv. 176.

hoodwort (hud'wfert), n. A small American

plant, Seutellaria lateriflora, with axillary blue
flowers.

hoody(hud'i),. SameasAood/e-croio. Montagu.
hooer (ho'er), H. Same as huer.

hoof (hof), n. ; pi. hoofs (hofs), rarely hooves

(hovz). [< ME. hoof, hof, pi. hoves, hovys, < AS.

hof= OS. OFries.Ao/=
D. hoef = LG. hof =
OHG. MHG. huof, G.

huf = Icel. hofr = Sw.

hof = Dan. hoi:, hoof.

Cf. OBulg. Bohem. Pol.

Buss, kopyto, hoof, re-

ferred to kopati, Russ.

kopate, etc., dig; cf.

Skt. qapha, a hoof, esp.
a horse's hoof.] 1.

The casing of hard

horny substance which
sheathes the ends of

the digits or meases
the foot in many ani-

mals. A hoof differs from
a nail or claw only in being
blunt and large enough to

inclose the end of the limb ;

and almost every gradation
is to be found between such
structures as the human
nails, or the claws of a cat,
and the hoofs of a horse or
an ox. The substance is

the same in any case, and
the same as horn, being
modified and greatly thick-
ened cuticle or epidermis.
See hoofed.

With the hoofs of his horses
shall he tread down all thy
streets. Ezek. xxvi. 11.

Whatsoever parteth the

It'-

Middle Lengthwise Section of
Foot of Horse, showing the hoof-

bones, etc-

i, 2, tendons of extensor mus-
cles; 5, tendons of flexor perfo-
rutus muscle ; 6, tendons of flexor

periforans muscle ; 10, fetlock ; 19,

hoof; 3, a synovia! bursa in the

fetlock-joint ; 4. the middle meta-
carpal (or metatarsal), being the

"cannon-bone"; 9, a sesamoid
bone or "nut-bone" behind the
fetlock-joint ; 13, the proximal
phalanx, fetter-bone, or great
pastern ; 14, the median pha*
nx.coronary.or small pastern;

hoof,""and i8 clovenfooted" '5-interphalan^al
articulati

. . . that shall ye eat.

Lev. xi. 3.

On burnish'd hooves his war-
horse trode.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott,
[iii.

2. A hoofed animal ; a beast.

Our cattle also shall go with us ; there shall not an hoof
be left behind. Ex. x. 26.

tendon of flexor perfo
called the navicular bone by
veterinaries, but not to be con-
founded with the navicular of

anatomy in the tarsus or hock ;

17, part of coronet; 18, the distal

phalanx, or coffin-bone.
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He had not a single hoiifot any kind to slaughter.

waikinyton.

3. In (/cow., an uugula or part of a cylinder or

cone cut off by a plaue cutting both the base

and the curved surface. 4. In toi'toine-xln/1

Hinuiif. , one of the smaller plates of translucent
shell forming the head Cleft hoof, cloven hoof,
the pair of hoofs of cloven-footed ungulates, as the rumi-
nants. Each half of the supposed hoof is a complete hoof

for its own digit. False hoof, the hoof of a functiouless

digit, on which an animal does not walk, as one of the pair
behind and above the other hoofs of the ox, deer, pig, etc.

On the hoof, alive ; not butchered : used by cattle-men
and butchers. To show the cloven hoof. See cloven.

hoof (hof), v. t. [< hoof, .] 1. To walk, as

cattle
;
foot : with an indefinite it. [Colloq. or

slang.]
To hoof it o'er as many weary miles . . .

As e'er the bravest antler of the woods.

Scott, Ethwald, from Notes to L. of the L.

2. To kill (game) by shooting it on the ground.
[Colloq., southern U. S.]

hoof-bound (h6f'bound), a. In farriery, having
a dryness and contraction of the hoof which oc-

casions pain and lameness.

hoof-cushion (hof'kush'on), n. Same as hoof-

pad.
hoofed (hoft), a. [< hoof + -ecft.'] Having a

hoof or hoofs; ungulate, whether artiodactyl
or perissodactyl : distinguished from clawed.
Hoofed quadrupeds, the mammalian order Ungulata.

hoofing-place (hof'ing-plas), n. The place
where a flock is herded. [Prov. Eng.]
Wherever he herds the lord's sheep, the several other

shepherds are to give way to him, and give up their hoof-

ing-place. Hone's Eaery-day Book, II. 22.

hoofless (hof'les), a. [< hoof + -less.'] Having
no hoof or hoofs.

hoof-mark (hof'mark), >i. The mark or trace

left by an animal's hoof in stepping.

hoof-pad (hofpad), . A protecting cushion
fastened to a horseshoe or fixed to a horse's

foot to prevent interference or injury, or to cor-

rect malformation.

hoof-pick (hof'pik), . A curved hook or hooked
knife-blade used toremove stones, balls ofsnow,
etc., from the bottom of a horse's hoof.

hoof-shaped (hof'shapt), a. Shaped like a

horse's hoof.

hoof-spreader (h8f'spred"er), u. Adevice fitted

to the foot of a horse to correct narrowness or

malformation.

hoofy (ho'fi), a. [< hoof + -y
1
.] Belonging to

a hoof. In the quotation there is an allusion to Hippo-
crene, a fountain near Helicon, said to have burst forth

when the ground was struck by the hoof of Pegasus.

Then parte in name of peace, and softly on
With numerous feete to Hoofy Helicon.

Herrick, Appendix, p. 441.

hoohoo (hp'ho'), inter}. [Aredupl. of Aoo1
.] An

exclamation of excitement or delight, used to

express approval or assent.

hoohoo (ho'ho'), v. t. [< hoohoo, interj.] To
say "Hoohoo" to; approve by saying "Hoo-
hoo": with reference to mobs or savages.
He was heartily hoohoved.

Aoc. Preti Despatch, Sept. 1, 1887.

hook (huk), n. [< ME. hole, < AS. hoc, sometimes

spelled (to show the longvowel) hooc=MD. hoe/,;

hoeck, a hook, D. hoek, a hook, angle, corner,

quarter, cape (> Dan. Sw. huk, a cape), = LG.
huk, a hook, edge, corner; the kindred forms
have a different vowel, and agree with AS.

haca, a bolt or bar of a door, ME. *hake, E. dial.

hake, a, hook: see hake1
, hake%, hatch1

."] 1. A
curved or angular piece of metal or other firm

substance, either separate or forming part of

another object, adapted to catch, hold, pull
down, or sustain something : as, a fish-hook ; the
hook of agate-hinge; apotAoofc; a crochet-Aoofr ;

a cotton-ftoofc; a cur-hook; the hooka of the
teasel.

I will put my hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips.
Isa. xxxvil. 20.

His buckler prov'd his chiefest fence ;

For still the shepherd's hook
Was that the which King Alfred could
In no good manner brook.

King Atfral and the Shepherd.

2. A curved instrument for cutting grass or

grain; a sickle, especially one with a broad
blade and a smooth edge; an instrument for

cutting or lopping.
Make redie nowe iche nedeful instrument, . . .

The hokex that the fern awaie shall bite,
And billes all thees brerers [read breres] up to smyte.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Great Kings and Consuls, who haue oft for blades
And glistering Scepters handled hnokx and spades.

r, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

hook

3. A projecting point or spit of land on the sea-

or lake-coast, which ends with a recurved or

hook-shaped form: as, Sandy Hook, near New
York.
Huukt are of the highest importance, being sometimes

the only natural harbor along low flat coasts.

Fatter aiut Whitney s Lake Superior Report, II. 200.

4. In in iisicn! nutation, a pennant attached to the

stem of eighth-notes, sixteenth-notes, etc. : as,

HO.I,. Also called flag. 5. One of the pro-

jecting points of the thigh-bones of cattlo.

Also called hook-bone. 6. In shiu-buildiny,
same as breast-hook. 7. That which catches;
a snare

;
a trap.

A shop of all the qualities that man
Loves woman for ; besides, that hook of wiving,

Fairness, which strikes the eye.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

Mak sure the nooks
Of Maky's-nmir crooks ;

For the wily Scot takes by nooks, hooka, and crooks.

Fraij ofSuimrt (Child's Ballads, VI. 117).

8. A catch; an advantage. [Vulgar.] 9. In

agri., a field sown two years in succession. [Lo-
cal, Eng. ] Barbless hook, a fishing-hook with no barb ;

a needle-point hook. Such hooks have been used by the

Japanese for centuries, and have recently been introduced

into America. They are much used by flsh-breeojers, in

order to avoid injuring fish taken to be kept for spawning.
Blunt nook, a surgical instrument for seizing without

piercing or tearing. By hook or Toy crook. See crook.

Calvarian hook. See catmrian. Cross-eyed hook, a

hook used on trawl-lines, having the eye at the upper end
of the shank at right angles to the direction of the point
from the shank. Extension hook, a kind of flsh-hook ;

a trap-hook. Hook and butt, a method of placing the

ends of timbers so that they resist the tendency of tensile

strain to part them. See hook-scarf. Hook and eye, a

metallic fastening for garments, consisting of a hook, com-

monly of flattened wire bent to the required shape, and an

eye, usually of the same material, into which the hook fits.

Under the name of crochet and loop, this form of fastening
was in use as early as the fourteenth century.

The machinery of the frocks reminds one of the wed-

ding morning in "
Pickwick," when all the girls were cry-

ing out to be " done up," for they had hooks and eyes [on
the back of their dresses], and the girls were helpless by
themselves. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago (1887), p. 108.

Hook-and-ladder company, a company of firemen pro-
vided with a carriage containing ladders and large hooked
instruments for tearing down buildings. Hook Of nets.
Same as gang of nets (which see, under aany). Klrby
hook, a kind of flsh-hook having the point bent to one
side of the axis of the shank. It is the form most used in

the United States. There are two sorts, long-shank and
short-shank. Limerick hook, a fish hook first made at

Limerick, Ireland, better adapted for artificial flies than
for use with bait. Needle-point hook, a bai bless hook.

Off the hooks, (a) Out of adjustment ; unhinged.

He lives condemned to his share at Bruxels,
And there sits filing certain politic hinges,
To hang the states on he has heaved off the hooks.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, UL 1.

(6) Disordered; disturbed; sick. [Slang.]

In the evening by water to the Duke of Albemarle, whom
I found mightily off the hooks that the ships are not gone
out of the river. Pepya, Diary,

(o) Out of existence ; dead. [Slang.)

The attack was so sharp that Matilda was very near o/
the hooks. Thackeray.

And Aehille cried, "Odzooks!
I fear, by his looks,

Our friend, Francois Xavier, has popp'd off the hooks !
"

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 32.

On one's own hook, on one's own account or responsi-

bility; by or for one's self. [Colloq.] Pulley-suapen-
sion hook, an S-hook (a double hook in the fqrm of the

letter S) which can be caught above a beam or rafter to

afford a hold for a pulley, as for the block of a hay-fork.

Sponge-hook, a hooked two-pronged iron tool at the end
of a wooden pole, with which sponges are gathered from
thebottom. [Florida, tr. S.l Standing part of a hook,
that part of a hook which is attached to a block or chain

by means of which power is applied to it. The opposite
end is called the point.

hook (huk), c. [< ME. lioken ; from the noun.]
1. trans. 1. To fasten with a hook or hooks;
catch or seize with or as if with a hook : as, to

hook a trout.
The harlot king

Is quite beyond mine arm, . . . but she
I can hook to me. Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

At last I hook'd my ankle in a vine.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To attack with the horns ;
catch on the

horns : as, to be hooked by a cow. 3. To catch

by artifice
; entrap ;

insnare.

Hook him, my poor dear, hook him at any sacrifice.

W. CoUins, Annadale.

4. To steal by grasping ;
catch up and make

off with. [Colloq. or slang.]
Is not this braver than sneak all night in danger,

Picking of locks, or hooking cloths at windows?
T. Tomkis ('?), Albunmzar. ill. 3.

I hooked the apples, leaped the brook, and scared the

musquash and the trout. Thoreav, Walden, p. 219.

5. To attach by means of a hook, literally or

figuratively.



hook
The larboard Kiilley, crippled but not daunted, swung
mul across his stern, and hooked herse"roi

to him.
icrself venomously on

Kingaley, Westward Ho, xx.

II. iiitraiix. 1. To bend; be in or take the
form of a hook.

Her bill hook* and bends downwards.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 383.

2. To become attached by means of a hook, or

something resembling a hook : as, a chain that
hooks on to the watch.

Fat. Go, witli her, with her; |to Bardolph] hook on,
hook on. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

3. To have a habit of attacking with the horns :

said of a cow or other horned animal. 4. To
turn away; depart; decamp: now (transitively)
with an indefinite it, as a slang phrase.

Hokit out of havyn all thehepe somyn,
Hade bir at hor bake.

Destruction of Troy(E. E. T. 8.), 1. 421.

[That is, 'All the heap (fleet) together hooked out of ha-
yen, had the wind at
their back.']

Every school-boy
knows that the lion
has a claw at the
end of his tall, with
which he lashes
himself into fury.
When the experi-
enced hunter sees
him doing that, he,
so to speak, hooks it.

U. Kinqslry, Ra-
[venshoe, Ix.

hooka, hookah
(ho'ka), ii. [E.

spelling of

Hind, and Pers.

liuqqa, a pipe for

smoking, Pers.
also a casket, <

Ar. huqqa, a

pipe for smok-
ing, a casket, a

Hooka (a simple form).

box for pomatum ;
cf . Ar. Jiuqq, a hollow place. ]

In India, the water-pipe for smoking. The smoke
is drawn through water by means of a long flexible tube.
The apparatus is commonly made of expensive materials
and elaborately ornamented. Also spelled tntkah. See
narghile, hubble-bulible.

Sublime tobacco ! . . .

Divine in hookas, glorious in a pipe.
When tipped with amber, mellow, rich, and ripe.

Byron, The Island, ii. 19.

The good old hookah days are past ; cheroots and pipes
have now usurped the place of the aristocratic silver bowl,
the cut-glass goblets, and the twisted glistening snake
with silver or amber mouth-piece.

W. H. RussM, Diary in India, I. 187.

hook-and-eye, n. See hook and eye, under honk.
hooka-stand (ho'ka-staud), H. A stand for sup-
porting the bowl of the hooka at a convenient
height from the ground.
hook-beaked (huk'bekt), n. Having a curved
beak or bill; curvirostral.

hookbill (huk'bil), H. [< ;iwA- + 6iV/i.] i. A
curved or hooked bill or beak of a bird. 2.
A spent male salmon whose jaws have become
hooked.

hOOk-bill (huk'bil), 11. [< hook + 6(7/2.] A bill-

hook with a curved end.
hook-billed (huk'bild), . Having a curved
bill; hook-beaked.
hook-block (huk'blok), H. A pulley-block fit-

ted with a hook at one end.
hook-bolt (huk'bolt), 11. A bolt having one end
in the form of a hook.
hook-bone (huk'bon), n. Same as hook, 5.

hopk-climber (huk'kli'mer), n. A plant that
climbs by the aid of hooks, as those developed
on Galium, Rubus, Rosa, Uncnrin,eia. These hooks,
according to Darwin, do not curl as do tendrils, but act by
hooking over the supports upon which they climb.

hooked (hukt or huk'ed), a.- [< ME. linked; <
hook + -ed2.~] 1 . Bent like a hook

; hook-shaped.
The bill is short, strong, and very much hooked.

Pennant, British Zool., The Peregrine Falcon.

He clasps the crag with hooked hands.

Tennyson, The Eagle.

2. Having a hook or hooks; furnished with
hooks: as, a hooked stick; a hooked chariot
(one having sharp hooks projecting outward for
offensive purposes, as used in ancient war).

The hooked chariot stood,
Unstain'd with hostile blood.

Milton, Nativity,!. 6.

Hooked gearing. See gearing. Hooked tool, (a) A
tool with one end bent to form three sides of a square,
one side being prolonged to serve as a handle. (6) A
chisel with the end bent at an angle, used in marble-cut-
ting where the square chisel cannot conveniently be em-
ployed, (c) A tool similar to a scorper, used in wood-turn-
ing, (if) A bent knife for paring hoofs.
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hookedness(huk'ed-nes), H. [< liookwl + -ness.]
The state of being bent like a hook ; incurva-
tion.

hooker 1
(huk'er), n. [< hook + -pi' 1 .] 1. One

who or that which hooks. Specifically (a) One who
fishes with hook and line ; also, a fishing-vessel engaged in

fishing with the hook : distinguished from netter. (6) In

tliettponge-jixhery, one who hooksup sponges. [Florida, U.
S.] (c) An iron rod bent more or less like a hook at one
end, used to hook up or pull out racoon-oysters, or knock
the bunches of them to pieces. [Georgia, U. S.]

2. [Formerly Itoker.] A thief; a filcher; a

shoplifter.
A cunning filcher, a craftie hooker. Fiona.

These sly theeues and night-hookers . . . committed
such felonious outrages. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 4.

hooker2 (huk'er), ii. [Formerly also howker

(= G. Dan. huker), < D. hoeker, < hoek, a
hook. It was also called in D. hoekboot, MD.
linci'kboot, a fishing-boat, < hoek, = E. hook, +
boot = E. boat.] A two-masted Dutch vessel;
also, a small fishing-smack used on the Irish

coasts.

(Hookei-or Howker). A coast or fishing vessel a small

hoy-built craft with one mast, intended for fishing. Book-
ers are common on our coasts, and greatly used by pilots,

especially off Irish ports. See Smyth's
"
Sailor's Word-

Book." N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 420.

[Sometimes used in contempt for any ill-conditioned or

disorderly vessel.

I was overjoyed to find that the old hooker actually
made two and a half knots. The Century, XXVI. 945.

Something to set the old hooker creaking.
W. C. Ruttell, Jack's Courtship, xxviii.)

Hookeria (hu-ke'ri-ji), n. [NL., after the Eng-
lish botanist Sir W. '3. Booker (1785- 1865).] A
genus of pluricarpous mosses, the type of the
tribe Hookeriece.

Hookerieae (huk-e-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hooke-
ria + -ea1.] A tribe of pluricarpous mosses,
typified by the genus Hookeria. They are charac-
terized by having the calyptra conical or mitrate, and near-

ly entire at the base ; the capsule suberect, horizontal, or
(-minions, and usually long-pediceled ; and the peristome
onble, of 18, usually lanceolate, teeth. The same as

Hookeriacea of Miiller and llookeriri of other authors.

Hooker's green. See green*.
Hooke's gearing. See gearing.
hookey 1

(huk'i), w. Same as hockey^.
hookey2

,
. See hooky^.

hookheal (huk'hel). n. The common labiate

plant Britnella (or I'runella) vulgarly, the heal-
all. Also called hookweed.

booking-frame (huk'ing-fram), n. A wooden
frame fitted with hooks, on which fabrics may
be hung for convenience in folding and mea-
suring.
hook-ladder (huk'lad'er), . A ladder with a
hook or hooks at the top for holding.
hook-land (huk'land), n. Land plowed and
sowed every year. [Eng.]
hooklet (huk'let), 11. [< hook + -let.] A small
hook or hook-shaped process. Specifically (a)
In ornith., a hamulus. (b) In entom., one of the minute
hook-shaped bristles found on the front edge of the pos-
terior wings of many insects, and serving to hold the two
wings of a side together during flight.

hook-money (huk'mun'i), n. A currency of

Ceylon in the seventeenth century, consisting
of pieces of pure silver
twisted into the form of
fish-hooks. Similar" coins "of
silver wire were made in Lar,
Persia, and were called larins;
specimens also circulated in the
Mill. live islands. Some of the
larins bear a brief Inscription in
Arabic letters.

hook-motion (huk
' m6 " -

shon), . In the steam-
engine, a valve-gear which
is reversed by V- hooks.
hook-nebbedt, a. [ME.
huke-nebbyde; < hook +
neb + -ed?.] Having a
hooked beak.

[He was] huke-nebbyde as a hawke, and [had] a hore berde.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1082.

hook-net (huk'net), n. A fishing-net having a
kind of pocket formed by an L-shaped contin-
uation. E. H. Knight.
hook-nose (huk'noz), n. A nose with a pro-
nounced curve, suggesting the beak of a hawk

;

an aquiline nose.

Mr. Barton was immediately accosted by a person well-
stricken in years, tall, and raw-boned, with a hook-nose,
and an arch leer, that indicated at least as much cunning
as sagacity. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

He had a hook nose, handsome after its kind, but too
high between the eyes. Dickens, Little Don-it, L 1.

hook-npsed (huk'nozd), . Having a curvated
or aquiline nose.

Hook-money, British Mu-
seum. (Size of the origi-

hooly
I may Justly say with the hook-noted fellow of Rome, I

came, saw, and overcame. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

hook-pin (huk'pin), H. A tapering iron pin with
a hooked head, used for pinning the frame of
a floor or roof together.
hook-rope (huk'rop), n. Naut., a rope six or

eight fathoms long, with a hook and thimble

spliced at one end, and whipped at the other,
used in dragging chain cables out of the lock-

ers, etc.

hook-scarf (huk'skarf), H. A method of unit-

ing timbers endwise so that they lock into
each other. See scarf. E. H. Knight.
hook-squid (huk'skwid), w. ,One of the decap-
odous cephalopod mollusks of the family Oiiy-
choteuthididte (allied to the common squids or

calamaries), remarkable for the length of their

tentacles, the clubbed extremities of which are
armed with hooks having their bases furnished
with suckers, which the animals employ to seize
their prey. They are often of large size, some attaining
the length of 6 feet, and are much dreaded by bathers.

They occur in most seas.

hook-sucker (huk'suk^er), . A fish which
takes a hook or bait by a sucking motion.
hook-swivel (huk'swiv'l), . The swivel of a

gorge-hook, used by anglers to enable them to

put on or take off the bait.

hook-tip (huk'tip), n. One of certain moths,
particularly those of the genus I'latyjitei-yx, of
which the wings are tipped with hooks. The
scalloped hook-tip is /'. laeertula ; the pebble
hook-tip is P. falculia.
hook-tool (huk'tol), 11. 1. A hand-tool used in

metal-turning, which is hook-shaped, and ex-
tends beyond the rest that supports it

;
a hang-

ing-tool. 2. A bent tool for wood-turning,
used in bottoming boxes, lids, or other hollow
work.
hookum (ho'kum), n. [Hind, hukm, a command,
order, decree : see hakim.'] In India, an order
or instruction from a person in authority. Com-
pare hakim.

We had no hookum from the commissioner or deputy,
but Hay's chuprassie worked very hard in and about the
valleys and high-road.

W. H. Ruiaell, Diary in India, II. 226.

hookumpake (huk'um-pak), n. [Imitative of
the bird's cry.] The American woodcock, Phi-
lohela minor. G. Trnmbull, 1888. [Worcester
county, Maryland, U. S.]
hookweed (huk'wed), . Same as hookheal.
hook-wrench (huk'rench), . A spanner hav-
ing a curved or hooked end for grasping a nut
or coupling-piece on a hose.

hooky1
(huk'i), a. [< hook* + -yl.] 1. Full of

hooks; pertaining to hooks. 2. Given to hook-
ing: as, a hooky cow. [Colloq.] 3. Hooked.
Daries.

A miniature sketch of his hooky nose.

Hood, Miss Kilmausegg, Her Courtship.

hooky2 (huk'i), w. [In allusion to hook, v. i., 4.]
A pupil absent from school without leave; a
truant: only in the phrase to play hooky, equiva-
lent to to jilay truant. Also hookey. [School
slang.]
He moped to school gloomy and sad, and took his flog-

ging along with Joe Harper for playing hookey the day
before. S. L. Clemens, Tom Sawyer, p. 100.

hoolH, a,- A Middle English form of whole.
Chaucer.

hool2 (hoi), . An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
form of hull1 .

Poor Leezie's heart maist lap the hool.

Burnt, Hallowe'en.

hoolee (ho'le), n. [Also hooly, hoolee, hvti, prop.
holt; < Hind, holi.] The great festival or car-
nival of the Hindus, held in the spring in honor
I Krishna. The occasion is one of boisterous merry-

making and fooling. Friends and strangers are pelted
with red powder, or drenched with a yellow liquid from
squirts. There is continual singing and dancing, more or
less obscene, and tricks are played closely resembling the
April-fooling of the English.
hoolock (ho'lok), H. [Also hillock, yulock, yo-
lock; from a native name.] A species of Hy-
lobates or gibbon, H. hoolock, inhabiting Assam
in British India.

hooly (hul'i), a. [Sc., also huty, in Aberdeen
heelie, perhaps orig. *huvely, < *hure, hiife, hove,

tarry, delay: see hore1 .'] Slow; cautious: care-
ful.

hooly (hul'i), adv. [Sc., < Jiooly, .] Slowly;
cautiously; softly; carefully; moderately. Also
lioulii'.

Deal hooly wi' my head, maidens,
Deal hooly wi' my hair,

For it was washen late yestreen.
And it is wonder sair.

Sweet Willie (Child's Ballads, II. 96).



hoop-snake

trundled with a wand called a hoople-Ktii'k.

[New York, U. S.]

hoop-lock (hop'lok), . A fastening formed by
interlocking notches in the ends of a barrel-

hoop.
hoop-net (hop'net), . A net the mouth of

which is stretched upon a hoop, as a handle-

net, dip-net, scoop-net, etc. A hoop-net with a

rectangular or circular opening is often used to capture
fish under the ice.

hoopoe, hoopoo (ho'po, -p6), . [The form hou-

u-OJ1 . poe was doubtless orig. pron. like hoopoo, which,

,
. [< ME. hoope, hope, a toop 1 (hop or hup), r. * [< ME. hoopen; fron wlth hoopoof first appears about 1667-78; an

ho"op, < AS. "ho,,: not found in the same sense the noun.] 1. To bind or fasten with a hoop imitative var . or dipped reduplication of the

of 'hoop,' but what seems to be essentially the or with hoops; provide with a hoop: as, to hoop earlier hoop ^ appal
. after L upllpa

. gee ]toopS.]
j ?_ j, j i.. ^... ii_ ~. i,;:,, a barrel or nuneheon. A tenuirostral non-passerine bird of the family

Ujmpidte. The best-known species is Upupa epopt, the

hooly
O hooly, futolif gaed she back,
As the day began to peep.

Fair Annie of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 102).

Hooly and fairly, softly and smoothly ; cautiously aud

moderately.

flooly ami fairly nun ride fur juurnies.

Ferguson's Scottish Proverbs, p. 13.

Hoon (lion), ii. Same as Him^. Sir II'. Jones.

hoondee (hou'de), . [Anglo-Iiul., repr. Hind.

hundi, a bill of exchange.] An East Indian

draft or bill of exchange drawn by or upon a

a barrel or puncheon.
Good son, loke thy bagges be koopid at the mothe a-bove,

same word is found in comp.,/ew-Aop, mor-hop

(poet.), a hollow or pool, or a mound or hum-

mock, or more prob. a recess, in a fen or moor;
lid[>-gchnaJst (poet.), the dashing of the waves

(against the shore of a bay f), deriv. hopig

(poet.), in hills and hollows (of the waves); also

in compound place-names, as East-hop, E. East-

hope, Bethlinghop, etc. (see hope^, 2); further in

comp. hop-pdda, in a gloss, i. e. a '

hoop-tunic,'
or circular cloak (?) ;

= OFries. hop, a hoop,

band, = North Fries, hop, a hoop, band, ring, hoop- (hop), v. and n. Same as whoop.
= D. hoep (also dim. hoepel),a, hoop, =Icel. hop, hoop :;

t (hop), n. [Also whoop, hottpe, hoope;
a small landlocked bay or inlet (named appar.
from its circular form), > E. hope3 ,

a bay or in-

let: see hope% and hope3 . Root unknown.] 1.

A circular band or flattened ring of wood, met-

al, or other material; especially, a band of wood
or metal used to confine the staves of casks,

tubs, etc., or for any similar purpose ; also, that

part of a finger-ring which surrounds the fin-

ger, as distinguished from the chaton.

oou BOH, ioic uij IJUKKCO i -TO, iinmnaO!. The best-known species is Upupa eiiops, me
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, "^' common hoopoe of Europe, a bird about 12 inches long,

2. To clasp ;
encircle

;
surround.

Off with these robes of peace and clemency,
And let us hoop our aged limbs with steel,

And study tortures for this tyranny !

Beau, anil Fl. ('<),
Faithful Friends, v. 2.

I hoop the firmament, and make
This my embrace the zodiack. Cleavtlaiul.

F. huppe, OF. huppe, hupe = It. upupa, formerly
also upega, < L. upupa = Gr. tnoijt, a hoopoe;
prob. orig. imitative of the bird's cry; hence
the variation of forms. Cf. OHG. witulutpfo,

-lioffo, MHG. witehopfe, G. wiedehopf, > appar.
MD. weedhoppe, wedehoppe (also simply weede,

icede, and hoppe, D. hop), a hoopoe, lit.
' wood-

hopper,' < OHG. witu, = AS. widu, wiidu, E.

woodl, + OHG. "hopfon, MHG. G. hopfen =
A hoop of gold, a paltry ring AS. hoppiait^ E. hop?; but the second element
ihe did give me. SAo*.,M. of V., v. 1. may have been suggested by the imitative

name. Cf. Servian hupak, hupac, hoopoe; the

general Slavic name is also imitative, in an-

other form, OBulg. vModu, vudidii, Bohem. dud,
Pol. dudek, Russ. udodti, Little Russ. vdod, vu,d-

vud, itdod, odud.udul, etc. See hoopoe, the form
now in use.] Same as hoopoe.

hoop4
(hop), n. [Perhaps another use of hoop3.]

A bullfinch. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

That si

The performance of leaping through barrels without

heads, and through hoop*, especially the latter, is an exploit
of long standing. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 317.

2. A large ring of wood or iron for a child to

trundle.
The boy ...

Had tost his ball and flown his kite, and roll'd

His hoop to pleasure Edith.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

the skirt itself so expanded. The hoop or hoop-
skirt was evolved from the farthingale of the sixteenth

century. (See farthingale.) The time of its greatest ex-

travagance was the middle of the eighteenth century,

two separate structures, one over each hip, the two being
held together by a girdle. The use of hoops continued

3. A circular band of stiff material serving to hoop-ash (hop'ash), n. 1. A species of ash,

expand the skirt of a woman's dress: often Fmxinus sambucifolia, so called from the use of

used, either in the singular or in the plural, for its flexible wood in making hoops. Also called

black ash, ground-ash. 2. The American net-

tle-tree, Celti.t occideittalis. See ha,ckberry.

hoop-bee (hop'be), n. A fossorial bee of the

genus Eucera.

hoop-cramp (hop'kramp), . In coopering, a

clutch for clasping and holding in position the

lapped ends of a barrel-hoop.

began to be expanded again by the use of crinoline petti- hoop-driver (hop'dri"ver), n. A hand-tool used

coats (see crinoline), for which were afterward substituted ill driving the hoops over a barrel ; also, a pow-
underskirts (called hoop-skirts) with a series of hoops, at or-machine for doing the same work,
first of ratan and whalebone and afterward of flat flexible hOODerl (ho'per or hup'er), II. [< hoop*. V., +
steel, which at times were nearly as large as those of a , ,-> *V hoons r>nsk4 nr tuhi a cootier
century earlier. They went out of use again about 1870. -er1 . J One who hoops casks or tubs

,
a c

Th' important charge, the petticoat, . . . iOOpW.
2

(ho'per), n. [< hoop* + -!
; iteMy

Though stiff with hoops, and arm'd with ribs of whale.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 120.

But from the hoop's bewitching round,
Her very shoe has power to wound.

E. Moore, Spider and Bee, Fable x.

It may be noticed that by the end of 1787 hoops had al-

most entirely gone out of fashion.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 291.

4. Something resembling a hoop; anything
circular: technically applied in botany to the

Hoopoe ( UfKfa rfofs).

with a slender, sharp, decurved bill about 2J inches long,
and a large, thin, compressed, and semicircular crest, erec-

tile at will, on the head. The general color is buff of some

shade, varied with black and white on the wings and tail.

The bird is insectivorous and migratory, aud is widely dif-

fused in Europe, Asia, and Africa. There are several other

species of Upupa. The birds of the neighboring family
Irrisoridou are known as wood-hoopoes. Also hooper.

" Vannellus" (the lapwing) is a new-made name of the

. .-ench "vanneau
"

: which bird, by a great mistake, hath
been generally taken to be the upupa of the ancients, whicli

is now by all acknowledged to be the hoopoo.
Bay, Dictionarium Trilingue, p. 22.

You know the holy birds who run up and down on the

Prado at Seville among the ladies' pretty feet eh? with
hooked noses and cinnamon crests? Of course. Hoopoes

Upupa, as the classics have it.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxvi.

hoopoopt, H. Same as hoopoe. Charleton.

hoop-petticoat (hop'pefi-kot), . 1. Same as

hoop-skirt.
Must we accept the costume of to-day, and carve, for

example, a Venus in a hoop-petticoat?
Hairthorne, Marble Faun, xiv.

2. A plant, Narcissus Bulbocodium, a native of

heaths in France, so called from the shape of

its flowers. See narcissus.

The diitfodil, the "pheasant-eye," and the hoop-petticoat
are all narcissuses, and bloom freely in-doors.

J. Habberton, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 387.

overlapping edge of one of the valves of the

frustule of the Diatomaeeai.

is said to resemble the syllable hoop.'] The

European whooping swan, Cyyniis musicus: so

called from its cry. It is one of several swans which
have the windpipe peculiarly coiled in a cavity of the

breast-bone, and the bill not tuberculate. The adult is

snow-white, with black feet, and a black bill blotched hoop-pine (hOp'pin), . A large coniferous tree,
with yellow. ^ ^ Araucaria Cumringhami, a native of eastern

Australia, where it attains a height of 200 feet

and a diameter of 6 feet. Also called the More-
ton Bay pine.

hoop-pole (hop'pol), n. A smooth, straight

ood, us

buff.

i. The game of blindmau's-
Nares.

But Robbin finding him silly.

Most friendly took hire aside,
The while that his wife with Willy
Was playing at hooper's hide.Hast tlion forgot

The foul witch Sycorax, who, with age and envy,
Was grown into a hoop > Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Each organism forms a small box, the silicious walls of

which completely enclose a space ;
these walls in many,

If not in all, species are formed by two distinct plates or

valves, each possessing its own hoop, one of which em-
braces or slides over the other like the lid of a box. This

hoop, connecting zone or belt, may be single, double, or of

complex structure. Challenger Reports, II. 3.

5t. A certain quantity of drink, up to the first

hoop on a quart pot (which was formerly bound hooping-COUgh (ho'ping-kof)
with hoops like a barrel). ing-coiujh.

I believe hoopes in quart pots were invented that every hoop-iron (hop'I"ern), n. Strap-iron or thin
man should take his hoope, and no more. ribbon-iron from which hoops are made for

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.
baling cotton, securing packing-boxes, etc. .

6f. An old English measure of capacity, vari- hoopkoop-plant (hop 'kop- plant), n. [Etym.
ously estimated at from 1 to 4 pecks. unknown.] A low, spreading leguminous plant,

shoot of green"w'ood, usually a sapling of small

diameter, for making hoops for casks. [U. S.]
The Winchester Wedding (old ballad), hoop-lingt, [< ME. hope-ring; < hoop*- +

hooping (ho'ping or hup'ing), n. [Verbal n. of ring
1
.] A finger-ring.

", v.] 1. Hoops in general, or the mate-
, v.j . iiuupa 111 gciieiai. \JL mo mon?- A gret ring of gould on his lyttell finger on his right

used for hoops. 2. The hoops used in hand, like a wedding ringe, a hope-ringe.

building or strengthening any article, as the Mle
'
802 ' I* 56 -

hoops shrunk on a built-up gun.
For the whole length of the breech-screw, hooping is of

See whoop-

Half a hoop of corn.

Tullie, Siege of Carlisle, p. 22.

(Halliwell.)

Hoop-rimjs and childrens whistles, and some forty or

fifty dozen of gilt-spoons, that's all.

, W. Cartmright, Lady Errant (1651).
no avail, for only longitudinal strains are here developed. . , , ,

MichaeKs, tr. of Monthaye's Krupp and De Bange, p. 77. hoop-Shell (hop'shel), . A shell of the genus
Trochus; a top-shell.

hoop-skirt (hop'skerf), n. A petticoat stiff-

ened and expanded by means of hoops of ratan,

whalebone, or steel. Also hoop-petticoat.

The hoop-skirts now in vogue typify the swelling con-

ceit, the empty pride and vanity, which, beginning with
the upper circles, is mimicked and caricatured by all the

orders of society, from the family of the millionaire down
id fruit-dealer.

ig on in the World, p. 815.

_ _ _ . ,

Lesnedcza striata, originally from China or Ja- to that of the humble grocer an

(HalliweU.) ^ but introduced (about 1850) into the south- W- MaOteva, Gettin

'""*--- " ' '

7. The casing inclosing a pair of millstones ; ern Atlantic States, where it is rapidly spread- hoop-snake (hop'snak), n. A snake fabled to

also, a reinforcing band about one of the stones, ing in old fields and waste places. It is greed- take its tail in its mouth and roll along like a

ProvlBory hoop, in MMfe-moMMft a device for straining jiv eaten fcy cattle.
up and holding the staves. It consists of a chain and , _! n,;;',.i\ r,f /,,,,,! after T)
double screws for tightening it. See cut In next column, hoople (ho pi), n. Dim. ot lioopi, a r U.

To set the cock on hoop. Seex*i. hoepel, dim. of liorp.] A child s hoop, usually

hoop; specifically, Abastor erythrogrammus, a

harmless species of the family Colubrida1
,
abun-

dant in the southern United States.



hoop-tree

hoop-tree (hop'tre), H. A shrub or low tree,
Melia semperi'ireiis, a native of the warm parts
of both hemispheres.

hoort, a. An obsolete spelling of hoar. Chau-

hoose, hooze (hos, hoz), . [A dial. var. of
hoarse (ME. hose, etc.): see hoarse; prob. con-
fused in part with hoast, haust, whoost, etc.] A
disease incident to cattle, especially to calves,
Characterized by a husky cough, loss of appe-
tite, dry muzzle, coat rough and staring, quick-
ened respiration, the horns hot, but the ears,
nose, and legs cold, and the bowels frequently
constipated. It is caused by the filling of the bronchial
tubes and air-passages with hair-like white worms, the
eggs of which are found on the grass in damp pastures.

Hoosier (ho'zher), n. [A name of homely form,
doubtless of some forgotten local origin. Va-
rious stories are told to account for it, but none
are authenticated by evidence.] An inhabitant
of the State of Indiana : a nickname : also used
adjectively. [U. S.]

It has been in my mind since I was a Honitier boy to do
something toward describing life in the back-country dis-
tricts of the Western States.

E. Eggletton, Hoosier Schoolmaster, p. 5.

hoot (hot), v. [< ME. houten, liuten, hoten,
prob. of Scand. origin, < OSw. huta, in the
phrase hut ut en, cast out with contempt, as
one would a dog, lit. 'hoot out one,' Sw. huta
ut, take one up sharply, lit. 'hoot out.' Cf.
MHG. hiuzen, huzeii, call to the pursuit ; imi-
tative words, in so far as they rest upon the
exclamatory syllables, Sw. hut, begone, Sc.

hoot, hout, q. v. (of. W. hwt, off, away, Ir. ut,
out, pshaw, Gael, ut ut, interj. of dislike), D.
hut, Dan. huj, ho, halloo. The reg. form repr.
ME. houten would be hout (riming with shout,
so reg. houp for hoopl) but the imitation pre-
serves the more sonorous sound.] I. intrans.
1 . To cry out or shout in contempt.
And thow, Astrot, hot out and haue oute oure knaues,
Coltyng and al hus kynne oure catel to saue.

Pien Plowman (C\ xxi. 289.

The people poynted at her for a murtherer, yonge chil-
dren howled at her. Nathe, Pierce Penllesse.

I am wretched !

Open'd, discover'd, lost to my wishes !

I shall be hooted at
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ill 4.

The agitators harangued, the mobs hooted. Disraeli.

2. To cry as some owls: distinguished from
screech.

The clamorous owl, that nightly hoot and wonders
At our quaint spirits. SAo*., M. N. D., ii. 3.

II. trans. To drive or pursue with cries or
shouts uttered in contempt ; utter contemptu-
ous cries or shouts at.

Away, and let me shift ; I shall be hooted else.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

His play had not been hooted from the boards.

Macaulay, Madame D'Arblay.

hoot (hot), n. [< hoot, D.] A cry or shout in

contempt.
hoot (hot), interj. [See hoot, r.] An exclama-
tion expressive of dissatisfaction, of some de-
gree of irritation, and sometimes of disbelief:
equivalent to Jie, tut, tush, pshaw, etc. Also
hoot-toot, hout, hout-tout. [Scotch.]
hooting-OWl (ho'ting-oul), . Same as hoof-
owl.

hoot-owl (hot'oul), n. An owl that hoots: dis-

tinguished from screech-owl.

He could hear the . . . quail, hoot-aiel, and screech-
owl sing to perfection. Connecticut Courant, June 9, 1887.

hoot-toot (hot'tof), interj. Same as hoot.
hoove 1

,-,
v. i. Same as hoce*.

hoove2
, hooven (hov, ho'vn), . [< hooven, a.]A disease of cattle in which the stomach is in-

flated with gas, caused generally by eating too
much green food. Also hove.

hooven, hoven2 (ho'vn, ho'vn), a. [Orig. pp.
(dial, hooven) of heave, q. v.] Affected with the
disease called hoove : as, hooven cattle.

hop1
(hop), c. ; pret. and pp. hopped, ppr.

hopping. [< ME. hoppen, hop, leap, dance, <
AS. hoppian (found only once, in the sense of
'

hop, leap,' but the sense of ' dance '
is proved

by the deriv. hoppestre, a female dancer), also
hoppetan = MD. hoppen, hobben, freq. hoppelen,
leap, dance, D. hoppen. hop, = OHG. "hop/on,MHG. G. hopfen (also hoppen, freq. hoppeln, of
LG. origin) = Icel. hoppa, hop, skip, = Sw. lio/i-

pa, hop, leap, jump, = Dan. hoppe, hop, skip,
jump. Other forms are AS. *hyppan, ME. hyp-
pen, happen, hippen, E. dial, hip, hop, skip, etc.
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(see ItipS), and AS. hoppetan, ME. "hoppcten, E.
dial, hoppet, hop (see hoppet); not found in Goth.
Hence hopper*, hopple, hobble, etc.] I. intrans.
1. To leap, or move by successive leaps or
sudden starts; skip, as birds: frisk or dance
about; spring; specifically, as applied to per-
sons, to spring or leap with one foot.

He cam haupiity on ae foot,
And winking wi ae ee.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 898).

Every elf, and fairy sprite,
Hop as light as bird from brier.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 2.

The painted birds, companions of the spring,
Hopping from spray to spray, were heard to sing.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 4ti.

2. To limp; halt; walk lame.
The limping smith observ'd the sadden'd feast,
And hopping here and there, himself a jest,
Put in his word. Dryden, Iliad, i.

A diminutive old hag, who, with crutches, hopped for-
ward to Abudah.

Sir C. Horell, tr. of Tales of the Genii, p. 25.

3f. To dance.
We olde men, I drede, so fare we,
111 we be roten, can we nat be rype :

We hoppen alway, whil the world wol pype.
Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, 1. 22.

Where wooers hoppe in and out, long time may bringHim that hoppeth best at last to have the ring.
J. Heywood, Proverbs.

Hopping mad, so mad as to hop or jump about In
rage ; violently angry. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.)

Miss Fustick said Liddy Ann was too old to wear
plumes. Old Miss C went straight and told her;
which made Liddy Ann hoppin' nutd.

Mrs. Whitcher, Widow Bedott, p. 275.

=
Syn. Leap, Trip, etc. See skip.

H. trans. 1. To jump over. [Colloq.] 2. In
cutting rasps, to carry (the punch) with a skip-
ping movement the required distance between
the teeth: as, to hop the punch. TO hop the

hope

VrticacecK, with long twining stems and abun-
dant 3- to 5-lobed leaves. The female flowers, which
grow in strobiles or catkins, are used to impart a bitter
flavor to malt liquors, and to preserve them from fermen-
tation, their active properties depending on the presence
of an aromatic and mildly narcotic resin, called hipulin,
secreted by the scales and fruit. The hop plant is a dire-
clous perennial, indigenous in temperate Europe, Asia,
and North America. It is trained upon poles, and re-

quires to be cultivated with great care ; a full crop is nol

produced till the fourth or fifth year after planting. The
hops when ripe are picked by hand, dried in a kiln called
an oast, and packed into bags or pockets. They can be
kept several years by tight packing. In medicine hops
are used as a tonic and soporinc, in tincture and infusion,
and in some cases in bulk.

A land of hops and poppy-mingled corn.

Tennyson, Alymer's Field.

There are makers of beer who substitute for the clean
bitter of the hops some deleterious drug.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 141.

2. pi. The flowers of this plant, as used in

brewing, medicine, etc. 3. Wood fit for hop-
poles. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hop2

(hop), t).
; pret. and pp. hopped, ppr. hop-

/lini/. [< hop2 , .] I. trans. To treat with
hops: as, to hop ale.

The worts [in operations of brewing beer] are then boiled
and hopped in the copper.

S. Dowell, Taxes In England, IV. 140.

The heel's are very strongly hopped.
Thawing, Beer (trans.), p. 229.

II. intrans. To pick or gather hops.
After that, I was ^-hopping, and made my 15. regular

at it, and a haymaking.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 104.

hop-back (hop'bak), n. The vessel beneath
the copper which receives the infusion of malt
and hops, and the perforated bottom of which
strains off the hops from the unfermented beer.

hopbindt (hop'bind), n. [< hop% + bind.] Same
as hopbine.

HlClp, V. I.

hop 1
(hop), H. [= Dan. hop = Sw. hopp, a leap

on one foot; from the verb.] 1. A leap, espe-
cially on one foot

;
a light spring. 2. A dance

;

a dancing-party. [Prov. Eng.; colloq., U. S.]

Dancings are here [north of England, 1776J vulgarly
called Hops. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 302, note.

I remember last Christmas, at a little hop at the Park
he danced from eight o'clock till four.

Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, ix.

The visitors lived in huge hotels, at one or other of which
there was a ball every night a hop was the charming
Saratoga expression.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. ia.

Hop, skip, and jump, the act of taking in succession a

hop2
(hop), H. [< ME. hoppe ("hoppe, sede for

beyre [var. Itere}, hummulus, secundum extra-
ueos" Prompt. Parv., A. D. 1440 the earliest
instance in E.), < MD. hoppe, D. hop = MLG.
LG. hoppe = OHG. hopfo, MHG. hopfc, G. hop-
fen, the hop. The ML. kupa.F. houblon, hoube-
lon, Walloon hubillon, hop, OF. hoppe, houppe,
beer, are of D. origin. The MD. hommel, feel.

humall, Sw. Dan. humle, > ML. humulus, hummu-
lus, NL. humulus, the hop, may be ult. connect-
ed with feop2; but evidence is lacking.] 1. A
plant, Humulus Lupulus, of the natural order

Male Flowering Branch ; i > and Fruiting Branch (a) of Hop (H
lus Lupulus}.

a, male flower ; 4. female flower; f. single fruit ; rf, embryo.

ciously to cut any hop-binds growing in a plantation of
hops. Blackstone, Com., IV. xvii.

hopbine (hop'bin), n. [Prop, hopbiiid, q. v. Cf.

woodbine, woodbind.'] The climbing or twining
stem of the hop-plant.
hop-bush (hop 'bush), n. A shrub, Dodonata
triquetra, of the natural order Sapindaceas, a
native of Australia, where the capsules are used
as a substitute for hops.
hop-Clover (hop'klo'ver), n. Same as hop-tre-
foil, 1.

hop-cushion (hop'kush'on), H. Same as hop-
pillow.

n. A tool used for drawing
e ground. [Prov. Eug.]

,er (hop'dri
l!

'er), . A heated room or
inclosure fitted with trays, etc., for drying hops ;

a hop-kiln.

lope 1 (hop), .; pret. and pp. hoped, ppr. hop-
ing. [< ME. hopen, hope, sometimes merely
expect, think, guess, without implication of
desire; < AS. hopian (pret. hopode), hope, look
for (followed by prep, to, to, or by a clause with
that, that), = D. hopen, hoopen = MLG. LG.
hopen, hapen = MHG. hoffen, G. hoffen = Icel.

hopask, refl., = Sw. hoppas, refl., =Dan. haabe,
hope. Root unknown; the L. cupere, desire,
does not agree phonetically: see cupidity.'] I.
intrans. 1. To entertain or indulge an expec-
tation of something desired.

But if we hope for that we see not, then do we with pa-
tience wait for it. Rom. viii. 25.

Are we to hope for more rewards or greatness,
Or any thing but death, now he is dead?

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

2. To have confidence ; trust with earnest ex-

pectation of good.

Why art thou cast down, O my soul? and why art thou
disquieted within me? hope thou in God. Ps. xlii. 11.

And I can weep, can hope, and can despond,
Feel wrath and pity, when I think on thee !

Cirwper, Task, iii. 841.

Hope humbly then ; with trembling pinions soar.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 91.

To hope against hope, to hope without hopeful prospect
or encouragement; hope in the absence of all the condi-
tions which justify hope.

II. trans. 1. To desire with expectation ;
look

forward to as desirable, with the expectation
of obtaining : with a clause (with or without
that) or, less commonly, a noun as object.

-My father dead, my fortune lives for me ;

And I do hope good days, and long, to see.

Shak.,T. of the S., 1. 2.

Now am I feeble grown ; my end draws nigh ;

I hope my end draws nigh.
Tennyson, St, Simeon Stylites.



hope
[Hope is also loosely used as synonymous with desire, long

for, or wish.]

2f. To expect; regard as likely to happen: not

implying desire: with a clause as object.

Thare ere many maners of thynkynges, whilke ere beste

to the I cane noghte say, bot 1 hope the whilke thou felis

inaste sauour in and innste riste for tin: tyme it es beste

for the. Hamiuilf, 1'rose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

Oure manciple, I hope he wil be deed.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 108.

In his bosum he hid his hand
And said he hurt it on a brand.
"Thar on," he said, "I haue slike pine [pain]
That I hope my hand to tyne |lose]."

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S-X p. 85.

3. To imagine; have an impression; think:
with an effect of irony: as, I hope I know what
I am talking about. [Colloq.]

Why, very well ;
I twite here be truths.

Shak., M. for M, ii. 1.

hope 1
(hop), ii. [< ME. hope, hope, expectation,

ground or object of hope, < AS. hopa (also in

comp. to-hopa) =D. hoop = MHG. hoffe = Sw.

hopp = Dan. haab, hope; from the verb.] 1.

Expectation of something desired; desire ac-

companied by expectation.

Captain Swan . . . and his Men being now agreed, and

they incouraged with the hope of gain, which works its

way thro' all Difficulties, we set out from Cape Corrieutes,
March the 31st, 1686. Dampier, Voyages, I. 280.

Hope is that pleasure in the mind which every one finds

in himself, upon the thought of a profitable future enjoy-
ment of a thing which is apt to delight him.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 9.

It was natural that the rage of their disappointment
should be proportioned to the extravagance of their hopes.

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

2. Confidence in a future event, or in the fu-

ture disposition or conduct of some person;
trust, especially a high or holy trust.

Who [Abraham] against hope believed in hope, that he

might become the father of many nations. Rom. iv. 18.

We have receiv'd a comfortable Aojoe
That all will speed well.

Beau, and fl., Honest Man's Fortune, L 1.

Just so much hope I have of thee
As on this dry staff fruit and flowers to see !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 387.

3. That which gives hope ;
one who or that

which furnishes ground of expectation or prom-
ise of desired good; promise.
When their brave hope, bold Hector, march'd to field,

Stood many Trojan mothers sharing joy.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1430.

I was my parents' only hope,
They ne'er had ane but me.
Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 330).

Then they [the nobles] enacted, that Edwi Brother of

Edmund, a Prince of great hope, should be banish't the

Realm. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. The object of hope ;
the thing hoped for.

For we are saved by hope ; but hope that is seen is not

hope : for what a man seeth, why doth he yet hope for?
Rom. viii. 24.

Thy mother felt more than a mother's pain,
And yet brought forth less than a mother's hope.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., T. 6.

5t. Expectation, without reference to desire;

prognostication. [Rare.]

By how much better than my word I am,
By so much shall 1 falsify men's hopes.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2.

Forlorn hope. See/orforn. = Syn. 3. Reliance, depen-
dence.

hope2
(hop), . [< ME. hope, a

valley,
< AS.

"hop, prob. in the same sense, but it is not found

except in comp., with indeterminate sense : see

hoop*-.] 1. A hollow; a valley; especially, the

upper end of a narrow mountain valley when
it is nearly encircled by smooth green slopes :

nearly equivalent to comb3 . [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
Now ferkes to the fyi-the thees fresche mene of urines, . . .

Thorowe hopes and hymlande hillys and other.

ilorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2503.

Descending by a path towards a well-known ford, Dum-
ple crossed the small river, . . . and approached . . . the

farm-steading of Charlie's-Aope.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiii.

The survey of 1542 describes the Redesdale men as liv-

ing in sheels during the summer months, and pasturing
their cattle in the grains and hopes of the country on the
south side of the Coquet, about Wilkwood and Ridlees.

Hodgson, Northumberland (1827), quoted in Ribton-

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 86.

2. A mound; a hill. [Prov. Eng.] This word
occurs in several place-names, as Eiistlmjii;

Kirkhope, Stanhope, etc.

hope3 (hop), n. [< Icel. hopr, a small land-

locked bay or inlet, named appar. from its cir-

cular form, the word being prob. identical with

hop, a recess or inlet, = AS. "hop, E. hoop 1
,
a
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circular band: see hoop 1
, and cf. hope2 ,

a vnl-

ley.] An inlet
;
a small bay ;

a haven.

To the north is St. Margaret's Hope, a very safe harbour
for ships. Wallace, Orkney, p. S.

It was a little hamlet which straggled along the side of

a creek formed by the discharge of a small brook into the

sea. ... It was called Wulfs-hopr. (i. e. Wolf's haven).

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.

Hopea (ho'pe-a), n. [NL., after John Hope,
professor of 'botany in Edinburgh (1725-86).]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

belonging to the natural order IMpterocari>m .

It is characterized by a short calyx-tube of five parts, two
of which are extended into wings, a 5-cleft convolute co-

rolla, 15 or 10 stamens, and a s-celled ovary. They are

resinous trees, with entire coriaceous leaves and flowers,
often secured along the ramifications of the panicle. Ten
species are known, natives of tropical Asia. H. odorata
is an evergreen tree, 80 feet or more in height, a native of

British Burma and the Andaman Islands. The wood is

yellow or yellowish-brown, hard, and close-grained. It is

the chief timber-tree of southern Tenasserim, being used
for house-building, cart-wheels, etc. The tree yields a yel-

low resin, used by the natives, when mixed with beeswax
and red ocher, to make a wax used to fasten their arrow-
and spear-heads.

hope:

I spear-heads.

ieful (hop'ful), a. and n. [< hope1 + -fill.']

a. 1. Full of hope; having desire with ex-

pectation of its fulfilment.

If ever he have child, abortive be it, ...
Whose ugly and unnatural aspect
May fright the hopeful mother at the view.

S/w*.,Kich. Ill, L 2.

For the air S youth,
Hopeful and cheerful, in thy blood will reign
A melancholy damp of cold and dry,
To weigh thy spirits down. Milton, P. L, xi. 543.

2. Having qualities which excite hope ; prom-
ising advantage or success: as, a hopeful pros-

pect: often used ironically.

Horse could never passe ;

Much lesse their chariots, after them : yet for the foot there

was
Some hopefull service, which they wisht.

Chapman, Iliad, xii.

While they [the people] were under the sense of their

present miseries, Samuel puts them into the most hope-

full way for their deliverance.

StilKngJleet, Sermons, II. iv.

A republic in an over-civilized, highly centralized, bu-

reaucratically governed country, with a religiously hol-

low, hasty, violent, excitable people, seems of all social

experiments the least hopeful.
British Quarterly Rev., LXXXIII. 429.

Among others, one of Lady Lizard's daughters, and her

hopeful maid, made their entrance.

Steele, Guardian, No. 65.

=Syn. 1. Confident, sanguine, buoyant, enthusiastic.

fl. . A more or less wilful, troublesome, or

incorrigible boy or girl, regarded ironically as

the rising hope of the family. [Colloq.]

The young Hopeful was by no means a fool, and In some
matters more than a match for his father.

Trollope, Dr. Thome, xxiv.

Mrs. Dr. Land's youngest hopeful, who had been brought
away from home because it was discovered that she had
been meditating a matrimonial alliance with the butler.

The Atlantic, LIX. 185.

hopefully (hop'ful-i), adv. In a hopeful or en-

couraging manner ;
in a manner to excite hope ;

with ground for expectation of advantage, suc-

cess, or pleasure.
hopefulness (hop'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being hopeful, or of giving ground
for hope.

hopeite, hopite (ho'pit), n. [After Professor
Thomas Charles Hope of Edinburgh (1766-
1844).] A transparent, light-colored mineral,
a hydrous zinc phosphate, found in the calamin-
mines of Altenberg, near Aix-la-Chapelle.
hopeless (hop'les), a. [= Dan. haablos = Sw.

hopplos; as hope1 + -few*.] 1. Without hope;
having no expectation of gaining or attaining
the thing desired; despairing.

1 am a woman, friendless, hopeless.

Shak., Hen. VIII, ill. 1.

Hopeless grief that knows no tears.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 51.

2. Affording no ground of hope or expectation
of good ; despaired of : as, a hopeless case ;

a

hopeless scamp.
The most hopeless idleness is that most smoothed with

excellent plans. Bagehot, Eng. Const. (Boston ed.), p. 150.

3f. Unhopedfor; unexpected.
His watry eies drizling like deawy rayne
He up gan lifte toward the azure skies,
From whence descend all hopelesse remedies.

Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 34.

Gluing thanks to God for so hopelesge a deliuerance. it

pleased his Diuine power, both they and their prouision
came safely aboord.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 94.

= Svn. 1. Desponding, discouraged. 2. Incurable, irre-

mediable, incorrigible, Irreparable.

Hoplegnathus

hopelessly (hop'les-li), adv. In a hopeless man-
ner; without hope; utterly; irretrievably.

For thus their sense informeth them, and herein their

reason cannot rectifle them ; and therefore hujtrlettly con-

tinuing in mistakes, they live and die in their absurditiea.

Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., I. .:.

hopelessness (hop'les-iies), M. The state of be-

ing hopeless; discouragement; despair.

hoper (no' per), n. One who hopes. Swift.

hopes (hops), n. A plant, Matthiula incana, the

com moil stock.

hop-factor (hop'fak"tor), n. A dealer in hops;
one who buys and sells hops, either on his own
account or for a commission.

hop-feeder (hop'fe'der), . An insect which
feeds upon the hop.

hop-flea (hop'fle), . A very small coleopterous
insect, Haltica concinna, destructive to hops.
It is about one tenth of an inch long. The tur-

nip-flea is another species of this genus.
hop-fly (hop'fli), n. An aphid, Phorodon hum uli.

found on hops.

hop-frame (hop'fram), . A trellis or frame
of poles or wires, on which growing hop-vines

may be supported.
hop-frogfly (hop'frog"fli), n. Same as hop-froth-

jli/.

hop-frothfly (hop'froth"fll), n. A species of

froth-fly, Aphrophora interrupta, or Amblyce-
phalus interruptus, which does much damage in

hop-plantations, where it sometimes appears in

great multitudes. It is about one fourth of an
inch long, and of a yellow color variegated with

black.

hop-garden (hop'gar'dn), . Same as hop-

yard.
Accounting new land best for hops, the Kentish plant-

ers plant their hop-gardens with apple-trees at a large

distance, and with cherry-trees between.
Miller, Gardener's Dictionary.

hop-harlott, Same as hap-harlot.

hop-hornheam (hop'horn'bem), n. The Amer-
ican ironwood, Ostrya Virginica : so called from
the resemblance of the inflated involucre to the
fruit of the hop.
hopingly (ho'ping-li),

adv. With hope; with

expectant desire.

hopite, n. See hopeite.

hop-jack (hop'jak), n. In brewing, a vat which
has a false bottom to retain the solid contents
of the mash-tubs, and to allow the wort to flow

away. Before the wort enters this vat it is

boiled, and the hops are then added.

hop-kiln (hop'kil), . An apartment for dry-

ing hops ;
a hop-drier.

Hopkinsian (hop-kin'zi-an), a. and n. [< Hop-
kins (see def.) + -ian. The suniame Hopkiim
is a patronymic possessive or genitive of Hop-
kin, which stands for Hobkin, < Hob, a famil-

iar form of Robin or Robert (see hob2 ), + dim.

-A-jn.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the New Eng-
land divine Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), or to

his doctrines.

II. . An adherent of the theological system
founded by Hopkins and developed by Emmons
and others.

Also called Hopkinsonian.
Hopkinsianism (hop-kin'zi-an-izm),

M. [< Hop-
kinsian + -ism.'] The theological principles or

doctrines maintained by Dr. Samuel Hopkins.
Hopkinsianism was Calvinistic, and a development of the

system taught by Jonathan Edwards. It laid especial
stress on the sovereignty and decrees of God, election, the

obligation of impenitent sinners to submit to the divine

will, the overruling of evil to the good of the universe, sin

and holiness as not inherent in man's nature apart from
his exercise of the will and as belonging to each man ex-

clusively and personally, eternity of future punishment,
etc. As a distinct system Hopkinsianism no longer exists,

but much of it reappears in the so-called New England
theology.

Puritan theology had developed in New England into

Edwardism, and then into Hopkinsianism, Emmonsism.
and Taylorism. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 700.

Hopkinsonian (hop-kin-so'ni-an),. and n. [<

Hopkins + -)<-.] Same as Hopkinsian.

Hoplegnathidae (hop-leg-nath'i-de), . pi.

[NL., < Hoplegnathus + -ida;.~] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, named from the genus
llopleanathus. It is characterized by perfect ventral

fins, the absence of a bony stay for the preoperculum, a

continuous lateral line, naked jaws, and jaw-teeth conflu-

ent into a trenchant lamella. Four species are known as

inhabitants of the Pacific ocean. Also erroneously writ-

ten Hoplognathidte.

Hoplegnathus (hop-leg'na-thus), . [NL. (ori-

ginally Oplegiiathus): so called in ref. to the

form of the jaws, likened to a horse's hoof ;

irreg. < Gr. oir'ii], hoof (< 6;r/W, a shield, unfa,

arms), + yvddof, jaw.] The typical genus of
the family Hoplegnathtda;, remarkable for the



Hoplegnathus

HoflefnalHiis /asciattts.

exposed naked jaws, which somewhat resemble
the margin of a hoof.

Hoplia (hop' li -a), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1803), <

Gr. OJT/O, arms: see ho/iHte.] A large genus
of scarabseoid bee-

tles, typical of the

family HopUidai, hav-

ing the last abdomi-
nal segment very
short and the pygi-
dium vertical in both
sexes. There are
more than 100 spe-
cies, of all parts of
the world; 12 are
North American.

Hpplichthyidae (hop-
lik-thi'i-de), n. pi.
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hoplonemertine (hop"lo-ne-mer'tin), ii. and .

Same as hoplonemertetut.

Hoplonemertini (hop-lo-uem-er-ti'ni), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. iyxtn, arms, armor, + NL. ,\>r-
//'/, q. v.] Same as Hophnnmi it, n.

Hoplophoridae (hop-lo-for'i-de). n. pi. [NL.,
< Hoptophorvs + -rfn>.] A family of fossil ar-

madillos of South America, named from the

genus Hoplophomt: the glyptodons: same as

(llj/iitiiilontiila', 1. See cut under Glyptodon.
Hoplophorus (hop-lof'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

ffiMjtpot, bearing arms, armed, < o7r?.o, arms,
armor, + -ipopof, < ifiepciv = E. bear*.'] 1. A ge-
nus of crustaceans. Also written Oplophorux.
Milne-Edwards, 1837. 2. The typical genus of

Hoplophorida!. Several species are described from the
Pleistocene of South America, as H. eiiphractua, H. orna-
tus. Lund, 1839.

hopping
He heng an hoper on his bac in stude of a scrippe,
A busschel of bred-corn he bringeth ther-inne.

Piern Plowman (A), vii. .".7.

5. A boat having a compartment with a mova-
ble bottom, to receive the mud or gravel from
a dredging-machine and convey it to deep wa-
ter, where, on opening the bottom, the mud or

gravel falls out. Also called hopper-barge.
6. Same as lwpj>er-r<i r .

Of the fifty-seven happen thrown over Opequan bridge,
one-half can be put into suitable order again.

A. I'm* Trillin,,', June 10,181)2.

7. In a double-action pianoforte movement, a
piece attached to the back of a key to raise the
hammer. It permits the key to* escape from the ham-
mer after having impelled it, so that the hammer can
immediately fall away from the string. Also called <//*-

. 8. Same as hoppet, 3.

Hoplopidae (hop-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hop- hopper2
(hop'er), n. [< hop'*, r. .,

lopug + -iVto.] A family of
jnites, typified by A hop-picker.

-(/!.] 1.

Hoplia tnucorett.

( Line shows natural size. )

-idee.'] A family of

fishes, represented by
the genus Hoplich-
tltj/s. The body and head
are much depressed, a sin-

gle dorsal row and on each
side a lateral row of large
plates are developed, the

body is bony, and the in-

teroperculum is reduced
and separated from the
other opercular bones. The only known species, Hoplkh-
thys langsdorffi, is an inhabitant of the Japanese seas.

Hoplichthys (hop-lik'this), n. [NL.,< Gr. OTT/MV,
a large shield, + **0i''f, a fish.] Agenus of fishes,

representing the family Hopllchthyidte. Also
written Oplichthys.
Hopliidae (hop-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hoplia+ -iffce.] A family of the melolonthid group of
searabfeoid beetles, proposed by Burmeister in

1844, but not generally adopted.
hoplite (hop'lit), n. [< L. lioi>litea, < Gr. CTTA/TI^,

a heavy-armed
foot-soldier, <

OTT/OV, lit. an im-

plement or tool,

pi. imAa, imple-
ments of war,
arms and ar-

mor.] In Gr.

(intiq., a heavy-
armed foot-sol-

dier, armedwith
helmet, cuirass
or thorax, and
greaves, and
bearing a large
shield, and,
as weapons, a

sword, one or more spears or javelins, and some-
times a battle-ax.

Hoplocephalus (hop-lo-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. SirAov, a large shield, + 'im^aUj, head.] An
Australian genus of venomous serpents, of the

family Elapidat, having smooth scales in from
15 to 21 rows, entire subcaudal scutes, and no
distinct neck. They are viviparous, very poisonous,
and when irritated spread the neck to some extent like a
cobra. H. superbui is an example. G. Cuvier, 1829.

Hoplonemertea (hop'lo-ne-mer'te-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. ow'/jj, arms, armor, + NL.' Remertea,
q. v.] A division of nemertean worms, cor-
related with Schizonemertea and Palieonemertea,
containing those in which the mouth is in front
of the ganglia and the proboscis is armed with
a stylet, as in Nemertes proper, Amphiporus, etc.
Hubrecht. Same as TremacephaUdce (Kefer-
stein).

hoplonemertean (hop^lo-ne-mer'te-an), a. and
. I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters

of the Hoplonemertea.
II. n. One of the Hoplonemertea.

lloplite. Achilles and Troilus, from a cup
by Eliphronius, about 480 B. C.

the genus Hoplopux. Also Hoplopini. Canes-
trini and Fanzago, 1877.

hpplopleurid (hop-lo-pl8'rid), n. A fish of the

family Hoplopleuridai.

Hoplopleuridae (hop-lo-plo'ri-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. OTT/IO, arms, armor, + ir/Uvpd, rib, + -idte.]A family of extinct Cretaeeous and early Ter-

tiary fishes, with the body generally provided
with four rows of subtriaugular scutes with in-

termediate scale-like smaller ones, and the head
long and wkh produced jaws. It includes the

genera IJercetis, Leptotrachelas, Saurorhamphus,
etc. Dercetidx is a synonym.
Hoplopterus (hop-lop 'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

uTTtja, arms, armor, + irre/jov, a wing.] A genus
of plovers having a horny spine on each wing ;

the gpur-winged plovers. H. spinosus is an ex-

ample. C. L. Bonaparte, 1831.

Hoplopus (hop'lo-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. onvta,

arms, armor, + iroiif (xoi-) = E. foot.'} In en-
torn. : (a) A genus of scarabeeoid beetles : sy-
nonymous with Anotnah. Samouelle, 1819. (6)
A genus of wasps, of the family fMyneridte, with
about 20 European species. Also, improperly,
Oplopus. JTesmael, 1833. (c) In Araclinida, a
genus of mites, typical of the family Hoplopida;,
erected for the reception of the Calculus echi-

nipes of Dufour when this mite was proved to

possess eyes. Camstrini and Fanzayo, 1877.

hop-marjoram (hop'mar*jo-ram), n. A small
labiate plant, Origanum Dictdmnus, a native of
Crete.

hop-medick (hop'med'ik), n. Same as hop-tre-
foil, 2.

hop-mildew (hop'miFdu), n. A fungus, Splue-
rotheca humuli, living upon the hop.

hop-oil (hop'oil), n. An acrid oil obtained by
pressure from the flower-heads of the hop, Sti-
mulus Lupulus.
hop-o'-my-thumb (hop'o-mi-thum'), n , [For
hop on my thumb, early mod. E. hoppe upon my
thombe (Palsgrave), meaning a person so small
that he can hop or dance upon one's thumb.]A tiny dwarf : sometimes applied in derision to
a diminutive person.
He ... was always wild ever since he was a hop-o'-my

thumb no higher than the window-locker.
Hone's Eoery-day Book, II. B7.

At the next station we drank large quantities of hot
milk, flavored with butter, sugar, and cinnamon, and then
pushed on, with another chubby hop-o'-my-thumb as guide
and driver. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 5s.

hopper
1

(hop'er), , [< ME. hopper, hopcr, a

mill-hopper, a seed-basket, a basket (not found
in lit. sense), < AS. *hoppere, a dancer (a masc.
form to hoppestre, a female dancer (see hoppe-
stere), not found, and probably an invention of

Somner's), < hoppian, hop: see hop1
."] 1. One

who or that which hops.
Here were a hopper to hop for the ring.

J. Heywood, The Four P s.

Specifically (a) A cheese-hopper. (6) A butterfly : same
as skipper, (c) A grasshopper, (d) A saltatorial homop-
terous insect ; a cercopid, in a broad sense : as, a troghop-
per; a tree-hopper, (e) A saltatorial beetle; one of the
Halticidce. (/) A seal of the second year. [Newfound-
land.] (g\) A wild swan. Withak, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 24.

2. pi. A game in which the players hop or leap
on one leg; hop-scotch. 3. A" trough, usually

shaped like an inverted cone, through which
grain or anything to be ground or crushed passes
into a mill: so called because at one time it

had a hopping or shaking motion. It is now
stationary, and leads the grain to the shaking-
shoe.

The feed hopper of the thrashing-machine.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 28.

4. A tray or basket in which a sower carries

seed; a seed-basket.

Many of these hoppers are Irish, but many come from
London. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xi.

2. Iii lirt'iriiii/, a vat in which the infusion of

hops is prepared to be added to the wort.

hopper-boy (hop'er-boi), 11. A rake moving in

a circle, used in mills to draw the meal over an
opening in the floor, through which it falls.

hopper-cake (hop'er-kak), n. [Cf. hockey-cake.]
A seed-cake with plums on it, with which farm-
ers treat their servants when seed-time is fin-

ished. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hopper-car (hop'er-kar), . On railroads, a
car for carrying coal, gravel, etc., in form re-

sembling the hopper of a mill. Also hopper.
hopper-closet (hop'er-kloz'et), . A water-
closet having a pan standing above a trap and
kept clean by flushing.

hopper-hippedt (hop'er-hipt), a. Lame in the

hip.
She is bow-legged, hopper-hipped.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, IL 1.

hopper-hood (hop'er-hud), n. A hooded seal
in its second year; a bedlamer.

hop-pest (hop'pest), . An insect specially in-

jurious to hops.
hoppesteret, . [ME., mod. E. as if "hopster,
lit. a danceress, < AS. hoppestre, a danceress, a
female dancer, < hoppian, hop, dance, + -stre,
fern, suffix, E. -.().] A woman who dances.

Yet sawgh I brent the schippes hoppeslereg,
The hunte strangled with the wilde beres.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1159.

(That is, literally, 'Further I saw burnt the dancing ships,
the hunter strangled by the wild bears.' The true expla-
nation appeal's on comparing the original bellatricen ca-
rinae (Statius, Thebaid, vii. 57), lit.

' warlike ships,' bella-
trices being misread as 'ballatricfx, tern, of LL. ballator,
a dancer (> Sp. Pg. bailador, a dancer : see bayadere), <
ballare, dance: see laid.}

hoppet (hop'et), v. . [< ME. 'hoppeten, < AS.
lu>ppetan,hO}>: see hop*, t>.] To hop. [Prov.
Eng.]
hoppet (hop'et), n. [A variation of hopper*,
n., after hoppet, r.] 1. A hand-basket. 2.
In mining, the dish used by miners to measure
ore in. 3. In glass-making, a conical vessel

suspended from the ceiling, containing sand
and water for the use of the cutter: sometimes
called a hopper, from its resemblance to the

hopper of a mill. 4. An infant in arms.

[Yorkshire, Eng.]
hop-picker (hop'pik'er), it. 1. One who picks
hops. 2. A contrivance for picking hops;
specifically, a combined mill and cleaning-ma-
chine for stripping hops from the vines, sorting
them, and freeing the catkins from the leaves
and stems.

hop-pillow (hop'pil'6), n. A pillow stuffed
with hops, considered to be a soporific.

hopping! (hop'iug), n. [Verbal n. of hop*, i:J
1 . The act of one who hops or dances. Specifi-
cally 2. A dance; a hop; a country fair or
wake at which dancing is a principal amuse-
ment. [Prov. Eng.]

Men made song and hopi^tgeg,
Ogain the come of this kinges.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 132. (Haiti-well.)

Formerly, on the Sunday after the Enccenia, or Feast of
the Dedication of the Church, it was usual for ... the
Inhabitants of the Village ... to go to Feasting and
Sporting, which they continued for two or three Days. In
the northern parts, the Sunday's Feasting is almost lost,
and they observe only one day for the whole, which among
them Is called hopping, I suppose from the dancing and
other exercises then practised.

Bourne, Antiquitates Vulgares, xxx.

3. A game of prison-bars, in which the players
hop throughout the game. [Prov. Eng.]
hopping2 (hop'ing), n. [< hop* + -ing.] The
act or occupation of picking hops from the-

vines; hop-picking.



hopping-dick

hopping-dick (hop'ing-dik), n. A species of

thrush common in Jamaica, the Mcrula leuco-

genys, which in its lively and familiar manners,
as well as its sable plumage, and clear, rich,

mellow song, greatly resembles the English
blackbird.

hopping-john (hop'ing-jon), . Astew ofbacon
with rice and peas. [Southern U. S.'J

hopple (liop'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hoppled, ppr.

hoppling. [See hobble.] To fetter or hamper
the legs, as of a horse, to prevent leaping or

straying; hobble; hence, to trammel; entangle.

Superstitiously hoppled in the toils and nets of super-

fluous opinions.
Dr. H. More.

A dozen or more oboz drivers were gathered around a

cheerful camp-fire in the midst of their wagons, while

their liberated but hoppled horses grazed and jumped
awkwardly here and there along the road.

0. Kenntm, The Century, XXXVI. 21.

hopple (hop'l), n. [< hopple, v.] A fetter or

shackle for the legs of horses or other animals

when turned out to graze, to prevent them
from leaping or straying: used chiefly in the

plural.

hoppo (hop'6), . [A corruption of Chin, hitpu,

board of revenue.] The superintendent of cus-

toms at Canton, China : so called by foreigners.

hop-pocket (hop'pok"et), n. A coarse sack for

containing hops. As a measure a pocket of

hops is 1J hundredweight, and is about 5J feet

in circumference and 7-J feet long.

hop-pole (hop'pol), . A slender pole from 18

to 2o feet in height used to support a hop-vine.
The arbor-vita;. Thuja occidental, is most frequently

employed in the United States, and the chestnut, Casta-

nea aativa (C. wxca of Gartner), in England.

hop-press (hop'pres), n. In brewing, a machine

for expressing the liquid from hops after boil-

ing.

hoppy (hop'i), a. [< 7io 2 + -y
1
.] Abounding

witn hops ; having the flavor of hops.

hop-raising (hop'ra"zing), . In brewing, the

second stage of fermentation.

hop-sacking (hop'sak'ing), n. A coarse bag-

ging made of a combination of hemp and jute.

hopscott, n. See hop-scotch.

hop-scotch (hop'skoch' ), n. [Appar. < hop1
, v.,

+ obj. scotch1 ,
a line scotched or scored. IT

this view the form hopscot, formerly in use, ii,

a perversion.] A children's game in which the

player, while hopping on one leg, drives a disk

of stone or a fragment of tile with the foot from

one compartment to another of an oblong fig-

ure traced or scotched (scored) on the ground,
neither the stone nor the foot being allowed to

rest on a line.

A very common game at every school called hop-scot.

Archceologia, IX. 18 (1789).

hopser (hop'ser), n. [Irreg. < hop1
, v.] A lively

country-dance, said to be of English origin.

hop-setter (hop' set 'er), n. One who plants

hops; an instrument for planting hops.

hopshacklet, . [Also hobshackle, hapshackle;

appar. < hop 1 (with ref. to hobble) + shackle.]

A shackle or weight used to hobble a horse or

other animal.
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They shoue and sholder to stand formost, yet in the end

they cum behind others and deserue but the hopshakle*.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 128.

hop-tree (hop'tre), n. A North American shrub

or small tree, Ptelea trifoliata, belonging to the

me family, having trifoliate leaves, and small

hop-trefoil (hop'tre'foil), H. 1 -

plant, Trifolium proeufllOMM, or yellow clover,

naturalized in the United States from Europe.
It is readily distinguished from the other clovers by its

bunch of yellow flowers, which wither to the bright brown

of a strobile of hops, to which it has some resemblance.

It has been used for farm purposes, but is of little value.

Also called hop-clover.

2. A farmers' name for Hedicago lupulma, a

plant closely resembling yellow clover, and

abundant in waste lands and cultivated fields.

It is distinguished from trefoil by its twisted

legume. Also called hop-medick.

hop-Vine (hop'vln), . The climbing stem or

bine of the hop-plant, Hnmulus Lupulus.

hop-yard (hop'yard), 11. A field or inclosure

where hops are raised.

Hor (hor), n. [Egypt.] Same as Horus.

horal (ho'ral), a. [< LL. horalis, < hora, hour:

see hour.]
"

Relating to an hour; hourly.

Horal variations of aerial bacteria. Science, VIII. 179.

horallyt (ho'ral-i), adv. Hourly.
horarious (ho-ra'ri-us), a. [< ML. 'horariits, ot

an hour: see horary.] In hot., enduring for

only an hour or two, as the petals of Cistus.

horary (ho'ra-ri), a. [= F. horaire = Sp. Pg.
horario = It'.orario, < ML. horarius (mostly as

a noun) (cf. LL. horarium, neut., a dial), < L.

hora, hour: see hour.] 1. Pertaining to an

hour; noting the hours: as, the horary circle.

2. Continuing or lasting an hour; occurring
once an hour; hourly.

His horary shifts

Of shirts and waistcoats.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

Their tranquillity was of no longer duration then these

horary or soon decaying fruits of summer.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 1.

Horary astrology, circle, motion, question, etc. See

the nouns.

Horatian (ho-ra'shan), a. [< L. Horatianus,

relating to Horace',' < Horatius, Horace (> F.

Horace, > E. Horace). The poet's full name
was Quintus Horatius Flaccus; floratias was the

name of a Roman gens.] Of or pertaining to

the Latin poet Horatius Flaccus (Horace, 65-8

B. c. ); resembling the poetry or style of Horace.

hordH, n. An obsolete spelling of hoard1 .

hord'2t An obsolete spelling of horde.

horde (hord), . [= D. horde = G. horde = Dan.

horde = Sw. hord, < F. horde (16th century) =
Sp. horda = Pg. horda = It. oraa, a horde,
= Bohem. Serv. ordija = Little Russ. orda, an

army, = Ar. 'aurdui, a camp, < Turk, orda, urdu,

ordi, orda, a camp, < Pers. ordu, a court, camp,
horde of Tatars, also urdu, a camp, an army,
the Hindustani language : see Urdu. The ini-

tial h is unoriginal, and is due to the French.]

1. A tribe or troop of Asiatic nomads dwelling
in tents or wagons, and migrating from place
to place to procure pasturage for their cattle,

or for war or plunder.
His [a Tatar's] hord, which consisted of about a thou-

sand housholds of a kindred. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 421.

Hence 2. Any clan or troop; a gang; a mi-

gratory crew ;
a multitude.

Each valley, each sequestered glen,

Mustered its little horde of men.
Scott, L. of the L., ill. 24.

horizon

(so called as resembling in size or shape a grain
of barley), dim. of L. hordeum, barley.] In pa-

thol., a sty or small inflammatory tumor on the

edge of the eyelid.
Hordeum (hor'de-um), . [L., alsoordewm, OL.

fordeiim, barley, = OHG. gemta, MHG. G.

ticrste = D. ijerst, barley; perhaps connected

with L. horrere, bristle, Skt. V harsh, bristle,

said of the hair: see horrent and horrid.] A
genus of plants belonging to the natural order

Graminece, and the type of the tribe ffordcea,

characterized by having the spikelets 1-flow-

ered, 3 at each joint, but the 2 lateral usually

sterile. The glumes are 6 in number, forming a kind

of involucre, side by side in front of the spikelets, slen-

der and pointed with an awn or of the form of a bristle.

The grain is ovoid-oblong or narrow, adherent to the pa-

lets. About 12 species are known, natives of boreal Eu-

rope, Africa, temperate Asia, and America, including H.

sylvaticum, the wood-barley of Europe ; H. pratense, the

meadow-barley of Europe and North America ; H. inuri-

nmn, the mouse- or wall-barley of Europe ; H. manti-
-

Society is now one polish'd horde,
Forrn'd of two mighty tribes, the Bores and Bored.

,
.

Byron, Don Juan, xiii. 95.

I . clash'd with Pagan hordes, and bore them down.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Golden Horde, a name given to the possessors of the

khanate of Kiptchak, a Mongol realm in eastern Russia

and western and central Asia. This realm was founded

in the thirteenth century and overthrown in 1480.

horde (hord), v. i.; pret. and pp. horded, ppr.

hording. [< horde, n.] To live in hordes ;
hud-

dle together like the members of a migratory
tribe : usually followed by together. Byron.
hordeaceous (hor-de-a'shius), a. [< L. hordea-

ccits, of or relating to barley, < hordeum, barley :

see Hordeum.] Barley-like; resembling barley.

Hordeeae (hor-de'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hordeum +
-eat.] A tribe of plants belonging to the natural

order Graminece, and typified by the genus Hor-

deum. The spikelets are one- to many-flowered, sessile on

opposite sides of a zigzag jointed rachis, which is exca-

mum the sea-barley or squirrel-tail grass of western Eu-

rope ; and If. iubatutn, the American squirrel-tail grass.

The cultivated barley belongs here, but the exact origin

of the several forms under cultivation is obscure. See

barley*.

horeH, a. An obsolete spelling of hoar. Chaucer.

hore2t, n. An obsolete spelling of whore.

hore3
t, pron. See lie1 .

horecopt. ' [Early mod. E., < ME. horecoppr,

horcop, < hore, whore, + cop (uncertain).] A
bastard. Palsgrave.

For, syr, he seyde, hyt were not feyre

A horcop to be yowre heyre.
Sir Tryamoure, 1. 228.

horehound, . See hoarliound.

horestrongt, horestrangt, n. Same as liar-

strong.
Horia (ho'ri-a), n. [NL., appar. after L. horia,

oria, a small vessel, a fishing-smack. The dim.,

NL. Horiola(< L. horiola, askiff, afishing-boat),

is applied to a genus of hemipters.] A genus
of South American coleopterous insects, of the

family Caittharidce, the members of which are

finely colored and of comparatively large size.

Horiidae (ho-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Horia +
-iclie.] A family of heteromerous Coleoptera,

named from the genus Horia. Westwood, 1839.

horizon (ho-ri'zon), . [Formerly with the ac-

cent on the first syllable (in ME. orizonte on

the last), as from the F.; now pron. as if di-

rectly from the L.; = D. horizon = G. horizont

= Dan. Sw. horisont, < F. horizon = Pr. orizon

= Sp. Pg. horizonte = It. orizzonte, < L. hori-

zon (horizont-), < Gr. op/Cuv (sc. nvidof), the

bounding circle, the horizon, ppr. of 6pit;etv,

bound, limit, < bpof, a boundary, limit.] 1 . The
circle which at sea forms the apparent boun-

dary between sea and sky, and on land would

bound the sky were all terrestrial obstructions

down to the sea-level removed. Called the ap-

parent, sensible, or visible horizon, in distinc-

tion from the astronomical liorizon (which see,

below).
When the morning sun shall raise his car

Above the border of this horizon.

Shah., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

Hence 2. The line that bounds the view
;
the

limit of vision.

Our horizon is never quite at our elbows.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 141.

3. Figuratively, the limit of intellectual per-

ception, of experience, or of knowledge.
The history of one horizon of life is that its own com-

pletion but prepares the way for a higher one, furnishing

the latter with conditions of a still further development.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 438.

4. In geol., a stratum or group of strata char-

acterized by the presence of a particular fossil

not found in the underlying or overlying beds, or

of a peculiar assemblage of fossils. Such a bed or

series of beds is often designated as the zone of the fossilseres o fs s o
or group of fossils in question, and such a distinctly

rked

Hop-tree (Ptclta tn/aliala).

a, male flower ; 0, female flower ; c, fruit.

greenish-white flowers in terminal cymes. The
Fruit is a 2-celled and 2-seeded samara, winged all around,"-- "-

hop, whence the name. Also

marked division is sometimes called a horizon, as forming
a convenient plane of reference for other groups of strata

occurring above and below, and not so definitely marked

by peculiar fossil contents.

Lepidodendra are especially characteristic trees of this

horizon. Dawton, Geol. Hist, of Plants, App., p. 277.

5 In zool. and anat., a level or horizontal line

vaTd'or cTalmeled or^'s^'Slo.^^^ surface : as, the horizon oi: the teeth; the ho-

spike : glumes frequently abortive or wanting. Also Hor- nzon of the diaphragm Artificial horizon, a con-

<&e aid Hordrinm. trivanceiorenablinganobservertodeterminethealtitudc-
of a star above the horizon when the horizon itself is not

visible. It consists of a small hollow trough containing

quicksilver or any other fluid the surface of which affords

a reflected image of a celestial body. The angle subtended

at the eye by the star and its image in a fluid being double

the star's altitude, this angle, when measured and halved,

gives the altitude of the star. Astronomical horizon,
the great circle of the celestial sphere midway between the

zenith and nadir, its plane being perpendicular to gravity
at any station. Celestial horizon. Same as astronomi-

fce an orenece.

hordein, hordeine (h6r'df-in), n. [< L. horde

urn, barley, + - 2
,
-me2 .] A pulverulent

sub-

stance left undissolved ontreatingbarley-starch
with acidulated water. It is not a simple body,
but a mixture of starch-cellulose and a proteid.

Watts, Diet, of Chem.
|,or.ieo lum Chor-de

'

6-lum), n. ; pi. hordeola

( fif) [NL. , neut.? <
'

LL. hordeolm, m.. a sty



horizon

col horizon. Geographical horizon, a great circleof the
terrestrial sphere, having any given station as its pole.
The sensible horizon, or horizontal plane tangent to the
surface of the earth at a given station, is sometimes distin-

guished from the rational horizon, or plane parallel to the
sensible horizon passing through the center of the earth.

Horizon of an artificial globe, the broad horizon-
tal ring in which the globe is fixed. On this are several
concentric circles, which contain the months and days of
the year, the corresponding signs and degrees of the eclip-

tic, and the thirty-two points of the compass. On the
same horizon, in geol. ,

said of fossils or strata which ap-
pear to be of the same age. Physical horizon, the circle
of tangency with the terrestrial sphere,

or geoid, of a cone
having its vertex at the eye of the observer. Rational
or true horizon. .Same as astronomical horizon. Visi-
ble horizon. See def. i.

horizon-glass (ho-ri'zon-glas), n. Inastron.,
the small plane mirror which is firmly attached
to the frame of a quadrant or sextant, and has
one half silvered. In measuring an altitude of the
sun the observer looks directly through its tranxparent
half toward the horizon at the point directly under the
sun. Formerly two horizon -glasses were often used, one
the front glass as above described, the other, the back
glass, so placed that the observer looked through it to
the point of the horizon opposite to that under the sun ;

this glass had simply a narrow unsilvered strip across its

middle.

horizontal (hor-i-zon'tal), a. and n. [= D.
horizontaal= Q. horizontal=Dan. Sw. horizontal
= F. Sp. Pg. horizontal = It. orizzontale, < ML.
*horizontalis, < L. horizon, horizon: see horizon.']
1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the horizon.

As when the sun new-risen
Looks through the horizontal misty air,
Shorn of his beams. Milton, P. L., i. 595.

2. Parallel to the horizon
;
at right angles to

the direction of gravity at any station
; being

on a level; not vertical nor inclined: as, a hor-
izontal line or surface; a horizontal position.
Specifically (a) In mech., acting or working, or placed,
wholly or with respect to its main parts, in a level plane :

as, a horizontal drill ; a horizontal boring-machine ; a hori-
zontal saw-mill and mortising-machine; a horizontal pump;
a horizontal escapement ; a horizontal steam-engine. (>)
In zool., being, as the parts, organs, surfaces, marks, etc.,
of a bilaterally symmetrical animal, parallel to a plane
supposed to extend from end to end and from side to side
of the body : as, horizontal wings (those which, in repose,
lie flat over the body, so as to be parallel to the supposed
plane).

3. Measured or contained in a plane of the ho-
rizon: as, horizontal distance Horizontal bar
battery, cornice, distance, leaf, mill, parallax, etc.
See the nouns. Horizontal line, (a) In JTJ>., the in-
tersection of the horizontal and perspective planes ; an
imaginary line crossing a picture parallel to its base or
bottom line, and at the assumed level of the eye of the
observer. (6) In figured ba*x, a dash under a note indi-

cating that the tones of the last figured chord are to be
continued without regard to the tone of the bass. Hori-
zontal line of Camper, in craniom., the intersection of
the horizontal plane of Camper with the median plane of
the head. Horizontal plane, a plane parallel to the
horizon, or not inclined to it; in pfrisp., a plane parallel to
the horizon, passing through the eye and cutting the per-
spective plane at light angles. Horizontal plane of
Camper, in craniom., the plane passing through the cen-
ter of the external auditory meatus on either side and the
inferior nasal spine. Horizontal projection.? projec-
tion made on a plane parallel to the horizon. Horizon-
tal range of a projectile, the distance at which it falls
on or strikes a horizontal plane, whatever be the angle of
elevation. Horizontal root, steam-engine, etc. See
the nouns.

II, n. In craniom., the line drawn from the
lower edge of the orbital cavity to the middle
of the ear-cavity.
horizontality (hor*i-zon-tal'j-ti),

n. [< horizon-
tal +

-ity.~\ The state of being horizontal.

No vase nor statue breaks the dead horizontality of the
parapet. The American, XIII. 67.

horizontalization (hor-i-zon'tal-i-za'shon), n.

[< horizontal + -ize + -ation.] In craniom.
,
the

act of placing the skull for craniometrical mea-
surement so that the plane taken as the hori-
zontal datum-plane shall be truly horizontal.
Anthropologists are not entirely agreed on a horizontal
datum-plane, but the alveolocondylean plane is usually
preferred that is, a plane passing through the alveolar
point tangent to the condyles. When this plane is made
horizontal the skull looks to the horizon. When the skull
Is fragmentary the horizontalization may become a diffi-

cult problem, and the selection ofan unusual datum-plane
may be rendered necessary.

horizontally (hor-i-zon'tal-i), adv. In a hori-
zontal direction or position ; in the direction
of the horizon; on a level: as, a line stretched

horizontally.
It is occasionally requisite that the object-end of the in-

strument be moved up and down as well as horizontally
or equatorially. Paley, Nat. Theol., vlii.

horkey (h6r'ki), n. Same as hockey
2

.

horkey-load (h6r'ki-16d), n. Same as hockey-
load.

Hormaphis (hor'ma-fis), . [NL., < Gr. bpfioc,, a
cord, chain, necklace, + NL. aphis.'] A genus
of plant-lice founded by Osten-Sacken in 1861,
having the antennal joints deeply incised and
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well separated, and the first two oblique veins
of the fore wings uniting in a fork. The spinous

Female Spinous Gall-louse (Hormaphis tpinesus), the fore wings
showing abnormal venation. {Much enlarged.)

gall-louse, //. xjrinosus, forms on the stems of wych-hazel
a gall, which is a deformation of the flower-bud.

Horminum (hor-mi'num), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), < Gr. opfttvov, a kind of sage.] A mono-
typic genus of plants belonging to the natural
order Labiatw and tribe Satureinea; the type of
Endlicher'ssubtribe Hormintce, and of Lindley's
tribe Horminida;. It is characterized by having the
calyx 2-lipped ; the corolla with incurved, ascending tube

;

the anthers linear, 1-celled, confluent ; leaves mostly radi-

cal, dentate, the upper reduced to narrow bracts ; whorls
0-flowered ; flowers violet-purple. The single species, //.

Pyrenaiciim, is a native of the mountains of Europe.
Bentham makes Horminum a section of the genus Salma ;

Moench, a subgenus of Mentha; Tournefort, a synonym
for the genus .SVilrta.

hormogone, hormqgon (hdr'mo-gon, -gon), .

Same as hormogonium.
hormogonia, . Plural of hormogonium.
hormogonimium (hor*mo-g6-nim'i-um), .; pi.

liormoyonimia (-a). [NL., ^ Gr. op//of, a cord,

chain, + y6vt/Mf, productive: see gonimium.]
One of the common forms of gouidia of lichens,
especially characteristic of the Collemacece. It

is small, moniliform, and contained in a syngo-
nimium.

hormogonium (hor-mo-go'ni-um), .; pi. hor-

mogonia (-a). [NL., < Gr. dp/tof, a cord, chain,+
j ovof, offspring.] In bot., a special reproductive
body in the nostocs, having the form of a chain
of roundish cells, from which new comobia are
formed. Also hormogone, hormogon.
The cells intermediate between two heterocysts escape

in the form of a small chain, called a hormoyoniuni, and
swim about with a spiral motion through the water. They
at length become quiescent and begin to divide both trans-

versely and longitudinally. Of the cells thus formed some
become heterocysts, and in process of time a new Nostoc
is formed. Farlow, Marine Algse, p. 12.

hormogonous (hor-mog'o-nus), a. [As hormo-
(jon-ium + -OMS.] Possessing or resembling a

hormogonium.
Hormospermeae (hor-mo-sper'me-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. iipfiof ,

a cord, chain, + sntp/ia, a seed,
+ -ece.] One of the principal divisions of the

Florideai, or red and purple seaweeds, as pro-
posed by Agardh (1851). It Includes the orders
Squamariacece and Sphcerococcoidetr, and the suborder
Cramiefp (also called DeUswriece, from the genus Deles-

g>'ria), characterized by having the spore-bearing fila-

ments articulated in amoniliform manner, and superficial
or radiating in the pericarp.
horn (horn), n. [< ME. horn, < AS. horn = OS.
horn (in comp. ) = OFries. horn = OD. horn,
horen, D. horen= MLG. horen, LG. horn = OHG.
MHG. G. horn = Icel. Sw. Dan. horn = Goth.
haurn = L. cornu (> ult. E. corn2

, cornet, etc.) =
W. Gael, and Ir. corn (the Old Celtic form is rep-
resented by the entry nApvov, trumpet, in Hesy-
chius), a horn; with formative -n, akin to Gr.

Ktpaf (Ktpar-), a horn (see cerato- and carat),with
formative -t; of the same root as AS. heorot,
heart, E. hart, and L. cenus, deer: see hart1 and
Cervus. See hornet.'} 1. An excrescent growth
upon the head in certain animals, serving as a
weapon of offense or defense. See def. 3. The
horns of cattle, sheep, and goats are familiar examples.
Such horns, technically called rornua cava or hollow horns,
are permanent or non-deciduous ; they always grow upon
the head, and are hollow, being formed upon a solid core
of true bone. They are usually in one pair, right and
left ; sometimes in two pairs, and in some fossil animals
even in three. There may also be but one, as in some
rhinoceroses, or there may be two placed one behind the
other, as in others. True horns are distinguished from
antlers by being hollow, permanent, and unbranched (ex-
cept in the pronghorn antelope). They occur usually in
both sexes. See Cavicomia, cornu.

And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast
rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns,
and upon his horns ten crowns. Rev. xiii. 1.

It is said, "God sends a curst cow short hornt."

SAa*.,Much Ado, ii. 1.

2. An antler of a deer. Antlers are not true horns,
but are bony, solid, and deciduous, and are for the most
part confined to the male sex. They are technically called
c'lrniia solida or corntia decidua (that is, solid or decidu-
ous horns). See antler.

3. Hardened and thickened epidermis or cuti-

cle, as that of which nails, claws, and hoofs con-

horn

sist, differing from hair or other cuticular struc-
tures chiefly in density and mnssiveness. The
character of horn as a cuticular outgrowth or appendage
is well illustrated in the pronghorn antelope, in which the
transition from a mass of agglutinated hairs covering a
bony core of the frontal bone to hard horny substance at
the tip is very gradual and readily observed. The thick-
ened skin of the human heel is horn, and similar special
thickenings are called corns. Tortoise-shell is another
kind of horn, as are also the hard covering of the beak and
feet of birds, the scales of reptiles, etc. Horn in this sense
is related to bone or cartilage only in that it belongs to the
same general group of connective tissues.

Neatly secur'd from being soil'd or torn,
Beneath a pane of thin translucent horn,
A book. Cowper, Tirocinium,!. 12".

4. Something made of horn, or like or likened
to a horn in position, shape, use, or purpose.

The conquering Brute on Corineus brave
This horn of land bestow'd, and mark'd it with his name.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 50ft.

We skirt the western horn of Sabioncello, and another
turn leads us through the channel.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 192.

The wood which grides and clangs
Its leafless ribs and iron hornn.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

Specifically (n) Afeeler; a tentacle; an antenna; an ovi-

positor ; also, the tuft of feathers upon the head of sundry
birds, resembling a horn

; a plumicorn, as that of various
owls.

As the snail, whose tender hornn being hit,
Shrinks backward in his shelly cave with pain.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1033.

((/) A wind-instrument more or less resembling a horn in

shape and size, and originally made of horn : as, a hunt-
ing-Aorn; a tin horn. In the simpler forms the horn is

used chiefly to give signals, producing single or slight-
ly variable loud tones. The nuntlng-horn, however, was
early elaborated and made capable of producing a variety
of calls, fanfares, and simple tunes. Wood, ivory, and v;i-

i inns metals have been used for making horns.

He's blawn his horn sae sharp and shrill ;

Up start the deer on every hill.

Eothwell (Child's Ballads, I. 159).

With horns and trumpets now to madness swell,
Now sink in sorrows with a tolling bell.

Pope, Dunciad, Ii. 228.

Waked at dead of night, I heard a sound
As of a silver horn from o'er the hills
Blown. Tennyson, Holy flrail.

(c) By extension, a musical wind-instrument of the trum-
pet class, developed from the hunting-horn (previously
modified for use in orchestras under the name corno di
caccia), and distinctively called the French horn, having
a slender tube of brass or silver, several feet long, grace-
fully curved upon itself, terminating in a flaring bell, and
blown throuuh a mouthpiece of conoidal bore. Its tones

are harmonics of the
natural tone of the tube,
produced by slightly
varying the method and

fressure
of the blowing,

tscompass is about four
octaves, the series of
tones in the two upper
octaves being diatonic
and partially chromatic.
In addition to these

primary or open tones,
modified or closed tones
are produced by insert-

ing the hand into the
bell, so as to alter the

pitch of an open tone
chromatically. The
pitch of the fundamen-
tal tone, and thus of the
whole series of open
tones, is altered by de-
tachable crooks, which
increase the actual

length of the tube.
From eight to twelve
such crooks are made,
pitching the instrument
in nearly all the chro-
matic keys between the
second C below middle
C and the second P. - be-

che'straThonf- i'fliigeihoral'or keyed
which the Instrument is

bugle ; 4, post-horn ; 5, hunting-horn. to be Set is indicated at
the beginning of each

piece ;
but the music is written in the key of C. The

pitch of the tube is still further affected by the tuning-
Klide, which is one of the curves of the tube so arranged
that it can be pushed in or out at will. Ventils or valves
are sometimes added to the tube to facilitate rapid pas-
sages. Horns are the most valuable orchestral instru-
ments of their class. Their tone is mellow, pervasive, and
blending, with a peculiar romantic quality. Tne French
horn is sometimes used singly or as a solo instrument, but
in orchestras it is nearly always combined in pairs or in

quartets, and used both for melodic effects, especially in
fanfares and similar figures, and for sustained chords as a
harmonic basis for free instrumentation, (a) A drinking-
vessel of the shape of a horn or made of a horn. See drink-
ing-horn.

They attended the banquet and served the heroes with
horns of mead and ale. Mason, Notes on Gray's Poems.

They sit with knife in meat and wine in horn.

Tennyxon, Merlin and Vivien.

(e) A long projection, frequently of silver or gold, worn
on the forehead by natives of some Asiatic countries. (/)
One of the extremities (cusps) of the moon when waxing
and waning, and hence of any crescent-shaped object.
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quantity of corn formerly given yearly to the
lord of the manor for every ox worked in the

plow on lands within his jurisdiction. Cot-
. under droiet.

(A)
tee

,. , , ...

Audition, Ornith^Biog.,T. 298.' Iiorn-band (horn'band), n. A band of trumpet-
ers Russian horn-band, a band of musicians each
one of whom plays upon a horn a single note only of the
scale. The horns vary in length from 12 feet to 9 inches,

I saw a dolphin hang i' the horns of the moon,
Shot from a wave.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 1.

The angelic squadron bright
Turn'd fiery red, sharpening in mooned horn*
Their phalanx. Milton, f. L., iv. 978.

Ere ten moons had sharpen'd either horn. Dryden.
The horns, or extremities of the bow, were two large homaget, [( horn + -age. after the equiv.

tufts of cocoa-nut-trees. Coo*, Voyages, I. i. 7. F. coriuige, < L. cornu (= E. horn) + -aye.] A
(0) The horn of a cow or other animal, or, now, any simi-

t:i~ ~* * ' '

lar case or flask, used for holding gunpowder; a powder-
horn or powder-flask.
Each man . .'. places a ball in the palm of his hand,

pouring as much powder from his horn upon it as will
cover it.

. pi. A head-dress worn during the first half of the fif-

.eenth century, thegeneral shape of which was thatof a pair
of horns spreading like those of an ox. These head-dresses
consisted of stuffs embroidered and set with jewels, or of
nets (compare crespine) by which the hair was entirely or
almost entirely concealed, a veil covering the whole, (r)
A projecting part of a head-dress, especially of that of
women in the fourteenth century, (j) Ecclei., either of
the corners or angles made by the front and ends of an
altar. In Christian churches, that at the left of the priest
when facing the altar is the gospel horn; that at his

right, the epistle horn.

Bind the sacrifice with cords, even unto the horns of
the altar. Ps. cxviii. 27.

(*) In the Bible, a symbol of strength, power, or glory.

All the horns of the wicked also will I cut off ; but the
liorm of the righteous shall be exalted. Ps. Ixxv. 10.

And hath raised up an horn of salvation for us in the hombeak (hdrn'bek), n.

house of his servant David. Luke i. 69. horn-eel, 2.

(0 In railroad-cars, a part rigidly fastened to the coupler or hornbeam (horn'bem), M.
draw-bar, by means of which the coupler and buffer-springs

'

are connected. Car-Builder's Diet, (m) Either of two pro-
jections on a side-saddle, serving to support the right leg.
(nt) The beak of an anvil, (o) A branch of a subdivided
stream.

With sevenfold horns mysterious Nile
Surrounds the skirts of Egypt's fruitful soil.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 409.

(p) Naut., one of the ends of the crosstrees. (j) One of
the alternatives of a dilemma. See dilemma, 1. (rt) The
imaginary projection on the brow of a cuckold. [Low.]
[This use, derived through Italian from Greek, is extreme- pinus
ly frequent in the plays of Shakspere and his contempo-

'

With thee, where Easna's horn-beam grove
raries.] jta forage o

'

er me interwove,
If I have horns to make me mad, let the proverb go with Along the lonely path I've stray'd.me

; I'll be horn mad. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 6. J. Scott, Ode to Leisure.

(*) In bot., any process or appendage which is shaped horn-beastt (h&rn'best), n. An animal with
somewhat like the horn of an animal, as the spur of the homi- a hm-norl Vinoot
petals in Linaria, or the crest borne by the hoods in Asele-
pias. Here we have no temple but the wood, no assembly but
5. A draught of strong liquor: as, to take a lum-beasts.

horn-beech (horn'bech), . Same as hornbeam.
hornbill (horn'bil), n. A large non-passerine
bird of the family Bucerotidte : so called from

horn-coot

adjust (the frames of a ship) in process of con- the monoclinic system with a' prismatic angle
struction so that they shall be exactly at right of 124i. Parallel to this, the fundamental prism it

angles with the line of the keel. has perfect cleavage. It occurs usually In massive forms,
varying in structure from compact to columnar and fibrous,
with the fibers parallel or curved, and also, but less often,
lamellar. In composition it varies widely, from the white
tremolite, a silicate of calcium and magnesium, to the
green actinolite, which contains also more or less iron,
and to the dark-green, brown, a'nd black varieties, parga-
site and common hornblende, which contain alumina as
well as lime, magnesia, and iron ; manganese is also pres-
ent in some varieties, and less commonly sodium and po-
tassium. Asbestos, mountain-cork, and mountain-leather
are Included here, and nephrite or jade ia a tough, com-
pact variety. Hornblende is a constituent of many crys-

according to the pitch of the note, and to play the chro-
matic scale through a compass of 3 octaves requires 37
players. This method of performing music was invented,
with a suitable system of notation, by J. A. Maresch, a
Bohemian domiciled in Russia, who gave his first per-
formance before the imperial court in 1755. His method
has been preserved in Russia down to the present time.
It admits of the performance with precision of somewhat
complicated music, including runs, trills, and other em-
bellishments, but the artistic value of the result is neces-
sarily small.

horn-bar (h6rn'bar), . The cross-bar of a car-

riage, or the gearing supporting the fore-spring
stays.

The garfish : same as

A small tree be-

longing to the genus Carpinus, of the natural
order Cupuliferce. The American hornbeam, also call-
ed blue beech, water-beech and ironwood, is C. Carolini-
ana or Americana. It is a shrub or small tree, 10 to 20

talline rocks, as syenite, diorite, hornblende schist, some
kinds of trachyte, andesite, etc. The name amphibole is

often used as the general term to Include all the varieties.
The hornblende or amphibole group of minerals includes
also the related orthorhombic species anthophyllite, and
the monoclinic arfvedsonite, crocidolite, glaucophane, etc.
In geology, hornblende or hornblendic is often prefixed
to names of rocks to indicate the accidental presence in
greater or less quantity of that mineral, in addition to the
other ingredients which the rock usually contains. Horn-
blende is a frequent result of the metamorphism of other
minerals, especially of augite. Hornblende andesite.
See andesite. Hornblende basalt, a very basic rock of
holocrystalline texture, somewhat porphyritic, contain-
ing a comparatively small amount of feldspar and scat-
tered crystals of hornblende. It is a characteristic rock of
the Rhongebirge in Bavaria, etc. Hornblende gabbro,
a
variety

of gabbro in which the diallage is more or less

replaced by hornblende. Hornblende rock, a rock con-
sisting chiefly of black or dark-green hornblende, but of-
ten Intel-laminated with feldspar, quartz, or mica. Also
called nmphibolite.. The same rock when it has a schistose
character is called hornblende slate or hornblende schist.
Labrador hornblende.feet high, with very heavy, hard, close-grained wood, which .Labrador hornblende. See hypersthene.

is 8on)etlme8 uset> in making carpenters' tools, handles, aOrnblencUC (horn-blen dik), a. [<]iornblende +
etc ' Tne Eur Pean hornbeam, C. Betulus, is also a small -fc.] Containing hornblende ; resembling horn-

horn. See def. 4 (d). [Colloq.]
The chaplain gave us a pretty stiff horn of liquor apiece.

W. E. Burton, Waggeries.
6. In arch., the Ionic volute Alpine horn, a
long trumpet used by the Swiss mountaineers for sig-
naling ana for musical effects. Anialthea's horn the
cornucopia, or horn of plenty.

With fruits, and flowers from Amalthea's horn.

Milton, P. R., ii. 358.

At the horn*, put out of the protection of the law ; pro-
claimed an outlaw. Ribton-Turner, Vagrants and Va-
grancy, p. 354, note. [Slang.] Bass horn, a large deep
horn, once used in military bands. English horn a
tenor oboe. See oboe. French horn, the orchestral
horn. See def. 4 (c). Horn for the thumbt, a kind of
horn thimble worn by pickpockets on the thumb to sup-

pjort
the edge of the knife in cutting out purses.

I have your name, now I remember me, in my hook of
homers; horns for the thumb, you know how.

Middleton and Dekker, Hearing Girl, v. 1.

Horn of plenty, or cornucopia,, in classical myth., the
horn of the goat Amalthea by which the infant Zeus was
suckled, broken off by him and endowed with the quality
of becoming filled with whatever its possessor might wish
for ; hence, in representation, a goat's horn as a symbol
of plenty or abundance in general. Horn-Of-plenty
grass, an Oriental grass, Cornucopias cucuUatum.Jn a
norn, not at all : a humorous expression of doubt or denial*
as, he will do it in a horn (that is, will not do it). Some-
times, in provincial English use, extended to in a horn
when the devil is blind. [Colloq. or slang.] Sax horn.
Seesaxhorn To blow the buck's hornt. Seeoueti.
To come out at the little end of the horn, to come off
ill from any encounter or experience ; come to grief : used
especially of one who completely fails in a boastful or

(h&rn'bl6'6r), n. [<
earlier hornblawere, < AS.

hornblawere, < horn, horn, + blaw-

ere, blower.] One who blows a
horn

;
a trumpeter.

The Horn-blmrer [at Ripon] winds a horn
every morning at nine o'clock, before the
mayor's door and at the town cross.

Jlunicip. Corp. Reports, 1835, p. 1710.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3. hornbook (hdrn'buk), n. 1 . A leaf

ME. *hom-

or page, usually one containing the

alphabet, the nine digits, and the
Lord's Prayer, covered with trans-

parent horn and fixed in a frame with a han-
dle : formerly used in teaching children to read.
He teaches boys the horn-book. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.

To Master John the English Maid
A Horn-book gives of Ginger-bread ;

And that the Child may learn the better,
As he can name, he eats the Letter.

Prior, Alma, il.

Hence 2. A book containing the first prin-
ciples of any science or branch of knowledge ;

a primer.
horn-bug (horn'bug), n. A very common North
American beetle, Passahis cornutus, of the fam-
ily Lucanida;, of large size, elongate form, and
shining black color with pitch-black legs, the
elytra sulcate with regularly impressed lines of

punctures, and the head armed with a stout
curved horn. Its whitish larva, found in decaying

Rhinoceros Hombill (Bueeros rhinoceros).

pretentious undertaking. [Colloq. ] To pull ordraw in 'I
16 norny casque, in some cases of enormous

one's horns, to repressone's ardor, or restrain one's pride:
in allusion to the snail's habit of withdrawing its feelers
when startled. To put to the horn, in old, Scots law,
to denounce as a rebel ; outlaw for not appearing in the
court of summons. This was done by a messenger-at-arms,who proceeded to the cross at Edinburgh, and among
other formalities gave three blasts with a horn, by which
the person was understood to be proclaimed rebel to the
king for contempt of his authority. To take the bull by
the horns. See bulli. Valve-horn, a musical horn
with valves for altering the pitch of particular tones
horn (horn), v. t. [< horn, ,] 1. To furnish
with horns. 2f. To cause to wear
as the mark of a cuckold

; cuckold.

' horns "

[Low.]
Vol. I not repent me of my late disguise.
Mas. If you can horn him, sir. you need not.

B. Jomon, Volpone, ii. 2.

The moon embraces her shepherd ;

And the queen of love her warrior;
While the first does horn
The stars of the morn,

And the second the heavenly farrier.

Tom o' Bedlam.

size, which surmounts the bill. The bill is itself

very large, like that of a toucan, on which account the
hornbills have been associated with the toucans ; they must
be classed, however, with the kingfishers and hoopoes,
notwithstanding the slightnessof their superficial resem-
blance to these birds. There are two groups of hornbills,
the tree-hornbills and ground-hornbills. The latter, which
constitute the genus Buconue, have the casque quite hol-
low and in some cases open in front. One of the largest of
the tree-hornbills is the rhinoceros hornbill, Buceros rhino-
ceros, having a bill nearly afoot in length, and surmounted
by a horn nearly as large. It inhabits Sumatra. The con-
cave-casqned hornbill of Asia is B. bicornin. A Philip-
pine species is B. hydrocorax. African hornbills are chiefly
of the genera Toclcus, as T. erythrorhynchus, and Bycanis-
tes, as B. buccinator ; the ground-hornbills are also exclu-

Hom-bug (Passatus cortiutus), natural sire.

rva ; b, pupa ; ?, beetle ; ct, under side of three thoracic joint*
of larva, showing legs ; t, metathoracic leg of larva.

stumps and logs, has the third pair of legs rudimentary,
but the two anterior pairs are well developed. Rile.y, 4th
Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 139.

sively African. All these'singuTar birds are for the most horn-card (horn'kard), . A transparent plate
iglvorous, and some of them are known to have of horn graduated for use on charts, either as

a protractor or for meteorological purposes, to

represent the direction of the wind in a cyclone.
Smyth.

hornbill-cuckoo (h6rn'bil-kuk"6), . An ani. horn-coot (hdrn'kot), , The long-eared owl,

the curious habit of imprisoning the female in the hole in
which she lays her eggs, by stopping up the entrance, leav-
ing room only to pass in food to her during her confine-
ment.

See Crotophaga. Agio ottis. [Local, Eng.]



horn-core

horn-core (horn'kor), . The core of a horn;
a projection or process of the frontal bone on
which the corneous substance of a horn is sup-
ported and molded. It is true bone, of which
the horny substance forms only a sheath.

The horns of the Bovidie consist of permanent, conical,
usually curved, bony processes, into which air-cells con-
tinued from the frontal sinuses often extend, called httrn-

currs, ensheathed in a case of true horn.
If. //. floicer, Encyc. Brit., XV. 4S1.

hprn-CUirass (horn'kwe-ras"), ii. A coat of
fence made of scales of horn stitched to a gar-
ment of leather or stuff. See scale-armor.

horn-distemper (h6rn'dis-tem"per), n. A dis-

ease of cattle affecting the internal substance
or core of the horn.
horn-drum (hdrn'drum), . A wheel having
curved partitions which separate it into sec-

tions, used for raising water. E. H. Knight.
horned (hornd), a. [< ME. horned (with restored

vowel), < AS. hyrned (with mutated vowel) (=
OHG. ffi-hurnet, MHG. ge-hiirntt, G. ge-hiirnt =
Dan. hornet; = L. cornutus, > E. cornute, q. v.) ;

as horn + -eri2.] Furnished with a horn or

horns, or something resembling a horn in its

nature, use, position, or appearance : as, horned

cattle; a horned lizard; the horned moon.
In that Desert ben many wylde men, that ben hidouse

to loken on : for thei ben horned .

Mandei'ille, Travels, p. 274.

O, that I were

Upon the hill of Basan, to outroar
The horned herd ! Slmk., A. and 0., ill. 11.

The dim and horned moon hung low. Shelley, Alastor.

Specifically (a) In ornith., having feathers on the head
projecting like horns : as, the horn>-d owl ; a horned grebe.
(6) In entom., having one or more large horn-like projec-
tions. See cut under horn-owi. (ct) Mltered. Halliwell.

(d) In her.
, having horns : an epithet used when their tinc-

ture is different from that of the rest of the creature.
Horned beetle, frog, grebe, hog, horse, lark, owl,
pheasant, poppy, pout, ray, screamer, etc. See the
nouns. Horned syllogism. See syllogism and dilem-

ma, l. Horned toad, viper, etc. See the nouns.
Horned wavey, in her. See wavey.
hornedness (hornd'nes or h6r'ned-nes), it. The
state of being horned.

The antient Druids had their superstitious Rites at the

Changes of the Moon. The tfomedness of the New Moon
is still faintly considered by the vulgar as an Omen with
Regard to the Weather.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 880.

horn-eel (horn'el), H. 1. The larger sand-lance.

[Prov. Eng.] 2. The garfish, Belone vulgarly:
so called from its elongated body and produced
jaws. [Prov. Irish.]
hornel (hor'nel), . [Reduced form of horn-

eel.] The horn-eel. [Prov. Eng.]
hornent (hdr'nen). a. [ME. hornen (with re-

stored vowel), < AS. Jiyrnen (= OHG. Iiiiniiti,

MHG. hilrnen, tiornin, G. liomern), of horn, <

horn, horn: see horn and -ew 2.] Of horn.

In voia of the hornene trumpe.
Wyclif, Ps. xcvii. a (Oxf.).

horner (hdr'ner), n. [< ME. Jiornere, hornare

(= MD. MLG. horener), a trumpeter; < horn +
-ar1.] 1. One who blows a horn

;
a horn-player;

a trumpeter. 2. One who works or deals in

horn.

Even the horns of cattle are prohibited to be exported ;

and the two insignificant trades of the horner and comb-
maker enjoy, in this respect, a monopoly against the gra-
ziers. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 8.

3f. One who horns or cuckolds. [Low.] 4.
In old Scots law, one who had been put to the

horn, or publicly denounced and proscribed;
an outlaw. [Rare or obsolete in all uses.]
horneresst, n. A female horn-maker. Pals-

grave.
Homer's method of approximation. See ap-
proximation.

Homer's muscle. See muscle.

hornet (hor'net), H. [< ME. "hornet (with re-

stored vowel
;
not found), < AS. hyrnet, hyrnete,

hyrnette, hyrnetu (with mutated vowel), earliest

instance hurnitu (in a gloss, "crabro, waefs
[wasp] vel hurnitu"), = MLG. hornte, hornetse
= OHG. hornuz, hornaz, MHG. hornuz, horniz,
G. horniss; G. dial. dim. hornissel= MD. hornsel,
horsel, hursel (Kilian), D. horzel, a hornet; ap-
par. < AS. OHG., etc., horn, with the same for-

mative that appears in another deriv. from the
same ult. root, namely, AS. heor-ot, heor-t, E.
hart = OHG. hiruz, G. hirsch (see hartl and
horn), the ref. being to the hornet's horns or

antennae, or to the buzzing sound it makes;
cf. MLG. horener, a hornet, also a trumpeter,
'horner,' OLG. "

horn-beron, crabrones," hor-

nets, lit.
'

horn-bearers,' i. e. (perhaps)
' trum-

peters,'= AS. horn-bora, tr. L. cornicen, a trum-

Ainehcan Hornet [ t'tspo ma
natural size.
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peter. The connection with horn is further
shown by OFries. horen-bie, a hornet (Kilian),
lit. a 'horn-bee,' horm-torcn, a wasp (Kilian),
LG. homkf, a hornet : cf. Imniken, a little horn;
cf. G. dial, hnriierh, and E. dial, honiirli; a hor-
net. But this connection may have originated
in popular etymology; and the word may be
really cognate with L. crabro (for "crasro (?) ;

cf. L. tenebrte as related to Skt. tamisra: see

dim), a hornet, and with the Slavic, etc., forms :

OBulg. srftsha, a wasp, srushcm, a hornet, =
Bohem. srch, srshen, sryhan = Pol. szerszen =
Russ. shershene, etc., a hornet; OPruss. sirsilis,

hornet, = Lith. shirshlis, shirshu, a wasp ; cf.

Bohem. srsheti, buzz. Observe that icasp also has
cognate forms in L., Slav., Lith., etc.] 1. An
insect of the

wasp family,
of the genus
Fespa, much
larger and

stronger than

wasps of other

species, and
capable of in-

flicting a more
severe anil

painful sting.
Hornets congre-
gate in a cellular
nest formed of a
substance resem-

bling coarse paper, elaborated from leaves and particles
of wood. The nest is sometimes pendent, and sometimes
placed in a hollow tree. The European hornet, V. crabro,
and the American hornet, or yellow-jacket, V. maculata,
are similar in character and habit. The name is often
used for any large orformidable wasp, especially one whose
sting is exceptionally painful.

He's like a hornet now, he hums and buzzes
Nothing but blood and horror.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, IT. 4.

Who seem a swarm of Hornets buzzing out
Among their Foes, and humming round abont,
To spet their spight against their Enemies,
With poysonie harts, in noses, brows, and eyes.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

2. Figuratively, a person who annoys by fre-

quent and persistent petty attacks.

More than one sultan, hoping to rid themselves of the

annoyance, titled out expeditions against the island with
the design of crushing the hornets in their nest. Prescott.

To bring a nest of hornets about one's ears, to stir

up enemies against one's self; bring upon one's self a
swarm of troubles or vexations.

hornet-clearwing (hor'net-kler'wing), n. A
hornet-moth, as ftesia airiformis or S. bembeci-

formis.
hornet-fly (hor'net-fli), H. A dipterous insect
of the family Asilidte; a robber-fly.
hornet-moth (hor'net-mdth), n. A moth of
the family Sesiida; and genus fiesta or JEgeria :

as, the lunar hornet-moai, Sesia bembeciformis.
horn-finch (horn'finch), . The stormy petrel,
Procellaria pelagica. [Local, Eng.]

horn-fish (h6rn
;

fish), n. [< ME. (not found), <

AS. hornfisc (= Icel. hornfiskr = Sw. Dan. horn-

fink), garfish, < horn, horn, + fisc, fish.] 1.

The garfish, Belone vulgaris : so called in allu-

sion to the projecting jaws. [Prov. Eng.] 2.
A species of Syix/nathida; a pipe-fish: so named
in reference to the texture of the exoskeleton.
3. The sand-pike or sauger, Stizostedium cana-

dense, a percoid fish : so named in allusion to
its color.

hornfoott (horn'fut), a. Having a hoof: hoofed.
Hakewill.

horn-footed (hdrn'fut'ed), a. [ME. not found
;

AS. horn-foted, horn-footed.] Hoofed. [Rare.]

Jingle of bits,

Shouts, arrows, tramp of the hornfooted horse
That grind the glebe to powder ! Tennyson, Tiresias.

hornful (hora'ful), n. [< horn + -fid.] As
much as a horn holds : said of a drinking-cup
or powder-flask, especially one made of horn.
See horn, 4 (d) and (g).

horngeld (hdrn'geld), n. Same as carnage.
Hornie, . See Horny.
hornify (hor'ni-fi), v. t.\ pret. and pp. horni-

Jied, ppr. hornifying. [< horn + -4-fy : see -fy.]
1. To make horny or of the consistence of

horn.

A wrought-iron stalk IB partly encased in a tube of vul-

canite, or hornified india-rubber.

Dredge's Electric Illumination, I., App., p. IxxxiL

2f. To cuckold. [Low.]
This versifying my wife has hornijled me.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

horning (hdr'ning), n. [Verbal n. of horn, i\]

1. The appearance of the crescent moon.

horn-of-plenty

They account . . . from the hominy (of the moon], which
iB the cause why they set up in their steeples a crescent.

J. Greyori/, Posthuma, p. 108.

2. A mock serenade with tin horns and other
discordant instruments, performed either in

humorous congratulation, as of a newly married
couple, or as a manifestation of public disap-
proval, as of some obnoxious person. [Local,
U.S.]
A few moments after the ceremony a gun was heard

outside the signal for the homing, without which in

that region no wedding would be thought complete.
Examiner and Chronicle.

3. Public proclamation by the blowing of a

horn; specifically, same &ajetters of hominy.
[Scotch. ] Letters of horning, in Scots law, a process
issued under the signet, after a debt has been judicially
established, directing a messenger to charge the debtor
to pay within a specified time, under pain of being de-
clared rebel, with a warrant also to seize movables, etc.

See caption.

hornisht (hdr'uish), a. [< 7in< + -/*7< ]
.] Some-

what like horn
; horny.

Temperance, as if it were of a htmiith composure, IB too
hard for the flesh. Sir M. Sandys, Essays (1634), p. 21.

hornist (hor'nist), H. [< horn + -ist.] A horn-

player.
hornito (hor-ne'to), . [Sp., dim. of liorno, an
oven, kiln, furnace: see homo.'] In ijcol., a low
oven-shaped mound, common in the volcanic
districts of South America, usually emitting
from its sides and summit hot smoke and other

vapors. Hornitos are only from 5 to 10 feet high, and
according to Humboldt are not eruptive cones, but mere
intumescences on the fields and sides of the larger volca-
nos. Also called hortto.

In every direction [In the lava desert in Iceland] there
are innumerable hornitos, seemingly formed originally of
a variety of strands of the fiery ooze twisted into all sorte
of fantastic shapes, the outer surface suggestive of a tan-

gle of intertwisted snakes of inordinate thickness.

Nature, XXX. 564.

hornkecket, The garfish, Belone vulgaris.
Palsgrave.

horn-lead (horn'led),w. Leadchlorid: so called

by the old chemists because it assumes a horny
appearance in fusing. See phosgenite.
hornless (h&rn'les), a. [< horn + -less.] Hav-
ing no horns.
The cattle of the highlands of Scotland are exceedingly

small, and many of them, males as well as females, are
hornless. Pennant, Brit Zobl., The Ox.

Heaps of mill, hornless unicorns . . .

And shatter d talbots, which had left the stones
Raw that they fell from. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

hornlessness (horn'les-nes), n. The state of

being destitute of horns.

Herodotus's opinion as to the cause of hornlessness has
been accepted by many writers down to modern times.

Amer. Naturalist, XXI. 897.

hornlet (horn'let), n. [< horn + -let.] A lit-

tle horn or projection.
Wings . . . embracing the keel and the hornlets of the

awning. Sir W. Janes, Select Indian Plants, No. 60.

horn-machine (hdrn'ma-shen"), . A machine
for sewing on shoe-soles : so called because the
shoe is placed on a horn.

horn-mad (horn'mad), a. Mad with rage at

having been made a cuckold. See horn, 4 (>).

Keep him from women, he thinks h'as lost his mistress ;

And talk of no silk stuffs, 'twill run him hom-m<td.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, ill. 7.

horn-madness (hdrn'mad"nes), H. The state of

being horn-mad ; raving madness.

Somebody courts your wife, Count? Where and when?
How and why? Mere homtnadness : have a care.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 83'2.

horn-mail (horn'mal), n. Scale-armor consist-

ing of plates of horn. See scale-armor. This
armor has been used by Oriental nations, and was intro-

duced by the Emperor Henry V. of Germany as the de-
fensive dress of a body of his troops. Horn has been
found a valuable adjunct to defensive armor on account
of its glossy surface, from which weapons glance. Com-
pare tilting-target.

horn-maker (h6rn'ma
//r

ker), n. 1. One who
makes horns, especially drinking-cups so call-

ed. 2t. A maker of cuckolds. [Low.]
Virtue is no horn-maker ; and my Rosalind is virtuous.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

horn-mercury (hfirn'mer^ku-ri), . Mercu-
rous chlorid, or calomel: so called by the old-

er chemists because when fused it assumes a

horny appearance. See calomel. Also horn-

quick.nlver.
horn-mullet (h&rn'muFet), H. The stone-roller

or black sucker, Hypentelium or Catostoiiitm m-

gricans. [Chesapeake Bay.]
horno (hfir'no), n. [Sp., an oven, kiln, furnace,
< L. furnus, fornus, an oven, furnace: see fur-
nace.] Same as hornito.

horn-of-plenty (horn'ov-plen'ti), . A Euro-

pean plant, Fedia Cornucopia.



hornotine

hornotine (h6r'no-tin), n. [< L. hornotinus, of

this year, < hornu's, of this year (adv. horno, this

year), perhaps contr. of *hovernus, < hie, abl. hoc,

this (cf. hodie, this day, to-day), + ver, spring

(for 'year'): see vernal.] In ornith., a bird of

the year; a yearling.
horn-owl (horn'oul), re. See owl.

hornpie (horn'pi), n. The lapwing, Vanellus

cristatus. [Norfolk and Suffolk, Eng.]
'

pike; cf.

2887 horologium

I mean a child of the horn-thumb, a babe of booty, boy, from the center of the sphere as an origin is

a cutpurse. B. Jmaon, Bartholomew Fair, ii. l.
constantly parallel to the normal surface round

I cut this from a new-married wife, a closed contour drawn upon that surface.

By the help of a horn-thumb and a knife. horographer (ho-rog'ra-fer), re. [As horogra-
Oreene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

n g 1

.^ ^

S&me^s horologiographer.
Hence 2. A pickpocket. horbgraphy (ho-rog'ra-fi), re. [= F. horographie,

horn-tip (horn' tip), n. A button or knob place I

^ gv upoypaty'ui, in pi.

'

upoypaipiat, annals, \apo-
on the end of the horn of an animal, as a guard

j,p(tyo?, writing history by seasons or years, an

annalist, < upa, season, period, hour, + ypa<j>eiv,

write.] 1. An account of the hours. 2. The
art of constructing instruments for marking
the hours, as clocks, watches, or dials

; dialing.

Qr fop ornament .

hornweed (horn'wed), n..
,

. Same as hornplant.

horn-pike (horn'pik), . [< Mm + put; t.
n0rnwoodt, a. [Early mod. E. hornewood; <

liurn-lish. The A.S. horn-pic means horn-peak, horn + W0oa2. Cf. horn-mad.] Same as ftoni-

the pinnacle of a temple.] The horn-nsh or
?Bflrf stanihurst. horologe (hor'6-16j), , [< ME. horologe, oro-

hornwork(h6rn'werk), . Infort.,,a work with i^ o*loge, horlege, orli(,e, etc., <OF. horologe,
one front only, thrown out beyond the glacis,

for the purpose

garfish,

hornpipe (horn'ii

pipe ; < horn +
fo

[< ME.

,,.,,
. I.- - J 1. A musical instrument

Jormerly used in England and Wales, perhaps
the precursor of the English horn.

To awake
The nimble horn-pipe, and the tlmburine,
And mix our songs and dances in the wood.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

2. An English country-dance of varied and
hilarious character, usually performed by one

person, and very popular among sailors.

Wherever in a lonely grove
He set up his forlorn pipes,

The gouty oaks began to move,

of occupying
rising ground,

b?""g ' d-

Plan of Parts of a Fortification.

a, hornworlc.

And flounder Into hornpipes.
Te

.

Tennyson, Amphion.

3. Music for such a dance or in its style.

horn-pith (h&rn'pith), . The soft porous bone
that fills the entire cavity of a horn.

Vast quantities of dilute phosphoric acid are formed In

glue factories, by treating with muriatic or sulphuric acid

and water bones and horn-piths.
C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 349.

hornplant (horn'plant), n. A
Ionia buccinalis : probably so

a de-

file, covering
a bridge-head,
strengthening
any weak sali-

ent, or protect-

ing buildings, the including of which in the ori-

ginal enceinte would have extended it to an in-

convenient degree. The front consists of two demi-

bastions connected by a curtain, and usually defended, as

In an independent fortress itself, by tenail, ravelin, and

covered way. The flanks are protected by ditches, and

run straight upon the ravelin, bastion, or curtain of the

main defense, so that the ditch may be swept by the latter.

As the turne came about, I watched on a home worke

neere our quarters. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 6, 1641.

Where once they form'd their troops, Brigades,
Their hornworks, rampires, pallizados.

Cotton, Scarronides, p. 6.

L seaweed, Eck- honrw.

ort (hdrn'wert), n. An aquatic plant of
'

h nus Ceratohllum the sinle secies ofthe genus Ceratophyllum, the single species

horloge, F. horloge = It. orologio = (with loss

of first syllable) Pr. reloge, relotge = Sp. relax,

reloj = Pg. relogio, a clock or dial, < L. horolo-

gium, < Gr. apoMytov, an instrument for telling

the hour (upoUyiov aiuofhipiKov, a sun-dial, apo-

Uyiov i>dpai>fa.Kov, a water-clock, clepsydra), <

opo/loyof, lit. 'telling the hour' (applied to an

Egyptian priest or acolyte who carried a hor-

ologe), < upa, hour, -t- t.iyeiv, speak, tell. Cf.

horology.'] 1. A piece of mechanism for indi-

cating the hours of the day ;
a clock ;

a time-

piece of any kind.

I, whom thou seest with horyloge in hande,
Am named tyme.

Sir T. Mure, Pageant, Int. to Utopia (trans.), p. Ixviii.

Repeated smoke-clouds, whereon, as on a culinary hor-

ologe, I might read the hour of the day. For it was the

smoke of cookery. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 129.

On the left stands the slender octagon tower of the hor-

ologe. Longfellow, Hyperion, 1. 6.

2f. One who tells the hour; a servant formerly

employed to call out or announce the hours.

The kok that orloge is of thorpis lyte.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 350.

leathery frond. Also called hornweed.
which, C. demersum, is common in ponds and horologer (ho-rol'o-jer), . [< horologe or ho-

horn-plate (horn'plat), n. One of the guide- glow s t;reams jn most parts of the world. See rology + -cr 1'.] 1'. One versed in horology, a

plates in the pedestal of a car-truck, serving cut under ceratophyllacece.
to hold the axle-box, and permit it to move up j!0rnwract (h6rn

'

rak), n. The sea-mat or

and down under the changing tension of the
iemonwee(i, a kind of polyzoan. See Fluslra.

springs; an axle-guard. horny (h6r'ni), a. and n. K horn + -y^. The
horn-player (horn'pla"er), . Aperformer upon earifer a(jj. was Tiorara.] I. a. 1. Consisting

or composed of horn, or something like horn
;

corneous.

the horn.

horn-pock, horn-pox (hdrn'pok, -poks), n. A
light form of smallpox or of chicken-pox: a

name loosely applied.

horn-poppy (h6rn'pop"i), n. Same as horned

P PI>y (which see, under poppy).

horn-pout (horn'pout), n. Same as horned pout
(which see, under pouft).
You have pleasanter memories of going after pond-

lilies, of angling for horn pouts that queer bat among
the fishes. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 241.

horn-pox, . See horn-pock.

horn-press (horn'pres), n. A special form of

stamping-machine for closing the side seams
of tin cans and boxes.

horn-presser (h&rn'pres'fer), n. A horn-maker.
The name refers to the practice of pressing horn softened

by heat into shape by means of molds, etc.

horn-quicksilver (horn'kwik"sil-ver), n. Same
as horn-mercury.
horn-Shavings (h6rn'sha*vingz), n. pi. Scrap-

ings or raspings of the antlers of deer.

horn-shoot (horn'shot), '. t. To incline or di-

verge : said of any stone or timber which should

be parallel with the line of a wall. Halliwell.

[North. Eng.]
horn-silver (h&ra'sil'ver), n. Silver chlorid:

so called because when fused it assumes a horny
appearance. See ceraryyrite.

hornsman (hdrnz'man), n.
; pi. hornsmen (-men).

[< horn's, poss. of horn, + -man.] The horned
adder or plumed viper, Clotho cornuta.

writer on horology. 2. A maker or vender of

clocks and watches.

Master George Heriot . . . paused at the shop-door of

... the ancient horologer, and having caused Tunstall,

who was in attendance, to adjust his watch by the real

time, he desired to speak with his master.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, v.

horologia, . Plural of horologion and horolo-

gium.
Food to Elijah bringing. Miiion, P. R., ii. 267. horologic (hor-o-loj'ik), a. [< L. horologicus,

Keach me the weapons of the shooting god, < Gr. Spotoyuttf, telling the hour, < upo/.6y<x;\ see

horologe.] 1. Pertaining to a horologe or to ho-

rology. 2. In bot., opening and closing at cer-

tain hours : said of flowers.

horological (hor-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< horologic +
__, -al.] Same as horologic.
.ench'd a hatchet in his Aornyflst. Dryden. horol gi grapher (hor-o-16-ji-og'ra-fer), n.

Unwonted tears throngjo the fcomi/
eyes^ ^ ^ r^s korologiography + -er1

.] A describer or a

Him thought, he by the brook of Cherith stood,
And saw the ravens with their horny beaks

Apollo's gift, the shafts and horny bow.
J. Hughes, Orestes, i. 2.

2. Resembling horn; hard or otherwise like

horn; callous: as, horny hands.

Tyrrheus, the foster-father of the beast,

Then cle

SAKe2/,"Prometheus"Unbound, i

maker of clocks or'dials. Also horographer.
The inside [of the walnut] can hardly be extracted in iloroi o riOCTat,l1ic (hor-o-16

/
'ii-6-Kraf'ik), a. [As

eces of any bigness, because of the horny intervening noroiogiogl dpim-yiyi
<u

i<^ji y g*. r/VS-
lies Pop. &. Mo., xxv. 437. horologiography + -ic.]

piece
ridg

Pertaining to horolo-

Speciflcally-(o) In erKom., chitinous: used to designate giography. _..,. r ,

any hard part of the integument or interior organs of an horologiography (hor-O-lo-Jl-Og ra-n). n. [^

insect. (6) In bot., hard and close in texture, but not
(j,, upoUyiov, a horologe, + ypcujiia, < yf

brittle, as the albumen of many plants, (c) In sponges,

fibrous; ceratodous, as an ordinary sponge, as distin-

guished from a chalk-sponge or a glass-sponge.

3. Having a horn or horns; having corns, cal-

losities, or processes like horns. Horny sponge.
See sponge.

II. re- [cap.] The devil, as usually repre-
sented with horns : generally with the prefix

ipoUytov, a horologe, + ypwpia, <. yp&Qeiv,

write, describe.] 1. An account of instru-

ments that mark the hour of the day. 2. The

art of constructing timepieces, as clocks, watch-

es, and dials ; horography.
horologion (hor-o-16'ji-on), n.; pi. horologia

(-a). Same as horology, 2.

The Horologion . . . contains the daily hours of prayer,

so far as respects their immoveable portions.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 848.

The wampum- handed.

old (Scotch auld). Also spelled Hornie. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
Oh thou ! whatever title suit thee, horologist (ho-rol'o-jist), re. [As horology

-t

Auld Bornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie. .is t 1 One versed in horology ;
a maker of time-

Bum*, Address to the De'il.

horny-fisted (hor'ni-fis'ted), a. Same as horny- As the horoloqist, with interjected finger, arrests the

beating of the clock. S. L. Stevenson, Markhelm.horn-snake (horn'snak), .

snake, Farancia dbacura. See Farancia. [Lo- horny-handed (hor'ni-han^ded), a. Having the
horologium (hor-o-16'ji-um), n.

; pi. horologia

cal, U. S.] hands hardened or calloused by labor.
(_a ) J-L., < Gr. upoUytov, an instrument for

All in the same instant a blaze of lightning discovered Soft and tender as any woman was that horny-handed, Celling the hour, in ML. and MGr. a clock : see
the maimed form and black and red markings of a " has- snell, peremptory little man. hnrnloap 1 1 A clock
tard hornmake." G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 733. br. J. Brown, Rab and his Friends, p. 8. *

hqrnstone (horn'ston), . A very compact sili- The prejudice against the horny-haruted toiler extete.

g7
clous rock, differing but little from flint. It is

usually of a dark color, and occurs in nodular masses and hornyhead (hor'm-hed), re. Ihe American
bands. The term is rarely used, and no distinct line of

river-chub, Hybopsis biguttatus or kentttckiensis,
division can be drawn between flint, hornstone, and chert. commOn cyprinoid fish of the fresh waters
Hornstone is used in pottery-manufacture to make the ,V TT -t i aV 41 .olla^ .Wl-^v
grinding-blocks of flinfcmuis. of the United States. Also called jeiker.

horn-SWivel (horn'swiv"!), n. A hook-swivel horny-hoolet (hor'm-he'let), re. The long-

made of horn. eared owl, Asia otus. Also hornie-hoolet, horny-

horntail (horn'tal), n. A terebrant hymenop- oolet. [Scotch.]
terous insect of the family Urocerida;; a tailed homywink (h&r'ni-wingk), re. [Cf. the Gael,

wasp : so called from the prominent horn at the name, adharcan-ltiachrach, i. e. little horn ot

end of the abdomen of the male. It is related the rushes.] The lapwing, Vanellus crtstatus.

to the saw-fly. See Sirex and Urocerits. [Prov. Eng.]
horn-thumbt (horn'thum), re. 1. A shield or horograph (hor'o-graf), re. [< Gr. opof, a boun-

thimble of horn for the thumb, used by pick- dary, limit, + ypd^tv, write.] A closed curve

pockets as a protection in cutting out purses.
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traced on a sphere so that the radius vector

that genuine clocks existed then, though there is no sur-

viving description of any one until the 13th century, when
it appears that a horologium was sent by the sultan of

Egypt in 1232 to the Emperor Frederick II.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 18.

2. Same as horology, 2. 3. [cap.] A south-

ern constellation of twelve stars, inserted by
Lacaille east of Eridauus. Its brightest star

is of the fourth magnitude Horologlum Floras,

or Flora's clock, (a) A horologe composed of different

growing flowers, in which the hour is supposed to be shown

by the successive opening and closing of certain developed

buds. Thus, in England, the flower of the chicory opens
from 4 to 6 A. M. ;

of the dandelion, from 6 to 6; of thepim-

pernel, after 8 ; and of the tiger-lily, from 11 to 12. (6) In

lot., a table of the hours at which the flowers of certain

plants open and close in a given locality.



horologue

horologue (hor'o-log), H. [Var. of horologe,
with sense taken from horoscope.] The horo-

scope ; destiny as indicated by the stars.

Seven days after the birth of Meleager the Fates told
the horologue of the child. Quarterly Mev., CLXIII. 212.

horology (ho-rol'6-ji), .
; pi. horologies (-jiz).

[< L. horoloyium, < Gr. upuX6}iov, a horologe : see

horologe. In def. 3 used as if < Gr. *upohoyia,
< apo/idyof, telling the hour: see horologe and
-ology.] It. A contrivance for measuring time;
a timepiece.
He betaketh himselfe to the refreshing of his bodie,

which is noted and set downe by the Greek letters of the
diall (wherewith the Romane horologies were marked, as
ours be with their nuiuerall letters), whereby the time is

described. Holmshed, Descrip. of England, vii.

2. In the Gr. Ch., an office-book containing the
offices for the canonical hours, from matins
(mesonycticon) to complin (apodeipnon) inclu-

sive, as well as antiphons, hymns, etc., from
the menology and other books, some short occa-
sional offices, and several canons of odes. Gen-
erally the calendar is prefixed. In its complete form the
book is called The Or.:at Horology. On the whole, the
horology corresponds to the Western breviary, with con-
siderable differences, however, both of contents and ar-

rangement. Also called horologion or horoloyium.
3. The science of measuring time, or the prin-
ciples and art of constructing, regulating, test-

ing, etc., machines for indicating divisions of

time, as clocks and watches.
horometer (ho-rom'e-ter), re. [= F. horometre
= Pg. horometro, < Gr. upa, an hour, + [ttrpov,

measure.] An instrument for measuring time.
horometrical (hor-o-met'ri-kal), a. [As horom-
etry + -ic-al.] Belonging to horometry.
horometry (ho-rom'e-tri), . [= F. horome'trie
= Pg. horometria = It. orometria ; as horometer
+ -y

s
.~\ The art of determining the exact er-

ror of a timepiece by observation
; also, more

generally, the art of keeping time, or of know-
ing the time of day.
Horometrie is an art mathematical! which demon-

strateth how at all times appointed the precise usuall de-
nomination of time rnay be known for any place assigned.

Dee, Preface to uclid (1680).

It is, I confess, no easie wonder how the horometry of
antiquity discovered not this artifice (of wheels).

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 18.

horopter (ho-rop'ter), n. [< Gr. bpoc, a boundary
(see horizon), + birrf/p, one who looks, < dirreadai,
see : see optic.] The locus of all the points in

space which in any position of the eyes form
images falling upon corresponding points of
the two retinee.

The horopter, being the only line or surface of single
vision, has to be transferred to a remoter position by the
outward or divergent movement of the eyes in order to
effect the combination of homonymous images, and to a
nearer position by the inward or convergent movement
in order to combine heteronymous images.

J. H. HyslOfi, Mind, XIII. 505.

horopteric (hor-op-ter'ik), a. [< horopter +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the horopter.

Objects lying in a horizontal circle passing through the
point of sight and the centers of the eyes are usually sup-
posed to be seen single. . . . This circle has been called
the horopteric circle of Hiiller. Le Conte, Sight, p. 99.

horoscope (hor'o-skop), n. [< F. horoscope= Sp.
Pg. horoscope = It. oroscopo = L. horoscopium,
< Gr. (jpouKOTeiov, also upomomov, a nativity,
horoscope (also a horologe), < (jpoa/crfirof, one
who observes the hour of a birth, also a horo-

scope, < apa, hour, + axomiv, view: see Anur and
scope, skeptic.] 1. Inastrol. : (a) Thatpart of
the ecliptic which is on the eastern horizon at
the instant of a nativity.

May stormless stars control thy horoscope.
Lowell, Bon Voyage.

(6) The figure or diagram of the twelve houses
of heaven, with the positions of the planets,
used by astrologers in calculating nativities
an'd in answering horary questions.

Let the twelve houses of the horoscope
Be lodged with fortitudes and fortunates,
To make you blessed in your designs.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, vii. 147.

"There lay," said Sir Edward, "on his table his horo-

scope and nativity calculated, with some writing under it.
"

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 18, 173.

2. A kind of planisphere, invented by John of
Padua. 3. A table of the length of the days
and nights at different places To cast a horo-
scope, to calculate the part of the ecliptic which is on the
eastern horizon at the time of a nativity or at the moment
of asking a horary question, and thence to erect a figure of
the heavens, with a view to considering the influences of
the stars upon human affairs or upon the destiny of a per-
son.

The court astrologers, according to custom, cast the

horoscope of the infant, but were seized with fear and
trembling as they regarded it. Irving, Granada, p. 15.
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horoscoper (hor'o-sko-per), n. One versed in

horoscopy. Also
The astrologers, huroscopers, and other such, are pleas'd

to honour themselves with the title of Mathematicians.
Shaj'tesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 1 1.

horoscopic (hor-o-skop'ik), a. [< L. Itoroscopi-
cus, < horoscopium, horoscope: see horoscope.]
Relating to horoscopy.
horoSCOpical (hor-o-skop'i-kal), a. [< horo-

scopic + -at.] Same as horoscopic.

hqroscopist (ho-ros'ko-pist), n. [< horoscope +
-ist.] Same as horoscoper.
horoscopy (ho-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. upoanoiria,
casting a nativity, < upoonuirof, one who observes
the hour of birtn, a horoscope: see horoscope.]
1. The art or practice of foretelling future
events by observation of the stars and planets.

2. The aspect of the heavens at the time of
a child's birtli.

The aspect of the stars at their nativity . . . was called

horoscopy, and esteemed a part of judicial astrology.
Bobbes, Of Man, xii.

horowt, a. Same as hory.
Horra goose. See goose.
horrendoust (ho-ren'dus), a. [= OF. horrendc

It. orrendo, < L. horrendus, fearful, terrible,
ger. of horrere, tremble with fright: see hor-

rent, horrid.] Fearful; frightful.
Horrendous earthquakes.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Hist. Boston.

horrent (hor'ent), a. [< L. horren(t-)s, bristly,
shaggy, rough, ppr. of horrere, bristle, shake,
shiver, tremble with cold or with fear, be ter-

rified, dread : cf. Skt. / harsh, bristle. Cf . Hor-
deum.] 1. Standing erect, as bristles

;
covered

with bristling points ; bristling.
Him round

A globe of fiery seraphim inclosed,
With bright imblazonry and horrent arms.

Milton, P. L., U. 513.

2. Horrible; abhorring. Bailey.
horribile dictu (ho-rib'i-le dik'tu). [L. : hor-

ribile, neut. of horribilix, horrible; dictu, abl.

supine of dicere, say, tell: see diction.] Hor-
rible to relate ; dreadful to say.

horrible (hor'i-bl), a. [< ME. horrible, horre-

ble, orrible, < OF. horrible, orible = Pr. horrible,
orrible = Sp. horrible = Pg. horrivel = It. orri-

bile, < L. horribilis, terrible, fearful, dreadful, <

horrere, be terrified, fear, dread : see horrent.]
1. Exciting or tending to excite horror; dread-

ful; terrible: as, a horrible sight ;
horrible cru-

elty ;
a horrible story.

All aboute hym all full of horryMe peple and blacke
whiche had speres and swerdes.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 159.

A dungeon horrible on all sides round.

Milton, P. L., I. 61.

2. Hideous; shocking; extremely repulsive:
as, horrible deformity; a horrible smell.

But surely we see yi his (Solomon's] continual wealth
made him fal, first into such wanton folie, on multiplying
wiues to an horrible number, contrary to the command-
ment of God.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 38.

The Devil had afflicted Job with horrible diseases, and
might therefore afflict others. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 92.

= Svn. Execrable, Abomitiable, etc. (see nefarious); fright-
ful, fearful, horrid, awful, revolting.

horribleness (hor'i-bl-nes), n. The state or

quality of being horrible
;
dreadfulness

;
hide-

ousness ; shocking repulsiveness.
horribletet, . [ME., also orriblite, < OF. hor-

riblete, orriblete, etc., < horrible, horrible: see
horrible and -ty.] Something horrible.

Ful many an other orriblite

May men in that booke see.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7187.

horribly (hor'i-bli), adv. [< ME. horribly; <
horrible + -fy

2
.] 1. In a horrible manner; to

a horrible degree ; dreadfully : as, he was hor-

ribly mutilated
; horribly afraid.

To speak my secret sentiments, most reverent Fum, the
ladies here are horribly ugly.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, iii.

2. Exceedingly; intolerably: as, I am horribly
tired. [Colloq.]

I will be horribly in love with her.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

horrid (hor'id), a. [= Sp. horrido = Pg. hor-
rido = It. otrido, < L. horridus, rough, bristly,
shaggy, rude, savage, horrid, < horrere, bristle :

see horrent.'] It. Rough; rugged; bristling.
His haughtie Helmet, horrid all with gold,
Both glorious brightuesse and great terrour bredd.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 31.

Ye grots and caverns shagg'd with hoi-rid thorn !

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 20.

2. Fitted to excite horror; dreadful; shocking:
as, a horrid spectacle.

horror

Give colour to my pale cheek with thy blood,
That we the horridcr may seem to those
Which chance to find us. SAafr., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

I myself will be
The priest, and boldly do those horrid rites
You shake to think on. Fletclter, Sea Voyage, v. 4.

What say ye then to fair Sir Percivale,
And of the horrid foulness that he wrought?

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. Very bad or offensive
; abominable; execra-

ble.

My Lord Chief Justice Keeling hath laid the constable
by the heels to answer it next Sessions : which is a horrid
shame. Pepys, Diary, Oct. 23, 1668.

About the middle of November we began to work on our
Ships bottom, which we found vey much eaten with the
Worm : For this is a horrid place for Worms.

Dumpier, Voyages, I. 362.

Already I your tears survey,
Already hear the horrid things they say.

Pope, K. of the L., iv. 108.

[Horrid and horrible, originally distinct in meaning in
their Latin forms, but sometimes used interchangeably by
later writers, are now almost entirely synonymous in Eng-
lish

; but horrid commonly has a milder or less positive
force than horrible.] = Syn. 2. Horrible, frightful, awful,
appalling, harrowing, dire, revolting.

horridly (hor'id-li), adv. In a horrid or dread-
ful manner ; shockingly.
He [Talleyrand] looks horridly old, but seems vigorous

enough and alive to everything.
Oremlle, Memoirs, March 9, 1830.

horridness (hor'id-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing horrid, abominable, or shocking.
He did not by any pretended prerogative excuse or pro-

tect them, but delivered them up into the hands of that
justice which the horridneis of the fact did undoubtedly
demerit. Ludlow, Memoirs, III. 333.

horrific (ho-rif'ik), a. [= F. horrifigue = Sp.
horrifico = Pg. horrifico, < L. horrijicus, that
causes terror, < horrere, be terrified, fear (see
horrent, horrid),+ facere, cause, make.] Caus-
ing horror.

Let . . . nothing ghastly or horrific be supposed.
Is. Taylor.

I have a vivid memory of a tendency in the Sienese
painters to the more horrific facts of Scripture and legend.

Howells, The Century, XXX. 671.

bonification (hor"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< horrify
(see -fy ) + -ation.] The act of horrifying ; any-
thing that causes horror.

As the old woman and her miserable blue light went on
before us, I could almost have thought of Sir Bertrand or
of some German horrijtcations.

Miss Edgeworth, Belinda, iii.

horrify (hor'i-fi), n. t.
; pret. and pp. horrified,

ppr. horrifying. [< L. horrificare, make rough
or terrible, cause terror, < horrijicus, causing
terror: see horrific.] To cause to feel horror

;

strike or impress with horror.

I was horrified at the notion. T. Book, Gilbert Gurney.

horripilate (ho-rip'i-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
horripilated, ppr. horripilating. [Formed from
horripilation.] To produce horripilation in;
cause to shrink or creep, as flesh. [Recent
and rare.]
Flesh made to creep by the utterance of such words as

poets utter flesh moved by an Idea, flesh horripilated by
a Thought ! L. Hearn, The Porcelain God.

horripilation (hor'i-pi-la'shon), n. [= F. horri-

pilation = Sp. horripilacion = Pg. horripilacao= It. orripilazione, < LL. horripilatio(n-'), < horri-

pilare, bristle with hairs, be shaggy,< L. horrere,
bristle, + pilus, hair.] A contraction of the cu-
taneous muscles, producing the erection of the
hairs and the condition known as cutis anserina
or goose-flesh. It is accompanied by a kind of creep-
ing sensation in the skin, and may be produced by cold,
peculiar and sudden emotions, such as fear, or certain ner-
vous atfections.

A wonderful desire and love impel men from distant

regions to visit the holy spot, and the first sight of the
Kaabah causes awe and fear, horripilation and tears.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 388.

horrisonant (ho-ris'o-nant), a. [< horrison-ous
+ -ant, after sonant.] Same as horrisonovs.

[Rare.]
If it had been necessary to exact implicit and profound

belief by mysterious and horrisonant terms.

Southey, The Doctor, Ixxxvi.

horrisonous (ho-ris'o-nus), a. [< L. horrisonus,
that makes a horrid sound, < horrere,^ terrible,

horrid,+ sonus, a sound, sonare, make a sound.]
Sounding dreadfully; uttering or emitting a
terrible sound. [Rare.]
horror (hor'or), . [Formerly also horrour; =
F. horreur = Sp. Pg. horror = It. orrore, < L.

horror, a bristling, a shaking, trembling as with
cold or fear, terror, < horrere, bristle, shake, be
terrified: see horrent and horrid.] It. A bris-

tling or ruffling, as of the surface of water ; a

rippling.



horror

Such fresh horror as you see driven through the wrinkled
waves. Chapman.

2. A shivering or shuddering, as in the cold
fit which precedes a fever, usually accompa-
nied with contraction and roughening of the
skin ; a rigor. [Kare.]

When lo ! a spectre rose, whose index-hand
Held forth the virtue of the dreadful wand. . . .

O'er every vein a shuddering horror runs ;

Eton and Winton shake through all their sons.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. Ha.

A sudden horror chill

Ran through each nerve, and thrilled In every vein.

Aiidison, jEneid, Hi.

3. A painful emotion of fear or abhorrence
;
a

shuddering with terror or loathing ;
the feeling

inspired by something frightful or shocking.
But if we think of being turn'd to naught,
A U-embling horror in our souls we find.

Sir J. Davis*, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Horrour is that very strong and painful emotion which
is excited by the view or contemplation of something pe-
culiarly atrocious in the conduct of another ; by some vice
which exceeds the usual extravagance of vice ; enormities
that surpass the bounds of common depravity.

T. Cot/an, The Passions, I. ii. f 3.

I met her gray eyes glazed
With sudden horror most unspeakable.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 309.

4. Shrinking dread; great dislike or repug-
nance : as, to hold publicity in horror; to have
a horror of falsehood.

Sympathising with an English reader's pious horror for

unpronounceable Asiatic names, I will try to avoid them
as much as possible. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 471.

5. That which excites horror or terror
;
that

which causes gloom or dread: as, the horrors
of war ;

a place of horrors.

Ye haue encreased the fault of your vile rebellion with
the horrour of bloudshed. Sir J. Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

I saw myself the lambent easy light
Gild the brown horror, and dispel the night.

Drydeu, Hind and Panther, ii. 659.

Intervals of a groping twilight alternated wiih spells of
utter blackness ; and it was Impossible to trace the reason
of these changes in the flying horror of the sky.

R. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

The novel bristles with nonsense and unnecessary hor-
rors. Edinburgh Rev., CLXII1. 146.

The horrors, (a) Extreme depression ; the blues. [Col-

loq.]

As you promise our stay shall be short, if I don't die of
the horrors, I shall certainly try to make the agreeable.

Mi-ftt Ferrier, Marriage, iii.

(&) Delirium tremens. [Colloq.]

He do take a drop too much at times, and then he has
the horrors. Trollope, Dr. Thome, zl.

horror-stricken, horror-struck (hor
'
or -

strik"n, -struk), a. Struck with horror; hor-

rified.

horry (hor'i), a. See hory.

horst, An obsolete spelling of horsei, in Mid-
die English both singular and plural.
hors concours (or kon-kor'). [F., out of com-
petition: hors, out; concours, competition.] Not
entered for competition : said of a work of art

in an exhibition.

hors de combat (or de kon-ba'). [F., out of
the fight: hors, prep., out, beyond, < L. foris,
out of doors, without (see forisfamiliate, for-
feit); de, < L. de, of; combat, fight: see combat.]
Out of the fight; disabled; unable to take fur-

ther part in the struggle.
hors-d'oeuvre (or'devr' ), . [F., lit. out of work :

hors, out; de, of (see hors de combat); ceuvre,
work (see we).] In gastronomy, something
served not as a part of a course; a relish, as

radishes, pickles, and the like.

Tried all hors-d'cewres, all liqueurs denned,
Judicious drank, and greatly daring dined.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 317.

horse1
(hdrs), n. [< ME. hors (pi. hors and

horses), < AS. hors (pi. hors) = OS. hors, hros

(hross-) = OFries. hors, hars = D. ros = OHG.
hros, ros, MHG-. ros (ross-), G. ross ( > It. rozza =
Pr. rossa = F. rosse, a jade) = Icel. hross, hors
= Sw. Dan. dial, hors, a horse. Root uncer-
tain ; some connect the word with AS. horse =
MHG. rosch, swift, referring both to a root
shown in L. currere (for *cnrsere%), run: see
current1 . The Indo-Eur. word for 'horse' is

that represented by Skt. acva = Gr. ITTTTOC = L.

equus = AS. coh, etc.: see Equus. The ordi-

nary Teut. terms outside of E. are D. paard, G.

pferd (see palfrey); Sw. hast, Dan. hest (see
frenchman) ;

the Rom. words are F. cheval, Sp.
caballo, etc. (see cheval, caple*-, cavalry, etc.).]
1. A solidungulate perissodactyl mammal of

the family Eqitida! and genus Equus; E. cabal-

lus. It has a flowing mane and tail, comparatively small
erect ears, comparatively large rounded hoofs, shapely
head, arched neck, a callosity on the inner side of the hind
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leg below the hock, in addition to one on the fore leg above
the so-culled "knee, "and a peculiar voice called a ''neigh."
These arc the principal distinctive characters of the ex-

isting horses, of whatever variety, in comparison with the
asses and zebras, which are commonly placed in the same
genus (Equus). The horse has no distinctive coloration,
but is never conspicuously striped in any regular pattern,
and seldom shows even the dorsal and shoulder stripe
characteristic of the ass, though there is often an indica-

tion of this marking in horses which have reverted to a
feral state and tend to assume a dun color. The horse
is now known only as a domesticated and artificially bred

animal, though in both North and .South America, in Aus-

tralia, and in some parts of Asia the descendants of do-

mesticated ancestors run wild in troops. The native

country of the horse and the period of its subjection to
man are unknown. Animals congeneric with the present
horse, if not conspeciflc, have left their remains with those
of the mammoth and other extinct animals in the bone-
caves of both the old and new worlds, but the genus
Equus appears not to have been fully established before
the close of the Pliocene. The evolution of the modern
forms has been traced back through the whole Tertiary

the Eocene, ill me course 01 mis evolutionary aerico t-

observed a very gradual and unbroken geologic pedigree,
going back to a small animal, not larger than a fox, with
several separate toes on each foot. The size has steadily

increased, and other progressive modifications, especially
of the limbs, have resulted in the existing horse in all

its numberless artificial breeds, races, and strains, com-
bining in various degrees the qualities of size, strength,

Horse.

a, muzzle ; b, eullet ; c, crest ; rf, withers ; e, chest ; _/, loins ; ,

girth ; h, hip or ilium ; t, croup : ,
haunch or quarters ; /, thigh : rn t

nock ; , shank or cannon ; o, fetlock ; /, pastern ; y, shoulder-bone
or scapula : r, elbow ; s, fore thigh, or arm ; t, knee ; it, coronet ; 7',

hoof ; -w, point of hock ; x, hamstring ; zx, height.

speed, and bottom. Two breeds namely, the large,

powerful, black breed of Flanders, and the Arabian
have contributed more than all others to develop the

present varieties. The former laid the foundation of size,

strength, and vigor for draft-horses and for those former-

ly used in war
; while, when mailed armor was laid aside,

and the horse began to be used for the chase, the latter

conferred the speed and endurance which distinguish the
hunter. The ladies' palfrey is largely derived from the

Spanish genet, a small, beautiful, fleet variety of the
Moorish barb. The race-horse has less of Flemish and
more of Arabian blood. Other leading varieties are the
Suffolk Punch and Clydesdale, both chiefly of Flemish
blood, and best for draft and agriculture ; and several va-
rieties of ponies, as Galloway, Shetland, etc. Carriage,
riding, and other horses combine the above breeds in va-

rying degrees, as speed, endurance, strength, or size, etc.
,

may be required. Horses are said to have "blood "or
"
breeding

"
in proportion as they have a greater or less

strain of Arab blood. The wild horse of Tatary is called
a tarpan, that of northern Africa a koomrah, and that of
America a muxtang, the last being descended from im-

ported Spanish parents. The male of the horse is a stal-

lion; when gelded, a gelding ; the female is a mare; the

young, a foal if a male, a colt, if a female, a filly. The
colt and filly become "of age" when the "

corner-nippers
"

(outer incisors) attain functional development. The age
of the horse may be determined by the marks on the front

teeth, which change with the wearing down of the crowns
by use. When the mark disappears, as it generally does
in the eighth or ninth year, the horse is

"
aged." The pe-

riod of gestation is eleven months, and foals are generally
dropped in the spring. Horses vary greatly in size, some
standing more than twice as high as others. Very small
horses are called ponies, as those bred in Shetland.

A-noon he made tweyne of his sones for to make hem
redy and sette hem on two swifte horse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 526.

Hast thou given the horse strength ? hast thon clothed
his neck with thunder? Job x\\i\. 19.

The horse that guide the golden eye of heaven,
And blow the morning from their nostrils. Marlowe.

In the earliest period, the Horse seems to have been the
favourite animal for sacrifice

;
there is no doubt that be-

fore the introduction of Christianity its flesh was univer-

sally eaten. Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 47.

2. pi. In zodl., the horse family, or Equid.ee;
the species of the genus Equus and related

genera. These include all the existing asses of the re-

stricted genus Asinus, and the quagga, danw, and zebra,
of the restricted genus HippotiyriJi, together with all the
extinct forms of the Tertiary period which, however dif-

ferent from the modern horse, are connected closely by
intermediate links. See Equido?.

3. The male of the horse kind, in distinction
from the female or mare

;
a stallion or gelding.

Lo, the unback'd breeder, full of fear,
Jealous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him,
With her the horse, and left Adonis there.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 322.

horse

No cow-boy ever rides anything but hones, because
mares give great trouble where all the animals have to be
herded together. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 656.

4. A body of troops serving on horseback ; cav-

alry : in this sense a collective noun, used also

as a plural: as, a regiment of horse.

Our nineteen legions thou shall hold by land,
And our twelve thousand horse.

Shale., A. and C., UL 7.

The horse was the first that marched o'er,
The foot soon followed a'ter.

The Boyne Water (Child's Ballads, VII. 254).

Back fly the scenes, and enter foot and horse;
Pageauts on pageants in long order drawn.

Pope, Imit of Horace, II. i. 315.

5. A frame, block, board, or the like, on which

something is mounted or supported, or the use
of which is in any way analogous to that of a
horse. Compare etymology of easefl.

A kind of horse, as it is called with you, with two poles
like those of chairmen, was the vehicle; on which is se-

cured a sort of elbow-chair in which the traveller sits.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 299.

Specifically (a) A vaulting-block in a gymnasium, (b)
A wooden frame on which soldiers are made to ride as
a punishment : sometimes called a timber mare, (c) A
saw-horse, (d) A clothes-horse, (e) A curriers' board,
used in dressing hides. (/) In printing, a sloping board,
with its support, placed on the bank close to the tympan
of a hand-press, on which is laid the paper to be printed.

(g) A support for the cables of a suspension-bridge. (A)
A board on which the workman sits in grinding the bevels
and edges of tools in their manufacture. Also horsing.

6. In mining, a mass of rock inclosed within a
lode or vein, usually of the same material as
the "

country," or rock adjacent to the lode on
each side.

The miner takes his chance of luck. He is generally
content if he manages to pay his way along while the ores
are poor; to lay by a little for the day when a horse or
cut makes its appearance in the vein, confident that sooner
or later he may strike a rich stretch of ore.

Quoted in Jtouiry's Arizona and Sonora, p. 128.

7. In metal., same as bear, 7. 8. An imple-
ment or a device for some service suggesting
or supposed to suggest that of a horse, specifi-
cally (a) A clamp for holding screws for filing, (ft) A
hook-shaped tool used in making raised or hammered
work, (c) A wedge passed through a pin to tighten the
contact of the pieces which the pin holds together.
Thanne is ther a large pyn in maner of an extre that goth

thorow the hole that halt the tables of the clymates and
the riet in the wombe of the moder thorw wich pyn ther

goth a litel wegge which that is cleped the hors, that

streyneth alle thise parties to hepe.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, L 14.

(d) ffaut. : (It) A foot-rope. (2) A jack-stay, on the for-

ward or after side of a mast, on which a sail or yard is

hoisted. (3) A traveler for the sheet-block of a fore-and-
aft sail, consisting of a horizontal bar of wood or iron.

A horse ... is used in sailing craft generally, for sheets
to travel upon. Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 34.

(4) The iron bar between the posts of a fife-rail to which
the leading-blocks are fastened.

9. A translation or similar forbidden aid used

by a pupil in the preparation of his lessons
;
a

' '

pony
"

;
a " trot "

;
a " crib "

: so called as help-
ing the pupil to get on faster. [School and
college slang.] 10. Among Britishworkmen,
work charged for before it is executed. lit.
A term of opprobrium . Compare ass1, similar-

ly used.
Your mayor (a very horse, and a traitor to our city) . . .

must quarrel with the boys at their recreations.
British Bellman, 1648 (Harl. Misc., VII. 635).

[Horse, as the first element of a compound, indicates a

large or coarse thing of ite kind : as, Aore-chestnut, horse-

crab, Aorge-mackerel, Aorge-play, etc.] Barbary horse.
Same as barbs, i. Dark horse, (a) In horse-racing, a
horse whose performances or capabilities are not gener-
ally known, or concerning whose chances of success in a

pending race little or no information is to be had.

The first favourite was never heard of, the second fa-

vourite was never seen after the distance post, all the ten-
to-oners were in the race, and a dark horse which had never
been thought of rushed past the grand stand in sweeping
triumph. Disraeli, Young Duke, Ii. 5.

Hence (6) Any competitor for or recipient of a prize, hon-

ors, or office concerning whom nothing certain is known,
or whose Identity is at first concealed, as for reasons of

strategy; one who is unexpectedly brought forward as a

candidate, or for nomination in a convention : much used
in American politics.

Every now and then a dark horse is heard of, who is

supposed to have done wonders at some obscure small

college. Cambridge Sketches.

Polk was what, in the political slang of to-day, is called
"a dark horse" ;

but as to the test question, he could have
been Implicitly trusted.

H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun, p. 244.

Entire horse. See entire. Flemish horse, a short

foot-rope on a topsail-yard, outside the foot-rope proper,
used in reefing or other work at the yard-arm. See cut on
following page. Green horse, in sporting. See the ex-

tract

A green horse is one that has never trotted or paced for

premiums or money, either double or single.
Rules Nat. Trotting Assoc.,p. 51.

Horned horse, the gnn, Catoblepa* or Connochcetes gnu.
See cut under gnu. Horse and foot, or horse, foot,



horse

a, a, Flemish Horse.

and dragoons. () The cavalry and infantry that is, the
whole army : as, they were routed, horse, foot, and dra-

goons. Hence (b) As used adverbially, indiscriminately ;

without favor.

She played at pharaoh two or three times at Princess
Craon's, where she cheats horse and foot.

Walpole, Letters (1740), I. 87.

I made a dangerous thrust at him, and violently over-
threw him horse and foot. Oriiti the Collier, iv.

Horse night-cap. See night-cap. Iron horse, a loco-
motive engine. Master of the horse. See master.
Salt horse. See talthome. The age of a horse. See
age- To change a horse. See change. To chant a
horse. See chant. To flog a dead horse, to try to
revive interest in a worn-out topic. To hitch horses.
See hitch. to horse, (at) On horseback

; mounted.

Whan the gomes of grece were alle to home,
Araied wel redi, of romayns to rekkene the numbre,
Treuli twentl thousand, a-tlred atte best.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1947.

(b) Take horse ; mount : used absolutely, as a signal or
command.

To horse, to horse ! urge doubts to them that fear.

Shale., Rich II., Ii. 1.

"To horse,"
Said Ida; "home I to horse.'"

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

To mount or ride the high horse, to be or get on
one's high horse, to assume a lofty tone or manner;
act or speak loftily, as from offended dignity, or from
pedantry or ostentation ; prance or show off.

Rooster forsooth must riile the high horse now he is mar-
ried and lives at Chanticlere. Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivli.

Now ditmmmted from her high horse and sitting confi-

dentially down close to her visitor.

TroUope, Uarchester Towers, xxvi.

He mounted the classic high horse, and modeled him-
self on Demosthenes and Cicero.

C. F. Adams, Jr., A College Fetich, p. 24.

It rarely happens that what Is called a popular success
[in literature] is achieved by such delicate means, with
so little forcing of the tone or niaunting of the high horse.

N. A. Rev., CXX. 208.

To nick a horse's tail. See nick. To pay for a dead
horse, to pay for something that hasbeen lost or consumed,
or from which one has received or will receive no benefit
as if for a horse that has died before being paid for. To
pull the dead horse, to work for wages already paid.
[Trade slang.] To put the cart before the horse.
See cart. To take horse, (a) To mount for a ride on
horseback.

They summon'd up their meiny, straight took horse,
Commanded me to follow. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

(b) To be covered, as a mare, (c) In mining, to divide
into branches for a distance; said of a vein. Winged
horse. See Pegana.
horse1

(hors), r.; pret. and pp. horsed, ppr. hors-

ing. [< ME. horsen, set on horseback; < horse,
.] I. trans. 1. To provide with a horse

; sup-
ply horses for, as a body of cavalry, etc.

The duke was horsede agayne,
He prikked faste in the playne.

.MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 134. (HallimU.)

The Crimme Tartar . . . came out of his owne coun-
trey, . . . accompanied with a great number of his nobil-
itie well horsed. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 469.

I can see nothing but people better horsed than myself,
that out-ride me. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 3.

Our Maron fa guide or conductor] of Turin, who horsed
our company from Lyons to Turin.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

2. To sit astride
; bestride. [Rare.]

Stalls, bulks, windows,
Are smother'd up, leads tlll'd, and ridges hors'd
With variable complexions ; all agreeing
In earnestness to see him. Shak., Cor., U. 1.

3. To cover: said of the male. 4. To mount
or place on or as on the back of a horse

;
set

on horseback; hence, to take on one's own
back. [Rare.]
Not his [the orator's] will, but the principle on which

he is horsed, . . . thunders in the ear of the crowd.

Emereon, Art.

5. To mount on another's back preparatory to

flogging. [Eng.]
The capteine commanded the child to be honed up and

scourged. Faxe, Martyrs, p. 81.

A naughty boy ready horsed for discipline. Swift.

6. Naut., to "ride "hard; drive or urge at work
unfairly or tyrannically: as, to horse a ship's
crew. 7. To make out or learn by means of a
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translation or other extrinsic aid: as, to horse
a lesson in Virgil. [School and college slang.]
To horse a bill, to try to get pay for work not yet done.

[Printers' slang. J To horse on, to drive on ; push, as a
person or work. [Slang, Eng.]

II. intrans. 1. To get on horseback
;
mount

or ride on a horse. [Now rare.]
There was horfing, horsing in haste.

Archie of Ca'field (Child s Ballads, VI. 90).

Up early, and my father and I alone talked about our
business, and then we all horsed away to Cambridge.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 19, 1661.

2. To charge for work before it is executed.
[Trade slang, Eng.] 3. In calking, to embed
firmly in the seams of a ship, as oakum, with
a horsing-iron and a mallet : often with up.
horse2

t, . An obsolete form of hoarse. Chaucer.
horse-aloes (hdrs'al'oz), . See fetid aloes, un-
der aloes.

horse-ant (hdrs'ant), n. The common red ant,
formica rufa.
horse-arm (hdrs'arm), n. In mining, the part
of the horse-whim to which horses are attached.
horse-armor (hors'ar'mqr), n. Armor for the

protection of a horse in battle. See Sard2 .

horse-artillery (h6rs'ar-til"e-ri), n. See artil-

lery Horse-artillery gun. See gun*.
horseback (hdrs'bak), n. [< ME. horseback,
horsbak (= Icel. hrossbak); < horse1 + back1

.]

1. The back of a horse, particularly that part
of the back on which the rider sits : used gen-
erally in the phrase on horseback, often abbre-
viated to horseback, and used adverbially.
That euery brother schal be in his liuere for that sere

on h<irs-lKic at certeyn place, be oure and time assigned.
Engluh Oild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 447.

I ... saw them salute on horseback.

Shak., Hen. VIII., L 1.

2. A low and somewhat sharp ridge of sand
or gravel ; also, but not generally, a ridge of
rock which rises for a short distance with a

sharp edge: a common term in New England,
especially in Maine. Also called hogback, hog's-
back, and boar's-back. Such ridges are called by
Scotch geologists kames, by the Irish eskars.

horseback (hdrs'bak), adv. On the back of a
horse : as, to ride horseback. See horseback, n.,1.
horse-balm (hors'bam), n. A strong-scented
labiate plant of the American genus Collinsonia,

having large leaves and yellowish flowers, c.

Canadensiz, the best-known species, also known as the
rich lived or stonrroot, is used in infusion as a diuretic, and
its leaves are applied to wounds and bruises.

horse-bane (hors'ban), . A poisonous umbel-
liferous plant, (Enanthe Phellantlrium, a native
of temperate Europe and Russian Asia : so call-

ed from its being supposed to cause a kind of

palsy in horses.

horse-bean (hdrs'ben), w. A sort of bean so
called from being fed to horses, or from its

large size. The Jamaica horse-bean is Cana-
valia gludiata, having large legumes.
horse-beech (hors'bech), n. Same as hurst-
beech.

horse-blob (hdrs'blob), n. The marsh-mari-

gold, Caltha palustris. [Scotch.]

The yellow horse-blob's early flower.

Clare, Village Minstrel, L 49.

horse-block (hors'blok), n. 1. A block or stage
on which one steps in mounting or dismount-

ing from a horse.

A horse-block with a flight of steps attached was brought,
and placed in position for the visitor's descent.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 243.

2. A square frame of strong boards employed
by excavators to elevate the ends of their wheel-

ing-planks. 3. In shijt-building, a grating or

platform elevated above the deck of a ship at
the height of the rail, for the use
of the officers of the deck.
horse-boat (hors'bot), n. A boat
moved by a horse or horses; spe-
cifically, a ferry-boat propelled by
horses working in a treadmill.

horse-boot (hdrs'bot), n. A lea-

ther covering for the hoof and
pastern of a horse, designed to

guard them against over-reaching
or interfering.
horse-bot (hors'bot), . The lar-

va of the horse bot-fly, Gastero-

philus equi. See bot1
,
and cut un-

der bot-fly.

horse-box (h6rs'boks), w. 1. A Horee.boot.

closed car for transporting horses

by rail. 2. An inclosure for horses in a vessel.

horse-boy (hors'boi), . A boy employed in

grooming and tending horses
;
a stable-boy.

horse-coursing

Having bene once brought up an idle horse-boy, he will
never after fall to laboure, but is onely made fltt for the
halter. Spenser, State of Ireland.

horse-bramble (hors'bram'bl), n. A brier; a
wild rose. [Prov. Eng.]
horse-breadt (hors'bred), n. [< ME. horsbrede;
< horse1 + braid'.] Provender for horses pre-
pared in the form of loaves

; any kind of coarse
bread fed to horses.

That no hosteller make horse bread in his hostry nor
without, but bakers shall make it.

English Qild (E. E. T. S.), p. 366.

Save this piece of dry horse-bread, chave byt no byt this

lyvelonge dale. Up. Still, Gammer Gurton's f<eedle.

The foode which I and others did eat was very blacke,
far worse then Uorte-ureade.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 20.

You thread-bare, hortte-bread-eating rascals !

B. .1 n "n. Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 2.

horse-breaker (hors'bra"ker), n. One whose
employment is to break or train horses.

horse-brier (hors 'briber), n. The common
greenbrier or cat-brier, Smilax rotundifolia.

horse-cadger (hors'kaj'er), n. A knavish deal-
er in horses.

A combination of a Yorkshire horse-cadger and a White-
chapel bully might furnish some psychological parallel.

H estminster Kev., C&XV. 380.

horse-cane (hdrs'kan), n. A tall coarse Amer-
ican composite plant, Ambrosia trifida,the great
ragweed. See ragweed.
horse-capper (hdrs'kap*'er), n. A swindler who
sells a worthless horse for a good price. [Cant.]
horse-car (hors

'

kar), . 1 . A railroad-car fitted

for the transportation of horses. 2. A street-
car drawn by horses. [U. S.]

horse-cassia (hors'kash'ia), n. A leguminous
tree, Cassia marginata, bearing long pods which
contain a black cathartic pulp, used in Hindu-
stan as a medicine for horses. The tree is nat-
uralized in Jamaica.
horse-chanter (hdrs'chan'ter), n. See chan-
ter1

,
3.

horse-charget, [ME. horsecharche; < horse1

+ charge.] A horse-load.

horse-chestnut (hors'ches'nut), n. [So called,
it is said, because formerly ground as food for
horses ; but this is appar. a mere guess. Horse
occurs in many other plant-names, in some
without obvious reason

;
in this case it may be

meant to convey the notion of 'large.'] 1. A
dicotyledonous-leafed tree of the genus JEstcu-

lus. Ji. Hippocastanum, a large and highly ornamental
tree, a native originally of Asia, was introduced into Eu-
rope about the middle of the sixteenth century. 1 he na-
tive American species of the same genus are commonly
called buckeye. The fruit of the horse-chestnut resembles
the chestnut, but is coarse and bitter. See ^Esculus and
buckeye.

2. The nut or fruit of the horse-chestnut. 3.
In entom., a geometrid moth, Pachycnemia hip-
pocastanaria : an English collectors' name.

horse-clipper (hors' klip ''er), w. A form of
shears for clipping the coats of horses, in which
a pair of serrated knives move over each other.
See cut under clipping-shears.

horse-cloth (hors'kldth), n. A cloth used to
cover a horse, or as a part of its trappings.
The furniture and the horsc-cloaths will be all your own

device for the wedding, and the horses, when and where
you please. Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

horse-collar (hors'koKar), n. A collar, com-
monly made of leather stuffed with hay or

straw, and having creases to receive the names,
placed over a horse's neck and against the shoul-

der, to bear against in pulling. See cut under

horse-coltt, n. [ME.] A colt.

As an horse-colt he shalbe dryue.
H'yclif, Ecclus. Mill. 30.

horse-coper, horse-couper (h6rs'ko"per, -kou*-

per), n. A horse-dealer. [Scotch.]
We were told there were not less than an hundred jock-

eys or horge-kopers, as they call them there, from London,
to buy horses for sale.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 387.

Some turned horse-coopers, some pedlers.
Colvil, Mock Poem, p. 37.

horse-COUTSert (hors'kor'ser), H. [< horse1 +
courser2 . In def. 2 associated with courser 1

.']

1. A dealer in horses.

Now they throng, like so many horse-coursers at a fair.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iii.

Hee musters together all the Hackneymen and Horse-
coursers in and about Colman-streete.

Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 20.

2. One who runs horses, or kee"ps race-horses.

horse-COUTSingt (h6rs
' kor *

sing), n. Horse-

dealing or horse-racing.



horse-coursing

E. Love. What yet-unheard-of course to live doth your

imagination flatter you with? your ordinary means are

devoured.
Y. Love. Course ! why, horse-coursing, I think.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

horse-crab (hors'krab), n. Same as horseshoe-

crab.

horse-crevalle (hors'kre-val"e), . A carau-

goid fish, Caranx hippos, the cavally: so called

in South Carolina, in contradistinction to the

pompano, there known as crevalle.

horse-CUCUmber (h6rs'ku"kum-ber), n. A large

green cucumber. Mortimer.

horse-daisy (hors' da "zi), n. Same as oxeye
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bot-fly, as the horse-bot, Gasterophilus eqiti. See

cut under bot-fly.

horsefly-weed (hors'fll-wed), . A leguminous
plant, Jiaptisia tinctoria, the wild indigo or rat-

tlebush. Also horseflea-weed.
horsefoot (hors'fut), . [< ME. horsfot; < horse1

+ foot.] 1. A horse's foot.

The Troiens for that tulke had tene at hor hert ;

Kayron euyn to the kyng, caght hym belyue ;

Harlet hym fro horsfet. had hym away.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5838.

2. A plant, Tussilago Farfara : same as colts-

foot. 3. The horseshoe-crab or king-crab, Li-

nnilus polyphennis.

horse-leech

Horsehead (Selene vemtr).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission. 1884.)
SSSSfiOOSt o.* * :**..->-* -. -

horse
S

-doctor
S

(h6rs'dok'tor),n. One who treats horsefoot-snipe (hors'fut-snip), n. Auameap-^e

di=of.horses; afaWier; a veterinary gU^j^SS^SfiS ^ve something to do with , eea or^. ^An-

lantic coast of the United States, from their

feeding on the spawn of the horsefoot.

surgeon. [Colloq.]
horse-drench (hdrs'drench), n. 1. A dose of

physic for a horse.

The most sovereign prescription of Galen is but empiri-

cutick. and ... of no better repute than a horse-drench.

Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

2. A horn or other instrument by which medi- war-horse) bards or armor,

cine is administered to a horse. horse-gear (hors'ger), n. 1.

horse-elder (hors'el"der), . [An accom. form
of horseheal, simulating elder

1

*.] Same as horse-

heal.

horse-emmet (hdra'cm^et), n. Same as horse-

ant.

other perversion appears in horse-elder.'] A
coarse composite plant, Inula Belenium, the ele-

campane. See cut under elecampane.

f\. IVoOUtSl VI- UVM aca
j

tx f^iwu*.

"Canst thou tell me," said Child Rowland to the hone-

herd, "where the king of Elfland's castle is?"

Child Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 247).

horse-furniture (hdrs'tfer'ni-tiir), . The trap- fcorse-herdt (hors'herd). x. [< ME. horsherde,<

pings of a horse, including saddle, bridle, etc.; ^g horshyrde, a horse-keeper, a groom, < hors,

the housings, caparison, and (if an armored
horse, + hyrde, a keeper: see horse1 and fcerd2 .]

A keeper of horses
;
a groom.

Same as horse-

furniture, herd,

The cruel curb-bit and heavy stock-saddle, with its high
horn and cantle, prove that we have adopted Spanish- horse-hoe (h&rs'ho), n. See /ioe1 .

-T^XheCentury.XXX^^^^
horse-eye (h6rs'I), n. One of the small so- 2. Horse-power, as applied in moving machin- while ghoejngi Or for supporting sick or dis-

called sea-beans, Mucuna ure>is, often found ery. [Eng.] abled horses.

floating in the ocean or washed up on shore in horse-gentian (h&rs'jen'shian), n. See gentian. ^ge^f (h&rs'hof), n. Same as coltsfoot.

tropical America, and used :" "

eye bean, (a) Same as horse
~

other leguminous plant, Dolichos LaUab, a native of the horse-ginseng (hors' Jin" seng), . Same as
forming an attachment i

I*SLl /hA^fs^Vfl. Havir, Ion* coarse horse-gentian (which see, under gentian). vehicle can be drawn.
.

Car-Builder's Diet.

An iron hook at-

o a railroad-car, and
for a rope by which the

^r
c
s
e
e-f^e

y
d(h6rs

'

fst) '
a - Ha^ alo^ coar8e ESSSSS^iKSSSZ.. A

hor|e'-fair (hors'far), n. A fair or market at large masculine woman, coarsely fat. [Prov.

wViinh. p.hififlv horses are sold. -^Eg-J _which chiefly horses are sold.

horse-fettler (h&rs'fet"16r), m. In mining, a

workman who provides for and attends to the

horses kept underground.
horse-finch (hors'fineh), n. The chaffinch. [Lo-

cal, Eng.]
horse-fish (h6rs'fish), n. 1. A fish of the fam-

horse-gOgS (hors'gogz), n. A kind of wild plum
ily Carangidai, Vomer setipinnis, having a much- a varjety of Prunus domestica.

In woman, angel sweetness let me see ;

No galloping luirKe-godmotherx for me.

Wolcot, Peter Pindar's Ode upon Ode (In Continuation).

How do, my dear? Come to seethe old man, hay? 'Gad

you've a pretty face, too. You ain't like that old horse-

godmother, your mother. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxix.

horse-iron (hors'I'ern), n. Same as horsing-

iron.

horse-lag (h&rs'jag), n. Same as horse-plum, 1.

horse-jockey (h6rs'jok"i), n. 1 . A professional
rider of race-horses: more commonly in the

shortened form jockey.

My brother lives with hone-jockeys and trainers, and

the wildest bloods of the town.
Thackeray, Virginians, Ivi.

2t. A dealer in horses, especially a tricky deal-

a knavish horse trader.

noonfish, dollar-fish,
and Uunt-nosed^sinner.- TaBSJBSKKrfSSS'SfiK takes care of horses.

moons, -, - . jjo* nfonts, a natve o tropca an su-
2. A carangoid fish, Selene vomer, closely re-

tropical Africa and Asia, extensively cultivated

sembling the foregoing, and known by the same
names. See cut under horsehead. 3. The sau-

ger, Stizostedion canadense. [Western U. S.]

4. A sea-horse, as Hippocampus hudsonius.

horseflea-weed (hors'fle-wed), n. Same as

horsefly-weed.
horse-flesh (h&rs'flesh), n. and a. I. n. 1. The
flesh of a horse. Europeans have generally regarded
horse-flesh as unfit for food ; but hippophagy or horse-eat-

ing has always existed among some rude races, and has

been advocated by many gastronomers in Europe. In Paris

horse-flesh has long been surreptitiously dealt in as a

cheap article of diet, and its sale, umier strict official super- T, nrafi>,air fhors'ha
vision, was authorised in 1866. The necessary use of it

norsenair (

there during the siege of 1870-1 brought it into more '= Ice'- MOfmhai 1

general favor, which has been maintained. It is also eaten

to some extent in other countries.

India as a food-plant.

And he called unto his horssekeeper,
"Make ready you my steede."

Childe Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 316).

(-guards (hors'gardz), n.pl. 1. A body of
horse.knacker (h&rs'nak'er), n. One who buys

S^WftulSffSfc^SSiSS dTsfase^ wom-out, or dea'd horses, for the

to the departments under the commander-in-

two horsemen standing sentry at the gates.
3. [cap.'] The military authorities in charge
of the war department of Great Britain, in dis-

tinction from the civil chief, the Secretary for

War.
i,
n. and a.

(= Icel.

commercial products to be procured from their

carcasses.

lorse-knavet (hors'nav), n. [< ME. hors-,

horse-knave; < horse* + tware.] A horse-boy;
a groom.

And trusse here haltris forth with me,
And am but as here hone-knave.

Oowtr, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 112. (Ballivxll.)

n. Same as horse-
ME. horsher , , A , , ,

I. n. The horse-knob (hors 'nob),

ing, riding, or racing. [Colloq. or

He is a cogger of dice, a chanter of horse-flesh.

Thackeray, Legend of the Rhine.

3. A species of Bahama mahogany: probably
so named from its color.

n. a. Of the color of horse-flesh ;
of a pecu-

liar reddish-bronze color.--Horse-flesh mahogT

any. Same as
boruite : so call 1

on the fresh fracture.

Near the surface, especially on the Bruce location, a

good deal of purple or horse-flesh ore was found.

Ure, Diet., IV. 283.

horse-flower (h6rs'flou"er), n. [Cf. equiv. Flem.

peerd-bloeme, horse-flower.] A species of cow-

wheat, Melamjtyrum sylvaticum.

horse-fly (hors'fli), .. [< ME. horsflege, etc.; <

horse1 + fly'*.'] 1. A hexacheetous dipterous
insect, as Tabanus bovinus and other species of

the family Tabanida, of which the females have
a piercing proboscis, and are extremely annoy-
ing to horses and cattle. Also called Irreese,

breeze-fly, and gadfly. See cuts under breeze*

and gadfly. 2. A pupiparous dipterous insect

of the family Hippoboacidee ; a forest-fly or tick-

fly. Also called horse-tick. 3. A dichsetous

dipterous insect of the family (Estrida;; a true

etc.

This holi man seint Edmund werede stronge here [see

Aoirl.n.] . . .

Of hard harsher ymaked. St. Edm. Conf., 1. 168.

II. a. Made of horsehair
; covered, filled, or

stuffed with horsehair : as, horsehair covering;
a horsehair mattress.

n. Same

bunting of Europe, Emberiza miliaria. See cut

under bunting*. [Cornwall, Eng.]
horse-latitudes (hors'lat'i-tudz), n.pl. Naut.,

horsehair-worm (h&rs'har-werm), TO. A hair-

worm or gordius. See cut under Gordius.

horsehead (hors'hed), n. 1. A fish of the ge-
nus Selene or the genus Vomer ; a moonfish or

dollar-fish, as Selene vomer or Vomer setipinnis.

See cut in next column. 2. A fish of the fam-

ily Hippocampida; a sea-horse. 3. A cast of

the interior of the shell of a fossil species of

Trigoniida. 4. The surf-scoter, a duck, (Ede-

mia perspicillata, more fully called horsehead

coot. [Maine, U. S.]

horseheal, horseheel (h&re'hel), w. [< ME.
horsehele, < AS. hors-helene, hors-elene, elecam-

pane, < hors, a horse (appar. as a tr. of the L.

name inula, taken as hinnula, a colt), + elene,

< L. helenium, elecampane: see Helenium. In

later use the second element was supposed to

i-cKiuu ^ ,,^~*.j ... higher latitudes

and the region of the trade-winds of the trop-

ics, notorious for tedious calms. "They were so

called from the circumstance that vessels formerly bound
from New England to the West Indies, with a deck-load

of horses, were often so delayed in this calm belt of Can-

cer, that, for the want of water for their animals, they
were compelled to throw a portion of them overboard.

Maury, The Physical Geography of the Sea(8th ed.), p. 276.

horse-laugh (h&rs'laf), . [< horse* + laugh:
such a laugh as we may imagine a horse would

utter if it were a laughing animal.] A loud,

coarse, boisterous laugh.

A horse-laugh, if you please, at honesty.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, i. 38.

On my conscience, I believe she could spread a horse-

laugh through the pews of a tabernacle.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

Thrusting half-a-crown into each of his pockets, and a

hand and wrist after it, he burst into a hone-laugh.
Dickens.

horse-leech (h&rs'lech), . 1. A large leech,

as Haimopsis sanguisorba or Aulastoma yulo.



horse-leech

2. A horse-doctor, veterinary surgeon, or far-
rier. 3. An inveterate beggar or dun

;
an ex-

tortionate person; one who makes incessant
demands or drafts upon another.
The horseleach hath two daughters, crying, Give, give.

Prov. xxx. 15.

We'll all join, and hang upon him like so many horse-
leeches. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

horseleek (h6rs'lek), n. A plant, the bullock's-

eye.
horse-litter (hors'lifer), n. A kind of wheel-
less carriage or palanquin hung on poles be-
tween two horses, going one behind the other.

The king [Edward I.], now weak and sick, followed in a
horse-litter. Dickens, Child's Hist, Eng., xvi.

horse-load (hors'lod), n. [< ME. horselode; <

horsei + load.} A load for a horse; hence, a
large quantity or number.
Tonnes and barelles th' coraeth in carte sholde custome

a peny ; an horselode, an halpeny.
Emjlish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 358.

They have, like good sumpters, laid ye down their horse-
load of citations and fathers at your door.

Milton, Church-Government,

horse-loaft (hdrs'lof), . [< ME. horselof; <

horse^- + loaf. Cf. horse-bread.} A large loaf

composed of beans and wheat ground together,
used for feeding horses.
Thath all Bakers of the said Cite, and suburbis of the

same, make butt ij. horselofys to a peny, and of clene
beanys. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 387.

Oh that I were in my oat-tub, with a horscloaf;
Something to hearten me.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. J.

horse-lockt,. Ahobble;afetlock. Seefetlock,S.
Horse-locks nor chains

Shall hold her from me.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ill. 1.

horse-lot (hors'lot), . A lot or pasture for
horses.

horsely (hors'li), a. and adv. [< ME. horsly; <
horse1 +

-ly.~] Having the qualities most ap-
proved in a horse; in the manner of a good
horse. [Obsolete or rare.]

Therwith so hor4y, and so quik of eye,
As it a gentil Poileys courser were.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 186.

horse-mackerel (h6rs'mak*'er-el), n. One of
several fishes more or less nearly related to the
mackerel, (a) The common tunny. (U. 8.] (i) The
scad or cavally, Caranx vulgaris. [Eng. and New Zea-
land.] (c) The jurel, Caranx pisquetus. [North Carolina,
U. S.] (d) The blueflsh, Pomatomus saltatrix. [Rhode
Island, U. S.] (e) The black candle-fish, Anoplopoma fim-
bria. See Anoplopomidce, and cut under candle-Jish. [Pu-
get Sound.

] (jf) The Callfornlan hake or merluccio, Mer-
lucius product us. [Sequely, California, U. S.) (s)Theten-
pounder, Elops murus. See cut under Elops. [Fort Ma-
con, North Carolina, U. S.J

horseman (hors'man), H. ; pi. horsemen (-men).
[< ME. horsman; (horse^ + man.} 1. A rider
on horseback; one who uses or manages a horse
or horses.

Horsemen, my skill in horsemanship advance ;

Townsfolk, my strength.
Sir P. Sidney, Sonnet (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 479).

He knew her, as a horseman knows his horse.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. A soldier who serves on horseback.
Most valiant and hardy,
With horsemen and footmen
March'd towards the town.
Winning of Cales (Child's Ballads, VII. 126).

3. A book-name of a scisenoid fish of the genus
Eques. 4f. One of sundry tattlers or sandpip-
ers, scolopacine birds of the genus Totanus; a
gambet; a chevalier. 5. A kind of domestic
pigeon Green-legged horseman, a bird, Totanus
glottis; the greenshank. See cut under grcenxhank.
Horseman's hammer. Same as martel-de-fer. Red-
legged horseman, a bird, Totanus calidris; the red-
shank.

horsemanship (hdrs'man-ship), n. [< horseman+ -ship.} The management of horses; spe-
cifically, the art of riding or controlling horses ;

equestrian skill. See manege.
To turn and wind a flery Pegasus,
And witch the world with noble horsemanship.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

Cutting out cattle, next to managing a stampeded herd
at night, is that part of the cowboy's work needing the
boldest and most skilful horsemanship.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 16.

horse-marine (h6rs'ma-ren), n. One of an
imaginary corps of mounted marine soldiers

;

hence, a person out of his element and unfit
for his place, as such a soldier would be on
board ship: also humorously employed in a lit-

eral sense. [Slang.]
This old sea-dog organized a body of horse-marines to

patrol the shore. Adm. Porter, N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 225.

horse-marshalt (h6rs'mar
//

shal), . A man-
ager of horses

;
a groom.
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Unskild mediciners, and horsemarshels slays both man

and beast. Hay, Proverbs (1678), p. 394.

Same as

horse-radish

horse-masher (hors'mash
//

er), .

horse-tuna tcli.

horsemaster (hors'mas"ter), n. A manager of
horses

;
a rider.

Of all classes in the kingdom, that from which the town MM**" (hors plum), n.

volunteers spring is perhaps the least fitted by nature,

The humour of the underplot constantly verges on horse-

play, and is certainly neither delicate nor profound
Nineteenth Centunj, XXIV. 541.

By personal raids upon the gallery when not acting,
Mr. Phelps succeeded in stopping the horse-play and
coarseness of audiences. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 581.

habit, and training to yield us good horsemaster's.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., ;

1. A small red

plum which is regarded as a variety of I'm nun
iliimcstiea. Also called horse-jng, horse-jug.

[Eng.] 2. The wild plum, Prunns Americana.
The fruit, when fully ripe, is sweet and edible, and the
tree is frequently cultivated either for its fruit or as a
stock on which to graft the varieties of the domestic
plum. [U. S.]

XLHI. 169.

horse-match (hors'mach), n. See liorsr-miiateh.

horse-mealt (hors'mel), . Pood without drink.
Davies.

Eating never hurt any one who washed down his vie- horse-pond (hors'pond), n. , A pond for water-
tuals with a glass of good wine; horse-meals indeed are ing horses,
enough to choak human creatures. horsepond (hors'pond), i: t. [< horse-pond, .]

C. Johnston
^
Chrysal, I. 220. To duck in a horse-pond. [Rare.]

horse-meatt (hdrs'met), . Food for horses;
... j n _ If she had ordered me to be hurseponded, I do protestler - to you I would not have demurred.

Who gives you your maintenance, I pray you? who al- Hiss Burney, Camilla, iii. 10.
lows you your horse-meat and man's-meatV

B. Jonson, Epicoene, iii. 1. horse
;pOppy (hors'pop'i), n. A European um-

^ a
horse-post (hdrs'post), . A post to which

rhors'miKi n6r> OTI whn horses are hitched; a hitching-post.

corations'for horle* bone-power (hdrs'pou'er), . 1. The power of a
1681

horse orits equivalent; the rate at which a horse
works in drawing. Hence 2. A unit for the
measurement of the rate at which a prime motor
works. Several values have been assigned to this unit
but the one which prevails at the present time in England
and America is Watt's horse power, which is defined as
650 foot-pounds per second. This is 7,460 megaergs per
second. The real power of a horse is about three quarters
of a horse-power. Abbreviated H. P.

3. A machine for converting the weight or di-

[An affected term.]
The trammels of his palfrey pleased his sight,
For the horse-milliner his head with poses dight

Chatterton, Kowley's Balade of Charitie.

One conies in foreign trashery
Of tinkling chain and spur,

A walking haberdashery
Of feathers, lace, and fur ;

In Rowley's antiquated phrase,
Horse-milliner of modern days.

Scott, Bridal of Triennain, ii. rect pull of a horse into power useful in mov-
horsemint (hors'mint), . [< ME. horsminte,
< AS. *horsminte (Lye not authenticated) =
J3w. horsmi/nte, Mentha areensis (prob. taken
from E.); < hors, horse, + minte, mint.] 1. A
wild mint of Europe, Mentha sylvestris. 2. An
American plant, Monarda punctata, common
fromNewYork southward Round-leafed horse-
mint, Mentha rotundifolia, a native of Europe, but now
naturalized in the United States. Sweet horsemint,
Cunila Mariana, the common dittany.

horse-musher (hors'mush'er), . Same as
horse-smateh.

horse-mushroom (hors'mush'rom), n. Same
as hedge-mushroom.
horse-mussel (h6rs'mus'l), w. A large mussel
of the genus Modiola, especially M. modiolus,
common to the shores of northern Europe and
America, having a smooth blackish shell.

horse-nail (hors'nal), . A nail for fastening
a horseshoe to the hoof.

horse-nestt (hors'nest), . Same as mare's
nest.

Boom grammatical pullet . . . would stand clocking
agaynst mee, as though hee had found an hone nest, in

laying that downe for a fait that perhaps I dooe knowe
better then hee. Stanihuret, tr. of Virgil, To the Reader.

horse-net (hors'net), n, A net to protect a horse

ing machinery. Such machines are either treadmills
or circular sweeps. The hitter consist essentially of a long
sweep to the end of which the horse is harnessed, a sim-

ple form of gearing for transmitting the motion of the
sweep to a pulley, with generally an increase of velocity,
and a belt or shafting for conveying the power of the
machine to the work, as a mill, threshing-machine, press,
pump, elevator, fire-engine, or other machine, to be driv-
en. Indicated horse-power, the work, expressed in
horse-power, performed per minute by steam, air, or other
gas upon the piston of an engine, in the computation of
which the mean effective pressure per square inch of pis
ton is taken from an indicator diagram. See indicator.
Also called true, actual, real, or dynamic horse-power.
Nominal, calculated, or commercial horse-power,
horse-power calculated from the area of the piston, tome-
times not more than one tenth of the real horse-power.
Though the commercial horse-power is arbitrarily called
calculated horse power, it is easy to calculate the true horse-

power by the principles of thermodynamics when the vol-
ume or weight and pressure of the steam, air, or gas used
for each piston-stroke and the number of strokes per min-
ute are given.

horsepox (hors'poks), n. A pustular disease of

horses, which, communicated to cows, produces
cowpox.

M. Blachez related the particulars of an outbreak of
casual horse-pox among the she-asses used for giving suck
to the inmates of a nursery. N. Y. lied. Jour., XL. 648.

horse-purslane (h6rs'pers"lan), n. A plant,
Trianthema monogyna, a native of Jamaica.

from flies. horse-race (hors'ras),

'

n. A race by horses; a
horse-nettle (hors'net '!),. A pernicious match of horses in running.American weed, Solanum Carolmciise, of the

Horseraces are desports of great men, and good in

themselves, though many gentlemen by such means gal-

lop quite out of their fortunes.

Burton, quoted in Strut! s Sports and Pastimes, p. 108.

pose of racing.

The first Lord Go-
dolphin was a horse-

racer as well as gam-
bler.

Athenaeum, Sept. 22,

(1888, p. 381.

2. One who rides
in races; a jockey.

nightshade family, common in the Southern
States.

horse-parsley (hors'parsli), w. A coarse um-
belliferous plant, Smyrttium Olustrum: so called horse-racer (hors'ra/ser), n. 1. One who keeps
from its coarseness as compared with smallage horses for the pur-
or celery. It is a native of Europe,
horse-path (hors'path), n. A path for horses;
specifically, a bridle-path, or the tow-path along
a canal.

horse-pick (hdrs'pik), n. A kind of hook, often

forming part of a large pocket-knife, for re-

moving a stone from a horse's foot.

horse-piece (hors'pes), >i. A large or coarse

piece of blubber. A horse-piece of whale's blubber is

a very tough piece selected to be placed under the mass horse-racing
which is to be cut up, to protect the edge of the knife.

(hors'ra'sing) n.

The fat [of the sea-elephant] ... is cut into horse-pieces, The practice or
about eight Inches wide, and twelve to fifteen long. sport of running

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 119. norses
horse-pile (hors'pll), . A large pile or lot of horse-rack(h6rs'-
salted fish heaped up to drain; a water-horse, rak), n. A rack
Cod placed in what is called a horse-pile to drain.

Perley.

horse-pipe (hors'pip), n. One of several spe-
cies of Equisetum, the horsetail or scouring-
rush.

horse-pistol (hdrs'pis'tol), n. A pistol of large
caliber, formerly carried in holsters by dra-

goons and other horsemen,

horse-play (h6rs'pla), n. Coarse or rude play,
horse-raaisn

Horse-radish

Second Plan. We have a play wherein we use a horse. \
S

; . ?'J
"' ' .'hizome, ith two

Sim. Fellows, you use n/Jrse-plaV in my house. A cultivated cru-
he^florescence,

w,,h flow

Middleton, Mayor of Queensborough, v. 1. citerous plant, opened to show the seeds.

at which horses
are hitched and
baited.

He's a-standin' out

yander by the horse-

rack.
J. C. Harris, Harper's
[Mag., LXXVI. 707.



horse-radish

Cochlearia Armoracia, originally a native of mid-
dle Europe and western Asia, and also its root,
which has a pungent taste, and is used in a

grated state as a condiment. In medicine it is

used as a stimulant and diuretic, and externally
as a rubefacient. See Cochlearia 1

.

horseradish-tree (hors'rad'ish-tre), n. A tree,
Morinaa pterygosperma, common in many parts
of India, and cultivated there, as well as in vari-

ous other tropical countries, for the sake of the

fruit, which is eaten as a vegetable or pickled.
It has pinnate leaves and long, 3-valved, pod-like capsules,
from which ben-oil is obtained. The fresh root has a pun-
gent odor and warm taste, much like that of the horse-
radish.

horse-railroad (hors'ral'rod), . A railroad on
which cars are drawn by horses, first used in

the streets of cities in the United States: called
a tramway in Great Britain.

horse-rake (hors'rak), . A large rake drawn
by a horse. See rake.

horse-rider (hors'ri'der), n. A circus-rider.

[Eng.]
The horse-riders never mind what they say, sir ; they're

famous for it. Dickens, Hard Times, v.

horse-riding (hors'ri
//

ding), . A circus. [Eng.]

Sleary's horse-riding. Dickens, Hard Times, iii.

horse-rough (hors'ruf), . A calk or ice-creep-
er which may be fitted to the
shoe of a horse to give him a
foothold on frozen ground.
horse-run (hors'run), . A
contrivance for drawing up
loaded wheelbarrows, by the

help of a horse, from the bot-
toms of excavations for ca-

nals, docks, etC. Horse-rough.

horse-runningt, n. A horse-race. Davies.

The Forest of Qaltres, . . . very notorious in these daies

by reason of a solemne horse-running, wherein the horse
that outrunneth the rest hath for his prise a little golden
belL Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 723.

horse-sense (hors'seus'), w. A crude, instinc-

tive kind of common sense, independent of in-

struction or experience ;
a coarse, robust, and

conspicuous form of shrewdness often found
in ignorant and rude persons ; plain, practical
good sense.

He was a plain man ;
his sympathies were with the peo-

ple ; he had what is roughly known as horse-sense, and he
was homely. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 133.

Happily, the latent horse-sense of the American people
may be relied on, in the end, to abate the nuisance.

New Eng. Jour, of Education, XIX. 377.

horseshoe (hors'sho), n. [< ME. horscho (for
liors-scho, var. horsissho, horsis sho Prompt.
Parv.); < horse1 + shoe.'] 1. A shoe for a

horse, consisting commonly of a narrow plate
of iron bent into a form somewhat resem-
bling the letter U> so as to accommodate it-

self to the shape of the horse's foot. Its parts
are the toe, the two heels, the quarters between the toe
and the heels, the calks, or projections from the lower part
of each heel, the clip, a kind of claw, usually at the upper
edge of the toe, for protecting the hoof and assisting in

keeping the shoe in place, and the .fullering, or crease in
the lower face, in which the nail-holes, usually eight, are

punched. The horseshoe, in its most primitive form, is

of great antiquity. An old and very popular superstition,
almost universally prevalent among peasantry, ascribes to
the horseshoe (especially to one which has been found In
the road by chance) the power of barring the passage of
witches. For this purpose the shoe is nailed to the door or
the threshold.

To be thrown into the Thames, and cooled, glowing
hot, in that surge, like a horse-shoe.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

Your wife's a witch, man ; you should nail a horse-shoe
on your chamber-door. Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. xi.

Nailing of horse-shoes [to thresholds] seems to have been
practised as well to keep witches in as to keep them out.

Hone's Year-Book, p. 953.

2. Anything shaped like a horseshoe. Specifi-
cally (o) A loop-like bend in a river. (6) In fort., a small
round or oval work with a parapet, (c) A movable sup-
port in a lathe, for regulating the gearing and speed of
the screw which works the slide.

3. In 2o67. : (a) A horseshoe-crab.
I don't want my wreck to be washed up on one of the

beaches in company with devil's-aprons, bladder-weeds,
dead horse-shoes, etc. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 171.

(6) A bivalve mollusk, Liitraria cttiptica. Also
called clump. 4. pi. The game of quoits, in
which horseshoes are often used for pitching.
Horseshoe arch. See orc*i, 2. Horseshoe clamp,

magnet, etc. See the nouns.

horseshoe (hors'sho), v. t. ; pret. and pp. horse-

shoed, prjr. horseshoeing. [< horseshoe, .] 1.
To provide with horseshoes, or shape like a
horseshoe.

Sinclair Lithgow, horse-shoeing smith,
Warks up this close wi' a' his pith.

Blacksmith's sign in Scotland.

Horseshoe-crab (Limulus
Polyphemus}.
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2. In arch., to carry inward at the imposts, as
an arch, so as to bring it approximately to the
form of a horseshoe.

There is at Takt-i-Gero a Sassanian arch of nearly the
same age and equally classical in design, which is, like this

one, horseshoed to the extent of one-tenth of its diameter.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 391.

horseshoe-anvil (h6rs'sho-aii"vil), . A form
of anvil which corresponds in shape and size

to the hoof of a horse, and has shanks which

Eermit
the adjustment of the hoof in the socket-

ole for convenience in working,
horseshoe-bat (hors'sho-bat), . An old-world
bat of the family Rhinolophidce ; any rhiuolo-

phid having the nose-leaf more or less horse-

shoe-shaped. The name applies especially to two Eu-
ropean species, Rhinolophus ferrum-equinutn and R. hip-
poxidertig, both of which occur in England, and there rep-
resent the subfamily Rhinolophinv. Another horseshoe-
bat is the Indian and Chinese Phyllorhina ai-migera,which
is a representative of the Phyllorhininw, the other subfam-
ily of the rhinolophids. The term is loosely extended to
some other phyllostomine or leaf-nosed bats.

horseshoe-crab (hors'sho-krab), n. A inero-
stome of the family Li-

mulidce, as Limulus poly-
phemus or L. molucca-
nus: so called from its

shape. Also called horse-

shoe, horsffoot, horse-

crab, horsefoof-crab, and
king-crab. See Limiihis.

horseshoe-head (hors'-
sho-hed), n. A disease
of infants in which the
sutures of the skull are
too open: opposed to
head-mold shot.

horseshoeing (hors'-

shd*ing), n. The act
or business of shoeing
horses; farriery.

horseshoe-kidney
(h6rs'sh6-kid"ni), n. In
anat., a congenital ab-
normal conformation in
which the two kidneys
are connected by a transverse portion, so as to

present the shape of a horseshoe.
horseshoe-machine (hors'shp-ma-shen''), n, A
machine in which bar-iron is cut and formed
into horseshoes.

horseshoer (hors'sho"er), n. One who shoes
horses.

horseshoe-vetch (h&rs'sho-vech), n. A le-

guminous plant of the genus Hippocrepis, H.
comosa, cultivated for the beauty of its flowers,
which are yellow, in umbels of 6 or 8 : so called
from the shape of its legumes. Also horse-vetch.

horse-shovel (h6rs'shuv"l), n. A road-scraper.
horse-smatch (h6rs'smach), n. A bird, Saxi-
cola cenanthe; the stonechat or wheatear. Also
horse-match, horse-masher, horse-musher. [Prov.
Eng.]

horse-SOldier (hdrs'soFjer), n. A cavalry sol-

dier.

Not having his horse-soldiers with him, ... he [Julius
Caesar] ran great risk of being totally defeated.

Dickens, Child's Hist. Eng., 1.

horse-sorrel (hors'sor'el), n. A coarse species
of soTTel,RumexHydrolapathum: same as water-
dock.

horse-sponge (h&rs'spunj), n. The commercial

bath-sponge, Spongia eguina, found in the Med-
iterranean.

horse-Stinger (h6rs'sting''er), n. The dragon-
fly or devil's darning-needle. It does not sting
horses.

horse-SUgar (h6rs'shug'
!

'ar), n. A tree or shrub :

same as sweetleaf.
horsetail (hors'tal), n. 1. A horse's tail, espe-
cially when severed from the body.
Let them [servants) not presume to touch a hair of my

master's hone-tail till they kiss their hands.

Shak.,T. of theS.,iv. 1.

Then, by the rule that made the horse-tail bare,
I pluck out year by year, as hair by hair.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. L 63.

2. A hippurite. 3. In anat., the leash of
nerves in which the spinal cord ends : techni-

cally called cauda equina. See cauda. 4. A
plant of the genus Equisetum. See cut under
Equisetacece,

Following the sound of the water in the runnel, a rare

spectacle awaits you where the Equisetum, the vulgar
nurseto.il of the daylight, now stands transfigured, a mar-
vel of nature's bijoutry. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 153.

Horsetail standard, a modem Turkish military standard
consisting of a horsetail surmounted by a crescent. It

appears to have originated from "the people bearing the

horseweed
horsetail as a distinction of rank, the two ranks of pasha
being distinguished respectively by three and two tails,
and a further distinction of rank being marked by the ele-

vation of one of the tails above the others
"
(Hughes, Diet,

of Islam )^ Shrubbyhorsetail, a popular name for plants
of the genus Ephedra. natural order Gnetacece. 1 hey are

branching shrubs, natives of the sandy sea-shores of tem-

perate climates in both hemispheres. The fruit is a suc-
culent cone, formed of two carpels, with a single seed in
each ; that of /-'. diatacltya, abundant in the southern part
of Russia, is eaten by the peasants.

horsetail-lichen (h6rs'tal-U"kea), n. A popu-
lar name for various species of Alectoria (par-
ticularly A. jubata), a genus of lichens, of the

family Usneei, closely related to the genus Vsnea.
The thallus is slender, soon filiform, terete, and tufted or

pendulous from the brandies of trees, whence the plant is

also called tree-hair and horsehair-lichen.

horsetail-tree (bors' tal-tre), n. A name of trees
or shrubs (principally Australian) of the genus
Casuarina, of the natural order Casuaritiea;, and
particularly of C. equisetifolia, a tree sometimes
150 feet in height, now extensively naturalized
in many tropical and subtropical countries of
both the old and the new world: so called from
the leafless, wiry branches, which much resem-
ble the stems of Equisetum.
horse-thistle (h6rs'this'l), n. A plant of the

genus Cnicus, consisting of rough prickly this-

tles, distinguished from Carduus by having the

receptacle covered with chaffy bristles, and the
achenia crowned with a soft feathery pappus.
horse-thrush (hors

'

thrush), . The missel-

thrush, Turdus viscivorus. [Prov. Eng.]
horse-thyme (hors'tim), . The wild basil,
Calamintha Clinopodium.

horse-tick (hors'tik), . Same as horse-fly, 2.

The forest-fly or horse-tick, Hippobosca.
A. S. Packard, Study of Insects, p. 417.

horsetongue (h6rs'tung), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Ruscus: same as butcher's broom (which see,
under broom 1

).

hOrse-trainer (hors 'trainer), n. One who
trains or breaks horses; especially, one who
trains horses for racing.

horse-tree (hors'tre), n. The beam on which
the timber is placed in a sawpit. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
horse-trick (hors'trik), n. A rough practical
joke.

Make her leap, caper, jerk, and laugh, and sing,
And play me horse-tricks. Merry Devil of Edmonton.

horse-vetch (hors'vech), n. Same as horseshoe-
retch.

horse-violet (hors'vi'o-let), . The dog-violet,
Viola canina.

horseway (hors' wa), . [< ME. horse wey, < AS.
hors-weg, < hors, horse, + weg, way.] A way or
road by which a horse may pass. Comparefoot-
way.
Also with owt the Citys ys an horse wey vnder neth a

mownteyn, by the space of a myle.
Torkington, Dial ic of Eng. Travell, p. 66.

Glo. Know'st thou the way to Dover?
Edg. Both stile and gate, horse-way and foot-path.

Shak., Lear, iv. 1.

horseweed (hors'wed), . A composite plant,
Erigeron Canadense, a troublesome American

Horseweed (Eriferon CaMadfttst). a, ray-flower; *, disk-Bower.

weed. This is one of the few American weeds that have
become extensively naturalized in other parts of the world.

They were hidden and shaded by the broad-leaved horse
and trumpet weedn in the fence-row.

The Century, XXXVI. SO.



horsewell-grass

horsewell-grass (hors'wel-gras), n. A small

marsh-plant, I'eronien Hiirrnlnnitja : probably so

called from reputed medicinal qualities.
horsewhalet (hors'hwal), n. [Not foundinME.;
in mod. E. an adaptation of AS. homhwcel (=
leel. hrosslwalr), < hors, horse, + Ineti'l, whale.
Cf. walrus, which contains the same elements

reversed.] The walrus or morse.

The principall purpose of his traueile this way was to
encrease the knowledge and discouerie of these coasts and
countreyes, for the more commoditie of fishing of horse-

whales, which haue in their teeth bones of great price
and excellencie. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 5.

horse-whim (hors'hwim), n. In mining, a ma-
chine worked by a horse for raising ore or wa-
ter from a mine.

horsewhip (hors'hwip), . A whip for driving
or controlling horses.

horsewhip (hors'hwip), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

horsewhipped (also horsewhipt), ppr. horsewhip-
ping. To chastise with a horsewhip.

I told him to consider himself horsewhipped, and he
said he would make a point of doing so.

/'. Book, Jack Brag.

horse-winkle (h6rs'wing"kl), M. The common
periwinkle, Littorina littorea.

horsewoman (h6rs'wum"'an), n.; pi. horse-

women (-wim'en). A womanwho rides on horse-
back.

His cousins . . . wearied him beyond measure. One
was blue, and a geologist ; one was a horsewoman.

Thackeray, Pendennis.

horsewomanship (hors'wum'an-ship), n. [<
horsewoman + -ship."] Skill as a horsewoman.
[Rare.]

horsewood (hors'wud), n. In Jamaica, a legu-
minous tree of the genus Calliandra. C. comosa
is of small size. C. latifolia reaches a height of

25 feet.

horse-worm (hors'werm), . A worm that in-

fests horses
;
the larva of an oestrus or a bot-

fly, Gasterophilus equi.

horse-wrangler (hors'rang"gler), n. A herder

having charge of a saddle-baud, or string of

ponies, among stockmen. [Western U. S.]

There are two herders, always known as horse-wranglers
one for the day and one for the night.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 851.

horsey, a. See horsy.
horsfordite (hors'ford-It), n. [After Prof. E.

N. Horsford, an American chemist.] A silver

antimonide, occurring in silver-white masses in

Asia Minor.

horsify (hor'si-fl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. horsified,

ppr. horsifyinij. 1. [< horse1 + -i-fy.] To trans-

form into a horse.

In the same duchy [Brunswick] a witch in tormentis
once revealed a sentence that would horsify a man in a
minute. F. L. Oswald, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 474.

2. [< horsy + -fy.] To render horsy. [Rare in

both uses.]

horsiness(hor'si-nes), n. The state or quality
of being horsy . (a) Some quality suggestive of a horse,
as a horsy smell.

It shall be all my study for one hour
To rose and lavender my horriness,
Before I dare to glance upon your Grace.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ill. 5.

(6) Special interest in horses, especially in horse-racing ;

a disposition to devote one's time and thoughts to horse-

breeding or horse-racing, etc.

horsing (hor'sing), . [ME. horsing; verbal n.

of horse1 , v.] If. Supply of horses, as for hunt-

ing or traveling.
The chaunceler answeres for hor clothyng,
For gomen, faukeners, and hor horsyng.

Eabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 817.

2. Same as horse1
,
5 (h).

horsing-block (hor'sing-blok), n. A wooden
horse or support for the ends of planks, as when
they are used as a way for wheelbarrows in ca-

nal- and railroad-work.

horsing-irqn (hor'sing-i"ern), n. A large calk-

iug-iron with a long handle, held by one man
and driven by another. Also called horse-iron.

horslyt, a. A Middle English form of Iiorsely.

horst-beech (hdrst'bech), n. Same as hurst-

oeeeh.

horsy (h6r'si), . [Also written horsey; (horse1

-f -y
1
.] 1. Pertaining or relating to or con-

cerned with horses: as, horsy talk. 2. Char-
acteristic of or peculiar to the horse : as, a horsy
smell. 3. Fond of or interested in horses;

especially, devoted to or interested in horse-

racing or horse-breeding: as, horsy company.
Usually horse-dealing carries with it a lowering of the

moral tone, which we quite understand when we say of a
man that he is horsy. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 259.

Mr. Badger Brush was a very rich sporting man, whose
ties were horsey. The Century, XXVIII. 650.
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Hortalia (hor-ta'li-a), n. [NL. ;
also Sortulia.]

A genus of African rock-snakes or pythons, con-

Fetish-snake (Hortalia nafattHstf).

taining such as H. natalensis (Python sebce), the
fetish-snake. J. E. Gray, 1831.

hortation (hdr-ta'shpn), n. [< L. hortatio(n-), <

hortari, urge strongly, incite, encourage, contr.

of horitari, freq. of hori, urge, incite. Cf. de-

hort, exhort.'] The act of exhorting, or giving
advice and encouragement ;

exhortation.

hortative (hdr'ta-tiv), a. and n. [= OF. hor-

tatif= Pg. hortative (rare), < L. hortativus, that
serves for encouragement, < hortari, encourage,
incite: see hortation.] I. a. Giving exhorta-

tion; encouraging; inciting.

Il.t . An address intended to incite or en-

courage ;
an exhortation.

For soldiers, I find the generals, commonly, in their hor.

tatives, put men in mind of their wives and children.

Bacon, Marriage and .Single Life.

In hortative* and pleadings, as truth or disguise serveth
best to the design in hand, so is the judgement or the fan-

cy most required. Hoboes, On Man, L 8.

hortatory (hor'ta-to-ri), a. [= Sp. hortatorio

(rare), < LL. hortatorius, encouraging, cheer-

ing, < hortator, an encourager, exborter, < hor-

tari: see hortation.'] Encouraging; inciting;

urging to some course of conduct or action : as,
a hortatory address

;
a hortatory style.

I also send you here another hortatory letter, written In

Latin, to the brethren who are embracing Christ with the
cross. Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc.,

[1863), II. 207.

He animated his souldiers with many hortatorie orations.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 202.

hortensialt (hor-ten'shal), a. [< L. hortensius,

hortensis, of or for a garden, < hortus, a garden:
see horttis siccus.] Fit for a garden.
Such [weedy plants] as are sative and hortensial.

Evelyn, Sylva, Int., | 3.

horticultist (hor'ti-kul-tist), . [< L. hortus, a

garden, + cultus, cultivation, + -ist.] A hor-

ticulturist. [Rare.]

See, what various crops.
In quick succession, crown the garden a fields

On Thames prolifick bank. On culture's hand
Alone do these horlicultists rely?

Dodtley, Agriculture, U.

horticultor (hor'ti-kul-tqr), n. [= F. horticid-

teur, < L. hortus, a garden, + eultor, a culti-

vator.] One who cultivates a garden ;
a horti-

culturist. [Rare.]
horticultural (hor-ti-kul'tur-al), " [< horticul-

ture + -a/.] Pertaining to the culture of gar-
dens.

horticulture (h6r'ti-kul-tur), n. [= F. horti-

culture, < L. hortus, a garden, + cultura, culti-

vation, culture, < cotere, cultivate, till. Cf. agri-

culture.'] The cultivation of a garden ;
the art

of cultivating or managing gardens. The ordinary
productions of horticulture are generally classed under
the three heads of fruits, flowers, and vegetables, which
on a large scale are cultivated separately, but in small

gardens are usually more or less combined. Electrical

horticulture, a process of horticulture recommended by
Dr. Siemens, by which fruits, flowers, etc., are kept under
the electric light at night, and exposed to the sun in the

daytime, to promote their rapid growth. Qrcer, Diet.

Elect, p. 72.

horticulturist (hor-ti-kul'tur-ist), n. [< horti-

culture + -ist.] One who "practises the art of

horticulture; a gardener; especially, one who

Eractises
gardening on a large scale or as a pro-

jssion.

hortonolite (hor'ton-o-llt), n. [Named after

Silas P. Sorlon.] A member of the chrysolite

group, intermediate between hyalosiderite and

fayalite, found in Orange county, New York,

horts (hSrts), . [Var. of hurtf.] The blue-

berry or bilberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus. [Prov.

hortulant (hor'tu-lan), n. and n. [= OF. hor-

tolain, ortolain,~hortolan = Sp. hortelano = Pg.
hortelSo, hortolSo = It. ortolano, n., a gardener,
< L. hortulanus, of or belonging to a garden, <

hortulus, dim. of hortus, a garden. Cf. ortolan,

hose

from the same source.] I. a. Belonging to a

garden; relating to gardening: as, a hortulan

calendar.

This hortulan calendar is yours, mindful of the honour
once conferred on it, when you were pleased to suspend
your nobler raptures, and think it woithy your transcrib-

ing.

Evelyn, Caleudariuni Hortense, Ep. Ded. to A. Cowley.

II. n. A bird: same as ortolan.

Hortulanus (h6r-tu-la'nus), . [NL. : see hor-

tulan and ortolan.] A genus of fringilline birds.
The word is variously used : (a) By Vieillot (1807) for

sundry American finches, now called Pij,ilo and Spiza.

(b) By W. E. Leach (1816) for snow-buntings, now called

Plectrophane. t

hortus S1CCUS (h6r'tus sik'us). [L. (the phrase

appears to be NL.), lit. a dry garden: L. hortus,
a garden, = Gr. xl>r f, a yard. = AS. geard, E.

yard?, of which garth1 and gard-en are other

forms : see yard2 , garth1 , garden; L. siccus, dry,
> ult. E. sack3

, q. v.] A collection of specimens
of plants carefully dried and preserved for bo-

tanical purposes ; a herbarium.

A choice of old authors should be a florilegium, and not
a botanist's hortus ticciti, to which grasses are as Impor-
tant as the single shy blossom of a summer.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 293.

hortyardt, [A sophisticated form of orchard,
earlier *ortyard, simulating L. hortus, a garden:
see hortus siccus and orchard.] An orchard.

Of all imminent s of house and home, a pleasant garden
and hortyeard, with a lively spring, is above all domesticall

delight, and meetest for the melancholy heart and brayne.

Bright, Treatise of Melancholy (1613), p. S20.

The hortyard entering, admires the fair

And pleasant fruits.

Sandys, tr. of Ovid s Metamorph. (ed. 1638X p. 290.

Horus (ho'rus), n. [LL. Horus, < Gr.
'

Egypt. Hor.] In Egypt, myth., a divinity of dual
relations. He was Horns the elder, a brother of Osiris,
and Horus the child, the offspring of Osiris and Isis. By
the Greeks of the decadence Horus the child was identified

with Harpocrates, and his worship was also carried on in

Rome. Like Ra, Horns was represented in art as hawk-
headed. Also called Hor.

horyt, a. [E. dial, horry ; < ME. hory, hoory, hori,
once pi. horoice, foul, unclean, < AS. horig, once

horhig, foul, unclean (= MHG. horwic, horwig,

horig, horg, muddy, filthy), < horu = OFries.
hore = OS. horu, dirt, filth, = OHG. horo (hmow-,
horaw-), mud, filth; cf. AS. horh, horg, a clammy
humor, phlegm, rheum. Hoary, 4, moldy, is

prob. the same word, mixed with hoary, gray:
see hoary.] Impure; unclean; dirty; foul.

Envyous folke with tunges Itorowe.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 206.

Any unclene, whos touchynge Is Jtoovy.

WycHS,'Lev. nil. 5(Oxf.).

hosanna (ho-zan'a), interj. and n. [Formerly
also osanna; < lAi.'osanna (var. ozanna, ossanna,
ossana), ML. also hosanna, < Gr. iiaavva, uaam'd

(var. ixsava, baaava), repr. Heb. hoshfdh nna, lit.

save, I pray (or we pray), < hosliia', save, a stem
of yasha', be large (cf. Jesus, from the same
stem), + ndj

a particle denoting entreaty.]
An exclamation praying God for deliverance, or

an acclamation or ascription of praise to God.
This exclamation originated from the Hebrew words ren-

dered "Save now "
in Ps. cxviii. 25, a psalm forming part

of the Hallel used at the Passover. The form hosanna is

recorded in Mat. xxi. 9, 15, and in the parallel passages
(Mark xi. 9, 10; John xii. 13), as used by the multitude in

acclamation to Christ entering Jerusalem in triumph on
the Sunday before his crucifixion, with the additions "to
the son of David" and "in the highest." It has been in

liturgical use from very early times. It appeal's in the
Clementine Liturgy, in the response to the Sancta Sanctis,
and in the liturgical directions of the book called The
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. In both the Western
and the principal Eastern liturgies it follows the Sanctus.
The English Prayer-Book of 1549 retained the hosanna

(osanna) in the first "hosanna in excelsis." but altered the
second to "Glory be to thee, O Lord, in the highest." (See
Luke xix. 38.) Later revisions omitted the first hosanna
and changed 'in the highest 'to 'most High.' See Bene-
dictus.

Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh
in the name of the Lord : Hosanna in the highest.

Mark xi. 10.

Loud hosannas flll'd

The eternal regions. Milton, P. L., iii. 348.

Day or Sunday of Hosanna or of Hosannas, Hosanna
Sunday, in the early church, in the medieval Western
Church, and among the Nestorians, Palm Sunday.

hose (hoz), n. sing, or pi. ; pi. formerly hoses or

hosen. [< ME. hose, pi. hoscn, < AS. hosa, pi.

'hosan (glossed 'caliga vel ocrea') = MD. hose,
T>. hoos, hose, stocking, spout, water-spout, =
MLG. hose, hfise = OHG. hosa, MHG. G. hose,

breeches, = Icel. hosa, a covering for the leg
between the knee and ankle, a kind of gaiter,
= Dan. hose, pi. hoser, hose, stockings. The
Rom. forms, OF. hose, OSp. Intesa, OPg. osa,

It. uosa, ML. hosa, osa, are of G. origin; W.
and Corn, hos are from E.] 1. Originally, a



hose

garment covering the legs and the waist, worn

by men . The hose of the middle ages generally covered
the person from the waist to the toes

; they were secured
to the upper garment by points or some similar device. At
times the covering of one leg and side of the body was of

different material and color from that of the other side. In
the sixteenth century the leg-coverings were divided into

two parts, and the word huge was applied rather to the

breeches, the covering of the lower part of the leg and
foot being called the stocking or nether-stuck.

Departynge of hire hoses in whit and reed.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Doublet and hose ought to show itself courageous to

petticoat Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4.

And he had on yet all this while a paire of hosen of

Deere-skinnes with the haire on.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 433.

Towards the close of the [sixteenth] century the hose of

that period also became " breeches
"

; and so, in process of

time, the old and long-used word " hose
" came to be re-

tained only as an equivalent for "stockings."
Encyc. Brit., VI. 472.

2. In present use (as either singular or plu-

ral), covering for the feet and lower part of the

legs ; stockings. Short stockings, not reaching
to the knee, are distinctively called half-hose or

socks, or, rarely, ankle-hose.

The belted plaid and tartan hose
Did ne'er more graceful limbs disclose.

Scott, L. of the L., iL 25.

The article of attire in which he took chief pleasure
was hose; and the better to show the gay colors of these,
he wore low-cut shoes of the finest calf-skin, turned up
at the toes. The Century, XXXV. 950.

3. A flexible tube or pipe for conveying a fluid

to a required point, as water for the service of

a fire-engine, for watering a garden, etc. Hose
of the larger kinds for such uses, to which the term is usu-

ally restricted, is made chiefly of leather, gutta-percha,
cotton, or india-rubber. Smaller tubing, as for gas in a

drop-light, for acoustic instruments, etc., to which the
name may also be applied, is made of many different ma-
terials and in various ways.

It was now towards sunset on Saturday, and the inhabi-
tants were washing the fronts of the houses with the hose.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 148.

4. The hollow part of a spade, or other tool of

a like kind, which receives the end of the shaft

or handle. 5f. In printing, formerly, upright
iron rods, which connected the spindle of the
old hand-press with its platen, and regulated its

movement. Moxon. 6. The sheaf of corn.

[Prov. Eng.] 7t- The outer covering of straw
or corn. Davies.

The honey-dews . . . close and glew up the tender hose
of the ear. Ellis, Modern Husbandman (1750), II. i. 2.

Ankle-hose. See def. 2. Hose Of mail. Seechausses.

hose (hoz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hosed, ppr. hos-

ing. [< ME. hosen; < hose, n.~\ If. To clothe
with hose

;
clothe.

Clothe cut ouerthwart and agaynste the wulle can neuer
hoose a manne cleane. Ascham, Toxophilus, p. 124.

2. To play upon with a hose
;
drench with wa-

ter from a hose. [Recent.]
In the morning we go on deck at an early hour. Tom

and the Doctor help to man the pumps. . . . Then we are
most of us hosed. Athenaeum, No. 3199, p. 207.

hose-bridge (hpz'brij),
. A portable track so

arranged that it can be laid on a street railroad
for the passage of cars over lines of hose from
a fire-engine, which may be laid across the
track during a fire. Also called hose-jumper,
hose-protector, and hose-shield.

hose-carriage (hoz'kar'aj), . A truck or car-

riage with a reel or rests on which the hose for

a fire-engine is carried. Also hose-cart.

hose-carrier (hdz'kar''i-er), . A gripper or

hand-tool for lifting hose when full of water;
a pair of hose-hooks.

hose-cart (hoz'kart), n. Same as hose-carriage.

hose-clamp (hoz'klamp), w. A flexible band
with a screw for drawing the ends of two pieces
of hose together.

hose-company (hoz'kum"pa-ni), . A body of

firemen to attend and man"a hose-carriage.
hose-coupling (hoz'kup"ling), n. A joint-piece,
or a pair of interlocking connecting pieces, by
which sections of hose can be joined together
end to end. Half-hose coupling. See coupling.

hose-hook (hoz'huk), n. 1. A hook for lifting
the hose of a fire-engine. 2t. pi. In printing,
the hooks by which the platen of the old form
of printing-press was suspended.
hose-in-hose (hoz'in-hoz'), n. A gardeners'
name for certain flowers in which the corolla

ppears to be double. This state of things is brought
bout usually by the calyx becoming petaloid, as in Rho-
dodendron (Azalea,) ttnuxna of the gardens, but also by
actual duplication of the corolla, as in Primula viilytn-i*,

or by the presence of an inner series of petal-like stamens,
which by their cohesion form a second pseudo-corolla
within the ttrst, as in Datura fastuosa, Gloxinia, etc.
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hose-jumper (hoz'jum'per), n. Same as hose-

bridge.
hoseman (hoz'man), n.

; pi. hosemen (-men).
One of the men "who manage the hose of a

fire-engine, and direct the stream.

The electricity would descend by the stream of water
and enter the bodies of the hosemen managing the appa-
ratus. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XI. 2.

hosent, An old plural of hose.

hose-protector (hoz'pro-tek'tor), . Same as

hose-bridge.

hosert, A Middle English variant of hosier.

hose-reel (hoz'rel), n. 1. A reel or drum on
which hose iswound when not in use or for con-

veyancs. 2. A hose-carriage. [Bare.]
hose-shield (hoz

'

sheld), . Same as hose-

bridge.
hoshen (ho'shen), n. [So., also hoeshins (in-

geniously accom. to shins), altered with addi-

tional pi. suffix from ME. hosen, pi. of hose,

q. v.] Same as hogger.
hosier (ho'zher), n. [< ME. hosier, hosyer,

hoseare, hosiare, hosegere (also hoser); < hose1

+ -ier1
,
as in grazier, brazier1

, etc.] One who
deals in hose (stockings and socks), or in goods
knitted or woven like hose, such as undergar-
ments, jerseys, cardigans, and the like. For-

merly this term was applied to tailors who sold

men's garments ready-made.
hosiery (ho'zher-i), n. [< hosier + -y, or <. hose
+ -i-ery : see hosier and -ery."] 1. Specifically,
hose of all kinds for the foot and leg; stockings
and socks collectively ; by extension, the whole
class of goods in which a hosier deals; the
stock of a hosier. 2. A factory where stock-

ings, undergarments, etc., are woven by ma-
chinery. 3. The business of a hosier ual-
briggan hosiery, a fine cotton hosiery, of which the
threads are unusually hard, having very little nap or wool-

ly surface : so called from the town of Balbriggan in the

county of Dublin, Ireland, where it is made.

hosiomartyr (ho'si-o-mar'ter), n. [< Gr. oaan;

holy, + fiaprvp, martyr.] In the calendar of

the Greek Church, a martyr who was a monk
or a nun.

hospice (hos'pis), n. [< F. hospice = Sp. Pg.
hospicio = It. ospizio, < L. hospitium, hospitality,
a lodging, an inn, < hospes (hospit-), a host, a

guest: see host2.] A house of entertainment
and refuge for strangers; especially, such an
establishment kept by monks on some passes
in the Alps to give shelter and aid to travelers.

Originally they were probably for pilgrims on the journey
to Rome. The best-known hospice is that of the Great
St. Bernard.

hospitable (hos'pi-ta-bl), a. [< OF. hospita-
ble = Sp. hospedable = It. ospitabile, < ML. as if

*hospitabilis, < hospitare, receive as a guest: see

hospitate, hosfi, v., and of. hospital.] 1. Kind
and cordial toward strangers or guests ; freely
affording shelter and food

; extending a gener-
ous welcome to visitors.

We were received with open arms by all our old friends ;

and when they do open their arms, there are no people
so kind and so hospitable as the Scotch.

Lady Holland, Sidney Smith, viii.

A king
Whom all men rate as kind and hospitable.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

2. Characteristic of or affording generous or

friendly entertainment
; indicating or devoted

to hospitality: as, hospitable manners; a hos-

pitable table.
His hospitable gate

The richer and the poor stood open to receive.

Drayton, Polyolbion.

For harbour at a thousand doors they knock'd,
Not one of all the thousand but was lock'd ;

At last an hospitable house they found.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

It was really delightful to see the old squire seated in
his hereditary elbow chair, by the hosjtitable fireside of
his ancestors. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 247.

3. Figuratively, generous in mind
;
free in re-

ceiving and entertaining that which is present-
ed to the mind: as, hospitable to new ideas.

It [the religion of the Greeks] was hospitable to novel-
ties and was composite in character.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 86.

hospitableness (hos'pi-ta-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being hospitable ; hospitality.

His [Abraham's] benignity to strangers, and hospitable-
ness, is remarkable among all his deeds of goodness.

Barrow, Works, I. xxxi.

hospitably (hos'pi-ta-bli), adv. In a hospita-
ble manner; with generous and cordial enter-
tainment.
The former liveth as piously and hospitably as the other.

Swift.

hospitaget (hos'pi-taj), n. [= Pg. hospedagem,
< ML. liospitagium, accom. form of hospitaticum,

hospital

a right of exacting entertainment, hospitality,
< Itiwpitare, receive as a guest: see hospitate
and fcs<2.] Hospitality.

Of vile ungentlenesse, or hospitages breach.

Spenser, F. (t., III. x. 6.

hospital (hos'pi-tal), a. and . [I. a. < OF.
hospital = Sp. hospital = It. ospitale, a., < L.

hospitalis, of or relating to a guest or host
;
as

a noun, a guest; < hospes (hospitr-), a host, a

fuest
: see hosfl, n. Hence hospitality. II. n.

ME. hospital, hospitalle (also abbr. spitel, early
mod. E. spital, spittle: see spittle

2
), < OF. hos-

pital, a hospital, mod. F. hopital = Pr. Sp. Pg.
hospital = It. ospedale = G. Dan., etc., hospital,
< ML. hospitale, a large house, a palace, an inn,
neut. sing. (cf. L. hospitalia, apartments for

guests, neut. pi.) of L. hospitalis, of or relating
to a guest or host : see I. The same word, con-

tracted, appears in E. as hostel (of ME. origin)
and hotel (of recent introduction) ;

a fourth form

appears in the obs. spittle
2
.] I.t a. Hospi-

table.

I am to be a guest to this hospital maid [Venice] a good
while yet. Howell, Letters, I. i. 35.

II. n. If. A place of shelter or entertain-

ment; an inn.

Whenas they spide a goodly castle, plaste
Foreby a river in a pleasaunt dale;
Which choosing for that evenings hospitale,

They thither marcht. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 10.

2. An institution or establishment for dispens-
ing hospitality or caring for the needy ;

an asy-
lum for shelter or maintenance. This old sense
still appears in the term foundling hospital, and in the
names of some institutions in Great Britain founded for

either the care or education, or both, of persons needing
help : as, Greenwich Hospital for retired seamen, a na-
tional institution ; Christ's Hospital for the free education
of boys, founded by the corporation of London, chartered
in 1553, and often called the Blue-Coat school, from the
uniform of its pupils.

Whan the kynge Amaunt was deed, the kynge Bohors
cleped hys companye, and seide that gladly wolde hether
make an hospitall where-ynne a man myght euer after

serue oure lorde god for the soule of hym as longe as the
worlde dured. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 369.

The Foundling Hospital of London was incorporated
by Royal Charter in 1739. Encyc. Brit., IX. 483.

3. Now, specifically, an establishment or insti-

tution for the care of the sick or wounded, or of

such as require medical or surgical treatment.
Hospitals are either public or private, free or paying,
or both combined, and general or special with respect
to the kinds of disease or classes of persons admitted.
In ancient Greece the sanctuaries of yKsculapius includ-
ed establishments closely akin to medieval and modern
hospitals.

A Roman lady named Fabiola, in the fourth century,
founded at Rome, as an act of penance, the first public
hospital, and the charity planted by that woman's hand
overspread the world. Lecky, European Morals, II. 85.

At the end of the last and beginning of this century,
fever hospital* were generally called "houses of recovery."

Encyc. Brit., XII. 302.

Convalescent hospital. See convalescent. Cottage
hospital, a small and inexpensive establishment, simply
organized, and designed to provide hospital accommoda-
tion and care in a small and isolated community. The
first cottage hospital in England was established at Cran-

leigh in 1859, and was merely an ordinary cottage. Cot-
tage-hospital system a system of which the aim is

to provide small and isolated communities with inexpen-
sive, serviceable, and easily managed hospitals. General
hospital, a hospital to which cases of all kinds were for-

merly admitted. Under later provisions and regulations,
however, certain classes of disease may be excluded from
a general hospital, such as smallpox, venereal disease,

dementia, etc. Hospital gangrene. See uangrene.
Hospital Saturday. See Hosjtital Sunday. Hospital
steward. (a) A non-commissioned staff-officer in the Unit-
ed States army who compounds prescriptions, adminis-
ters medicine, and has general charge, under the direction

of an army surgeon, of the sick and of hospital prop-
erty. Hospital stewards are graded as first, second:, and
third class, and are permanently attached to the medical

corps, (b) In the navy, the designation formerly given to

the apothecary. Hospital Sunday, a Sunday set apart
annually in all the churches, chapels, etc., for a special
collection of contributions for the benefit of the public
hospitals. In London the first Hospital Sunday Mas ob-
served in June, 1873, in response to an invitation sent out
to the churches from the Mansion House, and since that
time the collection has always been made in June. In
New York Hospital Sunday, appointed for a similar collec-

tion for the hospitals, falls on the last Sunday in the year.
The money so collected is distributed among the hospi-
tals in proportion to the number of free patients, without

regard to sect or creed. On the preceding Saturday, known
as Hospital Saturday, similar collections are made in the

synagogues, and also in many places of business. In Lon-

don, on Hospital Saturday, in addition to the collections

made at places of business, factories, etc., ladies take

charge of boxes in the streets. Lock hospital, a general
name in Great Britain for a hospital for the treatment
of venereal diseases. (Thomas, Med. Diet.) The origin
of the name is indicated in a bequest made in 1452 by
Ralph Holland, a merchant tailor, of twenty shillings to

the "Lock lazar-house, outside St. George's gate." This
"Lock lazar-house," which was so called as being special-

ly isolated or quarantined, afterward became an infirmary
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for syphilitic cases, and seems to have given the name to The open-handed spirit, frank and blithe,
hospitals of that class. Magdalen hospital, a house or Of ancient hospitality. Lou-ell, Under the Willows
establishment into which prostitutes are received with a T.-__.4. , ,, ,, , .

t , ,.
view to their reformation ; a female reformatory. Also hOSpltal-Shlp (hos pi-tal-ship), n. A vessel fit-

called Maydalen asylum. Marine hospital, a hospital ted up for the care of sick or wounded seamen,
established at a seaport or elsewhere for the relief of sick or of patients taken from a ship in quarantineseamen. In the Imted states a marine hospital for raer- hnsnitatp* rhnq'ni tst\ r IY 1 I,,,.,};/!,,.? *!,
chant seamen, under the charge of the supervising sur-

n"S
'
llalet l PV." * L< !-> MffOm i. dtp.,

Keen-general, an officer of the Treasury Department, has
been established at nearly every large seaport and at
several stations on the lakes and rivers. Matarnity
hospital, a hospital for the reception of women about to
give birth to children. Naval hospital, in the United
States, a hospital for the medical care of officers and men
of the navy, under charge of naval surgeons. Special
hospital, one of a class of hospitals set apart for the re-

ception and treatment of cases in certain special diseases,
or in special emergencies, as smallpox, ophthalmic, and
lying-in hospitals, hospitals for incurables, etc.

hospitalaryt, [<V
pitaler.] A hospital
The Order of the Dutch knights, commonly called the

Hospitalaries of lerusalem. Hakluyt's Voyaget, I. 144.

be a guest, ML. hospitare, act or entertain as
a guest, < hospes (hospit-), a guest, a host: see
host2

,
>i. and r.] I. trans. To receive with hos-

pitality ; treat as a guest.
II. iiitrans. To be the recipient of hospital-

ity ;
reside or lodge as a guest.

That always chooses an empty shell, and this hoepitates
with the living animal in the same shell.

If. Grew, Museum.
aflLtuo iul 1HI*U1<IM1VD, GW*. , . ,

[< ML. hospitalarius: see hos- hOSpltia, n. Plural of hospitium.
italer. hospiticidet(hos-pit'i-sid),. [<L

< L. hospes (hospit-), a" guest (see host2),'+ -cida'.

killer, < ccedere, kill.] One who mui
"

r .. guests. Bailey, 1731.
,
n. [Also written hos-

hospitioust (hos-pish'us), a. [< L. hospi ..

-T>, i>
hos

i",
te^r

'
hospMer, <

hospitality (see hospice), + E. -ous.] Hospita-= Pr. hospitaletr, espitaler = ble
Sp. hpspitalero

= Pg. hospitaleiro, < ML. hospi-
talarius, (. hospitale, a hospital: see hospital and
-er1.] One devoted to the care of the sick or the
needy in a hospital or hospitals ; specifically, a
member of one of the medieval communities of

laymen, monks, knights, etc., who bound them-
selves to observe certain monastic rules, gen- hospitium (hos-pish'i-um), n.; pi. hospitia (-a),

erally the rule of Augustine, and to devote [L-: see hospice.] 1. An inn or a place for the
themselves to the care of the poor and the sick reception of strangers; a hospice. 2. In Eng.
in hospitals. The principal order was the Brethren of low, an inn of court.
the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, founded for pil- hospodar (hos'po-dar), n. [< Rum. hosnodar,gnms at Jerusalem about A. D. 1048. They are best known IT n,,P ,. Sorhinn hninnAnr T />< <!,.> i.,

as the Knights Hospitalers, or Knights ofk John (in full, VPP ^
"Oroian /ios/>odar, Lo^er Serbian (jospo-

Knights Hospitalers of the Order of St John of Jerusa- elar
> ^ol - hospodar (borrowed), prop, gospodarz,

lemX and in history as Knights of Rhodes or of Malta. Serv. gospodar, Russ. gospodare, OBulg. gospo-
(See below.) The Teutonic Knights developed in a similar dare, etc., lord, master, < OBulg. HUBS, t/ospode,
way. Other orders were the Hospitalers of Burgos, Hospi- B,,! nn,Lt,i cL,,, , ], i *C f i
tal Brethren of the Holy Spirit etc % ?' 9?l>

oa
>
berv - gospod, etc., lord, the Lord,

God,= L. hospes (hospit-), host : see host2.] A
title of dignity formerly borne bv the

We glory in th' hospitiout rites our grandslres did com-
mend. Chapman, Iliad, vi.

Ouse, having Ouleney past, . . .

Through those rich fields doth run, till lastly, in her pride,
The shire's hogpitious town she in her course divide.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii. 24.

foundacioun.

Amalric, leaving Cyprus under the administration of
the Hospitallers, transferred his court to Acre.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 171.

-lie [ll>KU<l<><-<CX jmuue IlUle - nr 1 J l TTT n T

Mandeville, Travels, p. 81. P"nces of Moldavia and Wallachia, in earlier
times by the princes of Lithuania and the kings
of Poland, and still used as a title (gositdar) of

,. the Czar of Russia.

Order of the Hospitalers of St. John of Jerusalem host 1
(host), n. [< ME. host.ost, < OF. host =

Pr. ost = Sp. hoste, hueste = Pg. hoste = It. oste,
a host, an army, < L. hostis, OL. fastis, a stran-

ger, foreigner, enemy, pi. hostes, the enemy,
hence in ML. sing, hostis, an army ;

= OBulg.
Russ., etc., goste, a guest, visitor/stranger, =
AS. gast, E. guest, etc.: see guest1

. Hence host2

(a contracted compound), and possibly

a body of military monks, which took its origin from an
earlier community, not military in character, under whose
auspices a hospital and a church had been founded in
Jerusalem. Its military organization was perfected in
the twelfth century. After the retaking of Jerusalem by
the Moslems, these knights defended Acre in vain, took
shelter in Cyprus, and in the fourteenth century occupied
the island of Rhodes. In 1522 the island of Rhodes was
seized by the Turks, and the knights, after some wander- v """"; <-"' tviu^vuuu;, BUu yussiuiy nvsi",

ision of the island of Malta, the 3-
V-J * An army ;

a multitude of menorgan-ings, were given
government of which island they administered until it was
occupied by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798. The badge of the
order was the cross of eight points, without any central
disk, and consisting in fact of four barbed arrow-heads
meeting at their points, the well-known Maltese cross.
This is modified in modern times, with slight differences
for the different nations in which branches of the order
have survived. At different times the order has been called
officially Knights ofRhodes ta\A Knighla ofMalta. Itmain
tains to the present day a certain independent existence :

but until 187D there was no grand master, and the order
was governed by a council residing at Rome. The ap-
pointment of a new grand master in 1879 may denote some
change in the constitution of the order. That branch of
the order called the bailiwick of Brandenburg was re-
vived and recognized as a separate order by the Kine of
Prussia in 1852.

hospital-fever (hos'pi-tal-fever), n. 1. Ty-
phus fever. 2. Pyemia.
hospitalism (hos'pi-tal-izm), n. [< hospital +
-i'snt.] The hygienic evils incident to old,
crowded, and carelessly conducted hospitals,
especially the liability under such conditions
to erysipelas, septicemia, etc. The term was
introduced by Sir J. Simpson of Edinburgh in
1869.

The sick require protection against the evils which they
themselves create, and which collectively are known as
hotpitalism. The Nation, Dec. 16, 1875, p. 888, note.

hospitality (hos-pi-tal'i-ti), n.
; pi. hospitali

ties (-tiz). [< F. hospitalitd = Pr. hospitalita= Sp. hospitalidad = Pg. hospitalida'de = It.

ospitalitd, < L. hospitalita(t-)s, hospitality, <

hospitalis, hospitable: see hospital, a.] The
act or practice of one who is hospitable ;

re-

ception and entertainment of strangers or
guests without reward, or with liberality and
kindness.

ized for war.

In that See was Pharao drowned and alle his Hi ost that
he ladde. MandeMle, Travels, p. 57.

A host so great as covered all the field. Dryden.
He strove with the heathen host in vain,
And fell with the flower of his people slain.

Lryant, Rizpah.

2. Any great number or multitude.

Evening approached ; but, oh ! what hosts of foes
Were never to behold that evening close !

Addison, The Campaign.
Arm'd himself in panoply complete

Of heav'nly temper, (he] furnishes with arms . . .

The sacramental host of Coil's elect !

Coicper, Task, ii. 349.

Host of heaven, the heavenly bodies ; the sun, moon,
and stars.

Lest thou, . . . when thou seest the sun, and the moon,
and the stars, even all the host 0} heaven, shouldest be
driven to worship them. Deut. iv. 19.

The golden sun,
The planets, all the infinite host of heaven.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.
Lord Of hosts, a title of Jehovah, found more than 260
times in the Old Testament

; sometimes also Lord God of
hosts, or God of hosts. The term hosts in this phrase in-
cludes all the myriads of angels who people the celestial
spheres, and includes the celestial spheres themselves.
It is probably given with reference to the idolatrous wor-
ship of Jehovah, and as a means of asserting His universal
supremacy.
lOSt1 (host), v. i. [< host1

, n. Cf. hosting, n.]
To assemble or move as an army. [Rare.]
The prince of Wales was ready in the field with hys

people, and advanced forward with them towarde his host"* (host), n.
enimies, an hosting pace. Holinshed.

With scanty force, where should he lift the steel,
While hosting foes immeasurably wheel?

J. Barlow, Vision of Columbus, vi.

J^HusCffisar
made his abode here, who kept very hon- host2 (host^ n. [< ME. host, ost, hoste, oste, <

host

a stranger (see host1
), + -pes (-pit-), connected

with potis, powerful, orig. lord, == Gr. -troTrjs in

fojTrOTTC, lord, master (see despot), = Skt.pati,
master, governor, lord: see potent, posse. From
this L. hospes are derived also E. hospitable,
hospital, hospitate, hostel, hostler, ostler, hostelry,
hotel, spittle

2
, etc.] 1. One who receives and

entertains another in his own house, whether
gratuitously or for pay; an entertainer; spe-
cifically, the landlord of a public house or inn :

the correlative of guest1 .

Greet chiere made oure host us everichon.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 747.

Homer never entertained either guests or hosts with
long speeches till the mouth of hudger be stopped.

Sir f. Sidney.
London hath receiv'd,

Like a kind host, the dauphin and his powers.
Shak., H. John, v. 1.

2. An animal or a plant in relation to a para-
site habitually dwelling in or upon it. The cor-
relative term, in either case, is guest. See com-
iiH'uml, i/iiest

1
, inguiline, parasite, hyperparasite.

(a) In botany the term is used chiefly with reference to
parasitic fungi, such as (7redincce, U'stilatjinece, Erysiphece,
etc. Some species of fungi are confined to a single host,
some are found on a number of related plants, while others
pass through the different stages of their development on
very unlike hosts, as, for example, the hetercecions rusts.
The term is also applied to the plants upon which the dod-
der (Ci<(o), the mistletoe (Viscum, Phoiadeiidrvn), and
others are parasitic.

That curious phenomenon included under the term het-

erreclsm, which consists in the growth of one generation
of a parasitic Fungus upon one host, and the development
of another generation upon a different host.

Uncyc. Brit., IV. 162.

(<<) In zoology the term is a very general and comprehen-
sive one, since almost all animals are infested, or liable to
infestation, by parasites of some kind ; and some parasites
are themselves hosts of others.

Almost every group of birds becomes the host of some
specific or varietal form [of parasites] with distinct adap-
tations. Nature, XXX. 621.

3. In mineral., a mineral which incloses another.
4f. One who is entertained by another as his

guest ;
a guest.

Than he made his hoste the beste chere that he myght,
and made hem rlchely be serued at ese in a feire chambre.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 684.

5f. [With sense of L. hospitium: see hospice.]
An inn

;
a lodging.

Make redy to me an ooste or hous for to dwelle inne
Wyelif, Phil. 22 (Orf.).

This mayden that was feire com to Bredigan, where-as
the kynge soiourned, and was at hoste with a riche bur-
geys. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 171.

Your goods, that lay at host, sir, in the Centaur.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

To reckon without (or formerly before) one's host, to
count up the cost of one's entertainment without consult-
ing the host or landlord (whose reckoning is likely to be
higher, or at least more careful) ; hence, not to consider all
the circumstances ; to reach a conclusion on insufficient

data, or without taking into account some important fact
or facts.

But the! reclrened before their host, and so payed more
then their shotte came to.

Hall, Henry VI., f. 49. (Hallimll.)
The old English proverb telleth us that "they that

reckon without their host are to reckon twice
"

; and so it
fared with this infatnated people.

11 t'!i I in, Hist. Reformation, I. 93.

iOSt2t (host), f. [< OF. hosier, oster, < L. hos-

pitare, lodge, < hospes (hopit-), a host, a guest:
see host2 , n. Cf. hospitate.] I. intrans. To
lodge, as at an inn

; receive entertainment
; be

a guest. [Rare.]

They say that God talks with him face to face,
Boasts at his house.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

Go, bear it to the Centaur, where we host.

Shak., C. of E.,L 2.

II. trans. To give entertainment to
; receive

as a guest.
Such was that Hag, unmeet to hnxt such guests.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 27.

And caused hym to be hosted with a worshypfull man of
that citie called Chremes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

ourable hospitality in this Citie. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 126.

I could not but take particular notice of the lesson of
hospitality the governor taught . . . by distributing about
to all the Arabs of the good fare they had brought, even
before he had served himself.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 48.

Lifting the ceremonious three-cornered hut, and offer-
ing the fugacious hospitalities of the snuff-box.

Lowell, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

,

OF. hoste, F. hfte = Pr. hoste, oste = Sp. It.

oste, a host, innkeeper, < L. hospes (hospit-),
fern, hospita, an entertainer, a host, also a so-

journer, visitor, guest; hence, a foreigner, a
stranger; prob. contr. of orig. "hostipes ("hosti-
pit-),lit.

'

guest-master,'one who receives guests
or strangers (= OBulg. Russ., etc., gospode,
lord, master, the Lord: see hospodar), < hostis,

[< ME. host, hoste, hoost, oost,
also hostic, < OF. hostie, F. hostie = Pr. Sp. Pg.
hostia = It. ostia, a sacrifice or thing sacrificed,
< L. hostia, OL. fostia, an animal sacrificed, a
victim, sacrifice (in ML. applied to the conse-
crated bread), prob. < hostire (OL.), strike; cf.

hasta, a spear: see hastate, and gad1
, goad1

.]

It. An offering; a sacrifice.

Anon, said Isaac; Father, heerl see
Knife, fire and faggot, ready instantly:
But wher's your Hoste?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Fathers.

2. In the Western Ch.: (a) The sacramental vic-
tim in the eucharist; Christ offered under the



host

species of bread and wine, or under either spe-
cies separately. According to the teaching of the Ro-
man Catliolic Church, not only is Christ as both God and
Han in the sacrament of Ihe eucharist and in every part of

it, but the substances of bread and wine cease to exist after

consecration. The outward acts of adoration are there-

fore not directed to bread and wine, but only to Christ;
and the sacrament is accordingly to be worshiped with

latria, the worship duo to God only.

The priests were singing, and the organ sounded,
And then anon the great cathedral bell.

It was the elevation of the Host.

Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 3.

(6) One of the pieces of bread used for conse-

cration in the mass or eucharist ;
an altar-bread,

oblate, or wafer. It is unleavened, small, thin, flat,

circular, and generally stamped with a cross, IHS., the fig-

ure of the crucified Christ, or the Agnus Dei. The word
is used both of the unconsecrated bread and of the sacra-

ment under the form of bread. See altar-bread, oblate.

After the consecration I in the Mozarabic missal] the host

is broken into nine fragments, which are so arranged on
the paten as to form a cross.

Itoik, Church of our Fathers, i. 105.

Adoration Of the Host, in the Rom. Cath. Ch.
,
the act of

reverence or worship shown to the sacrament of the eu-

charist as Christ's body and blood ; latria or divine wor-

ship rendered to Christ under the sacramental species,

especially that of bread. The Host is adored immediately
after consecration and at other times, as when taken by a

priest to a sick person. Blood of the Host. See bloody

bread, under bloody. Elevation Of the Host. See ele-

vation, 7.

host3*, . t. [< hosts, .] To administer the

sacrament to. Nares.
He fell sick and like to die, whereupon he was shriven

and would have been hosted, and he durst not for fear of

casting. Scogan's Jests, p. 27.

host1 (host), n. Same as hoast. [Scotch.]

hostage 1
(hos'taj), n. [< ME. hostage, ostage,

< OF. hostage, ostage, mod. F. dtage= Pr. ostatge
= Sp. Itostaje = It. ostaggio, also statico (ML.
reflex hostagium, hostaticum), < ML.'o&sidaizcws,
a hostage, < LL. obsidatus, the condition of a

hostage, < L. obses (obsid-), OL. opses, a host-

age, a surety, pledge, lit. one who remains be-

hind (with the enemy), < obsidere, sit, stay, re-

main, abide, < ob, at, on, about (see oft-), + se-

dere = E. sit. The initial h is unoriginal, and is

due to simulation of L. hostis, enemy: see has'ft. ]
1. A person given or held as a pledge of or se-

curity for the performance of certain stipula-

tions, as those of a treaty, or the satisfaction of

certain demands.
He that hath wife and children hath given hostages to

fortune ; for they are impediments to great enterprises,
either of virtue or mischief.

Bacon, Marriage and Single Life (ed. 1887).

But the king had alienated them by his mistrust, and
had confined the lord Strange, son of lord Stanley, as a

hostage for his father's fidelity. Stubbs, Const. Hist.
,

362.

2. A thing given as a pledge. [Rare.]
And hostage from the future took
In trained thought and lore of book.

WIMtier, Snow-Bound.

hostage1
!-,

t- [< hostage^, n.'} To give as a

hostage.
Nor is it likely now they would haue so hostaged their

men, suffer the building of a Fort, and their women and
children amongst them, had they intended any villainy.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 90.

hostage2!, [< ME. hostage, ostage, < OF. host-

age, ostage, houstage, lodging, < hosier, oster,

lodge: see host2
, .] An inn; a lodging.

He's on to the hostage gone,
Asking there for charitie.

Willie Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 234).

hostage-house!, . An inn ; a hostel.

No news hae I this day to thee,
But fifteen lords in the hostage-house
Waiting Wallace for to see.

Willie Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 233).

hostagert, n. [< hostage^ + -cr1 .] A hostage.
The same season ther wer styll in England hostagers, the

erle Dolphyn of Auuergne, therle of Porseen, the lorde of

Mallurer, and dyuers other.

Bcmerts, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. ccxlvi.

hostayt, v. i. [< ME. hostayen, < OF. 'hosteier,

hostoicr, ostoier (= Pr. osteiar = It. osteggiarc),
make a hostile incursion, < host, ost, a host: see

hosft."] To make a hostile incursion or foray.
" Bee Estyre," sais the emperour, "I ettylle myselfene,
To hostaye in Almayne with armede knyghtez."

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 555.

hostel (hos'tel), . [< ME. hostel, ostel, hostell,

< OF. hostel, ostel, hoiistel, hosteil, etc., F. hotel

(> E. hotel, q. v.) = Pr. hostal, ostal= Sp. hostnl

= It. ostale, also ostello, < ML. hospitale, a large

house, a palace, an inn: see hospital, which is

the fuller form of the same word, hotel and spit-

tle2 \>e\ng other forms.} 1. A house of enter-

tainment ; an inn.

Now up the hedc, for al is wel ;

Seynt Julyan, lo, bon hostel !

Chaucer, House of Kame, 1. 1022.

2897
Than departed the knyghtes, and wente to theire hos-

telles for to slepe and resteu. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 4(iu.

And thus our lonely lover rorle away,
And pausing at a husfel in a marsh,
There fever seized upon him.

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

2. In English universities, a house for students
which does not share like a college in the gov-
ernment of the university. There are still sev-

eral hostels in Cambridge.
There are also in Oxford certeine hostels or hals, which

may right well be called by the names of colleges, if it

were not that there is more libertle in them than is to be
seen in the other. Holinshed, Descrip. of England, iii.

The inconvenience and discomfort of this system, to-

gether with its moral dangers, led to the establishment of

what were afterwards known as Hostels, due apparently
to the voluntary action of the students themselves, "who
with the connivance of the University," according to Dr.

Caius, "rented any empty houses from the townspeople
they could obtain possession of, which they termed Hos-
tels or literary Inns." Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 404.

There arose at Paris hostels or houses set apart for the
various nations, where lodging and some sort of protec-
tion and superintendence might be obtained at a moder-
ate cost, Laurie, Universities, xiii.

3f. Lodging.
For his love shull ye haue hostell at youre volunte.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 606.

The x. artycle. And that no man take hostel [var. osta;re,

Index, p. 2) within y wallis of London nor in Portsonth

by strengthe nor by lyueraunce of the Marchal.
Charter o/ London, Rich. II. (Arnold s Chron., p. 17).

hostelt, v, [< ME. hostelen, < OF. hosteler, oste-

ler, < hostel, a hostel : see hostel, n.~\ I. trans.

To harbor
;
shelter.

And alle that fleble and faynt be that Faith may noust
teche,

Hope shal lede hem forth with loue as his lettre telleth,
And hostel hem and hele thorw holicherche bileue.

Piers Plomnan (B), xvii. 118.

II. intrans. To take lodging; lodge; put up.
To Emails castelle can thai pas
There hostyld thay alle thre.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 289.

hosteler (hos'tel-er), 11. [Also osteler; in mod.
use chiefly in the contr. form hostler, ostler, q.
v.

; < ME. hosteler, hostiler, osteler, hosteller, hos-

tiller, ostiller, ostler, etc., < OF. hosteller, F. ho-

telier = Pr. hostalier, ostelier = OSp, hostalero

= It. ostelliere (ML. reflex hosteltarius, in def.

3), < ML. hospitalarius, one who entertains

guests, a hospitaler, < hospitale, a large build-

ing, an inn, a hostel, hospital: see hospitaler,
which is a doublet of hosteler, hostler and ostler

being reduced forms.] If. An innkeeper.
He knew the tavernes wel in every toun,
And everych hostiler and tappestere.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 241.

What office then doth the star gazer bear?
Or let him be the heaven's osteler,
Or tapster some, or some be chamberlain,
To wait upon the guests they entertain.

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. vii. 40.

2. A student in a hostel at Oxford or Cam-
bridge in England. See hostel, 2. 3. [Also hos-

teller, archaically hostillar; ML. hostellarius.']

Eecles., formerly, the monk who entertained
the guests in a monastery Hosteler external,
the monk who relieved those who came to the gates of

the monastery. Hosteler intrinsic, the monk who en-

tertained the guests residing in the monastery.

hostelmentt, See hustlement.

hostelry (hos'tel-ri), re.
; pi. hostelries (-riz).

[Formerly also ostelry; < ME. hostelrie, ostelrie,

< OF. hostelerie, F. hotellerie (= Pr. ostalaria),
< hostel, a hostel: see hostel and -ry.~] An inn;
a lodging-house.

I never yet lodged in a hostelrie,
But I paid my lawing before I gaed.

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 60).

"The Egyptians," we are told by Diodorus, "call their
houses hostelries, on account of the short time during which
they inhabit them ; but the tombs they call eternal dwell-

ing-places." Faiths of the World, p. 141.

hostess (hos'tes), n. [Formerly often hostis;
< ME. liostes, "hostesse, ostesse, < OF. hostesse,
F. hdtesse (= It. ostessa), fern, of hoste, a host:
see host

1* and -ess.~\ A female host; a woman
who entertains guests; especially, a woman
who keeps an inn.

And therby is the houa of Martha, our Lordes hostes,
and the hous of the sayd Mary Magdalene, whiche we vys-

yted. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 40.

I doubt not but at yonder tree I shall catch a Chub : and
then we'll return to an honest cleanly hostess, that I know
right well ; rest ourselves there ; and dress it for our din-

ner. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 64.

hostess-ship (hos'tes -ship), . [< hostess +
-ship.'] The character or business of a hostess.

It is my father's will I should take on me
The huitess-ship o' the day. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

hosting

host-houset, An ale-house for the reception
of lodgers. Pegge; Halliwell.

hosticide (hos'ti-sid), n. [< L. hostis, an ene-

my, + -cida, < ctudere, kill.] One who kills an

enemy. Wharton.

hostiet, ". An obsolete form of host3 .

hostile (hos'til or -til), a. and n. [< F. hostile

= Sp. Pg. liostil = It. ostile, < L. hostilis, of or

belonging to an enemy, < hostis, an enemy: see

host1 .] f. a. 1. Of or pertaining to an enemy:
as, hostile ground.

With hostile forces he'll o'erspread the land.

Shak., Pericles, 1. 2.

Thus, great in glory, from the din of war
Safe he return 'd without one hostile Bear.

Pope, Odyssey, xi.

2. Of inimical character or tendency; having
or exhibiting enmity or antagonism; antago-
nistic: as, a hostile manifesto; hostile criticism.

One strong nation promises more durable peace, and a

more extensive, valuable, and reliable commerce, than can
the same nation broken into hos.ile fragments.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 166.

The Roman commonwealth fell, because it had become
to a great extent hostile to freedom.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 334.

= Syn, 2. Averse, Adverse, Inimical, Hostile; unfriendly,
warlike. Averse applies to feeling, adverse to action : as,

I was very averse to his going ;
an adverse vote ; adcerse

fortune. Inim ual expresses both feeling and action, gen-

erally in private affairs. Hostile also expresses both feel-

ing and action, but applies especially to public nil airs ;

where it applies to private matters, it expresses either

strong or conspicuous action or feeling, or both, or all.

I pleased, and with attractive graces won
The most averse. Milton, P. L., ii. 763.

In our proper motion we ascend

Up to our native seat : descent and fall

To us is adverse. Milton, F. L., ii. 77.

We cannot admit that men who get a living by the

pursuits of literature are at all competent to decide the

question whether commerce or banking be inimical to

poetry. Whippie, Ess. and Rev., I. 39.

A higher mode of belief is the best exorciser, because it

makes the spiritual at one with the actual world instead

of hostile, or at best alien.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 149.

II. n. An enemy; specifically, in the United

States, a hostile Indian
;
an Indian who is en-

gaged in warfare against the whites.

General Howard . . . moved on the hostiles.

The Century, XXVIII. 135.

hostilely (hos'til-li or -til-li), adv. In a hostile

manner.

hostilementt, n. See hustlement.

hostility (hos-til'i-ti). n. ; pi. hostilities (-tiz).

[< F. hostilitc = Pr. hostilitat = Sp. hostilidad

= Pg. hostilidade = It. ostilita, < LL. hostili-

ta(t-)s, enmity, < hostilis, hostile: see hostile.']

1 . The state of being hostile
;
inimical feeling ;

antagonism.
Our ancestors, we suppose, knew their own meaning ;

and, if we may believe them, their hostility was primarily
not to popery, but to tyranny. Macaulay, Milton.

2. Hostile action ; open opposition by war or

other means
; especially, in the plural, acts of

warfare.
Take an oath . . .

To honour me as thy king and sovereign ;

And neither by treason, nor hostility,
To seek to put me down, and reign thyself.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

Hostility being thus suspended with France, prepara-
tion was made for war against Scotland. Sir J. tlayward.

One council fire is sufficient for the discussion and ar-

rangement of a plan of hostilities.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 346.

Act of hostility. () Any act of a diplomatic, commer-
cial, or military character which involves or tends to in-

volve two or more nations or parties in war. (6) A hostile

act which follows a declaration of war. = Syn. 1. Ani-

mosity, Hi-will, Enmity (see animosity) ; unfriendliness,

opposition, violence, aggression. 2. War, fighting.

hostilize (hos'til-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. hostil-

ised, ppr. hostilizing. [= Sp. Pg. hostilizar;

as hostile + -ize.'] To make hostile
;
cause to

become an enemy. [Rare.]
The powers already hoetilized against an impious nation.

Seward, Letters (1794), iii. 376.

hostillart, w. See hosteler.

hosting (hos'ting), n. [Verbal n. of hosft, v.]

A mustering or assemblage of armed men; a

muster. [Obsolete or archaic.]

This I have often hearde, that when the Lord Deputye
hath raysed any generall hostinges, the noblemen have

claymed the leading of them, by graunte from the Kinges
of England under the Create Scale exhibited.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Strange to us it seera'd,
At first, that angel should with angel war,
And in fierce hosting meet. Milton, P. L.

,
vi. 93.

Do ye na ken, woman, that ye are bound to be liege vas-

sals in all hunting, hosting, watching, and warding?
Scott, Old Mortality, > ii.



hosting

Every springtide came war and hosting, harrying and
burning. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 169.

hostler, ostler (bos'- or os'ler, os'ler), .

[(Jontr. of hosteler, osteler: see liosteler.] If.
Same as hosteler, 1 . 2. The person who has the
care of horses at an iim; a stable-boy; a groom.

Bid the ostler bring my gelding out of the stable.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

An Ostler is a thing that scrubbeth unreasonably his

horse, reasonably himselfe.
Sir T. Overbury, Characters, An Ostler.

Wrinkled ostler, grim and thin,
Here is custom come your way ;

Take my brute, and lead him in,
Stuff his ribs with mouldy hay.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

hostleress. OStleress (hos'- or os'ler-es, os'ler-

es), n. [< hostler, ostler, + -ess.] A woman who
does hostlers' work. [Rare.]
Because she [the empress Helena) visited the stable

and manger of our Saviour's nativitie, Jews and Pagans
slander her to have been stabularia, an ostleresse, or a she-

stable-groom. Fuller, Holy War, i. 4.

A plump arm'd Ostleress and a stable wench
Came running at the call. Tennyson, Princess, i.

hostlesst (host'les), a. [< hosft + -less.'} In-

hospitable.
Forth ryding from Malbeccoes hostleste hous.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 8.

hostryt (hos'tri), . [Formerly also ostry ; <
ME. hostrye, hostrie, ostry, ostrie (cf. Sp. hos-
teria = It. osteria), a contr. form of hostelry,

q. v.] 1. A lodging-house; a hostelry; an inn.

Onely these marishes and myrie bogs,
In which the fearefull ewftes do build their bowres,
Yeeld me an hoetry mongst the croking frogs.

Spenser, if. Q.,V. x. 23.

2. A stable for horses.

Keep further from me, O thou illiterate and unlearned
hostler. . . . Keep out of the circle. I say, lest I send you
into the ostn/ with a vengeance. Marlowe, Faustus, if. 3.

host's-mant, n. [ME. hastes man,'] The ser-
vant in charge of guests at a monastery.

A sturdy harlot wente ay hem bihynde,
That was hir hostes-man, and bar a sak,
And what men gaf hem leyde it on his bak.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 46.

hot 1
(hot), .; compar. hotter, superl. hottest.

[The vowel has become short in mod. E.
;
for-

merly hote (like it-rote, boat), early mod. E. also

whot, whotc; < ME. hot, hote, hoot, < AS. hat =
OS. het= OFries. het = D. heet= MLG. het, LG.
het = OHG. MHG. heiz, G. heiss = Icel. hcitr =
Sw. het = Dan. hed (Goth, "halts, not found),
hot ; from the root *hit in AS. hit (occurs once,
spelled hi/t, in Beowulf) = D. hitte, hette= OHG.
liizza, MHG. G. hitze, f., = Icel. kiti, m., heat,
hita, f., a heating (the E. heat is ult. from hot) ;

perhaps extended from a root *hi, > OHG. MHG .

hei, gehei, heat, and perhaps Goth, kais, a torch.
See heat.'] 1. Having the sensation of heat,
especially in a high degree, the lower degrees
being denoted by warm.

Lords, I am hot with haste in seeking you.
Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

While the palate is still hot with a curry, an unflavoured
dish seems insipid. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 45.

2. Having or communicating sensible heat,
especially in more considerable quantity than
is denoted by warm.
Toward the Southe, it is so hoot, that no man ne may

duelle there. Mandeville, Travels, p. 131.

Master Peercy saitn in Guadaluza they found a bath so
hote that it boyled them a peece of porke in halfe an houre.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 901.

As hot the day was, as when summer hung,
With worn feet, on the last step of July.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 119.

3. Having the property of exciting the effect
or a feeling of heat

; stimulating; biting; pun-
gent ; peppery: as, a hot blister.

And ginger shall be hot i' the mouth too.

Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

It [the fruit] is as great as a Melon ; the iuice thereof
is like sweet Must : it is so hot of Nature that if a knife
sticke in it but halfe an houre, when it is drawn forth, it

will bee halfe eaten vp. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 605.

4. Ardent in feeling or temper; fiery; vehe-
ment; passionate.

Catesby . . . finds the testy gentleman so hot
That he will lose his head ere give consent.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 4.

The wars are dainty dreams to young hot spirits.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 1.

The Boleyns were ever a hot and plain-spoken race,
more hasty to speak their mind than careful to choose
their expressions. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxiv.

5. Violent; keen; brisk: as, a hot engagement;
a hot pursuit, or a person hot in a pursuit.

Hongur full hote harmyt horn then,
And fayntid the folk, failet the strenkith.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 9377.
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Not heavy, as that hound which Lancashire doth breed ;

Nor as the Northern kind, so light and hot of speed.
Draylon, Polyolbiun, iii. 38.

He came in a very bad time, for y Stat was full of

trouble, and y plague very hote in London.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 204.

6. Lustful; lewd.
What hotter hours,

Unregister'd in vulgar fame, you have
Luxuriously pick'd out. Shak., A. and C., iii. 11.

7. Figuratively, heated by constant use, as if

by friction.

The New York and Washington wire is kept hot for

eight hours every night. It supplements the very full
market reports sent West by the Associated Press with
more details collected in New York.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 679.

8. Dry and quick to absorb.

If the ceiling is hot i e. porous, and soaks in the
moisture very quickly it must be prepared with a mix-
ture of lime, one handful ; whiting, the same ; glue, } Ib.

;

soft-soap, J Ib. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 252.

Hot and heavy, (a) Furious and severe; brisk and ef-

fective: as, the engagement was hut and heavy. (6) Vig-
orously or violently ;

with might and main ; with quick
and weighty blows, retorts, etc. [Colloq. ) Hot and Hot,
in cookery, said of food cooked or served in hot dishes as

required, and coming directly from the fire to the eater's

plate.

The crisp slices came off the gridiron hot and hot.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, xxviii.

Hotathandt. See hand. Hot blast See Want. Hot
box. See box?. Hot cockles. See cockle?. Hot cop-
pers. See copper. Hot O' the spur, very hotly earnest

upon any point. Nares.

Speed, an you be so hot o' th' spur, my business
Is but breath, and your design, it seems, rides post.

Shirley, Doubtful Heir, v.

Hot wave. Seewace. Inhot blood. See blood. Pip-
ing hot. See piping.- To be In hot water, to be In
trouble arising from strife or from any embarrassment, as
if from being plunged into hot water.

Tom . . . was in everlasting hot water as the most in-

corrigible scapegrace for ten miles round.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, i.

To blow hot and cold. : cc 'ioid. Tomake a place
too hot for one, to make a place, through persecution or
other means, so unpleasant for a person that he leaves.

When a Papal legate showed his face, they made the
town too hot to hold him.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 77.

= Syn. 1. Burning, fiery, fervid, glowing. 3. Piquant,
highly seasoned. 4. Excitable, irascible, hasty, precipi-
tate, choleric.

hot2
(hot), n. [< ME. hotte, < OF. (andF.) hotte,

a basket for the back, < G. dial, hotte, a wooden
vessel, tub, a vintager's dosser: cf. dial, hotze,

hotte, hutte, a cradle. E. hod1 is a different

word.] A sort of basket used for carrying turf,

earth, slate, etc. [Prov. Eng.]
Twigges . . .

Swich as men to these cages thwyte,
Or maken of these paniers,
Or elles hottes or dossers.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1940.

hot3t. A preterit of highft.
hot4t. An obsolete irregular (strong) past par-
ticiple of hit1 .

A viper smitten or hot with a reed is astonied.
A Scott, Witchcraft, sig. S 8.

hot-and-hot (hot'and-hof), [< hot and hot,

phrase under hot1
, a.] Food served as fast as

it is cooked, to insure its being hot.

Thy care is, under polish'd tins,
To serve the hot-and-hot.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

hotbed (hot'bed), n. 1. In hort., a bed of earth
heated by fermenting substances, and covered
with glass to defend it from the cold air, in-

tended for raising early plants, or for protect-
ing tender exotics.

In the garden [at Bryant's homel a small conservatory
protects the blooming exotics during the cold season of
the year, and numerous hotbeds assist the tender plants in

spring. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 117.

2. Figuratively, a seat of rapid growth or de-

. velopment, or of eager activity of some kind :

generally in a bad sense : as, a hotbed of sedi-
tion.

Palestine, which soon became the centre of pilgrimages,
had become, in the time of St. Gregory of Nyssa, a hotbed
of debauchery. Leek)/, Europ. Morals, II. 161.

During my experience of Khartoum it was the hotbed of
the slave-trade. Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, xii.

3. In rail-making, the bed on which the red-
hot rail taken from the rolls is placed to cool.

hot-blooded (hot'blud"ed), a. Having hot
blood; hence, of an excitable temper; high-
spirited; irritable; passionate; amatory.
Now, the hot-blooded gods assist me. . . . You were also,

Jupiter, a swan, for the love of Leda.

SAo*.,M. W. of W., v. 5.

hotbraint, . An impetuous, fiery person; a
hothead. Danes.

hotel

As if none wore hoods but monks and ladies, . . . nor
perriwigs but players and hot-brains.

Machin, Dumb Knight, i.

hot-brained (hot'brand), a. Violent; rash; pre-
cipitate; hot-headed.

You shall find 'em either hot-brain'd youth
Or needy bankrupts. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

hotch (hoch), v. [< F. hocher, shake, wag, jog,
< OD. hittsen, hotsen, D. hotsen, shake, jog, jolt.

Cf. D. freq. hutselen, shake, jog, shake together,
shake up and down, as in a tub, bowl, or basket,
> E. hustle, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To shake

; jolt ;

shake in order to separate, as beans from peas
after they are threshed together. 2. To drive

(cattle).
II. intrant. 1. To shake; move by sudden

jerks or starts. 2. To limp. 3. To be rest-

less. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch in all uses.]
Even Satan glowr'd and fidg'd fu' fain,
And hotch'd and blew wi' might and main.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

hot-chisel (hot'chiz"el), n. A chisel for cutting
metal which is first heated: distinguished from
cold-chisel.

In the first place, cold and hot chisels are both made
throughout of forged or wrought iron, but as cold chisels
are used for cutting cold metal, bricks, and other hard
substances, the iron of which they are made is more high-
ly tempered. N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 151.

hotchpot (hoch'pot), . [< ME. liocltepot (with
irreg. var., by riming variation, hocltepoche (>
mod. E. hotchpotch, q. v.), < OF. hochepot, a

mingled mass, < OD. hutspot, beef or mutton
cut into small pieces and mixed and boiled to-

gether in a pot, < hutsen, also hotsen, shake, jog,
jolt, + pot, pot : see hotch and pot. Hence, by
later variation, hotchpotch, hodgepodge.] If. A
mixture of various ingredients ;

a hodgepodge
or hotchpotch.
Ye han cast alle hire wordes in an hochepot [variants

hoche potte, hoche poche, hochpot], and enclined youre herte
to the moore partie ana to the gretter nombre.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Goose in a hoggepot. Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 32.

The old sway of Rome, the successive deluges of Goth.
Lombard, Greek, and German, had thrown rights and
wrongs [in Italy] into an inextricable hotchpot.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 222.

2. In law, the aggregating of shares or proper-
ties, actually or theoretically, in order to secure

equality of division. Thus, a child who has had a por-
tion of an estate in advance of the others is required to

bring what he has received into hotchpot, and account for
the same, as a condition of having any share in the distri-

bution of the residue. Collation is the Scotch term.

With us it is denominated bringing those lands into hotch-

pot, which term I shall explain in the very words of Little-

ton :
"

it seemeth that this word hotch-pot is in English a

pudding ;
for in a pudding is not commonly put one thing

alone, but one thing with other things together."
Elackstone, Com., II. xii.

hotchpotch (hoch'poch), n. [< ME. hoche-

poche, a rimed variation of orig. hotchpot, ME.
hochepot: see hotchpot. With final sonants,
hodgepodge.'] 1. A cooked dish containing a

medley of ingredients; specifically, in Scot-

land, a kind of thick broth made by boiling
lamb, mutton, or beef with many kinds of vege-
tables.

Although their Bellies strout with too-much meat, . . .

Yet still they howl for hunger ; and they long
For Memphian hotchpotch, Leeks, and Garlick strong.

SytveKter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

2. An indiscriminate mixture; a medley or

jumble ;
a hodgepodge.

[He] thrusteth them in together, makyng of them an
huche-pocht; all contrarye to the wholesome doctryne of

Saynt Paule. Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 33.

Others think they made hotchpotch of ludaisme and
Gentilisme, as Herod had done.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 149.

But a careful examination of Captain Burton's transla-
tion shows that he has . . . made a hotchpotch of various
texts. Edinburgh Itee., CLXIV. 180.

=Syn. 2. See mixture.

hoteH, a. An obsolete spelling of hot 1
.

hote2
t,

v. See hightf.
hotel (ho-tel'), n. [< F. hdtel, < OF. hostel, an
inn, etc., > ME. hostel, E. hostel, q. v.] 1. A
house for entertaining strangers or travel-
ers ; an inn ; especially, an inn of some style
and pretensions. See inn. 2. A private city
dwelling; particularly, a large town mansion.

[French usage.]
This venerable nobleman [the Comtede Florae] . . . has

his chamber looking out into the garden of his hotel. . . .

The rest of the hotel he gives up to his son, the Vicomte
de Florae, and Madame la Princesse de Montcontour, his

daughter-in-law. Thackeray, Newcomes, xlvi.

3. A public office or building: as, the Hotel de
Ville (city hall) in Paris. [French usage.]
=Syn. 1. See tavern.



hotel-car

hotel-car (ho-tel'kar), H. A sleeping-car with
a kitchen for cooking, and arrangements for

sewing meals. Car-Builder's Diet.

hot-flue (hot'flo), n. An apartment heated by
stoves or steam-pipes, in which calicoes are

dried hard; also, a heated chamber in which
cloths, paper, starch, etc., are dried.

hotfoot (hot'fiit), adv. In great haste; with

great speed.
The stream was deep here, but some fifty yards below

was a shallow, for which he made off hut-foot.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 9.

hothead (hot'hed), n. A hot-headed or vio-

lent, impetuous person.
The rant of a few hot-heads and the malice of a few

newspapers. The American, IX. 99.

hot-headed (hot'hed"ed), a. Of ardent pas-
sions; vehement; violent; rash; impetuous.
hothouse (hot'hous), n. If. A house in which
to sweat and cup the body ;

a bath-house.

Let a man sweat once a week in a hot-house, and be well
rubbed and froted.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

2f. A brothel.

Now she professes a hot-house, which, I think, is a very
ill house too. Shak.

,
M. for M., It 1.

3. A structure kept artificially heated for the

growth of tender exotic plants, or subtropical
plants, or for the production of native fruits,

flowers, etc., out of season. In degree of tempera-
ture, strictly, the hothouse stands between the greenhouse
and the stove or orchid-house.

4. In manuf., any heated chamber or building;
a drying-room ; specifically, the warmest dry-
ing-room in which green pottery is dried be-
fore going to the kiln.

hot-livered (hot'liv"erd), a. Having a hot

temper; fiery-tempered; irascible; excitable.

Milton.

hotly (hot'li), adv. In a hot manner
; ardently ;

vehemently: violently.
hot-mouthed (hot

'

moutht), a. Headstrong;
ungovernable, as a horse irritated by the chaf-

ing of its mouth by the bits.

That hot-mouthed beast that bears against the curb.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

hotness (hot'nes), . The condition or qual-
ity of being hot

;
heat ; violence

;
vehemence

;

fury.
hot-pintt (hot'pint), n. A kind of New Year's
drink consisting of sweetened ale heated in a
kettle. It was customary to go about to friends' houses
with a mug of the liquor and a bun at midnight and after.

Soon as the steeple clock strikes the ominous twelve
[on New Year's Eve], . . . hot-pints in clear scoured cop-
per kettles are seen in all directions.

Hone's Every-day Book, II. 21.

hot-plate (hot'plat), n. A gas-stove for heat-

ing the copper bits employed in soldering.
hot-pot (hot'pot), n. 1. In cookery, a dish con-

sisting of small chops of mutton, seasoned with

pepper and salt, and stewed in a deep dish be-
tween layers of sliced potatoes.
The Colonel himself was great at making hash mutton,

hot-pot, curry and pillau. Thackeray.

2. A drink made by mixing warm ale with

spirits.

hot-press (hot'pres), n. 1. A press in which
papers or fabrics are calendered by pressing
them between glazed boards and heated met-
al plates. 2. A hydraulic press for extract-

ing oils and stearin from material placed in

bags and pressed between steam-heated radia-
tors.

hot-press (hot'pres), v. t. To apply heat to in

conjunction with mechanical pressure, in order
to produce a smooth and glossy surface : as, to

hot-press paper or cloth.

hot-saw (hot'sa), n. In iron-manuf., a buzz-saw
for cutting up hot bar-iron, just from the rolls,
into bars or into pieces for being filed, reheat-

ed, and rerolled. E. H. Knight.
hot-short (hot'sh6rt), a. More or less brittle
when heated : as, hot-short iron.

The former substance [sulphur] rendering the steel
more or less brittle when hot (red-short or hot-short).

Kurye. Brit., XIII. 283.

hot-shot (hot'shot), n. A foolish, inconsiderate
fellow. Halliwell. [Prov. Eug.]
hotskull (hot'skul), . A hot-headed person ;

one who is difficult to deal with. [Rare.]
I have many of my house, scrupulous as yon hotsktill,

to win over. Bulwer, Eienzi, ii. 1.

hot-spirited (hot'spir"i-ted), a. Having a fiery

spirit; vehement; passionate. Irving.

hotspur (hot'sper), . and a. [< hot1 + spur."]
I. n. 1. A person who spurs or pushes on reck-
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lessly; one who is violent, passionate, heady,
or rash.

A hare-brain'd Hotspur, govern'd by a spleen.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2.

Wars are begun by hairbrained dissolute captains, para-
sitical fawners, unquiet hotspurs, and restless innovators.

Burton, Anat. of Mel.

2f. A kind of pea of early growth.
Of such peas as are planted or gown in gardens, the

hotspur is the speediest of any in growth.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

II. t Violent
; impetuous.

The hot-spurre youth so scorning to be crost.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 35.

hotspurredt (hot'sperd), a. Vehement; rash;
headstrong.

Philemon's friends then make a king again,
A hot-spurred youth, hight Hylas.

Chalkhill, Thealma and Clearchus, p. 41.

hottet, n. A Middle English form of hut1 .

hot-tempered (hot'tem
<

'perd), a. Having a vio-
lent temper.
For so confident and hot-tempered a man, he bore the

blow remarkably well.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 1.

Hottentot (hot'n-tot), n. [< D. Hottentot, lit.

'hot and tot' (D. en = E. and), a kind of imi-
tative description of stammering, in ref. to the

clucking sounds in the Hottentot speech; cf.

OD. hateren, stammer (Kilian, Hexam), tate-

ren, stammer, hesitate, speak imperfectly, also
used of the harsh blare of a trumpet (Kilian).
See click1

,
2. The native name for Hottentot

is Quaqua.] A member of a race of South Af-

rica, which differs from the other South Afri-
can races, being of a dark yellowish-brown
complexion, of smaller stature, of more un-

gainly build, and of inferior mental endow-
ment. Some authorities infer from the language of the
Hottentots (especially from its possession of the distinc-
tion of gender) that they are related to the Hamitic peo-
ples of northeastern Africa; but this opinion is a very
doubtful one. Linguistic clicks are shared with the Hot-
tentots by the South African tribes nearest them, and are

supposed to have been learned by the latter from the for-
mer. Hottentot breadfruit, cherry, fig, etc. See
the nouns. Hottentot's-bread,Hottentot's-tea. See
these entries.

Hottentotic (hot-n-tot'ik), a. [< Hottentot +
-Jc.] Pertaining to the Hottentots

;
character-

istic of the Hottentots.

Many other examples of the results of the anthropologi-
cal, or ethnopsychological, or agriological, or Hottentotic
method might be mentioned.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 65.

Hottentotism (hot'n-tot-izm), n. [< Hottentot
+ -ism.'] That which is peculiar to the Hot-
tentots

; something characteristic of the Hot-
tentots.

The term ffottentotiitm has been thence adopted as a
medical description of one of the varieties of stammer-
ing. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 172.

Hottentot's-bread (hot'n-tots-bred), n. A spe-
cies of Testudinaria.

Hottentot'8-head (hot'n-tots-hed), . A cyca-
daceous plant, Staiigeria paradoxa, a native of

tropical Africa.

Hottentot's-tea (hot'n-tots-te), n. See Heli-

chrysum.
hottering (hot'er-ing), a. [E. dial. Cf. hatter,

2.] Raging. Dames.

Haply, but for her I should ha' gone hottering mad.
Dickens, Hard Times, xi.

Hottonia (ho-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named after
P. Hotton, a Dutch botanist (1649-1709).] A
small genus of aquatic perennial plants, of the
natural order Primulacece, the type of the tribe

Hottonlece, with 5-parted calyx, salver-shaped
corolla with short tube and 5-parted limb, and
finely divided submersed leaves, and hollow,
almost leafless flower-stems, with whorls of
white or pale-pink flowers, with 5 included
stamens. The species, H. palustris in F,urope and H.
inltata in the United States, are called water-violet orfea-
therfoil.

Hottonieae (hot-o-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hot-
tonia + -ea?.~\ A tribe of plants of the natural
order Primulacea;, founded by Endlieher, and
typified by the genus Hottonia; the Huttoniacece
of Reichenbach, and the Huttonidte of Lindley.
It differs from the other tribes of the Primulacea;

by having the seeds anatropous and fixed by
the base.

hot-wall (hot'wal), n. A wall inclosing hot-air

flues, constructed in cold countries to afford
warmth to trees placed against it for their pro-
tection while budding and blossoming.
He now looks upon two hundred rood of the best hot-

u'ullx iii the north of England, besides two new summer-
houses and a green-house. ./ Battlie.

hound

hot-well (hot'wel), n. In a condensing steam-

engine, a reservoir for receiving the warm wa-
ter which the air-pump draws on from the con-
denser. Part of this water is used to feed the boiler,
and for this purpose it is drawn off from the hot-well by
means of the hot-water pump.
houbara (ho-ba'ra), n. [Native name.] 1. An
African bustard, Otis houbara, or Houbara un-
dulata. Also spelled hubara. 2. [cap.] A
genus of bustards, of which the houbara is the

type, containing also the Indian H. macqueeni.
Bonaparte, 1832.

houdah, n. See howdah.
Houdan (ho 'dan), n. [< Howdan, a town of

France, in the" department of Seine-et-Oise.]
A breed of the domestic fowl, of French ori-

gin, characterized by its long square form,
heavy, globular crest, full beard or muff, even-

ly mottled black-and-white plumage, aud the

presence of five toes on each foot. It lays large
white eggs, and is esteemed as one of the best
of fowls for the table.

houdie, . See howdie.
houff. n. and v. See how/.
hough1

,
n. and v. See hock1

.

hough2,
n. A variant of how'*.

hougher, n. See hocker1 .

houghite (huf 'it), . [Named after Franklin
B. Hough of Somerville.] A hydrated oxid of
aluminium and magnesium derived from the
alteration of spinel, found at Somerville in St.

Lawrence county, New York. Also called hy-
drotalcite.

houghmagandie (hoch-ma-gan'di), n. Fornica-
tion. Burns. [Scotch slang.]
houguette (ho-gef), n. [F.] A needle used

by marble-workers in etching.
Etching needles called houguettes, partly flattened, and

sharp. Marble-worker, f 99.

houk, v. See howk.

houlett, n. A variant of howlet, for owlet.

houltt, An obsolete form of holt1 .

hount, n. An obsolete variant of hound. Chau-
cer.

bounce (nouns), TO. [Origin obscure ; perhaps
a nasalized and aspirated form of ouch, an or-

nament : see owcft.] An ornament on the col-

lar of a cart-horse. [Prov. Eng.]
hound (hound), n. [< ME. hound, hund, < AS.
hund, a dog (the ordinary word for '

dog,' the
worddog being of later introduction) ,

=OS. hund
= OFries. hund, hond = D. hond = MLG. hunt,
LG. hund = OHG. MHG. hunt, G. hund = Icel.

hundr = Sw. Dan. hund= Goth. hunds, all with
formative -d, not found in the cognate forms; =
L. cants = Gr. KVUV (KW-) = Lith. szunis, also szuo

(gen. szuns) = OPruss. minis = Olr. cu (gen.
con) = Gael, cu = W.ci (pi. cusn) Zend cunis
= Skt. cvan, a dog ;

cf . Russ. Pol. suka, Hung.
szuka, etc., a bitch. Root unknown.] 1. A
dog ; specifically, a dog of a breed or variety
used in the chase, as in hunting the boar, the

deer, the fox, the hare, or the otter. The prin-
cipal breeds of dogs distinctively classed as hounds (some-
times considered as constituting a species, Cam's sagax)
are the beagle, bloodhound, buckhound, foxhound, grey-
hound, harrier, and staghound. (See these words.) Hounds
commonly hunt by scent, and are for the most part used in
numbers together, called pack*, to run down and capture
or kill the game. Many kinds of dogs are readily bred or
trained for this purpose, as it is the mode of hunting most
natural to wild dogs and wolves. In England hound with-
out qualification means a foxhound : as, to follow the
hounds.

He saw an hydous hwond dwell
Withinne that hows that was full fell ;

Of that //"//./ grette drede he had.
Visions of Tundale, p. 25.

Sleep ! the deer is in his den ;

Sleep ! thy hounds are by thee lying.

Scott, L. of the L., i. (song).

2. A mean, contemptible fellow; a dastard; a

poltroon: as, a low hound; a sly hound.
Thanne shal borel clerkes ben abasched to blame jow or

to greue,
And carpen nougte as the! carpen now and calle sow

doumbe houndes. Piers Plourman (B), x. 287.

3. Same as lioundfish, 1.

The species both of Mnstelus and of Rhinotriacis . . .

share the name of hound, . . . doubtless due to their fol-

lowing their prey in packs. Stand, flat. Hist., III. 82.

4. The oldwife, or long-tailed duck, Harelda

glacialis : so called from its gabble, likened to

the cry of a pack of hounds. [Newfoundland.]
5. Nant., a projection at the masthead on

either side, serving as a support for the trestle-

trees of large or the rigging of smaller vessels.

Also called hounding. 6. Either of two pieces
of wood used in artillery-limbers to connect
the splinter-bar and pole with the axle. 7.
Either of a pair of side-bars or horizontal



Wagon Running-gears.

a, a, tongue-hounds; b, b,
hounds ; c, c, hind hounds ;

d, coupling-pole, or reach ; e,

tongue.

hound
braces for reinforcing various parts of the run-
ning-gear of a vehicleGabriel hounds, in English
folk-lore, a name given to vari-
ous sounds heard high in the
air after dark and in the early
morning, resembling the cry of
a pack of hounds ; in reality,
the noise made by wild geese
and curlews, but supposed to

proceed from lost souls with
which the angel Gabriel is

hunting other souls. The
sound is supposed to forebode
trouble. Hare and hounds
See harei. Pack of hounds.
a number of hounds bred and
trained together for hunting.
A regularly established pack of
foxhounds is commonly main-
tained for the joint use and at
the joint expense of the prin-
cipal huntsmen of a district.
under the charge of one of
them called the "master of
the hounds," who summons
the association to a "meet"
whenever a general hunt is

intended.

hound (hound), v. t. [< hound, .] 1. To set
on the chase

;
incite to pursuit.

As he who only lets loose a greyhound out of the slip
is said to hound him at the hare. Abp. Bramhall.

2. To hunt or pursue with or as if with hounds :

as, to hound deer.

If the wolves had been hounded by tigers.
Sir jR. L'EstrangK.

3. To pursue or harass as if with hounds : as,
to hound one on to ruin.

I shall be hounded up and down the world ;Now every villain that is wretch enough
To take the price of blood dreams of my throat

Otway, Caius Marias, iv. 2.

It is to be hounded off and shouted down.
Pop. Sci. Ho., XXXIII. 68.

4. To follow like a hound
;
track

;
trail.

It is no more but by following and as it were hounding
nature in her wanderings, to be able to lead her after-
wards to the same place again.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

To hound out, to set on ; encourage to do injury to oth-
ers. Jiibton-Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 860 (note).
[Slang.]

hounder (houn'der), . One who pursues game
with hounds: as, a deer-hounder.
houndfish (hound'fish), . [< ME. Iwundfisch,
hund-fisch, -fyssh ; < hound + fishl. Cf . dogfish.]
1. A shark of the genus Scylliorhimis and some
similar species. See dogfish, 1. Also called
hound. 2. A species of belonids of the genus
Tylosurus, such as the T. jonesi (Bermuda) and
T. amis. 3. The bluefish, Pomatomus saJtatrix,
formerly called olue houndfish in Massachusetts.
See cut under Uuefisli. 4. The Spanish mack-
erel, Scomoeromorus maculatus, formerly called
speckled houndfish in Massachusetts.
Of Blew-fish, or Hound-fish, two kinds speckled Hound-

fish and Blue Bound-fish, called Horse-flsh.
Josxelyn, New England's Rarities Discovered (1673).

hounding (houn'ding), K. [Verbal n. of hound,
v. ] 1 . The method or practice of hunting game
with hounds; coursing; specifically, the pur-
suit of deer with hounds, which drive them to-
ward the hunter.

Bounding is practiced during the winter, when the snow
covers the ground. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 56.

2. Naut., same as hound, 5.

hound-plate (hound'plat), . A bracing-plate
where the fore ends of the hounds of a carriage
jointhecoupling.
hound's-berry
(houndz

'
ber" i),

. [A mistaken
equivalent for

dogwood.] The
common Euro-
pean dogwood,
Cornus sangui-
nia.

hound-shark
(hound 'shark),
n. A small shark,
Galeus canis,
common on the
coasts of the
North Atlantic.

hound's-tongue
( houndz

'

tung ),
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tungr, tongue. Cf. Cynoglossum.'] A familiar
and troublesome weed, Cunoglossum officiii/ili-, a

native of Europe and Russian Asia, but now
naturalized in North America. The large nut-
lets adhere to the fleece of sheep. Also called

dog's-tongue.
hound's-tree (houndz'tre), . Same as houini'x-

berry.

houpH, v. i. An obsolete spelling of whoop.
houp'2t, . An obsolete spelling of hoop9 ,

now
hoopoe.
houps

t, n. A variant spelling of hopes.

hour (our), n. [The initial ft has never been
sounded in E.

;
it was inserted in the spelling,

in later ME. and OF., in imitation of the L.
form

; early mod. E. also houre, liowre, hower; <
ME. houre, earlier without h, our, owr, oure, ure,
< AF. ure, OF. ure, ore, hure, hore (> also D. uur,
hour (uurwerk, clock, watch), = G. uhr = Dan.
uhr = Sw. ur, hour, clock, watch), F. heure =
Pr. ora, hora = Sp. Pg. hora = It. ora, hour, <
L. hora, an hour, in pi. horai, a horologe, clock,
poet, time of year, season, < Gr. upa, a time,
period, season, time of day, later, specifically,
an hour, the 24th part of a day (in this sense

hourly
among the laity as well as among ecclesiastics were the
"Hours of the Blessed Virgin," or "Hours of Our Lady."
Canonical hours. See canonical. Eight-hour law,

a law limiting the time of work of certain classes of work-
ing men to eight hours a day. The United States Con-
gress passed an eight-hour law in 1868, applying to per-
sons engaged in government work, and this example was

of the States, and such a law was passed in California in
1887. Equinoctial hour, a twenty-fourth part of a

continuous exposition of the eucharist for forty hours.
See exposition of the sacrament, under exposition. Hour
angle. See angle^. Hours of prayer. Same as ca-
nonical hours (which see, under canonical). In a good
hourt, fortunately.

Whan Arthur saugh the swerde that so flambed, he
preised it moche in his herte, and drough hym a litill vp
hit to be-holde, and coueyted it right sore, and thought
that in goode houre were he born that it myght conquere.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 340.

Inequal hourt. See inegual. Little hours, the canon-
ical nours of prime, terce, sext, and none. Morning

set apart for reports, motions, etc., before the taking up
of unfinished business. Office hours. See ojftce. Si-
dereal hour, the twenty-fourth part of a sidereal day.

raf,,^ CTF Vr V TVn : Solar hour, the twenty-fourth part of a solar day -first used by Hipparchus about 150 B. C.); pi. ai Temporary hours [Gr. ip up;]. among theGreeks,

[ME. not
found

; < AS.
hundes tunge (=
OHG. huntes zun-

9a): hundes, gen.
Ot tmnd, hound

;

i, the Hours; prob. = AS. gear, E. year, q. v.
Hence horal, horologe, etc.] 1. A particular
time

;
a fixed or appointed time

;
a set season :

as, the hour of death.

hours of varying length resulting from the practice of di-

viding the natural day and night each into twelve equal
parts : so called because of their variation according to
the season of the year. Ten-hour law, a law fixing the
length of an ordinary day's work at ten hours. Such a
law exists in Massachusetts. The small hours, the
early hours of the morning, designated by small numbers,
as one, two, etc. Three hours, three hours' service,
three hours' agony, a service held on Good Friday from

in Catholic and many Anglican
ion of Christ's sufferings on the

And sone after vpon an owr
He hurde of Mordred the tretour
That hadde alle this lond on warde.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 839.

Jesus saith unto her, Woman, . . . mine hour Is not yet
come. John ii. 4.

I cried, Waken, gude master,
For now is the hour and time.

Lord John (Child's Ballads, I. 136).

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,

Await alike th' inevitable hour. dray, Elegy.
Their regular hours stupefy me not a fiddle nor a card

after eleven I Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

2. The time marked or indicated by a time- hour-circle (our'ser"kl), n. Inastron.: (a) Any
piece ; the particular time of day: as, what is g*?*

clrel
,
e of the s

P,
be
/?

whlch Pa8St
es thr<>ugo

the hour f at what hour shall we meet T
' "" *"> - *> -

Imo. What hour is it?

Lady. Almost midnight, madam.
Shak., Cymbeline, Ii. 2. ._.,_

3. The twenty-fourth part of a civil day, or
alle to

t "*? P
lane of th

,
e earth's equator, and

the twelfth part of a natural day or night .graduated into hours and subdivisions of hours.

This division of time was invented by the Babylonians hOUr-glaSS (our glas), n. and a. I. n. 1. An

to be at home in good season ; not to be abroad late, or
after the usual hours of retiring to rest.

hour-bell (our'bel), n. A bell that sounds the
hours.

To count the hour-bell and expect no change.
Cowper, Task, v. 404.

, , t
? two Poles :

.
8O c lled because the hour of the

ay ls ascertained when the circle upon which
the sun is for the time being is ascertained, (h)A circle upon an equatorial telescope lying par-

Until modern times the hour was commonly considered
as the twelfth part of the interval from sunrise to sunset

poses. Thus the Italians began the day half an hour after

sunset, and reckoned 24 hours in each day. Until watches
came into common use, in the seventeenth century, the
time of day was determined ordinarily by the altitude of
the sun, as in the following extract from Palladius, where
the length of the shadow of a staff 4 feet long placed ver-

tically determines the hours of the day reckoned from
sunrise. Abbreviated h.

With October Marche houres feet beth even
The flrst hath XXV. feet, XV
Feet hath the seconde houre, the thirdde XI,
The fourthe hath VIII, and V up six sustene,
And six hath V. In VI, VII demene,
And so goo forth. X hath feet thries V.
XI goth with XXV blyve.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 189.

It is sixteen hours or two small days journey with a
loaded caravan from Baalbeck to Damascus.

Pomcke, Description of the East, II. 113.

I measure many a league an hour.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

I will eat
With all the passion of a twelve hours' fast.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. pi. (a) Set times of prayer; the canonical
hours (which see, under canonical), (b) The
offices or services prescribed for the canonical

hours, below. 5. [cap.] In Gr. myth., one of
the Horse or Hours, the goddesses of the sea-
sons and guardians of the gates of heaven.
They were held especially to personify the agreeable char-
acteristics of the seasons, were closely associated with the
Graces, and were attached to the train of Aphrodite. In
art and poetry they were represented as young and grace-
ful, decked with flowers and jewels.

instrument for measuring time, consisting of a
glass vessel constricted to a narrow passage in
the middle, through which a quantity of sand,
or sometimes of mercury, runs from the upper
part into the lower in exactly an hour. At the
end of the hour the glass may be reversed, when the sand
will run back for another hour. Hour glasses are now
seldom used, though formerly very common. Similar in-

struments intended to mark shorter intervals are named
accordingly, as a half-hour or a ten-minute glass. A three-
minute glass, to boil eggs by, is called an egg-glass.

I should not see the sandy hour-glass run,
But I should think of shallows and of flats.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

Time, like a preacher in the days of the Puritans, turned
the hour-glass on his high pulpit, the church belfry.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 5.

2f. The time measured by an hour-glass; an
hour.

Turning the accomplishment of many years
Into an hour-glass. Shale., Hen. V., Prol.

II. a. Having the form of an hour-glass.
Hour-glass contraction. See contraction.

hour-hand (our'hand), n. The hand or pointed
pin which indicates the hour on a timepiece.
hour! (ho'- or hou'ri), n. [< F. houri, repr.
Pers. hurt, pi. hur, < Ar. huriya, pi. hur, a

Paradise, lit. black-eyed, < ahwar,

houris are represented as beautiful virgins, endowed with

unfading youth and immunity from all disease. Their
company is to form the chief felicity of th,e faithful.

Or, thronging all one porch of Paradise,
A group of Houris bow'd to see

The dying Islamite, with hands and eyes
That said, We wait for thee.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Knit with the GracIs
1

and
U
thrHo

a
i?n dance hour-line (our'lin), n. In astron., a line indi-

Led on the eternal spring. Milton PL iv 267 eating the hour; a line on which the shadow
At the eleventh hour. See eleventh.- Babylonian

f th
,

e gnomo
.

n falls at a given tour.

hour, (a) A twelfth part of a civil day. ((/) The hour hourly (our'h), a. [< hour + -fy
1
.] Happen-

, corol,a ; , same, opened ; C , fruit.

reckoned from sunrise as the beginning of the day.
Book of hours, in the Bom. Cath. Ch., a book of devotion
containing offices for private use especially during the ca-
nonical hours, in addition to those appointed in the brevi-
ary or portiforium : often called simply the hours. Many
medieval books of hours are still preserved in manu-
script, or printed, and ornamented with beautiful illumi-
nations, paintings, etc. The most widely used of these

ing or done every hour; occurring hour by hour;
continuing from hour to hour; hence, frequent ;

repeated.
Honour, riches, marriage-blessing,
Long continuance, and increasing,

Hourly joys be still upon you !

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1 (song).



hourly
We must live In hourly expectation of having those

troops recalled. Swift.

hourly (our'li), adv. [< hour + -7y
2
.] Every

hour
;
hour by hour

; frequently.
Great was their strife, which hourl;/ was renewed.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 352.

hour-plate (our'plat), . The plate of a clock
or other timepiece on which the hours are

marked; the dial.

housaget (hou'zaj), . [< />.s-el + -age.] A
fee paid for housing goods. ilinsJicu.

housalt, [< house1 + -til.'] Domestic.

Ichneumon [F. ].
The Indian or more properly the ^Egyp-

tian Rat, Pharoes Mouse, a mortal enemy as to the Croco-

dile, so to all Serpents, and therefore usually tamed, and
made housal, by the people of JSgypt. Cotgrave.

liousbondt, n. An obsolete form of husband.

housbondryt, n. An obsolete form of hus-

bandry.
house* (hous), . ; pi. houses (hou'zez). [< ME.
hous, hows, kits, < AS. hus = OS. OPries. hits =
D. hub = MLG. hits = OHG. MHG. hits, G. haus
= Icel. hits = Dan. Sw. hits = Goth, hus (only
in comp. gud-hus, house of God, temple) ; prob.
connected with hut and hoard1

,
and ult. from

the root of hide1 , cover, conceal: see hide1
, hut,

hoard1
.] 1 . A building designed to be used as

a place of residence, or of human occupation
for any purpose : as, a dwelling-ftowse ; a bank-
ing-house; a house of worship ; a public house.
In law the word house, used for a dwelling-place, is some-
times interpreted as excluding and sometimes aa includ-

ing outbuildings.

It is right a feir Hows, and it is alle round, and highe,
and covered with Leed, and it is well paved with white
Marble. ilandeville, Travels, p. 81.

I rode to Papia or Pavia, a cite and universite, ther lyes
Seynt Austyn, the grett Doctor, in a howse of Keligion, of
Chanons reguler, and (fryers Anstyns.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 5.

He is for this honnie lass,
To keep his house in order.

Catherine Johnstone (Child's Ballads, IV. 34).

Howes are built to live in, and not to look on
; there-

fore, let use be preferred before uniformity, except where
both may be had. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

Hence 2. An abiding-place; an abode; a

place or means of lodgment ;
a fixed shelter

or investment: as, the Tiermit-crab carries its

house on its back.
I know that thou wilt bring me to death, and to the

house appointed for all living. Job xxx. 23.

It is the curse of kings to be attended
By slaves that take their humours for a warrant
To break within the bloody house of life.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

According to M. Fol, who has studied the formation of
the house [the mucilaginous cuticular investment] with
great care, the Appendiculariae have no proper test, and
what I have described as the structureless gelatinous in-

vestment of the anterior part of the body is the commence-
ment of the house. It increases, assumes a peculiar fibrous

structure, and in the course of an hour, in a vigorous ani-

mal, it is separated as an envelope in which the whole
body is capable of free movement.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 514.

3. A building used for some purpose other than
human occupation : usually with a descriptive
prefix: as, a covr-house; a w&rehouse; a tool-

house.

And of all thynges let the butterye, the celler, the
kytchyn, the larder house, with all other houses of offyces,
be kepte cleane. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 114.

4. The persons collectively who dwell together
under one roof; a family; a household.
As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.

Josh. xxiv. 15.

My mother weeping, my father wailing, . . . and all our
house in a great perplexity. Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 3.

5. A family regarded as consisting of ancestors,
descendants, and kindred; a race of persons
from one stock; a tribe; especially, a noble
family or an illustrious race : .as, the house of

Hapsburg; the house of Hanover; the house of
Israel or of Jiulah.

A patrician,
A man, I must confess, of no mean house.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

The coat-armour of every house was a precious inheri-

tance, which descended, under definite limitations and
with distinct differences, to every member of the family.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 471.

6. (a) A legislative body; usually, one of the
divisions of the legislative branch of a gov-
ernment acting separately, or of any delibera-
tive body divided into two chambers : as, the
House of Lords or of Commons it the British

Parliament; the House of Representatives in the
United States Congress; the House of Bishops
and the So^lse of Delegates in the American Epis-
copal Church. The less numerous or higher in rank
of the two Imdies composing a bicameral legislature is com-
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monly spoken of, though not officially designated, as the

upper house, the other as the lower house,
(ft) [c,a)>.]

Specifically, in the United States, the lower

house, or House of Representatives, the more
numerous of the two bodies of the national

legislature. The name is also given in some
States to the corresponding body in the State

legislature. See congress, 4.

The House, in addition to its legislative powers, has the
sole power of impeachment. Calhoun, Works, I. 176.

7. The audience or attendance at a place of en-
tertainment.

The self-complacent actor, when he views

(Stealing a sidelong glance at a full house)
The slope of faces from the floor to roof
Relax'd into a universal grin.

Cowper, Task, iv. 201.

The whole house broke out into acclamations.
F. A. Kemble, Records of a Girlhood, Jan. 9, 1831.

8. In com., a firm or commercial establishment :

as, the house of Jones Brothers.

Many a year went round before I was a partner In the
house. Dickeni, Great Expectations, Iviii.

9. Chamber; room; specifically, in provincial
English use, the ordinary sitting-room in a
farm-house

;
in sulphuric-acid works, one of

the chambers in which the acid is formed.

Like a pestilence, It doth infect
The houses of the brain.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

10. In astral., a twelfth part of the heavens as
divided by great circles drawn through the north
and south points of the horizon, in the same way
as meridians pass through the earth's poles.
The heavens, visible and invisible, excluding the parts that
never rise and that never set, were thus divided into twelve
parts, six being above the horizon and six below. But there
was considerable diversity in the details of the rule for

dividing the heavens into houses. They are of different
relative magnitudes, according to the different rules which
were used for finding their limits. The twelve houses
were numbered round from east to south, and so on, be-

ginning with that which lay in the east immediately be-
low the horizon. The first house was called the house
of life; the second, that of fortune or riches; the third,
that of brethren ; the fourth, that of relations ; the fifth,
that of children ; the sixth, that of health ; the seventh,
that of marriage ;

the eighth, that of death or the upper
portal; the ninth, that of religion; the tenth, that of dig-
nities ; the eleventh, that of friends and benefactors; and
the twelfth, that of enemies or of captivity. The succeed-
ent houses are the second, fifth, eighth, and eleventh. The
cadent houses are the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth.

Saturn being in the sixth house, in opposition to Mars
retrograde in the House of Life, cannot but denote long
and dangerous sickness. Scott, Kenilworth, xviii.

11. A square or division on a chess-board.
12. The workhouse

; poorhouse. [Colloq.]
We've had Larkins the baker coming to inquire if there's

parish pay to look to for your bill, Mrs. Armstrong, and
I have told him No, not a farthing, not the quarter of a
farthing, unless you'll come into the house.

Mrs. Trullope, Michael Armstrong, iv.

" He was brought up In the
" with a shiver of repug-

nance " the House.
1 '

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, L 16.

Beehive house. See beehive. Call of the house. See
cain. Distaff side of the house. See distaff. Full
house. See /!. Glass house. See glass and glass-
house. Holy house, a religious house ; a sanctuary.

They . . . defendedyn liem by the sikernesse of holy
hawses, that is to seyn Redden Into seyntuarye.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

House community. See community. House of call,
a house where journeymen connected with a particular
trade assemble, especially when out of work, and where
the unemployed can be hired by those in search of hands.
House of Commons. See commons, 3. House of

congregation. See congregation, 8. House of Convo-
cation. See convocation. House Of correction. See
correction. HouseofDelegates. See delegate. House
of detention. See detention. House of God, of the
Lord, of prayer, of worship, a temple, church, or other
place set apart for divine service and worship.
This [the place of Jacob's vision] Is none other than the

house of God. Gen. xxviii. 17.

House of 111 fame, a bawdy-house. House of Keys.
See ken*. House of Lords. Seelord. Houseof non-
regents, an assembly of the resident masters of a me
dieval university not members of the house of regents.
House Of office*, a building or room for some domestic
purpose, (a) A household office

;
a pantry.

If thou be admitted ... as Butler or Panter, . . .

Keepe euery house of o/yce cleane. and all that belongeth
to It. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

(6) An outhouse; aprivy. House of refuge. Seertfvg?.
House Of regents, the governing assembly of a medie-

val university, consisting of the body of masters engaged
in lecturing. House Of Representatives. See repre-
sentative. House of water, an old, abandoned mine
filled with water. [Cornish.] House out Of windowst,
a state of confusion. Dacies. [Colloq.]

We are at home now ; where, I warrant you, you shall
find the home flung out of the windows.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

Inner house, the higher branch of the Scotch Court of
Session. Its jurisdiction is chiefly appellate, and it ordi-

narily sits in two divisions of four Juupes each. Like a
bouse o' fire, as fast as a house could burn ; very fast.

house

I am getting on, thank Heaven, like a "house o' fire,"
and think the next rickwick will bang all the others.

Dickens, in Forster, I. vi. 158.

Lower house. See def. 6 (a). Muniment house. See
muniment. Outerhouse, the lower branch of the Scotch
Court of Session. Its judges hold courts of first instance.

Out of house and hauld. Nee hauld. Plots' houses.
See beehive houxe, under beehive. Public house, a house
of general resort

; specifically, in Great Britain, a licensed
house for the sale of liquors at retail. [In the hitter sense,

commonly with a hyphen. See publiv-huuse.] Spear
side and spindle side of the house. See /'<" and spin-
dle. Sponging house. See xp.m:iing-honxe. To bring
down the house, to carry the house, to count out the
house, to count the house, to divide the house, to
eat one out of house and home, etc. See the verbs.

To keep a good house, to provide well for the house-
hold ; entertain visitors well ; furnish good fare, etc.

He is now in his fifty-sixth year, chearful, gay, and
hearty ; keeps a good house both in town and country.

Addison.

To keep house, to be at the head of a household, or to

manage its affairs.

A narrow cave ran in beneath the cliff :

In this the children play'd at keeping house.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To keep open house, to offer hospitality freely and gen-
erally.

I believe papa had the pleasure of inviting Mr. Sparkler
twice or thrice, hut it was nothing. We had so many peo-
ple about us, and kept such open house that ... it was less

than nothing. Di&kens, Little Don-it, ii. 7.

To keep the house, to be confined to the house ; stay
within doors.

Gentle sickness, gradually
Weakening the man, till he could do no more,
But kept the house, his chair, and last his bed.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To live in a glass house. See glass, a. Upper house.
See def. 6 (a). =Syn. 1. Inn, Hotel, etc. See tavern.

house 1 (houz), v.; pret. and pp. housed, ppr.
housing. [< ME. housen, howsen, < AS. husian,
house (= OFries. husa, receive into a house, =
D. huizen, lodge, dwell, reside, = MLG. husen,
receive into a house, = OHG. huson, MHG. hu-

sen, G. hausen, reside, keep house, house, lodge,
= Icel. hysa = Dan. huse, house, harbor), < hus,
house: see house^, .] I. trans. 1. To put or

receive into a house
; provide with a dwelling

or residence
; put or keep under a roof ;

cover
;

shelter; protect by covering.
Thereabowte ye shalle yow howse,
And sone after that shalt be hur spowse.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 95. (Halliwell.)

Nay, good sir, house your head.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, 111. 1.

Are they in safety ? Are they housed ?

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

2. To cause to take shelter.

Even now we hous'd him in the abbey here.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

The priest ran away : they followed him till they housed
him ; what followed I know not.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

3. To hide. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

If Mason had been a person of less habitual self-repres-
sion, he would not have been able to house his feelings so

securely. E. Hggleston, The Graysons, xxi.

4. Nmit.: (a) To arrange in the form of a ridged
roof, as an awning, so as to shed rain. (6) To
remove from exposure ; put in a place of de-

posit or a state of security: as, to house a boat
or a sail. A gun is housed by running it in on deck and
securing it by tackle, muzzle-lashing, and breeching, after
the breech has been depressed so that the muzzle rests

against the side of the ship above the port. Topmasts
and topgallantmasts are housed by partly lowering them,
to lessen the effect of wind on the masts and rigging.
5. In carp., to fix in a socket, mortice, or other

space cut out, as a board or timber fitting into
another.

Wall strings are the supporters of the ends of the treads
and risers. . . . They may be housed or left solid.

F. T. Hodgson, Stairbuilding, p. 12.

II. intrans. 1. To take shelter or lodging;
take up abode

;
reside.

Follow this fair lady wherever she doth go,
And where she houses, come and let me know.

The Strand Garland.

We house with the insane, and must humor them ; then
conversation dies out. Emerson, Experience.

Hunting the exile tow'rd the wood,
To home with snipe and moor-hen.

Lowell, Gold Egg.

2. In astral., to be situated in a house or region
of the heavens.

In fear of this, observe the starry signs
Where Saturn houses, and where Hermes joins.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil s Georgics, L 469.

house2
(hous), n. [Also written housse, and for-

merly houtss; < ME. howse, *housse (f), < OF.
housse, a short mantle, a foot-cloth for a horse,
a coverlet

;
cf . ML. refl. housia, husia, hussia, a

long tunic, a coverlet for a horse, hucia, a long
tunic, the more orig. ML. form being hulcia,



house

Inilcitum, prob. < MHG. hulst, a covering, or

hulse, hulsche, OHG. hulsa, G. hiilse, a husk, shell,
= D. hulse, a husk, shell; the same, with added
formative -s, as E. hull1 : see hull1 and holster.]

If. A covering; housing; especially, a covering
of textile material, as for a piece of furniture,
fitted more or less accurately to the object cov-
ered.

Six lyons' hides, with thongs together fast ;

His upper part defended to his waist;
And where man ended, the continued vest

Spread on his
"

2. A child's coverlet. [Prov. Eng.] House ol

mall, in horse-arnwr, a kind of bard consisting of a more
or less complete covering of chain-mail, usually in two
parts, one for the head, neck, and fore quarters of the

horse, the other for the croup and hind quarters. Com-
pare trapper.

house2 (hous), '. t. [Formerly also Itouss; < OF.
housser, houser, cover with a housing; from the
noun: see house^, lutuss, n. Cf. housing.] To
cover with or as with a housing.
He [the Protector] was carried from Somerset-house in

a velvet bed of state drawn by six horses, houss'd wth ye
same. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1658.

This dark, crimson -houxed bedstead.
New Princeton Rev., I. 108.

house-agent (hous'a'jent), n. One employed
in the sale, renting, and care of houses.
house-ball (hous'bal), n. A boys' game in

which a ball is thrown by one player against a
house or wall, in order that the second player
may strike it with a bat on the rebound.
house-boat (hous'bot), n. A boat fitted up as
a house, and commonly more or less resembling
one in form and arrangements, for permanent
or temporary habitation . Such boats have long been
the only dwellings of many thousands of families in the
waters of some eastern countries, intended either to be

stationary or to be moved by towing or by oars or sweeps,
and in Hindustan and Burma are known as house-boats.

They abound even more largely in China ; but the boat

distinctively called a house-boat there is one for use in
excursions or in traveling. The English house-boat is an
adaptation of the latter idea, being supplied with all con-
veniences for living on board ns in a house during a pro-
longed excursion, especially on the Thames.

The ordinary house-boat, as you know, is a great big un-

wieldy thing, with a square stern
; you don't go voyages

in her; . . . and you take down your party of friends, and
have skylarking.

W. Black, Strange Adventures of a House-Boat, Hi.

house-hote (hous'bot), n. [< house + bate, ME.
form of boot1

, payment.] In law, a sufficient
allowance of wood to repair the house and sup-
ply fuel : a right enjoyed by some tenants on
English manors.
housebreaker (hous 'bra "ker), . One who
breaks, opens, and enters a house with feloni-
ous intent.

Now, Goodman Macey, ope thy door,
We would not be house-breakers.

Whittier, The Exiles.

househreaking (hous'bra/'king), . [< house1

+ breaking. Cf. AS. hus-brice = OFries. hus-

breke, housebreaking.] The breaking or open-
ing of a house with the intent to commit a fel-

ony or to steal or rob. See burglary.
house-car (hous'kar), n. A box-car; a closed
railroad-car for carrying freight.
house-carlt (hous'kiirl), n. [A mod. form repr.
late AS. huscarl, < hus, house, -t- carl, carl: see

carl.] In early Danish and early English his-

tory, a member of the body-guard of a noble,
chieftain, or king.

He [Cnut] kept but forty ships and a few thousands of

huscarbt, a paid bodyguard which was strong enough to
check isolated disaffection, but helpless against a national
revolt. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., ix. 408.

The Rousecarl, the professional soldier, with his coat of
mail and his battle-axe.

K. A. Freeman, Herman Conquest, II. 259.

house-cricket (hous'krik'
l

'et), n. The common
cricket, Aclieta domestica. See cut under cricket.

house-dog (hous'dog), . A dog kept to guard
a house.

house-dovet (hous'duv), . One who stays at
home.
Then the home-tarriers and house-doves that kept Rome

still began to repent them that it was not their hap to go
with him [Coriolanus].

North, tr. of Plutarch (ed. Skeat), p. 14.

I ... was not such a house-dove . . . but that I had
visited some houses in London.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 401).

house-duty (hous'du"ti), n. In England, a tax
imposed on inhabited houses, established about
1695. It was repealed in 1834, but reimposed
in place of a window-tax in 1851. Also houye-
tax.
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house-engine (hous'en'jiu), . A steam-engine
whicli is so constructed as to depend to some
extent on the building in which it is contained,
and is not independent or portable.

house-factor (hous'fak
//

tor), . Same as house-
ii

!/i ill.

housefather (hous'fa'THer), . [< house1 +
father; after G. hausvater= D. huisvader= Icel.

huxfadhir = Dan. Sw. husfader.] The father
of a family; the male head of a household, or

of any collection of persons living as a family
or in- common, as in a primitive community.
He was dozing, after the fashion of honest housefathers.

Thackeray, Virginians, xxxii.

The simple minds of uncultured men unhesitatingly
believed that the spirit of the departed House Father
hovered round the place he loved in life.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 39.

house-finch (hous'finch), n. Bee finch
1

.

house-flag (hous'flag), . The distinguishing
flag of a shipping or other business house or
firm

;
the flag of the house to which a ship be-

longs.

[I] turned my eyes aloft where the house-Jlag, dwarfed by
height, was rattling like a peal of musketry at the main-

royal-masthead. If. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

house-fly (hous'fli), n. [= D. huisvlieg = Dan.
husflue = Sw. husfluga.] The common fly,
Musca domestica. It is a dipterous or two-winged in-

sect, of the family Muscidce and the order Diptera, of the
suborder Brachycera (having short feelers or antenna^
and of the subdivision Dichcelcr (having the sucker or pro-
boscis composed of only two pieces). It is a good repre-
sentative of the large family Muxcidoz, and indeed of the
whole order Diptera, It is found in nearly all parts of the
world. It lays its eggs in bunches or clusters In almost
any kind of decaying animal or vegetable matter, as car-

rion, manure, and other filth, and the maggots hatch in a
day or less, according to the degree of heat (of decompo-

House-fly (Musca domestica).

arva or maggot ; A. puparium ; <
. adult fly (cross shows natural

size); a, mouth-parts; t, foot. (All magnified.)

sition) to which they are subjected. The larvae are small,
headless, legless maggots, which attain their full size in
about two weeks, and then crawl into some dry place to

pupate. This process occupies a week or two, and on its

completion the perfect fly emerges from the pupa. The
house-fly is furnished with a suctorial proboscis, from
which, when feeding on any dry substance, it exudes a
liquid ; this, by moistening the food, fits it to be sucked.
Its feet are beset with hairs, each terminating in a disk
which is supposed to act as a sucker, enabling it to walk
on smooth surfaces, even with its back down, as on a ceil-

ing. These disks are supposed to exude a liquid, making
the adhesion more perfect. See also cut of compound eye,
under eyel.

houseful (hous'ful), n. [< house1 + -//.] A
full complement for a house

;
as much or as

many as a house will hold or accommodate, or
as it requires : as, a houseful of goods, of fur-

niture, or of people.
There was a world of dressmakers to see, and a world of

shopping to do, and a houseful of servants to manage.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 277.

house-fungus (hous'fung'gus), n. See fungus.
househeadt, n. The housetop.

As she was up on the househead,
Behold, on looking down,

She saw Adam o' Gordon and his men,
Coming riding to the town.

Loudoun Castle (Child's Ballads, VI. 254).

house-hent, [< ME. houshenne.] A domestic
hen.

Rith as the hous-hennes vppon londe hacchen,
And cherichen her chekonys ffro chele of the wynter.

Richard the fadeless, II. 143.

househillingt, [ME. howsehilUnge.'] Roof-
ing. Prompt. Parv.
household (hous'hold), n. and a. [< ME. hous-

hoM, howsold = Sw. hush&ll, household, family,= G. haushalt, housekeeping; cf. D. huishouden
= G. haushalten (inf. as noun) (cf. Dan. hushold-

ning = Sw. htishdlliting, housekeeping); from
a verb assumed from Jwuseholder, q. v.

;
not di-

housekeeper

redly < house1 + hold1 .'] I. n. 1. An organized
family and whatever pertains to it as a whole

;

a domestic establishment.

In so moche that in on House men waken 10 7/""x-
holdes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 209.

Thanne cometh the .vij. deedli synnes
With the wickid aungil liousholde to holde.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

My father and Lavinia shall forthwith
Be closed in our household's monument.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 8.

The Protestant officers of the royal household were in-

formed that his majesty [Louis XIV. J dispensed with their
services. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,vi.

Every person who was in the Hand of the same Father
was a member of the Household, ana offered his vows at
the same hearth and at the common tomb.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 66.

2. A family considered as consisting of all those
who share in the privileges and duties of a com-
mon dwelling; the family, including servants
and other permanent inmates.

I baptized also the household of Stephanas. 1 Cor. i. 16.

3f. Goods and chattels for housekeeping.
For wel ye knowe, a lord in his houshold
Ne hath nat every vessel al of gold :

Somme ben of tree.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 99.

My will is that all my plate and other . . . household,
and books shall be equally divided between them.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 440.

4. pi. A technical name among millers for the
best flour made from red wheat, with a small
portion of white wheat mixed. Fallows. Con-
troller of the household. See controller. Coroner of
the royal household. See coroner. Marshal of the
king's >r queen's) household. See marshal. Master
of the household. See master.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the house and
family; domestic; familiar: as, household fur-

niture
;
household ways.

The household nook,
The haunt of all affections pure.

Keble, Christian Year, First Sunday in Lent.

Household Brigade. See household troops, below.
Household gods. See godi. Household stuff, the
furniture of a house ; the vessels, utensils, and goods of
a family. Household suffrage, or household fran-
chise, in Britixh politics, the right enjoyed by household-
ers and lodgers of voting for members of Parliament.
Household suffrage was established in the boroughs, with
various restrictions, by the Reform Bills of 1867-68, and
greatly enlarged and extended to the counties by the
Franchise Bill of 1884. Household troops. In Great
Britain, a body of troops employed as a special guard of
the sovereign and the garrison of the metropolis. They
consist of three regiments of cavali-y (the 1st and 2d Llfe-
Guards and the Royal Horse-Guards) and three of infantry
(the Grenadier, Coldstream, and Scots Fusilier Guards),
the former numbering abont 1,300 and the latter 6,000.
Collectively they are called the Household Brigade.
Household word, a word, name, or saying in very famil-
iar use.

Then shall our names,
Familiar in his mouth as household words, . . .

Be in their flowing cups freshly remembered.
Shak., Hen. V., IT. S.

householder (hous'hol'der), n. [< ME. hous-

liolder, househaldere = D. huishouder = LG.
hiisholder = G. Itanslialter = Sw. hushdllare =
Dan. husholder, householder, i. e. housekeeper;
< house1 + holder. Hence a verb not used in E.,= D. huishouden = G. haushalten = Sw. htish&lla,
and the noun household, q. v.] 1. The master
or chief of a family; one upon whom rests the

duty of supporting and governing the members
of a family or household.

The lord that Is a howsholder,
With faire festis folk he fat.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 210.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an
houtehulder, which went out ... to hire labourers into
his vineyard. Mat. xx. 1.

2. One who occupies a house
; specifically, in

law, one who owns or holds and occupies a
house, or a part of one which constitutes a
separate abode, and who habitually dwells
therein, with others, if any, who are dependent
on him.

Towns in which almost every householder was an Eng-
lish Protestant. Macaulay.

Compound householder. See compound^.

householdryt, . [X household + -ry.] House-
hold stuff.

To furnish house with householdry,
And make provision skilfully.

Tuner, Ladder to Thrift.

housekeep (hous'kep), v. i. ; pret. and pp. house-

kept, ppr. housekeeping. [< house-keep-er, house-

keeping; cf. householder, household.] To keep
house; live as a family in a house. [Colloq.,
U. S.]

housekeeper (hous 'keeper), n. [< ME. hous-

kepere; < house1 + keeper; a later equiv. of house-



housekeeper

holder.] 1. One who occupies a house with
his family ; a householder.

Her brother was Gamwel, of great Gamwel-Hall,
A noble house-keeper was he.

Robin Hood's ISirth (Child's Ballads, V. 344).

Thomas Cholmondeley . . . was a cryed-up landlord, a
constant and generous housekeeper.

Quoted in Ormerod's Cheshire (2d ed.), II. 166.

The modern Egyptian does not become a housekeeper
until he is married.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 269.

2. A woman, whether mistress or servant, who
superintends the work of a household

;
a woman

who regulates the internal affairs of a house.

There were some stately footmen. . . . There was a very
pretty show of young women ; and above them the hand-
some old face and fine responsible portly figure of the

housekeeper towered pre-eminent.
Dickens, Bleak House, xviii.

3. One who keeps much at home; a stay-at-
home. [Rare.]
How do you both? you are manifest housekeepers. What

are you sewing here? Shak., Cor., i. S.

4f. One who keeps or guards the house; a

house-dog.
The valued file

Distinguishes the swift [dogj, the slow, the subtle,
The housekeeper, the hunter. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

housekeeping (hous'ke"ping), . and a. [<
house1 + keeping, verbal n. of keep, v.; cf . house-

keeper."] I. n. 1. The management of home
affairs ; care of domestic concerns.

Housekeeping is an occupation involving wages like any
other business, except that the owner consumes thewhole
result. Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 285.

2. Supply of provisions for household use.

[Bare.]
"Tell me, softly and hastily, what is in the pantry?"

"Small housekeeping enough," said Phoebe.

Scott, Woodstock, lit

3f. Hospitality.

Warwick, my son, the comfort of my age !

Thy deeds, thy plainness, and thy housekeeping
Hath won the greatest favour of the commons.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

II. a. Domestic ; used in a family : as, house-

keeping commodities.
housel (hou'zel), n. [< ME. house!, < AS. husel,
husl = Icel. Jiusl, the housel, = Goth, hunsl, a

sacrifice; usually compared with Gr. Kalvtiv,

KTtiveiv, kill, Skt. -\/ kshan, wound.] If. The
eucharist; the sacrament.

For as moche as man and wyf
Shulde shewe her paroche prest her lyf
Onys a yeer, as seith the book,
Er ony wight his hounel took.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6386.

2. The act of taking or receiving the sacra-
ment. [Archaic.]

So the stately Queen abode
For many a week, unknown among the nuns ;

Nor with them mix d, nor told her name, nor sought,
Wrapt in her grief, for housel or for shrift.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

houselt (hou'zel), v. t. [< ME. houselen, hous-

len, Imselen, huslen, < AS. huslian = Icel. husla
= OSw. husla, give the eucharist to, = Goth.

hunsljan, sacrifice; from the noun.J 1. To ad-
minister the eucharist to.
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spread widely over northern Europe and America, grow-
ing on the tops of houses and on walls. It is a succulent
herb with very thick, bushy leaves and pink flowers, and
is very tenacious of life. It contains malic acid combined
with lime. The leaves are applied by the common people
to bruises and old ulcers ;

and it was formerly be-
lieved that houseleeks

growing on a housetop
were a safeguard against
lightning. In Scotland it

is called fou or fouet.
In England it is some-
times called homewort.

Howsleke, herbe, or sen-

grene, barba Jovis, sem-
perviva, jubarbium.

Prompt. Parv., p. 251.

houseleek-tree
(hous'lek-tre), n.

Setnpervivum (ioni-
um) arboreum, a na-
tive of the Levant,
whence it is said to
have been introduced
into England in 1640.
It bears loose pani-
cles with a profusion
of beautiful yellow
blossoms.
houseless (hous'les),
a. [< ME. housles; <

house1 + -less."] With-
out a house or habi-
tation

;
without shel-

ter: as, the houseless

child of want.
Houseleek (Sempervivum tecto-

rum}, a, fruit.

He shal housele me anon. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6442.

Oones a yer atte leste way It is lawful to be hanseled, for

sothely oones a yer alle thinges In the erthe renovelen.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Upon the
gracyous

trust of God and of hem, wee leet

synge Masse, and made every man to ben schryven and
houseld. Mandeville. Travels, p. 283.

Hence 2. To prepare for a journey. [Rare.]

May zealous smiths
So housel all our hackneys that they may feel

Compunction in their feet, and tire at Highgate.
Fletcher, Wit without Money, ill. 1.

house-lamb (hous'lam), >/. A lamb kept in a
house for fattening.

housel-boxt, . The box in which the housel or
eucharist is carried.

They haue a cloake vpon their left shoulder descending
before and behind vnder their right arme, like vnto a dea-
con carying the housiel-boxe in time of lent.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 116.

houseleek (hous'lek), n. [< ME. howsleek,
howsleke (= D. huislook = MLG. huslok, LG. hus-
look = MHG. huslouch, G. hauslauch = ODan.
huslog, Dan. huslog = Sw. huslok, houseleek) ;

< housed + leek, in the general sense of 'herb':
see leek.~\ The common name of the plants of
the genus Sempervivum, natural order Cruxxn-
lacete. The common houseleek, S. tectorum, was origi-
nally found native in the great mountain -ranges of cen-
tral and southern Europe to the Caucasus, whence it has
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How shall your houseless heads, and unfed sides,
Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these? Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

house-line (hous'lin), n. [< house (application
not obvious) + line2

."] Naut., a small line
formed of three strands, used for seizings, etc.

Also housing.

houseling1 (hou'zel -ing), n. and a. [< ME.
houselyng, housling ; verbal n. of housel, v.~]

I.t n. The act of administering the eucharist.

We fast the eaue, we feast the day
Of euery saint they make,

Their houslings, shrifts, and sacraments,
Most reuerently we take.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 23.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the eucharist:

as, houseling bread. [Archaic.] 2f. Pertain-

ing to any of the sacraments of the Roman
Catholic Church, as marriage.

And to the knight Ms daughter deare he tyde
With sacred rites and vowes for ever to abyde. . . .

His owne two hands, for such a turne most fltt,
The housling fire did kindle and provide.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xil. 37.

Houseling people i

, communicants.

The sayd Guyld is wythin the parysh church of saynt
Laurence, within which paryshe ben M.D.CCC housling
peple, or theraboutes. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 199.

houseling2 (hous'ling), n. A tame animal, or
one brought up by nand. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
houseling-cloth (hou'zel-ing-kl6th), n. A long
strip of white liuen or other white stuff held
for the communicants by acolytes or other

ministers, or spread over the rails at the time
of communion: used in the Roman Catholic
Church and in some Anglican churches. Also
called communion-cloth. [Archaic.]

It Is not generally known that houseling cloths are still

used [in the Church of England], but only in one place
that I know of in England viz., in Wimborne Minster,
where they are said to have been used continuously since
its foundation in the reign of Edward the Confessor.

Notes and Queries, 4th ser., IX. 318.

house-lot (hous'lot), n. A piece of land on
which to build a house

;
a site for a house.

housemaid (hous'mad), n. A female servant

employed in general work about a house.

You have two servants Tom, an arch, sly rogue, . . .

He likes your house, your housemaid, and your pay.
Camper, Truth, 1. 210.

Housemaid's knee, an acute or chronic dropsical effu-

sion between the skin and the bursa or sac over the knee-
pan : so called because it was thought to be most com-
mon among housemaids who had to work much upon
their knees in scrubbing floors, etc.

house-martin(hous'mar"'tin),. Same as house-
swallow,

house-master (hous'mas'ter), . 1. The mas-
ter or head of a house or household.

It may be confidently alleged that the Aryan House-mas-
ter was the member of an organized clan under the presi-

dency of a chief, and that he was also a member of a body
of near kinsmen within that clan, by whatever name that

body was called, and whether it had or had not a special
president. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 289.

housewarm

2. In English public schools, a master having
supervision and control of the boys residing
in one of the houses or halls belonging to the
school.

housemate (hous'mat), n. One who lives in

the same house with another; a household

companion.
The pupil of manifold experiences, . . . who had known

poverty as a housemate and had been the companion of

princes. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 229.

A stranger of reverend aspect entered, and with grave
salutation stood before the two rather astonished hou.se-

mates. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 56.

housemonger (hous'mung"ger), n. One who
deals in houses. [Rare.]
Those speculative housemongers who are the worst fea-

ture of the present system.
Pall Wall Gazette, March 20, 1884.

housemother (hous'mu*H"er), . [< Iiouse1 +
mother; after G. hausmutter = D. huismoeder =
Dan. Sw. husmoder.] The mother of a family ;

the female head of a household, or of a family
community.
The good Gretchen, for all her fretting, watched over

.
him and hovered round him as only a true housemother
can. Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus, p. 56.

housen (hou'zn), . An obsolete or provincial
plural of housel.

house-painter (hous'pan"ter), n. An artisan
whose trade it is to paint and decorate houses.

house-physician (hous'fi-zish'an), n. A phy-
sician resident in a hospital or any similar pub-
lic institution.

house-pigeon (hous'pij"on), . A tame or do-
mesticated pigeon.
house-place (hous'plas), . The common room
in a farm-house

;
a living-room. [Prov. Eng.]

It was well for the harmony of the evening that Bell
and Sylvia returned from the kitchen to sit in the house-

place. Sirs. Ga&kell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

house-proud (hous'proud), a. Careful and busy
as a housekeeper; vain of one's housekeeping.
[Prov. Eng.]

house-raising (hous'ra"zing), n. A gathering
of the inhabitants in a thinly settled district to

assist a neighbor in raising the frame of his

house. [U. S.]
house-room (hous'rom), . [= Dan. Sw. hus-

rttm.~] Room or accommodation in a house.

But go thy waies to him, and fro me say,
That here is at his gate an errant Knight,
That house-rome craves. Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 41.

We found no Houses of Entertainment on the Road, yet
at every Village we came we got House-room, and a Bar-
becue of split Bambooes to sleep on.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 90.

house-shrew (hous'shro), n. A common Eu-

ropean shrew, Crocidura aranea, found about
houses and in gardens.
house-snake (hous'snak), n. Same as chain-

snake.

house-sparrow (hous'spar"6), n. The common
sparrow, Passer domesticus, a native of Europe,
now introduced in many other countries, as in

the United States, Australia, and New Zealand.
In the United States it is commonly known as English
sparrow, though most of the birds which have been im-

ported into this country came from the continent of Eu-
rope, particularly Germany. See cut under Passer.

house-spider (hous'spi"der), . A spider com-
monly found in houses, as Tegenaria domestica
and Theridium vulgare, both of the family Tlie-

ridiidce.

housestead (hous'sted), n. Same as house-

place.
house-steward (hous'stu"iird), n. A man em-
ployed to superintend the internal affairs of a

household, or of a club-house or similar estab-
lishment.

house-surgeon (hous'ser"jon), n. The resident

surgeon in a hospital.
house-swallow (hous'swol"6), n. The common
European swallow, Chelidon urbica. Also called
eaves-swallow or easing-swallow, house-martin,
etc.

house-tax (hous'taks), n. Same as house-duty.

housetop (hous'top), n. The roof or top of a
house.
Let him which is on the housetop not come down to

take any thing out of his house. Mat. xxiv. 17.

Every window and housetop was filled with spectators.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., It 12.

house-Urn (hous'ern), . Same as hut-urn.

housewarm (hous'warm), v. t. [Developed
from housewaitning.] To feast or entertain,
on entering upon the occupation of a new
house. [Rare.]
Novemberlst. tip, and was presented . . . withavery

noble cake, which I presently resolved to have my wife go



housewarm
with to-day, and some wine, and housewarm my Betty
Michell. Pepys, Diary, III. 1.

housewarming (hous'war"ming), n. A merry-
making entertainment to celebrate the entry
of a family into a new home.

A good town-house obtain'd,
The next thing to be thought of is now
The house-warming party.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 347.

housewife 1 (hous'wif or huz'wif or huz'if), .;

pi. housewives (-wivz or huz'ivz). [Colloq. or
obs. huswife; < ME. houswif, husewif, hoseivif,

hustoif, -wyf; < hansel- + wife. Cf. the var.

forms of huswife1 , hussy
1

."] The mistress of a

family; the wife of a householder; a female

manager of domestic affairs.

A housewife, that by selling her desires

Buys herself bread and clothes.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

Mrs. Robson was a Cumberland woman, and, as such,
was a cleaner housewife than the farmers' wives of that
northeastern coast, and was often shocked at their ways.

Mrs. Gaskcll, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

Housewife's clotht, a linen cloth of moderate fineness,
used for family purposes in general. The phrase was in use
from the close of the sixteenth to the close of the eigh-
teenth century.

housewife1 (hous'wif), v. t.\ pret. and pp. liouse-

wifed, housewived, ppr. housewifing, housewiving.

[< housewife*, n.] TO manage like a housewife,
or with skill and thrift; economize. [Bare, or
not now used.]

Conferred those moneys on the nuns, which they have
well housewived. Fuller.

housewife2 (hous'wif or huz'wif), n. [An ac-
com. form of huswife^.] A case for pins, nee-

dles, thread, scissors, etc. : same as hussy2.

Mrs. Unwin begs me in particular to thank you warmly
for the housewife, the very thing she has just begun to

want. Cowper.

I had also a substantial housewife ; ... it was a roll of

canvass, . . . garnished with needles and thread, cob-

blers'-wax, buttons, and other such articles.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 36.

housewifely (hous'wlf-li), a. [< housewife* +
-ty

1
.] Pertaining to or characteristic of a

housewife; pertaining to the female manage-
ment of a house; like a housewife; thrifty.

My Araminta, a retir'd sweet life,

Private, and close, and still, and housewifely.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 2.

A good sort of woman, ladylike and housewifely. Scott.

housewifely (hous'wif-li), adv. [< ME. hous-

wyjly ; < housewife1 + -fy
2
.] With the economy

of a careful housewife.

Houswijfli thou schalt goon on the worke day (iwis),

Pride, reste, & ydilnes, inakith on-thriftines.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 43.

housewifery (hous'wif-ri orhuz'wif-ri orhuz'-
if-ri), H. [< housewife

1 + -ry.~] The business
of the mistress of a household; the woman's
part in the economy of a family; female man-
agement of domestic concerns.

So Somerset herself to profit doth apply,
As given all to gain, and thriving housevtifry.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 362.

The Old Lady ... is a great though delicate connois-
seur in butcher's meat and all sorts of housewifery.

Hone's Everyday Book, II. 191.

housewifeskep (huz'if-skep), . [Sc., vernac-

ularly hussi/fskep, hussyskep, hissiesJcip, < house-

wife
1

, hussif
1
,
+ -sleep, -skip, dial. var. of -ship.]

Housewifery. [Scotch.]

Quoth our gudeman to our gudewife," Get up and bar the door.
"

"My hand is in my hussyskep,
Goodman, as ye may see ;

An' it shou'dna be barr'd this bunder year,
It's ne'er be barr'd by me."

Get up and Bar the Door (Child's Ballads, VIII. 126).

housewright (hous'rit), n. A builder of houses.

Some, farriers ; some, locksmiths ; . . . some, house-
wrighte; some, shipwrights; and some, the joiners of
smaller works. Fotherby, Atheomastix (1662), p. 193.

housing1
(hou'zing), n. [< ME. kousinge, hows-

synge, housing, shelter, dwelling (= MLG. hu-

sing, LG. husing, husitig= MHG. husunge) ; ver-
bal n. of house1

,
v. In some senses overlapped

by housing2 , q. v.] 1. The act of putting in a
house or under shelter. 2f. The building of
houses.

As wel freres as other folke folilich spenen [spend]
In housyng, in hateryuge, and in-to hiegh clergye shew-

ynge,
More for pompe than for pure charite.

Piers Plowman (B), rv. 76.

3f. A collection or range of houses.
Merlin comauuded the kynge to beilde feire huwsynge,

where he sholde euer after holde his courte and his liye
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 63.
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But ye shal vnderstande that, at this day [A. D. 981], t

d most howsynge and buyldynge fr
,
the

cytie o"f London had most howsynge and buyldynge from

Ludgate towarde Westminster. Fabyan, Chron., I. xcvii.

4. Provision of house or shelter; the act of

providing with houses : as, the housing of the

poor. 5. Any covering or shelter, as a protec-
tion for a vessel laid up in a dock.

The shepheardes tente or pauillion, the best housing,
because it was the most auncient & most vninersall.

Puttenham, Arte of Eug. Poesie, p. 18.

They left all their sick folks at Plimouth, until they were
settled and fitted for housing to receive them.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 80.

6. In carp., the space taken out of one piece
to admit of the insertion of the extremity of

another, for the purpose of connecting them.
7. In arch., a niche for a statue. 8. Naut.,
same as house-line. 9. In mack. : (a) The part
of the framing which holds a journal-box in

place : called in the United States a jaw. (b)
The uprights supporting the cross-slide of a

planer, (c) One of the lateral plates of the box
of a car-axle; a housing-box ; a journal-box.
10f. All that appertains to the house or home-

stead, its outbuildings, etc. Bartlett.

It is enacted by the court and authoritie thereof, that
henceforth no person or persons shall permit any meet-

ings of the Quakers to bee in his house or housing.
Plymouth Colony Laws, 1661.

housing2 (hou'zing), n. [Verbal n. of house2 ,

.] 1. A covering; specifically,
the trappings

or caparison of a horse ; especially, a complete
covering used for defense or to coverandconceal
defensive armor, or for ceremonial purposes
only: generally in the plural. Compare trap-

ping, bard?, caparison.
The Chingani . . . make a coarser sort of tapestry or

carpet work for housings of saddles, and other uses.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 207.

The cattle used for draught in this country [Bologna]
are cover'd with housings of 1 i i men fring'd at the bottome.

Evelyn, Memoirs, 1645.

The knightly housing's ample fold
Was velvet blue, and trapped with gold.

Scott, Marmion, i. 6.

2. The leather fastened at a horse's collar to

turn over the back when it rains. Halliwett.

housing-box (hou'zing-boks), n. In mack., same
as journal-box.
housing-cloth (hou'zing-kloth), n. A horse-
cover.

housing-frame (hou'zing-fram), n. In a roll-

ing-mill, the frame which holds the rollers
;
the

bearer of the housing.
houslingt, . and a. See liouseling.

housst, . and v. See house?.

Houstonia (hos-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (Gronovius),
after Dr. William Houston, a British botanist,
who died in

1733.] A genus
of dicotyledo-
nous gamopet-
alous plants,
belonging to
the natural or-

der Rubiaeece,
tribe Hedyoti-
dece. It has flow-

ers with the calyx-
lobes mostly dis-

tant, and the co-

rolla salverform to
funnelform with
4-parted limb.
About 20 species
are known, natives
of North Amer-
ica. They are low
herbs with hete-

rogonous dimor-

phous flowers, the
corollablue or pur-
ple to white. H. coyrulea is a delicate perennial forming
dense tufts from 2 to 4 inches high, with corolla lilac-bine

varying to white, with yellowish eye. It is common from
Canada to Michigan, and south to Georgia and Alabama,
and is known by the name of bluet, but is also sometimes
called innocence.

housty (hous'ti), n. ; pi. kousties (-tiz). [Var.
of haust1

, hoast.] A sore throat. [Prov. Eng.]
Lady Grenvile . . . had a great opinion of Lucy's medi-

cal skill, and always sent for her if one of the children
had a housty, i. e. sore-throat.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xv.

hout (hot), interj. Another (Scotch) spelling of
hoot.

houting (hou'ting), n. A kind of whitefish, Co-

regonus oxyrhynchus, of the fresh waters of Great
Britain and northern Europe,
hout-tout (ho't'tof), interj. Same as hoot.

"Hout tout, man!" answered Jasper, "keep a calm
sough." Scott, Monastery, xiv.

Hottttonia cemtlea. a, flower ; b, fruit.

Hovese

houvet, [Now only in dial, form lime (see
IK nr->); ME. houve, howve, < AS. hufe (= D. luiif

= LG. huve = OHG. huba, MHG. toe, G. /IM&C
= Icel. liufa = Sw. liufva = Dan. 7me), a cover-

ing for the head; prob. akin to hedfod, liead:

see head.} A hood; a coif; a cap; a head-cov-

ering of various kinds. See hood. Cliant-( r.

Houyhnhnm (hou'inm or ho'inm), n. [A fan-

tastic combination of letters, not necessarily
intended to imitate the sound of neighing. The
pronunciation assigned is arbitrary.] One of

the beings described by Swift in "Gulliver's

Travels" as horses endowed with reason and

extraordinary virtues, who bear rule over the

Yahoos or man-like beings, a vicious, disgusting
race.

Our countrymen would hardly think it probable that a

Houyhnhnm should be the presiding creature of a nation,
and a Yahoo the brute. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 3.

Nay, would kind Jove my organs so dispose,
To hymn harmonious Htruyhnhnm through the nose,
I'd call thee Houyhnhnm that high-sounding name ;

Thy children's noses all should twang the same.

Pope, Mary Gulliver to Lemuel Gulliver.

hova 1
(ho'vS,)," n. [Malagasy.] A mole-like

Madagascari mammal, Oryzoryctes hova.

Hova2
(ho'vH,), n. and a. [Malagasy.] I. n.

1. One of ttie dominant race inhabiting Mada-

gascar.

Only a few months ago French politicians called the
HOBOS barbarians. Fortnightly Ren., N. S., XLI. 436.

2. As a native plural, the Hovas taken collec-

tively. See the extract.

The Hum or commoners form the mass of the free pop-
ulation of Imgrina. . . . This is, of course, a special and
restricted use of the word, Horn in its widest sense being
a tribal name, and including all ranks of people in Imerina

royalty, nobles, commoners, and slaves alike.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 172.

II. a. Pertaining to the Hovas or to their

language, which is a form of Malagasy.
hove 1

t (hov), ji. j. [< ME. hoven, wait, linger,
hover (much used in these senses), also, rarely,
move (stand aside), rarely tr. entertain, cherish,
foster, < AS. as if 'hofian (= OFries. hovia =
OD. hoven, receive into one's house, entertain),
< hof = OFries. hof, etc., house: see hovel.

The place of hore 1 is taken in mod. E. by its

freq. hover, q. v. The W. hofio, hover, fluctuate,
is from the E.] 1. To wait; linger; loiter;
hover about.

Upon Candelmas euen, the maior being warned that the

king should come to Westminster, he with the more part
of the aldermen came vnto Knight's Bridge, and houed
there to salute the king, and to know his further pleasure.

Grafton, Hen. III., an. 41.

2. To hover in the air.

In the heghest to houe and beholde ouer.
All the lond for to loke when hym lefe thought.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1840.

Thus hawkyd this Egle and lunml abone, . . .

That he ne [laujte] with his lynage lie louyd ffull sone.
Richard the Redeless, ii. 176.

3. To float.

A little bote lay having her before,
In which there slept a fisher old and pore.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 27.

4. To move; stand aside.

Hove out of my sonne
And lette it shine into my tonne.

Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 323.

hove2 (hov). Preterit and past participle of

heave.

hove3
(hov), v.

; pret. and pp. hored, ppr. having.
[< ME. hoven; a form of heave (ME. heven) due
to pret. hove, pp. hoven : see heave. ] I. trans. 1 .

To lift
;
heave. [North. Eug.] 2. To swell ;

inflate. [Scotch.]
II. intrans. 1. To rise; ascend. 2. To swell.

[Scotch.]
hove4

t, v. An obsolete aphetic form of behove,
behoove.

Me houeth to yelde the to Ihesu Criste, of that he hath

yove me power, and that I may not do.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 33.

hove5 (hov), n. Same as hoove^.

hove6 (hov), n. The ground-ivy, Nepeta Gk-
choma.
Hovea (ho've-a), n. [NL., after Anthony Pan-
taleon Hove, a Polish botanist.] A small ge-
nus of highly ornamental leguminous shrubs
from Australia, having blue or purple flowers

in axillary clusters or very short racemes, alter-

nate simple leaves, and short turgid pods. It

is the type of Lindley's tribe Hovece.

Hoveae (ho've-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hovea + -ea;.~\

A tribe of leguminous plants proposed by Lind-

ley (1846), and adopted by Bentham, but now
referred to the tribe Genistece. See Hovea.



hove-dance

hove-dancet, n. [ME., < OD. ho/clans = MHG.
hovetans, G. hoftans, < D. hof (= G. liof), court

(see hovel), + dans (= G. tanz), dance.] A
court-dance.

To lerne hitve-daunces [vnr. love-dances], spiynges,
Reye and these straunge thyiiges.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1235.

And if it nedes so betide,
That I in compaigny abide
Where as I muste daunce and singe
The hove-daunce and carolinge,
Or for to go the newe fote,
I may nought wel heve up my fote,
II that she be nought in the way.

(jfower, Conf. An mi it.. III. 6.

IlOVel (hoy'- or huv'el), n. [< ME. hovel, hovil,

hovylle, dim. of AS. hof, also hofa, a house, hall,
= OS. hof= OFries. hof, a house. = D. hof, gar-
den, court, = MLG. hof = OHG. MHG. G. hof, a

yard, garden, court, palace, = Icel. hof, a tem-

ple, a hall, later (= Dan. Sw. hof, after G.) a
court. Cf. ftoiwl and /torer.] 1 . An open shed
for sheltering cattle, or for protecting produce,
farming implements, etc., from the weather.

Graciona ray lord, hard by here is a hovel;
Some friendship witl it lend you 'gainst the tempest.

Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

Nor does the boarded hovel better guard
The well-stack'd pile of riven logs and roots.

Cowper, Task, iv. 443.

2. A poor cottage; a small mean house; a
wretched habitation.

This glorious sun, does he not send as glad a ray into
the hovel as into the palace?

Charming, Perfect Life, p. 68.

3f. A canopy with hanging sides over a statue
;

a niche for a statue.

A hovel with pleyn sydes comyng down to the baas [of
the ymage of oure ladyj.

Wills and Inventories (ed. Tymms), p. 19.

4. In poreelain-manuf., a cone-shaped brick
structure surrounded by the ovens or firing-
kilns.

hovel (hov'el), v. t.; pret. and pp. hoveled or

hovelled, ppr. hoveling or hovelling. [< hovel, .]

1. To put in or as in a hovel; house meanly.
And wast thou fain, poor father,

To hovel thee with swine, and rogues forlorn,
In short and musty straw? Shak., Lear, iv. 7.

When the poor are hovell'd and hustled together, each
sex, like swine. Tennyson, Maud, i.

2. To form like an open hovel or shed: as, to
hovel a chimney. See hoveling.

hoveler, hoveller (hov'el-er), . 1. On some
parts of the coast of England, one of a class of

persons employed as non-certificated pilots, as

wreckers, in landing passengers from ships by
means of boats, etc.: probably so called from
their use of hovels on shore for shelter.

This word [hoveler] was originally a Cinque Port term
for a pilot. It has since become applied to sturdy va-

grants who infest the seacoast in bad weather for pur-
poses of wreck and plunder. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 20.

With great difficulty, and at the imminent risk of their
own lives, the hovellers, as they are called [in Kent and
Sussex], had contrived to bring off the whole of the crew.

0. P. S. James, Morley Ernstein, xxiii.

Hence 2. An English coasting-vessel used
for all sorts of work.

There'll be a whole fleet of hovelers around 'em before
another hour's gone.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, ill.

hovel-houset, hovel-housingt (hov'el-hous,
-hou"zing), n. [< hovel, 3, + housel, housingl.]
A canopied niche for a statue.

hoveling, hovelling (hov'el-ing), n. [< hovel,
v., + -ittjjr

1
.] 1. A mode of preventing chim-

neys from smoking, by carrying up two sides

higher than those which are less liable to re-
ceive strong currents of air, or leaving aper-
tures on all the sides, so that while the wind
blows over the top the smoke may escape be-
low. 2. A chimney so built.

hoveller, n. See hoveler.

hovenH (ho'vn). A former past participle of
heave.

hoven2
,
a. See hooven.

hover (huv'er or hov'er), v. [< ME. hoveren
(rare), wait, linger; freq. of hoven, wait: see
/tow1 .] I. intrans. 1. To keep lingering about ;

wait near at hand; move about waveringly,
cautiously, or hesitatingly ; go to and fro near
or about a place or an object.
This fleete houered about the Streights of Gibraltar.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 286.

They rade their horse, they ran their horse,
Then hover'd on the lee.

Aulil Maitland (Child's Ballads, VI. 229).

Straight hover round the fair her airy band.

Pope, B. pf the L., iii. 113.
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What haunting harmonies hover around us deep and

eternal like the undying barytone of the sea.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

2. To hang fluttering in the air, as a bird or an
insect while seeking food or a place to alight ;

linger over or about a place or an object.
Those cloudes, that are continually hovering about the

Alpes. Coryat, Crudities, I. 86.

So numberless were those bad angels seen,
Hovering on wing under the cope of hell.

Milton, P. L., i. 345.
" What mean," said I,

" those great nights of birds that
are hoveriny about the bridge, and settling upon it from
time to time?" Addition.

3. To be in an indeterminate or irresolute state
;

stand in suspense or expectation ;
waver as to

a decision or a result: as, a patient hovering
between life and death

;
a mind hovering on the

verge of madness.
He dayly looketh after chaunges and alterations, and

hovereth in expectation of newe worldes.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Her thoughts ten thousand sweets examin'd, and
Hover'd in gazing doubt which to prefer.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 237.

II. trans. To protect or shelter ; cover with
the wings and body : said of a brooding fowl :

as, a hen with more chickens than she can
hover.

hover (huv'6r or hov'er), n. [A var. of hove1
,

with ref. to the related hover, i>.] If. A protec-
tion or shelter.

Oysters grew upon the boughs of trees, . . . which were
cast in thither to serve as a hover for the flsh.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 105.

2. In pros., afoot consisting of mere accentual

place. [Rare.]

Nothing of the nature of the hover is met with, every
successive step being invariably accented, whether falling
on words ordinarily capable or not.

E. Wadham, Eng. Versification, p. 38.

hoverer (huv'- or hov'er-er), n. 1. One who
or that which hovers.

About him flew the clamours of the dead,
Like fowles, and still stoopt cuffing at his head.
He with his bow, like Night, stalkt vp and downe,
His shaft still nockt : and, hurling round his frowne
At those vext houerers, aiming at them still.

Chapman, Odyssey, xi.

2. An artificial "mother" or warmed shelter-

box for young chicks
; a brooder.

hover-groundt (huv'er-ground), n. Light
ground. Hay.
hover-hawk (huv'er-hak), n. The windhover
or kestrel, Falco tinnunculus. [Prov. Eng.]
hoveringly (huv'- or hov'er-iug-li), adv. In a

hovering manner.
Hoveringly a sword

Now over and now under, now direct,
Pointed itself to pierce. Tennyson, Lucretius.

hoverlyt, adv. [< hover + -lyV.~\ While wait-

ing; transiently; while on the way.
My mynde was but houerly and faintlye moued to synne,

euen as we are wonte sklenderlye to loue suche thinges,
whereof we male, when we luste, haue our pleasure.

J. Udall, On Bom. vii.

hovite (ho'yit),re. [< Hove (see def.) + -i<e2.]
A soft, white, earthy mineral from Hove, near

Brighton, England. It has been supposed to be a hy-
drous carbonate of aluminium and calcium, but its com-
position is doubtful.

how1
(hou), adv. [< ME. how, liou, hough, hwow,

hwou, hwu, wu, w, hu, North, quow, qulm, < AS.
hu, how (interrogative and relative), = OS.
liwo = OFries. hu, ho, hoe = D. hoe, how ;

near-

ly identical with AS. hwy, hwi, hwig, for what,
for what cause or reason, why: see why. Prac-

tically how is a doublet of why, differentiated
in form and use.] A. interrogative. 1. In what
way ? in what manner ?

Hu ma it ben,
Adam ben king and Eue quuen ?

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 295.

How can a man be bom when he is old? John ill. 4.

2. Bywhatmeans? as, ftowdidhedoit? how
did you come ?

"
Sir, there's no seam," quoth she

;
"I never knew

That folks did apple dumplings sew."
" No !

"
cries the staring monarch, with a grin ;"

How, how the devil got the apple in?"
Wokot, Apple Dumplings and a King.

3. To what degree or extent? in what propor-
tion or amount? by what measure or quantity?

qualifying an adverb or adjective of degree
or quantity: as, how large was it? how far did

you go? how many tickets did you get?
How long wilt thou speak these things? and how long

shall the words of thy mouth be like a strong wind?
Job viii. 2.

How much owest thou unto my lord? Luke xvi. 6.

How long hast thou been a gravemaker?
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

how
In this use often exclamatory in form and affirmative in

meaning.
How much more will he clothe you, O ye of little faith !

Luke xii. 28.

How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is

To have a thankless child ! Shak., Lear, i. 4.

Snch sentences also take in modern speech the affirma-
tive form : as, hoiv much better you are looking ! how little

you have changed ! how stupid he is!

4. In what state, condition, or plight ?

How, and with what reproach shall I return?

Dryden, .Kneid.

So colloquially, in reference to one's health or affairs: as,
how do you do? how have you been? how's your family?
he asked how you all were ; how is business ?

Hee has an excellent memorie for his acquaintance,
though there past but "how doe you?

"
betwixt them seuen

yeeres agoe. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Sharke.

5. At what price? as, how do you sell your
potatoes ? how is wheat going now ?

How a good yoke of bullocks at Stamford fair?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Hi. 2.

6. For what reason ? why ?

If thou be to ly at the Alter, how wantest thou a priest
to say thy sonle Masse?

Blame of Kirk-burial, xi. (Jamieson.)
How saidst thou, She is my sister? And Isaac said unto

him, Because I said, Lest I die for her. Gen. xxvi. 9.

Why is your cheek so pale ?

How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

Shak., M. N. D., i. L
7. To what effect? what? with regard to a

thing said or asked about, as when one asks an

opinion or a repetition of a thing said and not
understood: equivalent to the simplewhatt as,
how say you, gentlemen of the jury ? How used
alone, instead of what, is chiefly colloquial.

To Surry ward, hough seye ye now be that?
The quene Sereyne wold right fayne se you ther.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 610.

Do put your accents in the proper spot ;

Don't let me beg you don't say "How?" for "What?"
0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

With this use of how is connected its interjectional use,

marking surprise, or being a mere greeting or call.

Howl Gyb, goodmorne; wheder goys thou?
Towneley Mysteries, p. 86.

Abraham ! how ! Abraham ! Lyst and herke weylle unto
me. Coventry Mysteries, p. 51.

How ! not one poor welcome,
In answer of so long a journey made
Only to see you, brother?

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 1.

In this use often with now: as, how now! what are you
doing?

How now! why thus? what cause of this dejection?
Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 3.

B. relative. 1. In what way; in what man-
ner; the way or manner in which . . .: intro-

ducing a relative clause and performing the of-

fice of a conjunctional adverb.

Nu haue ye herd the gest al thoru
Of Hauelock and of Goldeborw,
Hw lie weren born, and hw fedde,
And hwou he weren with wronge ledde.

Havelok, 1. 2984.

Alisandrine algate than after [that] throwe

Bi-thoujt hire ful busily howe best were to werche.
William ofPalerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 650.

So to Charing Cross stairs, and to Sir W. Coventry's, who
tells me how he hath been persecuted.

Pepys, Diary, III. 377.

By this means it becomes a rule, not so much to regard
what we do, as how we do it. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

Those . . . were cautious how they staked their money
against a man of such sudden resources.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

The hawkers . . . are wary how they buy any animal

suspected to be stolen.

Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor, II. 62.

2. By what means; the means by which.

But he saugh not how he tnyght with hym be acorded
with his honour, but yef god wolde helpe hym of coun-
seile. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 460.

You taught me how to know the face of right
Shak., K. John, v. 2.

How he came to wear the Crown, aspiring or by free

choise, Is not said. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii

The Christians . . . came upon us, we know not whence
or how, and scaled the walls of the castle in the night.

Irving, Granada, p. 38.

When there is something to be done, the world knows
how to get it done. Emerson, Fate.

To know how to exercise the attention, ham to call forth

its full activity, is ... the first condition of success in

education. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 104.

3. To what degree or extent
;
in what propor-

tion or amount
; by what measure or quantity:

qualifying an adverb or adjective : as, I do not

know how large it is
;
I asked him how far he

had traveled.

Quanne the erl Godrich him herde
Of that mayden hw wel she ferde,
Hw wis sho was, hw chaste, hw fayr, . . .

The bigan Godrich to sike. Havelok, 1. 287.



how
I sail assaye the see

How depe that it is here.
York Plays, p. 61.

His Ma*y told me how exceedingly the Dutch were dis-

pleas'd at ray treatise of the " Historic of Commerce."
Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 19, 1674.

By how much such an act towards him is detestable, by
so much an act of kindness towards him is laudable.

Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

4. In what state, condition, or plight.
Mordecai walked every day ... to know how Esther

did. Esther ii. 11.

We also deliberated on some fit person to go as Com-
missioner to inspect their actions in Hew England, and
from time to time report how their people stood affected.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 12, 1672.

5. At what price: as, he inquired how the stocks
were selling. 6. For what reason; why. 7.
That : with reference to the manner, and also
to the result: in objective clauses, after say, tell,

relate, report, etc.

Whan Merlin a-while hadde be ther he tolde hym how
the kynge Arthur was spoused to his wif.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 662.

He sayed how ther was a knight,
A ryche man of gret myght.

Seven Sages, 1. 726.

Especially in combination : (a) How that, that. [Nearly
obsolete.]

Brother Ned related how that, exactly thirty-five years
ago, Tim Linkinwater was suspected to have received a
love-letter. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvii.

(6) As how, that. [Vulgar.)

She says as how I bawl worser than the broom man.
Foote, Mayor of Garratt, L 1.

How and about. Same as about, prep. [Colloq.]

Be good, and write me everything hate and about it ;

and write to the moment ; you cannot be too minute.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 68.

how1 (hou), . [< how1
, adv.] The manner of

doing or becoming; way.
The people remarked that it was " a straange pity to see

good coals used e' this how, for if rich men led 'em away e'

big lots like this, all th' coals e' Yerksheer wo' d be bont
up in a year or two." N. and <j., 7th ser., VI. 224.

Science investigates the how, but revelation defines the

why. BiMiotheca Sacra, XLV. 661.

The feverous days,
That, setting the how much before the how,
Cry, like the daughters of the horseleech, "Give."

Tennyson, Golden Year.

Careful of honest custom's hoir and when.
Lowell, Agassiz, ii. 1.

how2
(hou), H. [Also hough, hoe; < ME. hogh

(pi. hoes for 'hogett), a hill, < Icel. haugr, a how,
mound, = Sw. hog, a heap, pile, mound, =
Dan. ho'j, a hill, = OHG. houg, MHG. hove

(houg-), a hill (in mod. G. proper names, as

Donnersfepfc), dim. hugel, a hill; < Icel. hdr
= Sw. hog = Dan. ho'j = OHG. hoh, MHG. G.
hoch = AS. hedh, E. high : see high, of which
how2 is thus a derivative, through the Scand. ;

cf. G. ho'lie, a height, and E. height, in same
sense.] A low hill: obsolete or dialectal, but
retained in some place-names : as, Silver How,
near Grasmere; Fox How. [Eng.]
The hunteres thay haulen by hurstes and by hoes.

Anters of Arther, st. 5 (Three Early Eng. Metr. Rom., ed.

[Robson).
Bath ouer hil and hogh.

Cursor Mundi (Gott. MS.), 1. 16826.

Lyk hartes, up hmves and hillis the! ramie.
Battle ofBalrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 229).

Witnes yet unto this day
The westerne Hogh, besprincled with the gore
Of mighty Goemot, whome in stout fray
Corineus conquered, and cruelly did slay.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 10.

how3 (hou), a. and n. [A dial, form of hole1
,

a.] I. a. Hollow; deep or low. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

This is the how and hungry hour.

Walty and Madge, Herd's Collection.

II. n. If. Any hollow place.
He taks the gate and travels, as he dow,
Hamewith, thro' mony a toilsome height and how.

Ross, Helenore, p. 44.

2t. The hold of a ship. 3. A glen; a dell;
also, a plain. [Scotch.]
They . . . showr'd then- shot down in the howe.

Battle ofBothwell Bridge (Child's Ballads, VII. 151).

This sheltered farm-house, called, from its situation in
a low woody dell, The How.

J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 168.

how4
t, v. i. [< ME. howen, hogen, < AS. hogian,

think, care, mind, akin to hycgan, think.] To
care.

how^t, n. [< ME. hmoe, < AS. hogu, care, anxiety,
< hogian, think, care : see how*, v.] Care

;
anxi-

ety.
Wel neighe wode for dred and howe,
Up thou schotest a windowe.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 48.
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how4
t, a. [< ME. howe, < AS. hoga, careful,

prudent, < hogu, care: see how*, .] Careful.

The home wiif anon it fett,
And yede and held it bi the fer.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 38.

how5
(hou), n. A Scotch form of Jtouve. Silly

how, literally, a blessed cap, or caul. See the quotation.

Various were the Superstitions, about hah* a Century
ago, concerning a certain membranous Covering, common-

ly
called the tiillti How, that was sometimes found about

the Heads of new-born Infants.
Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 868.

how6
(hou), interj. [Amer. Ind., also written

phonetically (as in continental use) hau: a mere
aspirated syllable, like ha1

,
ho1

, q. v., perhaps in

part an abbr. of the common E. greeting "How
do you dot"] A syllable of salutation among
various tribes of American Indians. "When
friends or kindred have not met for about a month they
say, on meeting, 'Hau.' kageha,' ho.' younger brother,
'Hau! negtha,' ho! mother's brother, etc., calling each
other by their respective kinship titles, if there be any,
and then they shake hands. There are no other verbal
salutations." (Dorsey, Omaha Sociology, Sd An. Rep. Bur.

Ethn., 1881-2.)

howadji (hou-aj'i), n. [< Ar. Tchawdja, in Bag-
dad kauja, < Pers. Jch'aja, a merchant, a rich

gentleman.] In the East, a merchant; a rich

gentleman; a European gentleman.
howballt, n. Same as hooall.

howbet (hou'be), adv. Howbeit.
howbeit (hou-be'it), adv. [< ME. hou be it;
cf. albeit.'] Be it as it may; nevertheless; not-

withstanding; however.
And off bestes wilde many on gan sle,
Hou be it that he suffred full grett pain.

Rom. of Parttnay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5910.

Howbeit I know, if ancient prophecies
Have err'd not, that I march to meet my doom.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

howdah (hou'da), n. [Also houdah. sometimes
hauda, < Hind, haudah, a corrupt form of Ar.

haiidaj (> Turk, lievdej), a litter carried by a
camel (in Arabia, etc. ) or an elephant (in India),
in which persons (in Arabia chiefly women) are

conveyed; cf. Ar. huddja, huddsha, a camel-
saddle.] A seat, commonly with a railing and
canopy, erected on the back of an elephant for
two or more persons to ride in.

Most of our party . . . were soon to be seen leaning
over the rails of the Howdahs, surveying the surrounding
country from their commanding eminence.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 60.

The sturdy Englishman condescended to accept a seat
in the howdah, and to kill his game with somewhat less
risk than usnal. F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, ix.

howdee (hou'de), interj. See howdy1
.

howdie, howdy2
(hou'di), n. [Sc., in comp.

howdy-wife; there is also a Sc. verb howd, act
as midwife. "Perhaps ludicrously formed from
how d' yet this generally being the first question
directed by a midwife to a lying-in woman"
(Webster's Diet.): see howdy1

/] A midwife.
Also houdie.

howdy1
(hou'di), inter;. [Formerly also how-

dee ; a further contraction of how d1

ye for how
do you or how do ye (do)?] A contraction of how
do you (do) f a colloquial greeting, now almost
peculiar to the southern and western United
States, the fuller form howdy do f being used
elsewhere : also used as a noun for a greeting
with this phrase.

Such was thy suddain how-dee and farewell,
Such thy return, the angels scarce could tell

Thy miss. Fletcher.

I have been returning the visits of those that sent how-
dees in my sickness. Swift, Journal to Stella, May 10, 1712.

"Howdy, Rachel!" said Henry Miller, as he reached
the gate, and "Howdy! Howdy .'" came from the two sis-

ters, to which Rachel answered "Howdy! Come in!"
meant for the three. E. Eggletton, The Graysons, i.

howdy2,". See howdie.

howdy-do (hou'di-do'), n. [< howdy dof a con-
tracted form of greeting: see howdy1

."] 1. A
greeting. 2. An embarrassing or troublesome
state of affairs which suddenly encounters one.

[Colloq.]
"You've confessed enough now to make the grand jury

indict you." "Fer what? Fer savin' the life uv a inner-
cent man? That'd be apurty howdy-do, now wouldn't it?"

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxviii.

Here's a howdy-do,
If I marry you ! . . .

Here's a pretty state of things,
Here's a pretty howdy-do!

W. S. Gilbert, Mikado.

Howea (hou'e-a), n. [NL. (Beccari, 1877),named
after Lord Howe.] A genus of feather-palms
of the tribe Arecece and the subtribe Linospa-
dicece, distinguished from Linospadix by its nu-
merous stamens, the absence of stamiuodia in
the female flowers, and the erect ovule, only
two species, or according to some authors only one, are

howitzer

known, exclusively confined to Lord Howe's Island off the
coast of Australia. They are tall trees with a thick trunk,
and with numerous terminal leaves 6 to 8 feet in length.
The oblong or ellipsoid fruit is 1 j inches long ; the pericarp
is hard in a dried state. U. Fosteriana (Kentia FosUriana)
is the thatch or flat-leafed palm.

howel (hou'el), n. [Prob. < Dan. horl = Sw.

hyfvel = mod. Icel. hefill = MHG. hovel, hobel, G.

hobel, a plane; root uncertain.] A coopers' tool
for smoothing work, as the inside of a cask.

howel (hou'el), v. t. To smooth ; plane.
however (hou-ev'er), adv. and con/. [< how1

+ ever, in its indef. generalizing use. Not in

ME.; cf. howsoever.] I. adv. 1. In whatever

manner; to whatever extent or degree: as,
however badly or rudely one may act

; however
distant from the starting-point.

Every device, however paltry, was resorted to.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., U. 1.

However or whenever we who live endeavour to realize

an end to this healthy life of action in ourselves or in our
brethren, the effort is a painful one.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 2v!9.

I prefer in every case the ruined, however ruined, to the

reconstructed, however splendid: . . . the one is history,
the other is fiction. H. Jamet, Jr., Little Tour, p. 152.

2f. At all events; in any case; by any means.
So wise he judges it to fly from pain
However, and to 'scape his punishment.

Milton, P. L., iv. 911.

He that swears often, many times swears false, and, how-
ever, lays by that reverence which, being due to God, the

Scripture determines it to be due to his name.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 206.

Our chief end is to be freed from all, if it may be, hmr-
ever from the greatest evils. .

TUlotson.

[However often occurs in recent colloquial or provincial
use, chiefly in England, for howl, interrogative and rela-

tive, where the proper usage is how . . . ever, one or more
words intervening. So whatever is similarly used for what
. . . ever.

Oh, bitter is my cup !

However could I do it?

I mixed those children up,
And not a creature knew it !

W. S. Gilbert, Pinafore.)

II. con/. Nevertheless; notwithstanding; yet;
still: as, a costly article, which, hoicever, is

worth the price.
2 Gent. He of Winchester

Is held no great good lover of the archbishop's. . . .

::'.'.,.' All the land knows that :

However, yet there's no great breach.

SAo*., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

howff, houff (houf), n. [Sc., also hoif, and in
less corrupt forms hore and hoff, a hall, a haunt,
a burial-place, appar. < ME. "*7<o/, < AS. hof, a
house (or from uie Scand. form of the same),
affected, as to the sense 'a haunt,' by the sense
of the related verb hove, linger, loiter: see hove1

,

hover, hovel.] Any place of resort
;
a haunt, as

a drinking-house. [Scotch.]
The company had not long left the Howff, as Blane's

public-house was called, when the trumpets and drums
sounded. Scott, Old Mortality, iv.

howff, houff (houf), v. i. [< howff, n.] To
resort frequently to a place ; hang around.

[Scotch.]
Where was 't that Robertson and you were used to how/

thegither? Somegate about the Laigh Calton, I am think-

ing. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, jcvii.

howgatest (hou'gats), adv. [< ME. hou-egates;
< how1 + gates, adv. gen. of gate?.] In what way
or manner

;
how (interrogative or relative).

That will Jesu be justified

By oure jugement ;

Bnt howe-gates bought schall he be?
Bidde furthe thy bargayne. York Plays, p. 229.

Thise thre commandementes lerres mane howgates he
salle hafe hym ynence Godd the Trynite.

MS. Lincoln, A. L 17, f. 201. (Hallitcelt.)

howitzt (hou'its), n. [= F. obus = Sp. obus =
Pg. obuz = It. obiza, obice, < G. haubitze, for-

merly haubnitze, late MHG. hawffnitz, < Bohem.
haufnice, haufenice, a howitzer, orig. a sling for

casting stones.] Same as howitzer.

Howitzers.

, mountain howitzer; *. field-howitzer; c, siege-howitzer, 1850;
ff, siege-howitzer, 1861.



howitzer

howitzer (hou'it-ser), n. [< Itoieite + -c/-i.] A
short piece of ordnance, usually having a hemi-

spherical chamber for the powder narrower than
the bore, special-

ly designed for

the horizontal fir-

ing of shells with
small charges,
and combining in

some degree the

accuracy of the
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Brass Howitzer (24-pounder).
cannon with the

caliber of the mor-
tar, but more portable than either. The Coehorn
howitzer, used in India for mountain service, is light
enough to be borne by a horse. The rifled gun, throwing
a shell of the same capacity from a smaller bore, and with
much greater power, has superseded the howitzer for

general purposes. Mountain howitzer, a 12-pounder
bronze gun formerly used in the United States service,
especially for carriage on the back of a mule or horse. Its

weight was 220 pounds and its length a little over 3 feet.

howk, houk (houk), v. [A dial. var. of hoik,

q. v.] I. trans. To dig ; scoop ;
make hollow :

as, to howk a hole.

He howkit a cave monie fathoms deep,
And put May Marg'ret there.

Hi/nde Etin (Child's Ballads, I. 295).

Hrsiniis).

[Scotch in both

Naut., an obsolete form

II. intrans. To burrow.
uses.]
howkert (hou'ker), n.

of hooker?.

howl (houl), v. [< ME. howlen, houlen, whowlen,
rarely hulen = D. huilen = MLG. hulen, LG.
hulen, hiilen = MHG. hiuweln, hiulen, G. heulen,

howl, cry out (the OHG. hiwilon, hiuwilon, ex-

ult, shout for joy, is a different word, an aspi-
rated freq. of equiv.Juwen, reflecting L. jubi-
lare: see jubilate), = Icel. yla = Sw. yla = Dan.

hyle, howl: cf. L. ululare, howl, yell, shriek,
cry out, wail, etc. (> It. urlare and ululare =
Sp. aullar and ulular = Pg. vlular = OF. huler,

busier, usler, hurler, huller, F. hurler, howl, yell).= Gr. V)MV, bark, bay, howl; orig. imitative, and
strengthened, in Teut., etc., by aspiration; the
L. form is reduplicated; so Gr. i>faMuv, cry
aloud, Skt. ululi, ululu, a howling: see ululate.
Not from owl, AS. ule, L. ulula, etc., which is

rather from this verb: see owl, owlet, hotvlet.']

1. intrans. 1. To utter a loud, prolonged, and
mournful cry, as that of a dog or wolf.

As soone as the catte was fallen she be-gan to whowle
and to bray so lowde, that it was herde thourgh the hoste.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 668.

An he had been a dog that should have howled thus.

they would have hanged him ; and I pray God his bad
voice bode no mischief ! SAa*., Much Ado, ii. 3.

He howl'd fearfully ;

Said he was a wolf.

Webster, Duchess of Main, v. 2.

2. To give out a loud wailing sound, as the
wind: as, the storm howls.

The wind is howling in turret and tree.

Tennyson, The Sisters.

8. To wail; lament; make a loud mournful
outcry.

Shrighte Emelye and howleth Falamon.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1959.

But he sawe a barge goe from the land,
And hee heard ladyes howle and crye.

King Arthur's Death (Child's Ballads, I. 48).

My mother weeping, my father wailing, my sister cry-
ing, our maid howling. Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 3.

Why do you not howl out, and fill the hold
With lamentations, cries, and base submissions,
Worthy our scorn? Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 8.

II. trans. To utter in a loud wailing tone.
I have words

That would be howl'd out in the desert air.

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 8.

She howl'd aloud, "I am on fire within."

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

howl (houl), n. [< howl, v.~\ 1. The cry of a

dog or wolf, or any sound resembling that cry.
Wither'd murther,

Alarum'd by his sentinel, the wolf,
Whose howl's his watch. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

The wolf's long howl from Oonalaska's shore.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, i. 66.

2. A cry of anguish or distress
;
a loud wail.

Your naked infants spitted upon pikes ;

Whiles the mad mothers with their howls confus'd
Do break the clouds. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3.

howler (hou'ler), n. [< howl + -er1
."] 1. One

who howls. 2. A South American monkey of
the family Cebidce and subfamily Mycetince : as,
the ursine howler, Mycetes ursimis. There are sev-
eral species, so named from the extraordinary volume of
their voice, due to a peculiar conformation of the laryngeal
and hyoidean apparatus, which is enormously enlarged and
excavated, functioning as a reverberator.

howlet (hou'let), n. [Also houlet, lioolet, hulote,
Imllat, hullert, etc., varied forms of owlet, < OF.
Imlotte, also hulette, F. hulotte (also huette, < huer,
cry), an owl : see owlet and howl.] Same as
owlet.

There was three fools fell out about an howlet:
The one said it was an owl ;

The other he said nay.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5.

howling (hou'ling), p. a. [Ppr. of howl, v.~] 1.
Filled with howling beasts or dismal sounds.
He found him in a desert land, and in the waste howl-

ing wilderness. Deut. xxxli. 10.

It is clearly evident that this fair quarter of the globe,
when first visited by Europeans, was a howling wilderness
inhabited by nothing but wild beasts.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 70.

2. Very ''loud"; intense: as, a howling swell.

[Slang.] Howling dervish. See dervish.

howlite (hou'lit), n. [Named after Henry How,
a mineralogist of Nova Scotia.] A hydrous
silicoborate of calcium occurring in compact
white nodules embedded in anhydrite or gyp-
sum at Brookville, Nova Scotia. Also called
silicoborocalcite.

howm (houm), n. A Scotch form of holm1
.

Ye needna burst your gude white steed
Wi' racing o'er the howm.

The Broomfleld Hill (Child's Ballads, I. US).

Dunbog is naemalr a gentleman than the blanker that's

biggit the bonnie house down in the howm.
Scott, Guy Mannering, iii.

howpt! v. An obsolete variant of whoop. Chau-
cer.

howry (hou'ri), a. [E. dial., a form of hory,
q. v.] Nasty; filthy.
I ears es 'e'd gie fur a howry owd book thutty pound an'

moor. Tennyson, The Village Wife, vii.

howsot, adv. [< how + so; or, rather, abbr. of

howsoever, which is older.] Howsoever; how-
ever.

Then is she mortall borne, how-so ye crake.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 50.

Let greatness go, so it go without thee :

And welcome come, howso unfortunate.

Daniel, Civil Wars, ii.

howsoever (hou'so-ev'er), adv. [< ME. hou so

evere, hu se ever; < how1 + so + ever, in its gen-
eralizing use.] 1. In what manner or to what
degree soever.

For how-so-euer that it be I will go, for I haue lever ther
to dye than here for tO'lyve as in prison.

Aferft(E.E.T. S.), 11.241.

2. Although; notwithstanding.
But howsoever these things are thus in men's depraved

judgments and affections, yet truth . . . teacheth that
the inquiry of truth ... is the sovereign good of human
nature. Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887).

The man doth fear God, howsoever it seems not in him.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Howsoe'er we have been tempted lately
To a defection, that not makes us guilty.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 4.

3. Be that as it may; in any case; neverthe-
less.

But all the story of the night told o'er . . .

More witnesseth than fancy's Images,
And grows to something of great constancy ;

But, howsoever, strange, and admirable.

Shak.,M. N. D., v. 1.

Ana. Shall we have any sport?
Amo. Sport of importance; howsoever, give me the

gloves. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Yet howsoeuer, let vs flght like men, and not die like

sheepe. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 215.

howsomever, howsomdever (hou'sum-ev'er,
-dev'er), adv. Dialectal corruptions of how-
soever. Also written howsumdever.

I let them have share and share while it lasted ; how-
somever, I should have remembered the old saying.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xli.

H. R.

I didn't like my berth tlio', howsimidever,
Because the yarn, you see, kept getting tauter.

Hood, Sailor's Apology for Bow-legs.

Howsumdever, as your countrymen say, I shall have a
shy at him. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xliv.

howster (hou'ster), . [Origin obscure.] The
knot, a sandpiper, Tringa eanutus. Montagu.
[Prov. Eng.]

howvet, . See houve.

how-were-itt, adv. [ME. hou were it. Cf. how-
ueit."\ Howbeit; however.

Hou-were-it that ioy of hys fader had,
And of Melusine his mock-re wclfalre,
Thay were hole and soande, of that was he glad.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8207.

hoxt (hoks), . [< ME. hox, i. e. "lioks, 'hocks

(the s being ult. due prob. to AS. hohsino) for

liog, hock: see hock1
,
v. and .] The hock.

Dauid hoxide [var. kitte the hoxei of] alle the drawynge
beestys in charis. Wyelif, 2 Ki. (2 Sam.] viii. 4 (Purv.X

hoxt (hoks), v. t. [Also hocks; < ME. hoxen, < hox,
hock: see hox, .] To hock; hamstring.
Thou Shalt hoxe the horsis of hem.

Wyelif, Josh. xi. 6 (Purv.X
Neither he nor any other Spaniard ever came hither af-

terward to hocks Cattle. Dumpier, Voyages, IL il. 97.

hoxert (hok'ser), . [Also hockser; < hox + -erl.\
One who hoxes or hamstrings cattle.

When the Hockier is mounted, he lays the Pole over the
Head of his Horse, with the Iron forward, and then Hides
after his Game ; and having overtaken it, strikes his Iron
just above the Hock, and Hamstrings it

Dumpier, Voyages, II. ii. 97.

hoxing-iront(hok'sing-i*ern), . [Formerlyalso
hocksing-iron.] A sharp curved implement for

hamstringing cattle.

His arms is a hocksing-iron, which is made in the shape
of a half-moon, and from one corner to the other is about
six or seven inches, with a very sharp edge.

Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1676.

Hox-Tuesdayt, . Same as hock-day.
hoy1

(hoi), . [= F. hew, < Flem. hiti, D. heu,
heude, a hoy, a lighter; origin uncertain.] A
small vessel, usually sloop-rigged, employed in

conveying passengers and goods from port to

port on the coast, or in doing heavy work in a
road or bay, such as carrying provisions, weigh-
ing anchors, etc.

Hee had assembled aboue a hundreth small ships called

hoyes. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 594.

Your hoy
Carries but three men in her, and a boy.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

The hoy went to London every week loaded with mack-
erel and herrings, and returned loaded with company.

Cowper.
The master of this Hoy, wanting more ballast, ran into

the Isle of Sheppey to get it. Dickens, Hist. Eng., xxxvi

Anchor-hoy, gun-hoy, powder-hoy, provision-hoy,
lighters attached to a navy-yard for sucn services as their
names indicate.

hoy2 (hoi), interj. [< D. hiti, come! up! well!
= Dan. hoi,.hoy! ahoy! an aspirated syllable
of exclamation, like ho, ha, etc.: cf. ahoy."] Ho !

hello! an exclamation used to call attention.
Also hoigh.

hoy2 (hoi), v. t. [< hoy, interj. Cf. Icel. Ado,
shout 'ho' or 'hoy,' of a shepherd, with dat.,
call to the sheep, gather them, < ho, interj., hoi]
To incite

;
chase or drive on or away. [Scotch.]

They hoy't out Will, wi' sair advice ;

They hecht him some fine braw ane.

Burns. Halloween.

Hoya (hoi'a), n. [NL., after Thomas Hoy, a
British gardener (died 1821).] A large genus
of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants, of the
natural order Aselepiadacece and tribe Marsde-
niece. They have a small 5-parted calyx ; the corona of
5 rather thick fleshy segments inserted on the gynostegi-
um, and usually spreading like a star in the center of the
corolla; and 2 pollen-masses in each anther. They are
herbaceous plants, with twining or climbing stems, and
usually thick fleshy leaves. The flowers, which are also

fleshy or waxy, are pink, white, or yellow, in dense axil-

lary sessile or pedunculate umbels. About 60 species are
known, natives of southern Asia and tropical and sub-

tropical Australia and the Malay archipelago. They are
among the most beautiful plants of the greenhouse, and
are generally known by the name of wax-plant or honey-
flower. H. carnosa is the wax-plant of India.

hoyden, n., a., and v. See hoiden.

hoyman (hoi'man), n. ; pi. hoymen (-men). [<
hoy1 + man.] A man who navigates a hoy.

It soon became necessary for the courts to declare . . .

that a common hoyman, like a common waggoner, is re-

sponsible for goods committed to his custody.
Sir W. Jones, Law of Bailments.

hoyset, v. and . An obsolete variant of hoist.

hoytet, v. i. A variant of hoit.

H. P. An abbreviation of horse-power.
H-piece. See aitclijmce.
H. R. An abbreviation of House of Representa-
tives.
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d with beveled
mortise; e, hub with two hollow shells, and
T-shaped lugs which interlock to form

spoke-sockets; f, hub with a metallic band
,nortises Iec<.ive the spokes in clusters.

H. R. H.

H. R. H. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Royal
Highness.
H. S. H. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Se-

rene Highness.
Huamilies bark. See bark2 .

huanaco, huanaca (hwa-na'ko, -ka), . Same
as guanaco.
huanot (hwa'no), . Same as guano.
hub (hub), n. [See hob 1

.] 1. A lump; a ridge;
a small mass

; any rough protuberance or pro-

jection: as, a hub in the road. [U. S.] 2. A
small stack of hav. [Prov. Eng.] 3. A thick

square sod pared off the surface of a peat-bog
when digging for peat. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

4. A block of wood for stopping a carriage-
wheel. 6. In die-sinking, a cylindrical piece
of steel on which the design for a coin is en-

graved in relief. 6. A fluted screw of harden-
ed steel, adapted to be placed on a mandrel be-
tween the centers of a lathe, notched to present
cutting edges, and used in cutting screw-tools,

chasing-tools, t,,M ,

etc. Knight. I .

7. In plumbing,
a short piece of

pipe with a bell

at each end,
used for join-

ing pipes in line

or at an angle.
When one end
is smaller than
the other, to

form a redu-

cing-joint, it is

a reduced hub.

8. The wooden
or metal center
of a carriage- or

i Hubs.
WagOll-Wheel, hub with circumfercn,ial groove; a',

into which the spoke for same ; b, section of a hub which
* has two hollow disks around the hollow axle-

SpOKeS are in- 5,,,
.

Ci Ct nuh wltn two metallic disks, and
serfrpd* the projecting lugs to form spoke-mortises; d.

hub which has a metallic ban
"

nave. It is slipped
over the arm of the

axle, and turns up-
on it. In metallic
car-wheels the hub is the central part next to the axle ; in

paper car-wheels it is the central metallic part to which
the paper web is clamped. See wheel.

9. Something resembling the hub of a wheel in

central position or importance.
Boston State House is the hub of the Solar System. You

couldn't pry that out of a Boston man if you had the tire

of all creation straightened out for a crowbar.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vi.

10. A mark at which quoits, etc., are cast. 11.
The hilt of a weapon. [Rare.]
Also hob in some uses.

Suspension hub. a hub supported from the felly by rods :

a common form for the wheels of bicycles. The Hub,
short for the Hub of the universe that is, Boston in Mas-
sachusetts. [Humorous.] The hub of the universe,
the center of all things : humorously applied to places sup-
posed to be regarded by their inhabitants as of the first im-

portance ; originally and usually to Boston in Massachu-
setts : compare the passage from Holmes quoted under
def. 9.

Calcutta . . . swaggers as if it were the hub of the uni-
verse. Cor. Daily News (London), Jan. 18, 1876.

hubara, n. See houbara, 1.

hubbaboo (hub'a-bo'), n. See hubbubboo.
hub-band (hub'band), n. A reinforcing ring
or metal band placed about the end of a wood-
en hub.
Hubbite (hub'It), . [< hub ("The Hub," as

applied to Boston in Massachusetts) + -ite2 .]

A Bostonian. [Humorous.]
As keen and as wide awake as a veritable New England-

er, and as a native-born Hubbite.

CongregationalM, April 28, 1877.

hubble (hub'l), n. [Dim. of hub.] 1. A small

lump ; a small prominence, as a hump in a road,
or ice formed on the surface of water. The Ad-
vance, Feb. 18, 1886. [U. S.] 2. A "heap,"
as of work. [Scotch.]
She says: "and they'll a' be in a hubble o' work" at

home. ... I tell her . . . that " the hubble at home" will

go on rightly enough in her absence. Carlyle, in Froude.

3. An uproar or tumult; arow.
[Scotch and North. Eng.]
The ragabash were ordered back,
And then began the hubble ;

For cudgells now were seen to bounce
Aff sculls and bloody noses.

Oali, Encyc., p. 267.

hubble-bubble (hub'1-bubl),
n. [A varied redupl. of bub-

ble.] 1 . A continued bubbling
prgurgling sound. 2. Aprim-
itive form of pipe for smok- nubbie-bubbie.

2908

ing, popular among the lower classes in India.
It consists of a cocoanut-shell having a bowl and reed in-

serted in the top, and a hole in the side, usually without
a mouthpiece, through which the smoke is drawn, as it

passes from the bowl through the reed into water con-

tained in the shell, causing the bubbling or gurgling sound
which gives the name to the pipe. The name is also ap-

plied to similar pipes made of clay, glass, silver, etc. Com
pare hooka and narghile. Also hobble-bobble.

Dealers in metal or earthen vessels, every man sitting

knee-deep in his wares, smoking the eternal hubble-bubble .

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, iv.

A glimpse of the heavenly profile of some half-caste Ar-
menian maiden, as she lights her father's hubble-bubble in

the back shop.
J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 58.

hubbleshow (hub'1-sho), n. [Also hobbleshow,

hubbyshoo, etc.: see hubbub.] Confusion; tu-

mult. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hubble-shubblet, Same as hubbleshow.

With that all was on a hubble-shubble.
Doetour Double Ale. (Halliwell.)

hubbly (hub'li), a. [< hubble + -jA.] Full of

hubbies
; rough : as, hubbly ice ; a hubbly road

;

hubbly skating or sleighing. The Advance, Feb.

18, 1886. [U. S.]
hub-borer (hub'bor'er), n. A hand-tool or a

power-machine for boring out carriage-hubs
for the boxing or for the spokes, or for boring
wheel-fellies for the spokes.
hubbub (hub'ub), n. [Formerly also hobub.hoo-

boob, also whoobub (appar. simulating whoop,
hoop%) ;

also extended or reduplicated hubbub-

boo, hubbleshow, hubble-shubble words showing
imitative variation of a base *hub, prob. of in-

terjectional origin, but perhaps in part a form
of Aoop2 , shout.] 1. A great noise of many con-
fused voices or sounds

;
a tumult

; uproar ; riot.

And shrieking Hububs them approching nere,
Which all the forest did with horrour fill.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL x. 43.

A universal hubbub wild
Of stunning sounds and voices all confused.

Milton, P. L.,IL961.

Down the street arose a great hub'itb. Dogs and boys
were howling and barking : men were laughing, shouting,
groaning, and blowing horns, whooping, and clanking cow-

bells, whinnying and howling, and rattling pots and pans.
O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 203.

2f. An old game played by the Indians who for-

merly inhabited New England, with bones and
a platter or tray, and which was accompanied
with much noise and the shouting of the word
"Hubhub" or "Hubbub."

hubbubboo (hub'u-bo'),w. [Also hubbaboo, etc.:

see hubbub.] A din
;
a racket.

They come running with a terrible yell and hubbaboice,
as yf heaven and earth would have gone togither.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

.'i),*!. [<&&+ -3/1.] Full of hubs or

inequalities ; hubbly : as, a hubby road. [U. S.]

hubby2
(hub'i), n.

; pi. hubbies (-iz). A vulgar
contraction of husband.

htibnerite (hub'ner-It), . [Named after a Mr.

Hiibner, who analyzed it.] Manganese tung-
state, a rare mineral occurring in bladed cleav-

able masses of a brownish-red color.

Hubsb.ee (hub'she), n. [< Ar. Habashi, Pers.

Habshi,a,n Abyssinian: see Abyssinian.] 1.

In the East, an Ethiopian; a negro; a descen-
dant of Abyssinians.
The Negro blood in the veins of the present Sultan af-

fects no Mussulman's loyalty, and Hub>thees, who looked,
though they were not, Negroes, have in India carved out
thrones. Contemporary Ret:., 1111. 167.

Hence 2. [I.e.] A Himalayan pony having
short curly hair.

One of my Tibetan ponies had short curly brown hair
and was called ... a hubshee.

Sir J. D. Hooker, Himalayan Journals.

huccatoon (huk-a-ton'), n. A kind of cotton
cloth manufactured especially for the African
trade.

huchen (huk'en), n. Same as hucho, 1.

hucho (hu'ko), n. [NL.: see huck9.] 1. A sal-

monid of the Danube, Hucho or Salmo hucho, of

long and slender form, with a flat snout, large
teeth, and silvery color dotted with black. Also
huck,huchen. 2. leap.] AgemisofStilmonidee.
differing from Salmo in having no median hyoid
teeth and in certain osteological characters.
The type is the hucho, Hucho hucho.
huck1

, (huk), v. i. [Late ME. huk, hucke (= G.

hiiken), haggle, traffic; developed, like the equiv.
and ult. identical hawk% (q. v.), from the asso-
ciated noun: see huckster. The orig. verb *huck,
bend, crouch, is represented in E. by hug, q. v.,
and by the derivatives huckster, huckle, etc.]
To higgle in trading.
Awxionor [L.], to merchaunt or huk.

Medulla, In Prompt. Parv., p. 252, n. 4.

huckleberry
I hucke, as one dothe that wolde bye a thing good cheape,

je harelle, je marchande. Palmjrave.

Now is the time (time is a god)to worke our loue good lucke,

Long since I cheapnecl it, nor is my coming now to hucke.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 20.

buck2 (huk), n. A dialectal form of hook.

huck ::

(huk), n. A dialectal corruption of husk1
.

buck4 (huk), n. [Origin obscure.] A hard blow
or knock. [Prov. Eng. (Sussex).]
huck5 (huk), n. [A var. of hock1

.] In beef, the

part between the shin and the round. JJ/illi-

well. [Prov. Eng. (Devonshire).]
huck (huk), n. [Short for huckle; perhaps in

part due to huck6 = hock1
.] The hip. [Prov.

Eng.]
Once of a frosty night I slither'd an' hurted my huck.

Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

huck7
t (huk), n. Same as hnke1

. Patent Rolls,
13 Hen. VII., p. 33.

huck8 (huk), n. and a. A commercial contrac-
tion of huckaback : as, huck towels or toweling.
huck9 (huk), n. [< G. huch, m., or hitche, f., a
kind of river-trout.] Same as hucho, 1.

huckaback (huk'a-bak), n. and a. [Prob. of
LG. origin, and appar., as Skeat suggests (evi-
dence is lacking), orig. 'peddler's ware,' < LG.
hukfabak ( > G. huckeback), pickaback (cf. MLG.
hokeboken, carry on the back), < huken, "hukken

(= MD. hucken, crouch, bend, = G. hocken,
crouch, bend: cf. LG. hukke, G. hucke, back,
bunch the verb being represented in E. by
hug, q. Vy and huck1 (huckster, etc.)), + bak,

back.] I. . A coarse and very durable cloth
of linen, or linen and cotton, woven with alter-

nate elevations and depressions so as to have a

rough face. It is used especially for towels, and Is made
in separate towels or in lengths which may be cut at will.

Campbell-goodness no more wears out than Campbell-
beauty ;

all their good qualities are huckaback.

Walpole, Letters, II. 121.

II. a. Made or consisting of huckaback : as,
a huckaback towel.
Often shortened to huck.

huckberry (huk'ber'i), . Same as hackberry.

huckeryt, [< ME. hukkeryc, hockerye: cf . G.

hockerei, hockerei, hiikerei, < hocker, huckster :

see huckster, and cf. huckstery.] Huckstering;
petty traffic; peddling.

Rose the regrater was hir rigte name;
She hath holden hokkerye al hire lyf-tyme.

Piers Plowman (B\ v. 227.

huckie-buckie (huk'i-buk'i), . [Sc., appar. a
varied redupl. of *huck, crouch: see huckster,

hug, huckle.] A play in which children slide

down a hill on their hunkers. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
huckle (hnk'l), n. [E. dial., lit. 'bender' (cf.

bender, leg) : prob. of LG. origin, < LG. 'hukken,
huken = OD. hucken, bend, crouch : see huck1

,

hug, and cf . huckaback, hucklebacked, hueklebone. ]

1. The hip.
For getting up on stump and huelcle,
He with his foe began to buckle.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. U. 925.

2. A bunch or part projecting like the hip.
hucklebacked (huk'l-bakt), a. [E. dial., <

huckle, implying 'bent' or 'crooked,' or ' crook'

(see huckle, .), + backed: cf. huckaback.]
Round-shouldered

; humpbacked.
huckleberry (huk'l-ber'i), .; pi. huckleberries

(-iz). [Prob. a corruption of hurtleberry : see

hurtleberry, whortleberry.] Aname for the differ-

ent species of Gaylussacia, and for some of the

species of Vaccinium, belonging to the natural
order Vacciniacete, as also for their fruit. The
name is properly restricted to the species of Gaylussacia.
They are shrubs with either evergreen or deciduous alter -

Branches of Huckleberry f Gaylussacia rcsinosa), with flowers
and fruit, a, single flower on larger scale.

nate leaves, commonly glandular or resin-bearing ; flow-

ers In lateral racemes, from separate scaly buds, with tubu-
lar reddish- or greenish-white corolla ; calyx-tube adnate
to the ovary, which In fruit becomes drupaceous, crowned
with the calyx-lobes, 10-celled, with 10 seed-like nutlets.



huckleberry
O.resinosa is the common high-bush huckleberry or black

huckleberry of the markets ; G. frondosa, is the bluetangle
or blue huckleberry ; G. unrino of North and South Caro.

Una is the bear-huckleberry. For the huckleberries of the

genus Vaccinium, see blufbernj, their more appropriate
name. V. com/iiliosum is also called the blue huckleberry,
and V. Pennsytvanicum the sugar-huckleberry or low-bush

huckleberry. Also called whortleberry, hurtleberry.

The greater part of what is now Cambridgeport was then

(in the native dialect) a "huckleberry pastur.
'

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 42.

hucklebone (huk'1-bon), n. [Early mod. E. also

luiffle-bime; < huckle + lone.] If. The hip-
bone.

The hip, . . . wherein the Joint doth move
The thigh, 'tis called the hucklebone. Chapman.

2. The ankle-bone
;
the tarsal bone known in

anatomy as the astragalus. See out under foot.

The little square huccle-bone in the ancle place of the
hinder legge in all beasts.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 185.

Jug. I can shew you very fine tricks.

Bot>. Prithee, hocus pocus, keep thy grannam's huckle-

bone, and leave us. Shirley, Love's Cruelty, iii. 1.

hucklort, n. A kind of dance.

Some speeches ; of the rest, dancing the huckler, Tom
Bedlo, and the Cowp Justice of Peace.

Ashton, Diary (1617).

buck-muck (huk'muk), . [Origin obscure;
cf. hugger-mugger.] 1. A dwarf. [Prov. Eng.]

2. The willow-warbler, Pliylloscopus trochi-

lus. [Prov. Eng.]
bucksont (huk'son), . [E. dial, also hucksheen;
< ME. hokschyne, etc., hock: see Aoefc1 .] The
hock or ham.

Or, sweet lady, reach to me
The abdomen of a bee ;

Or commend a cricket's hip,
Or his huekson, to my scrip.

Hernck, Hesperides, p. 239.

huckster (huk'ster), n. [Sometimes written
hujcter (cf. baxter), early mod. E. also hucster; <

ME. hukster, hucster, hukstere, hokestere, hogge-
ster, < MD. heulcster (cf. Sw. hugster, < E. ?),

with suffix -ster, equiv. to "hucker (not used in

E., except in variant form hawker^, q. v.), <

MD. hucker, a huckster or a mercer, D. heuker,
a retailer (= MLG-. hoker = G. hocker, a huck-
ster (prob. from D.), = Dan. hoker, a chandler,
huckster, = 8w. ho'kare, a cheesemonger) ; prob.
lit.

'

stooper' or ' croucher '

(i. e. a peddler stoop-

ing under the burden of his wares), as a par-
ticular use of MD. hucker, a stooper, from the
verb represented by E. hug (with now deflected

meaning) for *huek, < MD. hucken, stoop, bow,
= LG. huken, crouch, = G. hocken, crouch, squat,
take upon the back, also be idle, = Icel. huka,
sit on one's hams (> hokra, go bent, crouch,
creep, slink about; in mod. usage, live as a
small farmer); cf. G. dial, hucke, LG. hukke,
the back, prop, the bent back. See huckaback,
hitckle, hucklebacked. Connected with hug, and
ult. with huck% = hook, q. v.] 1. A retailer of

small articles
;
a hawker ;

a peddler ; now, espe-
cially, a small dealer in agricultural produce.
The Wardonesof the said crafte hafe full power to make

serche, with a sergent, att all hoggeaters houses with-yn
the Jurisdiccion of the said Cite, vppon alle forenes brede

broght to the same. English Gild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

These were the first inuenters of coyning money, the
first hucsters and pedlers. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 329.

And watched her table with its huckster's wares
Assiduous, through the length of sixty years.

Wordsworth, Prelude, ii.

This broad-brimm'd hawker of holy things.
Whose ear is cramm'd with his cotton, and rings
Even in dreams to the chink of his pence,
This huckster put down war ! Tennyson, Maud, x.

2. A wholesale fish-dealer ; one who buys fresh

fish for shipment to the retail trade. [North
Carolina, U. S.]
huckster (huk'ster), v. [< huckster, .] I. in-

trans. To deal in small articles or in petty bar-

gains ; hence, to higgle ;
contend in a small or

mean way about monetary transactions.

But I never could drive a hard bargain in my life, con-

cerning any matter whatever ; and least of all do I know
how to haggle and huckster with merit.

Burke, To a Noble lord.

The estates . . . irritated the Prince of Orange by huck-

stering about subsidies. Motley, Dutch Eepublic, II. 522.

There are hardly any of our trades, except the merely
huckstering ones, in which some knowledge of science may
not be directly profitable to the pursuer of that occupa-
tion. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 66.

II. trans. To expose for sale ; make a matter
of bargain. [Rare.]
Som who had bin call'd from shops and warehouses,

without other merit, to sit in Supreme Councills and Com-
mittees, (as thir breeding was) fell to huckster the Com-
monwealth. Milttm, Hist Hi IK., iii.
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hucksterage (huk'ster-aj), . [< huckster +
-age.] The business of a huckster

; petty deal-

ing.

Ignoble hucksterage of piddling tithes.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

hucksterer (huk'ster-er), n. [< huckster, v., +
-erl

,
or a mere extension of huckster, n.] A

huckster.

Those hucknterers or money-jobbers will be found neces-

sary if this brass money is made current. Swift.

hucksteryt, n. [ME. hoxterye; as huckster +
-2/

1
'] Same as huckery.

buckstress (huk'stres), n. [Formerly some-
times written huxteress; < huckster + -ess. In
ME. huckster was used of both sexes, being
strictly only fern.] A female huckster or ped-
dler. Also written hucksteress.

In the Pyncheon-house, where she [Hepzibah] has spent
all her days reduced now, iu that very house, to be the
hucksteress of a cent-shop 1 Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ii.

hud (hud), n. [A dial, form of hood.] The shell

or hull of a nut. [Prov. Eng.]
huddle (hud'l), v.

; pret. and pp. huddled, ppr.

huddling. [< ME. as if *hudelen for "huderen,
of which the only two examples found present
the spelling hoderen (hodre, hodur), huddle or

press together, also cover, =LG. *hudern (Matz-
ner), dim. hudderken, of hens, sit upon the chick-

ens and keep them warm, also of nurses, to cud-
dle or coddle children (de kinder in den slaap
hudderken, lull children to sleep), freq. of ME.
huden, hiden, < AS. hydan (= LG. huden), hide,
cover: see hide1 . The change from -er to -el

(-le) may have been due to ME. hudels, hudles,

hidels, etc., < AS. hydels, a hiding-place, < hydan,
hide. The D. hoetelen, bungle, = Dan. hutle,

huddle, botch, bungle, = Sw. hutla, shuffle, =
G. hudeln, do a thing hastily and carelessly,
is a different word, connected with hustle, q. v.,

but it may have affected the form and sense of

the E. word.] I. trans. 1. To throw together
in confusion; crowd together without order.

She told me ... that I was the prince's jester, and that
I was duller than a great thaw ; huddling jest upon jest,

"'c., Much Ado, ii. 1.

- Therefore is Space, and therefore Time, that man may
know that things are not huddled and lumped, but sun-
dered and individual. Emerson, Misc., p. 38.

The sedimentary rocks have not been huddled together
at random. Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, i. 87.

2. To perform in haste and disorder
; put toge-

ther orproduce in a hurried manner : often with

up, over, or together.
A weake Man is one whom Nature huddled vp in haste,

and left his best part vnftnish't.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Weake Man.

A man, in the least degree below the spirit of a saint or
a martyr, will loll, huddle over his duty, look confused.

Steele, Guardian, No. 66.

Humbled by the events of the war, and dreading the just
anger of Parliament, the English ministry hastened to

huddle up a peace with France and Holland at Breda.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

3. To put on in haste and disorder, as clothes:

usually with on.

Now all in haste they huddle on
Their hoods, their cloaks, and get them gone.

Swift, Journal of Modern Lady.

I got up and huddled on my clothes.

Smollett, Peregrine Pickle (2d ed.), Ixxxi.

I perceive
That fear is like a cloak which old men huddle
About then* love, as if to keep it warm.

Wordsworth, The Borderers, i.

4f. To hush (up). Nares.
The matter was hudled upand little spoken of it.

Wilson, James I. (1653), p. 285.

5. To embrace. [Prov. Eng.]
U. intrans. 1. To crowd; press together pro-

miscuously; press or hurry in disorder.

Glancing an eye of pity on his losses,
That have of late so huddled on his back.

SAai.,M. of V., Iv. 1.

Thyrsis? whose artful strains have oft delay'd
The huddling brook to hear his madrigal.

Milton, Comus, 1. 495.

Huddling together on the public square, . . . like a
herd of panic-struck deer. Prescott.

2. In the University of Cambridge, to keep
an act in a perfunctory manner, requiring no
study, in order that the necessary oath may be
taken.

If he has not kept the requisite exercises, he goes to the

sophs' schools and huddles for that part which he has not

kept. Wall, Senate House Ceremonies (1798), p. 112.

huddle (hud'l), n. and a. [< huddle, .] I. n.

1. A number of persons or things thrown toge-
ther without rule or order; a confused crowd
or cluster ;

a jumble.

hue
This filled my mind with such a huddle of ideas that,

upon my going to sleep, I fell into the following dream.
Addition, Husbands and Wives.

The soldiers were crowded together in a huddle.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 22S.

2. A winning cast at shovel-board.

The Earl of Kiltlare, seeing his writ of death brought in,
when he was at shuffle-board, throws his cast with this in

his mouth,
' ' Whatsoever that is, this is for a huddle.

"

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 68.

3f. An old decrepit person.
This old miser asking of Aristippus what he would take

to teachc and bring vp his sonne, he aunswered a thousand

groates : a thousand groats, God shield, aunswered this

olde huddle, I can haue two seruaunts of yat price.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 133.

What, ye brain-sick fools, ye hoddy-pecks, ye doddy-
pouls, ye huddes [read huddles], do ye believe Him? are

ye seduced also 1 Latimer, Works, I. 136.

4t. A list. [Prov. Eng.]-Huddle upon huddle,
aU in a heap.

Sandal's fortunes come tumbling in like lawyers' fees,
huddle upon huddle. Rowley, Match at Midnight, iv.

Il.t a. Confused; jumbled.
A suddain, huddle, indigested thought
Eowls in my brain 'tis the safest method.

The Revengeful Queen (1698).

huddlet (hud'l), adv. [< huddle, a.] In disor-

der; confusedly.
It is impossible to set forth either all that was (God

knoweth !) tumultuously spoken, and like as of mad men
objected of so many, which spake oftentimes huddle, so
that one couldn't well hear another.

Ridley, p. 304. (Daviet.)

huddle-duddlet, n. A decrepit person.
Those gray-beard hmlille-duddles.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 147).

huddler (hud'ler), n. One who huddles or
throws things together in confusion.

huddup (hud-up'), interj. Get up; go along:
addressed to a horse. [New Eng.]

Here comes the wonderful one-boss shay,
Drawn by a rat-tailed, ewe-necKed bay.

"Huddup!" said the parson. Off went they.
O. W. Holmes, One-Hoss Shay.

Hudibrastic (hu-di-bras'tik), a. and n. [< Hu-
dibras + -t-ic, after enthusiastic, etc. The name
Hudibras is said to have been taken from that

of one of the knights of the Round Table, Sir

Hugh de Bras.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to, or

resembling the style of, "Hudibras," a satire

directed against the Puritans by Samuel Butler,

published in 1663
; burlesque-heroic : as, Hudi-

brastic verse
;
Hudibrastic humor.

There is nothing puffy, blustering, or Hudibrastic in his

(Clement Marot's) onslaught.
W. J. Eckoff, Appleton's Journal, XI.

Dr. Bryant . . . was fond of exercising his talent for

rhyming by throwing his thoughts into verse, and suc-

ceeded in producing some very respectable Hudibrastic
lines. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 20.

II. n. A line or verse in the style of Butler's

"Hudibras": as, a poem composed inHudibras-
tics.

Hudsonian (hud-so'ni-an), a. [< Hudson (see

defs.) + -tan.] 1. Pertaining to Henry Hud-
son (died about 1611), an English navigator
in the English and Dutch service, discoverer
of Hudson river, strait, and bay. 2. In zool.

and bot., pertaining to Hudson's Bay, or to the
fauna or flora of that region: applied to nu-
merous animals, etc Hudsonian fauna, a fauna
of North America intervening between the Canadian and
Arctic faunae, between the isothermal lines of 50 and 57 F.

The next ornithological faunanorth of the Canadian may
well be termed the Hudsonian Fauna, . . . that portion
of boreal America situated between the Canadian Fauna
and the Barren grounds.

J. A. Allen, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., II. 400.

hudsonite (hud'son-It), n. [(.Hudson, the river

so named, which flows by Cornwall (see def.),
+ -tie2.] An aluminous variety of pyroxene,
occurring in lamellar masses at Cornwall in

Orange county, New York.
Hudson River group. See group1

.

hue1
(liu), .. [Early mod. E. also hew; < ME. hew,

hewe, heu, heow, heowe, hiw, etc., form, appear-
ance, color, < AS. hiw, heow, heo, form, appear-
ance, = Sw. liy, skin, complexion, = Icel. he- (in

he-gilja, a vain song, nonsense, tittle-tattle, he-

goma, speak falsely or vainly) = Goth, hitci,

form, show, appearance.] It. Form; appear-
ance; guise.

He taught to imitate that Lady trew.
Whose semblance she did carrie under feigned hew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 46.

" Have over ferryman," there cried a boy;
And with him was a paragon for hue,

A lovely damsel beauteous and coy.

Greene, Never too Late.

2. Color
; specifically and technically, distinc-

tive quality of color in an object or on a sur-
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face; the respect in which red, yellow, green, breathe hard, hauch, the forcible respiration huffiness (huf 'i-nes), n. The state of being
blue, etc., differ one from another; that in of one who exerts all his strength in giving huffy; petulance; ill humor.
which colors of equal luminosity and chroma a stroke; MHG. (rare) huclien, G. hauchen, It would be time well spent that should join professional
may differ. line is the distinctive quality of a color, breathe, blow, aspirate : ult. imitative of hard studies with that degree of polite culture which gives dig-
the respect in which colors may differ though they have breathing: of. puff.] 1 intrans. 1+ To puff nity aud cures /mffinesg.

the same luminosity and chroma. Thus, scarlet and crim- n ,. v>]nw Bulwer, What will he Do with It? iv. 11.
son differ in hue, but buff and yellow especially in chroma,
myrtle and emerald-green chiefly in luminosity.

The Hollanders in the Bay of Anton Gil Southwards from
Madascar in sixteene degrees saw the King, blacke of hew.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 710.

Don Carlos is of a differing Complexion from all the rest,
for he is black-haired, and of a Spanish Hue.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 9.

A smile that glow'd
Celestial rosy red, love's proper hue.

Milton, P. L., viiL 619.

Of ripen'd Quinces, such the yellow Hue.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3. In painting, a compound color in which one
of the primaries predominates, as the various
grays,which are composed of the three primary
colors in unequal proportion. [Not in use.]
hue2

(hu), n. [Formerly also hew; < ME. hue,
< OF. hu, hui, huy, huit, huyt, lieu (also huee, F.
hu6e), a cry, shout, noise, esp. a cry in pursuit,
as in the chase

;
cf. huer, huier, huyer, cry, shout,

exclaim ; prob. orig. a mere interjection, like
E. hoo, ho, etc. Cf. hoot.] A cry; a shout;

huffingly (huf'ing-li), adr. In a swaggering
manner; arrogantly.

The sword at thy haunch was a huge black blade,
With a great basket-hilt of iron made ;

But now a long rapier doth hang by his side.
And huffingly doth this bonny Scot ride. Old ballad.

huffish (huf'ish), a. [< huff+ -ish\] 1. Swag-

MiMleton, Mlcro-Cynicon, L,; Prol. vfSSl&i ^^TlT8 ' Petulant; ill-humored,

nuffishly (huf'ish-h), adv. In a huffish man-
7i_

llat
? ; o

we
m up:

,

as' &? bread
*"?* ner ! with arrogance or bluster, or with petu-

[Prov. Eng.] 3. To swell with anger, pride, lance.
or arrogance; bluster; storm; rant. huffishness (huf'ish-nes). n. The state of be-
This senseless arrogant conceit of theirs made them huff ing huffish

; petulance; bluster,
at the doctrine of repentance. South, Sermons. fc^ (nuri) 7

.

pret and pp ^^ ppr huf_
Shew the gentlemen what thou canst do; speak a huff- fling. I. intrans. [E. dial., freq. of huff.] 1

. and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Ind. To ghift . waver._ 2 . To blow unsteadily or in
You shall not wrong a lady flaws. [Prov. Eng.]

When on the Surges I perceiue, from far,
Th' Ork, Whirl-pool, Whale, or huffing Physeter.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

Surely all JEol's huffing brood
Are met to war against the flood.

Cotton (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 215>

Those high sky-kissing mounts,
Where huffing winds cast up their airy accounts.

In a high huffing strain, and think to bear it

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 5.

He huffs and dings, because we will not spend the little
re have left to get him the tiUeof Lord Strut. Arbuthnot.

II. trans. 1. To swell; puff; distend.

now used only in the make issue.game or of a :

phrase hue and cry.

A hue fro heuen I herde thoo.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), L 872.

Hue and cry. [OF. hu et cri, hui et cry; ML. huesium (hu-
teiium) et clamor.} (a)

In law: (1) The pursuit of a felon
oran offender with loud outcries or clamor to give an alarm.
At common law, a private person who has been robbed, or
who knows that a felony has been committed, is bound to
raise a hue and cry, and thereupon all persons, constables
as well as others, are bound to join in the pursuit and as-
sist in the capture of the felon.

In Love's name you are charged hereby
To make a speedy hue and cry,
After a face who t'other day
Came and stole my heart away.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, iii. 2.

To dare offend in that kind now is for a thief to leave
the covertj and meet a strong hue and cry in the teeth.

Donne, Letters, xxi.

"Harro and help, and hue and cry, every true man !

"
said

the mercer; "I am withstood in seeking to recover mine
own."

Scott, Kenilworth, xxiv.

(2) In English practice, a written proclamation issued on
the escape of a felon from prison, requiring officers and
all other people to assist in retaking him. Burrill. (6) A

Holland, tr. of Pliny, ii. 85.

In many wild birds, the diaphragm may easily be huffed
up with air. Grew.

Too swage seas surging, or raise by blusterus huffling.

Stanihurst, jEneid, L 75.

II. trans. To rumple ; roughen. [Prov. Eng.]
huffle (huf'l), n. [< huffle, v.~\ A merrymeet-
ing ; a feast. [Prov. Eng.]

huffling (huf'ling), n. [Verbal n. of huffie, .]
A process of embossing, or decorating in re-

lief, usually in color.

Embroidering or hufling gilded leather [patent of 1638].
Art Journal, 1881, p. 202.

huff-puffedt, a. Swollen
; bloated. Dames.

Huff-pufft Ambition, tinder-box of war,
Down-fall of angels, Adam's murderer !

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

2. To treat with insolence or arrogance; re-
buke rudely ; hector.

One went to Holland, where they huffVolk,
T other to vend his Wares in Suffolk.

Prior, The Mice.

You must not presume to huff us. Echard. huff-Snufft (huf'snuf), n. A quarrelsome fellow ;

3. (a) In chess, to remove from the board, as
a ^^7-

a captured piece. (6) In checkers, to remove , T,
1
"?
86 T *Tla<S hectors, free-hooters, desperadoes, and

from the hoard no n. nippo hplmi<rin<r tn no bully|n huff^nuffs, for the most part like those whom
Doara, as a piece Delongmg to one Tacitus stiles

"
hospitibus tantum metuendi."

player, as a penalty for not having taken an Ozell, tr. of Rabelais, IV. xxiiL, Pref.

exposed piece belonging to the other. It is hnffv flmf'H a r<hutr+ l 1 l PnflWl nn-

rw\f^ pfe!^
Characterized by arrogance or bluster; swag-
gering : as, a huffy person.

Well, you see, he found Canterbury & Co. rather huffy,
and somewhat on the high-and-mighty order with him,
and, being a democratic American, he didn't like it.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 811.

3. Characterized by petulance or ill temper :

blow upon it. See huff, n., 3.

huff (huf), . [< huff, 1>.] 1. A swell of sud-
den an or arrogance; a fit of petulance or
ill humor

Shall I fear an anger . . . that is but as the spleen of a
wasp, a short phester and huff of passion?

South, Works, VII. xli.

He had a great dispute with the congressman about as, a huffy mood.
general outcry or atarm; a.greaV;stFoV_cfamor\m^e P ' '^ PlSCe

'/A^fKnickerbocker, p. 20. tuftyt, [Vir.' of huff.] A swagger. Nares.about any matter. Hue and Cry Act, an English statute
of 1585 (27 Eliz., c. 13) amending the old laws respecting
hue and cry (1285, Stat. of Winchester, c. 1 and 2, 13 Edw.
I.; and 1354, 28 Edw. III., c. 11) by reducing the liability
of the hundred to half the value of goods stolen, and re-

quiring that pursuit be made by horsemen as well as
footmen, and that the person robbed give notice and be
examined by a justice.

hued (hud), a. [Formerly also hewed; < ME.
hewed; < huel + -ed2.] Havi
used chiefly in composition
bright-Tmed, etc.

Phebus wax old and hewed lyk latoun [brass].

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 517.

But thus muche I dare saine that she
Was white, rody, fresh and lifely hewed,And euery day her beaute newed.

The Me of Ladies.

Desti-

Cut their meat after an Italian fashion, weare their hat
and feather after a Germaine hufty. Melton, p. 62.

[A varied redupl. of huffy.]
manners.

2f. One puffed up with an extravagant opinion
of his own value or importance. , -,

Lewd shallow-brained huffs make atheism and contempt Si..,T?^ ,^Vn'o,
of religion the sole badge and character of wit. bwaggenng mai

South, Sermons. Master Wyldgoose, it is not your huftie tuftie can make

3. In checkers, ^removal of a.player's piece
'

^Ztf^ftStftStot of Mad Letters (1637).

hug-

rde7m7i^his
8

v;Se,d^a
1

n
a

dlL^trfn^ (a \n
Dan. ) lor reg>^,' the'basT of S"!

*ly also hewed; < ME. f
' 1] aovalot a player's piece Bre^ PostewUh a Packet of Mad Letters

BKSOS
of removing the piece. The removal is usually marked
by blowing on the piece.
4. Light paste, or pie-crust. [Prov. Eng.]
5. A dry, scurfy, or scaly incrustation on the

[Prov. Eng.] 6. Strong'

hiipl'-i ii A vii'i'iiit f\f i-l f ii"
N

>-i~"
*"

- - .-j/. j AUgTy j
UlUI-

huel-bonet, . A Middle English form of whale- huffKiapTtuf'kap), n. and a. I. n. 1 . A swag-oone,
eerer: a blusterer. TProv En^ 1

hueless (hu'les), a. [<"
*">! J- '"< i T..,.

tute of hue or color.
As for you, Colonel Huff-cap, we shall try before a civil

magistrate who's the greater plotter.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

2. Strong ale. [Cant.]

The wild expression of intense anguish . . . dwelt on
those hueless and sunken features. Bulwer, Pelham, vi.

A vapour heavy, hueless, formless, cold. When this nippitatnm, this huffe-cappe, as they call it,

Tennyson, Vision of Sin. this nectar of life, is set abroach, well is he that can get

wsaa^swstftsa "=-------------
gaged in seining, to watch the movements of the
fish and direct the course of the boat accord-
ingly. 2. A man stationed on a hill or at a

H. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a huff-cap;
swaggering; blustering.
A huff-cap, swaggering sir.

Marston, What you Will, iii. 1.

2. Strong; heady.
In what towne there is the signe of the three mariners,

the huffe-cappest drink in that house you shall be sure of
1 hey lie houering upon the coast, and are directed ... alwayes. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc VI. 180)

by a balker or huer, who standeth on the cliffe-side and i. a? /i. / * \
from thence best discerneth the quantitie and course of

nutter ( nut er )> " A swaggerer; a blusterer.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 32.

.
Therefore not to make much noise to disturbe these in-

i cannot hear a little for their

Olaneille, On Witchcraft, Pref.

masthead to signal to fishing-boats the course
taken by shoals of pilchard, herring, or other
fish which shoal. Also called balker

En
f
lish form f -

f und earher than toward

ometh up as a Flower, vii.

,

the hip, hueklebacked, crook-backed, huckster,
etc.: see huckster. The earliest sense of hug
in E., 'shrink, crouch,' appears to be due to
Scand. use.] I.t intrans. 1. To crouch; hud-
dle as with cold.

I hugge, I shrink in my bedde. It is good sport to see
this little boy hugge in his bed for cold. Palsgrave.

2. To lie close
; cuddle.

To lie, like pawns, lock'd up in chests and trunks ;

To hug with swine. Shak:, K. John, v. 2.

H. trans. 1. To grasp firmly and completely
with the arms; embrace closely; clasp to the
breast.

Within his arms he hugged them both.
Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 418).

He bewept my fortune,
And hugg'd me in his arms, and swore, with sobs,
That he would labour my delivery.

SAa*., Rich. III., i. 4.

Braisted and I sprang out instantly, hugged each other
in delight, and rushed into the warm inn.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 96.

Cold to the very bone, . . .

He hugged himself against the biting wind
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, HI. 364.

2. To cling to mentally ; cherish fondly or fer-

vently ;
hold fast to : as, to hug delusions.

The inventors rather hug their errors than improve
upon them, and go on struggling with nature.

Bacon, Physical Fables, v., Expl.
With what greediness

Do I hug my afflictions !

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

Everywhere we see men . . . hugging their prejudices
of education and training as chains were never hugged
before. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 238.



hug

3. To keep close to: as, to hug the land.

Lund's cutlery warehouse . . . hugs St. Peter a Church
so closely as nearly to form a part of it.

ff. and Q., 6th ser., X. 398.

And thus, by running the byes of the wind, and craftily

hugging the corners, we got to the foot of the street at last.

A D. Dlackmore, Erema, liv.

4. To cany, especially with difficulty. [Prov.

Eng.] To hug one'8 self, to congratulate one's self;

chuckle, as with secret satisfaction.

We cannot hug ourxelw* upon the freedom of the Prot-

estant faith from such forms of bigotry.
Harper's Mag., LXXVJ. 965.

hug (hug), [< hug, .] A close embrace ;
a

clasp or pressure with or as with the arras : as,

to give one a hug ; the hug of a beav Cornish
hug, formerly, in wrestling, a tackle or grip in which one
wrestler gets the other on his breast and holds him there ;

hence, figuratively, treacherous or deceitful treatment or

dealing.
And a prime wrestler as e'er tript,
E'er gave the Cornish hug, or hipt.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque.

huge (huj), a. and n. [< ME. huge, hoge, howge,
also with guttural g, hugge, hughe, hogge, hoghe,

by apheresis for "ahuge, *ahoge, < AF. ahoge,

ahuge, OF. ahoge, ahuge, ahoje, ahoege, ahugue,
high, lofty, great, large, huge, also as adv., in

great quantity or number; prob. orig. a phrase,
a hoge, lit. at height: a, < L. ad, at, on, in; hoge,

hogue, a hill, height, of Teut. origin, from the
noun represented by E. how2

,
and thus ult. from

the adj. high: see "hmifl, high.] I. a. 1. Having
great bulk; very large; immense; enormous
of its kind: as, a huge mountain; a huge ox; a

huge beetle.

Other Snayles there ben, that ben fulle grete, but not so

huge as the other. Uandemlle, Travels, p. 193.

I call it a huge amphitheatre, because it is reported it

contained at least flftie thousand persons.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 63.

In Australia a huge marsupial, with the head of an ox,
and compared to which our kangaroo is only a great rat,

straddled and hopped about as it pleased.
P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 177.

2. Very great in any respect ;
of exceptionally

great capacity, extent, degree, etc.
;
inordinate :

as, a huge difference. [Now chiefly colloq.]

He . . . seyde, "Lord! this is an huge reyne !

This were a weder for to slepen inne."

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 656.

The patch [Launcelot] is kind enough ; but a huge feeder.

SAff*., M. of V., ii. 5.

But, O ! ere long,
Huge pangs and strong
Will pierce more near his heart.

Milton, Circumcision, 1. 27.

He took the hugest pains to adorn his big person.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, iii.

=Syn. 1. Vast, bulky, immense, gigantic, colossal, pro-

digious. See bulky.

Il.t n. Great bulk.

The Arke of God, which wisedom more did holde,
In Tables two, then all the Greeks haue tolde ;

And more than euer Rome could comprehend
In huge of learned books that they ypend.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, i. 102.

huget (huj), adv. [< huge, a.] Hugely.
He talked huge high that my Lord Protector would come

in place again. Pepys, Diary, March 3, 1660.
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hugger1
(hug'i-r), . [< hug + -eel.] One who

hugs or embraces.

huggerat (hug'er), v. [Cf. hugger-mugger.] I.

intraits. To lie in ambush ;
lurk. Bp. Hall.

II. tranx. To muffle
;
conceal.

Goe, Muse, abroade, and beate the world about,
Tell trueth for shame and hugger vp no ill.

Breton, Pasquil's Madcappe, p. 11.

hugger-mugger (hug'er-mug'er), . and a.

[Also written hucker-mucker, Sc. huggrie-mug-
grie, hudge-mudge: in the sense of confusion,

disorder, sometimes contr. to hug-mug; Ascham
has huddermother (Toxophilus, 1545), Skelton,
hoder-moder (Halliwell), and ME. hody-moke oc-

curs, indicating that the mod. forms are popu-
lar variations of a compound which would be

analogically *hudder-mucker,< ME. huden, hiden,
hide (> also the closely similar huddle, which
stands for "hudder, < ME. hoderen : see huddle),
+ ME. *muken, *moken, a verb not found ex-

cept as in hody-moke, but the prob. source of

ME. mokerere, a miser, and of mod. E. dial, mog,
sulk, be sullen, muggard, sullen, displeased ;

cf .

OHG;. muceazzen, mutter, MHG. muckzen, much-

zen, G. mucksen. G. also mucken, mutter, grum-
ble, = Sw. mucka = Dan. mukka : see mog and

muggard. For the connection of '

secrecy
' with

'confusion,' cf. hide1 as related to huddle.] I.

. Privacy; secrecy.

Judge Thorp. Sir Edward Coke is law, and he says, The
Attorney-general or any other prosecutor may speak with
us in open Court, to inform us about the business before
us in open court.
Lilburne. Not in hugger-mugger, privately or whisper-

ingly. . . .

La. Keble, No sir ; it is no hugger-mugger for him to

do as he did ; spare your words.
State Trials, Lieut. -Col. John Lilburne.

In hugger-mugger, (a) In privacy or secrecy ;
in con-

cealment.

We know not any man's intent (God only knoweth the

heart), yea, the words we know not, they are so spoke m
hugger-mugger.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 283.

Where'er th' in hugger-mugger lurk,
I'll make them rue their handy-work.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 267.

(b) In confusion ; with slovenliness. [Low and colloq.]

II. a. 1. Clandestine; sly; underhanded.
2. Confused; disorderly; slovenly: as, he works
in a very hugger-mugger fashion.

Hugger-mugger they lived, but they wasn't that easy to

please. Tennyson, Village Wife.

hugger-mugger (hug'er-mug'er), v. I. trans.

To nush; smother.

That is a venial offem

th your
Steele, Lying Lover, iv. 1.

[< ME. hugely, -li, -liche;
a huge manner; enor-

(huj'li), adv.

<Tiuge + -lyV.] In

mously; immensely.
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea?

SAa*., As you Like it, ii. 7.

All impatience ... is perfectly useless to all purposes
of ease, but hugely effective to the multiplying the trouble.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iii. 4.

They love one another hugely. Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

hugeness (huj'nes), n. [< ME. hugenys; < huge
+ -ness.] The state of being huge ;

enormous
bulk or largeness : as, the hugeness of a moun-
tain, or of an elephant.

,

blue air, in their shattered hugeness, seemed like vast

overhanging rocks. E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 245.

hugeoust (hu'jus), a. [Early mod. E. hogeous;
< huge + -ems; an extension of huge.] Huge.

He made his hawke to fly
With hogeous showte and crye.

Skelton, Ware the Hawke.

What would have fed a thousand mouths was sunk
To fill his own [an elephant's] by hugeous length of trunk.

Byrom, Verses spoken at Breaking-up.

hugeouslyt, adv. Hugely ; very greatly. Nares.

Catch. To satisfle you
In that point, we will sing a song of his.

And. Let 's ha 't; I love these ballads hugeously.
W. Cartwright, The Ordinary (1651).

II. intrans. To take secret counsel
; proceed

clandestinely.

Listening to keyhole revelations, and hugger-muggering
with disappointed politicians.

New York Tribune, Feb. 25, 1862.

hugglet (hug'l), v. t. [Freq. of hug.] To hug;
embrace. Holland.

Huguenot (hu'ge-not), . [= Sp. Hugonote =
Pg. Huguenote = It. Ugonotto (NL. Huenoticus,
A. D. 1562), < F. Huguenot, a Huguenot ; prob.ult.
< F. Huguenot, a personal name (found as a sur-

name as early as 1387), dim. of Hugo, Hugon,
Hugues, < MHG. Hug, Hue, Hugh, a man's name,
< MHG. huge, OHG. hugu= OS. hug i = AS. hyge,

hige, mind, thought : cf . hogu, care : see how*.
The name as applied to the Protestants of

France was first used about 1560, being appar.
imported from Geneva, where it appears to

have been for some time in use as a political
nickname. Its particular origin is unknown;
no contemporary information has been found.
No person named Huguenot is conspicuous in

the history of the Huguenots ;
but the nick-

name, if of merely local origin, may have taken
its rise from a person so named of whom no
record has been preserved. Scheler mentions
16 proposed etymologies, of which 8 rest on
the name Hugo or Hugues. One of the others
refers the name to the Swiss eidguenot, repr.
G. eidgenoss, pi. eidgenossen, confederates, lit.

'oath-fellows,' < eid = ~E. oath, + genoss, MHG.
getioz = AS. genedt, a fellow, companion: see
oath and geneat. The F. word was at first used
and felt as a term of reproach, prob. because it

was regarded as a synonym of Genevan, i. e. 'a

foreign (German) heretic.'] A member of the

Reformed or Calvinistic communion of France
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The
Huguenots were the Puritans of France, noted in gen-
eral for their austere virtues and the singular purity of

their lives. They were persecuted in the reign of Francis
I. and his immediate successors, and after 1562 were fre-

hulk

quently at war with the Catholics, under the lead of such
men as Admiral Coligny and the King of Navarre (after-
ward Henry IV. of France). In spite or these wars and the
massacre of St. Bartholomew, August 24th, 1572, they con-
tinued numerous and powerful, and the edict of Nantes, is-

sued by Henry IV, (1598), secured to them full political and
civil rights. Their political power was broken after the
surrender of La Rochelle in 1828, and the revocation of the
edict of Nantes by Louis XIV. (1685) and the subsequent
persecutions forced hundreds of thousands into exile to

Prussia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, England, etc. Many
settled in the colonies of New York, Virginia, etc., but

especially in South Carolina. The name is sometimes ap-
plied at the present day to the descendants of the origi-
nal Huguenots.

Huguenotism (hu'ge-not-izm), n. [< Huguenot
+ -ism.] The religion and principles of the

Huguenots.
Huguierian (hu-gi-e'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining
to P. C. Huguier (1804-73), a French surgeon.
Huguierian canal. See canali.

hugyt (hu'ji), a. [< huge + -y
l

;
an extension

of huge: cf. vasty for vast.] Huge.
The Langa, skimming (as it were)

The Oceans surface, seeketh every where
The hugy Whale.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

A serpent from the tomb began to glide ;

His hugy bulk on seven high volumes roll'd.

Dryden, /Eneid, v. 111.

huia-bird (hwe'a-berd), . A New Zealand bird,
Heteralocha acuiirostris. See cut under Hetera-
locha.

huishert, . and v. An obsolete form of usher.

In alle his wey he fyndeth no let.

That dore can none huissher schet.

dower, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 75. (HaUiwell.)

Studying
For footmen for you, fine-paced huishers, pages,
To serve you on the knee.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 3.

hukah, n. Same as hooka.

huket (huk), . [Also heuk, huik, huck; < ME.
huke, hewk, hewke, also heyke (after the OD.), <

OF. huque, hucque, ML. huca, a mantle, < OD.
huycke, D. huik = MLG. hoike, heike, huke, hoke,
LG. heuken, hoiken = MHG. hoike, cloak, man-
tle.] An outer garment worn during the fif-

teenth century in western Europe, the form and
character of which are not certain. It appears
tohavebeen often decorated with fur. Fairholt.

Heralds with hukes, hearing full hie,

Cryd largesse, largesse, chevaliers tres hardy.
Muses' Recreation, Defiance to K. Arthur.

As we were thus in conference, there came one that
seemed to be a messenger in a rich huke.

Bacon, New Atlantis.

huket, t. [< huke, n.] To cloak. Nares.

And yet I will not let it alone, but throw some light
vaile of spotlesse pretended well-meaning over it, to huke
and mask it from publicke shame and obloquy.

H. King, Halfe-pennyworth of Wit (1613), Ded.

hulcht (hulch), n. and a. [A form of hunch,

appar. by mixture with hulk1 .] I. n. 1. A
hump or hunch. 2. A slice.

II. a. Crooked. Halliwell.

hulcnbackedt (hulch 'bakt), a. [A form of

hunchbacked: see hulch and hunch.] Hunch-
backed.
"Can you tell me with what instruments they did it?"

"With fair gullies, which are little haulch-backed demi-
knives." Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 27.

hulchedt (hulcht), a. Having hulches or humps,
hulchyt(nul'ehi), a. [< hulch + -yi.] Humpy.

What can be the signification of the uneven shrugging
of her hulchy shoulders ? Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 17.

huldee (hul'de), n. An East Indian plant, Cur-
cuma longa, the old tubers of which furnish

the substance called turmeric, which is used
as a mild aromatic and for medicinal pur-
poses.

huldert, n. Apparently a variant of alder1 .

Hulder, black thorne, serues tree, beche, elder, aspe,
and salowe . . . make holow, starting, studding, gad-
dynge shaftes. Ascham, Toxophilus, p. 126.

hulferet, A Middle English form of hulver.

hulk1
(hulk), n. [< ME. "hulke, shyppe, hulcus"

(Prompt. Parv.), < AS. hulc (rare), glossed by L.

liburna (which means prop, a light, fast-sailing

vessel, a Liburnian galley), = OD. hulke, hoike,
D. hulk = MLG. hoik, hollik, hulk, hoike, LG.
hoik = OHG. holcho, MHG. holche, G. hoik, also

hulk, hulke, = ODan. hoik = OSw. holker = OF.
hurque, orque, a hulk or huge ship, < ML. tiul-

ca, hulka, hulcus, olca, prop, holcas, a ship of

burden, < Gr. o/kdf, a ship which is towed, a

ship of burden, a trading-vessel, merchantman
(cf. 6/Udf, a machine for dragging ships on

land), < efaetv, draw, drag, = OBulg. vUka,
vleshti = Pol. wloke = Bohem. vleku = Russ.

vlechl, etc., drag, draw.] If. A ship, particu-

larly a heavy ship.
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sacred Patron ! pacifle thine ire ;

Bring home our Hulk ; these angry floods retire.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

As when the Mast of some well-timbred hulke
Is with the blast of some outragious storme
Blowne downe. Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 29.

2. Anything bulky or unwieldy; a large un-

wieldy person.

Harry Monmouth's brawn, the hulk Sir John,
Is prisoner to your sou. Shah., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The hulk of a tall Brabanter, behind whom I stood in the

corner of a street, shadowed me from notice. Up. Hall.

3. [By confusion with hull2
, q. v.] The body of

a ship or decked vessel of any kind
; particu-

larly, the body of an old ship or vessel which
is laid up as unfit for sea-service, or a dismasted
wreck.

Nay, even the hulks of the ships that carried them,
though not converted into constellations In the heavens,
used to be honoured and visited as sacred relics upon
earth. Cook, Third Voyage, I. 1.

4f. [By confusion with hull1
, q. v.] A hull or

husk. Pegge The hulks, in England, old or dis-

masted ships formerly used as prisons.

There was one H
, who, I learned, in after days was

seen expiating some maturer offence in the hullti.

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

hulk2 (hulk), n. [< ME. hulke, holke, a hut,
hovel, sty, < AS. hulc, a hulk, hovel, prob. con-
nected with hulu, E. hull1 , and AS. *hulian, E.
hill2

, cover, from the root of AS. helan, ME.
helen, E. heal2

, cover, hide : see hull1
,
hill2

,
and

heal2.'] if. A hut.

The! maden litle housis (ether hulkis) in desert places.
Wyclif, Wisdom xi. 2 (Purv.).

2. A pigsty or a cattle-pen. [Prov. Eng.]
hulk3 (hulk), . [E. dial., = E. holly", AS.
holegn; the -k repr. the orig. guttural.] The
holly. [Prov. Eng.]
hulk* (hulk), v. t. [A dial. var. of hoik.'] 1.

To take out the entrails of : as, to hulk a hare.

[Rare.]
I could hulk your grace, and hang you up cross-leg'd,
Like a hare at a poulter's. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v.

2. In mining, to take down or remove, as the
softer part of a lode, before removing the harder

part. See gouge, n., 5.

hulk* (hulk), n. [< hulk*, .] In mining: (a)
The removal of the gouge or soft part from the
side of the lode before breaking any part of
the hard metalliferous portion of it down. (6)
The excavation made by this operation.
hulking (hul'king), a. [< hulk1

, 2, + -ing
2

.']

Unwieldy; heavy and clumsy. [Colloq.]

You are grown a large hulking fellow since I saw you
last. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 105.

hulk7(hul'ki),. [< hulk1 + -y
1
.] If. Bulky;

unwieldy. 2. Clumsy; loutish; hulking. [Col-

loq.]
1 want to go first and have a round with that hulky fel-

low who turned to challenge me.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ivi.

hull1
(hul), n. [< ME. hide, hole, hoole, holl. a

hull, husk, shell, < AS. hulu, hull, husk, = MD.
hulle, D. hul, a veil, covering for the head, hood,
cap, = OHG. hulla, MHG. G. hiille, a veil, cover,
hood, cap, sheath, husk, case

;
also with forma-

tive -s, MD. hulse, also hulsehe, huldsche, D. hulze,
hull, husk, cod, case, = MLG. huls, LG. hulse =
OHG. hulsa, MHG. huls, hulse, Imlsche, hulsehe,
G. hulse, hull, husk, etc.

;
connected with the

verb, AS. *hulian, ME. hulen, hilen, hillen, E. hill2
,

cover (of. So. hill = hull), ult. from the root of
AS. helen, ME. helen, cover, hide : see heal2

,
hill2

,

and cf. hull2.] An outer covering, particularly
of a nut or of grain; a husk.

The hulkes, hulles, or skinnes of grapes, when their
moisture is crushed and pressed out. Nomenclator.

I learnt more from her in a flash
Than if my brainpan were an empty hull,
And every Muse tumbled a science in.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

To unhusk truth a-hiding in its hulls.

Browning, King and Book, I. 988.

= Syn. Busk, etc. See ././//, n.

hull1
(hul), v. t. [< ME. hullen; < hull1

, n.'] 1.
To strip off the hull or hulls of: as, to hull

grain; to hull strawberries. 2f. To strip off.

Hastili hulde we the hides of thise bestes,
Greithe we vs in that gere to go ferther hennes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2587.

Hulledbarley. See Scotch barley, under barley!. Hulled
corn, a preparation of whole grains of Indian corn or maize
for food, made by maceration in a weak lye to remove the
hulls, subsequent cleansing, and a thorough boiling in
milk.

hull'2 (hul), n. [Conformed to, and usually iden-
tified with, hull1

, as if the '
shell ' of a ship,
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but really a different word ;
< ME. holl, nolle,

hoolc, hole, the hull of a ship, a particular use

of hole1 , a hollow. Hull'2 is thus identical

with hoUlS, both being variations of hole1 ,
in a

sense prob. derived from the D.: cf. "het hoi

van een schip, the ship's hold or hull" (Sewel) :

see hold and hole1
, .] The frame or body

of a ship, exclusive of her masts, yards, and

rigging.
Here I beheld ye sad spectacle, more than halfe that

gallant bulwark of the kingdom miserably shatter'd,

hardly a vessell intire, but appearing rather so many
wrecks and hulls. Evelyn, Diary, June 17, 1680.

Long stood Sir Bedivere

Revolving many memories, till the hull

Look'd one black dot against the verge of dawn.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

A hullt, at hullt (naut.). Same as ahull.

By reason of contrary windes, which blew somewhat
hard, we lay a hull vntill morning.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 104.

They could bear no sail, but were forced to lie at hull

many days together.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 33.

Hull down, (a) Naut., so far off, as a ship, that the hull

Is Invisible, owing to the convexity of the earth's surface,
while the masts and sails are still seen.

Now, at 15 miles, a ship is hull down; so it comes to this,
that we can throw a 9-inch shell on to the deck of a ship
before we can see it ! Sci. Amur., N. S., LVIII. 340.

Hence (fc) In sporting, so far behind as to stand no chance
of winning. [Slang.]

hull2 (hul), v. [<hulP,n.~] I. trans. To strike

or pierce the hull of (a ship) with a cannon-
ball.

As we were under full headway, and swiftly rounding
her with a hard-port helm, we delivered a broadside at

her consort, the Bombshell, each shot hulliiu/ her.
The Century, XXXVI. 428.

Il.t in trans. To float or drift on the water,
as the hull of a ship without the aid of sails.

Thus hulling in
The wild sea of my conscience, I did steer

Toward this remedy. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

He look'd, and saw the ark hull on the flood.

Milton, P. L., xi. 840.

hul!3t (hul), v. t. A variant of hill2 .

hull3 (hul), n. [< hullS, v. Cf. also hulk2
.']

A
hovel; a pen; a sty. [Prov. Eng.]

hllll4 t, [A dial. var. of hollen, holly'
1

.'] Holly.
Oft did a left hand crow foretell these things In her hull

tree. W. Webbe, Eng. Poetry, p. 74.

hull5 (hul), a. and n. A dialectal pronunciation
of whole, common in New England.
hullabaloo (huFa-ba-lo' ), . [Also written hal-

labaloo, hullaballoo, Qc.hullie-bulloo, hillie-bulloo,

hullie-bullow, hillie-balow, hullie-bullie, halloo-

balloo; a varied redupl. of indefinite elements;
cf. hullo = 'hello, hallo1

, hubbubboo, and hurly-

burly.] Uproar; racket; noisy confusion.

Thinkest thou that we are dying of silence here, and only
to be preserved, like the infant Jupiter, by a hullabaloo!

Bulwer, Last Days of Pompeii.

huller (hul'er), n. [< hull1 + -er1 .'] One who
or that which hulls ; specifically, a hulling-ma-
chine

;
a hulling-mill or huller-gin.

huller-gin (hul'er-jin), n. A cotton-gin for gin-

ning cotton gathered with the bolls. E. H.
Knight.

bullet (hul'et), n. A dialectal variant of owlet.

hull-gull (hul'gul'), n. [Perhaps a corruption
of whole goll, with ref. to the closed hand (see

goll, fist). Cf. gull
1

, 7, hull^.] A guessing game
for children. One player takes a number of beans, peas,
or the like in his closed hand, saying,

*' Hull gull. An-
other says, "Hand full." Then the first says, "Parcel how
many?" The other player then guesses at the number,
taking all if the guess is correct, otherwise making up the

discrepancy.

hulling-machine (hul'ing-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
chine for removing the hulls from grain. In such
hulling-machines as the wheat-huller, the barley-mill,
and the hominy-mill, the hull is broken and torn from
the grain without crushing the grain itself. In the pearl-
barley mill, the hull is removed and the grain rounded
by grinding. In cotton-cleaning the bolls with the seed
and lint are sometimes treated together in the huller-

gin. All these hulling-machines, except the last, are es-

sentially grinding-mills, and employ either rotating stones
or roughened revolving cylinders.

hullite (hul'It), n. [After Prof. Edward Hull
of Dublin.] A black massive mineral filling
cavities in basalt near Belfast, Ireland. It is a

hydrous silicate of iron, aluminium, and mag-
nesium.
hullo (hu-16'), interj. Another form of hello.

Hullo .' (and here I particularly beg, in parenthesis, that
the printer will follow my spelling of the word, and not
put 1 1 ill", or Halloa, instead, both of which are base com-
promises which represent no sound that ever yet issued
from any Englishman's lips). Dickens, Household Words.

hum
hullockt (hul'ok), n. [Origin obscure.] Naut.,
a small part of a sail lowered in a gale to keep
the ship's head to the sea.

hully1
(hul'i), a. [< hull1 + -y

1
.] Having husks

or pods ; siliquous.

hully2t, w. [Cf. hull1 .] 1. A long wicker trap
used for catching eels. 2. A perforated chest

for keeping crabs and lobsters in the sea till

wanted. Halliwell.

huloist (hu'16-ist), . Same as hyloist.

hulotheism, hulotheist. Same as hylotheism,

liylvtheint.

Hulsean (hul'se-an), a. Of or pertaining to

John Hulse, an English clergyman (born 1708,
died 1789 or 1790). By his will he provided for sev-

eral endowments or foundations in the University of Cam-

bridge, the principal of which are the Hulsean lectureship
on the evidences of Christianity or on difficulties in the

Scriptures, and the Hulsean professorship of divinity. The
Hulsean lecturer (called by him the " Christian Preacher")
is chosen annually (beginning with 1820), and now delivers

from four to six (but formerly more) lectures or sermons
before the university, which are published. The Uulsean

professorship was substituted in 1860 for the office of

"Christian Advocate
"
instituted by Hulse.

hulst (hulst), n. [D. hulst, holly.] Holly. See
hollen.

hulstert, t. [ME. hulstren, conceal, hide, ult.

< AS. heolstor, a covering, concealment, dark-

ness : see holster.] To hide
;
conceal.

I wol herberwe me
Ther I hope best to hulstred be.

Horn, of the Rose, 1. 6140.

hulver (hul'ver), n. [< ME. hulver, holver (hul-

vur, holmir), hulfere, holly, < Icel. hulfr, dog-
wood (otherwise called beinvidhi, prop, ebony,
ebony-wood, < beinn, ebony (< L. ebenus), as-

similated to bein, leg, bone, = E. bone1 ). Con-
nection with holly, hollen, ME. holi, holin, etc.,

doubtful.] Holly, Hex Aquifolium. The knee-
hulver is Kuscus aculeatus, the butcher's broom ;

the sea-hulver is Eryngium maritimum.

Save hulver and thorn, thereof flail for to make.
Tusser, Five Hundred Points.

hummen, hum (cf. OD. hummen, hemmen, mutter,
hum (def. 2), hem, D. hemmen, cry hem after) ;

freq. humble1
, q. v. ; orig. imitative, like ME.

bummen, E. bum1 and boom1
, bumble, hum,

buzz, MHG. G. sum-men = Dan. summe, buzz,
Sp. zumbar, hum, resound, Pg. zumbir, buzz.]
1. intrans. 1. To make a prolonged droning
sound, as a bee in flight; drone; murmur;
buzz.

Suddenly with boisterous armes he throwes
A knobby flint, that hummeth as it goes.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears. Shak,, Tempest, ill 2.

2. To give utterance to a similar sound, such
as the droning of a tune, a contemptuous or
vacant mumbling, a murmuring expression of

applause or satisfaction, hesitation, dissent,
etc.

When Burnet preached, part of his congregation hum.
med so loudly and so long that he sat down to enjoy It.

Johnson, Bp. Sprat.

3. Same as hem2 .

If you chance to be out, do not confess it with standing
still, or humming, or gaping one at another.

B. Jonson, Eplccene, v. 1.

"Well, you fellow," says my lord, "what have you to

say? Don't stand humming and hawing, but speak out."

Fielding, Tom Jones, viii. 11.

To make things hum, to set matters in rapid motion or

great activity. [0. S.]

Since the American nation fairly got hold of the holiday
[Christmas), . . . we have made it hum, as we like to say.

C. D. Warner, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 161.

II. trans. 1. To sing with shut mouth, as to

the sound m; murmur without articulation;
mumble: as, to hum an air.

Pray, let me look upon the gentleman
With more heed ; then I did but hum him over
In haste, good faith, as lawyers chancery sheets.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, i. 1.

And far below the Roundhead rode
And humm'd a surly hymn.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

2f. To express approbation of, or applaud, by
humming.
Such Sermons as are most humm'd and applauded there

would scarce be suffer'd the second hearing in a grave
congregation of pious Christians.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnnns.

Here Nash, if I may be permitted the use of a polite
and fashionable phrase, was humm'd.

Goldsmith, Kichard Nash.



hum
hum1 (hum), n. [< hum1

, .] 1. Any inarticu-

late, low, murmuring, or buzzing sound, as that
made by bees in flight, by a spinning top, etc.

;

a faint continuous sound having no definite

pitch; a buzz.
In drawling hunt* the feeble Insects grieve.

Addi&on, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

Sounds that come
(However near) like a faint distant hum
Out of the grass, from which mysterious birth
We guess the busy secrets of the earth.

Keats, Vox et praterea nihil.

With the hum of swarming bees
Into dreamful slumber lull'd.

Tennyson, Eleanore.

The hum outliving the hushed bell.

Lowell, Darkened Mind.

Specifically (a) A low confused noise, as of a crowd, or
of distant voices or sounds of any kind.

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night,
The hum of either army stilly sounds.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

Towered cities please us then,
And the busy hum of men.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 118.

No sound of life Is heard, no village hum.
Bryant, Earth.

(6) A buzz or murmur of applause or approbation, (c) A
sound uttered with closed mouth by a speaker in a pause
from embarrassment, affectation, or the like : as, hums
and haws. Also (and now more commonly) hem.

I take my chair,

And, after two or three majestic hums,
. . . Peruse my writings.

Massinger, Parliament of Love, ii. 1.

My solemn hums and ha's the servants qnake at.

Fletcher (and MassingerT), Lovers' Progress, i. 1.

2f. [Prob. from its causing a buzzing or hum-
ming in the head.] A drink formerly common,
probably made of strong ale or of ale and spirit.
Its exact composition is not known.

And calls for hum.
You takers of strong waters and tobacco,
Mark this. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 6.

Lord, what should I ail !

What a cold I have over my stomach ! would I had some
hum. Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

Venous hum, in pathol., the humming sound heard in
the large veins at the base of the neck, especially in anemic
states.

hum1 (hum), interj. [Another form of hem, h'm,
inter/., q. v. see hum1

, n., esp. in sense 1 (c).
Cf. LG. hum, humme, an interjection of forbid-

ding or directing ;
F. hum, hum, a coughing ac-

cent or voice.] An iuterjectional, hesitating
sound, uttered with or during a pause; hem;
h'm.

Bar. Hum, hum
Jam. That preface,

If left out in a lawyer, spoils the cause,
Though ne'er so good and honest.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 3.

hum2 (hum), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hummed, ppr.
humming. [Orig. dial. ; appar. a particular use
of hum1

, v., I., 2, II., 2; cf. Sp. zumbar, joke,
jest, make oneself merry, Pg. zombar, joke, jest,
a particular use of Sp. zumbar, Pg. zumbir, hum,
buzz: see hum1

. Cf. humbug.'] To trick or de-
lude ; impose on

; cajole.
I don't mean to cajole you hither with the expectation

of amusement or entertainment ; you and I know better
than to hum or be hummed in that manner.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, II. 163.

hum2 (hum), n. [< hum2, v."] An imposition or
hoax

;
a humbug.

"L'is true his friend gave out that he was hanged ;

But to be sure, 'twas all a hum.
Qarrick, quoted in Jon Bee's Samuel Foote, p. Ixxxvl.

It's "No Go" It's "Gammon" it's "all a Hum."
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 186.

I daresay all this is hum, and that all will come back.

Lamb, To Manning.

human (hu'man), a. and n. [Formerly humane,
humaine, < MB. "human (in adv. humanly), hu-

main, < OF. humain, F. humain = Pr. human,
uman = Sp. Pg. humano = It. umano, < L. hu-

manus, of or belonging to a man, human, hu-

mane, < homo (homin-), man : see Homo. Cf. hu-

mane, a doublet of human."] I. a. 1. Of, pertain-
ing to, or characteristic of man or of mankind

;

having the qualities or attributes of man : as,
human life or nature; a human being; human
shape.

Neuer humain ey saw to it egal !

Bam. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 951.

It Is not impossible to me ... to set her before your
eyes to-morrow, human as she is.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 2.

But who his human heart has laid
To Nature's bosom nearer? Whittier, Bums.

Human nature ... is a composite thing, a constitution
of many parts differing in kind and quality.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 202.
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2. Pertaining to the sphere, nature, or faculties
of man; relative or proper to mankind; mun-
dane; secular; not divine: as, human know-
ledge, wisdom, or science

;
human affairs.

My hand was in all human probability the first that had
knocked at his door in a quarter of a century.

Scribner's Mag., IV. 662.

Human Sign, (a) In logic, a sign instituted by a con-
vention among men ; a conventional sign, as a stroke of
a bell for a sign of the hour. (6) In astrol., a sign of the
zodiac corresponding to a constellation having for its

figure a human being. The human signs are Gemini,
Virgo, Aquarius, and the first half of Sagittarius. =Syn. 1.

Human, etc. See humane.
II. n. A human being; a member of the

family of mankind. [Now colloq. or humor-
ous.]
Mars. Mars (said he), thou plague of men, smear'd with

the dust and bloud
Of humanes, and their ruin'd wals. Chapman, Iliad, v.

Humans for men, which Mr. Bartlett includes in his

"Dictionary of Americanisms," is Chapman's habitual

phrase in his translation of Homer. I find it also in the
old play of "The Hog hath lost his PearL"

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

Parson B ... is just as fierce upon the dogs when
they annoy him as he is upon the human* who cross his

path. Harper's Mag., XVI. 137.

To see such a number of terrified creatures taking sanc-

tuary in every nook along the shore is enough to infect a
silly human with alarm.

B. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 121.

humanatet (hu'man-at), a. [< ML. humanatus,
pp. of humanari, become human, < L. humanus,
Ini inn n : see human.'] Made human; endued
with humanity.
Of your saying it followeth that the bread is humanate

or Incarnate. Cranmer, Ans. to Gardiner, p. 369.

humane (hu-man'), a. [Formerly not separated
from human, which was also spelled humane,
humaine (with the accent on the first syllable) ;

recently differentiated, with form and accent
of the L. humanus, human, also humane : see

human, and cf. -an, -ane."] If. Of or pertaining
to man; human. See human, a., 1. 2f. Pro-

fane; secular. See human, a., 2.

His ignorance acquites him of all science, humane or
divine. Sir T. Overbury, Characters, An Hypocrite.

Aristotle, . . . Euripides, Sophocles, and all humane
authors. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

3. Having the feelings and inclinations proper
to man; having tenderness, compassion, and
a disposition to treat other human beings and
the lower animals with kindness; kind; be-
nevolent.

It is the humane way : the other course
Will prove too bloody. Shak., Cor., iii. 1.

From racks, indeed, and from all penalties directed

against the persons, the property, and the liberty of here-

tics, the human? spirit of Mr. Gladstone shrinks with hor-
ror. Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

4. Tending to humanize or refine : applied to
the elegant or polite branches of literature, es-

pecially philology, rhetoric, poetry, and the

study of the ancient classics. See humanity, 5.

He was well skilled in all kinds of humane literature.

Wood, Athena; Oxon., I. 310.

It [theology] is too universal in its relations to be able
to stand alone ; it will disclose its best treasures only to
those who come to it cultivated by the study of the hu-
maner letters. Contemporary Rev., LI. 218.

=8yn. 3. Humane, Merciful; tender,tender-hearted, kind-
hearted, compassionate, sympathetic. Humane differs
from the ordinary use of merciful in that it expresses ac-
tive endeavors to find and relieve suffering, and espe-
cially to prevent it, while merciful expresses the disposi-
tion to

spare one the suffering which might be inflicted.
The good Samaritan was humane ; Shylock should have
been merciful; the Koyal Humane Society; a merciful
Judge.

Human, Humane. Human is that which belongs to
man as man ; humane means not inhuman, compassion-
ate. A. S. Hill, Rhetoric, p. 61.

And we most humbly beseech thee, O merciful Father, to
hear us. Book of Common Prayer, Communion Service,

[Invocation.

humanely (hu-man'li), adv. [< humane + -ly%.

Ct.humanly."} In a humane manner
;
with kind-

ness, tenderness, or compassion.
humaneness (hu-man'nes), n. The quality of

being humane ; tenderness.
human-heartedness (hu'man-hiir

//

ted-nes), n.

Humaneness; humanity.
His [Scott's] own wonderful humanheartedness so

broad, so clear, so genial, so humorous.
J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 108.

humanhood (hu'inan-hud), . [< human +
-hood."] The state or condition of being hu-

man; humanity. [Rare.]
If a man attempt to benefit humanity by being faithful

to his humanhood, he Is obliged ... to run counter to
his age. Maccall, Elem. of Individualism, p. 90.

humanics (hu-man'iks), n. [< human + -ics:

see -ic*.] The doctrine or science of human

humanitarian

nature, or of matters relating to humanity.
Collins.

humaniform (hu-man'i-form), a. [< L. Jiiiiiin-

nus, human, T forma, form.] Having the form
or characteristics of man

;
human. [Rare.]

All religion being more or less anthropomorphic, or hu-

maniform, the structure of the spirit world must corre-

spond with human conceptions and experiences.
, I //-/-. Antiquarian, XI. 11.

humanify (hu-mau'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp.
humanified, ppr. humanifying. [< L. humanus,
human, -f facere, make.] To render human;
incarnate. [Rare.]

I will not dispute whether he could not have received
us again to favour by some nearer and easier way than for
His own Sou to be humanified, and being man to be cru-
cified. Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 211.

humanisatiou, humanise, etc. See humaniza-

tion, etc.

humanism (hu'man-izm), n. [< human + -.]
1. Human nature" or character; humanity.
A general disposition of mind belonging to a man as

such is termed humanism. Meyer.

According as he [man] raises his intellectual and moral
nature to the levels of a higher and higher humanism.

Amer. Anthropologist, L 12.

2. A system or mode of thought in which hu-
man interests predominate, or any purely hu-
man element is made prominent.
The Hegelian idealism first bred the more sensualistic

system of humanism, and then humanism bred socialism.

Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 114.

Here we have the stern Puritanism of old Birmingham
passing into modern nonconformity, . . . and this milder
form of the old spirit mellowing at last into nineteenth-

century humanism. Nineteenth Century, XX. 248.

I neither admit the moral influence of theism in the

past, nor look forward to the moral influence of human-
ism in the future. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 249.

3. The subjects of study called the humanities;
hence, polite learning in general ; literary cul-

ture ; especially, in the revival of learning in
the middle ages, the intelligent and apprecia-
tive study of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew letters,
which was introduced by Petrarch in Italy, and
spread thence throughout Europe.
humanist (hu'man-ist), n. and a. [= F. huma-
niste= Sp. Pg. humanista = It. umanista; as hu-
man + -ist."] I. n. 1. One accomplished in lit-

erary and classical culture
; especially, in the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries,
one of the scholars who, following the impulse
of Petrarch, pursued and disseminated the

study and a truer understanding of classical,
and particularly of Greek, literature. The active
enthusiasm of the humanists was the chief factor in ac-

complishing the Renaissance.

The author of Utopia was known for tolerant and liberal :

he was a humanist and a reformer.
11. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

Among the men of letters were many of the most emi-
nent humanists, such as Leonardo Bruni Aretino, scholar
and statesman, born in 1369.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 262.

He [Hermann Lotze] is now one of the noblest living hu-
manists, as contrasted with the specialist on the one hand,
and with the eclectic ... on the other.

<?. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 94.

2. A student of human nature, or of matters of
human interest ; one versed in human affairs

and relations.

Equally pleased with a watch, a coach, ... or a fact in

hydrostatics, Pepys was pleased yet more by the beauty,
the worth, the mirth, or the mere scenic attitude in life

of his fellow-creatures. He shows himself throughout a

sterling humanist. R. L. Stevenson, Samuel Pepys.

II. a. Humanistic.

Italy, that holy land of Humanist enthusiasm.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 412.

humanistic (hu-ma-nis'tik), a. [< humanist +
-ic."] Of or pertaining to humanity or the hu-

manities; characteristic of humanists or of

humanism.
No mystic dreams of ascetic piety had come to trouble

the tranquillity of its humanistic devotion. J. Caird.

Science . . . substitutes a world of force and law for
a world of humanistic divinities.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 148.

The old Plutonic gods do not assert themselves
; they

are buried and turned to dust, and the more modern hu-
manistic divinities bear sway.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXVII. 113.

humanistically (hu -ma - nis'ti - kal-i), adv. In
a humane manner; by means of the humani-
ties.

Apart from current controversies stood the teachings
of the school of Chartres, humanistically nourished on the

study of the ancients. A. Seth, Encyc. Brit., XXI. 423.

humanitarian (hu-man-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [<

humanity + -arian."] I. a. 1. In theol., affirm-

ing the humanity or human nature of Christ,



humanitarian

but denying his divinity. 2. Having regard
to the interests of humanity, or all mankind ;

broadly philanthropic.
Humanitarian, wider of scope than philanthropic, is a

word preguant with significance.
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 316.

II. n. 1. In theol.: (a) One who asserts the

mere humanity of Jesus Christ, and denies his

divinity; a Unitarian. Some humanitarians hold
that Christ was the subject of a divine inspiration which
rendered his human nature an extraordinary one.

(f>)

One who maintains the perfectibility
of hu-

man nature without the aid of grace. 2. One
who adopts the doctrine or theory that man's

sphere of duty is limited to a benevolent in-

terest in and practical promotion of the welfare
of the human race, apart from all considera-
tions of religion. 3. A philanthropist,
humanitarianism (hu-man-i-ta'ri-an-izm). .

[< humanitarian + -ism,] 1. In theol., the doc-
trine that Jesus Christ possessed a human na-
ture only. 2. The doctrine that mankind may
become perfectwithout divine aid. 3. The doc-
trine that benevolence or philanthropy forms
the sum of man's duties.

Pierre Leroux, who at a later period became the ex-

ponent of Humanitarianitm, a kind of Saint-Slmonism
modified and tinctured with Hegelian philosophy.

K. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 72.

4. Humane or humanitarian principles ; com-
prehensive humanism or philanthropy.

Christianity, by reason of the simplicity of its doctrines,
the sublime humanitarianism of its ethics.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 58.

Humanitarianium aims at the reorganization of socie-

ty, so that all shall possess equal advantages for gaining a
livelihood and contributing to the welfare of society.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. SocioL, II. 460.

humanitiant (hu-ma-nish'an), . [Irreg. < hu-

manity + -zan.] A' humanist.
There was an orator there, a man of great reading, a sin-

gular scholar, and an excellent humanitian.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 688.

Nay, sir, I have read history, I am a little humanitian.
B. Jonsm, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

humanity (hu-man'i-ti), n. [< ME. humanitye,
< OF. human'ite, humainete, F. humaniti = Pr.
humanitat = Sp. humanidad = Pg. humanidade
= It. umanita = D. humaniteit = G. humani-
tat = Dan. Sw. humanitet, < L. humanita(t-)s,
human nature, humanity, also humane con-

duct, < humanus, human, humane: see human,
humane.] 1. The condition or quality of be-

ing human; human character or nature.

The nature and condition of man, wherin he is lesse than
God Almyghty, and excellynge not withstandyng al other
creatures in erth, is called humanitie.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 8.

There is no such thing as stereotyped humanity; it must
ever be a vague, bodiless idea, because the concrete units
from which it is formed are independent realities.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 288.

In the deluge, Fintan escaped by taking the form of a

salmon, until the receding waters left him high and dry
on Tara Hill, when he resumed his humanity.

W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 4.

2. Mankind collectively ;
the human race.

Humanity must perforce prey on itself,
Like monsters of the deep.

Shalr., Lear, iv. 2.

It was cutting very close to the bone to carve such a
shred of humanity from the body politic to make a sol-

dier of. O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 61.

3. The character of being humane ; considera-
tion for the sensibilities of others, and sympa-
thy with their needs or suffering; kindness;
benevolence

;
a disposition to relieve distress,

whether of men or of animals, and to treat all

creatures kindly.
To withdraw something from thyself to give to other

that is a point of humanity and gentleness, which never
taketh away so much commodity as it bringeth again.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

Are you angry, sir,

Because you are entertain'd with all humanity!
Freely and nobly us'd?

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, iii. 2.

The notion of what, for want of a better phrase, I must
call a moral brotherhood in the whole human race has
been steadily gaining ground during the whole course of

history, and we have now a large abstract term answering
to this notion Humanity.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 64.

4t. Politeness; civility.
To prate in thy maysters presence, it is no humanitye.

Babees Book (E, E. T. S.), p. 86.

There cannot be a greater argument of the general good
understanding of a people than a sudden consent to give
their approbation of a sentiment which has no emotion
in it. If it were spoken with never so great skill in the
actor, the manner of uttering that sentence could have
nothing in it which could strike any but people of the
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greatest humanity nay, people elegant and skilful In

observations upon it. Steele, Spectator, No. 502.

5. Learning or literature of a merely human
or secular kind: opposed to divinity: general-

ly in the plural, with reference to the several

branches of such literature, as philology, gram-
mar, rhetoric, poetry, the study of the ancient

classics, and the like. In Scotland, in the singu-

lar, applied to Latin and Latin literature alone :

as, a professor of humanity.

Philological studies, when philology . . . was restricted

to the cultivation of the languages, literature, history,
and archaeology of Greece and Rome, were very commonly
called literro humaniores, or, in English, the humanities;
and it is the conviction of their value as a moral and intel-

lectual discipline which has led scholars almost univer-

sally to ascribe the origin of this appellation to a sense of

their refining, elevating, and humanizing influence. This,

however, I think is an erroneous etymology. They were
called literse humaniores, the humanities, by way of op-
position to the literse dlrimc, or divinity, the two studies,

philology and theology, then completing the circle of

scholastic knowledge, which, at the period of the intro-

duction of the phrase, scarcely included any branch of

physical science. O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., iii.

humanization (hu'man-i-za'shqn), n. [< hu-

manize + -ation."] Tne act of humanizing, or

the state of being humanized; a making hu-
man or humane; assimilation to humanity.
Also spelled humanisation.

It is under that name [duty] that the process of humani-
zation ought to begin and be conducted throughout.

Coleridge, Table Talk.

humanize (hu'man-iz), v.
; pret. and pp. hu-

manised, ppr. humanizing. [= F. humaniser =
Pg. humanisar; as human + -4ze.] I. trans.

1 . To make human ; give or attribute a human
character to ; render conformable to human na-
ture or requirements.

Socrates, . . . by his plain simplicity, without any coun-
terfeit vanity whatsoever, hath humanized, as I may so

say, philosophy, and attributed it to humane reason.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 986.

Man, . . . considered simply as a being of this world, was
to the Greek the expression of all that was best and bright-
est in his thoughts. What could he do but humanise his

gods? Faitht of the World, p. 163.

2. To render humane or gentle ;
make suscep-

tible or agreeable to human feeling; refine or
soften the human character of; civilize.

Song might tell

What huiHtiiiiziiuj virtues near her cell

Sprang up, and spread their fragrance wide around.

Wordsworth, Off Saint Bees' Heads.

It is always humanizing to see bow the most rigid creed
is made to bend before the kindlier instincts of the heart.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 113.

Humanized lymph. See lymph. Humanized virus.
See virus.

H. intrans. To become human or humane;
become civilized.

By the original law of nations, war and extirpation were
the punishment of injury. Humanizing by degrees, it

admitted slavery instead of death ; a further step was the

exchange of prisoners instead of slavery. Franklin.

Also spelled humanise.
humanizer (hu'man-i-zer), n. One who hu-
manizes. Also spelled humaniser.

humankind (hu'man-kind'), n. The race of

man ; mankind ; the human species.
A knowledge both of books and human kind.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 640.

humanly (hu'man-li), adv. [< ME. humanly,
courteously, kindly : see humanely and human.]
1. In a human manner; after the manner of
men

; according to human knowledge or belief :

as, humanly speaking, it is impossible.
Look at this little seed. See . . . how humanly it dies ;

how humanly it puts forth its spring leaves.

G. D. Soardman, Creative Week, p. 131.

2f. Kindly; humanely.
Though learn'd,well-bred ; and though well-bred, sincere ;

Modestly bold, and humanly severe.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 636.

humanness (hu'man-nes), n. The state or

quality of being human ; humanity.
humate (hu'mat), n. [< hum(ic) + -ate1 .'] A
salt of humic acid,

humatile (hu'ma-til), a. [Irreg. < L. humatus,
pp. of humare, bury, + E. -He.'] Buried. See
the extract. [Bare.]

All species buried at a later date than the diluvian de-

posit were to be considered merely humatile or sub-fossil.

N. Jolii, Man before Metals (trans.), p. 17.

humationt (hu-ma'shon), n. [< L. humatio(n-),
a burying, < 'humare,"cover with earth, inter,

bury, < humus, earth : see humus. Cf. exhuma-
tion, inhumation.] Interment; inhumation.

Lancashire gave me breath,
And Cambridge education ;

Middlesex gave me death,
And this church my humation.

J. Wetter, Epitaph, in Fuller's Worthies, Lancashire.

humble

hmnbird (hum'berd), . [< hum* + WrtP.] A
humming-bird. [Bare.]

Some from the hum-birds downy nest.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

humble 't (hum'bl), r. i. [< ME. humbelen,
humblen, for "hummelen (=OD. hummelen), hum,
freq. of hummen, E. hum1

,
like bumble, freq. of

bum1
,
boom1

: see/now 1
. Cf. humblebee. For the

form, cf. humble^, humble^, hamble, nimble, etc.]
To hum.
To hmiMe like a bee. Minsheu.

humble2 (hum'bl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. humbled,

ppr. humbling. [So. hummel (in sense 2) ;
ult.

a secondary form of hamble, mutilate, ham-
string: see hamble. Cf. humble^, a.] If. To
break; make sore.

Kibed or humbled heeles.

Holland, tr. of Pliny (ed. 1634), II. 88.

2. To break off the ears of (barley) with a flail
;

separate from the awns. [North. Eng. and

Scotch.] 3f. To break off the horns of.

The polled or humbled cattle come next under our con-

sideration, a kind well deserving of notice.

O. Culley, Observations on Live Stock (1786).

humblest (hum'bl), . [Sc. hummel, hummle,
OSc. homyll, having no horns (cf. Sc. humlie,
a cow having no horns); < humble2

, v.~\ 1.

Broken
;
bruised

;
sore. 2. Having no horns,

as a cow.

Quhen vncouth [strange] ky fechtis amang thaym self,

gif ane of thaym happenis to be slane, and vncertane

quhat kow maid the slauchter, the kow that is homyll sail

beir the wyte. Bellenden, Cron. B., x. c. 12. (Jamieson.)

3. Pertaining to a humble cow.
The lop-ear [in the zebu] is a decidedly hummel charac-

teristic. Amer. Naturalist, XXI. 886.

humble3 (hum'bl or um'bl), a. [< ME. humble,
< OF. humble, humle, humele, F. humble = Pr.

humil, omil = OSp. humil, Sp. Pg. humilde =
It. umile, < L. humilis, low, slight, hence mean,
humble (cf. Gr. ^a/rar/Wf, xa/iyMf, on the ground,
low, trifling), < humus, the ground, humi, on
the ground, = Gr. ^a^a(, on the ground: see

humus, human, etc., and chameleon, chameleon,
chamomile, camomile.] 1. Lowly in kind,
state, condition, amount, etc.; of little worth
or moment

; unimportant ;
low

;
common : as,

a humble cottage; a man of humble origin; a
humble follower; my humble means.
These humble considerations make me out of love with

my greatness. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 11. 2.

Let Innocence
Be written on my tomb, though ne'er so humble,
Tis all I am ambitious of.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 2.

I said, I thank thee, Fate,
I who went forth so humble,
That I come back so great.

Bryant, Poet's First Song.

2. Lowly in manner or guise ; modest; unpre-
tending; submissive: as, a humble apology.

And alle that ben byfore
Yow in this stede, salue withe humble Face.

BabeeS Book (E. E. T. S.), p. S.

In him the painter labour'd with his skill

To hide deceit, and give the harmless show
An humble gait, calm looks, eyes wailing still.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1608.

To please, you must a hundred changes try ;

Sometimes be humble, then must soar on high.
Dryden, tr. of Boileau's Art of Poetry, iii. 579.

3. Lowly in feeling ; lacking self-esteem
;
hav-

ing a sense of insignificance, unworthiness,
dependence, or sinfulness ; meek ; penitent.
God resisteth the proud, and giveth grace to the humble.

1 Pet. v. 5.

Show me thy humble heart, and not thy knee.

SAo*., Rich. II., it 8.

Prayer of bumble access. Seea<jc.=8yn. 2. Unas-

suming, unobtrusive, unostentatious.

humble3 (hum'bl or um'bl), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

'

humbled, ppr. humbling. [< ME. humblen, refl.
;

(.humble^, .] 1. To make lower; bringdown;
bow down.
The highest mountains may be humbled into valleys.

Hatewill, Apology.

The common executioner . . .

Falls not the axe upon the humbled neck,
But first begs pardon. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

2. To make lower in state or condition ; reduce
in power, possessions, esteem, etc. ; abase: as,
to humble one's foes; to humble the pride of a
rival.

Is it her nature, or is it her will,
To be so cruell to an humbled foe?

Spenser, Sonnets, xll.

Fortune not much of humbling me can boast ;

Though double tax'd, how little have I lost !

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 151.
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3. To make humble or lowly in feeling; bring
down the pride or vanity of; make meek and
submissive

;
humiliate : often used reflexively.

Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of

God, that he may exalt you. 1 Pet. v. 6.

They [the lords] humble themselves to the King, and
crave Pardon for that they had done, which they obtained.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 109.

= Syn. Debase, Degrade, etc. See abase.

humblebee (huin'bl-be), . [< ME. humbylbec,
hombulbe, E. dial, also hummobee; (AS. not

found) = D. hommelbij = Dan. humlcbi, humble-
bee

;
not directly compounded of humble1

, hum,
+ oee1

,
the simple noun "humble, a humble-

bee, being older (OHG.) ; ME. not found alone,
OSc. hummel, a drone, = OD. hommel (equiv.
to bommel = E. bumblebee), a humblebee. a
drone, a wasp, = OHG. humbal, MHG. humbel,
hummel, Or. hummel, humblebee, drone, = Dan.
humle = Sw. humla, humblebee. The mb in
OHG. humbal can hardly be the ordinary dis-
similation of mm as in humble1, v., humble2

,

humble3
, though the word cannot well be sep-

arated in its origin from the imitative base
hum1

. Cf. bumblebee.] Same as bumblebee.
Kill me a red-hipped humble-bee, on the top of a thistle.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

The young humble bee . . . breeds in long grass.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 70.

Burly, dozing humble-bee !

Where thou art is clime for me.
Emerson, The Humble-Bee.

humbleflcation (hum"- or um"bl-fi-ka'shon). n.

[Irreg. < humble3 + -fication.] Humility." [Lu-
dicrous and rare.]
The Prospectus . . . has about it a sort of unmanly

humbleficatwn, which is not sincere.

Southey, Letters (1809), IL 120.

humbleheadt, . [ME., < humble3 + -head: see

-hood.] Humble estate or condition. Chaucer.

humblelyt, adv. A Middle English form of

humbly.
humble-mouthed (hum'bl-moutht), a. Hum-
ble in speech.
You are meek, and humble-mouth'd.

Shak., Hen. VIII., il 4.

humbleness (hum'- or um'bl-nes), n. [< hum-
ble3 + -ness.] The state of being humble or

low; humility; meekness.
For my part, I am rather, with all subjected humble-

ness, to thank her excellencies. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Her dress . . .

Is homely fashioned to express
A wandering Pilgrim's humbleness.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, vii.

humble-pie (hum'bl-pi'), . [< humble-s, for

^^mble-s, orig. numble-s, q. v., + pie1.] A pie
made of the umbles or numbles (that is, the

heart, liver, kidneys, and entrails) of the deer.
To eat humble-pie, to submit tamely to insult or hu-

miliation ; apologize or humiliate one's self abjectly : in
allusion to the humble-pie, or pie made of the urables or
numbles of a deer, formerly, at hunting feasts, set before
the huntsman and his followers, but with further and now
exclusive allusion to the adjective humble.
" You drank too much wine last night, and disgraced

yourself, sir," the old soldier said. "You must get up
and eat humble-pie this morning, my boy."

Thackeray, Newcomes, xiv.

Your "You'll see nex' tune !

"
an' "Look out bumby !

"

Most oilers ends in eatin' umble-pie.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 61.

humble-plant (hum'bl-plant), n. Thecommon
sensitive-plant, Mimosa pudica.
humbler (hum'- or um'bler), n. One who or
that which humbles

;
one who reduces pride or

mortifies.

humbles (um'- or hum'blz), n. pi. An erro-
neous form of nmbles, originally numbles. See
humble-pie and numbles.

humblesset, n. [ME., also humblis; < OF. hum-
blece, humblesse, humility, < humble, humble :

see humble3.] Humbleness; humility; low obei-
sance. Chaucer.

Go, litille bill, with all humblis
Vnto my lady, of womanhede the flonre,
And saie hire howe [a] newe Troiles lithe In distrej
All onely for hire sake.

Political Poeme, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 44.

With faire fearefull humblesse towards him shee came.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 28.

humblessot, An obeisance : a jocular form
of humblesse. Davies.

He kissed his hands thrice and made as many humbles-
KO ere he would finger it.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 172).

humbling^ (hum'bling), n. [< ME. humbeling,
humbling, verbal n. of humbelen, humblen, hum,
humble : see humble1

.] A humming.
Lyke the last humblynge

After the clappe of a thundring.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1039.
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humbling2t (hum'- or um'bliug), n. [Verbal n.
of humble3

, v.] Humiliation.
I like these tears well, and this humbling also.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

humblingly (hum'- or um'bling-li), adv. In a
humbling or humiliating manner.
humbly (hum'- or um'bli), adv. [< ME. hum-
bliche, humeliche, humblely; < humble3 + -ly

2
.]

In a humble manner
;
with modest submissive-

ness
;
with humility.
A warrior, with his shield of pride
Cleaving humbly to his side,
And hands in resignation prest,
I 'ul HI to palm, on his tranquil breast.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, i.

Humboldt blue. Same as spirit-blue.
humboldtilite (hum'bol-ti-lit), n. [Irreg. <
Humboldt (Baron Alexander von Humboldt
(1769-1859), the German naturalist) + -lite. <
Gr. Was, stone.] A variety of melilite

;
a sili-

cate of aluminium and iron, belonging to the
vesuvianite group.
humboldtine (hum'bol-tin), n. [< Humboldt +
-ine2.] A native oxalate of the protoxid of iron.

humboldtite (hum'bol-tlt), . [< Humboldt +
-tie3.] Same as datolite : a name given by LeVy
to crystals from Tyrol, on the supposition that

they differed from ordinary datolite in form.

humbug (hum 'bug), n. [First in use about

1735-40, as a piece of fashionable slang, with
exactly its present sense : but Dean Milles de-
fines it (about 1760) as "a false alarm, a bug-
bear," appar. a more orig. sense; < hum2

,
a

dial, and slang term, delude, impose on, cajole,+ bug1
,
a specter, goblin (see hum2 and bug1

) ;

but, as in other slang terms, little regard was
paid to the elements of which it is formally
composed. The use of humbug in ref . to a per-
son is more recent

; cf. fraud, similarly used
in colloquial speech.] 1. A trick; an impo-
sition, especially an imposition perpetrated un-
der fair and honorable pretenses; a hoax.

There is a word very much in vogue with the people
of taste and fashion, which, though it has not even the

-his peace will pro
humbug upon the nation. These theatrical managers
humbug the town damnably I" Humbug is neither an
English word, nor a derivative from any other language.
It is indeed a blackguard sound, made use of by most
people of distinction ! It is a fine make-weight in con-
versation, and some great men deceive themselves so
egregiously as to think they mean something by it 1

The Student (1751X II. 41. (Toad.)

I remember the origin of that word humbug, which has
reigned in high vogue for several years, but I hope this
will not prove another humbug.

British Mag., April, 1763, p. 642.

The great and illustrious humbug of ancient history
was The Eleusinian Mysteries.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

2. A spirit of deception or imposition ;
false-

ness; hollowness; pretense; sham: as, there is

a great deal of humbug about him. 3. An im-

postor; a cheat; a deceitful fellow; a person
given to cajolery, flattery, or specious stories.

In reading it [
" Gammer Gnrton's Needle "] one feels that

he is at least a man among men, and not a humbug among
humbugs. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 164.

4. A form of nippers for grasping the cartilage
of the nose in refractory cattle. E. H. Knight.

5. A kind of candy. See the extract. [Prov.
Eng.]
He had provided himself with a paper of humbugs for

the child humbugs being the North-country term for
certain lumps of toffy, well flavored with peppermint

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xliii.

humbug (hum 'bug), t'.j pret. and pp. hum-
bugged, ppr. humbugging. [< humbug, n.] I.
trans. To deceive by a false pretense; impose
upon ; cajole ; hoax.

With other flue things,
Such as Kings say to Kings

When each tries to humbug his dear Royal Brother, in
Hopes by such "gammon

"
to take one another in.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 800.

II. intrans. To practise deceit or trickery.
'Twixt nations and parties, and state politicians,

Prim shop-keepers, jobbers, smooth lawyers, physicians ;

Of worth and of wisdom the trial and test
Is mark ye, my friends ! who shall humbug the best.

Brookes, Epilogue on Humbugging.

humbugable (hum'bug-a-bl), a. [< humbug, v.,+ -able.] Capable of being humbugged; gul-
lible. [Bare.]

My charity does not extend so far as to believe that any
reasonable man (humbuggable as the animal

is) can have
been so humbugged. Southey, Letters (1826), III. 488.

humbugger (hum'bug-er), n. One who hum-
bugs.

humectation

humbuggery (hum'bug-er-i), M. |_< humbug +
-ery.~\ TChe practice of humbug; false pretense ;

imposition.
humbuzz (hum'buz), . [< hum + buzz.] 1. A
cockchafer, Melolonthn nilijaris. [Prov. Eng.]

2. A thin piece of wood with a notched edge,
which, being swung round swiftly on a string,
gives a humming or buzzing sound; a bull-
roarer. [Prov. Eng.]
hum-cup (hum'kup), n. Strong ale. [Prov.
Eng.]
Tis a barrel then of hum-cup which we call the black ram.

Sussex Sheepshearing Song, quoted by Bickerdyke.

humdrum (hum'drum), a. and n. [In form a
compound of hum 1 and drum 1

, perhaps orig.
drone1

, being thus in effect a redupl. of hum*,
1. e.

'

humming,' droning, monotonous.] I. a.

Dull; commonplace; homely; tedious.

Shall we, quoth she, stand still hum-drum,
And see stout bruin, all alone,
By numbers basely overthrown ?

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ill. 112.

Yet am I by no means certain that she would take me
with the impediment of our friends' consent; a regular
humdrum wedding, and the reversion of a good fortune
on my side. Sheridan, The Rivals, U. 1.

Every one knows that at the age of fifty a plodding, hum -

drum, methodical printer [Richardson] . . . prpved him-
self an original genius. (Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 45.

H. n. 1. A droning tone of voice; monoto-
nous or tedious talk.

I am frequently forced to go to my harpsichord to keep
me awake, and to silence his humdrum.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 191.

2. Monotony; tediousness; ennui.
There is as regards the more definite constituents of

the field of consciousness a close resemblance between
natural sleepiness and the state of monotonous humdrum
we call tedium or ennui. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 71.

3f. A dull, tedious fellow
;
a bore.

I scorn it, I, so I do, to be a consort for every hum-drum.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, L 1.

4. A small, low three-wheeled cart, drawn usu-

ally by one horse. [Prov. Eng.]
humdrum (hum'drum), v. i. pret. and pp. hum-
drummed, ppr. huindrumming. [< humdrum, a.]
To pass the time in a dull manner.
humdudgeon (hum'duj-on), . [< hum1 +
dudgeon2.] A complaint or outcry without suf-
ficient reason. [Scotch.]

I would never be making a humdudgeon about a scart
on the pow. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiii.

humectt (hu-mekf), r. t. [< F. humecter = Pr.

Sp. Pg. numectar = It. umettare, < L. humectare,
correctly umectare, moisten, wet, < humectus,
correctly umectus, of a moist nature, moist,
damp, < humere, correctly umere, be moist : see

humid.] To moisten; wet; water. [Rare.]
Galen wyll not permytte that pure wyne, without alaye

of water, shulde in any wise be gyuen to chyldren, for as
much as it humecteth the body, or maketh it moyster and
hotter than is conueniente.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 11.

humectantt (hu-mek'tant), a. and n. [= F.
humectant= Sp. Pg. humectante= It. umettante,
< L. humectan(t-)s, umectan(t-)s, ppr. of humec-
tare, umectare, moisten: see humect.'] I. a.

Moistening; diluent.

Fumes and odours, passing so easily through the air, will
very naturally insinuate into their vehicles also ; which
fumes, il they be grosser and humectant, may raise that di-
versification of touch which we mortals call tasting ; If

more subtile and dry, that which we call smelling.
Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, Hi. 4.

II. n. A substance regarded as tending to
increase the fluidity of the blood,
humectatet (hu-mek'tat), v. t. [< L. humecttt-

tus, umectatus, pp. of humectare, umectare, mois-
ten: see humect.] Same as humect.
Native Lucca olives afford [an oyl[ fit to allay the tart-

ness of vinegar and other acids, yet gently to warm and
humectate where it passes. Evelyn, Acetaria.

humectation (hu-mek-ta'shon), n. [= F. hu-
mectation = Pr. humectacio ="Sp. humeetacion=
Pg. humectacSo = It. umettazione, < LL. humec-
tatio(n-), nmectatio(n-), < L. humectare, umectare,
moisten: see humect.] 1. The act of moisten-
ing, wetting, or watering.
A garden that is watered with short and sudden showers

is more uncertain in its fruits and beauties than if a rivu-
let waters it with a perpetual distilling and constant hu-
mectation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 67.

He would sometimes say
"
Drink, my children ; health

consists in the suppleness and humectation of the parts ;

drink water in great abundance ; it is an universal men-
struum that dissolves all kinds of salt."

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, a 8.

2. In med.: (a) The preparing of a medicine
by steeping it for a time in water, in order to
soften and moisten it, to cleanse it, to prevent
its subtile parts from being dissipated in grind-
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ing, or the like. (b) The application of mois-

tening remedies.

humectivet (hu-mek'tiv), a. [< humect + 4ve.~]

Having the power to moisten.

humefy (hu'me-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Immefied,

ppr. ItHincJ'ijiity. [< L. fmmefacere, umefacere,
make moist, < httmere, umerc, be moist, + fa-
cere, make: see -fy.] To make moist; soften
with water. QwHm/Uk.
humeral (hu'me-ral), a. andn. [= F. humeral
= Sp. Pg. humeral = It. umerale, < NL. humc-
ralis; cf. neut. LL. humemle, a covering for the

shoulders, < L. humerus, umerus, the shoulder:
see humerus.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the
humerus. 2. Of or pertaining to the upper
arm or the shoulder. 3. In cntom., pertain-
ing to, or situated on or near, a humerus or ante-
rior corner of the thorax or wing-cover Hume-
ral angle, in entom. : (a) The exterior front angle of the
thoraxorpronotum. (It) The exteriorangle of a beetle's ely-
I mm i. adjoining the pronotum. (c) A bend in the anterior

margin of the wing, near the base, found in certain in-

secta. Humeral artery. Same as brachial artery (which
see, under brachial). Humeral callosities, dilated

spaces on the front angles of the thorax, seen in many
Diptera, formed by a coalescence of parts of the pro-
thorax with the metathorax. Humeral cincture, in

ichth. See cincture. Humeral veil, in the Ram. Cath.
Cft. ,

a long narrow veil of silk, of the color of the ecclesi-
astical season, worn at solemn mass by the sub-deacon,
hanging from his neck and over his shoulders. He
covers his hands with it when he brings the paten from
the credence at the offertory, and while he holds the paten
elevated after the oblation of the unconsecrated chalice,
and until the end of the Lord's Prayer. See patener.

II. . 1. Same as amice1
,
2.

The priest put on the humeral, beset with precious
stones. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 115.

2. The second joint, counting from the base, of
the pedipalp of a spider. It is generally long
and rather slender.

humeri, . Plural of humerus.
humero-abdominal (hu'me-ro-ab-dom'i-nal),
a. Pertaining both to the humerus and to the

abdomen, or the upper arm and the belly.
hiimero-abdoininalis (hu"me-r6-ab-dom-i-na'-
lis), n. [NL .] A muscle of the hedgehog which
extends along the side of the abdomen, and con-
nects the humerus with the orbicularis panni-
culi, the action of which it assists.

humerocubital (hu'me-rd-ku'bi-tal), a. 1. In

anat., pertaining to the humerus and to the cu-
bit or ulna, as a muscle which arises from one
and is inserted into the other of these bones.
2. In ichth., relating to the confluent so-called

humerus, ulna, and radius exemplified in silu-

roid fishes
;
of or belonging to the coracoid or

paraglenal. Giinther.

humerodigital (hu"me-r6-dij'i-tal), a. Per-

taining to the humerus and a finger; arising
from the humerus and inserted into a finger or
into the digits collectively, as a muscle.
humerodorsal (hu'me-ro-dor'sal), a. Pertain-

ing to the humerus and the back.
humerodorsalis (hu'me-ro-dor-sa'lis), n.

[NL.] A muscle of the hedgehog arising from
the humerus near the ori-

gin of the humero-abdomi-
nalis, passing through the

axilla, and expanding upon
the integument of the back
and upon the orbicularis

pannieuli, the action of
which it assists.

humerometacarpal (hu*-
me-ro-met-a-kar'pal), a.

Pertaining to the huinerus
and the metacarpus; arising
from the humerus and in-

serted into the metacarpus,
as a muscle.
burneroradial (hu^me-ro-
ra'di-al), a. Pertaining to

the humerus and the radius,
or the upper arm and the
forearm: specifically ap-
plied to the ratio of length
between these parts.
A long forearm (humero-radial

index 80).
W. B. Flower, Pop. Sci. Mo.,

[XXVIII. 316.

humerus (hu'me-rus), .; pi.
humeri (-ri). [= F. humerus
= Sp. humero = Pg. humero
= It. umero, omero, <. L. hu-

merus, a common but incor-
rect spelling of umerus, the

shoulder, prop, the upper
bone of the arm

;
= Gr. //{ ,

the shoulder, = Goth, amsa,

Front View of Right Hu-
man Humerus.

t>, bicipital groove ; cf,
coronoid fossa ; ec, ejtter-

nalcondyle.orepicondyle;
gt, greater tuberosity, or
trocniter ; fi, head ; ic,
internal condyle, or epi-
trochlea; Ih, capitellum,
for articulation with ra-
dius ; It, lesser tuberosity.
or trochin ; /, trochlea, for
articulation with ulna.
Between h and g-t or // is

the anatomical neck ofthe
bone ; a little below b is

the surgical neck of the
bone.
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the shoulder, = Skt. ansa, the shoulder.] 1.

In anat. : (a) The bone of the upper arm, ex-

tending from the shoulder-joint to the elbow-

joint. In all the higher vertebrates it is a single bone,
usually of much greater length than thickness, and more
or less cylindrical, but in a few cases short and stout and
very irregular. It articulates above with the scapula, or

scapula and coracoid, by a convex head ; below by its con-

dyles with the bones of the forearm. It is remarkably
slender and cylindrical in man, and still more so in bats.
See cut under epicundyle. (ft) The proscapula of
fishes : so called by Cuvier and his followers,

(c) The mesocoracoid of fishes: so designated
by Owen and others. (<Jf) The shoulder or up-
per arm and associated parts. 2. In entom.:

(a) The femur of the fore leg; the brachium.

Kirby and Spence. (b) The subcostal or sub-

marginal vein of the fore wing of certain hy-
menopters. Walker, (c) The front corner of the
thoracic region seen from above

; the shoulder :

this may be the prothorax, as in Coleoptcra, or
the mesothorax, as in Diptera. Anconeal fossa
of the humerus. See anconeal.

humet, humette 1 (hu-mef), . [Origin ob-

scure.] In her., a fesse or bar couped or cut off

short at each end, and so forming a simple rec-

tangle with its longer sides horizontal.

humet6. humett6, humettee (hu-me-ta', -te'),
a. In her., couped at each end or arm, BO that
the extremities do not reach the sides of the es-

cutcheon: applied to the chevron, fesse, cross,
and the like.

humette2 (hu-mef), . A cap of fence worn
by archers and other infantry soldiers in the
fifteenth century.
humgrumn (hum'gruf-in), n. [A made word,
based on hunfl-, v. '.,

+ gruffi, mixed with grif-

fin.] A terrible or repulsive person. [Humor-
ous.]
All shrunk from the glance of that keen-flashing eye,
Save one horrid Humgruffin, who seem'd by his talk,
And the airs he assumed, to be cock of the walk.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 198.

humhum (hum'hum), . [E. Ind.] A kind of

plain, coarse Indian cloth, made of cotton.

Humian(hu'mi-an),a. Of orpertaining toDavid
Hume (1711-76)J a Scottish philosopher and his-

torian, or to his philosophy or writings. Hume
carried sensationalism and individualism to their extreme
consequences, resulting in philosophical skepticism. The
study of Hume roused Kant to the production of his "Cri-

tique of the Pure Keason," which is largely a refutation of
Hume's skepticism.

The principal effort of the Humian school has been to

abrogate relations not only from the sphere of reality, but
from the sphere of consciousness. W. James, Mind, IX. 4.

The Humian theory was believed to lead inevitably to

scepticism and infidelity. Eneyc. Brit., IV. 387.

humic (hu'mik), a. [< humus + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to or derived from mold (humus) Humic
acid, an acid found in humus, or formed from it by boiling
with an alkali. Its salts are called humates.

humicubationt (hu*mi-ku-ba'shon), . [< L.

humus, the ground, humi, on the ground, T cu-

batio(n-), a lying down, < cubare, lie down.] A
lying on the ground ; penitential prostration.

Fasting and sackcloth, and ashes and tears, and humicu-
bations, used to be companions of repentance.

Abp. Bramhall.

Lents, Embers, Vigils, Groans, Humicubations.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 146.

humid (hu'mid), a. [< F. humide= Pr. humid=
Sp. humedo = Pg. humido = It. umido, < L. hu-

midiis, correctly umidus, moist, < humere, correct-

ly umerc, be moist, akin to uvens, moist, uvidus,
udm, moist: cf. Gr. vyp6f, moist (see hygro-),
Icel. vokr, moist, > E. dial, wokey, moist, ME.
wokien, be moist. Hence humor, etc.] Moist,
or accompanied with moisture

; containing, or
formed or effected by, water or vapor ;

wet or

watery; damp.
On which the sun more glad impress'd his beams
Than in fair evening cloud, or humid bow.

Milton, P. L., iv. 151.

Fearless of humid air and gathering rains,
Forth steps the man. Cowper, Task, L 212.

Humid process. See assaying. =Syn. Damp, Dank, etc.
See moist.

humidify (hu-mid'i-S), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hu-

midified, ppr. humidifying. [< humid + -i-fy.~\
To make humid. [Bare.]

Humidifying the air in mills. The Engineer, LXV. 353.

humidity (hu-mid'j-ti), n. [< ME. humidytee, <

OF. humidite, F. humidite= Pr. humiditat = Sp.
humididad (cf . Pg. humidade) = It, umiditA, < L.

humidita(t-)s, correctlv umidita(t-)s, moisture,
< umidus, moist: see humid.] 1. The state of

being humid; moisture; dampness; especially,
a moderate degree of wetness which is percep-
tible to the eye or touch.

humility
Til it be harde, unwattred must it be,
Lest alle the werk corrupte humyditee.

Palladim, Husbondrte (E. E. T. S.), p. 183.

O blessed breeding sun, draw from the curt li

Rotten humidity. Khak., 1. of A., iv. 3.

2. In meteor., the amount of aqueous vapor in

the atmosphere compared with that which is re-

quired to saturate it under the given condition
as to temperature: specifically called relative

humidity, it the atmosphere is completely saturated,
the humidity is expressed as 100 ; if perfectly dry, as 0. The
humidity varies widely in different places, and in the same
place at different times.

humidness (hu'mid-nes), n. Humidity.
humifuse (hu'mi-fus), a. [= F. humifuse, < L.

humus, the ground, humi, on the ground, + fu-
sus, pour or spread out, pp. of fundere, pour:
see fuse

1 and^bd3
.] In opt., spread over the

surface of the ground; procumbent: as, a hu-

mifuse plant.
humilet, a. [< L. humilis, low, humble : see hum-
ble3

,
the older form.] Lowly; humble.

humilet, *' t. [< hwnile, a. Cf . humiliate, hum-
bleS, t'.] To humble.

Davyd ought to humyle himselfe. Bp. Fisher.

humiliant (hu-mil'i-ant), a. [= F. humiliant
= Sp. humilldnte = Pg. humilhante = It. umili-

ante, < LL. humilian(t-)s, ppr. of humiliare, hu-
miliate : see humiliate.'] Humiliating. [Bare.]

The melancholy of huinilinnt thoughts.
Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

humiliate (hu-mil'i-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hu-

miliated, ppr. humiliating. [< LL. humiliatus,

pp. of humiliare ( > It. umiliare = Sp. humillar =
Pg. humilhar = Pr. humiliar, umiliar, omeliar =
F. humilier), abase, humble, < L. humilis, lowly,
humble : see humble3.'] To cause to be or ap-
pear lower or more humble

; depress ; especial-

ly, to abase in estimation; subject to shame or

disgrace ; mortify: as, to humiliate one's self by
a confession; to humiliate a boaster.

We stand humiliated rather than encouraged. Arnold.

= Syn. Debase, Degrade, etc. (see abase) ; mortify, shame,
put to shame, put down, dishonor,

humiliating (hu-mil' i-a-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of hu-

miliate, *.] Humbling; depressing or bating
pride; mortifying.
The citizens of Madrid have more than once besieged

their sovereign in his own palace, and extorted from him
the most humiliating concessions.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

This humiliating peace of Preaburg, by which Austria
lost 23,000 square miles of territory and almost 3,000,000 of

inhabitants, was a prelude to the complete overthrow of
the German empire.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. it, p. 401.

humiliation (hu-rnil-i-a'shon), n. [= F. humili-
ation = Pr. hutiiiliatio = Sp. humiliation = Pg.
humiliafSo = It. umiliazione, < LL. humilia-

tio(n-), < humiliare, humiliate: see humiliate.']
The act of humiliating or humbling, or the
state of being humiliated

; abasement
;
morti-

fication.

The former was an humiliation of Deity : the latter an
humiliation of manhood. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The miseries and humiliations of dependence . . . had
not broken the spirit of Machiavelli.

Jfacaulay, Machiavelli.

Note the humiliation he suffers from being looked down
upon as of no account amongst men.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 250.

humility (hu-mil'i-ti), n.
; pi. humilities (-tiz).

[< ME. humilite, <' OF. humilite, F. humilitd =
Pr. humilital, omilitat = Sp. humildad = Pg.
humildade = It. umilita, < L. humilita(t-)s, low-

ness, meanness, baseness, in LL. (eccl.) humil-

ity, < humilis, low, lowly, humble : see humble3 .']

1. The state or character of being humble;
freedom from pride and arrogance; lowliness
of mind; a low estimate of one's sell; self-

abasement.
The fear of the Lord is the instruction of wisdom ; and

before honour is humility. Prov. xv. 33.

Serving the Lord with all humility of mind, and with
many tears. Acts xx. 19.

Owe not thy humility unto humiliation from adversity.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., L 1*.

It is the mark of nobleness to volunteer the lowest ser-

vice, the greatest spirit only attaining to humility.
Emerson, Civilization.

2f. An act of submission.

With these humilities they satisfied the young king.
Sir J. Dames.

3. A name of several different tattlers or tota-

nine birds of the family Scolopacidce. (a) The
semipalmated tattler or willet, Symphemia semipalmata.
[Massachusetts.] (6) The greater yellowlegs, Totanus me-
lanuleucus. Audubon. [Maine.] (c) The Bartramian sand-

piper. Trmnbull. (Long Island, New York.] (d)
The

Hudsouian godwit, Limosa hcemaetica. [Local. U. S.)

=SjTL 1. Meekness, humbleness, lowliness, diffidence.



humin

humin (hii'min), n. [< humus + -in2.] A neu-
tral indifferent substance said by Mulder to

exist in black humus. It may also be prepared
from sugar or starch by the action of a mineral acid. Its

composition and properties have not as yet been fully in-

vestigated.
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They presently fetch'd In a brace of fat does,
With humming strong liquor likewise.

Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 221).

A glass of wine or humming beer,
The heart and spirit for to cheer.

Poor Robin (1735).

Humiria (hu-mir'i-ii), n. [NL., < houmiri, mm- humming-bird (hum'ing-berd), n. Abirdwhose

ri, umire, the native name in Guiana and Bra-

zil.] A genus of balsamiferous shrubs or trees,
of the natural order Humiriaeete, founded by
Aublet in 1775. It is characterized by having 20 sta-

mens, which are united by their base, and either all entire

and bearing 1 anther, or with B larger, S-cleft at the apex,
and bearing 3 anthers ; the disk is 10-lobed or 10-parted ;

the leaves are alternate, simple, entire or crenulate ;
and

the flowers are white and arranged in cymes. Thirteen

species are known, all natives of Guiana and Brazil. H.
balsamifera of Guiana is a tree 40 feet high, having a red-

dish wood used in house-building ; the bark when wound-
ed yields a reddish balsamic juice, which is burned as a

perfume when dry, and is also used in the preparation of

an ointment. H. Jloribunda of Brazil is a small tree called

umiri. Its bark is greatly esteemed by the Brazilians

as a perfume, and when wounded yields a delightfully

fragrant yellow balsam known as balsam of umiri,

Humiriaceas (hu-mir-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Humiria + -acece.] A small natural order of

dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, typified by
the genus Humiria. The species are, with one excep-
tion, tropical South American trees or shrubs, abounding
in a resinous juice. They are characterized by having
regular hermaphrodite flowers, with B small imbricate

sepals and 5 hypogynous deciduous petals, 10 or many
hypogynous mouadelphous stamens, and a 6-celled ovary.
The fruit is a drupe, with albuminous seed and orthotro-

pal embryo.
Humism (hu'mizm), n. [< Hume (see def.) +
-ism.] The philosophical doctrines of David
Hume. See Humian.

Yet Berkeley in certain passages verges toward Hu-
mism, as, for example, where he says :" The very existence

of ideas constitutes the soul. Mind is a congeries of per-

ceptions. Take away perceptions, and you take away
mind. Put the perceptions, and you put the mind."

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 86.

humite (hu'mit), n. [Named after Sir Abra-

wings, by their rapid vibration, make a hum-
ming sound ; any bird of the family Trochilidce.

Humming-birds are the most brilliant as well as the small-
est of birds, averaging under 3 inches in length, including
the bill, which is relatively long and slender, and usually
straight, but sometimes decurved or recurved. The tongue
is slender and extensile, and constructed like a double-
barreled tube ; it is used, like the haustellum of an in-

sect^ to suck the
sweets of flow-

ers. The birds,

however, also eat
insects. They
build a nest, gen-
erally like a lit-

tle cup, coated
outside with li-

chens, and lined
with gossamer,
plant-down, and
other delicate

in number, and
pure white. The
wingsarenarrow
and acute or fal-

cate, and so rap-
idly vibrated as
to become indis-

tinct to view ;

the flight is very

Humming-birds.
Upper figure, Trochihts colubrt's: lowerfigure,

Amazilia fuscicaudata.

and fitted only
for perching, not
for progression.
The tail is of

every shape, and
sometime? longer than the rest of the bird. A few of the

humming-birds are dull-colored, but most of them glitter
with the most exquisite hues of iridescent quality or me-
tallic luster, changing in different lights. Shining grass-

ham Hume.'] Originally, a mineral from Ve- green is the most frequent color, but many other tints are

om oll /.OTO*ol= ^.ll, tn found, as purple, Tiolet, steel-blue, golden green, crimson,
suvius, occurring in small crystals yellow to

brown in color, and belonging, as was believed,
to three types of crystalline form, it was re-

garded as identical with chondrodite. At present these
three varieties are accepted as distinct species or sub-

species, and are called humite, chondrodite, and clino-

humite. The name humite includes only the kind crys-

tallizing in the orthorhornbic system ;
the other two are

monoclinic, but differ in angles and planes. They have all

nearly the same chemical composition, being fluosilicates

of magnesium and iron. See chondrodite.

humlet, a* An obsolete form of humble^.

hummel (hum'el), v. and a. See humble^.

hummeler (hum'el-er), n. [< hummel + -er*-."]II II III IIIHir^l
^
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One who or that which humbles; specifically,
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pu_ __

and various shadesof fle'ry red, particularly about the head,
where many species are also ornamented with crests, ruffs,

and gorgets not less elegant in form than in color. All
the humming-birds are confined to America, extending
from Alaska to Patagonia, and they are especially numer-
ous between the tropics. The latest critical authority on
the subject describes 426 species, of 125 genera. About 16

genera are known to occur in the United States. The com-
monest of these, and the only one known east of the Mis-

sissippi, is the rubythroat, Trochilus colubris. The north-
ernmost is the rufous or Nootka Sound hummer, Selaspho-
rus rufus. The largest in the United States is Eugenes
fulgens, about 4 inches long. Amaziliafuscicaudata is a
rather large one. The giants among them all reach a

length, bill included, of about 7 inches. Also called hum-

instrument or machine for separating the

awns of barley from the seed,

hummeling-machine (hum'el-ing-ma-shen"),
. A machine for breaking off the awns of

barley. It consists of a vertical shaft provided with
several beaters at several different levels and revolving

Yet by some object every brain is stirr'd :

The dull may waken to a humming-bird.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 446.

Humming-bird bush, a small leguminous shrub, JEschy-
nomene Montevidensix, of SouthAmerica : so called because
the humming-birds are specially fond of visiting its flow-

ers. Humming-bird hawk-moth. See hawk-moth.

rapidly in a cylindrical case, so as to beat the grain as it hummock (hum'ok), n. [Also written hommock
falls. E. H. Knight.

hummer (hum'6r), . [< hum1 + -er1.] 1. One
who or that which hums.

Loved of bee the tawny hummer.
Emerson, To Ellen.

Denizens of water and marsh sent forth their voices, j erky
and out of accord with the united buzz of the hosts of field

and wood hummers. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 48.

2. One who or that which excels in any quality,

especially in general energy or speed. [Slang. ]

3. In ornitk., a humming-bird. Attic bummer.
See Atticl. Helmet hummer, any bird of the subgenus
Calypte.

hummie (hum'i), n. [Cf . hump, hummock.] A
small protuberance. See the quotation, and

>,., 2. Jamieson.

A growth on the back of the neck called a hummie,
the result of long friction, is needful to enable a man to

balance a plank [in discharging cargoes] with any degree
of comfort. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 486.

humming (hum'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hum1
, v.]

A sound like that made by bees; a low mur-

muring sound.

Good man, he's troubled with matter of more moment;
Hummings of higher nature vex his brains, sir.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2.

The musical accents of the Indians to us are but inar-

ticulate hummings. Glanville.

humming (hum'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of hum1
, v.]

1 . Resounding with hums.
And many a rose-carnation feed

With summer spice the humming air.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

2. Such as to bubble or froth much, or as to

cause a humming in the head: applied to strong
malt liquors.

and hammock; perhaps an assimilated form of

"humpocJc, dim. of hump (like hillock, dim. of

hill1); cf. LG. hiimpel, a little heap or mound:

seehump. Cf. hummie.] 1. A low elevation, hil-

lock, or knoll. The word was much used by the early

navigators to designate a rounded mass of laud seen in the
distance. It is now chiefly applied (o) to the protuber-
ances on the surface of a mass of rough ice, particularly
in high latitudes ; (b) to the hillocks or more or less solid

spots rising above the general level of a swamp or of

marshy land. Hummocks, or islets as they are sometimes

called, constitute a marked feature of the swamps and sa-

vannas of the southern Atlantic States, and are often cov-

ered with dense forest-growth.

Along a flat, level country, over delightful green savan-

nas, decorated with hammocks or islets of dark groves
consisting of Magnolia grandiflora.

Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, etc.

[(Lond., 1792), p. 219.

A hummock is a protuberance raised upon any plane of

ice above the common level. ... To hummocks, princi-

pally, the ice is indebted for its variety of fanciful shapes,
and its picturesque appearance.
Scoresby, Account of Arctic Regions (Edin., 1820), I. 226.

I have penetrated to those meadows on the morning of

many a first spring day, jumping from hummock to hum-

mock, from willow-root to willow-root.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 339.

2. (a) The form of the hand when the fingers
are joined and bent in an even line, or bunched
with the end of the thumb : as, to mak' a hum-
mock, (o) As much of any loose material as

can be taken up in the hand with the fingers
so bent: as, a hummock of meal. [Scotch.]
hummocked (hum'okt), a. [< hummock+ -ecft.]

Resembling a hummock; exhibiting or charac-

terized by hummocks.
The hills [of Iceland] are in long hummocked masses.

Miss Oswald,

humor

hummocky (hum'ok-i), a. [< hummock + -y
l

.~]

Abounding in or full of hummocks.
Ice ... so hummocky that sledging over it would be

impracticable. C. F. Hall, Polaris Expedition, p. 141.

hummum, n. See hammam.
humor, humour (hu'- or u'mor), . [< ME. hu-

mour, humor, in the old med. 'sense, also (after

L.) moisture, < OF. humor, later humeur, F. hu-

meur, moisture, sap, juice, wet, = Pr. humor,

umor, ymor= Sp. Pg. humor= It. umore, humor,
= D. humeur, temper, humor, disposition, hu-

mor, humor, sensibleness (of style), = G. humor,

humor, humor, moisture, humor, = Dan. Sw.

humor, humor, humor, humor, mood, temper
(partly < F., partly < L.), < L. humor (humor-),

correctly umor (umor-), moisture, < humere, cor-

rectly umere, be moist : see humid.] 1. Moist-

ure
;
an exhalation.

Lette diche it deep that humoure oute may leke.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 150.

Is it physical
To walk unbraced, and suck up the humours
Of the dank morning? Shak., J. C., ii. 1.

2. An animal fluid, whether natural or morbid;
now, especially, any of the thinner bodily fluids,

limpid, serous, or sanious, as the constituent

fluids or semi-fluids of the eye, or the watery
matter in some cutaneous eruptions. The four

cardinal humors of ancient physicians were the blood,
choler (yellow bile), phlegm, and melancholy (black bile),

regarded by them as determining, by their conditions and

proportions, a person's physical and mental qualities and

disposition. See temperament.

Mens bodies be not more full of ill human than com-
monlie n tens myndes ... be full of fansies, opinions, er-

rors, and faults. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 115.

Emil. Is he not jealous?
Des. Who, he? I think the sun, where he was born,

Drew all such humours from him. Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

Good Blood causeth good Humours.
Howell, Letters, il. 64.

Hence 3. One's special condition of mind or

quality of feeling; peculiarity of disposition,

permanent or temporary; mental state; mood:

as, a surly humor; a strange humor.

Therefore as one lackynge the quyche humure of deuo-

cion, I cannot long contynue in prayer.
Up. Fisher, The Seven Penitential Psalms, Ps. cxliii.

Page. Sir Hugh is there, is he?
Host. He is there : see what humour he is in.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 3.

The French Nation value themselves upon Civility, and
build and dress mostly for Figure : This Humour makes
the Curiosity of Strangers very easie and welcome to them.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 2.

Specifically (a) Disposition, especially a capricious dis-

position ;
freak ; whim ; vagary ; oddness of mood or man-

ners : in this sense very fashionable in the time of Shak-

spere.

Cob. What is that humour? some rare thing, I war-
rant. . . .

Cash. It is a gentleman-like monster, bred in the special

gallantry of our time, by affectation, and fed by folly.

J5. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

Give me leave to tell you that there is one Frailty, or ra-

ther ill-favoured Custom, that reigns in you, which weighs
much ; it is a Humour of swearing in all your Discourses.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

Not thinking my self very safe, indeed, under a Man
whose humours were so brutish and barbarous.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 518.

The ambiguity of the term [humour] has confounded it

with humour itself : they are, however, so far distinct, that

a humour that is, some absorbing singularity in a char-

acter may not necessarily be very humorous ; it may be

only absurd. /. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 241.

The village-folk, with all their humours quaint.
Whittier, The Countess.

(b) A facetious or jocular turn of mind, as in conversation ;

the disposition to find, or the faculty of finding, ludicrous

aspects or suggestions in common facts or notions.

To entertain an audience perpetually with humour is

to carry them from the conversation of gentlemen, and
treat them with the follies and extravagancies of Bedlam.

Dryden, Mock Astrologer, Pref.

The ancients, indeed, appear not to have possessed that
comic quality that we understand as humour, nor can I

discover a word which exactly corresponds with our term
humour in any language, ancient or modern.

/. D'lsraeli, Lit. Char., p. 434.

Humour ... is counted something genial and loving.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 249.

(c) In lit., witty, droll, or jocose imagination, conspicuous
in thought and expression, and tending to excite amuse-
ment ; that quality in composition which is characterized

by the predominance of the ludicrous or absurdly incon-

gruous in the choice or treatment of a theme : distinguish-
ed from wit, which implies superior subtlety and finer

thought. Humor in literature may be further distin-

guished by its humane and sympathetic quality, by force

of which it is often found blending the pathetic with the

ludicrous, and by the same stroke moving to tears and

laughter, in this respect improving upon the pure and
often cold intellectuality which is the essence of wit.

What an ornament and safeguard is humor! Far better

than wit for a poet and writer. It is a genius itself, and
so defends from the insanities. Emerson, Scott.



humor
The satire (of Chaucer] ... is genial with the broad

sunshine of humor, into which the victims walk forth with
a delightful unconcern. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 264.

In those admirable touches of tender humour and I

should call humour. Bob, a mixture ofloveandwit who
can equal this great genius |Dickens|?

Thackeray, Brown the Younger, i. 8.

Acrimony of the humors. See acrimony. Albugln-
eous, aqueous, crystalline, etc., humor. See the

adjectives. Good humor, a cheerful, tranquil, unruffled

temper or disposition. [Often written with a hyphen. ]

What then remains, but well our power to use.
And keep good-humour still, whate'er we lose ?

Pope, E. of the L., v. 30.

This portable quality of good humour seasons all the

parts and occurrences we meet with in such a manner
that there are no moments lost. Steele, Spectator, No. 100.

HI humor, disturbed temper ; a state of irritation ; cross-

ness; moroseness. [Often written with a hyphen.] Out
Of humor, displeased ; vexed ; cross.

As they are out qf humour with the World, so they must
in time be weary of such slavish and fruitless Devotion,
which is not attended with an active Life.

Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 20.

Vitreous humor. See vitreous. = Syn. 3. Vein, predi-
lection. 3. (a) Fancy, whimsey, crotchety fad. 3. (6) and
(c) Wit, Humor (see wit); pleasantry, jocoseness, facetious-

ness, Jocularity.

humor, humour (hu'- or u'mor). v. t. [< hu-

mor, n.] 1. To comply with the humor, fancy,
or disposition of; soothe by compliance; in-

dulge; gratify.
The king, struck with the beauty of the picture, and

thinking blood enough had been already shed upon reli-

gious scruples, was resolved to humour the spirit of per-
secution no farther, . . . and the picture was placed on
the altar of Atronsa Mariam.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 88.

We love variety more than any other nation
; and so

long as the audience will not be pleased without it, the

poet is obliged to humour them.
Dryden, Love Triumphant, Ded.

The boy indeed was, at the grandam's side,
Humour'd and truin'd, her trouble and her pride.

Crabbe, Works, V. 237.

2. To endeavor to comply with the peculiari-
ties or exigencies of; adapt one's self to

;
suit

or accommodate : as, to humor one's part or the

piece.
It is my part to Invent, and the musicians to humour

that invention. Dryden,
I thank you, good master, for this piece of merriment,

and this song, which was well humoured by the maker,
and well remembered by you.

T. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 114.

Not one of whom [Peter Stuyvesant's negroes] but al-

lowed himself to be taken in, and humored his old mas-
ter's jokes, as became a faithful and well-disciplined de-

pendant. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 483.

Syn. 1. Indulge, etc. See gratify.

humoral (hu'- or u'mor-al), a. [= F. humoral
= Sp. Pg. humoral = It. umorale, (. NL. humo-
ralis,( humor, humor: see humor, n.~] Inpathol.,
pertaining to or proceeding from the humors.

If a humoral tumour be made by any external cause, as

by a wound, bruise, &c., it is easily discerned.

Wiseman, Surgery, i. 2.

Humoral pathology, that bygone system or doctrine of
the nature of diseases which attributed all morbid phe-
nomena to a disordered condition of the humors,

humoralism (hu'- or u'mor-al-izm), n. [< hu-
moral + -ism.'] 1. The state of being humor-
al. 2. The doctrine that diseases have their
seat in the humors of the body,
humoralist (hu'- or u'mor-al-ist), n. [< hu-
moral + -ist.~] One who favors the humoral
pathology.
humored, humoured (hu'- or u'mord), p. a.

1. Having or manifesting a humor or disposi-
tion of a certain kind : used in composition : as,
a gooft-humored man ; you are very itt-humored

to-day. 2f. Governed by humor; capricious;
humorous.

I know you are a woman, and so hunwur'd.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 2.

humoresque (hu- or u-mor-esk'), . [= G. Dan.
humoreske; as humor (' -esque.] A musical
composition of humorous or capricious charac-

ter; a caprice. [Recent.]
Orieg calls them Humore/tques, and invests them with

a beautiful humor of a sturdy and rollicking sort.
Musical Record, April, 1888, p. 10.

humoric (hu'- or u'mor-ik), a. [< humor +
-ic.] Pertaining to humor or humors. Imp.
Diet.

humorific (hu- or u-mo-rif'ik), a. [< L. humor,
humor, + facere, make.] Producing humor.
Coleridge. [Bare.]
humorism (hu'- or u'mor-izm), . [= F. hu-
morisme (def. 1); as humor + -ism.~\ 1. An old
medical theory founded on the part which the
humors were supposed to play in the production
of disease; Galenism. 2. The manner or dis-

position of a humorist.
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humorist (hu'- or u'mor-ist), n. [= F. humo-
riste (def. 1); as humor + -ist.] If. One who
attributes all diseases to a depraved state of
the humors; a humoralist. 2. A person who
acte according to his humor; one easily moved
by fancy, whim, or caprice ;

a person of eccen-
tric conduct or uncertain temper.

Mit. A humourist, too?
Cor. As humourous as quicksilver ; do but observe him.

/'. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

The notion of a humorist is one that is greatly pleased
or greatly displeased with little things ; his actions seldom
directed by the reason and nature of things. Watts.

He has not the least idea of cheerfulness in conversation ;

is a humorist, very supercilious, and wrapt up in admira-
tion of his own country.

B. WalpoU, To Grey, Jan. 26, 1766.

8. A person who possesses the faculty of hu-

mor; one who entertains by the exercise of a
comical fancy; a humorous talker, writer, or
actor ; a wag ;

a droll.

Now, gentlemen, I go
To turn an actor and a humourist,
Where, ere I do resume my present person,
We hope to make the circles of your eyes
Flow with distilled laughter.

/>'. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Int.

His standpoint In regard to most matters was that of
the sympathetic humorist, who would be glad to have the
victim of circumstances laugh with him, but was not too
much vexed when the victim could not

The Century, XXX. 250.

humoristic (hu- or u-mo-ris'tik), a. I. Per-

taining or relating to medical humorism : as,
the humoristic theory; humoristic remedies.
2. Pertaining to or like a humorist

; character-
istic of a humorist or of humorists.
He [Cervantes] has also more or less directly given im-

pulse and direction to all humoristic literature since his
time. Lotcell, Don Quixote.
But both Sonthey and the anonymous poet curiously

misconceived the hurnoristic touch of Lamb.
Harper's Mag., T.YX 317.

humorize (hu'- or u'mor-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp.
humorized, ppr. humorizing. [< humor + -ize.]

If. To fall in with the humor of a person or

thing; agree; harmonize.
His clothes due sympathize,

And with his inward spirit humorize.

Marston, Satires, ill.

2. To be humorous ; make odd or humorous re-
marks or reflections; regard things from a hu-
morous or facetious point of view. [Rare.]
He had a little "mental twist" which caused him to

moralize and humorize over life in a fashion quite his
own. Art Slag., March, 1884.

humorless, humourless (hu'- or u'mqr-les), a.

[<ftmor + -tess.] Without humor; sober; dull.

One of these humorless sublime Utopias is Comte's in-
stitution of spiritual marriage. N. A. Rev., ('XX. 279.

humorology (hu- or u-mpr-ol'o-ji), n. [< humor
+ -ology, q. v.] The study or science of humor.
Davies. [Rare.]
Oh men ignorant of humorology ! more ignorant of psy-

chology ! and most ignorant of Pantagruelism !

Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xiii.

humorous (hu'- or u'mor-us), a. [= OF. humo-
reux. = Pr. humoros = Sp. humoroso = It. umo-
roso, humorous, < LL. humorosus, correctly umo-
rosus, only in lit. sense moist, < L. humor, umor,
moisture: see humor, n.~\ If. Moist; humid.

Come, he hath hid himself among these trees,
To be consorted with the humnroua night.

Shak., K, and J., 11. 1.

The humorous fogs deprive us of his light.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, L 47.

2. Prone to be moved by humor or caprice;
whimsical; crotchety.

Why should the humorous boy forsake the chase?
Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv. 1.

Thou Fortune's champion, that dost never fight
But when her humorous ladyship is by.

SAa*., K. John, iii. 1.

3. Characterized by or full of humor; exciting
laughter; comical; diverting; funny: as, a hu-
morous story or author.

The Prince . . . with another humorous ruth remark d
The lusty mowers labouring dinnerless.

Tennyson, Geraint

This very seriousness is often the outward sign of that
humorous quality of the mind which delights in finding an
element of identity in things seemingly the most incon-

gruous, and then again in forcing an incongruity upon
things identical. Louxll, Biglow Papers, Int.

It is related of Sheridan that, being found in the streets
in the early hour of the morning thoroughly drunk, a
watchman asked him his name, on which with humorous
malice he stammered out " Wilberforce."

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 377.

=8yn. 3. Facetious, Jocose, witty, droll.

humorously (hu'- or u'mor-us-li), adv. In a
humorous manner, (a) Capriciously ; whimsically.

humpback
We resolve by halves, . . . rashly, ... or humorously.

Calamy.
(b) With humor ; pleasantly ; jocosely.

When a thing is humourously described, our burst of

laughter proceeds from a very different cause ; we compare
the absurdity of the character represented with our own,
and triumph in conscious superiority.

Goldsmith, Polite Learning, xi.

humorousness (hu'- or u'mor-us-nes), n. It.

Peevishness; petulance; mobdiness. 2. The
state or quality of being humorous, (a) Fickle-
ness ; capriciousness. (t>) Oddness of conceit

; jocularity.

humorsome.humoursome (hu'- oru'mor-sum),
a. [< humor + -some.'} 1. Influenced by the
humor of the moment; moody; capricious; pee-
vish ; petulant.
The divine way of working is not parti-colour or humour-

some, but uniform, and consonant to the laws of exactest
wisdome. Glanrille, Pre-existence of Souls, ii.

He has chosen his place of residence rather to obey the
direction of an old humoureome father than in pursuit of
his own inclinations. Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

I know him to be light, and vain, and humoursome.
Lamb, New Year's Eve.

2. Adapted to excite laughter; odd; humorous.
Our science cannot be much improved by masquerades,

where the wit of both sexes is altogether taken up in con-
tinning singular and humorsome disguises. Swift.

humorsomely, humoursomely (hu'- or u'mor-
sum-li), adv. In a humorsome manner; capri-
ciously; whimsically; oddly; humorously.
The difference being only this : that this waa a thing in-

telligible, but humouraomely expressed, whereas the other
seems to be perfect nonsense.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 107.

humorsomeness, humoursomeness (hu'- or

u'mor-sum-nes), . The state or quality of be-

ing humorsome, capricious, or odd.
I never blame a lady for her httmorsomeness so much as

... I blame her mother.
RifharilmiH. Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 26.

humour, humoured, etc. See humor, etc.

humous (hu'mus), a. [< humus + -ous.~\ Per-

taining to or derived from humus or mold.

hump (hump), n. [Not in ME.
; prob. of LG.

origin; cf. D. homp, a hump, lump, = LG.
hump, heap, hill, stump (Mahn), dim. humpel,
a little heap or mound; perhaps a nasalized
form of the root (*hup) of heap, q. v. Cf. Gr.

xv0of, a hump, Kvjiuua, a hunch on the back,
KvQjvurof, humpbacked, Lith. kumpas, hunch-
backed, Skt. kubja, humpbacked. Cf . hummock,
hummie.] A protuberance ;

a swelling.
Here upon this hump of granite
Sit with me a quiet while. ./. S. Blackie.

Especially (a) A hunch or protuberance on the back,
caused by an abnormal curvature of the spine, or by natu-
ral growth: as, a man with a hump; a camel with two
humps; the hump on the back of a whale. (b) In entom..
a projection on the back of a larva, formed by an upward
enlargement of a whole segment, which Is then said to be
humped. Projections of this kind are very common in the
larva; of the Lepidoptera.

hump (hump), v. [< hump, n."] I. trans. 1.
To bend or hunch so as to form a hump, as
the back in some kinds of labor, like that of a
miner or ditcher, or as cattle in cold or stormy
weather.
The ponies did not seem to mind the cold much, but the

cattle were very uncomfortable, standing humped up in
the bushes except for an hour or two at mid-day when
they ventured out to feed.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 110.

2. To prepare for a great effort
; gather (one's

self) together; hurry; exert (one's self): as,

hump yourself now. [Slang, U. S.]
Col. Burns said, "Now you all watch that critter hump

himself." Philadelphia Times, Aug. 15, 1888.

3. To huff; vex. [Slang.]
In serving me, this rascal of a Frederic has broken a cap,

true Japan, upon my honor the rogue does nothing else.

Yesterday, for instance, did he not hump me prodigious-
ly, by letting fall a goblet, after Cellini, uf which the carv-

ing alone cost me three hundred francs?

Thackeray, Paris Sketch-Book, On some Fashionable
[French Novels.

4. In cutlery, to round off, as scissors.

The humping or rounding of scissors.

Encyc. Brit., VL 784.

II. intrans. To use great exertion; put forth
effort. [Slang, U. S.]

I spent my evening flitting from one to the other [the-
ater], and got my money's worth out of the hackraan, as
I made him hump. Philadelphia Times, Jan. 10, 1886.

humpback (hump'bak), n. 1. A crooked or
hunched back.

The . . . chief of the family was born with an hump-
back and a very high nose. Tatter.

2. One who has a crooked back
;
a hunchback.

It was certainly more agreeable to have an ill-natured

humpback as a companion than to stand looking out of the
study-window. George Eliot, Hill on the Floss, ii. 3.



humpback
3. A humpbacked whale of the genus 3ffnap-
tern. 4. In iclttli., a salmon of the genus Onco-

rliynrlmx, (). gorbusclia , more fully called ]nu/>-
bncked minion. Sec salmon Humpback butter-
fish. See butter-fish, 1 (i).

humpbacked (hump'bakt ), a. Having a crook-
ed back; Jiunched.

I could not for my heart forbear pitying the poor hump-
backed gentleman. Attdixnn, Spectator, No. 551).

The h utupttack'd willow ; half stands up
And bristles; half has fall'n and made a bridge.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

humped (humpt), . [< hump + -((I2
.'] Hav-

ing a hump or protuberance.
A straight-shouldered man as one would desire to see,

but a little unfortunate in a humped back.

Ouardian, No. 102.

The humped cattle were domesticated, as may be seen
on the Egyptian monuments, at least as early as the twelfth

dynasty, that is 2100 H. c.

Danrin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 82.

In spite of its well-to-do comparative modernness, its

red bricks set in wide spaces of gray, its gables and humped
roof are picturesque enough to please any artistic mind.

Art Age, IV. 40.

humph (humf ), IH terj. [A stronger form of hum 2
,

li'in, hem 2
.'] An exclamation uttered in the

manner of a grunt, and expressive of disbelief,
doubt, or dissatisfaction.

humph (humf), v. i. [< humph, intciy.] To ut-
ter the syllable humph, as in dissatisfaction;
mutter; grumble.
Humphing and considering over a particular paragraph.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xlv.

humpless (hump'les), a. [< hump + -less.]
Without a hump.
The European breeds of humpless cattle are numerous.

Darvnn, Var. ol Animals and Plants, p. 83.

humpty (hump'ti), a. [<.humped(humpt) + -yl.~]

Humped; hunchbacked. [Prov. Eng.]
humpty-dumpty (hump'ti-dump'ti), a. and H.

[< humpty + dumpy2 ,
the latter element made to

rime with the former.] I. a. Short and broad.
Hence the name "

Humpty-Dumpty
" in "Mo-

ther Goose," personifying an egg.
II. . A favorite Gipsy beverage, consisting

of ale boiled with brandy.
humpy1

(hum'pi), a. [< hump + -yl.~\ Full of

humps ; marked by protuberances.
Before the early grass starts in the spring, the emaciated

appearance of one of these little ponies in the far North-
west will sorely try the feelings of an equine philanthro-
pist, should he look along the humpy ribs and withered
quarters. The Century, XXXVII. 339.

humpy2 (hum'pi), n.
; pi. humpies (-piz). [Aus-

tralian.] A house
; a hut.

But the family loved It, and in spite of the fits of new
housebuilding which periodically attacked Mr. Gray, the
owner of the station, they continued to dwell in the fa-

miliar old bark humpy so full of happy memories.
A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 133.

humstrum (hum'strum), n. [< hum + strum;
the elements being vaguely used.] 1. A mu-
sical instrument out of tune or rudely construct-
ed ;

a hurdy-gurdy. [Prov. Eng.]
Bonnell Thornton had Just published a burlesque Ode

on St. Cecilia's Day, adapted to the antient British Mu-
sick; viz. the saltbox, the Jewsharp, the marrow-bones
and cleaver, the humstrum, or hurdygurdy, &c.

Boswell, Johnson (ed. 1791), I. 227.

2. Music poorly played.
humulin, humuline (hu'mu-lin), n. [<Humi<-
lus + -in 2

,
-ine2

."}
Same as lupulin.

Humulineae (hu-mu-lin'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Humulus (-lin-) + -ej.] 'A tribe of plants be-

longing to the natural order Urticacece, proposed
by Dumortier (1829), typified by the genus Hu-
mulus, the hop. This tribe is not retained by
recent botanists, the genus being placed in the
tribe Cannabinea;.

Humulus (hu'mu-lus), >*. [NL., < ML. humu-
lus, hummulus, also hiimulo, hiimolo, humlo (cf.
OF. houblon, hop); appar. of Teut. origin: see

hop2
; but according to another view, < L. hu-

mus, the ground, the plant creeping on the
ground if not supported.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous monochlamydeous plants, of the nat-
ural order Urticaccre and tribe Cannabinem.
They have dioecious flowers, the male in loose axillary
panicles, with 5 sepals and 6 erect stamens, the female in
short axillary and solitary spikes or catkins, with folia-
ceous imbricated bracts, each 2-flowered, in fruit forming
a sort of membranaceous strobile. The plants are twin-
ing rough perennials, with mostly opposite, heart-shaped,
and palmately 3- to 7-lobed leaves. Only two species are
known : H. In/minx, the common hop, widely cultivated,
and another, a native of China and Japan. One species,
H. palceolupulus, has been found In a fossil state in the
Pliocene formation at Meximicux in the department of
Ain, France. See cut under hop*.

humus (hu'mus), H. [L., the earth, the ground,
the soil, locative hiimi (= Gr. ^auai). on the
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ground, lo (ho ground: see Homo, rhthonir,

chameleon, etc. Hence humble, humility, etc.]

Vegetable mold. It is a dark-brown or black sub-

stance, varying greatly In composition, produced by the

decay of vegetable matter with a limited supply of air.

It includes the brown vegetable matter of soils generally,
as well as swamp-muck, peat* etc. Humus contains sev-

eral tolerably well-defined chemical compounds, includ-

ing ulniin and ulmic acid, and humin and humic acid, and
is an important factor in the fertility of soils. Also called

ycin.

humus-plant (hii'mus-plant), M. Same as sa-

Hun1
(hun), n. [AS. Hunnn and Hune = Icel.

Hunar = MHG. Hinne, etc.; < LL. Hitnni, LGr.

Qvwoi, also LL. Chunni, Chuni, LGr. Xovvwu, Xoi>-

voi, pi., LL. sing. "Hunnus, Chunus, repr. the
native name, identified, with some probability,
with that of the Heungnoo orHiongnu, a people
who, according to Chinese annals, constituted,
about the end of the 3d century B. c., apowerful
empire stretching from the Great Wall of China
to the Caspian. This would indicate that the
Huns belonged to the Turkish branch of the
Ural-Altaic race

;
in another view, they were

of the Finnic branch
;
but the name is not con-

nected, unless very remotely, with that of the

Hungarians (Magyars), also of Finnic origin.]
A member of an ancient Asiatic race of warlike

nomads, probably of the Mongolian or Tatar

stock, first appearing prominently in European
history about A. D. 375. In that year they crossed
the Volga and the Don. defeated the Goths, and drove
them beyond the Danube. In the reign of their king
Attila (about 434-454) they overran and ravaged the great-
er part of Europe, and compelled the Romans to pay trib-
ute. After the death of Attila their power was broken,
but their name continued to be applied in an indefinite

way during the middle ages. They are described as ugly
and savage, having dark complexions, small, deep-set black

eyes,
broad shoulders, flat noses, and no beard. Some au-

thorities suppose that they were identical with the Finnic
Bulgarians of later history.

The north by myriads pours her mighty sons,
Great nurse of Goths, of Alans, and of Huns !

Pope, Dunciad, Hi. 90.

White Huns, an ancient people, probably of the Turkish
race, who lived in central Asia. They were possibly an-
cestors of the Turkomans.
Hun2

(hun), n. [Partly another use of Hun 1
,

by an erroneous assumption of the identity of
the two peoples, and partly (in the U. S.) an
abbr. of Hungarian."] A Hungarian.

Where furious Frank and fiery Hun
Shout in their sulphurous canopy.

Campbell, Hohenlinden.

hunch (hunch), n. [Not found in early rec-

ords; an assibilated form of hunk1
, q. v.] 1.

A hump; a protuberance: as, the hunch of a
camel. 2. A thick piece; a hunk; a lump: as,
a hunch of cheese.

His wife brought out the cut loaf and a piece of Wilt-
shire cheese, and I took them in hand, gave Richard a
good hunch, and took another for myself. Cubbett.

3. [< hunch, r.] A push or jog with the fist or

elbow, or by a cow with the horn,
hunch (hunch), v. t. [< hunch, n. In def. 2,

prob. due in part to haunch, v.~\ I. To round
or thrust out or up in a protuberance ; crook,
as the back.

In a lake called Lyn Rathlyn, in Meireonethshire, is a

very singular variety of perch : the back is quite hunched,
and the lower part of the back bone, next the tail, strange-
ly distorted. Pennant, Brit. Zool. ,

The Common Perch.

Sometimes one of them got up and went to the desk, on
which he leaned his elbows, hunching a pair of sloping
shoulders to an uncollared neck.

H. James, Jr., The Century, XXXI. 91.

2. To push or thrust with the elbow or (as a
cow) with the horn; jog; hook.

Jack's friends began to hunch and push one another.

Arbuthnot, Hist John Bull.

hunchback (hunch 'bak), . [< hunch +
ftacfc1 .] A humpback; a humpbacked per-
son.

hunchbacked (hunch
'

bakt), a. Having a
hunched or crooked back.
That foul hunch-baclred toad. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

hundred (hun'dred), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also hundreth, 'dial, hunderd, < ME. hundred,
hunderd, hondred, honderd, hondert, also hun-
dreth, hundrith, < AS. hundred, rarely hundraith,
ONorth. hundrath (after Icel.) (= OS. hunda-
rod = OFries. hundred, hunderd, hondert = D.
honderd= MLG. hundert= MHG. hunterit, hun-

dert, G. hundert = Icel. hundradh = Sw. huu-
drade, hundra = Dan. hundrede), prop, a col-
lective noun, a hundred, lit. a ' count ' or tale
of a hundred, < AS. hund, a hundred, H- -red,
-i-a-d = Icel. -radh, also -rtedhr, in dtt-rtedhr,

80, ni-ra-dhr, 90, ti-ra;dhr, 100, tolf-ra-dhr, 120 (E.
as if "rintt t-red, "nine-red, "ten-red, "twelve-red).

hundred

connected with OS. rcdhitt = MLG. rede, ac-

count, = OHG. radio, redia, redea, reda, ac-

count, reckoning, tale, MHG. G. rede, speech,
account, = Dan. rede = Sw. reda, account, =
Goth, rathjo, number, reckoning: cf. L. rutin,

a reckoning, account, computation, relation,

proportion, reason: see ratio = ration = rea-

son, and rate1 . The more usual AS. term for

'hundred' was hund = OS. hand = OHG. hunt
= Goth, hund = W. cunt = Gael, dad = Olr.

cet, Ir. cead = Lith. ssimtas =Lett. situts =
OBulg. siito = Bulg. Serv. Bohem. Pol. Sor-
bian

?
Kuss. sto = L. centum (see cent, etc.) =

Gr. e-narov (see liecato-) = Skt. yata-m, a hun-

dred, prob. repr. a type "kanta, a reduced form
of "dakanta for OTig.*dakan-dakan-ta (cf. Goth.

taihun-taihund, taihun-tehund, a hundred, of
which hund may be regarded as an abbr. or
reduced form), i. e.

'

ten-ten-th', < "dakan : see
tenl and tenth. The same orig. elements, with-
out the suffix -d, -th, appear in OHG. zehanzo
= AS. tedn-tig, a hundred, E. as if "ten-ty, like

twen-ty, nine-ty, etc. The element hund-, repr.
'ten' or 'tenth,' occurs in AS. hund-seofontii/,

seventy, etc., hund-endlefontig, a hundred and
ten (E. as if "clerenty), hund-twelftig, a hundred
and twenty (E. as if *twelfty), appar. developed
by cumulation (hund- and -tigbeing ult. from the
same root, that of ten) from *huitd-seofon ,

i. e.

'ten-seven,' 'tenth seven,' etc.] I. n. 1. The
sum of ninety-nine and one, or of ten tens; the

product of ten multiplied by ten; a collection,

body, or sum consisting of ten times ten indi-

viduals or units; fivescore. In England hundreds
of 6 score, of 132, and of 124 formerly had also a limited
use. Similar usages existed in continental Europe. See

great hundred, below.

& thay chastysed, & charred, on chasyng that went ;

A hundreth of hunteres, as I haf herde telle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1143.

They sat down in ranks, by hundreds and by fifties.

Mark vL 40.

2. In early Teutonic hist., a territorial or admin-
istrative district; specifically, in southern and
central England, a division or subdivision of a

county (a corresponding division in northern

England being called a wapentake). in ancient

Germany the hundred also denoted, according to Tacitus,
a group of persons. The origin of the territorial hundred
is uncertain. Many consider it to be derived from bodies
each composed of a hundred warriors ; others find the ori-

gin in divisions of a hundred hides of land, groups of a
hundred families, etc. The division of hundred was intro-
duced into the colonies of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Mary-
land, and Delaware, and still exists in the last-named
State. These divisions in England were the basis for the
organization of the military service and for the adminis-
tration of fiscal matters ; each hundred had its hundred-
moot and ite hundred-court, with civil and criminal juris-
diction. In Maryland they served (or election districts.

The constable's wife
Of some odd hundred in Essex.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

As ten families of freeholders made up a town or tith-

ing, so ten tithings composed a superior division called a

hundred, as consisting of ten times ten families.

Blackstone, Com., Int., 4.

It is very probable, as already stated, that the colonists
of Britain arranged themselves in hundreds of warriors ;

it is not probable that they carved out the country into

equal districts. Sluulis, Const. Hist., 45.

Equally involved in obscurity is the beginning of the
hundred in Virginia, and the history of its various phases
is rather curious, not only because it was the first English
local division instituted in America, but, besides having
both a territorial and personal signification, it assumed dif-
ferent relations to the general government of the colony
at different periods.

Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, III. 143.

Chiltern Hundreds, a hilly district of Buckinghamshire,
England,which hasbelonged to the British crownfrom time
immemorial. To this district a nominal office is attached,
of which the holder is called the Steward of the Chiltern
Hundreds. As a member of the House of Commons not
in any respect disqualified cannot resign his seat

directly,
any member who wishes to resign may accomplish his ob-

ject by accepting the stewardship of the Chiltern Hun-
dreds, which, being held to be a place of honor and profit
under the crown, vacates the seat. This nominal place is

in the gift of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the re-

cipient usually resigns immediately after appointment.
Council of Five Hundred. See council. Great hun-
dred, lone hundred, in old reckoning, six score; 120.
It was legal for balks, deals, eggs, spars, stone, etc. "The
technical meaning attached by merchants to the word
hundred, associated with certain objects, was six score
a usage which is commemorated, though perhaps in too

sweeping and general a form, in the popular distich :

Five score of men, money, and pins,
Six score of all other things."

Peacock, Encyc. Metropolitana, I. 381.

Old Hundred, properly Old Hundredth, a celebrated
tune set in England about the middle of the sixteenth cen.

tury to Kethe's version of the 100th Psalm, and marked
" Old Hundredth

"
in Tate and Brady's new version in 1698,

as being retained from the old version. The earliest ex-
tant copy of the tune is in the Genevan psalter of 1554.
where it is set to Beza's version of the 134th Psalm ; bat



hundred
there is evidence that it was of earlier origin, and was
originally a popular tune set to words of a light, gay char-
acter.

II. n. [Strictly acollective noun; itisalways
preceded by a definitive, usually an article or

a numeral, and the following noun is, histori-

cally, a genitive partitive a hundred o/raen,
a hundred of dollars, etc.] One more than

ninety-nine; ten times ten: as, a hundred men;
two hundred dollars ; a hundred thousand times.
The Hundred Days, the closing period of the flrst

Emperor Napoleon's career in France in 1815, after his

escape from Elba. The reckonings of the time are vari-

ous, none amounting to exactly 100 days. The nearest is

that from .Mairh 13th, when Napoleon was joined by Key
with his army, to June 22(1, the date of his abdication after

the battle of Waterloo, making Inclusively 102 days ; but
the most exact reckoning is that of his actual second reign,

dating from his reentry into Paris, and making 95 days
(March 20th to June 22d).

hundredal (hun'dred-al), a. [< hundred + -al.]

Pertaining to or involving the organization of

a hundred. See hundred, n., 2.

The ancient towns in demesne of the crown either pos-
sessed a huntiredal jurisdiction at the time of the Con-

quest or obtained "sac and soo"by grant from the crown.
'ix, Const. Hist, ( 486.

hundred-court (hun'dred-kort), . In England,
a court held for the inhabitants of a hundred.

The constant recurrence of the number of twenty-four
In this connexion may possibly imply an early connexion
with the jury system, and the "

jurati" of the early com-
munes, which again must have been connected with the

system of the hundred court. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 48.

hundreder (hun'dred-er), n. [ < hundred + -er1 .]
1. An inhabitant or n freeholder in a hundred.

2. In Eng. law, a man who may be of a jury
in any controversy respecting land within the
hundred to which he belongs. 3. One having
the jurisdiction of a hundred; sometimes, the

bailiff of a hundred. Also hundredor, hundred-
man.

Hundredorg, aldermen, magistrates, Ac.

Spelt/tan, Anc. Government of England.

hundred-eyes (hnn'dred-iz),. The periwinkle,
Tinea major and V. minor.

hundredfold (hun'dred-fold), n. [< ME. hun-

dredfold, -fald, lwndrydfonM(P&. onlyhund-feald
and hundtedatig-fetild) = MHG. hiindertralt =
Icel. hundradhfaldr = Sw. hundrafalt = Dan.

hundredefold ; < hundred + -fold."] 1. A hun-
dred times as much. 2. The plant Galiuni

rerum : so called on account of its very numer-
ous flowers. [Eng.]

hundred-legs (hun'dred-legz), n. A centiped,
as distinguished from'a milleped or thousand-

legs. See cut under centiped.
hundredman (hun'dred-man), n.

; pi. hundred-
meii (-men). Same as hundreder, 3.

The term hundred in a legal sense is flrst met with in

England in the laws of King Edgar, 959-975. "A thief

shall be pursued. If there be present need, let it be made
known to the Hundredman, and let him make it known
to the Tithingman," Ac.

Quoted in X. and Q., 7th ser., III. 61.

hundredor, . Same as hundreder, 3.

hundred-penny (hun'dred-pen'i), . The hun-

dredfeh, or tax collected by the sheriff or lord

of a hundred. Itapalje and Lawrence.

hundredth (hun'dredth), a. and n. [< hundred
+ -tf(3. The AS. term was hundtctintigotha.]

I. . Next after the ninety-ninth: an ordinal

numeral.
II. n. The quotient of unity divided by one

hundred; one of a hundred equal parts of any-
thing: as, one hundredth (rAff) of a mile.

hundredweight (hun'dred-wat), n. In avoir-

dupois weight, a denomination of weight, usu-

ally denoted by out., containing originally 112

pounds. It is subdivided into 4 quarters, each contain-

ing 28 pounds. The long hundredweight is 120 pounds.
In the United States a hundredweight is now commonly
understood as 100 pounds, and this is usual and legal in

England for very many articles.

hung (hung). Preterit and past participle of

hang Hung beef. See beef.

Hungarian (hung-ga'ri-an), a. and n. [< ML.
Hungaria, Hungary, < ffungari, Ungari, Ungri,

Wengri, Ugri, MGr. Qiyypot, etc., the name
given to the Magyars. Cf . Ugrian, Ugric. Con-
nection with Hun, if any, remote: see Hun 1

.']

I. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to Hungary, a

country and kingdom in central Europe, in the

valley of the middle Danube, or to its inhabi-

tants ; Magyar. The kingdom of Hungary was estab-

lished in A. D. 1000, and its crown, after various changes
of dynasty, was permanently settled (from 1 527) on princes
of the house of Austria. This relation still exists, but

politically Hungary proper is now united with Transyl-
vania, Croatia, Slavonia, and Finnic, as the Transleithan

division of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, formed in

1867.
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2f. Freebooting; thievish; begging. "Inacant
use found in old plays, the word apparently contains a
double allusion to the freebooters of Hungary, that once
infested the continent of Europe, and to the word hun-

gry." Nam.
base Hungarian wight! wilt thou the spigot wield?

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3.

Come, ye Hungarian pilchers [fllchers], we are once
more come under the zona torrida of the forest.

Merry Devil of Edmonton.

Hungarian balsam, an oleoresinous product of Pimts
Muyhus or Pumiliv, of the Carpathian mountains. Hun-
garian bowls, a peculiar form of amalgamating-machine,
used in the gold-mines of Schemnitz, and to a limited ex-

tent in sume other mining districts. The amalgamation
is effected in cast-iron basins, in which wooden runners
revolve just above the surface of the mercury which cov-
ers the bottom of the bowl or basin, and in contact with
the auriferous sand or slime. Hungarian grass, lamb-
skin, lotus, etc. See the nouns. Hungarian machine,
a hydraulic machine on the principle of Hero's fountain

(which see, under fountain) : so called from its having
been flrst employed in draining a mine in Hungary.

II. M. 1. A native of Hungary, or a member
of the Hungarian race

; a Magyar. See Magyar.
2f. A freebooter; a thievish beggar.
The middle aile [of St. Paul's] Is much frequented at

noon with a company of hungarian', not walking so much
for recreation as need.

Lupton, London (Harl. Misc., IX. 814).

Away, I have knights and colonels at my house, and
must tend the hungarians. Merry Devil of Edmonton.

3. The language spoken by the Hungarians,
belonging to the Finnic family of languages;
Magyar.
Hungary fever, water. Bee fever, water.

hunger (hung'ger), n. [< ME. hunger, hanger,
< AS. hunger, hungor = OS. hunger, hungar,
OFries. hunger, hanger = D. hanger = OHG.
hungar, MHG. G. hunger = Icel. hungr = Sw.
Dan. hunger = Goth. *huggrus, huhrus (for

'hunhrus), hunger; cf. hunger, r.] 1. An un-

easy or painful sensation occasioned by the
want of food; craving appetite.

With hunger and cold she had her fill,

Till she was quite worn away.
The West-Country Damoiel'i Complaint (Child's Ballads,

[II. 885).
With hunger made

Anatomies while we live.

MaxHingrr, Maid of Honour, ii. 4.

But canst thou, tender Maid, canst thou sustain
Afflictive Want, or Hunger's pressing Pain?

Prior, Henry and Emma.

Hence 2. Any strong or eager desire.

For hunger of my gold I die. Dryden.

A hunger seized my heart
;
I read . . .

The noble letters of the dead.

Tennyson, In Memorial!!, xcv.

Excellence is lost sight of in the hunger for sudden per-
formance and praise. Emerson, Success.

3. A famine. [Now Eng.]
And he ordeynyde him [Joseph] souereyn on Egipte and

on al his nous, & hungur cam into al Egipte and C'hanaan.

Wyclif, Acts vii.

hunger (hung'ger), v. [< ME. hungren, hon-

grcn, < AS. hyngran=OS. ge-hungrian= OFTies.

hungera = D. hongeren = OHG. hungiren, hu-
gcron, MHG. G. hungern = Icel. hungra = Dan.

hitugrc = Sw. hungra = Goth, huggrjan, hun-

ger; from the noun. Cf. ah lingered, anhun-

gered.] I. intrans. 1. To feel the uneasiness
or longing which is occasioned by long absti-

nence from food ; crave food.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him
drink. Bom. xii. 20.

And my more-having would be as a sauce
To make me hunger more. Shale., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Hence 2. To have an eager desire; long.
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after right-

eousness. Mat. v. 6.

Dost thou so hunger for my empty chair,
That thou wilt needs invest thee with mine honours
Before thy hour he ripe? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

Il.t trans. To starve.

At last the Prince to Zeland came hymselfe
To hunger Middleburgh, or make it yeeld.

GatKoigne, Dulce Bellum Inexpertis, st. 132.

Ill put her intill a dungeon dark,
And hunger her till she die.

Juhnit Scot (Child's Ballads, IV. 52).

hungerbanedt, Afflicted or cursed with

hunger.
We beyng there were hungerbaned and famyshed, and

among you so poore and nedye. that to gette our dayly
lyuyng, fayne were we to sowe lether.

J. Udall, On 1 Cor. iv.

hunger-bit, hunger-bitten (hung'ger -bit,

-bit*n), a. [ME. not found
;
< AS. hungor-biten,

< hungar, hunger, + biten, bitten, pp. of bitan,

bite.] Pained, pinched, or weakened by hun-

ger.

hungry
His strength shall be hunger-bitten, and destruction

shall be ready at his side. Job xviil. 12.

hungeredt (hung'gerd), a. See ahmigered.
hungerer (hung'ger-er), w. [< ME. hungrcrr: <

hunger, v., + -!.] One who hungers, in either
sense of that word.

Voide lie shal make the souls of the hungrcre*.
Wyclif, Isa. xxxii. fi (Oxf.).

Nothing in Milton Is flnelter fancied than these tempe-
rate dreams of the divine Hungerer.

Lamb, Grace before Meat.

The thwarted hungerer for office takes up the miserable

commonplaces of politics.

Croln, Hist. Sketches, Church in Ireland.

hunger-flower (hung'ger-flou"er), n. The whit-

low-grass, Draba incana : so called because it

grows in poor soils.

hungerful (hung'ger-ful), a. [< hunger + -ful.]
Fim of hunger ; hungry. [Rare.]

That nestling hungerful, who sees and hears
His mother towards him flying through the wood.

The Academy, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 78.

hunger-grass (hung'ger-gras), n. The foxtail-

grass, Alojiecurus agrestis.

hungerlint, [Origin unknown.] An outer

garment worn by women in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, varying with the fash-

ion, but generally a sort of close-fitting basque
with short skirts.

A letter or epistle should be short-coated, and closely
couched ; a hunyerlin becomes a letter more handsomely
than a gown. Jlowell, Letters, i.

hungerlyt (hung'ger-li), a. [< hunger + -ly.]

Hungry.
His beard grew thin and Itungerly,

And scem'd to ask him sops as he was drinking.
SAa/.-.,T. of thes.,111. 2.

hungerlyt (hung'ger-li), adv. Hungrily.
Ccrtayne rootcs, on the which hee fedde hungerlyr.

L<il\i, Euphues and his England, p. 23S.

You have sav'd my longing, and I feed
Most hungerly on your sight. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

O yes ; eat with 'em as hungerly as soldiers.

Drkker and Webtter, Westward Ho, v. 1.

hunger-rot (hung'ger-rot), n. A disease in

sheep caused by poor feeding.

hunger-starveqt (hung'ger-starvd), a. ^hun-
ger + starved ; in ME. Imnger-storven, with ME.
pp. of starve.'] Starved with hunger; pinched
by want of food

;
famished. Minsheu.

Many an hunger-starved poor creature pines in the
street. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 173.

hungerweed (hung'ger -wed), n. The corn-

buttercup, Ranunculus arvensis: so called be-
cause its abundance indicates a bad crop and
a consequent season of famine.

hungerwormt, Insatiable hunger. Dories.

Hath any gentleman the hunger-worm of covetousness?
here is cheer for his diet. Hcv. T. Adam*, Works, 1. 161.

hungrily (hung'gri-li), adv. [< hungry + -ly%. ]

In a hungry manner; voraciously; greedily.

When on harsh acorns hungrily they fed.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal.

hungriousnesst (hung'gri-us-nes), n. [< */-
grious (not found: irreg. < hungry + -ous) +
-ness.'] Hungriness; hunger.
Whan was excessyne riotous bankettyng, potte compan-

yoning, and bely chearynge more outragiously vsed, and
the pore hunyriousney lease refreshed, than now ?

J. Udall, On Ephesians, Prol.

hungry (hung'gri), a. [Early mod. E. also hon-

yrti ; < ME. hungry, hungri, hont/ry, hungrig, <

AS. hungrig (= OFries. hungerich, hongerich =
D. hongerig = MLG. hungei'ich = OHG. hu-
garag, hungereg, MHG. hiingerc, G. hungrig =
Dan. Sw. hungrig (cf. Icel. httngradhr), hungry,
< hunger, hunger: see hunger.] 1. Having or

feeling hunger ; feeling pain or uneasiness from
want of food; having a keen appetite.

Thenne com Couetyse I couthe him not discreue,
So hungri and so holewe sire Herui him loked.

Pien Plowman (A), v. 107.

He hath filled the hungry with good things ; and the
rich he hath sent empty away. Luke i. 53.

Come, hostess, where are you ? is supper ready? Come,
first give us drink ; and be as quick as you can, for I be-

lieve we are all very hungry.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 173.

Hence 2. Having an eager desire for any-
thing; longing.

For always roaming with a hungry heart,
Much have I seen and known.

Tennyson, Ulysses.

Still hungrier for delight as delights grow more rare.

M. Arnold, Empedocles.

3. Indicating want or poverty of nourishment;

gaunt; famished.

Cassius has a lean and hungry look. Shalt., J. C., L 2.



hungry
In the Central Riverina, which embraces the country

lying to the north and south of thu Mnrruinuigee River,
the wool presents what is called a /<;;<>; appear -f,

being not only tender and short in staple, but containing
in many instances a large quantity of earth, sand, and
burr. U. S. Con*. Rep., No. Ixiv. (1886), p. 141.

4. Marked by scarcity of food or a famished
condition

; necessitating nourishment.
Helden ful hungry hous and hadde much defaute.

Pirn Plowman (C), x. 208.

Whan it was in the sowre hunyry tyme there was es-
tablissed or cryed grevos and unplitable co-empcion.

Chaucer, Bocthius, i. prose 4.

And stop and eat, for well you may
Be in a hungry case. Cowper, John Gilpin.

5. Not rich or fertile
; poor; barren.

To the great day of retribution our Saviour refers us,
for reaping the fruits we here sow in the most hungry
and barren soil. Smalridge, Sermons'.

The filth with which the peasant feeds
His hungry acres. Cowper, Task, iv. 603.

6f. Fit only to satisfy great hunger.
They [shrimps] are made up in Packs and sent to all

the chief Towns in the Country, especially to Mexico,
where, tho' but a hungry sort of Food, they are mightily
esteemed. Dampter, Voyages, II. ii. 128.

7. Stingy; mean. [Prov. Eng.] Hungry evilt
a ravenous appetite in horses. Bailey. Hungry fish,
haddock caught on set-lines : so called in depreciation by
the British beam-trawlers, who consider them inferior.
./. W. Colling. Hungry lice. Same ta/undi. =Syn. 1
and 3. Greedy, famishing, ravenous.

hunit, huniet, Obsolete forms of honey.
hunk 1

(hungk), n. [Not found in early records ;

commonly assibilated, hunch, q. v.
; origin un-

certain
;
it has been regarded (1) as a nasalized

form of dial. huck% for hook, or of "hack (LG.
hukke, G. hucke, the bent back, G. hocker, a
hunch on the back), represented by huckster and
hug, and hunker*) q. v. ;

or (2) as a var. of hump.]A large lump, piece, or slice
;
a hunch. [Col-

loq.]
Here's a hunk of bread ; put it in your pocket, case you

should need it ! W. Jf. Baker, New Timothy, p. 200.

Any hungry man or woman may enter the hall and be
served with a mug of water and a hunk of bread.

Daily News (London^ Aug. 13, 1885.

hunk2
(hungk), n. [Of. Hunker? and hunks.'] A

sluttish, indolent woman. Jamieson. [Local.]
hunk3

(hungk), n. [Also honk; adopted in New
York from the early Dutch settlers, < D. honk,
post, station, home (used esp. by boys at play
for the goal or base), as in the phrases ik heb

honk, I am on my post, zijn honk bewaaren, keep
one's post, van honk loopen, quit one's post. Cf.
Hunker2.'] In tag and other games, the goal ;

home : as, to reach hunk; to be on hunk. [Lo-
cal, New York.]
hunk3

(hungk), adv. or a. [Abbr. of on hunk:
eeehunk3,n. Cf. hunky.] I . On hunk

;
at the

goal. [Local, New York.]
Boys at play, when they have reached their "base," . . .

call it being honk. Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 492.

Hence, used adjectively 2. In good or satis-

factory position or condition; all right: as, I'm
all hunk. Also hunky. [Slang, U. S.]
Mr. L had filled in and made this ground in the

waters of the East River without authority ; and now he
felt himself all hunk, and wanted to get this enormous
sum out of the city.

Quoted in New York Tribune, Dec. 30, 1868.

hunker1
(hung'ker), v. i. [Prob. a nasalized

form of Icel. hokra, crouch, creep, Tiuka, sit on
one's hams : a verb represented in E. by hug,
orig. crouch, and huckster, etc. : see hug, huck-
ster, huckle, etc.] To stoop with the body rest-

ing upon the calves of the legs; squat. [Scotch.]
Upo' the ground they hunkered down a' three
An' to their crack they yoked fast an' free.

Jioss, Helenore (1st ed.), p. 81.

Hunker2 (hung'ker), n. [Supposed to be < D.
honk, post, station, home, and thus lit. one who
sticks to his post or stays at home : see Itimk3 .

Cf. luniks.] In Americanpolitics, a conservative
;

one who opposes innovation or change ;
a fogy :

first applied in the State of New York as a name
to the conservative section of the Democratic
party who opposed tho Barnburners or radical
section, about 1845. Also used adjectively.

Egypt, the hunker conservative of antiquitv. . is hid
in the tomb it inhabited.

W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 268.

hunkered (hung'ki-rd), , [< hunker* + -ed?.]
Elbowed; crooked. [Prov. Eng.]
hunkerism (hung'ker-izm), w. [< Hunker2 +
-ism.] Hostility to progress; conservatism.
[U. S.]
hunkers (hung'kerz), n. pi. [< hunker*, v.] The
hams; the haunches. [Scotch.]

I got a glisk o' him mysel', sittin' on his hunkers in a
hag, as gray's a tombstane. K. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.
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hunk-o'-Dee (hnngk'o-de'), n. [Formerly In/nl
over Dee; origin not clear. Cf. hunk'*.] A boys'
game, similar to I-spy. Instead of saying, "I spy
Brown," etc., the player says, "Hunk-o'-Dee Brown," etc.

[Pennsylvania and western New Jersey and Delaware.)
hunks (hungks), H. [Cf. equiv. huntiiel, a mi-
ser, a mean old man; dial, hungry, stingy, very
mean

;
but a connection with hungry cannot be

asserted. Ct.hunk*.] A covetous, sordid man
;

a miser; a niggard.
Well, Sir, and make a very pretty Shew in the World, let

me tell you ; nay, a better than your close Hunts.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

Irus has, ever since he came into this neighbourhood,
given all the intimations he skilfully could of being a
close hunks worth money. Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

I quite enjoy the thought of appearing in the light of
an old hunks who knows on which side his bread is but-
tered. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 331.

hunky (hung'ki), a. [< hunk* + -u*.] Same
as hunks, 2. [Slang, U. S.]

hunky-dory (hung'ki-do'ri), a. [Also hunki-

dory; an elaborated form of hunky.] Same as

hunky, hunk'*, 2. [Slang, U. S.]
Hunnic (huu'ik), a. [< Hun* + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to the Huns.
But there was a Hunnic party amongst the Khazar

chiefs. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 60.

Hunnish (hun'ish), a. [< Hun* + -ish*.] Per-

taining to or resembling the Huns; charac-
teristic of the Huns.
In person, Attila is described as having been of true

Hunnish type, short, but strongly made, with a large head,
flat, widespread nostrils, and small, glittering eyes.

Encyc. Bnt., III. 62.

hunt (hunt), v. [< ME. hunten, honten, hounten,
< AS. huntiau, huut; a secondary verb (with-
out representatives in the other Teut. lan-

guages), from a primitive shown in Goth. //-
hint/tan, seize, take captive, pp. fra-hunthans,
as noun, a captive. To the same root are usu-

ally referred hent*, seize, take, hind*, as pecu-
liarly a beast of the chase, and hand, as that
which takes or seizes things: see hent*, hind*,

search for or follow after, as game.
Thus y am huntid as an herte to a-bay.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

The lord he lov'd to hunt the buck,
The tiger, and the boar.
The Cruel Black (Child's Ballads, III. 370).

He [Ferdinand] passed some time, in December, at a
country-seat of the duki

"

hunted the stag.

2. To search after
; pursue ; follow closely.

And fers foghtande folke folowes theme aftyre,
Hoantes and hewes downe the heythene tykes.

Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 97. (Halliwell.)

Evil shall hunt the violent man to overthrow him.
Ps. cxl. 11.

He therefore through close paths of wary hast
Hunts his escape. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 236.

3. To use, direct, or manage in the chase.
He hunts a pack of dogs. Addison.

When he [a dog] is to be hunted, with other dogs he re-
quires to be made "steady behind "that is to say, he must
be taught to "back" another dog as the latter stands.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 236.

hunt
The raising of the siege of Prague and Prince fharles

and Marechal Maillebois playing at hunt the squirrel have
disgusted me from inquiring about this war.

//. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 8, 1742.

To hunt at forcet, to run the game down with dogs, in-
stead of shooting it.

The stag for goodly shape, and stateliness of head,
Is fitt'st to hunt at force.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 111.

Rob. Had you good sport i' your chase to-day?
John. O, prime I

Mar. A lusty stag.
Rob. \ntihuntedyvatforcef

B. Joiuou, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Tohunt Changet, to take a fresh scent and follow another
chase. Halliicell.

John. And never hunted change I

Rob. You had stanch hounds then?
S. Joneon, Sad Shepherd, I. 2.

TO hunt down, to bring to bay ; chase and capture or kill ;

hence, to bear down by persecution or violence ; pursue
to the bitter end. To hunt for hares with a tabort.
See Aarel. To hunt from, to pursue and drive out or
away. To hunt out or up, to seek ; search for ; find by
search.

I do hunt out a probability. Spenser.
All living creatures either hunt out their aliment, pur-

sue their prey, or seek then- pleasures.
Bacon, Fable of Pan.

The same impulse . . . compelled me to hunt up the
outlying groups of the Tibeto-Burman family within the
kingdom of China. R. N. Cust, Mod. Langs. E. Ind., p. 4.

To hunt the clean shoe or boot, to follow the trail of a
man whose shoes have not been prepared by the applica-
tion of blood or aniseed so as to leave a strongly marked
trail. Daily Neu-i (London), Oct. 10, 1888.

You can begin scarcely too early to teach [bloodhound]
pups to hunt the clean boot. The Century, XXVIII. 193.

II. intrans. 1. To follow the chase; pursue
game or other wild animals.

And the cause whi he was cleped Dodynell was for euer
was in the feeldes and forestes for to hunts at the herte
and other deer and wylde swyn.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 247.

The princess comes to hunt here In the park.
Shak., L.L.L., III. 1.

2. To make a search or quest; seek: with for
or after.

xxii.

ingly, though they be offered you.
Sir T. More, To his Daughter, Utopia, Int., p.

He after honour hunts, I after love.

Shak.,T. G. of V.,i. 1.

Many in this world ran after felicity like an absent man
hunting for his hat, while all the time it is on his head or
in his hand. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iv.

;e of Aiva, near Placentia, where he 3. In bell-ringing, to alter the place of a bell in
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24. Hs set according to certain rules. When the place

of the bell is changing from first to last, the process ia
called hunting-up; when from last back to first, hunt-
ing-down. To hunt counter, to hunt the wrong way;
trace the scent backward ; retrace one's steps ; also, to
take up a false trail.

You mean to make a hoiden or a hare
O' me, f hunt counter thus, and make these doubles.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. 0.

When the hounds or beagles hunt it by the heel, we say
they hunt counter.

Gentleman's Recreations (8vo ed.), p. 18.

lunt (hunt), w.l [<7<nt,t>. The AS. words for
'

hunting
'

were, besides huntung, hunting, hunt-
ath or huntoth, huntnatlt or huntnoth : see hunt-

eth.] 1. The act of seeking for or chasing
4. To pursue game or wild animals over

; spe- game or other wild animals for the purpose of
cifically, to pursue foxes over: as, the district catching or killing them ; a pursuit ; a chase,
was hunted by the foxhounds.
When an opportunity occurred, he took to hunting the

county. Trollope, Dr. Thorne, 1.

"They hunt old trails," said Cyril, "very well."

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Hunt the fox, a boys' game in which one of the players
is given a startj and the others try to catch him before he
can reach home again ; hare and hounds.

I heard myself proclaim'd ;

And, by the happy hollow of a tree,
Escap'd the hunt. Shak., Lear, ii. 3.

2. A pack of hounds engaged in the chase.
Whilst the babbling echo mocks the hounds,
Replying shrilly to the well-tun'd horns,
As if a double hunt were heard at once,
Let us sit down and mark their yelping noise.

Shak., Tit. And., ii 3.

3. An association of huntsmen : as, the Cale-
donian hunt.

In former happy days he had always arranged the meets
of the Barsetshire hunt. Trollope, Dr. Thorne, xxxix.

4. The region of country hunted withhounds.
5f. Game killed in the chase.

Boys, we'll go dress our hunt. Shak.
, Cymbeline, iii. 6.

r~ V..HU, ui,u icwu v/i an, mcj ><u uuwii 10 nnni me a rn. j. jl i ' i_ >

r. As every person may not he acquainted with this " J- ne act ol seeking or searching for some-
:val pastime, it may be necessary to observe that the thing ;

a search or inquisition.
I had a pretty good hunt, finding nothing on his table

but a small pocket Bible, about the size and shape of the
thing I expected to find, but not the thing I expected to
find. J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 316.

Still hunt, a hunt conducted with unusual silence and cau-
tion ; hence, in American politics, a canvass conducted in a
quiet and secret manner.

luntf (hunt), n.a [< ME. hunte, honte, < AS.
hunta, a hunter, < huntian, hunt: see hunt, v.

This noun has been supplanted by hunter, which
is found first in ME.

;
it survives in the surname

And also when we play and hunt the fox,
I outrun all the boys in the schoole.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 487.

Hunt the hare. Same as hunt the fox. Strutt. Hunt
the pig, a once popular sport in which a well greased pig
was chased. The person who caught and held the pig by
the tail received him as a prize. Hunt the slipper
See the extract.

Hot cockles succeeded next, questions and commands
followed that, and last of all, they sat down to hunt the
slipper.

'

primevi
companyin this play plant themselves in a ring'upon the
ground, all except one, who stands in the middle, whose
business it is to catch a shoe, which the company shove
about under their hams from one to another, something
like a weaver's shuttle.

Hunt the squirrel.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xi.

See the extracts.

Another and apparently older way of playing
" hunt the

squirrel" is a game in which the child touched follows hunt* Chunti n 2
the toucher until he has caught him, pursuing him both -

in and out of the ring, being obliged to enter and leave
the circle at the same point as the latter.

Newell, Games of American Children, No. 117.



hunt

ffinit.~\ One who hunts; a hunter; a hunts-
man.

Ther overtok I a grete route
Of huntes and eke of foresterys.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 361.

huntable (hun'ta-bl), a. [< hunt + -able.'] Able
or fit to be hunted. [Bare.]
In this plantation or In that are, it may be, fifteen or

twenty deer, of which but one or two are huntable.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 509.

hunt-countert (hunt'koun'ter), w. [See to limit

counter, under hunt, v. t.] A dog that hunts
counter

; hence, one who turns upon another,
or "talks back"; a malapert.
Attendant. Give me leave to tell you, you He in your

throat, if you say I am any other than an honest man.
FalstaJI'. I give thee leave to tell me BO? . . . You hunt-

connttr, hence ! avaunt ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

hunter (hun'ter), 11. [< ME. hunter, him (<><.

holder; < hunt, r., + !.] 1. One who hunts;
a huntsman

;
one who engages in the chase of

game or other wild animals.

Cel. He was furnished like a hunter.
Roe. O ominous ! he conies to kill my hart !

Skat., As you Like it, 111. 2.

Down from a hill the beaat that reigns in woods,
First hunter then, pursued a gentle brace,
Goodliest of all the forest, hart and hind.

Milton, P. L., xl. 188.

2. An animal that hunts game or prey, or is

employed in the chase ; especially, a norse used
in hunting.

Of dogs : the valued die

Distinguishes the swift, the slow, the subtle,
The housekeeper, the hunter. Shak., Macbeth, ill. 1.

The representative of Cambridge, riding a good steady
hunter, . . . cantered in by himself.

Laurence, Guy Livingstone, iv.

3. A large cuckoo, Piaya pluvialis, found in

Jamaica. 4. A spider which hunts for its prey
instead of lying in wait for it, as a lycosid or

wolf-spider. Also called hunting-spider.
Hunterian (hun-te'ri-an), a. Of, pertaining to,

or named after (a) John Hunter, a noted
Scottish surgeon and physiologist (1728-93),
founder of the Hunteriau collection of speci-
mens in anatomy, etc., the nucleus of the pres-
ent great Hunterian Museum in London; or

(b) his brother, William Hunter (1718-83),
anatomist, and founder of the Hunterian col-

lection in Glasgow.
The Hunterian Oration, instituted in 1813 by Dr. Baillie

and Sir Everard Home, Is delivered at the Royal College
of Surgeons on the 14th of February, which [John) Hunter
used to give as the anniversary of his birth.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 386.

Hunterian canal. See Hunter's canal, under canali.

Hunterian chancre, the true or hard chancre ; the Ini-

tial lesion of syphilis.

Hunter's canal, press, screw. See the nouns.

huntetht, [ME., also honteth, < AS. huntath,

huntoth,a\sohuntnath, httntnotli, hunting, < luin-

tian, hunt: see hunt, t>.] Hunting; the chase.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 375.

huntilite (hun'ti-Ht), . [Named after T. S.

Hunt, an American scientist.] A silver ar-

senide occurring with metallic silver at Silver

Islet in Lake Superior, Michigan.
hunting (hun'ting), . [< ME. hunting, hont-

ing, < AS. huntung, verbal n. of hunt/an, hunt:
see hunt, t>.] 1. The pursuit of game; the art

or practice of pursuing wild animals in any way
for the purpose of capturing or killing them

;

the chase, either as a source of livelihood or as
a recreation or field sport ; absolutely, in Eng-
land, fox-hunting; coursing.

In our time [twelfth century], . . . hunting and hawk-
ing are esteemed the most honourable employments, and
most excellent virtues, by our nobility.

John of Salisbury, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 62.

My lords, a solemn hunting is In hand.

Shak., Tit. And., li. 1.

In one of these huntings they found me In the discov-

ery of the head of the river of Chickahamania, where they
slew my men, and tooke me prisoner in a Bogmire.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 134.

There being little plough-land, and few woods, the Vale
is only an average sporting country, except for hunting.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 1.

2. In change-ringing, the operation of chang-
ing the order in which any bell in a peal is rung.
See hunt, t>. i., .i.-Syn. Shooting. See gunning.

hunting-box (hun'tmg-boks), n. In Great Brit-

ain, a small house intended to be occupied only
during the hunting season. Such a house is

commonly called shooting-box in the United
States.

It was apparently originally erected as a Aimtiiw-Cwx
on the edge of the desert for the use of the Persian king.

J. Fergusson, Hist Arch., I. 387.
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hunting-cap (hun'ting-kap), M. A cap worn
in the hunting-field, resembling a jockey-cap,
but stiffer and harder.

One of those horsey-looking men who are to be found in

all hunting-fields, who wear old breeches, . . . old hunt-

ing-raps. Trollope, Eustace Diamonds, xxxvii.

hunting-case (huu'ting-kas), ii. A watch-case

having a hinged cover to protect the crystal,

originally against accidents in hunting. See

Innitinij-tratch.

hunting-coat (hun'ting-kot), n. A coat worn

by huntsmen, usually of some distinctive color,
as scarlet or green.
hunting-cog (hun'ting-kog), . In ntaelt., an
extra cog in that one of two cog-wheels which is

thus cut with one tooth more than it would have
if the numbers of teeth on the two wheels were
to be in a certain ratio to each other. Thus, for ex-

ample, if a shaft is required to revolve three times as fast

as Its driving-shaft, 72 and 24 arc a pair of numbers for

teeth that would effect this result ; and such numbers
would suit a watchmaker, one being a multiple of the
other ;

but the millwright would add one tooth to the

larger wheel (the hunting-cog), and thus obtain 73 and 24,

which numbers are prime to each other and yet are very
nearly in the desired ratio. In the pair of wheels whose
numbers are so obtained, any two teeth which meet in the
first revolution are distant by one In the second, by two
in the third, and so on ; so that one tooth may be said to
I' a nt the other, whence the name. The object of adding
the hunting-cog is to effect a change of contact between
teeth in consecutive revolutions. ( MV///X. )

hunting-crop (hun'ting-krop), 11. See crop, 14.

hunting-dog (hun'ting-dog), n. See dog.
Huntingdonian (hun-ting-do'ni-an), n. Ecclcs.,
a member of the Countess of Huntingdon's Con-

nection, a denomination of Calvinistic Method-
ists in England and Wales, adherents of George
Whitefiela and Selina, Countess of Huntingdon
(1707-91), after their separation from the Wes-
leys. The sect is congregational in polity.

hunting-field (hun'ting-feld), ii. The place
where a hunt is carried on.

The privates are from the classes which either possess
or can lx>rrow riding horses and subscribe a little money
at a pinch; many of them are to be seen more or less of-

ten In the hunting-field.
Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XLIII. 168.

hunting-ground (hun'tiug-ground), n. A place
or region for hunting.

So to the lii>nt>n<r-?rri>tm<t he hies.
To chase till eve the forest-game.

Bryant, Legend of the Delawares.

Happy hunting-grounds, the North American Indians'
heaven.

hunting-horn (hun'ting-hdrn), n. A simple
horn used in hunting; a bugle. See cut under
horn.

hunting-jug (hun'ting-jug), . A jug or pitch-
er ornamented with dogs, horsemen, stags, etc.,
in relief.

hunting-knife (hun'ting-nif), . A knife used
in the chase, sometimes to kill the game, but
more commonly to skin and cut it up. See

break, v. t., 12.

hunting-leopard (him' ting-lep'ard), ii. The
ehetah, Gueparda jubata or Cyncelurus jubatus
of India. See cut under ehetah.

hunting-seat (hun'ting-set), n. A residence

temporarily occupied during the hunting sea-

son.

hunting-shirt (hun'ting-shert), w. A blouse or
shirt worn by trappers and hunters, originally
made of deerskin and highly ornamented. Bart-
tett.

A light, figured, and fringed hunting-shirt of cotton cov-

ered his body, while leggings of deerskin rose to his knee.
J. F. Cooper, Oak Openings, xl.

hunting-skiff (hun'ting-skif), . A small boat
used for hunting and fishing in rivers and lakes,
of many sizes and styles.

hunting-song (hun'ting-song), 11. A song sung
in connection with hunting, or a composition of

similar character. The melody generally in-

troduces effects like the winding of a bugle-
horn.

hunting-spider (hun'ting-spi'der), 11. Same as

hunter, 4.

hunting-sword (hun'ting-sord), n. A sword
made expressly for use in the chase, to kill the

game when it is brought to bay. In the middle

ages the hunting-sword is often represented in pictures of

the boar-hunt, stag-hunt, etc., as exactly like a war-sword
and held in the same manner ; but swords of special pat-
tern were also made without a guard, or with a very small

guard, one-edged and resembling a long knife.

hunting-tide (hun'ting-tld), 11. The season of

hunting; time of hunting.
All the old echoes hidden in the wall

Rang out like hollow woods at hunting-tide.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

hurdace

hunting-watch (hun'ting-woch), n. A watch
the glass or crystal of which is protected by a

hunting-case or metallic cover.

hunting-whip (hun'tiug-hwip), n. Same as

InintiiKj-croji. See crojt, 14.

Frank . . . could see that the man was dressed for

hunting, . . . and that he was driving the pony with a

hunting-whip. Trollope, Eustace Diamonds, xxxviii.

huntress (hunt'res), n. [< ME. Inmteresse; <

liunter -t- -e*.] A woman who hunts or follows

the chase.

And therwithal Diane gan appere
With bowe in bond, right as an hnnteregse.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1489.

Hence had the huntress Dian her dread bow,
Fair silver-shafted queen. Milton, Comus, 1. 441.

hunt-sergeant (hunt'sar"jent), n. An officer

of Massachusetts in the colonial and provincial

iieriod,
having charge of the hunts for hostile

ndians, which were carried on with hounds.
Acts and Resolves of Produce of Massachusetts

Bay (ed. Goodell), I. 599.

huntsman (hunts'man), n.; f\.huntsmen(-raen).
[< hunt's, poss. of li'unt, 11.1, + ia.] 1. One
who hunts, or who practises hunting; a hunter.

Lyke as a huntsman after weary chace.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixvll.

Go, bid the huntsmen wake them with their horns.

Shak., M. N. D., Iv. 1.

2. The manager of a hunt
;
a man employed to

take the entire charge of the hounds and to

start or beat up and direct the pursuit of game.
huntsman's-cup (hunts 'manz-kup'), . A
plant of the genus Sarracenia, particularly S.

purpurea,the pitcher-plant or sidesaddle-flower
of peat-bogs.
huntsmanship (hunts'man-ship), . [< hunts-

man + -a/m>.] The art or practice of hunting,
or the qualifications of a huntsman.
huntsman's-horn (hunts'manz-horn'), n. A
plant, Sarracenia flava, a native of the southern
Atlantic States, having curious leaves resem-

bling a hunter's horn ; also, one of the leaves.

hunt 8-Up (hunts'up), . [From the sentence
"the hunt's up" i. e. the hunt is beginning,
common in old songs and as a form of call.]

The tune or call formerly played on the horn
under the windows of sportsmen to awaken
them; hence, in literature, something calcu-

lated to arouse.
The County Palatine

Is come this morning with a band of French,
To play him hunt's-vp with a point of war.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

No sooner does the earth her flowery bosom brave,
At such time as the year brings on the pleasant spring,
But liuni'f up to the morn the feather'dT sj Ivans sing.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 44.

So dreamy-soft the notes, so far away
They seem to fall, the horns of Oberon
Blow their faint Hunt's-up from the good-time gone.

Lowell, To a Lady Playing on the Cithern.

huon-pine (hu'on-pin'), n. [< hvon, a native

name, + pine1 ."] A tree of the yew family,

Dafrydium Franklinii, found in Tasmania, it

is 80 to 100 feet in height and 20 feet in circumference ;

the wood, which Is lightryellow in color, marked with dark

wavy lines, is much esteemed in boat-building and various

other uses. It is the best Australian wood for carving.

hup
1
!, hupet, Middle English forms of hip

1
.

Chaucer.

hup2
t, huppet, v. i. Middle English forms of

hip
s

.

hurt, . i. See Tmrr.

Hura (hu'ra), n. [NL., from a S. Amer. name.]
A genus of tropical
American plants, be-

longing to the natu-
ral order Euphorbiacea,
tribe Crotonece, and dif-

fering from all other

plants of the order in

its many-celled ovary.
//. erepitans, the sand-box

tree, is remarkable for the
loud report with which its

seed-vessel bursts, whence it

is often called the monkey s

dinner-bell. It is a large
branching tree with glossy
poplar-like leaves, incon-

spicuous dioacious flowers,
and furrowed roundish fruits

of the size of an orange.

huraulite, n. See hn-

reaulite.

hUrCheOn (her'chon), II. Branch of Sand.boTn(^r<,
A northern English and cnpitans).

Scotch form of urchin.

hurdt, n. A Middle English form of hoard1.

hurdacet, hurdast, . See hurdiee.



hurde

hurdet, [ME. : see hurdle.] Same as hurdle.

The castel become on a fyr al

Fro the tour to the outermeste wal,
Her houses brende and her hurilys.

Richard Coer ile Lion, 1. 6125.

hurdelt, An obsolete spelling of hurdle.

hurdent (her'dn), a. and . [A var. of harden?.]
Same as harden'*. Nares.

Thou shalt lie in hurden sheets,

Upon a fresh straw bed.

King Alfred and the Shepherd.

hurdicet, [ME., also hurdace, hurdas; < OF.
Iturdeis (ML. hurdicium).] Same as hurdle, (b).

Pyghte payvese one porte, payntede scheldes,
One hyndire hurdace one highte helmede knyghtez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3627.

liurdicedt, a. [ME. hurdeysed; < hurdiee + -e<Z2.]

Protected or fenced with a hurdiee.

Foure were mene, and the flfthe was gret and high, and
well hurdeysed a-boute with-ynne and with-oute.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill 604.

hurdles (hur'diz), . pi. [Origin obscure.] The
loins; the crupper; the buttocks. [North. Eng.
and Scotch.]

His gawcie tail, wi' upward curl,

Hung owre his hurdies wi' a swirl.

Burns, Twa Dogs.

hurdle (her'dl), )i. [< ME. hurdel, hyrdel, pi.

hurdles, herdles, < AS. hyrdel, a hurdle, dim. of

*hord or "hyrd, ME. hurde (see hurde) = D.
horde (see hoard?) = OHG. hurt, MHG. hurt,
Q. hurde, a hurdle, a door (i. e. of wickerwork),
= Icel. hurdh, a hurdle, = Goth, haurds, a door,
= L. crates, cratis, a hurdle (> ult. E. crate,

grate"*, q. v. : see also cradle and griddle), = Gr.

n'vpTrj, Kvprof, a fishing-basket, weel, Kvpria, wick-

erwork, a wicker shield (cf. /cdpra/i/lof, a (woven)
basket) : cf . Skt. -\/ kart, spin, chart, bind, con-

nect.] A movable frame made of interlaced

twigs or sticks, or of bars, rods, or narrow

boards, crossing each other.

Clusters of ripe grapes we pack
In Vintage-time vpon the hurdles back.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

The houses of the village, which are built round the in-

side of the Kane, are made of hurdles, covered with clay,
and their fuel was dried cow dung.

Pucocke, Description of the East, II. i. 129.

Specifically (a) A sledge or frame on which criminals
were formerly drawn to the place of execution.

Let false Audley
Be drawn upon an hurdle from the Newgate
To Tower-hill. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, Hi. 1.

A sledge hurdle is allowed, to preserve the offender from
the extreme torment of being dragged on the ground or

pavement. Blackstone, Com., IV. vi.

(6) In fort., a collection of twigs or sticks interwoven
closely and sustained by long stakes, made usually of a
rectangular shape, 5 or 6 feet by SJ fee^ and serving to
render works firm or to cover traverses and lodgments for
the defense of workmen against fireworks or stones.

They had made Treuches in the Ground three Foot
deep, covering them with Twigs and Hurdles, where the

English Horsemen were to pass.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 107.

(c) In agri. : (1) A frame usually made of wood, but some-
times of iron, for the purpose of forming temporary fences.
When a fence is to be formed of hurdles, they are put down
end to end, and fastened to the ground and to one another.

Straight they clap a hurdle for a gate
(In steed of hinges hanged on a With),
Which with a sleight both shuts and openeth.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.
He has put the gray suddenly and quite close to a hur-

dle-tence, that nobody but such a man would face.

Dr. J. Broion, John Leech.

(2) A space inclosed by hurdles ; a fold. [Local.] (d) A
kind of permanent mattress of willow or other branches,
built on a river-bank and fastened down with short sticks,
to prevent the wearing away of the bank by the current
of the stream, (e) In racing, a bar or frame placed across
a race-course at a certain height, in semblance of a fence,
to be cleared by the contesting men or horses. (/) In hat-

making, a grid or frame of wood or wire, in which a mass
of felting-hair is placed to be bowed.

hurdle (her'dl), v. t.; pret. and pp. hurdled, ppr.
hurdling. [< hurdle, n.~\ To make, hedge, cover,
or close with hurdles.

Watching where shepherds pen their flocks at eve
In hurdled cotes amid the field secure.

Milton, P. L., iv. 186.

hurdleman (her'dl -man), n.
; pi. hurdlemen

(-men). A man in charge of a hurdle or fold;
specifically, a keeper of new-born lambs. [Aus-
tralia.]

"Toothless, ragged old grannies," muttered the hurdle-
man. A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 260.

hurdle-race (her'dl-ras), . A race in which
the contestants (men or horses) are required
to jump over hurdles or similar obstacles.
hurds (herdz), n. Same as hards.

hurdy-gurdy (her'di-ger'di), n. [A riming for-

mula, appar. in imitative description of the sound
of the instrument. Cf. hirdy-tjirdy,] 1. A mu-
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sical instrument shaped somewhat like a lute,

having four or more strings, two of which are
tuned a fifth apart for the production of a drone-

bass, and the other two in unison, but so ar-

ranged that they can be shortened by pressing
finger-keys connected with an apparatus of tan-

gents not unlike that of the clavichord. Addi-
tional strings, when present, are intended to reinforce the
tone by sympathetic vibration. The strings are sounded
by the revolution against them of a rosined wheel turned

by a crank for the left hand. The keys are played by the

right hand. The hurdy-gurdy is a rustic instrument, its

tone being harsh and its artistic manipulation exceedingly
limited. It is known to have existed in the ninth century,
and was fashionable for a time in the eighteenth century,
but is now played only by street musicians. A large va-

riety called the ttrganittrmn was intended for two per-
formers, one of whom simply turned the wheel. Other
names are lira rustica, vielle, rota, and bauernleier.

The Italian boy delights all the ears of those who hear
with his hurdy-gurdy. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 54.

Shall we debase the soul by liking things that can be
ground out by hurdy-gurdies?

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 961.

2. In California, a wheel moved by a jet of wa-
ter issuing under pressure from a conical nozle,
and striking open buckets on the circumference
of the wheel

; an impact-wheel. The buckets were
originally flat, but their shape has been modified in vari-
ous ways, and materially improved.
3. A crank or windlass used by halibut-fisher-

men for hauling trawls in deep water where the
strain is very heavy. It is rigged on one side of a

dory ; one man turns the crank while another stands aft

and takes in the trawl.

hure 1
!, v. and it. A Middle English form of

hire1 .

hure2t, [ME., < OF. hure, the hair of the
head (of man or beast) (ML. hura, a cap).] 1.
A cap.

Ther set an old cherl in a blake hure.
Polit. Songs (ed. Wright), p. 156.

2. In her., the head of a boar, wolf, or bear,
used as a bearing.
Hureae (hu're-e), n.pl. [NL,.,<Hura + -ece.~\ A
subtribe of plants of the natural order Euphor-
biacea:, proposed by Muller and adopted by De
Candolle in 1866, typified by the genus Hura.
The same as the Hnridece, of Baillou, 1858. Not employed
by Bentham and Hooker, the genus Hura being placed
by them in the tribe Crotonece. See cut under Hura.

hureaulite, huraulite (hu-ro'lit), n. [< Bu-
reaux (see def.) + Gr. A/(tof, a stone.] A rare

phosphate of manganese and iron, occurring
in small monoclinic crystals of a yellowish-
brown to red color at Hureaux, near Limoges,
in France, and at Branchville in Connecticut.
hureek (hu-rek'), n. [E. Ind.] A grass, Pas-

palum scrobiculatum, said to render the milk of

cows that feed upon it narcotic and drastic.

burin (hu'rin), n. [< Hura, q. v., + -in2.] In

chem., an acrid crystallizable substance ob-
tained from the juice of Hura crepitans.

hurkH, v. i. [< ME. hurken = D. Jmrken = MLG.
hurken, crouch, squat. In mod. use confused
with *huckle (cf. hurkle-bone, -bane, for huckle-

bone, hurkle-backit for Imcklebacked), freq. of
*huck (= LG. huken), crouch : see huckle, huckle-

bone, hucklebacfced, huckster.] To crouch.
hurk2t, [< OF. hurque, urque, orque, var. of

hulque, hulkc, etc.: see hulk1 ."] A sort of sailing
vessel.

Vurchio, a hulke, a hurk, a crayer, a lyter, or whirree or
such vessel of burthen. Florio,

hurkara (her-kar'a), n. [Also hircarrah, hur-

currah, hurlcaru, Hind, harkara, messenger, cou-

rier, scout, < har, every, + Tear, work, business.]
In India, a native messenger; a courier; a scout.

A Hircarrah came up and delivered him a letter from
Colonel Baillie. Maj.-Oen. Sir T. Munro, in Gleig, I. 26.

A large force of Mahrattas . . . advanced as far as Sun-
dra Col when first descried by their Hurcurrahs.

Unpublished, Records of Government for 1748-1767 (ed.

[Long).

hurkle (hur'kl), . i.
; pret. and pp. hurkled,

ppr. hurkling. [< ME. hurklen; freq. of hurk1
.']

To crouch; squat; cower; stoop; nestle. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

The hyjest hylle that hurl-led on erthe.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 408.

hurl1
(herl), v. [< ME. hurlen, rarely horlen,

hourlen, a contr. form of, and used interchange-
ably with, hurtlen, dash against, strike forcibly,
jostle, hurtle, intr. fall or rush violently: see
hurtle. Cf. 7jrf2 .] I. trans. If. To throw; fling;
toss: without the idea of violent or impetuous
motion.

A heavenly veil she hurls
On her white shoulders. Chapman, Iliad, xiv. 150.

hurlbat

The Women make two kinds of Meale of certaiue Rootes,
which they vse in stead of Bread, which they doe not put,
but hurle, into their mouthes without losse.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

2. To throw with violence
;
send whirling or

whizzing through the air
; fling withgreatforce.

I saw him wrestle with the great Dutchman, and hurl
him. Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iit 2.

To wield the Sword, and hurl the pointed Spear ;

To stop or turn the Steed in full Career.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3f. To di-ag with violence.

To be hurlet with horses vpon hard stones,
And drawen as a dog & to dethe broght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1969.

4. Figuratively, to emit or utter with vehe-
mence.

He hurles out vowes. and Neptune oft doth blesse.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 32.

Wouldst thou not spit at me, and spurn at me.
And hurl the name of husband in my face ?

Shak.,C. of E., 11. 2.

Hurling defiance toward the vault of heaven.

Milton, P. L., L 669.

II. intrans. 1. To throw; fling; discharge a
missile. [Obsolete or rare.]

If he ... hurl at him by laying of wait. Num. xxxv. 20.

2f. To rush.

Then hurlet into howses all the hed ktiightes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), t 1S360.

3f. To fall or strike with violence.

Ho keppit the kyng, kest hym to ground,
Till his head with the hard yerthe hurlit full sore.

So faght that freike with hur fyne strenght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 10888.

4. To play at the game of hurling.
About the year 1775, the hurling to the goals was fre-

quently played by parties of Irishmen, in the fields at the
back of the British Museum.

. Carew, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 167.

In hurling to the country,
" two or three or more par-

ishes agree to hurl against two or three other parishes."
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 167.

hurl 1
(herl), w. [< TzarA, .] 1. The act of throw-

ing with violence.

Mountain on mountain thrown
With threatening hurl.

Congreve, Taking of Namur.

2f. Tumult
;
riot

;
commotion.

After this Imrle the king was fain to flee.

Mir. for Mags., p. 358.

3. A scolding. [Scotch.]
She ga' me sic a hurl I never gat the like o't.

H. Blyd's Contract, p. 6.

hurl2 (herl), v. [A var. of whirl, prob. due to

confusion with hurl1
,
throw: see hurl1 and

whirl. Cf. comp. hur/bat, hurlblast, etc.] I.

trans. If. To whirl; turn round rapidly. 2t.
To turn

;
twist.

He himself had hurled or crooked feet. Fuller.

3. To wheel
; convey by means of a wheeled

vehicle. [Scotch.]
Sweet Fanny of Timmol ! when first you came in

To the close little carriage in which I was hurl'd,
I thought to myself, if it were not a sin,
I could teach you the prettiest tricks in the world.

Moore, Fanny of Timmol.

II. intrans. 1. To whirl; turn rapidly; rush
or dash. [Bare.]

They are men without al order in the field,
For they runne hurling on heapes.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 239.

And Lancelot bode a little, till he saw
Which were the weaker ; then he hurl'd into it

Against the stronger. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To be wheeled or conveyed in a wheeled ve-
hicle. [Scotch.]

If on a beastie I can speel,
Or hurl in a cartie. Burns.

hurl2 (herl), n. [< ME. hurle, a whirlpool; <

hurl2
, v.~\ If. A whirlpool; whirling water.

The wawis of the wild see apone the wallis betes ;

The pure populand hurle passis it umby.
King Alexander, p. 40.

2. Conveyance in a wheeled vehicle
;
a drive.

[Scotch.]
What if a frien' hire a chaise, and gie me a hurl, am I

to pay the hire? Gait, Sir Andrew Wylie, I. 92.

hurl3 (herl), n. [E. dial., contr. of hurdle: cf.

furl, contr. offurdle.] A hurdle.

hurl4 (herl), H. Same as harl, 3.

hurlbatt (herl'bat), . [A form of whirlbat, q.
v.

;
< hurl*, = whirl, + baft.] 1. A kind of club

or cudgel, so called because whirled around the
head. It does not appear that such a weapon
was thrown.

Hurleuiits having pikes of yron in the end, aclides.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608X p. 317.



hurlbat

Laying about him as if they had beene fighting at hurlt-
bad. Holland, tr. of Aminianua (1609).

2. A bat or club with a broad curved end used
in one form of the game of hurling. Strutt.

hurlblastt (herl'blast), . [A form of whirlblast,

q. v.
; < hurl2

,
= whirl, + blast."} Same as whirl-

blast.

hurlbone (herl'bon), . [A form of whirlbone,

q. v.] Same as whirlbone.

hurler1
(her'ler), n. [< hurl 1 + -er1.] One who

hurls
; especially, one who plays at hurling.

This cunning Shiinei. a hurler of stones, as well as a
railer. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

hurler2 (her'ler), n. [< Imrft + -er1
;
= whirler,

q. v.] One employed in carrying stones, peat.
or other material on a wheelbarrow. [Scotch.]
hurley (her'li), n. [Cf. hurl*.] The game of

hockey or hurling; also, the stick or club used
in this game. [Ireland.]
The game of hockey is called hurley in Ireland ; so hur.

Ifiix are probably hockey-sticks. N. and Q., 7th ser.
,
V. 300.

hurley-house, . See hurly-house.

hurling 1
(her'ling), n. [< ME. hurlytige, liur-

lunge; verbal n. of hurl1,.] 1. Agameinwhich
opposite parties strive to hurl or force a ball

through their opponents' goal, or to place it at

one of two points in a district of country. A
described by Carew in Cornwall in 1602, the former was
called hurling to goal, and the latter (in which the people
of the whole district took sides) hurling to the country.
As played at the present time in Ireland, the game is the
same as hockey.

Hurling was practised with a passionate enthusiasm.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., vii.

2f. Strife.

And therefore I pray you telle me now gone,
Was ther any hurlyng in hande ? York Plays, p. 428.

hurling2 (her'ling), . The young of the com-
mon perch. [Westmoreland, Eng.]

hurlmentti [< hurl1 + -merit.] Confusion.
Doxies.

King Edward, . . . dlscouering both this accident and
the hurlement made by the change of place, slacks not to
take aduantage thereof. Daniel, Hist Eng., p. 200.

hurlwindt (herl'wind), n. [A form of whirl-

wind, q. v.
; < hurfi + wind.'] An obsolete form

of whirlwind.

Oft-times upon some fearfull clap
Of thunder, straight a hurlewind doth arise
And lift the waves aloft.

Sir J. Harrington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furloso, xlv. 69.

hurlyif (her'li), n. [Sw> hurly-burly
1
.] Tumult;

bustle; confusion; hurly-burly. [Rare.]
Methinks I see this hurly all on foot

Slink., K. John, ill. 4.

For though we be here at Burley,
We'd be loth to make a hurly.

/>'. Joiaon, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

hurly2 (her'li), n. Same as hurly-burly'*.

hurly-burly1
(her'li-ber'li), n. [First in the

16th century; also written hurlie-burlie, hurly-
burle (So. liurry-burry, assimilated to hurry-
skurry) ;

a varied redupl. of hurly1 ,
if that is not

itself an abbr. of the compound, which may be
considered a popular formation intended to

suggest hurry and bustle.] Tumult
;
bustle ;

confusion.

Seeing the Englishmen to be oppressed with the warres
and rapines of the cruell Danes, and all the land in a
hurlie burlie. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 6.

Such a hurly-burly in country inns !

Lonyfellow, Golden Legend, v.

hurly-burly2 (her'li-ber'li), n. [Also simply
liurly.] The last; the lag: a term very com-
monly used among youug people. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
hurlygush (her'li-gush), n. [< E. hurl2

,
= whirl,

+ gush.] The bursting out of water, as from
a pond. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
hurly-hacket (hur'li-hak*et), n. [Also written

hurlie-, hurley-hacket ; origin obscure ; referred

by Jamieson to Sw. (dial.) liurra, whirl round,
whizz (see hurry), + Sw. haiku, slip. The first

element seems to rest on E. hurl 1
."] 1. A small

trough or sledge in which people used former-

ly to slide down an inclined plane on the side of
a hill. 2. An ill-hung carriage: in contempt.
[Scotch in both senses.]
"I never thought to have entered ane o' their hurley-

hackets," she said, as she seated herself, "and sic a like

thing as it is scarce room for twa folks !

"

Scott, St Eonan'a Well, xv.

hurlyhawkie (hur'li-ha/ki), n. [< hurly (T) +
hawkie, hawkey, a cow with a white face: see

hawkey3.] The call by which milkmaids use to
call the cows home to be milked. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
hurly-house (hur'li-hous), n. [< hurly (cf . hurly-
hacket) + house.] A large house so much in
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disrepair as to be nearly in a ruinous state.

Also spelled hurley-house. [Scotch.]
hurnet. . See hem 1

.

Huron 1 (hu'ron), n. [A F. form of an Amer.
Ind. name.] 1. One of an Indian tribe, the
northwestern member of the Iroquois family,

living west to Lake Huron, which is named
from them. 2. [1. c.] [< NL. Huro, after Lake
Huron.] An Anglicized equivalent of the ge-
neric name Huro, applied by Cuvier to the

large-mouthed black-bass, Microptcrus salntoi-

des. The systematic relations of the fish were misunder-
stood by Cuvier, on account of the imperfect state of the
dorsal fin of the specimen examined by him.

huron2 (hu'ron), n. [Sp., < ML./wro(n-), a fer-

ret: seeferret
1
.] A Spanish-American name of

sundry animals of the family Mustelidai : spe-
cifically applied to the grison.
Huronian (hu-ro'ni-an), a. [< Huron 1

(see def . )

+ -ian.] Of or pertaining to Lake Huron, the
central one of the chain of (*reat lakes between
the United States and British America. In ge-

ology the term is applied to a division of the azoic or
archiean series, as indicated by the Canadian geologists.
It is a lithological division exclusively, since it contains
no fossils, so far as known. As used by the Canada Sur-

vey, the Huronian includes rocks in part eruptive, in part
detrital, and in part segregated, and of various geological
ages. The epithet has no satisfactory basis, and has been
abandoned by most geologists.

huronite (hu'ron-it), n. [< Huron (Lake Hu-
ron) + -ite%.] An impure kind of feldspar
found in Canada. It probably belongs to the

species anorthite.

hurrt, hurt (her), r. i. [< ME. hurren, buzz ; cf.

Dan. hurre, buzz, hum, G. hurren, whir, whirl;
an imitative word : see hurry and whir.] 1 . To
hum; buzz.
Hurron [var. hurryn, hurren] or bombon, as bees or other

lyke. Prompt. Pan.

2. To make a trilling or rolling sound; snarl.

R Is the dog's letter and hurreth In the sound.
B. Jonson, Eng. Grammar.

hurrah, hurra (ho-ra' or hu-ra'), interj. [Vul-
garly hurray, hooray; formerly also spelled
wliurra; < G. hurra, MHG. hurra, > also Dan.
and Sw. hurra, Pol. and Bohcm. hurd, hurrah;
in another form huzzah, huzza, < G. hussa ; like

other exclamations, of indefinite origin, but it

may be regarded as suggested by MHG. G. hur-

ren, whir, whirl: see hurr, hurry, tcliir.] An
exclamation expressive of joy, praise, applause,
or encouragement : sometimes used as a noun.

Coach. The same good man that ever he was.
Gard. Whurra ! Addition, The Drummer, v. 1.

Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah, bravo !

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, 1. 2.

Hurrah's nest, a state of confusion and disorder. [Col-

loq., U. S.]

Here you've got our clock all to pieces, and have been
keeping up a perfect hurrah's nest in our kitchen for three

days. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 81.

hurrah, hurra (ho-ra' or hu-ra'), v. [< hurrah,
liurra, interj.] I. intrans. To utter a loud shout
of acclamation, encouragement, joy, or the like.

II. trans. To receive or accompany with ac-

clamation, or with shouts of joy ; encourage by
rounds of cheering.
hurr-bur (her'ber), n. [Perhaps for "hurd-bur,
< hurds, same as hards, + bur1 . Cf. burdock.]
The burdock, Arctium Lappa. [Eng.]
hurricane (hur'i-kau), n. [First at the end of

the 16th century; also written herocane (the
word being still often pronounced as if spelled
*herricane), and with a seeming Sp. term, hur-

ricano, herricano, hericano, hirecano (see hurri-

cano), and sometimes furicano (simulating L.

furia, fury), = D. orkaan (> Dan. Sw. orkan, G.

orkan) = F. oiiragan = It. uracaiio (and oragano,
after the F.), < Sp. huracan = Pg. furacSo, a

hurricane, < Caribbean hurakan (Irving, "Life
of Columbus," viii. 9, gives the accom. "In-
dian" forms furicane or urican), a hurricane.]
1 . A storm of the intensest severity ; a cyclone.
Hurricanes prevail chiefly in the East and West Indies,
Mauritius, and Bourbon, and also in parts of China and the
Chinese seas, where they are generally known as typhoons.

Violent tempests, besides the unexpected herocane,
which dashed all the endeavours of the best pilots.

Lady Alimony, iv. 1.

2. Any violent tempest, or anything suggestive
of one.

Like a tempest down the ridges
Swept the hurricane of steel.

Aytoun, Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, iii.

3t. In the eighteenth century, a social party ;

a rout; a drum. [Slang.] = Syn. Tempest, etc. See
wind-.

hurricane-deck (hur'i-kan-dek), . See deck, 2.

hurricanot (hur-i-ka'no), . [See hurricane.]
1. Same as hurrieane.

hurry
A small Catch perished at Sea, in a Hericano.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith' Works, I. 234.

I am possess d
With whirlwinds, and each guilty thought to me is

A dreadful hurricane.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, v. 2.

2. A waterspout.
Not the dreadful spout

Which shipmen do the hurricano call,

Constring'd in mass by the almighty sun,
Shall dizzy with more clamour Neptune's ear
In his descent. Shalt., 1. audC., v. 2.

hurried (hur'id), p. a. [Pp. of hurry, v.] Done
in a hurry ; exhibiting hurry.

All this haste
Of midnight march, and hurried meeting here.

Milton, P. L., v. 778.

hurriedly (hur'id-li), adv. In a hurried manner.
hiirriedness (hur'id-nes), n. *The state of be-

ing hurried.

hurrier (hur'i-er), n. [< hurry + -er1.] 1. One
who hurries, urges, or impels.
Mars . . . (that horrid hurrier of men).

Chapman, Iliad, xvii.

2. One who draws a corf or wagoii in a coal-

mine. [Great Britain.]

hurrokt, . [Cf. E. dial, orruck, an oar.] An
oar.

hurry (hur'i), r.
; pret. and pp. hurried, ppr.

hurrying. [< ME. horien (found only once),

hurry: a secondary form, perhaps akin to

OSw. and Sw. dial, hurra, whirl round, whizz

(dial, hurr, great haste, hurry), = Norw. hurra,

whirl, whizz, thunder, = MHG. hurren, move
quickly, G. hurren, whirl, whir, hurr (hurre,

adv., with a whirring noise); cf. Dan. hurre,

hum, buzz, ME. hurren, E. hurr, buzz, Icel.

hurr, a great noise: see hurr and whir, the
last word well combining the two notions of

rapid motion and buzzing sound.] I. trans.

1 . To hasten ; urge forward or onward
; impel

to greater rapidity of movement or action.

Impetuous lust hurries liini on to satisfy the cravings
of It South.

Sir Edward, who had been going with great composure,
hurried his steps a little.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxxiii.

2. To impel to violent or thoughtless action
;

urge to confused or imprudent activity.
And wild amazement hurries up and down
The little number of your doubtful friends.

Shah., K. John, v. 1.

Would they, wise Clarion, were not hurried more
With covetise and rage. B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, L 2.

3. To draw, as a corf or wagon, in a coal-mine.

[Great Britain.] =Syn. 1. Hasten, Hurry (see hasten,
T. i'.); precipitate. 2. To flurry.

II. intrans. 1. To move or act with haste.

Ere yet It [the storm] came, the trav'ller urg'd his steed,
And hurried, but with unsuccessful speed.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 245.

Hope bids them hurry, fear's chain makes them slow.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 8.

2. To move or act with undue haste or with

precipitation.
Nature never hurries: atom by atom, little by little, she

achieves her work. Emerson, Farming.
= Syn. Hasten, Hurry. See hasten, v. i

hurry (hur'i), n.; -pi. hurries (-iz). [< hurry,
r.] 1. The act of hurrying, (o) The act of mak-
ing haste; rapid movement or action ; also, urgency; bus-

tle; haste.

This place is full of charge, and full of hurry;
No part of sweetness dwells about these cities.

Fletcher, Eule a Wife, v. 3.

This way of life is recommended ... in such a manner
as disposes the reader for the time to a pleasing forget-
fulness, or negligence of the particular liurru of life in

which he is engaged. Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

It was curious to see the footmen picking up stones in

a great hurry to throw with their slings, which they have

always tyed about their waists.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 145.

(i>) Excessive haste ; precipitation ; hence, agitation ; con-
fusion.

The present peace
And quietness o' the people, which before
Were in wild hurry. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

Ambition raises a tumult in the soul, it inflames the

mind, and puts it into a violent hurry of thought
Addteon.

The hurry of spirits, occasioned by too many visitors,
rendered her feverish. Hone's Every-day Book, II. 181.

2. A timber staging with spouts running from
it, used in loading vessels with coal. [Great
Britain.] 3. In dram, music, a tremolando

passage for violins or tympani in connection
with an exciting situation. [Colloq.]
The wrongful heir comes in to two bars of quick music

(technically called a hurry), and goes on in the most
shocking manner. Dickens, Sketches (Greenwich Fair).

= Syn. 1. Haste (see hasten, v.i.), flurry, nutter.



hurry-burry

hurry-burry (hur'i-bur'i), n. Same as hurly-
burlyl. [Scotch.]

hurry-durryt (hur'i-dur'i), a. [A varied re-

dupl. of hurry.] Rough; hasty. Davies.
'Tis a hurry-durn/ blade : dost thou remember after we

had tugged hard the old leaky long-boat to save his life,
when I welcomed him ashore, he gave me a box on the
ear, and called me fawning water-du^ .'

Wychtrley, Plain Dealer, L 1.

hurry-skurry, hurry-scurry (hur'i-skur'i), n.

and a. [< hurry + xkurru, in sense associated
u-ith hurly-burly, Sc. hurry-burry, etc.] I. H.

Fluttering haste ; swift disorderly movement.
[Colloq.]

They lock'd the bower, they lit the torch,
'Twas hurry-skurri/ a'.

Yuuny Child Dyr'imj (Child's Ballads, IV. 268).

Sometimes his crew would be heard dashing along past
the farm-houses at midnight, with whoop and halloo, . . .

and the old dames, startled out of their sleep, would listen
a moment till the terry-scurry had clattered by.

Iraing, Sketch-Book, p. 431.

II. a. Rushing headlong; disorderly.
"I hope it is in good plain verse," said my uncle

" none of your hurry-amrry anapaests, as you call them, in
lines which sober people read for plain heroics."

Clough, Dipsychus, Prol.

hurry-skurry, hurry-scurry (hur'i-skur'i),
adv. [< hurry-skurry, .] Confusedly; in a
bustle.

Run hurry-xcurry round the floor.
And o'er the bed and tester clamber.

Gray, Long Story.

hurse-skin (hers'skin), ti. [< hurse (?) (origin
not ascertained) + skin.'] Shagreen prepared
from fish-skins, used for making covers for sur-

gical instruments, etc. McElrath, Com. Diet,
hurst (herst), . [Early mod. E. also hirst; <

husband

lower end of a platform to prevent the wheels
of a gun-carriage from injuring the parapet.

ft) To give mental pain to ; wound or injure in mind or ( *> A woodeu or ir P'ece bolted to the top
feelings; grieve; distress. ra"S of a gun-carnage, either in front or in
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Hurt in his first tilt was my son, Sir Torre,
And so, God wot, his shield is blank enough.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Hence satire rose, that just the medium hit,
And heals with morals what it hurts with wit.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 282.

The plant he meant grew not far off,
And felt the sneer with scorn enough ;

Was hurt, disgusted, mortified,
And with asperity replied.

Cowper, Poet, Oyster, and Sensitive Plant.

the rear (in the latter case called a counter-

hurter), to check its motion. 2. In a vehicle:

(a) The shoulder of an axle, against which the
hub strikes. (I>) A reinforcing piece on the
shoulder of an axle.

hurtful (hert'ful), a. [< hiirft + -ful.~\ Tend-
ing to hurt or impair ; injurious ; mischievous

;

2. In general, to do harm or mischief to
;
affect causing harm or damage.

injuriously; endamage.
There hitrteth you noo thyng but youre conceyte :

Be luge youre self, for soo shal ye it fynde.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 78.

Theyrs be the charge, that speke so large,
In hurtymje of my name.

Nut-brown Maid (Percy's Eeliques, p. 182).

Be not offended; for it hurts not him
That he is lov'd of me. Shak., All's Well, i. 3.

The Tygre, which being hungry is very hurtfull, being
full will flee from a Dogge. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

A good principle not rightly understood may prove as
hurtfull as a bad. Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

= Syn. Disadvantageous, detrimental, harmful, prejudi-
cial, deleterious, baneful, unwholesome, pernicious, nox-
ious, destructive.

hurtfully (hert'ful-i), adv. In a hurtful man-
ner; injuriously.

The Elizabeth Dorcas . . . having a long passage,' and hurtfulness (hert'ful-nes), . The state or
being hurt upon a rock at ScUly, and very ill victualled, quality of being hurtful or detrimental

; inju-
she lost sixty passengers at sea. riousness.

Winthrop, Hist New England, 1. 182. hurtle 1
(her'tl), r.

; pret. and pp. hurtled, ppr.
II. wtrans. 1. To cause injury, harm, or pain hurtling. [< ME. hurtten, hurtelen, sometimes

of any kind, mental or physical. hortelen, knock, dash against, dash, throw,
Which sacrament or sign, though it seem superfluous, hurl; intr., dash, rush, or fall with violence;

Tetaslonga8the8igniflcatioiibode,itAurtednot freq. of hurten, dash against, etc., hurt; contr.

They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain.
Isa. xi. 9.

Sounds and sweet airs, that give delight, and hurt not.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2.

2f. To rush with violence.
The bore anoone hurted to hym and ranne fast toward

the Erie.

Quoted in Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), notes, p. 235.

ter, heap, mass, an aery, a sand-bank.
'

Origin physical or mental pain, as a wound, bruise,

uncertain; Skeat connects it with hurdle, as if 552*?
ete

-;,
m general, damage ; impairment ;

an 'interwoven thicket.'] 1. A wood or grove:
now used chiefly in local names, as Hurst, Hazle-
hurst, LyndAursi, etc. See the etymology.

The courteous Forest show'd
So just conceived joy, that from each rising hunt,Where many a goodly oak had carefully been nurst
The Sylvans in their songs their mirthful meeting tell.

Drayton, Polyolbion, it. 187.

He turned to where a daisied footpath, leaving the bridge
on the farther side of the highway, wound under the oaks
and alders of the Hunt.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 13.

2. The husk or frame of a run of millstones.

detriment; harm.
The! smotte hym full smertely that the bloode oute braste,
That all his hyde in hurth was hastely hidde.

York Plays, p. 427.

In hys iaw bare a hurt ful of pain
Off a lyon, which al hys life bare ful Eighty.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), I. 1228.

That which he willeth by occasion, is also to his own
good. For how should God will hurt to himself?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

Nothing doth more hurt in a State than that cunningmen pass for wise. Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

trans. 1. To dash, push, or knock violently;
throw or hurl.

And he him hurtleth with his horse adoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1758.

Ifby haterede a man hurtlith ethir schouflth [or shoveth]
a man. Wyclif, Num. xxxv. 20 (Purv.).

2. To move about with violence or impetuosi-
ty ;

whirl round
; brandish.

His harmefull club he gan to hurtle hye.
Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 42.

H. intrans. To rush violently and noisily;
move rapidly and impetuously ; go swiftly with
a whirring, clashing, or clattering sound.
Whan thei made here menstracie eche man wende

[thought],
That heuen hastili & erthe schuld hurtel to-gader.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5013.

A strong man hurtlide iigens a strong man.
Wyclif, Jer. xlvi. 12 (Purv.).

The noise of battle hurtled in the air,
Horses do neigh, and dying men did groan.

Shak., J. C., ii. 2.

Together hurtled both their steeds, and brake
Each other's neck. Fairfax, tr. of lasso, vi. 41.

The great war-eagle,
Master of all fowls with feathers,
Screamed and hurtled through the heavens.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, ix.
Get him to bed, and let his hurt be look'd to. _..w , ,..,, .

E. H. Knight. 3. The ring of the helve'oiTa =Syn. Harm, Mischief, etc. See injury.
*"*' T' N" V' L

hurtle2!, n. [A var., in a fig. use, of whurtle,
trip-hammer, which supports the trunnions, hurt2 (hert), n. [Also in comp. hurtberry short wjtortle

>
a whortleberry : see tchortle.] A pim-

for hurtlebcrry: see hurtberry, hurtleberry. In Ple or wart-

the heraldic use only in pi. hurts, lieurts, and Vlpon whose Pa'mes such warts and hurtells rise,

appar. a different word
/identical with hurfl, ^^I^E&Z^tS^^

E. H. Knight. 4. A sand-bank near a river;
also, a shallow in a river. [Scotch.]
At that time the current of water removed a sand-bank

or hirst that lay on the margin of the river.

State, Leslie of Powis, etc., p. 62. (Jamieion.)

hurst-beech (herst'bech), w. The hornbeam, wx-. c,-w, Hiiian azure uaus ; tearmea ( i

-
,-'M

CarjnnusBetHlu*. Also called horst- or horse- heraldry)^ on men and tongue-moies^on ^e^tef^^r^.]*^ ^'
beech. See cut under Carpinus.
hurt 1

(hert), c.; pret. and pp. hurt, formerly
also hurted, ppr. hurting. [< ME. hurten, hirt-

women" (Cotgrave): see hurft, n.] If. The huckleberry
huckleberry, particularly Vaccinimn Myrtillus. hurtless (hert'les) a.

is onely a headland of high nils, oner-
*Cape Cod .7 . i. _. , r . v^tipc \,uu ... is uiieiy H imuumiui 01 niiin nils, ouor-

en, hyrten, horten (pret. hurts, hirte, pp. hurt, growne with shrubby Pines, hurts, aud such trash but an
Mr*, or hurted, hirted), knock, hit, dash against,

"">"* 1"-1 -- -" "

injure, hurt, intr. stumble (the alleged AS.
'hyrt, hurt, belongs to ME.), < OP. hurter, heur-
ter, F. heurter; cf. Pr. nrtar, hurtar= It. urtare
(ML. hortare, ortare), push, thrust, knock, hit,

1

excellent harbour for all weathers.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 194.

There are three sorts of hurts, or huckleberries, upon
bushes from two to ten feet high.

_ . [< hurt* + -less.]

Inflicting no injury; harmless; innoxious.
Been murderers of so much paper,
Or wasted many a hurtless taper.

B. Jmuun, Volpone, ii. 1.

Her [Nature's] fearless visitings, or those
That came with soft alarm, like hurtless light
Opening the peaceful clouds. ,

Wordsworth, Prelude, i.

2. Having received no injury ; unharmed.

'"anUent a^d
" *

'1 i

>ser"e of these berries saTe hurtlcssly (hert'les-li), adv. Without harm.

, _ 'dshiregiveache'veron betwixt three /lurtsn'roner
Both with brave breaking should hiirllessly have per-= Dan. Sw. hurtig, quick, nimble) ; all prob. for their arms. fuller. Worthies (ed. Nichols),!. 271.

formed tnat match. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

from OF., and that of Celtic origin: Vf.hyrddu, hurt3!- Contracted third person singular in- hurtlessness (hert'les-nes), n. The state or
ram, push, impel, butt, make an assault, hwrdd, dicative present for hurteth. Chaucer. quality of being hurtless; harmlessness.

2. Indash against; MD. horten, hurten, knock, dash
against, D. horten, jolt, shake, = MLG. LG. hurt-
en, push, = MHG. hurten, dash against, hurt, a
knock, hit, push (> hurte'e, hurteflich, G. hur'tig

Beterley, Virginia, ii. H 13.

a roundel azure, representing the

. . . hoping that the goodnes of their in-
the hurllessnessol their sex, shall excuse the

One

[Rare.]
The maids .

tention, and the
breach of the commandement. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

hurtsickle (hert'sik-a), n. [< hurtl + obj.
sickle.] The Centaurea Cyanus, or bluebottle :

so named with reference to the difficulty of

cutting it down. [Eng.]
hurty (her'ti), a. [< F. heurte, pp. of heurter,

Do not you breed too great an expectation of it among knock: see httrft.] In her., strewed with hurts,
rar friends ; that's the hurter of these things.

'

without regard to number
; sem6 of hurts.

B. Jonion, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3. Also hurted.
My heart, my heart ! and yet I bless the hurter. hust, n. A Middle English form of housed

. ,_., . u
f
j
etehar <**% Maul in the Mill, i.l. husband (huz'band), n. [< ME. hutbande, hous-

Shak., Othello, iv. i. hurter^ (her ter), n. [Also written hurtoir; < bviide, hosebonde, hosbonde, -bond (rarely ending
I am afraid he is hurted very sadlv. F. heurtoir, a knocker, < heurter, knock: see in -bande, -band, which is etym. incorrect), the

273. Mm.] 1. Milit.: (a) A beam placed at the master of the house, a married man in relation

push, thrust, butt, < W. hwrdd, pi. hyrddod, = hurtberryt (hert'ber'i), .; 'pl.hurtber'ries(-iz).Corn, horclh, later hor, a ram (cf. Manx heurin, Same as hurft, 1.
E. ram,v., knock, push, thrust, Hurtberrics. In Latine Vaccinia, most wholsome to thenow usea without direct reference to the noun stomach, but of a very astringent nature : so plentiful in

ram (the animal) ; but the Celtic words verb tnia 8nire that !t is a kind * harvest to poor people,
and noun, may have come from a root mean- Fuller' Wortnies (ed - 1811 )- " 271-

ing 'push, thrust.' Hence freq. hurtle^ and its hurted (her'ted), a. In her., same as hurty.
contr. form hurll : see hurtle^ and 7mr/l.] I hurter1 (her'ter), n. [< hurft + -erl.] Oi
trans. 1. To knock, hit, or dash against, so as wno or that which hurts.
to wound or pain ; inflict suffering upon. ta) To
injure physically ; give physical pain to; wound.

Challenge me the count's youth to fight with him ; hurt
him in eleven places. Shak., 1. N., iii. 2.

heart is turned to stone
; I strike it, and It hurts my

rted very sadly.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. :



husband

to his wife, a tiller of the ground, < AS. lius-

boiida, hfisbunda, the master of a house (a fern,

form husbonde, the mistress of a house, appears
to occur in one passage, in dat. pi. MtildHtlum)
(= Icel. husboiidi, the master of a house, a mar-
ried man, = Sw. husboiide = Dan. husbniuli .

husbond, master, husband), < Ms, house, +
bonda, bunda, orig. with long vowel bonila,

bunda, the master or head of a family, a house-

holder, a married man (> ME. boiide, a house-

holder, a man of inferior condition, > E. bond2
,

bondman, bondage, etc., which, by confusion
with bond1

,
have taken on an implication of

servitude), orifj. a contr. of AS. bfiende (= Icel.

bondi, contr. of buandi, boandi), dwelling, ppr.
of buan = Icel. bua, dwell: 8ee bond2

, bondman,
etc., boor, boicer^, bower , bit/

2
, be*. Husband

thus means lit. 'house-dweller,' i. e. house-
holder. According to a popular etymology, it is

sometimes explained as house^ + band1
.} If.

The master of a bouse
;
the head of a family ;

a householder.
The htwfboiute that IB wis warneth his bus.

Old EIUJ. Homilies (ed. Morris), p. 247.

2. A man joined in marriage to a woman, who
bears the correlative title of wife.

Sche was a worthy woman al hire lyfe,
Housbondes at chtrche dore Bche hadde fyfe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 480.

And when the woman herde hem BO Bey, she was
abaisshed, and selde, . . . "but I be-seche yow telle it

not my housbondf, for than he wolde me sle."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 84.

The law appointeth no man to be an husband; but If a
man have betaken himself unto that condition, it giveth
him then authority over his own wife.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2.

8ee my guardian, her husband. Unfashionable as the
word is, it is a pretty word : the house-baud that ties all

together : is not that the meaning ?

Richardson, Sir Charles Orandison, VI. 376.

3f. A tiller of the ground ;
a husbandman.

Bootes, eocurs, myttens mot we were ;

For husbondes and hunters all this goode IB.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 43.

But loke ye do no housbonde harme
That tylleth with his plough.

l.niril Geste of Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. ir. i.

In those fields

The painful husband plowing up his ground
Khali flnd, all fret with rust, both pikes and shields.

Haknmtl.

4. A manager of property; one who has the
care of another's belongings or interests; a

steward; an economist. [Archaic.]
He took measure

Of his dear time like a most thrifty husband.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, ill. 1.

Those are the best husband* of any Saluages we know ;

for they prouide Corne to serue them all the yeare, yet
spare. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 64.

The Lord Treasurer Cranfeild, a good hunliaiul of the
entrates [revenues] of the Exchequer.'

Up. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. S3.

5. A polled tree; a pollard: so called in hu-
morous allusion to the traditional bald head of

husbands with energetic wives. [Prov. Eng.]
That all trees called Pollengers or Huabords [read hus-

bonds], and all other trees at the time of the Trespass, etc.

Hei/don and Smith's Case, 13 Coke, 67.

Snip's husband, a man who has the care of a ship or

ships in port; one who oversees the general interests of a

ship or a lineof ships, as berthing, provisioning, repairing,
entering and clearing, etc.

The skip's husband he was looking over the papers, and
" What's this?" says he, "how come the ship to run up a
tailor's bill?" S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 159.

husband (huz'band), v. t. [< ME. husbonden,
< Itiisbonde, the master of a house: see husband.]
1. To manage r administer carefully and fru-

gally; use to the best advantage; economize:
as, to husband one's resources.

Let us therefore husband time in which we may gain
eternity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 366.

The Dutch frugally husband out their pleasures.
iliMsniith, Citizen of the World, xviii.

2f. To till, as land; cultivate; farm.
A pitte in it, for wynes white and rede
That over renne of ignoraunt kepynge,
To make is oon goode poynte of Inubondyny.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. ia
Sonne also of the Snnne and Moone, who . . . created

the Progenitors of the present Indians, and taught them
to husband the earth and the trees.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 880.

The Natural Woods on the South-west side the House
are well Husbanded, and cut into small and bigger Alleys,
to save the Trees. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 196.

3. To provide with a husband.
Think you I am no stronger than my sex,
Being so father'd and so husbanded >

Shak., J. C., li 1.

I am not so set on wedlock as to choose
But where I list, nor yet so amorous
That I must needs be husbanded.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii.
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4. To engage or act as a husband to
; figura-

tively, to assume the care of or responsibility

for; accept as one's own.
That were the most, if he should husband you.

Mm*., Lear, v. 3.

Nor should I deem it wise in me to huxband a doctrine
on this or any other palpably unprovable proposition.

U. H. Bancroft, Central America, I. 318.

husbaudable (huz'ban-da-bl), a. [< husband +
-able.} Capable of feeing husbanded, or man-
aged with economy. [Rare.]
husbandage (huz'ban-daj), n. [< husband +
-;/<.] Naut., the allowance or commission of

a
ship's

husband for attending to business mat-
tt-rs in the interest of the

ship.
husband-fieldt (huz'band-feld), . A cultivated

field.

Some swamp obscure,
That poisons the glad husband-field with dearth.

Scott, Don Roderick, The Vision, 1. 39.

husbandhood (huz'band-hud), . [< husband
+ -hood.} The state of being a husband.
husband-land (huz'band-land), n. (X husband
+ land.'} Formerly, "a virgate equivalent to

two oxgangs; a yard-land ;
in Scotland, twenty-

six acres that is, as much as could be tilled

with a plow or mowed with a scythe by the
husbandman.
In my note on rating by the oxgang (North Riding Rec-

ords, III. 178) I have supplied proof that, among the va-

rious other specific names for the divers ranks in society
as it existed down to the first half of the seventeenth cen*

tury, the appellation husbandman still distinguished the
man of the class next below the yeoman, and that he was
literally the holder of the orthodox husband-land consist-

ing of two oxgangs.
./. C. Atkinson, N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 363.

husbandless (huz'band-les), a. [< husband +
-less.] Destitute of a husband.

His children father-lease,
And husbandlesse his wife,

May wand'ring begg.
Sir P. Sidney, Ps. cix.

husbandly (huz'band-li), a. and adv. [< hus-

band + -ly
1
.} I. a. 1. Like a (good) husband.

Nor is it manly, much less husbandly,
To expiate any frailty ill your wile
With churlish strokes.

Chapman, Buasy D'Ambois, v. 1.

2. Frugal; thrifty. [Bare.]
In. I'll turn 'em into money.
V". That's thy most husbandly course, i' faith, boy.

Chapman, May-Day, i. 2.

Upon the whole do find that the lat times, in all their

management, were not more husbandly than we.

Pepys, Diary, IV. 127.

II. adv. Frugally; economically. [Rare.]
The noble client reviewed his bill over and over, for

however moderately and husbandly the cause was man-
aged, he thought the sum total a great deal too much for

the lawyers. Roger Sorth, Lord Ouilford, I. 36.

husbandman (huz'band-man), n.
; pi. husband-

men (-men). [< HK"husbondman, husbandman,
householder; < husband + man.'} If. The mas-
ter of a house

;
the head of a family.

Syk lay the housbondman whos that the place is.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 60.

The! [maidens] lat lyjt be husbandmen,
When thei at the ball rene;
Thei cast hyr love to gong men.

Songs and Carols (ed. Wright), p. 27.

2. A farmer; a tiller of the soil; one engaged
in agriculture.
And Noah began to be an husbandman, and he planted

a vineyard. Gen. ix. 20.

The royal husbandman appear'd,
And plough'd, and sow'd, and till'd,

The thorns he rooted out, the rubbish clear'd.
And bless'd th' obedient field.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalia.

3f. A husband of property ;
an economist.

He was an excellent husbandman, but had resolved not
to exceed such a degree of wealth.

Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

husbandry (huz'band-ri), . [< ME. hasboiid-

rie, husbonderye, hosboundrie, domestic econ-

omy, agriculture (> AF. husbondrie, husbonderie,

marriage); < husband + -ry.} 1. Management
of domestic affairs

;
domestic economy ; frugal-

ity; thrift.

Allso to the buttrey dore ther be xlj. sundrye keyes In

xij. [men's] hands, wherein symythe to be small husband-

rye. MS. Cotton, quoted in Piers Plowman's < 'rede

[(E. E. T. S.X notes, p. 38.

For litel was hire catel and hire rente :

By housbondrye of such as God hire sente
Sche fond hire-self, and eek hire doughtren tuo.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 8.

There's husbandry in heaven ;

Their candles are all out. Shot., Macbeth, ii. 1.

5th. This day, not for want, but for good husbandry, I
sent my father, by his desire, six pair of my old shoes,
which fit him, and are good. Pfpys, Diary, III. 318.

hush

2. The business of a husbandman or farmer;
farming; agriculture.

In thingea 1III alle husbondrie mot stande :

In water, aier, in lande, and gouvernance.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Seths Sons, knowing Nature soberly,
Content with little, fell to Husbandry.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

So far as one could Judge from looking over the fields,

Norwegian huxbandry is yet in a very imperfect state, and
I suspect that the resources of the soil are not half de-

veloped. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 24t>.

3. The product of husbandry or of cultivated
soil. [Poetical.]

Alas .' she [Peace] hath from France too long been chas'd ;

And all her husbandry doth lie on heaps,
Corrupting in its own fertility. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Bailiff in husbandry. See baili/. Garden husband-
ry. See garden. Patrons of Husbandry. 8eeyrange,4.

huscarlt, . See house-carl.

huselt, " and v. A Middle English form of

Itouset.

hush (hush), P. [< ME. husshen, hussen, hoschen,

only in the pp. liussht, hunt, hoscht, huyst, and
whist (> mod. E. whist, a.) = LG. hussen, dim.

husseken, inhiissken, lull (children) to sleep: cf.

hiischen, hiisken, swing, rock, husse-busse, a lul-

laby, MHG. husch, an interj. to denote shiver-

ing, G. husch, quick! at once! (also translated

'hush!'), > G. huschen (colloq.), slip off, van-

ish, = Dan. hysse, v., hush, hys! interj., hush!
Ult. imitative, the forms 'sh, 'ss, hush, and, with
a final check, 'sht, 'st, husht, hust, hist, whist, be-

ing sibilations requiring the least muscular ef-

fort and admitting of the faintest utterance :

see hisfl, husht, 'sh, 'st, whist.} I. trans. 1. To
reduce to silence; make stifl or quiet; check
or suppress the sound of.

My lord would speak, my duty hushes me.
Shak., T. N., v. 1.

But now a joy too deep for sound,
A peace no other season knows,

Hughes the heavens and wraps the ground.
Bryant, A Summer Ramble.

With wide wing
DM- fork-tailed restless kite sailed over her,
I/ iisli in:/ the twitter of the linnets near.

\\itlinin Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 218.

2. To appease; allay; calm, as commotion or

agitation.
It [retirement] . . . huehet and lays asleep those trou-

blesome passions which are the great disturbers of our re-

pose and happiness. /;/-. Atterbury, Sermons, I. \.

All her fears were hush'd together. Cowper, A Fable.

3. In mining, to clear off (the soil and surface

dirt), in order to expose the bed-rock, so that it

can be ascertained whether there are indica-
tions of a vein or metalliferous deposit. [Not
used in the U. S.J To hush up, to suppress men-
tion or discussion of ; procure silence concerning ; keep
unmentioned or concealed.

When the plague begins in many places and they cer-

tainly know ii, they command silence and hush it up.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 277.

This matter IB hushed up, and the servants are forbid to
talk of it Pope.

II. intrans. To be still; be silent or quiet;
make no noise.

At these strangers' presence every one did hush.

Spemer.

To hush up, to be silent ; cease ; hold one's tongue. [Col-

loq.]

We passed out, Greene following us with loud words,
which brought the four sailors to the door, when I told
him to hush up, or I would take him prisoner.

W. T. Sherman, Memoirs, I. 37.

hush (hush), interj. [Partly interj., partly impv.
of hush, v.} Forbear; be still; hist; attend.

Hush ! here comes Antony. Shak., A. and C., 1. 2.

"My sister." "Comely too, by all that's fair,"

Said Cyril. "O hush, hush!" and she began.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Alicia gave him a warning look to stop him, and Russell
Penton pnt forth his hand with an impressive hush .'

Mrg. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiii.

hush (hush), . [< hush, v.} A state of still-

ness
; profound quiet.

It is the hush of night. Byron, Childe Harold, ill. 86.

As an unbroken hush now reigned again through the
whole house, I began to feel the return of slumber.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xv.

It broke the desert's hush of awe,
A human utterance sweet and mild.

Whittier, Hermit of the Thebaid.

hush (hush), a. [< hush, v. Earlier h nsht, q. v.]

Silent; still; quiet.
The bold wind speechless, and the orb below
As hush as death. Shot., Hamlet, ii -'.

Walked through the House, where most people ininhty

hush, and, methinks, melancholy. I see not a smiling
face through the whole Court. Pepys, Diary, II. 418.



hushaby

hushaby (hush'a-bi), inter/. [< hush + -alj, a

mere termination, as in lullaby, rockulj.~\ Hush:
a word used in lulling children to sleep.

Hushaby [var. roekaby\ baby, in the tree-top.

Nursery rime.

hushaby (hush'a-bi), a. [< huxhaby, inter}.]

Tending to quiet or lull. Eclectic Rev.

hush-bagaty (hush'bag"a-ti), . [Of. hustfl.']

The lump-fish or sea-owl', Cycloptcrus lumjiua.
Also called hush-puddle. See cut under Cyt'to/i-

tcrus. Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ire-

land, I. 181.

bushel (hush'el), . An old, worn-out person
or implement. [Scotch.]
The Galloway huxhel. Carlylf, in Froude.

hushert, . An obsolete form of wilu-r.

hush-money (hush'mun'i), n. A bribe to pro-
cure silence ; money paid to prevent disclosure

or exposure.
A dexterous steward, wben bis tricks are found,
lliixh-uionei/ sends to all the neighbours round.

hush-paddle (hush'pad'l), . Same as linxh-

bagaty. [Prov. Eng.]
hushtt (husht), a. [< ME. Jmssht, hoscht, hust,

huyst, whist, in form pp. of husshen, hush, v.,

but partly interjectional : see the quotations,
and husht, interj., hush, hist1

,
whist1

, etc.] Still ;

silent; whist; hushed.
I your moder am withoute lese ;

But ye must kepe this mater husht and pece.
Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 320.

Agad, I'm In Love up to the Ears. But I'll be discreet,
and husht. Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 10.

hushtt (husht), interj. [< ME. husht, etc.: see

husht, a., and cf. hush, interj.] Hist; whist.

Cla. What are you, pray? what are you?
Rod. Huiht a friend, a friend.

Atiddleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, !. 3.

11 a slit: My brother, sir, for want of education, sir,

somewhat nodding to the boor, the clown.
/;. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

hushtlyt, adv. [< husht, a., + -,

mutely.
Verely I shal then speake vnto you huishtlie and with

out woordes, but I shal speake assured and manifest

thinges if so bee ye aske them. J. Udall, On John xvi.

hushtnesst, >*. [< husht, a., + -ness.'] Silence;
stillness.

A general! kusht-nesxe hath the world possest.
Beywood, Troia Britannica (1609).

husk1 (husk), n. [< ME. husk, huske = Norw.
husk = Sw. dial, hysk, hosk = Dan. dial, hiisken ;

prob. for orig. *hulsk = MD. hulsche = MHG.
huldsche, hulsche, a husk, hull, a later form (with

orig. term, -s, -se,
conformed to -sch,

-sche, AS. -sc, E.

-sh) of MD. hulse,
D. hulze = OHG.
hulsa, MHG. hulse,

hiilse, G. hulse, a

husk, hull
;

the

same, with added
term., as AS. hulu,
EJiull1 : see hull1 .]
1. The external

covering of certain
fruits or seeds of

plants; the glume,
epicarp, rind, Or Husk of Indian Com, stripped down

hull ; in the United
about thc ear'

States, specifically, the outer covering of an
ear of maize or Indian com.

Huski
Wherein the acorn cradled.

Shot., Tempest, i. 2.

The seed, to shut the wasteful! Sparrows out,
(In Haruest) hath a stand of Pikes about,
And Chaffle Husks in hollow Cods inclose-it.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Fruit of all kinds, in coat

Rough, or smooth rind, or bearded husk, or shell.

Milton, P. L., v. 342.

Through husks that, dry and sere,
Unfolded from their ripened charge, shone out the yellow

ear. Whittier, The Huskers.

[The
" husks

"
mentioned in the parable of the prodigal son

were carob-pods, which are long, thin, and husky, but con-
tain much mucilaginous and saccharine matter, and art-

fed to domestic animals in Syria and elsewhere.

And he would fain have filled his belly with the hutks
that the swine did eat. Luke xv. 16.]

2. Something resembling a husk, or serving
the purpose of husks, as the membranous cov-

ering of an insect, or (sometimes) the shells of

oysters.
This [chrysalis] also in its turn dies; its dead and brit-

tle husk falls to pieces, and makes way for the appearance
of the fly or moth. Paley, Nat. Tlieol., xix.

2927

To-day I saw the dragon fly
i 'mne from the wells where he did lie.

An inner impulse rent the veil

of his old busk: from head to tail

Came out clear plates of sapphire mail.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

3. Figuratively, the outer covering of any-
thing; that which incloses or conceals tin-

reality or the essential part; hence, in the plu-

ral, refuse
;
waste.

The very hvxks and shells of sciences, all the kernel

being forced out and expulsed.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 243.

And your fair show shall suck away their souls,

Leaving them but the shales and husks of men.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

Decrees of councils, elaborate treatises of theologians,

creeds, liturgies, and canons, are all but the husks of re-

ligious history. Lecky, Europ. Morals, IL 120.

4. The frame which supports a run of mill-

stones Capillary husk, an envelop or investment of

capillaries in the spleen. = Syn. 1. Hull, etc. See skin, n.

husk1
(husk), v. t. [< husk1

, H.] 1. To strip
off the external integument or covering of.

Being thoroughly husked and cleansed, grind it into

meal as is aforesaid. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 7.

Then in the golden weather the maize was husked.

Longfellou', Evangeline, ii. 4.

2. To open or shuck, as oysters. [Georgia.]
husk2

(husk), n. [< ME. husk, huske (see quot. ) ;

cf. OF. hwse, a dogfish; cf. also hush-bagaty,
hush-paddle.] The greater dogfish, Scylliorhi-
ii a" eanicula.

Huske [var. husk], fyshe, squamus [var. sguarus].
Prompt. Pare.

husks
(husk), a. [Var. of hask, dry, rough,

harsh: see hask1
. Cf.husky^.] Dry; parched.

[Prov. Eng.]
husk3 (husk), M. [(husky^.] Huskiness. [Rare.]

"Really, gentlemen," said the Reverend Doctor Gaster,
after clearing the husk in his throat with two or three

hems,
" this is a very sceptical and, I must say, atheistical

conversation." Peacock, Headlong Hall, i.

husk*t> " [Origin obscure.] A company of

Silently: hares.
A huske or a down of hares.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

huskanaw, huskanoy (hus'ka-na, -noi), .

[Amer. Ind.] Formerly, among the Virginia
Indians, the ceremony or ordeal of preparing
young men for the higher duties of manhood, by
solitary confinement and the use of narcotics,

whereby remembrance of the pastwas supposed
to be obliterated and the mind left free for the

reception of new impressions.
The Appomattoxes, formerly a great nation, though now

an inconsiderable people, made a huskanaw in the year
1690. Beverley, Virginia, iii. 1 32.

huskanaw, huskanoy (hus'ka-na, -noi), r. t.

[< huskanaw, huskanoy, n.] Among the Virginia
Indians, to subject to the ordeal of the huska-
naw.
The choicest and briskest young men . . . are chosen

out by the rulers to be huskanawed.
Beverley, Virginia, ii. If 32.

He is a good man too, but so much out of his element
that he has the air of one huskanoyed.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 342.

huskedt (huskt), a. [< hunk1 + -ed2.] 1. Hav-
ing a husk ; covered as if with a husk.

They haue a small fruit growing on little trees, husked
like a Chestnut. Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 122.

Like Jupiter huskt in a female skin.

Hist. Albino and Bellama(lGS6).

busker (hus'ker), n. [< husk1 + -er1 .] 1. One
who husks; especially, one who husks corn;
one who takes part in a husking-bee. [U. S.]

The corn was piled in the centre of the capacious kitch-
en ; around the heap squatted the huikers.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

From many a brown old farm-house, and hamlet without
name.

Their milking and their home tasks done, the merry husk-
ers came. Whittier, The Huskers.

2. A tool or machine for removing the husks
from maize. 3. Among oystermen, an oyster-
opener; a shucker. 4. pi. In ornith., the De-

i/liihitores, the third order of birds in Macgilli-

vray's system. See Deglubitores.

They are generally gregarious after the breeding season,
and feed for the most part on seeds, which they deprive,
by means of the sharp edges of the bill, of their outer cov-

ering or pericarp, whence the name Huskers, given to the
order. MacgiUivray, Hist. British Birds, I. 315.

husk-hackler (husk'hak'ler), n. A machine
for shredding corn-husks for stuffing mattresses
and cushions. It is essentially a brake, like a hemp-
brake, with toothed rolls, between which the busks are

passed to split and comb the dried leaves.

huskily (hus'ki-li), adv. [< hiisky^ + -ty
2
.] In

a husky manner
; dryly ; hoarsely.

hussif

"It is true," Markheim said huskily, "I have In some
degree complied with evil." A. L. Stevenson, Markheim.

huskiness (hus'ki-nes), H. [< husky2 + -ness.]
The state of being husky ; dryness ; roughness;
hoarseness, as of the voice when affected by
fatigue or emotion.

"I tell no lies," said the butcher, with the same mild
huskiness as before. George Eliot, Silas M ai HIT, vi.

husking (hus'king), n. [Verbal n. of husk1
, v.~\

1. The act of stripping off husks, as of maize.
2. A gathering of persons to assist in husk-

ing Indian com (maize), usually with feasting
and merrymaking. Also called huskitig-bee.

[U. S.]
For now the cowhouse filled, the harvest home,
The invited neighbors to the husking come.

J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, lit

In modern times, the jolly little God [Cupid] ... has
become modernized in his arts, and invented husking*,
apple-bees, sleigh-rides, "droppin's," gymnastics, etc.

Hallberger's Illut. Mag., 1876, p. 686.

husking-bee (hus'king-be), . Same as husk-

,</, 2. [U.S.]
The shining floor suggests the flail-beat of autumn, that

pleasantest of monotonous sounds, and the later hvsking-
bee, where the lads and lasses sit round laughingly busy
under the swinging lantern.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 270.

husking-peg (hus'king-peg), H. Same as husk-

ing-jiin.

husking-pin (hus'king-pin), n. A pin or claw
worn upon the hand to assist in tearing open
the shuck when husking Indian corn.

husky1
(hus'ki), . [< husk1 + -y

1
."]

Abound-
ing with, consisting of. or resembling husks;
hence, poor, unprofitable, etc.

Most have found
A husky harvest from the grudging ground.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 314.

husky2
(hus'ki), a. [A var. (after husk*) of E.

dial, hasky, dry, rough, unpleasant, hask, dry,

rough, harsh, parched: see hask1
, harsk, harsh.

According to Skeat, husky stands for "husty or

"hausty, < haust 1
, hoast, host*, a dry cough.]

Dry in the throat; hoarse; harsh; sounding
roughly : said of the voice or utterance.

The priest was a dry old man, with a husky and broken

voice, and he proceeded as if all feeling had left his soul

long ago. C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 45.

But the voices sank yet lower, sank to husky tones of fear.

Whittier, Garrison of Cape Ann.

husky3 (hus'ki), n.; pi. huskies (-kiz). [Said to

be a corruption of Eskimo.'] A kind of dog used
in drawing sleds in the Hudson's Bay territory.

The original Husky has always been an animal requir-
ing firm treatment, naturally dangerous, and to a great
extent devoid of affection.

Colonial and Indian Exhibitions (1886), p. 75.

huso (hu'so), n. [NL., < OHG. Mso, MHG.
huse, husen, G. hausen = D. huizen, MD. huyzen,
the huso: see isinglass, which is a corruption of

MD. huyzen-blas, 'huso-bladder.'] 1. The great
sturgeon, Acipenser huso, of the rivers falling
into the Black and Caspian seas, abounding
especially in Russia. See sturgeon. 2. [cop.]
A genus of such fishes.

husst (bus), v. i. [A var. of hiss; cf. huzz.~] To
hiss; whistle, as the wind.

When once we come within a Mile, more or less, of the

Cape and stand off to Sea, as soon as we get without it we
flnd such a hussing Breez that sometimes we are not able
to ply against it. Dumpier, Voyages, II. Iii. 38.

hussar (hu-zar'), . [< F. hussard = Sp. husar,
husaro = Pg. hussar = It. ussaro = D. huzaar
= Dan. Sw. husar = G. husar, < Hung, huszdr,
thetwentieth,< husz, twenty: so called because
Matthias Corvinus (1443-90), King of Hungary
and Bohemia, raised a corps of horse-soldiers

by commanding that one man should be chosen
out of every twenty in each village.] A mem-
ber of a class of light cavalry originating in

Hungary in the middle ages, and now form-

ing part of most European armies. The Hun-
garian hussars were famed for their activity and courage.
Their dress was semi-oriental, and has set the type of
uniform for the hussars of other nations. The latter are

conspicuous for their fantastic dress, of which important
parts have been the dolman and busby. Of late, years
the dolman has been abandoned, and the hussar uniform
is distinguished by brilliant colors, elaborate braidings,
etc.

I was about as perfect a type of the hussar as need be.

My jacket seemed to fit tighter my pelisse hung more
jauntily my shako sat more saucily on one side of my
head. Lever, Maurice Tiernay, viii.

hussif 1
(huz'if), n. [Assimilated form of hus-

wife
1 (ME. huswife) = housewife1 : see house-

wife
1 and hussy1

.] A housewife.
hussif2 (huz'if), w. [Also written huzzif; an
alteration, simulating hussif

1 for housticifi'
1

,
ot



hussif

hussy2,
which has on the other hand attracted

hussif1 into the form hussy
1

: see hussy
2

, hussy1 .}
Same as hussy

2
.

Hussite (hus'it), M. [< late ML. Hussitce,
The name Huss, or more prop. Hus, is

abbr., adopted by Huss himself (about 1396),
of his full name (Johann) Hussinetz (so called

Hustings court, in Richmond and other cities of Virginia,
acourt Saving a criminal jurisdiction nearly exclusive as
to offenses committed within the city limits, and a juris-

Hutcliinsia

This care hath a huswife all day in her head,
That all thing in season be hwnnfelu fed.

Turner, lustructioas to Huswlfery.
diction in many other cases, civil and criminal, concurrent v_,._j*,.__. T. . . -r / -c

pi. with the circuit court, bat locally limited. nUSWlleryt,nUSWlfryt(huz wif-n or huz'lf-ri),
an hustle (hus'l), r.

; pret. and pp. hustled, ppr.
" [< "w*1 + *.] Housewifery.

hustling. [< D. hutselen, shake, jolt, freq. of

hutai-n, hotseii, shake, jog, jolt, > ult. E. hatch:..-, I/M>C>I, ana*.v, jug, juu, / iuu. i^. HVIUI .

from his native village Hussinetz).] A follower see hatch.'] 1. trans. To shake or throw toge-ijof John Huss of Bohemia, the religious IT

former, who was burned in 1415. The Hussites
organized themselves immediately afterward into a polit-
ico-religious party, and waged fierce civil war from 1419 to
1434, when they were overcome. They were divided In doc-
trine into radical and conservative sections, called Tabor-
ites and Calixtinex ; the former finally became merged with
the Bohemian Brethren, and the latter partly with the Lu-
therans and partly with the Roman Catholics.

Of Brownist, Hussite, or of Calvinist,
Arminiau, Puritan, or Familist.

Taylor's Motto (1622). (Halliwell.)
The cardinal [Beaufort] had already forwarded to Chi-

chele the papal bull under which he was commissioned to
raise money for the Hussite crusade.

Stubbs, Const Hist, 334.

hussy1
(huz'i), n.; pi. hussies (-iz). [Also writ-

ten hussey, huzzy, and dial, huzz; a reduced form
oihusttif

1
, huswife1 , houseicife

1
: see housewife1

,]

If. The mistress of the house : same as house-

"
Dame, ye mon to the pinch (plow] to morne ;

I salbe hussy, gif I may.
"

"Husband," quoth scho, "content am I."

Wuf of Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIIL 117X

2. A pert, wilful woman or girl; a frolicsome
or mischievous girl ;

a quean ;
a jade ; a wench :

used either in reproach or jocosely.
Now you think me a corrupt Hussey.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, L 1.

ther confusedly or in a disorderly manner;
shove roughly, as by crowding; jostle: as, to
huKtlc things out of the way; he was hustled off

the course.

She saw a blue-jay washing itself, ducking its crest, and
huttlinj the water with its wings. S. Judd, Margaret, 1. 2.

And then
Was hustled by the sullen baffled men
Who shouldered past him back into the hall.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 852.

A beggar woman hustled the duchess as she was stand-

ing astonished because her maid had left her to carry her
own bag. Froude, Sketches, p. 42.

When night after night a ministry is hustled and jostled
in argument ; when its members are unable to hold their
own in the fiery ordealof House of Commons interrogation,
. . . their end is not far off. Edinburgh Kev., CLXV. 272.

II. intrans. 1. To push or crowd; move about
with difficulty, as in a crowd; shuffle or sham-
ble hurriedly.

Leaving the king, who had hustled along the floor with
his dress wofully ill-arrayed. Scott.

Every theatre had its footmen's gallery ; an army of the
liveried race hustled round every chapel-door. Thackeray.

2. To make haste ; move or act energetically :

as, come, hustle now. [Colloq., U. S.J 3. To
shake up the halfpence in the game of pitch
and hustle. See below.

Good husu"iferjf trieth
To rise with the cock;

111 hutipifery lieth
Till nine of the clock.

Tusser, Five Hundred Points.

By Ceres huswifrie and paine,
Men learn 'd to burie the reviving graine.

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. i. 34.

(hut), n. [< ME. 'hutte, hotte, < OF. hutte,
hutc. a cot, cottage, F. hutte, a hut, a cottage,= MD. hutte, D. hut = Dan. hytte = Sw. hyMa
(an accom. of the expected *hytta), a hut, < OHG.
hutta, MHG. hutte, G. hutte, a hut, cottage, bow-
er; prob. = Goth, as if 'hudja, AS. as if *hydd,
from the root of AS. hi/dan, ME. hi/den, huden,
hiden, E. hide1

, cover, whence also ult. AS. Ms,
E. house: see hide1

, house1 .} 1. A small or hum-
ble house; a hovel or cabin; a mean lodge or

dwelling.
Sore pierced by wintry wind,

How many shrink into the sordid hut
Of cheerless poverty ! Thomson, Winter, L 337.

They built, and thatch'd with leaves of palm, a hut,
Half hut, half native cavern. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Milit., a rude wooden structure for the tem-
porary housing of troops, as during a winter.
Some military huts are large enough to house
a hundred men. 3. The back end or body of
the breech-pin of a musket.
The Barrels . . . shall be smoothed in the finished State

with the Breeches in the percussioned State, lluls filed

up. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 277.

JTttB5ab24Stt *? "SZS^X&S&te hnt1

(huO,,.^r^and^.^ Ppr.A;(^:, .

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 2.

hussy2 (huz'i), n. ; pi. hussies (-iz). [Also writ-
ten huzzy; usually regarded as a particular use
of hussy

1 = huzzy = huswife'
1 = housewife1 , but

according to Skeat < Icel. husi, a case (comp.
skairis-husi, a scissors-case), < hus (= Norw.
huss), a house, also a case, = AS. hus, a house:
see house1 .} Acase for scissors, needles, thread,
etc. Also housewife, hussif.

I went towards the pond, the maid following me, and
dropt purposely my hussu ; and when I came near the
tiles I said, "Mrs. Anne, I have dropt ray hussy."

Richardson, Pamela, I. 162.

hustt. An obsolete past participle of hush.

hustilmentt, See hustlcment.

Fitch and hustle, an old game in which the contestants
pitch halfpence at a mark, to see who can come the near-
est to It The halfpence are then collected, shaken toge-
ther, and deposited on the ground, and that player who has
pitched one of his halfpence nearest the mark takes all
those which turn head upward. The remaining halfpence
are again shaker, together and deposited on the ground,
and the player who pitched a halfpenny next nearest the
mark takes all that turn head upward. This continues
until all the halfpence are taken. Strutt.

hustle-cap (hus'1-kap), n. Same as fitch and
hustle. See hustle, v. i.

Squandered what little money they could procure at

hustle-cap and chuck-farthing.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 175.

[< hut1
, n.} f. trans. To place in a hut or in

huts : as, to hut troops in winter quarters.
There was a mill near, round which were left several

pine boards, with which we soon hutted ourselves.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 203.

These tools are a light coolie load, but they will be
found invaluable for cutting a camping-ground out of the
side of a hill, and for huttimj both yourself and atten-
dants. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 587.

II. intrans. To lodge in a hut or in huts.
hut2t (hut), n. [< ME. hutte, var. of 'hotte, a

heap.] A clod.

With a shelle or a hutte [tr. L. glcba] adoune hem [lettuces]
presse,

And thai wol glade and fate under this presse.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 50.

[In

hustlement (hus'1-ment), . [< ME. hustle-

merit, hustilment, hostilement, < OF. hustilement, .

hustmg(hus tmg),n. \_<M.E.husting(>OF.hus- hostilement, hostillement, ostillement, an imple- hutch1 (huch), n. [< ME. hucche, huche, hoche,
teng), a council, < late AS. hunting, a council (of ment, pi. furniture, also simply hostil ostil ustil whucche, a box, chest, < OF. huche, F. huche, a

hutch, bin, a kneading-trough or -tub, amill-hop-
per, = Sp. OPg. hucha, < ML. hutica, a chest;
prob. of Teut. origin, perhaps connected ult.

with OHG. hutta, a hut, shelter : see hut1
.} 1.

A chest, box, coffer, bin, or other receptacle in
which things maybe stored: as, a gr&m-hutch.
The name was formerly applied specifically to one of the
chests into which smaller receptacles called forcers, hana-
pers, etc., were packed ; documents and valuable articles
were commonly stored in this way.
That Arke or Bueche, with the Kelikes, Tytus ledde

with hym to Rome, whan he had scomfyted alle the Jewes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 85.

The best way to keep them, after they are threshed, is

to dry them well, and keep them in hutches, or close casks.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. A bakers' kneading-trough. 3. A box or

trough used in connection with certain ore-

dressing machines. [Eng.] 4. A low-wheeled
wagon in which coal is drawn up out of the pit.

5. As a measure : (a) A measure of two Win-
chester bushels.

+ thing, a thing; as a law term, an assembly, ture. 2. Odds and ends. [Prov. Eng ]
meeting, a general term for any public meeting, both senses usually in the plural.]
esp. for purposes of legislation; a parliament, hustler (hus'ler), n. One who hustles; specifi-
includmg courts of law; = AS. and E. thing: Cally, one who is active and energetic in busi-
eee house1 &nA thing.} 1 . A public meeting for ness

; a lively worker. [Colloq., U. S.]
conference; a council; specifically, a court:
now usually in the plural, hustings, used also as
singular. Courts so called were formerly held in many
cities of England, as Great Yarmouth, Lincoln, York, and
Norwich, and are still held in London, before the mayor,

A strictly first-class stenographer and type-writer, young
man, a hustler in every respect, wants a strictly first-class

position. Publishers' Weekly, Dec. IS, 1886.

Superintendent B is a hustler, and he is backed by
an active company. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XIIL 8.

recorder, and sheriffs. They formerly had exclusive an- . . . , . , .. , ,. ,"
thority in all real and mixed actions for the recovery of uUSWlie't (huz Wlf or huz if ), n. [< ME. hus-

Hence hussif1 , hussy1
.}

land within the city, except ejectment, but their juris-
diction has fallen into comparative desuetude. In Vir-
ginia, the municipal courts established in cities of over
5,000 inhabitants were at one time called hustings courts.

A hustiiig court (for the purpose of a city of London
school) was held in 1885, and again in 1888.

Academy (London), June 1, 1889, p. 374.

[By Henry the First's charter to London] the ancient
assemblies, husting, folk-motes, ward-motes, are to be
kept up. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 814.

Now the idea of representation begins to work in the
National Council the Sheriff of each Shire is directed to
send up a certain number of freeholders, or royal tenants,
to talk with the King. These are chosen by the free votes
of their fellows at the Shire-moot or Hustings as it was
called later. A. Buckland, Nat Institutions, p. 11.

2. pi. (also as singular). A temporary plat-
form on which nominations of members of Par-
liament were made, and from which a candidate
addressed his constituency. Since the passing
of the Ballot Act of 1872 the use of hustings
has been discontinued, but the word is still

see housewife1
.

1. A housewife.
Sith th' onely Spider teacheth every one
The Husbands and the Huswife* function.
For, for their food the valiant Male doth roam

;

The cunning Female tends her work at home.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, t 7.

The poore husbandmans baken, halfe lost for lacke of
a good huswives looking too.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 113.

It was the hour when husioife morn
With pearl and linen hangs each thorn.

Churchill, The Ghost.

Hutch, a measure of 2 Winchester bushels,
of coal make a cart-load of about 14 cwt.

Six hutches
Simiiionds.

used with reference to any platform from which huswifelf (huz'wif or huz'if), ,.. t. [< huswife1
,

?>_.'
on

?ermg 8Peeches are delivered. [Great .] To manage with economy and frugality:
said of a woman.

(6) In Renfrewshire, Scotland, two hundred-
weight of pyrites. 6. The casing of a flour-

bolt. 7. A box, coop, or pen in which a (small)
2. A pert, wilful woman or girl; a hussy. See animal is confined : as, a rabbit-7<fc/t.

hussu1
. 2. A drunken face . . . flaring out of a heap of rags on the

floor of a dog-hutch which is her private apartment.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxiL

In a hutch near the corner of the house was William's
pointer. C. Jleade, Never Too Late to Mend, i. 8.

8. A fisherman's shanty. [Local, U. S.]
hutch1 (huch), v. t. [< hutchi, .] 1. To hoard
or lay up, as in a chest.

hussy*, 2.

If she should yeelde at the first assault, he would thinke
hir a light hunwife. Lyly, Euphues, Anat of Wit, p. 74.

Why should you dare to imagine me
So light a husu^fe that, from four hours' knowledge,
Yon might presume to offer to my credit
This rude and ruffian trial?

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iii. 1.

Britain.]
I stood on the hustings, . . . less like a candidate than

an unconcerned spectator of a publick meeting.
Burke, Speech at Bristol.

That so, when the rotten hustings shake
In another month to his brazen lies,
A wretched vote may be gain'd. Tennyson, Maud, vi.

He was ... a second-rate hustings orator.

Disraeli, quoted in Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 513.

And, that no corner might
Be vacant of her plenty, in her own loins
She hutch'd the all-worshipp'd ore, and precious gems.
To store her children with. Hilton, Comus, 1. 719.

2. In mining, to wash, as ore, in a tub or hutch.
But hunmfing the little Heaven had lent,
She duly paid a groat for quarter rent. ... .

,

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 9. hutch2
(huch), v. t. [A var. of hatch : see hotel,,

huswife2! (huz'wif or huz'if), n. [See hussif2,
and cf. hustle.'] To shrug. [Prov. Eng.]

Ai<s2/
2
.] Same as housewife*. Hutchinsia (hu-chin'si-a), . [NL., after Miss

huswifelyt (huz'wif-li or huz'if-li), a. and adv. Hutchins, an Irish cryptbgamist. The surname
Like a housewife

; housewifely. Hutchins, ME. Huchyns, is a patronymic geni-



Hutchinsia

tive of Suchin, an assibilation of Huckin, a dim.
of Hugh. The name Huggins is similarly de-
rived from ME. Hutjtjn, Hugon, < OF. Hugon,
Hugo, another form of Hugh: see Huguenot.]
A genus of small perennial and annual crucif-

erous plants of Europe and Asia, witli pinnate-
ly divided leaves and small white flowers. They
are chiefly alpine in habitat. II. petnea, an annual, grows
on rocks and walls in England and Wales.

Hutchinsonian (huch-m-so'ui-an), . and a.

[The surname Hittchinson, ME. Huchynson,
Hochinson, is a patronymic equiv. to Hutchins,
1. e. Hutchin's son: see Hutchinsia.] I. n. 1.

One who held the views of John Hutchinsoii

(1674-1737), a secular English writer on theol-

ogy and natural philosophy. He and his followers

interpreted the Bible mystically, regarded it as an infalli-

ble source of science and philosophy, opposed the New-
tonian system, and laid great stress on the importance of
the Hebrew language. The Hutchinsonian school existed
till the nineteenth century.
2. In A mer. hist., a follower of Mrs. Aiine Hutch-
inson (died 1643), an autiuomiaii teacher, in
the early years of the colony of Massachusetts
Bay.

II. a. Pertaining or relating to John Hutch-
inson or Anne Hutchinson, or to the doctrines
of either of them.
Hutchinsonianism (huch-in-so'ni-an-izm), n.

[< Hutchinsonian + -ism.] The system of doc-
trine or thought taught by or derived from
either John Hutchinson or Anne Hutchinson.
See Hutchinsonian, n.

HutcMns's goose. See goose.

hutet, " A Middle English form of hoot.

hutment (hut'ment), n. [< hut1
, v., + -ment.]

Accommodation'in huts
; housing. [Rare.]

On foreign stations the only important sanitary works
appear to be a contribution of 300 towards the drainage
of Cape Town, . . . and 14,230 for hutment for increased

garrison at Malta. The Lancet, No. 3422, p. 660.

huttet, v. A Middle English form of hit1 .

Huttonian (hu-to'ni-an), a. In geol., relating to
the views and theories of James Hutton (1726-
1797). Button wrote and published voluminously in va-
rious departments of natural science and metaphysics, but
when the term Hultonian is used it is generally with ref-

erence to his work in geology. The most important fea-

ture of Button's theories was his attempt to explain the for-

mer changes of the earth's crust by the aid of natural agen-
cies exclusively. In opposition to Werner, he maintained
that granite and basalt were rocks which had undergone
fusion by subterranean heat, and this view and others held
by him were for some years the subject of violent contro-
versies.

hut-urn (hut'ern), n A type of cinerary urn
of pottery peculiar to the primitive Italic peo-
ples, and anterior to
Etruscan or other

foreign influence.
The form of the urn is

that of a circular cabin
or hut, with a conical

roof, imitating a rude
structure in osiers plas-
tered with clay. These
urns are found in all the
sites of archaic Italic civ-

ilization, as at Vetulonia,
Civita Castellana, in the
oldest tombs of Corneto,
in the ancient necropolis
of Torre del Mordillo

nearSybaris, and notably
in the cemetery of Alba Hut-um.
Longa, beneath the strata
of eruptive deposits from the volcanoes of Latium. The
form persisted in the Roman temples of Vesta, which were
always circular and with a conical roof, like the primeval
huts of the race. Sometimes called houne-urn.

huvettet, [P-, < OF. huvette, haveste, a kind
of hat used by soldiers : cf. huve, an ornament
for the head, a woman's head-gear: see liouve.~\

Same as humette^.

hux (huks), v. t. [Origin obscure; perhaps trans-

posed from "husk, s husk, a certain fish: see

huslft."] To fish for, as pike, with hooks and
lines fastened to floating bladders.

huxter, n. See huckster.

Huygenian (hl-ge'ni-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Christian Huygens (often incorrectly written

Huyghens), a Dutch natural philosopher and
mathematician (1629-95). Also Huyglienian.
Huygenian eyepiece. See eyepiece.

huz (huz), pron. A vulgar pronunciation of its.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
He hasna settled his account . . . wi huz for sax weeks.

Scott, Antiquary, I. 318.

What need we care about his subsistence, sae lang as he
asks nae thing frae huz, ye ken. Scott, Rob Roy, xxiv.

huzzt, v. i. [Imitative : cf . buzs1 and hizz, hiss,

whizz.] To buzz; hum; murmur.
If the fire then burne in the chimney pale, and keepe

therewith a huzzing noise, wee find by experience that it

forsheweth tempest and stormie weather.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 36.

2929
But summiin 'till come ater mea mayhap wi' 'is kittle o'

steam
Huzzin' an' matizin' the blessed feiilds wi' the Divils oiin

team. Tennyson, Northern farmer, Old Style.

huzza, huzzah (hu-za' or-za,'),interj. [<G. hus-

sa, another form of hurrah : see hurrah.'] Vari-
ants of hurrah. Sometimes hu::ay.

You begin to be something too old for us, we are for the
brisk Huzza's of Seventeen or Eighteen.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, i.

"There are woodcocks for supper," says my lord, "Uuz-
zay !" Thackeray, Henry Esmond, II. vii.

The company rose twice and manifested their approba-
tion by nine huzzas. Bancroft, Hist. Const., 1. 120.

huzza (hu-za' or -za'), v. I. intrans. Same as

hurrah.

With that I huzzaed, and took a jump across the table.

Taller, No. 45.

II. trans. Same as hurrah.

He was huzzaed into the court by several thousand of
weavers and clothiers. Addixon.

huzzy, n. See hussy
1

.

hw-. The original form, in early Middle Eng-
lish and Anglo-Saxon, of the consonant se-

quence now written *-, For all words so be-

ginning, see under wh-.

tiwang (hwang), n. See fung -hwang.
hy1

t, a. An obsolete spelling of high.

hy2
t, v. An obsolete spelling of hie.

hy3 (hi), interj. See hi.

hyacinet, A corrupt form of hyacinth.

Deepe empurpled as the Hyacine.
Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 54.

hyacinth (hi'a-sinth), u. [In older 'E. jacinth,

jacint (see jacinth), < OF. hyacinthe, < ~L.hyacin-
thus, < Or. iiaiuvBof, the hyacinth (a plant-name
appar. comprehend-
ing the blue iris,

the gladiolus, and
the larkspur) ;

also

a precious stone of

blue color (prob.
not the mod. hya-
cinth, but perhaps
the sapphire) ;

ori-

gin obscure
;
accord-

ing to one conjec-
ture, connected with
lov (

*
Ftov) = L. mo-la,

violet. Doublet ja-

cinth, jacint.'] l.An
ornamental bulbous

plant of the genus
Hyacinthus (H. ori-

ental's), natural or-

der Liliacete. It is a
native of the Levant,
and grows in abundance
about Aleppo and Bag-
dad. The root is a tuni-
cated bulb ; the leaves
are broad and green ; the

scape is erect, bearing
numerous often droop-
ing bell-shaped flowers
of almost all colors, and
both single- and double-
flowered. The hyacinth
appears first to have been

Hyacinth
(Hyacinlhut erienlalis).

a. Flower cut longitudinally ; b."ft""" a, riuwer cur longuu'.iinauy ; P.

cultivated as a garden- fruit cut transversely ; c, seed cut

flowerby the Dutch about longitudinally, showing the embryo.

the beginning of the six-

teenth century. It was introduced into England about
the end of that century, and is now one of the most popu-
lar of cultivated bullwus plants. [The so-called yellow
isictmess of the hyacinth is produced by a parasitic bac-
terium which occurs as yellow slimy masses in the vessels.
" In the resting bulb the bacteria are confined to the vas-
cular bundles of the bulb-scales

;
at flowering time they

are found also in the leaves, and not in the vessels only,
but in the parenchyma also,wherethey fill the intercellul ar

spaces, [and] destroy the cells." (De Bary. Coinp. Morph.
and Biol., p. 482.)]

The letter'd hyacinths of darksome hue,
And the sweet violet, a sable blue.

Fawkes, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, x.

Sheets of hyacinth
That seem'd the heavens upbreaking thro' the earth.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. By transfer, a plant of some other genus.
The California hyacinth is a plant of the liliaceous ge-
nus Brodue; the Cape hyacinth, Scilla corymbosa and S.

brachyphylla ; the fair-haired hyacinth, Muscaricomoxum;
the grape-hyacinth, or globe-hyacinth. Muscari botryoidex :

the lily-hyacinth, Scilla Lilio-Hyacinthus ; the Missouri

hyacinth, a plant of either of the genera Hexperanthiix
and Brodice; the hyacinth of Peru, Scilla Perumana; the

star-hyacinth, Scilla amcena; the starch-hyacinth, Mus-
cari racemosum; the tassel-hyacinth, Muscari comosumj
the wild hyacinth, Camassia (Scilla) Fraseri.

3. (a) Among the ancients, a gem of bluish-
violet color, supposed to be the sapphire. (6) In
modern usage, a gem of a reddish-orange color
which is a variety of the mineral zircon. Some

Hyaenidae

varieties of garnet and topaz also receive this

name.
Dishes of agat set in gold, and studded
With emeralds, sapphires, hyacinth*, and rubies.

/;. Juitmii, Alchemist, ii. 1.

4. In her., the tincture tenney or tawny when
blazoning is done by colors of precious stones.

See blazon. 5. In ornith., a purple gallinule,
as of the genus lonornis or Pornhyrio; a sultan.

Hyacinth beans. See Egyptian beans, under fconi.

hyacinthian (hi-a-siu'thi-au), a. Same as hya-
ciiitltiite.

hyacinthine (hi-a-sin'thin), a. [< L. hyacin-

thinus, < Gr. vaKivdivos, hyacinthine, < v6iuv6of,

hyacinth : see hyacinth."] 1 . Made or consisting
of hyacinth; resembling hyacinth in color or

odor.
Hyacinthine locks

Round from his parted forelock manly hung
Clustering. Milton, P. L., iv. 301.

Her lips more fragrant than the summer air;
And sweet as Scythian musk her hyacinthine hah-.

Sir W. Jones, Palace of Fortune.

They [Manhattan Island garnets] do not . . . possess
the hyacinthine hue of the Alaskan examples, and are less

translucent. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 311.

2. Very beautiful or attractive : in allusion to

Hyacinthus, a youth fabled to have been loved

by Apollo.
The hyacinthine boy, for whom
Morn well might break and April bloom.

Etnerfton, Threnody.

Hyacinthus (hl-a-sin'thus), n. [NL., < L. hy-
acinthus : see hyacinth.] A genus of liliaceous

bulbous plants, including about 30 species, na-
tives of central Europe, Asia, and Africa. It is

characterized by having the perianth infundibulifonn-

campanulate, not constricted at the throat, the lobes

shorter, or rarely longer, than the tube, and the stamens
fixed in the tube or throat, with slender filaments dilated
at the base. //. orientally has been long celebrated for

the endless varieties which culture has produced from it.

H. ftomanus (the Roman hyacinth), a small white-blos-
somed species, is often grown as an early spring flower ;

there is also a pale-blue Roman hyacinth. 11. amethysti-
nus is the amethyst or Spanish hyacinth, and H. candi-
cans the white Cape hyacinth. See cut under hyacinth.

Hyades (hi'a-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr. Tddtf (sing.
'Tdf not used), prpb. < if (cf. LGr. avaf, a sow) =
L. sus, a pig, swine, like the equiv. L. suculce,
the Hyades, lit. 'piglings,' < sus, a pig: see Sus,
sow2

,
and swine. But the ancient derivation

was < Gr. vciv, rain, whence Virgil calls them
Pluvite, 'rainy' (see pluvious). See also the

def.] 1. In astron., a group of about seven
stars, of which the principal is Aldebaran, in

the head of the Bull, supposed by the ancients
to indicate the approach of rainy weather when
they rose with the sun. In Greek mythology the

Hyades were originally nymphs who nursed the infant

Bacchus, and were transformed into stars in compassion
for then- incessant weeping for the fate of their brother,
who was torn to pieces by a wild beast. Also Hyads.

Thro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyade*
Vext the dim sea, Tennyton, Ulysses.

2. [Used as a singular.] In eutoin., a genus of

lepidopterous insects. Boisduval.

Hyads (hi'adz), n.pl. Same as Hyades, 1.

Then sailors quarter'd heaven, and found a name
For every flx'd and every wandering star ;

The Pleiads, Uyads, and the Northern Car.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 207.

Hyaena (hi-e'na), . [NL., < L. hy&xa, hyena:
see hyena.] 1. (o) The typical genus of the

family Hycenidw. There are two living species of the

genus in its restricted use : the common striped hyena, //.

striata, and the brown hyena, H. brunnea. The spotted
hyena is H. crocnta, or Crocuta maculata. The genus is

now confined to the warmer parts of the old world, but
the cave-hyena, H. spelaius, formerly inhabited much of

Europe, its remains being now found in caverns in Ger-

many, France, and England. See cut under hyena. (6)

[I. c.] The Linnean specific name of Cams hy-
tena, equivalent to the modern family Hyamidoe.

2. In ichth., a genus of fishes. Oken, 1816.

3. [/. c.] See hi/ena.

Hyaenarctidse (hi-e-nark'ti-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Hyimarctos + -Ida;.] A family of fossil arc-
toid mammals, the type of which is the genus
Hymiarctos.
Hyaenarctos (hi-e-nark'tos), n. [NL., < Gr.

i'mva, hyena, + apKrof, a bear: see arctic.] A
genus of fossil bear-like carnivorous mammals
from the Miocene and Pliocene, referred to the

Ursidce, or made the type of a family Hymiarc-
tl(l(e. The genus, established by Cautley and Falconer,
is equivalent to AifriotheriVHi of Wagner, Sivalarctos ana
Amphiarctog of De Blainville, and Hemicyon of Lartet.
Fossil remains referred to this genus have been named H.
hemicyon and //. insiynis.

hyaenic, a. See hyenic.

Hyaenidas (hl-en'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Hymia +
-irfa-.] A family of Ferca fissipedia, belonging
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to the series JElunMM liytrniftinnin ; the hye-
nas. They have 3 incisors and 1 canine on each side
above and below, 4 premolars in each upper and 3 in
each lower half-jaw, and 1 molar on each side above and
below in all 84 teeth, which are very strong. The large
molars are close together ; the upper true molars are re-

duced in size, and tubercular ; and the lower true molars
and last upper premolar are sectorial. The feet are digi-

tigrade, with blunt non-retractile claws; the tail is short
and bushy ; the eyes and ears are prominent ; and the
tongue is rough with prickles. There are two genera, Hy
ceita and Crocuta. With Hyatnidoe proper is sometimes
associated the genus Proteles, now usually made the type
of a family Protelula. See hyena.

hyaeniform, . See hyeniform.
Hyseniformia (hi-en-i-fdr'mi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hywiia + L. forma, form.] A group or series
of JEluroidea, constituted by the families Hyte-
nidte and Protelidw, having 34 or 32 teeth, no
tubercular true molar in the lower jaw, no sep-
tum of the auditory bulla, and digitigrade feet.

hyaenine, a. See hyenine.
Hyaenodon (hi-en'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. vtuva,

hyena, + odovf (odovr-) = E. tooth.'] A ge-
nus of fossil carnivorous mammals of the Eo-
cene and Lower Miocene, of uncertain system-
atic position. They had apparently 44 teeth, of a ca-
nine type ; the fourth upper premolar and first lower
molar were sectorial, and all the succeeding teeth were
also sectorial, but not tuberculate as in existing carni-
vores. In U. leptarhynchut, for example, the last lower
molar is the largest and most completely sectorial of the
series. This species is described by Boyd Dawkins, from
the Upper Eoceneof Hordwell. Many other species have
been found in both Europe and America. The animals
were about as large as leopards.

Hyaenodontidae(hi-en-o-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hyteiiodon(t-) + -idte.'] A family of extinct
carnivorous mammals, represented by the ge-
nus Hyienodon.
hyaenoid, a. See hyenoid.
Hyalaea. n. See Hyalea, 1. Lamarck, 1799.

Hyalffiidae (hi-a-le'i-de), n. pi. See Hyaleidai.
Cantraine.

Hyalea (hi-a'le-a), n. [NL., < Gr. txifcor, of

glass, < t>o/lof, glass: see hyaline.'] 1. The ge-
nus of pteropods which gives name to the fam-
ily Hyaleidte: a synonym of Cavolinia. Also
wrongly spelled Hyalaa. Lamarck, 1801

;
Cu-

vier, 1817. See cut under Cavolinia. 2. A ge-
nus of lepidopterous insects. Guenee, 1854.

Hyaleacea (hi-a-le-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < Hy-
alea + -acea.] A group of pteropods, including
the genus Hyalea. Also wrongly spelled Hy-
alteacea. Menke, 1828.

Hyaleidae (hi-a-le'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < HyaleaT -idee.] A family of thecosomatous pteropods,
taking name from the genus Hyalea; the glass-
shells: synonymous with Cavoliniidte. Also
(wrongly) Hyalteidte and Hyalidte.
hyalescence (hi-a-les'ens), n. [< hyalescen(t)+ -ce.] The process of becoming, or the qual-
ity or state of being, glassy in texture or trans-

parency; glassiness.

hyalescent (hi-a-les'ent), a.
[X

Gr. wz/lof,

glass, + -escent.] Becoming hyaline; exhibit-

ing hyalescence ; hyaloid.
hyalin (hi'a-lin), n. [< LL. hyalmus, < Gr.

vaXivof, of glass: see hyaline.] The chief ni-

trogenous constituent of hydatid cysts, con-

taining about 5 per cent, of nitrogen. When
boiled with sulphuric acid it is said to yield 50 per cent of
its weight of a dextrorotatory sugar. Gamgee.
hyaline (hi'a-lin), a. and n. [= F. hyaline =
Sp. hialino = Pg. hyalino, < LL. hyalinus, < Gr.

va'Mvof, of glass, < WZAOJ, also VCAOS, glass, a word
said to be of Egyptian origin; glass was first

made in Egypt.] I. a. Glassy; resembling
glass; consisting of glass; crystalline; trans-

parent : as, the hyaline or crystalline lens of the

eye. In anatomy the word is specifically applied to the
purest or most typical kind of cartilage, as that of the
fetal skeleton, articular ends of adult bones, etc., as dis-

tinguished from fibrocartilage and other varieties Hya-
line cartilage. Seecartilage. Hyaline degeneration,
in pathol. , transformation of tissues into a glassy substance
resembling lardaceous tissue, but not giving its chemical
reactions. It affects the walls of the blood-vessels, involun-
tary muscular fiber, and apparently interstitial connective
tissue. Also called vitreou*, fibrinoust, and waxy degenera-
tion. Hyaline layer, Kolliker's name of the innermost
layer of a hair-follicle.

II. n. 1. A glassy or transparent substance
ur surface.

Witness this new-made world, another heaven.
From heaven-gate not far, founded in view
On the clear hyaline, the glassy sea.

Milton, P. L.,vii.619.

specifically (a) The hyaloid membrane of the eye. See
hyaloid, (b) Hyaline cartilage. See cartilage, (c) A pel-
lucid substance which determines the spontaneous divi-
sion of cells or originates cell-nuclei ; hyaloplasm,

hyalite (hi'a-lit), . [< Gr. iaAof, glass, + -ite*.

Cf. Gr. iu&nr. of glass.] A pellucid variety of

opal, resembling colorless gum or resin, it is
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white, sometimes with a shade of yellow, blue, or green,
and occurs in small botryoidal incrustations, especially on
basaltic rocks. Also called Muller's gla*s.

hyalithe (hi'a-lith), n. [Contr. < Gr. ia/oc,

glass, + /./0of,"stone.] A strong, dark-colored

glass, sometimes used as a substitute for por-
celain.

hyalitis (hl-a-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. io/oj,

glass (with ref. to the vitreous humor), +
-iti.i."] ID pathol., inflammation of the vitreous
humor.

hyalo-. [< Gr. vafo-s, glass : see hyaline.] An
element in some scientific compounds, mean-
ing 'glass.' As a prefix to names of rocks, it indicates
that the forms thus designated are in a more or less com-
pletely vitrified condition : thus, A^alo-andesite, A//a/-!ta-
salt, Ai/nio-trachyte, etc.

hyalograph (hi-al'o-graf), . [< Gr. ioAof, glass,T ypaQeiv, write.] An instrument for etching
on a transparent surface.

hyalography (hl-a-log'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. bates,
glass, + -ypafyia, <' ypaijieiv, write.] The art of

writing or engraving on glass.
hyaloid (hi'a-loid), a. and . [< LL. hyaloides,
glass-green," < Gr. faxoadfc, like glass, < wz?,of,

glass, + eliof, form.] I. a. Hyaline; trans-

parent; glassy Hyaloid canal. See ca.ioJi.-Hy-
aloid membrane, the capsule of the vitreous humor of
the eye ; a delicate, pellucid, and nearly structureless
membrane, investing the vitreous body except in front,
where it Is continuous with the suspensory ligament of
the crystalline lens. See second cut under ej/l.

II. n. The hyaloid membrane.
hyaloiditis (hi*a-loi-di'tis), n. [NL., < hyaloid+ -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the hya-
loid membrane.
hyalomelan (hi-a-lom'e-lan), n. [< Gr. iiaZof,

glass,+ ftf/*ac (/tiZav-), black.] One of the names
formerly given by mineralogists to glassy varie-
ties of basalt, under the idea that these were
simple homogeneous minerals. See tachylyte
and obsidian.

Hyalonema(hFa-lo-ne'ma),n. [NL.,<Gr. va)j>t,

K'ass, + vfitta, a thread.]
"
The typical genus of

the family Hyalonemidce.
hyalonemid (hi*a-lo-ne'mid), n. A glass-
sponge of the family 'Hi/alonftnida:.

Hyalonemidae (hFa-lo-nem'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hyalonema + -idte.] A family of hexactinel-
line sponges, or glass-sponges, of
the order Silicoidea, and typified
by the genus Hyalonema, hav-
ing a long stem of fine silicious

threads, at one end of which is

the sponge proper ;
the glass-rope

sponges. There are several other

genera, as Pheronema, Stylocalyx,
and Poliopogon. Also Hyalonc-
matidte.

hyaloplasm (hi'a-lo-plazm),
.

[< Gr. vaXof, glass, + TrXaoym, any-
thing formed: see plasm.] A
clear, homogeneous protoplasm;
hyaline.
The subdivisions within the fibre are

the "primitive tubules," and these con-
tain the "hyaloplasm," which is the true
nervous substance.

Amer. Jour. P#ychol., I. 487.

A distinct granular condition becomes
apparent in what was the homogeneous
hyalaplami.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Sac., 2d ser., VI.

[11 199.

hyaloplasmic (hi'a-lo-plaz'mik),
a. Having the character of hya-
loplasm.
hyalopterous (hl-a-lop'te-rus), a. L

glass, + 7rrc/3ov,wing.] Having hyaline or trans-

parent wings, as an insect.

hyalosiderite (Wa-lo-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr.

tiaXof , glass, + atScpirijf, of iron, < oifiripos, iron :

see siderite.] A brown ferruginous variety of
olivin or chrysolite.

hyalospermous (hi"a-lo-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr.

vatof, glass, + axepfia, seed.] Having transpa-
rent seeds. [Rare.]
Hyalospongiae (hi'a-lo-spon'ji-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. i>a/.of, glass, 4-' mroyyta, a sponge.] A su-

perfamily group of sponges, equivalent to Hex-
actinellida or Hyalonemidce in a broad sense;
the glass-sponges. In Claus's system of classification
the Ilyalogponfjue are the fourth order of the class Spoil-

nice, characterized as sponges with a firm, often hyaline,
latticework of 6-rayed silicious spicules, which may be
cemented together by a stratified silicious substance.

hyalotekite (hi"a-lo-te'kit), . [Prop. *hya-
lotecite, < Gr. OaAof, glass, T TJ/KCIV, melt, +
-/te2.] A silicate of lead with barium and cal-

cium, from Sweden. It occurs in white to gray crys-
talline masses, with a vitreous to greasy luster, and

"

easily to a clear glass.

HyatoHtma sir-

Mdf. reduced.

Gr.

\ fuses

hybrid

Hyas (lii'as), n. [NL. : see Hyades.'] A genus
of birds : same as Cursorins.

Hyawa gum. Bee yunft.

hybernaclet, An obsolete form of hibernacle.

hybernatet, hybernationt. Obsolete forms of
lulu rnutc, Inhumation.

Hyblasan (hi-ble'au), a. [< L. Hybheits, < Hybtti,

Hilble, < Gr.
T/3/;?':

see def.] Pertaining to Hy-
bla. an ancient city on the coast of Sicily, north
of Syracuse, celebrated for the honey produced
on the neighboring hills. The honey of Hybla is

sometimes incorrectly ascribed to a Mount Hybla. The
city was closely connected and finally apparently identical
with the later one of Megara (Megara II vblira). It was
also called Ilybla Minor, to distinguish it from another
Sicilian town, Hybla Major.

Hybocodon (hl-bok'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

i>j36s, humpbacked, + kuSuv, a'bell.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Hyboeodomda. Agassis,

Hybocodonidse (hi-bok-o-don'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hybocodon + -idte."] A family of gymnoblas-
tic hydroid hydrozoans, represented by the ge-
nus Hybocodon.
hybodont (hib'o-dont), a. and . [< Hybodus
(liybodoiit-), q. v.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Hybodontidw. Also
cladodont.

II. n. A fish of the genus Hybodus or family
Hybodon tid<e.

Hybodontes (hib-o-don'tez), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr.

iijiAf, humpbacked, i/3of, a hump, + booif (odovr-)= E. t<>oth.~] A group of fossil sharks, corre-

sponding to the family Hybodontidai. Agassiz.
hybodontid (hib-o-don'tid), n. One of the

Hjibodontidie.

Hybodontidae (hib-o-don'ti-de), . pi: [NL., <

Hybodus (-dont-) +' -idee.] A family of fossil

sharks, typified by the genus Hybodus. They are
characterized by teeth with broad fixed bases, which have a

large cusp or cone, and two or more lesser secondary cones
on the sides. The fin-spines are grooved, and situated in
front of each of the two dorsal fins ; the skin is covered
with sparse shagreen. The family prevailed throughout
the Oolitic, Triassic, and Cretaceous periods. In Owen's
system of classification the family, together with the Ces-

trncivntidcc, composes the suborder Cestraphori of the
order Plagiostomi. The species were very closely related
to the Heterodnntida or Ceslracinnlidtf, and are by some
referred to that family.

Hybodus (hib'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. i/36f,

humpbacked. ii/3of, a hump, + ofabf (bdavr-) =
E. tooth.] The typical genus of Hybodontidtx.
Agassiz.

hybrid (hi'brid or hib'rid), . and . [For-
merly hybride ; < P. hybride = Sp. hibrido = Pg.
itybrido= It. ibrido, < L. hybrida, hibrida, ibrida,
a mongrel, a hybrid. The spelling hybrida rests
on the very doubtful assumption that the word
is derived fromGr. iifiptf (iijlpid-), insult, wanton-
ness, outrage.] I. n. 1. The offspring or pro-
geny of animals or plants of different varieties,

species, or genera ;
a half-breed or cross-breed ;

a mongrel. Hybrid animals are more or less frequent ac-
cord ing to the less or greater zoological difference of their

parents. Thus, the commonest are those resulting from the
union of opposite sexes of varieties of the same species;
and these hybrids are in fact of much more frequent occur-
rence than has usually been supposed. Hybrids or half-
breeds of the human race are among the best-known ex-

amples, and the occurrence of hybrids among plants is

very frequent. The most familiar hybrids between dis-

tinct species are mules, bred between the horse and the
ass. Hybrids between different genera are rare ; but they
occur, as in the case of the cross between the dog and the
fox. The fertility of hybrids among themselves is as a rule

proportionate to the nearness of their parents, fertile hy-
brids between varieties being common, those between spe-
cies less so, those between genera least so. Hybrids between
distinct species are commonly infertile, at least with one
another, though they may propagate with an individual
of the pure breed of either parent. The ?iatural ten-

dency is thus for hybrids to die out unless artificially kept
up by repeated cross-breeding. But the degree of sterility
is not always dependent solely upon thezoological affinity
of the parents, for reciprocal hybrids of the same two
species may differ in this respect. In botany a hybrid is

an individual which results from the union of the male
element of one species of plant with the female of another,
a process frequently occurring in oaks, willows, etc. The
resulting offspring resembles both parents, yet differs in
certain more or lees marked characters from either. A
graft-hybrid is an individual, or a part of an individual,
which results from the grafting of one species upon the
stock of another species. Ordinarily the ingrafted species
retains its individual peculiarities nearly or quite Intact.

yet, as stated above, it may in exceptional cases become a
sort of hybrid by exhibiting the peculiarities of both.

Hence 2. Anything which is a product or
mixture of two heterogeneous things, or comes
from two different sources, as a word formed of

elements from two different languages. See

II., 2 Reciprocal hybrids, hybrids the sexes of whose
respective parents are reversed. Thus, the mule of a stal-

lion and a she-ass, and the mule of a jackass and a mare,
are reciprocal hybrids.

II. a. 1. Produced from the union of oppo-
site sexes of two different or distinct varieties,
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species, or genera; half-bred; cross-bred; mon-
grel. See I.

The mere fact that not only animals of distinct genera,
bnt even those classed in distinct families as the pheas-
ant and the black grouse sometimes produce hybrid off-

spring in a state of nature, is itself an argument nguinst
there being any constant infertility between the most
closely allied species.

A. R. Wallace, Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 311.

Hence 2. Of heterogeneous origin; having a
mixed character; combining diverse elements,
as a word formed from two different languages,
architecture combining diverse styles, etc. Hy-
brid words of various kinds abound in English. Exam-
ples are baiik-rui>t, dis-betief, atone-ment, and cat-able,
in which Teutonic and Latin elements are joined. In
natural history hybrid names are generally condemned,
though many have been retained in science; it is not re-

garded as an infringement of the laws of precedence to

rectify or wholly reject them. A word bodily transferred
from Greek to Latin and then taking the Latin inflections

is not regarded as a hybrid; but if Greek and Latin inflec-

tions or Greek and Latin stems are mixed it is so regarded.
Some hybrids have come into general use, and have been
allowed to remain. Hybrid porcelain, a ceramic ware
which is not strictly hard porcelain like that of China, nor
the soft-paste porcelain discovered in France, much used
in Europe before the discovery of the secret of hard por-
celain by Bbttcher at Meissen. Quartz and a glassy frit

enter into the composition of this ware, with but little

kaolin. Hybrid syllogism, an indirect syllogism.

hybridation (hi-bri- or nib-ri-da'shon), n. [<

hybrid + -ation.] 8amea,shyb>idi;ation. [Bare.]
The theory of hybridation advocated by some ostreicul-

turists The American, V. 88.

hybridisable, hybridisation, etc. See hybrid-
izable, etc.

hybridism (hi'bri- or hib'ri-dizm), H. [< hybrid
T -ism.] 1. The state or condition of being
hybrid; the character of a hybrid. Also hy-

bridity.
Until recently, the interest attaching to hybridism was

almost entirely of a practical nature.
G. J. Romane*, Encyc. Brit., XII. 422.

2. The act of hybridizing; the production or

formation of hybrids of any kind.

To tack on to a Gothic root a classical termination (and
vice versa) is to be guilty of Hybridism. . . . Hybridism is

the commonest fault that accompanies the introduction of

new words. Latham, Eng. Lang., 247, 248.

Inappropriate hybridism, is checked by the Law of Ste-

rility. H. Druminond, Natural Law in Spiritual World,
[Pref., p. xiii.

hybridist (hi'bri- or hib'ri-dist), . [< hybrid
+ -ist.] One who hybridizes. Quarterly Rev.

hybridity (hi- or hi-brid'i-ti), n. [< hybrid, a.,

+ -ity.] Same as hybridism, 1.

The test of hybridity cannot be applied in one case in

ten thousand. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 161.

The investigation of the whole subject of crossing and

hybridity had shown that . . . crosses between slightly
different varieties led to increased fertility.

The Century, XXV. 427.

hybridizable (hi'bri- or hib'ri-di-za-bl), a. [<

hybridize + -able.] Capable of hybridizing or

of being hybridized; able to produce hybrid
offspring by crossing with another species.
Also spelled hybridisable.

Hybridizablcgener&are rarer than is generally supposed,
even in gardens, where they are so often operated upon
under circumstances most favourable to the production of

hybrids. J. D. Hunker.

hybridization (hl"bri- or hib''ri-di-za'shon),
. [< hybridize + -ation.~\ The act or process

of hybridizing, or the state of being hybridized ;

cross-fertilization ; cross-breeding. See hybrid,

., 1. Also hybridisation.

For anything we can show to the contrary, many exist-

ing species may have had their origin in hybridisation.
Land. Jour. Set.., CXXIV. 190.

hybridize (hi'bri- or hib'ri-diz), v.
; pret. and

pp. hybridized, ppr. hybridising. [< hybrid +
-ize.] I. trans. 1. To cause to interbreed and
thus produce hybrids.

Yet in some other genera [than Primula], species which
are not heterostyled, and which in some respects appear
not well adapted for hybrid-fertilisation, have likewise
been largely hybridised.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 55.

Hence 2. To form or construct in a hybrid
manner, as words.

II. intrans. To produce a hybrid or hybrids ;

cross or interbreed, as two different varieties

or species of plants or animals.
Also spelled hybridise.

hybridizer (hi'bri- or hib'ri-di-zer), H. One
who crosses different varieties or species, etc.,
to produce hybrids; a hybridist. Also spelled

hybridiser.
The evidence from fertility adduced by different hybrid-

isers. Darwin, Origin of Species (8th ed.), p. 237.

It Is important to remark that hybridizers usually ex-

periment with very distinct species.
A. R. Wallace. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 310.
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hybridous (hl'bri- or hib'ri-dus), n. [< hy-
brid, n., + -OH*-.] Of hybrid character; hete-

rogeneous. [Rare.]
No hybridous architecture or nondescript figures.

N. A. Rev., CXLI. 290.

hydatid (hi'da-tid), n. and . [Cf. L. hydatis
(-id-), a water-colored gem, < Gr. idan'f (-!-), a

drop of water, a water-vesicle, hydatid, a gem,
< voup (Mar-), water: see hydra, hydro-.'] I. .

1. In jHitliHl., a cyst with aqueous contents
found in the tissue, formed by a tenia in its

larval state, especially in man by Tcenia echi-

HOCOCCUS. The name has also been applied loosely to
various other cysts filled with a watery fluid. .More fully
called SL false hydatid.
2. In zool,, the encysted larval state of the wan-
dered scolex of a tapeworm, especially of Tienia
cchinococcns. Itscharacterwas formerly misunderstood,
and it was called Echinococcux hominis when occurring in

man. Other true hydatids, in a zoological sense, are called

cysticerci and caznures. See echinococcus, cysticercus, coe-

nurc, and cut under Tcenia.

This remarkably minute parasite fthe hydatigenons tape-
worm, Tamia echinococcus}, though not resident in man
in its adult condition, is nevertheless in one of its larval

stages of frequent occurrence in the human body. Whilst
the full-grown creature seldom attains the fourth of an
inch in length, the larva?, on the other hand, acquire a pro-
digious size. The latter are familiarly known to the [medi-
cal| profession under the name of hydatids.

T. S. Cobbold, Tapeworms (1886), p. 65.

Hydatid of Morgagni, in anat., a name applied to the
one or more small pedunculated growths which lie beside
the glohus major of the epididymis, and are formed mainly
of connective tissue and blood-vessels. They are common-
ly regarded as the remains of M tiller's duct.

II. a. In zoiit., encysted ; being in the cystic
state, as the larva of a tapeworm when it is a

eysticercus, coonure, or echinococcus.

hydatidiform (hi-da-tid'i-form), a. [< Gr. via-

7/f (-!-), a hydatid, + I;, forma, form.] Resem-
bling or having the character of a hydatid. Also

lujdatiform.
They [tubes in the organ of Rosenmuller] are flexuous,

of unequal calibre, and sometimes the seat of cystic or

hydatidiform enlargements.
R. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 29.

hydatidinous (M-da-tid'i-nus), a. [< hydatid
T -ine1 + -oiis.] Pertaining to or exhibiting
one or more hydatids.
hydatiform (hi-dat'i-form), a. Same as hydii-

titliform.

hydatigenous (hl-da-tij'e-nus), . [< hydatid
+ -genous.] Bearing or producing hydatids : as,

a l/ydatigenons tapeworm.
Hydatigeuous formations connected with the chorion.

T. S. Cobbold.

Hydatina (hi-dat'i-na), n. [NL., < Gr. Mdncof,
of water, watery, < iSup (vfiar-), water.] 1. A
genus of mollusks. Schumacher, 1817. 2. A
genus of rotifers, typical of the family Hyda-
tinida; containing such species as H.senta, one
of the best known of the wheel-animalcules.

Ehrenberg, 1830. See cut under Eotifera.

Hydatina senta is a classical animal, because it was
principally on this species that the illustrious Ehrenberg
studied the anatomy of this group of animalcules. The
liroad body has only a very short foot-stalk, which is forked
behind. The mouth is armed with two jaws and many
teeth. There are no eye-specks whatsoever. The cuticle
is delicate and soft. Stand. Xat. Hist., I. 205.

Hydatinidae (hl-da-tiu'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Hy-
datina, 2, + -idte.] A family of schizotrochous

rotifers, typified by the genus Hydatina. The
trochal disk or wheel-organ is transverse and has ciliated

prominences, the wreath is double, the trophi are malleate,
and the foot is furcate. There are many genera besides Hy-
datina, such as Diylena, Notominata, and Monocerca.

hydatis (hi'da-tis), n. A hydatid.
hydatism (hi'da-tizm), . [< Gr. Map (Mar-),
water, + -ism.] In med., a sound produced by
the motion of an effused fluid in some cavity
of the body.
hydatoid (hi'da-toid), a. and n. [< Gr. Muraftdgc.
like water, < ii&up (Mar-), water, -I- adof, form.]
I. a. Watery; aqueous; resembling water in

any way; specifically, in anat., pertaining to

the aqueoiis humor of the eye.
II.t n. 1. The aqueous humor of the eye, as

distinguished from the vitreous humor. 2.

The investing membrane of the aqueous hu-

mor, as distinguished from the hyaloid invest-

ing the vitreous humor.

hydeH,hyde2
t,hyde3

t. An obsolete spelling of
hide1

,
hide2

,
hide**.

hyderti " [< P. hydre, a water-adder : see hy-
dra.] A water-snake. Cotgrave.

Hydnei (hid'ne-i), H. pi. [NL. (Fries, 1836), <

Hyilnum + -'.'] An order of hymenomycetous
fungi, typified by the genus Hydiiitin.

hydnoid (hid'noid), a. [< NL. ffydnum + Gr.

e!oc, form.] Resembling in form or structure

the genus Hydnum.

In Gr. myth., a monstrous ser-

hydra

Eydnum (hid'num), . [NL., < Gr. Mvov, an edi-

ble fungus, prob. the truffle.] A genus of hy-
menomycetous fungi, type of the order Hydnei,
characterized by having the hymenium infe-

rior and spread over persistent spines or teeth
which project from the pileus. The pileus is tough,
or even coriaceous, in most of the species; but there
are a few in which it is fleshy, and a small number, as
//. ffpandum and //. coralloides, are described as edi-

ble. Two well-authenticated fossil species of Hydnum
are known, from the Miocene deposits of Switzerland and
Hesse.

hydra (hi'drii), .
; pi. hydras, hydra; (-draz.

-dre). [= F."hydre, < L. hydra, < Gr. iitipa, Ionic

((!/"/, the Lerneean serpent, masc. Mpof, a water-

snake, the ringed snake, Coluber natrix, also a

smaller kind of water-animal (= Lith. udra, an

otter, = OBulg. vydra = Pol. wydra = Russ.

vuidra, an otter, = OHG. otter = AS. oter, E.

otter), < Map (Mp-), water: see otter, hydro-,
and water.] 1. In

~

pent or dragon
of the lake or

marsh of Ler-
ua in Argolis,
represented as

having nine

heads, each of

which, being
cut off,was im-

mediately SUC- Comba, bj^^n Hercules, and the Lernzan
CeeueU. by tWO Hydra. (From an archaic Greek amphora.)

new ones un-
less the wound was cauterized. The destruc-
tion of this monster was one of the twelve la-

bors of Hercules.

Another king ! they grow like Hydras' heads.

S/iat., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

Gorgons, and hydras, and chimroras dire.

Hilton, P. L., iL 628.

Hence 2. Figuratively, multifarious evil;
evil or misfortune arising from many sources
and not easily to be surmounted.

And yet the hydra of my cares renews
Still new-born sorrows of her fresh disdain.

Daniel, Sonnets to Delia, xv.

3. leap.] An ancient southern constellation,

representing a sea-serpent. It is of Babylonian ori-

gin, like most of the ancient constel-
lations. It is bounded by the ancient
constellations Canis Minor, Argo,
Centaurus, Virgo, Corvus, Crater,

Leo, and Cancer, and by the modern
constellations Sextans and Mono-

' . ceros (which separates it from Canis

Major). It contains one star of the
second magnitude, and about four
hundred stars visible to the naked
eye.

, 4. lu zool.: (a) A venomous
sea-snake

; any one of the Hy-
drophidaiofthe Indian ocean.
G. Cuvier. (b) In Hydrozoa :

(1) [cap.] A genus of fresh-

water polyps of very simple
structure, typical of the fam-

ily Sydridte. Among the species
are //. viridis, H. fusca, and H. vul-

garis. The body has the form of a

cylindrical tube, composed of two
fundamental layers, the ectoderm
and endoderm, the former contain-

ing in one variety green granules
identical with the chlorophyl of

plants. The base is disk-shaped, and
by it the animal can attach itself to

any body, being capable of shifting
its position. Themouthissurround-
ed by a circle of extremely contrac-
tile tentacles, by which the animal

The Constellation obtainslts food and whicharerichly
Hydra. endowed with the nrticating organs

or thread-cells common in the or-
der. The mouth opens immediately into the stomach, and
there are no Internal organs of any kind, and no anal ori-

fice. Each part of a hydra divided into almost any num-
ber of fragments will develop into a fresh independent
polypite. Reproduction Is effected by gemmation as well
as by means of ova and sperm-cells. The genus is said to
have been first described l>y Trembley in 1774, but it is at-

tributed by Agassiz to Linnaeus (1756X and the animal was
described by A. van Leeuwenhoek in 1703. See cut under
Hydrozoa.
The wonderful power which Hydra possesses of repro-

ducing lost parts was first discovered and made known by
Trembley, of Geneva, in the first half of the eighteenth
century. He determined that even a small piece of Hy-
dra Kidtjaritf possesses the power, under favorable condi-

tions, of developing into a perfect animal.
Stand. Sat. Hist., I. 71'.

(2) An individual or a species of the genus
Hydra. (3) The sexual bud or medusa of any
hydroid hydrozoan: so called from its resem-
blance to a species of the genus Hydra. 5. A
form of self-registering thermometer having a

compound head or bulb to contain the spirits,
with the object of increasing the surface ex-
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posed to the air, and thus making the instru-
ment work with great rapidity. Cor Hydra. See
eorl. Hydra tuba (pi. hydrtu I nbae), in Hydrozua, a stage
in the development of certain Dixcophiira ; as a classifying
name, a larval form of such acalephs, which was supposed
to be a distinct animal. See xcyijhistonia.

Hydrachna (hi-drak'na), n. [NL., < Or. Mop
(vdp-), water, + axvq, foain, froth, chaff, the least
bit (mite).] 1. A genus of aearids founded by
Miiller in 1781, at present restricted to those
fresh-water mites in which the third joint of the
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branr, and consequently gives rise to very wa- hydrant (lu'drant), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-), water,
tery stools. (It) A remedy believed to be capa- + E. -an ft.'] An apparatus for drawing water
ble of drawing off serum effused into any part
of the body, as a cathartic of the above class
or a diuretic.

hydragogyt, [= Sp. hidragogia, < Gr. Mpa-
loyia, a conducting of water, < Upaywfif, con-

ducting water: see hydragogue.] The art of

constructing aqueducts, or of conducting water
through channels.

Hydragogie demonstrated the possible leading of water
by nature's law, and by artiflciall help, from any head (be-
ing a spring standing or running water) to any other place
assigned. Dee, fret, to Euclid (1570).

hydra-headed (hi'dra-hed'ed), a. Having nu-
merous heads, like the Lernoean Hydra ; hence,
difficult of extirpation ;

self-renewing; spring-
ing up again after suppression, as abuses, vices,
and the like.

[< Hydra, 4,

Never Hydra-headed wilfulness
So soon did lose his Beat, and all at once,
As in this king. Shale., Hen. V.,

Hydrachna belostoma.

a, adult (line shows natural size) ; l>, mature larva, with pupa form,

ing within (highly magnified).

palpi is the longest, the beak is as long as the

palpi, and the mandibles have sharp blades.
These mites are parasitic upon aquatic insects, attaching
themselves to species of Nepa, llanatra, Dytiscus, etc.,

during what may be called the pupa-stage. H. belostonue
is often found upon bugs of the family Belostomidce, espe-
cially Perthostoma aurantiaca.

2. A genus of water-beetles, of the family Uy-
tiscid<B, containing such as the European H.
tarda. Fabricius, 1801.

Hydrachnidae (hi-drak'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hydrachna + -wte.] A family of aquatic Acari-

da, typified by the genus Hydrachna ; the water-
mites. The skeleton is composed of sclerites embedded
in soft skin, and the body is apparently nnsegmented.
Most of the Hydrachnidce inhabit fresh water, and many
are parasitic on mollusks, fishes, and aquatic insects.
Other genera besides Hydrachna are Atax, Hi/drnchoreu-
tei, Limnocharei, Pontarachna, and Thalaaarachna, the
two last named being marine. Also written Hydraraeh-
nidce.

hydracidt (hi-dras'id), n. [< hydrtogen) + acid.]
In chem., a halogen; an acid which does not
contain oxygen.

hydracrylic (hi-dra-kril'ik), a. [< hydr(ogen)+ acrylic.] Differing from acrylic by the addi-
tion of the elements of water, HoO Hydra-
crylio add, C3H6Os, a monobasic lactic acid which when
concentrated is a thick non-crystallizable acid syrup, and
decomposes on heating into water and acrylic acid.

Hydractinia (hi-drak-tin'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

Mop (Mp-), water, + Actinia.] The typical ge-
nus of Hydractiniida;. H. echinata is an example.
Colonies of these polyps may be found growing on shells,
forming a delicate white moss-like structure.

Hydractinlidae (hi-drak-ti-ni'i-de), n. pi [NL.,
< Hydractinia + -idee.'} A family of hydroid
hydrozoans with free or rudimentary medusae,
of which the type is the genus Hydractinia.
These hydroids form polyp colonies consisting of a dense
mass of hydrorhizse, whence simple or branched hydro-
caull arise with three kinds of zooids : ordinary nutritive
zooids with a verticil of filiform tentacles; reproductive
zooids of each sex ; and a third kind, of slender form, with-
out tentacles, but bearing cnidocells for the defense of the
colony. The free medusae have ocelli at the base of the
tentacles, but no otoliths. The fertilized ova develop into

planulas.

Hydradephaga (hi-dra-def'a-ga), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *hydradephagus : see hydradepha-
gous.'} The aquatic and adephagous beetles,
comprising the two families Dytiscida; and Gy-
rinidce, in which the legs are fitted for swim-
ming: distinguished from Geadephaga. Mac-
leay, 1825. The group is also called Hydrocan-
thari.

hydradephagOUS (hl-dra-def'a-gus), a. [< NL.
"hydradepliagus, < Gr. Mop (vXp-), water, + 0*7-
<t>a-yos, gluttonous: see adephagous.'} Aquatic
and predatory, as certain beetles

; specifically,
pertaining to or having the characters of the

Hydradephaga.
Hydrae, n. Latin plural of Hydra.
hydraemia, hydraemic. See hydremia, hy-
dremic.

hydraform (M'dra-f&rm), a. Same as hydri-
form.
h'ydragogic (hl-dra-goj'ik), a. Having the
character or effect of a hydragogue.
hydragogue (hi'dra-gog), . [< P. hydragogue,
< LL. hydragogus, conducting water, a plant so

called, < Gr. MpayoyAf, conducting water, a wa-
ter-carrier, an aqueduct, < Mop (Mp-), water, +
ayuyof, leading, < ayeiv, lead, conduct: see agent.'}
Inmed. : (a) An active purgative, as jalap,which
produces a great flux from the intestinal mem-

Hydralgae (hi-dral'je), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Mop
(Mp-), water, + L. alga, seaweed.] Same as

Hydrophyta.
hydramnios (hl-dram'ni-os), n. t-NL., < (jr

Mop (Mp-), water, -f- a/iviav, amnion.] Inpatliol.,
an excessive accumulation of liquor amnii. See
liquor and amnion.

Hydrangea (hi-dran'je-a; properly hi-dran-

je'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Mop (Mp-), water, + dyyeZov,
vessel: see angio-."] 1. A genus of shrubs or

herbs, of the natural order Saxifragece, type of
the tribe Hydrangeas, containing about 33 spe-
cies, natives of Asia and America, characterized
by having the ovary inferior, 4 or 5 valvate pet-

A, hydranthof Athorybia
rosacea. with a, one of the

villi; K, a villus in exten-
sion, enlarged ; C, a small
retracted villus, still more
magnified, with its vacuolar

spaces (*) and cilia.

Hydrangea arboresfens. n, b, fertile and sterile flowers ; c, fruit cut

transversely ; d, fruit entire.

als, 4 or 5 styles, free or connate at base, the fruit
a capsule, and the leaves deciduous or persis-

directly from a main (particularly from a main
in a street), consisting of a hollow cylinder
provided with one or more nozles to which hose
may be attached, or with a spout, or the like,
and usually with a valve and pipe for the es-

cape of the excess of water, in order to guard
against freezing. The common form of a fire-hydrant
is that of an upright pipe standing about two feet above
the ground, as on the edge of a sidewalk, with a nozle to
which the filling-hose or suction-pipe of a fire-engine can
be attached. The valve is below, next to the main, and is so

arranged that the closing of it opens the waste-pipe and
frees the hydrant from water. See cut in preceding column,

hydranth (hi'dranth), n.

avdof, flower.] Apolypite;
the fundamental struc-
tural element in Hydro-
sou. It consists (with vari-

ous modifications) of a sac hav-
ing at one end an ingestive or
oral aperture leading into a di-

gestive cavity. The walls of the
sac are formed of at least two
cellular membranes, inner and
outer, or endoderm and ecto-

derm, which have the morpho-
logical valence respectively of
the epithelium and epidermis
of the higher animals. Between
these membranes a third layer,
the mesoderm, may be devel-

oped. See also cuts under Campamdaria and Diphyulm.
In an early stage of its existence every hydrozoon is

represented by a single hydranth, but, in the majority of
the Hydrozoa, new hydranthx are developed from that first

formed by a process of gemmation or fission. Huxley.

drapult (hi'dra-pult ), n. See hydropult.
drarchus (hl-drar'kus), . [NL., < Gr. Mop

water, + ap%6<;, ruler, < ap^eiv, rule.]
A genus of fossil cetaceans : same as Basilo-
saurus. Also Hydrarclios. Koch.

hydrargillite (hi-drar'ji-llt), n. [< Gr. Mop
(Mp-), water, + dpy</!/lof, white clay : see argil-

laceous.'} A crystalline variety of gibbsite, a

hydrous oxid of aluminium,

hydrargiret, . See hydrargyre.
hydrargochlorid, hydrargochloride (hi-drar-

go-klo 'rid, -rid or -rid), n. [< hydrarg(yrum)+ chlorid.] A double chlorid of mercury and
some other base: as, hydrargochlorid of am-
monium.
hydrargyralt, a. [< hydrargyrum + -al] Mer-
curial. Bailey.

hydrargyrate (hi-drar'ji-rat), a. [< hydrargy-
rum + -atei.} Of or pertaining to mercury,
hydrargyret, n. [= Sp. hidrargirio =Pg. hydrar-
gyro = It. idrargiro; < L. hydrargyrus, quick-
silver: see hydrargyrum.] Quicksilver; mer-
cury. Also spelled hydrargire.

Th' hidden loue that now-a-dayes doth holde
The Steel and Loadstone, Hydrargire and Oolde,
Th' Amber and straw.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

hydrargyria (hi-drar-jir'i-a), n. [NL., < hy-
drargyrum.'} Same as hydrargyriasis.

hydrargyriasis (hi-drar-ji-ri'a-sis), >. [NL.,
tent The common hydrangea, //. Hortemia, is a native < hydrargyrum + -iasis.} In pathol., mercurial
of China. It was introduced into England by Sir J. Banks poisoning ; a morbid condition produced by the

introduction of mercury into the animal sys-
tem. Also called hydrargyrism, hydrargyrosix,
hydrargyria, hydrargysm.

in 1790. It is a favorite for the beauty and size of its flow-
era, which form immense globular clusters, blue, pink, or
white. H. arborescens, the wild American hydrangea, was
introduced into European cultivation from Virginia in . -, ~~

, , ~..
1738 ; it is not much cultivated in the United States. H. hydrargyriC (hi-drar-jir'ik), a. [< hydrargyrum
quercifolia, the oak-leafed hydrangea, is wild from Georgia + -ic.] Pertaining to hydrargyrum, or mer-
south, and is hardy at the north in cultivation. The ge- curv" mercurial

been
1

descri
1

bed
n
from the Miocene"!}? ESope^S^mettaTef hydrargyrism (hi-drar'ji-rizm), . [< hydrar-

rlled
Hydranyia. gyrum + -MM.] Same as hydrargyriasis.

[I. c.] A plant of this genus.
hydrangead (hi-dran'je-ad), n. [< Hydrangea
+ -adl

7\ A plant belonging to Lindley's order

Hydrangeacea-, now placed in the order Saxi-

fragece, tribe

Hydrangea1
.

(hi-dran'je-e),

n.pl. [NL.'(A.
P.deCandolle,
1830), < Hy-
drangea +
-e<K.~} Atribeof

plants of the
natural order

Saxifrages.
They are shrubs
or trees with op-
posite exstipulate
leaves, petals of-

ten valvate, sta-

mens often epi-
gynous, and the

ovary in most of
the genera 3- to
5-celled.

Street Fire-hydrants.

hydrargyrum (hi-drar'ji-rum), . [NL., < L.

hydrargyrus, < Gr. Mpapyvpof, quicksilver (as ar-

tificially prepared from cinnabar ore; native

quicksilver was called apyvpos xm6<;,
' fused sil-

ver'), < Mop (Mp-), water, + apyvpof, silver:
see argent.'} Chemical symbol, Hg. Quicksil-
ver; mercury. See mercury.
hydrargysm (hi-drar'jizm), . Same as hy-

drargyriasis.

hydrarthrosis (hi-drar-thro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Mop (Mp-), water, + ap6poatf, a jointing: see

arthrosis."] In pathol., the accumulation of se-

rous liquid in a joint-cavity.
hydrarthrus (hi-drar'thrus), . [NL., < Gr.

Mop (Mp-), water, + apOpov, joint.] Same as

hydrarthrosis.

HydraspidaB (hi-dras'pi-de), . pi. [NL., < Hy-
draspis + -ida;.] Same as Hydraspididai.

Hydraspididifi (hi-dras-pid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hydraspis (-id-) + -ida;.] A family of tortoises,

typified by the genus Hydraspis. The head is

depressed and covered with small polygonal plates, and
the flat skull has a distinct bony crown with a more or
less elevated occipital arch. The species inhabit South
America and Australia. In Cope's system of classification
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the family ia limited to pleurodirous tortoises with threa

phalanges to most of the digits, and no zygomatio but a

parietomastoid arch.

Hydraspis (hl-dras'pis), n. [NL. (Bell), < Gr.

vaup (V>-)i water, + dcrmf, a shield.] The typi-
cal genus of Hydraspididw, containing such tur-

tles as the Brazilian H. maximiliani.

hydrastine (hi-dvas'tin), . [< Hydrastis +
-iHi a

.j 1. An alkaloid found in the root of

goldeuseal, Hydrastis Canadcnsis. It is crys-

talline, odorless, and, on account of its insolu-

bility, nearly tasteless. Alsohydr/istia. 2. A
medicine used by eclectic physicians, which is

a mixture of hydrastine, berberine, and resin.

It is not to be confounded with the alkaloid hy-
drastine. U. S. Dispensatory,
Eydrastis (hl-dras'tis), n. [NL. (said to allude

to the active properties of the juice), irreg. <

Gr. vSup (tip-), water, + Spav, act: see drastic.]
A genus of North American plants, of the natu-
ral order Rammcnlacece. The only known species is

H. Canaiensis, a small perennial herb, with a thick knot-
ted rootstock, a single radical leaf, and a simple 2-leafed

hairy stem which bears a solitary greenish-white flower.
It is sometimes used in dyeing, and gives a beautiful yel-
low color; hence the common names yellowroot, orange-
root, goldenseal, and yellow pitccoon.

hydratation (hi-dra-ta'shon), . [< hydrate +
-atwn.~\ Same as hydration.
hydrate (hi'drat), . [= P. hydrate; as Gr. i'Sap

(vdp-), water, + -afei.J In chem., a compound
of a class which may be regarded as formed

upon the same type as water, or by the substi-

tution of a metallic atom, or a basic radical,
for one of the atoms of hydrogen in water: for

example, HOH, water; KOH, potassium hy-
drate; NH^OH, ammonium hydrate Croton-
chloral hydrate. See crotan,

hydrate (hi'drat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hydrated,

ppr. hydrating. [= F. hydratcr; as Gr. vSup
(v6p-), water, + -ate2.] 1. To combine or im-

pregnate with water. 2. To form into a hy-
drate.

To hydrate the milk and cane-sugar.
Hueppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 90.

Hydrated copper oxid. See copper.

hydration (hi-dra'shon), n. [< hydrate + -ion.]
The process of combining or impregnating with

water, or the resulting condition. Also hydra-
tation.

The truths he [Prof. Graham] established respecting the

hydration of compounds, the transpiration and the diffu-

sion of liquids, . . . are all of them cardinal truths.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 226.

- The solidity of the crust of the earth is limited by tem-

perature and pressure under conditions of chemical con-

stitution and hydration. Science, III. fill.

hydraulic (hi-dra'lik), a. [< F. hydraulique =
Sp. hidrdulico = Pg. hydraulico = It. idraulico

(cf. D. G. hydranlisch = Dan. Sw. hydraulisJc), <

L. hydraulicus, < Gr. v6pavMK6s, pertaining to the

water-organ, < WpavXis, also vopai&oft & water-

organ inventedbyan Egyptiannamed Ctesibius,
lit. a water-pipe, < Map (vdp-), water, + aiAo?, a

tube, pipe : see auletic.] Pertaining or relating
to fluids in motion, or to hydraulics. See hydrau-
lics. Hydraulic balance, a regulator or governor for a
water-wheel. Hydraulic bear, a form of hydraulic press
especially designed for punching rivet-holes or shearing
iron. Hydraulic belt, a water-lifting device consisting
of an endless belt fitted with caps or buckets, like the
lifter of a grain-elevator. The lower part works on a
wheel submerged in the water, and the buckets discharge
their loads as they turn over an upper wheel. Hydrau-
lic block, in a repairing-dock, a hydraulic lifting-press
used as a substitute for a building-block under the keel
of a vessel. It is adjustable as to height, and is used
in straightening hogged or sagged vessels. Hydraulic
blower, a form of bellows operated by a hydraulic motor.

Hydraulic brush, a brush at the end of a long handle,
the handle serving as a pipe to convey water to the brush
from a hose, or acting as an aquapult or syringe. Hy-
draulic buffer, a device for checking the recoil of a can-

non. A piston-rod working in a cylinder filled with liquid
is fastened to the top carriage. The liquid escapes through
holes in the piston-head, but so slowly that it hinders the
motion of the piston, thus acting as a buffer. Hydraulic
cane, a rude form of pump, consisting of a tube having a
valve opening inward at the lower end. By plunging the
lower end in water and moving it rapidly up and down, the
water can be made to rise in the tube. Hydraulic ce-
ment. See cetnent. Hydraulic compressor, in a gun-
carriage, a device to prevent the recoil of the piece, by
receiving the impact upon a piston which forces liquid
through holes i a diaphragm contained in a chamber.

Hydraulic condenser, in gas- mtmvf., achamberin which
gas from the retorts is cooled. Hydraulic crane, an ap-

paratus for the raising or hoisting of loads on the princi-
ple of the hydraulic press. Hydraulic dock, a float-

ing dock. See cut under dock. Hydraulic elevator.
See elevator. Hydraulic engine, a motor employing
water under pressure as the source of power. Hydrau-
lic engineering, a special branch of civil engineering
concerned with the construction of water-works and
hydraulic machinery, and the improvement and control
of streams, navigable waters, and canals. Hydraulic
gage, a kind of manometer used to record the pressure
to a hydraulic press, pump, or engine. Hydraulic in-
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dicator, n gage to indicate the pressure of water.

Hydraulic jack, a jack or lifting-apparatus operated
by means of some liquid,

usually oil, acting against a

piston or plunger, the pres-
sure on the liquid being pro-
duced by a force-pump.
Hydraulic lime, a species
of lime that hardens in water,
or which can be used for mak-
ing hydraulic cement. Hy-
draulic main, in gas-works,
a large iron pipe partly filled

with water, into which all the

pipes bringing the raw gas
from the retorts enter, dipping
below the water to form a seal.

The main serves as the first

purifier of the gas for use, and
also to convey the crude gas to

the condenser. Hydraulic
mill, a form of crushing-mill
in which sugar-cane is steam-
ed and pressed. Hydraulic

Hydraulic jack. mining, a method of attacking

J, cylinder; fi.s, ram; c, the gravel or auriferous de-

space beneath the ram ; D. tritUS and bringing it into the
plunger ; L, lever.

sluices, invented and until re-

cently extensively employed
in California. It has also been introduced into other gold
regions, notably those of Australia. The essential feature
of the method is that the gravel is broken up and washed
down into the head of the sluice by one or more powerful
jets of water, thrown upon the bank and used in such a way
as to furnish a current of sufficient velocity to carry the

hydrencephalon
motion of the column. The simplest form is shown in the

figure. A is the supply-pipe ; E, the source of supply ;

B, a hollow hall-valve seating upwardly, of less diameter
than the inside diameter of A, and having a specific grav-
ity enough greater than that of the water to enable it to
overcome the pres-
sure of the water
in A, and fall away
from its seat when
the water is at rest.

Hydraulic Mining.

debris down into the sluice. The volume of water used is

often very large, and the delivery from the pipe takes place
with great velocity, the water being under a heavy head.
The diameter of the stream as it issues from the pipe is

sometimes as much as 6 or 8 inches, and the pressure
from 100 to 200 feet. Hydraulic mortar. See mortar.

Hydraulic motor, a motor driven by water-power.
Hydraulic organ, an old form of organ in which water
was used to regulate the pres-
sure of the air. Also called

hydrauluxm. Hydraulic
pivot, in mach., a device by
which a film of water is in-

troduced below the end of a
vertical axis to receive its

weight, and relieve friction.

Also called liquid bearing.
E. H. Knight.- Hydraulic
press, a press operated by
the pressure of a liquid, under
the action either of gravity
or of some mechanical device,
as a force-pump. It depends
on thelaw of hydrostatics that

any pressure upon a body of
water is distributed equally
in all directions throughout
the whole mass, whatever its

shape. In the more common
forms the pressure of a piston
upon a body of water in a cyl-
inder of small area is distrib-

uted through pipes or openings to a piston of larger area,
the statical force being thus multiplied in the direct ratio
of the areas of the pistons. Thus, if the diameter of the
small piston A is one inch and of the larger piston C in

cylinder B is one foot,
the area of C will be 144
times that of A ; and if

a load of one ton is ap-
plied to A, C will exert
an upward statical

force of 144 tons. The
press properly so called
is simply aframeplaced
over the large plunger
so that its upward
thrust can be exerted

against any material
held in the frame.

Section of Force-pump, Plunger, etc.,
of Hydraulic Press.

Since the power of a hydraulic press can be exerted in any
direction, it is used as the basis of a great number of ma-
chines, as the hydraulic block, crane, jack, dock, hoist, lift,

punch, rail-bender, and shears, and for the pressing of paper
and other materials. The pressure is applied to the water
in the smaller cylinder by the simple weight of a column of

water, as in the hydrostatic bellows, or by a weight placed
on the piston by means of a lever or a screw, etc. Also called

hydrostatic prcs* and Dramah's prest. Hydraulic ram.
(a) A self-contained and automatic pump operated partly
by the pressure of a column of water in a pipe, and partly
by the vis viva or living force acquired by intermittent

D is an air-cham-
ber connected at
tlie bottom with A,
and near the bot-
tom with a much
smaller discharge- Hydraulic Ram.

pipe, F. C is a
clack-valve. Water at first flows freely through A, by the

ball-valve, and out at K. The column in A soon acquires
velocity and consequent living force competent to lift

the ball-valve to its seatj abruptly stopping the flow at B;
but the living force of the column in A is now sufficient

to overcome the back pressure upon, and lift, the valve C,
and to force a part of the water from A into the chamber
D. The discharge-pipe, F, being much smaller than A.
the flow into D is temporarily much larger than the dis-

charge from F. The confined air in D is therefore com-
pressed. This pressure soon becomes sufficient to bring
the liquid column in A to rest. The valve C then closes,
but the pressure of the air in D still acts with diminishing
force to expel water from D through F. The valve B now
drops away from its seat, which again begins the series of

operations, and so the action is indefinitely repeated. The
water escaping from B is wasted. The machine can be
used to raise water to a height many times greater than
the available head. In another form this machine is

adapted to draw water from a source independent of that
which supplies the power for operating it. (6) The larger
or lifting piston of a hydraulic press. Hydraulic valve,
an inverted cup which is lowered over the upturned open
end of a pipe, the edge of the cup being submerged in wa-

ter, forming a water-seal, and closing the pipe against the

passage of air or gases. E. H. Knight.

hydraulical (hi-dra'li-kal), a. [< hydraulic +
-al.~\ Same as hydraulic. [Bare.]

I look not on a human body as on a watch or a hand-
mill, . . . but as an hydraulical, or rather hydraulo-pneu-
matical engine, that consists not only of solid and stable

parts, but of fluids, and those in organical motion.

Boyle, Works, p. 232.

hydraulically (hl-dra'li-kal-i), adv. By hy-
draulic means; according to hydraulic prin-
ciples.

hydraulician (hi-dra-lish'an), n. [< hydraulic
+ -tan.] One who is skilled in hydraulics.

hydraulicity (hi-dra-lis'i-ti), . [<t hydraulic +
-ity.] The qualities necessary for making hy-
draulic cement, or that kind of mortar which
will harden under water; the property of set-

ting under water.

hydraulicking (hi-dra'li-king), . [< l/ydrau-

lic(k) + -</!.] Hydraulic mining. See hy-
draulic.

hydraulicon (hi-dra'li-kon), )(. [< Gr. vdpavAiitov

(so. opyavov), the hydraulic organ : see hydrau-
lic.] Same as hydraulic organ (which see, under

hydraulic).

hydraulics (hi-dra'liks), n. [PI. of hydraulic:
see -ics.~\ That branch of engineering science
which treats of the motion of liquids, the laws

by which it is regulated, and the application of

these principles to machinery, marine engineer-
ing, etc.

hydraulist (hi-dra'list), n. [< hydraul(ic) +
-*<.] One who is skilled in hydraulics.
Meton (the astronomer and hydraulist).

C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Archieol. (trans.), 111.

hydrazine (hi'dra-zin), n. [< hydr(ogen) +
<iz(ote) (?) + -ine2.] 1. Diamide, H4N2 ,

a col-

orless stable gas, soluble in water, having a pe-
culiar odor and a strongly alkaline reaction.

2. The general name of a class of bodies de-
rived from this gas by replacing one or more
of its hydrogen atoms by a compound radical :

as, ethyl hydrazine, C2HBN2H3.
hydremia. hydrsemia (hi-dre'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. vdup (vilp-), water, + a\fia, blood.] A watery-
state of the blood ; an excess of plasma in the
blood.

hydremic, hydrsemic (hi-drem'ik), a. [< hydre-

mia, hydr(emia, + -!>.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of hydremia; affected with hydremia:
as, a hydremic state of the blood.

hydrencephal (hi-dren'se-fal), n. [< hydren-
cephalus.] Same as liydrencepMlon.

hydrencephalocele (hi-dren-sef'a-lo-sel), . [<
Gr. Map (vSp-), water, + f}'Kf^/.ci'brain, + KT/?.!/,

tumor.] 1. A cephalocele in which the sac con-
tains serous liquid and brain-substance. 2. A
monster having this deformity. Dunalison.

hydrencephaloid (hi-dren-sef'a-loid), a. [< Gr.

bftup (Mp-), water, + f/Kf^a/lof, brain, + tldof,

form.] Same as h i/drocephaloid.

hydrencephalon (iii-dren-sef'a-lon), n. A hy-
drocephalous brain

;
a case of hydroeephalus.

Also hydrencephal.



hydrencephalus

hydrencephalus (hi-dren-sef'a-lus), . [NL.,
< Gr. v6up (Mp-), water, + eynci/iaAof, brain : see

rncephalon.] Same as hydrocephalus, 1.

hydrenterocele (hl-dren'ter-o-sel), n. [< Gr.

i'<Wp (Mp-), water, + evrepov, intestine, + ////,

tumor.] Intestinal hernia tlie sac of which in-

closes water.

hydria (hi'dri-a), .; pi. hydriiK (-e). [L.,<Gr.
vSpia, a water-pot, < voup (in"

dro-.] In <tr-

cltwol., a large
Greek vase,
used especially
for carrying wa-
ter. It has a capa-
cious body, with a
narrow mouth and
usually a broad rim,
and three handles,
one at the back ex-

tending above the

rim, and a smaller
one on each side.

hydriad (M'dri-
ad), n. [< Gr.

Mpias (iiopiafi-),

of the water
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sea by the pressure of the superincumbent
water.

Hydrobata (hi-drob'a-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. Map
, water, + /MrWtOne that treads, < flaivetv,

A genus of birds, the dippers, giving

water-nymphs),
< Mop (vop-), wa-
ter.] In myth., Hydria, in the Museum of Fine Arts,
a water-nymph. Boston, Massachusetts.

hydriae (hi'dri-

e), n.pl. [L.] 1. Plural of hydria. 2. [cap.]

[NL.J Agroupof lepidopterous insects. Hiib-

ner, 1816.

hydric (hi'drik), a. [< hi/dr(ogen) + -ic.] Per-

taining to, combined with, or containing hydro-
gen.
hydrid1

, hydride (hi'drid, -drid or -drid), . [<

hydr(ogen) + -id1
,
-ide1.] In cheni., a substance

consisting of hydrogen combined with an ele-

ment, or with some compound radical whicli

plays the part of an element: as, phosphorus
hydrid; amyl hydrid.

hydrid2 (hi'drid), . A fresh-water polyp of the

family Hydrida>; a hydra.
Hydridae (hi'dri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hydra +
-ida:] 1. A family of hydrozoans, typified by
the fresh-water genus Hydra, alone represent-
ing in some systems the suborder Eleuthero-

blastea, of the order Hydroida. They are solitary

polyps of simplest structure, maturing the sexual pro-
ducts in the gastral wall, and also propagating asexually
by budding or fission. The process of oudding is similar
to that which takes place in colonial hydromedusans, only
the buds become detached so that the polyp remains soli-

tary; therefore Glaus and others consider the Hydridte
simply as a family of Hydromedusie. See cut under Hy-
drozoa.

2. In Gray's classification, a group of serpents,
containing the venomous sea-serpents or Hy-
drophidce, with many harmless snakes belong-
ing properly to several different families.

hydride, n. See hydrid1 .

hydriform (hi'dri-form), a. [< NL. hydriformis,
< hydra, q. v., + L.forma, shape.] Relating to

or resembling a hydra, or one of the Hydroida ;

hydroid. Also hydraform.
hydriodate (hi'dri-o-dat), n. [< hydriod(ic) +
-ate1 .] A salt of hydriodic acid.

hydriodic (hi-dri-od'ik), a. [< hydr(ogen) +
iod(ine) + -ic.] Produced by the combination
of hydrogen and iodine Hydriodic add. HI, a
colorless gas formed by combining hydrogen and iodine,

having a suffocating odor and fuming in the air. Its com-
pounds with bases are called iodides.

hydro-. [< L. hydro- (> It. idro- = Sp. hidro- =
Pg. F. hydro-), < Gr. Mpo-, before a vowel Mp-,
the usual combining form (Mar- being the usual
derivative form) of Map (stem Mar-), water:
see water.] An element in many compound
words of Greek origin, meaning 'water.' In
chemical compounds other than hydrogen it usu-

ally represents hydrogen.
hydroa (hi-dro'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Mop (Mp-),

water, -r yov = L. ovum, egg.] In pathol., a
name of certain forms of vesicular or bulbous

eruptions, usually regarded as forms of pemphi-
gus, also of forms of herpes and herpes iris, and
of sudamina.

hydroadenitis (hi-dr6-ad-e-ni'tis),K. [NL.
(prop. *hydradenitis), < Gr. Mop (Mp-), water,
+ NL. adenitis, q. v.] In pathol., inflammation
of the sweat-glands.

hydrpadipsia (hi"dro-a-dip'si-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. Mop (Mp-), water, + NL. adipsia, q. v.] In

pathol., a lack of thirst.

hydrobarometer (hi'
/
dr6-ba-rom'e-ter), n. [<

Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + E. barometer.] An
instrument for determining the depth of the

go, walk.]
name to the family Hydrobatida; : a synonym of

Cinclns. I'ieillot, 1816.

Hydrobates (hi-drob'a-tez), n. [NL. : see Hy-
Mp-), water: see hy- drobata.] 1. Same as Hydrobata. Boie, 1822.

2. The typical genus of water-bugs of the

family Hydrobatidie. Erichson, 1848.

Hydrobatidae (hl-dro-bat'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Hydrobata + -ida;.] 1. A family of turdoid

passerine birds, the dippers or water-ouzels,
named from the genus Hydrobata: a synonym
of Cinclida!. See cuts under Cinclida; and dip-

per. 2. A family of heteropterous insects, of

elongate form, with the head sunken in the tho-
rax up to the prominent rounded eyes, reflexed

rostrum, 4-jointed antennae, and inconspicuous
ocelli if any. They live on the surface of the

water, and are collectively called water-striders.

hydrobenzamide (hi-dro-ben'za-mid or -mid),
w. [< hydro(gen) + benzamide.] A compound
(C2iH 1gN2 ) obtained by the action of aqueous
ammonia on bitter-almond oil.

hydrobiosis (hi'dro-bi-p'sis),
n. [< Gr. Mop

(Mp-), water, +
/fc'o?, life, + -o.w.J The de-

velopment of living organisms, as bacteria, in
fluid media; the conditions of life of such or-

ganisms.

hydrobiotite (h!-dro-bi'o-tlt), . [< Gr. Mop
(Mp-), water, + biotitc.] A hydrated biotite,
related to the vermiculites.

Hydrobius (hi-dro'bi-us), n. [NL. (Leach.
1817), < Gr. Mop (Mp-), water, + fitof, life.]
A genus of water-beetles of
the family Hydrophilida;,
having 9-jointed antennas
and slender palpi,with well-

compressed and ciliated
hind tarsi. It is a large and
very wide-spread group,
including 16 North Ameri-
can species.

hydroboracite (hi-dro-bo'-
ra-sit), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, + borax (-ac-) +
-ite2.] A mineral of white

color, resembling fibrous ^ *** natural size.)

and foliated gypsum. It is hydrated calcium
and magnesium borate.

hydrobranch (hi'dro-brangk), n. One of the

Hydrobranchiata.
Hydrobranchia (hl-dro-brang'ki-a), n.pl. Same
as Hydrobranchiata.
Hydrobranchiata (hl-dro-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi
[NL.,<Gr. Mop(Mp-), water,+ fipayxia, gills, +
-ata.] In Lamarck's latest classification, a di-

vision of gastropods, distinguished from Pneu-

inobranchiata, and containing species which
breathe water only. The section imperfectly
corresponds to the nudibranchiates, infero-

branchiates, and tectibranchiates of Cuvier.

hydrobranchiate (hi-dro-brang'ki-at), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Hy-
drobranchiata.

hydrobromate (hi-dro-bro'mat), . [< hydro-
bromic + -ate1.] A salt of hydrobromic acid:
same as bromide. Also called bromhydrate.
hydrobromic (hi-dro-bro'mik), a. [< hydro(gen)
+ brom(ine) + -ic'.] Composed of hydrogen
and bromine Hydrobromic add, HB, an acid pre-
pared by bringing phosphorus and bromine together with
a little water. It is a colorless gas, having a strong suffo-

cating odor, fuming in the air, and very soluble in water.
Its salts are called bromides. The acid is somewhat used
in medicine as a substitute for the bromides.

Hydrocampa (hi-dro-kam'pa), . [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), < Gr. Mop (Mp-), wa, water, +
caterpillar. ] The typical genus of moths of the

Hydrocampa fenuinalts. (About twice natural size. )

family Hydrocampidce, havingconspicuous max-
illary palpi, distinct ocelli, and a short probos-
cis. The larvae live hidden under floating leaves, and make

hydrocephalus
for themselves cases of two oval bits of leaf. The genus is

widely distributed in most parts of the world, though the
species are few and none are North American. H. HJ/WI-

phasata and //. tstagnata. are two British species, known as
rltitia-markx. Also Hydrocampe.

Hydrocampidse (lii-dro-kam'pi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hydrocaiiiiid -f -iVta'.J A family of pyralid
moths, typified by the genus Hydrocampa : so
called from the aquatic habits of the larva?.

Hydrocanthari(hi-dro-kan'tha-ri),w.jj/. [NL.,
< Gr. v6up ( ldp-)9 water, + navdapo*;, a beetle. ] In
Latreille's system of entomological classifica-

tion, the swimmers: the third tribe ofpentamer-
ous Coleoptera, including the aquatic carnivo-
rous beetles, of the old genera Dytiscus and Gy-
rinus. It thus includes the modern families Dytiscidtr
and Gyrinidte, and is identical with the modern group //)/

dnulephaga. Also Hydrocanthartfa, llydrocantharidoe.

hydrocarbide (hl-dro-kar'bid or -bid), n. Same
as hydrocarbon.
hydrocarbon (hi-dro-kar'bon), M. [< hydro(gen)
T carbon.] A compound of hydrogen and car-

bon
;
the general name of any compound con-

sisting of hydrogen and carbon alone. The hydro-
carbons are an exceedingly large and important group of

compounds, and with their derivatives form the subject-
matter of organic chemistry. Hydrocarbon black,
burner, engine, furnace, etc. See the nouns.

hydrocarbonaceous (hi-dro-kar-bo-na'shius),
a. [< hydrocarbon + -aceous.] Consisting of
or having the nature of hydrocarbon.
In order to obtain the highest illuminating power of a

flame in which hydrocarbonaceoua compounds are under-
going combustion, the regulation of the supply of air is

essential. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 5.

hydrocarbonatet (hi-dro-kar'bo-nat), n. [< hy-
drocarbon + -ate1.] Carbureted hydrogen gas.
hydrocarbonic (Wdro-kar-bon'ik), a. [< hy-
drocarbon + -ie.] Pertaining to or having the
nature of hydrocarbon.
hydrocarbonous (hi-dro-kar'bo-nus), a. [< hy-
drocarbon + -ous.] Same as hydrocarbonic.
This hydrocarbonous pyrocone is closely surrounded or

enveloped by gyrating, strongly-heated atmospheric air.

W. A. Ross, Blowpipe, p. 71.

hydrocarburett (hi-dro-kar'bu-ret), n. [< hy-
dro(gen) + carburet, q. v.] Carbureted hydro-
gen gas.

hydrocardia (hi-dro-kar'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vfop (iip-), water, H- KapAia = E. heart.] Same
as hydropericardium.

hydfocastorite (hi-dro-kas'tor-it), n. [< Gr.

viup (vip-), water, + castorite": see castor3 .] A
hydrated silicate of aluminium and calcium, de-
rived from the alteration of petalite from Elba.

hydrocauli, n. Plural of hydrocaulus.
hydrocauline (hi-dro-ka'lin), a. [< hydrocauhm
T -jwe1.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ter of a hydrocaulus.
hydrocaulus (hi-dro-ka'lus), .

; pi. hydrocaidi
(-11). [NL., < Gr. ii'dup (Mp-), water, + mvMf, a

stem.] In sool., the main stem of the co3nosarc
of a hydrozoan.
hydrocele (hi'dro-sel), n. [= F. hydrocele, < L.

hydrocele,< Gr. vtSpuKf/Zr/, hydrocele, < iiAup (v6p-),

water, + KJ/ZII, tumor.] In pathol., a collection
of serous fluid in the cavity of the tunica vagi-
nalis of the testis. Dunglison.
hydro-cellulose (hi-dro-sel'u-los), n. See the
extract.

Cotton completely disorganised by acid, and obtained
as a fine powder, seems to contain one molecule of water
more than ordinary cellulose, and the substance thus pro-
duced has been termed hydro-cellulose.

Hammel, Dyeing of Textile Fabrics (1886X p. 7.

hydrocephalic (hi"dro-se-farik or hi-dro-sef'a-

hk), a. [< hydroceplialAis + -ic.] Pertaining
to or exhibiting hydrocephalus.
hydrocephaloid (hi-dro-sef'a-loid), a. [< hydro-
ce]>halus + -aid.] Resembling hydrocephalus.
Also hydrencephaloid. Hydrocephalold disease, a

condition of somnolence or coma developed occasionally
in children in conditions of exhaustion. It appears to

depend on cerebral anemia.

hydrocephalous (hi-dro-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
hydrocephalus: see hydrocephalus.] Same as

hydrocephaloid.
hydrocephalus (hi-dro-sef'a-lus), n. [= F. hy-

drocephale= Sp. hidrocefalo"=; Pg. hydrocephalo,
< NL. hydrocephalus, < Gr. vdpoxefa'Aov, water in

the head, < iioup (Mp-), water, + KtfyaKri, head.]
1. In pathol., an accumulation of serous fluid

within the cranial cavity, either in the subdural

space (external hydrocephalus) or in the ven-
tricles (internal hydrocephalus). Acute hydro-
cephalus is usually, and apparently always, due to menin-

gitis. (Seemeninyitiy.) Chronic hydrocephalusmay be due
to atrophy of the brain, to pressure on the veins of Galen

by tumors or inflammatory products, or to other causes.

Also hydrencephalua, hydrocranium.
2. [cop.] In sool, a genus of trilobites. Bar-

rande, 1846.



hydrocerusite

hydrocerusite (hi-dro-ser'o-sit), . [< Gr. ;(%)
(Mp-), water, + crrnsite, q. v.] A basic lead
carbonate occurring in thin hexagonal plates.

Hydrocharideae (hl"dro-ka-rid'e-e), n. pi. [<

Hydroi'harix (-ill-) + -<'.] A natural order of

inonocotyledonous aquatic herbs, with dioecious

or polygamous regular flowers on scape-like
peduncles from a spathe, and simple or double
floral envelops, which in the fertile flowers are
united into a tube, and cohere with the 1- to 3-

celled ovary ;
stamens 3 to 12, distinct or moiiii-

delphous; stigmas 3 or 6; fruit ripening under

water, indehisceut, and many-seeded. This, the

frogbit family, embraces 14 genera anil about 40 species,
which are widely distributed in the warm and temperate
parts of the world, in ponds, lakes, and ditches. Also writ-
ten //yi/rocAaracfce(Undley),//.i/drocAa)rce(Reichenbach),
Iliiitrocharice (Dumortier), Hydrocharidacece (Ventant),
and llifilrocharidince (Leunis).

Hydrocharis(hi-drok'a-ris), n. [NL.(Linn83us),
< Gr. iidpoxapK, delighting in water, < viup(vfip-),

water, + xa'P"v , delight, rejoice.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants, of the natural order

Hydrocliaridcu', having floating stems, with

floating tufts of radical leaves, peduncles, and

submerged roots. The peduncles of the male plant are

short, 2- or 3-flowered ; the female spathe is sessile among
the leaves ; stamens 3 to 12 ; styles 6 with 2-cleft stigmas.
H. Morsus-raruz, the frogbit> the only species, is dispersed
over Europe and northern and central Asia. The form ap-
pears to have been more abundant in Miocene times, four
or live extinct species occurring in that formation in Eu-
rope.

Hydrochelidon (hi-dro-kel'i-don), n. [NL., <

Gr. iidup (iitip-), water, + jc/taouv, a swallow.] A
genus of Sterninaj, or terns, known as black terns

or short-tailed sea-swallows. It contains several

species of small size, with short and emarginate or mod-
erately forked tail, very long and ample wings, and small
feet with deeply emarginate webs. These birds undergo

Common Black Tern {Hydrochelidon lari/ormis).

changes of plumage unusual in the group, the adults be-

ing chiefly black or blackish. There are several species,
found in all parts of the world, such as the common black
tern of Europe and America, //. lariformis, or fxeipes, or

nigra ; the white-winged black tern, H. leucoptera ; and
the whiskered black tern, H. hybrida. Boie, 1822.

hydrochinon (hl-dro-ki'non), . Same as hy-
droquinone.

hydrqchlorate (hl-dro-klo'rat), . [< hydro-
chloric + -ate1 .] A salt of hydrochloric acid.

hydrochloric (hl-dr6-kl6'rik), a. [< hydro(gen)
T chlor(in) + -ic.] tertaining to or compound-
ed of chlorin and hydrogen gas. Also chlorhy-
dric, chlorohydric, cltlorydric Hydrochloric acid,
HC1, a colorless gas having a suffocating odor and an acid
taste. It is irrespirable, and not a supporter of combus-
tion. It is extremely soluble in water, and its solution
forms the hydrochloric acid or muriatic acid of commerce.
It is one of the most important acids commercially, and
is made as a by-product of the soda-ash manufacture. Its

salts, the chlorids, are universally distributed in nature
and extensively used in the arts. Also called hydrogen
eWorld. Hydrochloric ether. Same as chloric ether
(which see, under chloric).

Hydrochceridae (hi-dro-ker'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hydrochcerus + -idce.~\ A family of hystrico-
morphic rodents, represented by the genus Hy-
drocluerus, related to the Caviida;, but distin-

guished by certain cranial and dental charac-
ters

;
the capibaras or water-cavies.

Hydrochcerus (hl-dro-ke'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

iidup (vSp-), water, +' x'P, a pig.] The typi-
cal and only genus of HydrocJuerida?, common-
ly referred to the Caviidte. There is but one
species, H. capibara. See cut under capibara.
Hydrochoreutes (hi"dro-ko-ro'tez), n. [NL.
(Koch, 1837), < Gr. Map (tx'p-), water, + xPCVT'K,
a dancer, < xoPe i'elv

, dance, < xPC, a dance :

see chorus."] A notable genus of water-mites,
of the family Hydrachnidas, They are parasitic upon
water-bugs, as H. 'glolmlus upon Sepa cinerea, and their
larva) have been found adhering to the eyes of the larva;
of
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Hydrocorallinae (hi-dro-kor-a-ll'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Hydra (q. v.) + LL. oorattimtg, coral-

line.] An order or suborder of Hydroidea, class

llytlro:oa, resembling true corals, or corallige-
nous Actinozoa, but belonging to a different
class

;
the coral-making hydroid hydrozoang, as

millepores or milleporic corals. They have a hard
coral-like polypary and two kinds of zooids, the ordinary
nutritive gastrozooids and the mouthless tentacular forms
known as dactylozoijids ;

the comosarc consists of a net-
work of anastomosing cells ; reproduction is by means of

gonophores. The Hydrocorallinae include two families,

Milleporida: and Stylasteridaf.

hydrocoralline (hi-dro-kor'a-lin), . and w.

I. o. Pertaining to the Hydrocorallina;, or hav-

ing their characters
; milleporic.

II. H. One of the Hydrocorallmce ; a mille-

pore or some similar coral.

Hydrocorax (hi-drok'o-raks), n. [NL., < Gr.

Map (iifip-), water, + nopai;, a raven, crow.] 1.

A genus of hornbills, of the family Bucero-

tidai, in which Brisson (1760) placed all the

species of hornbills known to him: restricted

by late writers to the group of hornbills of the

Philippines of which Buceros hydrocorax of Lin-
nsBiis is the type, characterized by a flattened

casque, chestnut-red and black plumage, and
white tail. 2. A genus of cormorants, of the

family I'lialacrocoracidce : a synonym of Phala-
crocorax or Graculus. Vieillot, 1816. See cut
under cormorant.

Hydrocores (hl-drok'o-rez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

vdap (Mp-), water, + nopif, a bug.] Same as

Hydrocorisce.
Hydrocorisae (hi-dro-kor'i-se), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treille), irreg. < Gr. itoup (vdp-), water, + Kopif, a

bug.] A division of heteropterous Hemiptera,
embracing the aquatic species. They are charac-
terized by having short antennae concealed in cavities be-
neath the eyes, and natatorial legs. Called Cryptocerata
by Douglass and Scott, and by Fallen distributed into two
divisions. Also Hydrocores, Hydrocorisa.

hydrocotarnia (hi"dro-ko-tar'ni-a), n. Same
as hydrocotarnine.
hydrocotarnine (Wdro-ko-tar'nin), n. [< hy-
dro(gen) + cotarnine, q. v.] A crystalline al-

kaloid (C^Hj^NOs) occurring in small amount
in opium.
Hydrocotyle (hl-dro-kot'i-le), n. [NL., < Gr.

voup (iifip-), water, + KOTV^J/, a cavity, a cup.
The plants grow in moist situations and the
leaves are hollowed like cups.] A genus of

plants of the natural order Umbelliferw, type of
the tribe Hydrocotyleie, having the fruit much
compressed, the calyx-teeth minute or obso-

lete, the petals concave, valvate, or imbricate,
and the umbels simple. About 70 species are known,
very widely distributed over the warm and temperate
parts of the world. They are usually small herbs, creep-
ing and rooting at the nodes ; a few are erect. H. vulgaris
(common pennywort, pennyrot, or flukewort) is a com-
mon British plant, growing in boggy places and on the
edges of lakes and rivulets. It has round peltate leaves,
and small simple umbels of pale-pink flowers. There are

hydrocinchonine (hl-drd-sing'ko-nin), n. [<
lii/drodicn) + ciiHJtoiiiite, q. v.j An artificial al-

kaloid (Cgof^fiNgO) derived from cinchonine,
and differing from it in having two additional

hydrogen atoms.

hydrocoelia (hi-dro-se'li-a), . [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, + noi'/ia, a hollow, the belly.] Inpathol.,
same as ascites. Thomas, Med. Diet.
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Hydrocotyle Americana,
a, flower ; 6, fruit ; c, same cut transversely ; rf, tuber.

several American species, of which H. Americana and
//. mnhellata are the most abundant, the former being
common in the Northern States, and the latter from Mas-
sachusetts south. //. Americana has recently been ob-
served to produce tubers. (See cut.) H. mnacllata has
sometimes been called ghfep's-bane, from its being sup-
posed to cause foot-rot. H. Asiatica is employed in India
as an alterative tonic, and the South African pennywort,
//. mnttlla, is employed in dysentery.

Hydrocotyleae (hi"dro-ko-tire-e), . pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1830)', < Hydrocotyle + -eat."]

A tribe of plants of the natural order Umbelli-

fera; in which the fruit is laterally much com-
pressed or with the commissures often narrowly
constricted, the carpels acute or obtuse on the
back. Also written Hydrocotylida; (Lindley),
HydrocotyKne<v (Sprengel), and Hydrocotyleneai
(Koch).
hydrocranium (hi-dro-kra'ni-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. Hap (vSp-), water,+ upaviov, the skull, head.]
Same as hydrocephaluti, 1. Dunylimm.

hydrodynamometer

hydrocuprite (hi-dro-ku'prit), . [< Gr. Map
(i'<V>-), water, + citpriti; q. v.J A supposed hy=
drated oxid of copper.
hydrocyanic (hi"dro-si-an'ik), a. [< hydro(gen)
+ eyan(ogcn) + -ic.~] In cltcm., pertaining to
or derived from the combination of hydrogen
and cyanogen Hydrocyanic acid, HCN, a color-
less liquid which solidifies at 5" F. to feathery crystals,
and boils at SO'. Its specific gravity is about 0.7. It dis-
solves freely in water, forming a liquid which reddens
litmus-paper but slightly. Laurel-leaves, bitter almonds,
and many stone-fruits contain amygdalin, which under
the action of a ferment breaks up into grape-sugar, oil of
bitter almonds, and hydrocyanic acid. It is generally
prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on potassium
ferrocyanide. It is one of the most prompt and virulent

poisons known. Very dilute hydrocyanic acid is frequently
used medicinally as a powerful sedative and anti-irritant,
especially to allay cough. Its salts are called cyanides,
and some of them are of great commercial importance,
particularly potassium cyanide and the complex cyanides,
potassium ferrocyanide and ferricyanide. Msoprussic acid.

hydrocyanide (hl-dro-si'a-nid or -nid), n. [<

hydrocyanic + -ide^-.J A salt of hydrocyanic
acid: same as cyanide.

hydrocyanite (hl-dro-si'a-nlt), n. [< Gr. iifop

(vSp-), water, + Kvav6f, blue, 4- -ite%: see cya-
nite."] Anhydrous sulphate of copper in pale-
green crystals, found at Vesuvius as a sublima-
tion product of the eruption of October, 1868.

When exposed to the air the crystals absorb
water and become bright-blue.
Hydrocyon (hl-dros'i-on), n. [NL. (orig. Hy-
clrocynus, Cuvier, 1817);

< Gr. Map (i>dp-), water,
+ KVUV, dog. ] The typical genus of Hydrocyoni-
nce. It includes African fresh-water fishes with

elongated canine teeth, whence the name.
Hydrocyoninae (hl-dro-si-o-ni'ne), . pi. [NL.,
< Hydrocyon + -ince."] A subfamily of fishes
of the family Characinida:, typified by the ge-
nus Hydrocyon . They have large conical teeth in both
jaws; an adipose fln; a short dorsal flu; rather narrow
gill-openings, the gill-membranes being grown to the isth-
mus ; and the nasal openings close together. Species oc-
cur in the fresh waters of both Africa and South America.

hydrocyst (hi'dro-sist). n. [< Gr. vSup (Mp-),
water, + Kvarif, a bladder (cyst).] One of the

processes or tentacles attached to the coenosarc
of the physophorous oceanic hydrozoans, borne
with groups of gonophoreg upon a common
stem, constituting a gonoblastidium or blasto-

style. See cut under f/otioblastidmm.

hydrocystic (hi-dro-sis'tik), a. [< hydrocyst +
-ic.] Having the character of a hydrocyst.
Hydrodictyeae (hi"dro-dik-ti'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kuetzing, 1843), < Hydrodictyon + -ece.] A
subfamily of green-spored algw. typified by the

genus Hydrodictyon. Also written Hydrodic-
tyonece (Hassall), Hydrodictyonidece (Gray), and
Hijdrodictietn (Mathew).
Hydrodictyon (hi-dro-dik'ti-on), . [NL. (A.W . Roth, 1800), < Gr. Map (v6p-), water,+ diK-vov,
a net.] A genus of curious fresh-water algee, the

type of the subfamily Hydrodictyece of the fam-
ily Protococcacea: The individual cells are oblong-cy-
lindrical and united into a reticulated saccate coenobium ;

all are fertile ; some produce macrogonidia, which join
themselves into a cosnobium within the mother-cell : oth-
ers produce microgonidia, which are furnished with vi-

bratile cilia and a lateral red spot ; these after a brief mo-
tile period subside into protococcoid, thick-walled spores.
(Cotike.) The plant when full-grown resembles a long purse,
whence the name neater-net, and consists of a beautifully
regular network of threads. The single known species,
H. utriculatum, is common to North America and Europe.

The Hydrodictyon may be looked upon as an elaborate

type of a cell-family, one in which cells are conjoined
in accordance with a definite plan, so as to make a body
of definite shape and size, yet in which each cell is an in-

dependent being, drawing nothing from its neighbors.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algee, p. 93.

hydrodynamic (hl"dro-di-nam'ik), a. [= F.

hydrodynamiqtie, < Gr. iidap (Mp-), water, + 6v-

va/us, power : see dynamic.'] Pertaining to or
derived from the force ormotion of a fluid

;
re-

lating to hydrodynamics.
An important property of the harmonic nodal line, in-

dicated by an interesting hydrodynamic theorem due to

Uanklne, is that, when self-cutting at any point or points,
the different branches make equal angles with one an-
other round each point of section.

Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. U. It 780.

hydrodynamical (hi'dro-di-nam'i-kal), a. [<

lii/<l>-f>(}yii<i>iiic + -fit.] Same as hydrodynamic.
hydrodynamics (hl"dro-dl-nam'iks), . [PI. of

iiydrodyiiriniic: see -!c\s.] The mathematical
theory of the application of the principles of

dynamics to fluids. As dtmamics is used in two senses,
the wider to include the theories both of rest and of motion,
the narrower to include only the theory of motion, there
are two corresponding senses of the word hydrodynamics.
See (tjtnainicx. Also called hydrokineticg. Equation of
hydrodynamics. Sec gvoooo,

hydrodynamometer (M-dro-di-na-mom'e-ter),
n. [< Gr. vdoit(Mp-), water, + E. dynamometer.]



hydrodynamometer
An instrument for measuring the pressure ex-
erted by a flowing liquid, and hence for deter-

mining its velocity.

Hydrcecia 1 (hi-dre'si-a), n. [NL. (Guon<V,
1841), < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + okof, a house. J

A genus of noctuid moths, of the family AJXI-

midie, having the male antennae not pectinate,
the proboscis moderately long, and the legs
Stout. There are many species, confined to Europe and
North America. //. immani* is a hop-pest in the United
States. H. micacea Is known as the rosy-rustic.

hydroecia2 ,
n. Plural of hydrcecium.

hydroecial (hl-dre'si-al), a. [< hydrcecium +
-al.] Having the character of a hydroacium.
hydrOBCium (hi-dre'si-um), .; pi. hydrcecia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. iitiap (v6p-), water, + O'IKOC, a

house.] A sac attached to the swimming-bell
or nectocalyx of certain oceanic hydrozoans,
as calycophorans, into which the coenosarc may
be retracted. See cut under Diphyidee.

hydroelectric (hl'dro-e-lek'trik), a. [< Gr.

vdup (viSp-), water, + E. electric.] Effecting the

development of electricity by a certain use of

steam: as, a tiydro-electric machine. Hydro-
electric machine, a machine for generating electricity

by the escape of steam under high pressure from a series of

jets connected with a strong boiler, in which the steam is
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Hydrogastrum (hi-dro-gas'trum), n. [NL.
(I)esvaux, 1810) (so called in allusion to the
sack-like shape of the plants), < Gr. ifup (Mp-),

water, + ynariip, stomach.] A genus of fresh-

It. idrogeno, < NL. lii/ilmi/i iiinm, hydrogen (so
called because it is one of the elements of water,
H2O), < Gr. iidup (i>op-), water, + -ft w/c, produ-
cing: see -gen.'] Chemical symbol,H. Oneofthe

elementary substances, existing as a colorless,

tasteless, and inodorous gas. It is the lightest sub-
stance known, and for that reason its specific gravity has
been taken as the unit for comparing the specific gravity of

gases, though air is the morecommonly accepted standard.
Under like conditions of temperature and pressure, hydro-
gen is approximately 14. 4 times as light as an equal volume
of air. Its combining weight is also less than that of any
other element, and is therefore called unity, all the other
atomic weights being expressed as multiples of it. It is

but slightly soluble in water or any other liquid. Hydro-
gen refracts light strongly, is extremely diffusible, and is

absorbed or occluded in a remarkable manner by certain

metals when they are heated, as though It formed a kind
of alloy with them. Hydrogen burns in air with a very
pale blue flame and intense heat, the sole product of com-
bustion being water, BgO, which is the protoxid of hydro-
gen. A mixture of two volumes of hydrogen and six of

ah- or one of oxygen explodes violently when brought in

contact with a flame or the electric spark. Hydrogen is

not specifically poisonous when inhaled, but is fatal to

life by preventing or hindering access of oxygen to the
bluod. It is prepared by the action of dilute sulphuric
acid on zinc or iron, by passing steam through a red-hot
tube filled with iron turnings, by the electrolysis of water,
and in a variety of other ways. Hydrogen occurs free in

nature in small quantity in the emanations of volcanoes
and of some oil-wells, but generally it is found only in

its combinations, which are universally distributed. One
ninth of the weight of water consists of hydrogen, and
it is an indispensable element of every animal or vegeta-
ble structure. It is a component of all acids, and its

replacement in them by bases produces salts. In De-

cember, 1877, and January, 1878, the French chemists
Cailletet and Pictt succeeded in liquefying hydrogen,
and the latter in solidifying it, by means of extreme pres-
sure and cold produced in special forms of apparatus in-

dependently invented by them. Arsenlureted hydro-
gen. See arseniureied. Bicarbureted or heavy car-
bureted hydrogen. Same as ethyUne. Hydrogen
eWorld, Iodide, bromide, etc. Same as hydrochloric

Artnstrong's Hydro-electric Machine.

produced. The Jets of steam (which have to

a cooling-box) are electrified by friction.
through

itive elec-

tricity is collected by directing the steam upon a metal
comb communicating with an Insulated conductor.

hydroferricyanic (hl*dro-fer*i-si-an'ik), a. [<

hydro(gen) + ferricyanic.] Compounded of

hydrogen and ferricyanogen. Hydroferricyanic
acid, HRFe2(CN)ij>, a strong hexavalent acid produced by
the action of sulphuric acid and potassium ferricyanide.
It forms brown deliquescent crystals.

hydroferrocyanic (ui'dro-fer'o-si-an'ik), a. [<

hydro(gen) + ferrocyanicj q. v.] Compounded of

hydrogenandferrocyanogen Hydroferrocyanic
acid, HiFefCJOe, a strong tetrabasic acid formed by the
action of dilute acid on potassium ferrocyanide.

hydrofluoboric (hi-dro-flo-o-bo'rik), a. [< hy-

drogen) + Jlitoboric.] Same as fluoboric.

hydrofluoric (hi"dr6-flij-or'ik), a. [< hydro(gen)
+ _fluor(in) + -ic.] Consisting of fluorin and

hydrogen. Alsofluohydric, fluorliydric Hydro-
fluoric add, HF, an acid obtained by distilling a mix-
ture of fluor-spar with sulphuric acid. It has an intense-

ly irritating, suffocating odor, and a very strong affinity for

water, acts energetically on glass, and is most destructive
to animal matter. Also called fluoric acid.

hydrofluosilicate (hi-dro-flo-o-sil'i-kat), .

[< hydrojtnosilic(ic) + -ate.] A salt formed
by the union of hydrofluosilicic acid with a
base.

hydrofluosilicic (hMrp-fl6''9-si-lis'ik), [<

hydro(gen) + fluonilicic.] Consisting of hy-
drofluoric and fluosilicic acid Hydrofluoslllcic
acid, a compound acid (HgSiFfi) which is formed when
silicon tetrafluoride is led into water. The saturated so-

lution is a very acid, fuming, colorless liquid.

hydrofuge (hi'dro-fuj), a. [< Gr. iiiup (i'Sp-),

water, -F ii.fugare, put to flight, (fugere, flee:

see fugitive."] In zool., shedding water; im-

pervious to water, as the plumage of ducks, the

pubescence of many insects, etc.

hydrogalvanic (hi"dro-gal-van'ik), a. [< Gr.

vSup (vdp-), water, + E. galvanic.] Pertaining
to, consisting of, or produced by electricity
evolved by the action or use of fluids: as, a

lii/flrogalranie current.

Hydrogastreae (hi-dro-gas'tre-e), TO. pi. [NL.
(Endlicher and Unger, 1843), < Hydrogastrum
+ -ere.'] A family of fresh-water alga?, allied

closely to the F
r

auchcriacea>. The plants are small,
terrestrial, and unicellular, in the form of an expanded
sack or bag at the top, with the lower portion excessively
and finely branched, but with the cavity continuous. It

contains the single genus Hydrogaitrum. Also written

Hydrogastridece (Lindley).

, , ,
.

acid, hydriotiic acid, etc. Hydrogen sulphid, or BUl-
phureted hydrogen, HoS, a colorless inflammable gas
having a sweetish taste and an exceedingly fetid smell

resembling rotten eggs. It is extremely poisonous when
inhaled. It has feeble acid properties, and its compounds
with bases are called sulphuls. It occurs in the emana-
tions of volcanoes, and is evolved when animal or vegeta-
ble tissue containing sulphur decays. It also occurs in
mineral springs, being liberated by the reduction of gyp-
sum or other sulphates through the action of a microbe.

Light carbureted hydrogen. See carbureted. Se-
leniureted hydrogen. Same as hydroselenic acid (which
see, under ttyarosflrnic).

hydrogenate (hi'dro-jen-at), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

hydrogenated, ppr. hydrogenating. [< hydrogen
+ -ate2.] To cause to combine with hydrogen ;

hydrogenize.
hydrogenation (hi'dro-je-na'shpn), . [< hy-

drogenate + -ion.] Tlie act of fiydrogenating,
or the state of being hydrogenated.
This hydrogetiation is easily effected by treating cuprous

acetylene with hydrogen.
W. n. BowdUch, Coal Gas, p. 284.

hydrogeniferous (hi'dro-je-nif'e-rus), a. [<

Hydrogen + L. ferre = E. bear1.] Containing
hydrogen.
hydrogenise, r. t. See hydrogenize.

hydrogenium (hi-dro-je'ni-um), n. [NL. : see

hydrogen.] 1. Hydrogen regarded as a metal;
solidified hydrogen.
Water is the rust of hydrogenimn, a true metal.

J. R. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 182.

2. Hydrogen occluded by palladium. See oc-

clusion. Graham.

hydrogenize (hi'dro-jen-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

hydrogenized, ppr. hydrogenizing. [< hydrogen
+ -ize.] To combine with hydrogen ;

form a

hydrogenous compound of. Also spelled hy-

drogenise.
Chlorine readily enters into reaction with a large num-

ber of hydrogenized carbon compounds, and displaces the

hydrogen more or less completely. Ki\cyc. Brit., V. 493.

hydrogenous (hi-drpj'e-nus), a. [< hydrogen
+ -ous.] 1. Pertaining to or containing hy-
drogen. 2. Formed or produced by water: ap-
plied to rocks formed by the action of water,
in contradistinction to pyrogenous rocks, or

those formed by the action of fire.

hydrogeology (hi'dro-je-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

i'dup (vdp-), water, + E. geology.] The geology
of water

;
that part of geological science which

has to do with the relations of water standing
or flowing beneath the surface of the earth.
The term is but little used, and rarely, if ever, with refer-

ence to chemical changes brought about at depth by the

agency of water, or in which water plays a part.

Hydroidea

hydrogiobertite (hi'dro-jo-biTt'it), . [< Gr.

iifup (vfip-), water, -f- giolicrtite, q. v.] A hydrous
carbonate of magnesium occurring in small

spherical forms of a light-gray color atVesuvi us.

hydrognosy (hi-drog no-si), n. [= 8p. hidro-

iinoxin, < Gr. vAup (iiup-), water, + } i'uaif. know-
ledge.] A treatise on, or a history and descrip-
tion of, the waters of the earth.

hydrographer (hi-drog'ra-fer), n. [As liydroi/-

raph-y + -cr 1
.] One who is versed in the sci-

ence or engaged in the practice ofhydrography ;

specifically, one who has charge of hydrograpli-
ic surveys and of other operations belonging to

hydrography.
In all coasts, what moon maketh full sea, and what way

the tides and ebbes come and go, the hydrographer ought
to record. D{, Pref. to Euclid (1570).

He [Dr. Halley] likewise corrected the position of the

coast of ISrazil. which had been very erroneously laid down
by all former hydrographers. Atitton, Voyage, 1. 8.

hydrographic (hi-dro-graf
'

ik), a. [Anhydrogra-
pli-y + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or treating of

hydrography: as, a hydrographic survey or

treatise Hydrographic Office, an office of the Xavy
Department of the United States, connected with the

Bureau of Navigation. Its duties are to provide nautical

charts, sailing directions, etc., for United States vessels

and others. Its head is called the hydrographer. Other

governments have similar bureaus.

hydrographical (hi-dro-graf'i-kal), a. [< hy-

drographtc + -al.] Same as hydrographic.
The artificer must in the framing of his little engine

have had due regard to all these, and consequently have
had a comprehension of divers celestial and hydrographi-
cal truths. Boyle, Works, VI. 724.

hydrography (hi-drog'ra-fi), . [= F. hydro-
graphic = sp. hidrografia = Pg. hydrographia
= It. idrografia, < Gr. i>Sup (t'op-), water, -f

-ypa^ia, < jyxtye/v, write.] 1. The science of the
measurement and description of the sea, lakes,

rivers, and other waters, with especial reference
to their use for the purposes of navigation and
commerce. It embraces pilotage and marine survey-
ing, the determination of winds, currents, etc., as well as

the art of forming charts exhibiting not only the sea-

coast, gulfs, bays, Islands, promontories, channels, and their

configuration and geographical position, but also the con-
tour of the bottom of the sea and of harbors. It also

embraces the study of the relation of changes in depth to

their causes.

Hydrographie requireth a perticular register of certain

landmarks (where marks may be had) from the sea well
able to be skried, in what points of the sea-compasse they
appear, and what apparent form, situation, or bigness
they have in respect of any dangerous place in the sea or
tieer unto it assigned. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1570).

Setting downe alwayes with great care and diligence
tnie obseruations & notes of al those countreys, islands,
coasts of the sea. and other things requisite to the artes

of nanigation and hydrographie.
Hakluyt'l Voyages, I. 417.

2. The distribution, character, and relations of

bodies of water ; the condition of the earth or

any part of it with respect to its seas, rivers,
etc.: as, the hydrography of North America.

hydroguret (ni-drog'u-ret), n. [< hydroy(cn)
+ -wet.] A compound of hydrogen with a
base.

hydrogureted. hydroguretted (hi-drog'u-ret-
ed),. [< hydrogiiret-r- -cd2.] Combined with

hydrogen, as a metal or other base.

hydrohematite, hydrohaematite (hi-dro-
hem'a-tit), n. [< Gr. iioup (vip-), water, + E.

hematite.] A hydrated iron sesquioxid, resem-

bling the anhydrous iron sesquioxid hematite,
particularly in its red streak. See titrgite.

hydrohemdstat, hydrohaemostat (hi-dro-
hem'o-stat), n. [< Gr. i<$up (vop-), water, +
ai/ta, blood, + ararof, verbal adj. of iariivat,

cause to stand: see static. Cf. hemostatic.]
A device to arrest a hemorrhage, consisting
of a bag through which cold water is passed,
while it is pressed against the surface.

hydroid (M'droid), a. and n. [< Gr. ii&poetifc,
like water, < vSup (vdp-), water, + eliof, form.
In defs. 2 and 3, as Hydra + -aid.] I. a. 1 . Like
water; living in the water. 2. Resembling
the hydra, or an animal of the genus Hydra.

3. Pertaining to the Hydroida or Hydroidea,
or having their characters : as, a hydroid hydro-
zoan Hydroid stock, a stolon ; a hydrorhiza.

II. w. One of the Hydroidea.
In the Gulf of Mexico are communities of hydroids so

organized that they seem to constitute but one animal.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 318.

Calyptoblastic hydroids. See calyptoblastic. Tubu-
lariau hydroids. See Gymnoblaetea.

Hydroidea (hi-droi'de-a), n.pl. [NL. : see hy-

droid.] An order or subclass of the class Hy-
drozoa, approximately equivalent to Sydro-
phora, and consisting of the eleutheroblastic,

gymnoblastic, and calyptoblastic hydrozoans.



Hydroidea
In some systems of classification it also includes the

Trachymednsii' and lliidroeoraUinfr. The group Uydro-
i/i' 'Inxfeof some authors is equivalent to Hydroitlea. Also

hydrokinetic (hi dro-ki-net'ik), a. [< Gr. Mup
(Mp-), water, + Kiv'rrriKOf, of moving, < tuveli;

move.] Pertaining to the motion of fluids.

Ilifdrokinetic permeability a name for the specific

quality of a porous solid according to which, when placed
in a moving frictionless liquid, it modifies the flow.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Reprint of Papers, 628.

hydrokinetical (hi"dro-ki-uet'i-kal), a. [< hy-
ilrokiiirtir + -/.] Same as hydrokinetic.

hydrokinetics (hi"dro-ki-net'iks), n. [PI. of hy-
drokinetic: see -/cs.] The mathematical theory
of the motion of fluids

;
the kinetics of fluids,

in either of the meanings of kinetics.

Hydrolea (hi-dro'le-a), n. [NL. (Linneeus) (so
called because growing in wet places), < Gr.

Mop (Mp-), water, + L. oleum, oil (or Gr. ifai-

ov, olive-oil, oil).] A genus of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants, of the natural order Hy-
drophylldcefe, and the type of the tribe Hydro-
leea'. They have a subrotate 5-cleft corolla, sepals dis-

tinct in the bud, stamens about the length of the corolla,
filaments dilated at the insertion, ovary 2- or 3-celled, and

styles 2 or 3. They are herbs or rarely suffruticose plants
with ovate or lanceolate entire leaves, which are numerous
on the stem and often with aspine in the axils, and clustered
blue or white flowers. About 14 species are known, widely
distributed in warm countries. Four species are found in

the southern United States. H. Zeylanica of India has
bitter leaves, which are beaten into pulp and applied as a

poultice to sores, with good effect.

Hydroleacese (hl-dro-le-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (R.

Brown), < Hydrolea H- -acece.] Same as Hy-
drophyllacea!.

Hydroleeae (hi-dro-le'e-e), ?. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1816), < Hydrolea + -ea:.~] A tribe of

plants of the natural order Hydrophyllacea!,

containing the single genus Hydrolea.
hydrolite (hi'dro-lit), n. [< Gr. Mop (Mp-),
water, + ).iffo$, stone: see -lite.'] The zeolitic

mineral gmelinite.

hydrologic (hi-dro-loj'ik), a. [< hydrolog-y +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to hydrology.

We . . . consider the forests ... as regulators of hy-
drolof/ic conditions, influencing the waterflow in springs,

brooks, and rivers. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXII. 226.

hydrological (hl-dro-loj'i-kal), a. [< hydro-
Ionic + -a?.] Same as hydrologic.

hyidrologist (hi-drol'o-jist), re. [< hydrolog-y +
-is'f.] One skilled in hydrology.
hydrology (hi-drol'6-ji), n. [= F. hydroloaie
= Sp. htdroiogia = Pg. hydrologia = It. idrolo-

gia, < Gr. Mop (Mp-), water, + -/toyia, < teyuv,

speak: see -ology.~] The science of water, its

properties, phenomena, and laws, its distribu-

tion over the earth's surface, etc.

hydrolysis (hi-drol'i-sis), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, -t- Atwf, a dissolving, < /ti>ejv, loose, dis-

solve.] A kind of chemical decomposition by
which a compound is broken up and resolved
into other compounds by taking up the ele-

ments of water. Thus, by hydrolysis cane-sugar takes

up a molecule of water and is resolved into one molecule
of dextrose and one of levulose.

hydrolytic (hi-dro-lit'ik), a. [< hydrolysis
(-lyt-) + -ic.] Producing hydrolysis, or relat-

ed to the process or results of hydrolysis.

Hydrolytic decompositions, that is to say, such as are
connected with the union of the elements of water with
the decomposing body. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 671.

hydromagnesite (hi-dro-mag'ne-sit), n. [<
Gr. itiup (Mp-), water, + E. magnesia + -zte2.]

A white native hydrous carbonate of magne-
sium, sometimes occurring in crystals, but
more frequently amorphous, earthy, and chalk-
like.

hydromancy (hl'dro-man-si), n. [= Sp. hidro-
mancia = It. idromanzia, < L. hydromantia, < Gr.
as if *Mpo/iavTela (cf. Mp6[unm<;, one who divines
from water), < Map (Mp-), water, + /tavreia, divi-

nation.] Divination by some use or from some
phenomenon of water.

hydromania (hi-dro-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr. Map
(Mp-), water, + fiavia, madness.] Inpathol., a,

species of melancholia under the influence
of which the sufferer is led to commit suicide

by drowning. It sometimes appears in pel-

hydromantic (hi-dro-man'tik), a. and n.
|jAs

In/dromancy (-mant-) + -/c.] I. a. Pertaining
to hydromancy.

If. . The art of producing surprising effects

dependent on the principles of hydrostatics
and hydrodynamics.
hydromechanics (hi'dro-me-kan'iks), n. [< Gr.

vSup (Mp-), water, + E. mechanics, q. v.] The
science of the mechanics of fluids, or of their
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laws of equilibrium and motion, including the
divisions of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics,
and also hydraulics.

It is perhaps superfluous to speak of the important place
which the subject of hydromechanics has occupied in

modern mathematical physics since the labors of Helm-
holtz, Maxwell, and Thomson in reducing the mathe-
matical treatment of electricity and magnetism to that of

the motion of incompressible fluids. Science, III. 78.

hydromedusa (hi'dro-me-du'sa), n.; pi. hydro-
mcdus(K (-se). [NL. (cf. Gr. '"fopo/ieoovaa, the
name of a frog in the poem

"
Batrachomyo-

machia"), < Gr. vdup (l>dp-), water, + MeAovaa,
Medusa: see Medina, medusa.'] 1. Same as

lii/ilroinediisan.

One hydromedusa lays its eggs early in the morning.
Science, IV. 429.

2. [cap.~] A genus of reptiles. Wagler.
HydromedllSSB (hi"dro-me-du'se), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of Hydromcdusa, q. v.] A zoological group,
variously limited, (a) A class of coslenterates cor-

responding to the class Hydrozoa. C. Vogt, 1861. (b) A
subclass of Hydrozoa, contrasted with ScyphomeduHce,
containing all those hydrozoans which are related to Hy-
dra through the fact of reproducing by means of lateral

gemmation, not by strobilation or scyphistoma. This sub-

class is composed of the gymnoblastic and
calyptoblastic

hydroids, the trachymedusans and narcomedusans, the

hydrocorallines, and the siphonophorans. The non-sexual
individuals constitute the characteristic hydroids, of com-
paratively narrow and elongate form, often branching or

aggregated in colonies. In this sense the group corre-

sponds to the cryptocarpons discophorans of Eschscholtz,
the Craspedota of Gegenbaur, the Cycloneura of Eiiuer,
and the Hydroida or Hydroidea of various authors.

hydromedusan (hl"dro-me-du'san), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Hydromedusce.
II. . A member of the Hydromedusai. Also

hydromedusa.
Hydroniedusinse (hi-dro-me-du-si'ne), n.pl.
[NL., < Hydromedusa + -i<E.] Same as Hy-
dromedusa!.

hydromedusoid (hi^dro-me-du'soid), a. [<

Hydromedusa + -oid.~] Having the characters
of the Hydromedusce; resembling the Hydro-
medusa!.

hydromel (hi'dro-mel), n. [< F. hydromel =
Sp. hidromel = Pg. hydromel= It. idromeJe, < L.

hydromel, hydromeli, < Gr. v6p6fie^.i, a kind of

mead made of water and honey, < Map (Mp-),

water, + peKi = L. mel, honey.] A liquor con-

sisting of honey diluted with water, ferment-
ed or unfermented: in the former case called

vinous hydromel, and also mead.
As touching the mead called Hydromell, it consisted in

times past of rain water, well purified, and hony.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxi. 6.

Hydromel, or watsr-hony, in long continuance will be-
come wine. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 566.

In divers parts of Muscovy and some other northern

regions, the common drink is hydromel, made of water
fermented with honey ; and indeed, if a due proportion
betwixt those two be observed, and the fermentation be

skillfully ordered, there may be that way, as experience
hath assured us, prepared such a liquor, both for clear-

ness, strength, and wholesomeness, as few that have not
tasted such a one would believe.

Boyle, Usefulness of Nat. Philos., ii. 4.

They [British Oauls] drank beer and hydromel, which
was carried about in metal beakers or jugs of earthen-
ware. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 122.

hydromeningitis (hi-dro-men-in-jl'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. voup (Mp-), water, + NL. meningitis,
q. v.] In pathol., meningitis with serous effu-

sion. See meningitis.

hydrometallurgy (hi-dro-met'al-er-ji), . [<
Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + metallurgy.'] The pro-
cess of assaying or reducing ores by liquid re-

agents.
hydrometamorphism(hi-dro-met-a-m6r'fizm),
n. [< Gr. iidop (Mp-), water,+ E. meiamorphism.']
A kind of metamorphism of igneous rocks

brought about by water, in contradistinction to

pyrometamorphism, or metamorphism of sedi-

mentary rocks effected by heat.

hydrometeor (hi-dro-me'te-or), n. [< Gr. Mop
(Mp-), water, + (NGr.) iitrsupov, a meteor: see

meteor.'] A meteor or atmospheric phenome-
non dependent upon the vapor of water

;
in the

plural, all the aqueous phenomena of the at-

mosphere, as rain, hail, snow, etc.

hydrometeorological (hi-dr6-me"te-or-o-loj'i-
kal), a. [< hydrometeorology + -ic-al.^] Relating
or pertaining to hydrometeorology.
hydrometeorology (hi-dro-me"te-o-rol'o-ji), n.

[< Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + uereupoXoyia, meteor-

ology: see: meteorology. Cf. hydrometeor. ~\
That

branch of meteorology which is concerned with
water in the atmosphere in the form of rain,

clouds, snow, hail, etc.

hydrometer (lii-drom'e-ter),w. [<&T.v6pofiTpiov,
a vessel for measuring hydrostatically, < Map
(Mp-), water,+ /ierpov, a measure.] 1 . An instru-

Nichol&on's Hydrometer.

Common Form of Hy-
drometer for liquids, in hy-
drometer-glass.

hydromicaceous

ment for measuring
specific gravity, es-

pecially that of water
and other fluids, and
hence the strength
of spirituous liquors
and of various solu-

tions. In Nicholson's

hydrometer for solids (see
cut) the weight is first de-

termined which, placed in

theupperpan, willdepress
the instrument to the zero-

mark (a); then the weights
are found which are need-
ed to do this when the

body experimented upon
is placed, nrst in the upper
and then in the lower pan.
The difference between
these last weights and
that first found gives the

weight of the body in air

and in water respectively,
whence the specific gravity is calculated in the usual man-
ner. The common type of hydrometer for liquids consists

of a glass tube with a graduated
stem of uniform diameter, a bulb
to cause it to float in the liquid, and
a weight or counterpoise to cause
the stem to stand upright as it

floats. From the reading of the
scale at the point which is on a
level with the surface of the liquid
in which it is floating, the specific

gravity is ascertained either di-

rectly or by a simple calculation.
Scales in common use are those of

Beaume, as applicable to liquids
either more or less den&e than wa-
ter

;
in the former case the zero is

near the top, and in the latter near
the bottom of the stem ; the gradu-
ation is conventional, and the spe-
cific gravity is obtained from the

reading by means of a series of ta-

bles. AnotherfonnisthatofTwed-
dell. Hydrometers constructed to
measure the purity, density, orde-

gree of concentration of particu-
lar liquids receive special names,
as alcoholometer, lactometer, etc.

2. Air instrument used for

measuring the velocity or discharge of water,
as in rivers, from reservoirs, etc.

Hydrometra1
(hl-drom'e-tra), n. [NL., < Gr.

Map (Mp-), water, + [ttTpov,"a, measure.] The
typical genus of the family Hydrometridte. The
European H. utagnorum and the American H. linearis are

examples. The genus as originally established by Fabri-
cius (1796) was divided by Latreille (1807) into Hydrometra
proper, Gerria, and Velia.

hydrometra2 (hi-dro-me'tra), . [NL., < Gr.

Map (Mp-), water, + ////rpa, uterus.] Inpathol.,
catarrhal endometritis.

There sometimes exists a form of catarrhal inflamma-
tion of the lining membrane of the uterus, giving rise to
a mucous or muco-purulent secretion. ... If the fluid is

wateiy, this is called hydrome-tra.
R. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 180.

hydrometric (hi-dro-met'rik), a. [As hydrome-
ter + -ic.] 1. Pertaining to a hydrometer, or
to the determination of the specific gravity,
velocity, discharge, etc., of fluids. 2. Made by
means of a hydrometer: as, hydrometric ob-
servations Hydrometric pendulum, an instrument
consisting of a hollow ball suspended from the center of
a graduated quadrant, and held in a stream to mark by its

deflection the velocity of the current ; a current-gage.

hydrometrid (hl-drom'e-trid), n. An insect of

the family Hydrometridw.
Hydrometridse (hi-dro-met'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hydrometra 1 + -idee.'] A family of heteropter-
ous insects with long legs fitted for walking on
the water, typified by the genus Hydrometra.
The family formerly included the genus Hydrometra in a
broad sense, but the genera Velia and Gerris are now re-

moved to other families. Species of the restricted fam-

ily are frequently observed on the surface of pools and
streams, where they walk with the very slender body ele-

vated upon their long legs, but do not swim in the water
like the true water-bugs, Hydrocorisa?. Also called Hy-
drometrides, Hydrometnna, and Uydrometritet.

hydrometrograph (hl-dro-met'ro-graf), n. [<
Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + ftfrpov, a measure, +
ypa<j>tiv, write, record.] An instrument for de-

termining and recording the quantity of water

discharged from an orifice in a given time.

hydrometry (h!-drom'e-tri), n. [As hydrome-
ter + -y.] The art or operation of determin-

ing by means of hydrometers the specific grav-
ity, density, velocity, etc., of fluids.

hydromica (hi-dro-mi'ka), n. [< Gr. Mop (Mp-),
water, -I- NL. mica, q. v.] A variety of potash-
mica which contains more water than ordinary
muscovite, and is less elastic. See mien.

hydromicaceous (hl"dr6-ml-ka'shius), a. [< hy-
(Irnmicd + -aceoiis.~\ Of the nature of hydro-
mica; containing hydromica.



hydromicaceous

Hydromicaceous and argillaceous schists.

A mer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXX. 282.

hydromotor (hi-dro-mo'tpr), n. [< Gr. viup

(vip-), water, + NL. motor, motor.] A form of

motor, designed for the propulsion of vessels,
in which the propelling power is that of jets of

water ejected from the sides or stern.

The little vessel supplied with the hydromotor met with
a fair degree of success. Sei. Amer., N. 8., LV. 47.

hydromphaluin (hl-drom'fa-lum), i. [NL., <

Gr. Mpo/u^aAo? , having water in the umbilical re-

gions, < viup (Mp-), water,+ ou0a/Wc, boss, knob,
navel.] Inpathol., an accumulation of serous

liquid in the sac of an umbilical hernia, or

simply the extension of the umbilicus by as-

cites.' Also hydromphalon.
hydromyd (hi'dro-mid), n. An animal of the

genus Hydromys. E. Blyth.

hydromyelia (hi'dro-mi-e'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Map (i'ip-), water, 4- /ivtUf, "marrow.] Inpa-
thol., the distention of the central canal or ven-
tricular cavity of the spinal cord with a se-

rous liquid. See hydrorachis. Also hydromye-
lus.

Hydromyinae (hi"dro-mi-i'ne), . pi. [NL., <

JSydromys + -ince.] A subfamily of rodents of

the family Muriate, of which the type is the ge-
nus Hydromys, and in which the teeth are only
12 in number.

Hydromys (hi'dro-mis), . [NL., < Gr. viup

(vip-), water, + //'if
= E. mouse.} A genus of

rodents constituting the subfamily Hydromyi-
rue, confined to the Australian region, where the

species are known as water-rats and beaver-

rats. H. chrysogaster is an example. Geoffrey,
1805. See cut under beaver-rat.

hydromysta, hydromystes (hi-dro-mis'ta,
-tez), n. [< LGr. *UptfbmK, < Gr. viup (vip-),

water, + //iirrw, one who initiates: see mysta-

gogue.] In the early church, a presbyter or

cleric who sprinkled with holywater the people
entering or leaving a church.

hydronaphthol (hi-dro-naf 'thol), . [< Gr.

viup (vip-), water, + E. naphthal."] An antisep-
tic preparation, probably one of the naphthols,
prepared from naphthalene. [Trade-name.]
Hydronemateas (hi"dro-ne-ma'to-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Nees von Esenbeck', 1823),' < Gr. viup

(vip-), water, + vij/ia(T-), a thread, + -e<E.] In

bot., same as Alga.
hydronephelite (hi-dro-nef'e-lit), n. [< Gr.MM
(vip-), water, + nephelite, q. v.] A hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium and sodium, related to thom-
sonite in composition, and derived from the al-

teration of elaeolite (nephelite).

hydronephrosis (hi"dro-nef-ro'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. v6up (vip-), water, -f- vtypAf, kidney, + -osis.~\

Inpathol., a condition produced by obstruction
of the outflow of the urine through the ureter,
so that the ureter and the renal pelvis become
greatly distended.

hydronephrotic (hi"dro-nef-rot'ik), a. Per-

taining to or affected with hydronephrosis.
hydronette (hi'dro-net), n. [< F. hydronette,
< Gr. viup (vip-), water, + -n-, a mere inser-

tion, + -ette.~] 1. A syringe. 2. A portable
force-pump for use in gardens and conserva-
tories.

Hydroparastatae (hi'dro-pa-ras'ta-te), n. pi.

[< MGr. *vipoirapaardTat, (. Gr. viup (vip-), water,
+ TrapaordTrK, one who stands by, an assistant :

seeparastatic.] A sect which separated from
the early church in the latter part of the sec-

ond century: so named from their use of water

only, instead of wine and water, in the eucha-
rist. Also called Aquarians and Encratites.

hydropath (hi'dro-path), n. [< hydropathy .]

Same as hydropathist.

hydropathic, hydropathical (hi-dro-path'ik,
-i-kal), a. [< hydropathy + -ic-al."] Relating
to Hydropathy.
hydropathist (hi-drop'a-thist), n. [< hydrop-
athy -r -ist.] 1. One who is versed in or prac-
tises hydropathy. 2. One who believes in the

efficacy of hydropathic treatment.

He has tried both hydropathy and homoeopathy ; . . .

has now settled into a confirmed hydropathist.
0. A. Sola, Dutch Pictures.

hydropathy (hi-drop'a-thi), n. [= F. hydropa-
thie; a name formed after the supposed analo-

gy of homeopathy, allopathy, etc., and intended
to signify 'water-cure' or 'water-treatment';
< Gr. iiiup (vi/>-), water, + Ttdfkx;, suffering, dis-

ease.] The method of treating diseases by the
external and internal use of water

; hydrother-
apeutics, especially in the cruder forms. See
voter-cure.
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hydropericardium (hi-dro-per-i-kar'di-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. iiiup (vip-), water, + nepiKapiiov,

pericardium.] Inpathol., the accumulation of

serous liquid in the pericardial cavity. Also
culled lii/rh-dftirdia.

hydroperitoneum (hi-dro-per'i-to-ne'um), n.

[< Gr. viup (rip-), water, + irepiTovatov, perito-

neum.] Inpathol., the effusion of lymph into

the peritoneal cavity; ascites.

hydrophane (hi'dro-fan), n. [< Gr. viup (Mp-),

water, + ^awf, clear, < (faivctv, show, shine.]
A partly translucent whitish or light-colored

variety of opal, which absorbs water upon im-
mersion and then becomes transparent. Also
called oculiis mundi.

hydrophanous (hi-drof'a-nus), a. [As hydro-

phane + -OUS.] Made transparent by immer-
sion in water. See hydrophane.
Hydrophasianus (hi-dro-fa-si-a'nus), i. [NL.,
< Gr. i-iup (i'ip-), water, + <j>amav6f, a pheas-
ant.] A genus of jacanas, of the family Par-

Hydrophyllaceae

becoming yel-
lowish below,
with numer-
ous transverse
black blotches.

hydrophite
(ni'dro-fit),
n. (< Gr.

viup (vip-),

water, +
<>;. snake,
+

-iff.]
A

massive min-
eral of a

green color.

amea to aeweyiite ana to serpentine.

hydrophobe (hi'dro-fob), n. [=F. hydroj
Sp. liidrdfobo = Pg. hydrophobo = It. i

< L. hydrophobus, < Gr. i<!po^<S,3of, having

Asiatic Water-pheasant (Hjjraflialiania ckirurpa).

ridce or Jacanidte, established by Wagler in 1832,

containing the Asiatic water-pheasantorpheas-
ant-tailed jacana, H. chiruraun. See Jacana.

hydrophid (hl'dro-fid), n. A venomous sea-

snake of the family Hydrophidce.
Hydrophidas (hi-drof'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Hy-
drophis + -1*0.] A family of ophidians of
the suborder Proteroglypha, with permanently
erect poison-fangs, and the tail compressed
and fin-like, and thus fitted for swimming;
the sea-snakes, or marine venomous serpents.
These snakes inhabit the Indian ocean and tropical parts
of the Pacific, and are extremely poisonous. There are
several genera, as Hydropkii, Platurus, and Pelamis.

hydrophile (hi'dro-fil), . [< NL. Hydrophiliis.~\
A water-beetle o'f the genus Hydrophilus, or

one of the Hydrophilidfe.

hydrophilid (hi-drof'i-lid), n. One of the Hy-
drophilida!.

Hydrophilidse (hi-dro-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hydrophilus + -ida?.] A family of clavi-

corn beetles,
with numerous
genera and spe-
cies. The dorsab-
dominal segments
are partly membra-
nous ; the ventral

segments are free ;

at least one pair of
tarsi are 5-jointed ;

the palpi are dis-

tant at base; and
the angles of the

large quadrate
mentum are not

prolonged. The
same or a corre-

sponding group of

water-loving Dee-

ties is called //.-

drophiiida, Hy-
drophili. Hydro-
pfn'lii, HydrophHini, Hydrophilites, or Hydrophiluridea.
See ateo cut under Hydrobius.

hydrophilite (hi-drof'i-lit), . [< Gr. viup (vdp-),

water, + ^OoC, loving, + -ite?.] Native calcium
chlorid. Also called chlorocalcite.

hydrophilous (hi-drof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. i'6up(v6p-),

water, + 0('/of, loving.] In bot., pollinated by
the agency of water. Compare anemophilous,
entomophilous.

Hydrophilus (hi-drof 'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Map (vip-), water, + 0i'Aof, loving.] The typi-
cal genus of Hydrophilidce. It contains the largest
beetles of the family, such as the giant water-beetle,
H. triangularis, a common North American species, of
a shining black color, li inches long. The correspond-
ing European species is H. piceus. Also called Hydro-
soina.

Hydrophis (hl'dro-fis), . [NL. ,
< Gr.Map (vSp-),

water, + 6</><f, a snake.] The typical genus
of Hydrophidte or sea-snakes. One of the com-
monest sea-snakes is the chital, H. cyaneicincta, which
attains a length of 5 or 6 feet, and is of a greenish colur

*&rf/*ii o">w/.
It is a hydrous silicate of iron and magnesium,
allied to deweylite and to serpentine.

[= F. hydrophobe =
. idrofobo,

---- ------- , . ------ r .
T ----------ingahor-

ror of water: see hydrophobia^] One who is

suffering from hydrophobia.
hydrophobia (hi-dro-fo'bi-a), H. [Also liydro-

phoby, formerly hydrophobie, < F. hydrophobie =
Sp. hidrofobia = Pg. hydrophobia = It. idro-

fobia; < LL. hydrojihobia, < Gr. ii5po^o/3j, a

horror of water caused by the bite of a mad
dog, < M/)o0<}/3of, having a horror of water, <

iiiup (vip-), water, + $efiea6ai, fear, ^<i/5of, fear.]
In pathol. : (a) A symptom of rabies in man,
consisting in a furious aversion to liquids and an

inability to swallow them. See rabies. Hence
(6) Babies, especially in human beings.
Athenodorus . . . writeth that not only the . . . lepro-

sle, but also the hydrophobie that is to say, the fear of
water occasioned by the biting of a mad dog were first

discovered In the days of Asclepiades.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 838.

(c) Any morbid or unnatural dread of water,
such as may exist independently of rabies.

hydrophobie (hi-dro-fo bik), a. [< LL. hydro-
phobicus, < Gr. Mpo0o/3<Kof, < vipo<t>of3ia. hydro-
phobia: see hydrophobia.} Of, pertaining to,
or affected with hydrophobia or rabies; rabid.

There are people who deny the existence of hydravhobu
Infection. The American, VL 277.

hydrophobophobia (hi-dro-fo-bo-fo'bi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. tx5po0o/3z, hydrophobia, +

; B, ptipa ; C. imago. (About natu-
ral size.)

fear, as in hydrophobia, q. v.] In pathol., a
morbid condition produced by excessive dread
of rabies, which may simulate its real or sup-
posed symptoms.
hydrophoby (hi'dro-fo-bi), n. [See hydropho-
bia.'] Hydrophobia. [Bare.]

They set up the long howl of hydrophoby at my princi-

ples. Coleridge, To Sir George Beaumont.

Hydrophora (hi-drof 'o-rS), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. iipcxpopof, carrying water: see hydrophore.]
One of the three divisions into which Huxley
and other authors divide the Hydrozoa, the
other two being the Discophora and the Sipho-
nophora. The members are, in all cases except that of

Hydra, fixed ramified hydrosomes, on which many hy-
dranths and gonophores are developed. The tentacles
are either scattered over the hydranths or arranged in one
circle round the mouth, or in two circles, one close to the
mouth and one near the aboral end. Very generally for

example, in all Sertulariidft and Tubulariida there is a
hard chitinous cuticular skeleton or crenosarc, which usu-

ally gives rise to hydrothecce, into which the hydranths
can be retracted. The gonophores present every variety,
from sacs to free-swimming medusoids. The inner mar-
gin of the bell in these medusoids is always produced into
a velum, and otolithic sacs and eye-spots are very gen-
erally disposed at regular intervals round the circumfer-
ence of the bell. The great majority of what are some-
times termed the naked-eyed medusae, Oymnophthalmata,
are simply the free-swimming gonophores of Hydrophora.

hydrophoran (hl-drof'o-ran), a. and . I. a.

Having the characters of the Hydrophora; per-
taining to the Hydrophora.
H. n. One of the Hydrophora.

hydrophore (hi'dro-for), . [< Gr.

carrying water, < viup (vip-), water, +
< (tifpeiv= E. bear1 .']

An instrument for obtain-

ing specimens of water from any desired depth
below the surface.

hydrophorOUS (hi-drof'o-rus), a. Pertaining to
the Hydrophora.
hydrophthalmia (hi-drof-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. viup (i'ip-), water, -f- o^fla/i/Aof, eye.] In

pathol., an increase in the quantity of either the

aqueous or the vitreous humor. Dttnglison.
Hydrophthalmia anterior. Same as buphthalmoi.

hydrophthaliny (hi'drof-thal-mi), n. Same as

hyitrophthalmia. [Bare.]
Hydrophyceae (hi-dro-fi'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Fries, 1825), < Gr. viup (Up-), water, + ^fwof, a
seaweed (see/ci<#), + -eie.] In bot., same as

A Igif.

Hydrophyllaceae (hi*dro-fi-la'se-e), . pi.

[XL. (Lindley, 1836), < Hydrophylltim + -<tcete.~\



Detached Hydrophyllia
of Athorybia rosacea, a si-

phonophorous hydrozoan.

Hydrophyllaceae

A natural order of plants, the waterleaf family,
consisting mostly of herbs, or rarely shrubs,
with a watery insipid juice, alternate or rarely
opposite leaves, no stipules, mostly scorpioid in-

florescence, regular pentamerous and pentan-
drous flowers, with the stamens borne on the
lower part of the corolla and alternate with its

lobes, a dimerous ovary, and 2 distinct styles.
There are 16 genera and about 150 species, most
of which are North American. Also called Hy-
droleacece.

Hydrophylleae (hi-dro-fil'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hydrophyllum + -ea;.~\ A tribe of plants of the
natural order Syd/ropkyttavece, differing from the
other tribes in having the corolla-lobes often
contorted.

hydrophyllia, . Plural of hydrophyllium.
hydrophylliaceous (hi-dro-fil-i-a'shius), a. [<

Hydrophyllium + -aceous.\ Having the char-
acters of a hydrophyllium.
hydrophyllium (hi-dro-fil'i-um), .; pi. hydro-

phyllia (-a). [NL., < Gr.

Mup (Mp-), water, + </>>').-

"t.ov = L. folium, leaf.]
The peculiar protective
envelop or hydrotheca of
the hydranths of some
oceanic hydrozoans, as the

Siphonophora, of laminar
or foliaceous character.
Also called bract.

hydrophylls (hi'dro-filz), n. pi. [(Lindley,
1846) < Hydrophyllum.] Lindley's name for
the waterleaf family, the Hydrophyllacea.
Hydrophyllum (hi-dro-fil'um), n. [NL.
(Tournefort) (so called because of a cavity in

each leaf which
holds a small

quantity of wa-
ter), < Gr. Map
(Mp-), water, +
<j>vMav, a leaf.]
A genus of

dicotyledonous
gamopetalous
plants, the type
of the natural
order Hydro-
phyllacea; and
tribe Hydro-
phylleie. They
are characterized

by having thecalyx
nearly open, with
or without a small

appendage at each
sinus; the corolla

campanulate, the
tube within bear-

ing a linear longi-
tudinal appendage
opposite each
lobe, with in-

folded edges form-
ing a nectariferous

groove ; filaments
and style long-ex-
serted ; ample petioled leaves ; and the flowers white or
pale-blue, and cymose. Only 6 or 8 species are known, all

natives of North America. They are all called waterleaf.

hydrophysocele (hl-dro-fi'so-sel), . [< Gr.

Mup (vdp-), water, + Qiiaa, a bellows, a bubble, +
IOI'MI, a tumor.] In pathol., a hernia containing
both serous fluids and gas.

Hydrophyta (hl-drof'i-ta), n. pi. [NL. (Lyng-
bye, 1819), < Gr. Mup (Mp-), water, + <t>vr6v, a

'plant.] 1 . A name proposed as a substitute for
the word Algw. The word has never been much used,
and is, moreover, objectionable, since not all submerged
plants are algse, and it is not applicable to aerial forms.

2. [/. c.] Plural of hydrophyton.
hydrophyte (hi'dro-fit), . [< Gr. Mup (Mp-),
water, + <j>vr6v, a plant. ] A plant which grows
in water

;
an aquatic plant.

hydrophytography (hi'
/

dro-fi-tog'ra-fi), n. [As
hydrophyte + Gr. -ypaQia, < ypcujie/v, write.] The
description of water-plants. [Bare.]
hydrophytology (hi*dro-fl-tol'o-ji), n. [As hy-
drophyte + Gr. -).oyia,<. teyem, speak : see -ology.]
That branch of botany which relates to aquatic
plants.

hydrophyton (hi-drof'i-ton), n.
; pi. hydrophyta

(-ta). [NL., < Gr. Mup (vdp-), water, + $vr6v, a
plant.] In the hydroid acalephs, the common
support by which the several zoSids of a colony
are connected one with another. The base or
proximal end of the hydrophyton is the hydrorhiza; the
Intermediate partbetween the hydrorhiza andthe hydranth
is the hifdrocaulus.

hydrophytous (hl-drof'i-tus), a. [As hydrophy-
ton -t- -on*.] Having the character of a hydro-
phytou.

hydrppically (hi-drop'i

dropical or dropsical ma
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hydropic (hl-drop'ik), a. and H. [< ME. ydropik,
< OF. hydropique, idropique, F. hydropique = Sp.
hidropico = Pg. hydropico = It. idropico, < L. hy-

tlropicux, < Gr. vtipumKOf, dropsical, < Mpoty,
dropsy: see hydropsy, dropsy.] I. a. Contain-

ing or produced by water
; dropsical.

Drye folk & ydropiJce, & dede at the laste ;

Alle called on that cortayse t claymed his grace.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1006.

Hydropick humors not discernable at first from a fair

and juicy fleshinesse of body.
Milioii, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

Every lust is a kind of hydropic distemper, and the more
we drink the more we shall thirst Tillotson.

II. n. 1. A medicine that relieves or cures

dropsy. 2. A dropsical person,
hydropical (hi-drop'i-kal), a. [< hydropic +
-al.] Same as hydropic"
Waterish or hydropical tumours are the effects of an

extravasated serum. Wiseman, Surgery, i. 23.

-kal-i), adv. In a hy-
manner.

It may I confess by siccity and astriction afford a con-
firmation unto parts relaxed, and such as be hydropically
disposed. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., ii. 3.

hydropisyt, n. An earlier form of hydropsy.
hydroplanula (hi-dro-plan'u-la), n.; pi. hydro-
planma; (-le). [NL., < Hydra, a genus of hy-
drozoans, + planula, a stage of the embryo.]
The transitional stage of the embryo of a hy-
drozoan intermediate between the planula and
the tentaculated actinula.

hydropneumatic (hl'dro-nu-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

vdup (Mp-), water, + irvev/uaTiKof, of or caused

by wind or air : see pneumatic.] Of or pertain-
ing to, or produced by, the action of water and
air; involving the combined action of water
and air or gas Hydropneumatic accumulator.
See accumulator.

hydropneumonia (hl"dr6-nu-m6'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Mup (Mp-), water, 4- NL. pneumonia, q. v.]
In pathol., dropsy or edema of the lungs.
hydropneumopericardium (hi-dro-nu-mo-per-
i-kar'di-um), n. [NL.,< Gr. Mup (Mp-), water, +
irvevfia, breath, wind (cf. nvevfiuv, lung), + irtpt-

Kapdtov, pericardium.] In pathol., the presence
of serous fluid and air in the pericardial cavity.
hydropneumothorax (hi-dro-nu-mo-tho'raks),
n. [NL., < Gr. Mup (vdp-), water, -f- NL. pneu-
mothorax, q. v.] In. pathol., the presence of air

and serous fluid in a pleural cavity.
hydropolyp (hl'dro-pol-ip), . [< Gr. Mup
(Mp-), water, + iro/lwrovf, polyp : see polyp.] A
hydroid polyp; a hydrozoan, as distinguished
from a coral polyp or actinozoan.

Hydropolypinse fhi-dro-pol-i-pi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. vdup (Mp-), water, + iroZvirarvf, polyp,+ -inw.] A suborder of Hydromedusce, mul-
tiplying by budding and by sexual products
which do not appear in the shape of medusas.
Thebudding polyps may be disintegrated from the parent

Waterleaf (HydrafhyUum Yirginicum).
a, flower ; b, fruit.

and so all remain solitary, or they may remain ati

and so form a colony. In both cases sexual multiplication
alternates with the process of budding. The sexual pro-
ducts are matured in the wall of the body-cavity, which
may form hollow tentacular processes in which the ova
and spermatozoa are found.

hydropropulsion (hi'dro-pro-pul'shon), n. [<
Gr. Mup (Mp-), water, * E. 'propulsion.] Pro-

pulsion of vessels by a hydromotor.

hydrqps (hi'drops), n. [NL., < Gr. Mputy, drop-
sy^ Mup (Mp-), water: see hydro-. Cf. hydrop-

sy.]
Same as hydropsy.-SyOiofB of the anterior

chamber. Same as buphthalmos.

hydropsy (hi'drop-si), n. [Earlier hydropisy, <
F. hydropisie = Sp. hidropesta= Pg. hydropesia,
hydropisia = It. idropisia, < L. hydropisis, for

*hydropiasis, < Gr. Mpuiriaats, dropsy, < vdpumav,
have the dropsy, < Mpuiji, dropsy : see hydrops.]
Dropsy : the original form, of which dropsy is a
contraction.

Soft-swoln and pale, here lay the Hydropsy:
Unwieldy man ; with belly monstrous round.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. "5.

Hydropsyche (hi-drop-si'ke), . [NL., < Gr.

Mup (vdp-), water, + Tlnixfi, a butterfly: see Psy-
che.] The typical genus of Hydropsychida;.
Hydropsychidae (hi-drop-sik'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Curtis, 1835), < Hydropsyche + -idee.] A fam-
ily of trichopterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-
fied by the genus Hydropsyche, having the third

joint of the maxillary palpi elongate and fili-

form, the antenna? setaceous, and the feet

spurred . The larva? are aquatic and predaceous,
and inhabit stationary cases.

Hydropterideae(hi-drop-te-rid
/

e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. Mup(Mp-), water, -f- itTepic oTTTTsptc (-id-), a

Hydrosaurus
the families Marsiliacece and Salviniacece, which
are characterized by possessing both macro-

spores and microspores. Also called Hhizocar-

jiin .

hydroptic (lii-drpp'tik),
a. [Irreg. < hydropsy

+ -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with hydrop-
sy; dropsical; hence, thirsty. [Rare.]
This I made account that I begun early, when I under-

stood the study of our laws ; but was diverted by the worst

voluptuousness, which is an hydroptic immoderate desire
of human learning and languages. Donne, Letters, xx.

He, Boul-hydroptic with a sacred t hii st
.

Sucked at the flagon.

Browning, Grammarian's Funeral.

Hydroptila (hi-drop'ti-la), . [NL. (Dalman,
1819), < Gr. Mup (mp-), water, + KT'I)J>V, down,
feathers.] The typical genus of caddis-flies of
the family Hydroptilidai, having ocelli, scarcely
acuminate wings, and the head with elevated
lobes posteriorly.

Hydroptilidae (M-drop-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1836), < Hydroptila + -id7] A fam-

ily of trichopterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-
fied by the genus Hydroptila, containing very
minute forms which resemble microlepidopter-
OUS insects. They are very hairy, with simple palpi
and short antennee. The larvee are found in both running
and standing water, and build free membranous cases, to
which a few grains of sand are sometimes added.

hydropult (hi'dro-pult), n. [< Gr. Mup (Mp-), wa-
ter, + E. (cata)pult.] A portable force-pump;
a garden-pump. Also hydrapult.
hydropyretic (hi'dro-pl-ret'ik), a. [< Gr. Map
(Mp-), water, + irvperSf, fever: see jiyretic.] In

pathol., of or pertaining to fever that is accom-
panied by sweating.
hydroquinone (hl-dro-kwi'non), . [< hydro-
(gen) + quinone.] A divalent phenol (CfiH4
(OH)2 ) prepared by the oxidation of aniline
and treatment of the quinol formed with sul-

phurous acid . It is a crystalline substance with a sweet
taste, and is readily soluble in hot water. It is much used in

place of pyrogallic acid as an agent for the development
of photographic plates. Also hydrochinon and ericinone,
and more properly hydroquinol.

Hydroquinone belongs to a class of organic bodies that
the chemist calls diphenols. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 376.

hydrorachis, hydrorrhachis (hi-dror'a-kis),
n. [NL., < Gr. Mup (Mp-), water, + payis, spine.]
In pathol., serous effusion in the spinal canal.
When this is in cavities within the spinal cord it is called

hydrorachis interna, or Jiydromyelia; when between the
cord and the walls of the canal, hydrorachis externa. Hy-
drorachis alone usually denotes hydrorachis externa.

hydrorhiza (hl-dro-ri'zfl), n.; pi. hydrorhiza!
(-ze). [NL., < Gr. Mop (Mp-), water, + pit^a,

root.] The corm or rootstock of a fixed hydro-
zoan

;
the common base of a colony of hydroids,

by which it is attached to some support.
The base begins to divide up and send out processes.

These latter grow and ramify in a manner strikingly like
that of the roots of a tree, and produce what is technically
known as the hydrorhiza. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 78.

hydrorhizal (hl-dro-ri'zal), a. [< hydrorhiza +
-al.] Having the character of a hydrorhiza;
pertaining to a hydrorhiza.
hydrorhodonite (hl"dro-r6'do-nit), . [< Gr.

Mup (Mp-), water, + i>66ov, rose, + -i<e2.] A hy-
drated manganese silicate found at Langban in
Sweden.

hydrorrhea, hydrorrhoea (hl-dro-re'a), .

[NL. hydrorrho3a,<.Gi. Mptppoea, lit. a flowing of

water, < Mup (Mp-), water, + poia, a flowing, <

ptiv, flow.] In pathol., a copious watery dis-

charge.
hydrosalpinx (hi-dro-sal'pingks), n. [< Gr..
Mup (Mp-), water, + o-a/tTRyf, a trumpet.] In

pathol., the accumulation of serous liquid in a
Fallopian tube.

hydrosarcocele (hi-dro-sar'ko-sel), n. [< Gr.

Mup (Mp-), water, + sarcocele, q. v.] In pathol.,
sarcocele attended with dropsy of the tunica
vaginalis.

Hydrosaurus (hi-dro-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

(Mp-), water, + aavpoc, lizard.] A notable

fern, + -em.] A class or group of cryptogamous
plants, the heterosporous Filicinece, comprising Water-monitor {Hyilrosaurus salvator}.



Hydrosaunis

genus of monitor-lizards, of the family Mo-
nitorida? or Vnranidue: so named from their

aquatic habits. H. salvator, the water-monitor, is

said to attain a length of 8 feet; it inhabits India and
the Malay peninsula, and is known there as the kabara-

goya. An Australian species, //. giyanteu*, is known as

the lace-lizard.

hydroscope (hl'dro-skop), n. [= F. hydroscope
= Pg. hydroscopo = It. idroscopo, < Gr. vdpaoKo-

mov, a water-clock (cf . vdpoanmof, seeking or

finding water), < vfiup (ifp-), water, + OKOVCIV,

view.] 1. A kind of water-clock or instrument

formerly used for measuring time, consisting of

a cylindrical graduated tube, from which water

slowly escaped through an aperture in the coni-

cal bottom, the subsidence of the water mark-
ing the lapse of time. 2. A hygroscope.
hydroselenate (hi-dro-sel'e-nat), n. [< hydro-
selen-ic + -ate1

.']
In chem., a salt formed by the

union of hydroselenic acid with a salinable base.
Also called selenide.

hydroselenic (hi'dro-se-len'ik), a. [< hydro-
(gen) + selen(ium) 4- -ic.] Of or pertaining to

a combination of hydrogen and selenium. Hy-
droselenic acid, HgSe, a colorless gas which resembles

sulphureted hydrogen, but is much more offensive. Also
called seleniureted hydrogen,

hydrosoma (hl-dro-so'ma). n. [NL., < Gr. iiSup

(vip-), water,+ au'fia, body.] 1. Pl.hydrosomata
(-ma-ta). The entire body of a hydrozoan, usu-

ally" compounded of several hydranths. Also

hydrosome.
In an early stage . . . every hydrozoon is represented

by a single hydranth, . . . but, in many cases, the buds
developed from the primary hydranth remain connected

together by a common stem or ccenosarc, and thus give rise

to a compound body, or hydrosoma.
Uuxley, Anat. Invert, p. 117.

2. [cap.] In entom., same as Bydrophiliig. La-

porte, 1840.

hydrosomal (hi-dro-so'mal), a. [< hydrosoma
T -al.] Of or pertaining to a hydrosoma : as,
a hydrosomal expansion; a hydrosomal layer.
See extract under Millepora. Also hydrosoma-
tous.

hydrosomata, . Plural of hydrosoma, 1.

hydrosomatous (hi-dro-som'a-tus), o. Same
as hydroxomal.
hydrosome (hi'dro-som), n. [< NL. hydrosoma. ]

Same as hydrosoma, 1.

hydrosphere (hi'dro-sfer), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, + a<palpa, sphere.] The aqueous envelop
of the globe. The term is used in contradistinction to

atmosphere, to designate the moisture which the atmo-

sphere always contains, and which therefore surrounds
the globe, just as the atmosphere Itself does. [Rare.]

hydrospire (hi'dro-spir), . [< Gr. v6up(vip-),
water, + avslpa, a coil, a spire. ] One of a sys-
tem of lamellar tubes which lie between and
below the ambulacra of some crinoids, sup-
posed to have been connected with the respir-

atory function.

Pores on the antamhulacral surface may be, ... as in

Pseudocrinus, Echinoencrinus and other genera, slit-like,

and arranged to form pectinated rhombs or hydrospireg,
the two halves of each rhomb being on separate plates.

Xneyc. Brit., VII. 688.

Hydrostachydese (hi'dro-sta-kid'e-e), n. pi.

[NL. (S. de Jussieu), < tlydrostacftys (-yd-) +
-eat.] A tribe of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants, of the natural order Podostemaceai, con-

taining the single genus Hydrostacliys. Also

HydrostachyetE.
Hydrostacliys (h5-dros'ta-kis), . [NL. (Du-
petit Thouars), < Gr. i<6up (i>Sp-). water,+ oraxvf,
an ear of corn.] A small genus of aquatic herbs,
of the natural order Podostemacece, the type of
the tribe Hydrostachydeie. It has dioecious flowers
in dense spikes; the flowers naked; the male with 1 sta-

men, the female with a 1-celled ovary and 2 parietal pla-
centae ; stem tubular ; and leaves long, dilated at the base,
and simply pinnatlfld or pinnatisected. About 9 species
are known, natives of Madagascar and Africa.

hydrostat (hi'dro-stat), n. [< Gr. Mpoordn/f, a

hydrostatic balance : see hydrostatic.] 1. An
apparatus of any kind for preventing the ex-

plosion of steam-boilers. 2. An electrical

device for detecting the presence of water,
used as a protection against damage to build-

ings from overflow or leakage.
The first hydrostat I constructed consisted of two sets

of conductors running at angles to each other, and sepa-
rated by a material which would act as an insulator when
dry and become a conductor when wet.

Jour. Franklin Iitst., CXXVI. 331.

hydrostatic (hi-dro-stat'ik), a. [= F. hydro-
statique = Sp. hidrostdtico = Pg. hydrostatico =
It. idrostatico, < NL. Jiydrostaticiis (NGr. Mpo-
oramof), hydrostatic, < Gr. Mponrarrif, a hydro-
static balance, < i&up (v&p-), water, + orarof,

standing, ><mmKof, causing to stand: seestatic.]

Pertaining to or in accordance with the priii-
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ciples of the equilibrium of fluids; relating to

hydrostatics. Also hydrostatical Hydrostatic
acalephs. See Hydrostatic^. Hydrostatic arch, a
linear arch suited for sustaining at each point a normal
pressure, proportional, like the pressure of a liquid in re-

pose, to the depth below a given horizontal plane. Hy-
drostatic balance, a balance used for determining ac-

curately the specific gravity of bodies by weighing them
in water. Hydrostatic bed. Same as water-bed. "Ry-
drostatic bellows, an apparatus contrived to illustrate
the law of the distribution of pressure through liquids,
viz. that when any part of the surface of a confined liquid
is pressed by any force,
every part of the surface
of the confining vessel

equal in area to that part
of the liquid is pressed by
an equal force. It gen-
erally consists of two cir-

cular boards connected
by leather fastened close-

ly round their edges, as in

an ordinary bellows, and
having a small upright
tube communicating
with the interior. If a

quantity of water is

poured into the bellows,
and a weight is placed
upon the upper ooard,
the water in the tube
will rise above the level
of the water in the bel-

lows; but a point will

hydroxid

hydrotachylite (hl-dro-tak'i-15t), n. [< Gr.

vdup (itip-), water, + E. tachylite.~\ A variety
of tachylite containing as much as 15 per cent.
of water.

hydrotalcite (hi-dro-tal'sit), . [< Gr. v&up
(i'6p-), water, + E. ialcite.] In mineral., same
;is liouyliite.

hydrotellurate (hi-dro-tel'u-rat), n. [< liyilro-

tellnr(ic) + -ate1
.] Iii chem., a salt formed by

the combination of an acid composed of hydro-
gen and tellurium with a salifiable base.

hydrotelluric (hi"dro-te-lu'rik), a. [< hydro-
(fli-n) + tellur(imu) 4- -ic.~] Of, pertaining to,
or obtained from hydrogen and tellurium.

hydrotheca (hi-dro-the'ka), .; pi. hydrotheco"
(-se). [NL., (. Gr. i'&pixHinri, a reservoir of

water, < Map (Up-), water, 4- Of/iai, a case, re-

ceptacle: see Wieca.] In zool., a little chiti-

nous cup in which each polypite of the Sertit-

larida and Campanitlarida is protected ;
a caly-

cle. See cut under Campanularia.
In many Hydrozoa, the ectoderm gives rise to a hard

cuticular coating, and in

Sertularidffi), this cuticular investment, on the hydranth,"

some of these (I'ampanularidre,

Hydrostatic Bellcws.

funnel-mouthed tube : *, box with
flexible sides: c, weight.be reached where (on ac-

count of the above-men-
tioned principle) the pressure caused by the weight of the
smnll quantity of water in the tube will balance that of
the water in the bellows and of the weight ; the higher the
water in the tube the greater the weight that will be sus-

tained by it. See hydraulic prew, under hydraulic. Hy-
drostatic joint, a joint used for large water-mains, and
consisting essentially of a ring of sheet-lead, which is

driven into the bell of the pipe by pressure applied to a

liquid in an annular space within the bell. The liquid
commonly used is tar, and it is left in the pipe after the

joint is closed. Hydrostatic paradox, the principle
that any quantity of a perfect liquid, however small, may
be made to balance any weight, however great. See hy-
drostatic bellowt, above. Hydrostatic press. Same as

hydraulic preat (which see, under hydraulic). Hydro-
static weighing-machine, a machine operating upon
the same hydrostatic principle as the hydrostatic bellows,
which latter may be considered as such a machine. The
weight of a body is indicated by or Inferred from the

height of a column of distilled water, at a temperature
of 4 C., which holds the body to be weighed In equilib-
rium.

Hydrostaticat (hi-dro-stat'i-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of hydrostatieus : see hydrostatic.'] In
Cuvier's system of classification, the second
order of Acalepha, distinguished from the sim-
ple acalephs by having one or more vessels
filled with air, by means of which they suspend
themselves in the water. The term is not now used ;

the group corresponds to the Siphonophora or oceanic hy-
drozoans, orders Physophora and Calycophora.

hydrostatical (hl-dro-stat'i-kal), a. [< hydro-
static + -al.] Same as hydrostatic.
But this scarce evltable imperfection of hydrottatical

and the like experiments does not hinder, but that by
their help we may make good estimates of the weights
and bulks of very many bodies. /;,,.//., Works, V. 466.

hydrostatically (hl-dro-stat'i-kal-i), adv. Ac-

cording to hydrostatics or to hydrostatic prin-
ciples.

hydrostatician (hi*dro-sta-tish'an), H. [< hy-
drostatic + -ian. Cf. statician.] One who is

versed in hydrostatics.
It is known to hydrogtaticians that, according to a the-

orem of Archimedes, the weight of a body belonging to
that kind may be gathered from the weight of the water
that is equal in magnitude to that part of the body that is

immersed in that liquor, when the solid floats freely upon
It. Boyle, Works, VI. 482.

hydrostatics (hi-dro-stat'iks), n. [PI. of hy-
drostatic: see -ics.] The mathematical theory
of the pressure and equilibrium of incompres-
sible fluids.

hydrostomia (hl-dro-sto'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vSup (i'dp-), water, + aro/ia, mouth.] Inpathol.,
excessive secretion of fluids into the mouth.
The Lancet, No. 3413, p. 161.

hydrosudopathy (hi"dro-su-dop'a-thi), n. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. iidup (v6p-), water, + L. sudare, sweat

(sudor, n., sweating), -I- Gr. waOof, suffering:
see hydropathy.'] The treatment of diseases by
cold water and sweating.
hydrosulphid (hl-dro-sul'fid), . [< hydrr,(gen)
+ milphid.] Same as sulphid.

hydrosulphuret (hi-dro-sul'fu-ret), n. [< hy-

dro(gen) + sttlphuret.] Same as sulphid OTSul-

phuret.

hydrosulphureted, hydrosulphuretted (hi-

dro-sul'fu-ret-ed), a. [< hydrosulphuret +
-erf2 .] Combined with sulphureted hydrogen.
hydrosulphurous (hi-dro-sul'fer-us), a. [<

lii/dro(i/eH) + sulphur + -OMS.] Compounded
of hydrogen and sulphur. Hydrosulphurous
acidt, hyposulphurous acid,

takes the shape of a case or "cell" the hydrotheca into
which the hydranth may be more or less completely re-

tri-ti-d. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 117.

hydrothecal (hi-dro-the'kal), a. [< hydrotheca
+ -al.] Having tlie character of hydrotheca;
calycular.

hydrotherapeutic (hl-dro-ther-a-pu'tik), o.

[< Gr. iiiup (yip-), water, 4- E. therapeutic.] Of
or pertaining to hydrotherapeutics: as, hydro-
therapeutic treatment.

hydrotherapeutics (hi-dro-ther-a-pu'tiks), n.

[PI. of hydmtherapeiitic : see -ics.] The use of

water in various ways and at various tempera-
tures for therapeutic purposes.
hydrotherapy (hl-dro-ther'a-pi), n. [= F. hy-

arotherapie = 8p. hidroterapia, < Gr. itaup (iifp-),

water, 4- Oepairtia, cure, < Bepaircveiv, cure.]
Same as hydrotherapeutics.

hydrothennal (hi-dro-ther'mal), a. [< Gr.

v6ap (i'6p-), water, + dep/t6f, hot.^ Of or relat-

ing to heated water : specifically applied to the
action of heated waters in producing geological
changes by dissolving mineral substances and
redepositing them when cooled.

hydrothorax (hi-dro-tho'raks), . [NL., < Gr.

uiup (iilp-), water, 4- Qijpaf, the chest.] In pa-
thol., the presence of serous fluid in one or
both pleural cavities.

hydrotict (hi-drot'ik), a. and n. [< F. hydro-
tique, < Gr. txJpor^r, moisture, < iitiup (ioyj-), wa-

ter.j I. a. Causing a discharge of water.

II. n. In med., a nydragogue.
hydroticalt (hi-drot'i-kal), . [< hydrotic +
-<il.] Same as hydrotic.

hydrotimeter (hi-dro-tim'e-ter),. [IrregXGr.
vdportK, moisture, + '/icrpov, a measure.] An in-

strument used in the determination of the hard-
ness of Water. It consists of a tube so graduated that
an alcoholic soap-solution of standard strength contained
in 23 divisions of it shall give a permanent lather with
40 cubic centimeters of a solution of calcium chlorid of

standard strength. Each one of these divisions is called
a degree, and In saying that

" the water does not exceed 8

degrees hydrotimeter,
'

it is meant that not more than 8
divisions of the standard soap-solution delivered from the

hydrotimeter is necessary to make a permanent lather
with 40 cubic centimeters of the water in question.

hydrotitanite (hi-dro-ti'tan-It), n. [< Gr.

i'6up (Up-), water, + "E. titanite, q. v.] A hy-
drated alteration product of the perofskite of

Magnet Cove in Arkansas. .

hydrotrophe (hi'dro-trof ), n. [< Gr. Map (Mo-),

water, + rptyetv, thicken, congeal, nourish.]
An apparatus for raising water by means of

condensing steam in chambers. It is similar
in principle to the pulsometer, aquometer, etc.

E. H. Knight.
hydrotropic (hi-dro-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. vfup
(i'ip-), water, -I- rpmof, a turn.] Pertaining to

or affected by hydrotropism.
hydrotropisM (hi-drot'ro-pizm), )(. [As hydro-
troj>-ic + -ism.] A state induced in a growing
organ by the influence of moisture, in which
under certain conditions it turns toward the

moisture, and under other little understood
conditions it turns away from the moisture.
Organs which curve so as to apply themselves to the moist
surfaces are termed positively hydrotropic; those which
are induced to curve away from the dampness are termed
negatively hydrotropif.

hydrous (hi'drus), a. [< Gr. Mup (Up-), water,
T -ous.] 1. Containing water; watery. 2.

Containing hydrogen.
hydroxid, hydroxide (hi-drok'sid, -sid or -sid),

n. [< Gr. idup (Up-), water, + E. oxid.] A me-
tallic or basic radical combined with one or



hydroxid

more hydroxyl groups : as, potassium Ttydrostd,

KOH; ethyl hydroxid, C2H5OH. Hydroxids may
be regarded as formed from water (HOH), by the substi-

tution for one of its hydrogen atoms of a metal or basic
radical. An acid radical combined with hydroxyl is called

an acid, the term hitdroxid being reserved for basic com-

pounds. Also spelled hydroxyd, hydroxyde.

hydroxyl (hi-drok'sil), n. [< ltydr(oqen)
+

ox(ygen) + -yl.] A compound radical (OH)
which has never been isolated, but which is a

factor in avast number of chemical compounds.
Thus, the oxygen bases are regarded as compounds of hy-
droxyl with electropositive atoms or radicals, as sodium
hydroxid, XaoH. The oxygen acids are also regarded as

compounds of hydroxyl with electronegative atoms or radi-

cals, as sulphuric acid, SCWOHfe. Water may be regarded
as hydroxyl hydrid, HOH.

hydrozinkite (hi-dro-zing'kit), n. [< Gr. Map
(i'dp-), water, + E. zi>tkite.~] A hydrous zinc

carbonate occurring in massive earthy forms
of a white or nearly white color.

Hydrozoa (hi-dro-zo'a), u. pi. [NL., pi. of hy-

drozoon, q. v.] A class of Ccelenterata, one of

two prime divisions of that subkingdom, Acti-

nozoa being the other. The Hydrozoa are aquatic
and chiefly marine organisms, single or oftener compound,
and nearly always soft and gelatinous (in some cases with
a chitiuous perisarc). Each individual polypite consists

Diagrams of Principal Forms of the Ifydrt
relations.

IV
oa in their mutual

i, hydra ; a, sertularian ; 3, calycophoran ; 4, physophoridan ; 5,
lucernarian. I, II, III, IV, successive stages of a medusiform gono-
phore, or medusoid. In any figure : a, ectoderm ; *, endoderm ;

c, digestive and somatic cavity ; A, air-vesicle ; A\ hydrophyllium ;

C, hydrotheca ; F, pneumatophore ; G, gonophore ; N, nectocalyx ;

P, tentaculum ; ., hydranth ; T, ccenosarc.

essentially of a simple sac composed of an outer (ectoder-
mal) and an inner (endodermal) membrane, with a simple
gastrovascular cavity or stomach-sac, not differentiated
into an esophageal tube nor separated from the general
body-cavity, developed as an outward process of the body-
wall, and usually furnished with tentacular processes.
The reproductive organs are external to the body. Repro-
duction is accomplished either by sexual elements (ova
and spermatozoa) or by gemmation or fission

;
the genera-

tive zooids are developed as mednsoid organisms, which
may become detached and free-swimming, or remain per-
manently attached to the parent stock. The class is of
world-wide distribution, and includes the numerous crea-
tures known as hydroidx, acalephx, medusans, jelly-fish, sea-

blubbers, etc. Their forms are endlessly varied, and range
in complexity from the simple fresh-water hydra to the
complicated structure of the oceanic hydroids, as the Por-
tuguese man-of-war. The classification of the Hydrozoa
varies with different writers, and it is difficult to define
most of the larger groups into which they have been di-

vided. They are separated into from three to six groups,
as the Hydrophora, Discophora, and Siphoiwphora of Hux-
ley's arrangement, or the Hydroida, Siphonophora, Lu-
cernarida, Dixcophora, Graptolitidte, and Hydrocorallince
of Nicholson's arrangement. The class is sometimes call-

ed Polypomedusce. It was named as a class of Polypi by
Owen in 1843.

hydrozoal (hi-dro-zo'al), a. [< hydrozoon +
-al.~\ Pertaining' to or resembling the Hydro-
zoa; hydrozoan.
The theca of hydrozoal polypes. Huxley.

hydrozoan (hl-dro-xo'an), a. and . [< hydro-
zoon + -an.'] I. 'a. Pertaining to the Hydro-
zoa; resembling the Hydrozoa, or having their
characters.

II. n. One of the Hydrozoa, as an acaleph,
medusan, or jelly-fish.

hydrozoic (hl-dro-zo'ik), a. [< hydrozoon +
-ic.~\ Of the nature of Hydrosoa; hydrozoan.
As a question of development, the formation of the radi-

ate Echinoderm within its vermiform larva seems to me to
be analogous to the formation of a radiate Medusa upon a

Hydrozow stock. Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 282.

hydrozoon (hl-dro-zo'on), . ; pi. In/drozoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. vfiup (vtip-), water, + C<?01'> an ani-
mal: see <>6>ii'.] A hydrozoan.
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Hydrurese (hl-dro're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Mene-
ghini, 1838), < Hydrurus + -co,1

.] A division
of fresh-water alg, of the order Cor.eopliyce<e,

typified by the genus Hi/drums. This division
is no longer accepted, the genera being now re-

ferred to the tribe Palintillacew.

hydrurett (hi'di-Q-ret), n. [< liydr(oijen) +
-ret.] Same as hydrid1

.

hydrurla (hi-dro'ri-a), . [< Gr. Map (v6p-),

water, + ovpov, urine.] \Tipathtil., an excessive
flow of watery urine.

Hydrurus (hi-di'6'rus), n. [NL. (Agardh, 1824),
< Gr. iifiup (v6p-), water, + o'ipd, a tail.] A ge-
nus of fresh-water algas, of the order Coccophy-
cece, tribe Palmellacea;. The thallus, which is from 2

to 12 inches long, is adnate, gelatinous, more or less firm,

variously divided, and sticky ; the cells are at first globose
or subglobose, afterward elongated or elliptic, and ar-

ranged more or less regularly in longitudinal families;

propagation is by means of agile gonidia. In a fresh state
some of the species have a very offensive odor. By some
algologists the species of Hydrurus are referred to the

geuus Cluzella.

Hydrus (hi'drus), n. [NL., < Gr. Mpoc, a water-
snake: see hydra.'} 1. A southern constellation
introduced in the sixteenth century. It lies

south of Eridanus, Horologium, and Reticulum,
and contains three stars of the third magni-
tude. 2. A genus of venomous sea-snakes,

type of a family Hydridai: now disused, the

genus being termed Hydropliis, and the family
Hydrophidce. Schneider, 1799. 3. [1. c.~\ Some
fabulous or undetermined water-snake.

Cerastes horn'd, hydrus, and elops drear.

Milton, P. L., x. 525.

hyeit.t'.andw. An obsolete form of Me. Chaucer.

hye2
t, An obsolete form of high.

hyemalt, a. An improper form of hiemal.

hyematet, hyemationt. Obsolete forms of JW-

emate, hiemation.

hyent, hyenet, [< ME. hyene, < OF. hyene, F.

hyene, < L. liycma : see hyena.] Obsolete forms
of hyena.

The nedith not the galle of no hyene
That cureth eyen derked for penaunce.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 35.

I will laugh like a hyen, and that when thou art inclined
to sleep. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

hyena (hi-e'na), n. [Formerly hyen, hyene, q. v.
;

= F. hyene = Pr. hiena, yenna, iana = Sp. hiena
= Pg. hyena = It.jena = D. hyena = G. hyane =
Dan. hywne = Sw. hyena, < L. hyatna, < Gr. ixuva,
a hyena, so called from its bristly mane, like a

hog's, < if, a hog (= L. sus = E. sow), + fern.

term. -cn>a.] 1. A carnivorous quadruped of

the genus Hyaena or family Hyamidoe. There are
several kinds of hyenas. The common striped or laughing
hyena, Canis hutena or Hy&na etriata, known to the an-
cients as a wild beast of Libya, has long been celebrated
for the great size and strength of its neck and Jaws, its for-

midable teeth, its prowling nocturnal habits, its -singular
voice, and its propensity for robbing graves. It has a wide
geographical distribution, including most of Africa and
much of Asia, as Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, and India.
It is an unsightly animal of ferocious aspect, of the size of
a large dog, with shaggy pelage bristling over the shoul-

ders, a short bushy tail, large eyes and ears, thick blunt
muzzle, and peculiar carriage, due to the low hind quar-
ters, high shoulders, and long heavy neck. Its feet are

digitigrade, with blunt non-retractile claws. Its color is

brownish-gray, more or less distinctly and extensively
banded or striped crosswise with black oil the back,
sides, and limbs. The animal is nocturnal, hiding by day
in caves, and hunting by night in packs for its food,
which is chiefly carrion, though it often preys upon liv-

ing animals. It is not less cowardly than ravenous, but
is capable of being tamed and even domesticated. The
brown hyena, H. brunnea, inhabits southern Africa; it

belongs to the same restricted geuus as the striped hyena,
but is mostly of a dark-brown color, banded only on the
limbs, and the pelage is remarkably long and shaggy,
growing to a length of 8 or 10 inches on the back and
sides. The spotted hyena, B. crocuta or Crocuta macula-

Hygeian
And scorning all the taming arts of man,
The keen hyena, fellest of the fell.

Thomson, Summer, L 921.

2. The pouched dog, the thylacine dasyure of

Tasmania, Thylacinus cynocephalus : so called
from its predaceous and carnivorous habits.
See zebra-wolf.
Also spelled hyama.

hyena-dog (hl-e'na-dog), n. 1. The aardwolf.
See I'roteles. W. Nwainson. 2. The hunting-
dog, or painted hyena, Lycaon pictus, a large
spotted wild dog of Africa, resembling a hyena
in some superficial respects. It is, however, a
true dog, of the subfamily Caninte. J. E. Gray.
hyenet, . See hyen.

hyenic (hi-en'ik), a. [< hyena + -ic.~\ Like a

hyena ; having the character of a hyena. Also

spelled hyamic.
The Arabs . . . call certain men hyaenic, and believe

that there is an irresistible affinity between them and the

hyaina. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 208.

hyeniform (hl-en'i-f6rm), . [< NL. hyami-
f/>rmis, < L. hycena, a hyena, + forma, form.]
Having the character of a hyena or of the

Hyatnida:; pertaining to the Hyceniformia. Also

spelled hyceniform.

hyenine (hi-e'nin), a. [< hyena + -tne1 .] Having
the character of a hyena ; pertaining to or char-
acteristic of the Hyamido!; hyeniform. Also

spelled liyamine,
The hyenine habit of walking or crawling upon wrist

and ankle-joints when fighting or defending itself, with
the object of defending its feet from injury.

Stand. Sat. Hist., III. 435.

hyenoid (hi-e'noid), a. [< Gr. vaiva, hyena, +
cidof, form.] Hyena-like ; hyeniform ; hyenine.
Also spelled hyammd.
hyetal (hi'e-tal), a. [< Gr. ver6f (= Umbrian
savitu), rain, { veiv, send rain

; vei, it rains, =
Zend^ hu= Skt.'v/stt, express juice (see sowa).]
Of or relating to rain, or its distribution with
reference to different regions ; descriptive of
the rainfall of different districts; pluvial; rainy.
hyetograph (hi'e-to-graf), n. [< Gr. ircrof, rain,
T ypaQetv, write.] A chart showing the average
rainfall of the earth or of any of its divisions.

hyetographic (lu'e-to-grafik), a. [< hyetogra-
phy + -z'c.] Pertaining to hyetography.
hyetographical (hi"e-to-graf'i-kal), a. [< hye-

tographic + -al.'] Same as hyetographic.
Such [rain-]maps are generally called Hyetographical

or Hyetological maps. Huxley, Physiography, p. 46.

Spotted Hyena (Hyttna crocuta or Crocuta macula/a).

ta, is a more distinct species, generically different from
either of the foregoing, inhabiting southern parts of Afri-

ca. As its name implies, it is spotted instead of striped ;

and it is rather smaller than //. vtriata, and has a less shag-
gy pelage. In this species the length of the neck, size of
the head, shortness of the loins, and lowness of the hind
quarters are specially notable. The cave-hyena, H. spe-
Itvux, is an extinct form closely related to the spotted hy-
ena ; its remains occur in caverns. There are also other
fossils to which the name hyena has been applied, and the

hyena-dog is culled painted hyna.

hyetography (hl-e-tog'ra-fi) ,
. [< Gr. feroV, rain ,

+ -ypatyia. < ypcujieiv, write.] The art of show-

ing the distribution of rain; that branch of

meteorology which ascertains and exhibits in

charts, etc., the rainfall of different localities

in a given time.

hyetological (hi"e-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< hyetology
T -ie-al.] Of or pertaining to hyetology.

hyetology (hi-e-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. fcrdf, rain,
+ -Aoy/a, < teyeiv, speak: see -ology.~\ That
branch of meteorology which treats of the phe-
nomena of rain.

hyetometer (hl-e-tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. iierof,

rain, + /icrpov, a measure.] A rain-gage.

hyetometrograph (hi"e-to-met'ro-graf), n. [<
Gr. ifroc, ram, T /terpov, a measure^ + ypatyeiv,

write.] A rain-gage which automatically regis-
ters the amount of rainfall and the time of its

occurrence.
In Hermann's hyetometrograph, 1789, a fixed funnel con-

ducts the rain into one of twelve glasses placed on the
circumference of a horizontal wheel, which is turned by
clockwork, so that each glass remains under the funnel
for one hour. Encyc. Brit., XX. 257.

Hyetornis (hi-e-t6r'nis), . [NL., < Gr. ver6(,

rain, + opvtf, a bird.] A genus of American
cuckoos, of the family Cucidida, based upon the
rain-bird of Jamaica, H. plnvianus. P. L. Scla-

ter, 1862. Also called Hyetoniantis. Cabanis,
1862.

Hygeia (hi-je'a), . [The usual form given to L.

Hygea or Hygia, strictly *Hygiea or, after the
Gr. spelling (of the diphthong), *Hygieia, < Gr.

'Ty/cio,the goddess of health, a personification of

iiy/ejo^health, soundness of body,< vyais, healthy,
sound: of. Skt. ugra, formidable.] 1. In clas-

sical myth., the goddess of health, the chief of
the daughters of ^Esculapius (Asklepios). She
is represented as a maiden, fully draped, and usually hold-

ing a patera. She frequently has also the long staff or scep-
ter, another attribute of her father, and is commonly ac-

companied by the jEsculapian serpent,which may belooked
upon as an embodiment of the delegated healing power
of Apollo.
2. The 10th planetoid, discovered by De Gas-

paris, at Naples, in 1849.

Hygeian (hi-je'an), a. [< Gr. vyietn., health

(see Hygeia), + -an.] 1. Eelating to Hygeia,



Hygeian
the goddess of health. 2. [I.e.'} Pertaining to
health or to its preservation. Also hygiean.

hygeiolatry (hi-jf-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. iy'ma,
health, + /.arpeia, worship.] The worship of
health or of hygiene. [Rare.]
His voice, I think, would have been loudest in the de-

nunciation of that hygeiolatry which threatens to become
our only religion. F. P. Cofr&e,Contemporary Rev. ,

LI. 804.

hygeist, . See hygieist.

hygeology (hi-je-oro-ji), . Same as hygiology.
hyght, a- An obsolete spelling of high.

hyghet! and . An obsolete variant of hie.

Cnaucer.

hygiean, a. See hygeian. 2.

hygieist (hi'je-ist), n. [< Gr. iryleia, health (see

Hygeia), + -int.] One versed in hygiene or the
science of health. Also spelled hygeist.

hygienal (hi-ji-en'al), a. [Formerly hygieinal;
< hygiene + -al.~\ Relating to hygiene or the

preservation of health.

Presenting some things relating to the hygieinalptut of

physic. Boyle, Works, II. 103.

hygiene (hi'ji-en), n. [< F. hygiene= Sp. higie'ne= Pg. hygiena, hygiene = It. igiene = D. G. Sw.
hygiene = Dan. hygieine, irreg. < Gr. vyiaiveiv, be
healthy, sound, < vytfa, healthy, sound: see Hy-
geia.~] That department of medical knowledge
which concerns the preservation of health

;
a

system of principles or rules designed for the

promotion of health; sanitary science,

hygienic (hi-ji-en'ik), a. [< F. hygienique; as

hygiene + -ic.] Relating to hygiene ; pertain-
ing to health or the science of health.
How small a proportion of them die before the age of

maturity, in the present state of hygienic knowledge.
J. S. Mill.

Medication without insuring favorable hygienic condi-
tions is like amputation without ligatures.

O. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 203.

hygienically (hi-ji-en'i-kal-i), adv. In a hygi-
enic manner; in accordance with the laws of
health.

hygienics (hi-ji-en'iks), n. [PI. of
hygienic : see

-ic.] The art of maintaining health ; hygiene ;

sanitary science.
80 many books have been written on the care of the

health, and so much attention has been called to hygienics
within a few years. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 66.

hygienism (hi'ji-en-izm), n. [< hygiene + -ism.~\
Same as hygienics. Imp. Diet.

hygienist (hi'ji-en-ist), n. [< hygiene + -ist.]
One who is versed in hygiene.
The business of the hygienist and of the physician is to

know the range of these modifiable conditions (such as are

capable of being indefinitely modified by our own actions),
and how to influence them toward the maintenance of
health and the prolongation of life.

Huscley, Pop. Sci. Mo., XI. 669.

hygiology (hi-ji-ol'o-ji), n. [Prop, "hygieoiogy,
< Gr. vyteia, health, + -Aoyia, < teyetv, speak:
see Hygeia and -ology.] The art of the preser-
vation of health. Science, VI. 512. Also spelled
hygeology.
hygrine (hi'grin), n. [< Gr. vypof, wet, moist,
+ -iwe2.] A liquid and volatile alkaloid ob-
tained from coca-leaves. It forms crystalliza-
ble salts with acids.

hygrq-. [L. ,
etc.

, hygro-, < Gr. iyp6-f, wet, moist,
running, fluid, akin to L. Hvens (for "ugvens),
moist, (umere, be moist: see humid, humor, etc.]
An element in compound words of Greek origin,

meaning 'wet,' 'moist.'

hygroblepharic (hi-gro-blef'a-rik), a. [< Gr.

f>pof, wet, moist, + fi'Aetyapov, eyelid.] Pertain-

ing to the moisture of, or serving to moisten, the

eyelids : applied especially to the ducts of the

lacrymal gland which discharge tears.

hygrodeik (hl'gro-dik), . [Irreg. < Gr. iyp6f,

wet, moist, + oeticvvvai, show.] A form of hy-
grometer consisting of a wet-bulb and a dry-
bulb thermometer
(see thermometerand
psychrometer) sup-
ported one on each
side of a frame on
which is drawn an
appropriate scale.
The humidity is indicat-
ed by the extremity of
an index whose position
Is determined by the
heights of the two mer-
cury-columns.

Hygrogeophila(hi''-
gro-je-of 'i-la), n.

pi. [NL.,<Gr.t>Vpof>
wet, moist, + yfi, the

earth, + 0/Aof, lov-

ing.] Same as Ge-

hydrophila.

Daniel! Hygrometer.
A. bulb containing ether ; , evaporation

bulb covered with muslin.

Hygrodeik : the wet-bulb thermom-
eter on the right, the dry-bulb on the
left.
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hygTOgraph (bl'gro-graf), n. [< Gr. vypos, wet,
moist, + ypatyeiv, write.] An instrument which
registers automatically the variations in the
moisture of the atmosphere,
hygrologyt (hi-grol'o-ji), . [< Gr. i>yp6f, wet,
moist, + -tioyia, < teynv, speak: see -ology.]
That part of medical science which treats of the
humors of the body.
hygroma (hl-gro'ma), .; pi. hygromuta (-ma-
ta). [NL.,< Gr. vypof, wet, moist, + -oma.~\ In
pathol., a swelling with serous contents, such
as lymphangiomata, burgee mucosse distended
with lymph, etc.

hygromatOUS (hi-grom'a-tus), a. [< hygroma(t-)T -oiis.] Of the nature of or affected with hy-
groma.
hygrometer (hl-grom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. typof,
wet, moist,+ fierpov, a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the amount of the moisture of the

atmosphere, or more accurately for determin-
ing the hygrometric state or relative humidity,
which is the ratio between the actual amount
of water-vapor present in the air and that re-

quired in order to saturate it completely. A com-
mon form is the Danlell hygrometer, which consists of
a bent glass tube
terminating in two
bulbs, one cov-
ered with muslin,
the other of black
glass and contain-

ing etherand a ther-
mometer. Ether
being dropped on
the muslin of the

upper bulb, the va-

por within is con-

densed,and thecon-

sequent evapora-
tion of the ether
from the other bulb
cools the air about
It, and finally to
such a degree that
moisture is deposit-
ed upon its black
surface. The drop-
ping is now sus-

pended, and the

temperature Is

taken trom the in-

closed thermome-
ter; the mean be-
tween this temper-
ature and that observed when the moisture disappears
Is the dew-point The hygrometric state is the ratio be-
tween the pressure of water-vapor corresponding respec-
tively to the dew-point and to the temperature of the air
at the time as given by the thermometer on the stand.
This form is called a dew-point or condensing hygrometer.
Instead of a black glass bulb, a silver vessel is some-
times used, as in Regnault's hygrometer. In the chemical
hygrometer a known volume of air is passed over some
hygroscopic substance, as calcium chlorld, contained in a
drying-tube. This absorbs the aqueous vapor, and by its

increase in weight gives the means of calculating the
~ amount present in the unit of volume. The wet-bulb

thermometer, or pgychrometer (see pgychrometer), also gives
a simple method of obtaining the hygrometric state, by
means of appropriately constructed tables.

hygrometric (hi-gro-met'rik), a. [As hygrome-
ter + -ic. ] 1 . Pertaining to hygrometry ;

relat-

ing to or depending upon the amount of moist-
ure in the atmosphere.
The rate pf evaporation is greatly affected by the hygro-

metric state of the air. Huxley, Physiography, p. 68.

2. Readily absorbing and retaining moisture:

as, hygrometric substances or plants Hygro-
metric balance, a popular form of hygroscope designed
to afford a rough indication of weather changes. Hygro-
metric state. See humidity and hygrometer.

hygrometrical (hl-gro-met'ri-kal), a. [< hy-
grometric + -/.] Same as hygrometric.
hygrometry (hi-grom'e-tri), n. [As hygrome-
ter + -y

s
.~\ That branch of physics which re-

lates to the determination of the humidity of

bodies, especially of the moisture in the atmo-
sphere, embracing also the theory and use of
such instruments as have been invented for
this purpose.
To get materials for further advance, astronomy requires

. . . the direct aid of an advanced optics, of barology, of

thermology, of hygrometry.
H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 186.

hygrophanous (hi-grof'a-nus), a. [< Gr. irypof,

wet, moist, + -^awyc, < Qaivsiv, show.] In bot.,

transparent, or like water, when moist, and
opaque when dry.

Hygrophila1
(hi-grof 'i-la), n. [NL. (Robert

Brown, 1810), fern, sing., < Gr. vyp6f, wet, moist,
+ 0//of, loving.] A genus of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants, of the natural order Acan-
thacete and tribe Ruellicce, and the type of the
subtribe Hygrophilew. It is characterized by a calyx
of 5 narrow, nearly equal divisions; a bilabiate corolla; 4

perfect didynamous stamens ; entire opposite leaves ; and
axillary sessile or subsessile flowers. The plants are erect
or diffuse herbs. A few of them have infra-axillary spines.

Hyla
Fourteen species are known, from the tropical or subtrop-
ical parts of the world.

Hygrophila- (hi-grof i-la), n.pl. [NL. (Ferus-
soc, 1821), neut. pi., < Gr. vyp6f, wet, moist, +
pi/of, loving.] A suborder of pulmoniferous
gastropods, including the basomiuatophorous
tivsh-water family Limnaridte, etc.

Hygrophileae (lil-gro-fil'e-e), H. pi. [NL. (Nees
von Esenbeck, 1832)', < fiypropMbtl + -co;.] A
subtribe of plants of the natural order Acantliti-

cecv, tribe Ruellieee, typified by the genus Hygro-
phila, characterized by a 2-lipped corolla, and
by having the filaments laterally united in
pairs bv their bases.

Hygropliorus (hi-grof'o-rus), u. [NL. (E. Fries,
1838), < MGr. Irrpoi&pof, carrying water, < Gr.

typtft wet, moist, + -^opoc, <t<f>epetv = E. bear1 .}A genus of hymenomycetous fungi, allied to the
agarics, from which they differ in their peculiar
habit, and theirwaxy (notmembrauaceous) gills
and granular intermediate substance. Many of
the species are exceedingly brilliant in coloring, which,
however, is not a constant character, H. conicus, for exam-
ple, ranging in color from yellow to scarlet.

hygroplasma (hi-gro-plaz'rna), . [NL.,<Gr.
vypAf, wet, moist, + V/doT/a, anything formed.]
In bot., a term proposed by Naegeli for the fluid

part of protoplasm. Compare stereoplasma.
hygroscope (hi'gro-skop), n. [< Gr. iypof,
wet, moist, + anomiv, view.] An instrument
or apparatus in which the hygroscopic property
of some substance is employed for indicating
approximately the humidity of the air, without
attempting its accurate measurement. The most
noted hygroscope is that of Saussure
(also called the hair hygrometer), in
which a prepared human hair, which
expands or contracts in length accord-
ing as the air is more or less moist,
is made to move an index over a scale

graduated from to 100. By an adjust-
ing-screw the index may be set at 100
whenever the air in the case is known
to be saturated, and a fiducial point
on the scale is thereby maintained.

hygroscopic (hi-gro-skop'ik),
a. [(hygroscope + -ic.'] 1. Per-

taining to the hygroscope ; per-
ceptible or capable of being de-
tected only by the hygroscope.

2. Having the property of

absorbing moisture from the

atmosphere, as hygroscopic tis-

sue, or of becoming coated witli

a film of moisture.

However dry the air may appear to

be, it always contains more or less . . .

moisture. Though not recognized by
the senses, its presence is readily re-

vealed by the behaviour of certain Hair Hygroscope of
substances which greedily absorb Saussure.

moisture, and are consequently said to .,the hair supported
be hygroscopic. !>y

the clamp a. ad-

Huxley, Physiography, p. 66. * d%S3*Z
3. In bot., sensitive to mois-

*

e
e

ig|S'
y " by ""

ture; caused by moisture;
moving when moistened and then dried, as the
elaters of Equisetum or the peristome of mosses.

We may illustrate what we mean by the hygroscopic
movements of plants : if the tissues on one side of an or-

gan permit of rapid evaporation, they wilt dry quickly and
contract, causing the part to bend to this side.

Darwin, Movement In Plants, p. 489.

hygroscopical (hi-gro-skop'i-kal), a. [< hygro-
scopic + -a/.] Same as hygroscopic.
hygTOSCOpicity (hi"gro-sk6-pis'i-ti), n. [< hy-
groscopic + -ity.] In lot., the character of be-

ing hygroscopic; the property possessed by
vegetable tissues of absorbing or discharging
moisture, and expanding or shrinking accord-

ingly.

hygrostatics (hl-gro-stat'iks), . [< Gr. vypoe,

moist, + OTa.TiK.of, causing to stand : see static,

statics.] The science or art of measuring de-

grees of moisture.

Hygrotrechus (hi-gro-tre'kus), n. [NL. (Stal,

1867), < Gr. i')p6f, wet, moist, + rp^xeiv, run.] A
genus of water-bugs of the heteropterous fam-
ily Hydrobatidte. H. remigis is the most common North
American species, of a brown color, frequently seen run-

ning over the surface of the water of ponds and streams.

hyke 1
t, Same as huke.

hyke 2 (Mk), . Same as haik*.

Hyla (hi'la), . [NL., < Gr. a?, a wood, a

forest, woodland, copse, wood cut down, fire-

wood, timber, stuff, material, matter (cf. E.

matter, ult. < L. materia), prob. orig. "v^Fr/ =
L. silva, silua, a wood: see xilran.'] A genus
of tree-toads of the family Hi/lidte, instituted

by Laurent! in 1768. The species are numerous.
11. vernicolor is so called from the chameleon-like color-

changes it undergoes. H. pickeringl is a common species



Hyla

hylactism (hi-lak'tizm), . [< Gr. vfaia-eiv,
bark (< i-'/fii; bark), + -ism 1 A barking or

baying [Rare]
There are turkeys too and twoor three doss, who

baikwlthlsharp^Silm: SAto Letter? p 54
,T ,

.
' p '

iiylaaae (hi la-de), n.pl. See HyKda,
hylseosaur (hi'le-o-sar), n. [< Hylwosaurus,'

rd,
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of

(hi-lob-a-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Hymen
hylotheism (hi'lo-the-izm), H. [< Gr. v7.ii, mat-
ter,+ fedc, God, + -I'.S-;H. ] The doctrine or belief
that matter is God, or that there is no God ex-,1 i

" '

r !>'". \ tunu uianer IB uoci, or inai mere 18 no uoa ex-
ylooatex + -ma?.] A subfamily of anthropoid cept matter and the universe. Alsohulotheism

S^S *yi?
ifle(1 bv the 8e ' hylotheist (hi'lo-the-ist), . [< hylothe-ism +

ainin tin- ibbons - One who believes that matter is God.

,
.

q. v.] A gigantic 'fossil liza

IfylimxiniruK.

Hylaeosaurus (hi"le-6-sa'rus)

apes, of the family _ Jr
ims Ifi/lobatex, containing the gibbons' They are
characterized by their very slender form with extremely ^^u , , s ,

^,,,_, ctt (-e^ the^ a"'lth~-
Hylotoma (lii:,ot

:
o-m&),,,

of the genus hylobatine (lu-lob'a-tin), a. and u. I. a. Of
or relating to the Hylobatixie, or having their

. [NL., < Gr. characters.

1804), fern, to Hyl'otoniiis.] A genus of saw-
flies, of the family Tenthredinid<e, or Hylotomi-
d(E. The second and third submarginal cells of the fore

(Gennar), <

ered by Mantell in the Wealden formation of * weevils, of the family Curculionidte. The
Tilgate Forest in England, and characterized species live in wood. H. abietis is destructive
by the development of the dermal scutes into to nrs an(

J
other conifers,

prodigious spines along the middle line of the Hylocharis (hi-lok'a-ris), . [NL., < Gr. v/.q,

back. One of these great lizards was probably wood, forest, + xoipetv, rejoice.] A genus of
about 25 feet long. humming-birds, based by Boie in 1831 upon one
Kylaplesia (hi-la-ple'si-S), n. [NL., < Gr. i/ty,

of the sapphirs, Trochilm sapphirintis. The
a wood, + irAiplof, near, close to.] A genus of name was subsequently applied by various

tropical American frog-like toads, typical of the authors to several different groups of Trochi-

family HyJaplesiida: The species are very prettily J,
i(la'-

Hylocichla (hi-lo-sik'la), . [NL. (Baird, 1864),
< Gr.

ii).n, wood,+ Ki^Aiy, a bird like the thrush.]A genus of Turdidce, including the American
wood-thrushes. The type is the common wood-thrush,

Rose Saw-fly (Hylatama rosn\ (Cross shows natural size.)

wing each receive a recurrent nervure. There are about
25 European and 15 North American species, of rather small

-..- type is the common wood-thrush, size. H. rosce is the rose saw-fly

SiuSSSlS^^tffiiSSri^^^^ Hylotomida (hi - 16 - torn 'i -de) . pi [NL.,
backed thrush, and the hermit-thrush. See wood-thrush,

s ay lotoma f -Ma;.} A family of insects,
named from the genus Hylotoma: now usually
merged in Tcnthredinida.

hylotomous (hi-lot'6-mus), a. [< Gr. fan, wood,+ TO//OC, cutting, < re/fvctv, cut.] Wood-cutting:

or brightly colored ; they are such as H. tinctoria, H.
picta, and H. speciosa, the latter living in the Andes of
the United States of Colombia at a height of 6,000 feet
above the sea. Soie, 1827.

Hylaplesiidae (hi"la-ple-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hylaplesia + -i<fe.] Afamily of batrachians,
named from the genus

veery.

Hylodes1
(hl-16'dez), . [NL., < Gr. t>/<i<%,

woody, wooded (of the wood), < My, wood, +
clSoc, form.] A genus of Australian birds: now
called Drymodes. J. Gould, 1841. -rr -

"

(hl-16'dez), n. [NL., < Hyla + Gr.
1>7>z<

?
1<

5 (hi;lo-z6'ik),
a-

, , tv, u. oo-cung:
applied to certain insects which bore into wood.

'

[As hylozo-ism + -ic.~\

h
7
lol

L rt

[<(hi'loid), a. and n.
" '

or relating to the

-. ii"lo-I-de'al-izm), n. [< Gr. vkn,
matter, + E . idealism. ] The doctrine that real-

ity belongs to the immediate object of belief
as such

; sensuous subjectivismj >-* w "* wuv 't.^i ' 1 1' i.i 1 1 l , \JL III.--I UVYClitU
|

'."I II V 1 A /1.-/1- A\ rT\ JIT

of the heavens above the eastern horizon; the W^ist (hi lo-ist), n. [Prop, "hylist, < Gr.

apheta, prorogator, significator, or giver of life.
matter (se.e HJ>a), + -ist.] One who

Also spelled hileg.

hylephobia (hi-le-fo'bi-S), n. [< Gr. tvli?, matter,+
-<t>o/3ia, fear: of. hydrophobia.] Morbid fear

of materialism
; dread of the result of material-

istic doctrines. [Rare.]

ff

.mo ilium n " mi ii irn- n HI ii mi'!,' <( ii'pnri'iuiM pays all
his devotions to is a certain blind shee-god or goddess,
called Nature, or the life of matter.

Ctidworth, Intellectual System, p. 107.

hylozoical (hi-lo-zo'i-kal), a. [< hylozoic +
-al.] Same as hylozoic'.'
There hath been already mentioned another form of

Atheism, called by us hylozoical.

Cudwrth, Intellectual System, p. 105.

hylozoism (hi-lo-zo'izm), n. [< Gr. i?.)?, matter,+ -oid.] + fov, animal,' + -ism.] The doctrine that all
matter is endowed with life.

Hylozoimi makes all body, as such, and therefore every
smallest atom of it, to have life essentially belonging to it.

Cudicorth, Intellectual System, p. 105.

When we have attained to this conception of hylozoism,
of a living material universe, the mystery of Nature is

odes* (hi-16'dez), n. [NL., < Hyla + Gr Ayioz ic im-io-zo IK;, . [AS nylozo-ism + -i

~~Jf, form.] A genus of toads, of the family Pertaining to or of the nature of hylozoism.

Cystignathidce, containing such species as H. ^^^ "umen **'<* the AI/ZOZOTC* corporealist pays

oxyrhynchus of the West Indies. They resem-
ble tree-toads,

hylogenesis (hi-16-jen'e-sis), n. [X Gr. vfai...iii.i. . i nviiij uuvj etcnuo -*-(/KliytGani, Jlilvlllt; [lit.' i
*

. . '2- __. fc* '?

sacral apophyses not flattened, the toes all free
ma er

>
+ ^"^'f. generation.] The origin of

and dilated at the ends, perfect ears, and no i^i.,- ,^- i , , r/ .-

neck-glands. The few species are confined to HylOfeny (hi-loj e-m), n. [< Gr. VM,, matter,

tropical America. Also Hylaplesida:. Synony-
+ 7 ,

' < '?"*' Prod g = see-aeny.] Same
mous with Dendrobatidai.

hylde 1
t, A Middle English form of heeld.

hylde2
t. A Middle English form of held, pret-

erit of hold*.

hyleg (hi'leg), n. [Of Ar. origin.] In astro!.,
the planet which rules the particular sign of the
zodiac which happens at the instant of a nativ-
ity to be in the ascendant, or first twelfth part .

as
,
8U

of the heavens above the eastern horizon : thn nyiOlSt V"1 UJ-UH,/, . L^i'op. nyusi, \ ur. vf.t],
--'-

matter (see Hyla), + -ist.] One who believes nylOZOlSt (hi-lo-zo ist), n. [Ashylozo-ism + -ist.]
matter to be God. Also huloist. A believer in hylozoism ;

one who holds that
r (hi-lol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. via/, matter, +

I" otfo" ""^"--i ~> " *-

, Acyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The doc-
trine or theory of matter as unorganized.
Krauth.

Hylephobia is now often regarded as a sacred madness ^ylomys (M'lo-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. ify, wood,
as epilepsy used to be. + t*vf = E. mouse.] A genus of insectivorous

6. S. Hall, Amer. Jour. Psychol., Nov., 1887, p. 152. mammals, of the subfamily Gymnurinee, differ-

hylicism (hi'li-sizm), n. Same as hylism. ing from GymnMro in the shorter tail and smaller

hylicist (M'li-sist), n. A materialist; specifi-
third "PPer premolar.

cally, one of the early Ionic philosophers.
Hylidse (hi'li-de), n.pl. [NL.; improp. Hyladt^,
<Hyla + -idee.] A family of arciferous salient

amphibians, named from the genus Hyla
'

ing maxillary teeth, dilated sacral diapopl
andjlilated^

terminal phalanges. The species are

solved. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 169.

i ii
tyiuzuisiii ;

one wiio noias inai
matter, and every particle of it, has a species of
life or animation.
The hylozoists, by Cudworth's account of them, ascribed

a little more to their atoms, imagining them endued with
a quality which, though not perception, might be stiled
the seed or principle whereout by the junction of many
of them together perception might be compleated.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. 1. 9.

The hylozoist can attribute consciousness to the falling
stone, while Descartes denied it to even the highest brutes.

McK. Cattell, Mind, XIII. 43S.

amphibians, named from the genus Hyla, hav- "*" ~JC-J pertaining to nylopathism.
ing maxillary teeth, dilated sacral diapophyses, hylopathism (hi-lop'a-thizm), n. [< Gr. vfai,
and dilated terminal phalanges. The species are

matter > + Toflof, feeling, + -ism.] The doc-
trine that matter is sentient.commonly called tree-toads or tree-frogs. The limits of

the family have varied widely with different writers. The
very obvious character of the dilated disk-like ends of the
toes i-

'

variou
31 Dat. KI..IIIIO, iv. im vi j ' n i'-i HI M_\ rcieri'eu lo illls laniliy
Elimination of all such greatly restricts the family, con-
formably to the definition here given
hylism (hnizm), ,

ra&
Gr.

g^ter^ fBtiffS****
doctrines nf thA corlv T^i n WOOd, f QiAof,

' ^iov-iiivc ciiuo tJl lliu ?Q))} -H -J <tl I A ItAllAVAV in h\rl*A-no f h-iovi
is by no means peculiar to the Hylid<e, and has caused ,

*
, ,

,.
.
D
f"*

ve " nywpathism.
ms toads and frogs, some even of a different suborder HyiOpnagOUS (Ill-lot a-gus), a. [< Gr. f/li

itrachians, to l>e erroneously referred to this family, eating wood, feeding in the woods, < i?n

'''"?"..^L8
"?-? I^t

.
1/_^tricto the famuy' "- + Wriv, eat.] Eatine wood : xvloDha^',

wood,
as

specifically, the doctrines of the early Ionic
philosophers. (5) The theory which regards
matter as the principle of evil. Also hylicism.

hyllt. An obsolete spelling of hill.

hylobate(hi'lo-bat),);, [< Hytobates.] A mem-
ber of the genus Hylobates or subfamily Hylo-
hiitimi-; a long-armed ape or gibbon.

Hylobates (hi-lob'a-tez), H. [NL., < Gr. Mo-
panK, one who haunts the woods, < i>)j, a wood,
forest, + flarr/f, one who mounts, < flaivav, go ]
1. A genus of anthropoid apes, the gibbons or
long-armed apes, typical of the subfamily Ht/-
lobahna: It usually includes all the gibbons, being thusconterminous with (lie subfamily, but the sianmim is some-
times separated from the rest under the genus tfiamawia
There are several true species of Uylobates. such as It lar
See ape and gibbon. Illiger, 1811.

v, eat.] Eating wood;
beetles.

. [NL., < Gr. /?,
, , , -- o-j I" ornith., a genus

American
of

, -, loving.]
of Amt
greenlets,
the family Yire-

onida;. It differs
from Vireo proper
in the stouter feet
with larger claws
and equal lateral

toes, more conical
bill with straighter
culinen, and other
characters. The
wings are about as

long as the tail, and
both are rounded.
The genus contains
upward of 15 spe-
cies, all of the wanner parts of continental America; H.
sclattri is an example. C. J. Temminck, about 1823.

Hylffhaus sclateri.

A Monism that though essentially based on hylozois-
lie assumptions pretends, nevertheless, to explain every-
thing in strict keeping with mechanical principles.

The Open Court, March 17, 1887.

hylozoistically (hl"lo-zo-is'ti-kal-i), adv. After
the manner of the hylozoists ;

in accordance
with hylozoistic doctrines.

Hymen 1
(lu'men), n. [L., < Gr. "tfifyi (v/tev-),

Gr. myth., the god of marriage, son of Bacchus
and Aphrodite (Venus), or of Apollo and one
of the Muses, in some legends originally a
mortal youth, invoked in hymeneal songs for
reasons variously given. Also called Hyme-
rueits.

Here's eight that must take hands
To join in Hymen's bands.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

They light the nuptial torch, and bid invoke
Hymen, then first to marriage rites invoked.

Milton, P. L., xl. 691.

Hence 2. Marriage; the wedded state. [Poet-
ical or archaic.]
Well have all. sir, that may make your Hymen high

and happy. B. Jonson, Epiccene, iii. 2.

To whose bounty
Owe we our thanks for gracing thus our hymen'

Maiiinger, Renegado, v. 8.



Hymen
Would this same mock-love, and this

Mock-Hymen, were laid up like winter bats,
Till all men grew to rate us at our worth.
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hymeniferous (hi-me-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL. liy-

menium, q. v., + Ij.ferrc = E. Sear1
.] In bot.,

Tennyson, Princess, iv. provided with a hymenium

hymen2 (hi'men), n. [< Gr. v/trn> (v/tev-),

skin, a membrane.] A membrane.
(a) In anat., a fold of mucous membrane stretched

across and partly closing the external orifice of the vagina.

(M) In conch., the ligament between the opposite valves

of a bivalve shell.

Hymenaea (hi-me-ne'a), n. [NL. (so called in

allusion to the fact that the leaf is formed of

a pair of leaflets), fern, of L
ing to the god of marriage:
genus of trees of the tribe Ainherstiete, of the

natural order Legumlnosn: They have leathery
,,,,,,tc,,<y,,H,,,

, ,,ym nvj,.m ,.
leaves, each of 2 leaflets, rather large white flowers in . ,,;'?; \ ., rwi
short densely corymbose terminal panicles, and thick ob- hymenitlS (ni-me-m tlSJ, n. L^L.,

-itis.] In paihol., inflammation of the hymen,
hymenium (hi-me'ni-uin), n,

; pi. hymenia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. vftevtov, dim. of vfirni (vfiev-), a mem-
brane.] In bot., the fructifying surface in fungi,

especially when the spores are naked. It Is an

aggregation of spore mother-cells, with or without sterile

cells, In a continuous stratum or layer upon a sporophore.

Hymenoptera

phore, the compound structure which bears it.

It includes the Agaricini (which are typified by the com-
mon mushroom), Polyuorei, Hydnei, 1 helephorei, Clava-

riei, and the somewhat anomalous Tremellini, which are* . .
, _ " _ . _ t , i VI /T^l* 'tcl.allu HIM Dulll^ n iiau tuvji

Hymenmi (m-me-m m), . pi. [JNL. (.klias gelatinous.

Fries, 18121), < hymenium (which these plants hymenomycetoid (hi'men-o-mi-se'toid), n.

possess) + -iwi.] An orderof hymenomycetous Same as ItymcHomycetous.
fungi, containing 8 genera, such as Agaricux, hymenomycetous (hi'men-o-mi-se' tus), a.

Hymiiim, Polyporus, etc. They are placed by Pertaining to or having the characters of the
later authorities in the families Ayuriciii i, Poly- Hymenomycetes. Also hymcnomycetal, hymi'iio-

L
; , \ . , porei, nyanet, eic.

e leaf is formed of
fcymeniophore (hi-me'ni-o-for), n. [N

,. Hymenms, relat- *
iviav taken in the sense of hymeiiium,

: see Hymenl.] A
bearing/ tfpetv = E. ftearl.] In but., t

i luii!.

,
the struc-

ture orpart which bears the hymenium. Some-
times hymenophore, hymenophorti/it.

,
.

In the common mushroom, Ayaricua, for example, the

hymenium or spore-bearing surface is naked or exposed,
and spread over the gills, covering them on all sides witli

a delicate membrane, upon which the reproductive organs
are developed. Also called hymenial layer.

"

der aimUiffiuin, atcus, and Fungi-

ttteea Cottrbaril.

long or ovate pods. About
8 species are known, all na-
tives of tropical America.
H. Courbara grows to an
enormous size, and lives to

a very great age, some of the
extant individuals being
supposed to be older than
the Christian era. The heart-

wood is very hard and tough,
and ishencemuch valued for

wheel-work, particularly for

cogs. It is also valuable for

posts, rails, and gates. It

takes a fine polish, and Is

so heavy that a cubic foot

weighs about 100 pounds.
A valuable resin exudes from
the trunk. It is known in

theWest Indies as the locuet-

tree or vumish-tree, and in

Panama as algarroba. Six

extinct species of this genus have been described from
the Cretaceous of Bohemia, and one from the Miocene of

Croatia.

Hymenaic (hi-me-na'ik), a. [< LL. Hymenaicus
(cf. Gr. "T/ievatof), < Gr. "fpfy>, Hymen: see Hy-
men1

.] Pertaining to Hymen ;
used to invoke

the god Hymen, as in hymeneal songs or epi-
thalamia. Hymenaic meter, a dactylic dimeter acat-

alectic ( w ~ w ^).

Hymenanthera (hi"men-an-the'ra), n. [NL.
(Robert Brown, 1818), referring to the scales

borne by the anthers, < Gr. vftv", a membrane,
+ NL. anthera, an anther.] A small genus of

rigid shrubs or small trees, of the natural order
Fiolariece and tribe Alsoileitce. They have small,

axillary, frequently polygamous flowers, with the sepals only smaller.

and petals nearly equal, the latter short; anthers almost HymenOgastrCSB (hi'inen-O-gas'tre-e), n. pi.
sessile, united in a tube around the pistil, and bearing '

'
* -^'

[NL., <Gr. Hyinenopappese (hHmen-o-pap'e-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Cassiui), < Hymenopappus + -ete.'] A
former tribe of composite plants, typified by
the genus Hymenopappus: now placed in the

tribe Heleniitideai.

Hymenopappus (hi'men-o-pap'us), n. [NL.
(C. L. L^Heritier de Brutelfe, 1788), so called

from the hyaline pappus, < Gr. vfti/v (iifiev-), a

membrane, + NL. paj>pm, q. v.] A genus of

composite plants, of the tribe Helenioidea, the

type of the old tribe Hymenopappete. The heads
are homogamous and discoid, the bracts of the involucre
are free, the style-branches are linear and obtuse, and the

Kappus
1

1:1 !.:, is short, obtuse, or nearly equal. They are

erbs with radical or alternate pinulsected leaves, and

corymbose white or yellow flower-heads. Seven species
are known, all natives of North America.

Same as liy-
See cuts un-

hymenophore (hi'men-o-for), it.

mcniuphore.

A
vision of ferns, not now recognized, including
the tribes Aspidiacew, Aspleniacew, etc.

Same as hymeniopliore.

vfifiv (vpfv-), a membrane, + Qv/^ov, a leaf.] A
family of homosporous ferns. It Is characterized

by having the sporangia borne on an elongated, often fili-

form, receptacle, surrounded by a complete transverse

ring opening vertically : sori terminal or marginal from
the apex of a vein; indusium inferior, usually of the same
texture as the frond ; fronds delicately membranous and

pellucid. There are only 2 genera, Hymenophyllum and

Trichomanei, and about 175 species, mostly confined to the

tropics.

often clustered. Only 4 species are known, natives of

Australia or New Zealand. H. dentata, the scrub-box-

wood, is a much-branched shrub often many feet in height.
H. Bankrii is a tall spiny shrub, well adapted lor close

hedges. It bears a profusion of very fragrant flowers.

Hymenanthereae (hi'men-an-the're-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Reichenbach,
""

-ece.~

fat, when the former gives a coating to the glob-
ules of the latter.

Ade-
scription of the membranes of animal bodies,

(hi'men-oid), a. [< Gr.

see

thera. It is referred by later authors to the tribe

Alsodeiew.

hymeneal (hi-me-ne'al), a. and n. [As hymene-

3L ^&l*^*"^^ t0 "" b

^eno^phy^-me-nog'ra-fi), n. [<G
riage. Also nymt MI.

a merabranei qf. -7pa<t>ta, < -}pa<t>eiv, write.]
Chorus hymeneal
Or triumphal chaunt,
Matched with thine, would be all

But an empty vaunt.

Shelley, To a Skylark, xiv.

It was pleasant to her to be led to the hymeneal altar by
a belted earl. Mn. Gaskell, Wives and Daughters, I. 236.

Connubial, Nuptial, etc. See matrimonial,

n. A marriage-song.
For her the spouse prepares the bridal ring,
For her white virgins hymeneals sing.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 220.

a. and n. [< OF. hy- hymenological (hi"men-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< hy-
menean, < L. Hymenceus, Hymeneius, < Gr. "Tfie- meno^g,j

3- .jc^l.-\ Of or pertaining tohymen-
T, belonging to Hymen or marriage : see Hy- ology.

reticulated leaves, < Gr. ii/tj/v, a membrane, +
HKTVOV, a net.] A genus of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous trees or shrubs, of the natural order .

A&iflce^triber'mcAo^^characterizedbyhav- hymenophorum (hi-me-nof o-rum), n. [NL.,

ing the stigma fusiform, the flowers in branch- Gr
: Wi a membrane, + -^opof,

< Hf** =

ing paniculate spikes,
with foliaceous bracts,

and opposite, reticulated,
' "- 1

About 5 species are
'

Africa. The bark of

as a substitute for cinchona bark, but it is of little value.

The wood is used for making agricultural implements, etc.

lymenogaster (hi'men-6-gas'ter), n. [NL.
(L. R. Tulasne), with ref'. to the membranous
structure of the interior, < Gr. ii^tni, a mem-
brane, + yatrriip, stomach.] A genus of fungi,
of the subclass Gasttromyn-tes. It is characterized

by having the peridium fleshy or thin ; the cavities at first

empty, radiating or irregular; trama composed of elon- ..__
gated cells; and spores various. These fungi are globose, hymenOphyllaCCOUS (hi'men-6-fi-la'shius), a.
fleshy or .rather soft, and much lie the common puffballs,

^Having the appearance or characters of the Hy-
menophyllaceai.

','r<Hgmen6gdster + -<B'.] "A tribe of fun'gi, Hymenophyllea (hi"men-o-fil'e-e), n pi. [NL
of the subclass Gasteromycetes, typified by the (Endlicher, 1833), < Hymenophyllum + -ece] A

name originally employed to designate a tribe

of ferns, but including the same genera as the

Uymenophyllaceoe.
including also the genera Gautieria, which is without a Hymenophyllnm (hi"men-6-firum), n. [NL.,
peridium, and Secotium, which has a central column cross- T/5T ?,/; ,,rT\ a ,,,,.,,, I ,,.',n, -I- mi'.JJmj T/
!ng the body of the fungus. Also written llytnenogailrei

< Gr. vuri (vuev-), a membrane, + <fi
Mov L.

folium, a leaf.] A genus of usually small and
sometimes very minute ferns, including a large
number of species with filmy pellucid fronds,
found chiefly in hot and damp tropical forests ;

the filmy ferns or lace-ferns. It is closely allied to

the genus' Trichomane*, from which it differs in having the

two valves of the involucre separate and not blended into

a cup. None is found In North America. Two extinct

species of this genus have been described from the Car-

boniferous of Europe, one from the Cretaceous of Kansas,
and one from the Laramie group of Colorado. H. Tun-

bridgene, the Tunbridge fern, 1 a native of England.

genus Hymenogaster. They may be regarded as an

assemblage of the simplest forms of the Gasteromycetes.

posiessing usually the simple structure of the type, but

and

rvrafttSSS ru^nTrch
1

tnfmy^aH0Ptera (hi-me nop'te
r|)

n pi.

are united into a sort S membrane. (Jfa^mB^T ptajlrf^ .^
A tant order of the class Insecta. The order is

characterized by the 4 membranous wings, of which the

hind pair is almost always smaller than the front pair, and
has comparatively few nervures. The mouth bears man-

lichen having the character of the Hymenomy-
cetes.

I. a. Pertaining to marriage.
II. n. A marriage-song ;

an epithalamium.
And heavenly quires the hymencean sung.

Milton, P. L, iv. 711.

hymenia. n. Plural of hymenium.
'

hymenology (hi-me-nol'6-ji), . [< Gr. v/iini

(i'ftcv-), a membrane, + -hoyia, < Xeyeiv, speak:
see -ology.'] 1. The science or study of the

membranes of the animal organism. 2. A
_ . treatise on such membranes.
hymenial1 (hi-me'ni-al), a. [< Hymen^ + -ial; hymenomycetal (hi'men-o-mi-se'tal), a. Same
a var. of hymeneal.'] Same as hymeneal. as hymi'tiomyeetous.
hymenial2

(hi-me'ni-al), a. [< hymen*, or hy- hymenomycete (hi'men-o-mi'set), n. One of

menium, + -ial.'] 1. In anat., pertaining to the the Hymenomycetes.
hymen. 2. In bot., belonging to the hymenium.
-' Hymenial algaorgonldlum, in licheuohigii, the algal
cells in a sporocarp. Hymenial gelatin, an amyloid
substance in the hymenia of some lichens. Hymenial

The sporophore would be thought at first sight to be-

long to a Peziza rather than to a Hymfnomycete.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 302.

layer. Same as hymenium.
hymenic (hi-men'ik), a.

Hymeneal.
[< Hymen1 + -i'c.]

Hymenomycetes (hi"men-6-mi-se'tez). n. pi.

[NL. (Elias Fries, 1830), < Gr. i>/4 (vuev-), a

membrane,+ ui'Kr/f, pi. [ivnj/ref, a mushroom.] A
hymenicolar (hi-me-nik'o-lar), a. [< NL. hy- subclass or an order of fun_
menium, q. v., + L. cohere, inhabit.] In bot., sidiomycetes, characterized by having a hyme-
;., l , .1 1 .;+;,.. ^ * l,.. l . . i . ,, . . . 1 1 1 1 , i f ',,.,!, riliioi iiii lli/. Ci-i'ii i>v tiiKcil $

inhabiting the hymenium. Cooke.

subclass or an order of fungi, of the group Ba-

sidiomycetes, characterized by having a hyme-
uium on the free, exposed surface of the sporo-

Parts of the Head and of the

Sting of the Bumblebee (am&us\
highly magnified.

A, section of head : b, ocellus; c,

antenna; rf.clypeus; r.labnuB)/
mandible ; e, epipharynx ; Jt. max-
illa ; r, cardo ; j, &, /. mentum and
submentum; m, nt , labial palpus;
n, paraglossa ; o, lingua, or median
process of the ligula ; , occipital
foramen; i,a, sclerites of hypopha-
rynx. B, the sting: a, quadrate
claritt, connected with om: <>f ma
lances of the sting ; *. duct of the

poison-gland ; /, grooved median piece in which the lances play ; ft,

one uf the lateral bctobe palpifunn shcutli-pitxcfc; ?, genttul jperture-



Hymenoptera
dibles, and a lower lip or tongue sheathed by the maxillae.
The tarsi are generally 5-jointed, sometimes 4-jointed,
rarely 3-jointed, and very seldom heteromerous. The ab-
domen of the female is provided with a multivalve ovi-

positor, which may act as a sting, a saw, or a borer. The
larva? are vermiform and footless, except ia Phyllopkaga
and Xyluphaya, in which they are caterpillar-like and have
feet. The Efymtfttoptera are usually placed at the head of
the class of insects, not only on account of their high struc-
tural development, but also with regard to their extraordi-

nary instinctive faculties and social qualities. In modern
systems the order is divided into 8 series and 36 families.

The series are: (1) Phyllopliayn, the saw-tiles; (2) Sylo-
phaga, the horntails

; (3) Parasitica, with six families, the

species of which are mainly parasitic ; (4) Tubidifera, or
cuckoo-bees

; (5) Heteroyyna, the four families of ants ;

(6) Foxsores, eleven families of sand- and wood-wasps ; (7)

Diploptera, with two families of solitary and one of social

wasps ; and (8) Anthophiln, with the two families of bees.
In number of species this order stands next to Coleop-
tera; it probably includes nearly one fourth of all insects.
More than 1,000 genera are represented in Europe alone,
and there are over 7,000 described European species. Be-
tween 5,000 and 6,000 species have been described for
America north of Mexico, and yet the extensive group of
Paraxitica is little known, especially in its smaller forms.
Fossorial Hymenoptera. Seefossorial.

hymenopteral (hi-me-nop'te-ral), . [< hyme-
nopter-ous + -al.} Same as liymenopterous.
hymenopteran (hl-me-nop'te-ran), n. [< Hy-
menoptera + -an.} Same &sht/menopter.
hymenopterist (hi-me-nop'te-i-ist), n. [< Hy-
menoptera + -ist.~\ One who collects or studies
the Hymenoptera.
hymenopterologist (hi-me-nop-te-rol'o-jist), n.

[< hymeitojiterology + -ist.} One who is versed
in the study of Hymenoptera. Lubbock.

hymenopterology (hl-me-nop-te-rol'o-ji), n.

[< Hymenoptera + Gr. -Xoym, < Asyetv, speak:
see -ology.} That department of entomology
which relates to Hymenoptera.
hymenopteron (hi-me-nop'te-ron), n. [NL.:
see hymenopterous.} One of tlie Hymenoptera.
hymenopterous (hl-me-nop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
hymenopterus, < Gr. ufifvimrtpo^, membrane-wing-
ed, < v/tj/v, membrane, + nrepov, wing.] Having
membranous wings ; specifically, having the
characters of the Hymenoptera; pertaining to
the Hymenoptera. Also hymenopteral.
Hymenothalameae (hl'"men-o-tna-la'me-e), n.

pi. [NL. (Lindley, 1846), < 'Gr. i/iyv, a mem-
brane, + 6aAaftof, a chamber. ] A division of

lichens, now referred to the tribe Lecideacei.

hymenotomy (Iri-me-iiot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. iifif/v,

a membrane, + ropr/, a cutting, < re/iveiv, ra-

fitlv, cut.] 1. In anat., dissection of the mem-
branes of the animal body; hymenological
anatomy. 2. In surg., incision of the hymen,
practised in certain cases of imperforation of
the vagina, in order to give exit to blood re-
tained and accumulated in the cavity of the
uterus. Dunalison.

hyinenulum (hi-men'u-lum), n.
; pi. hymenula

(-la). [NL., dim. of Gr.
ii/j.rjv (V/J.EV-), a mem-

brane: see hymen2,hymenium.} In bot., a shield

containing asci. Cooke.

Hymettian (hi-met'i-an), a. [< L. Hymettius,
< Hymettus, < Gr. 'T^rrof, Hymettus: see def.j
Of or pertaining to Hymettus, a mountain of

Attica in Greece, celebrated for its flowers,

honey, and marble ; like that of Hymettus.
The mountain is covered with heather, the blossoms of
which give it, when seen from a distance, a rosy-purple
coloring.

A lovely bee . . . absconding himself in Hymettian
flowers. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 76.

Hymettian marble, a bluish-gray marble from the quar-
ries of Mount Hymettus. It is an excellent building-stone,
and was much used in antiquity, as at the present day.

Hymettic (hl-met'ik), a. [< Hymettus + -ic.}

Same as Hymettian.
The censor L. Crassus was much censured about the

year 650 on account of his house with six small columns
of Hymettic marble.

C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Arclweol. (trans.), f. 188.

hymn (him), . [< ME. hympne, himpne, usually
ympne, impne, < AS. hymen, ymen, pi. ymnas, in
ME. mixed with OF. yrnne, later hymne = Pr.

hymne, ymne = Sp. himno = Pg. hymno = It.

inno = D. G. Dan. hymne = Sw. hymn, < LL.
hymnus (in eccl. use), < Gr. v/ivof, a hymn, fes-
tive song, or ode in praise of gods or heroes.

Origin uncertain ; only once in Homer, in the
phrase vftvof ao%, which may perhaps mean
lit.

' a web of song' ; cf. t>0?/, a web, vfy-aivuv =
AS. we/an, E. weave.} 1. In general, a reli-

gious ode, song, or other poem: as, the Ho-
meric hymns; the hymns of Pindar. In Christian
literature the term covers a wide range of poems, includ-
ing those that embody not only adoration, thanksgiving,
confession, and supplication to God, but also instruction
and exhortation for men.

Noghte anely he hase comforthe in this, bot also in

psuhiK-s ;ui(i inn linen and antyms of Haly Kyrke.
Uainiwle, 1'rose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

2945
Than thai toke that haly tre [the cross], . . .

And bare it furth so tham omang,
With himpnee and with nobil sang.

Bull/ Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 128.

Our solemn hymns to sullen dirges change.
Sai.,R. and J., iv. 5.

Ourself have often tried

Valkyrian hymn*, or into rhythm have dash'd
The passion of the prophetess.

Ti'nnystm, Princess, iv.

Specifically 2. A metrical formula of public
worship, usually designed to be sung by a com-

pany of worshipers. The hymns of the ancient He-
brews are technically called pnalms. From the early
Christian period many traces of hymns remain, as in the

Magnificat, Benedictus, etc., in the New Testament, in
such references as 1 Cor. xiv. 15, Eph. v. 19, Jas. v. 13, etc.,
and in the universally recognized Gloria Patri, Gloria in

Excelsis, and Te Deum. The long succession of impor-
tant Greek and Latin hymnists begins with Ephraem
Syrus and Hilary of Poitiers (both of the fourth century)
respectively, though several productions of known au-

thorship antedate their time. Most of the great medieval
Latin hymns were composed as sequences, the most fa-

mous being the Dies Irse. The Roman Catholic Church
possesses a large number of such hymns, mostly in Latin.
The Reformation in Germany was distinguished by a re-

markable outburst of hymns of every description. Eng-
lish hymnody began in the sixteenth century, but was
principally confined to metrical versions of the Psalms
until the first publication of Isaac Watts (in 1707) and
the hymns of Charles and John Wesley. Since then the
production of hymns has been constant and significant in
both England and America, Medieval and modern hymns
are nearly always divided into equal and similar sections
of from three to twelve lines or strophes each, whicli are
called stanzas or verses.

And when they had sung an hymn, they went out into
the mount of Olives. Mat. xxvi. 30.

Admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spir-
itual songs. Col. iii. 16.

3. In a narrow sense, an extra-Biblical poem
of worship: opposed to psalm. Specially used in
connection with the discussions about the propriety of

using any musical formula? in public worship which are
not directly derived from the Bible. Abecedarian
hymns. See abecedarian. Angelic hymn, cherubic
hymn, communion hymn, Marseillaise hymn, etc.

See the qualifying words. Evening hymn. Same as

even-song, 1. Seven great hymns, a collective name
for the following medieval Latin hymns : Dies Ira) ; Hora
Novissima ; Jesu, i In Iris memoria

;
Stabat Mater ; Veni, Cre-

ator Spirit n s
; Veni, Sancte spirit us ; and Vexilla Regis.

hymn (him), v.; pret. and pp. hymned (himd or

him'ned), ppr. hymning (him'ing or him'ning).
[< hymn, n. Cf. LL. hymnire, sing hymns;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To celebrate or

worship in song; address hymns to; salute with

song.
As sons of one great Sire,

Hymning the Eternal Father.

Milton, P. L., vi. 96.

The mulberry-tree stood ceutre of the dance ;

The mulberry-tree was hymrid with dulcet airs.

Coutper, Task, vi. 697.

There the wild wood-robin
. Hymns your solitude.

S. T. Cooke, Trailing Arbutus.

2. To express in a hymn; sing as a hymn: as,

"hymned thanks," J. Baillie.

The perpetual poem hymned by wind and surge.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 757.

II. intrans. To sing hymns.
And touch'd their golden harps, and hymning praised
God and his works. Milton, P. L., vii. 258.

Around in festive songs the hymning choir
Mix the melodious voice and sounding lyre.

West, tr. of Pindar's Nemean Odes, xi.

hymnal (him'nal), a. and n. [< hymn + -al.} I.

a. Of or pertaining to hymns ;
of the nature of

or suitable for a hymn.
The grave, majestic, hymnal measure swells like the

peal of an organ. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 169.

II. n. A hymn-book.
hymnart (him'nar), n. [< ML. hymnarc, a hymn-
book, < LL. hymnus, a hymn : see hymn. Cf . hym-
nary.} A hymn-book.
That our Anglo-Saxon brethren were not slow in adopt-

ing these beautiful outpourings of the Christian poet we
know from one of jElfric's enactments, requiring each
clerk to have, along with other volumes, a hymnar.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 13.

hymnarium (him-na'ri-um), M. [ML.: seehym-
nary.} A hymn-book.
But the reader will scarcely agree with his indulgent

estimate of Ken's epic and hymnarium.
The Academy, Nov. 3, 1888, p. 281.

hymnary (him'na-ri), .; pi. liymnaries (-riz).

[< ML. hymnarius (so. liber), also hymnarium, a

hymn-book, < LL. hymn us, a hymn: see hymn.}
A hymn-book. [Rare.]
They [the vicarsl were required to learn by heart, so as

to need no book, their psalter, their Hymnary, and their
Anthem-book. Contemporary Rev., LIU. 59.

hymn-book (him'buk), . A book of hymns
for use in public worship,
hymnic (him'uik), a. [< hymn + -ic.} Relating
to hymns; of the character of a hymn; lyric.

Hyoganoidei
Where she (faire ladie), tuning her chast layes
Of England's empresse to her ht/wnicke string,

For your affect, to hear that virgin's praise,
Makes choice of your chast selfe to heare her sing.

Mir. JUT Mays., p. 773.

hymnisht, adv. [< hymn + -ish 1 .} In the man-
ner of a hymn.

Sonnets are carroled hymniah
By lads and maydens. Stanihurst, jneid, ii. 248.

hymnist (him'uist), n. [< liymn + -ist.} A
composer of hymns ;

one skilled in the writing
of hymns ;

a hymnologist.
Our familiar hymnist, Watts.

H. W. Beecher, N. Y. Christian Union, Dec. 20, 1876.

hymnodist (him'no-dist), . [< hymnody +
-ixt.} A hymnist.
hymnody (him'no-di), n. [< ML. hymnodia, <

Gr. vfivudia, the singing of a hymn, hymning,
, singing hymns, < i/ivof, a hymn, +

, adeiv, sing : see ode. Cf. psalmody.} 1.

The act or art of singing hymns or sacred songs ;

psalmody. 2. Hymns collectively; the body
of hymns belonging to a particular period, coun-

try, sect, or author.

hyinnographer (him-nog'ra-fer), n. [< hynmog-
raphy + -eel.] A hymn-writer.
hymnography (him-uog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. as if

*i,iivo7/3a^m,< Vftvoypdipof, writing hymns, < vpvw;,
a hymn, + ypa<j>?iv, write.] The art or the act
of writing hymns.
hymnologist (him-nol'o-jist), n. [< hymnology
T -ist.} 1. A student of hymnology ;

a connois-
seur in the history, classification, criticism, and
use of hymns. 2. A hymn-writer.
hymnology (him-nol'o-ji), n. [< LL. as if *hym-
nologia, < Gr. vftvoZoyia, < vpvoUyof, singing
hymns (> LL. hymnologus, a singer of hymns),
< i/iKOf, a hymn, + -toyia, < Ttiyetv, speak: see

-ology.} I. The science of hymns, treating of
their history, classification, criticism, and use.

2f. Hymnody.
That hymnologie which the primitive Church used at

the offering of bread and wine for the Eucharist.
J. Mede, Dialogues, p. 56.

hymn-tune (him'tun), n. A musical setting of
a hymn, usually adapted for repetition with the
successive verses or stanzas. Certain kinds of

hymn-tunes are called chorals.

hymn-writer (him'ri"ter), n. A writer or com-
poser of hymns ;

a hymnist.
hympnet, n. An obsolete form of hymn.
hynd^t, * An obsolete form of hindl.

hynd'2t, ,. Same as liend?.

hyngt. An obsolete preterit of Jiang. Chaucer.

hyobranchial (hi-6-brang'ki-al), a. [< hyo(id)
+ branchial.} Pertaining to' the hyoid bone
and the branchise.

Hyodon (M'p-don), n. [NL., < Gr.
ii, the letter

upsilon, T (in ref. to liyoid), + Moi'( (odovr-) =
E. tooth.} The typical genus of Hyodontidce,
having teeth on the hyoid bone, whence the
name. H. alosoides is the common mooneye
or toothed herring of the United States. Le-

sueur, 1818. See cut under mooneye.
hyodont (hl'o-dont), a. and n. [< Hyoclon(t-).}
I. a. Having teeth on the hyoid bone

; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Hyodontidce.
II. n. A fish of the family Hyodontidce.

Hyodontidae (hi-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hyodon(t-) + -idee.} A family of malacoptery-
gian fishes, represented by the genus Hyodon ;

the toothed herrings, or mooneyes. The body
Is covered with large silvery cycloid scales; the head
is naked ; the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the
intermaxillaries mesially and by the raaxillaries later-

ally, the latter being articulated to the ends of the former ;

the opercular apparatus is complete ; the dorsal fin be-

longs to the caudal part of the vertebral column ; the
stomach is horseshoe-shaped, and without a blind sac ; the
intestine is short, with one pyloric appendage ; and the
ova fall into the abdominal cavity before exclusion. Three
species are found in the Mississippi basin and the great
lakes of North America ; they have a distant resemblance
to a clupeoid fish.

hyo-epiglottic (hl"d-ep-i-glot'ik), a. [< hyo(id)+ epiglottic.} Pertaining to the hyoid bone and
the epiglottis Hyo-eplglottic ligament, an elastic
band connecting the nyoia bone with the epiglottis.

hyo-epiglottidean (hi"6-ep"i-glo-tid'f-an), .

Same as hyo-epiglottic.

hyoganoid (hi-o-gan'oid), a. and H. I. a. Per-

taining to the Hyoganoidei, or having their
characters.

II. n. One of the Hyoganoidei.
hyoganoidean (hi"o-ga-noi'de-an), a. and n.
Same as iiyogiinoid.

Hyoganoidei (hl
//

o-ga-noi'de-i), . pi. [NL.,
< hyo(id) + NL. Ganoidei, q. v.] A superor-
der of true fishes, including the most teleoste-
oid of the ganoid fishes, having the hyoid ap-



Hyoganoidei

paratus and branehiostegal rays like those of
the teleosts. It includes the orders Cycloyanoidei and
Wwrnbuijannidri. represented in the existing fauna only
by the Xiniuiirand LffUatMia, butin ancienttimes hav-

ing numerous and diversified representatives. Gill.

hyoglossal (hi-o-glos'al), a. and H. [< hyo(id)
+ Gr. y^aaaa, tongue, + -al.] I. a. Pertaining
to the hyoid bone and the tongue Hyoglossal
membrane, a fibrous sheet connecting the base of the

tongue with the hyoid bone. Hyoglossal muscle, the

hyoglossus.

II. . Same as hyoglossus.

hyoglossus (hl-o-glos'us), M. ; pi. hyoglossi (-1).

[NL., < hyo(id) + Gr. ykuaaa, tongue.] A mus-
cle of the hyoid bone and the tongue, in man
the hyoglossus is a thin, flat, somewhat square muscle,
arising from the whole length of the hyoid Done, on each
side of its body, and inserted into the side of the tongue
between the

stylogloasus
and lingualis. The origin of the

muscle from different parts of the hyoid bone, namely
from the body and the lesser and greater cornua, has caused
the description of the muscle as three, called basioglonmis,
ceratoglosntu, and chondrogloaua. Also called liasiacerato-

chundrogl(ussu.

hyoid (hi'oid), a. and n. [= F. hyoide, < NL. hy-
oides,< Gr. wetot/c,, shaped like the letter upsilon,
Y, now commonly printed T, v ; oarovv {metier,,

the hyoid bone (also called i^Xottdjfa, upsilon-
shaped, and ><///.M< $/,, lambda-shaped [A] :

see upsilon, and lambda, lambdoid); < v, the let-

ter upsilon, + cloof, form.] I. a. Having the
form of the Greek letter upsilon, T. in biology
and embryology it is applied to the bony or hard parts
developed in the second postoral visceral arch of the em-
bryo, this being called the hyoid or hyoidean arch or ap-
paratui, as distinguished from preceding mandibular or

succeeding branchial parts. Hyoid bone. Same as hy-
oid, n.

II. 11. The tongue-bone or os linguae; the

hyoidean bone or collection of bones : so called
from its shape in man. In man it is embedded in
the muscles of the root of the tongue, lying nearly hori-
zontal with its convexity forward, usually about on a level
with the lower border of the under Jaw, considerably
above the Adam's apple ; but it is displaced in every act
of swallowing. This horseshoe-shaped arch forms the

bony basis of the tongue. (See cut under mouth.) No
fewer than 10 muscles arise from or are inserted into it;
and it is besides suspended from the skull by the stylo-
hyoid ligament, and connected with the larynx by the
thyrohyoid membrane and ligament, and with the epi-
glottis by the hyo-epiglottic ligament. Its comparatively
small size and simple structure in man are unusual : in
most animals the bone is either relatively larger, or con-
sists of a number of separate bones, indications of which
are found in the human species In the several ossinc
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Diagrams of the mandibular I. shaded) and hyoidean (II, unshad-
ed) arches of a lizard i A), a mammal (B). and an osseous fish (C).
I. Mck, Meckel's cartilage ; Art, atticulare ; Qu, quadratum ; Mpt,
metapterygoid ; M, malleus; fe, processus gracilis ; Pt, pterygpid
bone. II. Hy. hyoidean cornu ; StH. styloliy.it ; S, stapedius ; $//,
stapes: Sstf, supra-stapedial ; Hm, hyomandibular bone ; PC, peri-
otic capsule. The arrow is in the first visceral cleft.

centers from which the bone originates. Thus, the body
of the human hyoid is the basihyal ; the lesser cor-
nua or horns are the ceratohyals, and the greater cornua
are the thyrohyals. (See cut under skull.) In a saurop-
sidan, as a bird, the so-called hyoid bone is the whole
skeleton of the tongue, consisting of several parts devel-

oped in a branchial arch, as well as hyoidean parts prop-
erly so called. These pails are the basihyal, glossohyal,
and ceratohyal or epihyal of the hyoidean arch proper ; with
the urohyal or basibranchial, the epibrauchial, and the cer-

atobranchial, these three belonging to a branchial arch,
and the last two of them being commonly known as the
thyrohyal or greater cornu of the hyoid bone. The ele-

ments of the hyoid bone of an osseous fish are the basi-

hyal, glossohyal, urohyal, epihyal, ceratohyal, and stylo-

hyal.

hyoideal (hi-oi'de-al), a. [< hyoid + -e-al.]
Same as hyoid.
This development [of the skull] relates to the protection

and support of the still more extraordinarily developed hy-
oideal and laryngeal apparatus [of the howlers].

Owen, Anat., II. 531.

hyoidean (hi-oi'de-an), a. [< hyoid + -e-an.]
Same as hyoid.
hyomandibular (hi'd-man-diVu-lar), a. and n.

[< hyo(id) + mandibular.'] I. a. Pertaining to
the hyoid bone and to the mandible or lower
jaw.
The hyoidean arch becomes segmented into two note-

worthy portions, the upper of which is known as the hyo-
mandibular portion. Mimrt, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 114.

Hyomandibular bone, in fishes, the bone or element of
the suspensorium of the lower jaw next to or articulating
with the cranium. Also called epitympanic and temporal.
H. n. Same as hyomandibular bone.

hyomental (hi-o-men'tal), a. [< hyo(id) +
mental2 .] Pertaining to the hyoid bone and
the chin.

hyoplastral (hl-o-plas'tral), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the hyoplastron.
hyoplastron (hi-o-plas'tron), H. [< hyo(id) +
plastron.] The second lateral piece of the

plastron of a turtle : a name given by Huxley to

what others call the hyostenium. See second
cut under Chelonia.

Hyopotamida (hi'o-po-tam'i-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Hyopotuiitus + -idd'.] A family of omnivo-
rous ungulate mammals, represented by the

genus Hyopotamus and related to the SuidiE, or

swine. Kowalewsky.
Hyopotaminae (lu-o-pot-a-nri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hyopotamus 4- -iiue.] The Hyopotamidte re-

garded as a subfamily of Antltraeotkeriulte, hav-

ing the four upper premolars resembling the
true molars, and with tubercles in transverse
series separated by transverse valleys, and the

preceding three molars successively more and
more differentiated. Besides Hyopotamus, the

subfamily contains the genus Bothriodon (Ay-
mard) or Ancodus (Pomel). T. Gill, 1872.

Hyopotamus (hi-o-pot'a-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

t'f, a pig, hog (= L. sus = E. sow2), + 7roro//of,

river. Cf. hippopotamus.] A genus of fossil

non-ruminant artiodactyl mammals, supposed
to have been of aquatic habits and related to

swine, whence the name, given by Owen in
1848. The remains occur in the Tertiary strata, Eocene
and Miocene, of England and the continent of Europe.
The genus has been referred to the Xiiiilit and to the .1 -

thracotheriidce, and also made the type of a family Hyopo-
tamiatE.

hyoscapular (hi-6-skap'u-lar), a. [< hyo(id) +
scapular, q. v.] Pertaining to the hyoid bone
and to the scapula ; omohyoid.
hyoscine (hi'o-sin), n. [< Hyosc(yamus)+ -ne2.]
A uon-crystallizable alkaloid obtainable only
as a syrup from Hyoscyamus niger. it is known
In commerce as amorphous hyoscyamine, and its salts are
used in medicine to some extent.

Hyoscyamea (hl'o-sl-a'me-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Reichenbach, 1837), < Hyoscyamus + -e<e.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Solanaceas,

typified by the genus Hyoscyamus, having the
lobes of the corolla plicate or imbricate, the
stamens all perfect, and the fruit a capsule.
hyoscyamine (hi-o-si'a-min), n. [< Hyoscyamus
T -iwe2 . Cf. L. hyoscyaminus, < Gr. voaKvdfiivor,,

of henbane.] A crystalline alkaloid (C^I^g
NOs) obtained from Hyoscyamus niger, or hen-
bane. When moist it hasastrong alkaline reaction, and
a penetrating, narcotic, and stupefying odor like that of
nicotine. It neutralizes acids, forming salts, some of

which, particularly the sulphate, are used in medicine.
The alkaloid is extremely poisonous. Amorphous hy-
oscyamine. Same as I0MMM.

Hyoscyamus (hi-o-si'a-mus), n. [L., < Gr. voa-

Ki'a.uoc, henbane, lit. hog's bean, < Me, gen. of

t>f, a hog, + Kva/tof, a bean.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous gamopetalous plants, of the natural
order Solanacea', type of the tribe Hyoscyameee.
They have a tubular-campanulate calyx, an infundibuli-
forin corolla with an oblique limb and imbricated unequal
lobes, and a capsule opening by a median transverse cir-

cumcision, the top falling off like a lid. They are herbs
with the leaves sinuate-dentate or incised, and yellowish
flowers in usually 1-sided leafy spikes. About 10 species
are known, natives of the Mediterranean region and cen-
tral Asia. H. niger is the henbane or black henbane. See
cut under henbane.

Hyoserideae (hi'o-se-rid'e-e), . pi, [NL., <

Hyoseris (-id-) + -fee.] A' subtribe of compos-
ite plants, typified by the genus Hyoseris. They
are herbs, having the pappusmore or less chaffy, small,with
alternate bristles, and the apex of the achenia truncate.

Hyoseris (hi-os'e-ris), H. [NL., < Gr. if, a

hog. + oepif, succory.] A small genus of com-

posite plants, of the tribe Cichoriacea?, the type
of the subtribe Hyoserideae, having the habit
and foliage of Taraxacum. The flower-scape is thick-
ened upward and bears a single yellow flower-head. From
their near allies they differ in that the achenia are of two
kinds in each head, the outer corky and cylindrical, the in-

ner compressed or two-winged. The pappus is biserial,
and consists of narrow and unequal scales. Four species
are known from the Mediterranean region, one extending
into southern Germany. //. minima is the hog-succory.
Two fossil species very closely related to this genus have
been described, from the Mioceneof Carniolaand Bohemia,
under the name Hyonentes.

hyosternal (hl-o-ster'nal), o. [< hyo(id) + ster-

nal.] 1. Pertaining to the hyoid bone and the

breast-bone; steruohyoid. 2. In herpet., of or

pertaining to the hyoplastron: as, a hyosternal
scute.

hyosternum (hl-o-ster'num), n. [< hyo(id) +
sternum.] The second lateral piece of the so-

called sternum that is, of the plastron of

a chelonian ; the hyoplastron of Huxley. See
second cut under Chelonia.

hyostylic (hi-o-sti'lik), a. [< hyo(id) + Gr.

cTiXof, pillar, style.] Having the lower jaw sus-

Hypapante

pended from the skull by a special suspenso-
rium : the opposite of autostylic.

Most modern researches have also tended to emphasize
the distinction between fishes with autostylic and those
with ttyiwtylic skulls.

A. S. Woodward, Cat. Fossil Fishes, B. M., I. p. vii. (1889).

hyp, ii. and . See hip*.

hyp-. See hypo-.'
hypacusis (hip-a-ku'sis), . [NL., < Gr. i-iro, un-
der,+ aKovaif , hearing, < cucateiv, hear: see acous-

tic.] Inpathol., diminished power of hearing.
hypaesthesia(hip-es-the'si-a),H. [NL.,< Gr.i'iro,

under, + aboqinti perception: see esthetic, etc.]
In pathol., diminished capacity for sensation;
a dulled but not obliterated sensitiveness.

hypaesthesic (hip-es-the'sik), a. [< hi/pa;sthe-
niii + -ic.] Pertaining to or characterized by
hyptesthesia.

hypsethra, . Plural of hyptsthron.

hypaethral, a. See hypethral.
When processions of men and maidens bearing urns and

laurel-branches, crowned with ivy or with myrtle, paced
along those sandstone roads, chanting peeans and proso-
dial hymns, toward the glistening porches and hypatthral
cells. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 191.

hypaethron (hi-pe'thron), .; pi. hmathru
(-thrji). [LL. hypcethrum, < Gr. viratffpov, the
uncovered part of a temple, < vir6, under, +
a'tOt/p, the sky: see ether*.] In arch., an open
court or inclosure ; a place or part of a building
that is hypethral, or roofless. See hypethral.
The light seems to have been Introduced into what may

be considered a court, or hypathron, in front of the cell,
which was lighted through its inner wall.

J. Fergusson, Hist Arch., L 265.

hypalgesia (hip-al-je'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. wro,

under, + a^.-yr/atf, sense of pain, < atyeiv, be in

pain, < >;">, pain.] \npntliol.. diminished sus-

ceptibility to painful impressions; incipient
analgesia.
hypalgia (hi-pal'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr. inro, un-

der, + aAyof, pain.] Same as hypalgesia.

hypallage (hi-pal'a-je), n. [LL., < Gr. vn-atoarf,
an interchange, exchange, a figure of speech by
which the parts of a proposition seem to be in-

terchanged (metonymy, epidiorthosis, enallage,
hypallage), < intalMioativ, exchange, < vx6, un-

der, + atoaoaetv, change, > aUayi/, change, ex-

change: see allagite. Cf. enallage.] Ingram.
and rhet., a figure which consists in inversion
of syntactical relation between two words, each

assuming the construction which in accordance
with ordinary usage would have been assigned
to the Other. Thus, in Virgil (^Eneid, iiL 61),

" dare
classibus austros

"
(to give the winds to the fleets) Is substi-

tuted for the usual construction "dare classes austris"(to
give the fleets to the winds); the dative and accusative
that is, the indirect and direct objects having been inter-

changed. Hypallage is a bold departure from the custom-

ary mode of expression, and is almost entirely confined
to poetry. Hypallage of the adj ective, the transfer of

the attribute from that one of two interdependent substan-
tives with which it would usually agree to the other, espe-

cially from a substantive in the genitive to that govern-
ing it. See enallage.

hypanisognathism (hi-pan-i-sog'na-thizm), n.

[As hypanixognathous + -isnt.] In zool., that in-

equality of the teeth of opposite jaws in which
the lower are narrower than the upper; one of

two types of anisognathism, the other being
epanisognathism. Cope.

hypanisognathous (hl-pan-i-sog'na-thus), a.

[< Gr. imo, under, + avtaof, unequal, uneven, +
yvdflof, the jaw.] In zool., having the lower
teeth narrower than the upper. Cope.
Hypante (hi-pan'te), n. See Hypapante.
hypanthia, . Plural of hypanthium.
hypanthial (hi-pan'thi-al), a. [< hypanthium
+ -all Of, pertaining to, or resembling a hy-
panthium: as, a hypanthial receptacle.

hypanthium (hl-pan'tbi-um), . ; pi. hypanthia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. into, under, + avSof, a flower.]
In bot., an enlargement or other development
of the torus under the calyx. Gray. This term
has been widely, but incorrectly, applied to the fruit of
the fig and allied forms, which properly come under ay-
cotnum or hypanthodium.

hypanthodium (hi-pan-tho'di-um), . [NL., <

Gr. wro, under, + NL. anthodium, q. v.] In hot.,

same as syeonium.
hypantruin (hl-pan'trum), n.

; pi. hypantra
(-tra). [NL., < Gr. vvavrpof, cavernous, witli

caverns underneath, < into, under, + avrpov, a
cavern: see antre.] In anat., the recess in the
neural arch of a vertebra with which the hypo-
sphene articulates. See hyposjihene, and com-

pare zygantritm.
Hypapante (hip-a-pan'te), n. [LGr. virairavrr/,

a later form of viravrf/, equiv. to Gr. vjravn/aif, a

coming to meet, < viravrav, go to meet, < wo,
under, -f- avrav, come opposite to, < avra, over



Hypapante

against, face to face : see ante-, anti-.] In the
Gr. C'h., a festival in memory of the meeting of
the infant Christ and his mother with Simeon
and Anna in the temple : same as the Western
Purification or Candlemas. Also Hypante.
hypapophyses. . Plural of hypapophysis.
hypapophysial (hip-ap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< liypa-

pophysis T -al.~\ Of or pertaining to a hypa-
pophysis : as, the hypapophysial arch,

hypapophysis (hip-a-pof'i-sis), .
; pi. hypapo-

physcn (-sez). [NL., < Gr. into, under, + cmo-

<j>vai<;, a sprout
or process:
see apophy-
i's.] Inanat.,
a median pro-
cess or apo-
physis from
the under or
ventral side of
the centrum
of a vertebra :

opposed to

epapophysis.
The anteriorpor-
tion of the ring
of the human at-

las is regarded as
a hypapophysis

by those who hold that its body ankyloses with the axis
as the odontoid process of the latter.

16 (hip-ar'ji-rit), n. [< Gr. im6, un-
;, silver, + -ite2.] A massive vari-

ety of miargyrite obtained from Clausthal in the
Harz.

hyparterial (hip-ar-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. {m6, un-
der, -f- aprripia, artery.] Lying below the artery,
as a bronchial tube.

hypaspist (hi-pas'pist), n. [< Gr. {m-aamar^f, a

shield-bearer, armor-bearer, < bireoiriftai. serve
as shield-bearer, < im6, under, + atnri'f, shield.]
In Gr. antiq., a shield-bearer or an armor-
bearer; an esquire; in the Macedonian army,
one of a royal guard of light-armed foot-sol-

diers, so called from their shields,

hypate (hip'a-te), n. [< L. hypate, < Gr. inrarti

(sc. xopor/), the highest note as regards length
of string, but the lowest note as regards pitch,
fem. of wraroc, highest, lowest, extreme, superl.
equiv. to in-fprarof, superl. of inrep, over: see

hyper-.'] In anc. music, the first or lowest tone
in the lowest and in the next to the lowest tetra-
chords of the recognized system of tones, cor-

responding loosely to the modern B and E.

hypaton (hip'a-ton), n. [Gr. virarov, neut. of

virarof, highest: see hypate.'] See tetrachord.
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hyper-. [_= F. hyper- = Sp. hiprr- = Pg. hyper-= It. iper-, < L. hyper-, < Gr. {<7rep, prep., over,
above, beyond, across, for, in behalf of, instead
of, about, concerning; prefix inrcp-, over, above
(in all relations); = L. super, above, = AS.
ofer, E. over: see super-, over, over-.] A prefix
of Greek origin, meaning 'over,' and usually
implying transcendence or excess, it is freely
used as an English formative, often with only secondary
reference to the Greek. Specifically (n) In chew., the
same as super-, indicating the highest of a series of com-
pounds: thus, hi/perchloric acid signifies the highest of
the series of chlorin acids, containing more oxygen than
chloric acid. The prefix per- is now generally used for

hypfr-, as perchloric, permanganic, etc. ((/) In ancient and
medieval music: (1) Of intervals, measured upward; as-

cending : as, At/jwrdiapente. (2) Of modes or scales, begin-
ning at a higher point, usually a perfect fourth above : op-
posed to hypo-. See hypo-, (c)

In names of ecclesiastical
modes, a mere mark of distinction from those with the pre-
fix hypo- : thus, hyperdorian and Dorian denoted the same
mode.

hyperbola

hyperaspist (hi-pt'-r-as'pist), . [< Gr. i-mpae-

kypaspist.]
tiq., one who protected another engaged in

fighting by holding a shield over him
; hence, a

protector or defender.
I appeal to any indifferent reader, whether C. M. be not

by his hyjieraspM forsaken in the plain field.

Chillingworth, Works (ed. 1704), p. 26.

Such an opinion, if it should meet with peevish oppo-
sites on the one side, and confident hyperaspiats on the
other, might possibly make a sect

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 320.

hyperbata, . Plural of liyperbaton.
hyperbatic (hi-per-bat'ik), a. [< Gr. {iirepfian-

Kof, delighting in hyperbata, < {nrepparov, hyper-
baton: see hyperbaton.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of the figure hyperbaton; transposed; in-

verted.
hyperabelian (hl'per-S-bel'i-an), a. [< hypt >- hvtifirhatirallv Chi nr rmr'i Vnl n /iA, TW^??A*"^

Lumbar Vertebra of Hare.

A, hypapophysis ; t, very long transverse pro-
cess ; s t spinous process ; trt, metapophysis ; ax,
prezygapophysis.

integral, function, or group, but more compli-
cated.-HyperabeUan function, a function of two va-
riables connected with a discontinuous group of substitu-
t' 118 ' one ' the following forms :

t !*_+*
'

i + b
'\

fl " c ( + d' c'., + d7

c f

axis of the body; situated on the ventral side of
or below the bodies of the vertebra, : opposed

hyperacanthosis (hi-per-ak-an-tho'sis), n. [<
dr. inrep, over, + anavSa, spine, -f- -osi*.] Hy-
pertrophy of the stratum spinosum of the epi-
dermis.

over, + E. acidity, q. v.] Excessive acidity.

hyperactivity (hi*per-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [< Gr.

vrrep, over, + E. activity, q. v.] Over-activity;
excessive energy.
Organs which are in a state of hyperactivity easily be-

come diseased. Medical News, LII. 608.

hyperacuity (hFper-a-ku'i-ti), n. [< Gr. iiirip,

over, + E. acuity, q. 'v.] 'Morbid acuteness.
A case of alleged hypnotic hyperacuity of vision.

Mind, XII. 154.

hyperacusis (hFper-a-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vnep, over, + axovaif, hearing, < aKovciv, hear: see

acoustic.'] In pathol. ,
excessive acuteness of the

sense of hearing.

hyperacuteness (hi"per-a-kut'nes), n. [< Gr.
virep, over, + E. acuteness, q. v.] Excessive
acuteness.

Subtlety and hyperacuteness were the bane of Scholas-
ticism, and, by disgusting all serious minds, greatly con-
tributed towards its overthrow.

F. Winterton, Mind, XIII. 889.

i,
n. [NL., <

id, + -osis.]
latic glands,

Hypena scabralis, natural size.

Aspect of the
vertebral centra.

hypemia, n. An erroneous form of hypliemia.
Hypena (hl-pe'na), n. [NL. (Schraiik, 1802),
< Gr. mrrvji, the hair on the upper lip, mustache,
appar. < into, under, + -r/vr/, perhaps = Skt. ana,
the part under the nose.] A genus of pyra-
lid moths, characterized by the small, rather

prominent head,
naked globose
eyes, simple an-

tennae, very long
laterally com-
pressed palpi, a

projecting scaly
tuft on the

front, and un-
armed legs, it is

a large and wide-spread genus, with over 100 species, large-
ly Asiatic and South American. H. protmscidialix is known
as the snout-moth, from the prominent palpi. H. humuli
is a hop-feeder in the United States. H. scabralis is a
common North American species whose larva feeds on
grass and clover.

Hypenidae (hi-pen'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < HypenaT -j'tfee.] A family of moths, typified by the
genus Hypena, of the group Pyraliilhia. They
have broad wings, the anterior ones often bearing tufts
of elevated scales, the anterior legs not tufted, palpi long
and ascending, and antennae in the male generally cilhito
or pubescent. It is an extensive group, of about 16 genera.
hyper 1

(hi'per), n. [Abbr. of hypenritic.] A hy-
percritic. [Humorous and rare.]

Criticks I read on other Men,
And hypers upon them again.

Prior, Ep. to F. Shepherd, May 14, 168!>.

hyper2 (hi'per), e. i. [Origin obscure.] To
move about actively; bustle. [Local, U. 8.]
Hyper: to bustle. "I must hyper about an' git tea."

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

,-. ,-, See hyperemia, etc.

nyperaeolian, hyperaeolic (hi-per-f-6'li-an,
-ol'ik). See under mode.

hyperaesthesia (hi^pSr-es-the'si-a), . [NL., <
Gr. imtp, over, + aiathiaic,, the faculty of sen-
sation: see cesthesia.] In pathol., excessive
sensibility; exalted sensation. Also hyperes-
thesia, hyperaisthesis, hyperesthesis.
To such a degree has this hypercesthesia been observed

that patients have been known to scream violently when
the skin has been only touched.
F. B. Winslow, Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Mind, xx.

hyperaesthetic. a. See hyperesthetic.
hyperalgesia (hi"per-al-je'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vvfp, over, + a^yr/aif, sense of pain, < aAyrii>, feel

pain.] In pathol., an abnormally great sensi-
tiveness to pain.
hyperalgesic (hi'per-al-je'sik), a. [< hyperal-
gesia + -ic.] Pertaining to or exhibiting hy-
peralgesia.

hyperalgia (hi-per-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. inrep,

over, + d/.
:

' - *"

hyperaphic (hi-per-af'ik), a. [< Gr. imlp, over,+
d<f>q, touch, < avrciv, touch.] In pathol., hav-

ing excessive sensitiveness to touch.
Med. Diet.

Thomas.

hyperapophyses, n. Plural of hyperapophysis.
hyperapophysial (hl-per-ap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< hy-
perapophysis + -al.'] In ana't., pertaining to or

having the character of a hyperapophysis.
hyperapophysis (hi^per-a-pof'i-sis), n.

; pi. hy-
perai>opiiyses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. virip, over, +
aTt&pvaic., a process: see apophysis.~\ A back-
wardly projecting process of the neural spine
of a vertebra.

It is possible, however, for a neural spine to send back
a pair of processes (h)iprrapophyses), as in Galago, etc.,
embracing the neural spine next below.

Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 45.

version.

hyperbaton (hi-p6r'ba-ton), n.
; pi. hyperbata

(-ta). [ii., < Gr. mepftaT6c,, transposed, verbal

ad], of wrcpflaivctv, step over, < virep, over, -f-

jiaiveiv, go.] In gram, and rhet. : (a) A figure
consisting in departure from the customary or-
der by placing a word or phrase in an unusual
position in a sentence

; transposition or inver-

sion, especially of a bold or violent sort. Hy-
perbaton is principally used for emphasis : as,

" Great is

Diana of the Ephesians
"
(Acts xix. 28), for " Diana of the

Ephesians is great." It also frequently serves to facilitate
clearness of connection between clauses. In ancient Greek
and Latin literature it was in constant use to produce a
rhythmical effect in sentences by arranging words on met-
rical ratherthan syntactical principles. Itismostfrequent-
ly used in poetry, being one of the principal means of differ-

entiating poetic diction from that of prose ; but it is by no
means rare in oratory in passages of an especially earnest
or passionate character, and it is verycommon in excited or
vehement conversation. Also called trajection. Seesynchy-
***

(6) An instance or example of such trans-

position.

hyperbola (hi -per 'bo -la), n. [= F. hyperbole= Sp. hiperbola = Pg. hyperbole = It. iperbola,
< NL. hyperbola, < Gr. inrepfloty, the conic section

hyperbola (so called by Apollonius because the
side of the rectangle on the abscissa equal to the
square ofthe ordinate overlaps the latus rectum)
(see ellipse), lit. excess (see hyperbole), < inrep-

fiaMziv, throw over, exceed, < iirep, over, 4- /3d?.-

MIV, throw.] 1 . A curve formed by the intersec-
tion of a plane with a double cone that is, with
two similar cones placed vertex to vertex, so
that one is the continuation of the other, if the
plane cuts only one of the cones, the section is a circle, an
ellipse, or a parabola ; but if both cones are cut, the section
is a hyperbola. A hyperbola may be formed by throwing
upon a table the shadow of a
ball the top of which is high-
er than the source of light.
It has two asymptotes. It

through any point of the
curve lines be drawn paral-
lel to the asymptotes, the

parallelogram so formed will
be of constant area for any
given hyperbola. The point
of intersection of the asymp-
totes is the center of the hy-
perbola, and is equidistant
from the two intersections of

any line through it with the
hyperbola. The two lines

through the center bisecting
the angles of the asymptotes
are the lines of the axes of the

hyperbola, and the curve is

symmetrical with respect to each of these. One of these
lines cuts the curve, and the points of intersection are
called the vertices of the hyperbola. The line between the
vertices is the major or transverse axis of the hyperbola,
If from the vertices lines be drawn parallel to the two
asymptotes, the two points at which these lines will meet
will be the extremities of the minor or conjugate axi.
Although the axes bear these names, the minor may be
longer than the major axis. The equation of the hyper-
bola, referred to its center and axes, is

&_V?_,
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The/oet of the hyperbola are two points on the line of the
transverse axis distant from the center as far as the ver-
tices are from the extremities of the conjugate axis. If
from any point of the curve lines be drawn to the two
foci, the difference of the lengths of these lines is con-
stant for any given hyperbola, and the angle between
them is bisected by the tangent at that point. The eccen-

tricity of the hyperbola is the secant of half the angle be-
tween the asymptotes. The parameter or latus rectum
of a hyperbola is a chord through the focus perpendicular
to the transverse axis.

2. An algebraic curve having asymptotes great-
er in number by one than its order. This mean-
ing was introduced by Newton__ Acute hyper-
bola, a hyperbola which lies in the acute angle between
its asymptotes. Ambigenal, anguineal, etc.

, hyperbo-
la. See the adjectives. Circumscribed hyperbola,
a hyperbola that crosses both asymptotes__Common or

Hyperbola.
DBF., GAH, are opposite

branches of a hyperbola ; /',

f, foci ; C, center; AB, trans-
verse axis; at>, conjugate axis ;

NCP, a diameter.



hyperbola
COniC hyperbola, a hyperlwln proper, defined under def. 1,

above. Conjugate hyperbolas, two hyperbolas having
common asymptotes, the transverse axis of either being
the conjugate axis of the other. Cubical hyperbola.
See cubical. Deficient or defective hyperbola, see

deficient. Equilateral hyperbola, a hyperbola whose
asymptotes are at right angles to one another, and \vhos-.-

axes are consequently equal. Focal hyperbola. See

focal. Infinite hyperbola, a hjpatou in the New-
tonian sense. See def. 2, above. Inscribed hyperbola,
a hyperbola which does not cross its asymptotes. Loga-
rithmic hyperbola, the section of a right cylinder hav-

ing a hyperbola as its base by a paraboloid. This name
was given by Booth in 1851. Nodated hyperbola. See
nodated. Obtuse hyperbola, a hyperbola which lies in

the obtuse angle between its asymptotes. Pitch hyper-
bola, a hyperbola the inverse squares of whose diameters
are proportional to the pitch of the parallel generators of
the cylindroid whose generators are the possible screws
of a rigid body having two degrees of freedom.

hyperbolaeon (hi"per-bo-le'on), n. See tetra-

cltord.

hyperbole (hi-per'bo-le), n. [= F. hyperbole =
Sp. hiperbole = Pg. hyperbole = It. iperbole, < L.

hyperbole, < Gr. imepflohr/, excess, overstrained

phrase, etc. : see hyperbola, the same word with
accom. L. termination.] In rhet., an obvious

exaggeration ; an extravagant statement or as-

sertion not intended to be understood liter-

ally.
When we speake in the superlatiue and beyond the

limites of credit, that is by the figure which the Greeks
call Hiperbole. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 159.

Three-pil'd hyperboles, spruce affectation,

Figures pedantical. Shalt., L. L. L., v. 2.

No city brings better home to us than Ragusa the East-

ern hyperbole of cities great and fenced up to heaven.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 226.

= Syn. See exaggeration.

hyperbolic (hl-per-bol'ik), . [= P. hyper-

bolique = Sp. hiperbolico = Pg. hyperbolico = It.

iperbolico, < L. hyperbolicus, < Gr. {>irfp/3o/locof,

extravagant, < i-trfpfio^i/, hyperbole : see hyper-
bole. In mod. use the adj. goes also with hy-

perbola.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of hyperbole ; obviously exaggerating or exag-
gerated.
Among the Zulus the hyperbolic compliment to the

king, "Thou who art as high as the mountains," passes
from the form of simile into the form of metaphor when
he is addressed as "You Mountain."

//. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., 401.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of the hyper-
bola. 3. Having a pair of real points at in-

finity. Thus, hyperbolic space is so called because in it

every right line has two real points at infinity ;
so hy-

perbolic transformation, mbstitution, etc. Hyperbolic
amplitude of any quantity. See amplitude.~ Hyper-
bolic arc, an arc of the hyperiiola. Hyperbolic conoid.
See conoidi, 1 (o). Hyperbolic curvature, function,

geometry, etc. See the nouns Hyperbolic cylin-
droid, a solid generated by the rotation of a hyperbola
about its conjugate axis. SirC. Wren. Hyperbolic leg
or branch of a curve, a leg or branch having an asymp-
tote or asymptotes. Hyperbolic logarithm, a natural

logarithm, or one whose base is 2.7182818. See loga-
rithm. Hyperbolic singularity of a function, an essen-

tial singularity : so called because such singularities of a

theta Fuchsian function are connected with hyperbolic
substitutions of the fundamental Fuchsian group. Hy-
perbolic space, a space in which the sum of the three

angles of a triangle would be less than two right angles.

Hyperbolic spiral, a spiral curve the law of which is

thai the distance from the pole to the generatrix varies

inversely as the distance swept over.

hyperbolical (hi-per-bol'i-kal), a. [< hyper-
bolic + -al.] 1. Same as hyperbolic, 1.

You shout me forth

In acclamations hyperbolical,
As if I loved my little should be dieted

In praises sauced with lies. Shalt., Cor., i. 9.

The shewes in our Lady street being so hyperbolical in

pomp that day that it exceeded the rest by many degrees.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 38.

I have a hyperbolical tongue ; it catches fire as it goes.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 243.

2. Same as hyperbolic, 2. [Rare.]
hyperbolically (hl-per-bol'i-kal-i), adv. 1.

In a hyperbolic manner; with obvious exag-
geration ;

in a manner to express more or less

than the truth.

Scylla is ... hyperbolically described by Homer as in-

accessible. Broome.

Created natures allow of swelling hyperboles ; nothing
can be said hyperbolically of God.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., lit 2.

2. In the form of a hyperbola.
hyperboliform (hi-per-bol'i-f&rm), a. [= F.

hyperboliforme ; as hyperbola + -form.] Hav-
ing the form of a hyperbola of a higher kind.

hyperbolise, c. See hyperbolize.

hyperbolism1
(hl-per'b6-lizm), n. [< hyperbo-

la + -ism.] In geom., a curve the equation of

which is derived from that of another curve by
writing xy for y.

hyperbolism2 (hl-per'bo-lizm), . [= F. Iiy-

perbolisme; as hyperbole + -ism.] The use of
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hyperbole; the character of being hyperboli-
cal.

The hyperbolizing of the oriental style.

Hartley, Works, I. v.

hyperbolist (hl-per'bo-list), n. [= Pg. hiiiH-r-

holistn; as hyperbole + -ist.] One who uses hy-
perbole.
hyperbolize (hi-per'bo-liz), r.

; pret. and pp.
hyiH'i-liulizcil, ppr. hyperbolizing. [= F. liypcr-
boliser = Sp. hiperbolisar ; as hyperliole + -ize.]

I. intrans. To use hyperbole; speak or write

with obvious exaggeration.
The Spanish traveller . . . was so habituated to hyper-

bolize . . . and relate wonders that he became ridiculous.

Ilowell, Forreine Travell, xiv.

II. trims. To exaggerate ; represent or speak
of in a hyperbolical manner.
Vain people hyperbolizing his fact, ... he grew by

their flattery into that madness of conceit.

Fotherliy, Atheomastix, p. 203.

[< Gr.
Also spelled hyperbolise.

hyperbolograph (hi-per-bol'o-graf), n.

vKeppo/.r/, hyperbola, + ypdipeiv, write.] An in-

strument for the description or drawing of hy-

perbolas.
hyperboloid (hl-per'bo-loid), n. [< Gr. intp-

po/.ii, hyperbola, + fMoj, form.] 1. A quadric
surface having a center not at infinity, and
some of its plane sections hyperbolas. There
are two kinds of hyperboloid, those of one and of two
sheets. The hyperboloid of one sheet has a real inter-

section with every plane in space; that of two sheets
has only imaginary intersections with some planes. In
either case all the plane sections perpendicular to one of

the axes are ellipses, and those perpendicular to either of

the others are hyperbolas.
2. A hyperbola of a higher order,

hyperboloidal (hi-per-bo-loi'dal), o. [< hyper-
boloid + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a hyperboloid.
The crests of the teeth of a skew-bevel wheel are paral-

lel to the generating straight line of the hyiierboloidal

pitch-surface. W. J. M. Rankine, Encyc. Brit., XV. 759.

hyperborean (hl-per-bo're-an), o. and n. [=
P. hyperboreen, < LL. Hyperooreanus, < L. hyper-
boretts, adj. (>It. iperboreo = Pg. hyperboreo =
Sp. hiperbdreo = F. hyperboree), Hyperborei, n.

pl.,< Gr. i'TTcpftopeoc., inrepjUpftof, adj., beyond the
north wind, "fTrep/)6peoi, n. pi., the Hyperbore-
ans, an imaginary people in the extreme north,
< inrfp, over, beyond, + flopcaf, the north wind
(perhaps orig. the 'mountain' wind, 'Tirepf)6-

pco/, the people 'beyond the (Rhipsean) moun-
tains'): see hyper-, Boreas, and oread.] I. a.

1 . Situated in or inhabiting the far north : as,

the hyperborean regions; a hyperborean race;
the hyperborean phalarope.

From hyperborean^ skies,
Embodied dark, what clouds of Vandals rise !

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 85.

Hence 2. Very cold; frigid.

The more chilly and pinching hyperborean atmosphere
in which they have grown up and been formed.

Crailt, Hist Eng. Lit., I. 6.

3. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the imaginary
race of Hyperboreans. 4. Arctic.

The first, or Hyperborean group (of the Native Races of

the Pacific States), comprises the tribes of Alaska and a

part of British America, and includes races perfectly dis-

tinct from one another. N. A. Jtec., CXX. 37.

H. n. [cap.] 1. An inhabitant of the most
northern region of the earth. In early Greek legend
the Hyperboreans were a people who lived beyond the
north wind, and were not exposed to its blasts, but enjoyed
a land of perpetual sunshine and abundant fruits. They
were free from disease, violence, and war. Their natural
life lasted 1,000 years, and was spent in the worship of

Apollo. In later times the Greeks gave the name to the
inhabitants of northern countries generally.

2. pi. In ethiiol., a group of arctic races,

hyperbrachycephaiic (hl-per-brak'i-se-farik
or hi-per-brak-i-sef'a-lik), a. [As hyperbrachy-
cephal-y + -ic.] Extremely brachycephalic ;

ex-

hibiting hyperbrachycepnaly.
hyperbrachycephaly (hi-per-brak-i-sef'a-li),
n. [< hyper- + brachyeephaly.] In craniom.,
extreme brachyeephaly; the character of a
skull of which the cranial index is over 85.

See craniometry.
hyperbranchial (M-per-brang'ki-al), a. [< Gr.

r~?p, over, + Bpayxia, gills.] Situated over the

gills or branchiae : as, the hyperbranchial groove
of the pharynx of a lancelet.

hyper-Calvinist (hl-per-kal'vin-ist), n. See
<'/i Irin int.

hypercardia (hi-per-kar'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vmp, over, + KapSia, heart.] Inpathol., hyper-
trophy of the heart. Dunglison.

hypercatalectic (hl-per-kat-a-lek'tik), a. [<

L. hypercatalecticus, equiv. to hypercatalectus, <

hypercriticize

Gr. iVf/iKnrn/7/KTOf, < i'~fp, over, beyond, + Kara-

fyKTOf, stopping off: see catalcctic.] In jiros.,

having an additional syllable or half-foot (the-
sis or arsis) after the last complete dipody: as,
a liypercntalectic colon or verse. The epithet hy-
percatalectic, like brachycatalectic, is applicable to those
meters only which arc scanned by dipodies that is, to

iambic-, trochaic, anapestic, and occasionally and excep-
tionally to dactylic meters.

hypercatalexis(lii-per-kat-a-lek'sis), n. [NL.,
\ Gr. inr/), over, beyond,+ sard/iyf<f, an ending,
termination, catalexis: see catalexis.] Ingres.,
excess of a final syllable or half-foot after the

last measure in a series or line measured by
dipodies. In classical poetry hypercatalexis is found
as the apparent excess of an arsis (metrically unaccented

part of a foot) at the end of one colon or series, the arsis

at the beginning of the next being wanting ; so that, if

such an arsis be reckoned to the second colon, all the
measures would be complete : thus, w w |w w

|

w
||

w
|

w s, _.

hypercatharsis (hi
//

per-ka-thar'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vvepnattapaif, excessive purging, < mepKa-
0aipea6at, be purged Sxcessively, < inrep, over, 4-

Kaffaipeiv, cleanse, purge, > KaSapat^, a purging :

see catharsis, cathartic.] In meil., an excessive

purging ;
action of the bowels excited by a vio-

lent cathartic.

hypercathartic (hi"per-ka-thar'tik), n. and .

[s Gr. iirip, over, 4- KadapriKof, purging (see

cathartic), after hypercatharsis.] I. a. Per-

taining to or of the nature of hypercatharsis.
II. n. A medicine which produces excessive

purging.
hyperchloric (hi-per-klo'rik), a. [< hyper- +
chloric.] Same &s perchloric.

hyperchromasia (hiper-kro-ma'si-a), . [< Gr.
rfffp, over, + ;fp<j//a, color.] A pathological con-
dition marked by excess of pigment.
hyperchromatism (hl-per-kro'ma-tizm), n. [<
Gr. iifip, over, + ^/)u,ua(T-), color, + -ism.] A
state of unusually heightened or intensified col-

oration, as that of melanism or erythrism, in an
animal.

hypercinesia, hypercinesis, etc. See hyper-
kinesis, etc.

hypercomplex (hi-per-kom'pleks), a. [< hy-

per- + complex.] Composed of a number of

imaginaries or complex quantities. Thus, a quan-
tity at -I- bj +, etc., where a> b, etc., are complex scalars,
while t, j, etc., are peculiar units, having their proper
multiplication-table, is a hypercomplex quantity.

hyperconic (hi-per-kon'ik), a. [< hyper- +
conic.] In math., relating to the intersection
of two surfaces of the second order.

hypercoracoid (hi-per-kor'a-koid), n. [< Gr.

vxtp, over, + E. coracoid.] "The upper of the
two bones of typical fishes interposed between
the actinosts or fin-bearing elements and the

proscapula or principal bone of the scapular
arch. Called by Cuvier radial, by Owen ulna,
and by later naturalists scapula. See cut under

scapulo-coracoid.

hypercritic (hi-per-krit'ik), n. [= F. hypcr-

critiqve = It. ipercritico; as hyper- + critic.]

One who is critical beyond measure or reason ;

an over-rigid critic
;
a captious censor.

hypercritical (hi-per-krit'i-kal), a. [< hyper-
+ critical. Cf. hypercritic.] 1. Excessively
or captiously critical

; judging adversely from
trivial or irrelevant considerations ; unduly fin-

ical or unjustly severe in judgment.
Such hypercritical readers will consider my business

was to make a body of refined sayings, only taking care to

produce them in the most natural manner. Swi/t.

I take the official oath to-day with no mental reserva-

tions, and with no purpose to construe the Constitution
or laws by any hypercritical rules.

A. Lincoln, First Inaugural Address.

2. Excessively exacting or scrupulous. [Rare.]

We are yet far from imposing . . . these nice and h;i-

percritical punctilios, which some astrologers . . . oblige
our Gard'ners to. Evelyn, Calendarium Horteuse, Int.

hypercritically (hi-per-krit'i-kal-i), adv. In

a hypercritical manner; with excessive criti-

cism.

We cannot afford to speak contemptuously of any sort

of knowledge, and God forbid that we should speak con-

temptuously or hypercritically of any honest worker.

Stutbe, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 13.

hypercriticise, r. t. See hypercriticize.

hypercriticism (hi-per-krit'i-sizm), . [< ///-

per- + criticism.] Excessively minute or se-

vere criticism.

To insist on points like these is mere hypercrtiicism.
Scotsman (newspaper).

hypercriticize, hypercriticise (M-per-krit'i-

siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. hypercriticised, hij-

pt-rcriticised, ppr. hypercriticiying, hypercriti-



hypercriticize

citing. [< hyper- + criticize, criticise.} To crit-

icize with excessive severity; criticize cap-
tiously.

hypercycle (M'per-si-kl), H. [< Gr. imtp, over,T Kwc/lof, circle.] A plane curve of the sixth
order and fourth class having the line at infin-

ity as a double tangent, which possesses the

property that two pairs of tangents to it may
be so taken that, whatever fifth tangent be con-
sidered, the two circles inscribed or escribed
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Passive or venous hyperemia, excess of Mood due
to obstruction of the outflow through the veins, the ve-
locity of the current being diminished.

hyperemic, hyperaemic (hi-per-e'mik), a. [<
hypertinia, lii/jicmmia, + -ic.} Inpathol., affect-

/
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i*per-es-tWsik) a [< %,,,,-
feame as 'W'tf*c.

Uyperaslheiu: states. AMT. Jour. Pti/chol., I. 389.

in the two triangles formed each with one of hyperesthesis (hi"pi'r-es-the'sis), it. Same as
the pairs of fixed tangents and the variable fytperasfhegia,

tangent have their points of contact with the hyperesthetic,hyperaestlietic(hl"per-e8-thet'-
latter at a constant distance. It is necessary that 'k), a

; [^ kypcransthexin, after esthetic, q. V.]"3*< ~ n ftnn4. j n.^ i A1_these circles and tangents be described in definite direc-
tions, in order to ehoose properly between the inscribed
and escribed circles.

hyperdeterminant (hl"per-de-ter'mi-nant), a.
and n. [< hyper- + determinant.} !.' a. In
math., invariantive.

II. n. In math., an invariant. This word, ori-

ginally used byCayley from 1845 to 1852, is now
replaced by invariant.

hyperdiapason (hi-per-di-a-pa'zon), n. [< Gr.

virep, over, + diairaauv, diapason : see diapason.}
In anc. music, the interval of the octave when
measured upward ;

a superoctave.
hyperdiapente (hi-per-di-a-peu'te), re. [< Gr.
VK'CP, over, + Siimevrt, diap'ente : see diapente.}
In anc. music, the interval of a perfect fifth
when measured upward.

hyperdiatessaron (hi-per-di-a-tes'a-ron), re.

[\ Gr. virip, over, + fiareaadpuv, diatessaron:
see diatessaron.} In anc. music, the interval
of a perfect fourth when measured upward.

Morbidly sensitive
; affected with hype'rffiTsthe-

sia. Also hyperestlicsic.
The disorder [neuralgic dysmenorrhea] ... is gener-

ally associated with a highly susceptible nervous temper-
ament, which may be defined as the hyperce-ithetic tem-
perament. K. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 195.

A sleepy, phlegmatic creature will get up from bed in
half the time it takes your hypercesthetic patient to find
himself among all the confusion of worries he has drawn
around him, and to shake himself free from them.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 923.

erfuchsian (hl-per-f8k'si-an), a. [< hyper-
Puchsian.} In math., resulting from an ex-

tension of the properties of the Fuchsian group
or function Hyperfuchsian function, a function of
twovariableswith a four-dimensional fundamental sphere
as its natural limit, and connected with the discontinuous
group of substitutions

/ ax + by + c a'x+Ky+ c'\

\
' '

Ax+ By + C' Ax+ By+ C/'

Hyperfuchsian group. See groups.

hypergenesis (M-per-jen'e-sis), .

hyperkinetic

They are herbs or shrubs with cymose yellow flowers. H.
perforation, or St.-John's-wort, is a mnall species, which
derives its specific
name from the fact
that the pellucid
dots common to the
leaves of most of the
species are in it

peculiarly conspicu-
ous, so as to give
the leaf the appear-
ance of being per-
forated. It is a na-
tive of Europe, now
extensively natural- ^'^fcrZ; IIA
ized in the United -aWCf*5* 1\O

States. H. Ascyron,
the great St -John's-
wort of the eastern
United States, is a
tall shrubby plant
with pods an inch or
more long. H. Kal-
mianum, Kalm's
St-John's-wort, is a
bushy shrub 1 to 6
feet high, growing
along the northern lakes. H. nudicaule Is the orange-
grass or pinweed, common in sandy fields. H. mutilum,
the dwarf St.-John's-wort, only 3 to 9 inches high, is com-
mon in low grounds everywhere in the eastern United
States. H.Androsfemum, the tutsan or tutsan hypericum,
is a somewhat woody species of southern Europe and cen-
tral Asia. H. quadranflulum of Europe is the St.-Peter's-
wort or hard-hay. H. boscatum is the South American gam-
boge ; U. Guianense, the Brazilian gamboge ; and H. con-
natum, a Brazilian species used in throat troubles. H. au-
reum is a handsome species of the southern United States.

2. [I. c.} A plant of this genus.
Hypericum all bloom, so thick a swarm
Of flow'rs, like flies clothing her slender rods,
That scarce a leaf appears. Cowper, Task, vi. 165.

Branch of HypcrifHm altrtttm, wi
flower and yrmrtg fruit.

a, cluster of stamens ; b, fruit.

.

hyperdiazeuxis (hi-per-dl-a-zuk'sis), n. [< oyer,+ yeveaif, generation.]
-/, ... [< Gr. inrlp,
Excessive produc- nyperideation (hi-pfer-i-dfra'shon), re. [< hy-

per- + ideation.} Excessive mental activity;Gr. imfp, over, + <5mfei>f<f, diazeuxis: see dia- -

-.

zeuxis.} In anc. music, the separation of two aypergenetic
(hl^peivje-net'ik),

a. [< hypergen- ^^^?$ne 3t mi -

tetrachords by the interval of an octave, as
between the hypaton and the hyperbolaeon.
See tetrachord.

the function, operation, or symbol, F. is said to be hyper-
distributive.

II. n. A hyperdistributive function.

hyperditonos (hl-per-dit'o-nos), n. [< Gr.
vvep, over, + dirovov, the major third: see di-

tone.} In anc. music, the interval of a major
third when measured upward.
hyperdoiian (hi-per-do ri-an), a. [< hyper- +
Dorian.} See under mode.
hyperdoric (hi-per-dor'ik), a. [< hyper- +
Doric. } See under mode.
hyperdulia (hi'pfer-du-ll'a), n. [NL., < Gr. imtp,
beyond, + fovteia, service : see dulia.} The
worship offered by Roman Catholics to the
Virgin Mary: so called because it is high-
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hyperdynamic (hi"per-di-nam'ik), . [< Gr.
!xep6i,mm,

of higher power, < falp, over, + ti-

vam,
_
power: see dynamic.} In pathol., char-

perina.

Hyperiidea (M"per-!-id'e-a), n.pl. [NL., < Hy-
peria + -idea.} A tribe or superfamily of am-
phipod crustaceans, having a free head, large
lateral eyes, maxillipeds coalesced into a kind
of operculum, uropods natatorial, and telson
undivided. It contains 16 families, of which the
most important is the Hyperiida;.
hyperinosis (hi"per-i-n6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

virep, over, + if (iv-), strength, fiber, + -osis.}
In pathol., a condition of the blood in which it

forms on clotting an unusual amount of fibrin :

_, ,, ^_. ^ ,v . opposed to hypinosis.

Having more than six legs, as an arthropod; hyperinotic (hi^per-i-nofik), a. [< NL. hypc-
pertaining to the Hyperhexapoda, or having rinosis (-of-) + -ic.} Pertaining to or charac-

terized by hyperinosis.
hyperionian (hl

//

per-i-6'ni-an), a. [< hyper- +
Ionian.} See under mode.

hyperionic (hi'per-I-on'ik), a. [< hyper- +
. Ionic.} Same as hyperionian.
hyperite (hl'pe-rit), re. [Short for hypersthen-
ite.} A name given at various times and by
various writers to rocks of very uncertain and
indeterminate character. Some of the rocks desig-
nated as hyperite belong with diabase, and others with
diorite. Some writers have used hyperite as the equiva-
lent of hypersthenite. The latest use of it, and that adopt-
ed by Eosenbusch, is by Tornebohm, who designates under
the name of hyperite a rock intermediate in character be-
tween normal gabbro and olivin gabbro. Also called hy-
perstheiw gabbro.

where j>x and i//a; are integral functions of the nth and
(re l)th degrees respectively, and A is a constant. Hy-
pergeometric series. Same as Gaussian series (which
see, under Gaussian).

hypergeusia (hl-per-gu'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vwcp, over, + -yeiiatf, the sense of taste, < yeveiv,
taste.] Hypersesthesia of the sense of taste.

hyperhexapod (hl-pfer-hek'sa-pod), a. and n.

\_<Gr. inrep, over, + edirmf, six-footed.] I. a.

their characters.

in pathol., exces-

The typical

ir ) TNL < Him,

^mSir^^^Msw^i^r^^r^ a
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by having the capsule septicidal, seeds not j'fLt.'&^S 1
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Hyperelliptic curve, a curve whose Cartesian cobrdi-, , -l -
nates are expressible rationally by a parameter, A, and the JtlyperiCineae (hi"per-i-sm e-e), . pi. [NL. (A.

+ 2,
P. do Candolle, 1824), < Hypericum + -in- + -e<z.}

square root of an entire function, CjA, of degree
where p is the class of the curve. Hyperelliptic
tion, a function arising from the conversion of hyperellip-
tic integrals in the same manner in which elliptic func-
tions arise from the conversion of elliptic integrals.
Hyperelliptic integral, the integral of the square root
of an integral function higher than the fourth degree.

hyperemesis (hi-per-em'e-sis), n. [< Gr. imtp,
over, + fjUfovf, vomiting: see emesisl.} In pa-
thol., excessive vomiting. T^*

a" *- <*"%~* "y><*" **<*, tiypet-iKiKve, nype-nwiujK.

hyperemetic (hi'per-e-met'ik), a. [<.h,ypereme- Hypericum
r(hl-pe-ii'kum, usually hi -per 'i-

sis, after emetic, q. v.]' Pertaining to or affected
with hyperemesis.

A natural order of plants, of which the genus
Hypericum is the type. It contains 8 genera and 210
species. They are herbs, shrubs, or (rarely) trees, with
simple, opposite (rarely whorled) leaves, which are often
dotted with resinous glands. They have terminal or axil-

lary, solitary, cymose or paniculate flowers, usually yellow
or white, with 5 sepals and usually 5 petals, and the numer-
ous stamens usually united into 3 or B bundles at their base.
Also called Hypericacece, Hyper

.

hyperemia, hypersemia (hl-per-e'mi-a), n.

[NL. hyper<Emia,< Gr. as if *mfpatuia (cf . iiirepat-

/joiiv, have overmuch blood), < iintp, over,+ ai/ta,
blood.] In pathol., an excessive accumulation

complication of the idea of a Jaoobian surface
or curve. If U = is a surface of degree n, and <fr

= 0,
i|/
= 0, etc., are surfaces of the same degree m, generally

different from
,
if DxU = u, D,U =

v, D,U = w, DtU ==

*, D,,J> = a, Dy4> = b, Dt<t>
= c, Dt<J> = d, Di^ = a', Dyf = b',

etc., and if A, A', etc., be symbols of any higher deriva-
tives, let the following matrix be formed :

, D, w, t, AU, A'U, . . .

a, 6, e, d, ^<t>, A>, . . .

a', b', d, d', AI/I, A'id, . . .

This matrix must have one more column than it has rows.
From this two independent determinants may be formed ;

and these being equated to zero give the equations to the
hyperjacobian surfaces of the system, while their inter-
section is the hyperjacobian curse.

-ne'sis,

kum), n. [L., also hypericon, < Gr. virepeiKov
(also iirlptKov), neut., ijrtpeoc, fem., St.-John's- hyperkinesis,' hypercinesis (Wper-ki
wort, < vir6, under, + ipcMft

also Ipim/, L. erice, -si-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. imtp, over, +
heath, heather: see Erica.} 1 . A large genus of movement, < mveiv, move.] In pathol., abnor-
plants, the type of the natural order Hyperici- mal amount of muscular action

; spasmodic ac-
., __^._ ^ OD.. ,^L..II^<,,H,II "f"' containing about 160 species, very gener- tion; spasm. Also hynerkinesia, hypercinesia .

of blood in any part of thebody.-Active orar- ?'vDistributed over the earth, characterized hyperkinetic, hyper'cinetic (hl*per-ki-net'ik,
terial hyperemia, excess of blood due to dilatation of bv having pentamerous flowers with the sta- -si-net'ik), a. [< hvperkinesis, after kinetic }

>les, th( city of the current being increased, rnens commonly clustered into 3 to 5 parcels. Relating to or characterized by hyperkinesis



hyperlydian

hyperlydian (hi-pi>r-lid'i-an), n. [< hyprr- +
Lydian.} See under mode.

hyperinedication (hi-per-ined-i-ka'shon), n.

[\hyper- + medication.] In med., the excessive

use of drugs.
hypermetamorphic (hl-per-met-a-mor'nk), <i.

[\ lit/per- + inctamorphic.] Characterized by
or exhibiting hypermetamorphism; undergo-
ing repeated transformations.

hypermetamorphism (hi-per-met-a-m6r'fizm),
H. [< hyper- + metamorphism.}

"
In entiim.,

the character of being subject to hypermeta-
morphosis ;

the process of undergoing complete
transformation. Hypermetamorphism is a type of de-

velopment found in beetles of the families Meloida?, Wiipi-

phorida!, and Stylo/Mai, in which an active larva-stage is

followed by one or two inactive stages (the last called the

pseudo-pupa) before the true pupa-state is attained. All

the insects characterized by hypermetamorphism are para-
sitical in the bodies of Uiiui'-naptera during at least a

part of their lives. Some insects pass through no fewer
than six recognizable stages after hatching from the egg
and before reaching maturity. In the case of the blister-

beetles or meloids these stages have been severally named,
from the resemblance the larvre bear to those of certain

other insects, as, 1st, triunguliu ; 2d, caraboid ; 3d and 4th,
scarabreoid ; 5th, coarctate ; 6th, scolytoid.

Hypertnetainorphism is a term applied to certain con-

ditions in which the larva at one period of its life assumes
a very different form and habit from those of another pe-
riod. Eueye. Brit., XIII. 147.

hypermetamorphosis (lu-per-met-a-mor' fo-

sis), . [NL., \ hyper- + metamorphosis.] In

entom., complete metamorphosis ; radical trans-

formation; change from one form to a very
different one. See hypermetamorphism .

Certain beetles . . . undergo what has been called a AK-

per-metamoi-phosis that is, they pass through an early

stage wholly different from the ordinary grub-like larva.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 363.

hypermetamorphotic (hi-per-mefa-mor-fot'-
ik), a. [< liyi>ermetamorphosis (-ot-) + -ic.}

Same as hypermetamorphic. [Rare.]
The extraordinary genus Sitaris (equally hypenneta-

morphotic), a parasite in bees' nests.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 149.

hypermetaphorical (hi-per-met-a-fpr'i-kal),
a.

[(hyper- + metaphorical.] Excessively meta-

phorical.

Entangled, hypermetaphorical style.

Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 203.

hypermeter (hi-per'me-ter), . [< LL. hy-

permeter (Diomedes, Marius Victorinus), < Gr.

vxepfitTpof, going beyond the meter, beyond
measure, < virep, beyond, + /icrpov, meter, mea-

sure.] 1. In pros. : (a) Averse or period hav-

ing one more syllable at the end than properly
belongs to the meter which it represents;
especially, a heroic hexameter with an addi-

tional syllable in the last foot, usually intended
to be elided by synaphea before a vowel be-

ginning the next line; a dolichurus. (b) A
period consisting of more than two or three

cola ;
a hypermetron. (c) A line or meter with

one syllable beyond the last complete foot or

measure. The word is not infrequently found in this

sense in books on English versification ; but it is a depart
ure from the original nomenclature of prosody.
2. Anything greater than the ordinary stan-

dard of measure. [Rare.]
When a man rises beyond six foot, he is an hypermeter,

and may be admitted into the tall club.

Addison, The Tall Club.

hypermetra, n. Plural of hypermetron.
hypermetric (hi-per-met'rik), a. [As hyper-
meter + -ic.] In pros.: (a) Exceeding the cor-

rect measure ; having a syllable at the end in

excess of the meter represented; especially,
dolichuric : as, a hypermetric verse or line. (6)
Of more than usual length; more than dicolic

or tricolic : as, a hypermetric period. See hyper-
meter, hypermetron.
hypermetrical (hi-per-met'ri-kal), a. [< hy-
permetric -t- -a/.] Same as hypermetric.

hypermetron (hi-per'me-tron), n.
; pi. hyper-

metra (-tra). [< Gr. inrep/ifTpov, neut. of wrep-

fierpof, beyond the meter: see hypermeter."] In
anc. pros., a period exceeding the usual extent
of a meter

;
a period longer than the ordinary

line or verse.

hypermetrope (hl-per-met'rop), n. [< hyper-

metropia, without the suffix.] A person affected

with hypermetropia.
When the hypermetrope wishes to examine anything

close to him, an undue amount of convergence will direct
the axis of vision to a point nearer than the object looked
at. New York Med. Jour., XL. 719.

hypermetropia (hi'per-me-tro'pi-a), . [NL.,
< Gr. vTrcp, over, + fiirpov, measure, + ui}> (<JJT-),

eye.] A natural or acquired condition of the

eyes in which the focus (that is, of parallel rays
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when the accommodation is completely relaxed)
falls behind the retina; long-sightedness: the

opposite of myopia. Also hypcmpin, hypermet-

ropy, and hypcrpn-xhynpin.- Absolute hyperme-
tropia, hypermetropia in which parallel rays cannot be

brought to a focus on the retina by an exertion of the eye.

Facultative hypermetropia, hypennetropia in which

parallel rays can De focused on the retina without con-

verging the visual lines. - Latent hypermetropia, that

hypermetropia which is not detected by finding the strong-
est convex lens with which the patient can focus parallel

rays on the retina, but which, being due to involuntary
accommodation, may reveal itself after the use of convex

glasses for a while, or the instillation of atropin. Mani-
fest hypermetropia, that hypermetropia which is deter-

mined by finding the strongest convex lens with which
the patient can focus parallel rays on the retina. Rela-
tive hypermetropia, hypermetropia in which parallel

rays can be focused on the retina only by converging the
visual lines.

hypermetrppiC (hl"per-me-trop'ik), a. [< hy-

permetropia + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected

with hypermetropia ; far-sighted.
When . . . the hypermetrupic eye loses its power of ad-

justment with age, then even distant objects can not be
seen distinctly. Such persons, therefore, while young,
should habitually wear slightly convex glasses, which
make their eyes normal. Le Conte, Sight, p. 52.

hypermetropy (hi-per-met'ro-pi), . [< NL.
hypermetropia.'} Same as hypermetropia.
hypermixolydian (hi-per-tmk-so-lid'i-an), a.

[C hyper- + mixolydian.] See under mode.

hypermnesia (hi-perm-ne'si-S), . [NL., < Gr.

virep, over, beyond, + uvqoti;, remembrance.]
Unusual power of recollection.

The phenomena, whether of amnesia or hypermiiegia,
which mesmerists allege, reach no such marvellous pitch
as this. Proc. Soe. Psych. Research, 1. 28S.

hypermyriorama (lu-per-mir''i-o-ra'ma), n.

[NL., < Gr. vnep, over, beyond, + pt>pio(, count-

less, myriad, + opafta, a view, < opav, see. Cf.

panorama.] An exhibition consisting of in-

numerable views. Imp. Diet.

hypernic (hi'per-nik), n. [A trade-name, < hy-

per- + yic(aragua wood), or jn'c(ric), itself <

Nic(aragua wood).'} Among American dyers,

Nicaragua wood, or any other red wood or red-

wood extract of the same class. J. W. Slater.

hyperoa, n. Plural of hyperoon.

Hyperoartia (hi"per-o-ar'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. mep$o$, being above, upp'er (see hyperoon),
+ apTiof, complete, perfect, <&prt, just, exactly.]
A primary subdivision of myzonts, marsipo-
branchiates, or Cyclostomata, including forms
with the roof of the mouth or palate entire or

imperforate, the single nasal duct not penetrat-
ing it. Various values have been assigned to it. By J.

Muller it was regarded as an order ; by Gunther it was
ranked as a suborder ; and by E. R. Lankester it was raised

to the rank of a class of vertebrates. Its only living rep-
resentatives belong to the family of Petromywntiace or

lampreys.

hyperoartian (hl
//

per-o-ar'ti-an), a. and n. I.

a . Pertaining to or having the characters of the

ffi/ptroartia.
n. n. One of the Hyperoartia.

Hyperodon (hi-per'o-don), . Same as By-
pcroodon.
Hyperoodon (hi-per-6'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

iVE/wpof, being above, upper, + bSmf (oSovr-) =
E. tooth.] A genus of whales of the family Phy-
seteriUcB and subfamily Ziphiince; the typical
bottle-nosed whales. They have a globular head,

rising abruptly from a small distinct snout, whence the
name bottlenose. The vertebree number 45 ; the cervical
vertebrae are ankylosed ; and there is a small concealed
tooth at the end of each mandibular ramus. The details

of cranial structure are characteristic, in relation with
the peculiar shape of the head. H. rostratus and H. lati-

fnmx inhabit the northern Atlantic, attaining a length of

from 20 to 30 feet ; the former is the common bottlenose.
The genus was founded by Laccpede In 1803. Anarnacus
is a synonym.

Hyperoodontidae (hi-per-6-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hyi>eroddon(t-) + -idea."] A family of

toothed whales, named from the genus Hypero-
odon : same as the subfamily Ziphiince.

hyperoon (hi-per-d'on), H. ; pi. hyperoa (-a). [<
Gr. vKspipov, an upper story or room, neut. of

vxep$of, being above, upper, < inrip, above : see

hyper-.~\ In Gr. antiq.,s,n upper story in a build-

ing; particularly, a gallery over a side aisle in

a temple.
hyperopia (hl-per-6'pi-S), n. [< Gr. vnep, over,
+ by (inr-), eye.] Same as hypermetropia.

hyperopic (hi-per-op'ik), a. [< hyperopia + -ic.']

Pertaining to or exhibiting hypermetropia.
The glass, however, which will correct the simple hv-

permetropia or myopia will not answer for the hyperopic
or myopic astigmatism. New York Med. Jour., XL. 720.

hyperopsia (hi-per-op'si-a), . [< Gr. inrlp,

over, + oV'Ci view : see optic.} Extremely acute

hyperphysical

hyperorexia (hi"per-o-rek'si-a), . [< fir. i'-ifi,

over, + ii/ic^i(, a longing : see orexis. ] In pa tliol. .

excessive desire for food
;
inordinate appetite ;

bulimia.

hyperorthodox (hi-iHT-or'tho-doks), . [< h<j-

[H'r- + ortliotlof.] Extremely orthodox.

hyperorthodoxy (hi-per-6r'tho-dok-si), n. [<

hyper- + orthodoxy.} Extreme orthodoxy.

hyperorthognathic (ln-per-6r-thog-nath'ik), n.

[< hyperortliognathy + -ic.] Exceedingly or-

thognathie; exhibiting hyperorthognathy.
hyperorthognathy (hi"per-6r-thog'na-thi), .

[\ hyper- + orthoyiiatlty.] In i-rtiniom., exces-

sive orthognathy, as when the cranial index is

91 or over.

hyperosmia (hi-per-os'mi-a), . [< Gr. inrep,

over, + bo/if/, b6fi.ii, a smell," odor: see osmium.
|

In pathol., excessive sensitiveness to odors.

hyperostosis (hi"per-os-t6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

wr/>, over, -f bariov, bone, + -osis.} 1. Amor-
bid outgrowth of bone from a bone. 2. An
overgrowth of bone; a normal (not morbid)
exostosis or increase of bony tissue.

These bones are rough with a hyperottori* of their sur-

wrs. Stand. Xat. Hist., III. 319.

Hyperotreta (hi"per-o-tre'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

p^of, being above, upper ^see hyperoon),
6f, perforated, verbal adj. of rtrpaivftv,

perforate.] A primary subdivision of myzonts,
embracing forms with the roof of the mouth per-
forated by the single nasal canal. It has been

variously ranked as an order by J. Muller, as a suborder by
Giinther, and as a class of vertebrates by E. K. Lankester.

Its few living representatives have been combined in one

family, Myxinida?., by some ichthyologists, and by others

have been segregated! into two, Myxinidcetcud Bdetlostomi-
da or Ileptatretnvlce. Also called Hyperotreti.

hyperotretan (hi'per-o-tre'tan), a. and n. [<

Hyperotreta + -an.] 'I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Hyperotreta. Also

hyperotrete, hyperotretous.
II. n. One of the Hyperotreta.

hyperotrete (hi'per-o-tret), a. and n. Same as

hyperotretan.

hyperotretOUS (hi'per-o-tre'tus), a. [< Hy-
perotreta + -otig.} Same as hyperotretan.

hyperoxidation (hl-per-ok-si-da'shpn), n. [<

hyper- + oxidation.] Excessive oxidation.

hyperoxygenated (hi-per-ok'si-jen-a-ted), a.

[(hyj>er- + oxygenated.} Supersaturated with

oxygen.
(eroxygenation (hi-per-oksi-je-na'shpn);

n.

hyper- + oxygenation.] The state of being
lyperoxygenated .

hyperoxygenized (hi-per-ok'si-jen-izd), a. [<

hyper- + oxygenized.} Same as hyperoxygen-
atfd.

hyperparasite (hi-per-par'a-sit), . [< hyper-
-r parasite.] A hyperparasitic insect, or one
which exhibits hyperparasitism.
hyperparasitic (hi-per-par-a-sit'ik), . [< hy-

per- + parasitic.} Parasitic upon a parasite ;

character!zed by or exhibitinghyperparasitism,
as many insects.

Various parasitic and hyper-parasitic groups [of ants].

hyperparasitism (bi-per-par'a-sit-izm), . [<

hyper- + parasitism.] In entom., the parasit-
ism of certain Ichneumonid<e, Chalcidida, etc.,

which in the larval state live in the bodies of

other insect parasites.

hyperpharyngeal (hFper-fa-rin'je-al), . [<

Gr. iirep, over, + Qdpvyl;, throat (pharynx): see

pharynx, pharyngeal.] Situated over or above
the pharynx.
The hyperpharyngeal groove of Amphioxus.

Micros. Science, XXVII. 360.

hyperphasia (h!-per-fa'zia), n. [NL.,< Gr. virp,

over, + (pdaif, speaking, < <t>avat, say, speak.]
In pathol., lack of control of the organs of

speech.
hyperphasic (hi-per-fa'zik), a. [< hyperphasia
+ -icT] Affected with hyperphasia.
hyperphenomenal (hi'per-fe-nom'e-nal), a.

[<Gr. imtp, over, + (paiv6ftfva, phenomena : see

phenomenal.] Superior to the phenomenal;
noumenal.
About the hypcrphenomenal reality of our own exis-

tence, the existence of God, and the existence of matter.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 761.

hyperphrygian (hi-per-frij'i-an), a. [< hyper-
T Phri/f/iaii.} See under mode.

hyperphysical (hl-per-fiz'i-kal), . [< Jiyixr-

+ physical.] Superior to matter
; higher than

the physical ;
immaterial.

Vital powers cannot be merely physical, and we must
believe in something hyper-physical, something of the na-

ture of a soul. WhetueU.



hyperphysics

hyperphysics (hi-per-fiz'iks), . [< Gr. inrip,

over, + qwiKa, physics : see physics. Cf. meta-

physics.] The science of that which transcends

physics.
Medicine, physics, metaphysics, and hyperphysics.

Scliaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 15.

hyperplasia (hi-per-pla'si-a), n.
pSTL.,

< Gr.

v-ip, over, + irl.aaic, a forming, < ir/.aaaeiv, form,

mold.] In pathol., overgrowth of a part due
to multiplication of its cells

;
excessive cell-re-

production. Compare kgpertropkj/, 1.

Interstitial hyperplaria of the connective tissue.

Buck's Umtdbook of Med. Science*, IV. 669.

hyperplasic (lu-per-plas'ik), a. [< hyperplasia
+ -ic.] Same as hyperplaxtic.

hyperplastiC (hi-per-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. imp,
over, + 5r>.aorof, formed, < ir'Aaaaeiv, form. Cf.

hyperplasia.] Pertaining to or exhibiting hy-
perplasia : as, a hypcrplastic tonsil.

The cervix was composed of dense, hard, hyperplastic
tissue, almost cartilaginous in character.

Medical Newt, XLIX. 383.

hyperpncea (hl-per-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr. imep,

over, + irvoflj, breathing, < jrvtiv, breathe.] In

pathol., energetic or labored respiration.

hyperpyrexia (hl"per-pi-rek'si-a), . [NL., <

Gr. vxsp, over, + irvpeaaeiv, be feverish, < icvpt
-

TOT, a fever: see pyretic.] Inpathol., a high de-

gree of pyrexia or fever.

hyperpyrexial (hi"per-pi-rek'si-al), a. [< lnj-

perpyrexia + -al.] Pertaining to or exhibiting

hyperpyrexia.
hyper-resonance (hl-per-rez'o-nans), . [< hy-

per- + rent/nance.'] Exaggerated resonance.

hypersarcoma (hFper-sar-ko'ma), .; pi. hypei-
sarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. vn-e/iad/iKu/ia,

overgrown flesh, ? mspaapnovaOai, have or get
an excess of flesh, < imep, over, + crapf (oapx-),
flesh. Cf. sarcoma.] Inpathol., proud or fun-

gous flesh.

hypersarcosis (hl"per-sar-ko'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vTrepoapKumf, an overgrowth of flesh, < inrep-

aapKovmai, have an excess of flesh: see hyper-

sarcoma.] Same as hypersurcoma.
hypersecretion (hi"per-se-kre'shon), . [< hy-

per- + secretion.] Excessive secretion.

Catarrh Is essentially a hypersecretion of the epithelium.
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 378.

hypersensitive (hl-per-sen'si-tiy),
a. [< hyper-

+ sensitive.] Excessively sensitive.

There have descended to us numerous persons whose
nerves are naturally hypersensitive.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 659.

hypersensitiyeness (hl-per-sen'si-tiv-nes), .

[(hypersensitive + -ness.] The state or char-

acter of being over-sensitive.

My pictures are likely to remain as private as the ut-

most hypernensitivenea could desire.

Oeorye Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxvii.

hypersensual (hi-per-sen'su-al), a. [< hgper-
+ sensual.] Same as supersensual.

hyperspace (hi'per-spas), . [< hyper- + space.]
A space of more than three dimensions.

The notion of the quasi-geometrical representation of

conditions by means of loci in hyperspaceis employed by
Salmon.
Cayley, On Curves which Satisfy Given Conditions (1867).

hyperspherical (hi-per-sfer'i-kal), a. [< hyper-
+ spherical.] Originating from an extension
of the conception of spherical harmonics Hy-
perspherical function of the first kind, the function
Pn (I, x) when 2<m Pn (I, x) is the development by powers
of of l/(o2 lax + l)i. Hyperspherlcal function
Of the second kind, a function, Qn (I, x), related to the

hyperspherical function of the first kind as Q is related to

P in ordinary spherical functions.

hyperstene (hi'per-sten), n. An erroneous form
of hi/persthene.

hypersthene (hi'per-sthen), n. [So named from
its difficult frangibility as compared with horn-

blende, with which it was formerly confounded ;

< Gr. faip, over, + adcvof, strength.] A mineral
related to pyroxene, but orthorhombic in crys-
tallization. It is a silicate of iron and magnesium. It

was early called Labrador hornblende. Its color is be-

tween grayish and greenish black, but often with a pecu-
liar copper-red luster or shimmer on the cleavage-surface,
due to the presence of minute inclusions. It is usually
found foliated and massive. Hypersthene andesite.
See andexite. - Hypersthene gabbro. Same as hyperite.
-- Hypersthene rock. Same as hypcrsthenite.

hypersthenia(hl-per-sthe'ui-a). . [NL., < Gr.

I'jrfp, over, + a6ivo( , strength.] Inpathol., a con-
dition characterized by extreme excitement of

all the vital phenomena.
hypersthenic 1

(hi-per-stheu'ik), a. [< III//HI-

sthenia + -ic.] In pathol., relating to, char-
acterized by, or producing over-excitement;
stimulating; stimulated.
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hypersthenic- (hi-per-sthen'ik), a. [< hyprr-
sllit'iic + -ic.] Containing hypersthene; resem-

bling hypersthene.
hypersthenite (hl-per-sthe'nit), n. [< hyper-
sthene + -ite%.] The name given by Naumann
to a crystalline aggregate of labradorite and

hypersthene, for which the name norite is now
preferred. It is a rock closely allied to gabbro.
Also called hypersthene rock.

hyperthesis (hi-per'the-sis), M. [< Gr. iirepBc-

ats, a passing over, a transposition (also ex-

cess, the superlative degree), <
imepTidcvai,^ put

over, set over, put off (in mid. exceed), < imep,

over, + Ttdlvai, set, put, ideate, a putting down :

see thesis.] 1. In anc. pros., interchange of

quantity in two successive places of a logacedic

series, so that in one of two lines metrically

corresponding, as in strophe and antistrophe,
a long is apparently transferred to a position
before a short, which it would normally suc-

ceed, or a short transferred so as to exchange
places with a preceding long. See polyschc-
matic. 2. In philol., a transfer or "attraction"
of a letter from the syllable to which it origi-

nally belonged to another syllable immedi-

ately preceding or following it; orthographic
transposition, or metathesis: thus, in Greek,
fte^aiva is used for */ie%avta. 3. In the Gr.

Ch., a fast in addition to those regularly ob-
served.

hyperthetic (M-per-thet'ik), . [< Gr. vTrep-

OeTiKof, superlative (cf. hyperthesis), (. bmpTtot-
vat, set over: see hyperthesis, and cf. superla-

tive.] Pertaining to, affected by, or exempli-
fying hyperthesis: as, the hyperthetic form (of
a foot or meter); a hypertlietic license.

hypertheticalt (hi-per-thet'i-kal), a. [As hy-

jierthetic + -al.] Superlative.
But herein this case is ruled against such men, that

they afnrme these hyperthetical or superlative sort of ex-

pressions and illustrations are too bold, and bumbasted.

Chapman, Iliad, xv., Comment.

hypertrichosis (hl
/

'per-tri-k6'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. iirep, over, + ffpif (rpix.-), hair, + -osis.]

An abnormally large development of hair either

locally or generally over the body.
hypertridimensional (hl-per-trl-di-men'shon-
al), a. [< hyper- + tridimensional.] In math.,

Having more than three dimensions.

hypertrophic (M-p6r-trof'ik), a. [< hypertro-

phy + -ic.] Pertaining to hypertrophy; pro-

ducing or tending to produce hypertrophy.
hypertrophical (hi-per-trof'i-kal), a. [< hyper-

trophy + -ic-al.] Of the nature of hypertrophy ;

hypertrophic.
hypertrophous (hl-per'tro-fus), a. [< hyper-

troph-y + -ous.] Characterized by hypertro-
phy : as, hypertrophous cirrhosis.

hypertrophy (hi-per'tro-fi), n. [< Gr. imep,

over, + Tpcaji?/, nutrition, < rpefyciv, nourish.]
1. In pathol., an enlargement of a part of the

body from excessive growth or multiplication
of its elements; specifically, an enlargement
due to growth of the individual elements, as dis-

tinguished from hyperplasia, where there is a

multiplication of the cellular elements. Hence
2. Figuratively, excessive growth or accu-

mulation of any kind.

Nights of financial hypertrophy.
The Century, XXVI. 419.

Language is not swift enough to give expression to his

[the hasheesh-eater's] rapid thoughts. There is, as it were,
an hypertrophy of ideas. What in the normal state would
cause very trifling discomfort, now (from the effects of

hasheesh) becomes an unbearable evil, and the patient
cries and begs for commiseration.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1878, p. 483.

3. In bot., a general term for all cases of ex-

cessive growth and increased size in the organs
of plants, whether the increase is general or

in a single direction. It includes enlargements, or
swollen and thickened conditions, which usually result
from a disproportionate formation of the cellular tissue
as contrasted with the woody framework of the plant, as
in the rootstocks of the cultivated carrots, turnips, etc. ;

elongations, as of roots searching for water ; and enation,
or excessive development, consisting in the formation of

supplementary lobes or excrescences from various organs.
Concentric hypertrophy, thickening of the heart-

wall with diminished cavity. Also called hypertrophy with
dilatation. Eccentric hypertrophy of the heart, in-

crease in size of a heart-cavity, accompanied by hypertro-
phy of the substance of its wall. Simple hypertrophy,
thickening of the heart-wall with unchanged cavity.

hypertrophy (hi-per'tro-fi), v. 4.-, pret. and pp.

hypertrophied, ppr. hypcrtrophying. [< hyper-

trophy, n.] To become hypertrophous or en-

larged from excessive nutrition.

When a tissue manifests an abnormal tendency to over-

growth, it is said to hypertrophy.
Ziegler, Pathol. Anat, (trans.), i. 7i

Hyphantria

hypertypic (hl-per-tip'ik), a. [< hyper- + typic.]

Surpassing the type; attypic to an extreme

degree. Compare hyp<'ti//>-.

hypertypical (hi-per-tip'i-kal), a. [< hyprr-

li/liic + -al.] Same as hypertypn-.

They [Oceanic negroes] are represented, In what may
be called a hvpertypteal form, by the extremely dolicho-

cephalic Kai Colos, or mountaineers of the interior of the

Feejee Islands.
W. U. Flower, Pop. Scl. Mo., XXVIII. 318.

hypethral, hypaethral (hi-pe'thral), a. [< L.

liypwthnm, < Gr. v-atOpof, under the sky, < inro

(= L. sub), under, + al6r/p, the sky: see ether1.]

Open to the sky; roofless; not covered in; in

the open air, as a court, inclosure, or place.

From time immemorial, in hot and rainy lands, a hy-
paethral court surrounded by a covered portico, either

circular or square, was used for the double purpose of

church and mart. K. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 74.

To this day the Mohammedan mosque retains the outer

hypcethral court. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 209.

It is noticeable, too, in passing, what a hypcethral story
it

" Don Quixote "] is, how much of it passes in the open
air, how the sun shines, the birds sing, the brooks dance,
and the leaves murmur in it. Lowell, Don Quixote.

In architecture hypethral is specifically applied to a sup-

posed ancient type of building lighted by the omission of

a large section of the roof. This notion is based upon in-

terpretations of Vitruvius and the negative evidence af-

forded until now by the lack of remains explaining meth-
ods of lighting among the ruins of Greek temples. It is

certain, however, that no Greek temple with its contained
art treasures was ever intentionally exposed in this way
to the weather. The temples called hypethral by Greek
writers were roofless either from accident or from being
unfinished. In the smaller Greek temples it is probable
that daylight was admitted only by the door, and that it

was supplemented by artificial light. In large temples,
such as the Parthenon at Athens, of which the cella in-

terior was 100 feet long, it is improbable that the lighting
was wholly artificial ;

but no satisfactory explanation has

yet been given of its management. It has been conjec-
tured that such interiors were lighted by a system of

narrow open channels in the roof, over the side aisles, or

by series of apertures in the roof serving as windows,
and capable of being closed. There was no break in the

ridge-line of the roof, and no superstructure or clearstory

rising above the roof. See cut under temple.

hypha (hi'fa), .; pi. hyphai (-fe). [NL., < Gr.

i-tyil, a weaving, a web, < v^-alveiv, weave, =
AS. wefan, E. weave : see web, weave.] The ele-

ment of a thallus in Fungi ; a cylindric thread-
like branched body consisting of a membrane
inclosing protoplasm, developing by apical

growth, and usually becoming transversely
septate as it develops. Gobel. it is the filament
or thread of a fungus. The vegetative or growing hyphte
taken in quantity are called the mycelium. The aecoge-
noun hyphw are the hypha; or cells from which the ascl

are derived, as in the sporocarps of some Agcomycetes. See

fungus.

hyphaemia, n. See Jiyphetnia.

Hyphaene (hi-fe'ne), . [NL. (Gartner, 1801),
< Gr. vipaivciv, weave : see hypha.] A genus of

palms of the tribe Borassece, with branching
trunks, each branch terminating in a tuft of

large fan-shaped leaves, from among which the

branching catkin-like spikes of flowers are pro-
duced. The different sexes are in separate trees. The
fruit has a thick fibrous rind with a smooth polished skin,

inclosing a single hollow seed. Nine species are known,
natives of tropical Africa, Arabia, and Madagascar. H.
Thebaica is the gingerbread-tree or doom-palm.

hyphaeresis. . See hypheresis.

hyphai (hl'fal), a. [< hypha + -al.] Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of a hypha : as, hyphai
tissue.

In Lichens the thallus consists of a hyphai element of

anastomosing and interlacing filaments.

Encyc. Brit., l\. 107.

Hyphantes (hi-fan'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ifav-

T?if, a weaver, < vifiaivciv, weave: see hypha.] 1.

A genus of American orioles, of a family Icteri-

fte, established by Vieillot in 1816, in the form
Tphantes, for such species as the Baltimore ori-

ole and the orchard-oriole. See Icterus, 3. 2.
A genus of arachnidans. Billberg, 1820.

Hyphantornis (hl-fan-tor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

tjavTJK, a weaver, + bpvif, a bird.] A lead-

ing genus of African weaver-birds, of the fam-

ily Ptoceidce,

covering a

large num-
ber of spe-
cies usually
classed un-
der Ploceus
or Textor,
such as H.
ciK'iilIata. G.
B. Gray,
1840.

Hyphantria

r-rT Fall Web-worm (ffyffianfria cttnea), natural
a), It. Ll>lj., sj2e. a, caterpillar ; b, pupa ; f, moth.
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< Gr. vQavrpia, fern, of vijiavr^, a weaver : see Hy-
phantes.] A genus of bombycid moths, having
wings like those of Spilosoma, from which it

differs in the labial palpi, of which the second

joint is very short, and the terminal joint almost

rudimentary, a. cuma is a common species, which
forms a web on forest- and shade-trees, in which the larvm
live gregariously; they are known as/oK well-worms. Har-
ris, 1841.

hyphasma (hi-faz'ma), .
; pi. hypluixiiuttii

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Or.' vQaofia, a thing woven,
a web,[robe, < vQaivttv, weave : see hypita.] 1.

In hot., a name formerly applied to certain non-

fructifying inycelial growths common in damp,
dark places. They probably represent the ster-

ile mycelia of some of the higher fungi. 2. In

the Gr. Clt.
,
one of four small pieces of cloth,

embroidered with the names or symbols of the

evangelists, placed on the angles of the mensa
or top of the altar, before it is vested with the
catasarca and ependysis.
hyphemia, hyphaemia (hl-fe'mi-S,), n. [NL.
Unkamta, < Gr. ifm^or, suffused with blood,

bloodshot, < inr&, under, + a't/ia, blood.] In

pathol. : (a) Deficiency of blood. (6) Extrava-
sation of blood.

hyphen (hi'fen), n. [< LL. hyphen, n. and adv.,
\ Gr. ixbev, a sign (w) for joining two syllables
or words, also used in music, prob. to indicate

that two notes were to be blended together;
prop, an adv., vipiv, or rather a phrase, irf tv,

under one, into one, together, as one word:

vp, aspirated form before the rough breathing
of iff', the form before a vowel of fa6, under;
ev, neut. ace. of cif, one.] 1. In paleography,
a curve placed below the line so as to unite the

parts of a compound word, and to indicate that

they are not to bo separated or read as distinct

words: as, dtoanovpoi that is, itoanovpot, not

A<6f Kovpoi; Trcpti&tavs that is, irepiK?.eovf, not

irepi /Move; anterolans that is, antevolatis, not

ante volans, etc. In its use the hyphen is the exact op-
posite of the diastole or

hyppdiastole.
2. In writing and printing, a short line (-) used
to connect two words or elements: namely, (a)

erly to form a compound word
; (6) to join syl-

lables which are for any purpose arbitrarily

separated, as in regular syllabication (as in

el-e-men-tal), at the end of a line to connect the

syllables of a divided word (as in the third line

of this paragraph), to indicate the pronuncia-
tion (as in the respellings for the pronuncia-
tions in this dictionary), and to indicate or sep-
arate the etymological parts of a word, stem,
affixes, etc., often without regard to the sylla-
bles (as in element-al, intro-duct-ion, su-spic-
ious). At the end of such an etymological element it

indicates a prefix, as a-, in-, pre-, etc. ; before an element
it indicates a snilix, as -a, -in, -ous, etc.

Hyphen is, as it wer, a band uniting whol wordes joined
in composition ; as, a hand-maed.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. K T. S.), p. 23.

hyphen (hi'fen), v. t. [< hyphen, n.] To join

by a hyphen, as two words, so as to form a com-
pound word. Also hyphenize, hyphenate.
hyphenate (hi'fen-at), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hy-
phenated, ppr. hyphenating. [^ hyphen + -ate2.]
Same as hyphen.
hyphenation (hl-fe-na'shon), n. [< hyphenate
+ -ion.] The act of joining with a hyphen, or
the state of being so joined; use of hyphens.
The folio does not differ in the way of italicising, hy-

phenation, etc., from scores of books at that time.
The Academy, April 21, 1888, p. 278.

hyphenic (hl-fen'ik), a. [< hyphen + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to the hyphen.
The following I should call a hyphenic error.

N. and Q., 1st ser., IV. 204.

hyphenization (hi'fen-i-za'shon), n. [< hy-

phen + -ize + -ation.] The act of hyphening,
or the condition of being hyphened.
A neglect of mental hyphenization often leads to mis-

take as to an author's meaning, particularly in this age of
morbid implication. Jf. and Q., 1st ser., IV. 204.

hyphenize (Iri'feu-Iz), v. t. Same as hyphen.
hypheresis, hyphaeresis (hi-fer'e-sis), n. [NL.
hyplmresis, < Gr. fyalpeeq, a taking away, in the
omission of a letter, < inbaipelv, take away from
under, < im6, under, + alpeiv, take.] In philoL,
the act of taking away or shortening : as, syl-
labic hypheresis.

hyphqdrome (hi'fo-drom), . [< Gr. itf, a

weaving, + ipopog, a running.] In bot., having
all the veins except the midrib more or less

deeply buried in the thick mesophyl, and very
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indistinctly visible or wholly concealed : a term
introduced into the nomenclature of leaf-ner-

vation by Ettingshausen in 1854. See nervation.

Hyphomycetes (hi"fo-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.
(Link, 1824), < Gr. iiifJi,

a web (see hypha), +
fii'Kr/f, pi. /lino/ref, a mushroom, fungus.] One
of the six principal groups into which all fungi
have been divided, characterized by having the

spores naked, on conspicuous threads. It in-

cludes Peronosporece, Penicutium, etc. In modern sys-
tems of classification the Hyphomycetes are referred to
what are called fungi imperfecti, or imperfectly known
forms, many of which are known or suspected to be asex-
ual stages of Axcowycetes. The groups include all fungi
composed simply of branched or unbranched hyptue. Also
called filamentous fungi.

hyphomycetous (hl'fo-mi-se'tus), a. [< Hy-
phomycetes.] Pertaining or relating to, or char-
acteristic of, the Hyphomycetes; contained in

the group Hyphomycetes: as, hyphomycetous
fungi.
The Entylomete, on the other hand, are simple hypho-

mycetous forms, and other species, those especially which
live in leaves (species of Tilletia and I'rocystls), are inter-

mediate between the two extremes.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 172.

hyphostromat (hi-fo-stro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

v<t>r/,
a web, + arpu/M, a bed : see stroma, 2.] In

bo t., the mycelium or spawn of fungals. Lind-

ley.

hypidiomprphic (hip-id'i-o-mor'fik), a. [< hyp-,

hypo-, + idiomorphic.] Partially or incomplete-
ly idiomorphic.
The order being first

plagloclase
in more or less idio-

morphic lath-shaped individuals lying in all positions,
then augite generally allotriomorphic, sometimes hjipidi-

omorphic. Amer. Geologist, I. 204.

hypidiomorphically (hip-id'i-o-mdr'fi-kal-i),
adv. In a nypidiomorphic manner; not en-

tirely idiomorpnically.
The rock is hypidiomorphically granular.

Amer. Naturalist, .XXII. 209.

hypinosis (hip-i-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. vx6, un-

der, + 1; (iv-), strength, fiber, + -osw.] In pa-
thol., that condition of the blood in which an

unusually small amount of fibrin is formed on
clotting : opposed to hyperinosis.

hypinotic (hip-i-not'ik), a. [< hypinosis (-ot-)
T -ic.] Characterized by deficiency of fibrin.

hypisomerous (hip-i-som'e-rus), a. [NL., <

Gr. iiro, under, + ioo/jEpifc ,
isbmerous : see isome-

rous.] In odontog., noting molars in which the
transverse ridges increase in number by one
on successive teeth : opposed to isomerous : cor-

related with anisomerous.

Hypnaei (hip-ne'l), n. pi. [NL., < Hypnum, q. v.]
A natural order of pleurocarpous or lateral-

fruited mosses, including the single genus Hyp-
num. Also called Hypnoideas and Hypnece.
hypnagogic (hip-na-goj'ik), a. [< Gr. virvoc,

sleep, + ayuyof, leading, < ayetv, lead.] Lead-

ing to sleep ; inducing sleep ; hypnotic.
It has been noted by H. Meyer of "hypnagogic illu-

sions," and by Gruithuisen of hallucinations which con-
sist in the surviving of dream-images into waking mo-
ments, that they can give rise to after-images.

E. Ourney, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 180, note.

Hypnea (hip'ne-a), . [NL., < Hypnum, q. v.]
A genus of red or purple alga?, belonging to

the order Floridece and the type of the sub-
order Hypnea;. They have filiform fronds, virgately
branched, with subulate branchlets, composed of an In-

ternal layer of large roundish-angular cells, which become
smaller outward, and a cortex of small, colored, polygo-
nal cells. The tetraspores are zonate, and the cystocarps
are external and borne on the branchlets. The genus con-
tains 25 or 30 species, mostly tropical and ill-defined. // .

muc\formii is found on the southern coast of Mew Eng-
land.

Hypneaceae (hip-ne-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Agardh, 1876), < Hypnea + -acece.] An or-

der of red algoe, of the class Floridea;, includ-

ing, according to Agardh, the tribes Endocla-
diea and Hypnew and 7 genera.
Hypneae (hip'ne-e), n.pl. [NL. (Agardh, 1876),
< Hypnea + -eie.] In hot. : (n) A tribe, or ac-

cording to some authorities a suborder, of algae,

typified by the genus Hypnea. The fronds are fili-

form or compressed, and branching : the tetraspores are
zonate ; and the cystocarps are external or partly im-

mersed, and filled with a spongy cellular mass, in which
the spores are borne in small tufts on a branching fila-

mentous placenta, (j) Same as Hypnaii.
hypnobate (hip'no-bat), n. [< Gr. OTVOC, sleep,
+ /3arof, verbal adj. of paiveiv, go, = L. venire
= E. come.] A sleep-walker ;

a somnambulist.

[Rare.]
hypnobatia (hip-no-ba'ti-a), n. [NL., < hyp-
nobate, q. v.] Somnambulism

;
a condition of

the brain which occasions the individual to ex-
ecute during sleep some of those actions that
take place in the waking state.

hypnospore

(hip'no-sist), n. [< Gr. i f, sleep,hypnocyst
+ m'-'OTtf, bladder (cyst).] A sleeping cyst; a

quiescent encysted protozoan which does not

sporulate.
The sclerotia are similar to the kypnocystg and other

Protozoa. E. K. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 841.

Some of the Ciliata (notably the common Vorticellje)
have been observed to enclose themselves in cysts ; but it

does not appear that these are anything more than "
hyp-

nocysts," from which the animal emerges unchanged after
a period of drought or deficiency of food.

E. R. Lankeeter, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 864.

HypnodeS (hip-no'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. inr

of a sleepy nature, drowsy, < vxvof, sleep, -f

t(Moc, form.] A genus of crested gallinules,
the only species of which is H. cristata, of In-

dia, Ceylon, and Java. Beichenbach, 1853.

hypnogenesis (hip-no-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

inri'of, sleep, + yeveois, generation.] The pro-
duction of hypnotism ; induction of the trance.
Also hypnogeny.
hypnogenetic (hip"no-je-net'ik), a. [< hypno-
genesis, after genetic.] Same as hypnogenous.

Physical methods |of hypnotization], especially hypno-
genetic zones, do not exist except as the results of sugges-
tion. Science, XII. 222.

hypnogenetically (hip"uo-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.

By hypnogi'nesis; as regards hypnogenesis.
hypnogenic (hip-no-jen'ik), a. [< hypnogeny +
-ic.] Same as liypnogenoutt.

Polarizing action is in general hypnogenic.
Amer. Jour. Ptychol., I. 602.

hypnogenous (hip-noj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. inrvof,

sleep, -t- -yevfa, producing : see -genons.] Pro-

ducing hypnotism ; inducing the hypnotic con-

dition; pertaining to hypnogeny. Also hypno-
genetic, hypnogenic.
No attempt . . . has been made to correlate this hyp-

nogenous force or suggestion at a distance with hypnoge-
nous agencies employed in the subject's actual presence.

F. W. B. 31yen, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 1880,

[p. 127.

hypnogeny (hip-noj'e-ui), . [< Gr. im-vof, sleep,
+ -yivtia : see -geny.] Same as hypnogenesis.
Certain recent events, however, have given special im-

portance to this topic of trance-induction or hypnogeny.
E. Gurruy, Mind, XII. 214.

Hypnoideaa (hip-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hyp-
num + -oidea;.] Same as Hypnaii.

hypnological (hip-no-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per-
taining to hypnplogy.
hypnologist (hip-nol'o-jist), w. [< liypnology
+ -ist.] One versed in hypnology.
hypnology (hip-nol'p-ji),

re. [< Gr. itvvoc,, = L.

soinnttg, sleep, + -/.oj/a, < /fjew, speak: see

-ology.] The sum of scientific knowledge con-

cerning sleep.

hypnone (hip'non), w. [< Gr. inrvof, = L. SO/HUMS,

sleep, + -one.] A crystalline substance (Co
H8O) fusing at 15 C., boiling at 98 C., used
in medicine as a hypnotic.

Various other hypnotics have been more recently pro-
posed, such as ... hypnone and methylal.

Medical yews, III. 547.

hypnophobia (hip-no-fo'bi-a), . [NL.,< Gr.

vTwf, sleep, -r ^o/3of, fear.] A morbid dread
of falling asleep,

hypnoscope (hip'no-skop), n. [< Gr. imvoc.,

sleep, + oKoxelv, view.] See the extract.

The hypnoscope, which is simply a small hollow mag-
net to be held on the finger, and, when thus giving rise to

peculiar sensations, is claimed to show that the holder is

a good hypnotic subject. Science, X. 188.

hypnosis (hip-no'sis), . [< Gr. inrvof, sleep, +
-osis.] 1. The production of sleep. Dunglison.

2. The hypnotic state
; hypnotism.

In hypnosis, spontaneous or induced, there is often an
exaltation of memory. Amer. Jour, of Psychol., I. 514.

hypnosperm (hip 'no-sperm), n. [NL., < Gr.

wrvof, sleep, + aitfp/ua, seed.] In bot., a rest-

ing spore ;
in algse, an oosperm or zygosperm, as

the case may be, which after the act of fertili-

zation has taken place sinks to the bottom of

the water, where it passes through a period of

rest before germinating. Also hypnospore.
It [the zygosperml then remains dormant through the

winter as a resting cell or hypnoyperm, germinating in the

spring. Bennett and Murray, Crypt Bot., p. 2S6.

hypnosporange (hip-no-spo-ranj'), n. [< liyp-

noxporangium.] Same'as hypnosporangium.
hypnosppranginm (hip'no-spo-rau'ji-um), n.

[NL., CGr. irrn'of, sleep, +' oiropa, spore, + dj-

yciov, a cup.] In bot., a sporangium containing
or inclosing hypnospores.
hypnospore (hip'no-spor), n. [NL., < Gr. iiTrvof,

sleep, T- airopd, a spore.] A resting spore; a

spore that reposes some time before germinat-
ing. Compare hypnosperm.
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hypre
hypnotk hlp-not'ik) a and n f- P fe*w LI /L.iio/,:^ <'?. '

tique, <, Ldj.tmmoto i<, < Gr. twwjrotof, inclined
to sleep, putting to sleep, < few>, put to sleep,

f , sleep, =
,

, , L. MIM, sleep: see*-
fe(,etc.] . 1. Having the property of pro-
ducing sleep; tending to produce sleep ; sopo-

The pulse, in from fifteen to thirty minutes after the
to/Mie dose is taken, becomes accelerated some six or
eight beats in a minute, but falls again to its previous rate

thing is seen. TheearnCTer"lepUnhise"nerf,ne^t
"

The
subject believes, and at last do?s, allfh^i"^lJel

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 185.

H. n. 1. A medicine that produces or tends
to produce sleep ; an opiate ; a soporific.

hyPnotizer (Mp'no-tMte), n. One who hypno-
tlze

,? T Produ
;:

es hn^otiSm in another. Also

"^ K
*W""*er-

,

With early A^wte^, "mesmerize," or "magnet-
izers,

'

these experiments were successful, almost without
exception, with women only.

G.&W, German Culture, p. 139.

hypnotoid (hip'no-toid), . [As tooc +
- td-} Like hypnotism; somewhat hypnotic ;

due to or resembling the hypnotic state

ThewonderfulAwmotoWsensitivenesMeadinguRweeks
afterwards, to an accurately-timed hallucination.

Proc. Amtr. Sue. Psych. Research, March, 1889 p -XT,

"0 are in axillary buds. The capsule is solid, long-

SSt^S^rS^Sr horizontal, more or lesB incurved,

peris?ome is double tne "utlr consisd'n "oFufrt
densely articulate, lanceolate-acuminateYee'th the ilS

e divided to (or nearly to) the middle

Hypochoerideae

hypobole (hi-pob'o-le), . [< Gr. feo/3o/i?, a,

throwing under, a suggesting, reminding, < feo-

[ia'Ateiv, throw under, < fed, under, + /i'd'/'/tn;
throw. Cf. hyperbole.] In rhet., a figure in
which several things are mentioned that seem
to make against the argument or in favor of the
opposite side, but each of which is refuted in

Hypobranchia (hl-po-brang'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. fed, under, T fipdyxta, guls.] In zool.,
same as InfffoJtram/JiitAia 9

hypobranchial (hi-po-brang'ki-al), a. and n. [<
Gr. fed, under, + [ipdyxia, gills.]" I. a. Situated
below the gills, or beneath the branchial appa-
ratus in general.-Hypobrancliial groove, in ascid-
ians the endostyle.

II. n. The internal piece of the inferior part

Hypobranchiata (hl-po-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.
[NL., as Hypobranchia + -ata2.] Same as/-
ferobranchiata, 2.

hypobranchiate (hl-po-brang'ki-at). a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Hypo-

It should not be forgotten that the activity of hypnotics
is increased by combination. Alien, and Neural., VIII. 79.

2. One who is subject to hypnotism; one in
whom hypnotism has been induced.
In certain cases the hypnotic is insensitive.

Science, XIII. 50.

It is a recognized fact that the senses of hypnotics fall
completely under the control of the hypnotizer.

N. A. Jiev., CXLVL 705.

hypnotically (hip-not'i-kal-i), adv. By hypno-
tism

; as regards hypnotism.
It would be a conceivable hypothesis that the trance-

condition 18 produced hypnotically.
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 257.

hypnotisable, hypnotisation, etc. See liun-

notizable, etc.

hypnotism (hip'no-tizm), w. [= F. hypnotisme;
as iiypnot-ic + -ism. ] An abnormal mental con-
dition characterized by insensibility to most
impressions of sense, with excessive sensibil-
ity to some impressions, and an appearance of
total unconsciousness

; especially, that variety
of this condition which is artificially induced,
usually by concentrating the attention of the
subject upon some object of vision, as a bright
bit of glass, or upon the operator, who gener-
ally aids in producing the result by making a
few light passes with his hands. When in this
condition, the mental action and the volition of the sub-
ject are to a large extent under the control of the operator
See mesmerism. Also called braidism.

Hypnotism or induced somnambulism, whether accom-
panied by consciousness or not, has been regarded as cov-
ering thewholeground. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, 1. 219.

Hypnotism may be regarded as an artificial catalepsy.

hypnotist (hip'no-tist), n. [As hypnot-ic +
-ist.] One who hypnotizes, or believes in hyp-
notism.
Attention has been frequently called to the affinity be-

tween transference of impressions obtained when the
subject is in a normal state, and those results which

have been held to indicate a special sympathy or "rap-
port

'

between a hypnotist or mesmerist and a sensitive
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 12.

hypnotistic (hip-no-tis'tik), a. [< hypnotist +
-ie.] Relating to or inducing hypnotism,
hypnotizability (hip-no-ti-za-bil'i-ti), n. [<
hgpnotttable: see-bility.] Susceptibility to hvn-
notization.
The author has invented an improved

"
hypnoscope

"
or

ittle magnet, to be applied to the finger, and by the sen-
sations then

1

aroused to furnish a criterion of the hmiio-
tizalnlity of the subject. Amer. Jour, of Psychol., L 520.

hypnotizable (hip'no-ti-za-bl), a. [<

in all parts of the world. There are 200 North
American and 90 or more British species. The genus is
f
flu.ent.

ly f?und '" a f 88il state
,
ab ut 30 extinct ape-

-. salt of hypobromous acid.
hypobrODlOUS (hi-po-bro'mus) a ["< Gr fed
under, + E. brom(ine) + -ows 1 Used

"'

(bi'po), . Like %), an abbreviation of
ypochondria: commonly in the plural. TCol-

loq.]

Polly had strictly forbidden us even to mention that
corner of the garret to Miss Mehitable, or to ask her leave

Jf 'T
k at

?.*
alle ll ' M a reason that "'* would bring onher Aj,p0f(.- H. & S(0we

, oidtown, p. 333.

typo2
(hi'po), . In photog., a common ab-

brevi tion of hyposulphite of soda, a chemical
extensively used in most photographic pro-
cesses -

^TP "/,
[L -' etc., hypo-,< Gr. t'mi, prep., under

(m a ' senses )> "S deriv. meanings through,
/' after> etc -i as a prefix, ^TTO-, under, some-
tlmes diminutive in force; = L. sub, under:
so

.

e *"6'-] A prefix of Greek origin, cognate
wl

.

sllb~ of Latin origin, and meaning pri-
marilv 'under,' either in place or in degree
( ss> lessthan'). Specifically (a) In chem., indi-
catl S a lower place in a series of compounds, or inferior

& actn aU
Va. \

-p9-kar-po-je an), a. [< Gr.
v

< under, 4- nap-nof, fruit, + j^, the earth.]

lSSrtS2ffc ' ^T'l-nyP,OCastanumt (m-p9-kas'ta-num), n. [< Gr.
l
'f> under, + naarava, chestnuts : see Castanea,
chesten.] A brown lake prepared from the
horse-chestnut; chestnut-brown.
hypocatharsis (hi"po-ka-thar'sis), n. [NL., <
"r - wnwoftvow, in lit.

n
and medAeval music : (1) Of intervals, measured downward
as n.vpodiapente : opposed to hyper- and epi-. (2) Of modes
and scales . beginning at a lower point, usually a perfect
fourth below : opposed to hyper-.

hyposeolian (hi"po-e-6'li-an), a. [< hypo- +
jKolwn.} See under mode.
hypoarfa (h!-po-a'ri-a), n. pi [NL., < Gr fed
under, + vdpidv, dim'.'of aov = L. ovum an enn 1

A pair of ganglia developed beneath the o|fic
lobes of typical fishes.

In most osseous fishes the corresponding fibres of the
prepyramidal tracts sweU out suddenly, beneath the optic
!?bes>

Into two protuberant well-defined oval ganglions
<h
Vl>o^"a);

their bulk is increased by added grey matter,wbich variegates their outer surface ; theyare well devell
op in the mmmon cod, in which, as in some other fishes
they contain a cavity (hypoarian ventricle).

'

Owen, Anat. Vert., 1. 279.

,
.

.,

-
,

. sense a purging down-
ward

>
< vvoKaBaipav, purge downward: see co-

tliarsis.] In
pathol., a slight purging.

hypocaust (hip'o-kast), n. [< L. liypocanstum,
hypocauston, < Gr. i-n-AKavarov, a vaulted room
heated by a furnace below, < inronaiciv, burn or
"eat from below, < inr6, under, below, + xaieiv,
ourn, > Kavarof, verbal adj. : see caustic.'] In
arch., an arched fire-chamber, from which heat
1S distributed through earthenware pipes to the
rooms above it. The term is also sometimes
aPPlicd to a & V^, *, oven.

hypoarian (hl-po-a'ri-an), a. Of or relating to
the

hypparia. Hypoarian ventricle, a cavity withineach of the hypoaria.

hypobacchius (hi"po-ba-ki'us), . ; pi. hypobac-
fhii (-1). [< Gr. feo^d^fiof, < fed, under, +
ftoKxelo; (sc. m>i'f), bacchius: see baccliiua.] In
anc. pros., a foot consisting of one short time or
syllable followed by two longs, thus, ^ :

usually called bacchius. See antibacchius, bac-
- *r v t-

~r ~- - *~/, i*. L> i*yi/nv- chius, palimbftcchius.
tize + -able.} Susceptible 'to hypnotizing influ- hypobasal (hi-po-ba'sal), a. [< Gr. fed, under, +

ies. Also spelled hypnotisable. /Jaovf,base.] Behind the basal wall : in botany,a term used by Leitgeb to designate the pos-
terior half of the developing proembryo of vas-
nnloi. rt^o^o or tnat part whjcn becomes

A hypnotisable hysterical girl.
Alien, and Neural., VII. 406.

The stube, or stove, of a German inn derived its name
from the great hypocaust, which is always strongly heated
tosecure the warmth of the apartment in which it is placed.

Scott, Anne of Geierstein, xix.

In the rear were the reservoirs to contain the requisite
supply of water, and below them the hypocaust or furnace,
by which it |the baths of Caracalla] was warmed with a
degree of scientific skill we hardly give the Romans of
that age credit for. J. Fenjussou, Hist. Arch., I. 332.

Hypocephalidae (hi"po-se-fal'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Le Conte, 1876), < itypoceplialns + -id<e.] A
peculiar and anomalous family of Coleoptera,
represented by the genus Hypocephaltis.
Hypocephalus (hi-po-sef 'a-lus), . [NL. (Des-
marest, 1832), < Gr. fed, under, + K<r0a/l#, head.]An aberrant genus of beetles, the type of the
family HypocephaJida; represented by one spe-
cies, H. armatns of Brazil. This beetle is nearly3 inches long, and of strange form, having an enormous
prothorax and curiously curved spiny legs. The position
of the genus has been much disputed ; Burmeister and
others place it with the prionine group of cerambycids,
while Le Conte considers it to be allied to the rhyncho-
phorous series.

hypochil (hip'o-kil), Same as hypochilium.
hypochilium (hl-po-kiri-um), n.; pi. hypochilia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. fed, under, + ^ri^of, 'the lip.]
In hot., the lower part of the labellum or lip of
certain orchids.

hypochlorite (hi-po-klo'rit), n. [< hypochlo-
rous + -z'fc2.] jn cj,em-t a ga i

t Oj hypochlorous
*S~1 Tbe

.
hypochlorites are usually prepared by leading

the state of being hypnotized lso speed
Binet holds, many persons who are slightly hypnotizable may resist h,j,,lmtizatwn successfully, and ought to be

,^;,,. [Ashypnot-icf-ilh.. o-c-
To bring into the condition of hypnotism. Also
spelled hypnotise.
The hmmutuing process may carry a sensitive "subject"in a minute or less from u condition of normal waking

jnto hypnotic sleep.
'

E. (imneij, Pi-oc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 63

hypoblast (hi'po-blast), n. [< Gr. fed, under,
-f- pfaurrif, a shoot, a bud a eerm 1 1 In bot
the flatdorsal cotyledon o'f a|l^s.- 2. Inbiol
the internal or inferior layer of cells of the ei

ay,o^^^^^
cavity. or the superficial layer of cells of the alimentary
canal and its annexes. Also tndoblast. Foxier and Bal/our.n
yPOO\astlC(hl-po-blas'tik),

a. [< hypoblast +
~lv 'l Pertaining to a hypoblast; developed in
or from a hypoblast ; endodermal: as huuoWas-
tic cells

, ^rus), a. [< hypo- +
'" aPplled tO

*?
** (HC1O)

bleaching properties, obtained

[NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1^76),< Hypochceris(-id-)+ -*.] A gubtribe of composite plants typi-
fled by the genus ffypocliaritf. They are annual
or perennial herbs with radical leaves, scapiform stems,

bl'ncts of tne illvoltlci'e i" many imbricated series
more or less contracted achenia, and plumose or simple
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Hypochoeris (hl-po-ke'ris), n. [< Gr. vxnxoipi;,
a plant of the succory kind, appar. (T) < vir6,

under, + xoipf, a pig.] A genus or yellow-
flowered herbs, of the natural order Composite,
of the tribe Cichoriacea, and type of the subtribe

Hijpochwridea;. AboutSOspeciesareknown.distributed
over temperate portions of the world. H. radicata of Eu-

rope, also sparingly introduced into the United States, is

the cat'g-ear.

hypochont (hip'o-kon), . An abbreviation of

hypochondria^. 'Davies. [Rare.]
You have droop'd within a few years into such a dis-

pirited condition that 'tis as much as a plentiful dose of
the best canary can do to remove the hypocon for a few
minutes. Tom Brown, Works, IL 233.

hypochondert (hl-po-kon'der), n. [< hypochon-
drium, q. v.] Same as hypochondrium.
hypochondria1

(hi-po- or hip-o-kon'dri-a), n.

[= F. hypochondrie = 8p. hipocondria = Pg.
hypocondria = It. ipocondria = Or. hypochondrie
= Dan. Sw. hypokondri, < ML. hypochondria,
fern. sing. ,

the morbid condition so called, sup-
posed to have its seat in the upper part of the

abdornen,<NL. hypochondrium.] A morbid con-
dition characterized by exaggerated uneasi-
ness and anxiety as to one's health, and also

by extreme general depression : low spirits : in
this sense often abbreviated hypo, or former-

ly hyp, hip. See hypo*, hip*. Hypochondria, real
or affected, was formerly also called spleen, vapors, and
other vague names. Also hypochondriacism, hypochondri-
asis, hypochondriasm.

hypochondria2,
n. Plural of hypochondrium.

hypochondriac (hi-po- or hip-o-kon'dri-ak), a.

and n. [< F. hypocliondriaque = Sp. hipocon-
driaco = Pg. hj/pocondriaco = It. ipocondriaco
(cf. D. G. hypochondrisch = Dan. Sw. hypokon-
drisk) (see hypochondria1

), < NL. Tiypochondria-
evs, < Gr. i'7roxovdpian6f, affected in the hypo-
chondrium, <

firoxtrtpat:
see hypochondrium.']

I. a. 1. In anat.: (a) Situated below the car-

tilages of the ribs that is, under the "short
ribs": specifically applied in human anatomy
to the region of either hypochondrium. See
third cut under abdominal, (b) Same as hypo-
chondria!. 2. In entom., of or pertaining to the

hypochondria, or basal ventral plates of the ab-
domen: as, the hypochondriac segment. 3. In

pathol., suffering from hypochondria; morbidly
anxious about one's health, and affected with

general depression of spirits: also, character-
istic of or produced by hypochondria.

Democritus, that thought to laugh the times into good-
ness, seems to me as deeply hypochondriac as Heraclitus
that bewailed them. Sir f. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 4.

Seized with an hypochondriac alarm at every new sen-
sation. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

There was a pleasurable illumination in your eye occa-

sionally, a soft excitement in your aspect, which told of
no bitter, bilious, hypochondriac brooding.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

H. n. A person affected with hypochondria ;

one who is morbidly anxious about his health,
and generally depressed.
Terrour has frequently excited languid hypochondriacs

to exertions they had deemed impossible.
T. Cogan, On the Passions, L ii. 3.

These hypochondriacs are the torments of their physi-
cians, and think they are insulted if their complaints are
called imaginary. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 97.

hypochondriacal (hi^po- or hip*o-kon-dri'a-
kal), a. [< hypochondriac + -al.~\ Same as hy-

pochondriac, 3.

hypqchondriacally (hi'po- or hip'o-kon-dri'a-
kal-i), adv. In a hypochondriac or melancholy
manner.

hypochondriacism (hi'po- or hip'o-kon-dri'a-
sizm), n. [< hypochondriac + -ism."] Same- as

hypochondria!.
hypochondria! (hi-p6-kon'dri-al), a. [< hypo-
chondrium + -al.} Situated upon the flanks:

as, hypochondrial feathers. Also hypochondriac.
Macgillivray.

hypochondriasis(hi''po-orhip*o-kon-dri'a-sis),
. [NL., a more correct term for hypochon-

drial; < hypochondrium + -iasis.~\ Same as hy-

pochondria1
.

hypochondriasm (hi-po- orhip-o-kon'dri-azm),
n. [X hypochondria^- H- -asm.] Same as hypo-
chondria1

.

hypochondrias! (hi-po- or hip-o-kon'dri-ast), n.

[(hypochondria^ + -ast.} One afflicted with hy-
pochondria; a hypochondriac.
hypochondriet (m'po-kon-dri), n. Same as hy-

pochondry.
hypochondrium (hi-po-kon'dri-um), n.

; pi. hy-

pochondria (-a). [NL. (formerly Englished hy-

pochondry, pi. hypochondries, and hypochonder,
< P. hypochondre), < L. hypoehondrium (in pi.),

< Gr. vnoxfodpiov, pi, inoxovdpia, the soft part
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of the body below the cartilage and above the

navel, < vno, under,+ xovipof, a corn, grain, gris-

tle, cartilage, esp. of the breast-bone : see chon-

drus. Hence hypochondria 1
, q. v.] 1. Inanat.:

(a) In human anat., a superior and lateral part
of the abdomen, beneath the lower ribs

;
one of

the specific regions of the abdomen, situated on
either side of the epigastrium, above the lum-
bar regions. See abdominal regions, under ab-

dominal, (b) Some abdominal region corre-

sponding to the above, as the flank or side of

the rump of a bird; an iliac region. 2. pi. In

entom., two lateral pieces at the base of the ab-
domen beneath, behind the metasternum and
posterior coxse: so called by Kirby. They are
found in many Coleoptera, etc., and are really parts of the
first ventral segment, which is hidden in the middle.

hypochondryt (hl'po-kon-dri), . Same as hypo-
chondrium.

If from the liver, there is usually a pain in the right
hypucondrie. It from the spleene,

hardnesse and grief in

the left hypocondrie, a rumbling, much appetite, and small

digestion. Burtun, Auat. of Mel., p. 200.

hypocist (hi'po-sist), n.
[X
NL. hypocistis, < L.

hypocisthis, < 'Gr. iiroiuorif, improp. inroiaoOif, a

parasitic plant which grows on the roots of the

cistus, < im6, under, below, + KIOTOJ, cistus.]
An inspissated juice obtained from a plant, the

Cytinus hypocistis, natural order Cytinaeea. The
juice Is expressed from the unripe fruit, evaporated to
the consistence of an extract, formed into cakes, and dried
in the sun. It is an astringent, useful in diarrheas and
hemorrhages.

hypoclidia, n. Plural of hypoclidium.
hypoclidian (hl-po-kli'di-an), a. Of orpertain-
ing to the hypoclidium : as, a hypoclidian pro-
cess. Also hypocleidian.

hypoclidium (hi-po-kli'di-um), n.; pi. hypoclidia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. Wo, under, + */if (/c/.<5-), a

key, the clavicle.] In ornith., the interclavic-

ular element of the clavicles of a bird ; an in-

feromedian process of the united clavicles, it

is well shown in the common fowl, where the hypocli-
dium is the thin flat rounded bit of bone at the junction
of the legs of the merrythought or wishbone. See cut
under furcula. Also hypocleidium.

hypocoracoid (hi-po-kor'a-koid), n. [< Gr. two,

under, + E. coracoid.} In ichth., the lower one
of two bones which bear the actinosts or base
of the pectoral fin in most fishes. It was consid-
ered to be homologous with the cubital by Cuvier, with
the radius by Owen, and with the coracoid by later ichth} -

otomists.

hypocoristic (hl'po-ko-ris'tik), a. and n. In
Gr. and Lot. gram., same as diminutive.

hypocotyl (M'po-kot-il), n. [Short for hypocoty-
ledonous stem.} In bot., that part of the axis

which is below the cotyledons. Also called the

caulicle, and erroneously the radicle.

With seedlings the stem which supports the cotyledons
(I. e. the organs which represent the first leaves) has been
called by many botanists the "hypocotyledonous stem,"
but for brevity's sake we will speak of it merely as the /"/

poeotyl. Darwin, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 5.

hypocotyledonary (hl-po-kot-i-le'don-a-ri), a.

[< Gr. vaii, under, + xorvfaiduiv, cotyledon, +
-ary.} Pertaining to or resembling the hypo-
cotyl or hypocotyledonous stem.

Water-plants ; seed with little or no endosperm, but a

strongly developed hypocotyledonary axis to the embryo.
Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 553.

hypocotyledonous (hi-po-kot-i-le'don-us), .

[\ Gr. VTTO, under, + Korvfa/6av, cotyledon, +
-otis.] In bot., situated under or supporting
the cotyledons. Darwin. See hypocotyl.

hypocotylous (hl-po-kot'i-lus), a. [< hypocotyl
+ -ous. J Of or pertaining to the hypocotyl.
Nature.

hypocrasst, A former spelling of hippocras.
hypocrater (hl-po-kra'ter), n. [< Gr. inroKpaTt/-

ptov, the stand of a crater, < tnr<5, under, + Kparfjp,
a mixing-vessel: see crater.'} In archaol., a
stand or foot designed to support a crater or
a vase of similar form, particularly an apodal
vase. See cut under dinos.

hypocrateriform (hl*po-kra-ter'i-fdrm), a. [<
Gr. viroKparr/piav, the stand of a crater (see hy-

pocrater), + L. forma, shape.] In bot., salver-

shaped : an epithet applied to a corolla consist-

ing of a straight tube surmounted by a flat and
spreading limb, as in the cowslip and phlox.
hypocraterimorphous (hl"po-kra-ter-i-m6r '-

fus), a. [NL., < Gr. {monpaTT/ptov, the stand of

a crater, + /topQ/i, form.] Same as hypocrateri-
form.
hypocrisy (hi-pok'ri-si), .; pi. hypocrisies
(-siz). [< ME. nypoorisie, ijpocrisie, etc., < OF.

ypocrisie, hypocritrie = Pr. ypocrisia = Sp. hi-

pocresia = Pg. hypocrisia = It. ipoerisia, < LL.

hypocriifis, hypocrisy, also an imitation of a

hypoderma

person's speech and gestures, < Gr. rnnKniniz,
a reply, an orator's delivery, hypocrisy, \ irnn-

Kpivecdai, answer, play a part, < vno, under, +
Kp'madat, contend, dispute: see crisis, critic.]
Dissimulation of one's real character or belief ;

especially, a false assumption of piety or vir-

tue ;
a feigning to be better than one is

;
the

action or character of a hypocrite.
In fraytour the! faren best of all the foure orders,
And [vsen] ypocricie in all that they werchen.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 284.

Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hy-
pocrisy. Luke xii. 1.

Next stood Hypocrisy, with holy leer,
Soft smiling and demurely looking down,
But hid the dagger underneath the gown.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 564.

This then is hypocrisy not simply for a man to de-

ceive others, knowing all the while that he ia deceiving
them, but to deceive himself and others at the same time.

J. H. liewinan, Parochial Sermons, i. 127.

= Syn. Pretense, cant, formalism, sanctimoniousness,
Pharisaism. See disnetnble, dissembler, and deceit.

hypocrite (hip'o-krit), n. [< ME. hypocrite, ypo-
cnte, < OF. hypocrite, F. hypocrite = Pr. ypocrita
= Sp. hipocrita= Pg. hypocrita= It. ipocrita, ipo-

crito, < LL. hypocrita, a hypocrite; L., a mimic
who accompanied the delivery of an actor by
gestures ; < Gr. vironpiTfa, one who answers, a

player, also a pretender, hypocrite, < imonpi-

veaOcu, answer, play a part : see hypocrisy.'} One
who assumes a false appearance; one who
feigns to be what he is not, or to feel or be-
lieve what he does not actually feel or believe

;

especially, a false pretender to virtue or piety.
Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for

ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones,
and of all uncleanness. Mat. xxiii. 27.

The fawning, sneaking, and flattering hypocrite, that will

do or be any thing for his own advantage, is despised by
those he courts, hated by good men, and at last tormented
by his own conscience. Stillingfleet. Sermons, II. i.

=8yn. Dissembler, Hypocrite (see dissembler); Pharisee,

formalist, cheat

hypocritelyt (hip'o-krit-li), adv. Hypocriti-

He is re-hardned : like a stubborn Boy
That piles his Lesson, Hypocritely coy.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

hypocritic (hip-o-krit'ik), a. [< Gr. imoupm-
KO(, acting a part, < vnoKpiTfa : see hypocrite.}

Hypocritical. [Rare.]
hypocritical (hip-o-krit'i-kal), a. [< hypocritic
+ -al.} Of, pertaining to, or proceeding from

hypocrisy; characterized by hypocrisy; dis-

sembling; feigned.
Indeed it is an easie matter for any to make a slight

formal profession, to run in a round of hypocriticall du-

ties, and live a moral civil life. Hopkins, Works, p. 733.

Make thy choice whether still to be subtle, worldly,
selfish, iron-hearted, and hypocritical, or to tear these sins

out of thy nature, though they bring the life-blood with
them ! Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xviii.

= Syn. Dissembling, insincere, hollow, sham; sanctimo-

nious, canting, Pharisaical.

hypocritically (hip-o-krit'i-kal-i), adv. In a

hypocritical manner; with hypocrisy; without

sincerity.
Simeon and Lev! spake not only falsely, but insidiously,

nay hypocritically. Government of the Tongue.

hypocritisht (Mp'o-krit-ish), a. [< hypocrite +
-isfti.] Hypocritical.
The Lord . . . hath gathered him a flock, to whom he

hath given ears to hear that the hypocritish wolves cannot
hear.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X p. 49.

hypocycloid (hi-po-si'kloid), . [< Gr. m6, un-

der, + E. cycloid.} In geom., a curve described

by a point on
the circumfer-
ence of a cir-

cle which rolls

upon the in-

side of another
circle. /

hypodactylum
(lll-po-dak

'
ti-

Hypocycloid. C is the center of the fixed,

him), 11.: T>1. hll- f of the moving, circle ; P is the point of the
," . I*; ..;( latter whose path is traced.

podactyla (-la).

[Nli.,< Gr. vn6, under, + rfdnrD/iof, finger, toe.]
In ornith., the under side of the toe of a bird:

opposed to acrodactyliim. [Rare.]

hypoderm (hi'po-derm), n. [< NL. hypoderma.}
1. In bot., same as hypoderma, 1. 2. In arthro-

pods, an epithelial integumentary layer below
the cuticular or chitinized crust.

hypoderma (hi-po-der'ina), n. [NL., < Gr. into,

under, + <5cpua(r-), skin.] 1. In bot., the layer
of colorless cells just beneath the epidermis of

a leaf; also extended to the external cortex un-

der the epidermis of a stem : introduced in the,



hypoderma
first sense by Kraus (1865). It is most common-
ly collenehyma. Also hypoderm. 2. [c/>.] A
genus of hypodermic dipterous insects, or bot-

flies, of the family (Estridce, species of which live

under the skin of various ruminant and other
hoofed quadrupeds. R. borin is the bot-fly of the
ox. A related species, H. liitearia, is known ill

Texas as the heel-fly, from attacking the heels of

cattle. Clark, 1815. 3. [cry*.] Agenusofchi-
ropterous mammals, or bats. Geoffroy, 1829.

hypodermal (hi-po-der'nial), a. and n. [As hy-

poderm-ic + -al.] I. a. Same as hypodermic.
[Rare.]

II. n. In sponges, a hypodermale.
hypodermale (hi po-der-ma'le), .; pi. hypoder-
malia (-li-a). [NL.': see hypodermal.'] A pen-
tact sponge-spicule of the outer surface, with
immersed radial ray only. F. E. Sehulge.

hypodermatic (hi"po-der-mat'ik), a. and n.

[As hypoderm-ic + -atic2.] I. a. Same as hy-

podermic. [Bare.]
I should resort to hypodermatic injections.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 11.

II. n. A hypodermic injection.
I again administered the hypodermatic of morphia.

Medical News, LII. 293.

hypodermatically (M*po-der-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

Hypodermically.
It is, moreover, impossible to use the bichloride hypo-

dermatically about the legs without producing abscesses.
Medical News, LII. 273.

Hypodermiae (hi-po-der'mi-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Fries), < Gr. inr6, under, + dipfia, the skin.] A
division of fungi, propagated, so far as known,
only by asexual spores, and growing under
and through the epidermis of living plants.
By Fries it was called an order, including the UttUagi-
neee and Uredimtv as suborders. De Bary (1861) made
it one of the four groups into which he divided the fungi,
without altering its application. In Conn's system of

classification (1872) it was made a section of the order

Basidiogpi>recK, still including, however, the Ustilaginece
and Uredinece. The studies of De Bary and others have
thrown much additional light upon the life-history of these

forms, with the result of showing that the two groups are
not very closely related. Consequently, by later systema-
tists the Uredinece have been raised to the rank of a class

coordinate with the Basidiomyceten, and the Utttttaginece
included as an order in the class Zygomycetes, the division

Hypodermioe being abandoned.

hypodermic (hl-po-der'mik), a. and . [< Gr.

mi), under, + Sep/ia, the skin (cf. hypoderm), +
-ic.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to parts
under the skin

;
subcutaneous

; employed in in-

troducing foreign substances under the skin:

specifically applied to a mode of administering
medicines by introducing them under the skin:

as, a hypodermic syringe.
The galvanic excitation of the lower limb, or the hypo-

dermic injection of strychnine into it.

Prize Essays, Conn. Med. Soc., 1868.

2. Burrowing in or under the skin ; infesting
the integuments: as, a hypodermic insect. 3.
Of or pertaining to the hypoderm in arthro-

pods: as, a hypodermic layer; hypodermic cells.

II. n. 1. In med., a remedy introduced un-
der the skin, as morphia or other narcotic agent.

2. A hypodermic injection or syringe.
hypodermical (hi-po-der'mi-kal), a. Same as

hypodermic.
hypodermically (hl-po-der'mi-kal-i), adv. In
a hypodermic manner; under the skin.

hypbdermis (hl-po-der'misX . [NL., < Gr.

v-oSepfiif, lit. underskin, < vx6, under, T iepfia,

skin.] 1. In annelids, as the earthworm, a
thick layer, below the cuticula, of reticulated or
nucleated tissue, in the meshes of which is a

copious transparent gelatinous substance. It

is considered by some as probably representing
both the dermis and the epidermis of other ani-

mals. 2. In entom., a soft cellular substance
or tissue lining the abdominal wall of an insect,
within the chitinous investment. The more super-
ficial parts of it represent an ectoderm or epidermis, the
deeper portion being a parietal layer of the mesoderm.

hypodermoclysis (M"po-der-mok'li-sis), .

[NL., < Gr. VKO, under, -I- 6ep/ia, skin, + Kkvatf,
a drenching by a clyster.] The injection of

large quantities of a liquid, as water, under the

skin, with a view to replenishing the blood.

hypodiapason (hi-po-dl-a-pa'zon), n. [< Gr.

virA, under, + <5i<nraauv, diapason :' see diapason.']
In early music, the interval of an octave when
measured downward; a suboctave.

hypodiapente (hi-po-di-a-pen'te), n. [< Gr.

w6, under, + otaxevre, diapente: see diapente.]
In early munic, the interval of a perfect fifth

when measured downward.
hypodiastole (hi'po-dl-as'to-le), . [NL., < Gr.

'Ji, a slight stop, a mark to divide the
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syllables of a word, < vir6, under, + itaoro/y, a

separation: see diastole.'] In Gr. gram., same
as diastole, 3.

hypodiatessaron (Iri-po-dl-a-tes'a-ron), n. [<
Gr. tiiro, under, + 6ia.Tcaaapuv, diatessaron : see

diataMoroa.] In early music, the interval of a

perfect fourth when measured downward.
hypodiazeuxis (hi-po-dl-a-zuk'sis), n. [< Gr.

I'Tro, under, + Siifevfif, diazeuxis : see diazeuxis.']
In early m usic, the separation of two tetrachords

by the interval of a fifth, as between the meson
and the diezeugmenon. See tetrachord.

hypodidascalt (hT'po-di-das'kal), . [< L. hy-
jKiilidascalus, < Gr. vTro6i6a.OKa7.os, an under-

teacher, < two, under, + itMoica).os, a teacher :

see didascalic.] An under-teacher. [Bare.]
There is the star of eloquence, under whom I am an hy-

podidascal in English, his usher.

Shirley, Txjve Tricks, iii. 5.

hypoditone (hi-po-di'ton), . [< Gr. int6, un-

der, + dirovov, the major third : see ditone.] In

early music, the interval of a major third when
measured downward.
hypodorian (hi-po-do'ri-an), a. [< hypo- +
Dorian,] See under mode.

hypodorianic (M-po-do-ri-an'ik), a. [< hypo-
dorian + -ic.] See under mode.

hypogaeal, hypogaean, etc. See hypogeal, etc.

Hypogaei (hl-po-je'I), n. pi. [NL., pi. of LL.
hypoyceus, hypogcus, underground: see hypoge-
al.'] A family of gasteromycetous fungi, re-

sembling the truffles in their habit of under-

ground growth.
hypogastria, . Plural of hypogastrium.
hypOgastric(hi-po-gas'trik),a. [(hypogastrium
+ -ic.] In anat., situated below the stomach;
specifically, of or pertaining to the hypogas-
trium. Hypogastrie artery, the principal branch of
the internal iliac artery of the fetus, passing out of the

body at the navel, and along the umbilical cord to the

placenta, whence also called umbilical artery. There are
a pair of these arteries, right and left. After birth the

portion of each which is outside the body is cast off, and
that portion within the body which becomes an impervious
cord takes part in the formation of the urachus, while a
small portion which remains pervious becomes known as
the superior vesical artery. See cut under embryo. Hy-
pogastric lobe of the carapace of a brachyurous crus-

tacean, one of the posterolateral subdivisions of the cara-

pace. See cut under Brachyura. Hypogastrlc plex-
uses, plexuses of sympathetic nerves derived from the
aortic plexus. Hypogastrlc region, the hypogastrinm.
See abdominal regions, under abdominal.

hypogastrium (hl-po-gas'tri-um), n.; pi. hypo-
gastria (-a). [NL., <C Gr. moyaarpiov, the lower

belly, neut. of iiroyaarptof, pertaining to the
lower part of the belly, abdominal, < t'jr<j, under,
below, + yaarr/p, belly.] In human anat., the
lower part of the belly ; an abdominal region
below the umbilical region and between the

right and left iliac or inguinal regions. See
abdominal regions, under abdominal.

hypogastrocele (hi-po-gas'tro-sel), n. [< Gr.

viroyaarpiov, the lower belly, + Krfkri, a tumor.]
In surg., a hernia through the walls of the lower

belly.

hypogea. n. Plural of hypogewm.
hypogeal, hypogaeal (hi-po-je'al), a. [< LL.

hypogeus, hypogceus, < Gr. inr6yeu>f, later Attic

inroyaioc, under the earth, underground, subter-

ranean, < vn6, under, + yrj, yala, the earth, the

ground.] Subterranean; underground; in bot.,

growing beneath the surface of the earth, as

parts of plants, or in a few instances entire

plants, as the truffle and the tuckahoe. Also

liypogeous, hypogceous, hypogean, hypogcean.
This Roman site ... is certain to reveal a rich hypogeal

harvest if it be systematically approached.
Athenaeum, No. 3067, p. 182.

hypogean, hypogaean (hl-po-je'an), a. [As
hypogeal + -an.~\ Same as hypogeal.
In any hypogean insect which continually uses its claws

in burrowing, the need of shedding and renewal of those

organs is apparent. Science, V. 519.

hypogee (hi'po-je), . [< L. Itypogeum : see hy-

pogeum.~\ Same as hypogeum.
The earlier accounts of the painted hypogees of Etruria.

C. O. Miiller, Manual of Archaiol. (trans.), 177.

hypogeiodyt (hl-po-ji'o-di), n. [< Gr. Myeiof,
underground (see hypogeal), + bdof, way.] The
art of laying out mines and tunnels and of map-
ping caves; subterranean surveying. Dce,Pref.
to Euclid (1570).

hypogene (hi'po-jen), a. [< Gr. inr6, under, +
-)!%, -produced: see-ffen.] Produced or form-
ed under or below (the earth's surface) ;

nether-

formed; specifically, in geol., said of rockswhich
have assumed their present form and structure
beneath the surface; Plutonic: a term applied
more especially to the granitic rocks : opposed
to epigene.

hypognathous
I proposed in the Principles of Geology the term "hy-

pogene," ... a word implying the theory that granite,
gneiss, and the other crystalline formations are alike

nether formed rocks, or rocks which have notassumed their

present form and structure on the surface.

Lyell, Elem. of Geology (ed. 1865), p. 9.

Hypogene or Plutonic action. The changes within the
earth caused by original internal heat and by chemical
action. A. Geikif, Geology (2d ed.), p. 178.

hypogenous (hi-poj'e-uus), a. [< Gr. v-6, un-

der, + -yevfi<;, -produced (cf. hypogene), + -otts.]

1. Produced below or upon the under surface :

applied to fungi growing upon the under side

of leaves: distinguished from epigenous and
cpiphylloiis. Also hypophylloxs. 2. Growing
beneath the surface, as the cephalodia of some
lichens. Also hypomenons.
liypogeous, hypogaeous (hi-po-je'us), a. [< LL.

HypogceuR, underground : see hypogeal.^ Same
as hypogeal.
hypogeum, hypogaeum (hl-po-je'um), n.; pi.

hypogea, hypor/tea (-a). [L., < Gr. vn&yttav, im6-

yaiov, an underground chamber, neut. of imbyeux;,

f, underground : see hypogeal.'] Inarch.,

Hypogeum. Tomb of K
showing the so

that part of a building which is below the level
of the ground, including cellars, vaults, etc.

;

also, any underground construction, chamber,
etc., as the syringes of ancient Egypt, or the
tombs of the Etruscans. Also hypogee.
The tombs of Beni Hassan . . . are situated on the east-

ern side of the Nile, and are almost the only hypogea that
are so placed in Egypt. J. Ferguson, Hist. Arch., 1. 110.

A series of hypogea, or caves sunk in the solid rock.

Eucyc. Brit., II. 395.

hypogeusia (hl-po-jo'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. vx6,

under, + ycvaif, the sense of taste, < yevetv, give
to taste: seef/ws*2 .] Diminution of the sense
of taste.

hypoglossal (hi-po-glos'al), a. and n. [< Gr.turo',

under, + y'Auaaa, tne tongue, + -al. Cf. hypoglos-
sis."] I. a. Situated under the tongue, wholly
or in part: specifically applied to a pair of

nerves Hypoglossal nerve, either of the twelfth or
last pair of cranial nerves of most vertebrates. It is the
motor nerve of the tongue and associate parts. In man
the hypoglossal arises from the medulla oblongata by sev-
eral filaments, in a line with the anterior roots of the spi-
nal nerves, leaves the cranial cavity by the anterior con-

dyloid foramen, descends the neck deeply to a point oppo-
site the angle of the lower jaw, winds around the origin
of the occipital artery, crosses the carotid, and enters the
substance of the tongue between the mylohyoid muscle
and the hyoglossal. See second cut under brain.

II. n. A hypoglossal nerve. Also hypoglos-
sus.

hypoglossi, . Plural of hypoglossus.

hypoglossis, hypoglottis (hi-po-glos'is, -glot'-

is), n. [NL.. < Gr. moy'Auaaii;, viroy/Mrris, a swell-

ing on the under side of the tongue, the under
surface of the tongue, < vir6, under, + yhuaaa,
y^orra, the tongue.] 1. In anat., the under part
of the tongue. 2. Anything under the tongue,
(a) In pathol., a sublingual tumor. See ramila. (b) A
lozenge or pill to be kept under the tongue till dissolved.

3. In entom., an outer division of the mentum,
generally concealed or aborted, but visible in

certain Coleoptera.

hypoglossus (hi-po-glos'us), n.
; pi. hypoglossi

(-i). [NL., < Gr. WTO, under, + yAaaaa, tongue.]
1. In ichth.: (a) A nerve of some fishes, as

sharks, formed by the coalescence of the ven-
tral or anterior roots of the last three cranial

nerves, and extending to certain muscles of the

shoulder-girdle, (b) [cap.] A genus of fishes,

containing the halibut: same as Hippoglossus.
Smith, 1833. 2. In anat., same as hypoglossal.

hypoglottis, . See hypoglossis.

hypognathism (hl-pog'na-thizm), n. [As hy-

pognath-ous + -ism.] The quality or condition
of being hypognathous. Coues, 1864.

hypognathous (hl-pog'na-thus), a. [< Gr. vn-6,

under, + yvadof, jaw.] In ornith., having the



hypognathous
under mandible longer than the upper, as the
black skimmer, Rliynchopsnigra: applied either
to the bird or to its beak. Cones. See cut
under Rhynchops.
hypogonation (hl"po-go-nat'i-on), n.

(X
MGr.

viroyovariov, a kneeli'ng-'cushion, < Gr. vx6, un-

der, + y6w = E. kneeT] Same as epigonatioit.

hypogyn (hi'po-jin), n. [As hypoffyn-ous.] A
hypogynous plant.

Hypogynae (hi-poj'i-ne), n. pi. [NL. (Sachs) :

see hypogynous.} A division of gamopetalous
plants in which the corolla is hypogynous. it
includes the Tubtilijkrrce with 5 orders, the Labiatiflorce
with 11 orders, the Diandrce with 2 orders, and the Con-
tortece with 5 orders.

hypqgynic (hi-po-jin'ik), a. [As hypogyn-oits
+ -ic.] Inserted in a hypogynous manner:
said of parts of a flower.

hypogynous (hi-poj'i-nus), a. [< T$L.*hypogy-
nus, < Gr. vir6, under, + ywi], female (mod. bot.

pistil, ovary).] In bot., situated beneath the

pistil: applied to parts which, as in the Banun-
culacece, are inserted or borne on the receptacle
of the flower, which has the sepals, petals, nu-
merous stamens, and many or few pistils, all

distinct and unconnected and inserted upon the
torus or axis, with the pistils at the summit.
HypogynouB insertion. See insertion.

hypogyny (hi-poj'i-ni), n. [As hypogyn-ous +
-y.~\ In bot., the condition or state of being
hypogynous.
Hypohippus (hi-po-hip'us), . [NL., prop.
*hyphip2>ns, < Gr. vx6, under, + T7rof , horse.] A
genus of extinct perissodactyl ungulate mam-
mals, of the family Anchitheriidai. J. Leidy,
1858.

hypoiastian, hypoiastianic (hi'po-I-as'ti-an,
-an'ik),a. [< hypo-+Ia$tian.~\ See under mode.

hypoionian, hypoionianic (hi"po-i-6'ni-an,
-an'ik),o. [< hypo- + Ionian."] See under mode.

hypojacobian (hi-po-ja-ko'bi-an), a. [< hypo-
+ Jacobian.] In math.., Jacobian : so called in

contradistinction to hyperjacobian.

hypokinetic (hl-po-ki-net'ik), a. [< Gr. vn-6,

under, + Kivr/riKof, moving : see kinetic.} Ex-

hibiting less than the normal amount of action.

hypolais (hl-po-la'is), . [NL., < Gr. imohait;,
some small bird.] 1. In ornith., an old (Aris-
totelian) name of some small European bird,

perhaps a warbler, sylvia, or beccafico, made by
Aldrovandi the same as curruca. Hence (o) In
the form hippolais, the Linnean specific name of the icte-

rine warbler, Motacilla hippolais, the Sylvia hypotai* of
other writers, (ft) [cop.] A genus of small sylviine war-
blers of Europe, etc., of which the icterine warbler, Hypo,
lain icterina, is the type : synonymous with Asitus, Cur-
ruca, Ficedula, etc. J. J. Kaup, 1829; Cabaniti, 1880. Also
written Hippolait. C. L. Brehm, 1828.

2. [cop.] In entom., a genus of pyralid moths.
Guenee, 1854.

Hypolepideae (hi-pol-e-pid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(F6e), < Hypolepis (-id-) + -cce.~\ A tribe of poly-
podiaceous ferns, typified by the genus Hypole-
pis, now referred to the tribe Pteridete.

Hypolepis (hi-pol'e-pis), n. [NL. (Bernhardi), <

Gr. in-<i, under,+ /Urnf, a scale, husk.] A genus
of polypodiaceous ferns, of the tribe Pteridece,
the type of the old tribe Hypolepidece. The sori are

marginal, placed usually in the sinuses of the frond, small,
subglobose, uniform, and distinct. The fronds are from
twice to four times pinnate, with free veins. Al>out a
dozen species are known, widely distributed in tropical
countries.

hypolydian (hi-po-lid'i-an), a. [< hypo- + Ly-
dian.] See under mode".

Hypolytreae (hi-po-lit're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Nees,
1834), < Hypolytrum + -eai.] A tribe of plants
of the natural order Cyperacece, typified by the

genus Hypolytrum.
Hypolytrum (hi-pol'i-trum), n. [NL. (Richard,
1805), < Gr. VKO, under, + Zvrpov, a plant, loose-

strife.] A genus of monocotyledonous rush-
like plants, of the order Cyperacea, the type of
the tribe Hypolytreie. The inflorescence is in fasci-

cled or corymbose roundish panicles, which are many-flow-

ered; there are 2 hypogynous, keeled, and compressed
scales, the exterior one being the largest ; there is no ca-

lyx ; and the stamens are 2 or 3 in number. About 25 spe-
cies are known, widely dispersed in tropical and subtropi-
cal countries.

hypomanikion (hi"po-ma-nik'i-on), n. [< MGr.
vaofiaviiuav, also inro/idvucov, < Gr. i>jr<5, under, +
fiaviiaov, sleeve : see epimanikion.] Same as epi-
manikion.

hypomanikon (hl-po-man'i-kon), . Same as

epimanikion.

hypomenOUS (hi-pom'e-nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

inro/jtveiv, stay behind, remain, < wro, under, +
piveiv, remain : see remain."] Same as hypo-
genous, 2. Lindley.
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hypomeral (hl-pom'e-ral), a. [< hypomere +
-al.] Inferior or lower, as a part of a sponge;
of or pertaining to a hypomere.
hypomere (hi'po-mer), . [< Gr. vir6, under,

t- pepof, a part.] That lower part of some
sponges which has all three fundamental lay-
ers, ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm, but

develops no flagellated chambers or choano-
some : distinguished from spongomere.
The lower half [of a Rhagon], which consists of all three

fundamental layers, may be called the hypomere.
Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 415.

hypomixolydian (hi-po-mik-so-lid'i-an), a. [<

hypo- + mixolydian.] 'See under mode.

hyponastic (hl-po-nas'tik), a. [As hynonasty
T -ic.] Pertaining to or characterized by hy-
ponasty. Darwin.

When the upper surface of the organ [a leaf] is growing
the more rapidly the growth is said to be epinastic, when
the lower, hyponattu:. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 58.

hyponasty (hi'po-nas-ti), n. [< Gr. innS, under,
+ vaarof, close-pressed, solid, < vdaactv, press
close.] In bot., increased growth along the low-
er surface of an organ or part of a plant, caus-

ing the part to bend upward. Compare epinasty.

hyponeuria (hl-po-nu'ri-S), . [NL., < Gr. m6,
under, + vtvpov, nerve.] In pathol., morbidly
diminished nervous energy. Dunglison.
hyponitrite (hi-po-m'trit), n. [< hyponitr-ous
T -ite2.] A salt of hyponitrous acid.

hyponitrous (hi-po-ni'trus), a. [< hypo- + ni-

trous.] Used only in the following name:
Hyponitrous add, an unstable acid (HNO) which can-
not be isolated, but is obtained in combination as a po-
tassium salt by the reduction of potassium nitrite.

hyponoia (hl-po-noi'8), . [< Gr. vn-Avoia, hid-

den thought, deeper meaning, < bxavoelv, think

secretly, suspect, < inr6, under, + voetv, think, <

voof, mind.] In theol., a supposed hidden mean-
ing or double sense underlying the language of
the Bible.

hyponome (hi'po-nom), . [< Gr. imam/iii, an
underground passage, < iirovouof, going under-

ground, < t'iro, under,+ vefieiv, dwell in, inhabit.]
The ambulatory pipe or so-called fleshy funnel
of a eephalopod. A. Hyatt, Science, III. 123.

hypopharyngeal (hipo-fa-rin'je-al), o. and n.

f< Gr. t'Tro, under, + ^apfjf, throat (pharynx).]
I. a. 1 . Situated beneath the pharynx. 2. Sit-

uated at the lower part of the pharynx. 3.
In entom., pertaining to the hypopharynx.
4. In ichth., specifically applied to the lower

pharyngeal bones : opposed to epipharyngeal.
See the extract.

There are [in osseous fishes] usually five pair of bran-
chial arches connected by median ventral ossifications.

The posterior pair are single bones, which underlie the
floor of the pharynx, bear no branchial filaments, but

commonly support teeth, and are called hypopharyngeal
bones. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 136.

Hypopharyngeal band, in ascidians, a ciliated tract

continued backward from the peripharyngeal band along
the middle of the neural surface of the pharynx to or
toward the esophageal opening. See cut under Salpa.
Hypopharyngeal fold, either of a pair of longitudinal
lamellee on the middle line of the branchial sac or pha-
ryngeal cavity of an ascidian.

II. n. One of the lower pharyngeal bones:

generally used in the
plural.

hypopharynx (hl-po-far'ingks), n.
; pi. hypo-

pharynges (-fa-rin'jez). [< Gr. vir6, under, +
fapvyt;, throat (pharynx).] In entom., a fleshy

organ, generally strengthened with chitinous

sclerites, projecting from the floor of the mouth
at the opening of the pharynx or gullet. It some-
times has a tongue-like prolongation called the lingua, or
that name may be given to the whole hypopharynx. See
cut under Hymenoptera.
The anterior surface of the lingua and hypopharynx is

beset with fine hairs. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 353.

hypopodium
anthypophora. Hypophora and anthypophora frequently
take the form of a series of questions and answers. The
word hypophora has accordingly been used sometimes as

equivalent to epfrotetns.

hypophosphate (ki-po-fos'fat), n. [< Jiypo-
lihiisjth(oroHS) + -flfci.] Same as liypoplios-

pltitc.

hypophosphite (hl-po-fos'flt), n. [< Jiypo-

plioaph(oroiis) + -ite2.] In chem., a salt obtain-
ed by the union of hypophosphorous acid with
a salifiable base.

hypophosphoric (hi*po-fos-for'ik), a. Same as

hupophospnOT

hypophet (hl'po-fet), n. [< Gr. in-o^r^f, a sug-

g
ester, interpreter, < into, under, + </>ai>ai, speak.
f. prophet.] An expounder or interpreter.

Bunsen. [Rare.]
hypophlffiodal (hi-po-fle'o-dal), a. Same as hy-
pophleeodic.

hypophloeodic (hl'po-fle-od'ik), a. [As hypo-Mom + -ode + -ic.]

'

In lichenol, living in hypoplastral (hi-po-plas'tral), a. Of or per-
.... taming to the hypoplastron of a turtle.

hypoplastron (m-po-plas'tron), n.; pi. hypo-

hypophosphorous (hi-po-fos'fo-rus), a. [<

hypo- + phosphorous. ] In chem .
, containing less

oxygen than phosphorous acid contains. Hy-
pOphOBphorouB acid. H :t

PO2 ,
an acid formed by decom-

posing phosphides with water. It may be obtained as a

syrupy acid liquid or a white crystalline solid. Its salts

are used to some extent as medicine.

hypophrygian (hi-po-frij'i-an), a. [< Gr. imo-

typvyux;,
*
vrr6, under, + topvyutf, Phrygian.] See

under mode.

Hypophthalma (hi-pof-thal'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. f'jro, under, + o^ftj/l/ioV, eye.] 1. pi. In La-
treille's system of classification (1831),the ninth
tribe of crabs of the division Heterochelte, hav-

ing the hind pair of legs very small and either
dorsal or abortive. 2. sing. A genus of

arachnids. Taczanowsky, 1873.

hypophyge (hi-pof'i-je), . [< Gr. i'Tro^uy//, a

refuge (a recess), < mo^eiryeiv, flee from under,
retire a little, < vx6, under, + faiyeiv, flee.] In

arch., a depression of curved profile beneath
some feature, as the hollow molding beneath
some archaic Doric capitals, as at Psestum and
Selinus; an apophyge; a scotia. See cut un-
der column.

hypophyllium (hi-po-nl'i-um), n. ; pi. hypo-
pnyllia (-&). [NL., < Gr. wr<5, under, -I- QvMov
= L. folium, leaf.] In bot., a petiole that has
the form of a small sheath, is destitute of la-

minae, and surrounds the base of certain small

branches, having the appearance of leaves, as
in asparagus.

ophyllous (lii-po-fil'us), . [< Gr. wrd, un-

ler,+ 0iviAov SB L.folium, leaf, + -ous.] In bot.,
same as nypogenous, 1.

hypophyses, n. Plural of hypophysis.

hypophysial (hl-po-fiz'i-al), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the hypophysis. See conario-hypophyfial.

hypophysical (hi-po-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. into,

under, + QvaiKof, physical.] Inferior to the

physical ;
beneath or below the physical.

All kinds of knowledge were entirely familiar to him
[Jesus]: as the narrative expresses it, the physical and the

metaphysical, the hyperphysical and [the] hypophyeical.
Stowe, Origin of Books of the Bible, p. 229.

hypophysis (hi-pof'i-sis), .; pi. hypophyses
(-sez). [NL., < Gr. vir6ipvai(;, an undergrowth,
a process, < inrofyveiv, make to grow from below,
pass, grow from below, grow up, < in6, under,
+ 0i'f(v, make to grow, pass. Qrecfiat, grow. Cf .

epiphysis."] 1. The pituitary body of the brain,
which is lodged in the sella turcica of the sphe-
noid bone, and attached to the tuber cinereum
of the brain by the infundibulum. it occurs in
all vertebrates except Amphioxvs. It does not appear to
be of true nervous tissue, and its function, if any, is un-
known. The name is correlated with epiphysu as a name
of the conarium. More fully called hypophysis cerebri. See
second cut under brain.

2. In bot. : (a) In angiosperms, the layer of

cells in the embryo resulting from the succes-
sive fission of the penultimate cell of the sus-

pensor, which gives rise to the primary root
and root-cap. (6) In mosses, an enlargement
of the pedicel at the base of the capsule. Also

called, less correctly, apophysis. See cut under
Andrecea.

hypopial (M-po'pi-al), a. [< hypopus + -ial."]

Relating to the hypopus stage of certain aca-
roids. See hypopus, 2.

The hypopial period takes the place of that between
two ecdyses in the ordinary life-history.

Hichael, Jour. Linn. Soc. (1884), XVII. S89.

the peridium of a plant ; situated beneath the
outer layers of the bark. Compare einphlaeodic.

hypophlffious (hl-po-fle'us), a. [< Gr. into, un-

der, + 0/to<of, bark.] Same as hypo/Moeodic.
hypophora (hl-pof'o-ra), . [LL., < Gr. vvotyopd,
a putting under, subjoining, hypophora, < inro-

<j>(pciv, carry away under, put under, subjoin, <

ix6, under, + Qepctv = E. bear1 .] In rhet., the
statement of an opponent's objection or of an

argument which might be urged against the

speaker's or writer's position. The hypophora is

followed by the answer or counter-argument, called the

ptastra (-tra). [< Gr. tiro, under, + NL. plas-
tron, q. v.] The third lateral piece of the plas-
tron of a turtle: applied by Huxley ("Anat.
Vert.," p. 174) to what others call hijpostennun.
See second cut under Chelonia.

hypopodium (hi-po-po'di-um), w. ; pi. hypopo-
aia (-a). [NL. (cf. LL. hypopodiiiiu, < Gr. vxo-

noiiov, a foot-stove), < Gr. into, under, + irot'f

(Trod-) = "E.foot.] In lot., the stalk or foot of

the carpels. Lindley. [Rare.]



hypopselaphesia

!
T irT i'To, under, + tfaX&tyatt, a touching, < i/>v-

'/.aij>av, feel, touch.] In pathol., partial loss of

the tactile sense.

hypopterate (lii-pop'te-rat), a. [< Gr. VKOVTF-

pof, winged, s I'TTO, under, + irrepov, a wing, 4-

-ate1 .] In hot., having a wing produced at the

base or below. Lindlcy. [Kare.]

Hypopterygei (hi-pop-te-rij'e-i), B. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. UTTO, under, + irrcprf, irrtptytm>, a wing,
< -Tipov, a wing.] A family of pleurocarpous
or lateral-fruited mosses, with a peculiar ar-

rangement of the leaves, which are placed in

two opposite straight rows united on the upper
side of the stem, with a third median row of

smaller stipuliform leaves on the under side.

The cells of the leaves are parenchymatous
and equal in all parts.

Hypopterygiaceae (hi-pop-te-rij-i-a'se-e), . pi.

[NL., < Hypopterygei + -acea;.] Same as Hy-
popterygei.

itila, n.hypoptila, . Plural of hypoptilum.
hypoptilar (hi-pop'ti-lar), a. [< hypoptilum +
-ar2 .] Pertaining to tiie hypoptilum ; hypora-
chidian.

hypoptilum (hi-pop'ti-lum), n. ; pi. hypoptila

(-la). [NL., < Gr. into, under, + KTIAOV, feather.]
In ornith., the aftershaft or hyporachis of a

feather; the whole of the supplementary plume
which springs from the stem of the main feather
at the junction of calamus and rachis. Hypoptila
are usually present in the general plumage of birds, but
are wanting in some families, as owls, and are never de-

veloped on the remiges or rectrices. They are usually
much smaller than the main feather, but in some cases are

about as large, when the feather appears to be double, but
with a single barrel. See hyporactiis and ajtergha/t, both
of which are more frequently used than hypoptilum.

Hypopus (hi'po-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. iiir6, under,
+ jroi'f = E. foot.] 1. A supposed genus of

acaroids. Duges, 1834. Hence 2. \l. c.] A
heteromorphous nymph of certain acaroids,

formerly supposed to be a generic type of the

acaroids.
The true hjipopm is a heteromorphous nymphal form

of Tyroglyphus, and possibly of some allied, or other

genera. Michael, Jour. Linn. Soc. (1884), XVII. 379.

hypopygia. . Plural of hypopygium.
hypopygial (hi-po-pij'i-al), a. [< hypopygium
T -al.} In ciitom., situated under the end of the
abdomen

; specifically, of or pertaining to the

hypopygium Hypopygial valves,two oval oroblong
cleft plates on the lower side of the last abdominal seg-
ments, such as are found in many Tenthredinidae.

hypopygium (hi-po-pij'i-um), .; pi. hypopygia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. imoiriyiov, the rump, < iv6,

under, + xw/ii, the buttocks.] In cntom. : (a)
The lamellate clasping-organ at the end of the
abdomen of many male dipterous insects, de-

signed to retain the female. In some species
it is very ]arge?

and turned under the abdomen.
(6) The last visible ventral segment of an in-

sect's abdomen, immediately beneath the py-
gidium, or last dorsal segment. Kirby.

hypopyum, hypopyon (hi-po'pi-um, -on), n.

[NL., < Gr. virovuov, a kind of ulcer, neut. of

vir6xvof, tending to suppuration, < m6, under, +
triiov, pus: see pus, pyemia.] In pathol., an ef-

fusion of pus into the anterior chamber of the

eye, or that cavity which contains the aqueous
humor.

hyporachidian (hl"po-ra-kid'i-an), a. [< hypo-
rachis (-id-) + -ian.] Pertaining to or having
the character of the hyporachis. Also hypor-
rhachidian.

hyporachis (hi-por'a-kis), n. [NL., < Gr. virop-

paxv, the hollow above the hip, < vn6, under,
+ paxif, the spine.] In ornith.: (a) Properly,
the aftershaft ; the rachis accessoria ; the stem
or scape of the supplementary feather which
grows upon many feathers of most birds.

Structural characters no less important separate the
Rheas from the Emeus, and, apart from their very differ-

ent physiognomy, the former can be readily recognized by
the rounded form of their contour-feathers, which want
the hypvrrhachii or after-shaft that in the Emeus and
Cassowaries is so long as to equal the main shaft.

lincye. Brit., XX. 506.

(6) The whole of such a supplementary feather
;

a hypoptilum : more frequently but less correct-

ly used in this sense. See hypoptilum and after-
xhaft. Also written hyporrhachis.
hyporadial (hi-po-ra'di-al), a. [< hyporadii +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the hyporadii.
hyporadii (hl-po-ra'di-I), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. iitrA,

under, + L. radius, q. v.] In ornith., the acces-

sory radii or barbs of a feather. The barbs of the

hyporachis or hypoptilum are to the supplementary fea-

ther what the radii or barbs are to the main feather ; they
may bear barbules or hyporadioli, but never hamuli or
booklets.
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hyporadioli (hi-po-ra-di'o-K), n.pt. [NL., dim.
of hyporadii.'} The barbules of the hyporadii ;

the lesser processes borne upon the barbs of a

hyporaehis or of a hypoptilum.
hyporchem, . Woo hyporcheme.
hyporchema (hl-por-ke'ma), .

; pi. hyporche-
iiidtu (-ma-tji). [NL.] Same as hyporcheme.

hyporchemaitic (hi"p6r-ke-mat'ik), a. [< hypor-

chema(t-) + -c.] Consisting in or pertaining to

a hyporcheme or hyporchesis; characterizing
or employed in hyporchemes: as, a hyporche-
matie dance; hyporchematic rhythms Hypor-
chematic prosodlac, in aw., pros., an episynthetic me-
ter, consisting of an anapestic prosodiac and an iambic
dimeter catalectic (w ww ww

j

w w w w).

hyporcheme, hyporchem (hi'por-kem, -kem),
n. [< Gr. inropxqfta, < vifopx.uaQai, dance with or

to music, < vir6, under, + 6p;fcrftM, dance.] In
Gr. antiq. and pros., a hymn or poem sung by
the main body of the chorus, while some of their

number accompanied it with mimetic dancing
and gesticulation. Thehyporcheme, like thepsean, was
originally a hymn or song in honor of Apollo, but of a less

solemn character than the paean. This kind of compo-
sition is said to have been first developed by Thaletas in

the seventh century B. c., and we still possess fragments
of hyporchemes by Simonides, Pratinas, Bacchylides, and
Pindar.

hyporchesis (hl-por-ke'sis), n. [< Gr. vv6pxn<"f,
a dancing to the hyporcheme : see hyporcheme.]
In Gr. antiq., a ehoric dance with singing, ac-

companied by somo of the chorus with panto-
mimic action. The poem sung was called a hy-

porcheme.
hyporrhythmic (hi-po-rith'mik), a. [< Gr.

vvoppvd/wf, subrhythinical, < vx6, under, + pvO-

/ioc, rhythm : see rhythm.] Deficient in rhythm:
applied to a heroic hexameter in which the end
of a foot coincides throughout with the end of

a word. Such a line, having as many diereses as there
are feet ending within the line, and no true cesura, loses

all rhythmic coherence and continuity. An example is :

Sparsis ||
hastis

|] longis || campus || splendgt Ct
||
horret.
Entdus.

hyposcenium (hl-po-se'ni-um), n.; pi. hypo-
scenia (-a). [NL., <' Gr. vxoaKt/vtov, the wall un-
der the front of the stage, < im}, under, + ax^vij,

the stage: see scene.] In the ancient Greek

theater, the low wall beneath the logeion or

front part of the stage, which was raised upon
it above the orchestra or konistra. This wall was
frequently ornamented with sculptured reliefs, as in the

Dionysiac theater at Athens, or with columns and other
architectural features, as in the theater of Epidaurus. A
flight of steps In the middle or on either side afforded
communication between the stage and the orchestra.

hyposkeletal (hl-po-skel'e-tal), a. [< Gr. mo,
under, + ir/ctAerov, skeleton, T -al.~\ In aiiat.,

developed, as muscles, below the eiidoskeleton :

opposed to episkeletal.

The hyposkeletal muscles are separated from the epi-

skeletal, not only by the endoskeleton of the trunk, . . .

but by the ventral branches of the spinal nerves.

Huxley, Anal. Vert., p. 44.

hypospadia (hi-po-spa'di-a), . [NL., < Gr.

vrroaTtadioe or imoairaoiaiof, one having hypospa-
dia, < into, under, + anew, draw.] An arrest of

development of the male generative organs, the

urethra being more or less extensively open
along its under side. Also hypospadias.

hypospadiac (hl-po-spa'di-ak), a. and . [< hy-

pospadia + -ac.] I. a. Pertaining to or charac-

terized by hypospadia.
H. n. One who is affected by hypospadia.

hyposphenal (hi-po-sfe'nal), a. [< hyposphene
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a hyposphene;
characterized by or possessing a hyposphene,
as a vertebra; articulated by means of a hypo-
sphene : as, a hyposphenal process, vertebra, or

articulation. Also rarely diplosphenal.

hyposphene (hi'po-sfen), . [< Gr. ivo, under,
+

a<t>r/v, a wedge.] The median and single

wedge-shaped process situated on the neural
arch below the postzygapophyses of the verte-

bras of certain extinct reptiles of the Permian

period: so called by Cope, and later named
diplosphene by Marsh. The process projects into the
neural canal from the hinder part of the neural arch, and,
with a corresponding formation on the fore part of the

neural arch of a succeeding vertebra, affords an articula-

hyp<
Gr. i>T<i, under, + airopd, a spore
yelav, a vessel.] The indusium growing from
beneath the spore-case of a fern. Cooke. Also
called indusium inferior.

hypostasis (hi-pos'ta-sis), n.
; pi. hypostases

(-sea). [NL., < Gr. 'iirAaraaic, a supporting,
foundation, substance, reality, < ra-oVrarof, sub-

stantially existing, lit. set under, < vQicTdvai, set

under.pass. stand under, < vx6, under,+ laTa

hypostatic

set, = L. stare = E. sta-nd.] 1 . That which un-
derlies something else; that which forms the

basis of something ; foundation; support. 2.

In theol., a person of the Trinity; one of the

three real and distinct subsistences in the one
undivided substance or essence of God. The
Christian uses of the term hypostasi* started from the

meaning
' a reality ; a real personal subsistence or sub-

stance.' In this sense the word could be used of God
either as the Trinity or as each person of the Trinity. Ac-

cordingly, the meaning of the phrase "character of his [the

Father's] hmustasig," in Heb. i. :t, has been variously un-

derstood, the authorized version translating it "express
image of his person," and the revised version, "the very
image [margin, the impress] of his substance," and the

general usage of the early church being unsettled down
to the time of the Arian controversy. In the Western
Church the word person (persona, n-poo-fajTrof) had come
into use in the sense still retained by us, and hypostasit,

substance, or vubsivtence (xubttlantia, mbzistentia) was
used as equivalent to

' essence
'

(oiicjin). The Greeks ob-

jected topersona or -npoaia-nov (properly, a mask ordramatic

character), as conveying the Patripassian or .Sabellian

idea of a mere difference of manifestation, and irpoo-uiroc

never became thoroughly adopted as a Greek theological
terra. At Alexandria, in the third and fourth centuries, on
the other hand, hypostasis had come to be generally used

in the sense of '

person,' while at Antioch in the middle
of the fourth century there were two different parties

among the orthodox : the Jfeletians, who used hypostaiis
in the sense of '

person,' and the Eustathians, who used it as

equivalent to ' substance
'

or 'essence
'

(oixna). At a coun-
cil in Alexandria, A. D. 362, under St. Athanasius, it was

agreed that both parties were equally orthodox, and held

the same doctrine under a different tei-minology, and after

this the use of hypostaeis in the sense of ' essence
' was

gradually abandoned.

That two natures . . . could have been concentred into

one hypottasis. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 769.

Essence denotes that which is common to Father, Son,
and Spirit. It denominates the substance, or constitu-

tional being, of the Deity, which is possessed alike and dif-

ferently by each of the personal dislinctions. . . . Hypos-
tasis is a term which was more subtle in its meaning than
Essence. It denotes not that which is common to the

Three in One, but that which is distinctive of and pecu-
liar to them. Shedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, I. 364.

3. In metaph., a substantial mode by which the

existence of a substantial nature is determined
to subsist byitselfandbe incommunicable ;

sub-
sistence. 4. A hypothetical substance ;

a phe-
nomenon or state of things spoken and thought
of as if it were a substance.

With death the personal activity of which the soul Is

the popular liypostasis is put into commission among pos-

terity, and the future life is an immortality by deputy
(according to Mr. Harrison's theory). Huxley.

5. Principle : a term applied by the alchemists
to mercury, sulphur, and salt, in accordance
with their doctrine that these were the three

principles of all material bodies. 6. In med. :

(a) A sediment, as of the urine; any morbid

deposition in the body. (6) An overfullness of

blood-vessels caused by a dependent position,
as of the veins of the legs (varicose veins), etc. ;

hypostatic congestion.
Also hypostasy.

hypostasization (hi-pos'ta-si-za'shon), n.

Same as hypostatization.

hypostasize (hl-pos'ta-siz), v. t. [< hypostasis
+ -iee.] Same as hypostatize.

The hypostasizing of cause as will seems to us only a
more refined form of the hypostaxizing of particular pro-
cesses or forces of Nature as persons, to which mythology
is largely referable. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 223.

hypostasy (hi-pos'ta-si), . [< NL. hypostasis,

q. v.] Same as hypostasis.

Wheir as in that vnion the rest is an ineffable mysterie,
the two natures in Christ to haue one subsistence called
& termed an hypostasie.

Bp. Gardiner, Explication, fol. 117.

hypostatic (hl-po-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. moaraTi-

K6f, belonging to substance, < inroaraTOf, sub-

stantially existing: see hypostasis.] 1. Re-

lating to hypostasis; constitutive or elemen-

tary. The hypostatic principles are salt, sul-

phur, and mercury. See hypostasis, 5.

Of late, divers learned men, having adopted the three

hypostaticall principles, are very inclinable to reduce all

qualities or bodies to one or other of those three princi-

ples ; and particularly assign for the cause of blackness
the sooty steam of a dust or terrified sulphur.

Boyle, Hist. Colours, Experiment xv.

2. In theol., personal, or distinctly personal;
pertaining to or constituting a distinct being
or substance. See hypostasis, 2.

Christians who . . . opposed the doctrine of a hypostat-
ic Logos, ... or of an independent personal subsistence
of the Divine Word. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 719.

3. In med., arising from downward pressure;
caused by dependence: as, hypostatic conges-
tion. Hypostatlc union, the union of two natures, the
divine and the human . in the one hypostasis or person of

Christ.

The personal or hypostatie union of the two natures in

Christ. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 80.



hypostatical

hypostatical (hi-po-stat'i-kal), a. [< hypostat-
ic + -al.] Same as hypoxtatir.
But the word hypostatical is understood only by those

. . . that are learned in the Greek tongue, and is properly
used ... of the union of the two natures of Christ in one
person. llubltts, Aus. to Bp. Bramhall, p. 434.

hypostatically (hi-po-stat'i-kal-i), adv. In a

hypostatie manner ; personally ;
in actual sub-

stance.

The only true and eternal God hypostatically joined with
his holy humanity.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, 20.

hypostatization (hi-pos'ta-ti-za'shon), n. [<

hypostatise + -atitin.] The act of hypostatiz-
ing, or the state of being hypostatized. Also

hypostasiza tion.

Cousin is correct in pointing out, from the Realistic

point of view, that it is one thing to deny the hypostatiza-
tion of an accident like colour or wisdom, and another

thing to deny the foundation in reality of those " true
and legitimate universals

" which we understand by the
terms genera and species. Kncyc. Brit., XXI. 421.

hypostatize (hi-pos'ta-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
hypostatized, ppr. hypostatizing. [< hypostat-ic
+ -ize.] To attribute substantial existence
to

; make into or regard as a distinct individ-
ual substance or reality. A hypostatized attribute
is one which is Itself regarded as the subject of attributes
or characters ; and a hypostatized relation is one treated
as having relations to other relations. Also hypogtatuie,
hypostasise, hypostasize.

We then
hypostatise

the zero ; we baptize it with the
name of the absolute. Sir W. Hamilton.

If we can
hypostatize

the community, and treat it as an
individual with magnified but human wants and satisfac-

tions, then, for this leviathan, the ethical end will cor-

respond to what is called Utilitarianism or Universalistic
Hedonism. W. . Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 43.

hyposterna. . Plural of hyposternum.
hyposternai (hi-po-ster'nal), a. 1. Situated
or occurring below the sternum; substernal:

as, hyposternai pain. 2. Of or pertaining to

the hyposternum or hypoplastron: as, the hypo-
sternal scute of a tortoise. See plastron.

hyposternum (hl-po-st6r'num), .; pi. hypo-
sterna (-na). [NL.,< Gr. vKoartpvav, neut. of vir6-

cTepvos, under the breast, < vrc6, under, + arip-

vov, the breast.] The third lateral piece of the

plastron of a turtle : called the hypoplastron by
Huxley. See second cut under C'helonia.

hypostigma (hi-po-stig'ma), n.; pi. hypostigmai
(-mi). [< Gr. vKoany/iij, a comma, < vn6, under,
+ criyfiTj, a point : see stigma.] In paleography,
a point like the modern period, used with the
value of a comma. Also hypostigme.

hypostoma (hi-pos'to-raa), n.; pi. hypostomata
(hi-po-sto'ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. i~6, under, +
ar6ua, mouth.] 1. An inferior part or organ of

the mouth of arthropods andsome other animals,
(a) The clypeus of dipterous insects, (4) The broad curved
sclerite behind the lamina lablalis of myriapods. Meinert.

(c) A median formation below and behind the mouth-parts
of some crustaceans, as the Euryptfrida. Also called we-
tastoma. (d) The labium or under lip of trilobites. (e) The
proboscis of hydrozoans. Hyatt. Also hypostome.
2. [cap.] Same as Hypostomus.
Hypostomata (hi-po-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. vTt6, under, -t- mopa, mouth.] 1. An order
or suborder of fishes, confined to the eastern

seas, alone represented by the family Pcgasidce,
of uncertain position, supposed to be related to

the mail-cheeked series of acanthopterygians.
Originally written in the French form Hyposto-
mides by Dum6ril. 2. A group of echinoderms.
J. E. Gray, 1840. 3. Infusorians in which the
mouth is inferior or ventral. Diesing, 1865.

hypostomatous (hi-po-stom'a-tus), a. [As hy-

postoma(t-) + -ous.] Having the mouth in-

ferior or ventral, as some infusorians.

hypostome (hi'po-stom), n. [< NL. hypostoma,
a. v.] Same as hypostoma, 1.

Hypostomidse (hi-po-stom'i-de), n. pi. [< Hy-
postomus + -idol.] A family of nematogua-
thous fishes, named from the genus Hyposto-
mus : same as Loricariidce.

hypOStomOUS (hi-pos'to-mus), a.
'

[< Gr. inro,

under, + aroua, mouth.] In ichth., having the
mouth inferior.

Hypostomus (hi-pos'to-mus), . [NL., < Gr.

iiro, under, + ar6/^a, mouth.] A genus of fishes,
in which the mouth is inferior and under the

snout, typical of the family Hypostomidce. La-

cepede, 1803. Also Hypostoma.

hypostrophe (hl-pos'tro-fe), n. [NL., < Gr.

mooTpo<t>i!, a turning about, recurrence, < i>iro-

orpfyetv, turn about, return, < inro, under, + OTpt-

<j>etv,
turn: see strophe.] If. In med.: (a) The

act of a patient in turning himself, (ft) Return
of a disease; relapse. 2. In rhet., the use of

insertion or parenthesis; return to the subject
after parenthesis.
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hypostyle (M'po-stll), a. and n. [< Gr. v-6arv-

".os, resting on 'pillars set underneath, < vxo,

under, + arii'fjof, a pillar: see slyle^.] I. .

In arch., having the roof supported by pillars:

as, the hypostyle hall at Karuak.
We come to a hypostyle hall of great beauty, formed by

two ranges of larger columns in the centre, and three rows
of smaller ones on each side.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 117.

II. n. In arch., a structure, with or without

inclosing walls, the ceiling of which is sup-
ported by columns; a covered colonnade; a

pillared h'all : applied specifically to the mauy-

liypostyle Hall of Karnak, Egypt.

columned halls of a type characteristic of an-
cient Egyptian religious architecture. The cut
shows part of the Interior of one of the greatest of these
halls. An exterior view of a later and smaller example is

given under Egyptian.

hyposulphite (hi-po-sul'fit), n. [< hyposul-
ph-urous + -ite2.] A salt of hyposulphurous
acid (HoSOg). Sodium hyposulphite (hyposulphite of

soda) is the commercial name for sodium thiosulphite, a
salt of thiosulphurous acid (H^aO;)), which is used by
dyers for reducing indigo, and generally in the arts as a re-

ducing or deoxidizing agent notably in photography, as
the usual chemical for fixing plates and prints.

hyposulphurous (hi-po-sul'fer-us), a. [< hy-

po- + sulphurous.] Next in a series below sul-

phurous: used only in the following phrase.
Hyposulphurous acid, (n) An acid, HoSOa differ-

ing in composition from sulphurous acid only by having
one less oxygen atom in the molecule. (4) A totally dis-

tinct acid, HgSgOjj, now called thiotntlphuric acid. See

thiomlphuric.

hyposyllogistic (hi-po-sil-o-jis'tik), a. [< hypo-
+ syllogistic.] Concluding necessarily like a

syllogism, but not strictly syllogistic.

hyposynaphe (hi-po-sin'a-fe), n. [< Gr. inoov-

i-a<t>f/, < i'XoawdxTeiv, combine slightly, < vn6, un-

der, + awaTTTeiv, join together, combine, < aiv,

along with, + an-reiv, join.] In early music, the

separation of two tetrachords by a tetrachord

conjunct with both, as between the hypate and
the synnemenon. See tetrachord.

hypotactic (hi-po-tak'tik), . [< Gr. tVoraim-

Kof, subordinate, subjoined, < vvoraaaeiv, place
under, subject: see hypotaxis.] Of

, pertaining
to, or characterized by hypotaxis ; dependent :

as, two temporal clauses in hypotactic con-
struction.

hypotarsal (hi-po-tar'sal), a. [< hypotarsus +
-al.] Pertaining to or naving the character of

the hypotarsus.
hypotarsus (hi -po- tar 'BUS), n.; pl.hypotarsi
(-si). [NL.,< Gr. im6, under, + Tapoof, the flat of

the foot : see tarsus.] In ornith., the talus or so-

called calcaneum; a bony process or ossification

at the superior and posterior part of the main
tarsometatarsal bone, supposed to answerto dis-

tal tarsal elements of the reptilian or mamma-
lian foot. It is usually a prominent feature of the upper
end and plantar aspect of a bird's tarsus, and is perforated
by canals for the passage of tendons of flexor muscles of

the toes. See cut under tarsometatarsus.

hypotaxis (hi-po-tak'sis); n. [NL., < Gr. ird-

rafff, subjection^ submission, < virordaaeiv, place
under, subject, < VKO, under, T rdoaeiv, arrange.]
In gram., dependent construction : opposed to

parataxis.
Now to make hypotaxis out of parataxis, we must have

a joint. B. L. Gilienleete, Jour. Philol., XVI. 420.

hypothecation

hypotenusal, hypothenusal (hl-pot-, hl-poth-
e-uu'sal), . [< hypotenuse, hypothenuse, + -al.]

Pertaining to a hypotenuse ;
of the nature of

a hypotenuse ; forming or formed by a hypote-
nuse.

Light is incident in such a manner that the angle of in-

ternal incidence at the hypotenusal side is nearly equal
to the angle of total reflection. Airy, Optics, prop. xvii.

hypotenuse, hypothenuse (hl-pot'-, hl-poth'-
e-nus), >i. [Prop, hypotenuse, but the errone-
ous form hypothenuse is more common; < F.

hypotenuse = Sp. hipotenusa = Pg. liyi>oth<mu$a
= It. ijioteituna, < LL. hypotenusa, < Gr. inrorei-

vovaa, or in full / rf/v opdijv yuviav viroTeivovca,

ntevpa, the side subtending the right angle,

ppr. fern, of vKoriivetv, stretc^i under, subtend,
< wr<i (= L. suli), under, + reiveiv (= L. ten-

dere), stretch: see tend*, tone1 .] In geom., the
side of a right-angled triangle opposite the right

angle.

hypothalli, n. Plural of Itypothallux.

hypothalline (hi-po-thal'in), a. [< hi/pothal-
lus + -incl.] Keseinbling or pertaining to the

hypothallus.

hypothallus (hl-pp-thal'us), .
; pi. hypothnlli

(-1). [NL., < Gr. ftrt, under, + Da/Ms, a young
shoot or branch, a frond.] In lichens, a mass
of delicate filaments upon which a thallus is

first developed. It is a horizontal stratum, which Is

developed immediately upon the prothallus, and consists
of interlacing ttlaments or of elongated rounded cellules.

It is sometimes of a white or whitish color, but is usually
dark tir blackish. A secondary form consists of vertical

rhizoid nbrillac, which ace usually branching and tufted at

the extremities.

hypothec (hi-poth'ek), 11. [= D. hypotJieek =
(jr. Dan. hypotliek= Sw. hypotek, < F. hypotheyte= Pr. hypoteca, ypotheca = Sp. hipoteca = Pg.
hypothcca = It. ipoteca, < LL. hypotheca, < Gr.

vnoByiai, a pledge, deposit, mortgage, < inrortBc-

vat, place under : see hypothesis smd theca.] 1.

Same as hypothecation, 1.

Possession, Usucaption, Bonltarian ownership, and Hy-
pvthfk occupy together a prodigious space in the Roman
jurisprudence. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 357.

2. In Scots lam, a legal lien given to a creditor

upon property, to secure the payment of his

demand. It usually if not always implies that posses-
sion remains with the debtor, and that the creditor has

only a right of action. In case of vessels it may be created

by agreement Tacit or legal hypothec exists by implica-
tion of law. as in the case of a landlord's lien on crops for

rent, and the Hen of an attorney or law agent for costs.

The term is also applied in a general sense to the prefer-
ence over other debts against an estate given by law to

some demands, such as funeral expenses, wages, etc.

hypothecary (hl-poth'e-ka-ri), . [< LL. hy-

pothecarius, < hypotheca, a pledge: see hy-

pothec.] Of or pertaining to hypothecation
or mortgage : as, a hypothecary note (that is, a
note given in acknowledgment of a debt, but
which cannot pass into circulation). Also hy-

pothecatory Hypothecary action, in civil law, an
action to enforce a hypothecation of property by its sale,

and the application of the proceeds to pay the debt. Hy-
pothecary debt. See debt.

hypothecate (hi-poth'e-kat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

hypothecated, ppr. hypothecating. [< ML. hy-

pothecatus, pp. of hypothecare, hypothecate,
< LL. hypotheca, a pledge: see hypothec.] 1.

To pledge to a creditor in security for some
debt or demand, but without giving the credi-

tor corporeal control; mortgage, leaving the
owner in possession. 2. To put in pledge by
delivery, as stocks or effects of any kind, as

security for a debt or other obligation.

hypothecation (hi-poth-e-ka'shon), . [< ML.
hypotliecatio(n-),<. hypothecare, hypothecate: see

hypothecate.] 1. In Bom. law, mortgage; a
contract lien given by a debtor to his creditor

as security, without giving him possession of

the property. It usually if not always related to real

property, while security upon personal property was given
by possession, and termed piynus, or pledge.

The Athenian an-ori^iuaTa, or hypothecations, were open
and notorious like our old feoffments.

Sir W. Jones, A Commentary on Isseus.

2. In French law (hypotheque), a lien on im-
movable property for security of a debt, with-

out giving the creditor possession. Legal hypothe-
cation is that which is implied by law ; judicial hypothem-
tian, that which is established by a judgment of a court,

affecting particular real property or all the real property of

a particular debtor; and conventional hypothecation, that

which is created by contract before a magistrate or notary.
Immobilized shares in the Bank of France are deemed im-

movable property for the purpose of allowing hypotheca-
tion. Vessels may be the subject of conventional hypothe-
cation.

3. In American financial usage, a pledge ;
a lien

on personal property, particularly on negotia-
ble securities, given by a debtor by transfer-



hypothecation

ring possession, with evidences of title, to his

creditor. In this use the term always implies creation

by contract, and that the securities hypothecated are put
or supposed to be put beyond the control of the debtor
until payment of his debt.

I would give
My laurels, living and to live,

Or as much cash as you could raise on
Their value by hypothecation.

Halleek, The Recorder.

4. Iii modern commercial usage, the mortgage
of a vessel or her cargo, as in the phrase hypothe-
cation bond, a bottomry bond or respoudentia
bond. See bottomry and respoudentia.
hypothecator (hl-poth'e-ka-tqr), n. [< hypoth-
ecate + -or.'] One who pledges anything as

security.

hypothecatory (hl-poth'e-ka-to-ri), a. [< 7i//-

jiothecate + -ory.~\ Same as hypothecary.

hypothecial (hl-po-the'si-al), a. [< hypothecium
T -/.] Pertaining to the hypothecium.
hypothecium (hi-po-the'si-um), n. [NL., <Gr.

VJTO, under, + (MjKri, a case : see theca.] In but.,

the layer, usually dense, of hyphal tissue im-

mediately beneath the hymenium.
hypothek, n. See hypothec.

hypothenar (h!-poth'e-nar), . and a. [NL., <

Gr. vvoKvap, the part of the palm next the fin-

fers,<
i>ir6, under,+ tievap, thepalm of the hand.]

. n. In (mat. and zool., the fleshy prominence
upon the outer side of the palm of the hand
at the base of the little finger. See thenar.

Also called hypothenar eminence.

II. a. Pertaining to or situated upon the

hypothenar. Hypothenar muscles, those muscles
which collectively act upon the metacarpal bone and the
base of the tost phalanx of the little finger.

hypothenusal, hypothenuse. See hypotenmal,
hypotenuse.
hypothesis (hi-poth'e-sis), n. ; pi. hypotheses
(-sez). [= D. G. Dan. hyi>otltese = Sw. hypotes
= F. hypothese = Sp. hipotesis = Pg. hypothese
= It. ipotesi, < Gr. rx66?oi<;, a groundwork, foun-

dation, base, supposition, lit. a placing under,
that which is placed under, < imonffivai, place
under, < imo, under, + rideuat, place, put, > 6eov? ,

a

putting: see thesis. Cf. hypothec.] 1. A condi-

tion; that from which something follows: as,
freedom is the hypothesis of democracy. [Kare-
ly used in English.] 2. A proposition as-

sumed and taken for granted, to be used as a

premise in proving something else
;
a postulate.

Sooner than abandon his theory, there is no extrava-

gance of hypothesis to which the superstitious man will
not resort. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 385.

When some hypothesis, absurd and vain,
Has tilled with all its fumes a critic's brain.

Cowper, Prog, of Err., 1. 444.

3. A supposition ; a judgment concerning an
imaginary state of things, or the imaginary state
of things itself concerning whose consequences
some statement is made or question is asked

;

the antecedent of a conditional proposition : the

proposition disproved byreductio ad absurdum.
The angles BGH, 6HD are equal to two right angles hy

hypothesis. Playfair'-s Euclid, I. 28.

4. The conclusion of an argument from conse-

quent and antecedent
; a proposition held to be

probably true because its consequences, accord-

ing to known general principles, are found to
be true

;
the supposition that an object has a

certain character, from which it would necessa-

rily follow that it must possess other charac-
ters which it is observed to possess. The word
has always been applied in this sense to theories of the
planetary system. Kepler held the hypothesis that Mars
moves in an elliptical orbit with the sun in one focus, de-

scribing equal areas in equal times, the ellipse having a
certain size, shape, and situation, and the perihelion be-

ing reached at a certain epoch. Of the three coordinates
of the planet's position, two, determining its apparent po-
sition, were directly observed, but the third, its varying
distance from the earth, was the subject of hypothesis.
The hypothesis of Kepler was adopted because it made the
apparent places just what they were observed to be. A
hypothesis is of the general nature of an inductive conclu-
sion, but it differs from an induction proper in that it In-
volves no generalization, and in that it affords an explana-
tion of observed facts according to known general princi-
ples. The distinction between induction and hypothesis
is illustrated by the process of deciphering a despatch writ-
ten in a secret alphabet. A statistical investigation will
show that in English writing, in general, the letter e oc-
curs far more frequently than any other ; this general prop-
osition is an induction from the particular cases examined.
If now the despatch to be deciphered is found to contain
26 characters or less, one of which occurs much more fre-

quently than any of the others, the probable explanation
is that each character stands for a letter, and the most fre-

quent one for e : this is hypothesis. At the outset, this is
a hypothesis not only in the present sense, but also in that
of being a provisional theory insufficiently supported. As
the process of deciphering proceeds, however, the infer-
ences become more and more probable, until practical cer-

tainty Is attained, still the nature of the evidence re-
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mains the same ;

the conclusion is held true for the sake
of the explanation it affords of observed facts. Generally
speaking, the conclusions of hypothetic inference cannot
be arrived at inductively, because their truth is not suscep-
tible of direct observation in single cases ; nor can the con-
clusions of inductions, on account of their generality, be
reached by hypothetic inference. For instance, any his-

torical fact, as that Napoleon Bonaparte once lived, is a

hypothesis ; for we believe the proposition because its ef-

fects current tradition, the histories, the monuments,
etc. are observed. No mere generalization of observed
facts could ever teach us that Napoleon lived. Again, we
inductively infer that every particle of matter gravitates
toward every other. Hypothesis might lead to this result
for any given pair of particles, but never could show that
the law is universal. The chief precautions to be used in

adopting hypotheses are two : first, we should take pains
not to confine our verifications to certain orders of effects

to which the supposed fact would give rise, but to exam-
ine effects of every kind ; secondly, before a hypothesis can
be regarded as anything more than a suggestion, it must
have produced successful predictions. For example, hy

Sotheses
concerning the luminiferous ether have had the

efect that they would necessitate certain longitudinal os-

cillations to which nothing in the phenomenacorresponds ;

and consequently these theories ought not to be held as

probably true, but only as analogues of the truth. As long
as the kinetical theory of gases merely explained the laws
of Boyle and Charles, which it was constructed to explain,
it had little importance ; but when it was shown that dif-

fusion, viscosity, and conductibility in gases were con-
nected and subject to those laws which theoryhad predict-
ed, the probability of the hypothesis became very great.

I asked him what he thought of Locusts, and whether
the History might not be better accounted for, supposing
them to be the winged Creatures that fell so thick about
the Camp of Israel? but by his answer it appear'd he had
never heard of any such Hypothesis.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 61.

We have explained the phsenomena of the heavens and
of our sea by the power of gravity. . . . But hitherto I

have not been able to discover the cause of those proper-
ties of gravity from phenomena, and I frame no hypoth-
eses; for whatever is not deduced from the ph&nomena
is to be called an hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether me-

taphysical or physical, whether of occult qualities or me-
chanical, have no place in experimental philosophy.

Newton, Principia (tr. by Motte), iii.

5. An ill-supported theory; a proposition not

believed, but whose consequences it is thought
desirable to compare with facts.

An hypothesis is any supposition which we make (either
without actual evidence, or on evidence avowedly insuf-

ficient), in order to endeavor to deduce from it conclusions
in accordance with facts which are known to be real ; un-
der the idea that if the conclusions to which the hypothesis
leads are known truths, the hypothesis either must be, or
at least is likely to be true. J. S. Mill.

Documentary, monophyletic, nebular, etc.
, hypothe-

sis. See the adjectives. Hypothesis of degeneration.
See degeneration. = Syn. Speculation, etc. See theory.

hypothesise, . *. See hypothesize.

hypothesist (hl-poth'e-sist), n. [< hypotheses)+ -ist.~\ One who defends a hypothesis.
hypothesize (hi-poth'e-siz), j>. i.

; pret. and pp.
hypothesized, ppr. hypothesizing. [< hypotheses)
+ -ize.~] To form hypotheses. Also hypothe-
sise, hypothetize.
One certain proof is, that the Greeks soon lost or entirely

neglected it, when they began to hypothesise.
Wariiurton, Divine Legation, iii. 4.

We might write and talk and hypothesize, theorize, and
reason ! Shelley, in Dowden, I. 229.

hypothetic (hl-po-thet'ik), a. [=F.hypothe'tique= Sp. hipotetico = Pg. hypothetico = It. ipote-
tico (cf. D. G. hypothetisch = Dan. hypothetisk
= Sw. hypotetisk), < LL. hypotheticus, one who
proceeds hypothetically, < Gr. {nrodertKOf, sup-
posed, hypothetical, < vwoOeeit;, hypothesis : see

hypothesis.'] Founded on or characterized by a

hypothesis; supposititious; conjectural.
Essential errors in first principles naturally and neces-

sarily lead to erroneous inferences ; and it is in vain that
hypothetic notions will be assumed, in order to give the
desired consistency to any particular theory.

T. Cogan, Disquisitions, it 1.

Hypothetic Inference. See inference. Hypothetic
realism or dualism, the metaphysical doctrine that ob-

jects external to the consciousness of the subject, though
not immediately known, may be inferred to exist from the
phenomena of consciousness.

hypothetical (hi-p6-thet'i-kal), a. and n. [< hy-
pothetic + -al.'] 1. a. Same as hypothetic, and
the more common form.

I may notice by the way that there is a great deal of va-
riation in the language of logicians in regard to the terms
conditional and hypothetical. You are aware that condi-
tionalis in Latin is commonly applied as a translation of

hypothetikos in Greek; and by Boethius, who was the
first among the Latins who elaborated the logical doc-
trine of hypotheticals, the two terms are used convertibly
with each other. By many of the schoolmen, however,
the term hypothetical (hypotheticus) was used to denote
the genus, and the term conditional to denote the species,
and from them this nomenclature has passed into many
of the more modern compends of logic and among
others, into those of Aldrich and Whately. This latter

usage is wrong. If either term is to be used in subordi-
nation to the other, conditional, as the more extensive

term, ought to be applied to designate the genus ; and so
it has accordingly been employed by the best logicians.

Sir W. Hamilton.

hypotrichously
The numerical estimates of a large savage population

must, of course, be in a great degree hypothetical.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., note.

The great event of Wordsworth's school-days was the
death of his father, who left what may be called a hypo-
tlii'tii-itl estate, consisting chiefly of claims upon the first

Earl of Lonsdale. Lou-ell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 206.

Destructive hypothetical syllogism, a reasoning in
tins form : If A is, B is ; but B is not, therefore A is not.

Hypothetical argument. See argument. Hypothet-
ical baptism. .Same as cuiulitiuiiul Ixiptivm (which see,
under baptism). Hypothetical period, in gram., a sen-
tence expressing a condition and conclusion, or composed
of a protasis and an apodosis. Hypothetical propo-
sition, in logic : (a) A proposition consisting of an antece-
dent and a consequent clause ; one which states that two
facts are in the relation of reason and consequent ; one
which excludes an event from the universe of possibility.
(b) A proposition consisting of two or more clauses united

by conjunctions, or which states a relation to exist be-
tween different possibilities. Hypothetical question,
a form of question allowed by the modern law of evidence
for the purpose of calling out the opinion of an expert wit-

ness, such facts as the interrogating counsel claims he
has already proved being stated as a hypothesis, and the
witness being requested to state to the jury what his opin-
ion is, supposing or assuming such facts to be true. Hy-
pothetical syllogism, a syllogism in which one of the

premises is a hypothetical proposition. The following is

an example of the form of inference which is usually con-
sidered as the direct hypothetical syllogism : If it lightens,
it will thunder ; it does lighten ; hence, it will thunder.
But some logicians refuse the name of syllogism to this in-

ference, and consider the simplest type of hypothetical syl-

logism to be : If it thunders, it will lighten ; if it rains, it

will lighten ; hence, if it rains, it will thunder.

H. 11. A hypothetical proposition.
Universal abstract Judgments and hypotheticals, on the

other hand, appear to assert merely necessary connexion
of ideal content, and therefore point only to that in the
real which is the ground of the consequence necessarily
following. Mind, IX. 128.

hypothetically (hl-po-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In a

hypothetical manner or relation; conjecturally.
Whenever anatomical investigation shows the combined

action of several distinct fibres, the resulting sensation

may, hypothetically, be regarded as composite.
./. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 59.

hypothetico-disjunctiye (hi-po-thet"i-ko-dis-

gungk'tiv), a. Combining the characters of the

hypothetic anddisjunctive forms of proposition.
Hypothetlco-disjunctive proposition, a hypotheti-

cal proposition with a disjunctive consequent.

hypothetist (hi-poth'e-tist), . [< hypotlwt(ic)
+ -int.'] Same as hypothesist.

hypothetize (hi-poth'e-tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

hypothetizcd, ppr. hypothetizing. [< hypothetic)
+ -ize.~] Same as hypothesize.

hypotrachelium (hl"p6-tra-ke'li-um), n.
; pi.

hi/potrnchelia (-a). [^ L.' hypotrachelium, in

arch., < Gr. moTpax^ov, the lower part of the
neck, the neck of a column, < in-or/M^Xof, un-
der the neck, < i>v6, under, + TP&X>J).OS, the neck.]
In arch., in

the Doric or-

der, the junc-
tion of the cap-
ital and the

shaft, marked
by a bevel or
cut around the

Hypotrachelium (A, ton, a column of the

lower edge of

the capital
block. Thechan-
neling is carried
across the hypo-
trachelium, upon

aa'Sr annulets!
The hypotrache-
lium has the appearance of a sharp black line encircling
the shaft near its summit. Its material function was to
preserve the sharp arrises of the capital from chipping
when the block was put in place ; its artistic function is

to serve as the first step in the transition from the verti-
cal lines of the shaft to the horizontal lines of the entabla-
ture. Vitruvius applies the term hypotrachelium to the
entire neck of the capital, or that part which, while in
one block with the echinus, forms a continuation of the
shaft. Also incinion, hypotrachelion.

Hypotricha (M-pot'ri-kS), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

vvo, under, + dpi? (rpix-), hair.] An order of
ciliate infusorians. These animalcules are free-swim-
ming, and are mostly flattened or compressed ; the loco-
motive cilia are confined to the inferior or ventral surface,
and often variously modified ; the superior or dorsal sur-
face is usually smooth or glabrous, but occasionally bears
a few scattered or longitudinal rows of immotile setose
cilia ; the oral and anal apertures are conspicuously de-

veloped, and ventrally located ; and trichocysts are rarely
developed. The order was founded by Stein, and is con-
trasted with Betentrieha, Halotricha, and Peritricha. It
contains about 6 families and 40 genera.

hypotrichous (hi-pot'ri-kus), . [As Hypotricha+ -oits.] 1. Of or pertaining to the Hypotricha,
or to one of them. 2. Having locomotory cilia
confined to the under side of the body : specifi-
cally said of the Hypotricha.
hypotrichously (hi-pot'ri-kus-li), adv. So as to
be ciliate underneath. S. Kent.



Hypotriorchis

Hypotriorchis (M-pot-ri-6r'kis), n. [NL., < Gr.

virorpiopxr/f, a kind of broad-winged hawk, < inr6,

under, + rpi6pxis, a kind of hawk, prob. the

buzzard, < rptopxK, with three testicles, < Tpeif

(rpc-), = E. three, + opx'f, a testicle.] A genus
of true falcons, of the subfamily Falconinw, of
small size, represented by such species as the

European hobby (H. subbuteo) and merlin (H.
atsalon), and the American pigeon-hawk (H. co-

lunibarius): now commonly rated as a subgenus
of Falco. Sole, 1826.

hypotrochoid (hl-pot'ro-koid), n. [< Gr. vn6,
under, + E. trochoid.] A curve which can be
traced by a point rigidly connected with a cir-

cle which rolls upon the interior of another
circle.

This curve [one described by a gyroscopic pendulum]
. . . is a species of hypotrochoid. Eiicyc. Bnt., XI. 353.

hypotympanic (hi*po-tim-pan'ik), a. and n.

[\ Gr. inr6, under, + rvfiiravav, a kettledrum :

see tympanum.] I. a. Situated beneath the

tympanum : as, the hypotympanic bone.
II. n. The so-called tympanic bone, as of

birds and reptiles, commonly called the quad-
rate or os quadratum,-whieh in many vertebrates
below mammals forms the suspensorium of the
lower jaw. Correlated with epitympanic. See
quadrate, n. See cuts at Crotalus and Gallince.

hypptypic (hi-po-tip'ik), a. [< Gr. im6, under,+ TVTrof, type.] Subtypical; not quite typical:
opposed to hypertypic.

hypotypical (hi-po-tip'i-kal), a. [< hypotypie+ -al.] Same as hypotypic.

hypotyposis (hi"p6-ti-p6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vTtoTviruoif, a sketch, outline, < imorvirovv, form
slightly, sketch out, < irrr6, under, + r/'irof, im-
pression, type.] 1. In rhet., vivid description
of a scene or an event, as though it were present
before the eyes of the audience

;
an oratorical

word-picture. 2. A sketch or outline of a sci-

ence The Hypotyposes, the title of the exposition
of the Pyrrhonian philosophy by Sextus Empiricus.

hypoxanthic (hi-pok-san'thik), a. [< hypoxan-
th(ine) + -ic.] Derived from or having the
character of hypoxanthine.
hypoxanthine (hi-pok-san'thin), n. [< Gr.

vir6avtiof, yellowish- or lightish-brown (< into,

under, + l-avQos, yellow), -t- -ine?.] A sub-
stance (Cgl^N^O) found in the muscles, liver,
spleen, and other organs, which crystallizes in
needles and forms compounds with both acids
and bases. It is also produced during the pu-
trefaction of proteids. Also called sarcine.

hypoxid (hi
- pok

'

sid), n. [< Hypoxis (-id-).]
A plant of the order Hypoaidaoea, Lindley.
Hypoxidaceae (hi-pok-si-da'se-e), n. pl. [NL.,
< Hypoxis (-id-) + -acea;.] A former natural
order of plants, the genera of which are now
referred to the natural order AmaryllidacetE,
tribe Hypoxidece.
Hypoxidese (hi-pok-sid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Rob-
ert Brown), < Hypoxis (-id-) + -ew.] A tribe of

monocotyledonous plants, of the natural order

AmarylUdacea;, typified by the genus Hypoxis.
The rhizome is tuberous or small ; the leaves are radical

(rarely a few on the stem) ; and the flowers are solitary on
the scape, or sometimes spiked or racemose, rarely umbel-
late.

poxis (hi-pok'sis), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, prop.
Sypoxys, so called because the pod is acute at
the base), <Gr.
i'jrd, under, +
ofi'f, sharp.]
A genus of

plants of the
natural order

Amaryllidacece,
and the type of
the tribe Hy-
poxidece. The
perianth is 6-part-
ed, and without
a tube; the 3
outer segments of
the perianth are

slightly herbace-
ous outside ; the
stamens are 6 in

number, and in-

serted upon a disk
surrounding the
ovary, which is 3-
celled ; and the
capsule opens by

They area lid.

herbaceous plants
with mostly nar-

row, sometimes
grass-like leaves,
and single or race-
mose pretty flow-
ers. About 60 spe-

Hypoxis ertcta. a, flower ; >, stamen ;

ct fruit ; rf, same, cut transversely.
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cies are known, widely distributed, but found mostly in
the tropics. H. erecta, the star-grass, is a yellow-flowered
species, a native of the t'nited States. a.decumbens,ot
the West Indies and Brazil, is called star-of- Bethlehem.

Hypoxylon (hi-pok'si-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. iird,

under, + fvAov, wood.] A large genus of as-

comycetous fungi, having the stroma corky or

brittle, the perithecia immersed, and the spo-
ridia ovate or lanceolate, curved, simple, and
dark-colored. They grow on trees, decaying wood,
dead branches, etc. H. vernicosum, which is loosely cel-

lular, is eaten by the natives of Bhutan.

hypoxylous (hi-pok'si-lus), a. [< Hypoxylon.'}
Or or pertaining to the genus Hypoxylon.
hypozeuxis (hi-po-zuk'sis), n. [LL., < Gr. iwo-

, a subduing, a subordinate connection, <

, yoke under, subject, < into, under,
+ fcvyvwai, yoke: see zeugma."} In gram, and
rhet., a figure or construction in which, in a
succession of clauses, each subject has its own
verb: as, "The grass withereth, the flower

fadeth; but the word of our God shall stand for
ever," Isa. xl. 8. The following is another ex-

ample :

On the slope
The sword rose, the hind fell, the herd wan driven.
Fire glimpsed. Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

If this supplie be made to sundrie clauses, or to one
clause sundrie times iterated, and by seuerall words, so as

euery clause hath his owne supplie, then it is called by
the Ureekes Jlypozeuxis ; we call him the substitute.

Puttcnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 138.

Hypozoa (hi-po-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. wro,
under, + fi>,' an animal.] In zool., same as
Protozoa.

hypozoan (hi-po-zo'an), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having"the characters of the Hy-
pozoa; protozoan.

II. . One of the Hypozoa ; a
protozoan.

hypozpic
1
(bi-po-zo'ik), a. [< Gr. iiro, under, +

Cui?, life.] In geol., below the limit of life.

hypozpic^ (hi-po-zo'ik), a. [< Hypozoa + -ic.]
In zool., pertaining to the Hypozoa ; hypozoan ;

protozoan.
hypped, hyppish. See hipped?.hippish.
Hypsibates (hip-sib 'a-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. as if

v^f/MrfC, going aloft; cf. i<////3arof, set on high,
< iV"> on high (see hypso/sis), + /3arof, verbal adj.
of paiveiv, go, = E. come.] 1. A genus of very
long-legged grallatorial birds; the stilts. Also
called Himantopus. Ifitzsch, 1829. 2. A genus
of

reptiles. Originally written Hypsibatus.

Hypsibrachycephali (hip-si-brak-i-sef'a-H), n.

pi. [NL. ,
< Gr. v\jit, on high, aloft (VC> height),

+ fipax>'f, short, T Kf^o/jy, head.] In ethnol.,
those races of men that are characterized by
high broad skulls, such as the Malay inhabi-
tants of Madura.

hypsibrachycephalic (hip - si - brak'i - se - fal'ik
or -sef'a-lik), a. Having the characters of the

Hypsibrachycephali.
hypsibrachycephalism (hip -si -brak - i - sef

'
a-

hzm), n. [Ashypsibrachycephal-ic + -ism.] In

ethnol., the presence or prevalence of high
broad skulls.

hypsicephalic (hip'si-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),
a. [< Gr. inl>i, on high, + ne<j>a/i/, head.] Sigh,
as a skull

; exhibiting hypsicephaly.
hypsicephaly (hip-si-sef'a-li), n. [As hypgice-
phal-ic + -y.] The character of a skull the
cranial index of which is over 75. See crani-

ometry.
hypsiioid(hip'si-loid),a. [<Gr.t^i/loE%,shaped
like upsilon, < it ^></tov. upsilon, + cMof, form.]
Shaped like the Greek letter upsilon; curved
or arched like U.
The palatal index of the male ... is exceptionally low,

viz. 1038, the general form of the palate being remarka-
bly hypmloid. Anthropological Jour., XVIII. 9.

Hypsilophodpn (hip-si-lof'o-don), n. [NL., <
Gr. injn, on high, + /utyoc, crest, ridge, + 6<5oi'f

(bdovr-) = E. tooth.] A remarkable genus of fos-

sil Mesozoic dinosaurs, of the group Ornitho-

scelida, found in the Wealden formation of the
Isle of Wight, and exhibiting to a high degree
the characteristics of birds, especially in the
beak and hind limbs. The ends of the premaxillse
appear to have been toothless and beak-like, and the man-
dibular symphysis is excavated to receive them, almost
as in a parrot ; the ischia are very long and slender, with
a median ventral symphysis ; the pubic bones are as

long and slender as in a typical bird, and directed down-
ward and backward, parallel with the ischia, leaving only
a very narrow lengthened obturator foramen divided by
the obturator process.

hypsilophodont (hip-si-lof 'o-dont), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the ge-
nus Hypsilopliodon.

It remains to be seen how far the hypeilophodont modi-
fication extended among the Ornithoscelida.

ij, Anat. Vert., p. 225.
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Hypsilophodontidae (hip-si-lof-o-don'ti-de), n.

pl. [NL., <. Hypsilophodon(t-) + -id(S.] A fam-
ily of dinosaurs with four functional digits in
the hind feet, typified by the genus Hypsilo-
pluxlini.

Hypsiprymninae (hip'si-prim-ni'ne), n. pl.

[NL. ,
< Hypsiprymntts + -in(B.] A subfamily of

Macropodidte, typified by the genus Hypsiprym-
nus; the kangaroo-rats, potoroos, or bettongs.
It contains small marsupials, about as large as a rabbit,
differing considerably from the true kangaroos in anatomi-
cal characters, as well as in general appearance and habits.

They feed much on roots, which they dig up by means of
their fore feet, the three middle digits of which are elon-

gate. Besides Hypsiprymnun, the group includes such
genera as +Epypryuimie and Bettonyia.

hypsiprymnine (hip-si-prim'nin), a. Same as

fyptmryamoid, >

hypsiprymnoid (hip-si-prim'noid), a. [< ffyp-
siprymints + -aid.] Resembling a kangaroo-
rat

; having the characters of the Hypsiprym-
nvnce.

As to the Didelphia, if we may trust the evidence which
seems to be afforded by their very scanty remains, a true

Hyptriprymnoid form existed at the epoch of the Trias,

contemporaneously with a Carnivorous form.

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 199.

Hypsiprymnus (hip-si-prim'uus), n. [NL., <

Gr. vfiTTpv/fvof, with high stern, < vtyi, on high,
aloft, + irpit/iva, the stern of a ship, prop. adj.

(sc. vavf, ship), the hindmost, fern, of n-pv/uvof,

hindmost, eudmost.] The typical genus of

Hypgiprymnina:, including the true kangaroo-
rats orpotoroos, such as H. murinus of New
South Wales, with a long scaly tail like a rat's,

produced snout, and long coarse pelage. See
cut under kangaroo^rat.
Hypsistarian (hip-sis-ta'ri-an), n. [< Gr. 'K><-

arapioi, pl., a Christian sect that distinguished
between 6 inptarof feof, the Most High God, and
& irarj/p, the Father; < inptaTot;, highest, most
high, superl. adj., < infi, adv., on high, aloft.]
One of a monotheistic sect in the fourth cen-

tury, whose doctrines combined pagan, Jewish,
and Christian ideas. They were perhaps successors
of the Sahseans, but worshiped God only under the name
of the Most High, and regarded flre and light as his spe-
cial symbols. They were found chiefly in Cappadocia.

Hypsodon (hip'so-don), n. [NL., < Gr. tyt, on
high, + bSai'f (6*>vr-) = E. tooth.] 1. A genus
of fossil fishes of large size, once considered
to be related to the pikes, with long, pointed,
and erect teeth. The remains occur in the Cre-
taceous formation of England. Agassiz. 2.

[/. c.] A fish of the genus Hypsodon.
hypsodont (hip 'so-dont), a. [< Gr. tyi, on
high, + biovs (odovT-) = E. tooth.] Having
lengthened crowns and short roots, the neck
remaining long below the alveolar border of
the socket: applied to such teeth as the molars
of BovidfE, in distinction from the brachyodont
dentition of Cervida;. See brachyodont. [The
epithet has no reference to the ichthyic genus
Hypsodon. ]

Modification of [the selenodont form] from a brachyo-
dont to a hypsodont type.

W. U. flower, Encyc. Brit, XV. 429.

hypsography (hip-sog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. tty<, on
high, aloft,T -ypa<j>ia, < ypa<jteiv, write, describe.]
See the extract.

Eidography, ... a word suggested as useful in discuss-

ing surveys, and having reference solely to the surface
form of the earth, its ups and downs, its hills and hollows.
The words hyptography and "topography" are each used
for this purpose ; but the flrst refers rather to elevation
than to form, and "

topography" has been and is used in
different senses, hence its meaning is uncertain until de-
fined by the writer using It Science, XII. 280.

hypsometer (hip-som'e-ter), n. [< Gr. infx, on
high, aloft, H- perpov, a measure.] A thermo-
metrical barometer for measuring altitudes, it

consists essentially of a delicate thermometer, with which
the temperature of the boiling-point of water at the given
height is determined.

hypsometric (hip-so-met'rik), . [< hypsometer
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to hypsometry.
The accuracy of the barometer as a hypsometric instru-

ment may be very considerably increased.
J. D. Whitney, Barometric Hypsometry, Pref.

hypsometrical (hip-so-met'ri-kal), a. [< Hyp-
sometric + -al.] Same as hypsometric : as, hyp-
sometrical maps, which exhibit the heights of

mountains, etc.

hypsometrically (hip-so-met'ri-kal-i), adv. Ac-

cording to the rules and principles of hypsom-
etry.

hypsometry (hip-som'e-tri), H. [As hypsometer
T -y.] The art of measuring the heights of

places upon the surface of the earth, either by
leveling, by the barometer, by the thermometer,
by trigonometrical observations, or otherwise.



hypsometry
The many curious and instructive results which a rather

extensive examination of the literature of hypiioutetri/ since
the beginning of the present century has brought to light.

J. D. Whitney, Barometric Hypsometry, p. 25.

hypsophyl, hypsophyll (Mp'so-fil), . [< Gr.

vijii, on high, T <J>V'/.'AOV, a leaf.] The involu-
cral leaves, bracts and bracteoles, glumes and
pale of flowers: a word introduced by Hen-

frey as a translation of the German Hochblatt.

Compare catapliyUum, cupliylliini.

hypsophyllary (hip-sof 'i-la-ri), a. [< hypso-
phyl + -ary.] Of, pertaining to, or of the na-
ture of hypsophyl.
hypsosis (hip-so'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. inlxjaif, a

lifting high, elevation, < t'i/<ow, lift high, < t/v,
on high, aloft, v^iov, on high (i>i[>oc, height), prob.
connected with VTTCP, over, above: see hyper-.]
In the Gr. Ch.: (a) The elevation of the eucha-
rist. (6) The elevation of the panagia. (c)[cap.~]
The Exaltation of the Cross; Holy-Cross day
(September 14th).

hypt, p. a. See hipped?.

Hyptideae (hip-tid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endli-

cher, 1836-40), < Hyptis (-id-) + -ece.~\ A former
tribe of labiate plants, typified by the genus
Hyptis : now referred to the tribe Ocimoidea;.

Also written Hyptida;.
Hyptis (hip'tis), n. [NL. (Jacquin, 1786), so

called because the limb of the corolla is turned

back; irreg.< Gr. vrrrtof, laid back, supine, < vvo,

under.] A very large genus of labiate plants,
of the tribe Ocimoideir. The calyx is ovoid-campanu-
late. with 5 very acute teeth ; the corolla is about as long
as the calyx ; and the upper lip has 4 entire lobes, the lower

lip 1, undivided. They are herbs or shrubs of polymor-
phous habit. Two hundred and fifty species are known,
all natives of tropical America, chiefly of Brazil. H. sua-
veolens of Cuba, .Mexico, etc., is called spikenard.

Hypudaeus (hip-u-de'us), n. [NL., < Gr. VTTOV-

6atof, underground, subterranean, < im6, under,
+ ovSag, poet., the ground.] A notable genus
of voles or field-mice, of the subfamily Arvi-

colince. The word is used in various senses : (a) As pro-

posed by Illiger (1811), a synonym of Arvicola (Lacepede),
and therefore nearly equivalent to the Arvicolinai collec-

tively. (6) As restricted by Keyserling and Blasius (1842),

and by Baird (1857), a synonym of Evotomys (Coues, 1874),
the type being Mun rutilus of Pallas. See Eootomys.

hypural (hi-pu'ral), a. [< Gr. im6, under, +
oipai tail.] Situated be- ^J,s2SJt0<l
neath or on the under side

of the tail: specifically ap-
plied in ichthyology to

bones beneath the axis of

the tail, supporting fin-

rays.
In most osseous fishes the hji-

pural bones which support the

fm-rays of the inferior division

[of the tail) become much ex-

panded, and either remain separate, or coalesce into a

wedge-shaped, nearly symmetrical bone.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 21.

hyrt, pron. See ftci.

Hyraces (hi'ra-sez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of Hyrax.]
Same as Hyracoidea. Wagtcr, 1830.

hyraceum, hyracium (hi-ra'se-um, -si-um), n.

[NL., < Hyrax (-ac-), q. v.] A product of com-
mercial value derived from the hyrax, and im-

ported from the Cape of Good Hope as a sub-

stitute for castoreum.

hyracid (hi-ras'id), n. A mammal of the family

Byraeidee; a hyrax.

Hyracidas (hi-ras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hyrax
(-ac-) + -id(E.] The typical and only family of

the order Hyracoidea. It formerly contained only
one genus, Hyrax, but this has been subdivided by Gray
into Hyrax proper, Dendrohyrax, and Euhyrax. See cut
under Hyrax.

hyraciform (hi-ras'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Hyrax
(-ac-) + L. forma, shape.] Same as hyracoid.

Hyracina (hl-ra-sl'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Hyrax
(-ac-) + -ina.~] Same as Hyracoidea. C. L. Bo-

naparte, 1831.

hyracium, n. See hyraceum.
Hyracodon (hi-rak'6-don), n. [NL., < Gr. vpa,
shrew-mouse, hyrax,+ 6Sov( (O&OVT-)= E. tooth. ]

A genus of primitive rhinoceros-like perisso-

dactyls from the Lower Miocene of North Am<>r-

ica, type of the family Hyracodontida.'. The
had 44 teeth, and only 3 digits on each foot.

is sometimes referred to the Rhinoccrotlda:.

hyracodont (hl-rak'o-dont), a. [< Hyraco-
dun(t-).] Having the form of dentition char-
acteristic of Hyracodon, Hyrax, and Rhinoceros,
in which the under molars have the external
tubercles crescentic in section, longitudinally

compressed, and continuous with the corre-

sponding internal tubercles.

Hyracodontidse (hl-rak-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Hyracodon(t-) + -idw.] A family of fos-
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sil rhinoceros-like perissodactyls, established
for the reception of the genus Hyrnciidon.

hyracoid (hi'ra-koid), a. [< NL. Hyrax (-ac-)
T -old.] Resembling a hyrax; pertaining to

the Hiifiii'iiidi'ii, or having their characters.
Also Inp'dciform.

Hyracoidea (hi-ra-koi'de-a), . pi. [NL., <

Hi/nix (-ac-) + -oidca.] An order of mona-
delphian mammals, represented by the single

family Hyracida
1

; the hyraxes. It combines in

its dentition characters of perissodactyl hoofed quadru-
peds with others of rodents, the molars being like those of

the rhinoceros in pattern, while the upper incisors are

long, curved, and grow from persistent pulps as in the ro-

dents. The dental formula is : 2 incisors in each half-jaw
above and below, no canines, and 4 premolars and 3 molars
in each upper and lower half-jaw in all, 36. There are
no clavicles. The fore feet are 4-toed, and the hind feet

3-toed ; both are padded underneath, as in carnivores and
rodents, not hoofed, as in ungulates; the digits end in

stout flat nails. This remarkable order of mammals, of

which no fossil remains are known, is the living remnant
of a very generalized type, combining characters of the

ungulates on the one hand and of the rodents and insec-

tivores on the other. The animals are of about the size

of rabbits, and their general appearance is suggestive of

these rodents ; they are known as rock-rabbits, and by other

names, and the order is also called Gliriformia and Lam-
nunyuia. See Hyracidce and Hyrax. Also Hyraces, Hy-
racina.

hyracotherian (hi"ra-ko-the'ri-an), a. [< Hy-
racotherium + -an.] Pertaining or related to

Hyracotherium.
hyracotheriine (hi"ra-ko-the'ri-in), a. [< Hy-
racotherium + -jel.] Same as hyracotherian.
But it has been from the Ilyracotheriine sub-family that

the horse line was derived.
E. D. Cope, Amer. Nat., XXI. 994.

Hyracotherium (hi"ra-ko-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vpa (vpaK-), a shrew-mouse, + Bqpiov, a
wild beast.] A genus of fossil perissodactyls
of the tapiroid section, referred to the family
Lophiodontidce. Their dental formula is: 2 incisors

above and 3 below on each side, and 1 canine, 4 premolars,
and 3 molars in each upper and lower half-jaw in all, 42.

The genus was based upon the skull of an animal of the size

of a rabbit, from tlie London clay. The generic term, as

used by De Blainville (1844), has been definitely located
in the Lophiodontidce, and identified with Pachynolophus
of Pomel (1847).

Hyrax (hi'raks), n. [NL., < Gr. i/iaf, a mouse,
shrew-mouse, = L. sorex, shrew-mouse: see

Sorex.] 1. The typical genus of the family Hy-
racidai and order Hyracoidea, haying the molar
teeth like those of a rhinoceros in pattern, the
lower incisors only slightly notched, the up-
per incisors approximated, and the upper lip
cleft. It has 7 cervical, 22 dorsal, 8 lumbar, 5 sacral,
and 6 caudal vertebrce. The genus contains the terres-

trial and saxicoline species of Africa and Syria, as //.

y
It

Daman (Hyrax syriacus).

capensts, H. hattessiniciut, H. gyriacus, variously known
as conies, daman*, rock-badger*, rock-rabbits, etc. It was
formerly conterminous with the family Hyracidce.
2. [/. c.] An animal of the genus Hyrax.
hyre1

t, v. t. See hire1 .

hyre2t, pron. See he1 .

hyrnet, n. See herii 1
.

hyrse (hers), n. See hirse.

hyrst, n. See hurst.

hyson (hi'sn), n. [< Chinese hich'un, lit. bloom-

ing spring, i. e. first crop.] A brand of green
tea produced in China Hyson 8kln, the refuse of

hyson tea. Young hyson, hyson tea picked early : call-

ed by the Chinese yv-chi?n (before the rains), in allusion

to the season of picking.

hy-spy (hi'spi), . See I-spy.

hyssop (his'up), n. [Formerly hissop,hisop; ear-

lier without the aspirate, ME. isopp, ysope, < AS.

ysope = D. hijzop = MLG. isop = MHG. isope,

isop, ispe,
G. {sop, ysopp = Sw. Dan. isop = OF.

sope, hysope, hyssopc, F. liysope = Sp. hisopo =
g. hysopo, hyssopo = It. isopo, issopo, < L. hy-

sopum, hyssopum, hyssopus, ML. also ysoptis, <

Gr. {IO-OTJTTOC, vaauvm, an aromatic plant, < Heb.

ezoph, an aromatic plant, different from the
mod. hyssop, which is not found in Syria or

Egypt.] 1. A small bushy herb of the genus
Hyssopus, natural order Labiatece. H. offitinalis,

ys
P

hysteric

common in gardens, is aromatic and stimulating, and was
formerly used as an expectorant. Decoctions of the leaves
are used extermilly in bruises and
indolent swellings. Bee Hygsoput.
2. In Scrip., a plant the

twigs of which were iiscil

for sprinkling in the cere-

mony of purification. It Is

supposed by some to have been
the caper-bush, Capparis npinoxa,
and by others a plant or several

plants growing in Palestine and
allied with the European hyssop.

He [Solomon] spake of trees,
from the cedar tree that is in Leb-
anon even unto the hyssop that

springeth out of the wall.
1 Ki. iv. 33.

He took the blood of calves and
of goats, with water, and scarlet

wool, and hyssop, and sprinkled
both the book, and all the people.

Heb. ix. 19.

He passed the grave, to throw a
handful of earth into it, and sprin-
kle it with hyssop.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 8.

3. Eccles., same as asperso- Hyssop (

rium,l. See quotation from gJiJ""-
" flow" ; *

Prescott under aspersion, 1.

Solomon's hyssop, thought by some to be a minute
moss, GymnoKtornum truncatulum; by others identified

with the caper-bush, Capparis spinosa. Wild hyssop,
Verbena hastata.

Hyssopideae (his-o-pid'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Lind-

ley, 1846), < Hyssopus (-id-) + -<E.] A former
subtribe of plants, containing the single genus
Hyssopus, belonging to the natural order La-
biateat. The genus Hyssopus is now referred to

the tribe Satureinece.

Hyssopus (hi-so'pus), n. [L. : see hyssop.] A
monotypic genus of plants of the natural order

Labiateie, tribe Sattireinea. The calyx is tubular.

15-nerved, equally 5-toothed, and naked in the throat;
the corolla equals the calyx, and has two lips; the sta-

mens are 4 in number, exserted and diverging; and the
nutlets are ovoid. It is a perennial herb with wand-like

simple branches, lanceolate or linear entire leaves, and
blue-purple flowers in small clusters crowded in a spike.
//. ojficinalig, the only species, originally from the Medi-
terranean region and middle Asia, but now widely culti-

vated and naturalized, is the hyssop of the gardens.

hystatite (his'ta-tit), n. [After the orig. G. hy-
statisches eiscnerz (Breithaupt) ;

formation not

obvious.] A variety of menaccanite or titanic

iron.

hysteralgia (his-te-rarji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iia-

Tcpatyt/f, causing pains in the uterus, < iiart/m,
the uterus, + d/tyoc, pain.] In pathol., neural-

gia of the uterus.

hysteralgic (his-te-ral'jik), a. [< hysteralgia
+ -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or affected with hys-
teralgia.

hysteranthous (his-te-ran'thus), a. [< Gr. i>a-

rrpof, later, after (see hysteresis), + ai<6of, a

flower.] In hot., putting forth leaves after the

appearance of the flowers : as, the willows, pop-
lars, etc., are hysteranthotis plants.
hysterectomy (his-te-rek'to-ini), n. [< Gr.

varepa, the uterus, + cKTofir/, a cutting out, < ex,

out, + rifivciv, Ta/ieiv, cut.] In surg., the ex-
cision of the uterus.

hysteresis (his-te-re'sis), n. [< Gr. vorepijoic, a

coming short, deficiency, < varepeiv, be behind
or later, come short, < iiarepns, later, latter, com-
ing after, behind, second (= AS. uttera, E. ut-

ter, outer), compar. (with superl. voraroc), from
a base *v8 (= Skt. ud = AS. ut, E. out): see out.]
A lagging of one of two related phenomena be-
hind the other. The changes in the thermo-electric
and magnetic quality of stretched iron wire, due to cyc-
lical variations in the stress to which it is subjected, lag
behind the changes in stress, and this lagging is called
hiisteresis. The word is applied also to other physical
phenomena of a similar character.

hysteria (his-te'ri-a),w. [< NL. hysteria, < Gr.

vartpa, the womb, uterus (= L. uterus, for *ud-
terus (?), m., the womb, = Skt. udara, neut., the

belly), prob. fern, to itarepof, latter (lower):
see hysteresis and uterus.] A nervous disease

involving no recognizable anatomical lesion,
characterized by unrestrained desire to at-

tract attention and sympathy, more or less co-
ordinated convulsions, globus and clavus hys-
tericus, antesthesia, hypera?sthesia, motor pa-
ralysis, vasomotor derangements, etc. Women
are much more frequently affected in this way
thar> men. Also called hysterics.

It is impossible to conceive hyatt-Ha attacking one who
was not a social being, or one again who, Bobinson Crusoe-

like, was planted alone on an uninhabited island.

Jlatulaley, Body and Will, p. 269.

hysteric (his-ter'ik), a. and H. [= F. hysteriqiie= Sp. histerico = Pg. hysterico = It. isterico (cf.



hysteric

D. G. hysterisch = Dan. Sw. hysterisl-), < L. Injs-

tericHS, < Gr. v<rrepin6f, suffering in the uterus,

hysterical, < varcpa, the uterus: see hysteria.]
I. . 1. Relating to, resulting from, 'affected

with, or subject to hysteria.
Parent of vapours, and of female wit,
Who give th' hysteric or poetic fit.

Pope, E. of the L., iv. 60.

steria
; emo-2. Having the characteristics of hys

tionally disordered ; fitful ; frantic.

With no hysteric weakness or feverish excitement, they
preserved their peace and patience. Bancroft.

Hysteric aura. See aural.

II. n. A fit of hysteria: commonly in the

plural.
The marquis sank down in his chair in a sort of hysteric.

Bulwer, Pelham, Ixv.

A love of freedom rarely felt,
Of freedom in her regal seat
Of England ; not the schoolboy heat,

The blind hysterics of the Celt.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cii.

hysterical (his-ter'i-kal), a. [< hysteric + -al.]
Same as hysteric, and the more common form.
With all his great talents, and all his lone experience

of the world, he had no more self-command than a petted
child or a hysterical woman.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great,

The last hi/sterital struggle of rhyme to maintain ita

place in tragedy. Sirinburne, .Shakespeare, p. 41.

hysterically (his-ter'i-kal-i), adv. In a hys-
terical manner

; spasmodically.
hysteriform (his-ter'i-form), a. [< NL. hysteria,
hysteria (in 2d sense < NL. Hysterium), + L.

forma, form.] 1. Resembling or having the
character of hysteria. 2. In hot., having the
form or appearance of fungi of the genus Hys-
terium.

Hysterineae (his-te-rin'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hys-
terium + -in- + -ea:.] A family of ascomyce-
tous fungi, typified by the genus Hysterium.

liysteritis (his-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ivrepa,
the uterus, + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation
of the uterus ; metritis.

Hysterium (his-te'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. vare-

pof, later: see hysteresis.] A large genus of as-

comycetous fungi, having the perithecium labi-

ate, the border entire, and the asci elongated.
They grow on decayed wood, branches, leaves,
etc.

hysterocele (his'te-ro-sel), . [< Gr. ixrripa,
the uterus, + K#lfl, tumor.] A form of hernia

involving the uterus.

hysterodynia (his'te-ro-din'i-a), n. [< Gr.

varcpa, the uterus, +"b6ivr/, pain.]' Pain of the
womb.
hystero-epilepsy (his'te-ro-ep'i-lep-si), n. In

pathol., a form of convulsive attack which pre-
sents a greater amount of coordination than or-

dinary epilepsy, and in this respect resembles
a hysterical attack. Also called hysteroid con-
vulsion.

hystero-epileptic (his'te-ro-ep-i-lep'tik), a.

Having the character of hysteria and of epi-

lepsy; hysterically epileptifonn.
hysterogenic (his*te-ro-jen'ik), a. [< hystero-
geny + -ic.] 1. Producing hysteria ; also, re-

lated to the production of hysteria.
In order to illustrate further the -intimate connection

between certain morbid forms of sleep and the hysterical
state, I shall briefly allude to the so-called "

hysterogenic
"

and "hypnogenic" pressure points discovered by Profes-
sors Charcot and Pitres. Fortnightly Rev., N.S., XII. 737.

She presents various hysterogenic points, one cutaneous
in the precordial region, below the mamma, and one over
the rightovary. Alien, and Neural., VII. 366.

2. In oot., a term applied to those intercellular

spaces in plants which are formed in old, part-
ly differentiated tissues. Compare protogenic.
hysterogenous (his-te-roj'e-nus), a. [< hyste-
rogeny -r -oils.] Same as hysterogenic.
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hysterogeny (his-te-roj'e-ni), n. [< NL. hys-
teria, hysteria, 4- Gr. -yeveia: see -geny.] Pro-
duction of hysteria; induction of hysterics or

hysterical states.

hysteroid (his'te-roid), a. [< NL. hysteria, hys-
teria, + Gr. eidof, form.] Inpatltol., resembling
hysteria : as, a hysteroid disease or symptom.

Hysteroid conditions and feigned diseases.
Alien, and Neural., VI. 475.

Hysteroid convulsion. Same as hyetero-epilepsy.

hysteroidal (his-te-roi'dal), a. [< hysteroid +
-al.] Same as hysteroid.

Their value is much diminished by the unmistakable hys-
teroidat impress which they bear. Medical News, L. 37.

hysterology1
(his-te-rol'o-ji), . [< Gr. iaripa,

the uterus, + -/Ur/4o, < /.e-yciv, speak : see -ology.]
The knowledge of or a treatise on the uterus.

hysterology2 (his-te-rol'o-ji), n. [= F. hyste'-

rologic, < LL. hysterologia, < Gr. vanpotoyla, hys-
terou-proteron, < varepof, later, latter

;
cf . ioTf-

poAoyof, speaking last, < iiarcpoc, the latter (see
hysteresis), + -toyia, < Hyeiv, speak : see -ology.]
Same as hysteron-proteron, 1.

hysteromania (his'te-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr.

ivTfpa, the uterus (see hysteria), + jtavia, mad-
ness.] 1. Hysterical mania; a mania develop-
ing in pereons who have previously exhibited

hysterical symptoms, and which presents many
hysterical features, with delusions, hallucina-

tions, illusions, and an unrestrained endeavor
to attract attention. 2. Nymphomania.
hysterometer (his-te-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. iV-

rtpa, the uterus, + firpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the uterus ; a uterine
sound.

hysteron-proteron (his'te-ron-prot'e-ron), n.

[NL., < Gr. ivrcpov vp&repnv, lit. the latter first,
also called vpud'vartpov, lit. the first last (latter);
neut. of varepof, later, latter, and rporepof, corn-

par., former, fore, first (ir/KJrof, superl., first).]
1. In rhet., a figure by which what should
come last in order of time or of logical sequence
is introduced first, and vice versa ; a transpo-
sition of words involving an inversion of the
natural and logical order of events or subjects.
The motive for the use of this figure is to mention first the
idea which is the more prominently before the mind. An
example is :

"
Moriamur, et in media arma ruamus "

(Let
us die, and rush into the midst of the fray), Virgil, JEnelA,
ii. 353. Also called hysterology and prolhysteron, and
sometimes considered the same as anastrophe.

2. In logic, the fallacy which consists in offering
as a proof of what is really an axiom some the-
orem which can be proved only by means of
that axiom.

hythe

cut.] In surg., the operation of cutting into
the uterus.

hysterotrachelorrhaphy(his*te-ro-tra-ke-lor'-
a-fi), H. [< Gr. i'arifia, the uterus, + rpd^/of,
the neck, + pafr/, a sewing, < pairretv, sew.] In

surg., a plastic operation on the neck of the
uterus.

hystriciasis (his-tri-si'a-sis), n. [NL., < L. hyu-
trijr (hystric-), porcupine, 4- -iasis.'} Same as
>n/ntrici#mtis.

hystricid (his'tri-sid), . A rodent mammal of
the family Hystricidw.
Hystricidae (his-tris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hystrix
(Hystric-) + -idee.'] A family of simplicident ro-

dents in which the pelage consists in part of
stout spines ; the porcupines. They are of large size
as compared with other hystncine rodpnts. Some are ter-

restrial and fossorial, with very long spines, and confined
to the old world ; others are chiefly arboreal, with short

spines, and confined to the new world. The family is thus
divisible into two subfamilies, Hystricince and Sphingu-
rince.

Hystricinae (his-tri-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Hys-
Irijr ( Hystric-) + -ince.] A subfamilyof Hystrici-
rfrt

1

; the old-world orground porcupines. Theyin-
habit the Palearctic, Indian, and Ethiopian regions. There
are two leading genera, Hystrix and Atherura. The sub-

family is sometimes called Atheruritice.

hystricine (his'tri-sin), a. [< L. hystrix (hys-
tric-), a porcupine, 4- -ine1 .] Resembling or
related to a porcupine ; hystricomorpliic.
hystricismus (his-tri-siz'mus), . [NL., < L.

hystrix (hystric-), porcupine, + -ismus, E. -ism.]
In pathol., an extreme form of ichthyosis, in
which the epidermis grows out into spines. Also
hyxtririiixift.

hystricomorph (his'tri-ko-m6rf), n. Any mem-
ber of the Jfj/stricomorpha.

Hystricomorpha (his"tri-ko-m6r'fa), . pi.

[NL., < L. Hystrix (Hystric-), < G'r. vorpif
(voTpix-), porcupine, + /uop^^, form.] A series
of simplicident rodents

; one of three prime di-

visions of rodents, includingthe porcupines and
their congeners. The group is characterized by nor-
mal upper incisors and distinct tibia and fibula, the angular

part
of the mandible springing from the outer side of the

bony covering of the incisor. The dental formula is : 1 in-

cisor in each half-jaw above and below, no canines, and 1

premolar and 3 molars in each upper and lower half-Jaw
in all, 20 (except in Ctenodactylvs, which has no premo-

l;u s). The skull has no distinct postorbital process (except
in Chcetomys). The group corresponds to the Hystricina
of Waterhouse, and includes the seven families Hydro-
chaeridce, Caviidce, Dintnnyidce, Dazyproctidix, ChinchU-
lidtr, Bystriciria', and Octodontidce. There is the great-
est diversity in the external aspect and habits of these ani-

mals, few of which specially resemble porcupines in

hysterophore (his'te-ro-for), . [< Gr.
the uterus, + -<t>6pof, ( <t>epctv = E.

ssary for supporting the uterus.

,

general appearance. Except four remarkable outlying
genera of Octodontidte and the old-world porcupines of
the genera Hystrix and Atherura, the whole series is

,

tear1 .'] A

ophyta (his-te-rof 'i-ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Elias Fries, 1821), pL of hysierophytam : see

hysteropliyte.] A section of thallophytes con-

taining the single class Fungi.
hysterophytal (his'te-ro-fi'tal), a. [< Hystero-
phyta.] Having the characters or appearance
of the Hysterophyta or Fungi.

hysterophyte (his'te-ro-fit), . [< NL. hystero-
phytum, < Gr. vartpa, the uterus, + Qvrov, a
plant.] Properly, a member of the Hystero-
phyta ; a fungus of any kind; in common usage,
any fungus growing upon organic matter, from
which it derives its nourishment; a sapro-
phyte.
hysterotome (his'te-ro-tom), n. [< Gr. voTepa,
the uterus, + T0fi6f, cutting.] An instrument
for cutting the uterus

; especially, a knife or
scissors for enlarging the cervical canal of the
uterus.

hysterotomy (his-te-rot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. varfpa,
the uterus, + ro/),'a cutting, < refivetv, ra/jclv,

,

American, and almost confined to South America; for
there are only three West Indian forms (as Capromyt),
and only two species of porcupine, of the genus Erethi-

zon, occur in North America.

hystricomorphic (his*tri-ko-m6r'fik), a. [<

Hystricomorpha + -ic.] Pertaining to the Hys-
tricomorpha, or having their characters ; hystri-
cine, in a broad sense.

Hystrix (his'triks), n. [L., also written His-
trix (stem hystric- instead of "histrich-). < Gr.

tior/wf (varpix-), a porcupine, in pi. bristles,

appar. < t-f, a hog, + 6pi% (rpix-), hair.] 1. The

typical genus of Hystricida?, formerly conter-
minous with the family, now restricted to the
common old-world porcupines, with very long
spines or quills, such as those used for pen-
holders. H. cristata is the leading species, in-

habiting southern Europe and northern Africa.
See porcupine. 2. [J. c.] An animal of this

genus.
hyte (hit), a. [Origin obscure.] Mad

; crazy.
Also hite. [Scotch.]

The witching, curs'd, delicious blinkers
Ha'e put me hyte. Burns, To Major Logan.

hythe, . See hithe.
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1. The ninth letter and
third vowel in the English
alphabet. The character comes,
like most of its predecessors (see
A, etc.), through the Latin and
Greek from the Fhenician, and ul-

timately perhaps from the Egyp-
tian. The correspondences are as
follows :

Egyptian. Pheni-

Hicroglyphic. Hieratic. cian.
Early

Greek and Latin.

The Phenician character represented rather a consonant
a y,. than a vowel, but it was converted to vowel value

by the Greeks, and has continued to bear that value since

(though in Latin used as consonant also). Our "short i"

of it, etc., is not far from the original sound; yet nearer is

the sound which we perversely call "long e" (of mete,

meet, meat, etc.X or the t of machine, pique., etc. Because
the words which anciently showed this latter sound have
in great measure changed it to a diphthongal utterance

(nearly a + i, or the ai of ai*le\ we have come to call the
altered sound "

long i.
" The true t-sounds (in pick, pique)

are close vowels, made with as near an approximation of

the organs as is possible without giving rise to a fricative

utterance. The approximation is made by the upper flat

surface of the tongue to the palate, at or near the point
where a complete closure makes a it-sound. Hence the
t-sound has palatal affinities, and it (as also in less de-

gree the e) is widely active in palatalizing a consonant :

for example, in converting in modern English a t to eft, a
d to j, an s to eh, a z to zh ; having in older English, and in

other languages, a like influence on a k or g. Hence, also,
it is a vowel close to a consonant, and very nearly identical
with the consonantal y, into which it passes freely. (See
Y.) 1 has also gained in many words before r the same
sound that e and u have in the same situation : for exam-
ple, fir, first. It enters into various digraphs, as ai, ei, ie,

01, ui.

2. As a symbol: (a) The number one in the
Roman notation. It is repeated for subsequent num-
bers up to three (formerly to four) (II, III, IIII). These
numerals placed after symbols of higher numbers increase
their value : as, VI, six ; VII, seven, etc. ; XII, twelve ;

LIII, fifty-three; formerly CIIII one hundred and four.

Instead of the old IIII and VIIII for four and nine, an I
is now prefixed to V or X to decrease the value by one :

thus, IV, four; IX, nine.

Thider come the kynge Vrien of gorre, that was a yonge
knyght, and moche preised in armes, and with hyrn iiij

C (four hundred] knyghtes. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 108.

(6) In logic, a symbol of the particular affir-

mative proposition: derived from the second
vowel of the Latin word affirmo, I assert. See

Al, 2 (6).

A doeth afttrme, E doeth denigh, which are bothe uni-

versall :

/ doeth afllrme, doeth denigh, which we particular call.

Sir T. M'ttson, Rule of Beason (1551).

(c) In chem., the symbol for iodine. 3. An ab-
breviation (a) In dental formulae, in zool., for
incisor, (fcf) Same as i. e. (c) See i. e., i. q.
I2 (i), pron. and n.

; poss. my or mine, obj. (dat.
and ace.) me, pi. uom. we, poss. our or ours, obj.

(dat. and ace.) us. [Also dial. 7 (pron. e), a,

ich; < ME. i, reduced form of (Northern) ik, as-

sibilated (Southern) ich, uch, < AS. ic = OS. ic,

ik, ec = OFries. ik = D. ik = MLG. LG. ik, ek
= OHG. ih, MHG. G. ich = Icel. efc = Sw.jag =
D&n.jeg = Goth, ik = W. i = L. ego (> It. io =
Pg. eu = Sp. yo = Pr. eu, ieu = OF. eo, jeo, jo,
mod. F. je = E. ego as a philosophical term:
see ego) =Gr. h/&, iybv = Lith. asz= Lett, es =
OBulg. azu,jazii= Russ. Pol. Bohem.ja = Skt.

aham, prob. standing for *agam, I, conjectured
to be compounded of a pronominal base a,
with an enclitic particle "-gam, *-ga, Skt. -ha,
Vedio -gha = Gr. -ye = Goth, -k in mi-k = AS.
me-c, E. me, Goth, thu-k = AS. thc-c, E. thee,
Goth, si-k, oneself. The first personal pronoun
was declined in AS. as follows : sing. nom. ic,

gen. min, dat. and instr. me, ace. me, older mec;
pi. we, gen. user, ure, dat. and instr. us, ace. us,
older usic; dual nom. wit (we two), gen. uncer,
dat. and instr. unc, older uncit; with similar
forms in the other Teut. tongues. There are in
AS. and E. four apparent stems, represented by
7, me, we, and us : see me, we, our, us.] I. pron.
The nominative case of the pronoun of the first

person ;
the word by which a speaker or writer

denotes himself.

Mow i geten a grece that i gaynli knowe.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 630.

But ik am oold: me list not pley for age.

Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, 1. 13.

So pray 1 to my lordes all.

Now in min age, how so befalle,
Thot / mot stonden in their grace.

Goiver, Conf. Amant., viii.

But here's the joy ; my friend and I are one.

Shak., Sonnets, xlii.

But as he grows he gathers much,
And learns the use of /, and me,
And finds "/ am not what / see,

And other than the things / touch."

Tennyson, In llemoriam, xlv.

[The pronoun may take (rarely) a qualifying adjective.

Poor 7 was slain when Bassianus died.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3.]

I AM, a title of Jehovah (Ex. iii. 14). The Hebrew word
here rendered / AM is equivalent in meaning to Jehomh,
and differs from it very slightly in form. In the margin
of the revised version it is rendered "I will be," and some
make it

"
I shall be." The word expresses absolute, and

therefore unchanging and eternal, being.

II. n. 1. The pronoun / used as a substan-
tive. 2. In metaph., the object of self-con-

sciousness ;
that which is conscious of itself as

thinking, feeling, and willing; the ego.

It is I that perceive, I that imagine, I that remember,
I that attend, I that compare, I that feel, I that desire, I

that will, I that am conscious. The /, indeed, is only
manifested in one or other of these special modes ; but it

is manifested in them all ; they are only the phenomena
of the /, and, therefore, the science conversant about the

phenomena of mind is, most simply and unambiguously,
said to be conversantabout the phenomena of the / or the

Ego. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph. ,
ix.

I3t (I), interj. An obsolete form of ayes.

Bayes. They do me the right, Sir, to approve of what I
do.
Johns. I, I, they will clap, I warrant you.

Buckingham,, The Rehearsal, i.

i*t, n. An occasional obsolete spelling of eye.
Skelton.

i5, i'. [< ME. i = Icel. *, reduced form of in:

see in1
,
and cf. a3

,
reduced form of an, on, and

a2
,
reduced form of an1

.] A light form of in1 :

as, "a worm i' the bud," Shak.

1-1. [ME. i-, y-, sometimes e-, a-, early ge-, <

AS. ge- = OS. gi- = OFries. gi-, ge-, ie- = D.

ge- = MLG. LG. ge- = OHG. go-, gi-, ge- (ka-,

ke-), MHG. gi-, ge-, G. ge- (extremely com-
mon) = Icel. g- (scarcely found except in glikr,
mod. likr = AS. gelic, E. like2

, a.) = Goth, ga-:
a general Teut. prefix, in some uses equiv.
to L. con- (com-, co-, etc.) = Gr. fw-, aw-, to-

gether, with (see con-, syn-), but hardly of the
same origin.] A prefix (often spelled y-, and
sometimes e- and a-) common inMiddle English,
as in i-blent, i-cast, i-don, i-take, i-cleped, i-wis,
etc. (also spelled y-blent, y-cast, y-don, etc.),
but entirely lost in modern English, except as
traces remain in y-wis, adv. (sometimes erro-

neously written I wis), and in y-clept and a few
other archaic perfect-participle forms affected

by Spenser and other poets, and in alike,

along?, among, enough, everywhere, handiwork,
and a few other common words in which the

syllable concerned is not now recognized as a

prefix. This prefix was extremely common in Anglo-
Saxon, being used with nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and
adverbs (having with these a collective or generalizing
force, often so indefinite as not to be felt), but especially
with verbs(having with these a collective force often trans-
latable by together or with, or a completive or transitive

force, and hence much used in the formation of transitive
from intransitive verbs) ; in many instances it added no-

thing to the force of the verb to which it was prefixed. In

Anglo-Saxon many verbs, as in German all verbs, without
this or another prefix in the finite forms, take it in the

past participle.

i-2 . A form of the negative prefix -8 before

g>i- in some words of Latin origin, as in ignoble,

ignore, ignorant, etc.

-i-1 . [See i-1 .] An apparent connective, but

properly a prefix, in hand-i-work and hand-i-

craft (altered from hand-craft in imitation of

handiwork), and (now spelled -y-) in ever-y-
where. See these words, and compare i-1 .

-i-2 . [L. -i-, being the stem-vowel, original, con-

formed, or supplied as a connective, of the first

element in the compound; = Gr. -o-, rarely -t-\

see -o-.] The usual 'connecting vowel,' prop-
erly the stem-vowel of the first element, of com-

pound words taken or formed from the Latin,
as in mult-i-form, cent-i-ped, ens-i-form, omn-i-

potent, aur-i-feroiis, bell-i-gerent, etc. In forming
New Latin compounds, the vowel is regularly -t-, as scut-i-

fera [< L. Kcutum (xcuto-) + -Sera], even when the second
element is Greek, as scut-i-phora [< L. scutum (iscuto~), 4-

Gr. .,v>f)<] ; but in the latter case the vowel -o-, proper to

Greek compounds, is often used, as scut-o-pterus [<( L. scu-

tum (scuto-) + Gr. ir-repci-). Even when both elements are

Latin, the connective -o- is sometimes used ; but it is prop-
erly confined to Greek and other non-Latin compounds.
See -o-.

-ia 1
. [L. -ia, Gr. -la, being -i-, stem-vowel, +

-a 1
, uom. suffix of first declension : see -a1.] A

termination in Latin and Greek nouns (chiefly

feminine), many of them in English use, being
-a* preceded by -i-, a stem-vowel, formative or

euphonic, as in tib-ia, fasc-ia, milit-ia, man-ia,
scoria, etc. When such forms are Anglicized,
the termination becomes -y, as in family, from
Latin familia.

-ia2 . [L. -ia, Gr. -ia, being -i-, stem-vowel, + -a2
,

nom. pi. suffix: see -a'-T] A termination in

Latin and Greek nouns, many of them in Eng-
lish use, being - 2 preceded by -i-, a stem-vow-

el, formative or euphonic, as in regal-ia, satur-

nal-ia, etc.

-iac, -iacal. See -ac.

lache (i'a-ke), n. [NL., < Gr. 'la*)?, a nymph,
companion of Proserpine ;

cf . iaxti, a cry, shout,
a joyous sound, < Id^ctv, cry, shout.] A genus
of humming-birds of the family TrochiUdce, of

which the type is the broad-billed hummer, I.

latirostris, a Mexican species, occurring also in

the United States. Z>. G. Elliot, 1879. Also
called Circe.

iacintt, See jacinth.
-ial. A form of -al, being -al preceded by an
original or euphonic vowel i-. See -al.

laltris (i-al'tris), n. [NL., < Gr. id/Urn" (verbal
adj. MzXrof), send forth.] A genus of colubri-

form ophidians, related to Dromicus, but hav-

ing no solid teeth on the maxillary bone behind
the long median one. The type is 7. vultuosa
of Hayti. E. D. Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Phila., 1862, p. 73.

iamb (i'amb), n. [= F. iambe= Sp. yambo = Pg.
It.jambo, < L. iambus: see iambus.] Same as

iambus. [Rare.]
The license is sometimes carried so far as to add three

short syllables to the last iamb. Brande.

iambelegus (I-am-bel'e-gus), n. [LL., < Gr.

iauftefayoe, < m^/3of, iambus, + efa-yof, an elegiac

poem: see iambus and elegy."] In anc.pros., an

episyntheticmeter consisting of an iambic colon
followed by a dactylic penthemimeres (half an
elegiac pentameter).
iambic (!-am'bik), a. and n. [= F. iambique =
Sp. ydmbico = Pg. It. jambico, < LL. iambicus,
< Gr. iaufliKoc, iambic, <

layfiof,
an iambus: see

iambus.'] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the iambus;
employing iambics : as, iambic meter; an iam-
bic poet. 2. Consisting of an iambus, or of
iambics: as, an iambic foot; an iambic verse or

poem Iambic Class (of leet). Same as diplasic or dou-
ble class. See diplasic.

II. n. In pros.: (a) Same as iambus, (b) Averse
or metrical period consisting of iambi. Iambics
have been a favorite or prevalent form of verse in the

poetry of many nations. They were used among the
Greeks from early times in popular poetry, especially of a
festive or a vituperative character. English heroic verse
is the iambic pentapody or trimeter brachycatalectic (~ -
w

I

^ w
I

w
). Iambics of various lengths form the

great bulk of all English poetry, other meters being com-

paratively rare. Seecholiamb,llipponactean,ischiorrhogic,
ttcazon, trimeter, genarius, geptenaritw, octonariue.

iambical (i-am'bi-kal), a. [< iambic + -al.']

Same as iambic, [Rare.]



iambical

Amongst us I name but two Iambical poets, Gabriel
Harvey and Richard Stanyhurst, because I have Been no
more in this kind. Metes (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 100).

iambically (i-am'bi-kal-i), adv. In the manner
of au iambic.
iambize (i-am'biz), . t.; pret. and pp. iambi;ed,
ppr. iambizing. [< Gr. ia/ipifrtv, assail in iam-
bics, lampoon, < la/tfiof, iambus, iambic verse,
a lampoon: see iambus.'] To satirize in iambic
verse. [Bare.]
Iambic was the measure in which they used to iambize

each other. Twining, tr. of Aristotle on Poetry, i 8.

iambographer (I-am-bog'ra-fer), n. [< Gr. iau-

/Joypdyop,
a writer of iambics, < ta/i/3of, iambus,+ ypatjteiv, write.] A writer of iambic poetry.

[Rare.]
Meant. I am an iumbographer; now it is out
Cata. For honour's sake, what's that ?

Mont. One of the sourest versifiers that ever crept out
of Parnassus. Shirley, Maid's Revenge, i. 2.

iambographic (i-am-bo-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. ia/t-

/?oyp<i0of, a writer of iambics (see iambographer),+ -tc.] 1. Of or pertaining to the writing of
iambics. 2. Accustomed to write iambic po-
etry. [Rare.]
The melic and iambographic poets.

Amtr. Jour. Philol., VIL 878.

iambus (i-am'bus), n.; pi. iamM (-bi). [< L. iam-

bus, < Gr. Ja///3of, an iambus, an iambic verse, an
iambic poem, esp. a lampoon; so called, it is

said, because first used by satiric writers ; < id-

TTTOV, send or drive on, throw, assail with words,
= L. jacere (iacere), throw: see jactitate, jet

1
.']

lupros., a foot of two syllables, the first short
or unaccented and the second long or accented.
The iambus of modern or accentual versification consists
of an unaccented syllable followed by an accented one,
without regard to the relative time taken lu pronouncing
the two syllables. Thus in English verse the words Might',
dilate", emit, dbff would all be treated as iambi, while on
the principles of ancient prosody the first of these words
would be an iambus, but the second a spondee(an anapestic
spondee, f

), the third a trochee, and the last a pyrrhic.
The iambus of Greek and Latin poetry (~ ) is quantita-
tive, and as the first syllable is short, and the second being
long is equal to two shorts, the whole foot has a magnitude
of three shorts (is trisemlc). Also called iamb, iambic,

-ian. A form of -an, being -an preceded by an
original or euphonic vowel '-. See -an.

lanthina (i-au'thi-na), n. [NL., fern, of ian-

thinus, < Gr. iavOtvof, violet-colored, < lov (*Fiav),
violet (=L.OTO-to, violet), + avSos, aflower.] 1.
The representative genus of the family lantni-

iiidai; the oceanic violet-snails. One of the best-
known species is f.fragilii. They are found floating In

Violet-snail (lanthma /raffiHs). it, float; b, effffs; r, gills;
d, tentacles.

shoals on the open seas of warm latitudes, buoyed up by
the peculiar float attached to the foot, and are often cast
ashore in vast numbers during storms. The animal when
irritated pours out a violet secretion, serving to some ex-

tent for concealment^ like the ink of the cuttlefish.

2. \l. c.~] A violet-snail.

lanthinidae (i-au-thin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < lan-
thina + -idw,'] A family of oceanic gastropods,
having a small foot, the under side of which is

connected with a vascular appendage or float,
which buoys the animal in the water, and un-
der which the eggs are received ; the violet-

snails. The shell is thin and violet-colored, with a twist-
ed pillar, 4-sided

aperture,
and waved outer lip giving pas-

sage to exposed gills. The head is large, obtuse, and pro-
truded beyond the mouth, with a short proboscis and
bifid tentacles. The radula is without central teeth, but
has many long, curved, pen-like teeth on the sides. The
remarkable appendage or float is several times as long as
the body. There was formerly much question as to the

position of the family, which has even been classed with
the Heteropoda.

lapetUS (i-ap'e-tus), n. [L., < Gr. 'Imrcrdf, iu

myth, a Titan, son of Uranus and Ge.] 1. In

astron., the eighth or outermost, formerly called
the fifth, of the satellites of Saturn. 2. In en-

torn., a genus of homopterous insects, of the

family Fnlgorida. St&l, 1863.

lapygian (i-a-pij'i-an), a. and n. [< L. lapygia,
Gr. "loirvyia, <! L. lapyges, Gr. 'laitvyef (see lapyx),+ -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to lapygia, an
ancient division of southeastern Italy, so called

by the Greeks, corresponding to the peninsular
part of Apulia, anciently also called Messapia
and Calabria, and sometimes extended to the
whole of Apulia.

II. n. One of the ancient Italic race inhabit-

ing lapygia, including the Messapians and other
tribes.
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iapygid (i-ap'i-jid), n. A member of the family
lapygidcB.

lapygidae (i-a-pij'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< lapyx (-yg-)+ -idie.'] A family of thysanurous insects, rep-
resented by the genus lapyx, having a pair of
anal forceps instead of bristles, and no mova-
ble appendages along the under side of the

body.
lapyx (i-a'piks), n. [NL., < L. lapyx, < Gr.

'Ia;rt;f (-17-), the northwest or rather west-
northwest wind, pi. a river in Italy, also lapyx,
the son of Ddalus, the mythical progenitor
(eponym) of the lapyges, L. Ia2>yges,Gr.'ldirvyef,
a people of southern Italy.] The representa-
tive genus of insects of the family lapnijiilii:
There are several eyeless species. 7: tnlifugus Is one of
southern Europe, of pale color, about half an inch long ;

/. gi<ias of Cyprus is twice as long. A United States spe-
cies is 7. subterraneui, found under stones near the Mam-
moth Cave iu Kentucky.

iarfine, n. [Ir., < iar, after, + fine, family,
tribe.] One of the groups of five into which
the ancient Irish clans or families were organ-
ized. See gcilfine.

-iasis. [NL.,< L. -iasis, < Gr. -iaaif, as in ifaijiav-

riaaif, elephantiasis, <p6cipiaatf, phthiriasis, etc.,
from verbs in -detv, contr. -dv, the -<- being of
the stem, or euphonic.] A termination of New
Latin names of diseases, as elephantiasis, phtlii-

riasis, psoriasis, hypochondriasis. Also -asis.

iaspt, . See jag}), jasper. Spenser.
lassidae, lassus. See Jassidai, Jaasus.
lastian (i-as'ti-an), n. [Gr. 'Id<mof, Ionic, <

'Idf, Ionic : see 'Ionic.'] Same as Ionian.

iatraliptict (i-a-tra-lip'tik);
a. [< Gr. iarpa-

feitrTiK, a surgeon who practises by anointing,
friction, and the like (<J laTpakenrriKJi, sc. fixvi,
such practice)j < iarpof, a physician, + dfeiirri/f,
an anointer, < atefaiv, anoint. ] Curing by oint-
ments and frictions The iatraliptic method, in

med., same as epidermic method (which see, under epider-
mic).

iatric (i-at'rik), a. [< Gr. iorpocof, < tarpof, a

physician, < IdaOat, cure, heal.] Relating to
medicine or physicians.

iatrical (i-at'ri-kal), a. [< iatric + -al.] Same
as iatric.

iatrochemical (i-a-tro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

iarpof, a physician, + E. chemical.] Of or per-
taining to the chemical theory of medicine : ap-
plied to a school of medicine of the seventeenth

century which, progressive in its tendencies,
applied with a certain exclusiveness and ex-

travagance chemical doctrines to the explana-
tion of physiological and pathological phenom-
ena : opposed to iatrophysical.
iatrocbemist (i-a-tro-kem'ist), n. [< Gr. iarpof,
a physician, + E. chemist: cf. iatromathemati-

cian.J A member of the iatrochemical school.

iatroliptict, iatroleptict, a. Erroneous forms
of iatraliptic.

iatrology (i-a-trol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. larpoto-yia,
the study of medicine, < iarpAf, a physician, +
-/.oyi, < /t/Eiv, speak: see -0/017^.] A treatise
on medicine or on physicians ; also, the science
of medicine.
iatromathematical (I-a-tro-math-e-mat'i-kal),
a. [< Gr. ia-pof, a physician, + E. mathematical.
See iatromathematician.~] Same &siatrophysical.
Some iatromathematical professorsare too superstitions,

in my judgment. Burton, Anut. of Mel., p. 278.

iatromathematician (i-a-tro-math'e-ma-tish'-
an), n. [< Gr. iorpof, a physician, + E. mathe-

matician, after Gr. larpo/uithifiaTtKoi, pi., those
who practised medicine in conjunction with

astrology, < tarpof, a physician, + ftaOq/taTticdf,
a mathematician.] A member of the iatro-

physical school.

iatromechanical (i-a-tro-me-kan'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. larpof ,

a physician, + E. mechanical.] Same
as iatrophysical.

iatrophysical (i-a-tro-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. iarp6f,
a physician, + E. physical.'] A term applied
to a school of physicians which took its rise in

Italy in the seventeenth century. They sought to

explain the functions of the body and* the application of
remedies by statical and hydraulic laws, and were eager
students of anatomy, since it was only by accurate know-
ledge of all the parts that they could apply their mathe-
matical and dynamical principles.

ib. An abbreviation of ibidem.

ibet. An obsolete form of been1
, past participle

of be1 .

I-beam (I'bem), n. Any form of rolled iron hav-

ing a cross-section resembling the letter I.

ibent. An obsolete form of been 1
, past partici-

ple of be1 .

Iberian1
(i-be'ri-an), a. and . [< L. Iberia,

Hiberia, < Gr. 'l,3r/pia, the ancient Greek name

ibex

of Spain, < "I/fr/per L. Iberrs. /libfrm, sometimes
Iberi, Hibvri, the inhabitants of Spain.] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to ancient Iberia in Europe,
which included Spain and Portugal and part of
southern France: as, the Iberian peninsula.

Eoving the Celtick and Iberian fields.

Milton, Comus, 1. 60.

2. Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of Iberia
;

specifically, in art, noting the productions of
tne earlier races of the Spanish peninsula, which
show no trace of Roman influence.

II. . 1. One of the primitive inhabitants of

Spain. The Basques are supposed to be de-
scendants of the ancient Spanish Iberians.
2. The language of the ancient Iberians, of
which modern Basque is supposed to be the

representative.
Iberian2 (i-be'ri-an), a. [< L. Iberia, Hiberia,
< Iberes, Hiberes,'Grr. "Ipqpts, the ancient inhab-
itants of the region now called Georgia.] Of
or pertaining to ancient Iberia in Asia, nearly
corresponding to Georgia in Russian Transcau-
casia.

From . . . Margiana to the Hyrcanian cliffs

Of Caucasus, and dark Iberian dales.

Milton, P. K., lit 818.

Iberidea (I-be-rid'e-e), . pi. [NL., < Iberia

(-id-) + -ea;.~] A tribe of cruciferous plants, typi-
fied by the genus Iberia,
now referred to the tribe

Tlilaspidea:
Iberia (i-be'ris), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Ifypic, a kind of pep-
perwort, prob. < 'Ipt/pta,

Iberia, Spain, as its place
of growth.] A genus of
cruciferous plants, con-

sisting of annual, peren-
nial, and shrubby spe-
cies, distinguished by hav-
ing the two outer petals
larger than the others.
About 20 species are known,
mostly natives of the Mediter-
ranean region and of the East.
Several species are cultivated in

gardens, under the name of can-
dytvft. The 7. amara, or bitter

candytuft, is found growing wild
in the south of England. The
root, stems, and leaves possess
medicinal properties, but the
seeds are most efficacious. It
is said to have been used by the
ancients in cases of rheumatism,
gout, and other diseases. 7. urn-
bellatn is the purple candytuft.

iberite (i-be'rit), . [< L.

Iberia, Spain, + -ittfr.'] A hydrated altered
iolite found in the Spanish province of Toledo.
ibex (I'beks), n. [< L. ibex, a kind of goat, the

chamois.] 1. A wild goat, the bouquetin, stein-

bok, or other species of the genus Ibex. There
are several different species, inhabiting mountain-ranges
of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the best known of which, and
the one to which the name was originally given, is the
steinbok or bouqnetin of the Alps and Apennines, Capra
ibex or Ibex ibex. The male is about 4J feet long, and 2
feet .- inches high at the shoulders ; it sometimes attains
a weight of 200 pounds. The color is brownish- or reddish-
gray in summer, and gray in winter. The horns are very
large (sometimes 3 feet along the curve), closely approxi-

Candytuft ([beris umbel-
lata}. a, flower; b, fruit ;

t, seed.

Alpine Ibex or Steinbok (Cafra ibex).

mated at the base, diverging regularly to the tip, curved
sharply backward and outward, and longitudinally ridged
on each side, the flattened front between the ridges being
crossed with many transverse ridges or nodes. It has a
short dark beard, and the ears and tail are partly white.
The female is smaller, of a gray color, and its horns are
shorter and more like those of the domestic goat. The
kids are gray. The ibex of the Pyrenees is a closely related

species, Ibex pyrenaica ; its horns are more divergent for

some distance and then incurved at the tip, presenting



ibex

when viewed together from the front a resemblance to a

lyre ;
each horn is compressed, and keeled in front. See

cegagrus.
2. [.cap.'] A genus of ibexes, or a subgenus
of Capra.

ibid. An abbreviation of ibidem.

Ibidaa (i'bi-de), n.pl. [NL.] Same as Ibididce.

ibidem (i-bi'dem), adv. [L., in the same place,
< ibi, there (< ('-, pronominal root as in i-s, that,

he (see he1
), + -bi, dat. or locative ending as in

ti-bi: see bi-1
,
be-1

, by
l ),+ -dcm, a demonstrative

suffix as in i-dem, the same, etc.] In the same

place ; at the place or in the book already men-
tioned: used in order to avoid the repetition
of references. Commonly abbreviated to ibid.

or ib.

Ibides (5'bi-dez), n.pl. [L., pi. of Ibis, q. v.]
A series of altricial grallatorial birds, a sub-

order of Herodiimes or l'elargoiorpk(e, corre-

sponding to the Hemiglottides of Nitzsch, and

composed of the two families Ibididce and Pla-

tnld'idai, or the ibises and spoonbills. They have
a schizorhinal skull, with produced and recurved man-
dibular angle ; a sternum double-notched on each side

;

the carotids double; two normal intestinal ceeca; an ex-

tremely small tongue ; an ambiens muscle ; a tufted oil-

gland; nopulviplumes; tarsi reticulate (rarely scutellate);
the hallux not completely insistent; the middle claw

scarcely or not at all pectinate ; and the sides of the upper
mandible deeply grooved for its whole length. The Ibides

are one of three series of Herudiones, the others being the

Herotlii proper, or herons, and theCV'co/iwe, or storks. The

genera and species are numerous. Also Ibviides.

Ibididae (i-bid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ibis (Ibid-)
+ -idtv.~\ One of two families of Ibides, of the

order Herodiones; the ibises. They have a long,

slender, subcylindric, and decurved bill, deeply grooved on
the sides of the upper mandible, and resembling a cur-

lew's. There are about 24 species, differing much in minor
details of structure, so that they have been made types of

almost as many genera. See ibis. Also Ibidce.

Ibidides (i-bid'i-dez), n. pi. Same as Ibides.

ibidine (i'bi-din), a. [< L. ibis (ibid-) + -ine^.}

Having the character of an ibis ; of or pertain-

ing to the Ibides. Encijc. Brit., III. 713.

IbidorhyncllUS (i'bi-do-ring'kus), n. [NL.,< Gr.

Z/3<f (i/3io-), ibis,+ puyxw, bill.] A notable genus
of curlews, of the family Scolopacidoe: so called

from the likeness of the bill to that of an ibis.

/. stiiithersi of Asia is the only species. G. R.

Gray, 1844. Originally written Ibidorhyncha.
N. A. Vigors,

1831.

ibigau, ibijau (ib'i-gou, -jou), n. The native

name of the earth-eater, giant night-jar, or

grand goatsucker of South America, Nyctibitis

grandis, a bird of the family Caprimulgidte. See

Kyctibius.

-ibility. The termination of abstract nouns
formed in -ity from adjectives in -ible, as in

credibility, legibility, etc., from credible, legible,

etc. It is properly the double suffix -bility, with
a preceding original or euphonic vowel i-. Com-

pare -ability, and see -bility.

ibis (i'bis), n. [= F. Sp. Pg. ibis = It. ibi, < L.

ibis, < Gr. J/3<f, ibis; of Egyptian origin.] 1.

A bird of the family Ibididce, or of the genus
Ibis in a wide sense. There are about 24 species, of

numerous modern genera, chiefly inhabitants of the lakes

and swamps of the warmer parts of the glol)e. They re-

semble herons, storks, and other large altricial gralla-
torial birds. They feed on fish, reptiles, and other animals,
chiefly aquatic, nest on the ground or in trees or bushes,

lay a few eggs of a uniform color, and rear their young in

the nest. The most notable species, and the one to which
the name ibix appears originally to have been given, is

the sacred ibis of Egypt and other parts of Africa (Ibis

2965 ice

is the most nearly cosmopolitan species, Inhabiting chiefly and inserted on ahypogynous disk ; and a 1-celled, 2-seeded

the old world but straying to North America, and reaching ovary. They are evergreen shrubs, with ascending or climb-

cold-temperate latitudes in both hemispheres. Itisirides- ing branches and smooth leaves. Three or four species

cent with green and black, varied by opaque dark-chestnut only are known, natives of tropical Africa,

tints. The white-faced glossy ibis, Ibis guarauna, is a IcacinaceaB (i-kas-1-na' se-e), n.pl. [NL., <

related species abundant in warm
parts

of America, and Jcacina + -ace<E.~\ An order of plants, the gen-

^SJj^M^ttt^rnliabitaS'he^uth'ern v'lilted'statesl
era of which are now referred to the Olai-im".

where It isknown'as the Spanish cnrletr. Theplumageof tribe Icacineai. See Icatinem.

the adult is pure white, with black-tipped wings. Asplen- Icacineae (i-ka-sin'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Icaotnct
did species of tropical and subtropical America is the scar- + ^ -i A^^ o j< plan t s of the natural order

^^S^S^'^S^^^^- ^"^tyvinedby'thegenustoa^.
The.mem-

sent equally notable characters; as the Australian straw- bers are evergreen trees and shrubs, and are not
(

kn

necked ibis\O-ronticwi or Otor^UMi t,AnwMi), the Afri- to be of any special use. They are natives of the tropical

can (Gcnmticus (Ilagedashia) hagedasK), the white Japa- .
and subtropical regions of the old world

neee(Geronticus(Sipponia)nippon\etc. 1CECO (i-kak'o), n. [bp. Amer.] Ihe cocoa-

2. [cap.'] [NL.] The leading genus of the family plum, Clirynobalanus Icaco, a native of Florida

Ibiiliila, formerly more than coextensive with and the West Indies. It is a shrub 4 to 6 feet high,

the family, but successively restricted to vsri- *,$*** l f y&"t^t?S;
ous generic types of ibises. Its current uses are now

,n the Spaui h We8t Indian coionies.wSlK^..hich the scarlet ibis is the type. Modern genera which
have been detached from the old genus Ibis are Falcinel-

his of Bechstein, Geronticm, Eutlocimun, Harpiprion, The-

risticus, Phimasux, Cercibis of Wagler, Thredciurnis of G.

R. Gray, Pseudibis of Hodgson, Hagedashia of Bonaparte,

Leucibix, Carphibis, Lophutibis, Coinatibis, ^folypbdt^pha

nus, Bostrychia, Nipponia of Keichenbach, and others.

3. Some bird like an ibis, or supposed to be an

ibis, as a wood-ibis or wood-stork. See Tanta-

linte.

Ibla (ib'la), n. [NL.] A genus of cirripeds of

the order thoracica and family Pollicipedidce.
It is related to Scalpellvm ; in both genera some species
are dioecious, while others present the unique combination
of males with hermaphrodites.

Iblees, n. See Eblis.

Iblidae (ib'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ibla + -ida;.]

A family of cirripeds, named from the genus
Ibla. Originally written Ibladce. W.E.Leacli,
1825.

Ibycter (i-bik'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. i^KTr/p, in

Cretan, one who begins a war-song.] A South

tion, usually equivalent to the simple -ic, as

hysteric, hysterical,
but often slightly differen-

tiated, as in comic, comic-al, historic, historic-al,

politic, politic-al. When the form in -ic is used chiefly

_ - , , music-al, logic, logic-al, politics, politic-al, etc.

Adverbs formed from adjectives regularly ending in -ic,

but which may have -ical, regularly take -al- before -ly :

as, yraphic, graphic-al-ly; intrinsic, intrinsic-al-ly. See

(i-ka'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Icarius,
Gr. 'iKapiof, pertaining to Icarus (L. Icaria, Gr.

'luapia, Icaria), < *I/capof ,
Icarus in Greek legend,

a son of Daedalus: see def.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
or relating to Icarus, the son of Daedalus, who,
to escape the wrath of Minos, is fabled in Greek

legend to have fled from Crete with his father

on wings fastened on with wax. In defiance of his

father's warning, he flew too high; the sun melted the
,

-. ,

A Tnpi-innn ITBTIIIS of vnltvrririe hnwks of the sub- wax-
and ne fel1 into the -*teean 8ea. between the CycladesAmerican genus < urine nawKS, or. ine BUU

and e hence known ftg tn(j Icarlan gea . heuce applied
familv Polybonnce, family Faleontdce, having the ^ ,,, foolhardy or presumptuous exploit or enterprise.
nostrils circular, the head partly denuded, the

Ibycter amcricamts.

tail normal, and the coloration chiefly black, it

is related to Daptrius, Milvago, Senex, and Phalcoboenu*.
The type is the so-called gallinaceous eagle, Falco aquili-

nus, now called rbycler americanus, which is black, with
white abdomen and thighs, eyes and bare parts of head red,

and blue cere; its length is about 19 j inches. (ViMlot,
Analyse d'une Nouvelle Ornith. (1816), p. 22.) Bymnops is

a synonym. Also written Ibicter. Kaup, 1845.

High-bred thoughts disdain to take their flight,
But on th' Icarian wings of babbling fame.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 9.

2. (a) Relating to Icarus or Icaria, now Nika-

ria, an island in the Icarian sea, near Samps.
(6) Of or relating to Icaria, a deme of Attica

occupying a valley behind Pentelicus, noted
as the home of Thespis, the reputed founder
of Greek tragedy, and as the traditional birth-

place of the drama and of the cult of Dionysus
m Attica. 3. Pertaining or relating to learia,

an imaginary country where an ideally perfect
communism prevailed, described in the work

"Voyage to Icaria" ( Voyage en /cane),publish-
ed by the French communist Etienne Cabet in

1840; pertaining or relating to the principles
set forth in this work. An Icaria was established by
Cabet and a few hundred followers in 1849 at Nauvoo in

Illinois (after a failure in Texas in 1848), which, after some
dissensions and divisions, was removed to Adams county,
Iowa, in 1857. Another community was established in So-

noma county, California, in 1881, under the name of Ica-

ria-Speranza. Their number has always been small.

The Icarian system is as nearly as possible a pure de-

mocracy. The president, elected for a year, is simply an
executive officer to do the will of the majority.

Nvrdho/, Communistic Societies of the U. S.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Icaria. 2. A
follower of the communist Cabet; a settler in

an Icarian commune.
The fcarians reject Christianity ; but they have adopted

religiosa), an object of veneration among the old Egyptians, -;

consisting of the stem-vowel -i- (original or sup- Nordhoff, Communistic Societies of the U. S.

r-i- - / T
Latin or Greek origin, very common in adjec-
tives taken from Latin or Greek, as in public,

metallic, etc., and also much used in modern
formations, as artistic, electric, etc. Such words,
derived from or modeled upon Latin or Greek adjectives,

may be also or exclusively nouns, as public, mystic, Inffic,

music. In Middle English this termination was usually . r . T, / T>--I o..,
written -it or -ike; and from an early period down to the ICaryt, n. [< Russ. tkra, dial, tiro (= Pol. berv.

nineteenth century the form -ick (claimck, critick, nauiek, OBulg. ikra = Bohem. jlkra = Lith. tkrat =
elhicks, mathematicks, etc.) was used, some dictionaries Lett, ikra = Hung, ikra), roe, caviar.] Caviar.
retaining it tUl about 1840.

2. In Chem., a sufrix denoting a higher state

of oxidation than the termination -ous, &sferric

hydrate, distinguished from ferrous hydrate,

phosphoric anhydrid distinguished fronphos-

rian, a., 3), and advocated by him.

The apostles of Icarianism should, like Christ, whose

principles they were only carrying out, convert the world

by teaching, preaching, writing, discussing, persuading,
and by setting good examples.

R. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 50.

kindf) mak(J
8tore of /corj/ or Caueary. HaHuyt; Vvyayei, I. 479.

^ t^ ,, r.a.^i^n^.fifni, ri,n,,
- An obsolete spellmgofjicA. Chaucer.

Sacred Ibis of Egypt ( Ibis reiifftosat.

frequently mummified after death, and represented in pic-

tographs upon their monuments. It is about 2 feet long ;

the plumage is white and black
; the naked head, bill,

and feet are black. The glossy, bay, or black ibis (Ibis

falcinellvf, FaMnellue igneus, Plegadis falcinellui, etc.)

spelled with c as if of F. ori-

stamens with filiform filaments, alternate with the petals, nection with iron, AS. tseit, tsern = Goth, et-



ice 2 nr.fi

sarn; but evidence is lacking: see iron.] 1. ice-auger (is'a/gfer), n. An implement for bor-

The solid form of water, produced by freez- ing ice, in ice-fishing, which has superseded

ing. It is a brittle, transparent solid, with a refractive in- the ordinary ice-chisel. It bores a 6-inch hole,
dex of 1.3. Water, under ordinary conditions, begins to cutting out a plug of ice of that diameter.
freeze at 32" F. (0 C.), and in freezing expands by about

jce_ax (is'aks), n. An ax for cutting or cleav-
^ of its bulk, exerting a great force against any surface *V" . \ fii<T>ppiaiiv aT1 ax ,lsPd hv alnine eTiides
by which it is confined. The specific gravity of ice is mg ice , especially, an axuse

nearly 0.92 and hence it floats on the water with about and alpinists generally for cutting steps in

making the ascent of steep ice-slopes. The ax
is carried sometimes as a part of the alpenstock, and
sometimes as an entirely separate implement. The forms
in use are much varied.

ice-bag (is'bag), n. A caoutchouc bag for hold-

ing broken ice when used as a cold application

fc

T"O of its volume submerged. The temperature of freez-

ing is lowered .0076' C. for every atmosphere of pressure.

Freezing is retarded by substances in solution
; thus, sea-

water freezes at about 27 F. (3 C.). Ice Is produced in

unlimited
climates,
of various kinds.

His wljf walked him with, with a longe gode .

Barfote on the bare iji that the blod folwede.

m
.
surgical treatment, especially for the eye,

spine, etc.

Piers Plowman'* Crede(E.V.T.S.\ 1.436. ice-banner (is'ban'er), n. Bee ice-feathers.

I flnde no peace and yet mie warn Is done, ice-beam (Is'bem), n. Naut., a plank or beam
used to strengthen the stem and bows of ships
when exposed to the concussion and pressure
of ice.

ice-elevator

breaking channels through ice in a river or har-

bor. 3. The bowhead, or great polar whale,
Balama mysticetus: a whalers' name.
ice-brook (is'bruk), n. An ice-cold brook or

stream. "The allusion [in the extract] is to the ancient

Spanish custom of hardening steel by plunging it red-hot

in the rivulet Salo near Bilbilis [now Calatayud in Ara-

gonj." (Schmidt.) [Rare.)

I have another weapon in this chamber,
It Is a aword of Spain, the ice-brook's temper.

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

ice-built (Is'bilt), a. Built or composed of

ice.

Where shaggy forms o'e:

.

-,lm.jmptfir ris
'
kfti rim"e ter} nice-calorimeter (1 *), n

mountains roam.

Gray, Progress of Poesy.

See

I feare and hope, and burne and freese like ise.

Wyatt, quoted in Puttenham's Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 102.

The cold brook,
Candied with ice. Shak., 1. of A., iv. 3. . ,

The high rocks which surround the snug little bathing
ice-bearer (is bar'er), n. In physics, a cryopho-

cove made the water as cold as ice. 1-us -

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i. ice-belt (is'belt), . Same as ice-foot.

2. Same as icing. 3. A frozen confection con- On regainingthe seaboard, the same frowning cliffs and

sisting (a) of sweetened and flavored cream, rock-covered tee-belt that we had left greeted us.

milk, or custard (cream-ice, ice-cream), or (6)
Kane-

*> OrinneU KxP" L <*

of the sweetened juice of various fruits (water- iceberg (is'berg), n. [= D. ijsberg = G. eis-

ice) Anchorlce. See anchor-ice. Block ice, Ice cut berg; adapted from Scand.,<Sw.Norw. isberg=
Dan. isbjerg, lit.

'
ice-hill': see ice and bergt(berg2

in E. is due to the compound ice-berg).] An ele-

vated floating mass of ice detached from a gla-
cier at the sea-level. The movement of the glacier

Ice age, the period, more generally designated as the aownwara causes it to protrude into the sea, by which it
... / .-- ....^ ,.,.,, K... _.. . .,h

u lQ part 8Upported ! the Weigh t becomes so great
that more or less of it breaks off, often with great noise

and commotion of the sea. This process is called calo-

iny. The portion detached from the glacier floats about,
driven by winds and currents, and is an iceberg. This

is the mode of formation of the best-known bergs those

which often encumber a part of the North Atlantic in

spring and early summer, having come down from the

or made artificially in blocks, for commercial aud domes-
tic uses.

The cost of producing clear Mock ice in this country.
Sci. A-iner. Supp., p. 8781.

glacial epoch (see glacial), during which there was a much
more extensive development of ice over certain portions
of the earth's surface than there is at the present time.

It is generally supposed that the glacial epoch occurred
in post-Tertiary times, but some geologists maintain that

there have been numerous repetitions of this condition.

Ice system, a system of glaciers radiating from one
common center or ice-cap : a term used by some geolo-

gists to distinguish regions where the glaciation has

diverged from several independent centers from those
where it has all moved in one direction, and in the main in-

dependently of the topographical features of the country.

Under such circumstances, Wales, Scotland, and Scan-
dinavia must have hod their own ice-systems.

llonney, Abstract of Proc. Oeol. Soc. of London,
(Session 1875-78.

high plateaus of Greenland. The
more or less completely frozen surface of the water in

the northern polar region is known as pack-ice, or sim-

ply pack, floe-tee, floe, and floe-berg. (See floe and floe-

berg?) In regard to the icebergs of the Southern Ocean, it

is not known with certainty whether they are all glacier-

born, or whether they are not in large part the result of

the direct freezing of the sea-water.

Inland ice. See ice-cap, l.- Sailing ice, ice loosened ice-bird(is'berd),t. The little auk or sea-dove,
from a pack, and scattered by the wind. TO break the

formed, in contradistinction' to that which has been form-
ed in a previous winter.

The winter floes seemed fixed, and for three days we
had not moved, while the youiig *> steadily forming,
was from four to six inches In thickness.

Mcrgulus alle, or Alle mgncans.
dol .ekie .

bee cut under

from the surface of an ice-pack or floating mass
of ice, or from laud covered with snow. By it

A. W. Oreely, Arctic Service, p. 123. the presence of ice may often be recognized at

ice (is), r. t. ; pret. and pp. iced, ppr. icing. [= a distance of 20 miles or more.

MD. ysen, D. ij:en = MLG. isen, break ice, =
OHG. isen, MHG. isen, G. eisen, ice, freeze, =
Icel. isa, freeze, = Dan. isc = Sw. isa, ice; cf.

(is'ka-no*'), n. A boat with a very
broad flat keel shod with iron runners, so that

it can be drawn readily over the ice : intended
for use on partly frozen lakes and rivers.

ice-cap (Is'kap), n. 1. A general or continuous

permanent covering of a certain area of land,
whether large or small, with snow, neve, or ice,

especially in the arctic regions. The continuous

covering with snow and neve of the higher and larger part
of Greenland is sometimes called the ice-cap, but more

generally the inland ice.

A decided ice-cap was observed above the land at New-
man Bay, also one inshore of Cape Britannia, far away
towards the north-east.

Kares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, II. 72.

2. In therap., a rubber bag containing ice for

application to the head.
ice-chair (is'char), n. A chair set on runners
like a sled, in which a person is propelled on
the ice, usually by a skater.

ice-chest (Is'chest), n. A form of domestic ice-

chamber having apartments for the ice and the

provisions, the food-chamber being cooled by
air conducted to it from the ice-box, or by the

cold side of the latter, which forms a part of

the inclosure of the food-chamber; a refrigera-
tor. E. H. Knight.

ice-chisel (is'chiz'el), . An implement used,

especially by anglers in ice-fishing, for cutting
holes in ice. See ice-auger.

The ict-chisel, . . . called by the Eskimos too'-oke.

(Is'kla), n.

blocks of ice.

An ice-blink all along the horizon to leeward, indicat-

ing the situation of the pack.A Jf'Cormick, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, I. 272.

Dan. isiie, chill
(

'

run cold
;
from the noun.] 1. ice-boat (is'bot), n. 1. A strong boat, pro-

To cover with ice ;
convert into ice

;
freeze.

'Tis chrystal, friend, ic'd In the frozen sea.

P. Flctchi-r, Piscatory Eclogues, v. 11.

This sight hath stiffen'd all ray operant powers,
Ic'd all my blood, benumb'd my motion quite.

Webster, Appius and Virginia, v. 3.

2. To apply ice to; refrigerate ; preserve in ice,

as meat. 3. To cover with concreted sugar;
frost.

pelled by steam, used to break a channel

through ice. 2. A triangular or boat-shaped
frame mounted on runners, and fitted with a

mast, sails, etc., for sailing on ice. Two of the

f., -i-tiu-m, n.: see -ce3.] A particular form (in-

cluding the stem-vowel -i'-) of the termination

-ce, of Latin origin, as in avarice, justice, malice,

notice, service, novice, etc.; also in words of later

formation, as in cowardice. In practice the ter-

mination is historically a feminine form of -ic.

ice-anchor (Is'ang"kor), n. Naut., an anchor
with one arm, used for securing a vessel to a

floe of ice.

The ordinary ice-anchor was a large Iron hook bent

nearly at a right angle, with a point to be inserted In a

hole in the ice.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 155.

ice-apron (ls'a"prun), . An ice-breaker or

An appliance for grap-

large refrigerator, or a small
room for cold storage.
ice-cold (is'kold), a. [< ME.

iscold, < AS. is-ceald (= D. ys-
koud= G. eiskalt= Dan. iskold,

Sw. iskali),< is, ice, + ceald,

cold.] 1. Cold as ice; ex-

tremely cold. 2. Innathol.,

experiencing a morbid sensa-

tion of cold, compared by the

patient to that which would be

produced by the application of ice. Dunglison.
ice-cream (is'krem'), n. [Strictly iced cream.']

A confection made by congealing variously
flavored cream or custard in a vessel surround-

ed with a freezing-mixture.

The Deacon, not being in the habit of taking his nour-

ishment In the congealed state, had treated the ice-cream

as a pudding of a rare species.
O. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, Til.

Ice-cream fork, a small table-fork, broad and with short

tines, for eating ice-cream. Ice-cream freezer, an ap-

paratus for making ice-cream, consisting of a can or metal-

lic vessel plunged in a tub or cylindrical casing filled with
broken ice and salt. The contents of the vessel are stirred

or whirled about by means of a dasher, or by rotation.

Rock ice-cream. Same as granite, 2.

ice-crusher (is'krush''er), n. A device for

grinding or crushing ice.

iced (1st), p. a. 1. Covered with ice; convert-

the third is carried on a pivot at the stern and serv<

rudder.

ice-bone (Is'bon), n. One of the numerous va-

riants of aitchbone.

concreted sugar; frosted: as, iced cake. 4. In

bot., covered with particles like icicles.

ice-drift (Is'drift), n. Masses of loose or float-

ing ice.

Portion of Bridge over the Yssel, Holland, showing ice-aprons
(a, a, a) on the bank and in tnid-btream.

ice-drops (is'drops), n. pi. In bot., transparent

ice-box (is~'boks), n. 1. An ice-chest; a small processes resembling icicles,

refrigerator. 2l The compartment in a refri- ice-elevator (is;eFe-va-tor) :

gerator or an ice-chest for containing the ice.

ice-breaker (is'bra/ker), n. 1. A structure of

%_ n. A hoisting-

apparatus for lifting blocks of ice from the

water to the ice-house. The most common form is

under the water te.masonry or timber (as a pier or row of piles) ^, ui ^ ltc .llu_. ..,. _

starling placed on the up-stream side of a bridge- for the protection of bridge-piers or of vessels endless chains, with bars joining them at intervals. Cakes

pier to protect it from moving ice. in dock from moving ice. 2. An ice-boat for of ice floated up to the foot of the elevator are caught by



ice-elevator

these bars and dragged up the indin .

are also made for diverting the ice t

house. Another form, sometimes call
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The isatis or are tic fox,din,. Anangtmcntn ice-fOX (is'foks). n.

u to any level of the
(>/,,,,. laaOWLS.

ailed an ice-screw, con-
ice .g

'

lass (is'glas), . Sain., as eraeJO^loM.
ice-gull (is'gul), . 1. The glaucous gull or

burgomaster, Larus glaucus. See cut under bur-

gomaster. 2. The ivory-gull. Cones.

ice-hill (is'hil), w. [< ice + hill1
, translating ice-

berg, q.v.] Same as iceberg. [Rare.]
ice-hook (is'huk), n. 1. A hook attached to a

pole, used in moving blocks of ice. 2. A small

ice-anchor.

ice-house (is'hous), n. [= Dan. ishus; as ice +
AoHwi.] A structure, usually with double walls,

packed between with sawdust or some similar

non-conducting material, used for the storage

ice-plant

in such manner that the work performed is expended upon
another isolated volume of the SMIIU niiiUn;il which this

work assists in compressing for subsequent use in expan-
sion. The prime mover is usually a steam-engine. The

compressed gas or vapor is led into and expanded in a

cylinder like that of a steam-engine. In machines em-

S
loving compressed air, the air is first compressed in and

ischarged from a compressor cylinder into a receiver. The
work of compression is thereby converted into heat in the

compressed air. This heat is taken out of the air by vari-

ous methods, water at ordinary temperatures being gen-

erally used for this cooling. The ah' is next inducted to

an engine-cylinder, wherein it acts, first at full pressure and

then expansively, against a piston so connected that, dur-

ing the period of expansion, outer work is performed at

the expense of the heat remaining in the air at the begin-

ning of this period. Heat is thus converted into work, and

the temperature of the air passed out of the cylinder U
greatly reduced. The cold air 1s generally passed into a

Ice-elevator.

sists of an inclined plane in the form of a spiral. In the

well of the spiral is an upright shaft having radial arms;
as the shaft revolves these engage the blocks of ice, and

push them up the spiral incline to the ice-house.

ice-escape (Is'es-kap"), . An apparatus con-

sisting of poles and ropes for rescuing persons
who have broken through the iee.

A number of sledge-chairs and an ice-escape were con-

veyed to the place of amusement.
Him. London News, Jan. 9, 1864.

ice-fall (Is'fal), n. 1. The dislodgment and
fall of masses from a glacier, or from a floating

iceberg.
And then the ice-fall with its ringing, rumbling, crash-

in" roar and the heavy, explosionlike voice of the final

plunge, followed by the wild, frantic dashing of the waters.

New York Independent, April 22, 1862.

2. A glacier. [Poetical.]

Ye ice-falli ! ye that from the mountain's brow
Adown enormous ravines slope amain. . . .

Motionless torrents ! silent cataracts !

Coleridge, Hymn in the Vale of Chamouni.

ice-feathers (is'fe*H"erz), n. pi. Peculiar

feather-like forms assumed by ice, occasionally
seen on and near the summits of high moun-

tains, and especially
on Mount Washington in

New Hampshire. Under certain exceptional condi-

tions of the weather the surface at times becomes covered

ice. A year's supply of ice for private use is often kept in

a small ice-house constructed on this principle, sometimes

partly or wholly underground. Ice-nouses for supplying
the trade in ice are commonly placed close to a lake or

stream, and fitted with elevators and other appliances for

gathering, storing, and shipping the ice. The term is

sometimes,but less properly, applied to cold storage rooms

expense and trouble an ice-

hou#e can be constructed, it is surprising that any respect-
able habitation in the country should not have one at-

tached to it. Ure, Diet., II. 878.

Icel. An abbreviation of Icelandic.

Iceland! (is'land), n. [Also Island; abbr. of

Iceland dog, q. v.j An Iceland dog.
Our water-dogs and Islands here are shorn,
White hair of women here so much is worn.

Drayton, Mooncalf.

Iceland crystal. See crystal.

Iceland curt (is'land ker). Same as Iceland

dog. Erroneously^ Ming cur.

Hang hair like hemp, or like the Isling curs;
For never powder, not the crisping iron,
Shall touch these dangling locks.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

Iceland dogt (is'land dog). [Also Iseland (Is-

land, Isling) dog '(or cur), also simply Iceland

(Island, etc.); supposed to have been brought
from Iceland.] A sort of shaggy, sharp-eared
white dog, formerly imported, or supposed to

be imported, from Iceland as a lap-dog.

ancc. This feathery incrustation manifests itself especial-

ly on the edges of rocks, buildings, and projections of all

kinds, from which elongated masses of crystals sometimes

project with slight fan-like divergence for a distance of

two or three feet, pointing in the direction from which
the wind was blowing at the time of their formation. This

phenomenon has been called frost-feathers, frostwork, and

icework; and those who have observed it as exhibited on

Lasaen's Peak in California have named it ice-banner.

ice-fern (is'fem), . A fern-like incrustation

of ice or hoar frost produced on the glass of

windows by the freezing of insensible moisture.

Fine as ice-ferns on Jai

land.

Use and custome hath intertained other dogges of an
outlandishe kinde, but a few, and the same beying of a

bygnesse ;
.

I meane Mandes curled and

make showe neither of face nor of body. And yet these

curres forsoothe, because they are so strange, are greatly
set by, esteemed, taken up, and made of, many times in

the roome of the spaniell gentle or comforter.

A. Fleming, tr. of Caius on English Dogs (1576). (Ifares.)

Icelander (is'lan-der), n. [= Dan. Islcendei;

Sw. Islander (Icel. Islendingr) ;
as Iceland (<

. Island,
~

ice-field (is'feld), n. A great sheet or floe of

ice, at times so extensive in arctic seas that its

limits cannot be seen from the masthead.

The final breaking up of the ice in the Missouri was one
of excitement to us. The roar and crash of the ice-Juslds

could be heard a great distance.
E. B. Cutter, Boots and Saddles, p. 229.

ice-fishing (is'fish"ing), n. The act or method
of fishing through holes cut in the ice, usually
with hook and line. The most common mode
of ice-fishing is by means of the tilter or tilt-

up. See tilter.

ice-float (Is'flot), n. Same as ice-floe.

ice-floe (is'96), n. [= Dan. isflage, isflag= Norw.

isflak, isflake, isflok = Sw. isflake, < is, ice, +
flage, Norw. flake, floe : see ice a,n&flakel,flaw

l
,

floe.] A large sheet of floating ice.

ice-foot (is'fut), n. A belt of ice, in northern

seas, built up chiefly by the accumulation of

the autumn snowfall, which becomes converted
into ice when it meets the sea-water, and thus

forms a solid wall from the bottom of the sea

upward, increasing in height as the snow accu-
mulates. The upper surface is level with the top of

high water, and the bottom of the ice-cliff is at the low-

water level. Also called ice-belt, ice-ledge, and ice-wall.

The separation of the true ice-foot from our floe was at
first a simple interval, which by the recession and advance
of the tides gave a movement of about six feet to our brig.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp. , I. 162.

in the cold brine. In ice-cream manufacture the mutual

liquefaction of ice and salt takes place at F. when these

substances are mixed in proper proportions, and the latent

heat of this liquefaction being extracted from the cream,
the latter freezes. Ether, ammonia, and sulphur dioxid are

the most important substances used in machines which

operate upon the first principle. By cooling and compres-
sion these substances liquefy. They are then allowed to

evaporate and seize heat from saline solutions, which arc

utilized for ice-making as above described, or which arc

pumped through systems of piping for cooling storage- and

fermenting-rooms. Anhydrous ammonia has proved most

efficient for ice-machines, and is now more used than any
other material. See refrigerating-machine, under refri-

gerate.

ice-mallet (is'mal"et), H. A mallet used by
fishermen and others to break or crush ice.

iceman (is'man), .; pi. icemen (-men). 1. A
man skilled in traveling upon ice.

The actual deposit of ice upon our decks would have

tried the nerves of the most experienced icemen.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 76.

The glacier [des Bois] maintains this wild and chaotic

character for some time ; and the best iceman would find

himself defeated in an attempt to get along it.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 41.

2. One who is engaged in the industry of

gathering and storing ice for commercial or

domestic uses; a dealer in ice; also, one who
distributes ice to customers.

ice-mark (is'mark), n. In f/enl., a scratch,

groove, or polished surface produced by glacial
action or left by a moving mass of ice ; any in-

dication of the former presence of ice.

ice-master (is'mas"ter), n. A pilot or seaman
of experience, employed to assist in navigating
through ice in the Arctic ocean.

ice-mountain (is'moun'tan), n. Same as ice-

berg.
Thus are these amazing icemountainx launched forth to

sea and found floating in the waters round both poles.

Goldsmith, Hist. Earth (ed. 1790), I. 247.

(is'pak), . A great field of ice, con-
"

separate masses packed together or
'

adjacent to one another, as in the

land, land : so called by the first Scandinavian

explorers, from the polar ice which filled the

fiords) + -er1 .] A native or an inhabitant of

Iceland.

Iceland falcon, gull. See falcon, mill.

Icelandic (is-lan dik), a. and n. [< NL. Islan-

dictis; the analogical E. form would be *Ice-

landislt = Icel. Islenzkr Sw. Dan. Islands!;.']

I. a. Pertaining to Iceland, a large island be-

longing to Denmark, in the northernmost part
of the Atlantic ocean, east of Greenland.

II. . The language of the Icelanders or of

their literature. It is the oldest and best-preserved
member of the Scandinavian branch of the Teutonic fam-

ily of languages. In its older form, called Old Norse, it

stands as the type of the general Scandinavian speech as

first recorded (tenth and eleventh centuries), of which
Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish are the modern continen-

tal forms. Modern Icelandic dates from the Reformation ;

it preserves in great part the external form of the Old Ice-

landic, with considerable changes in pronunciation and
vocabulary. Many important historical, poetical, theo-

logical, and other works have been written in Icelandic,
from the tenth century to the present time. Abbreviated

The usual mode of travel is by dog-sleds alon:

foot which everywhere skirts the land.

Sctdey and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 200.

ice-fork (is'fdrk), . A three-tiued fork of spe-
cial pattern, used for picking ice into fragments
before it is ground fine in an ice-crusher. Such
a fork, as used in the fisheries, has tapering tines about
1 inch wide and from 6 to 9 inches long, united above,
and fitted with a socket for a wooden handle 4 or 5 feet

long.
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ice-leaf (is'lef),n. Mullen, Verbascum Thapsus.

ice-ledge (is'lej), n. Same as ice-foot.

ice-leveler (is 'lev* el -to), n. An implement
used in clearing and cleaning the surface of ice

previous to sawing and gathering.
ice-loon (is'lon), . The great northern diver,

Colymbim glacialis or torquatus.
ice-machine (is'ma-shen*), n. A machine for

the artificial production of ice. Ice-machines are

based on one or the other of two general principles, or on a

combination of the two, namely, the principle of the ab-

sorption of the latent heat of vaporization or of liquefac-
tion from surrounding or contiguous bodies by substances
which evaporate or liquefy at low temperatures, and the

principle of the conversion of heat into work by the ex-

pansion of previously compressed and cooled gas or vapor,

ice-pail (is'pal), n. A pail or bucket intended

to be filled with ice for cooling wine in bottles

or decanters. Such a vessel is sometimes made of fine

material, as porcelain, is fitted with a lining, cover, etc.,

and may serve as an ornament for a sideboard.

"This is as it should be," said I, looking round at the

well-filled table and the sparkling spirits immersed in

the ice-pails. Bvlu-er, Pelham, xvii.

ice-paper (is'pa"per), n. Very thin, transpa-
rent gelatin in sheets, for copying drawings.
Also called papier glace.

ice-pick (is'pik), n. A small hand-tool, shaped
like an awl, used for breaking ice.

ice-pit (is'pit), . A pit dug in the ground,
lined with some non-conducting material, and
used for the storage and preservation of ice.

ice-pitcher (Is'pich"er), . A pitcher for hold-

ing iced water, often made of metal, with double
or non-conducting walls.

ice-plane (is'plau), n. 1. In ice-harvesting, an

implement used in removing roughnesses and

irregularities from the surface of ice that is to

be cut. It is drawn by horses. 2. A tool for

removing snow-ice from the surfaces of ice-

blocks before storing them. 3. An instru-

ment for shaving ice from the lump or block
for use in the preparation of cooling drinks, etc.

ice-plant (is'plant),
. A plant of the genus

Mesembri/antnemum ,
the M.crystallinum, belong-

ing to the natural order Ficoidete. It is sprin-
kled throughout with pellucid watery vesicles which shine

like pieces of ice, and is indigenous in Greece, the Canary
Islands, and the Cape of Good Hope ; in the Canaries large

quantities of the plant are collected and burned, and the

ece, but less commonly. Moimtmpa uniflora is sometimes
called the American ice-plant, from its white, transparent
color.



Ice-plows.

a, plow for cutting three parallel grooves
moderately thick ice ; t>, plow with five shares

following Tn the
ice ;

f, ice-plow
e'grobve, for cutting deep

-cutter with guide.

ice-plow

ice-plow (is'plou), n. An implement for cut-

ting grooves in ice, to divide it into blocks of

the right size

for harvesting.
It is a very nar-
row plane (practi-

cally, a saw) with
a series of blades

inline, each blade

being usually a
little longer than
the one before it.

It is usually made
with amarker that
serves to indicate
the position of the
next cut, or with
a guide that trav-

els in the last cut
made by the plow.
Sometimes called
an ice-cutter, or, if

for thin ice, or to
make only a slight cut and to be followed by a heavier

blow, an ice-marker.

ice-poultice (is'p61*tis), . In med., a poultice
made by filling a bag or bladder with pounded
ice

; an ice-bag,

ice-quake (is'kwak), n. [< ice + quake, after

earthquake.'} The rending and crashing which

precede the breaking up of floes of ice.

icer (i'ser), n. One who ices; specifically, in

the fisheries, one who ices fresh fish in the hold

of a vessel.

ice-liver (is'riv'er), . A fanciful or poetical
name for a glacier.

It is indubitable that an ice-river . . . once flowed

through the vale of Hasli.

Tyndull, Forms of Water, p. 146.

ice-saw (is'sa), . A large saw used for cutting

through the ice to free ships which have been
frozen in, or for cutting ice in blocks for storage.

ice-SCraper (is'skra"per), n. An implement for

cleaning snow and dirt from the surface of ice

before cutting and storing it.

ice-screw (is'skro), n. See ice-elevator.

ice-sheet (is'shet), . A glacial covering or ice-

cap extending over a large area of country, as

that which is believed by many geologists to

have covered much of eastern North America

during the glacial period.
An epoch in which the retreating iceeheet still occupied

the St. Lawrence valley. The American, X. 316.

ice-ship (Is'ship), . A ship fitted for passage
through ice.

The first [sealers] are distinctively ice-shipi.

Stihley and Solen, Rescue of Greely, p. 113.

ice-spade (is'spad), n. A hand-tool used in

harvesting ice, to separate the blocks

partly cut by the ice-plow.

ice-spar (is 'spar), . A variety of

glassy feldspar, the crystals of which
resemble ice.

ice-stream (is'strem), n. 1. A more
or less continuous belt or stream of

ice-floes driven in a certain direction

by wind or current, or both. Itisthe ice-

stream which sweeps around Cape Farewell
toward the north, bearing the last remains of

the heavy floes formed originally in the polar
sea; which is chiefly thus designated.

I found that we had run deeper into the ice-

stream than I had intended, and was forced to

haul out from five to ten miles tetter away i

from the land.

Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, I. 8. Ice-spade.

2. A stream-like glacier; a stream of slowly

moving ice.

Near the village of Grindelwald, in the Bernese Ober-

land, there are two great ire-Ktrett-mx called respectively
the upper and the lower Grindelwald glaciers.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 93.

ice-table (is'ta"bl), . A flat, horizontal mass
of ice.

ice-tongs (Is't6ngz), n. pi. 1. Large iron nip-

pers for handling ice. 2. Small tongs for

taking up pieces of ice at table. They are

generally made like sugar-tongs, but longer,
and with larger claws or grapples.
ice-wall (is'wal), n. Same as ice-foot, some-

times, however, an " ice-wall
"
is formed by the pressure of

the pack, which throws masses of ice on to the shore and

piles them up to a considerable height in the form of a
solid wall. Some of the belts of ice which line the arctic

shores are formed in part from the snow derived from the

land, and in part from the sea-ice thrown upon the shore

by the pressure of the pack.

I secured the ship to a small indentation of the ice-foot

or ice-wall. Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, II. 115.

ice-water (is'water), . [In the second sense,

strictly iced water.} 1. Water from melted
ice. 2. Water cooled by ice ;

iced water.

ice-whale (Is'hwal), . The bowhead, or great

polar whale, Balaina mysticetus : so called by
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whalemen because its habitat is among the

scattered floes, or about the borders of the ice-

fields or barriers.

ice-wool (is'wul), 11. Same as eis^cool.

icework (Is'werk), n. See ice-feathers.

ice-worn (is'woru), . Bearing the marks of

the former presence of ice ; smoothed, pol-

ished, grooved, or scratched by the movement
of masses of ice containing embedded detritus.

ice-yacht (is'yot), . An ice-boat.

ice-yachting (is'yof'ing), n. Sailing with ice-

yachts.
ice-yachtsman (U'yoto'mfn), . One who
sails in an ice-yacht.'

ich't, pron. A form of /, the nominative of the

first personal pronoun, in the southern dialect

of early English, and occasionally found in the

midland dialect.

ich2t, a. and pron. A Middle English form of

each.

kh dien (ich den). [< MHO. G. ich diene, ich

dien, I serve: ich = AS. ic = E. 7 2
; dienen,

OHG. dionon = OS. thiondn, serve, connected
with OHG. deo = AS. theow = Goth, thins, m.,
OHG. diu = OS. thitei, thiu = AS. theotce= Goth.

tltiwi, f., a female servant: see the w'^."\ I serve.
This was originally the motto of John of Luxemburg, King
of Bohemia, who was killed at the battle of Crecy in France
in 134(1. It was adopted, together with his crest of three

ostrich feathers, by Edward the Black Prince, who served
in that battle, and both have been retained by the Princes
of Wales since.

ichiboo, ichibu (e'chi-bo), . [Jap.,
< ichi, one,

+ bit, a division, name or a coin.] See bu.

Ichneumia (ik-nu'mi-a), . [NL.,< Gr. i^vci'/iui',

ichneumon; cf. ixvev/ia, a track.] 1. An aber-

rant genus of African ichneumons or mun-
gooses, of the subfamily Herpestinat and fam-

ily rivcrrida!, having a long bushy tail and

hairy soles. The type Is /. leucura or albieauda. It

is of dark-gray color, due to annulation of the hairs with
black and white. S(. Hilaire, 1837.

2. [I.e.} A species of this genus: as, the white-

tailed ichneumia.

ichneumon (ik-nu'mon), . [< L. ichneumon,
< Gr. ixvei'fiav, an Egyptian animal which hunts

out crocodiles' eggs, the ichneumon, Pharaoh's

rat, lit. the 'tracker' (cf. ixvfv/'a >
a track), < \x-

veveiv, track or trace out, hunt after, < Ix^of, a

track or footstep.] 1 . A carnivorous mammal,
a kind of muugoose ( Viverra ichneumon of Lin-

Pharaoh's Rat (Herpestts iffttttumon).

nseus, now known as Hcrpestesichneumon),touri(l
in Egypt, belonging to the subfamily Herpestince
and family Virerridte. It is of slender form, some-
what like that of the weasel tribe. The body is about 19

inches long, and of a grizzled brownish and yellowish color,

due to the annulation of the hairs with dm erent shades ;

the muzzle and paws are black, and the tail is tufted. It

feeds on various small mammals, reptiles, or other animals,
and has long been noted lor devouring crocodiles' eggs, on
which account it was held in great regard by the Egyptians.
It. is easily domesticated, and is useful in destroying ver-

min. Also called Pharaoh't rat.

2. [cap.'} A genus of herpestine viverrine

mammals, containing the species /. pharaonis.
See Herpestes. Lacepede, 1797. 3. In entom.:

(a) [cap.'} A Linnean genus of hymenopterous
insects, formerly including most of the pupivo-
rous or parasitic hymenopters, now restricted

to certain species of ichneumon-flies which are

regarded as typical of the genuine Ichneumo-
nidce. (b) A species of the genus Ichneumon
or family Ichneumomdee ; an ichneumon-fly; a

puckoo-fly.
Ichneumones (ik-nu'mo-nez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of Ichneumon^."} In extern., the ichneumon-flies

or Ichneiiinonides. The group is divided into Tchnen-

invnea genuini and Ichneumonen adgciti, which correspond

respectively with the modern families Ichnemnenidce and
Braconidai.

ichneumon-fly (ik-nu'mon-fli), re. A cuckoo-

fly or ichneumon. See fchneumonidte.

Ichneumonidcfi (ik-nu-mon'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ichneumon + -ida:'] A family of Hymeno\>-
tera pupivora or parasitic hymenopters, estab-

ichnology

lished by Leach in 1817
;
the cuckoo-flies, ich-

neumon-flies, or ichneumons. TI, L.

family was for-

merly much more extensive than it is now, having been
restricted, by the exclusion of those ichneumons called

Adsciti (see ISraconiila'), to those which have two recur-

rent nerves in each fore wing. These insects were for-

merly called MUXC& tripile*, on account of the three
threads which sprint: from the iibdniiieii, and Muscce ri-

brantfs, from their habit of vibrating the antenna1
. The

genera ami species are very numerous, over 3,000 species
existing, it is said, in Europe almie. They are all para-
sitic on other insects, living usually as internal parasites.
The abdomen is attached to the hinder extremity of the

metathorax, between the bases of the posterior coxee.

The wings are veined, the anterior pair always exhibiting

perfect cells. The ovipositor is straight and often ex-

serted. The antenna,1 are usually thread-like, and are

composed of more than 10 joints, with very few exceptions
among the smaller species. The perfect insects feed

solely on the juices of flowers. Some of them have a very
long ovipositor, which is used to insert the eggs into the

bodies of those caterpillars which live beneath the bark
or in the crevices of wood ;

when not employed, this ovi-

positor is protected by two slender sheaths that inclose

ft on each side. Others, which have the ovipositor shorty

place their eggs in or upon the bodies of caterpillars of

easier access; others again in the nests of wasps. See
cuts under Crj/piiis, Ophuin, suvi'Piinpla.

ichneumonidan (ik-nu-mon'i-dan), a. and n.

I. a. Having the characters of the IcJttieiuno-

nid(c.

II. n. An ichneumon-fly or ichueumonid.
ichneumoniform (ik-nu-mon'i-form), . [< L.

ichneumon, ichneumon, + forma, form.] Hav-

ing the form or appearance of an ichneumon-

ichneumonized (ik-nu'mon-Izd), a. [< ichneu-

mon + -i;e + -erf2.] In entom., infested with
ichneumon parasites : applied to the larvae of

insects.

ichneumonology (ik-nu-mo-nol'o-ji), M. [< ich-

neumon + Gr. -f.oyia, < tevttv, speak : see -ology.~}

That department of entomology which is con-

cerned with the study of ichneumon-flies.

ichneumOUS (ik-uu'mus), a. [< ichneum-on +
-oits.] In entom., parasitic ; having the habits

of an ichneumon: said of insects which deposit
their eggs in or on larva?, as the Ichneumonidw,

Chalcididte, and many others.

ichnite (ik'uit), n. [< Gr. ixm, a track, foot-

step, footprint, + -ite'*.~\ A fossil footprint;
the fossilized track or trace of an animal:

used mostly in compounds: as, ornithichnite,

saiiroidichnite, tetrapodichnitc. See these words,
and cut under footprint.

IchnocarpUS (ik-no-kar'pus), n. [NL. (so
called in ref. to the slender seed-vessel), < Gr.

i^-cof. a track, trace, + /co/wof, fruit.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Apocynaceai. The

species are climbing shrubs, with opposite leaves, and flow-

ers in branched terminal panicles. /. fiule*cen is a native

of Ceylon and Nepal. It is sometimes used in India as a
substitute for sarsaparllla. It is cultivated as an orna-

mental plant.

ichnograph (ik'no-graf), n. [See ichnograpliy.]
In drawing, a ground-plan, i'. H. Knight.

ichnographic (ik-no-graf ik), a. [< ichnography
+ -i'c.] Pertaining to ichnography ; describ-

ing a ground-plan.
ichnographical (ik-no-graf'i-kal), a. [< ichno-

graphic 4- -/.] Same as ichnographic.

ichnography (ik-nog'ra-fi), . [< L. ichno-

graphia, < Gr. 'txv 7P(vl>i<l> - tracing-out, a ground-
plan, < Ixvof, a track, trace, + -ypaQia, < ypaijieiv,

write.] The art of tracing ground-plans; the

representation of a ground-plot, or of the site

of an object on a horizontal plane.

Ichnography,by which we are tounderstand the very first

design and ordinance of a work or edifice, together with

every partition and opening drawn by rule and compass
upon the area or floor, by artists often call'd the geometri-
cal plan or plat-forme.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

ichnolite (ik'no-lit), n. [< Gr. Ixvof, a track,

footprint,
+ /u'&f, a stone.] A stone presenting

the impression of the foot of a fossil animal ; a

fossil footprint or ichnite. See cut -under foot-

print.
Bones and teeth of the elephant and of the horse have

also been found in the sandstone beds above the ichnolites.

Science, IV. 27a

ichnolithological (ik-no-lith-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Pertaining to ichnolithology ; ichnological.

ichnolithology (ik"no-li-thoro-ji), . [< Gr.

i^-roc, a track, footprint, + ZiSoc, a stone, -j-
-?o-

y/Oj
< Afjfd', speak: see -ology.'} The science

of ichnolites ; ichnology.
ichnolitic (ik-no-lit'ik), a. [< ichnolite + -ic.]

Having the character of an ichnolite.

ichnological (ik-no-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to

ichnology; ichnolithological.

ichnology (ik-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. i^fof, a track,

footprint, + -Aoym, < Aeycn-, speak: see -ology.}

That branch of paleontology which treats of
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fossil footprints; the^science

of fossil
_foot- ichthyographic (ik"thi-o-graf 'ik), a. [< ichtliy. ichthyophagy (ik-thi-of'a-ji), H. [< G

oaraphy + -/<.] Pertaining to Ichthyography. '\xdvotayla, the eating of "fish, < i^wx&a;
ichthyography(ik-thi-og'ra-ii),. [(Gr.i^ftf,

: C ~ I- --' ' -> -

prints; tlie study of those animals which are ografiliif + '/<.]
known only by their footprints. ichthyography
ichor (I'kor), . [= F. ichor = Sp. icor = Pg. a fish, + -ipa<j>ia~<.ipa<j>ew, write.]
ichor = It. icorc, < NL. ichor, < Gr. \x"Pj juice,
the blood of the gods,
lymph ; cf. k/uif, moisture,
Gr. and Bom. myth., an ethereal fluid believed

supply the place of blood in the veins of the

gods.

Upon Diomedes wounding the Gods, there flow'd from
the Wound_an Ichor, orjmre kind of Blood, which was not fish-like vertebrate. Huxley, 1863".

ing fish: see ichthyophagous.]
The descrip- eating fish.

Gr. as if

. . of, eat-
The practice of

. Kesembliug a fish, or having the characters
of a fish.

II. n. A member of the Ichthyopsida; any
bred from .Mortal Vi'an'dT Addison, Spectator, Xo. 333!

ichthyoid'al Ti'k-thUoi'daT)7fl'.
2. A thin, watery humor, like serum or whey; -/.] Same as ichthyoid.

[< ichthyoid

-oi:

Fish-worship; ado-

']

a thin, watery, acrid discharge from an ulcer, ichthyol (ik'thi-ol), n. [< Gr. i^rc, fish, +
a wound, etc. A syrupy liquid with a bituminous odor
Long, snaky locks, stiff with loathsome ichor. taste, prepared by the dry distillation of a .

y>>ymou8 w -.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 412. bituminous mineral containing fossil fishes, ichthyophthiran

ichoraemia, . See ichorrhcemia. It has been used externally in the treatment of
ichorose (i'ko-ros), a. [= F. ichoreux = Sp. It. various skin-diseases.
icoroso; as ichor + -ose.'} Full of ichor; icho- ichthyolatrous (ik-thi-ol'a-trus), a. [As ich-
rous.

ichorqus (I'ko-rus), a. [< ichor + -ous.] -.
Like ichor; thin; watery; serous. 2. Full of

ichor; ichorose.

ichorrhaemia (i-ko-re'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a fish" ~+"/MTpeia, worship.]
'X"P, ichor, + peiVj flow, + ai/ia, blood.] In ration of a fish-god. See I)agon%.
pathol., the condition of the blood when con- ichthyolic (ik-thi-ol'ik), a. [< ichthi/ol + -ic.
tammated by absorption from a suppurating Pertaining to or composed of ichthyol.
part. Also spelled ichorcemia. This is best met by using an ichthyolic ointment, or by

ichth. An abbreviation of ichthyology. paintingonazinc-ichthyol-gelatinepreparationafterward.
ichthidin (ik'thi-diu), . [< Gr. ixSif, a fish, + .

Medical Newt, XLIX. 438.

-id- + -f'2.] A nitrogenous substance found ichthyolite (ik'thi-o-lit), n. [< Gr. IxQif, a fish,
in the eggs of cyprinoid fishes. "*" ^">f, stone.] A fossilized fish, or the cast

ichthin (ik'thin), . [< Gr. txBif, a fish, + -*2.] .
of a foss11 fish.

The nitrogenous constituent of the eggs of car- ichthyologic (ik'thi-o-loj'ik), a. [< ichthyology
tilagiuous fishes. It is closely allied to albumin. + *>] of O1'

pertaining to ichthyology; re-

ichthulin (ik'thu-lin), . [< Gr. \x6iic, a fish,
lated to ichthyology.

+ iiM/, matter, 4- -Wi2.] A constituent of the ichthyological (ik"thi-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< ichthy-

eggs of certain fishes, especially cypriuoids, l!/<c + -'] Same as\ichthyologic.

containing from 52.5 to 53.3 per cent, carbon, ichthyologically (ik"thi-o-loj'i-kal-i), adr. As
from 8 to 8.3 hydrogen, 15.2 nitrogen, 1 sul- . regards ichthyology.
phur, and 0.6 phosphorus. ichthyologist (ik-thi-ol'o-jist), . [< ichthyol-

ichthyic (ik'thi-ik), a. [< Gr. ixfh>in6c,, of a fish "!>!> * -'**] 9ne who is Ver8ed in ichthyology.
fishy, < Ijfltc, afish.] Pertaining to fishes

;
hav- ichthyology (ik-thi-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. ichthyo-

iug the characters of a fish
; ichthyomorphic ; ?"'e = pg- ichthyologia = It. ictiologia, < Gr.

" ^
l
xfl<'$t a fish, + -toyta, \ tJtyetv, speak : see -ology.
Cf. l^tfuoAovKi', speak of fish.] The science of

ichthyopsidan; piscine. E. Owen.
ichthyo-. [L., etc., < Gr. Ix&va-, combining form
of i^ai'f, afish.] An element in compound words fisnes

! that department of zoology which treats
of Greek origin, meaning 'fish.' ' fishes, with reference to their structure, re-

Ichthyobus (ik-thi'o-bus), n. See Ictiobus.

Ichthyocephali (ik'thi-o-sef'a-li), n.pl. [NL..
< Gr. Ixfli/f, a fish, + acij>a7.ri, head.] A group of

physostomous fishes, founded by Cope (1870) as
an order, including eels of the family Monopte-

< Gr. i,v"''r, lish, + (fifieip, a louse: see

nVj.s/.v.] An order of degraded crustaceans par-
asitic upon fishes; the fish-lice. They have a suc-
torial mouth, no respiratory organs, reduced or rudimen-
tary limbs, and external ovisacs in the female. Exclud-
ing some forms which have been included in this order,
but which are referable to rhizucephalous cirripeds or
elsewhere, the Ichthyophthira consist of the modern or-
ders Siphonotttoma and Lentceodea, the term being thus

,

'
l
'!
ln )> . and .

[< Ichtliyophthira + -an.'] I. a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Ichthyophthira.

II. . A fish-louse; one of the Ichthyoph-
thira.

traces of uncertain character supposed to have
been made by members of a hypothetical genus
Ichthyopodolites. Buckland, 1844.

ichthyopsid (ik-thi-op'sid), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Ich-

thyopsida. Also ichthyopsidan, ichtkyopsidimi .

The spinal accessory exists in no Ichthyopsid vertebrate.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 69.

II. n. A member of the Ichthyopsida. Also
ichthyopsidan.
Ichthyopsida (ik-thi-op'si-da), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. ix^i'f, fish, +

6i/;*f, appearance, view, +
-irfa.] One of three primary groups or prov-
inces of vertebrates in Huxley's classification

(the other two being Saitropsida and Mamma-
lia), comprising the amphibians or batrachians
and the fish and fish-like vertebrates

;
the bran-

chiate or anamniotic Fertebrata. They have no
amnion, and at most a rudimentary allantois, and breathe
by gills during a part or the whole of life. They have
urinary organs in the form of persistent Wolffian bodies ;

a tubular, bllocular, or at most a trilocular heart ; never
fewer than two aortic arches In the adult; nucleated
blood-corpuscles ; and no diaphragm, corpus callosum, or

lations to one another and to other animals,
classification, habits, and uses. Abbreviated
ichth.

Same as ichthyopsid.
There were two kinds of protovertebrates, namely pis-

cine and reptilian, or ichthyopsidan and sauropsldan.
Nature, XXXV. 391.

Same

ichthyocephalous (ik*thi-o-sef'a-lus), a. Of or
pertaining to the Ichthyocephali.

the entrails of fishes.

ichthyocol (ik'thi-o-kol), . Same as ichthyo- ichthyomantic (ik"thi-o-man'tik), a. [< Gr.
colla. i^flvrf/iovnf, one who prophesies by means of

ichthyocolla (ik*thi-o-kora), . [L. (Pliny), < fisn : see ichthyomancy.'] Relating to ichthyo-

glass.

ichthyocoprolite (ik"thi-o-kop'ro-lit), H. [< Gr.
ixSi-'S: a fish, + noirpof, dung, + i>u8oc, stone : see

, n.pl. [NL.,
.- .. j In Owen's

system, an order of Amphibia, or a suborder of

Satrachia, including the tailed batrachians.
The term was contrasted with Ophiomorpha

The fossilized'excrement of a fish and Tlieriomorpha. It is equivalent to Urodela.

i9hthyomorphic (ik'thi-o-mor'fik), a. [< Gr.
IxBt'c, a fish, + fiop<fif/, form.] 1. In zool., hav-
ing the characters of a fish, or morphologically
related to fishes ; ichthyopsidan. 2. In myth.,
formed like a fish, altogether or in part; par-
taking of the form or character of a fish: as,
the ichthyomorphic sods of ancient Assyria and
Syria. See Dagotft.
"chthyopatolite (ik/thi-o-pat'o-lit), n. [< Gr.

eating and forming a wall continuous"withlhe~cai. 2T& a fis
i
h

'
+

,
7r

I, 5'
a Wot-path (see path),

Most of them lived in the Devonian seas. "*" ^'"C, a Stone. ] The supposed fossil imprint
ichthyocrinoid (ik-thi-ok'ri-noid), n. A cri- of the pectoral fin-rays of a fish believed to
noid of the family Ichthyocrinidce. have been able to move upon solid surfaces by
Ichthyocrinus (ik-thi-ok'ri-nus), . [NL. means of these organs.
(Conrad), < Gr. ixOic, fish, + xpivov, lily (see ichthyophagi, . Plural of ichthyophagus.
a-moid).] An extinct genus of crinoids, typi- ichthyophagist (ik-thi-of'a-jist), n. [< iehfhy-
cal of the family Ichthyocrinida;. ophngy + -ist.'] One who'eats fish, or lives on
ichthyodorulite (ik"thi-o-dor'9-lit), n. [Prop.

a fish-diet.

"ichthyodorylitc, < Gr. txOlf, fish, + S6pv, a spear, ichthyophagous (ik-thi-of'a-gus), a. [< NL. T-VXT.
+ MOof, a stone.] The fossilized spine of a ichthyophagus^ < Gr. i^tw^ay'oc (also Ixm^a-yof), SS^srJJijs? (

fish or fish-like vertebrate. Ichthyodorulites are eating fish, < ixftvf, fish, + (fmyelv, eat.] Eating
chiefly the spines which armed the front of the dorsal fins or subsisting on fish ; fish-eating ; piscivorous.

yiov, a wing or fin.] 1 . An order of extinct rep-
tiles : the ichthyosaurs. In Owen's classification of
1800 it is the third order of the class lieptilia, and in that
of 1886 the fifteenth orderof Hannatocrya,o\- cold-blooded
vertebrates, having a fish-like body, with a very short neck ;

,

limbs adapted for swimming, and with more than 5 many-
short, biconcave vertebrae, and

coprolite.'}

ichthyocoprus (ik'thi-o-kop'rus), n. [NL., <
Gr. ixOi'C, a fish,+ Kdirpof, dung.] Same as ich-

thyocoprolite.

Ichthyocrinidae (ik-'thi-o-krin'i-de), . pi.
[NL. (Wachsmuth and Springer), < Ichthyo-mnm + -ida;."] A family of articulate crinoids,
typified by the genus Ichthi/ocrinus. They had
small basal plates, the dorsal cup chiefly built up of ra-

plates of different orders, abutting laterally against ichthyopatolite (ik'thi-o-pat'o-lit), n.one another or separated by mterradials, and arms bifur- :,. ,u i_ 1^_ _ f.- i_.i'' !.

Jointed digits ; numerous s, ,

no sacrum ; the anterior ribs with bifurcate heads ; epi-
sternum, clavicles, postorbital and supratemporal bones,
and parietal foramen present ; small maxillaries ; long and
large premaxillaries ; the teeth confined to the maxillary,
premaxillary, and premandibular bones, and implanted in
a common alveolar groove ; large orbits with a circle of
sclerotic plates ; and two small nostrils. See cuts under
Ichthywauria and Ichthyosaurus.

Plual
- - ._ . e-rij'i-an), a. and

n. I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Ichthyopterygia ; ichthyosaurian.
H. )(. Oneoftaelchthyopterygia; anichthyo-

saur.

ichthyopterygium (ik-thi-op-te-rij'i-um), n.;
pi. ichthyopterygia (-a). [NL., <'Gr. i^*i'f, a fish,
-I- irrtpvl- (trTcpvy-),

irrepityiov, a wing
or fin.] The free

appendage of the

scapular or pelvic
girdle modified as
a fin: contrasted
with chiropterygi-
um.

in selachians
; but certain other extinct forms, named

Acanthodidce, had spines also on the anal, pectoral and
ventral flns. They are found in the greatest abundance
in deposits of the Devonian epoch, and many of the fishes
of that age are known only from such remains.

When, as in many cases, they [placoid forms of the exo-
skeleton] take the form of spines, these are called dermal
defenses, and, in a fossil state, ichthj/udorulite*.

Uuxleii, Anat Vert., p. 111.

A wretched ichthyophagous people must make shocking
soldiers, weak as water. De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches.

ichthyophagUS (ik-thi-of'a-gus), .
; pi. ichthy-

ophagii

(-ji). [NL.: see ichthyophagous.] One
who eats fish; one who subsists on fish.

They are still Ichthyophagi, existing without any other
subsistence but what the sea affords.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 144.

thi-6r'ni-de), n.

pi. Same as Ich-

thyornithidai.

Ichthyornis (ik-

thi-or'nis), n.

[NL., < Gr. IxBif,
a fish, + opvic, a
bird.] A remarka-
ble genus of birds,
founded by Marsh u,hyar u victor.



Ichthyornis

(1872) upon remains from the pterBiiodou beds,
of Cretaceous age, in Kansas : so called from
the resemblance of the vertebra? to those of

fishes. After Archatopteryx, of Jurassic age, Ichtnyorni*
and Hesperornis are the most notable genera in orni-

thology; each furnishes a type of a primary* division of
the class Avex, and they are collectively known as Odon-
tornithc.s, or birds with teeth. Jchthyornin represents the

family Jchthyomithidw and the order or subclass Odonto-

torma>, or birds with socketed teeth and biconcave ver-

tebrae, yet with developed wings, ankylosed metacarpals,
carinate sternum, and snort coccyx, as in modern birds. /.

dinpar, the leading species, was about as large as a pigeon.
Several other species are also described.

Ichthyornithes (ik-thi-6r'ni-thez), n. pL [NL.,
pi. of Ichthyornis.] Those birds in which the
vertebra? are biconcave, as the Ichthyornitliiita:

ichthyornithic(ik'
l

'thi-6r-mth'ik),a. [As/c7i%-
ornis (-nith-) + -ic.] Having the characters of
birds together with certain characters of fishes

;

specifically, having the characters of the Ichthy-
ornithidte, especially biconcave vertebrae.

Ichthyornithidae (ik"thi-6r-nith'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ichthyornis (-nith-) + -id<e.] A family
of fossil birds of the order Odontotorma;, typified
by the genus Ichthyornis, having biconcave ver-
tebrae and socketed teeth. Also Ichthyornida:

ichthyosarcolite (ik'
/

thi-o-sar'ko-lit), . [< Gr.

ixBi'C, a fish, + o-apf (ad'pK-), flesh, + /tflof, a
stone.] A fossil bivalve shell of the genus
Caprinella, belonging to the family Hippuritida;
(or Kudistaf). IJesmarest.

ichthyosaur (ik'thi-o-sar), n. [< Ichthyosau-
rus.^ A fish-like saurian

;
a member of the or-

der Ichthyosauria.

Ichthyosauria (ik"thi-o-sa'ri-a), . pi. [NL.,<
Ichthyosaurus. ] An order of'gigautic extinct

marine fish-like ,

Reptilia, having
somewhat the Jbut

shape of a ceta-
cean mammal,
with an enor-
mous head, no
obvious neck,
and a tapering
body, with four

paddle-like flip-

pers, and prob-
ably a fin-like

expansion of

the caudal re-

gion. The verte-
bra are very short,
biconcave, and pe-
culiar in other re-

spects (see the ex-

tract); the spinal
column is without
a sacrum, and is

divisible only into
caudal and pre-
candal regions, the
former being dis-

tinguished by the

presence of chev-

ron-bones, the lat-

ter by the presence
of ribs which do
not articulate with
the sternum. The
order is the same
as the Ichthyop-
terygift of Owen,
but is named more
conformably with
some other orders
of extinct reptiles.

AlBoIchthyosaura,
Ichthyosauri.

The vertebne of Ichthyomuria in general have certain
characters by which they differ from those of all other
Vertebrata. Not only are the centra flattened disks, very
much broader and higher than they are long, and deeply
biconcave, . . . but the only transverse processes they
possess are tubercles developed from the sides of these
centra; and the neural arches are connected with two
flat surfaces, one on each side of the middle line of the

upper surface of the vertebne, by mere synchondroses.
Huxley, Anat. Vert,, p. 210.

ichthyosaurian (ik'thi-o-sa'ri-an), a. and . I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Ichthyosauria; ichthyopterygian. Alsoic/i-

tln/osauroid.

ll. n. One of the Ichthyosauria or Ichthyop-
teryqia; an ichthyosaur.

Ichthyosauridse (ik'thi-o-sa/ri-de), n. pi. [<

Ichthyosaurus + -irfte.] The ichthyosaurs as

the typical family of Ichthyosauria. C. L. Bona-

parte, 1831.

ichthyosauroid (ik"thi-o-sa'roid), a. Same as

irlithyosnuriaii.

Ichthyosaurus (ik"thi-o-sa'rus), . [NL.,< Gr.

ixM'f, a fish, + aaiipof, a lizard.] 1. The typical
genus of Ichthyosaurida;. I. communis is one of
the earliest- and best-known species. 2. [(. c.

;

2970

te ; So. squa-
called " tem-

Skull and Parts of the Skeleton of Ichthyo-
saurus interntediiis.

A. skull : Fr, yu, and La. frontal, jugal,
and lacrymal Itones ; MX. maxilla ; Pmx,
prcmaxilla; Prf, prefrontal; Pt, postfrontal ;

Pto, postorbital ; A", nasal orifice. The fol-

lowing bones are also shown : Pa. parietal ;

Qj, quadratojugal ; QH, quadrate ; So. s

mosal ; St. an anomalous bone
poral

"
by Cuvier, suggested as a stapes (col-

umella of ear) by Huxley, or separate opis-
thotic. B, fore limb: H. humerus; K, radi-

us; U, ulna; r, radiale; (.intermedium; n,
ulnare ; Cp, 1,2,5,4. carpalia ; Me. i. ii, iii,

iv, metacarpalia ; Ph. 1,2,3, 4. 5, phalanges;
mr, ntu, radial and ulnar marginal ossicles.

C, a dorsal vertebra : C, centrum ; ffjl,
neural arch; ^.rib; VO, ventral ossifications.

/>, hind limb: F. femur; Ft, fibula; T,
tibia ; t, tibiate ; i, intennedium ; /, fibu-

lare; Ts, tarsalia; Alt. metatarsalia ; Ph.
phalanges ; mtb. tibial marginal ossicles.

, pectoral arch, ventral aspect : Cl, clavi-
cle ; Id, interclavicle ; Co, coracoid ; Sf,

scapula. F, pelvic arch, ventral aspect :

//, ilium ; Is, ischium ; Ph. pubis.

Ichthyosaurus (restored).

pi. ichthyosauri (-n).] A species of the genus
Ichthyosaurus; an ichthyosaur.
The skull of Ichthyonaurun is remarkable for the great

elongation and tapering form of the snout, the huge or-

bits, the great supra-temporal fossa;, and the closing over
of the infra-temporal fossce by plates of bone. . . . The
two rami of the mandible are united in a symphysis which,
for length, is comparable to that observed in the modern
Gavials and the ancient Teleosauria.

Huxley, Auat. Vert, p. 210.

ichthyosis (ik-thi-6'sis), n. [< Gr. ix6i't, a fish,
+ -o*i.] In pathol., a congenital disease of
the epidermis, in which it presents the form of
hard dry scales and plates. Also called jisli-

xlcin disease.

ichthyotic (ik-thi-ot'ik), a. [< ichthyosis (-ot-)
+ -c.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or
affected with ichthyosis.
The general health of ichthyotie subjects is usually

good. Duhring, Skin Diseases, pi. >'.

ichthyotomist (ik-thi-ot'o-mist), n. [< ichllii/-

otomy + -int.'] An ichth'yological anatomist;
a dissector of fishes.

It is called hypoglossal nerve by some ichthyotomists.
Owen, Anat., viii.

ichthyotomy (ik-thi-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ixOi't,

fish, + TO//7, a cutting, < rf/iveiv, ra/teiv, cut.]
The anatomy or dissection of fishes. Owen.

ichthys (ik'this), n. [Gr. Itftf, IX6TS, lit. a

fish^chosen as an emblem and motto because
the order of its letters corresponds with the or-

der of the initial letters of the words by which
it is interpreted : 'It/aoif \piar6f, &eov Ti<if, 'Lurf/p,
'Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour.'] A word
found on many seals, rings, urns, tombstones,
etc., belonging to the early period of Christian-

ity, and supposed to have a mystical reference
to the name and office of Jesus Christ. See the

etymology.
-ician. [F. -icien, < ML. -ici-dn-us: see -ic and
-ia/i.] A compound termination of Latin origin,

forming nouns from adjectives in -ic or nouns
in -ic, -ics : as, geometrician, logician, mathemati-

cian, physician, statistician, etc.

Icica (is'i-ka), n. [NL., from the native name
of the plant.] 1. A genus of plants, belonging
to the natural order Burseracea;. By Bentham and
Hooker the species of Icica are referred to the genus Bur-
sera. The species are mostly large trees, natives of South
America, some of them attaining a height of above 100
feet. /. iiltimtima, the cedar-wood of Guiana, is preferred
by the Indians for making canoes, on account not only of
its great size, but of its durability. It is also esteemed by
cabinet-makers as one of the beat woods for bookcases, its

odor preserving the books from insects. /. heptaphylla
is the Hyawa tree or incense-wood of Guiana. It yields a

fragrant balsam.

2. [I. c.] A transparent fluid resembling tur-

pentine in many of its properties, yielded by
some species of Icica.

Icichthyinae (i-sik-thi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Icichthys + -ina;.~\ A subfamily of Icosteida?,

having the body covered with scales, and per-
fect ventral fins having one spine and five soft

rays. Icichthys, the only genus, is represent-
ed by one species living in deep water off the
Californian coast.

icichthyine (i-sik'thi-in), n. A fish of the sub-

family Icichthyinai.
Icichtnys (i-sik'this), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. il-

KFIV, yield, give way (cf. AS. wicatt, give way:
see weak), + i'xOif, fish.] The typical genus
of Icichthyina;, with an imperfectly ossified or

yielding skeleton.

icicle (i'si-kl), n. [Early mod. K. also isicle,

etc.
;
\ ME. iseicl'te, isikel, isykle, yseket, iseyokel,

imchel, iiseikkle, hysehykylle, etc., < AS. is-gicel

(Leo) also ises (gen.) gicel (giccl), icicle, < is,

ice, + gicel, mod. E. dial, icicle, an icicle: see
ickle^. The word is thus a compound of ice +
icklel. The latter element came to lose its in-

dependent meaning, and has suffered under

popular etymology: explained in books as a
mere dim. termination -icle, as in article, parti-

cle, etc., it appears transformed in the obs. or

dial, forms ice-sickle, ise-sickle, ice-shackle, ice-

shoggle, OSc. iceshogle, icechokill, etc. ;
= LG. -

jakel, ishekel, icicle. Cf. MD. ijskekel.J). ijskegel
(Norw. iskegle), and simply MD. kekel, Keghel,
D. Tcegel, icicle, merged in MD. keghel, D. kegel
= Gr. kegel, a cone, uinepin, = Dan. kegle, skit-

tle: see kaiP, keep. The E. dial, ice-caiidh;

icicle, is an independent formation; so MD.
ijsdroppe, ijsdroppel, 'ice-drop,' G. eiszapfen =

icon

Dan. istap, 'ice-peg' (see trip
1
), etc.] 1. A pen-

dent mass of ice tapering downward to a point,
formed by the freezing of drops of water in-

other liquid flowiiig down from the place of at-

tachment.
As men may se in wyntre
Ysfkelftt in eueses thorw hete of the sonne
Melteth in a mynut-while to myst and to watrc.

Pii'rn l'loii;,,,ni (11), xiii. ->-n.

Ohiacciuoli [It.], Ise-sicklcx, dropping ises. Florin.

Whether the evedrops fall,

Or if the secret ministry of frost

Shall hang them up in silent /r/r/c.v.

Coleridge, Frost at Midnight.

2. In her., same as goutte or drop, but reversed,
with the point downward. Compare yutte re-

versed, under gutlr.
icicled (i'si-kld), n. [Formerly also iscled; <

icicle + -<P.] Covered with icicles: as, the

icicled eaves.

Bleak Winter is from Norway come,
And such a formidable groom,
With iscled beard and hoary head.

Cotton, Winter.

The bottom curve of that icicled S on your soda fmin-
tain. Howell, Wedding Journey.

icily (i'si-li), adv. K icy + -It/
2

. ] In an icy muii-

uer; coldly; frigidly.

Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null,
Dead perfection, no more. Tennyson, Maud, ii.

iciness (I'si-nes), . The state of being icy, or
of being very cold.

With the mercury almost down to freezing-point, and
an atmosphere of moist icinegx, the body becomes be-

numbed, and the mind sluggish. Science, XII. 299.

icing (i'sing), . [Verbal n. of ice, v.
;
= Icel.

ising, sleet.] A coating of concreted sugar.
Also called frosting and ice.

The splendid icing of an immense . . . plum-cake.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 492.

-icity. [F. -icite, etc., < L. -icita(t-)s : see -ic and
-ity.'] A compound termination of nouns (in

-ity) from adjectives in -ic (the c pronounced as
s before i), as catholicity, domesticity, electricity,

publicity, from catholic, domestic, electric, pub-
lic, etc. Comparatively few of these formations are
found in Latin; examples are lubricity (LL. lubricilae),

mendicity (L. inendicitas), runticity (L. rwtticitas), etc.

icker (ik'er), . [< ONorth. ehcr, tehher, the un-
contr. form of AS. edr, ear: see ear2.] An ear
of corn. [Scotch.]

A daimen [occasional] icker in a thrave
'S a sma' request. Burnt, To a Mouse.

ickle 1
(ik'l), ii. [E. dial., also written iccle; <

ME. ikel, ikyl, ickyll, yclc, ykle, ychele, yokle, igo-
kelle (the last two forms after the Scand. ), < AS.
gicel, an icicle, in comp. is-gicel, icicle, cyle-gicel,
lit. 'chill-ickle,' hi'im-gicel,

'

rime-ickle,' poet.

Itildf-gicel, 'battle-ickle,' i. e. dripping blood;
= LG. -jakel in comp. is-jakel = Icel. jokull, an
icicle, also ice, a glacier, = Norw. jokul, jukul,

jukel, an icicle, = Dan. egel, in hus-cgel (Aasen) ;

dim. of a primitive lost in AS., = Icel. jaki, a

piece of ice, prob. = Ir. aigh = Gael, cigh = W.
ia (for *iag), ice. In comp. ice-ickle, written
icicle: see icicle, where the variations of ickle

under popular etymology are mentioned.] An
icicle. [Prov. Eng.]
ickle2 (ik'l), n. Same as hickwall. [Northamp-
tonshire, Eng.]
icomet, icoment. Middle English forms of the

past participle of come.

icon (I'kon), n. ; pi. icones and icons (i'ko-nez,
i'konz). [< L. icon, < Gr. C'IKUV, a likeness, linage,

portrait, similitude, semblance, phantom, < *-
KCIV, found only in perf. iud. eowa, etc., be or look

like, seem likely, seem fitting.] 1. An image
or representation ;

a portrait.

Some of our own nation, and many Netherlanders, whose
names and icons are published, have deserved good com-
mendation. HakfwiU, Apology.

Glory was his aim, and he [a dog) attained it ; for his

icon, by the hand of Caldecott, now lies among the trea-

sures of the nation. R. L. Stevenson, Character of Dogs.

2. In the Greek or Orthodox Eastern Church, a

representation of Christ, an angel, or a saint, in

painting, relief, mosaic, etc. There are always two
at least in a Greek church, one of Christ at the right of
the holy doors, as one faces toward the bema, and one of
the Theotocos on the left. In accordance with the de-
cision of the seventh ecumenical council (the second of

Nictea, A. D. 767), icons are honored with a relative worship
or adoration (irpoo-* vVnais), manifested by kissing, offerings
of incense and lights, etc., but not with latria, or the su-

preme worship due to God alone. They are regarded as

sacred, and many are believed to be miraculous. A smalt

icon, of the kind generally carried by the Russian peasant-
ry, is a triptych, diptych, or simila.r folding tablet, of wood
or metal, decorated in enamel or niello with representa-
tions of sacred subjects. Also eilton, ikon.



icon

When robbing a church, a man will often offer several

roubles' worth of candles to u neighboring icon, if it will

only help him to pull out the jewels of the one he is at-

tacking. A - J- c- Ha, Russia, i.

The "miracle-working" ikon of Our Lady of Kazan, in

the Kazan Cathedral at St. Petersburg, is adorned with

jewels to the value of *60,000.
6. Kenimn, The Century, XXXV. 882.

3. In logic, a sign or representation which
stands for its object by virtue of a resemblance
or analogy to it.

Icon* are so completely substituted for their objects as

to be hardly distinguished from them. Such are the dia-

grams of geometry. A diagram, indeed, so far as it has a

general signification, is not a pure icon; but in the mid-

dle part of our reasonings we forget that abstractness in
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based on error or superstition; the doctrine or iconology (i-ko-nol'o-ji), H. [= Sp. iconnlogia

spirit of one who so attacks. = Pg. iconologia, < Gr. UKOvo/oyta, figurative

,
whether manifested in religion or in poll- speaking, < unuv, a figure, image, -r

speak: see -oloyy.] 1. The science or
tilings, not as a Attctv. speak: see -oiogy.j i. me BOX
of artful priests art of representation by effigies or pictures.
r accordingly be

<^ A description of statues, pictures, engrav-

So in contemplating a painting, there is a moment when
we lose the consciousness that it is not the thing, the dis-

tinction of the real and the copy vanishes, and it is for the

moment a pure dream not any particular existence, and

yet not general. At that moment, we are contemplating
an icon. C. S. Peirce, Amer. Jour. Math., VII. 181.

4. In scientific books, specifically, a plate, an

engraving, or other printed representation.

iconantidyptic (i-kon-au-ti-dip'tik), a. [< Gr.

finav, an image, + avri, opposite, + diiirretv,

equiv. to dveiv, dive, duck.] Presenting two

images, one direct, the other reversed, of the

same object : applied to a telescope otherwise

called diplantidian.

icones, . Latin plural of icon.

iconic (i-kou'ik), a. [< L. iconicus, < Gr. eoiv-

tof, representing a figure, copied, < UKUV, a fig-

IconoclaBin,

tics, has regarded the existing order of things, not as a

product of evolution, but as the work c'
-

and legislators of antiquity, which may
destroyed as summarily as it was created.

J. Fiake, Cosmic I'hilos., II. 476. ings, etc.

The time has been marked byastressof scientific icono- iconomachalt, ;
[Erroneously feOftOmfeoJ (see

diunn Stfdman, Viet. Poets, p. 7. the extract); with term, -at, = Sp. iciiniim/K'n

iconoclast (i-kon'6-klast), n. [= F. iconodaste = Pg- It. iconomaco, < Gr. efewopftoc, warring

= Sp. Pg. It, iconoclasta, < MGr. NGr. UKOVO- against images, < MUV an image +
^atia,,

Gr. Ei/oiv. an image, + */<AdffTW,
a fight.] Eccles., opposed or hostile to pictures or

images.
We should be too iconomical to question the pictures
the winds, as commonly drawn in humane heads and

ided.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 22.

breaker (cf. K^darr/f, a vine-dresser), <

break.] 1 . A breaker or destroyer of images ;

great measure, and the diagram is for us the very thing. person conspicuously hostile to the use of o
y,'

1^'Hl
hVXsTs'Sed'

So in contumulatinir a naintint;, there is a moment when ....... ... with their cheeks distended.

images in Christian worship'. Specifically (a)

or worship of icons or images, and destroyed them when
in power. The party of Iconoclasts was originated by the

emperor Leo the Isaurian, and afterward continued or re-

vived by Constantino Copronymus and other emperors,

especially Leo the Armenian and Theophilus. The em-

perors named treated those who honored icons with great

cruelty, and after the death of the last of them the party of

Iconoclasts soon became extinct. Hee iconoclastic.
iconomachy (I-ko-nom'a-ki), n.

Under his [Constantinus Copronymus's] auspices a coun- ""; '
a ffaV,18t imaees < K

cil of iconoclast* was held, in which the adoration and the ^X'", a war ag. nst
images^

m
use of images was condemned.

Jortin, Remark

(d) One of those Protestants of the Netherlands who, dur-

ing the reign of Philip II., riotously destroyed the images
in many of the Roman Catholic churches.

Hence 2. Any destroyer, denouncer, or ex-

ach-y + -ist.] One who is opposed to and con-

tends against the use and cultus of icons; an

iconoclast.

The noted ieonomachM Antony of Sylseum was raised in

821 to the patriarchate of Constantinople.

Robertson, History of the Christian Church, III. 300.

[< Gr. eiicovo-

war-

ure, likeness : seeieow.] 1. Of or pertaining to
poser of errors or impostures; one who sys-

.,.,.,... 1 1- f\*t lilroi-iauci f\V t.r TM"ll*l'.l*n.1 t.llTA * Ol t,nP , . i _ _ 11 . !_,. _1 : I I V.^14 nfna portrait or likeness or to portraiture ;
of the

fematically attacks cherished beliefs,

nature of a portrait. iconoclastic (i-kon-o-klas'tik), a. [= Pg. ico-

The library also contains a magnificent series of por-

traits by Holbein, eighty-seven in number, highly finished

in sepia and chalk, representing the chief personages of

Henry VIII.'s court all of them works of the highest

bcautv and marvels of iconic vigour.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 601.

Perhaps, in dealing with the men that make portraits,

we may DC allowed to use a word that is scarcely English,

and call them "iconic sculptors." . . . The French have

helped themselves to this convenient adjective, and we
may borrow it of them.

E. W. Oosse, The Century, XXXI. 39.

2. Of, pertaining to, or resembling in any way
an icon or sacred image, or the style of such

...^.m^..^.. ring against images: see iconomachal.] Enmity
Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist., an. 741. or opposition to icons or sacred images ;

the
_ . *_ _.._ _*,_-,-_.,-...,.- A...

principles and conduct of the Iconoclasts.

The monastic party [at the Nicene Council of A. D. 787]

declared that icmumuuhy was worse than the worst of here-

sies because it denied the Saviour's incarnation.

Kobertson, History of the Christian Church, III. 136.

[Appar. abbr.iconomatic (i-kon-o-mat ik), , .
, . .. - for *icononomatic, < Gr. C'IKUV, an image, + ovo-

noclastico; && iconoclast + -zc.J ijt or pertain- ua(r.) name .] Expressing ideas or represent-
ing to iconoclasm, or to the opinions and prac- j words by means of pictured objects : as,

tices of the Iconoclasts ; given to breaking im-
ieononlatic writing. Srinton.

ages, or to exposing errors of belief or false
icon0maticism (i-kon-6-mat'i-sizm), n. [< icon-

pretensions : as, iconoclastic enthusiasm.

Both were embellished with a profusion of statues ; most
of those at York were destroyed in the first emotions of ico-

noclastic zeal. //. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xliv.

Yet this question, thus prematurely agitated by the

iconoclastic emperors, and at this period of Christianity so

fatally mistimed, is one of the most grave, and it should

seem inevitable controversi
'-' * -' >"-'-"

Mil

omatic + -ism.} A system of picture-writing,
or the representation of words by pictured ob-

jects.

How complete a system of iconomaticimi they (Egyptian
and Chinese characters] passed through is unknown.

Set. Amer., N. S., LVI. 66.
,

rsies, arising out of our religion, jconomicalt, See iconomachal.
ilman, Latin Christianity, iv. 7. iconoJ^Ugm (i-ko-

image-paintings. 3. In art, conventional : ap- iconograph (I-kon'o-graf), n. [< Gr. C'IKUV, an

plied to such work as the statues of victorious
image ,

+ ypd^eiv, write: see iconography.] A
athletes commonly dedicated to divinities in

figure^ illustration
;
the representation of any-

antiquity, or to memorial statues and portrait- thmg by its image, as in drawing or engraving,
busts executed after fixed models or types, as

The illustrations have never been surpassed by the most
the busts of the sovereign set up in British

expensive and careful iconographs. Science, IV. 28.

iconographer (i-ko-nog'ra-fer), n. [< iconog- iconophilist (i-ko-nof i-list), .

_ -nof'i-lizm), n. [< Gr. ,

;', loving, + -ism.] ^A liking or

courts of justice.

she does not seem to have prescribed its iconoyraphical

representation. Athenaeum, Oct. 13, 1888, p. 488.

iconography (i-ko-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F. icono-

Judging from the character of the heads, it seems prob- raj)h-u
able that most of the statues are iconic, and may be the *?

*

portraits of Cyprian priests and kings, dedicated, like those P"J

from the Sacred Way at Branchidie, to the deity of the The lepidopteral iconographer, when the ultimate but-

temple. C. T. Newton, Art and Archieol., p. 307. terfly has been described, will sigh vainly for more fields

Iconic alabastrum. See alabastrum. to conquer. Athenvum, Jan. 7, 1888, p. 19.

iconical (i-kon'i-kal),a, [< iconic + -al] Same iconographic (i-kon-o-graf 'ik), a. [< tcono-

as iconic. graph + -ic.] Relating to iconography; rep-

As the work is entirely iconical, or consists only of fig-

ures without any letterpress, catchword, alphabet, or num-
ber to the pages, it was new, and uncommon to the book-

binders. E. Mendes da Costa, Elern. of Conchology, p. 3(i.

iconism (i'kon-izm), n. [< L. iconismus, < Gr.

e'iicovia/i6f, delineation; cf. dativco/tia, a copy,

image, < elwvt&iv, image : see iconize.] A fig-

ure or representation. [Rare.]
The fancy will employ itself ... in making some kind

of apish imitations, counterfeit itonisms, symbolical adum-
brations and resemblances. Cudworth.

iconize (1'kon-Iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. iconized,

ppr. iconizing. [< Gr. e'tKovifrtv, mold into form,

give a semblance of, image, < C'IKOV, an image :

see icon.] To form into a likeness or resem-

blance. [Rare.]
This world is an image always iconized, or perpetually

renewed. Cudworth.

iconoclasm (i-kon'o-klazm), n. [= F. icono-

clasme, < Gr. C'IK&V, an image, + *K/aoyiof, a

breaking, < x/lav, break.] 1. The act of break-

ing or destroying images; specifically, a gen-
eral destruction of the images and pictures set

up in churches as objects of veneration carried

out bv the Iconoclasts in the eighth and ninth

an image, , .,

taste for pictures or engravings. [Rare.]

He [a print-dealer) tells you that he instructs his cus-

tomers in bibliomania, in bibliopegy, in grangerism, in

iconovhilism, in the knowledge of art.

New York Times, Feb. 12, 1888.

[< Gr.

A person versed in "iconogra- an image, + 0i'/of, loving, + E. -ist.] A con-

noisseur of pictures, engravings, or prints; a

collector or judge of prints. [Rare.]

The moral of that is, that in collecting prints all is not

rose-colored, and one must not think of becoming an

iconophilist without the study and application required
for any grave pursuit. New York Times, Feb. 12, 1888.

resenting "or
1

des'cribing by means'of pictures iconostas (i-kon'o-stas), . Same as iconosta-

or diagrams. A . Vrummond.

iconographical (i-kou-o-graf'i-kal), a.
[<^

icon- Plural of iconostamum.conograpca -ou-o-gra -a, .
-

,
. .

otjraithic +-/.] Same'asicooi/ra/>/c. [Rare.] iconostasion, iconostasmm (i-kon-o-sta si-pn,

Namatia read aloud the history of her husband, but -um) n.; pi iconostasia (-a). [ML., < IsGr. eo-
" '

voordmov, <fi/cov(io-TOCT(f: seetcOHOtasi*.] In the

Gr.Ch., a movable desk or stand on which icons

are placed, especially the icon of the festival or

representation
or objects by means of images or statues, busts

paintings, drawings, engravings on gems or

metals, and the like. 2. The art of producing
likenesses, portraits, or graphic representa-
tions

;
the art of illustration.

As to the execution of the plates, no iconography of the

present time excels them. Science, VI. 308.

3. Pictorial representation in general; an il-

lustrative figure or collection of figures.

The inspection alone of these curious iconographies of

temples and palaces affects one asmuch by reading, almost,
as by sight. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p.

""'

centuries, and by Protestants in the Nether-
iconolater (i-ko-nol'a-ter), . [= F. iconoldtre,

lands in the sixteenth century. < Gr e
-

K^ an 'image, + 2arpe{'C, a worshiper ;

The general feeling of the community, fostered dili-

gently by a numerous class of its most energetic and pious
members, the monks, continued unchanged in its aversion

to iconoclasm ; and, although at the end of his reign Con-

cf idolater.] An image-worshiper.
..--!,,*-., (I ko nol'a-tri'l T Pe icimola-COnOiatry (i-KO-noi_a-in;,

n. t *T5-

tna, < Gr. eiKav, ail image, + Aarpeia, worship ;

at least half-way and often nearly or quite to

the ceiling of the church, and separating the

bema, chapel of prothesis, and diaconicon from
the rest of the church. It has three doors, the holy
doors in the center, leading directly into the bema proper
or sanctuary (ieparelof), a door on the right of this, as one

faces the bema, admitting to the diaconicou or sacristy,

and one on the left opening into the chapel of prothesis.

It is from this last door that the processions known as the

Little and the Great Entrance (see entrance) emerge. The

doors, especially the central or holy doors, are provided
with a veil (amphithyra). As the choir of an Oriental

church does not intervene between the sanctuary and the

nave, the iconostasis answers in some respects both to the

Western altar-rails and to a rood-screen. Ritually it cor-

responds to altar-rails, as it divides the sanctuary from all

the rest of the church, the choir included.

ICOSaCOliC (Fko-sa-ko'lik), a. [< Gr. foaxniw^of,
of twenty clauses^ < tiKoai, twenty,+ autov, mem-
ber, clause: see colon 1 .] In anc. pros.,,

con-

rather than weakened by repressive measures.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 713.

Hence 2. The act of attacking cherished

beliefs or traditional institutions regarded as

"-ist.] One versed in iconology ; one who makes
icosanedral (I'ko-sa-he'dral), a. [Also ie.

'
the study and identification ot

anO,;<ieoalteaT-w+-al.'\ ftavingtwentyfaces.a specialty of
,,,,,, X H.I'^M..^.I.-V . <>*. *.. .

statues, painted or engraved likenesses, etc. 'I!icosahedral function. swj/f/n'</rJ/rf/H, under

/. D'lsraeli. polyhedral. Icosahedral group. See pmy*. to-



icosahedral

sahedral number, one of the numbers 1, 12, 48, 142, 255,

456, etc., whose form is i (Sn-' 6 + 2).

icosahedron (i 'ko-sa-he'dron), w. [Also written
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Icosteus (i-kos'te-us), . [NL., irreg. < Gr. fi-

miv, yield, give way, + oariov, a bone.] The

typical genus of the family Icosteida;, having a

Regular Icosahedron.

< Gr. c'utoeatipov, a body
with twenty sides, neut.

of eiKoa&tSpof, f(Koov'eo/jof,

of twenty sides, < einoet,

twenty (see icositni), +
iSpa, a seat, base, = E.

settle^, a seat.] A solid

bounded by twenty
planes. In the ordinary
regular icosahedron the faces
are equal equilateral trian-

gles, equally inclined each to

those adjacent to it. It has 12 vertices and 30 edges, 3

edges per face, 6 edxes per vertex. Great icosahe-
dron, a regular solid of which
each face subtends at the
center the space subtended

by 4 faces and 6 half-faces of

the ordinary icosahedron. It

has 20 faces, 12 vertices, 30

edges, 3 edges per face, 5 edges
per vertex. Each vertex Is en-

wrapped twice by the series of

faces about it, and the cen-
ter is inclosed seven times.

Truncated icosahedron, a

dyocffitriacontahedron formed
by cutting down the corners of

the icosahedron parallel to the
faces of the coaxial regular dodecahedron until the ori-

> that the solid has 2u

Great Icosahedron.

Icostfus fttigmaticta.

naked body with some spinules along the later-

al line, and quadriradiate ventrals. /. eniiimn-

ticus is a deep-sea fish of California,

icret, A word of dubious meaning and origin.
See the second extract.

As we find in the Survey booke of England, the king de-

manded in manner no other tribute than certain Icret of

Iron, and Iron barres. Holland, tr. of I'amden, p. 361.

An icre is ten Bare Oibson, tr. of Camden (margin).

-ics. [< -io + pi. -s2 , after L. and Gr. plurals in

-ic-a, -IK-O, neut. pi. of adjectives in -ir-its, -'i-6f,

in names of sciences or arts, as in /UU)II/UITI-

KO, mathematical (matters), interchanging with
forms in the fern. sing. L. -ic-a, or -ic-e, Gr. -IK-I,

(kKiariifui, knowledge, science, or rixvri, art, be-

icosander (i-ko-san'der), . [< NL. icosandrun :

see icosandrous.] In hot., a plant having twenty
or more stamens inserted on the

calyx.
Icosandria (i-ko-san'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < ico-

sandrus, with twenty stamens: see icosandrous.]
In bot., the twelfth class in the Linnean system
of classification, distinguished by having twen-

ty or more stamens inserted on the calyx, as in

the rose family. The plants in this class pro-
duce the most esteemed fruits,

icosandrian (i-ko-san'dri-an), a. [< Icosan-

dria + -ian.] Same as icosandrons.

icosandrous (i-ko-san'drus), it. [< NL. icosan-

drus, with twenty stamens, < Gr. eitinai, twenty,+
avr/p (avdp-), a male (in mod. bot. a stamen) : see

-androus.] Of or pertaining to the Icosandria.

icosasemic (i^ko-sa-se'ruik), a. [< Gr. eluoai,

twenty, + aijpa, a mark, aq/ieiov, a mark, mora.]
In anc.pros., containing or amounting to twenty
semeia or units of time

; having or constituting
a magnitude of twenty morse or normal shorts:

thus, a dactylic or anapestic pentapody is icosa-

semic. Also spelled eicosasemic.

icosian (i-ko'si-an), a. [< Gr. elicoai, dial. Atari,

jSeuum, ftocarj, twenty, = L. riginti = E. twenty :

see twenty.] Pertaining to twenty Icosian

game, a game in which there are twenty stations each
united with three others by paths, as the 20 vertices of

an ordinary dodecahedron are connected by the 30 edges.
Five stations being named- as consecutive, a player endea-
vors to pass through all the other stations without passing
through any one twice.

icosidodecahedron (i'ko-si-do'dek-a-he'drqn),
n. [NL. ,

< Gr. ducat, twenty, + <5<jdnca, twelve,
+ fdpa, seat, base.] In geom., a solid of thirty-
two faces formed by cutting down the corners
of the icosahedron parallel to the faces of the

coaxial regular dodecahedron until the new
faces just touch at the angles, thus leaving 20

triangular and 12 pentagonal faces. It is one
of the thirteen Archimedean solids Truncated
icosidodecahedron, a solid having 12 decagonal faces

belonging to the regular dodecahedron, 20 hexagonal faces

belonging to the icosahedron, and SO square faces belong-
ing to the semi-regular triacontahedron. It is one of the
thirteen Archimedean solids.

icosihedral, icosihedron. See icosahedral, ico-

sahedron.

icositetrahedron (r'-'ko-si-tet-ra-he'dron), n.

[NL., < Gr. e'tKoai,= E. twenty, + rirpa-, rerrapcf,
= 'E. four, + eSpa, seat, base.] In crystal., a

solid, belonging to the isometric system, which
is contained by twenty-four similar four-sided

planes ;
a tetragonal trisoctahedron, or trape-

zohedron.
icosteid (i-kos'te-id), n. A fish of the family
Icosteidce.

(i-kos-te'i-de), n. pi. TNL., < Icosteus

ete., these words follow the fern. sing, form ;
in

E. either or both forms are used: see exam-

ples.] A termination of Greek origin, denoting
a science or an art. Words with this termination are

properly plural, butare now commonly regarded as singu-

lar, being often accompanied by formsaetually in the singu-

lar, as luatheiua'i''*, hydrostatics, esthetic* or esthetic, met-
rics or metric, etc. In some cases the singular alone is In

use, as In logic, music, the adjective being then exclusively
in -ic-al, BAlvffical, musical, while in a few a distinction of

meaning has grown up, as between physic and physics.

Any adjective in -ic, applicable to a branch of knowledge,
may have an accompanying noun In -ics.

Icteria (ik-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. inrepof, a cer-

tain bird: see Icterus.] A uotable genus of

American oscino passerine birds; the yellow-
breasted chats or chattering flycatchers. It was
founded by Vieillot in 1807, and has been variously re-

ferred to the Turdidce or thrushes, Vireonidte or greenlets,
or made the type of the Icteriinat as a subfamily of Sylvico-
lidce or Dendreecida. It is characterized by a stout com-

pressed bill with high arched culmen, greenish coloration

above, with bright-yellow breast and white abdomen, and
a size unusual in the last-named family. The type is /.

virens or /. viridix, which abounds in the United States,
is migratory and insectivorous, a voluble and versatile

songster with remarkable powers of mimicry, and which
nests in shrubbery, laying usually four white eggs with
reddish speckles. /. loiujicauda is another species or va-

riety, inhabiting the southwestern portions of the United
States. See cut under chat-.

icteric (ik-ter'ik), a. and . [= F. icterique =
Sp. icterico = Pg. icterico = It. itterico, < L. ic-

tericus, < Gr. bcnpwif. jaundiced, <
licrtppf, jaun-

dice: see icterus.] I. a. 1. Affected with jaun-
dice. 2. Preventing or dispelling jaundice.
Icteric fever, icteric remittent fever, remitting ic-

teric fever. See/ererl.

H. n. A remedy for jaundice.
icterical (ik-ter'i-kal), a. [< icteric + -nl.]

Same as icteric.

Our understandings, if a crime be lodged in the will,

being like icterical eyes, transmitting the species to the

soul with prejudice, disaffection, and colours of their own
framing. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 167.

icterid (ik'te-rid), . One of the Icteridos.

Icteridae (ik'-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Icterus

+ -idee.] A large family of American oscine

passerine birds with 9 primaries, a conic-acute

bill with unnotchedtip, rictus without bristles,

and angulated commissure. The family Is very

closely related to the Fringillidce; it has also affinities

with the CoriMce, and represents in America the Sturni-

dee or starlings of the old world. There are upward of

100 species, assigned to many genera, containing the birds

variously known as American starlings, blackbirds, ori-

oles or hangnests, meadow-larks, cow-birds, bobolinks,

etc. The family is divided by Coues into four subfami-

lies, Ageltxinte or marsh-blackbirds, Stumellince or mea-

dow-larks, Icterirue or orioles and hangnests, and Quisca-
lin(e or crow-blackbirds. A subfamily Icterince includes
all the American orioles or hangnests and related forms.

ent limits have been assigned. (a) In a restricted

sense, fishes with a loose flaccid skin, unarmed head, long
dorsal and anal fins with scarcely differentiated spines,
and thoracic ventral fins: supposed to be related to the
Stromateidte. It was constituted for two deep-sea fishes

obtained off the California,, coast. (6) The faraily as above
defined, together with the Katltymasteridai. It is scarcely
distinguishable from Stromatetdee.

icosteine (i-kos'te-in), . A fish of the family
leosteidce.

.
.,.

.

the characters of the Ictenda; or

icteritioUS (ik-te-rish'us), a. [< L. icterus, (jr.

inTEpw;, the jaundice, + E. -it-ious.] Yellow j

^nmno- t>io rAlrr nf imiTidiopd *kin
. ^25 T^ifteritionsICteritOUS (ik-ter l-tus), a. bame as ictermous.

icteroid (lk' te-roid), a. [< (rf. 'iKTtpOtlOVS,

contr. 'iKTspofoK, jaundiced, < iivcpot, jaundice,
+ eWof, form.] Yellow, as if jaundiced.

ictus

icterus (ik'te-rus), . [NL., < L. icterus, Gr.

inTtpof, jaundice ; also a bird of a yellowish-
green color, by looking at which, according to

the simple therapeutics of the ancients, a jaun-
diced person was cured the bird died; cf.

licrepiaf (sc. ?./0of), L. icterias, a yellowish kind
of stone.] 1. The jaundice. 2. In bot., a yel-
low appearance assumed by wheat and some
other plants under the influence of prolonged
exposure to moisture and cold. 3. [cap.~\ In

ornith., a Brissonian (1760) genus of birds, ap-
proximately equivalent to the modern family Ic-

teridw; subsequently used with various limita-

tions, or as conterminous with the subfamily
leterince; now restricted to the American ori-

oles or hangnests, such as the ^Baltimore oriole,
Icterus gttlbula. The type is technically con-
sidered to be the troopial, Oriolus icterus (Lin-

naeus), now called Icterus vulgaris. See cut
under troopial. 4. [cop.] A genus of mam-
mals. Griffith, 1827.

ictic (ik'tik), a. [< L. as if *icticus, < ictus, a
blow : see ictus.] Sudden or abrupt, as if pro-
duced by a blow

;
marked. Bushnell. [Rare.]

Icticyon (ik-tis'i-on), 11. [NL.j < Gr. IKTIC, the

yellow-breasted marten (taken in general sense
of a 'weasel'), + uvuv, a dog, = E. liound.] A
genus of Canidce with small molars, 1 above and
2 below on each side, containing /. venaticus,
the bush-dog of South America, a small, close-

haired species with short limbs and tail. The ge-
nus Is a peculiar one ; it is sometimes referred wrongly to

the family Mustetitltx, but belongs to the tine dogs, Caninae,
and is related to the African l.ycaon and the Indian Cyan.
Lund, 1842. Also written Ictidacyun.

ictide (ik'tid), n. An animal of the genus Ic-

tideg (or Arctictis) ;
a binturong: as, the black

ictide, Ictides ater.

Ictides (ik-ti'clez), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. IKTIC,

the yellow-breasted marten, + ticSof, form.] A
genus of

Viverridfe,
of the subfamily Arctictinte,

containing the binturongs : a synonym of Arc-
tictis.

Ictinia (ik-tin'i-S,), n. [NL., < Gr. 'mrlvof, a

kite.] A notable genus of kites, of the subfam-

ily
Milvina: and family Falconidce, founded by

\ ieillot in 1816. The tail is short and even ;
the wings

are moderate, with the third and second primaries long-

est, and the first very short ; the feet are small
;
the tarsi

are scutellate in front ; the bill is small but robust, with

very convex culmen and small subcircular nostrils ; and
the plumage is dark-plumbeous or bluish. There are two

species, both American, one of which is the common Mis-

sissippi kite, /. subcoerulea or inixsi**ipi?iii<i.<, and the other
the Houth American, /. plumlea.

Ictiobinse (ik"ti-o-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ictio-

bus + -ince.] A subfamily of Catostomidcu,
with an elongate dorsal fin, compressed oblong
body, and an interparietal fontanelle. It em-
braces a few large fishes, inhabiting chiefly the Mississippi
and Great Lake basins, known as bu/alu-fithes or biifaluei,
and carp-suckers. See cut under carp-sucker.

Ictiobus (ik-ti'o-bus), n. [NL., a perversion
of Ichthyobus, < 'Gr. ljflb(, a fish, +_0oi>c,

an ox

(taken for 'buffalo': see buffalo).] A genus
of fishes of the family Catostomidce, popularly
known as buffalo-fishes, typical of the subfam-

ily Ictiobina;. Rafinesque, 1820. See cut under

carp-sucker.
Ictitherium (ik-ti-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

IKTIC. the yellow-breasted marten, + 6r/piov, a
wild beast.] A genus of fossil carnivorous
mammals from the Miocene of Greece, of un-
certain systematic position: supposed to be-

long to the Viverridw, whence the name, given
by Gaudry ; by others regarded as related to

the Hyantidce.
ictus (ik'tus), n.; pi. ictus. [L. ictus, a blow,

stroke, stab, thrust; in prosody or music, a

beating time, a beat; < ieere, pp. ictus, strike,

hit, smite.] 1. A stroke: as, ictus solis, sun-

stroke. 2. In pros, and music, rhythmical or

metrical stress
;
additional intensity of utter-

ance or delivery distinguishing one time or syl-

lable in a foot or series from the others. Metri-

cal ictus in poetry is analogous to syllabic stress or accent

in ordinary speech. In modem or accentual poetry an
ictus regularly coincides with the syllabic stress or accent,

primary or secondary. In classical or quantitative poetry
the ictus was also a stress-accent, but was independent of

the syllabic accent, which was a difference in tone or pitch.
It regularly attached itself to a long time or syllable as

contrasted with one or more shorts, but a long or longs
could be metrically unaccented. The conflict between ic-

tus and accent In ancient poetry may be exemplified by
the line

Connubio junoram sUbiK prtpritimque dicdbo

(Virgil, .Eneid, I. IS),

in which the accent is marked and the syllables bearing
the Ictus are italicized. The part of a foot on which the

ictus falls is called the thesis, and the rhythmically unac-

cented part of the foot the arsis ; but many writers directly



ictus

invert this use of the terms. A subordinate ictus can also

accompany the principal ictus within the same toot.

icy (i'si), a. [< ME. *isy, < AS. isig (= L>. ij-iij.

G. eis'Kj = Sw. isig); < is, ice, + -ig, E. -y
1
.] 1.

Pertaiiiiug to, composed of, produced by, re-

sembling, or abounding with ice: as, an icy

surface; icy coldness; the icy regions of the
north.

There is no armour against fate ;

Death lays his icy hands on kings.
Shirley, Contention of Ajax and Ulysses, iii.

Tempt icy seas, where scarce the waters roll,
"Where clearer flames glow round the frozen pole.

Pope, Windsor forest, 1. 380.

Solar beams powerful enough to fuse the snows and blis-

ter the human skin . . . may pass through the ail', and
still leave it at an icy temperature.

Tyndull, Forms of Water, p. 102.

2. Figuratively, characterized by coldness or

coolness, as of manner, influence, etc.; frigid;
chilling; freezing; indifferent.

If he be leaden, icy, cold, unwilling,
Bethousotoo. Shak., Kich. III., iii. 1.

Icy was the deportment with which Philip received these
demonstrations of affection.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 136.

= Syn. 2. Frosty, cold-hearted, stony.

icy-pearled (I'si-perld), o. Studded with span-
gles of ice. [Bare.]

So mounting up in icy-pearled car,

Through middle empire of the freezing air

He wander'd long, till thee he spied from far.

Milton, Ode, D. 1'. I., iii.

id. An abbreviation of idem.

-id1 . [Formerly also -ide (< F.); = F. -ide =
Sp. Pg. It. -ido, < L. -idus, a term, forming ad-

jectives from verbs in -ere, -ere, or from nouns,
as in acidus, acid, < acere, be sour, aridus, arid,
< arere, be dry, fluidits, fluid, < fluere, flow, vivi-

dus, living, < rivere, live, morbidus, morbid, <

morbus, disease, turbidus, turbid, < turba, dis-

turbance, etc. The suffix is really -dus (-do-),
the -i- repr. the orig. or supplied stem-vowel ;

it occurs without the vowel in absurdus, absurd,
blandus, bland, crudus, raw (crude), etc. Cf.

Gr. -iS-Tjf, -((<?)f, etc.: see -id2.] 1. A common
termination in adjectives (and nouns derived
from adjectives) of Latin origin, as in acid, arid,

fluid, vivid, turbid, morbid, flaccid, frigid, torrid,

solid, etc. It is not used as a formative in Eng-
lish. 2. [NL. -idum, neut. of L. -idus.'] In

diem., a formative (also spelled -ide, and when
so spelled generally pronounced -id) suffixed to

names of elements to form names of com-
pounds, as in oxid, chlorid, bromide, iodide, sul-

phid, etc., designating compounds of oxygen,
chlorin, bromine, iodine, sulphur, etc. Usage is, in

general, in favor of the form -ide ; but in new formations,
and in many of the old ones, the form -id is also in use.

-id2 . [(1) L. NL. -is (-id-), pi. -id-es, fern. ; (2)
L. NL. -id-es, pi. -id-ce; both of Greek origin:
see -ides, -idee, and -is2 ; cf. -art2.] 1. The ter-
mination of nouns Englished from Latin or New
Latin feminine nouns (ultimately Greek or on
the Greek model) in -is, as caryatid, hydatid, etc.

2. In goal., the termination of nouns Eng-
lished from Latin or New Latin nouns in -idee,
asJ'(lid, from Felida, fringillid, from Fringillidce,
etc. In this dictionary such English forms, being always
adjacent to their obvious primitives, are usually left with-
out etymological note.

-ida. [NL., assumed as a neut.
pi.

to -ides, pi.

-ida;.'] In zoo!., a frequent termination of the
names of groups of animals, of no determinate
rank in the classificatory scale. Entomologists of-
ten use it for subfamilies, in which case it is the same as
inae. It may or may not be etymologically the same as
-oida.

-idae. [L. NL., pi. of -ides, < Gr. -(%, pi. -ifat,

patronymic suffix: see -ides.'] 1. In words of
Greek origin, a suffix denoting the descen-
dants of a person to whose name the suffix is at-

tached, or a family or kindred of a particular
origin : as, the Heraclidce, Homeridas, Eupatri-
de, etc. Specifically 2. In zool., the regular
termination of the names of families, suffixed
to the stem of the name of the genus whence
that of the family is derived, as Felidn; (from
Felix), Laniidfe (from Lanius), Apodidce (from
Apus), etc. When the stem ends in -i-, the termination
is properly, according to Greek analogies, -a/ire, as Lania-
dtf, Simiada:, etc. ; but, for mechanical uniformity, zoolo-
gists prefer to use -idee in all cases. See -(-'.

Idaean (i-de'an), a. [< L. Ida-us, < Gr. 'ItJaiof,
< "1*7, L. Ida (see def.).] Pertaining to Mount
Ida, (a) a mountain near the ancient Troy, or
(fc) the chief mountain in Crete, the mystic
birthplace of Zeus : as, the Idaian Zeus.

Here eke that famous golden Apple grew . . .

For which th' Idcean Ladies disagreed.
Spenter, F. Q., II. vii. 54.

2973

Idalian (i-da'lian), a. [< L. Idalius, adj., <

Idalium, also Idalia, Gr. 'IddAiov, a city in Cy-
prus.] Of or pertaining to the ancient town
of Idalia or Idalium in Cyprus, or to Aphrodite
(Venus), to whom it was consecrated; inhab-

iting Idalia.

Idalian Aphrodite beautiful,
Fresh as the foam, new-bathed in Paphian wells.

Tennyson, (Knone.

ide 1
(id), n. [< Norw. id, also called iilmini

(mart, mart, small-fry, also a roach), = Sw. id,

ide
;
in NL. idus.'] A cypriuoid fish, Lcuciscits

idus or Idits melanotus. The golden ide is a culti-

vated variety, known as the orfe. It resembles the chub,
and is found in northern European waters.

ide2
t,

. [ME. : see ides.] See ides.

The first [season in the year] ... is Vere, and yl begyn-
neth the vij. ide of Feuerell and endurith to the vij. ide of

May. Arnold's Chron., p. 176.

-ide1
. [See -id1 .] 1. An obsolete form of -id1

in adjectives like acide, fluide, etc. See -id1
,
1.

2. In chem., same as -id1
,
2.

-ide2 . [See -i(Z2.] 1. Same as -id2
,

1. 2. In

zool., same as -lift, 2.

idea (i-de'a), n. [Also dial, idee; = F. idee =
Sp. It. idea = Pg. idea, ideia = D. G. Dan. idee

= Sw. ide, < L. idea (idia, in ML. appar. idea)
(first in Seneca; Cicero writes it as Greek),
a (Platonic) idea, archetype, < Gr. idea, form,
the look or semblance of a thing as opposed to

reality, a kind, sort ;
in the Platonic philosophy

the locat were general or ideal forms, pattern
forms, archetype models, L. formic, of which,
respectively, all created things were the im-

perfect antitypes or representations; < ISelv,

see, = L. videre, see, = Skt. / vid, know, per-
ceive, = AS. witan, E. wit, know: see wit."] 1.

In the Platonic philosophy, and in similar
idealistic thought, an archetype, or pure im-
material pattern, of which the individual ob-

jects in any one natural class are but the im-

perfect copies, and by participation in which
they have their being : in this sense the word
is generally qualified by the adjective Platonic.

The more probable view, Parmenides, of these ideas is

that they are patterns fixed in nature, and that other things
are like them ; and that what is meant by the participation
of other things in the ideas is really assimilation to them.

Plato, Parmenides (tr. by Jowett), III. 249.

Socrates, he [Parmenides] said, I admire the bent of your
mind towards philosophy ; tell me, now, was this your own
distinction between abstract ideas and the things which
partake of them ? and do you think that there is an idea of
likeness apart from the likeness which we possess, or of
the one and many, or of the other notions of which Xeno
has been speaking?

I think that there are such abstract ideas, said Soc-
rates.

Parmenides proceeded. And would you also make ab-
stract ideas of the just and the beautiful and the good, and
of all that class of notions?

Yes, he said, I should.
And would you make an abstract idea of man distinct

from us and from all other human creatures, or of fire and
water?

I am often undecided, Parmenides, as to whether I ought
to include them or not.

Plato, Parmenides (tr. by Jowett), III. 246.

2. A mental image or picture. [Although Sir W.
Hamilton says that idea never was used in any language
in any but the Platonic sense (def. 1) until the time of

Descartes, in English, as in French, this second meaning
has been since the middle of the sixteenth century the
commoner one in literature.]

Within my hart, though hardly it can shew
Thing so divine to vew of earthly eye,

The fayre Idea of your celestial! hew
And every parte remaines immortally.

Spenser, Sonnets, xlv.

When he shall hear she died upon his words,
The idea of her life shall sweetly creep
Into his study of imagination.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

[Species] is called idea [of the Greeks), which is as much
to say as a common shape conceiued in the mind, through
some knowledge had before of one or two individumns
having that shape : so as after we have seen one wolfe, or
two, we beare the shape thereof continually in our minds,
and-thereby are able to know a wolfe whensoever we find
him. Blundeville, Arte of Logicke (1599), iv.

Yet still how faint by precept is expresst
The living image in the painter's breast ;

Thence endless streams of fair ideas flow,
Strike in the sketch or in the picture glow.

Pope, To Mr. Jervas.

3. In the language of Descartes and of English
philosophers, an immediate object of thought
that is, what one feels when one feels, or fancies
when one fancies, or thinks when one thinks,
and, in short, whatever is in one's understand-
ing and directly present to cognitive conscious-
ness. With the nominalists Berkeley and Hume the
meaning of the word hardly departs from def. 2, above.
With Reid, Dugald Stewart, and others it denotes an ob-

ject different from the real thing and from the mind, but
mediating betweeu them. But Hume uses the word idea

ideal

In a somewhat peculiar sense, to mean a sensation repro-
duced and worked ovt-r.

Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the im-
mediate object of perception, thought, or understanding,
that 1 call idea. Locke, Human I'nderstanding, II. viii. !>.

Since therefore the objects of sense exist only in the
mind, and are withal thoughtless and inactive, 1 choose
to mark them by the word idea, which implies those prop-
erties. Up. Berkeley, Human Knowledge, I. z.

All the perceptions of the human mind resolve them-
selves into two distinct kinds, which I call Impressions
and Ideas. The difference betwixt these consists in the

degrees of force and liveliness with which they strike upon
the mind and make their way into our thoughts or con-
sciousness. Those perceptions which enter with the most
force and violence we name impressions; and under this

name I comprehend all our sensations, passions, and emo-
tions, as they make their first appearance in the soul. By
ideas, I mean the faint images of these in thinking and
reasoning. Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, I. L 1.

The term idea is commonly used to include both images
and concepts, marking off the whole region of the repre-
sentative from the presentative. Hut like the term no-

tion, it tends now to be confined to concepts.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psycho!., vii.

4. A conception of what is desirable or ought
to be, different from what has been observed ;

a governing conception or principle ;
a teleolo-

gical conception.
For ante understanding knoweth the skil of the artificer

standeth in that idea or foreconceit of the work, and not
in the work itselfe. Sir P. Sidney, Def. of Poesie.

I thought you once as fair

As women iu th' idea are.

Cowley, The Mistress.

There is what I call the American idea. . . . This idea
demands, as the proximate organization thereof, a democ-
racy that is, a government of all the people, by all the

people, for all the people ; of course, a government on the
principles of eternal justice, the unchanging law of God ;

for shortness' sake, I will call it the idea of Freedom.
Theodore Parker, Speech at Antislavery Convention,

[Boston, May 29, 1850.

5. In the Kantian philos., a conception of rea-
son the object of which transcends all possible
experience, as God, Freedom of the Will, Im-
mortality ;

in the Hegelian pliilos., the absolute
truth of which everything that exists is the ex-

pression the ideal realized, the essence which
includes its own existence : in the latter sense

commonly used with the definite article; in

other a priori philosophies, an a priori concep-
tion of a perfection to be aimed at, not corre-

sponding to anything observed, nor ever fully
realized.

Idea is the thorough adequacy of thought to itself, the
solution of the contradictions which attach to thought,
and hence, in the last resort, the coincidence or equilib-
rium of subjective notion and objectivity, which are the
finite expression of thatfundamental antithesis of thought.

Wallace, Logic of Hegel, Prolegomena, xxiil.

6. An opinion ;
a thought, especially one not

well established by evidence.
That fellow seems to me to possess but one idea, and

that a wrong one. Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1770.

Unluckily Lord Palmerston became possessed with the
idea that the French minister in Greece was secretly set-

ting the Greek Government on to resist our claims.
J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xix.

7. An abstract principle, of not much immedi-
ate practical consequence in existing circum-
stances.

France went to war for the idea when she had nothing
else to go to war for ; and, having bound liberty hand and
foot at home, proclaimed herself again the apostle of lib-

erty. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 238.

8. [cap.'] In entom,, a genus of nymphalid but-

terflies, based on the Indian Nymphalis idea :

now called Hestia. Fabricms,18Q8. 9. Inmn-
sic, a theme or subject; a phrase; sometimes, a
figure. Often called a musical idea Absolute
idea, the idea considered as the source of all reality.
Architectonic Idea, the preliminary plan or sketch of a
science. Association of ideas. See association. De-
complex, duplex idea, a union of two or more complex
ideas in one. Determinate idea. See determinate.
Innate idea. See innate. Material idea, or idea in
the brain, an impression made upon the brain by an ex-
ternal object. Platonic idea. See def. 1.

ideaed, idea'd (i-de'ad), a. [< idea + -<-d2.]
Provided with or possessed of an idea or ideas :

used chiefly in compounds: as, a one-ideaed
man.
The writer had omitted to put the idea'd words into red

ink; so they had to be picked out with infinite difficulty
from the mass of unidea'd ones.

C. Reade, Love me Little, vi.

ideagenous (i-de-nj'e-nus), a. [< idea + -ge-

os.] Generating or giving rise to ideas.

Each sensory impression leaves behind a record in the
structure of the brain an idearfenfiux molecule, so to

speak; . . . it is these ideagenou* molecules which are the
physical basis of memory. Huxley, Animal Automatism.

ideal (i-de'al), a. and . [< F. ideal, now ideal
= Sp. Pg. Idcnl = It. iilrnle = I), ideaal = G.
Dan. Sw. ideal, < LL. idealis, existing in idea,



ideal

< L. idea, idea: see idea.'] I. ft. 1. Of or per-
taining to or consisting in ideas.
The plays of children are endless imitation, and the

constant exercise of the ideal faculty.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 176.

Even now few Americans set a proper value on the rela-

tive bearing of our i<le<il and intellectual progress thus
far. Steduuin, Poets of America, Int., p. ix.

It will be understood that by an ideal object is meant
an object present in idea but not yet given in reality.

T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 229, note.

2. Existing only in idea; confined to thought or

imagination. Hence (a) Not real or practical ; ima-

ginary ; visionary ; incapable of being realized or carried
out in fact : as, ideal wealth or happiness ; an ideal scheme
of benevolence.

He [Spenser) lifts everything, not beyond recognition,
but to an ideal distance where no mortal, I had almost
said human, fleck is visible.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 186.

(i>) Conforming completely to a standard of perfection ;

perfect.
There will always be a wide Interval between practical

and ideal excellence. Rambler.

Planning ideal commonwealths. Southey.
All virtue, all duty, all activeness of the human charac-

ter, are set out by him [Spenser], under the fonus of chiv-

alry, for our instruction : but his ideal knight is Christian
to the core. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 21 1.

3. In philos., regarding ideas as the only real

entities
; pertaining to or of the nature of ideal-

ism.
The advantage of the ideal theory over the popular faith

is this, that it presents the world in precisely that view
which is most desirable to the mind. Emerson, Nature.

4. Arising from ideas or conceptions ;
based

upon an ideal or ideals; manifesting or em-
bodying imagination ; imaginative : as, the ideal

school in art or literature; an ideal statue or

portraitIdeal beauty. See beauty.- Ideal bitan-
gent, a real line which touches a curve at two imaginary
points. Ideal Chord, in geom., that part of a line not
really cutting a conic which lies between two points, II and
H', conjugate with respect to the conic and bisected: by the
diameter through the pole of the line. Ideal diameter.
See diameter. Ideal number, in the theory of complex
numbers, a number not in the scheme of complex numbers
considered in any investigation, but specially introduced
as a factor of a number which is prime so far as the system
of complex numbers considered is concerned. Ideal
partition, in logic, a division of a whole into parts which
can be sundered only in abstraction, not in reality ; meta-
physical partition. Sir W. Hamilton. =Syn. 2. Imaginary,
fanciful, shadowy, unreal, chimerical.

II. )(. 1. That which exists only in idea; a

conception that exceeds reality.
A rigid solid ... is an ideal ; no substance is absolute-

ly rigid. A. Daniell, Vila, of Physics, p. 199.

2. An imaginary object or individual in which
an idea is conceived to be completely realized;
hence, a standard or model of perfection : as,
the ideal of beauty, virtue, etc.; Bayard, the
ideal of chivalry.
While the idea gives rules, the ideal serves as the arche-

type for the permanent determination of the copy ;
and

we have no other rule of our actions but the conduct of
that divine man within us, with which we compare our-

selves, and by which we judge and better ourselves,
though we can never reach it. These ideal*, though they
cannot claim objective reality, are not therefore to be
considered as chimeras, but supply reason with an indis-

pensable standard, because it requires the concept of that
which is perfect of its kind, in order to estimate and mea-
sure by it the degree and number of the defects in the

imperfect.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller, II. 491.

^Esthetic effects call up not merely ideas, but ideals.

A great work of art improves upon the real in two re-

spects : it intensifies and it transfigures.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX 70.

3. A standard of desire
;
an ultimate object or

aim ; a mental conception of what is most de-
sirable: as, one's idea? of enjoyment; our ideals
are seldom attained Beau ideal. See beau-ideal.

=Syn. 2. Pattern, Model, etc. See example.
idealess (i-de'a-les), a. [< idea + -less.] Des-
titute of ideas.

idealisation, idealise, etc. See idealization,

idealise, etc.

idealism (I-de'a-lizm), n. [= F. idealisine =
Sp. Pg. It. ideatismo =: D. G. idealismus= Dan.
idealisme = Sw. idealism, < LL. idealis, ideal:
see ideal and -ism.] 1. The metaphysical doc-
trine that the real is of the nature of thought ;

the doctrine that all reality is in its nature

psychical.
It is our cognizance of the successiveness or transitori-

ness of feelings that makes us object Intuitively to any
idealism which is understood to imply an identification
of the realities of the world with the feelings of men.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 37.

It is the very essence of the Kantian idealism that ob-

jects are not there till they are thought.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 327.

2. Pursuit of the ideal
;
the act or practice of

idealizing; especially, imaginative treatment
of subjects ;

a striving after ideal beauty,
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truth, justice, etc. 3. In art. the effort to

realize the highest type of any natural object
by eliminating all its imperfect elements and
combining the perfect into a whole which rep-
resents Nature, not as she is exhibited in any
one example, but as she might be Absolute
idealism, the doctrine of G. W. F. Hegel (1770-1831),
that things derive their reality from their being made
by thought, which has an objective existence as a part
of the divine absolute idea (this being the organic unity
of all thought), and that things are not merely phenom-
ena to us, but are of their inner nature phenomena or

thoughts. The term is by English writers sometimes ap-
plied to any dogmatic idealism, such as that of Berkeley.
Berkeleian idealism, the doctrine of Bishop Berke-

ley (1685-1753), that the souls of men and of God, ami the
ideas in them, are the only existences, and that the real-

ity of external things consists only in their permanence
and coherency. Also called theixtic, phenomenal, and em-
pirical idealism. Cosmothetic idealism, the doctrine
that the external world exists, but that we have no im-
mediate knowledge of it. Egotistical idealism, the
doctrine that ideas are modes of the human mind itself,
and are destitute of external prototypes. Fichteanor
subjective idealism, the doctrine of J. G. Fichte(1762-
1814X that the universal subject or ego (not the ego of an
individual person) is the source of the object, the external

world, or non-ego. Objective idealism, the doctrine of
F. W. J. von Schelling (1775-1854), that the relation be-
tween the subject and the object of thought is one of ab-
solute identity. It supposes that all things exist In the
absolute reason, that matter is extinct mind, and that the
laws of physics are the same as those of mental represen-
tations. Transcendental idealism, the doctrine of 1m-
raanuel Kant (1724-1804X that the things to which the

conceptions of reality, actuality, etc., are applicable are

merely phenomena or appearances, and not thingit-in-

themselecit, or things as they are apart from their relation
to the thiuker. Thiugs-in-themselves are held to be ab-

solutely unknowable.

idealist (i-de'a-list), n. [= F. idealiste = Sp.
Pg. It. idealis'ia = D. Dan. Sw. idealist, < LL.
idealis, ideal: see ideal and -tet.] 1. One who
holds some form of the philosophical doctrine
of idealism : opposed to realist.

All are idealists, to whom the world of sense and time
is a delusion and snare, and who regard the Idea as the

only substance. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, v. 3.

2. One who pursues or dwells upon the ideal;
a seeker after the highest beauty or good.
3. An imaginative, unpractical person; a day-
dreamer. Cosmothetic idealist, one who holds that
we have no immediate intuition of a real non-ego or exter-

nal world, but who nevertheless maintains that its exis-

tence is known inferentially by its effects in sensation. The
term was introduced by Sir W. Hamilton (Reid's Works,
noteC).

idealistic (I-de-a-lis'tik), a. [< idealist + -ic."]

1. Relating or pertaining to the philosophical
doctrine of idealism or to idealists. 2. Be-

longing to an ideal or ideals
; striving for or

imagining ideal perfection or good : as, ideal-

istic poetry or art; idealistic dreams.

ideality (i-de-al'i-ti), n. [= F. idcalite' = Sp.
idealidad= ft. idealitd= G. idealitiit= Dan. Sw.

idealitet, < ML. *idealita(t-)s, ideality, < LL. ide-

!(*, ideal: see ideal und-ity."] 1. The condition
or quality of being ideal: opposed to reality;
in the Hegelian philos., existence only as an ele-

ment, factor, or moment.
The reality of a body is its separateness as an isolated

object ; its ideality begins when its reality is abolished and
it has become a moment or dynamic element in a larger
unity. Wallace.

2. The faculty or capacity of forming ideals.

Thus we might expect to find, wherever the fancy, the

imagination, and the ideality are strong, some traces of a
sentiment innate in the human organization.

S. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 325.

3. That which is ideal or unreal.

Sensuous certitude and the abstract classifications of

science have put to flight the winged and mist-clad ideal-

ities of philosophy. Jour. Spec. Phil., XIX. 34.

Transcendental ideality, existence regarded as depen-
dent upon the conditions of possible experience.

We maintain the empirical reality of space, so far as

every possible experience is concerned, but at the same
time its transcendental ideality: that is to say, we main-
tain that space is nothing, if we leave out of consideration
the condition of a possible experience, and accept it as

something on which things by themselves are in any way
dependent.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Muller, II. 25.

idealization (i-de'a-li-za'shon), n. [= F. idea-

lisation = Sp. idealization ; as idealise + -ation."]

The act of forming in idea or in thought ;
the

act of making ideal. Also spelled idealisation.

idealize (I-de'a-lIz), v. ; pret. and pp. idealized,

ppr. idealising. [= F. idealiser = Sp. idealizar

= Pg. idealisar = D. idealiseren = G. idealixircn

= Dan. idealisere = Sw. idealisera; as ideal +
-ize.~] I. trans. To make ideal; give form to in

accordance with any preconceived ideal
;
em-

body in an ideal form: as, to idealize a por-
trait.

The kinship of pity to love is shown among other ways
in this, that it idealizes its object.

//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 18.

idemfactor

II. intrant. To form ideals.

Also spelled idealise.

idealizer (i-de'a-ll-zer), H. One who idealizes;
an idealist. Also spelled idealiser.

There is no idealizer like unavailing regret, all the more
if it be a regret of fancy as much as of real feeling.

Loicell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. (7.

ideally (I-de'al-i), adc. 1. In idea; in thought.
Factors ideally separated from their combinations.

a. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 321.

Truth to nature can be reached ideally, never histori-

cally. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 217.

2. According to an ideal.

idealogic (i-de-a-loj'ik), a. See ideologic.

idealogue (i-de'a-log), n. See ideolo/jm .

idealogy (i-de-al'o-ji), . See ideology.
ideal-real (i-de'al-re'al), a. B6th ideal andreal;
having the characteristics of ideal-realism.

The half-and-half systems, the ideal-real, as they are

called, held by so many in the present day in Germany,
are in the position of a professedly neutral person between
two hostile armies, exposed to the fire of both.

New Princeton Her., I. 22.

ideal-realism (I-de'al-re'al-izm), n. A meta-

physical doctrine which combines the princi-

ples of idealism and realism. The ideal-realism
of Schleiermacher, Beneke, Trendelenburg, Ueberweg,
Wundt, and others consists in acknowledging the correct-

ness of Kant's account of the subjective origin of space,
time, and the conceptions of cause, substance, and the

like, and in holding, in addition, that these things have
also an existence altogether independent of the mind.
The ideal-realism of Ulrici, B. Peirce, and others consists
in the opinion that nature and the mind have such a com-
munity as to impart to our guesses a tendency toward the

truth, while at the same time they require the confirma-
tion of empirical science.

ideate (i-de'at), r.; pret. and pp. ideated, ppr.
ideating. [< idea + -ate2. Cf. equiv. Sp. Pg.
idear = It. ideare.~\ I. trans. If. To form in

idea or thought ; fancy.
Letters mingle souls,

For thus friends absent speak. . . . But for these
I could ideate nothing which could please.

Donne, To Sir Henry Wotton.

2. To apprehend mentally so as to retain and
be able to recall

;
fix permanently in the mind.

[Bare.]
II. intrans. To form ideas; think.

Feeling in general is ... the immediate consciousness
of the rising or falling of one's power of ideating.

0. T. Load, Physiol. Psychology, p. 503.

ideate (I-de'at), a. and M. [< idea + -ate1
."] I.

a. In metaph., produced by an idea, specifical-

ly by a Platonic idea; existing by virtue of its

participation in an idea.

II. n. In metaph., the correlative or object of

an idea ; the real or actual existence correlat-

ing with an idea. G. H. Lewes.

ideation (i-de-a'shon),w. [< ideate + -ion.'] The
process or th'e act 'of forming ideas.

There is in it [the will] an element of conception, idea-

tion, or intellectual retentiveness.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 352.

ideational (i-de-a'shon-al), a. [< ideation+ -a/.]

Pertaining to the faculty of ideation, or to the

exercise of this faculty; of or pertaining to the
formation of ideas.

What has never been presented could hardly be repre-
sented, if the ideatiunal process were undisturbed: even
in our dreams white negroes or round squares, for instance,
never appear. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 62.

ideative (i-de'a-tiv), a. [< ideate +-ive.~] Same
as ideational.

The acoustic images, by awaking in the ideative field the
correlated ideas, render the words spoken by another in-

telligible. Alien, and Neural, (trans.), VIII. 215.

idelt, a. An obsolete spelling of idle.

idem (i'dem), adv. [L. idem, m., n., eadem, f., the

same, < i-, a pronominal root in is, he, that, etc.

(see /ic 1 ), + -dem, a demonstrative suffix; cf.

ibidem. Hence identic, etc.] The same; the

same as above or before : used to avoid repeat-

ing something already written. Abbreviated id.

idemfaciend (i-dem-fa'shiend), a. [< L. idem,
the same, + fuciendus, ger. of facere, make,
produce: see fact.'] Giving itself as product
when multiplied by a certain basis. Thus, if i

is the basis of a multiple algebra, and
.;'

is any
other vid such that ij = j, then j is said to be

idemfaciend.
idemfacient(I-dem-fa'shient),. [<L.wteiH,the

same, + facien(t-)s, ppr. "of facere, make, pro-
duce : see fact."] Giving itself as product when
multiplied into a certain basis. Thus, if i is the

basis of a multiple algebra, and.;' is another vid
such that ji =j, then,/ is said to be idemfaci* '.

idemfactor (i-dem-fak'tor), . [< L. idem, the

same, + factor, one who makes : see> factor."] A
quantity or symbol which is at once idemfaeient
and idemfaciend.



idempotent

idempotent (i-Uem'po-teut), . [<L. idem, the

same, + poten(t-~)s, having power: see potent. J

In multiple algebra, a quantity which multiplied
into itself gives itself. Ordinary unity is idi-ni-

potcnt.
identic (i-den'tik), a. [Formerly identick, iden-

tique, < F. identiqice = Sp. identico = Pg. It.

identico (cf . D. Q. identisch = Dan. Sw. identislc),

< ML. identicus, the same, < L. identi- (iii iden-

lidi'in, repeatedly), < idem, the same: see iden-

tity.'] Same as identical. [Rare.]
Lady, your bright

And radiant eyes are in the right;
The beard's th' identique beard you knew,
The same numerically true.

S. liittler, Hudibras, II. i. 149.

To aggregate the particles of matter in identic shapes.
Duke of Argyll.

identical (5-den'ti-kal), a. [< identic + -al.]

1. Being the same; absolutely indistinguish-
able

; distinguishable only as points of view of

that which is one in its own being : also used

loosely to express the fact that two or more
things compared are the same in the particu-
lars considered, or differ in no essential point.
Absolute justice and absolute love are never antagonis-

tic, but identical.

Theodore Parker, Love and the Affections.

I cannot remember a thing that happened a year ago,
without a conviction, as strong as memory can give, that

1, the same identical person who now remember that event,
did then exist. Reid, Intellectual Powers, iii. 1.

The choice of a representative was once identical with
the choice of a chief. Our House ofCommons had its roots
In local gatherings like those in which uncivilized tribes
select head warriors. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 498.

2. Expressing identity.
That a ton equals a ton is an identical proposition ; that

the weight of a ton of coals equals the weight of 20 cwt
of stones is an equivalent proposition.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., II. ii. 8 80.

Identical equation. See equation. Identical note,
in diplomacy, an official communication in terms agreed
upon by two or more governments, each of which sends
a copy to some power which they wish to influence or
warn by a simultaneous expression of unanimous opinion.

Identical operation, an operation which leaves the
operand unchanged. Identical proposition [ML. pro-
potdtio identica, a phrase originating with the Scotists
in the 14th century], a proposition which is true by virtue
of the definitions of the terms together with the rules of
formal logic. Thus,

"
Everything that is at once tall and

either a man or a woman is either a tall man or a tall

woman," is an identical proposition.

If those who blame my calling them trifling proposi-
tions had but read, and been at the pains to understand,
what I had above writ in very plain English, they could
not but have seen that by identical proposition* I mean
only such wherein the same term, importing the same
idea, is affirmed of itself : which I take to be the proper
signification of identical propositions ; and concerning all

such, I think I may continue safely to say that to pro-
pose them as instructive is no better than trifling. . . .

But if men will call propositions identical wherein the
same term is not affirmed of itself, whether they speak
more properly than I others must judge.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. viii. 3.

identically (I-den'ti-kal-i), adv. In an identi-
cal manner

;
with actual or intrinsic sameness :

often followed by the same or alike to express
absolute sameness or likeness in every partic-
ular: as, two identically worded notes; their
views are identically the same or alike identi-
cally true, in older writings, said of that which is true
as a fact by virtue of the identity in existence of the sub-

ject and predicate; now used in the sense of that which
is true as an identical proposition or equation.

identicalness (I-den'ti-kal-nes), n. The state
or quality of being identical

; sameness.
She has an high opinion of her sex, to think they can

charm so long a man so well acquainted with their iden-
ticalnem. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 201.

identifiable (I-den'ti-fl-a-bl), a. [< identify +
-able.~\ Capable of being identified.

identification (I-den^ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [= P.

identification = Pg. identificaqtio : see identify
and -fication.~] 1. The act of making or prov-
ing to be the same

;
the state of being made or

regarded as the same.
I am not ready to admit the identification of the Romish

faith with Gospel faith. Bp. Watson, Charge.

Resemblance itself may be fatal to identification when
the law of being is change. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 81.

2. The act or process of establishing the iden-

tity of something ; the act or process of deter-

mining what a given thing is, or who a given
person is; specifically, in nat. hist., the deter-

mining of the species to which a given specimen
belongs; also, the determination thus made.
identify (i-den'ti-fi), . ; pret. and pp. identified,

ppr. identifying. [= F. identifier = Sp. Pg.
identificar=lt. identificare, identify, < ML. iden-

ticus, the same, + L. -ficare, < facere, make :

see identic and -/?/.] I. trans. 1. To make to
be the same

;
unite or combine in such a inaii-
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ner as to make one
;
treat as having the same

use; eoiisider as the same in effect; represent
as the same.
Let us identify, let us incorporate ourselves with the

people. Ilurke, Economical Reform.

To identif/i theology with the doctrine of the supernat-
ural is, :ts I have pointed out, to narrow the meaning of

the word unnaturally. J. It. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. GO.

2. To determine or establish the identity of
;

ascertain that something met with is identical

with something otherwise known; ascertain
what a given thing or who a given person is;

specifically, in nut. hist., to determine to what
species a given specimen belongs : as, the child
was identified by its clothing ;

the owner identi-

fied his goods.
Ultima Thule, the furthest of the Britannic Isles, has

been identified with all sorts of localities.

C. Elton, Origins of Eug. Hist., p. 67.

3. To mark or characterize in such a way as to

show what the thing marked is; serve as a
means of identification for.

There is here not merely mental arrest but actual con-

flict; the voice perceived identifies Jacob, at the same
time the hands identify Esau.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 02.

To Identify One's self -with, (a) To regard one's self

as being the essence or chief factor of.

As a statesman, he identified himself uith the state.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

(6) To make one's self a part of (an organization, move-
ment, cause, etc.); be conspicuously active in the promo-
tion of ; as, he early identified himself with the abolition
movement.

II. intrans. To become the same; coalesce
in interest, purpose, use, effect, etc. [Rare.]
An enlightened self-interest, which, when well under-

stood, they tell us, will identify with an interest more en-

larged than public. Burke, Rev. in France.

identism (I-den'tizm), n. [< ident(ic) + -ism.'}

The system or doctrine of identity: a name
applied to the metaphysical theory of Schelling.
See identity.

identity (i-den'ti-ti), . [= F. identit^ = Sp.
identidad = Pg. identidade = It. identita = D.
identiteit = G. identitat = Dan. Sw. identitet,
< ML. identita(t-)s, sameness, < identicus, the

same, < L. identi- (in identidem, repeatedly), <

idem, the same: see identic and idem.'] The
state of being the same; absolute sameness;
that relation which anything bears to itself;

loosely, essential or practical sameness. Prop-
erly, identity belongs only to the individual,
thing, being, event, etc.

In no form of government is there an absolute identity
of interest between the people and their rulers..

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

Absolute identity. See absolute. Generic identity.
See generic. Personal Identity. See personal. Prin-
ciple of Identity, in logic, the general formula A = A.

=Syn. See sameness.

ideogram (i'de-o-gram), n. [< Gr. i&ea, idea, +
7pd/i/ia, a writing.] Same as ideograph. Isaac

Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 8.

ideograph (i'de-o-graf),M. [<Gr.Wfe, anidea, +
ypAitat, write.] A character, symbol, or figure
which suggests the idea of an object without

expressing its name.
ideographic (i"de-o-graf 'ik), a. [= F. ideo-

graphique = Sp. ideogrdfico ; as ideograph +
-ic.] Representing ideas directly, and not

through the medium of their names: applied
specifically to that mode of writing which, by
means of symbols, figures, or hieroglyphics,
suggests the idea of an object without express-
ing its name. All written signs are believed to have
been ideographic in their origin, as are the Chinese charac-
ters, and the hieroglyphics of the ancient Egyptians for the
most part.

The picture-writing of the Mexicans was found to have
given birth to a ... family of ideographic forms.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 19.

A few years ago a religious work was printed at Vienna
in the Mikmak language, in which no less than 5701 ideo-

graphic symbols are employed.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 21.

ideographical (Fde-o-grafi-kal), a. [< ideo-

graphic + -al.~\ Same as ideographic.
ideographically (i"de-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In
an ideographic manner: as, a sentence ex-

pressed ideographically.

ideographics (I"de-o-graf'iks), . [PI. of ideo-

graphic : see -ics.~] A method of writing in ide-

ographic characters. See ideographic.
ideography (i-de-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. ideographic= Pg. ideograpMa, < Gr. ISea, an idea, + -ypafyia,
< ypcupeiv, write.] The direct representation of
ideas by graphic signs. See ideographic.
ideologic (i'

/

de-o-loj'ik), . [Also ideologic; =
F. ideoloyique = Sp. ideologic!) = It. ideologico ;

as ideology + -ic.] Same as ideological.

Idia

His [Napoleon's] hatred of idealogues Is well known, but
the novel was that species of zdealogic composition that

came least into collision with the principles of imperial-
ism. Cttamberu's Encyc.

ideological (i"de-c)-loj'i-kal), a. [< ideologic
+ -oZ.] 1. Pertaining to ideology.

I would willingly have . . . persevered to the end in the
same abstinence which I have hitherto observed from ide-

ological discussions. J. S. SHU, Logic, IV. i. 4.

2. Relating to or depending on the idea or sig-
nification. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, 1. 188.

ideologist (I-de-ol'6-jist), u. [= F. ideologiste;
as idcolog-y 4- -ist."] 1. One who is occupied
with ideas or ideals that have no real signifi-
cance or value

;
one who indulges in theories

or speculations, or fabricates ideal schemes.

As to the cultivated and intelligent liberals of 1789, he
consigns them with a word to the place where they belong ;

they are ideologists : in other words, their pretended know-
ledge is mere drawing-room prejudice and the imagination
of the closet. New Princeton Rev., III. 294.

2. One who advocates the doctrines of ideol-

ogy-
The society of ideologists at Auteuil.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 497.

ideologue (i-de'o-log), . [Also, less correctly,

ideologue; < F. 'ideologue = Sp. ideologo = Pg.
ideologo, < Gr. 'Ma, idea, + -/loyof, < JUyetv,

speak: see -ology.] Same as ideologist.

Some domestic ideologue, who sits

And coldly chooses empire, where as well
He might republic.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viil.

ideology (I-de-ol'o-ji), n. [Also, less correctly,

ideology; < F. ideologic = Sp. ideologia = Pg.
It. ideologia, < Gr. I6a, idea, + -/U>yr, < ^.eyeiv,

speak: see -ology."] The science of ideas or of

mind; a name applied by the later disciples of

the French philosopher Condillac to the his-

tory and evolution of human ideas, considered
as so many successive forms or modes of cer-

tain original or transformed sensations; that

system of mental philosophy which derives

knowledge exclusively from sensation.

Our neighbours . . . have made choice of the term ide-

ology . . . to express that department of knowledge which
had been called the science of the human mind.

D. Stewart, Philosophical Essays, iii.

ideomotion (I
//

de-o-m6'shon), n. [< idea + mo-

tion.'] In physiol., motion induced by the force
of a dominant idea, and neither voluntary nor

purely reflex.

ideomotor (i"de-6-md'tor), a. [< L. idea, idea,
+ motor, mover. 5 In physiol., a term applied
by Dr. Carpenter to muscular movements re-

sulting from complete engrossment by an idea.

These he regarded as automatic, although ori-

ginating in the cerebrum.

In this paper he [Dr. Carpenter] also extended the idea
of reflex nervous function to the centers of sensation and
ideation, and enunciated the fundamental notions of " con-
sensual

" and of ideo-motor action.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. MS.

ideopraxist (I^de-o-prak'sist), n. [< Gr. Ifiia,

idea, + irpat-if, doing (see praxis),+ -ist.] One
who is impelled to act by the force of an idea ;

one who devotes his energies to the carrying
out of an idea. [Rare.]
He himself, says the Professor, was among the complet-

est Ideologists, at least Jdeopraxists: in the Idea ... he
lived, moved, and fought. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 123.

ides (idz), n. pi. [In ME. idus, also in sing, ide;
F. ides = Sp. idus = Pg. idus, idos = It. idi = G.

idus, etc., = Gr. clooi, < L. idus, often eidus, pi.
of unused sing. *idus (idu-), the ides.] In the
ancient Roman calendar, the eighth day after
the nones that is, the 13th of January, Feb-

ruary, April, June, August, September, Novem-
ber, and December, and the 15th of March, May,
July, and October. The seven days after the nones
in each month are identified by their ordinal numbers be-
fore the ides (the ides themselves included), as the eighth,
seventh, sixth, etc.

, day before the ides.

A soothsayer bids you beware the ides of March.
Shak., J. C., L 2.

id est (id est). [L. : id, neut. of is, he, that, =
Goth, is, he (see hel and hit%, now it) ;

est =
E. is.] That is; that is to say: usually written
with the abbreviation i. e.

Idia (id'i-a), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1826), < Gr. Uiof,

peculiar : see idiom.~\ A genus of dipterous in-

sects, of the family Muscida;. They are of medium
size and blackish -gray color, sometimes reddish-yellow on
the abdomen. The eyes are naked

;
the antennee are ap-

pressed, with the third joint half as long again as the sec-

ond; the bristle is comb-like; the legs are slim and slight-

ly hairy ; the middle tibiee are naked on the inner side ;

the wings have no marginal thorn ; and the abdomen is

of a flattened, round-oval figure. The species abound in

tropical countries : one is European and another North
American.



idiasm

idiasm (id'i-azm), . [< Gr. i.Aiaa/iof, peculiar-
ity, < Wtdfciv, be peculiar, < ifiof, peculiar: see

idiom.'] A peculiarity.
The idioms, idiotisms, and, above all, the itliaxiti* of

Shakespeare will he thoroughly understood, and so much
that now goes hy the board in all modern editions will be
restored with intelligent reverence.
C. M. Inylel/y, Shakespeare : the .Manamlthe Book, 1. 118.

idio-. [L. id/0-, < Gr. iiio-r, one's own, private,
peculiar: see idiom.'] An element in com-
pound words of Greek origin, meaning 'one's

own,' 'private,' 'peculiar.'
idioblast (id'i-o-blast), . [< Gr. Wiof, pecu-
liar, 4- /3/^crdf, offshoot.] A term proposed
by Sachs for certain individual cells or tissue-

elements which differ greatly, as regards their

contents, from the surrounding tissues. Such
are the resin-cells, tannin-cells, crystal-cells,

etc., found in various plants.

idiocrasy (id-i-ok'ra-si), n. [= F. idiocrasie,
idiocrase, < Gr. Uuspoau, a peculiar tempera-
ment, < <<!>f, one's own, peculiar (see idiom), +
Kpaotf, mixture, temperament: seecros/s.] Pe-

culiarity of physical or mental constitution;
that temperament or vital state which is pecu-
liar to a person ; idiosyncrasy. [Rare.]

idiocratic (id"i-o-krat'ik), a. [< idiocrasy
(-crat-) + -ic ; of. aristocratic."] Peculiar in re-

spect of constitution or temperament; idiosyn-
cratic.

idiocratical (id"i-o-krat'i-kal), a. [< idiocratic
+ -al.] Same as idiocratic.

idiocy (id'i-o-si), n. [Also idiotcy, (. idiot + -cy;
not directly < Gr. ISiurfia, uncouthness, want of

education, also private life or business, < lituriif,

a private person, etc. : see idiot.] The state of

being an idiot ; natural absence or marked de-
fect of understanding; mental imbecility. See
idiot.

I will undertake to convict a man of idiocy it he can not
see the proof that three angles of a triangle are equal to
two right angles. t'. W. Robertson.

idiocyclophanous (id"i-o-si-klof'a-nus), a. [<
Gr. i&of, peculiar, + Kwt/of, circle, + -$awK, <

QaiveaSat, appear.] Same as idiophanous.
Idiodactylse (id"i-o-dak'ti-le), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Idiof, peculiar, + idxrvAof, finger, toe.] In
Sundevall's system, a group of osciue passerine
birds related to the crows, consisting of the birds
of Paradise and sundry others, and constituting
the fourth family of the cohort Coliomorplice.
idiodinic (id"i-o-din'ik), a. [< Gr. Wiof, one's

own, + oivof, rotation, a round area (taken in

sense of 'pore').] In zool., reproducing or

bringing forth by means of a special pore or

opening of the body devoted exclusively to this

function, and through which the genital pro-
ducts are extruded. When idiodinic animals
have a special gonaduct, this is called an idio-

gonaduct.
The Porodinic group is divisible into Nephrodinic and

Idiodinic, in the former the nephridium serving as apore,
in the latter a special (ISio?) pore being developed.

E. K. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 682.

idioelectric (id'^-o-e-lek'trik), a. and n. [< Gr.

irf/of, one's own, peculiar, + E. electric.] I. a.

Electric by virtue of its own peculiar proper-
ties, or manifesting electricity in its natural
state.

II. . A term introduced by Gilbert for those
substances which become electrified by fric-

tion, in distinction from anelectric. This distinc-
tion was, however, based upon the erroneous idea that cer-

tain substances (as metals) could not be electrified in this

way.

idioglottic (id"i-o-glot'ik), n. [< Gr. l&iof, one's

own, + f^amnAf, of the tongue: see glottic^.]

Using words or names invented in one's own
mind.
The boy soon gave up his idioglottic endeavors, learning

German before his next-born sister had reached the age
of beginning speeeh. Science, XII. 146.

idiogonaduct (id"i-o-gon'a-dukt), . [< Gr.

I6iof, one's own, + E. gonaduct, q. v.] The
gonaduct of an idiodinic animal.

The genital ducts of idiodinic forms may be called idio-

gonnductf, as distinguished from the nephrogonaducts of

nephrodinic forms. Encyc. Brit,, XVI. 682.

idiograph. (id'i-o-graf), H. [< Gr. Uiof, one's

own, + ypaifieiv, write.] A mark or signature
peculiar to an individual

;
a private mark or

trade-mark.

idiographic (id"i-o-graf'ik), a. [< idiograph +
-ic.} Pertaining to or consisting of an idio-

graph or idiographs.
idiogynous (id-i-oj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. iiiof, pecu-
liar, + ywi/, female (in mod. bot. pistil).] In

but., not having a pistil.
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idiolatry (id-i-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. teJiof, one's

own, + iMTpeia, worship.] Self-worship; ex-
cessive self-esteem. [Rare.]

Idolatry . . . differs hut a letter with idiolatry.

Bp. Aniireicit, Ninety-six Sermons, II. 393(ed. 1841-44).

idiom (id'i-um), n. [Formerly also ideom ; D.
Mioiim = G. Dan. Sw. idiom = F. idiome = Sp.
Pg. It. idionia, < LL. iilioma, < Gr. iaiu/ia, a

peculiarity, property, a peculiar phraseology,
idiom, < lotoiiaBai, make one's own, appropriate
to oneself, < idwf, one's own, private, personal,
peculiar, separate, in older Gr. FiSiof, prob. for
*
FtAof, 'aFe&iof, *o-Ftjof(= L. suits, one's own, his,

her, etc.), connected with cfeie, ace. o-^tof, o<t>e,

they, and with 01', = L. siti, of oneself: see sui

generis.] 1. A mode of expression peculiar to

a language; a peculiarity of phraseology; a

phrase or form of words approved by the usage
of a language, whether written or spoken, and
often having a signification other than its gram-
matical or logical one. See idiotism, 1.

There are certain idiifmi, certain forms of speech, cer-

tain propositions, which the Holy Ghost repeats several

times, upon several occasions in the Scriptures.
Donne, Sermons, vi.

Some that with Care true Eloquence shall teach,
And to just Idioms fix our doubtful Speech.

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700X st, 34.

2. The genius or peculiar cast of a language ;

hence, a peculiar form or variation of lan-

guage ; a dialect.

The beautiful Provencal, . . . more rich and melodious
than any other idiom in the Peninsula.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

= Syn. 2. Dialect, Diction, etc. See language.

idiomatic (id*i-o-mat'ik), a. [= F. idiomatique
= Sp. idiomdtico = Pg. It. idiomatico (cf. G.
idiomatisch = Dan. Sw. idiomatisk), < NL. idio-

maticus, < Gr. iStufiariK6(, peculiar, characteris-

tic, < ioiu/ia(T-), a peculiarity, idiom: see idi-

om.] 1. Peculiar to or characteristic of a cer-

tain language ; pertaining to or^exhibiting the

particular cast of a language or its charac-
teristic modes of expression. 2. Given to or
marked by the use of idioms: as, an idiomatic
writer.

Now, there is not in the world so certain a guarantee
for pure idiomatic diction, without tricks or affectation,
as a case of genuine excitement. De Quincey, Style, i.

Like most idiomatic as distinguished from correct writ-

ers, he IDrydenj knew very little about the language his-

torically or critically.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 76.

idiomatical (id"i-o-mat'i-kal), a. [< idiomatic
+ -al.] idiomatic.

Milton mistakes the idiomatical use and meaning of
"munditiic."

'/'. H'artun, Milton's Smaller Poems, Horace, L 5.

His enthusiastic mode of thinking, and his foreign and
idiomatical manner of expressing himself, often excited
a smile on the grave cheek of the count.

Scott, Quentin Durward, xxv.

idiomatically (id"i-o-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
idiomatic manner

; according'to the idiom of a

language.
idiomorphic (id*i-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. !<f<of,

one's own, + /loppf, form.] Having its own or
characteristic form. This term was introduced into

lithology by Rosenbusch, to indicate that a mineral form-

ing part of a rock-mass has the crystalline faces which
belong to it as a species, and that it has not been forced

by the other minerals with which it is associated to take
their form more or less completely.

The normal Plutonic rocks are characterized by a struc-

ture in which idiomorphic constituents occur only in

small proportion. Geol. Mag., 3d dec., IV. 128.

idiomorphically (id"i-o-m6r'fi-kal-i), adv. In
an idiomorphic manner.
AH of the constituents are idiomorphicalbi developed.

Amur. Naturalist, XXII. 209.

idiomuscular (id'i-o-mus'ku-lar), a.
[X

Gr.

i6u>c, peculiar, _-h
E. 'muscular.] Pertaining to

muscle exclusively. Idiomuscular contraction,
the contraction of muscular fibers when struck. The lo-

cal wheal which appears at the point struck, and usually
remains there, but sometimes divides and travels off in

either direction as a sluggish wave, is called the local, and
the contraction of the entire band of fibers to the ends of
the muscle the general idiomu*cttlar contraction.

idiopathetic (id"i-o-pa-thet'ik), a. [< idiopa-

tlnj, after pathetic, q. v.] Same as MiopatJnc.

idiopathetically (id'i-o-pa-thet'i-kal-i), adv.

Same as idiopathieally.

idiopathic (id
"

i - o - path
'

ik), a. [< idiopa tli-tj

+ -ic.] In pathol.', of or pertaining to a primary
morbid state ;

not secondary or arising from any
other disease: as, an idiojiatliic affection: op-

posed to symptomatic Idiopathic anemia, fever,
etc. See the nouns.

idippathical (id"i-o-path'i-kal), a. Same as

idiopa tli ic.

idiosyncrasy

idiopathically (id"i-o-path'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of an idiopathic disease; not sympto-
matically.

idiopathy (id-i-op'a-thi), .; pi. iiliopatJiies

(-thiz). [= F. idiopathic Sp. idiopatia = Pg.
idiopathia = It. idiopatin, < Gr. i6io-af)cia, feeling
for oneself alone, < idioxattfa, affected foroneself
in a peculiar way, < i6tof, one's own (see 'idiom),
+ iTattuf, feeling, affection.] 1. lupatliol., an
idiopathic character of disease ; a morbid state
or condition not preceded and occasioned by
any other disease. 2f. An individual or per-
sonal state of feeling; a mental condition pe-
culiar to one's self.

Men are so full of their own fancies and idiopathies that

they scarce have the civility to interchange any words
with a stranger. Dr. U. More, Beychathanasia, 1'ref.

idiophanism (id-i-of'a-nizm), n. [< idiopha-
n-ous + -ism.] The property of being idiopha-
nous.

idiophanous (id-i-of'a-nus), a. [< Gr. I6wf,

peculiar, + -0aw?f, < ^aivca6ai, appear.] Ex-

hibiting axial interference figures without the
use of polarizing apparatus: said of certain

crystals, as epidote. These figures are some-
times called epoptic figures. Also idiocyclopha-
nous.

Idiophyllum (id"i-o-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

loiof, peculiar, + di>//oi>, leaf.] A genus of fos-

sil ferns established by Lesquereux, based on
a small round or broadly obovate leaf found
at Mazon Creek, Illinois, in the lowest strata of
the middle coal-measures. This leaf by its peculiar
areolation is closely related to Dietyophyllutn, but differs

from it in nothaving the pinnate character which the leaves
of all the species referred to that genus have.

idioplasm (id'i-o-plazm), n. [< NL. idioplasma,
< Gr. i(5<of,

one's'own,+ x^da/ia, a thing formed :

see plasma.] Same as germ-plasma.
The chromatin must carry the hereditary characters, and

therefore has been termed the idioplaitm.
Amer. Jour. Pfychol., I. 543.

idioplasma (id'i-o-plaz'mS), n. [NL.] Same
as germ-plasma.

idio'psychological (id"i-o-si-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. l&of, one's own, + E. psychological.] Of or

pertaining to one's own mind.
The psychological method . . . may be divided into two

heads, according as we seek to develop moral science by
the interpretation of the conscience itself, or by tracing
the development of the moral out of the non-moral in the

study of psychological facts outside of the conscience.
*'
Idiopaycholoyical

" and * 4

heteropsychological
"
are the

epithets employed to denote these two methods.
P. L. Patton, New Princeton Rev., I. 181.

idiorepulsive (id'i-6-re-pul'siv), . [< Gr.

i<5(0f, one's own, + E. repulsive.] Repelling
itself.

The early theories regarded [electrical] phenomena as

produced either by a single fluid, idio-repitltioe, but at-

tractive of all matter, or else as produced by two fluids,
each idio-repulsive, but attractive of the other.

W. It. Grove, Corr. of Forces, p. 83.

idiorrhythmic (id'i-o-rith'mik), a. [< Gr. TAiof,

one's own, + />i0/t6f, rhythm.] Self-regulated ;

consisting of self-governing members : an epi-
thet of those convents of the Greek Church in

which each member of the community is left

to regulate his own manner of life. Also writ-

ten idiorhythmic.
In an idiorrttythmic monastery each monk lives as he

pleases ; if rich he has a suite of apartments, if poor he
shares a cell with a brother. Discipline is kept up by pub-
lic opinion rather than by authority ; a monk is not bound
to attend vespers, but if he omitted to do so two days run-

ning without valid excuse his brethren would begin to

talk about his laxity and show signs of disapproval. In-

stead of an abbot an idiorrhythmic convent is governed by
a deliberative assembly and two or three annually elected

presidents. Athelstan liilcy, Athos, or the Mountain of the

[Monks (1867), p. 66.

idiostatic (id"i-o-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. I6iof, one's

own, + arttTiKOf, static: see static.] Pertain-

ing to a mode of measurement of electri-

city in which no auxiliary electrification is em-

ployed.
The accessory electrometer or gauge is called an idio-

static electrometer.
J. E. B. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., I. 66.

idiosyncrasy (id'i-o-sin'kra-si), n.; pi. idioxyn-
crasies (-siz). [= F. idiosyncrasie= Sp. It. idio-

sii>crasia= Pg.idiosyucrasiti, < Gr. 'litoavfiyxuita,

also idioniyKpaaif, a peculiar temperament or

habit of body, < i<!<of, one's own, peculiar, +
ai'-)Kpaaif, a mixture, tempering, < cvynrpavvi'vai,
mix with, < aiv, with,+ Kpawii>ai, mix. > xpaaif,
a mixing: see crasis.] A peculiarity of mental
or physical constitution or temperament ;

char-

acteristic susceptibility or antipathy inherent
in an individual

; special mental disposition or

tendency.



idiosyncrasy

I have no antipathy, or rather iilio-sniu-rmiii. In iliet, hu-

mour, air, anything. Sir T. l>rotrn>; Religio Medici, ii. 1.

That I am fond of indulging, beyond a hope of sympa-
thy, in such retrospection, may be the symptom of some

sickly idiosyncrasy. Lamb, New Year's Eve.

Idiosyncrasies are, however, frequent ; thus we find one

person has an exceptional memory for sounds, another
for colours, another for forms.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 61.

idiosyncratic (id"i-6-sin-krat'ik), a. [< idiosyn-

crasy (-cnit-) + -ic."\ Relating or pertaining to

idiosyncrasy ; of or arising from individual dis-

position or susceptibility : as, idiosyncratic sym-
pathy.
Only by comparison are we able to generalize, and to dis-

cover what is wtoumamtia in these manifestations.
J. Nelson, Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 374.

Both sensory and non-sensory hallucinations ... are

idiosyncratic and unshared. E. Gtirney, Mind, X. 162.

idiot (id'i-ot), n. and o. [Formerly also ideot;

< ME. idiot, i/diot = D. idioot = G. Dan. Sw.

idiot, < OF. idiot, F. idiot = Sp. Pg. It. idiota,

an idiot, < L. idiota, an uneducated, ignorant,

inexperienced, common person, < Gr. L&IUTIK, a

private person, a common man, one who has
no professional knowledge, an ignorant, ill-in-

formed man, < iSiovadw, make one's own, < i&of,
one's own, peculiar: see idiom.'] I, w. It. A
private person.
St Austin affirmed that the plain places of Scripture are

sufficient to all laics, and all idiots or private persons.
Jer. Taylor.

2f. An unlearned, ignorant, or simple person.
Estwarde and westwarde I awayted after faste,

And jede forth as an ydiale in centre to aspye
After Pieres the Plowman.

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 170.

Christ was received of idiots, of the vulgar people, and
of the simpler sort. Blount.

3f. A fool or dupe ;
one who is fooled.

Wenest thou make an ydiot of our dame?
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 311.

4f. A professional fool ; a jester; a clown.

The ideot likes with babies for to plaie : . . .

A motley coate, a cockescombe, or a bell,

Hee better likes then Jewelles that excell.

6. Whitney, Emblems (1586), p. 31.

The head of an ideot dressed in a cap and bells, and gap-

Ing in a most immoderate manner. Spectator, No. 47.

5. A human being destitute of the ordinary
mental powers ; one who is born without un-

derstanding or discernment, or who has utterly
lost it by disease, so as to have no lucid inter-

vals ; one who, by deficiency of the intellectual

faculties, is unfit for the social condition, or

for taking care of himself in danger.
Genetous idiots are rarely physically well made. They

appear to have received, in many instances, with the heri-

tage of a defective brain, an enfeebled, dwarfed, often crip-

pled body. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 92.

6. In old Eng. law, one who has been without un-

derstanding or reasoning powers from his birth,
as distinguished from a lunatic. "At the pres-
ent day idiocy is considered as a species of in-

sanity or lunacy." (Rapalje and Lawrence.)
An idiot, or natural fool, is one that hath had no under-

standing from his nativity. Blackistone, Com., I. viii.

II. a. Afflicted with or indicating idiocy;
idiotic.

The tale of Betty Foy,
The idiot mother of an idiot boy.
Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,

Ye mar a comely face with idiot tears.

Tennyson, Geraint

Idiot BtitCh, a name given to tricot stitch in crochet.

DM. of Needlework.

idiot (id'i-ot), v. t. [< idiot, n.~] To make or

render idiotic.

And being much befool'd and idioted

By the rough amity of the other, sank
As into sleep again. Tennyson, Aylrner's Field.

idiotcy (id'i-ot-si), n. [< idiot + -c,y ; prop, idi-

ocy, q. v.
,
the t being involved in the c.] Same

as idiocy. [Rare.]
A state of mind which cannot comprehend the meaning

of an enactment or a penalty as infancy, idiotcy, insan-

ity, ignorance of the dialect spoken excuses the indi-

vidual from punishment.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 521.

Idiothalameae (id
//

i-o-tha-la'me-e),.pZ. [NL.,
< idiothalamiis (see iilinthnlunioits) + -ece.] A
division of lichens including the Umbelicariei,

Opegraphei, etc., now placed in several tribes.

Also written Idiotlialami, Idiothalamia, and
Idiotltalamii.

idiothalamous (id"i-6-thal'a-mus), a. [< NL.
idiutliulaiHiix, < Gr. iAof, one's own, + fti/ta^of,

aroom: see tlnilniiiiin.'] In but., having certain

parts of a different color and texture from the

thallus: applied to lichens.
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idiotic (i<l-i-ot'ik), . [= F. idi

ulidtieo = Pg. It. idiotico, idiotic, < LL. idioticiix,

uneducated, ignorant, < (jr. i(S/wn/if, private,

unprofessional, unskilful, rude, < IOIUTTK, a pri-
vate person: see idiot and -it:] If. Uncul-

tured; plain; simple. See extract under idiot-

ical. 2. Pertaining to or resembling an idiot;
afflicted with idiocy ; having the quality of idi-

ocy ; very foolish ; stupid.

The stupid succession [of Epicureans] persisted in main-

taining that the Sun, Moon, and Stars were no bigger than

they appear to the eye, and other such idiotic stufl against
mathematical demonstration.

BenOey, Free-Thinking, 49.

idiotica, . Plural of idioticon.

idioticalt (id-i-ot'i-kal), a. [< idiotic + -al.]

1. Same as idiotic, 1.

Truth is content, when it comes into the world, to wear
our mantles, to learn our language ; it speaks to the most
idiotical sort of men in the most idiotical way. The rea-

son of this plain and idiotical style of Scripture it may be
worth our farther taking notice of.

J. Smith, Select Discourses, VI., On Prophecy.

2. Same as idiotic, 2.

idiotically (id-i-ot'i-kal-i), adv. In an idiotic

manner; very foolishly.

You are idiotically shouting yourself black in the face.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 106.

idioticalness (id-i-ot'i-kal-nes), n. The state

of being an idiot. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]
idioticon (id-i-ot'i-kon), n.

; pi. idiotica (-ka).

[NL., < Gr. i&iuTin6v, neut. of Itmruelf, private,
taken in the sense of ioioc, peculiar to oneself :

see idiotic and idiom.] A vocabulary or word-
book of a particular dialect

;
a dictionary of

words and phrases peculiar to one part of a

country. [Rare.]
idiotish (id'i-ot-ish), a. [= Dan. Sw. idiotisk;

as idiot + -js/i1 .] Idiotic.

And euerye man thought his own wysdome best, which
God hath proued stark folyshnesse all, and moost ydiot-

yihe dottage. Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, t

idiotism (id'i-ot-izm), n. [Formerly also ideot-

ism ; = D. G. tdiotismus = Dan. idiotisme = Sw.
idiotism = F. idiotisme = Sp. Pg. It. idiotismo,
< L. idiotismns, < Gr. \itaraiftAe. the way or fash-

ion of a common person, a homely or vulgar
phrase, (. liturifetv, put into common language,
< i6t<JTr/f, a private person, a common person :

see idiot and -ism.'] 1. An idiom; a peculiarity
of phrase ;

acurrent deviation ordeparture from
the strict syntactical rules or usages of a lan-

guage.
Scholars . . . sometimes . . . give terminations and

idiotittmi suitable to their native language unto words
newly invented or translated out of other languages.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 165.

When they [the apostles] came therefore to talk of the

great doctrines of the cross, to preach up the astonishing
truths of the Gospel ; they brought to be sure their old

idiotiems and plainness of speech along with them.

Bp. Atteruury, Sermons, II. ix.

The expression "in or with respect" is an idiotiim.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 85.

2. A personal peculiarity of expression. [Rare.]

Idiotiim, or the use which is confined to an individual
H. N. Day, Art of Discourse, 287.

3. Idiocy ; the state of being an idiot. [Rare.]
To say that this matter [the earth] was the cause of it-

self, this, of all other, were the greatest idiotism.

Raleigh, Hist World, Pref., p. 49.

If in reality his philosophy be foreign to the matter pro-
fessed, ... it must be somewhat worse than mere igno-
rance or idiotism.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 1.

The soul sinks into a kind of sleepy idiotism, and is di-

verted by toys and baubles. Goldsmith, Taste.

idiotize (id'i-ot-iz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. idiotized,

ppr. idiotizing. [< idiot + -ige. Cf. Gr. liaj/ri&iv,

put into common language : see idiotism."] To
become stupid. [Rare.]

idiotry (id'i-ot-ri), n. [< idiot + -ry.] Idiocy.

[Rare.]
I still keep up my correspondence with him, notwith-

standing his idwtry ; for it is my principle to be constant
in my friendships.

Warburton, Note in Pope's Works (ed. 1751), V. 22.

Idiqtypa (id-i-ot'i-pa), re. [NL., < Gr. liioc, pe-
culiar, + TVKOC, type.] 1 . A genus of hymenop-
terous parasites, of the subfamily Dtaprtfaa,
having the fore wings with a basal vein. Only
European species are known. Forster, 1856.

2. A genus of ortalid flies, containing one Cu-
ban species. Loew, 1873.

idiotype (id'i-o-tip), n. [< Gr. t<5<o?, peculiar, +
ri'jrof, type.] An object or a substance typical
of a class; one of a series exhibiting like pe-
culiarities. "A term applied by Guthrie (Chem. Soc.

Jour., xiii. 35) to bodies derived by replacement from the

idle

same substance, including the typical substance itself; am-
monia, for example, is icliotj pic with ethylamiiie, phenyla-
mine, and all the organic bases derived from it by substi-

tution, and these are tdiotypic one with the other. The
same term was applied by \Vackenrpder (J. pi', rlifin., xxiv.

18) to certain non-crystalline organic bodies which, accord-

ing to his observations, exhibit certain similarities of utruc-

ture." (Watt.)

idiotypic (id"i-o-tip'ik), . [< idiotype + -ic.~\

Of or related to a particular class or type. See

icKotype,
idle (i'dl), a. and . [< ME. idtl, < AS. idd, emp-
ty, useless, vain, = OS. idal, Mil = OFries. idel

= D. ijdel, vain, frivolous, trifling, = MLG. LG.

idel, empty, mere, = OHG. Hal, empty, useless,

mere, MHG. itcl, G. eitel, vain, conceited, tri-

fling, = Sw. idel, sheer, pure, downright, = Dan.

idel, sheer, mere, perhaps orig.
'

clear,' = Gr.

Wapof, clear, pure (of springs), of common root

with Gr. aitirip, the upper, purer air (see ether*,

cethrioscope), ai6ctv, burn, Skt. -\/ indh, kindle,
AS. ad, a fire, a funeral pile, oat, E. oast, a kiln:

see oast.'] I. a. 1. Empty; vacant; not occu-

pied : as, idle hours.

Huo thet wyle thanne by yherd ;
ne come najt beuore

god mid zuorde adrage and mid blodi honden ne ydel hon-

den. Ayenbyte of Inu-it (E. E. T. S.), p. 218.

Repent at idle times as thou may'st.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., it 2.

Dozing out all his idle noons,
And ev'ry night at play.

Cowper, Epitaph on a Hare.

2. Not engaged in any occupation or employ-
ment

; unemployed ; inactive ; doing nothing.
The bee has thre kyndis [characteristics]. Aiie es that

scho es neuer ydlll.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

Why stand ye here all the day idle I Mat xx. .

The Queen sat idle by her loom.
D. 0. Jtossetti, Staff and Scrip.

3. In a state of disuse
; remaining unused.

Of antres vast, and desarts idle,

Hough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch hea-

It was my hint to speak. Shak., Othello, I 8.

The idle spear and shield were high up hung.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 55.

4. Useless; ineffectual; vain; bootless; una-

vailing; futile: as, idferage.

They pass by me as the idle wind,
Which I respect not. Shak., J. C., Iv. 3.

Apologies are idle things ; I will not trouble you with
them. Washington, in Bancroft's Hist Const, I. 400.

Yet life I hold but idle breath,
When love or honour's weighed with death.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 17.

5. Of no importance ; trivial; irrelevant; flip-

pant; pointless; unprofitable: as, an idle story.

He did not smile, and say to himself that this was an
idle whim. 0. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, vi.

Honour and shame, truth, lies, and weal and woe,
Seemed idle words, whose meaning none might know.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 302.

6. Acting idly or unconcernedly; careless; in-

different.

They are coming to the play ; I must be idle.

Skah., Hamlet, ill 2.

7. Slothful
; given to rest and ease

;
averse to

labor; lazy: as, an idle fellow.

Gladde was Gaheret hem to be-holden, and so was his

companye, that a-gein diden so well that noon was foun-

den cowarde ne ydell. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 285.

Will he be idle who has much t' enjoy?
Me therefore studious of laborious ease,
Not slothful. Cowper, Task, ill. 360.

8f. Wandering in mind
; light-headed: an oc-

casional use in old plays. Halliwell.

Kath. Why do you talk so?
Would you were fast asleep !

Frank. No, no, I'm not idle.

Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, iv. 2.

Idle wormst, wormswhich were believed or humorously
said to breed in the fingers of an idle person.

Keep thy hands in thy muff, and warm the idle -worms
in thy fingers' ends. Beau, and Fl., Womau-Hater, iii. 1.

Shakspere refers to this belief in the following passage :

Her waggoner, a small gray-coated gnat,
Not half so big as a round little worm
Prick d from the lazy finger of a maid.

Shak., R. and J., L 4.

TO run Idle, to run loose, without transmitting power or

producing effect : said of parts of machinery, as a loose

pulley, which serves only to preserve a strain on the driv-

ing-belt. = Syn. 6 and 7. Itiactice, Inert, Idle, Lazy, In-

dolent, Slothful, Sluggish. The first three of these words
are not necessarily unfavorable in meaning ; the next four

are always so. Circumstances may make a man inac-

tive ; he may be idle for lack of work, or may rest from
toil by taking an idle hour; disease mny leave him quite

inert; but it is blameworthy to be lazy, etc. Fabius
showed a masterly inactivity In opposition to Hannibal,
but one may be inactive when he ought to be at work.
All the words often apply to character or temperament,
and the last four always do so. To be inert is to be like

dead matter, destitute of motion or activity. To be idle In
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(I) On board a whaler, one who is not required
to assist in the capture of whales. 3. In maclt.,

au idle-whrrl.

idlesbyt (i'dlz-bi). . [< idle + -s + -by, as in

rodefiy.] An idle or lazy person.
Those "nihil agentes," idleslys, or "male agentes," ill

spenders of their time.

Whitloctc, Manners of Eng. People, p. 301.

-all iii.
|

to be unemployed, whether through necessity, need of rest,

passing fancy, or permanent disposition. To he irt-'.'l is to

have a strong repugnance to physical exertion, and es-

pecially to continued application. Slothful and ilwjgish

express slowness of movement and a corresponding tem-

perament or disposition. See listless.

Il.t n. 1. Idleness; indolence.

His brains rich Talent buries not in Idle.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

2. An indolent person. idleshipt, . [ME. idclxliii>; < idle +

Young Boies and Girles Saluages, or any other, bee they Idleness ;
sloth ;

laziness,

neuer such idlr:., may turne, carle, or returne a fish, with-

out either shame or any great painr.
Cat*. John Smith, Works, II. 189.

In idiot, in vain.

Eterne God, that thurgh thy purveiaunce
Ledest the world by certein governaunce,
In iidel, as men seyn, ye nothyng make.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 139.

Goddis name in ;idil take thou not.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 104.

To be sick of the idlest, to be lazy. Nares.

idle (i'dl), v.
; pret. and pp. idled, ppr. idling.

[< ME. idlen, < AS. idliau, become useless (in

comp. a-idlian, make useless or vain), < idel,

idle : see idle, a.] I. intrans. To spend or waste

time in inaction or without employment.
The gossamers

That idle in the wanton summer air.

Shak.,S. and J. , ii. 6.

My battle-harness idles on the wall.

Lowell, To G. W. Curtis.

II. traits. To spend in idleness ; waste : gen-

erally followed by away: as, to idle away time.

If you have but an hour, will you improve that hour in-

stead of idling it aimy! Chesterfield.

idle-brainedt(i'dl-brand),rt. Foolish; wander-

ing.
Is the man idle-brain'd for want of rest?

Chapman, Odyssey, xvlii.

idlefullt (I'dl-ful), a. [< idle + -ful.] Marked

by or due to idleness; indolent; listless.

Keepes her iu idlefull delitiousnesse.

Manton, The Fawne, iv.

idleheadt, . [ME. idelhed (= D. ijdelheid =
MLG. idellteit= MHG. itelcheit, G. eitelkeit); < idle

+ -head. Cf. idlehood.] Idleness. Chaucer.

idle-headedt (I'dl-hed"ed), a. [< idle + head +
-e<<2 ;

in part a perversion of addle-headed, q. v.]

1. Confused; foolish.

The superstitious idle-headed eld

Receiv'd, and did deliver to our age,
This tale of Herne the hunter for a truth.

SAt.,M. W. ofW., iv. 4.

2. Delirious; distracted.

He could not sleep, and for want of sleep became idle-

headed. Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 611.

Upon this loss she fell idleheaded. Sir R. L'Estrange.

idlehood (I'dl-hud), . [< idle + hood. Ct.idle-

For of

He ILoueJ hateth all the felaushlp.

Oower, Coin". Amant., iv.

idless, idlesse (i'dles), . [Pseudo-archaic, <

idle + -citxe, in imitation of kumbUste, noblesse,

q. v.] Idleness. [Poetical and rare.]

Now a days, so irksome idlest' slights

And cureed charms have witch'd each student's mind,
That death it is to any of them all,

If that their hands to penning you do call.

Greene, Alphonsus, i.

idleton (i'dl-ton), n. [< idle + -ton, as in sit-

pleton.] A lazy person. [Prov. Eng.]
idle-wheel (i'dl-hwel), . 1. A wheel (C, fig. 1)

placed between two others (A and B) for the

purpose of transfer-

ring the motion from
one axis to the other

without change of

direction; a carrier-

wheel. If A and S were
in contact, they would re-

volve in opposite direc-

tions ;
but in consequence

of the intermediate axis

of C they revolve in the
same direction, and with-
out any change of the ve-

locity-ratio of the pair.

2. A wheel that per-
forms a duty other

than the transmis-
sion of power, as the

preservation of a
strain on a belt, etc. -

Fig 2.

In flg. 2 the small wheel
wie-whceis.

rests upon the belt to

maintain its tension, and runs idly, transmitting no power

idolatrous

All the gods of the nations are idols. Ps. xcvi. 5.

Sullen Moloch, fled,

Hath left in shadows dn-ad
His burning idol all of blackest hue.

Hilton, Nativity, 1. 207.

Uriicr 3. A person on whom or a thing on
which the affections are strongly set; any
object of absorbing devotion other than God
himself.

To the celestial, and my soul's idol, the most beautified

Ophelia. Shak., Hamlet, II. 2.

The Prince wrote to his idol in the style of a worship-

per ; and Voltaire replied with exquisite grace and ad-

dress. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

4. A phantom or figment of the brain ;
a false

or misleading notion or conception ;
an errone-

ous persuasion ;
a fallacy. See idolon.

The idols of preconceived opinion. Coleridge.

Bacon divided the fallacies or misconceptions that beset

mankind into four classes : (1) idols of the tribe (idola tri-

bus), fallacies incident to humanity in general ; (-1) idols of

the den (idola ipeau), misapprehensions traceable to the

peculiar mental or bodily constitution of the individual;

(S) idols of the market-place (idola fori), errors due to the

influence of mere words or phrases; (4) idols of the theatre

(idola theatri), errors due to the prevalence of Imperfect

philosophic systems or misleading methods of demonstra-

idolt, . t. [< idol, n.] To worship ;
make an

idol of ;
idolize.

O happy people, where good Princes raign, . . .

Who iiloi not their pearly Scepters glory.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

idola, . Plural of idolon.

idolantt, n. [< idol + -ant.] An idolater.

A count-less hoast of craklng itlolants.

By F.say'8 Faith, is heer confounded all.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iiii. 8.

idolastert, idolastret, n. and . [ME. idolaster,

idolastre, < OF. idolastre, an erroneous form of

idolatre : see idolater.] I. . Obsolete forms of

idolater.

He [Solomon] was a lecchour and an idolastre.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1054.

II. a. Idolatrous.

Her yv'ry neck and brest of Alabastre
Made Heathen men of her more idolastre.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iv. 358.

< ME. idel-

liche, < AS. idelliee (=
ideligen; cf. Sw. idclit/eii), < idel, idle: see idle

foolishly.
Thus may 30 sen my besy whel,
That goth not ideliche aboute.

dower, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 111. (Halliwell.)

God would that (void of painfull labour) he
Should Hue in Eden ; but not vilely.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

But it would hurt you both extremely to have her marry
herself idly. Walpole, Letters, II. 468.

head.'] Thestateof being idle; a habit of idling; idujoneaCid-mo'ne-a), n. [NL.,<Gr.'Io>wi>,in
idleness.

Thy craven fear my truth accused,
Thine idlehood my trust abused.

Scott, Monastery, xii.

An obsolete form of

legend, son of Apollo, an Argonaut and seer :

cf. iSfiuv, knowing, skilful, < i&iv, see, eiicvai,

know : see idea.] The typical genus of poly-
zoans of the family Idmoneidee. Lamarck.

Species of Tubulipora and Idmonea are common in the

shallow waters north of Cape Cod.
Stand. Nat. Bist., I. 241.

idlelyt (i'dl-li), adv.

idly.
idleman (I'dl-man), .; pi. idlemen (-men). A
gentleman. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
idle-mOSS (i'dl-m6s), n. Same as beard-moss.

idleness (i'dl-nes), n. [< WE.ideliiesiie, < AS. idel-

nes (= OS. idilnusae = OFries. idelnisse = OHG.
italnissa), < idel, idle : see idle and -ness.] The
condition of being idle, in any sense of that

word; inactivity; slothfuluess ; uselessness;

unprofitableness; worthlessness; foolishness, i-dot.

Finding by experience that many times idlenesse is lesse idocrase (i'do-kras), n. [< Gr. elSoc.
;
form, shape

harmefull then vnprontable occupation.

idolater (I-dol'a-ter), . [< ME. idolatre, < OF.

idolatre, F. idoldtre = Sp. idolatra = Pg. idola-

tra = It. idolatra, idolatro, < LL. (eccl.) idolo-

latres, < Gr. fiow/toXarpw, an idol-worshiper, <

eliu&ov, an idol, + A<zrp<?, a workman for hire,

a hired servant, Zarpevetv, work for hire, serve,

worship (> larpeia, service, worship: see latria),

< /Mrpov, pay, hire. Cf. idolaster.] 1. A wor-

shiper of idols ; one who pays divine honors to

images, statues, or representations of anything ;

one who worships as a deity that which is not

God.
Thee shall thy brother man, the Lord from Heaven, . . .

Count the more base idolater of the two ;

Crueller, as not passing thro' the fire

Bodies, but souls. Tennyson, Aylmer s Field.

2. An adorer ;
a devotee

;
a great admirer.

The lover too shuns business and alarms,
Tender idolater of absent charms.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 220.

The idolater of minute rules will not be offended, as at

Aosta, with Doric triglyphs placed over Corinthian capi-

tals. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 114.

1
SSfrJtS*fS3t rf&!,$& idolatress (i-dora-tre^. [< idolater + -ess;

ectoproctous polyzoans, typified by the genus
Idmonea. The zoarium is usually erect, and the branch-

es are generally subcylindrical and free or anastomosing.

Species occur in almost all seas. Also called Idmoneada:

and Horneridix.

cf . It. idolatrice.]

"
A fe'male worshiper of idols.

That uxorious king, whose heart, though large,

Beguiled by fair idolatresses, fell

Toidols foul. Milton, P. L., L 444.

, idolatricalt (5-do-lat'ri-kal), a. [< ML. idola-

A Middle English past participle of rioL
iriem^

< idolatria, idolatry": see idolatry.] Idola-

Puttenhani, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 258.

Either to have it steril with idlenesi

dustry.

= Syn, Seeidfe.

idle-patedt (I'dl-pa/ted), a. [< idle + pate +
-ed2

;
in part a perversion of addle-pated, q. v.]

Idle-headed; foolish; stupid.

Let him be found never so idle-pated, he is still a grave
drunkard. Sir T. Overbury, Characters, A Sexton.

idler (Id'ler), n. [< idle, v., + -eri.] 1. One
who idles; one who spends his time in inaction,
or without occupation or employment ;

a loung-

ing or lazy person; a sluggard.
An idler is a watch that wants both hands,
As useless if it goes as when it stands.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 681.

2. (a) Naut., a member of a ship's crew who is

not required to keep night-watch.
Having called up the idlers namely carpenter, cook,

and steward we began washing down the decks.

11. H. Daiut, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 8.

figure, + /tpaovf, mixture : see crasis.] The min-

eral vesuvianite.
or manured with in- idol (i'dol), n. C< ME. idole = D. idool= G. Dan.
Shak., Othello, i. 3. Sw;^ y

;
oF.

1

-,-^ also idele, idle, F. idole =
i

Pr. idola = Sp. Pg. It. idolo, < L. idolum, idolon,

an image, form, esp. an apparition, ghost, LL.
eccl. anidol,< Gr. eiiuhov, an image, a phantom,
eccl. an idol, < dSivat, know, middle elSeaGat, be

seen, appear: see wit, and cf. idea. Cf. idolon,

idolum, eidolon.] 1. An image, effigy, figure, or

likeness of anything. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Fie, lifeless picture, cold and senseless stone,

Well-painted idol, image dull and dead.

SAa*., Venus and Adonis, 1. 212.

In many mortal forms I rashly sought
The shadow of that idol of my thought.

Shelley, Epipsychidion.

trous.

Themselves profess it to be idolatry to do so ;
which Is

a demonstration that their soul hath nothing in it that is

idolatrical. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 415.

idolatrize (l-dol'a-triz), v.; pret. and pp. idol-

atrised, ppr. idotatrieing. [< idolatr-y + -4ze.

Cf. OF. idolatrier, F. idoldtrer = Pr. Sp. Pg. ido-

latrar = It. idolatrare, < ML. idololatrare, < Gr.

fiSuAofaiTpeiv, worship idols, < MuMUrprif, an

idolater: see idolater.] I. intrans. To worship

idols; practise idolatry. [Rare.]
And as the Persians did idolatriae

Unto the sun.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, L 1.

II. trans. To adore or worship idolatrously;

make an idol of; idolize. [Rare.]

Apollo easily perceived that Lipsius did manifestly
idola-

trize Tacitus.
""

Boccalini (trans.), p. 17. (Latham.)

Summe worschipeu Sjrnu acres,
8j
nd sumjne rdofe^ rati(m': aS) idolatrous veneration for antiquity.
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Baptysetl bolls, bedes, . . . .,,,, ..,,

devyll and all of soche idolatrouse beggery.oue eggery.
Bp. Bale, Yet a Course at the Bomyshe Foxe, fol. 05 (1543).

Neither may tile picture of our Saviour ... be drawn
to an idolatrous use. Ptucham, On Drawing.

2. Worshiping idols or false gods; hence, cher-

ishing undue reverence or affection; inordi-

nately or profanely devoted.

My idolatrous fancy
Must sanctify his relics. Shak., All's Well, i. 1.

The Saxons were a sort of idolatrous pagans.
Sir W. Temple, Introd. to Hist. Eng.

3. Used in or designed for idolatry; devoted
to idols or idol-worship: as, an idolatrous im-
age or temple.
And this idolatrous grove of images, this flasket of idols,

which I will pull down.
B. Jonsoii, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

idolatrously (I-dol'a-trus-li), adv. In an idol-
atrous manner; with undue reverence or af-
fection.

idolatry (I-dol'a-tri), n.; pi. idolatries (-triz).
[< ME. idolatric, < OF. idolatrie, F. idoltltrie =
Pr. ydolatria = Sp. idolatria = Pg. It. idolatria,
< ML. idolatria. contr. of LL. idololatria, < Gr.
fiAu'/.o'/MTpfla, idolatry, < fidu/to/larp)?f, an idola-
ter: see idolater:] 1. The worship of idols or
images; more generally, the paying of divine
honors to any created object; the ascription
of divine power to natural agencies. Idolatry
exists in a variety of forms, as (a) the worship of inani-
mate objects, as stones, trees, etc.; (6) animal-worship ;

(c) the worship of the higher powers of nature, the sun
moon, stars, fire, water, etc.

; (rf) hero-worship, or the wor-
ship of deceased ancestors.

His eye survey'd the dark idolatries
Of alienated Judah. Milton, P. L., i. 45.

What some fools are made by art,
They were by nature, atheists, head and heart.
The gross idolatry blind heathens teach
Was too renn'd for them, beyond their reach.

Cowper, Hope, 1. 4911.

Scientifically defined, idolatry is a mode of thought un-
der which all causation is attributed to entities.

II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 330.

2. Immoderate veneration or love for any per-
son or thing; admiration bordering on adora-
tion.

Let not my love be call'd idolatry,
Nor my beloved as an idol show.

Shak., Sonnets, cv.

I loved the man [ShakspereJ, and do honour his mem-
ory on this side idolatry as much as any.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

And I, with wild Idolatry,
Begin [my prayers] to God, and end them all to Thee.

Cowley, The Mistress, The Thief.

idolet (i'dol-et), . [< idol + -et.] A small
idol. [Rare.]

idol-fire (I'dol-fir), n. A fire burned in honor
of an idol, or on a pagan altar. [Rare.]

Regard gradation, lest the soul
Of Discord race the rising wind ;

A wind to puff your idol-fires,
And heap then- ashes on the head.

Tennyson, Love Thou thy Land.

altars, holye water, and the Here it Is not the Stile to claw and compliment with
the King, or idolize him by Sacred Sovereign, and Most
Excellent Majesty ; but the Spaniard, when he petitions
to his King, gives him no other Character but Sir.

Uowell, Letters, I. iii. 10.

Hence 2. To reverence immoderately ; love
or admire to adoration : as, to idolise a hero ; to
idolize children.

Not fearing either Man or God,
Gold lie did idolize.

Prior, The Viceroy, iv.

II. intraim. To practise idol-worship. [Rare.]
To idolize after the manner of Egypt. Fairbairn.

Also spelled idolise.

idolizer (i'dol-i-zer), . One who idolizes; one
who venerates or loves unduly : as, an idoliser
of Shakspere. Also spelled idoliser.

Though I be not such an idolizer of antiquity as Harris,
yet they have great charms for me.

Warburton, To Kurd, Letters, xlviii.

idoloclast (i-dol'o-klast), . [< Gr. eifaihov, an
image, idol, + */c/lao-n?f, a breaker, < K/MV, break.
Cf . iconoclast.} A breaker of idols or images ;

an iconoclast. Hare. [Rare.]
idolographical (I-dol-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
elSuXov, idol, + ypa0<i>,'write, + '-ic-al.} Treat-
ing of idols or idolatry. [Rare.]

I should have looked at some of the Lisbon idols with
more satisfaction if I had been acquainted with their ad-
ventures, as recorded in this extraordinary idolographical
work. Southey, Letters (1826), III. 539.

idolon, idolum (i-do'lon, -lum), .; pi. idola

(-la). [NL., < L. idolum, < Gr. el6u)j>v, an im-
age, phantom: see idol.} 1. An image. 2. A
false mental image or conception ; a mistaken
notion

;
a fallacy. See idol, 4.

It is a treatise on the wisdom needed for the manage-
ment of the individual mind, so as that it may overcome
the idola or common tendencies to error against which
Bacon had warned mankind. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 757.

Those who read without acquiring distinct images of
the things about which they read, by the help of their
own senses, gather no real knowledge, but conceive mere
phantoms and idola. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 5.

We avoid the "idola specus" by trusting Common
Sense,but what

'-'-

idyl

idorgan (id'6r-gan), n. [< Gr it(ta), idea, +
tpyivm, organ.] In Uol., an ideal or potential
organism ;

a plastid, or any one of the 1'rotosoa
or Protista, as a moner or amo3ba, as distin-

guished from any metazoic animal: implying
evolutionary potentiality to develop into all

higherforms of life,without the actuality of such
a process.
In his [Haeckel's] subsequent monograph on calcareous

Sponges, and in a final paper, he somewhat mollifies these
categories by substituting one category of extreme oun-
prehensiveness, that of the iilonjan, in place of the three
separate orders of organs, antimeres, and metameren.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 842.

.aooea (.1-0. te-a;, n. [JNL/. ; ^
prop. Iaofhea,<Qr. Eldo6ia, EltoHey, a sea-god-
dess, daughter of Proteus.] The typical genus of
Idoteidtt. I. irrorata is a marine spe-
cies of wide distribution in the north-
ern hemisphere, abundant in tide-pools
along the North Atlantic coast. Also
written Idothea, Eidotea, Eidothea.

Idoteidae (i-do-te'i-de), n. pi.
[NL.,< Idotea + -idw.} A family
of cursorial isopods, typified by
the genus Idotea. These small and
slender marine crustaceans have 4 an-
tenna? in the same horizontal line, the
outer pair of which have a long many-
Jointed filament; the branchial oper-
culum is well developed; several of the
abdominal segments are united in a ter-
minal plate or caudal shield ; and the
last pair of abdominal legs is modified
into an annulate operculum. Idotea, Chiridotea, and A re-
turus are leading genera. Some of the species are known
as box-slaters. Also Arcturidai and Idoteoides.

idotetform (I-do-te'i-form), a. [< NL. Idotea
+ L. forma, form.] In entom., resembling the
Idoteida;. Applied by Kirby to certain unidentified Bra-
zilian lame of flattened form, and with the last abdominal
segment greatly enlarged, found under bark in Brazil ; they

f probably belong to the coleopterous family Histeridce.

idrialin, idrialine (id'ri-a-lin),. [< idrial(ite)+ -in'*, -ine2.} A fusible inflammable sub-
stance, containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen, obtained from idrialite.

idrialite (id'ri-a-lit). n. [< Idria (see def.) +

Idotea irrorata,
natural size.

__-_ , ,ic (I-dol-o-thit'ik), a. [< Gr. eL~>wv, ,

meats sacrificed to idols, neut. pi. of ciduhoBvror; ,

sacrificed to idols, < otiAoi>, idol, + 6vr6f, verbal
adj. of Oveiv, sacrifice.] Permitting the eating
of meats sacrificed to idols. [Rare.]
Those who assert the lawfulness of eating meat offered

to idols whether they are Gnostics or not, these last I
have called idolothytic Christians, because I cannot devise

idoloust (I'dol-us), a. [< idol + -mis.} Idol-

like; heathenish.

found in the quicksilver-mines of Idria in Car-
niola, Austria. It is a hydrocarbon, and from its in-

flammability and the admixture of mercury it is called in-

idrosis (i-dro'sis), . Same as hidrosis.

Idumean, Idumsean (I-du-me'an), .. and n.

[< L. Idmnosus, < Gr. 'I<hv/mlof,"< 'Umifialn L
Idumasa, < Heb. Edom, Edom, lit. red.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Idumna or Edom, an ancient

.

idolify (I-dol'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. idolified,

ppr. tdolifying. [< L. idolum, an idol, + -ficare,
make : see -/i/.] To make an idol of. [Rare.]

If it had been the fate of Nobs thus to be idolified.

Southfy, The Doctor, cxliv.

idolisatiqn, idolise, etc. See idolization, etc.
idolisht (i'dol-ish), a. [< idol + -ishl.} Idola-
trous; heathenish.

When they have stufft their Idolixh temples with the
wasteful pillage of your estates, will they yet have anv
compassion upon you?

Milton, Church-Government, ii., Con.

idolismt (i'dol-izm), . [< idol + -ism.'} 1.
The worship of idols.

Much less permits he [the King] (through all his Land)One
rag,

one relique, or one signe to stand
Of Idolum, or idle superstition.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

2. A false or misleading notion
; fallacy. See

idol, 4.

How wilt thou reason with them, how refute
Their idolium*, traditions, paradoxes?

Milton, P. R.,iv. 234.

idolistt (I'dol-ist), n. [< idol + -ist.} A wor-
shiper of images ; an idolater.

I ... to God have brought
Dishonour, obloquy, and oped the months
Of idnlists and atheists. .Wilton, S. A., 1. 453.

idolization (i"dol-i-za'shon), n. [< idolize +
-iition.} The act or habit of idolizing; immod-
erate veneration or admiration. Also spelled
idolisation,

idolize (i'dol-iz), -.
; pret. and pp. idolized, ppr.

idolizing. [< idol + -L-e.] I. Iran*. 1. To
Worship us MII idol : make an idol of.

When such an image or idolmi.se prince is thus vp set or
constituted by authorise, he maye in no wyse speake, but
oute of that spirit y their coniurers, confessours I shuld
sal, haue put into him.

Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, ii.

idol-shell (i'dol-shel), re. A shell of the genus
Ampullaria ; a kind of apple-shell. See cut un-
der Ampullariida!.
In the true ampullarias, which are peculiar to tropical

America, and are called idol-shells by the Indians, the
pipe is long and the operculum horny,

P. P. Carpenter, Mollusca.

idol-worship (i'dol-wer'ship), n. The worship
of idols or images.
Idomenean (i-do-me'ne-an), a. and . [In
form < L. Idomeneus, Gr! 'ido/tfrndf, a king of
Crete, the leader of the Cretans against Troy.]
I. a. Pertaining to the race of Idomeneans.

II. . One of a race of sublunary beings, of
which Dr. Reid, the metaphysician, pretends to
quote an account from the philosopher Anepi-
graphus. Having no peripheral sense except sight, they
conceive space to have but two dimensions. Reid, H uinaii
Mind, 9, Geometry of Visibles.

i-dont. A Middle English past participle of <?oi.

idonealt (I-do'ne-al), a. [< L. idoneiis, fit,
Idoueous.

.

+ -al.}

Tho' they have Parts, with Fortune at their Will ;

Fine paper too, idoneal Types for Jargon.
Quoted in A and , 7th ser., VI. 403.

ldoneoust(i-do ne-us) a. [=F. idoi,,c=Sp.idd-

*?
= P

f-,!*
ldo" e

'
<.
L> t(Jo>

!
eus

>
fit. proper.]

it; suitable; convenient; adequate. [Rare.]
He expresses his conception and idea for the judicious

ing to their distinct offices and uses.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

Especially if, on the same sheet of paper some other flt
mineral water or idoneous liquor be likewise dropped.

Boyle, Winks, iv. 80s.

to the gulf of Akabah.
Herod was the name of a family of Idumcean origin.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 754.

II. n. A member of the race inhabiting an-
cient Idutnoea or Edom, represented in the Bible
as descendants of Esau; an Edomite.
Iduna (i-du'ua), n. [NL.] 1. A genus of old-
world warblers, of the family Sylriidai, having
as type Sylvia caligata of Europe and Asia : now
merged in Hypolais. Keyset-ling and Blasius,
1840. 2. A genus of protozoans. 3. Agenus
of crustaceans. 4. A genus of dipterous in-
sects, of the family Ortalida;. Loew, 1873.
Idunae (i-du'ne), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Idmia.} A
group of warblers taking name from the genus
Iduna. H. Seelolim, 1881.

idust, w. [ME.,< L. idiis: see ide?, ides.} Same
as lots,

The last Idus of March, after the veer.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 39.

Idyia (i-di'ya),
n. [NL. (also Idya), < Gr. clivia,

fern, of eiduf, part, of eldhat, know, 2d perf. of
*elSeiv, know, idelv, see : see idea.} 1. (a) A no-
table genus of comb-bearing jelly-fishes or cte-
nophorans, of the family Bcroidce. (b) [I.e.] A
species of this genus.
One of the most beautiful of all the Jelly-flshes is the

rose-colored idyia. It attains a length of three or four
inches, and in form is not very unlike an elongated melon
with one end cut square off. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 320.

2. A genus of crustaceans.
idyl (i'dil), . [Also written idyll; = D. G.
idylle = Dan. idyl = Sw. idyll, < F. idylle = Sp
idilio = Pg. idyllio = It. idillio, < L. idyllium,
edylliiiiii, < Gr. eW&uv, a short, highly wrought

< tMo?, a form, shape, figure, image (see idol),
r dim. term. -iMiov.} 1. Primarily, a poem
descriptive of rural scenes and events ; a pas-
toral or rural poem, like the idyls of Thoocri-
tuw, Goldsmith's "Deserted Village," orBiirns's



idyl

"Cottar's Saturday Night": applied also to

longer poems of a descriptive and narrative

character, as Tennyson's "Idylls of the King,"
and to prose compositions of similar purport
treated in a poetic stylo.

I heard her turn the page ; she found a small
Sweet ldylt

and once more, as low, she read.

Teitnyeon, Princess, vii.

[Tennyson spells the word in both ways, as here given.]

2. Ail episode, or a series of events or circum-
stances of pastoral or rural simplicity, fit for an

idyl. 3. In music, a composition, usually in-

strumental, of a pastoral or sentimental char-
acter.

idylist, idyllist (i'dil-ist), n. [< idyl + -ist.]

A writer of idyls ;
an idyllic poet or writer; one

who depicts idyllic or pastoral subjects, as a

painter.
The work of Mrs. Thaxter, Piatt, and other recent idtil-

lixtK, ... is natural, sympathetic in short, thoroughly
American. Sledman, Poets of America, p. 47.

idyllic (i-dil'ik), a. [= P. idyllique (cf. D. 6.

idyllisch = Dan. Sw. idyllisk); as idyl + -ic.]

1. Of or belonging to descriptive or pastoral
poetry; having the form or sentiment of an

idyl. 2. In sympathy with what is rural or

pastoral; suitable for an idyl; fit to be related
or described in an idyl : as, an idyllic custom

;

an idyllic experience.

idyllical (I-dil'i-kal), a. [<. idyllic + -al.] Same
as idyllic.

idyllist, n. See idylist.

ie. A common English digraph, of various ori-

gin, (a) It occurs medially with the original power of

long t. namely e, in bifid, field, wield, yield, belief, believe,

bier, lief, and some other words of Anglo-Saxon origin,
where it takes the place of early modern English ee

, Anglo-
Saxon , v, e, y, eit, a. In sieve it represents an English
and Anglo-Saxon short i. It also occurs medially with the
sound e in brief, chief, grief, niece, piece, relief, relieve, re-

prieve, retrieve, aiege, mien, and other words of French and
other non-English origin, representing in most of these an

early modern English er, but an original French if. (b) It

occurs terminally with the present sound of long t, name-
ly i, in hie, liel, lie-, tie (and in drie, rie, etc., obsolete

spellings of dry, ri/e, etc.),
and other words of Anglo-Saxon

origin, and also inpiel, pie'2, vie (and in cric,frie, etc., ob-

solete spellings of cry, 'fry, etc.), and other words of French
and other non-English origin ; also terminally, with the
short sound of i, in familie, amitie, etc.

,
and other obsolete

spellings, where now -y is used (familu, amity, etc.), the

plurals (.families, etc.), however, retaining the original ie.

The digraph occurs also in other words of different origin.

-ie 1
. See -yi.

See -!/2.

See -j3.
An abbreviation of id est.

Inphilol., an abbreviation of Indo-Euro-

-ie2.

U*.
i.e.

I.E.
pean.

ieldt, !> t. An obsolete form of yield.

-ier1 . [Also -yer; < ME. -ier, -yer, -iere, being
the suffix -er1 preceded by -i-, formative of weak
verbs in AS. -ian, ME. -ien, -en: see -e/i 1 .] A
suffix denoting the agent, the same as -er1 with
an original verb-formative preceding, it appears
in brazier*, grazier, hellier = hilher, and, spelled -yer, in

hillyer, another spelling of hillier, and locyer, an obsolete
or dialectal variant of lover. In bowyer, lawyer, sairyer,
the suffix -yef is slightly different See -yer.

-ier2 (-er'). [< F. -ier, ult. < L. -arius: see -er2

and -eer.] Another form of the suffix -eer, re-

taining the French spelling, and occurring in

more recent words from the French, as in brig-

adier, halberdier, etc. See -eer, -er2 .

ier-oe (er-6'), n. [Sc., < Gael, iar-ogha, a great-
grandchild, < iar, = Ir. iar, after, + ogka = Ir.

ua, a grandchild: see 08 and oe.] A great-

grandchild. [Scotch.]
Till his wee curlie John's ier-oe,
When ebbing life nae mair shall flow,
The last sad mournful rites bestow.

Hunm, Dedication to Gavin Hamilton.

if (if), conj. [= Sc. gif, < ME. if, ef, yef, Sif, gef,
North, gif, gef, < AS. gif= OS. ef, of= OFries.

gef, ief, ef, of, if= D. of, or, if, whether, but, =
OHG. ibu, oba, ube, upa, upi, MHG. obe, ob,

ZG.
ob, if, whether, = Icel. if, ef, if, = Goth.

, ibai, whether, perhaps; with negative, niba.

nibai, if not, unless, in comp. jabai (< jah, and,
also, + ibai, the contraction of jah with the
radical i explaining the other Teut. forms with
initial o or u), if; orig. the dat. or instr. case

(
' on the condition ') of a noun represented by
OHG. iba, condition, stipulation, doubt, = Icel.

if, ef, neut., ifi, efi, m., doubt, hesitation, > ifa,

efa, v., doubt, = Sw. jdf, an exception, chal-

lenge, > jiifva, make an exception against, chal-

lenge. The notion to which Home Tooke gave
currency, that if, AS. gif, was orig. the impv.
of the verb give (AS. gifan, impv. gif), in the
assumed sense of 'grant, suppose,' has no foun-
dation in fact.] 1. In case that; granting, al-

2980

lowing, or supposing that; on condition that:

used in introducing a conditional sentence or

clause : as, I will go if you do
; if he is there, I

shall see him. In logic that which the conditional prop-
osition expresses is such knowledge that the additional

knowledge of the fact expressed in the clause introduced by
if would give us the knowledge of the fact expressed in

the other clause. "
If A happens, B happens," implies not

only that whenever A happens 1! happens, in the actual

circumstances, but that ft would do so under a certain

variation of circumstances from those which actually
occur. Thus, if I were to throw my inkstand on the

floor, I should spoil the carpet," and "if the result of

throwing the inkstand on the floor would be to spoil the

carpet, I shall not throw it on the floor," may both be true
at once, although in logical form the propositions appear
to conflict.

"We mote," he seyde, "be hardy, and stalworthe, and wyse,
Gef we wol habbe oure lyf, and holde onre franchise."

Hob. of Gloucester, p. 155.

// he had pes at enen, he had non at inorow.
Rub. of Brunne, p. 40.

Wherfore I preye to alle the Rederes and Hereres of
this Boke, zif it plese hem, that thei wolde preyen to God
for me. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 310.

Yefe eny brother or sister falle in pouert, or in mischief,

euery brother or sister shal payen an halpeny in ye woke
to ye officers. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.\ p. 20.

// thou be the Son of Ood, command that these stones
be made bread. Mat. iv. 3.

[If was formerly often followed by that.

For certes, snche a maladie
As I now haue, and long haue hadde.
It might make a wise man madde
If that it shulde louge endure.

Gower, Conf. Amant, L)

2. Whether: used in introducing an object
clause.

The Duke is expected over immediately ; I don't know
if to stay, or why he comes. Walpole, Letters, II. 110.

She'll not tell me if she love me. Tennyson, Lilian.

He knows at last if Life or Death be best
Lowell, Agassiz, vi. 2.

I know not if to pray
Still to be what I am, or yield, and be
Like all the other men I see.

M. Arnold, A Summer Night

3. Although; notwithstanding that: as, I am
honest, if I am poor; he is strong, if he is little.

If, like and, tntt, and other conjunctions, is sometimes used
as a noun, with reference to sentences so beginning.

What, quod the protectour, thou seruest me I wene W
i/et & with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, & that I

will make good on thy body traituor.

Sir T. More,Works (1577), p. 55.

Your if Is the only peace-maker ; much virtue in if.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Where the frail hair breadth of an if
Is all that sunders life and death.

Louvll, To Happiness.
As If. See <Ml.

You look
As if you held a brow of much distraction :

Are you mov d, my lord ? Shale., W. T., L 2.

If anything. See anything, adv.

if-allt, conj. [ME. if alle; cf. all-be, albeit, al-

though.] Even if; although.

If-alle the knyghte were kene and thro,
Those owtlawes wanne the child hym fro.

MS. Lincoln, A. L 17, f. 102. (HalliweU.)

ife, H. [< OF. (and F.) if, yew, of Teut. origin,
= AS. tic = D. iif, etc. : see yew.] The yew.
[Prov. Eng.]

ifeckst (i-feks'), interj. A corrupt form of in

faith.

Ifecka, yon are a pretty little damsel.

Sheridan, The Duenna, ill. 7.

i-feret, adr. [ME., also ifeere, yfere, etc.: see
in fere, under /eer1

.] Together: sameastn/ere
(which see, under /eer

1
).

Thau ferde thei alle forth i-fere fayn of here Hues.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2817.

And save hire browes joyneden ifeere,
Ther was no lakke in oght I kan espien.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 813.

-i-ferous. See -ferous.
i-fett. A Middle English past participle offet

1
.

-i-form. See -form.
ifrit (if-rif), n. Same as afrit.

-i-fy. See-/y.
i'gad (i-gad'), interj. Same as egad.

They refus'd it, / gad, the silly Rogues.
Buckingham, The Rehearsal, ii. 3.

If that be all, said I, e'en burn your Play ;

J'yad I we know all that as well as they.
Prior, Epilogue to Phajdra.

Igdrasil, See Ygdrasil.

ighet, n. A Middle English variant of eye
1

.

ightt. A Middle English form of ought, obso-
lete preterit of owe.

igloo (ig'16), n. [Eskimo.] 1 . Among the Es-

kimos, a dome-shaped hut, usually built of

ignify

shaped blocks of hard snow, with a window
made of a slab of ice. In some cases the entrance
is protected by means of a smaller hut, called a xtvrtu

iylvo.

An igl:>n is usually built of snow. The word, however,
means house, and as their [Eskimos'] houses consist of a
single room, it also means room. .Sometimes, at points
that are regularly occupied during the winter months,
iglot'S are built of stones, and moss piled up around and
over them, so that when covered by the winter snows they
make very comfortable dwellings.

H'. II. Odder, Schwatka's Search, p. 256.

Hence 2. The excavation which a seal makes
in the snow over its breathing-hole.
ignarot (ig-nii'ro), n. [It., = Sp. Pg. ignaro,
ignorant, < L. ignams, not knowing, ignorant, <

I'M-, not, + *gnarus, knowing, acquainted: see

ignorant, ignore.] An ignorant fellow ; a block-
head.

This was the auncient keeper of that place,
And foster father of the Oyaunt dead ;

His name Ignaro did his nature right aread.

Spenser, F. (}., I. viii. 31.

H was intolerable insolence in such ignaroes to chal-

lenge this for Popery, which they understood not
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Caesar, xxxl.

Ignatian (ig-na'shan), a. [< L. Ignatius (see
def.) + -an.] Of or pertaining to St. Igna-
tius, bishop of Antioch, one of the apostolic
fathers, martyred at Borne under Trajan about
A. D. 107 Ignatian epistles, epistles under the
name of St Ignatius, existing in three different forms or
recensions : the first, extant only in a Syriac version, con*
tains but three epistles, to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, and
to the Romans; the second, or shorter (jreek form (found
also in Latin, Armenian, Syriac, and Coptic translations),
consists of the same three epistles in a fuller text, with ad-
dition of four others, to the Smyrnteans, Magnesians, I hila-

delphians, and Trallians ; the third, or longer Greek recen-
sion (also existing in Latin), presents In a still longer form
all seven

epistles already named, together with six others.
The second form was known In the Eastern Church from
early times, and continued in circulation side by side with
the third form after the latter made its appearance. In the
Western Church the third form was the only one known
for many centuries. The strong assertions of these epistles
in favor of episcopacy caused continental Protestants In

the sixteenth century to regard them with suspicion, and
in the first half of the seventeenth century a vehement con-

troversy was kept up between Episcopalians and Presby-
terians, especially in England, as to their genuineness. The
controversy was revived again in the present century, when
the first or Syriac form of the epistles became known.

Ignatius' bean (ig-na'shus ben). See St. Igna-
tiits

1

beans, under bean1 .

ignavus (ig-na'vus), n. [NL., < L. ignavug (>
It. Pg. ignavo), inactive, lazy, < in-, not, + *gna-
vus, watJws,busy,diligent.] 1. The specific name
of the eagle-owl. Bubo ignavus. 2. [cap.'] A
genus of mammals. Klein.

igneo-aqueous (ig'ne-6-a'kwe-us), a. [< L. ig-

nevs, of fire, + aqua, water: see aqueous.] In

geol., formed by the joint action of fire and wa-
ter: thus, ashes thrown from a volcano into

water and there deposited in a stratified form
might properly be said to be of igneo-aqiteous

origin.

igneous (ig'ne-us), a. [= F. ign6= Sp. igneo =
Pg. It. igneo, '<. L. igncus, of fire, fiery, burning, <

i<7i, fire, = Skt. agni, fire.] 1. Pertaining to,

consisting of, having the nature of, or resem-

bling fire: as, igneous particles ; igneous appear-
ances. 2. Produced through the agency of

fire, or as the result of volcanic and eruptive
forces : used in geology in contradistinction to

aqueous. A rock ha an igneous origin when it has been

discharged from a volcano : it has an aqueous origin when
deposited from water. All aqueous rocks are made up of

the debris of igneous ones, with the exception of such as
are the result of organic agencies that is. such as have
been formed through the agency of plants or animals.
Some rocks,however, are at the same time of both aqueous
and igneous origin, as when volcanic ashes are thrown
Into water, and deposited in a stratified form. Igneous
fusion. See futrion.

ignescent (ig-nes'ent), a. and n. [< L. ignes-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of ignescere, take fire, kindle, burn,
< ignis, fire : see igneous.'] I. a. Taking or

giving out fire
; emitting sparks of fire when

struck, as with steel; scintillating: as, ignescent
stones. [Bare.]

II. n. Anything that emits sparks; specifi-

cally, a stone or mineral that gives out sparks
when struck with steel or iron. [Rare.]

Many other stones, besides this class of ignescents, pro-
duce a real scintillation when struck against steel.

trans.)..

ignes fatui. Plural of ignis fatuvs.

ignicolist (ig-nik'6-list), n. [< L. ignis, fire, +
fo/ere, worship, + E. -ist.] A worshiper of fire.

[Rare.]
In whatever region of the Earth this infatuated race of

Ignicolistg took up their abode, the sacred fire immedi-

ately began to burn. Maurice, Ruins of Babylon, ii. 26.

ignifyt (-ig'ui-fi), . t. [< L. iynis, fire, + -ficare,

<f(icere, make : see -fy.] To make into fire.



ignify
The igniflnl part of matter was formed into the body of

the sun. Stukeleij, Palieographia Sacra, p. 20.

ignigenous (ig-nij'e-nus), o. [< L. ignigciiHs,

lire-producing. < ignis, &TQ.+ -genus, producing:
see -(/CHOWS.] Engendered in or by fire. Baili'ij,
1731.

ignipotent (ig-nip'o-tent), o. [= Sp. Pg. igiii-

jtotente (of. It. iffnipossente), < L. ignijioti

2981

vomits, vomiting fire, < L. ignis, fire, + t'omcre,
vomit.] Vomiting fire.

Volcanos and ignivomous mountains ... are some of
the most terrible shocks of the globe.

Derham, Physico-Theology, iii. 3.

ignorance

2. Deserving ignominy; despicable in charac-
ter; contemptible.
One single, . . . obscure, ignominious projector, (jii-ifi.

= Syn. Disgraceful, opprobrious, disreputable. See igno-

.
,

.
tcn(t-)>i,

an epithet of Vulcan. < ignix, fire, + />oten(t-)s,
mighty: see potent.'] Presiding over fire; hav-
ing the force or effect of fire.

Vulcan is called the power igni'imtent.

Pope, tr. of Homer.
It drives, ignipotent, through every vein,
Hangs on the heart, and burns around the brain.

Savaye, On the Recovery of a Lady.

ignipuncture (ig-ni-pungk'tur), n. [< L. ignis,
fire, + punctiira, puncture.] In surg., punc-
ture with a red-hot styliform cautery.
Each gland should be treated by ii/nipvncture.

Medical News, LIII. 216.

ignis fatuus (ig'nis fat'u-us) ; pi. iynes fatui
(ig'nez fat'u-1). [NL., lit. 'fool's fire,' i. e. illu-
sive fire, a term first used in the ML. or NL. pe-
riod: L. ignis, fire

; fatuus, foolish: see igneous
&nd fatuous.'] A meteoric light that sometimes
appears in summer and autumn nights, and
flits in the air a little above the surface of the
earth, chiefly in marshy places, near stagnant
waters, or in churchyards. It is generally supposed
to be produced by the spontaneous combustion of small
jets of gas (carbureted or phosphureted hydrogen) gener-
ated by the decomposition of vegetable or animal matter,
[t has been popularly known in England by such names
as wnu-o'-the-witf, from its resemblance to a lighted wisp
of straw, Jack-,)' -lantern, corpse-candle, hit-of-the-candle-
sttck, etc. Before the introduction of the general drain-
age of swamp-lands, the ignis fatuus was an ordinary
phenomenon in the marshy districts of England. It is
still regarded by the peasantry with superstitious awe as
of evil portent, or as the treacherous signal of evil spirits
seeking to lure benighted travelers to destruction.
In a dark night, if an ignis fatuus do but precede us,the glaring of its lesser flames does so amuse our eyes

that we follow it into rivers and precipices.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 22.

A light which illuminates centuries must be more than
an ignisfatuus. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, iii. 2.

ignitability (ig-nl-ta-bil'i-ti), . [< ignitable :

see -bility.] See ignitibility.
ignitable (ig-ni'ta-bl), a. [< ignite + -able.'}
See igiiitible.

ignite (ig-mf), r.
; pret. and pp. ignited, ppr.

igniting. [< L. ignitns, pp. of ignire, set on fire,make red-hot, < ignis, fire : see igneous.'] I
trans. 1. To kindle or set on fire; cause to
burn : as, to ignite a match. 2. To make in-
candescent ; cause to glow or scintillate with
heat: as, to ignite iron; in chcm., to heat in
tensely; roast.

< 7
'

, t
-

= - ', < ;,no-
btita, < L. igiiobilitn(t-)s, want of fame, obscu-
rity, low origin, < ii/iiobi/in, unknown to fame:
see ignoble.'] The quality of being ignoble, in

any sense
;
low birth or condition

;
humble sta-

tion; ignobleness; meanness.
His ignobi/lite or vnworthines was torned in to sublym-

ite and heyth. Holy Jtootl (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

Pope Sixtus the fifth, who was a very poor man's son
. . . would sport with his ignobility.

Bacon, Apophthegms.
Its [self-devotion's] object, whether described simply as

the service of the suffering and ignoble, or as the service
of God manifested in suffering and ignebilitv, is one which
the philosophic Greek would scarcely have recognized as
a form of the nA6i/.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, S 259.

The sense of the ignobility of Egoism adds force to that
recoil from it which this perception of the conflict with
duty naturally causes.

H. Sidgwict, Methods of Ethics, p. 178.

ignoble (ig-uo'bl), a. [< F. it/nolle = Sp. iy-
noble, innoble = Pg. ignobil = It. ignobile, < L.
ignobilis, unknown, unknown to fame, obscure,
low-born, < in- priv. + "gnobilis, nobilis, known,
illustrious, noble: see m-3 and nolle.'] 1. Not
noble

;
not illustrious

; of low birth or station.

You must all confess
That I was not ignoble of descent.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., IT. 1.

2. Not honorable or worthy ; mean in charac-
ter or quality; of no consideration or value.
This Clermont is a mean and ignoble place, having no

memorable thing therein. Coryat, Crudities, I. 23.

Go ! If your ancient but ignoble blood
Has crept through scoundrels ever since the flood.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 211.

The grand old name of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan,

And soil'd with all ignoble use.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxL
The ignoble noble, the unmanly man,
The beast below the beast in brutishness.

Brooming, Ring and Book, I. 138.

3. In some technical uses, lacking distinction
;

of low grade ;
of little esteem . Specifically applied

(a) In falconry, to those short-winged hawks, as species
of AsturoTAmpiter, which chase or rake after the quarryin distinction from the noble or long-winged falcons which
stoop to the quarry at a single swoop. See hawkl (b) In
ornith., also to those birds of prey, as buzzards, harriers
or eagles, which are not used in falconry. = Syn. 1 1'le-
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lgar'~ 2' Di8honorable
- degraded, contemptible,

disgrace; degradingly ; basely.---
Ignominy (ig'no-min-i), H. [Formerly also
contr. ignomij, q. v.

; < F. igiwminic = Hp. Pg.
It. ignomiiiia, < L. ignominia, disgrace, dis-

honor, ignominy, < in- priv. + "gnomen, nomen
(-in-), uame,fame, renown : see nomen, nominal.']
1. Infliction of disgrace or dishonor; the state
of being degraded or held in contempt; in-

famy.
Their generals have been received with honour after

their defeat ; yours with ignominy after conquest.
Addison.

What was before me the magic vista of romance, or
the bitter ignominy of a snub? Scribner's Mag., IV. 662.

2. That which brings disgrace or shameful re-
proach ; a cause or source of dishonor.

Death, which Sir Thomas Brown has called the very
disgrace and ignominy of our natures.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vi.

=8yn. 1. Obloquy.Opprobrium, Infamy, Ignominy. These
words all started from the idea of one's being talked about
shamefully, so that one's name or fame is in great dis-
honor. Obloquy still stays at that point ; opprobrium has
taken up somewhat of the general idea of being held in con-
tempt, whether the contempt is expressed or not infaimi
carries the evil repute to an extreme, abhorrence and
loathing being now a part of the idea

; ignominy expresses
that peculiarly passive state of being in disgrace by whichone is despised and neglected, or it may express the result
of official treatment, judicial action, or personal conduct
Ignominy may be supposed to be the state most humbling

_
and painful to the person concerned.

ignomioust, a. A contraction of ignominious,
like ignomy for ignominy.

Aslatelyliftiiiguptheleavesofworthywriters'works . .

Wherein, as well as famous facts, ignomioux placed are
Wherein the just reward of both is manifestly shown.

1'eele, Sir Clyomon, Pro].

ignomyt, . An obsolete contracted form of
ignominy.

The one of which doth bring eternall fame.The other igtmnti and dastard shame.
Mir. for Mags, p. 765.

A mode of forming nails, and the shafts of screws, by
pinching or pressing ignited rods of iron between indented
rollers. Ure, Diet., III. 384.

II. intrans. To take fire; begin to burn.
A fuzee fell upon the hot sand and ignited.

R. Richardson, Travels in Sahara.

igniter (ig-m'ter), H. [< ignite + -cr*.] One
who or that which ignites; specifically, a sig-
nal-holder having a piston in the end for ignit-
ing a blue-light by compression.
An infernal machine is a device containing an explosive

or highly combustible substance, and provided with a time
exploder or igniter. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 187.

ignitibility (ig-ni-ti-bil'i-ti), . [Also ignita-
bility; <ignitiblv : see -biliti/.~] The quality of be-

aignitible
: as, the ignitibility of timber,

tible (ig-ni'ti-bl), a. [Also ignitable; < ig-
nite + -ible."] Capable of being ignited.
Now such bodies as strike fire have sulphureous or in-

mtible parts within them, and those strike best which
abound most in them. Sir y. Browne, Vulg. Err., 11. 1.

ignition (ig-nish'on), n. [< F. ignition = Sp.
ignition = Pg. iffnicOo = It. ignizione, < L. as if

*ignitio(n-),<. iifnire, set on fire: see ignite.'] 1
The act of igniting, kindling, or setting on fire!

Satley.a. Means of igniting; provision for fir-

ing. [Kare.]

...
T is

f
f*e

j>
reech loading percussion-gun] is one of

the first in which cartridges containing their own ignitionwere used. w. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 101.

3. The state of being ignited ;
a burning.

Cardinal Wolsey . . . is represented in his fuiy to have
condemned the volume to a public ignition.

I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 284.

4. In chem., the process of roasting or intensely
heating a substance.

ignivomoust (ig-niv'o-mus), a. [= F. ignivome= bp. ignivomo = Pg. It. igniromo, < LL. igni-

ignoblet (ig-no'bl), v. t. [< ignoble, a.] To
make ignoble or vile; degrade ; disgrace ; brine
into disrepute.

Making a perambulation or pilgrimage about the north-
ern seas, and ignobling manie shores and points of land by
shipwreck. Bacon, DiscourseiuPrayseofQueenElizabeth.

ignobleness (ig-np'bl-nes), n. The condition
or quality of being ignoble or humble; un-
worthiness; meanness.
The low stoopings and descents of the holy Jesus to the

nature of a man, ... to the ignobleness of a servant.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 67.
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e which J h Pe * be able to explain when

I have thought of them more are the laws which relate
to nobleness and ignobleness; that ignobleness especiallywhich we commonly call "vulgarity."

Ruslcin, Elements of Drawing, iii. 9.

ignobly (ig-no'bli), adv. In an ignoble manner ;

unworthily; dishonorably; meanly; basely: as
ignobly born

; the troops fled ignobly.
York, then, which had the regency in France,
They force the king ignobly to displace.

Drayton, Miseries of Queen Margaret.

ignominious (ig-no-min'i-us), o. [= F. igno-
minieitx = Sp. Pg. It. ignominioso, < L. ignomi-
niosus, disgraceful, shameful, < ignominia, dis-
grace: see ignominy.'] 1. Marked with igno-
miny; incurring or attended with disgrace; de-
grading; shameful; infamous: as, ignominious
punishment ; ignominious intrigues.

This fellow here, with envious carping tongue
I pin-aided me about the rose I wear

; . . .

With other vile and ignominious terms.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

Thus doth soft pleasure but abuse the minde,
And, making one to servile thoughts descend

Doth make the body weake, the judgement blin'de
An hateful life, an ignominiout end.

Stirling, To Prince Henry, Son of James I.

The blundering weapon recoiled and gave the valiant
Kip an imominlovt kick, which laid him prostrate with
uplifted heels in the bottom of the boat.

Irring, Knickerbocker, p. 113.

.
, . .

ignoramus (ig-no-ra'mus). [L., lit. we take no
notice of (it), first pers. pi. pres. ind. of igno-
rare, be ignorant of, take no notice of, ignore:
see ignore.'] 1. In law, an indorsement, mean-
ing 'we ignore it,' which a grand jury for-
merly made on a bill presented to it for in-
quiry, when there was not evidence to support
the charges, by virtue of which indorsement all

proceedings were stopped, and the accused per-son was discharged. It is now superseded In some
States by the phrase "not a true bill," or " not found "

but the jury is still said to ignore the bill or the indict-
ment. The indorsement "

ignoramus" on a bill returned bv
a grand jury properly implied no more than that the jurydeemed it inexpedient to pursue the matter; but it was
often taken as an indication of ignorance or stupidity onthe part of the jury, thus leading to the present familiar
use as an English noun. Also used attributively.
And I hane seene the best, yea, naturall Italians, not

pnely stagger, but euen sticke faste in the myre, and at
last giue it ouer, or giue their verdict with an Ignoramus

Florio, It. Diet., Ep. Ded., p. 6.

Let ignoramus juries find no traitors :

And ignoramus poets scribble satires.

Dryden, Prol. to the Duke of Guise.

2. n. An ignorant person; especially, one who
lacks necessary knowledge; an ignorant pre-
tender to knowledge.
OTgnoramui in the Law ! Can you bring an Action ofTheft for Trover or Conversion, or for one that having^'^

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 274.

If ever you find an ignoramus in place and power, .
I dare undertake that, as fulsome a dose as you give himhe shall readily take it down, and admit the commenda^
tion, though he cannot believe the thing !

South, Sermons, II. 385.

ignorance (ig'no-rans), n. [< ME. ignorance, <
Jt . ignorance, F. ignorance = Pr. ignorantia,
ignoransa = Sp. Pg. ignorancia = It. ignoranza,
< L. ignorantia, want of knowledge or informa-
tion, < ignoran(t-)s,vot knowing: see ignorant.]
I he state of being ignorant; want of knowledgein general, or concerning some particular mat-
ter; the condition of not being cognizant, in-
formed, or aware.
And how much are we lund to God, that he hath de-

livered us from these gross ignorances !

Latimer, llisc. Selections.

O, answer me
;

Let me not burst in ignorance !

Slialc., Hamlet, i. 4.



ignorance
Preach, my dear sir, a crusade against ignnranrf; estab-

lish and improve the law for educating the common peo-
P'e. Je/enun, Correspondence, II. V,.

Acquired knowledge asserts itself, and will not let us
see as we saw in the day of our ignorance.

George Eliot, Middleman*, II. 400.

Ignorance (more properly, ignoration) of the eleucn.
See ignoration.

ignorancyt, Same as ignorance.
So sore haue our false prophets brought yc people out

of their wittes, & haue wrapped them in darcknes, and
haue rocked them in blyndnes and ignorauncit.

Tyndale, Works, p. 157.

ignorant (ig'no-rant), a. and n. [< ME. iijuo-
rant, < OF. ignorant, F. ignorant = Pr. fammMM= Sp. Pg. It. ignorante, < L. ignorant t-)s, ppr.
of ignorare, have no knowledge of, be ignorant :

see ignore.'} I. a. 1. Destitute of knowledge in

general, or concerning some particular matter;
uninstructed or uninformed

; untaught; unen-
lightened.

I am ashamed to be itjnorant in what sea that island
standeth whereof I write so long a treatise.

Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 9.

They be ignorant of poesie that call such long tales by
the name of Epitaphes ; they might better call them Ele-
gies. 1 nit, nli'i in, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 40.

Fools, alike ignorant of man and God !

Browning, King and Book, I. 319.

The Dutch governor was at this time (1781) absolutely ig-
ma-ant of the existence of a war between England and Hol-
land. Leckn, Eng. In 18th Cent, xiv.

2. Keeping one in ignorance. [Rare.]
I beseech you,

If you know aught which does behove my knowledge
Thereof to be inform'd, imprison it not
In ignorant concealment. Shak., W. T., L 2.

3f. Unconscious; unaware.
Ignorant of guilt, I fear not shame. Dryden.

4f. Done unconsciously orinnocently; unknown
to one's self as being of the kind mentioned.

Alas ! what ignorant sin hare I committed ?

Shak., Othello, Iv. 2.

5. Showing want of knowledge ; arising from
or caused by ignorance : as, an ignorant pro-
ceeding; ignorant remarks.

Whose iijnnrant credulity will not
Come up to the truth. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

= Syn. 1. Ignorant, Illiterate, Unlettered, Unlearned, un-
educated. Ignorant is the most general of these words
(as, he Is an iffnorant fellow), except where It is limited to
some subj ector point (as, ignorant of theways of the world).
Illiterate means not having read or studied, or, specifically,
not able to read. The illiterate are presumably ignorant
outside of their own work, but not necessarily so ; the ig.
norant are necessarily illiterate. In modern times it is as
reprehensible to be illiterate as to be ignorant. Unlettered
is used sometimes for illiterate and sometimes for un-
learned, with corresponding measuresof blame. Unlearn-
ed that is, not learned is, like ignorant, either general
or special: as, to be unlearned in theology ; as learning Is
the privilege of few, it is not especially blameworthy to be
even generally unlearned.

Man, proud man !

Dress'd in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd.

Shak., M. for M., U. 2.

The illiterate warriors of the Middle Ages revived To-
tems in the form of armorial bearings.

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 203.

That unlettered, small-knowing soul.

Shale., L. L. L, t 1.

When they saw the boldness of Peter and John, and per-
ceived that they were unlearned and ignorant men, they
marvelled. Acts iv. 13.

This doctrine may have appeared to the unlearned light
and whimsical. Addiimt.

H.t n. A person who is untaught or unin-
formed; one who is unlettered or unskilled; an
ignoramus.
You are a herd of hypocritical proud ignmranti.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 2.

I that was ere while the ignorant, the loyterer, on the
sudden by his permission am now granted to know some-
thing. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

discrimination of an object from others
;
the re-

training from precisely specifying what a pro-
posed obiect of imagination shall be._ femora-
tion Of coordinates. () A method in analytical geoml
try in which a single letter represents that quantity which
being equated to zero gives the equation to any given line,
circle, or other locus. (6) The dynamical theory of gen-

Iguvine
and species closely related to it, such as the naked-necked
'Baa" of south America, /. cM.V.<( .w/im, uml tin- horned

i^-^" U mingo,L cornuta.

Iranian (l-gwa JU-an), a. and )i. I. ,t. Re-
sembhug or related to an iguana ; belonging or
relating to tlic li/iiiniiilir.

eralized coordinates. Ignoration of the elench (iann-
ratio elenchi), in logic, a fallacy which consists in refuting
not the position of the antagonist, but another more or
less similar position. Thus, if one party maintains that
it is dangerous to base the definition of a word upon its

derivation, and the other party replies by showing that
derivations frequently throw great light upon the mean-
ings of words, this reply is an ignoration of the elench. Iffiianid* (i irwnii'i HP"! r 7 PUT </>,.,

^JKS^S^^SA ^**53 tfJftittZ
Dan. ignorere = Sw. ignorera, < F. ignorer =
Pr. Sp. Pg. ignorar= lt. ignorare, < L. ignorare,
have no knowledge of, mistake, take no notice
of, ignore, < ignurua, not knowing, < in- priv.

""7, knowing (&T.yyapl$etv, make known),

The Iguanian lizards are lower than the Acrodont.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 1 w.

II. n. An iguana, or some similar li/unl.
Also iijuaiioiil.

iguanid (i-gwan'id), H. A lizard of the family
Iguaiiiilic.

i-gwan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
A family of lizards of the super

family Agamoidea and order Lacertilia, typified
by the genus Iguana. The family was formerly of
larger extent than now, including acrodont forms now
referred to Agamida. Its distinctive character is the
pleurodont dentition. The species are characteristically
American, and chiefly inhabit the warmer parts of Amer-

Brute and irrational barbarians, who may be supposed
rather to ignore the being of God than deny it

Boyle, Works, II. 50.

2. To pass over or by without notice
;
treat as

if not known
; shut the eyes to

; leave out of ac-
count; disregard: as, to ignore facts.

Ignoring Italy under our feet,
And seeing things before, behind.
Mrs. Browning, First News from Villafranca.

The moral law, irrnoring all vicious conditions, defects,
and incapacities, prescribes the conduct of an ideal hu-
manity. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 70.

3. In Jaw, to throw out as beiug unsupported
by evidence. See ignoramus, 1.

ignorement (ig-uor'ment), re. [< ignore +
-mcnt.] The act of ignoring, or the state of

being ignored. Imp. Diet.

ignosciblet (ig-nos'i-bl), a. [< LL. ignoscibilis,
pardonable, < L. ignoscere, pardon, forgive, ex-

cuse, < in- priv. + "gnoseere, iwscere, know; cf.

ignore.'] Pardonable. E. Phillips, 1706.

ignotet (ig-nof), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. It. igno-
to, < L. igitotus, unknown, < iw-priv. +*gnotus,
notus, known, pp. of *gnoscere, noscere, = E.

blOW.] I. a. Unknown; obscure.
Shall such very ignote and contemptible pretenders be

allowed a place among the most renowned of poctick
writers? E. Phillips, Theatrum 1'oeticum, Pref. (1675).

II. n. An unknown person.
Their judgement was, the girts of peace were slack, but

not broken. This is couched In the admonitions of an
i'tii'ite unto King James.

Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, I. 169.

iguana (i-gwa'na), re. [NL., E., etc., E. also
guana, formerly guano, < Sp. iguana, from the
native Haytiau name, given variously as igoa-
na, hiuana, yttana.] 1. A large lizard of the

Ignorantin (ig-no-ran'tin), n. [P., < NL.
rantinus, < L. ignoran(t-)s, ignorant.] In pop-
ular usage, one of a religious order properly en-
titled Brethren of the Christian Schools (which
see, under brother).

ignorantism (ig'no-ran-tizm). n. [= F. igno-'

and are adapted to an arboreal life ; others, like the so-
called horned toads, have a flattened form and are of ter-
restrial habits ; a few are aquatic. Some attain a length
of 5 or 6 feet A prominent feature of many of these liz-
ards is the development of dermal appendages in the form
of spines and crest along the back and elsewhere. The
flesh of some is an important article of food. Leading gen-
era of this family, besides Iguana, are Polychrus, Cyclu-
ra, Banliteiu, Phrynotoma, Sceloporun, Crotaphytu*, Hoi-
brookia, etc. By some Anolis Is also referred to the fam-
ily, while by others it is considered typical of a peculiar
family Anolidte or Anolidida. The species found in the
Viiitwl States are all comparatively small and Inoffensive
lizards, such as the common fence-lizard, the so-called
chameleon, the horned toads, etc. See cuts under Basili*.

\ Cyclura, and iguana.
inn (i-gwan'i-form), a. [< iguana + L.
form.] Resembling an iguana; igua-

inan.

Iguanodon (i-gwan
' o -don), n. [NL., < ig/tntui+ Gr. oooi'f (bSovT-) = E. tooth.] 1. The typi-

cal genus of the fossil family Iguanodontida; :

so called from the resemblance of the teeth to
those of Iguana. The species, of which several are
described, were of gigantic size, some being SO feet long.
They stood up on their hind limbs, which were long and
strong in comparison with the fore limbs; the latter
were used for prehension rather than for locomotion.
The tail was long and heavy, serving to steady the ani-
mal in the erect posture and for swimming. The best-

Preserved
specimen, an almost perfect skeleton, is that of

. bernixtartentis, found in Belgium, which, as mounted,
stands 14 feet high and covers a horizontal line 28 feet
long.

2. [I. <!.] A species or a specimen of the genus
Iguanodon or family Iguanodontida: The name
is also loosely used for many related reptiles, being thus
almost synonymous with dinosaur or diiioMumm.
iguanodont (i-gwan'o-dont), a. and n. [< iguait-
odon(t-)."] I. a. Having teeth like those of the
iguana : specifically applied to the Iguanodon-
tida'.

II. u. An animal of the family Iguanodontida;.
Iguanodontidae (i-gwan-o-don'ti-de), re. pi.
[NL., < Igitanodon(t-) + '-ida;.'] A family of

gigantic extinct dinosaurs, typified by the ge-
nus Iguanodon, belonging to the order Dino-
sauria (or Ornithoscelida), possessing clavicles
and an incomplete post-pubis. These enormous
saurians present a bird-like type of structure, especially in
the hind limbs. The pelvic bones are strikingly like those
of birds, especially in the length and slendemess of the
ischium and pubis, and the obturator process of the former
bone. The hind limbs are enlarged in comparison with
the fore limbs ; the anterior vertebras are slightly amphi-
coelous, the posterior Bat; the preinaxilue are beak-like
and toothless ; and the mandibular symphysis is notched
to receive the beak, as in some birds. The teeth are
large and broad, transversely ridged, implanted in sock-
ets and not aukylosed to the jaw, and woru down by

Same as obscurantism.

ignorantist (ig'no-ran-tist), re. [= F. ignoran-
tiste Sp. ignoraiitista ; < ignorant + -ist.~\
Same as obscurant.

ignorantly (ig'no-rant-li), adr. In an ignorant
manner; without knowledge, instruction, or
information : opposed to designedly.
Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him declare I

unto you. Acts xvii. 23.

ignoration (ig-uo-ra'shon), n. [= Sp. iynora-
cion, < L. <7)io)-a>(K-),"ignorance, < ignorare,
not to know: see ignore.} A want of precise

Tuberculatcd Iguana (Ifuaxa Ixbtrcvlattfi,

warmer parts of America, of the genus Iguana;
also, some similar lizard of a related genus.
The best-known species is the tuberculated iguana, 7.

tuberculata, of the West Indies and South America. It
attains a length of 5 feet or more, and presents a rather
formidable appearance, but is inoffensive unless molested ;

it feeds upon vegetables, and its flesh is much used for
food. The tail is very long, compressed, and tapering ; a
row of scales along the back Is developed into a serrate
crest or dorsal ridge ; the head is covered with scaly plates ;

and the throat has a large dewlap. The iguana is of arbo-
real habits, spending much of the time in trees and bushes,
basking in the sun. It is easily approached, and is often
captured by means of a noose attached to a stick. Its col-
oration is variegated with brownish, greenish, and yellow-
ish tints.

2. [cap.] The typical and leading genus of
the family IgUOniOte. It was formerly of great ex-

tent, but is now restricted to /. tuberntlata (see above),

Remains of Iguanodon.
I. Right side of lower jaw. 2. a. two upper molars, external view;

*, same internal view ; c, external view of mature lower molar ; tf,
internal view of same. 3. Fang. 4. Horn.

mutual attrition. There does not appear to have been any
di-rmal armor. Several genera besides Iguanodon have
been referred to this family, as Hypsilophodon, Scclido-

vauruft, and others; its limits vary with different writers.

iguanoid (i-gwau'oid), . and n. Same as
ii/nHiiian.

Iguvine (ig'u-viu), H. Same as Eugiibine.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.
abbr. abbreviation.
abL ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agri. agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
lg algebra.
Amer. American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist

appar apparently.
AT. Arabic.
arch architecture.
archseol archaeology.
arith. arithmetic.

art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus. causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-
pound.

compar comparative.
conch conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr. contracted, contrac-

tion.

Cora Cornish.
craniol craniology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat. dative.
def. definite, definition.

deriv derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

diff different.

dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.
E. East.
E. English (usvaUymean-

iny modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.

embryol embryology.
Eng English.

engin. engineering.
entom entomology.
Epis Episcopal.
equiv equivalent.
esp especially.
Eth Ethiopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur. European.
exclam exclamation.

f., fem feminine.
F French (usually mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Memish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Friesic.
fut future.
G .QennaiQ(u8uallymean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol. geology.
geom geometry.
Goth. Gothic (Mo3sogothic).
Gr. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet. herpetology.
Hind Hindustani
hist history.
horol horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (usually

meaning Old Ice-

l&ndlCfOtherwise call-

ed Old Norse).
ichth Ichthyology.
I. e L.idest, that is.

impure impersonal. ,

impf imperfect.
impv Imperative.
improp improperly.
Ind Indian.
ind indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
indef. indefinite.

Inf. infinitive.

instr instrumental.

Inter] interjection.

Intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.

Ir. Irish.

irreg. . . ... irregular, irregularly.
It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
I . . Ttin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
lichenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

llthog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

in., masc masculine.
M. Middle.
mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle English (other-

wise called, Old Eng-
lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensur mensuration.
metal metallurgy,
metaph metaphysics.
meteor meteorology.
Mex Mexican.
MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
milit military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.

n., neut. neuter.
N New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
naut nautical.

nav. navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).
HL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.
O Old.
obs obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise called Cnurch
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontol. odontology.
OF Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig. original, originally.
ornith ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass. passive.
pathol pathology.
pert. perfect.
Pers Persian.

pers person.
persp perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.
Pg Portuguese.
phar pharmacy.
Phen Phenician.
philol. philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

photog photography.
phren phrenology.
phys physical.
physiol physiology.
pl.,plur plural.
poet poetical.
polit political.
Pol Polish.

posa possessive.
pp past participle.
ppr. present participle.
Pr. Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref. prefix.
prep preposition.
pres. present.
pret preterit.
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.
pros prosody.
Prot. Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychoL psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. qua)

mde, which see.

refl. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr. representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Rom Roman.
Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
S South.
S. Amer South American.
sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.
Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv ...Servian.

sing singular.
Skt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
superl superlative.
surg surgery.
snrv surveying.
Sw Swedish.

syn synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg telegraphy.
terul ol. teratology.
term termination.
Teut Teutonic.
theat. theatrical
theoL theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.
typog typography.
ult ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var variant.
vet. veterinary.
v. 1 intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog zoogeography.
zool zoology.
zoot zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
a as in far, father, guard.
a as in fall, talk, naught.
a as in ask, fast, ant.
a as in fare, hair, bear.
e aa in met, pen, bless.
e as in mete, meet, meat.
e as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit.
i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

p as in note, poke, floor.

o as in move, spoon, room.
o as in nor, song, off.

n as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp.
ix, x).

11 us in pull, book, co lid.

u German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xi.

Tims:

9 as in prelate, courage, captain,
f as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.
as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-souml (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican,
e. as in prudent, difference,

j as in charity, density,
o as in valor, actor, idiot.

a as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book.

U as in nature, feature.

A markM under the consonants t, d,
i, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, sh, zA. Thus :

( as in nature, adventure.
4 as in arduous, education.

g as in leisure,

g as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TH as in then.
eli as in German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mou-
flW) 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom; i. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.

-r read and ; i. e., compounded with, or
with sultlx.

read cognate with; L e., etymologically
parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical or alleged ; i.e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t read obsolete.




